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NOTE BY THE TRANSLATOR.

THE tranelation of the seventh and last French edition of

Cazemix's 1llidwifery is now offered to the ProfeRsion.
Since the death of Prof. Cazcaux the work has been revised
and edited by Prof. Tarnier, in whose preface will be found
indic<tte<l the many and important alterations and additions
which it has undergone.
The copious index accompanying the prc.<cut American
edition will, it is hoped, be found of practical utility.
W. R BULLOCK.
W!L)ll!WTON, D~:L.,

.Jlay 18, 1808.

PREFACE TO THE SEVEN'l1H EDITION.

T

HE sixth edition of this work was almost exhausted, v1...Jien its
author, in the foll strength of years and talent, was Euddenlystruck
dowu by the disease which very soon proved fatal. In departing,
Cazeaux left a name beloved of physicians and students, and respected
by a11. The success of his work on ob:;:.tetrics had greatly contributed
to extend his reputation and scientific authority. Inasmnch, therefore,
as the stoppage of its publication would 'deprive the medical public of
a work which, for a long time, has justly been ranked first amongst
classical books, both Cazcaux's family and his editor coucurred in the
opinion that a new edition ought to be published.
A classical book soon grows oltl in these days, and it was found impossible to bring out a new edition without subjecting it to the alterations demanded by the progm:;s of science. I was charged with jts preparation, and accepted the honor of the task with a full appreciation of
its difficulties. I had ne\'er been Cazeaux's pupil, but his book was the
first from which I had stuclic<l obstetrics, and I had been accustomed to
see it in the hamls of all my follow-students, and, at a later period, of
my pupils also. Independently, therefore, of my personal observation, I was in a position to become acquainted with its character through
others. Thus, together with merited praise, I sometimes also listened
to criticisms of its details, and profited by all I heard.
I was left at liberty to remodel the work according to my judgment,
to make the alterations which seemed to be required, to suppress some
passages and to introduce new ones. Out of respect to Cazeaux'i:;
memory, it was decided that the printing should be done in two kinds
of type; the larger fur the old text, and t he smaller for what I Lad
myself written.
The reader will readily distinguish what belongs to Cazcaux an<l
what to myself, but the work has been resolved into a homogeneou5
body without contradictory annotations. This last result could not

xii
possibly luwe been attained without retouching the olcl text, by which
a new direction and meaning has been sometimes g iven Lo the original
ideas. Should it be desired to know certainly what Ca;waux's opinions
were, it will, therefore, be neccs...;ary to coni-:ult an ~l<l edition .
Especially have I made it a duty not to change the spirit in whic h
the work had been conceived; therefore I can say " ·ith Cazeaux, that,
"After a work hai' passed through several editions, a preface is hardly
needed,' for its object is then suffi<'icntly well known . The present is
more particubrl_v intended for the use of students of medicine and midwife-stu dents, although general praclitioners may also, perhaps, gai n
something hy its peru~al, fo r I ha,·c endeavored to make it a condensed
summary of the leading principles established by the masters of ou r
art, and for that purpose have drawn from al l the works published
down to the present day. l\Iy position in the lying-in hospitals has
enabled me to test the value of the doctrines put forth by former
authors; and I have adopted as true all which my daily experience has
confirmed, and have rejected u"nhcsitatingly, from whatc\'er source they
came, all such as were disproved by t·he numerous cases brought under
my ob~cn·ation, confining myself to quoting, without comment, those
whose value I have been unable to determine.
"Although this work
in its general arrangement, most of
those publi~hcd on the same
in France, it dilfcra from them
c~sentially in the main; for I have adopted almost wholly the views of·
Professors i\c.t'gCle, P. Dubois, and Stoltz, which are not found clearly
cxpres~ed in any of our classical books. I have also extracted freely
from the lcar1wd treatise of Professor Yclpcau, who:"c rnst erudition
has greatly facilitate<l my bibliographical researches; from the course
of rny forrncr teacher, Professor Moreau; from the excellent articles of ·
])(sormcanx, of Dngl·s, and of Guillemot; from the cla~sical works
()f England and .Amerjca, such as tho!;e of' Bul'llf', Campbell, l\Icrrimau,
Hamsbotham, Dewees, l\Icigs, and Rigby; and from the treatises of Peu,
Delamotte, Le\'J'et, Smellie, Baudelocque, Gardien, and Capuron . I
Jia,·e al:"o cn11sulte<l with advantage the manual recently published by
my friend, Di·. Jacquemicr i nlso, thl? memoi rs of Simp!"ion, Tyler Smith,
Depau l, Dc,·illiers, &c. I may be permitted also to express publicly
my tha n k~ to .M. Coste, for his great kindness in allowing me to st udy
his Ucnutiful collection in th e Col lege of l!...,rance, and to borrow several
figures from the magnificent work which he is now publishing. Lastly,
it will be seen how high ly I value the eminently practical writings of
Madame Laclrnpellc. In a word, I 1uwe selected fl'Om all sources
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whate\·cr bears the impress Jf truth. In the scienccl':i of observation, a
oew work is necessarily enriched by the labors of all antecedent writers;
and therefore, its greatest merit consists in collecting its scattered materials, and forming out of then\ a body of clocfrinc, which it illustrates
in the cle!Jrest and simplest manner po,.:siblc. Such is the end I have
endeavored to attain; and the medical public, and students especially,
must judge whether I have succeeded in the attempt.
"But few quotations have been made, though their number might
have been greatly increased; but I wished to avoid the charge made
by most students against one of our best classical works. However, [
haxc felt bound to refer to living authors whenever I have introduced
a new theory, or any particular procedure, which emanated from them;
and besides, as the profcssorate may be deemed a. mode of publicity, [
h~we respected the right to the original ideas which I 11ave heard
emitted by Professor Dubois; and his name will be found scrupulously
associated with all the opinions emanating from him.
"Notwithstanding a. spurious copy published in Belgium~ and several
translations into foreign languages, the large editions of the work first
pnUli~he<l were rapidly exhausted. So £worablc a. reception made it
obligatory upon me to neglect nothing which coulcl render this edition
worthy of the reputation of iG predccc.s.-;ors. I ha\·e, therefore, reviewed
and corrected all parts of it with scrupulous care."
The plan of the present edition has been so greatly modified that it
may be regarded as altogether new, the order followed being that which
I long since adopted for my cour:;e of lectures, as the most natural and
the uc;t. The chapters arc groupo<l iuto eight principal parts. Part
6r:;t is devoted to the female organs of generation. The pelvis is first
studied by dc:-;cribing separately each of its component parts, aftenrnrds
con~idcring them as a. whole, and pointing out carefully whateYer peculiarities it may present as to form, direction, an<l size; then we pass
immediately to the anatomical description of the external and internal
organs of generation. It will Uc seen that I have here profited by M.
Sappey's recent researches in regard to the strncture of the oniry, and
those of Dr. Helie (of Nantes) in regard to the structure of the uterus.
The physiology of the genital organs is now so intimately connected
with their anatomical arrangement that it is impo&;ible to describe
them fully without speaking at the same time of their functions. Tiie
phenomena which they exhil>it at certain periods are also very properly
regu-<le<l as the preludes of ~"neration, making their preliminary study

indispensable to all who would understand the changes which th"'se
organs undergo during the puerperal condition.
The genital apparatus of the female having been studied in the nonpregnant condition, we examine, in the second part., those very numerous
an<l important changes which they undergo during gestation, and shall
often have occasion to quote the many works of Robin on the uterine
mucous membrane, the decidua, an<l the placenta. " ' e afterwards
study the first cause of all of these changes, to wit, the fcetus and its
appendages, which are traced through the various stages of their development. From this examination we deduce the signs of pregnancy.
Having acquired these preliminary notions, we arc in a condition to
enter upon the subject of labor in the third part of the work. In the
process of parturition we distinguish two orders of phenomena : one
purely physiological and expressive of the vital action called into play
in order to expel the fcctus; the others, purely mechanical, and constituting the mechanism by which this expulsion takes place.
'Ve have given great latitude to the description, and especially to the
explanation of the mechanism of natural labor, and th ink that we ha.ve
succeeded in explain ing certain facts which, hitherto, had only been
pointed out. New views have also led us to describe six principal
stages in the mechanism of all the presentations. After the labor,
properly so called, comes the stndy of the delivery of the after-birth,
and of the puerperal state; this part inclmling afterward the subject
of the attentions to be given to the woman duri1lg and after labor, as
also an article devoted to apparent death of new-born children.
I have also greatly extended the pathology of pregnancy, to which
th e entire fourth part is devoted. Chapters entirely new will be found
in it on the diseases of pregnancy, the alterations to which the placenta
is subject, and the death of the child <luring intra-uterine lifo. Thus,
I hope that I have su pplied an omission that was to be regretted.
In the fifth part, which is devoted to difficult labor, we treat in
detail of deformities of the pehis and all other causes of dystocia, the
way in :which each operates, their situation in the mother, the child or
its appendages, the signs whereby their presence may be detected, the
in(lications which they present, and the means of remedying them. In
the study of the accidents which arc liable to complicate labor, I have
profited by all the works published of late years, and in the account
of hemorrhage, puerperal convulsions, and the indications which they
present, will be found some new consi<lcrations. To fill up properly

the outline which we had traced, it became necessary to treat carefully
of artificial dcli\·ery of the after-birth, and the accidents to which it is
liable.

I have introduced a sixth part, devoted to obstetrical therapeutics,
which includes two chapters only: the first being devoted to ergot, and
the second to the effect of a debilitating regimen and a certain course
of me<lication upon the development of the child during intra-uterine
life.
The seventh part comprises a discussion of ti1e use of anresthetics in
Jabor, an account of the use of the tampon and of all the obstetrical

operations, rendered in a degree of detail proportioned to the interest
which attaches to them.
The eighth and last part, is exclusively devoted to the hygiene of
the child from birth to the period of weaning.
It would be impossible to point out all the additions which are
scattered through the work, but they arc very many. Everywhere
ha,·e I accorded to the Yiews of Professors Depaul and Pajot, as also
to the views of all contemporaneous authors, the prominence which
they deserve. I hope therefore that this book, which is, so to speak,
a new one, will be found to represent all the most important knowledge
whkh we possess pertaining to the obstetric art.
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TREATISE ON MIDWIFERY.
PART I.
OF THE FEMALE ORGANS OF GENERATION.

T

H E female organs subservient to generation are: the ovaries, the principal function of which is the secretion of the ovule or female germ;
the Fallopian tubes, designed to receive the ovule, and conduct it into the
cavity of the uterus; the 'Uterus, a kind of receptacle, whose office it is to
contain the fecundated germ during its period of development, and to
expel it immediately afterwardj £nally, the vagina, a membranous canal
extending from the neck of the uterus to the external genital parts. Most
of these organs are situated within a large cavity, the walls of which are
composed of bones and soft parts; the cavity is termed the cavity of the
pelvis, or pelvic cavity. On account of the importance of the pelvis as an
organ both of protection and transmission, we shall, with it, begin the study
of the organs of generation.

CHAPTER I.
OF THE PELVIS.

basin, in Latin, pelvis, is a Jarge, irregular, Louy cavity, a sort of
curved canal, which terminates the trunk inferiorly, and sustains it by its
posterior part. It is placed directly upon the lower extremities, which
afford it points of support, and to which, in the erect posture, it transmits
the weight of the upper portions of the body. Its position in an adult of
ordinary stature is, in genera l, about the central part of the whole trunk.
In the infant at term, and more especially during the intra-uterine life, it
is much below this point; and at a certain period of fretal existence, when
the lower extremities resemble as yet but little nipples, it even occupi~
the inferior portion of the body. Especially should the accoucheur study
a
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the pehis iu it!' totality and in its relations with the great function which
it suhsetTes. Now as the best way of understanding a whole is to decom·
pose it, and study separately its constituent parts, we shall proc~~d at once
to consider individually the bones which enter into the compos1t1on of the
pelvis.

ARTIGLE I.
BONES OF TilE PELVIS.

The bones which together constitute the pelYis are: the sacrum, an1 the
ooccy:c, both }llaced behind and on the median line, and the ossa innominata
or co:rcd bone.if. These last arc in pairs, belng situated at the sides and
articulating with each other in front.

§ 1. OF TilE SACRUM.
This is a symmetrical, triangular bone, which is curved forward at its
lower part, and is placed at the posterior part of the pelvis, where it appears
like a wedge, forced in between the two Ol:!~a. innominata, immediately below
the vertebral column, and directly above the coccyx. It is trayersed longitudinally by the sacral canal (a continuation of the vertebral canal), and,
relath·cly to the axis of' the body, it is directed from above downwards,
and from before backwards; hence the colulllll represented by it forms an
obtu$e angle with the lumbar vertebr::e, being salient in front, and receding
behind. 'Ihis point is called the promontory, or the sacro-i•ertebral angle.
Besides this direction, the sacrnm is curved upon itself from behind forwards, so as to present an anterior concavity, the hollow of the sacrum:
this curvature is generally much more marked in the female than in the
male.
Anatomi~ts describe the bone as having two faces, two borders, a base,
and an apex.
1. The spinal, or posterior face, is convex, rough, and very irregular, presenting on the median line three, four, or five prominences, the longest of
which are n.bove, and continuous with the ridge formed by the series of
spinous proce$::;es of the vertebrroj lower down, the sacral caual is terminated
as a triangular gutter, beiug bounded laterally by two tubercles, called the
corm1a of the sacrum; upon each side of, and close to the median line, a
large furrow exi:sts, at the bottom of "hich the four posterior sacral
foramina are seen, communicating with the vertebral canal, and serving
to transmit the nerves of the same name. Outside of these foramina we
find a series of elevations, apparently analogous to the transverse processes
of the vertebrre; and above them two irregular fossre, into which the posterior sacro-iliac ligaments are inserted.
2. The pelvic, or anterior face, is smooth and concave, and is traversed
by four prominent transverse lines, the remnants of the sutures between
the different pieces that composed the bone in early infancy, and which
served to separate some superficial, transverse, and quadrilateral grooves
found there, from each other. Sometimes the fir::;t of these prominent lines
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is so well marked as to be mistaken, when practising the touch, for the
sacro-vertebral angle.
The anterior sacral foram in a, four in number, are found nearer the latend
margins; they communicate with the sacral canal, and transmit the anterior
branches of the nerves of the same name. Beyond the foramina is an
unequal surface for the attachment of the pyramidal muscles.
3. The borders of the sa<'rum may be divided into two portions. 1. The
superior, being very thick, presents, on its anterior half, a semilunar
articular facet for joining with the coxal bone, and on its posterior part
an excavation, and some rough projections for the attachment of the sncro·
iliac ligaments. The other, or inferior portion, is quite thin, and is
occupied by the insertion of the sacro-sciatic ligaments.
4. The base is directed upwardly and a little in front, and has its greatest
diameter transversely. An oval facet, more or less inclined backwards,
surmounts it at the middle, whereby the bone is articulated with the last
lumbar vertebra. Upon each side is seen a smooth surface, which is concaye trans,·ersely, and convex from before backwards. These surfaces
incline forwards and are continuous with the iliac foss:.-c, being covered, in
the recent subject, by the anterior sacra-iliac ligaments. They are separated from the anterior face of the sacrum by a rounded border, ·which
forms, as we shall hereafter learn, the posterior part of the superior !'trait.
The two surfaces constitute the wings of the sacrum. Behind, arc found
the upper orifice of the sacral canal, and the two articular processes of ihe
first piece of the sacrum.
5. The apex of the sacrum is directed downwards, and a little backwards; presenting an oval facet for the articulation of the coccyx.
6. The sacral canal, hollowed out in the thickness of the bone, is the
termination of the vertebral canal; being triangular and broad superiorly,
it becomes narrow and flattened at its inferior part, where it degenerates
into a gutter, that is converted into a canal by the ligaments. This lodges
the sacral nerves, and communicates both wiih the anterior and the posterior sacral foramina.

Poeterioraurfaceofthesacrum.
C.Anterir>r ucml foramina. E. I'olnt1

The sacrum, although quite thick, is a very light and spongy bone.
Be:;ides, it is pierced by a great number of foramina, and traversed by a
central cavity, which serve to diminish its weight still more.
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It is formed of five principal pieces (false sacrnl vertebrro), sometimes of
six, and iu one case, seven were obsen·ed (Pauw). In Scemmering's
cabinet are three i;;pecimens which present but four pieces.
The development of the sacrum is analogous to that of the vertebrre, and
takes place from thirty-four or thirty-five points of o:s:sification, arranged iu
the following manner:
1. Five of them, placed one over the other, occupy the anterior and
middle parts. 2. In each of the interspaccs wh ich sept1.rate these, two
small osseous laminre are developed some time after birth, which seem to
form their articular surfaces. 3. Ten are situated in front and upon each
side of the latter, that is, one for each lateral portion of the fou r or five
primitive bones. 4. And beh ind them six other$ are developed, between
which: 5. There appear three or four that correspond with the spinous
procei:::se5, or their bminre; and 6. Lastly, there is one upon each side above
the iliac surface, for the articular facet.

§ 2. TrrE CoccYx.
This name is given to an assemblage of three or four, occasionally five
1ittle bones. united with each other on the median line of the body, and
apparently suspended at the point of the sacrum, of which, indeed, they
appear to be only a. rnovab]e appendage, continuing its line of curvature
forwards.

Potterlorsurfaeeofthecoccyx.
Fio.3. A.Cornuaofthococcyx. B.Apo:z

Anterlorsurfaceofthococey:z.
F10.4.. A.Coruuaoftheeoceyx. D.Ape:z

l\I. Cruveilhier declares that he has known it, in some cases, to form a
right angle or even an acute one with the sacrum. As a whole, the coccyx
represents a triangular and symmetrical bone.
1. Its spinal, or posterior face, is convex and irregular, and is only
separated from the skin by the posterior sacro-coccygeal ligament.
2. Its pelvic, or anterior face, is smooth and slightly concave, and lies in
contact with the termination of the rectum, which rests upon it. Like the
p:ecedin~ bone, it is . marked by certain transverse grooves, corresponding
with the mtervals which had 1 for a long period, separated its different pieces.
3. Its two lateral borders are quite irregular, and arc occupied by the
attachments of the anterior sacra-sciatic ligaments, and the ischio-coccygeal
muscles.
~· Its sli~htly concave base presents, above, an oval surface, which
articulates with the apex of the sacrum, and behind, two little tubercles
called the cornua of the coccyx.
5. The apex is rounded, irregular, and sometimes bifurcated, u.fnu·ding
attachment to the levator ani muscle.

on;,~:r c::~~::~:~~:~~~1»ed from four or five centres of ossification, that is,
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lNNOmNATUM.

This is a non-symmetrical, quadrilateral bone, curved upon itself, as if
twisted in two different directions, contracted in its middle, and of a very
irregular figure. The pair occupy the lateral and anterior parts of the
pelvis. It presents an i'lternal and external face, and four borders, for
our consideration.
1. The external, or femoral sttrface, is turned outwards, backwards, and
downwards, at its superior part, while inferiorly, it looks forward.
At its superior and posterior portion is seen an unequal, narrow, nnd
convex surface, affording origin to the gluteus maximus nrnscle, and terminated below by a slightly elevated circular ridge, called the superior
curved line. Beneath this, there is a larger surface, which is concaye
behind, narrowed in front for the insertion of the gluteus medius muscle,
and bounded by a slight ridge below, called the inferior curved line; still
lower, there is a third extensi\'e and convex surface, serving for the attachment of the gluteus miuimus muscle. All that portion of the femoral face
just described forms a large fossa, alternately concave and convex, bearing
the name of the exlen)(ll iliac fossa.
Towards the front, the external face presents the cotyloid cavity or the
acetabulum, at it.s superior part; and a little more in advance and below,
the sub-pubic, or obtumtor foramen. This opeuing is triangular, with
rounded anglesi; its long diameter is inclined downwards and outwards,
nod its circumference is sharp and irregular, presenting above a groove,
directed obliquely from behind forwards and from without inwards, through
which the obturator ve&sels and nerves pa out. A fibrous membrane that
subtends the foram('ll is attached to its periphery, except in the immediate
vicinity of the groove.
Upon the upper side of the obturator foramen, between it and the median
line, there is a concave or nearly plane surface for the origin of several
muscles.

E:ii:tr.rnal surfllceoftheOlllnnom!nalum.

~'.~i:.~~:::'.:::,i:::s~; x:·~:::~::i\ ·~:~;.~,:,,:::::~~:··~:::~:::.'.=:~~::~;.~~,~:,:i~;;~f.::~:~~;
\I. Tschio-pnLicramm1..
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2. The abdominal, or internal face, is directed forward!'l at its uppc1 part,
and backwards at the lower. It may be divided into two port1~n!I;, the
superior of which is characterized by a large excavation, cal led the rnff'rnal
iliac jo,lf8a, by a semi lunar articular surface found just behind. this ~o~<:.a,
and called the auricular facet, and still more pORtf'riorly, by some rugos1t1e!I;,
analogous to those found on the articular faces of the sacrum.
The !mperior portion i~ terminated below by a larp:e, rounded, a~d. <'~!l
eave line, which separates it from the other moiety. The latter, or mfcr1or
portion, presents behind a nearly triangular plane surface, which corresponds to the coty loid ca\'ity and to the body of the ischium; near its
lniddle, we find the ohturato1· foramen, and in front, the internal face of
the pubis and of the ischio-pubic ramus.
3. Border.~. These are four in number.
The posterior one has a very irregular
shape, being oblique from above downwards, and from without inward~. The
pnsterior superior .'fpino1ts proce.<t.~ i::; found
at its junction with the i::uperior border.
This prominent, well-marked eminence is
separated by a rough margin from another
though less yoJuminous one, called the
posterior inferior spinou~ process.
Below this la~t apophysis, the student
will observe a very deep notch, which contributes to the formation of the great ~ciatic
foramen, and is terminated below by a.
triangular, pointed projection, bearing the
title of the spine of the ischiwn. This process is more or less prominent in difforent
individual~. an<l is sometimes directed inwards. A groove is seen just beneath it,
in which the tendon of the obturator internus mur>cle playsi th is groo,·e is a part
of the lesser sciatic notch; and lastly, this
border terminates at the tubcrosity of the ischium.
The anterior border is concave, oblique above, and nearly horizontaJ in
front. The anterior superior spinou.~ process is formed by its union with the
superior border. A cons id cntble depression exists under this apophysis,
which separates it from another one, cal1ed the anterior injerio1· spinous
procc.ss. Then we find a groove just under this elevation, for the gliding
of the conjoint tendon of the psoas magnus and the iliacus intern us muscles;
which groove is bounded, in front and below, by the ilio-pectilleal eminence.
And Ja::;tly, the border is terminated by a triangular horizontal !surface,
which is directed downwards and forwards, and is broader externally than
rntern:tlly, and by the spine and angle of the pubis.
The superio1· border or crest of the ilium is thick, convex, and inclined
outward ..,, excepting at its j)Osterior part, where it looks slightly inwards-
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being twisted, in its course, somewhat like an italic f. Anatomists hn.ve
subdiddc<l it into the external and internal lips, and the intervening space.
The anterior superior spinous process bounds it in front, and the posterior
superior one behind.
The inferior border is shorter than either of the others; it presents, howeYer, three parts for study. There is an ovnl surface above, for articul:iting
with its fellow of the opposite side, forming the symphysis; below, it is
terminated by the tuberosity of the ischium, and in the middle, we find the
·~schio-pttbic ra11ws; this is a sharp ridge, formed superiorly by the descending branch of the pubis, and inferiorly by the ascending portion of the
ischium.
The coxal bone is developed from the principal centres of ossification,
which appear at the same time in the iliac fossa, the tuberosity of the
ischium, and in the pubis. Owing to this mode of growth, it has been
customary to divide the os innominatum into three portions: the superior
one, styled the ilium, forms, in a great measure, the contour and prominence
of the hip; the pubis, being anterior, supports the genital organs; and the
inferior one, which sustains the body when seated, is named the ischiwn.
Several years after birth, an o.sseous lamina resting upon the superior
border of the bone, is deYeloped to form the iliac crest, whilst a similn.r
layer embraces the tuberosity of the ischium, and extends to its ramusj at
the same time, a third centre of ossification appears for the anterior inferior
spinous process of the ilium, and a fourth forms the angle of the pubis.

ARTICLE II.

[The four bones just described arc united by four n.rticulations peculiar to the
pelvis; one in front for the two pubic bones, two behind for the iliac bones aud the
sacrum, aod that of the coc,..yx with the sacrum. All these articulations are
usually termed symphyses; thus the articulation of the two pubic bones is styled the
pubic symphysis, the junction of the iliac bone with the sacrum is called the sacrcr
iliac !!ymphysi", and the connection of the sacrum and coccyx the sacro-coccygeal
symphysis.
It should be observed, however, that the symphyses or nmphiar~hroses are
chnracterized by flat articular surfaces, united by a layer of fibrous tissue which
ullows a bending motion without any sliding of the bones upon each other. Now
this sliding motion exists in the pelvic articulations of the female. It is, therefore, a mistake to clasf<ify them amongst the amphiarthroses, and only by an abuse
of language can they continue to be called symphyses. Lenoir's researches prove
that some anatomists were near the truth in considering them asarthrodia. In
twenty-two female subjects between the ages of eighteen and thirty-five years,
Lenoir found that the four peh>ic articulations are formed by the contact of surfaces covered with cartilage aod lined with synovial membranes; fh('y present,
therefore, all the characteristics of arthrodia, and have a simple, ~liding motion.
'J'o the four articulations proper, of the pelvi~, it is well to add in this connection,
the articulation of the sacrum with the spionl column. Here we have really one
')f theamphiarthroseaorsymphyses:
Tbc description of the sub-pubic ligament completes the history of the liga.mentous councctionsofthe pelvis.]
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ARTICULATION OF Til E PUBIS.

This articulation is formed by the approximation of the oval surfaces
occupying the upper part of' the lower border of the coxal bones. These
surfaces are slightly convex and unequal, and are covered with a cartilaginous lamina which fills up the inequalities. The convex shape and the
direction of their faces are such, that they only come into contact for an
inconsiderable extent at their internal or posterior part, and hence they
leave above, in front, and below, an open space, which is the more considerable, in proportion to the distance from the centre of the joint. The
articulating surface of the two cartilages is a little facet, about six or eigh t
lines in its vertical diameter, by two or three in its transverse one. This
facet is smooth, and furnished with a synovial membrane, which is the
more lubricated with synovia as the female approaches the period of labor.
A considerable thickness of the iuterpubic ligament fillS up the interval
which ex ists between the other points of these articular surfaces.
This interp11bic ligament is formed of a very dense fibrous substance. It
has the form of a wedge, with the point forced down between the bones and
the sides adhering to the rough surfaces fronting the articulation. Two
planes of fibres are discoverable in it; the deeper ones, which pass from one
iliac bone to the other, and are shorter in proportion to their depth, arc
crossed, and disposed in several layers. They constitute the interpubic ligament properly so called. The others, which are more superficial, are
parallel, and pass obliqu ely from within outwards and from above downwards. Beginning at the upper part of the articulation they spread iu
descending, until they are finally divided into two bundles, which become
lost in front of the branches of the pubic arch by mingling with the peri·
osteum of the bones and the tendons of the muscles inserted in the vicinity.
These form the anterior pubie ligament.
The uppermost portion of the anterior pubic ligament seems to take its
origin in the fibrous cord which is inserted on the spine of the pubis, and
which cushions, so to speak, the upper edge of that bone, in such a way ::u;
to efface its inequalities. It constitutes the superior pubic ligament.
Lastly, at its lowest part, the anterior pubic ligament as::umes the form
of a thick triangular bundle occupying the summit of the pubic arch, and
fixed by its lateral edges to the upper and internal part of the two branches
thereof. This ligament, called the triangular, or sub-pubic ligament, pre-
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sents a. rounded base, which completes the arch of the pubes by giving it a
regular curve calculated to facilitate the exit of the fretus.
Thus, we have three nnterior pubic li gam ents, n. superior pubic and a.
sub-pubic ligament, all of them representiug a sprcnd ing out of the interosscous ligament. Behind the symphys is, the fibro-cartilaginous substaucc
forms n. sort of projectiug pad, which occupies the middle part only, and
<lisappears from above downward!'.
Finally, the ligamentous arrangement of the articulation is completed
by the posterior p11bic ligament, composed of fibres exte nding transversely
from one pubis to the other, above the projection just noticed. This ligament, which is very thin, and of moderate strength , forms the posterior
lining of the synovin.l membrane.

§ 2.

SACRO-ILIAC ARTICULATIO:SS.

This articulation is formed by the junction of the semilunar facets, which
were pointed out in de~cribing the border of the sacrum and the internal
face of' the ossa ilia.
Both these facets are coYered with a diarthrodial cartilage, which is
closely adapted to the inequalities they present; that, however, which pertains to the sacrum, being always much thicker than the layer which
belongs to the iliac bones. The latter is so thin, that its existence has been
denied. These cartilages are covered with a synovial membrane, which
secretes quite abundantly a viscid and transparent synovia. But, when
the female has par-sec\ the prime of life, this fluid often concretes, and
becomes disposed in isolated flakes upon the articular surfaces, - a fact
which has caused its true nature to be misunderstood.
A very limited sliding mf)t ion is _a1l of which this articulation is susceptibl e. The bones are held together by the following li gaments:
1. The poljterior, or great sacro·eciatic ligament, is found at the posterior
inferior part of the pelvis. It is triangular, thin, flattened, and narrower
in the middle than at the extremities. It arises by n large base from the
posterior inferior spinous process of the ilium, the sacro-spinous ligament,
the last of the posterior tu be rel es of the sacrum, and from the inferior part
of the margin of this bone and border of the coccyx, and running outwards,
downwards, and a li ttle forwards, is inserted into the tuberosity of the
ischium. Its fibres are arranged in such a way, that the internal ones
cross the external about their middle.
2. The lesser sacro-sciatic ligament is smn.ll er tha.n the preceding, though
nearly of the same form, and situated more in front. 'Vithin, it is broad,
being partially confounded with the other, but arising a. little more anteriorly upon the sides of the sacrum and coccyx ; thence, it passes forwards
and outwards to be inserted into the sp ine of the ischium.
The sacra-sciatic ligaments convert the two sciatic notches into foraminn.
They not only serve to unite the sacrum to the ilium, but also contribute to
the formation of the parictes of' the pelvis.
3. The posterior sacro-iliac ligament is a collection of yellow, elastic,
fibrous bundles, intermixed with fatty pellets, which fill up the rough
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tion, they become a1most intimately hlc1Hlcd with the

sacrum and coxal bones.
On account of their ::trength,
they greatly com~olid~~te this
articulu.tion.
4. The anterior sacro-iliac
ligament is a simple fibrous

lamina, extended transversely from the sacrum to the os
innominatum. It is rather
an expansion of the periosteum of the pelvis than a
true ligament.

5. The st1pcrio1· sac1·0-iliac
ligament is a ycry thick fasciculus, pas:Sing trallti\'Cr::;cly
from the base of the sacrum
to the c:oxal bone.
6. The inferior sacro-iliac
ligament (vertical sacro-ilinc
of' )J. CrU\·cilhicr) arises
from the }lO::ilcrior superior
spinous proc:Ci:':S of the ilium,
and i~ inserted just below the
th ird sacral foramcn into the
tubercle found at the termination of the border of the
sacrum; and behind, into
the great sacro-sciatic ligament.

§ 3. SAcno-roccYGEAL AnTICULATIO"N.
This articulation, which for a long time was supposed to resemble tho~e
betwee11 the bodies of the vcrtebr:.-c, differs from them materially in being a.
true arthrodia. It is formed by the opposition of the oval smface of the
point of the sacrum to that of the base nf the coccyx; the middle of the
former is projecting, and corre~poncls to a depression in the centre of the
latter. The long diameter of the articular face of the coc"yx is directed
trans,·ersely. The cartilages conring these surfaces are rather thinm·r at
the centre than at the circumforcnce. They are provided in the adult
female with a synovial membrane, which is supposed by 1\1. Lenoir to be
only developed by the movements of the coccyx upon the sacrum, since
he bas failed to meet with it in subjects under eighteen years of age.
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1. The anteriur sarro-coccygeal ligament consists of a few parallel fibres,
which descend from the anterior pa1·t of the sacrum to the corrcspuocli ng
face of the coccyx.
2. The po~terior sacro-coccygcal ligament is flat, triangular, broader
aboYc lhan below, and of a dark color. Arising from the margin of the
inferior orifice of the sacral canal, it descends to, and is lost upon, the
whole posterior su rface of the coccyx. It also aids in completing the canal
behind.
In investigating upon the dead body the anatomical arrangement to
which the motion of the coccyx on the sacrum is due, it was ascertain ed by
hl. Lenoir that the motion takes place almost as frequently in the sacrococcygcal nrticulation, as in thu.t of the second piece of the coccyx with
the third. Sometimes it happens simu ltaneously in both, whilst in few
cases only does it occur in the connection of the second piece with the
third, or of the third with the fourth.
These
articu lations are similarly constructed. In all
the points of motion of' the coccyx were changed,
cases, in fact, in
M. L enoir discovered a more or less complete anchylosis of the articulation
between the sacrum and coccyx, and of those between the bones of the
coccyx itself, at points above and below the one which pre.sened its
mobility. Then, al~o, wherever situated, the movable articulation was
constru~ted as follows: 1. Of articular surfaces irregu lar in form but
corresponding exactly, which were incrusted with di:.uthrodial cartilages
and pro,·ided with a synovial membraue. 2. Of lax peripheral ligaments
formed at the expense of the layers of fibrous substance coYcring the bones
of the coccyx. 3. Lastly, motion was possible in every direction.
It is to be observed that ossification is more frequent and rapid in the
j oint between the sacrum and coccyx tha n in that between the first piece
of the coccyx and the second; the third and fourth become fused very
early. I t is therefore easy to understand how the great mobility of the
sacro-coccygeal articulations renders luxation possible in labor, whilst in
cases of anchylo.sis, either fracture or a sudden separation of the uni ted
bones might occur.
During pregnancy, the ligaments of tlrn pelvic articulations become so
softened and swelled by imbi bitio n of fluid, as to render the mobility of the
articular surfaces very evident. This softening is very considerable in
some cases, and may make walking, or even standing, impossible. (See
Diseases of Pregnancy.)

§ 4.

8ACRO-VERTEBRAL SYJ\lPflY SIS.

This is produced by the junction of the sacrum with the fifth lumbar
vertebra. I t is a true amphiarthrosis, as are all the nrtebrnl articulations.
It takes place at three diffCrent points, viz., between the oval facet, seen at
the middle of the ba..~e of the sacrum, and the inferior surface of the bo<ly
of the last vertebra; and at the two articular surfa ces fo und near the
e11trnnce of the sacral canal.
Th e modes of connection are, a fibro·cartilage (which is much thicker in
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front than behind), the termination of the two anterior and posterior vertebml ligaments, the interspinous ligament, and lastly, the sncro-verlebral
1
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downwards and outwards, towards the base of the sacrum, where it is
inserted.
Further, a synovia). membrane is found in the articulation between the
oblique process of the sacrum and those of the vertcbrre.
To these must also be added the ilia-lumbar ligament, which passes from
the apex of the transverse process of the fifth lumbar vertebra to the
thi ckest portion of the iliac crest; and the ilia-vertebral li gament formed
of two fibrous bands, the superior of which arises from the middle and
lateral part of the body of the last lumbar vertebra, and the inferior, fr om
the inter-sacro-vertebral space ; both are then spread out on the coxal bone.

§ 5.

0BTURATOR 'MEMBRANE.

The obturator membrane still claims a description, in order to finish the
history of the ligamcntous apparatus of the pelvis. This, aa has been
remarked by U. Cruveilhier, like the sacro-sciatic ligaments already
spoken of, is rath er au aponeurosis serving to complete the pelvic walls,
than a true ligament.
These resisting membranes are proba.bly intended to diminish, in the
hour of labor, the compression of the mother's soft parts, included between
the infant's head and the osseous parietes Of the pelvis, as also to favor, by
their elasticity, the passage of the head through the pelvic excavation .
Obtuwdor niembrane.-This membrane subtends the foramen thyroideum,
excepting at its superior part, where an opening exists, which converts the
groove, intended for the passage of the obturator vessels and nerves, into a
complete canal. Being inserted by its external semi.circumference into the
corresponding part of the periphery of the obturator forarnen, it is attached
by its internal half to the posterior face of the ascending ramus of the
ischium. Its su rfaces afford origins for the two obturator muscles. This
membrane is composed of aponcurotic fasciculi, which cross each other in
every direction. (Orm;eilhier.)

ARTICLE III.

Studied in its general aspect, the pelvis represents a cone, s1ightly fiat·
tened from before backwards; the base of which, bein~ above, is at the
same time inclined forwards, whilst the apex is directed downwards and a
little backwards.

§ 1.

EXTERN AL SURF ACE OF 'rJTE PEL VIS.

Anatomists have divided this su rface into four regions: the anterior of
which exhibits, on the median line, the front part of the symphysis pubis,
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which is directed from above downwards and from before backwards, at au
angle with the perpendicular of some 15° to 20°; next ( passing q,utwarJs)
is a smooth surface, from which several muscles of the thigh arise, then the
external obturator fo::i~a. occupied in the recent subject by the muscle of the
same name, ::rnd finally b~· the anterior half of the edge of the cotyloid cavity.
The posterior, bounded by the hinder part of the iliac crest, presents, on
the median line, the ridge of the sacral spinous procesRe::i, the inferior open·
ing of the nrtebral canal, the union of the sacrum with the coccyx, an<l
the posterior face of this btter bone.
The ten posterior sacral foramina, transmitting the nerves of the same
name, are found in two deep gutters, on the sides. These grooves prolong
the spinal gutters, and arc occupied in the recent state by the commencement of the sacro-spiual muscles. The lateral regions may each be divided
into two parts: one, the superior, is the external iliac fossa; the other, or
inferior, offers, behind, the posterior aspect of the sacro-sciatic ligaments,
and the plane of the notches or foramina bearing the same namej and, in
front, the cotyloid cavity and the external face of the tubcrosity of the
i:schium.

§ 2.

!NTJ::RXAL SURFACE.

The internal surface or cavity of the peh-is has been aptly compared to
the ba.::;in of the ancient barbers. ( resalius.) In fact, like those vessels,
it has a superior part which spreads out freely, and is called the great, the
superior, or the abdominal pelvis; and an inferior one, more contracted,
bearing the title of the little pelvis, or pelvic excavation.
1. The great pelvis has a very irregular figure, and forms a species of
pavilion to the entrance of the peh'i.s. Its walls are three in number: the
anterior one is deficient in the dried skeleton, but in the living state it is
supplied by the anterior abdominal muscles; its po~terio1· parietes ex hibit
a notch in its middle, that is ordintuily filled up by the projection of the
last lumbar vertebr::c, which are usually left in connection wiLh the pelvis,
although in reality not forming any part of it. Two gutters arc foun<l on
the sides of this eminence, occupied by the }lSO::C musclesi further outwards,
the anterior part of the sacro-iliac symphyscs appear, which constitute the
boundaries between the posterior an<l l::i.teral regions: these latter are constituted by the internal iliac fo::'S::C, covered by the iliacus internus mu~cles.
2. The lesser pelvis, or ballin. This forms a curved canal, larger in the
middle than at its extrem ities, and sl ightly bent forwa rd . If all the parts
described as appertaining to the great pelvis be removed by the saw, as
recommended by Chau::;sier, a species of ring will remain, whose circumference, being narrow in front and much broader behind, will furnish a
correct idea of the shape of the pelvis. Four regions arc found in this
cuxity also:
The anterior one is concave transversely, and is inclined upwards, having
the posterior part of the pubic articulation near its middle: this is generally
prominent, assuming the form of a longitudinal pad, which may in some
cases project to the extent of' from two to three-eighths of an inch. Towards
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the sides a smooth surface appears, and then the internal obturawr, or subpubic fossa, hiwing, at its upper external part, the inner orifice of the sub·
pubic canal, through which the external obturator nssels and nerves pass
out from the pelvis.
It is uot at all uncommon for females to complain during labor of severP
cramps in the muscles of the upper internal part of one thigh. These pains
result from the pressure made by the child's head upon those nerves, as it
glides over this portion of the excavation.
The poste1·ior region-constituted by the front face of the sacrum and
coccyx-is directed downwards, and is concave from abo\·e, downwards.
It consequently exhibits those peculiarities already noticed when describing
the sacrum.
The lateral regions present two quite distinct portions: the anterior one
is wholly osseous, corresponding to the back part of the cotyloid cavity, and
to the body and tuberosity of the iscbium. It is directed from above downwards, from behind forwards, and from without inwards.
The posterior one is formed by the internal face of the greater and lesser
sacra-sciatic ligaments, and by the internal aspect of the great and small
sciatic notches, converted by them into forarnina; it has an opposite direc·
tion to the former. One of these fOramina is larger and situated higher up
than the other, and is of an oya) form. The other is triangular, smaller,
and more inferior. The pyramidal muscle, the great sciatic nerve, gluteal
artery, and the internal pudic vessels and 11erves, escape from the pelvis
through the great sciatic foramen. The small sciatic hole is filled up by
the obturator internus muscle, and the internal pudic vessels and nerves,
which re-enter the pelvis in order to supply the perineum.
If two vertical sections be made, the one extending on the median line
through the sacrum and the pubis, dividing the pelYis into two lateral
halves, and the other at right angles to the first, dividing it into anterior
and posterior halves, four equal parts or quarters of the pelvis will be
thereby produced, which accoucheurs have designated as the anterio1· and
posterior inclined planes. Desormeaux included only the lateral regions of
the excaYation, which he di,,idcd into two equal parts, in the composition
of these planes: according to him, the anterior inclined planes are continuous with the anterior region; the posterior, with the front face of the
sacrum; ancl the spine of the ischium is found at the point of union of these
two. The direction of the inclined planes is always the sa.me, whatever be
the manner in which they are formed. That is, the anterior are directed
from without inwards, from above downwards, and from behind forwards;
the posterior, from without inwards, from l\bove downwards, aud from
before backwards-in a word, in such a way as to resemble somewhat the
four sides of ~ lo~enge which is slightly curved in its length. By most
authors, these mclmed planes are supposed to play an important part in the
mechanism of labor: for they imagine that their direction has an immediate
influence upon the movements which the head of the frotus performs in the
excavation.
In anticipating that the description of the mechanism of labor hereafter
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given will invalidate this assertion, we shall simply observe that the move·
ments of rotation executed by the head, take place more frequently whilst
the latter is strongly bulging out the perineum, and is so far below the
inclined pbnes as scarcely to feel the influence of their direction, and further,
that these motions often occur in an opposite direction.
The great and the lesser pelvis are separated from each other by a kind
of horizontal circle, which has been designated by accoucheurs as the abdominal, or superior strait, the isthmus, or margin of the pelvis. Finally, the
apex of the pelvis presents an opening that is limited by a circle, partly
osseous, partly ligamentous, to which the name of the inferior strnit has
been applied. Consequently, these two straits are the extreme limits of the
pelvic excavation.
§

3. OF THE SurERlOR STRAIT.

The S1tperio1· sfrait is formed, behind, by the sacro-vertebral angle, and
the anterior border of the wings of the sacrum: outwardly, by the rounded
margin that bounds the internal iliac fossa. below; and in front, by the ilio·
pectinea] eminence and the horizontal ramus of the pubis, terminating at
the symphysis of this bone. The abdominal strait has been variously compared to an ellipse, an oval, and to the heart of a playing-card. \Ve may
assert, however, with Chaussier, that its shape is that of a curvilinear
triangle, the angles of which have been rounded off, and having its base
behind and the apex in front.
It constitutes the entrance to the lesser pelvis, and is therefore the first
part of the narrow canal which the footus has to traverse. Hence, the pains
taken by accoucheurs to study this osseous opening can readily be conceived.
All the modern authors since the days of Deventer, have endeavored to
fix precisely the degree of inclination of its plane and axis, to ascertain the
direction the footus should follow in engaging in the pelvic canal, and to
determine carefully the dimensions of the latter, and their accordance with
those of the body, which is to pass through it.
The plane of the superior strait is inclined obliquely from above down·
wards, and from behind forwards; but writers are far from being unanimous
in regard to the degree of its inclination; that is, in determining the angle
formed by the sacro-pubic line, at the point where it meets a horizo11tal one,
drawn from the supe1ior part of the symphysis pubis towal'ds one of the
points on the unterior face of the sacrum. Although originally placed at
45° by J. J. :Miiller (1745), this angle has successively been fixed at 35°
by Levret; at 75° by Camper, and at 55° by Saxtorph; and still more
recently, Professor NregCle, after a great number of researches, has concluded to cou~ider it as an angle of 60° (1819 ). It is now generally ad~
mitted that the degree of inclination in the plane of the superior strait is
from 55° to 60° in the erect position of the female.
The direction of the plane being once understood, it is an easy matter to
ascertain that of its axis; for the latter being a line which falls perpendicularly upon the centre of this plane, it must evidently form with the
vertical the same angle that the plane itself does with the horizoutal line,
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nncl consequently must have just the same degrre of inclination. Bl!_ing
thus understood, the u,xis of the superior strait is n Jine ( ab, Fig.12) "luch,
commencing near the umbilicus of the female, woulJ pa~s directly through
the centre of this strait, an<l fall upon the point of union of the upper twothirds of the coccyx, with its inferior third. Hence, it will be directed
from above downwardi;, and from before backwards. Further, the inclination of this plane n.ries according to
the woman's position. Thus, it is almost nothing when recumbent, and
somelimes in this position the plane
of the superior strait instead of being
directed forwards and upwards, even
looks upwards and backwards (Dubois); when the trunk is bent strongly
forwards, the inclination of the plane
is diminished and becomes more nearly
horizontal; towards the en<l of ge~ta
tion, on the contrary, the inclimuion
increases, espec ially when, in order to
restore equ ilibrium, the upper part of
the body is canicd much backwards.
d.

#~~~~fij~~ ~ff:f~;i~~~~~~~

admitted seYcral diameters for it, thus:
There are three principal ones (Fig. 2), namely, an autero-posterior or
saero-pubic diameter a a, which extends from the sacro-vertebral angle to
the upper part ~f the S?'mphysis pubis; it is from four and a quarter to
four nnd a half inches m length. 2. A transverse one, b b, passing from
the middle of the rounded border
that terminates the iliac fossa of
one side, to the same point on
the opposite side; this is five
and a quarter inches Jong.
3. Au oblique diameter, cc, extending from the anterior part
of the i;;acro-iliac sym1,hysis to
the ilio-pcctineal eminence of the
opposite si<le; this is found on
both sides, and is four and
three-quarters inches long.
Lastly, M. Yelpeau admits a
fourth diameter, called by him
the sacro-cotyloidean; before
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the eacro-cotyloid intenal a c, existing between the prr·n.ontory and the
poste1·ior part of the cotyloid cavity. This i11terrnl 1 ac..::ol"ding to the
examinations of the French surgeon, is from four to four and one-eighth
inchc~ in extent; but from the r C!-iulti:; of NmgClc :ind 8toltz's researches it
is much lc~s, being scarcely three and a. half inches (the mean obtained
from ninety pelves) . The circumference of lhi:.:; strait varies from thirteen
to seventeen inches; Levrct taught, that it equalled one-fourth of the female's
height i but to establish such an approximation, the dcn!lopm l'nt of the
pelvis ~houlcl always be in direct proportion to the stature of the individual,
which is certainly not the fact.

§ 4. 0.F

TIIE lNF1rnron STRA IT.

The infcrio1· strnit-the perinea! strait-or apex of the pelvis (ns it is
variou~lr called), is more irregular in shape tlw.n the superior one. Its
outline pre;:ent~, in fact, three tuberooities or osseous projections, separated

by as many deep notchc;:.
If, howe\•er, the advice of Chaus~ier be followed, and a sheet of paper be
placed over thi:; openiof?', .::o as to trace its outline with a crayon, it ,rill be
found to luwe an oval figure, the sma ll er extremity of which is in front.
and the larger one, looking bnckward11, is broken in upon by the prominence
of the coccyx. This point, cli:-appcaring at the moment of the head's passage, offers no obstacle to the delivery; and, therefore, the strait may be
considered as nearly an onJ.
The periphery of the peid1' at its apex is formed by tlie inferior pal't of
the symphy.::iis pubis, the de:-cending branch of this bone, the a~ccnfling
branch and tubero.::;ity of the i:-chium, the inferior margin of the great sacroscintic ligament, and by the border and point of the coccyx. Hence, three
trinngular projections arc fou nd in it: the two ischia upon the sides, and
the cocC'yx behind. The fir:-:t t'ro arc immovable, but the last, on the contrary, is effaced at the period of delivery, as just mentioned; for the
mobility of' the ~acro·CO('('ygcal articulation allows the coccyx to be pu;;hed
downwards and backward=- by the f<ctal head, as it traverses the infl'rior
strait. The two lateral prominences, made by the tubero::ities of the i!:5d1ia.,
arc placed on a plane somewhat lower tlian the point of the coccyx; and
eon.~equently, in the :;;itting posture, the weight of the body rests solely on
!.hose tubcru:<ities, and not at all upou the coc<:ygcal extremity. This cir·
cumotance furnisheo us a r<:a~on "hy transvcr::c contractions of the pelvis
are far more frequent at the inferior strait than the antero-postcrior ones.
The three notcbes ah:o require a passing notice; thus, the two postcro·
lateral ones are very deep, but when the sciatic ligaments have been pre·
sen·ed, they are comparatively superficial ; the third is found anteriorly;
its apex corre1'ponds to the inferior part of the symµhysis pubis, its ba!:iC to
a line drawn between the anterior part.3 of the tubero:.;ities of the i:<chia,
and it s sides are formed hy the iscl1io·pubal ranii. The term arch of the
pubi.~ hns been applied to this notch. The columns of the arch nre distorted
outwardly, as if a rounded bo<ly had been forcibly expelled from the pelvi~,
whih;t the bones were soft, an<l had pu slrnd th em before it; and this nrrange~
4
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ment, which i" more marked in the female thnn the male, favors the> clcscent
of the heart. The arch is three nnc1 a half to three and three-quarter inches
broad at the base; but only one and a quarter to one and a half inches at
its apex; in hei ght, it is about two, to two and n half inches. Hence the
area of the inferior strnit will not present a uniform plane (c::houlcl it he
de ... irnble to ac::certain the irregularities it cxhih itR), because all parts of its
margio are not upon the <:ame JeyeJ. IloweYcr, to obdate the difll<.•tdt.y
met with, in determining the direction of this pl:tne, Du gbs has divided the
strait into two nearly equal portion<:, the one anterior, and the other posterior, meeting at the tuherosities of the ischium, and each presenting a
<li!'=tinct plane and axis i but as this method of :Proceeding usele~sly complitatc:-:. the quc$tion, wr prefer cons idering the tcrminn l plan e of the pelvis,
as rcprcr-cnted by the coccy-pubal line, thus lc:wing out the lateral projection~ altogether.
Th e qttP.;:;tion i1' then reduced to tl1ese terms: 'Vhat is the direction oftlrn
line that extends from the point of the coccyx to the inferior part of the
symphy~is pubis?
Writc1-i;, likewise, yariously dcr-cribe this; for irn-tance, nccording to the
m::ijority of the Fl'ench accouchcur:s, the plane of the interior strnit is sl ightly
ohlique, from below up\rnrchi,, and from behind forwnrd:-, so that it would
unite with that of the superior stra it (if prolonged) in front of the symphysis
pubi ...:. On the other hand, l\I. SrcgCle concludes, from hi s numerous
re:..:carthc,-, that the inclination of the antero-po~tcrior diameter of this stra it
is. from 10° to 11° from the horizon, and that the point of the C'Ol'C')"X is
found, :lS a me~rn, from a half to three-quarter:; of an inch hi~hcr than the
summ it of the pubit areh; an1l, therefore, the coccy-pubal line i~ a little
ohlique from aho,·e downwnrd:;:, and from behind forwards. The lower
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angle.

As a further result of his labors, he hn s found that, in five hundred
well-formed per~ons, of dif!Crcnt statures, four hundred and fifty-four hnve
the point of the coccyx more elevated
than the inforior po;.tion of the :3-ymphy,.;is; in twcnty-~ix it wa ..; lower,
an<l in twC'nly individual.:; Loth points
were on the i:.a me level. !\I. Vdpeau
remark~, as we think with i'iome !'Cason,
that, at the moment of ddi very, - the
only time, after nil, when it is requisite
to form an idea of the dire('tion of
th~s plane, -the point of £he coccyx,
being pushed downwards an•I bac:k:<--==~--'-~--LL-C wards by the passage of the head, is at
least on a level with, if not lower thnu
th~,inferior J~nrt of the symphysis.
I he assertion of ~I. N~cgClc, there-
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fore, a.It.hough _tr_ue ns a.pp1ied _to the fcmal<1 not in labor, fails during
partunt1on; and it must be admitted that th·J plane of the iuforior strait is
thtn oblique from below upwards, and from behind forwards.
The axis of this strait is repre~ented by a line (a b, Fig. 13) directed from
above downwards, and from behind forward~, which, !Starting from the fir,;t
piece of the sacrum, fall;; at a right angle upon the middle of the bi~ 
ischiatic space. The remarks mlu.le upon the \"ariations in the direction
of the plane, apply with equal force to its axi:-:. The latter crosses the axis
of tl~e supcrio~ st~·a~t in the excarntion, forming with it an obtuse angle,
the srne of winch is Ill front.
It is abo very important to know the dimensions of' the perinea! strait,
and hence obstetricians de,;cribc three principal diameters at that point,
namely-1. The antero·posterior or
coccy-pubal diameter (a a, Fig. 14),
running from the point of the coccyx:
to the summit of the pubic arch; it
is usually four and a quarter inches
long, but may incrca::::e to four and
three-quarter inches during Jabor, by
the retroccs:iion of the coccyx. 2. The
bis-ischiatic, or trans\"crsc diameter,
b b, is four and a. qua.rter inches in
length, and goes from one tubero~ity
of the i::::chium to the other. 3. The
oblique diameter, e c, commences at
the middle of the great sacro-f.:ciatic
ligament, and crm::::::cs to the point of
union of the ascending branch of the
i:5chium, with the de:;cencling r~imus
of the pubi~. and is four and n. quarter inches long, but may become one·
quarter of an inch more during lahor, from the elasticity of' these ligaments.
All the diameters of the inferior ~trait are, therefore, in the drie<l pelvis,
about four and a. quart.er inches in length, though their dimensions are
susceptible of great variation during labor.

§ 5.

OF THE EXCAVATIO::-<.

The excavation is tliat space comprise<l between the superior nnd the
inferior strait,;, and it is in this cavity that the fC:etal head executes its principal movements; and it is somewhat surpri..,ing, that, until quite recently,
this canal was scarcely mentioned in the majority of the cla::::sic worh, notwithstanding the importance of a knowledge of its dimensions, as al;-;o of
the direction of its pbne and axi>::.
Its dimcnf.:ions compri:-:e both the height and width at the different points:
thus the height in front, is one and fl half inches; upon the sid<>s, three and
three-quarter inches; whilst it is four and a quarler in ches behind, if a
straight lin e be drawn from the sacro-vertebral angle to the point of the
coccyx, and five inehe~ and a quarter, following the curve of the sacrum.
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Three diameters are also described for this cavity (like the str:uts), EO as
to appreciate its extent in the different directions. AJI of them are taken
at the centre of the exc:l.\·ation, and they co n!-ii!:it of an antero-po:iterior one,
of fo ur and thrce-quarter5 to five and one-eighth inches in length, a trans·
verse diameter four and three-quarter inch es long, and an oblique one, of
the same length; consequently, all the din.meters of this ca\'ity are very
nearly four and three-quarter inches each.
If the canal form ing the cxcnrntion were a cylinder, it would only be
necessary to di,·ide it by a plane, perpendicular to its walls, in order to
represent the opening of this cavity i but a simple division, thus made, would
not give a just conception of the excavation, for two reasons. First, the
canal is not cylindrical, because its sides are not parallel, and the anterior
face of the sac rnm presents a
well-marked curvature; the pubic
wall being nearly st rai ght, and
the lateral parietes \ ery oblique
from without inwards, and from
abovedownwards. Consequently,
to furnish an exact idea of the
general arrangement of the pcl vie
excavation, it seems neres:;:a ry to
divide the canal ('cc Fig. 15) by
a se ri es of planes, all passing
from th e point c (t he point of
inter:;:ection of the planes of the
superior and in fer ior straits) to
any point whatc\'er,p qr st, on
the anterior face of th e sacrum.
Each of these planes will show
the opening of the pelvic cavity
at the le\'el where it is found.
Now, to determine, with .:er·
tainty, the direction of the gen1

fromer;~~ca~~~~;et\~~~~~:~~1~~!i~;·~~c;~

requi site to raise a perpendicular line
of these sections, and to drawn line g k through the bao:e of eac h.
This line g k (which, as the ~tudent will observe, is not straight) is called
the general axis of the pelvis.
It .is t~ow readily understood that this line is nearly parallel to the
nnter1or face of the sacrum, and its extrem ities correspond with the axes of
the s~1perior .and the infer~or st 1~aits; hen ce, this curve exactly represents
the \\hole a~1s of the pelvis, or, moth er words, the line which the fcetus
must follow 111 traversrn g the pelvic excavation.
It wo~ld he wro~1g to consider the lin e, representing the entire axis of the
excavat10n, as a simple cun·ei for l\I. Nregl.'le hns well ob:0erved, that it
cannot b~ composed of two strnight lineF:, ns often taught, nor is it a simple
arc of n. circle. In fact, the anterior face of the bo<lies of the fii·:st two bones
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of the sacrum forms a straight line; the sacra.I curve embracing only the
lar:.t three bones. Consequently, the central line, which is evidently parallel
to this, will consist of a straight and a curvetl pOl'tiou-straight, for that
part of the excavation corresponding to the two superior vertebrre, and
curved iu the space, which is bounded behind by the last three sacral
vertebrre, and in front by the anterior pelvic walls.

§ 6.

BASE OF TIIE PELVIS.

The base of the cone, represented by the pelvis, has its circumference
directed upwards and in front; it exhibits, behind, a notch, into the bottom
of which the base of the sacrum projects, and which is further filled up by
the last lumbar vertebrre (generally left in situ to complete the posterior
wall of the greater pel\'is)i by the ilio·lumbar ligaments, and by the
dratus lumborum muscles; 2, outwardly, the anterior two.thirds of the
crest furnishing attachments to the external and the internal oblique
transversalis abdominis muscles; and 3, in front, the anterior superior and
inferior spinous processes of the ilium, the groove for the passage of the conjoint muscles-the psoas magnus and iliacus intcrnus, the ilio-pectineal
eminence, the superior border of the horizontal branch of the pubis, the
15piue, and lastly, the upper margin of the symphysis of this bone.
§ 7. DIFFERENCES OF TUE PELVIS.
1. According to the sex. Considered as a who1e, the pelvis in the male
is smaller but deeper, the bones are thicker, and the muscular impressions
more marked, than in the female. The superior strait being more retracted,
resembles the figure of a. heart on a playing·card. The excavation is not
so wide, though it fa deeper, especially in front, owing to the greater length
of the symphysis pubis; the arch of the pubis is straight, nearly triangular
in shape, and is not widened in front. The coccyx is early joined to the
sacrum, and the articulations of the pelvis are much sooner anchylosed
than in the female. In the latter, we may add, that the iliac fossre are
larger and more warped outwardly (whence the prominence of the haunch
bones), and the iliac crest less twisted in the form of an italicf; the interval
separating the angle of the pubis from the cotyloid cavity is more consider·
able, causing, in part, the projection of the great trochanters, and a wider
separation of the femurs; the superior strait is larger and more elliptical;
the curve of the sacrum deeper and more regular; the tubcrosities of the
ischium are farther apart; the pubic sympbysis shorter; the fora men thyroi·
deum more triangular; the arch of the pubis broader, more rounded, and
more curved, and the lateral borders, formed by the ischio·pubic ramus,
more contorted outwardly.
2. According to the age. At birth, the pelvis is extremely narrow an<l
elongated, and of such inconsiderable dimensions, that its cavity will not
contain several of the organs afterwards found in it; from which circumstance, the protuberance of the belly, observed in the fretus and in children
at term, in great measure results; the excavation has the form of a cone,
the abdominal strait being strongly inclined downwards; the sacrum is
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nearly flat, aIHI so much elevated that a horizontal line drawn from the
superior part uf the pubis would pass beneath the coccyx i the coxal bones
are narrow, elongated, and nearly straight at their superior part, and the
1

1
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that the greatest diameter o.f
the pelvis extends from the sacrum to the pubis. Burns declares that tlus
form changes by degrees as the little girl advances in age: thus, the-

§ 8. USES OF TIIE PJ~LVIS.
The pelvis constitutes the base of the trunk, and, according to Desormeaux, it forms a complete ring, that may be reduced to two arches i the
posterior and superior of which receives the whole weight of the trunk,
whi lst the anterior and inferior one serves as a buttress to it.
The two lower extremities are attached to the lateral parts of this circle,
and support, in the erect posture, all the weight of the superior part of the
body. This use of the pelvis satisfactorily explains to the accoucheur the
vicious forms the cavity often assumes when ossification is retarded, or whene\·er any disease alters and softens the bones.
Another function of the pelvis is to inclose and protect the bladder,
rectum, and seminal vesicles of the male; the uterus, Fallopian tubes, and
ovaries in the female. During gestation, it sustains and gives a proper
direction to the womb; and in labor, it affords a passage to the child.

ARTICLE IV.
OF THE PELVIS, COVERED BY TIIE SOFT PARTS.

It will not suffice to study the pelvis as found in the skeleton alone, for
the changes produced in its form and dimensions in the living female, by
the arrangement of the soft parts, also require our special attention.
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Reing continuous aboYe with the abdomen, the great pcl vis incloses an<l
supports the mass of the intestine... , anJ aflbrds points of attachment by its
walls to two order.::; of mu.:::;clcs. The one de.::;tinc<l to form the inclo.::;ure of
the belly filb the large opening exhibited in front, and thus con:;titutcs the
anterior abdominal wall; the exten.:::;ibility of which, in comp:irbon with
the resistance of the posterior plane, accounts readily for tho tendency of
the uterus to incline forward in
the advanced ::;tageof gestntion.
The others, two in number, are
p1nced in the iliac fo:::s;.U; they
nre the iliacus intern11:-:, and the
G
psoas magnus muscles, which,
from being situated on the lateral part.:::; of the abdominal;:;trait,
change both its form an<l di- c ·
menl:iions. The fir.::;t of these
has radiated fibre~, and occupies the iliac fo,.:,.~c; the second
dc:;:ccnds from the sides of tho
lumbar vertebrre,and after having been joined to the preceding, i.:; in;:;erted into the le;:;.:::;er
trochanter of the thigh bone.
These two muscles, surrounded
and co nfined by au nponeurosis
(fascia iliaca ), may be regarded
as a sort of cu;:;hion, forming a ,,,,,. "" """'' ;'"" ,;"'convenient support to the developed uterus, and destine<l to protect it by the elastici ty of the soft parts
again.:;t the e.hocks and concu,.s ion:.; continually produced by locomotion.
Notwitll.:)tancling the presence of th~e mmclc;:, the strait still resembles a
curvilinear triangle in shape, the ba.:-e, howncr, of the triangle being in
front in:;tead of behind, as it wa.:; in the dried pelvis i the transvcr.:;e diameter is diminished half an inch by their pre.:::;ence; the antero-posterior one
is, perhaps, a little abridged by tho thickness of the vesical walls, uterus
and soft parts that line the posterior face of the symphysis an<l anterior surface of the ;:;acrum, the oblique diameters alone remaining unchanged; the
location of the rectum, however, on the left, shortens .:;lightly the corre~punding diameter.
The modification of the transver.:::;e diameter, produced by the p.:;oas muscles, is always much Je.-:s when thc~e are in a state of relaxati on from the
fl exure of the thighs. Finally, as Baudelocque has remarked, the bis-iliac
diameter is diminished in length, in proportion to the thickn<':-os of these
mu:-ocles, and the antero-postcrior one being more contracted, the stra.it becomes more elliptic or rounded. Two musclc:s arc also found on each side
of the excavation, covering the oblurator and ischiatie foramina; namely,
the obturator intern us, and the pyrami<la les. Flaman<l attributes the move·
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men ts of rotation, executed by the head in the pelvi~, to the action of these
mu::;clcs; but the snmc reasons that ca used us to reject the inHuence of the
inclined planes on this process, equnlly deter us from entertaining the
opinion of the Strasbu rg I'rofossor. The pelvic cavity is sti ll fui:ther
diminished by the rectum 1 bladder, and cellular tis.sue; more especially
when the latter is loa<led with fat. Consequently, the fceta1 head descends
with more difficulty in very corpulent women than in others.
The perinea! strait, although open in the dried skeleton, is here occupied
by a sort of' contracti le co nca,·e partition, which su~ta in s the vi::icera of the
pelvic and abdominal cavities. This fl oor, so to speak, is composed of two
muscular planes i the interior of which, formed by the Jevator ani and coccy·
gca l mu scles, is concave above; and the other, ha Yin g jts concnxity below,
is co nstituted by the sphin cter ani, the transvcr.sus perinei, the ischio-cavernous, and the const ri ctor vaginre muscles. The internal pudic vessels and
nerves, a l:nge amount of cellular tissue, the skin, the pelvic aponeurosis,
and an inter-muscular aponcurosis complete this fl oor, which, in the hour
of labor, ought to become thin and distended, but which occasiona lly offers
such an ob4acle to the sponta neous delivery of the fretus as to require the
interventio n of art.
The exte nt of the perin eum, in its ordinary condition, is three inches,
nam ely: from the point of the coccyx to the anus, there are one and threequarter inches, and from the anus to the vul va, one and one-quarter inches;
but at the instant of the pa~:<age of the head through the genital fissure it
becomes so distended, that the interval separating the anterior commifou re
from the coccyx, is increased from fo ur to four and three-quarter inches.
It muet now be evident that the terminal outlet of the pelvic canal, in the
pclvi~, covered with its soft parts, is not at the point of the coccyx, but
rather at the anterior comm i:<.i3Ure of the perin eu m ; in fact, the latter is so
greatly distended in the l:tst moments of labor, that its anterior border goes
beyond the inferior part of the sym physis pubis, thereby prolonging very
considerably the posterior wall of th e pelvic excavation, and, as n con::;equcnce, the canal to be traversed by the fcctu;.:;. " ' l1crefore, the direction
in which the head is ultimately disengaged is not represented by the axis of
the in forior strait, but by that of a. plane which may be drawn from the
low.er part of the symphysis to the anterior comm issure of the distended
permcum.
lle~1cc, in order. to form an exact idea of the line traversed by the footus,
from its entran ce mto the superj or strait until its final exit from the vulYn,
it wil! be necessary to continue the operation already punmed upon the
anter~or face of the s~crum (see p~ge 52) over t he curve represented by the
~ntcrior fac~ of the....d1l'.ltc_n<led pe ri~ cum: that is, to make a series of' planes
from the pomt c (E 1g. L>) to the divers parts of the perinea! cun·e; and,
from the ccntr~ of each, rai."'e a perpendicular, so as to form by their union
a co.mplete a~1s, the upper extremity of which is the axis of the rnpcrior
st riut; the m1dcllc part, a curved line, having its concavity anterior and its
?onv?xity paru~lel ~o the fr.ont face of the sacrum an<l perineum, and the
mferwr extremity directed from before backwards, and slightly from above
dC\wnwards.
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It must not, however, be forgotten, that the direction just describe(l belongs to the vertical p0sture 1 and that it becomes remarkably altered in the
various attitudes assumed by the female. Thus whilst lying upon the
back, as is usual in France during labor, the plane of the superior strait
instea.d of looking upwa.rd and forward will be turned upward and backward, and its axis directed from above downward and from behind forward.
At the same time, the plane of the inf€rior strait, which before looked backward and downward 1 will be turned almost directly forward, its axis also
passing directly from before backward. Finally, the terminal orifice formed
by the contour of the vuh-a presents another plane, which at the moment
of delivery (the horizontal position being still maintained ) is directed upward and forward . In short, the central line followed by the fretu~ during
1

its expulsion is a strongly-marked curve, whose concavity is turned almost
directly upward (Fig. 17).

CHAPTER II.
OF TUE EXTERNAL ORGANS OF GENERATION.
THE genital apparatus of the female is mu.ch more. compli~nted. than that
of the male, and is composed of organs situated rn the mtenor of ~he
pelvis, and of part.s attached to its exterior. The former are th<: ovaries,
Fallopian tubes, uterus, and vagina, and the latter, the moos vencns, vuh-a,
und perineum. ·w e commence by describing the external organs of gen~
eration.
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ARTICLE I.

The mons i-ene1·is is a rounded eminence, a species of relief, more or 11.:ss
prominent accord in g to the embonpoint of the individual, situated in front

of the pubis, and surmounting the vulva i this eminence is partly produced
by the bones, and partly by the subcutaneous adipose tissue; the skin
covc:i:'ing it is nry thick nn<l elastic, but being little extensible, it cannot
aid in the enlargement of the nilva, as a~serte<l by M. Moreau, at the
period of delivery. In the adult female, it is covered with hair, and contains a great number of sebaceous follicles.

ARTICLE II.

The i·ufra is a longitudinal open ing or fissure, situated on the median
line at the ba.:::e of the trunk; being bounded in front by the mons veneris,
behind by the perineum, and laterally by the external labia.
'Ve shall compr ise in its description, as properly appertaining thereto,
all the parts included between the labia majora.
1. The lnbia mr1Jum., or labia extern a, are
two cutaneous folds, flattened trans,·ersely,
Fig. ts.
and thicker in front than behind, whi~h
bound the opening of the vulva externa]Jy;
commencing at the mans veneris, th~y
gradually recede from each other, as they
pass ba.ckwardf:, nearly to their middle,
where they again approach, so as to unite
at the po.sterior extrem ity, and form there
a bridle or commis::ure called the four·
chette, which is generally lacerated: during
the first labor.
The labia extcrna present an external
or cutn.tH:ous surface, which is covered with
hair after puberty; and an internal one,
moist, smooth, of a rose color, and formed
by a mucous membrane that is provided
with a consiclerablc quantity of sebaceous

f,t;~~:i:~i(i~~ft:~·:E:,;~:~ ;;g:~~g~E~~~~::.£:J:~;~~~~,·1~~~
borne children they arc separated, nnd bayo
lost their regularity.
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They consist of a. cutaneous and a mucous layer, between which is a
fibrous partition, a continuation of the superficial fascia. of the perineum.
Between this aponeurosis and the internal surface of the
found a very thick 1:-iycr of cellulo-adipose tissue, filling up a
pouch hitherto unknown to anatomists until discovered by l\L Broca.

2. The nymplire, or labia ·i nterna, are brought into view, by separating
the external lips, under the form of two mucous folds, resembling the comb
of a young cock. Contracted behind, where they are continuous with the
internal face of the labia externa, they spread out in front as they converge towards each other. These lips scarcely descend to the middle of
the external ones, but they mount up in front as high as the clitoris, where
they bifurcate; the inferior branch of this bifurcation is lost in the clitoris;
but the other surmounts it, joins its fellow of the opposite side, and forms
above this body a little fold in the shape of a hood, called the prepuce of
the clitoris. At birth, the nymphre project beyond the external lips, but at
puberty they are concealed by the latter. Again, they become visible in
child-bearing women; rather, however, by the separation of the 1:.tbia.
majora than by their own prominence.
Further, their dimensions are very variable in different individuals, and
in
thus, in certain countries of Africa, they are very long,
of the Hottentots. Besides, as V el peau
and constitute the
has remarked, these parts are so extensible that, under the influence of
co11tinual tractions, they may become very much elongated. I have met
wi1.h a young fem::ile, in my own practice, who was afflicted with un ex·
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patience dragged on the right nympha., so that, in less than a fortnight, it
had become twice as long ns its fellow.
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the internal surface ha,•e a greater development than those of the external surface,
and their size is found to increase as they approal•h the ori6ee of the vagina.
'!'he blr>0d·\'essels of the internal labia are supplied by those of the labia majora.
A portion of the veins anastomose largely with those of the bulb an<l of the
va~ina.

The nerves come from tho perinea! branch.
inguinal glands.]

'!'he lymphatics proceed to the

3. The Clitoris.- Under this name, a little erectile tubercle, resembling
the corpus cavernosum of the male (except in volume), is described. Its free
extremity appears at the front part of the vulva, about half an inch behind
the anterior commissure of the labia externa 1 and its body is attached by
two crura to ischio-pubic rami; these roots ascend, converging and increas·
ing in size, to the level of the symphysis, where they unite to form a single
cavernous body, flattened on its sides, which after a course of two or three
lines in front of the 5ymphysis, becomes detached and curved forward so
as to present a convexity above ancl in front, at the same time growing
more and more slender towards the free extremity, which is called the glans
clitoridis.
During the first months of the intra-uterine life it is difficult to make
out the distinction of the sexes, because the clitoris is as long as the penis;
even in the earlier years of existence its dimensions are quite considerable,
but after this period it ceases to grow, and, in some females, apparently
diminishes. Again, in certain rare cases, it acquires a great length; for
instance, l\I. Cruvcilhier has seen one whose free extremity measured two
inches1 and a cuse is on record where it reached from four and a quarter to
five inches. Most of the pretended hermaphrodites may be referred to
anomalies of this kind.
llcnle gives a repre~entation of a case so singular and rare as to deserve
mention. It is a congenital division of the clitoris occurring in a girl of'
seventeen years of' age, in which the body of that orgun was completely
divided through the middle so as to form two nipples, each invested with a
prepuce. The halves of the prepuce thus divided, are prolonged respec:·
tively toward the corresponding nympha, from which it is separated by a
notch, and is lost, above, in the frenum clitoridis.
The clitoris, like the penis, has a suspensory ligament, and an erector
muscle; the canal of the urethra. in the female passes between the two
branches of the cavernous body, as it does in the male.
[The structure of the clitoris is, in all respects, precisely that of the corpu:s 1·: 1 rernosum of themale,exceptinpointofi:;ize. It presents the fibrous envelope, the
muscular trabeculre, and the heliciue arteries, all characteristic of the erectile
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4. The i•estibufo is a small triauguhir space placed at the upper put of
the vulrn. It is bounded aboye by the clitoris, below by the urethr.i, an<l
laterally by the nymphre.
5. The Urethra. -The meatus urinarius is situated just below th-:! ve.<1.tibule, about an inch from the clitoris, and immediately a.hove the prominent enlargement of the anterior part of the >agina. The orifice is usually
more contracted than the canal, but the tubercJe or enlargement ju:;t
alluded to, en::ibles us to sound females without uncovering them, for it is
only neces:;ary to recognize it by the finger in order to direct the instrument properly. In my estimation, the following is the most simple method
of introducing the catheter without unco\'ering the patient; l first introduce my finger into the orifice of the vagina, and rest its palmar face
against the anterior vaginal wall i I then slide the instrument along this
palmar face until it iis arrested by the fold already alluded to i then I
depre~s the extremity so as to elevate the point of the in:;trumcnt one or
two lines, and in the majority of cases, the canal is easily entered in thi.:1

The urethra, a continuation of the meatus urinarius, just described,
varies in the female from one to one and a half inches in length. It i~
large, conical, and slightly curved. Its inferior portion is confounded
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with, or nt 1east intimately united to, the ant<'rior vaginal wall, and it"
anterior p:iricte::i, separn.ted in front from the pubi_..; hy some cellular ti:'."llO
only, is located on a. level with the sympliy!'i1", under the junction of the
two crura of the clitoris.
The canal of the urethra is muscubr and erectile, having a thick lamina
of muscular fibres, which seem to be a continuation of those of the bladder; another thick Ia.yer formed by a venous plexu,., lies subjaccnt to the
mucous memlwane.
Occasionally, thb cana l is enormous ly dilated. Flamand met with a case
tlrnt permitted the introduction of the finger, anti )!eyer, with another,
which eventuall y admitted of coition !
6. The Jiymen.-Thc irregular opening of the vagina is found beneath
the mcatus urinarius; it is of variable climcn~ions after coition, and in
females who h;:i.\'e had children; but in virgins, it is provided with a mem·
brane by which the orifice is diminished. This membrane is the hymen,
a species of diaphra~m, interposed bctwcc1l the internal organs and the
external genital npparatu~ and the urinnry pn!'=:-oage~. It resembles a crescent
in shape (Fig. 1n1, the concavity being anterior; ~omctimes the horns of
the crescent are prolonged enough to join ea('h other, thus forming a complc•te ci rcle, perforated in the cent re (Fig. 20); its free margin is thin and
concave; the com·ex one is continuous with the membrane of the vagina or
vulva, and a~ this bloC'ks up the posterior and btcrnl parts of the \'agina,
a notable difference will exist in the extent of the orifice, dependent upon
the grmter or lc:-os size of the hymen.
Sometimes the hymen forms a complete imperforatc membrane. Though
often thin, tnw~parent, and very fragile, it is occasionally found thick and
resisting.
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The two forms just mentioned are not the only ones which the hymf'n
may assume; other v:uiutics have been described by l\I. Vclpcau, as follow:;:
1. lll the ::emicircular spccic:4, the hymen ma,y form such a narrow u1H.l
solid fold as to permit copulation without being ruptured. 2. In the crcs·
centic nuicty (Fig. lU) the con('avc bor<lcr approaches more or le.-:s towards
the urethra, in such a way as to contract the vagina behind, and hence it
alma.st always gi\·cs way in coition. 3. In the circular variety, the free
border is much thinner than the other (Fig. 20), often being fringed, a::s it
were, and le:i.ving an opening which is sometimes round, bOmetimes slightly
elongated, though in general .situated somewhat nearer to the anterior than
the pobterior wall of the nlgina. 4. Again, we find a disk or complete
diaphragm, that is ordinarily pit:1·ced by a number of' small holes like those
of a. watering-pot, and :1t other times is without the least aperture. 5. Jn
some iu-.tances a species of bridle, or a small cord attached under the urethra,
or on the concarn border of the hymen, supplants both the va.h'e and the
circle. G. La:stly, a second hymen occasionally exists above the fir:st.
[Full dC'tail..: of the anatomy of thi:i membrane may be found in the thesis of M.
Lcdrn, defondcd before the Fa1'til1y of :'tlcdicine, Paris, 1855.
The hymen is formed by a fold of the ni.ginal mucou~ membrane, between the
layer~ of which al'e cellular tissue fibres, some musculn.r fibres, vessels, and nerve
filament!l.l

This membrane is rcgardec1 as the seal of Yirginity; anJ yet, as just
shown, it is often found after a fecundation: and, on the other hand, numerous cau~es bC':sides coition may destroy it. It is generally ruptured at the
fir.-:t l5exunl approach<k!, and of its debris arc formed two or three little
tubercle..:, bearing the name of cunrnc1dro myrtiformes.
'
The hymen is compose<l of a fold of mucous mcmbrnne, containing
between its laminre a. few \'c..:,:cls and ;.:;ome areolttr tissue.
7. The
myl'lijormes are some little tubercles, two to five in
number,
appear to be the debri:s of the ruptured hymen; the two
mo~t anterior one~, according to cerlain physiologists, appertain to the
median columns of the vagina.
t
In con,:equence of oft·rcpeatecl friction, thc.;;;c caruuclcs may inflame,
degenerate, and enn become the source of an abundant purulent cli.~charge i
they have been mistaken under :;uch circumstances for syphilitic \·egctatiom~,
a.ncl the patient subjected to anti-venereal tretttment, which, at least, was
m=ele:.:i. Personal cleanlinc...:5 1 a.II(\ some of the vegcto·mincral lotions are
usually sufficient to cau:-;e their di:.:appearance. M . Velpeau has re$ortetl,
howenr, in some cases, to exc:i:;ioo.
8. Fos.~a Kavicularis.-This is a little depression, of half an inch only in
extent, bounded behind by the fourchette, and in front by the con\'ex
border of the hymen. It, like the fourchette, formed, as before stated, by
the junction of lhe inferior extremities of the labia majora, mostly di$:tppears
after delivery.
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ARTICLE III.
QI<' 1'IIE SECHE'l'ORY APrARA'I:US OF THE EX'flmN"AL ORGANS OF

(The secretory apparatus of the female g~nital organ-; Im~ been the _!'lubjed of
numerous in•e;;tigations, but of late a fre;;hmtcr<',.tin the subjecthasgn•cn rise to
works hy Robert, lluguicr, Sappey, l\Iarlin, and L6ger, all of which are placed
under contribution in the preparation of this article
A;;ide from the piliforous bulbs, the glands of the vnlrn may be arranged in
three c\a;;ses: 1. Sudori pnrous glands; 2. Sebaceous glands; 3. i\luciparous
glands and follicles .
.First class. -The sudoriparous 91a11ds are found on the pcnil and the external
surface of the la.bia majora; they are mingled with the sebaceous gla.nds and
surround the ba;;es of the hair bulbs. Presenting the ~ame arrangement as in
other parts of the body, they are noticeable here on account of their great number.
Second class. -The sebaceous glands of the ,-uha are extremely numerous.
Those of the mans veneris and of the outer surface of the labia majora are remnrktl.IJle for their size, hnving an average diameter of r3a of an inch. They are
g('nerally composed of from four to six lobules, ench containing eight or teu culsdc·sac. They always open upon a. pilifcrous hulb.
The internal surfaces of tho labia. majora.n.rc also provided with sebaceous glands
to the extent of about forty to crnry j of an inch square. 'fhey are still more
numerous upon both sides of the lesser labia, the inner surfaces of which present
about one hundred and fifty to every j of an inch square. Martin and Uger note
the fact, that the;;e glands, which arc ,-cry apparent in the adult female, become
atrophird after the <'es~ation of the menstrual function, and cannot be found a.tall
in the footus.
The sebaceous glands arc ali:o found on the fourchette and the l'repuec of the
clitoris. 1\o trace of them, however, is to be discovered either in the •estibule or
aroundtbcoriticeoftheut·cthrn..
'l'hcsc glands secrete an oily matter, which
to which it is applied, pre\·ents them from
presenes them from irritation by the urine.
1'/1ird cla.~s.-The muciparous follicles as de;;cril.ied by ~I. Huguicr, prcflcnt two
varieties: in the first, they are isolated or simply agmina.ted, isoluted or agmi1ialed
follicles; in the second they a.re enclosed in one envelope, and discharge into the
same excretory canal, vulco-caginal rdaJJds.

11:.~u (;;, ~~~~n°::,~:;~~,~~i :1 :~t~c/f1~:o~~:.£~1~~%l::;1c:l~~c~~1!0~.~~~~1~1 ~:i1~i~~:c~o;l~~;gn !~
1

1

sometimes nb;;ent and always difficult to discover; their existence even has been
denied by some anatumiilts (Sappcy, Martin, Lt?ger). llu guicr describes threo
g1·oup'I of them.
1.-Eight or ten of them arc found in the ve;;tibulc below the clitorifl, whrre

~~~~:·I~~:~,:;~1;;,::~:~,~~:;:;:£~: ~~:!j·:~;:~;:(:S~'. 1~;~~~:·~~;~~U~g~';:2:~·.:.~1:
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So simple is their structure, tha.t i\lartin and L<!ger refused to call them

1n11ciparo11.rfolliclcs.)

2. Others., termed urethrnlfollicles on account of their situation, arc stated
by M. IIu guier to he lc;;;s readily discoverable than the preceding, on which
account they were supposed by M. Robert to be less numerous. They are
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of con:::idernhle size, and are situated at a depth of from three-eighths to
four-eighths of an inch iu the cellulo-vascular tissue of the urethra (Fig.
21, c). They are placed beneath the mucous membrane in n. direction
parallel to the canal, and discharge in close proximity to the orifice of the
urethra upon the surface of the projection which
forms the inferior boundary of that opening
in such a way as to form a semicircle, or sometimes even an entire circle, around it. They
are closer together than those which hase been
just described, and sometimes several of them
open into the same excretory cavity, !'O as to
produce the ramified arrangement which Graaf
has figmecl and described.
3. Laterally, and n.t some distance from the
urethr~I orifi~e, are seve1:aI small and s~allow ~·
ones, with a common openmg at the bottom of a
remarkable conicnJ depression . l\l. Iluguier 1>-•
states that the"e nrc often
and he
poses calling them the lateral
(Fig. 21, n).
4. Besides these, some two, three, or four large
fo1licles are found in some females upon the
lateral pnrts of the va.g-inal orifice, immediately below the hymen or the
upper carunculro rnyrtiformes (Fig. 2C n); they are the lateral follieles of
the orifice of the t:agina. Their openings ordinarily correspoud neither ir.
number, situation, nor arrangement, with thm:e of the opposite side; some
are slightly projecting whilst others arc not so, and some are readily visible
whilst others are hidden beneath the myrtiform caruncles.
B. Yub•o-t'ff!Jinal gland.-This gb.nd.had been completely lost sight of by
modern anatomi'<tS, although described by Gaspar Barthol in; and attention
has only recently been called to it by :M. Iluguier. It belongs to the class
of conglomerate glands. There are two vulvo-vaginal glands, one on each
side, where they form peculiar bodies whose position it is important to define
with exactness. They are situated at the limits of the vulva and vagina,
upon the lateral and posterior parts of the latter, about three-eighths of' an
inch aborn the upper surface of the hymen or of the myrtifonn caruncles,
in the triangular space formed on each side by the juxtaposition of the
rectum and Yaginn, upon the latter of which they repose. They lie n.t a
distance of from three-eighths to five-eighths of an inch from the internal
surface of the ascending rami of the ischia, and from three-quarters of an
inch to one and a quarter inches from the external labia.
The vulva-vaginal gland has somewhat the :::hape of an apricot-kernel,
resembling in this respect the lachrymal glnnd; like the latter, jts two
surfaces are flattened, and it is besides slightly lobular and mamclonated.
According to l\I. Huguier, it is much flatter in women who ha\'e bome
children, which he attributes to the species of separation which its granular
elements must unL.ergo from the enormous distention of the vulva during
6
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labor. The gland of the right side does not always re~cmbli: that of the k•ft:
it is indeed not uncommon to find one much more Mveloped than the otl~cr.
Its size varies much according to age, Jrnbits, and, adds M. 1Iugu1cr,
according to the development of the
ovari~, which n.ppear to exercio:e n decided influence over it; for he ha.:; alw::iy~
found the large~t glnnd upon the ~ame
side with the most voluminous OYary.
It also appears larger in females who
indulge immoderately in sexual pleasures. Its size is grentest, in genera l,
between the ngcs of six.teen and thi 1tyfive years. Its diameter at this period
of life is, on an a\·erage, fr0m four-e ighths
to five-eighths of an inch. It is very
small at puberty, nnd becomes atrophied
in old age.
Excretory Ducl.-Each of the granules of which the glatHl is composed, is
furnished with a minute duct, which, by
uniting with those of the neighboring
granules, gi\'CS rise to three separate
ducts. The latter soon join to form a
single canal, which proceeds from the
internal surface and \·uh·ar extremity
of the gland (Fig. 22, D ), nnd opens in
Yirgins, or io females in whom the hymen
has been onl~· clilntecl, in the internal
angle which the great cirrumfi.rcnce of·
this membrane forms by its union with
the contour of the vulrnr ope nin g, an cl, when the hym(•n ha~ been ruptured,
at the ba~e of the lateral and po::-terior myrtiform earuneles (Fii;. 22, E).
The orifice, which is smaller than the dutt which it tcrminatel'.', i:s in most
women surrounded by a vnscular aren., which sen·es, by its Ji,·ely red color,
to dil"tingui~h it from the neighboring parts. If required, it ,,jlJ only be
nece:-:!ary to turu the caruncle inward in order to render it con:;picuous:
it should however be clistinguif'lhed from three or four minute openings
found in the same furrow, and which belong to the lateral follicles of the
orifice of the vagina.
The direction of the opening of the duct is perpendicular, but it~ oblique
orifice is directed upwards nnd inwards. Its external scmi-cin.:umforcnce is
provided with a ~mall falciform, ndndar fold of mucou:;. membrane, which
incrca!les the difficulty of its detection. In the normnl con1li1ion the diameter'
of the orifice hardly exceed.s lhe one-one-hundreth of an meh.
The diameter of tho duct \':lrics from the one-twenty-fourth to the onceighth Qf an inch, aJHl its length, which lcescns as the gland is more ''oluminou:-1 and approaches near the myrtiform ca.runclcs, is, on au average,
about five-eighths of an iu ch,
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Orgnnization.-Thc ti:::suc proper, or glandular tissue, is of a ytllowish·
white color, and, when examined by t~ magnifier, or even by the nakcrl eye,
appears compo~cd of lobules, thcm~clns formed of grnnulatious having a
roundeJ and hollow appearance. T'hc entire mass is surrounded by a fibrocellular en,·elope, the thickness and transparency of which varies in different
individuals. From the internal surface of the envelope arc sent off a great
number of fibrous prolongations which serve both to connect nnd scp:irate
the granules of the orgnns.
These glands nre provided with arteries, Ycins, lymphatic VC8scls, and
ncn·cs. The arteries, two in number, are derived from the clitoric branch
of the internal pm.lie; one of them is sometimes given off directly from the
trunk of the 1atter. The vcin11, which form a sort of plexus upon the surface of the organ, empty partly into the pudic veins, and partly into the
venous plexus of the vagina nnd the bulb.
The lymphatic Yc.::sels proceed to the lymphatic ganglions found in the
cellular triangle included between the lateral parts of the Yagina and the
rectum and not into the inguinal glanrls.
The nerves arcdcriYed from the deep branch of the pcrineo·vulvar branch
oftlrn internal pudic.
·when the glands are incised, they are found to contain a glutinous, thick,
and unctuous fluid, which is generally colorle:;s, transpa.rent, or :,lightly
turbid. In some cases it is brownish or of a deep che;;tuut color, which
appearance is due to altered blood-corpuscles.
Uses and F1mctions.-ThevuJ,·o·Yaginal gland, like theentirc generative
apparatus of which it forms a part, acquired its full development only at
puberty. This concordance alone, independently of obser\"ation, would lead
to the supposition that the flui<l which it secretes is destined to bear a part
in the generative act.
The amount of its secretion i~. in fact, variable. It is especiall yincreas('d
during sexual intercourse, illicit contacts, and under the influence of lai::civious thoughts, dcf..ires, an<l <lreami::. ·when, during coition 1 the muscles of
the perineum nnd vulva. arc excited to inYoluntary and convulsive contraction~, it is expelled in an intermittent manner or by jets, as is the sperm in
the ejaculation of the male. According to M. lluguier, the use of this
abundant secretion is to lubricate the external parts, and thus render the
first approaches le:;::s painful to ma.in ta in the humidity of' the organs during
the act, and thereby preserYe their extreme sensibility.
1

ARTICLE IV.
9. The perinewn is a sort of bri<lge, scarcely an inch to an inch nnd n
lrnlf Jong, which separateg the vulva. from the anus; its inferior plane is
. compo:;::ed of the skin. But, for a more full de~cription of the pnrts enter·
ing into its structure, I must refer to the treatises on anatomy. (See art.
Pelvis. See also the first numher of the Trciite d'Accouchements of l\f. P .
1
Dubois, and the Atlas Comptemcntaire de to us les Traites d Accouchements, of
Lenoir).
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CHAPTER III.
OF TIIE INTERNAL ORGANS OF GENERATION.

TnE internal organs of generation are the vagina and the uterus, together
with its appendages, the Fallopian tubes and ovaries.

ARTICLE I.
The vagina, or vulvo-uterine cannl, is a cy lindri cal membranous tube,
extending from the vulva to the uterus; it is situated in the pelvic excarn.t ion between the bladder and rectum; extending from the vulva to the
superior strait, it has of course the same direction as the genera l nxis of the
pelvis: that is, it forms a curve, the conc:.wity of which is anterior; tlie
walls are soft and yielding, flattened from before backwards, with their surfaces in contact. Its length varies from four and a quarter to fiye and a
quarter inches, though 1 according to Professor Velpeau (Lerons 0,-a!e.<J), it
is much less than has been generally imagined, or than he himself has
pointed out in his works, being hardly two and a quarter to two and threequarter inches lon g. Although this remark may be true, if the length be
measured in the dead subject, where the soft flabby walls of the vagina
easily yield under their own weight and that of the uterus, and in co11se·
quence, the vertical extent of this cavity does not excee<l three or three nnd
a half in ches; yet, the elasticity of these walls will permit the introduction
of a ~pecu lum five or six in ches long, and when the uterus is raised completely above the superior strait, the estimate of the Professor of La CharitC
is certainly below the truth.
The length of the vagina varies in different females; thus, for instance,
tlie negress has lt longer and more spacious than the European, as a general
rule. Professor Chomel informed me that he ha.d frequently remarked this
fact, and I have since had occasion to verify its truth; nor is the vagin:i
uniform in its size, in all parts of its extent; for the inferior orifice is the
most contracted, the superior extrem ity is the largest, whilst the middle
1:iart, espe<'ially in women who have had many children, frequently exhibits
a considerable extension. The walls :ipparently retract in aged females,
and greatly diminish the area of its ca\•ity, returning very nearly to the
same dimensions as are found in young girls.
This canal is sometimes very short, reduced even to one and a half or
two inches; but this congenital brevity must uot be confounded with the
apparent shorten ing produced by the descent of the uterus.
1\1: Cruveilhier s_ays t_hese cases ar~ d~ily _confo und ed in practice, though
1
11
1
1

~:t~~:gr;:.~::.v:~:.s ~~= ~~tet1~~: c~~1:~:t~:g~::i'~S. ~~~1~~~~:, ei~1c ~1~:h~~~e f~f

descent, it yields without resistance to the pre~sure of the finger, and resumes
its natunil position.
Cimircnital shortening is a frequent cause of steril ity, as well as of sharp
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p:dns in coition, and is a fruitful source of the acute or chronic inflammatory engorgements of the uterus. I h:t.ve met with a case of considernblo
shortening of the ngina, in which the os tincoo had been sufficiently dibted
by tke membrmn ·virile. to admit the index finger. In some instances the
r1~pca.tecl coition produces a sort of artificial vagina, behind the os uteri, at
the expense of the posterior vaginal wall, and if the finger be then carried
under the neck of the womb, it will dip into a pocket, the anterior wall of
which is placed again!St the posterior one of the uterus. This artificial
vagina, produced by forcing up t11e posterior cul·dc-sac, is sometimes longer
than the natural canal.
The vagina is in relation by its external face: in front, with the bas-fond
of the bladder, to which it is united by some condensed areo lar tissue, and
also with the canal of the urethra, which indeed appears to be channelled
out in its sub.o::tance; behind. it is connected with the rectum, superiorly by
a douhle fold of peritoneum, and inferiorly by areolar tissue, which i~ leiss
condcn,.cd than that exi:-ting in front. Hence, the rectum is seldom drawn
upon in the displacement~ of the uterus, whil:;:t the bladder always participates more or less in the,.e accidents. The btrral borders afford attachment. above to the brorv:I ligaments. and below to the pelvic areolar ti~ue
and to some venous plcxu::-cs.
The intemal face of the vagina is covered by a mucom; membrane, con·
tinuous with tlrnt of the uterine cayity, excepti11g that its epithelium is not
prolonii;ed into the orifice of the latter, but terminates by a sort of denti·
culatefl border, !'iruilar to the relation of the ccsophagcal epidermis with the
stomach; the internal surface also exhibits some wrinkles or rather some
A raphC, or prominent ridge
trnn,.nr~e elenitions near the ndvar orifice.
found on the median line, extends the whole length of the anterior wall of
the vagina, affording origin to all those rugm; but the raphe is not so well
marked on the J.?Osterior parictes as on the anterior; the term columns of the
vagina has been applied to these two ridges. '
The trans\"erse rugm are much better developed in young virgins and
aged females; but, on the contrary. during pregnancy, aud for a short time
after deli\'ery, they are nearly effhced. These transverse rugre haYe by
some physiologists been regarded as organs of special !'ensation, and as
designed to increase friction by the irregularities which they present.
(The upper extremity of the vagina embraces the neck of the uterus, to which it
is attnchcd, at the junction of the lower with the mjJdle third. The neck is thus
divided into two portionR, an intra-vaginal and a supraAaginal portion. At the
pointof ins<>rtion there is a true continuity of tissue betwerr1 the rne;iua and uterus,
inasmuch a~ on the one hand the ''aginal mucous membrane is simply reflcctc1l so
as to form the mucous mrmbranc of the os tincre, whilst on the other, the muscular
fibres of the rnginaarcdirectly continuous with those of the uterus.]

In t1rns folding upon itse1f in order to embrace the neck, the mucous
mem,brane of the vagina forms a cfrcular grooye or cul-de-sac, described as
the anterior and posterior c1d-dc-sac. The posterior one is, generally, deeper
than the anterior, owing probably to the insertion of the vagina behind,
npon n. more elevated point of the neck.
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The inferior extremity, or vulrnr orifice, presents, iu front, n hausve1"Ee
rugous prominence, that seems to dimini~h the entrance.
Structure oftltt ragi11a. -[The walls of the va;;ina a\erage in thickness from
one-eighth to three-sixteenth~ of an inch. It ii; c~~mpuscd of three layers: one,
external or cellulo-fibrous; a middle or muscular one; and the internal or mucous.
The external layer is composed of fibres of both elastic and connectile tis.~ue; it
hlends externally with the organs surrounding the vagina, and internally with the
mid<llelayer.
The middle layer is composed of muscular fibres which are inserted in front upon
the br:rnclics of the ischium and pu!Jis, and are continued upward to Oecomc blended
with the middle luyeroffibresofthc uterus. Sumeagaiu disappear upon theuterosacral ]j~,1.ments,whilstotherscrQ:3S each otlieriu alldirectiQns, leaving intcr6puces
occupied by projecting veins.
The internal or mucous layer is of n. pale-red color, which becomes violet during
mC'nstl'uatinu and e11pecially during prep:11ancy. lts extcrna.1 sul'facc is confounded with the preceding layer, whilst its intr>rnal ,is CO\'ered with tes!'"ellated
epithelium and abounds in folds analogou!!I to papillre. For a long time this membrane was i:upposed to be rich in mucous follicles, but anatomists now agree in the
opinion that the vagina is destitute of mucous glands.
In great part, the walls of the vagina are composed of a tissue po~sessing all the
charactCri' of spongy erectile' tissue; that such is the casi has been proved Leyond
cavil by the researches of M. KoLelt and Ch. Rouget.]

According to Kobelt, this erectile tissue is composed of several superposed
layers of venous network whicl1 proceed from the bulb, the £nest ramifications extending into the mucous membrane. This true spongy body extends
continuoui:ily through the entire limits of the vestibule and of the vagina,
and seems connected with the veins of the parenchyma of the uterus. The
great vascularity of the walls of the ni.gina explains, to a <·ertuin extent,
the dangers consequent upon their rupture. Surrounding the lower
extremity of the vagina are a few muscular fibres, that constitute what is
erroneously called (see below) the constrictor vaginre muscle. In some
females, this is quite strong a~1d well developed.
Finally, under the name of bulb of the vagina, a swelling or cavernous
body is described, that separates the orifice of this canal from the roots of
the clitoris: moderntely thick in the centre, where it is placed between the
meatus urinarius and the junction of the crurre clitoridis, it grndually swells
out, as it recedes from this point, and terminntes below in an enlarged
extremity on the sides of the Yagina, being deficient, however, on the
po:;terior wall of this canal. The length of the bulb, when injected, is about
one inch and three-eighths of an inch; ·its greatest width, from one-half to
three-quarters of an inch, and its thickness from about three-eighths of an
inch to one-quarter of an inc:h. (Kobelt.) The bulb of the vagina is eompo::ed of an erectile tissue analogous to that of the bulb of the urethra in
t111~ male, and communicates freely, as shown by M. Deville, with the
cavernous tissue of the clitoris, by means of several veins of coni:iidcrnhle size.
The bulb of the Yagina is surrounded, as it were, by a layer of muscular
fibres (contitrictor cunni), in regard to the arrangement of which authors
cliffor. According to Kobclt, there are two constrictor muscles. It takc:0:
it.s origin by a large and flattened base from the aponeuro.-,is of the perineum,
alm<st directly at the middle of the !!pace which separates the auus from
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the tuberosity 1f the iscbium; thence it l'ises, becoming at the same time
narrower towards the clitoris, and covers or rather embraces in the shape
of a half cylinder the entire length and width of the bulb of the vagina.
A closer examination, says Kobelt, shows that this muscle is composed
of two flattened layers, the deeper of which glides in between the upper
border of the bulb and the root of the clitoris, and so appears above the
urethra to unite with the muscle of the opposite side; the upper layer, on
the contrary, which is also fiat, rises upon the back of the clitoris, and is
connected with its fellow by a flat and narrow tendon.
This muscle, which is, in fact, at a considcrnble distance from the vaginal
orifice, has been erroneously regarded as a sphincter of the vagina. Now
its power to diminish the orifice of the yagina is but momentary, and only
by compressing the bulb when greatly cli::>teude<l at the moment of coition.
Its proper office is, in fact, that of a compre:sisor of the bulb, whiliit its upper
extremity tends, at the same time, to depre:.;s the gland of the clitoris towards
the vestibule.
l'essels.-The vaginal arteries come from the hypogastric; the veins are
very numerous and plexiform, and discharge into the hypogastrics; the
lymphatics empty into the ganglions of the pelvis, and the nerves n,rise from
the hypogastric plexus.
The vagina serves in the female both as the organ of copulation and as
the canal for the pa::sage of the menstrnal fluid .. and for that of the produ.-:!t
of conception.

ARTICLE II.
OF THE UTEHUS.

The uterus is the organ of gestatirm, in which the ovum is destined to
remain, from the period of its
escape from the Fallopian tube,
until the moment of final delivery.
In form, it resembles a small
gourd, or a pear flattened from
before backwards, having its base
turned upwards and the apex
downwards.
The organ is divided into two
parts, the superior of which, called
the body, is the largest, a.nd comprises more than half the total
length ; the other, or inferior por·
tion, styled the neck, is smaller; a

~~iy~:~i~~1~~u~::e:~~l~~·i~~~o1~ 0~~11~v:~
union of the body with the neck.
The axis runs from above downwards, ai :1 from before backwards,
corresponding nearly with that of
the superior strait.
It is situated in the excavation,
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usually on the median line, between the bladder and rectum, being retaine<l
in position by the round and the broad ligaments on the sides, and below
by the vagina, upon which it rests.
(The situntion of the uterus is affected by the fulness or emptiness of the bladder.
When the lnttcr is empty, the uterus is near the pubis a.nd the neck directed backward. When the bladder is full, the uterus is pushed back, and its axis corresponds
nearly with that of the vagina.]

As we have said before, the neck of the uterus is embraced about its
middle by the mucous membrane of the vagina, being thereby divided into
two portions, of which the one situated above the insertion of the vagina is
called the superior vaginal; and the other, which projects into the upper
pal'l, of that canal, is termed Lhe inferior vaginal portion of the neck.
The conncctious of the uterus are very loose and extensible; it therefore
exhibits a great degree of mobility, and may easily be moved in every
with age, being quite small prior to the fifteenth year,
but nugmenting rapidly at th is era; the womb never resumes completely its
primitiYe dimensions in women who have borne children, and finally, in
advanced age, it often appears to waste away, and to dwindle down to the
size it had prior to the fifteenth year. Its dimensions after puberty are as
follows, viz.: The Yertical diameter varies from two and five·eighths to two
and three-qua.rter inches; the transverse one, at the fund us, one and threeeighths to one and a half inches. Certain physiological conditions produce
a great augmentation in its volume. For instance, I have frequently
obsen·cd at the approach of the monthly courses, that it presented twice
the ordinary size at least, and in some women the increase in volume is so
marked at this period as to be mistaken for the commencement of a pregnancy. (See Diagnosis of Pregnancy.)
The uterus likewise varies in situation at different epochs; thus it surmounts the superior strait in the fcetus, and rests in the abdominal cavity,
so that the Fallopian tubes and ovaries occupy the iliac fossro, the fun<lus
uteri corresponding to the fifth lumbar vertebra. After birth, in consequenceof the development of the pelvis, it appears to sink gradually into the
excavation, and, at ten years, the fund us is on a level with the superior strait1
but. subsequently gets below this point. The womb is generally inclined
to the right or left in aged females, or is turned backwards on the rectum.
The axis of the uterus approaches that of the inferior strait in many
women, especially in those having a short vagina. It must further be
observed, that the direction described by us as normal, is far from being
constant in all women i thus, in some cases, the fondus may be thrown S{I
fa1· forwards as to render the anterior wall the most inferior part, thereby
constituting what pathologists have described as an anteversion; in other~.
the superior border is thrown towards the most inferior portion of the
sacrum, the neck being carried behind the posterior face of the pubis, thus
producing a 1·etroversion; again, it is often turned towards one side of the
excavation, the neck being directed to the opposite side: this is lateral version.
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Another siagular anomaly in the relatiYe direction of the axis of the
l.vdy and that of the ncc:k of the uterus remains to be described. In the
no1·111al condition, the axis of the neck seems to be identical with that of the
body, and to be simply a continuation of it. Now, in some subjects, the
body of the uterus is found to form with the neck an angle which appro:lches
more or le.::;s to a right angle1 as though one of these parts had been strongly
bent upon the other, like the body of a retort upon its beak. This inflexion
may take place anteriorly, po:;teriorly, or laterally, and has been styled
accordingly, anteftexion, relroflexio1t, and latcroflexion.
This 11ltcmtion in the relation of the axis of the body with that of the
neck of the womb m•ty occur accidentally, and we have several times
observed it as a consequence of nnteversion or 1·ctrnver:sion, but certainly it
is often congenital, and then, should it remain after puberty, a.nd especially
should it increase in extent, it might become a cause of sterility.
flt is by no mean<:. uncommon to find n uterus presenting a currnlul'C with concavity directed in front, the cur\'C being most marked nt the junction of the body
with the neck. This fl.ex ion, which in the adult is exceptional, is the normal condition in the fretus at term. 'J'he resenrchcsof .Boulard, Vcrneuil,and Folliu, have
pto\•ed this to be a fact whil'h may be verified at any time. The question then
nrises,Isthisinflectioninhercnttotheuterusitself,orisitduetothe formofthe
neighboring organs? The dis1:ut;Sions upon this point have been resumed by 1\1,
Sappey, who tbinks that the curvature varies according as the bladder is full or
empty, the uterus merely moulding itself upon it :is it were. When the bladder is
empty, the abdominal Yiscera pre<:.s upon the fundus of the womb and bend it
forward. Should death supervene under these eircumstanees-theuterusisovcrtaken, i;:o to speak, by the cnda,Teric rigidity whilst in its de\'iated condition, and at
the autop'ojy presents an inflexion apparently pf'rrnaneut and inherent in the organ
itself, but which di!=appears if the bladder be filleJ by injection, ha\'ing first taken
care to place the body for some time in warm water so as to restore suppleness to
the tissues.]

The
but in
to two
The

weight of the womb, in girls at puberty, is f,·om six to ten drachms i
women who have ha<l children, it ranges from an ounce and a half
ounces; and from one to two draebms in very aged females.
uterus exhibits an external and an internal surface.

§ 1. EXTEHSA.L SURFAC.:E.
In the study of the external surface we should recognize the division into
the body t\nd the neck.
01~ TnE Bony OF THE UTERUS.-The external surface presents for our
study two faces, two bordcr~ 1 a base, and an apex.
The anterior face of the body is slightly convex, is CO\'ered by the peritoneum on its superior three-fourths, and lies in a mediate relation with the
posterior face of the bladder, f;·om which it is frequently se1)arated by some
folds of the small intestine; whib~t. at the inferior fourth, it is in contact
with the bas-fond of the bladder1 to which it is united by some loose rellular
til:lsue. This latter connection explnins the frequent participation of the
bladder in the uterine displacements, however inconsidernble they may be1
as also how in certain cases vesiro-uterine fistulas may be produced after
difficult labors.
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The posterior face is much more convex th:tn the preceding, being
covered throughout its whole extent by the peritoneum; it is in a mcc~iate
relation with the anterior surface of the rectum, the intestinal com·olut1ons,
however, often separating them; it may be readily examined through the
rectum. The laleral borders are slightly conca\·c, affording an attachment
to the broad and the round ligaments i but, as l\I. Cruveilhier remarks,
thest:l ligaruents are attached to the anterior edge of the bor<lers, and hence
all the thickness of these margins is founJ. behin<l the broad
and
the
consequently the latter are on the same plane as the anterior
womb.
The base, fund us, or superior border of the·womb is convex, looking upwards
and forwards, and covered by the convolutions of the small intestine. It never
attains the level of the superior strait in the unimpregnated state, and therefore it is only possible to feel it through the inferior abdominal wall, by using
great pre:sure.
At the junction of this base with the Jateral borders of the body the two
angles are formed, from which the Fallopian tubes and ligaments of the
ovary arise.
The apex or inferior angle is continuous with the neck, whid1 next ciaims
our attention.
OF TIIE NECK OF TJrn UTERUs.-Very remarkable differences are found
between the neck of the uterus in a woman who has borne children, and
that in one who has never been a mother; we shall, therefore, consider it
successi,,ely in each, because the modifications it undergoes during pregnancy
can only he appreciated after a careful study of the ordinary condition.
1st. In the woman who has neuer been a ·mothe1·, the neck of the uterus is
from an inch to an inch and three-eighths in length, and is separated from
the body by a narrow, constricted portion, which can easily be distinguished,
even on the exterior of the organ. At the central part, where it is a little
enlarged and fus iform, it is about three-quarters of an inch in the transverse
diameter, and half an inch iu the antero-posterior one. Near the junction
of the superior third with the inferior two-thirds, it is embraced by the
upper end of the vagirnt, which descends a little lower on the anterior than
on the posterior face, whence the subvaginal portion of the neck is somewhat longer behind; but the contrary is true for that part above the vagina.
The cervix is terminated by an extremity that is less voluminous than
the other portions of its extent, so as to present a conical form to the finger.
This extremity bears the name of the os tinc(JJ, or tench's mouth. The os
tincre presents two lips, separated by a smal l transverse fissure, somewhat
swollen in the middle, called the external orifice of the neck. The orifice
1
1

~: ;:~~i::~~ ~1:~~1~ c~:~oe:~~lui1;t~~.;,~t~~\~ ::~:~;:~:~~li~eg~~1 ~ p~·~tb;:~~~)i~1~

ing the sensation then experienced with that produced by applying tlrn pulp
of the finger upon the extremity of the nose, and feeling the depression between the alre nasi. The anterior lip is the thicker, though both are very
nearly of the same length, the anterior one, perhaps, descending a little
lower than the other. Most authors teach that the anterior lip of the neck
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desceuds 1ower than the posterior. In detaching the uterus from a dead
body, no great difference, however, is observed in this respect, bi1t, on the
co1itrary, if we touch a female, the distinction is much better marked. I
belieYe this results solely from the fact of the neck being directed a little
posteriorly, so that the surface of the os tincre is not horizontal, but inclined
backwards; and 1 therefore1 the anterior lip is necessarily somewhat lower
than the posterior. Bcsides1 the finger in passing from below upwards, and
from before backwards, must first encounter the anterior lip, and is then
obliged to go higher and ful'ther behind to reach the posterior one. These
lips are smooth and polished throughout, neither presenting any inequalities nor any depre,;:sions i in fa,'t, the whole external surface of the neck is
equally smooth, and without elevations.
The cenix, as already statcd 1 is slightly directed backwards, so that, if
prolonged, it would terminate near the coccyx, or the most inferior part of
the sacrum. It is situated in the upper half of the excavatiori, yet the
finger can easily reach and pass over its whole exterior surface.
2d. In the female who has And sei eral children, the neck has not the same
aspect, and the length is so variable that it is not possible to announce it in
advance; though we may say, in general terms, tha.t it is shorter in proportion to the larger number of children the woman has borne, a portion of it
seeming, as it were, to have been destroyed at every labor.
Two females 1 one of whom had ~eycuteeu, the other nineteen children,
have been under my care; the neck in each of them was completely destroyed, in its intra-vaginal portion. No promineuce was found at the
superior part of this canal, and the finger only encountered two little tubercles, as large as a lentil, separated by an open orifice, by which latter alone
the neck could be recognized.
This diminished length of the intra-vaginal portion of the neck in women
who have borne many children, is due to the strong traction upon the upper
extremity of the vagina in the preceding pregnancies, produced by the elevation of the uterus; in consequence of this traction 1 and the Ja:tity of its
adhesions with the middle part of the neck, the vagina becomes detached
from it at that point, and adheres to it only at its inferior extremity. When
this has occurred, it is plain that the portion which projects into the vagina
must be much less considerable than before. Although it still preserves a
certain length, the regular form that it previously had is wanting, for it is
no longer a fusiform body, with an exterior surface polished and smooth
everywhere, but a kind of irregular teat, covered on its external face by
more or less numerous elevations.
Sometimes it is more swollen at the inferior portion, whilst the upper
part appears to be hollowed out in its whole circumference by a deep excavation.
The orifice of the os tincre is- sufficiently patulous to admit the extremity
of the finger, or even one-half of its ungual portion may occasionally be
introduced. The lips are uncqual 1 presenting a variable number of notches
Being rarely fount.I on the middle part of the lips1 these depressions are continually met with about the level of the commissures, and more frequently
1
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on the left siclc than the right. They result from the lacerations that h.ive
occurred in former labors, at the moment when the head cleared the os
uteri; and the lochial di~charges hase preYcntcd the lips of these lii:tle
wounds from uniting, and they have cicntrizcd i:;eparately. The depr~:;;ions
are sometimes so numerous as to subdivide the lips into six or eight small
tubercles, separated by as many fissures of variable depth.
In case the woman bas not had children for several years, and more especially if she has had but one or two of them, these characters are much le::IB
determined, the orifice is nearly obliterated, and the neck has gradually
resumed it::; primitive form; neverthele.ss, the fb.sure of the orifice is always
sufficiently marked, as well as the inequalities on the lip:;, to indicate antecedent labors. These marks ma.y become more and more faint, but they
never disappear altogether.
The fr~quency of these depres::;ions on the left side may be, I tllink,
rC'adily explained. \\'hen the head pa,.:ses through the ncc·k, it is evident
that, if a laceration be produced, it will be at the point which sustains the
greatest strain. Now, the left occipito-iliac poisitions being much the more
frequent, the occiput, which constitutes the largest extremity of the head,
will consequently correspond to the left commi.s:mre of the neck. Further,
the uterus is habitually inclined to the right, so that the line of its contractions is directed from right to left, and, therefore, acts more energetically
on the left side of the· cervix. Hence the greatest strains occur at this
point.
§ 2. INTERNAL SURFACE.
[The uterus has an iutcrnal surface which defines its caxity. '!'his ca'1ity has,
in the virgin condition, a longitudinal extent of about two and a quarter iuchee,
nnd of two and a. half inches after several labors. We may distinguish the cavity
of the body and the cavity of the neck. '!'he length of the former is, in ,·irgins,
rather less than that of the neck, whilst in multipa.rre the two dimensions are
nearly equal;-tbat of the body being, perhaps, ra.ther greater than that of
the neck. •
A. Tlte cavity of tlie body is triangular in shape, having two faces, three edges,
and three angles. 'l'he two faces are plane, and separated only by a. thin Ja.ser
of mucus, so that they ma.y be ~aid to be in contact.

CavityoftbeUtenuandtheFallopianTuhes•
._ Snp1'rior border or fu~duJ:1 of the womb. B. Cavity of the womb. o. Cavity or the n~ck of the utern~.

:-,~~~ 1 :a:!~~ 8~h:n~~.'!~:1~rn ;~~hc~~P~:~n c~e~h0ev!m8~ri:;e~0 c~;~:~1~~~:rv::;it~~~~~~e"~i~~ 1 ~ni:ru:I;,:~
Te&lclea. o. Tho ca:rHy of the •"RJ;im1. n n. The Jigamenta or the ovaries. Go. Tlw rouml
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In the state of vacuity, no cavity 1 to speak correctly, exists in the womb,
for the uterine walls are in contact t1uougl10ut their extent; the cavity,
like that of the pleura for example, has a real exi;:;t1''1G. 20
ence only when the walls become sep:ua.ted by a
liquid effusion. Fig. 25 will afford au idea of the
dimensions of the uterine cavity when empty.
The congenital deficiency of
in the body
existed in a
is very rare, but yet no trace of
uterus. presented to l\I. Crunilhier by 1\1. Rostan, ;r
although that of the ncc:k remained. In aged
Ji
women, however, it is not very rare to find the cavity
partly effaced by more or less extensive arlhesions.
B. The crwity of the neck is fusiform, (see Figs.
24 and 25,) flattened from before backwards, ancl
prel!ents an assemblage of rug::e on its anterior and
posterior walls1 which constitute a median vertical
column upon each wall 1 occupying the whole length
of the neck, and from whid1 a number of smaller
columns pass off at various angles 1 representing a
fern in relief. The term arbon1itw has been applled "' ""' o,";" °' '"" '""'" "'"
to these rugosities. After deliYery they frequently
disappear, but sometimes they still pcrslst.
( M. Guyon ob'!erves very correctly, thnt the vertical
column situated upon each of the wull~ is not exactly
upon the median line; tha.t on the posterior wall being
a little to the left, and that on the anterior wall a little to the
From this
arrangement results a complete fitting or adjuslment of the
wall s to each
other, which is e.!<pecially oiJ~erv:~ble q.t the internal orifice.
col umns disappear at the superior orifice of the cavity of the neck.
'!'he superior or internal orifice of the neck is n0ta. narrow ri11g, but is about
three-eighths of an inch in extent, and might with great propriety be termed the
intermediate po1·tion. ft forms, in fact, a i;ort of strait betwee n the cavities of the
body and neck. M. Guyon, who hns given a good description of this arrangement, also states that nftcr the menopause, the internal orifice often grows narrower,
and is sometimes entirely obliterated.]

The uteri ne cavity likewise exhibits a varinble number of transparent
vesicles, mistaken by Naboth for eggs, hence they haYe been called tha
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These vesicles are nothing more thnn simple n1ucipnrou3
follicles, and they are particularly abundant in the neighborhood of the
neck . They secrete a gelatinous mucus, wliich may acc.um~latc i~1 thr
ca,·ity of the neck, and so ob::>truct it as to render fecundation 1mpo~s1blc.
The internal surface of the uterus is much more vascular in the body
than in the neck. This difference is particubrly well marked in women
who ha,·c died during the menstrual period. The cavity of the body is of
a rose color, and that of the neck of a pearly gray hue, which is probably
due to the slight va!';cularity of this part in compari~on with that of the
lining membrane of the body.

owla Kabothi.

§ 3.

S•rRUCTURE OF THE UTERUS.

In the ordinary condition of the womb, this structure is difficult to
make out, but it becomes much more evident during the period of gestation.
The constituent parts of the organ are: a middle or ti:::sue proper, an
external peritoneal membrane, and an internal mucous one, together with
numerous nsscls and nerves.
A. Tissue Propel'.-'l'his ti:isue is of a grayish color, and is \'Cry deni::e
in structure, creaking like cart ilage under the scalpel. In general, the
neck appears less flrm in consiste nce than the body, result in g, as l\I. Cru·
veilhier supposes, from lhe former being the more frequent seat of sa n·
guineous fluxions. It sometimes happens, as after a suppression of the
menises, or just before or after menstruation, that the uterus has a more
decidC:d red color and its tissue i5 more supple. (See .Men&trnation.)
The proper tissue of the womb is composed of fibres di!:>posed lengthwis:e.
The nature of the-;e fibres has led to numerous discussions, but at the
present day they are pro\'en by the microscope to be muscular, and since
this muscular nnture becomes clearly evident towards the end of g()station
(sec Pregnancy), we must acknowledge that, notwithstanding th e fibrous
appearance of its tis~ue in the unimpregnatcd condition, the fibres composing
it are not the )egg muscular in their structure. This orga nizati on is con·
cealcd by the statc of <·oiulensation; of atrophy, maintained either hv
inertia or want of action; but which becomes distinct, in consequence of th e
very consir!erable de:termiuation to the uterus, of its di::;tentiou, and of the
de\'elopmPnt of its fibrcs during pregnancy.
According to mo,..t anatomi:.;ts, the direction of th cs(' fibres in the state of
vacuity is very irregular, and their inter·CrOS!:iing is nearly inextricable,
as every one mu::;t confo~s, in thi>i particular co ndition , says M . Cruvei lhier.
Eut as the structure of the uterus, except in ge~t:ition, is not of any conse·
quence (practically speak ing) to the accoucheur, we refer to the article
Pregnancy for the more particular study thereof.
n. The External or Peritoneal Membrane.-The peritoneum havi11g
CO\'ered the posterior face of the bladder, is rdlectecl upon the anterior one
of the uterus, covering only its superior three-fourths; and having reached
the fundus uteri, all(~ gained the posterior wall, it covers this entirely, is
prolonged on the vagma for a short distance, and is then reflected upon the
0
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l'l!ctum. The broad ligaments are produced
elongations
,-,f this mcrnbrnne; and its fo.lc:iform folds, seen
the interva l that scp:natcs
the bladder from the utern<:, are called the vesico·ulerine, or the anleri.01·
ligainents; anrl tho~e formed by it, between the rectum and uterus, are
called the po.~tel'io1·, or the rccto·tlferine ligwnents. The adherence of the
peritoneum is quite loose ou the borders of the uterus, but it becomes more
intimate tow:tnls the median line.
c. The Intern<il or .Jlucous .Jlembrane.-Thc existence of this membrane
was for a long time conte.•.ted, and there can be no doubt, that if a membrane re~embling the majority of' those which liue all the mucous cavities
be sought for in the uterus, it will be sought in vain. Still its existence
is rendered \·cry probable by the functions of' the organ, for, as Cruveilhier
has remarked: 1st. E\'ery organic
communicating with the exterior
is lined by a mucous membr~rnc.
Anatomy demonstrates that tlie
vaginal mucous membrane is continued into the· cavity of the neck, and
then into that of the uterus. 3<.i. ·when examined by a lens, the internal
surface of' the uterus exhibits a papillary disposition, but the papillre i1re
imperfectly dc\'eloped. -!th. This internal surface has follicles or crypts
scattered o\·er it, from which mucus can be squeezed out, and which, if their
orifices be ob::trnctcd or obliterated, become di~tended by the liquid, and
form little ve:;icles. .5th. It is continually lubricated by mucus. Gth, and
lastly; the internal surface of the uterus, like all other mucous membranes,
is subject to spontaneous hemorrhages, to catarrhal secretions, and to the
mucous, fibrous, and vesicular \'egetations calledpolypi; and it is generally
admitted that, wherever there is an identity of action, there is also an idf'ntity of na.ture.
These php:iologica] probabilities are at present fuily confirmed by an,atomical research, the numerous preparations in the possession of l.I. Coste
leaving no doubt whatever as to the exi:;tence of the mucous membrane.
I shall therefore borrow from this able physiologist the principal facts
which pertain to its description.
The thickness of the uterine mucous membrane varies in different parts
of its extent. Towards the mi<ldle of the body, it forms one·fourth of the
thickness of the walls of the uterns; that is to say, its usual depth at this
point is from one-eighth to three·sixteenths of an inch, amounting to a.bout
the one-fourth of the thickness of the uterine parietes. It thins off rapidly
towards tbe point of union of' the body with the neck, as also towards the
apertures of the FnJlopian tubes. Its greatest thickness in the neck does
not exceed the one twenty-fourth part of an inch.
The thickne~s of the mucous membrane is clearly exhibited by the assistance of' a perpendicular section of the uterus. It is then found to be in·
jected, anJ varying in color from a deep or bright red to a semi.transparent
reddi:;h or pearly gray: the mu:::cular tissue, on the contrary, is almost
alwavs of a reddish-gray color, and is besides easily distinguii!hecl by the
num~rous vascular opening~ upon the surface of the section, and from which
Llood may be cau~e<l to exude by pressure. In addition, there is always a
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whitish line of demarcation between the two
which becomes mo$t
distinct when the injection of the mucous
greatest.
Its conRistence is less than that of the fosue proper of the uterus, being
very friable, and easily crnshcd.
It adheres very strongly to the
sub~tance of the utcru!':, nnd is
separated from it with great difficulty: it is abo incnpable of any
gliding motion upon the parts
which it co,·crs, on arcount of the
entire absence of a sub-mucous celIulnr ti~sue.
Its internal surface presents a
multitude of small orifice.:;, rather
regularly arranged, which, though
barely perceptible to the naked eye,
become very evident with the assistance of :i lens. A bout forty£ve of thcm are contained in a space
equivalent to the squa re of oneeighth of an in ch. They are the
orifices of gland:-;.
M. Robin has gi,·en an excellent
description of the elements which
enter into the composition of the
mucous membrane; they nre:
1. Embryo-plastic nuclei; 2. Elements of lamin:itc<l tissue; 3. Special ce lls, in very small amount
except during p•Tgnancy; 4. Amorphous connective matter; 5. Gland;.:; 6. Capillary \"e~:<el~; 7. Epithelium,
at first pri,.matic but bcroming pavimentous during pregnancy. A few
word::; in regard to the uterine gland~.
Two species of glandl5 exibt in this mucous membrane, one being found
only within the body of the uteru~, whilst the other is confined to the neck.
1. According to l\J. Coble, who was the first to de::crihe them, the ghtn<ls
of the body arc especially ,·isiblc when death has occurred <luring memstruation; they then apprar a~ minute canals of :ibout the one two-hundrcd-undfif'tieth purt of' an inch in diameter, placed vertically be,:;ido each other.
They are, however, dispo:-cd so C'ompactly, that the mu<'ous membrane as seen
by a lens appears to be formed of them almost cxch1.::;i\·cly. Their adherent
ext remities terminate in culs-clc-:::ac and repose upon the muscular ti~.:;ue.
The bodies of the glauds are rendered somewhat flexuous by the mucous
membrane beiuµ: too thin, as it were, in the state of vacuity, for the length
of the tubes. They contain a whiti::;h, ''iscid fluid, which may be squeezed
from them, especially at tlw menstrual period.
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2. The gland:- of the neck (glands, or ovula of Na both) are found in all
the in tery:.d between the line scparat iug the c::wity of the neck from that of
the body, and the neighborhood of the borders of the os tincro. Their
orifices are readily §cen upon, and especially between, the folds of the arbor
Yitro.
These glands have the form of a minute cylinder, terminating in a rounded
cul-Je-sac, which is inflated into the form of a lentil or vial, and in closed iu
the tissue of the mucous membrane, eyen descending a little between the
fibres of the mus<'ular structu re.
The excretory orifice is always smaller than tl1e glandular tube. Pressure causes the escape from it of a transparent, viscid, tena.cious, and completely homogeneous fluid.
\Ye shall treat hereafter of the modifications which these glands undergo
during gestation.

It is an important practical remark of 1\1. Jobert, that the enti1·e intra.vaginal portion of the neck is destitute of a supply of nervous fibres, whilst
the portion above the insertion of the vagin?- receives a great number of
them, which form species of plexuses, furnishing ascendiog or uterine
6
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branches and descending or vaginal ones. The latter are extremely nu mer·
ous, and ramify to infinity in the substance of the vagina.
This distribution, which would expla in a number of physiological :rnd
pathological facts, necd:s confirmation from new ref:.carches, for recent preparations deposited by ~[. Iloulard in the museum of the School of l\Icdicine,
give it a formal denial.
Del'elopment.-According to some authors, the uterus is bifid in the embrro as late as the end of the third month, but ~I. Cruveilhicr says he has
ne.\•er observed this bifurcation. During the intra-uterine life, the volume
of the neck surpus~es that of the body, and at this period its largest porti on corresponds to the vaginal extremity. After birth it remains uearly
stationary until puberty, and then it acquires in a very short time the
dimensions ob.served in the adult woman. The organ often becomes atrophied in old age.

§ 4.

LWAMENTS OF TffE UTERl."S.

\\'e haYe already spoken of lhe anterior and po.stcrior ligaments. The
broad and round onC's still remain to be described
'1.'!te Broctd Ligame11l1.1.-As elsewhere stated, the double lamina of the
peritoneum, which covers the anterior and posterior faces of the uterus, is
prolonged transversely, the two folJs resti ng against each otlH'r, an<l forming by their union a tranisverse partition, extending from each side of the
uterus, \\ hich divides the pelvis into two c:witie.s i the anterior of which
lodges the bladder, aud the po.:;terior the rectum. Outwardly, and below,
thc::=e ligaments are continuous with the peritoneum that lines the excava·
tion; their superior border is free, and is extPndcd from the angles of the
uterus to the iliac foss:.c-prc:-enting three! folds, called the wings. The
anterior wing is not ad milled by some anatomists; it is but slightly developed, and is occupied by the round Jigament. The middle one inclo~es the
Fallopian tube, and the pm~terior contains the ovary and its ligam ent.

The two serous folds that constitute the broad ligament, arc separated by
a loose and very extem•ible lam clla.ted cellular tissue, continuou:s with the
fascia p1'opria of the pelvis. The broad li gaments disappear during gesta·
tion, their two laminre as::i:-ting to coyer the anterior and po.sterior faces of
the de\•eloped womb.
B~dies of Rosenmiiller.-By the impectio n of pieces p1:epared by M.
Follin, we hav e become assured of the ex istence of an organ between the
two laminre of the broad li gament, which hns not been ~,·en noticed hy
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French anntomi~ts, but which cNtain German ana.tomiots figure under the
nn.me of the organ of Rosc11miWcr1 who was lhc fir:st to di::;eover it. Its
ger:eral arrangement is not yet well understood, its development is involved
in obscurity, nnd the detail.s of its histology had not l1ithcrto been de.scribed.
The researches undertaken by l\I. li'olliu in reference to this subject show,
that the organ is compo,.ed of

:~~:n t~:m:i~~!s,t~~::ui~:lt~~~

F;.27·~

in blind extremities, an<l all
converging towards the tube
whic11 serves as :t point of en- c
trance for the vessels of the
ovary. The tubes are generally closely approximated to Geach other, so that their inflexions frequently corre.:;pond.
'Vhcn examined by tran:>mitted light, the assemblage
of canal:> is distincth• seen in
the broad ligament· near the
fimbriatcd extremity of the
Fallopian tube. Rometimes
these tubes are not very apparent, and their number is much Jes~, yet some are always to be found. They
exi!"t at all age~, but are much more readily dit::tin~ui~h cl in the broad ligaments of the footus, or of children, for then the slight development of the
blood-ve~scls docs not ob~cure them, noL' are they hidden from observation
by the fat, which infiltrates the lttmin:u of the broad ligaments in adults.
The size of the tubes is ''ariable: an<l they often present dilatations, and
sometimes true rvsts filled with a citrine fluid .
l\I. Follin !ms.not been able to discover an excretory orifice to these tubes,
eithn- in young girfa or adult u•omen.
Their structure re:-cmhlC's that of the ~landular tu hes of many simple
glands. They- are pro,·i<lNI with a central cadty, whi<'h presents the dilatations so often observed in tu hes of this clm~s. Extf'rnallv, the tube is
formed of cellular-tissue-membrane with longitudinal fibres. ~The internal
surface of the tube is covered with pavement. epithelium.
Some ohsenrations are C'alcuhtcd to produce the impression, without however confirming it, that this n<::;.emblage of tubes has, in its origin, some
relation with the corpora Wolffiana.
Attached to the free edge of the broad liga01ents, it is not uncommon to
find five, six, or eYcn morr small cy10ts. They arc generally conneete<l with
the ligament by a very 11-len<ler pediele, of varirLblc length, but which is
sometimes so short, that the ey:.;t appears to be sessile, and directly adherent
to the ligament. (See Fig. 28.)
It is difficult to understnnd the mode of the development of these cysts.
T hey mny, perhaps, h:we some relation with the tubes of which the bodies
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of Ro;::enmiiller are compo~ed. I t has however seemed to us worth while to
call attention to them particularly, as they are stated by :r.I. Droca to be
present in the great majority of cases.
.
.
'l 'he round ligaments, or supra-pubic cords, are evidently cont111uous with
the ti:;:.sue of the uterus, to which their proper substance is pre('isely similar;
ari,-ing from the lateral border of this organ, bdow and a little i1.1 adY:rnee
of the Fallopian tube, it runs upwards and outward.;;;. According to 1\£.
Deville, this fringe, or ligament, is bent downward in the anterior fold of the
broad ligament, and reaches the internal orifice of the inguinal canal, into

which it enters, accompanied by a prolongation of the peritoneum, bearing
the name of the Canal of :N'uck. It then divides into a number of fibrous
fosciculi, which are lost in the cellu lar tissue of th e mans Yencris and that
which fills the dartoid sac, clcs:cribed as exi~ting in the labia externa. According to )fodame Boivin, the rouud ligameut on the right flide is the
shorter and larger of the two. They contain a great number of ycins,
whi('h are liable to become yarico~c .
Thc~e ligaments scn·c to retain the uteru" in po~ilion, and to pre,·ent its
cli,.placrmcnt'; and it is probably to them that the pains in the groin!'.l,
experienced by some women during chronic anections or <li:o:placcmcnt" of
the womb, may be referred. They are, in a grrrtt measure, comrio10cd of
cell11lar ti:-:sue and vessels, bnt containing aJ50 !l-omc muscular fasciculi, the
supe rior of which arc prolonged from the utcru;;:, and the inferior come from
the lransvcrsalis muscle. The superior muscular fibres are much more
evident during pregnancy.
Finally, the t·esico-utcrine and itlero-sacral liyamrnt.i:, formed, a5- we have
stntc<l, of folds of the peritoneum, which, after having coYCrC'd the uterus,
are reflected upon the posterior surface of the hl:tdder and the antt•rior !=;Urfacc of the rectum; thc~e liJ!amcnts are, so to i:;pcak, reinforced by collection~ of fibres which appear to he prolong-ation.: from the ti;:suc propC'r of
the womb, and which arc attached antcriol'iy to the posterior surface of the
bladder, and posteriorly to the anterior surf;1cc of the rC'ctum.
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ARTICLE III.
OF TilE FALLOPIAN TUBES.

The ~tlerine or Fallopian tubes are two canals, varying from four and a
quarter to five inches in length, and placed in the thickness or the superior
border of the broad ligament. They extend trans\·crscly from the Jatera.l
angles of' the ·womb nearly to the iliac fossa on the corresponding sicl e.
Their volume is made more evident by inflating them. (G. Richard.) It
may then be ascertained that beyond the uterine parietcs, the tube has a
diameter of about three-sixteenths of an inch; toward$ the middle of its
course it increa~es to about one-quarter of an inch, and just before the
osth11n abdominale, to fh-c-sixtecnths of an in ch. Th eir calibre is very
variable at difforent points. The elasti<;ity of the walls is however ~o great
as to allow of their increase to an enormous extent, as is proved by the cysts
which are frequently found in them.
The internal orifice of the tube (ostium uterim1m) is stated by l\I. Richard
to be the OJJe-sixtecnth of an in ch in diameter; from thence, the calibre of
the canal increases gradually to it.s external orifice. Near the free extremity
it spreads out and becomes fringed. This termina.tion constitutes the p:rl'ilion, or :fimbriated extremity (the morsus diaboli).
It is generally t:rnght that one of these fringes, which is longer than the
others, attaches itself to the extremity of the oyary. On the contrary, 111.
Cruveilhier belie\·es that this adherence takes place through the intervention of a groove, the concavity of which looks downwards and backwards,
and facilitates the communication between the ovary and the ca\·ity of the
tube. All the fringed folds are attached to a small circle which is more
contracted than the part of the tube which it terminates. This small circle
is called the external orifice of the tube. The internal or uterine orifice is
the name given to the one by which it opens in the uterine cavity.
[1'he Fallopian tubes are composed of three layers: an external or serous, a middle
or muscular, and an internal or mucons ln,yer.
The external lnyer is a part of the peritoneum which lines the entire len gth of
the oviduct, and is extended to the free edge of the fimbriated extremity, where it.
ends abruptly.
The middle layer is composed of two planes of muscular fibres- the external
being longitudinal, and the internal circular. Th e tubes have often been described
as prolongations of the uterus, whereas M. Robin regards them as entirPly distinct. A thin, cellular septum is, in fact. interposed between the tissues of the
two organs, allowini; of tbeir separation by tho scalpel.
The mucous layer is continuous intei-nally with the uterine mucous membrane,
and terminates externally upon the free edge of the fimbriated extremity where it
ie connected \vith the peritoneal layer. Thus affording the only example of a
mucous membrane in continuity with a. serous one.
'l'he mucous membrane of the oviduct is deYoid of papilli and i;lands, but presents
longitudinal folds so adjusted to each other as to transform the canal into 11umerous
capillary tubes, well adapted tQ convey readily the spf'rmatic fluid to the ornry .
Th e rnu1.:ous membrane is also covered with a vibratile epithelium, the motion of
whofle cilia. being directed toward the uterus are, doubtless, intemletl to impel the
ovul~ toward the uterine orifice of the tube.]
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A special artery, derived from the
branehc;: with whicl1 the
tllC ovarian veins, constitute
uterus is supplied, and two veins, which
provided with nerves from tl1e
the vascul:tr apparatus of the tube. It
f:l.permatic and hypoga~tric plexuses.
The Fallopian tube serves the double purpose of a canal for trnm:mitting
the fecundating principle of the male, and for carrying the germ furnislicd
by the female from the ovary to the uterus.
Th e use of the fimbriated extremity is to embrace the ovary at the
moment of fecundation, and probably also at each nwn~trual period, all(l
to apply itself o\rer the point from whence the germ is detached. At this
time, the vessels of the Fallopian tubes are engorged-the mucous membrane assumes a well-marked red color-the walls are thickened, and the
canal is enlarged. The tubes are at the same time affected with peristaltic
contractions, which are probably intended to propel the ovule into the
uterine cavity.
The anom~ly pres:;ented by the existence of supernumerary pavilions, or
fimhriated extremitie!", upon the same tube, as de~cribe<l by l\1. Gusta.,·e
In the bodies of twenty women,
Richard, is here deserving of
One or several of them w<'re
sekcted at random, he obsen·ed
found attached to the tube either immediately behiud the normal fimhriatcd
extremity, or at distances varyin_g- from three-quarters of an inch to an inch
and a quarter beyond it; all of them were formed like the one which
terminated the oviduct by the fringe-like divi~iou of the mucous membrane.
By floating the fringes under water, an opening was discovered conducting
into the tube, through which a stylet migl1t be introduced and brought out
through either the internal or external orifice of the tube.
According to Dr. Hamilton, of Edinburgh, the Fallopian tube undergo~
some modification during gestation, to which l1 e attaches great importance.
as a characteristic sign of pregnancy. This change consists in the fornrntion of a little pocket, or sac, about an inch from the fringed extremity.
This partial dilatation of the tube, previously described by Hoederer under
the name of antrwn tubce, is certainly an exceptional fact. I have never
observed it; and J\I. Montgomery has encountered it but once in fourteen
uteri, examined in the state of gestation; so that it cannot have a11 the importance that certain authors wish to ascribe to it.

ARTICLE IV.
The ovaries (testes midiebres) are the analogues, in the female, to the testicles of the male: that is, both of them 8ecrete a product indispensable to
reproduction. Two in number, they are situated on the sides of the uterus,
in that portion of the broad ligament called the posterior wing, just behind
thC' Fallopian tube. They are maintained in })Osition by those ligaments,
:15 also by a special one, denominated the ligament of the orary.
The ova ries vary in situation, according to the age of the iudividual, and
the state of the uterus. In the footus, they arc placed, like the fund us uteri,
in the lumh:tr region; but, during gestation, they rise into the abdomen
along with the body of the uterus, upon the sides of which they lie.
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Im1:nediately after delivery the ovaries occupy the iliac fossre, where they
sometimes continue throughout life; again, it is not at all uncommon to
find them turned backwards, and adherent to the posterior face of the womb.
The ovaries vary in size, both from age, from the plenitude or vacu ity of
the uteru6, and from health or disease. Being proportionably ln.rger in the
fcetus than in adult age, they dimi ni sh after birth, augment in Yolume at
puberty, especially at the monthly periods, and dwindle nwny in old
During pregnancy and after delivery, they acqui re in some cases
considerable volume.

Before the age of puberty, the external surface of the ovaries is of a light
rose color, and is smooth and free from inequalities. In women who have
menstruated for several years the surface is rough, fissured, covered with
small blacki.sb cicatrices, and sometimes with ecchymotic spots. Some of
these cicatrices are linear, others are triangular or radiated; they are of a
red color when recent, but become brown in the course of a few months.
Sometim es a complete union fails to take place between their edges, leaving
a small opening, which communicates with the ruptured cavity. After the
period of life at wh ich the mensei:i disappear, the external surface presents
numerous wrinkles, which are not, as has been supposed, the result of old
cicatrices, but are due simply to the atrophy of the ovaries, and the plication of the external envelope which is the consequence.
The ovaries are ovoidal in shape, a little flattened from before backwards,
and of a whitish color.
The external extremity of the ovary is adherent, as we have said, to one
of the fringes of the fimbriated extremity of the Fallopian tube; the internal
extremity is attached to the uterus by the ligament of the ovary, which is
inserted at the corresponding angle of that organ.
The ligament of the ovary, wh ich we lrn\'e already considered, was for a
long time regarded as a canali designed like the Fallopian tube to convey
the fecundated ovule into the cavity of the uterus; modern anatomy 1 how·
ever, proves it to be solid.
From the researches of Gartner, of Cope nh agen, and of M. de Blainvil le,
it appears that in some quadrupeds, and especially the sow1 a canal is
almost always to be found extending from its external orifice by the side
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of the meatus urinarius (corre.Sponding with a similar orifice on the otl1et
side of the meatus), through the substance of the muscular fibres of the
vagina to the 11eck of the uterus; here the c::rnal becomes narrower, but
continue.:; on, following the body of the uterus and imbedded in its fibrous
structure, and finally leaves it to pass in a direct ion parallel to the Corre·
sponding angle into the substance of the broad ligament.
l\f. Follin found, whilst injecting the duct of' Gartner in the sow, that he
injected at the same time a long tortuous tube, situated in the substance of
the ligament, at the point occupied in the human fema le, hy the collection
of glandular tubes which I have descr ibed. I have been able to determine
the fact that in the sow this duct does not open by a large orifice at the
lower part of the vagina, as has been represented, but in reality by a very
narrow one. It is not terminated at its entrance into the broad ligament
by a few brush-like di,·isions, aS stated by 1\I. de BlainYille, but is continuous
with ti Yery fine tortuous tube which extends to the external extrem ity of
that ligament. The duct of Gartner is furnished internall y with a paYement
epithelium, and communicates throughout its course with many glandula.r
tubes finer than itself. (Follin.)
\Ve haye sought for this duct of Gartner in the human female, but found
nothing which could be reconciled with the description given by him of it;
however, we cannot avoid remarking that since these researches N. C.
Baudelocquc has observed in a woman a canal which seemed to be produced by a bifurcation of the Fallopian tube, and which, after passing
through the rntire uterine walls, opened into the upper part of the vagina
near the neck of the womb. Madame Boivin and some ot110rs ha\'e met
with a similar canal, and l\Iauriccau and Dulaurens considered it of quite
frequent occurrence.
The arteries which supply the ovary are the spermatics, and proceed
directly from the aorta.
The numerous small venous branches found in the ovary unite below the
organ so as to form a plexus which gh·es origin to the ovarian veins; the
latter emptying into the vena cava inferior, and into the renal \'ein.
The numerous lymphatic vessels with which it is provided contribute to
the formation of the spermatic plexus, which itself empties into the lumbar
plexus, and thence passes to the thoracic duct.
Tbe nerves are derived from the great sympathetic.
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enterin g into the composition of the nucleus
1

11

1

lst,a~1f~:~~i~i~iquid produc:~i~~ ;;~~l:~~r~:=ti :~ :~.rt~1~·e~ ~1t~1:·~;~i~~
a
aspcd, viz., a limpid mucosity, clear, though a liitle oi ly, a
num ber of smidl rounded gran ulati ons, transparent in t.hcir central cavity,
and slightly opaque at their periphery, and some oil globules. 3d, and
lastly, an ovule floaJing in the midst of this li quid.
The Grarwla1· 1llemb1wie (see Fig. 31 , o').-A delicate membrane is
found applied on the in ternal face of the
Graafian vesicle, for med of g n:rnul es, or
rather of cellul cs, and bea;·ing the name
of
l t tears with
great
from its extreme tenuity;
and hence many authors have denied its
existence. Upon one part of the membrane (that col'responding to th e free side
of the vesicle) the granul at ions, or cells
producing it, are more num erous 01· more
compact, and in the ceittre of this compact mass, which has been called the prollgn·o11s disk, the ov ul e is fou nd.
The g ranulations, constituting the proligerous di sk (sec a, Fig. 31), are so closely
united both with each other and with the
latter, that upon opening the Graafian vesicle1 even where the g ranular
membrane is destroyed, this portion remains adherent to the ovule, forming
round it, as it were, a granu lar bed. This membran e is ent irely destilute
of vessels.

§ 3. TnE OvuLE.
Since the labors of Graaf, the majority of auth ors agree with him, that
the O\"ul e is constituted by the vesicle just described; but tl1e honor of
having first disco,·cred the ov ule, as a distinct orga n in this vesicle, belongs
to Charles Ernest Baer. Th e ovule is completely formed in the ovary
during the earl ier years of life. It is imbedded from the period of its
maturity, as stated abo\"C, in t he midst of a mass of granu lations, which
are more compact than those which fill th e remainder of the ve.!:iiclc.
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It therefore occupies a :fixed position in the Yesicle, and is almost con~
stantly met with at a point opposite to that whence the large va.'Scular
trunks spread out upon the ovarian capsule, that is to say, at the poiut
which projects from the surface of the ovary. \Vhen examined with a.
lens, it appears as an opaque rounded body, at least more opaque than the
liquid inclosed iu the same vesicle; it is extremely minute, although the
diameter of the little sphere it represents is subject to variations.
uThe largest human ovules I have seen and manipulated," says Bischoff,
"did not exceed the tenth of a line, being barely perceptible to the naked
eye." \Vhen placed under a microscope, it is seen to consist of an exterior
ennlope, called the i·itelline membrane (Coste),
zone, cortical
membrane, or cho1·ion (BaCr), of a sub:stancc aptly
to the yolk
of au egg, and designated as the vitellus, and
of another vesicle (placed within the latter)
called the genn.inal vesicle.
A. Vitelline ;lfembrane. - If the onile be
examined by a magnifying glass of sufficient
power, an obscure sphere will be brought into
view, surrounded by a large clcnr ring, the
nature of which it is difficult to make out. M.
Coste has given the name of the vitelline membrane to this ring. It is eYidently a thick
membrane, the external and internal outlines
of which assume the appearance of two circular
lines inclosing 3. transparent ring. J\lany per- A Non-fecundated lluman Ovule.
sons b:tve merely considered it as a layer of
albumen surrounding the yolk, but any one
may easily convince himself that it is at least
a resisting membrane, by cutting tlrn O\·ule, or
by compressing it by means of an instrument called the compressor; "for
after proceeding in this manner," says Bischoff, "there cannot be a doubt
that the transparent zone is an elastic, thick, hyaline, and transparent
membrane, without a determinate texture."
Though entirely destitute of cells and vessels, it is nevertheless a living
envelope; because, as soon as the ovum in the mammalia arrives in the
cavity of tbe uterus, it becomes the seat of an active vegetation, and produces villosities which are more or less ramified. The latter, as they
become developed, insinuate them5elves into the tissue of the uterine
mucous membrane, and thus attach the ovum to the place which it is to
occupy for the future.
B. Yolk or Vilellus.-The c:wity of the vitelline membrane is occupied,
in great measure, by a granular liquid, that does not adhere to tlrn exterior envelope, and enn escapes from it readily when the latter is broken.
According to Bischoff: the yolk of a human ovum is formed of a coherent, indistinctly granular, transparent, and viscous mass, which does not
run out when the egg is cut or crushed; each portion of the zone reserving
its particular segment or yolk, or the latter escaping altogether.
"ln certain cases," says he, "the vitelline granulations are not united in
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a single mas,;. I have sC'cn the yolk divided ia two, nn<l, on one ocousion,
into five p:ut:i of different volume."
The vitellus usually fills the interior of the zone completely, and has the
same form, but sometimes the vitelline sphere i:-; smal ler than that deslined
to receh'e it. Some authors likewise believe tlrn.t a very delicate membrnne
exists, which incloses tlnd unites the yolk in a single mass: but ?.Icssrs.
Co.-:te and Bisthoff agree in rejecting the existence of this, and contend
that the granulations of the vitellus are placed in juxtaposition wilh the
transparent zone, which forms its sole and 011ly enYelope.
c. Germinal J"esic/e.-In the mid~t of the vitcllus, in very young girls,
or on one of the neighboring points of the peripheral envelope in the matured
onil cs, a small, perfCctly tnm:.parent, and colorle~s vesicle is seen liken.
clear spot, surrounded by a mass of a deeper yellow. Purkinje had described
it in the eggs of birds, and gave his own name.to it; but M. Coste is entitled
to the honor of having first demonstrated its existence in the ovum of
mammifcrre, and of thus ha,·ing establitShed the pcrfCct identity between the
latter and the eggs of birds. This is the vesic:le of Purkinje, or the germinal
vesicle. It is slightly oYal, and consists of a very delicate 1 tran::;parent, and
colorlc.:-s membrane, which incloses a liquid that is frequently as limpid and
trnn.sparent as itself, though it sometimes contains a fow granules. Notwith·
standing its extreme tenu ity, this vesicle still offors a certain cousistenee,
since it has been seen intttct, after leaving the ovule, and being completely
separated from the granular liquid in which it was placed.
It is always very smaJl, and scarcely measures the sixtieth of a line in
diameter.
n. Tlte Germinal Spot.-If the germinal ve:::;icle be attentively observed,
an obscure rounded spot will be seen on some part of its periphery; this was
first discovered by 'Vagner, who gave it the name of the genninal spot. It
seems to be fol'med by the aggregation of fine smnJl granules, or little
globules, the obscure hue of which is brought out by the clear contents of
the vesicle. \\' agner has sometimes met with two, or even more, germinal
spots in the mammiferm.
Before fecundation, therefore, the ovule is composed: 1st, of an exterior
envelope, the vitelline membrane, or transparent zone; 2d, of a vitellus, or
yolk, contained in this vesicle i 3d, of a little vesicle inelosed in the fir:st
and swimming in thevitclline fluid-the germinal vesicle; 4th, and lastly,
of the germinal spot.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE I.
ANTERO·POSTERIOR SECTION or~ TDE FJ~MAI.E PELVIS, OP THE GENlTAL
ORGA"NS, AND OF '1'11E DEFECATORY API'ARATUS.
(Taken from Jf. Rich.cf• Trt.al"c on SurgicaL .Anatomy.)

The soft parts of the le~serpelvis and the contained organs bn.ve been previously fixed
by two very shnrp metallic rod!i. one of which is passed above and the other below the
11
1
1 11

:~::~ri:i: fbu:i:e:~i~nmi~d:ii~l~~\~ o~;~q:: ;~:· th~nmee~ni: ~ ~i\~:n i~f f~~~t~::.i:r~ '~~l~

right side behind. In other wor(h, it bns been so made that the instrnmeut nfter
having divided the pubic symphysis iu front, falls oulside of the right sucro·iliac
symphysis.
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CHAPTER IV.
OVULATION AND MENSTRUATION.
ANOTHER p]1ysiological phenomenon, nam ely, menstmation, is both ex·
cited by and dependent upon the evolution of the Graafian vesicles or ovulation. Ovulation and menstruation are, therefore, intimately connected
and shoultl be studied consecutively.

ARTICLE I.
OF TUE MODIFICATIONS UNDEHGONE BY TIIE OVARIAN VESICLES.

Until the age of puberty the Graafian vesicles are of small size ; but at
this period, some fifteen to twenty of them, wh ich appear more advanced
than the others, increase in size, and project from the external surface of
the ovary. At the time when the young gi d becomes nubile, one of tho
latter vesicles seems to have received a great increase of vitality; it undergoes a remarkable hypertrophy, and forms a projection upon the surface of
the ovary; this projection becomes greater and greater until after some d:tys
it forms a tumoL· of the size of a cherry, or even of' a small nut, upon the
ovarian surface.
This considerable augmentation of size is due to the distention of the
walls of the vesicle by an increased secretion of the fluid wli:ch it contains.
In proportion as the development proceeds, the wo.Jlo of the vesicle beco me
thin; the vessels which supply them being compre~.i!cd by the dilatation,
lose their volume and become obliterated and atrophied, especiully upon the
point of culmination, where the resistance is least. 'Vhen at last it has arrived
at its full development, the ovarian capsule appears to remain stntionary,
until an over-excitement, produced either by the maturity of' the ovule, or
by sexual intercourse, occasions it;; rupture. (Coste.) Then, the walls of
the vesicle, although more and more distended, begin to lose their trans-
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parency, on account of the hemorrhage which en-.:ue;;;. This is sometimes
limited to the production of small extrava ... ation.s upon the as yet entire
walls of the vesicle, though most frequently n true effusion takes place within
the ca\'ity. The effused blood and the superabundant sec retion in crease
still more the di,.;.tentiou of the walls, which is finally carried so far that
rupture becomes imminent, and it is pos.:;ible to distingui:-;h at the mo:;;t projecting part of the tumor, the point where it is about to ensue. This point
is generally indicated by a sma ll 1·eddish spot, of itbout a line in extent,
produced by a strong injection, or even by n. slight effu!'lion of blood in the

texturP of the walls of the vesicle. (Racibor.sky.) The thinned walls finally
giye way and tear gradually ; the membranes of the ve:sicle itself being the
first to yield, and aft.er them the peritoneal l:ty er. As a consequence of this
rupture, the ovule is expclle<l, and carries along with itn p:nt of the granular
contents of the ve~icle; it enter:; the Fallopian tube, the fimbriated extremity
of which i:;; prepared to receive it, and after traversing its canal arrives at
a later period in the cavity of the uterus.
Th e wa!L:s of the follicle colbpse after the rnpture,and its cavity becomes
filled with n. small quantity of blood, which i:; found fluid or coagulated
according to the time at which the exam ination is ma<lL·.
The walls of' the torn ve~icle contract gradually, aud the clot, which sometimes at fil'st is the size of a small chcrl'y, is slowly ab::orbcd; the originally
spacious cavity <limini~hes, the margins of the rupture approximate, so as
even to become united occasion dy by cicatrization, and order is finally
restored.
The evolution just describe<l, which is terminated by the rupture of a
\•esicle and the sponta neous expulsion of an ovule, is not an isolated face;
on th e contrnry, it exc ites numerous sympathi es in the remainder of the gen·
1 This figure, borrowed from U.
1bciborsky, is the exnct copy or n. preparntion which
he had the kindness to ~how me. lluL since thaL time ( 184!3) I have never met with so
develope<l n vesicle, nnll lam disposed to belic\'0 that this great she jg

~normously
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crative appara.lus and throughout the organism of the female.
shall first
study the generative organs and the modifications which they undergo before,
during, and nfter this evolution.
The ovary, ,\'11ich produces t1rn hypertrophied nsicle, is notably enlarged.
It is of a deep red color, and its vascular apparatus is remarkably con·
gestecl.
The Fallopian tube itself sliarcs in the congestion, being often of :i violet·
r~d colur, especially at its fimbriated extremity, which has a sort of velvety
appearance. It is al.so endowed at this time with a !':peci::d erethism, in
virtue of which
its floating extremity upon the oyary, in such a.
conduct it into its ca.vity.
The 'llterus undergoes rnch important changes that, before the discovory
of spontaneous ovulation 1 it was erroneously supposed to play the printipal
part in the phenomena which we arc about to study. I shall continue to
draw from the beautiful works of ~I. Coste, from wh icb I ha Ye alreadv borrowed so freely in the prcpnration of this chapter, the principnl foatu;es of
the emming cle.scription.
'Vhilst the O\·:nian Yesicle is undergoing the rapid evolution which we
have ju~t dcf'::cribecl, the vascular apparatus of the womb becomes developed
nnd injctted in an unusual manner; immediately benenth the delicate layer
of epithelium which COYCrS the surface of the mucous membrane, it forms
in particular elegant reticulations, with irregular, lozenge-shaped intervals,
surrounding the orifice of each of the numerous glandular tubes of which
this membrane is almost entirely composed. This network is
fine as to
give a Yiolet hue of greater o: less intensity to the internal
the
womb, rmd is formed of very delicate venous ramuscules. The
glands increase perceptibly in size, and the muscular structure of the uterus,
in cono:equence of the conge~tion which it undergoes, acquires greater ex ten·
Rion, is of a more lively red color, and becomes more spongy and supple.
The entire Yolume of the organ is increased, the neck is tumefied anrl its
orifice narrower i the lips of the os tincro are warmer and their color deeper.
The mucous membrane, in consequence of this development of its vesscJs,
and e:-.pccially of the glandules of which it is composed, has its thickness
so much incrc:i.secl in proportion to the size of the uterine cavity, as to be
thrown, in n great many subjects, into soft, projecting folds or circumvolu·
tions, which are so pressed together as to leave no vacant space in the cavity
of the organ. M. Coste has several wombs in his possession, whose mucous
membraues measure at certain points, from two to three-eighths of an inch
in thickness i still, to whateYer degree the hypertrophy may be carried, it
neyer pre£:cnts the floating villi which Baer and 'Vebcr thought they had
obsen·ed i neither, except in some pathological cases, does it ever exhibit
the pseudo-membranous exudation which is acknowleclgcd by almost all
physiologists. (See Dccidtw11s Membrane.)
This great vascularity of the mucous membrane, and the high vascular
collgestion which the entire organ undergoes, is at first accompanied with
the exudation of a fow drops of blood, which by admixture below with the
vaginal mucus, which is it~clf at this period incrensecl both in quantity anJ
fluidity, commuuicates to it at first a rosy, and then a light reddish hue.
0
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J . fter two or three days, a flow of blood, derived principally from the Fuperficial network of the mucous membrane, escapes lhrough the neck and
miuglcs with the vaginal secretions. Henceforth, the effusion presents all
the characters of a true hemorrhage.
There can be no doubt that the chief source of this hemorrhage is the
superficial yascular network of the mucous membrane; and in wom('ll who
have died at this period the blood may be seen to tramsude through microscopic fissures.
The flow presen·cs the ~ame characters during the two or three, be they
more or leFS, days of il$ duration; then, as the quantity of blood diminishes,
it resumes gradually the mucous and serous ch::u·actcr5 peculiar to the vnginal secretion.
It is impossible, in the present state of our knowledge of the i;:uhject, to
determine prcri~cly at what moment during the flow of blood
the rupture of the G raafian ve:-;icle
takes pla.ee. The result of numerous autop:<ies admit:; of the suppoi-;ition that this moment is variable, and the curious expel'iments
of l\I. Coste leave no doubt whatever ns to the influence which
veneral excitement is capable of
exerting upon it; this influence is
so great, tha.t it may determine
the rupture of an hypertrophied
vesicle, \\hich, '\itJ10uL sexual intercourse, would have remained
intact for several days longer.
However, it may be admitted, as
a general rule, thflt the rupture
occurs <luring the last <lap; of the
flow.
The series of phenomena of
which the ovary is the scat, is not
terminated by the rupture of the
YC:$icle, and it remains for us to
stato what becomes of its walls after the expulsion of the ovule.
OP '.l'HE CORPORA LUTEA.-Immediately after the ruptul'e of the Graafian
vesicle and the coni;:equent expuJ,..ion of the ovule, an effusion of blood,
according to some, and of pi::t!"tic lymph, according to others, takes plaee
into the emptied cavity; moreoYer, the walls, which were greatly distended,
retract strongly upon the cffu$ed matter, and form with it a more or Je~S
compact ma!"!", which after a time a~~umes an orange-yellow color. From
this latter cireumc;:tanc(', the tumor has acquired the name of the yellf)W
body, or eorpu.s lulemn.
A lthough for a long time considered by nearly every author as an irrefraga.ble proof of a pl'evious conception, it is nt present well known that
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this body may exist in a virgin girl, provided she bas previously men·
struu.ted.
Very different opinions have been promulgated as to the mode of fcrma·
tion of the yellow body, as also in regard to the precise period at which it
commences: According to Robert Lee, the mass of this body is formed
exteriorly, around the empty capsule of the vesicle, and consegu<'ntly it
has intimate connections with the ovarian stroma; but this opinion is ioad·
missible.
From the obscn·ations of Ba.Cr and Valentin, the yellow body results
from the hypertrophy, or a kind of puffing up, of the membrane of the
ye:;icle, which throws out a species of vascular processes that serve to fill
up the whole cavity of the follicle, excepting at the part occupied by the
ovule. In the latter view, as well :1s in that entertained by ttlontgomery,
the development of the corpus luteum will aid in rupturing the vesicle, by
the distention it produces, and will soon after determine the expulsion of
the ovule, by pressing it gradually towards the thinnest part.
Both suppo~e that the corpus lutewn is completely developed when the
vesicular rupture and the discharge of the ovule take place, which, how·
tiver, appears altogether inadmissible to me. I nm convinced to the con·
tra.ry, from the specimens whi<'h l\L Racibor::;ky has had the kindness to
8-how me. In a female, who died during menstruation, I was enabled to
prove the recent rupture of a vesicle that was very much hypertrophied;
its cavity, however, did not cont::iin a yellow body. This does not, there·
fore, precede the rupture of the vesicle. In my opinion, l\I. Racibor::;ky has
perfectly described the phenomena, consecutive to this rupture, in the intercs·
ting treatise pub]i:;hed by him (De la Ponte Pe1·iodique chez les Femuies et les
.Mamm.iJCres, 1844 ). It may prove useful to publi::;h hi:; views in this work.
"If the o\·arie.s be examined eight, ten, or twelve clays after the cesf'ation
of the men.:itrual discharge, a small, rounded tumefaction, surmounted by a
red spot like an ecchymosis, and presenting in its centre a
linear
fissure, \Yill be found on the surface of one of these organs.
margins
of the fi:';sure arc agglutinated, even this early, in the majority
but
it is still easy to separate them by using lateral tractions. If the ovary be
then opened at the ecchymosed spot, the interior
will exhibit a pou(;h, already smaller than the
cavity of the vesicle before the rupture, but
entirely filled by a clot of blood, which, \\'hen
place<l in alcohol, has the consistence of a
solid body, though somewhat spongy in its
nature. The clot is u.sually about the size of a
medium cherry (see Fig. 34 ), and may be raised
from its cavity without diffrculty. The pari·
etes of the \·esicle exhibit, at this period, a
yello\\'i.:;h hue, that disappears in spirits of wine.
The surface of the membrane is at once slightly
plaited and downy. In the meanwhile, the
most soluble molecules of the clot are absorbed,
and then a further retraction of the tunic takes
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place. B eing continually forced to follow the diminution of tl1e clot, and
to become moulded upon it, it forms anew a certain number of fo lds1 which
finally adhere to each other, and thus dimin ish the surface of the membrane. Afterwards, a new absorption of soiubl e parts, a furth er retraction
of the tunics, a fresh diminution of the cav ity, &c., &c. \Vh ence, at the
end of a month, th e only remnant of the pouch, that could once have contained a sma ll ch erry, is but a littl e spot, that would hardl y incl o.se its

stone."

(See Fig. 36.)

The tunic of th e vesicle beco mes hypertrophi ed whilst und ergoi ng the
forced plaiting, caused by the in cessa nt retraction of the peripheral fibres,
thus constituting a radiated mass, which, from the imbibiti on of the
coloring principles of the blood, assumes a very characteristic orange-yel low
color.
This coloration is not produ ced, as 1\1. Montgomery and several others
1mpposcd, from the deposit of a su bstance of a new formation, either external ly to, or within the \'esiclc, or between the two tunics that const itute its
wall s, but is simply the resu lt of imbibition. Finally, the absorption of the
clot being compl.Jte, the two opposed walls of the pouch, in time, approach
each other, and thenceforth form merely a single slate-colored lin e. The
vesicular cavities are redu ced to this condition in from four to six months.
Both :\I. Coste and .M. Hacibor:::ky acknowledge the folding of the membran e of the vesicle, but the theory of the former in relation to it differs so
mu ch from that of the latter as to make it our duty to explain it briefly.
Immed iately after its rupture, ihe o,·arian follicle becomes filled with a
gela ti ni form matter, which often receives a reel color from the blood which
escapes from a few opened
the matter itself assumes at a later
period a greater consistrncy. By
retraction of the walls,
as we haYe already explained, they are promptly thrown into folds, ancl
the ru gm which result from retraction are so numerous, so prominent, and
so compact, as to bear some resembl:lnce to the circumvolution of the brain.
(See Fig. 37.. ) Contemporaneously with this folding, the wall becomes
hypert roph ied and in Hamed ; it as,.umes a re<l color, and enrroac:hcs more
and more upon the cav ity which it finally fill s, just as though it had given
rise to granulat ions. Ere long, however, the plastic matter ''hich at first
fill ed the follie;lc, ha\·ing been gradually absorbed , the juxtapo:;:r>d circum...-olutions contract intimate adhesions \\'ith each other, nnd the repl ete follicle
forms a l::i.rgc tumor upon the surface of the ovary.
Long before the folds or ci rcum\•olutions whi ch tend to fill up the cavity
of the ruptured follicle are so tumcficd as to come in contact, their fo:sue
lose.:; the inflammatory redn ess '\rhid1 it at first posscsi:;cd. But as M.
Coste does not recognize the formation of a clot of blood in the vesicular
ca...-ity, he cannot admit with .i\J. Racibo rsky that th e yellow hu e of the
mass just described is due to the imbibition of its colori ng matter. On the
contrary, he co nsiders the color to be du e simp ly to th e nature of the
molecular granules which enter into the struct ure of th e internal layer.
These granules, he says, arc re markabl e not onl y from their number, but
on account of their light yellow hue. Therefore, as after the folding of the
internal tuni ·. they are both very num erous and very compactly bestowed,
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the yellow tinge, whi(;h is yery light for each taken separately, becomes
deep fo1 the entire mass.
The two opinions may therefore be recapitulated thus: 1. Effusion of a
coagulable iluid, which is blood, according to l\I. Racibor:,ky, and plastic
lymph, according to l\I. Coste. 2. Folding, and progressive hypertrophy
of the wall of the Yesicle. 3. Yellow coloration of the latter, either by the
coloring matter of the blood (Raciborsky ), or by the conden::-atiou of the
molecular granules lCoste). These two theories, which include nearly all
the others, yet differ upon an important point. According to l\11\l. Rnciborsky, Pouchet, Dnltou, &c. 1 there is at fin::t au effusion of fluid blood,
which soon forms a clot of greater or less density i :M. Co~te, on the contrary,
regards this effusion of blood as pathological, or, at most, as au exceptional
occurrence.

'Vhatever be the fate of the ovule after its expulsion, whether it receives,
or not, the yivifying influence of the seminal fluid, the remains of the torn
capsule always undergo the primary changes described above.
As the formation of corpora lutea always follows the rupture of a Grarifian
as this rupture is most frequently spontaneous, it is evident that
have committed an error in regarding their existence in the
ovary as a certain indication of an anterior fecundation i but some mo(lem
phys-iologists have also been wrong in supposing that the study of the
corpora lutea could h~we no medico-legal importance whatever; for,
although the supervention of pregnancy modifies the corpora lutea in no
respect at the commencement of their formation, it exercises an incontestable
influence upon their ulterior development. i\-L Coste, who has followed
their evoluti0n step by step in the two ca~e.c:., has derived from his attentive
observation sufficient means of distinguishing a. corpus Juteum succeeding
to a pregnancy, from one pertaining to a female who has not concei,·ed.
Not less than a month, says he, is required in a pre,qnnnt woman for the
filling up of the follicle, and the commencemrnt of adhesion between the
folds; and forty days, nenrly, will have elapsed, before the connections are
firmly established. At this time, their assemblage forms a compact and
1

5

11

1

:~s:~i~;c~~:~7;~ ~l~o ;~~~l.y ~~~:\~~~ i~~1:1~ ~1~,'.~l::1t a~i~t;~~~i~~i~ l~n~~te~:i1~ 1:~::
stationary for some time, until toward the end of the third month its period
of diminutitnr commences. The tumor is gradually absorbed, loses ite
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volume, and seems to enter again into th e organ upon the surface of which
it lrn.d been raised ; at the same time it becomes more compact, denser, and
more shin ing. In the course of the fourth month it is nearly one-third,
and towards the end of the fifth, nearly one-half smaller. From the
sixth to the ninth month it will have lost nearly two-thirds of its volume ;
still, however, it forms after labor a tubercle of not less than five-sixteenths
of au inch in diameter. The latter now diminishes with considerable
rapidity, but nearly a month is required for its reduction to a small and
hard nucleus of indefinite duration. There is nothing absolute, howe,·er,
in the rate of retrogression of this phenomenon . For, as in some women
who died between the sixth and eighth month of their preguancy, the
corpora lutea wern found as voluminous as in others at the fourt h month,
so evident traces of it may sometimes be discovered se\'eral months after
lahor.
' Vhen the corpu s luteum is produced under other influenres tlrnn those
to which impregnation gives rise, its development, adds M. Coste, is by no
means so gr<'at, and its rate of diminution is more rapid. \Vhilst, for
example, from five to six months are required for the completion of the
chief modifications during pregnancy, the capsules are almost ent irely
effiiced in from twenty-five to thirty days, in women who have not been

Repn.1wnts a corpu11 lut1Jum derived from a female who died in tlie sixth month of pregnnncy.

,

imvrcgnated. The phenomena presented at the commeucement, in the last
case,_ are the sam~ as in t·he former, but th~ vesicles su<ldenly soften, and
are frequently entirely absorbed before tbe c1rcumvolutions of the internal
layer kwe acquired sufficient de\·elopmeut to come in contact, or to cont.met adhesions. l\l. Coste has never known the corpora lutea of a nonprcguant female, who had died suddenly, to resemble those ohsel'\'ed in the
sccouJ or third month of pregnancy i they hase neither the size 1101· the
density of the latte~ (F ~ g. 37). In a word, adds the learned embryologist,
n corpus luteum whwh is as la,·ge as the ovary itself, which forms a solid
and re'-ii~ting tumor, exhibiting upon section the <:ap.,ule of the rnptured
vesicle filled with the stronrrlv-adhercnt internal circunwolutionf'l, must
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belong to a pregnant female. If the circumvolutions are but feebly united,
having between them a layer of plastic matter which serves as a medium
of adhe;,ion, the corpus luteum corresponds to the second month of pregnancy; 1f~ on the contrary, the circumvolutions are blended into a compact
mass, prflsening at the same time a size similar to the preceding, it ma.y be
regarded as derived from a woman who had died toward the encl of the
third month of gestation.
From this time the mass Lecomes more and more compact, remains stationw
ary for a while, and then tends to decrease until the end of gestation.
We have represented in the same plate, several corpora lutea resulting
from inemtruation, together with others observed at a more or less advanced
period of pregnancy. By comparing the physical differences presented in •
the two cases, we may readily appreciate the truth of the observations just
~tated. }"'oL' Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6, I am •ndebted to the kindness of my
J earn'~<l master, :M. Ra.yer.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE IL

In reviewing the facts whose history we have just traced, we see that
towards the age of puberty, the ovary becomes the seat of an active congesw
tion, and, it might be said, of a new vitality; all the living powers of the
organ seem to be concentrated upon one of the Graafian vesicles, wl1ich suddenly assumes a considerable development, and in so doing, raises the
envelope of the ovary, and forms a tllluor, which is superaddecl to the organ.
The walls of the vesicle become weaker and weaker as their distention
increases, until they £nally give way; in consequence of the rupture, the
ovule is expelled and carries with it a portion of the gramilar fluid with
which it was surrounded. This expulsion constitutes the phenomenon
known of latter time HS spontaneous ovulation. The void left in the vesicle
is soon filled with blood and a gelatinous matter, whiC'h is secreted by the
walls of the follicle; the latter becomes hypertrophied and thrown into folds
by tbe retraction of the external tunic, and soon constitutes the corpus
luteum.
As accessory phenomena, it is known that the uterus and its annexes participate to a greater or less degree in the ovarian activity, and we have
briefly deocribed the peculiarities which they nrescnt during the accomplishment of the process; we shall have occasion to return to it in future. Our
attention should, )u)Wever, be first directed to the great rc~ cmblancc between
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this succession of physiological acts, and the series of phenomurn which
comparative physiology and anatomy have shown to take place in mamrnalia at the rutting season. In them likewise, the approach of the male is
not necessary to the discharge of the ovule, and the spontaneous ovulation
is accompanied with almost iclentit"al changes in the genital organs, and
mauifests its influence upon the entire organism by the same assemblage of
phenomena. In the human female, as in the mammalia and birds, the
spontnneons ovulation, accompanied with the same cortCge of symptoms,
occurs at more or less regular intervals. I n the rabbit, it is the tumefaction and almost varicose injection of the vessels of the vulva. To this
coloring and tumefaction is added, in the bilch, an odorous secretion, which
•allures the males, and puts them upon the track of the females. Finally, in
monkeys, a more or less abundant hemorrhage occurs, which, in the case of
the macaquro and the cynocepludre, coincides with so monstrous a swelling
of the vulva, that, in certain cases, the surrounding parts arc infiltrated as
though inflamed in consequence of the sting of bees. 'Ve shall study hereafter the peculiarities of these returns in the human species.
The vesicuhtr evolutior., accompanied with the array of phenomena just
described, is reproduced at intervals which vary for different animals, but
in the human female recurs at much shorter periods. Every month, in fact,
in the norma l condition 1 a new Graafian vesicle is found to i~crcase in size,
to become excessively distended, and finally bursting and <liscl1arging the
ovule, to become the seat of the successive transfornuitions presented by the
corpus Juteum. Every month, therefore, this curious phenomenon of spontaneous ovulation is renewed; and the dark-colored cicatriculcs of various
form, which are observed upon the surface of the ovary of nubile women,
give rise to the supposition exclusi,·e of direct observation, that the operation of which they are the consequence must have recurred a great number
of times.
Of the phenomena which we have just described, the flow of blood fotd,
until of late years, chiefly claimed attention. This flow, as well as the vesicular evolution of which it is the consequence, occurs for the first time
between the ages of twelve and fifteen years, and is afterwal'd periodically
renewed every month until the time of life at which the female loses her
aptitude for fecundation, that is to say, until she attains the age of from
forty-five to fifty years. Known under the names of the rnonthly sickness,
the wiontltlies, courses, &c., this periodical excretion constitutes menstruation,'
<t phenomenon which, though doubtless of importance, is nevertheless far
from being the capital fact amongst those which we have studied, for it may
he absent, without the vesicular c:hange.s being notably affected thereh):,
\\ hiltit, on the other hand, it never appears without having been preceded
;;.:1 I :L(·companicd by lhe developmeut of a Grnafian vesicle. It is therefore
;, ,.econdary phenomenon intimately connected with those which arc accomp:i,.he<l in the ovary. The details into which we are about to enter in
rdCrencc to noenstruation, will complete the history of the ovarian follic.les.
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ARTICLE II.
01•~

MEYSTRlJATIQY.

Menstruation is, as we have said, a periodical flow of blood from the
genital parts, having its source in the walls of the uterus. Its first appearance, which is always determined by the ovarian evolution of which it is
one of the epiphenomena, reveals the aptitude of the female for fecundation,
and constitutes one of the earliest signs of puberty or nubility i I say one of
the earliest signs, for it very rarely occurs suddenly, aud without having
been preceded by precursory phenomena.
These phenomena. are both local and general. The first, which arc
purely physical, occur more especiall y in the generative organs. Thus, the
pubic region becorues covered with hair i the pelvis, which hitherto differed
but slightly from that of the male, increases in size in every direction, and
gradually a.ssumes the shape which we have indicated a~ peculiar to the
well-formed woman; the breasts are rnpi<lly de,·eloped, and the nipple is
more projecting, turgescent, and sensitive; the skin which surrounds the
latter is also of a darker color than before. The outlines of the body at
the same time become rounded, in consequence of the greater abundance
and more harmonious distribution of the cellulo-fatty tissue.
These phyi:iical changes are rarely found unconnected with an alteration
in the moral state of the young g irl. Her voice assumes a softer tone, her
looks are more timid, and often embarrassed in the presence of persons with
whom but a few months previously she had sported as a child. She
experiences desires, which are the vague expressions of the development of
the senses, which she cannot yet un<lerstanil. A melancholy sadness, and a
taste for solitary places congenial to reverie, replace the boisterous pleasures
of childhood.
Th e congestion which precedes the hemorrhage is indicated by new
symptoms. The young girl complains of lassitude, of a sensation of swelling and tension in the lower part of the abdomen, of lumbar and sacral
pains, of weight in the loins, of heat in the bypogaatrium and peritoneum,
of a slight itching and tumefaction in the genital parts, and a painful swelling of the breasts. In many cases, the excitement of the geuital organs is
so great as to produce a violent general reaction; and, according to Boer·
haave, the first appearance of the menses is accompanied with fever.
:-;trange nervous disturbances not unfrequently occur, anJ I have sometimes
observed attacks of genuine hysteria. These symptoms may last from one
to eight clays, and are followed by a more or less abundant flow of mucus i
in the c:oursc of a few days, this becomes mixed wjth a little blood, an1l
soou gives place to a flow of almost pure blood. The hemorrhage continues
for several days i then, as the amount of blood mingled with the vaginal
mucosities diminishes, the flow becomes less colored 1 and after resuming the
characters of the vaginal secretions, ceases entirely.
Quite frequently, the first menstruation takes place without having been
preceded by any of these discomforts. Sometimes the eruption of blood
occurs whilst playing or dancing, and sometimes during sleep.
In most young girls the eruption returns after the lapse of a month, aud
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follows suh.,cquently its regular periodical course; frequently, however, it
is not until after three or four periods, and sometimes even later, that the
courses become regular. In other cases, again, a long interval elapses
between the two first menstruations: thus, l\L Racibor::;ky, having noticed
the time between the two fir~t menstrual periods in eighty-seven female~,
found that in all but fifty-eight, more than a month elapsed between them.
In two women, the second menstruation occurred six weeks after the first;
in four, two months; in five, three months i in four, four months; in one,
five months; in one, eight months; in three, a. year i finally, in one, two
years.
Thci,c irregularities in the return of the second period may, doubtless, be
due to a morbid condition requiring treatment, but they may also depend
upon an a.tony of the genital organs, which does not allow the physiological
development of the Graafian vesicles to continue. This temporary atony
does not interfere with the general health of the female, nor prevent the
future performance of the function; it often disappears under the excite~
ment produced by a change of life, or by the first conjugal approaches.
(Rac ibor;ky.)
In some young girls, the functional troubles and abdominal pains, which
we have regarded as so many precursory phenomena. of' the first appearance
of the menses, may not be followed by the flow of' blood, and, after having
lasted for several days, they diminish and cease entirely i they may recur
thus every month, for a certain time, with no other result than a momentary
disturbance of the general health, and it is only, so to speak, after several
fruitlc.":S attempts, that the courses become established in a complete and
regular manner.
The symptoms which heralded the first menstrual flow do not usually
recur at the subsequent periods, or, at least 1 they continue to diminish with
each monlhly return. In some females, however1 they always appear with
their original intensity, and I have often remarked, in reference to these
cases, that the acute pains and colics ·which prelude the flow of blood,
disappear, or even cease e.1tirely, immediately after the first conjugal
approaches, and especially after the first labor. In a still greater number,
the return of the menstrual period is throughout lifo indicated by some
sl ight pa.ins, a little uncasine.:-s, or merely by a more or less marked disturbance of the general condition; the temper is lesR even, the woman
becomes more excitable, more irascible, in a word, less amiable.
The time at which the ifrst appearance of the menses occurs varies exceedingly from the influence of climate, habits of lifo, and constitution. The
following table, extracted from the work of .l\Iiillcr, with notes by Jourdan,
gives au idea. of these variations in different countries.
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.According to this table, the greater number of first menstruations occur,
at Paris, between the ages of fourteen and fifteen years; but it may be
remarked, that the most common variation!; fall between the ages of eleven
or twelve, and seventeen or eighteen years.
\Varm climates, a residence in cities and the ha.bits which are contracted
there, together with robust constitutions, seem to favor the precocious
development of puberty; a low temperature, residence in the country, a
feeble and delicate constitution, appear, on the other hand, to retard the
appearance of the menses.
Numerous exceptions to the averages above indicated are mentioned by
authors. Thus, as examples of tardy and precocious menstruation, we see
by the table that five women menstruated for the first time at the age of
twenty-three years, six at twenty.four, anll two at twenty-five. In some
very rare instances, the fir.st appearance has been delayed for a much longer
time; thus, :J\I. Kleeman mentions the case of a woman who was married at
the age of twcnty·seven years, and who did not menstruate until two months
after her eighth confinement; she then continued regular until the age of
fifty-four years. Peckliu speaks of' a strong and healthy married woman,
who had never menstruated, although she was forty years of age; her
courses made their appearance upon one of the first nights succeeding her
second marriage, and recurred regularly for two years, at the expiration of
which time she became pregnant.
If we compare these cases of tardy menstruation with the mimerous
instances of women who become mothers without ever having menstruated,
and of nurses in whom the suppression of the menses did not prevent con·
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ception, we shall find a. full confirmation of what was stated in the ~receding
chapter, in relation to the secondary importance of the menstrual discharge.
Uegarded as a phenomenon attendant upon the change.s going on in the
ovary, it ma.y be absent even though the Graafian vesicle shoUld _undergo
a.II its phases of development; nor can its absence be now comaderetl as
indica.tiYe of the impo;.:sibility of focundation.
\Ve cannot accept all the ob3crvations of \'Cry precocious menst~uatiou i
but, laying aside the numerous casea in which the nature. of tl~e discharge
has not been so well determined as to allow of their reception without quc.s1

1

~i;;!:~~.~~=·:f~;:: ~~::~;:·.::s:a~e~t~~ 1~~:~~v~~h ~'l~~l~~~~~!'ri~~~~~~~.l~l~er\ ;~
Thus, Dr. Suscwind knew of a child of seventeen month'13, which ha<l menstruated since she was a year old; the hemorrhage returned regularly every
month, and the breasts and mons veneris were those of a girl of fourteen nr
fifteen years of age. The child observed by Lenhossek menstruated when
nine months old, and at two years she presented all the external signs of
puberty. The girl mentioned by D'Outrepont, who had four teeth when
two weeks old, was regubr from the age of nine months; she had at that
time long black hair and promine11t breasts. A woman observed by Carus,
menstruated when two years old, became pregnant at eight, and died at an
advanced age.
In a memoir by .M. Dezeimeris, many other similar facts, derived from
Schrefel", Louis Robert, Le Beau, Descuret, Coma.rmond, Clarke, Lobstein,
&e., &c., are recorded.
These premature menstruations are certainly due to the same causes
which determine their appearance in most women about the age of fifteen
years. Being always accompanied by the development of the breasts and
the other marks of puberty, they are the evidence, that under the influence
of an anomalous vitality of the ovaries, the Gran.flan vesicles have undergone a very precocious development.
\Vhen once well established, the menses assume their regular periodicity,
which is generally preserved up to the time of their cessation, without other
interruption than that which is occasioned by nursing or pregnancy. They
return about every month, as their name inclicates; yet the interval between
Lhcm is far from being the same for every female. The average of the
catamenial period is stated by Roser and \Vundedich at twenty-eight days;
in a large number, according to Brierre de Boismont, it is thirty days; and
in some instances the intcrmenstrual period is longer than thirty days,
extending to five or six weeks, and sometimes even to two monthr::. In some
women the returns occur upon the same day of each month; in a much
greater number, the end of' the .solar month is anticipated by two, three1
four, or five days. Sometimes the period is much shorter, the 1·eturns occurring at an interval of twenty-four, twenty-two, twenty1 and even fifteen days.
These frequent variations in the duration and return ._of the catamenial
period are a refutation in advance of the OJJiniou of those authors who
think that all women menstruate generally at the same periods, and that
in each month when no one is unwell; it is evident that the
the anticipations of which we have spoken, must have the
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effect of bringing the return of some female upon every day of the year.
The flow also commences almost indifferently, during the day or night.
The periodicity of the catamenia. generally continues until the age of
from forty to fifty year::;, at which time they usually cease. "'e shall hereafter treat of the peculiarities which often attend their ce!'sation.
The duration of the flow \'aries between one and eight days; according
to Brierre, it most commonly last:s for eight days; nud next in order of
frequency, we have three, four, two, five, one, six, ten, and seven da.y:s.
Many observers have noted three or four days, as expressing the mo::;t
usun1 duration. In some very exceptional cases, it lasts for a few hours
only; in others quite as rare, apart from pathological conditions, it is prolonged through twelve or fifteen days.
The quantity of blood lost is vrt.riable for the same woman, and especially
so when observed in different individuals; we may here add, that it is very
difficult in any case to estimate it exactly. If the two cotyfe3 of llippocrates be eighteen ounces '( 5;)Q grammes), as translated by Galen, his estimate (provided Galen's rendering is correct) is evidently exaggerated, at
least for our time and climate. Ir we appreciate the amount of bloo<l
lost by the quantity of stained linen, I think the estimate of Ha.en, who
set it down as averaging from three to five ounces, will be found to come
nearest the truth.
The quantity of the discharge appears to be greatly influenced by the
diet, habits of life, and climate; it i;:; greater with rich and indolent females
who u;:;e a succulent diet, than with those who are placed in an oppo:site
condition. According to most authors, very warm climates exert a marke<l
influence upon it, and, for my O\\D part, I am ac:quainted with several
ladies who menstruate much more abundantly in summer than in winter.
It is said that women from the country, who become domestics in Paris,
soon find their courses to diminish, and sometimes even cease entirely.
Such may be the case with many of them, but it is due chiefly to the iufluence upon their constitutions of the want of fresh air, exposure to tho
sun, and of' the exercise to which they had been accustomed from childhood, rather than to any change in their diet; for, in general, the nour~h~
ment which they receive from their employers is much better than that
with \\hich they were obliged to content themselves in their own families.
The amount of the discharge is not the same throughout the duration of
the menstrual period; ordinarily, it flows moderately on the first and second
days, increa:ses on the third an<l fourth, and then gradually declines.
Neither is the di:schargc always continuous; it sometimes diminishes and
even stops entirely for several hours, sometimes for one or two days, aud
afterwards reappears either ispontaneou~ly or under the influence of a walk
or a ri<le. Moral emotions, sometimes the proce.::;s of' <ligc:stion, and, above
all, the action of cold, may determine its momentury or final diminution
or suppression.
The 11eat of the liemorrhage and the natw·e and qualitie3 of the menstrual
blood, have been the subject of very different opinions. What we have
already said, whilst describing the changes in the uterine muc)us membrane, during the ovarian evolution, leaves no doubt as to the source of the
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menstrual fluid. It exudes1 manifestly, through micro:scopic fi~sures on the
internal surface of the mucous membrane of lhe uterus. This fact, which
is placed beyt)nd a doubt by numerous autop:-;ics of women ~"110 di.ed duri~g

men:struation, had been alreatly proved by the accumulatwn of blood m
the cavity of' Lhe womb, where Lhe neck was imperforate1 an<l by lhe touch,
and the speculum, whereby it lw.s been both folt 1 and seen to flow from the
orifice of the uterus.
Certain fact:i have been adduced in order to prove that, in some cases,
the mem:;trual blood proceeds from the vagina. I think that the greater
number of thc~e observations have been either badly made, or wrongly
interpreted. I do not deny the possibility of exhalations of blood from
the walls of the vagina; but if they present the periodicity of th e mcnsesi
they can be regarded in no other light than as a. mi::;placement of th~ latter.
The fact rebtc<l in the note below appears to me to pos:;e::;s great mterest
in reference to this subject. 1
1 I have recently (November, 1849) seen, in connection with my excellent confrbe,
Dr. Thi rial, a young girl, tweuty·one years of age, wl.io had me11stru1~1ed only 1wice
ll.nd for three daysato. time; and in whose case Lhe hemorrhage must of necessity
ha\'ebad its origin in Lhemucousmcmbraneof thevugino..
Tlus young gil"i, who had been for o. long lime violently in lo\'C with an officer,
finally.) it:lded her11elf completely to his wishes. After several attempts, renewed
wilh wuch ardol', but which encll time proved fruitless, the youug man finally disCO\'Cred, and acquainted her with the foci, that she was not.formed like oilier wornen,
and advised U.e1· toc onsu\ta physici:m. Sl1e applied first to 1\1. TLirial, who solicited
my opinion. A verycn.refulexaruint1tion enab led mo to ascertain as follow::i:
Tho countenance, stature, and development of the liml>s nnd breasts, differed in no
respect from wlrnt is usual in young girls at her age. lier general health had nlwa.ys
been good. In the month of May In.st, her courses appeared for the first. time, and
conlinued three days; she had, however, for several years before, ei:pericncedsymp·
tows of ulerine congest.ion. In the month of July, they showed llicmselves again
for the last time. 1'he attempts of her lover were t.wice followed by a consillcrable
flow of blood. which lasted two days, but she au1·ibutcd it.much rather to the amorous
violence to which she had been subjected than to a.periodic return of the menses.
1'he mons vcncris is completely destitute of lh e hair with which it is usuully
covered. Upon the lateral and inferior regions, immediately above the external
orifice of the inguint\l canal, a tumor is obseneJ. on each side which clevn.1cs the
integuments. '!'ho turuor h:Ls t.ho size, form, and consistence of au ovary or testicle;
it. is but slightly 1m iuful ; under a very modcrnle pressure it retreats through the
inguinalcaual,aud.disappearsin theabdomeu,butassoon astliepressureisrcmoved
from the internal orilicc of the canal, it n:appcars, "'ometimes spontaneously, some·
times on the sliglttestmovements, or the least efforL of coughing 01· respiration. On
no occasion was L able to perceive the signs which ordinarily accom1iany the rcductio11 of an intes1i11n.l or epiploic her11ia
'l'hevulvar opening was bounded by the greater and the lesser labia, but both were
much less developed than usual. The finger, which could. be introduced ouly with
difficulty into the vul\'ar orifice, wasat·rcsted at.a depth of threc·quarters of an iueu,
BO that it was only by forcing np the extremity of the \'agiua, that the first. phalanir.:
couldbewa.detoenterthatcano.l.
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As we have a1readv snid, the menstrual blood, which is at first small in
quantity, becomes mi~ed with the mucosities which are secreted abundantly
by the vagina for a day or two preceding the appearance of the catameuia.
The amount of blood soon increases, and the flow becomes almost exclu·
sively sanguineous.
It is very difficult to say whether the blood is furnished by the arteries
or veins. or by both together. In all probability, the blood exudes through
the walls of the \'431'Y delicate ramuscules which form the vascular network
of the innermost layer of the uterine mucous membrane. The walls of the
capillaries are ruptured, and through this solution of' coDtinuity the blood
escapes. It is not, therefore a. true exhalation.
Now, when gestation has1 progressed to some extent, these ramuscnles
beronrn so greatly developed that nw.ny of them acquire the cnlibre of a
quill. At this time their true nature may be ascertained, and the fact
settled, that they belong to the venous system; so that the menstrual
hemorrh:lge which they supply must evidently have its source, in great
part at least, in the reil-errnir of dark blood.
The physical characters of the menstrual blood vary according to the
time at which it is examined, since it is mixed at the bcginni11g, at the
middle, an<l at the end of the flow, with different amounts of Yagina.l mucus.
The portion which escapes during th-e second period, not only resemble~
completely in external characters that which is obtained directly from a
''ein or an artery, but is shown to be identical by chemical analysis. ItR
slight coagulability has been regarded as an evidence of ii waut of fibrine;
but, though it coagulates rarely, as a general fact, yet there are occasions
in which clots exist in the Yagina, and in the cavity of the uterus itself. 1
The presence of fibrine has been chemically demonstrated, ~o that though
the coagulation of the menstrual blood be of rare occunence, the fact is
certainly due to its being uniformly mixed with a considerable amount of
vaginal mucus.
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The eruption of the men;:es is generally attended with a peculiar odor,
proceeding at that time from the l'.iecretions of' the vul\'a; it increal'les in
intensity <luring the flow, and has been compared by some. per:so•:i-s to the
smell of the marigold. Can it be that the strange foars wnh which menstruating women ::ire regarded in some countries, are attributable to .th~s
odor, which in uncleanly individuals is \'ery strong? .Although this 1s
probable, I should think it futile to discu!lS the incredible stories upon
which are based the popular notions of the noxious properties of the menstrual emanations.
Certain fema les discharge by the vulva, at the menstrual period, a kind
of membranous bag, which would see m by its form to have been moulded
upon the uterine ca,·ity, and which bears a. strong resemblance to the membranous pouch (deciduous membrane) which is expelled with the ovum in
some ca~es of abortion. The na.ture of the pouch is, in fact, the same in
both cm•es, being formed of cellular tissue 1 which is both vascular and
glandular; its internal su rface is always smooth, provided with epithelium,
and often abundantly perfornted with glandular orifices. The external
surface, by which it :i.dherecl to the organ from which it was separated, is
shaggy and torn. It is eddently au exfoliatcd portion of the mucous
membrane.
This exfoliation usually occurs in such women only as are afflicted with
difficult or very profuse menstruation, ac('ompanicd with violent pain (mem·
branous dysmenorrlu:ca), or in such as experience a delay in the appearance
of their courses. According to :\L Coste, this phenomenon is the result of an
exce:-:si,·c congestion, a sort of apoplexy of the mucous membrane; for, says
he, coagula are almost always found infiltrated in the substance of the
expelled membrane. I would add as probable, that, in some cases at least,
this exaggerated congestion may have been the consequence of an abortive
concept ion , or perhaps of' solitary venereal excitements.
Tho~e physiologists were mistaken who supposPd that nt every menstrual
period a free secretion took pla('e upon the internal surface of the uterus,
and gave ri:-:e to a fol~e membrane. Nothing of the kind has ever been
proved by anatomical i1we.4igation; for the internal surface of the utcru!l,
at whate,·er moment examined during the eat:unenial period, always retains
the characters peculiar to the mucous membrane, remaining i:;mooth, and
eo\'Cred with ep.ithel ium. Sometimes, however, the latter exfoliatc~, and
h~'ars away with it a portion of the substance of the mucou s membrane, in
which case, the torn gla ndular tubes rend ered free and floating by the
~cparati on, form, as it were, a forest of whi·te filamenti', and giYe accidentally
to the internal s·.·rface of the uterus the villous and shaggy nppe:mrnce
\\ hich some authors have erroneously con~idered as normal. This circum·
stance i~, howenr, nltogctlwr except ional, and results from the membranous
ex foliat ion of which we have jn!lt spoken.
Crrnse of Jfen~lruation.-Few quE>stions have ginn rise to more lh·cly
discus,.;ions than the cause of menstruation; I think it usele::s, howcnr, to
mention here the numerous and more or less whimsical hypoth~es which
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satisfied in its nbility to refer this
phenomenon to one unchang-e.
able and easily verified fact, namely,
ei•olution of the Gn1afitm
to the admirable labors of
vesicles. \re owe this satisfactory
N•'grier, Coste, Pouchet, Racibor:;ky,
Lee, and . Bischoff, r.::o that
the cred it of so beautiful a disco\'ery belongs almost cxclusiyeJy to France.
That the cause of the men.<;trnal dischm·ge is the evolution of a Graafirm
i·esicle, would be nn indisputable proposition, pro\'idcd we arc able to show:
1, that the exam inati on of women who died during or shortly after the men·
strual period, has uniformly revealed the aboYe·named changes in the oniry ;
2, that the abr.::cuce of ovaries invoked of necessity the absence of menstrua·
tion; 3, and lastly, that there is a complete analogy between the anatomical
and phy.::iological phenomena of the heat of ani mal s, and those which
accompany menstruation in the human female.
1. Since attention has been directed to this subject, no one has succeeded
in instancing the case of a single woman, who died at the menstrual period,
\\'hose ovary did not present a vesicle in a greater or less degree of develop·
ment, or ebe one which had been already ruptured. The facts related by
Coste, NCgrier, p,)uchet, Raciborsky, and others, are now so numerous, that
it would be impossible to reproduce them in a work like the present. I
might myself add, if it were uecess:ny, a considerable number of cases to
the others. This uni\'ersal coincidence affords from the outset a very strohg
probability of the relation of causa lity which we wish to establish; but it
would become an absolute certainty, were it possible to prove that the
absence o.f the ova ries involved of necessity the absence of the menses.
2. In the case of animals, on which the experiment can be repeated at
pleasure, not a doubt is permitted, that the exti rpation of the O\·ar ics causes
th e disappearance, forever, of all symptoms of heat. Analogy alone would
lead us, in the absence of positive facts, to suppose that mcnstrnation, al:::o,
would cease after castration. But although well·observed instances of the
performance of this operation on women are happily Yery rare, then~ is yet
one "·.~1ich derh'es a great value in the present discussion from the name of
the author. The following is an abridgment of it. A woman, sayl:i Percival
Pott, had two smal l tumors, one in eac:h groin, which were so painful as to
r ender working impo::sible. It was decicle<l to extirpate them. After ha.v·
ing di\•ided the skin and the subcutaneous tissues, a membranous sac was
exposed, which conta in e<l a body re;;:embling an ovary; a ligature was thrown
around it, and it was removed. The same operation was performed on the
opposite side. The woman reconred; but the rnenstruation, which before had
occurred with the g1·eaiest regularity, never ajtentm·ds appeared; the breasts,
which had been voluminous, subsided; she also became thinner, and assuml'<I
a more masculine appearance.
From the statement of l\I. Roberts it would appear that in Central Asia.
vestiges are st ill to be met with of th e crn elty of the ancient kings of Lydia,
who car.::trated women, either that they might put them in charge of their
order to grati(y their unbridled passions. After arriving at
he obtained a nocturna l rendczyous \\'ith three persons knowu as
The necks of these individuals were not developed, nor had they
nny nipple; the orifice of the \·agina which was entirely oblitera ted, presenwd
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no trace of a cicatrix; their hips were narrow, the pubis entirnly destitute
of hair, the natcs were flattened, &c. i they had no hemorrhoidal flux., no
epistaxis nor menstrual discharge, neither had they any sexual desires.
They were very muscular, and there was someth in g masculine both in their
external appearance and in the character of t.he voice.
11!. Roberts was unable to ascertain precisely the nature of the operation
to which they had been subjected in their childhood, for they had no rcmem·
brance of it; but if we may judge by the results, which are altogether sim i·
lar to those produced by castration in animals, it becomes more than prob·
able that the same alterations are due to the same cause.
3. Admitting, finally, the incontestable analogy between the symptoms
of heat and menstruation, it will be sufficient to prove, in order to deduce
therefrom a favorable argument, that the former is always connected in ani·
mals with the ovarian evolution . Now certain experiments do not a ll ow of
hesitation. By these it is in fact proved (Coste), that the females never
enter into heat except when the preparation for the spontaneous ovulation
is going on in the ovaries, that the venereal erethism continues throughout
the entire duration of the process of evolution, and that it ceases when the
rupture of the capsule lrns taken place. Finally, it is universally known
that castration prevents thefemalcsfrom entering into heat, whil'3t those which
have been deprived of the wornh, but not of the ovaries, lose nothing of the
ardor with which they receive the male.
l\Ienstruation is, therefore, intimately connected with the evolution of the
ovarian vesicles, and cannot occur without it; and every time that it appears,
we may feel entirely satisfied as to the existence of the vesicular development. But, as an additional phenomenon, the uterine hemorrhage may be
wanting without hindering, in any degree, the regular march of the process
going on in the ovary. In a word, the spontaneous ovulation which ordi·
narily gives rise to an exhalation of blood from the internal smfoce of the
womb, may have its influence restricted to the ovary alone; and to assume
the non-appearance of the menses as a ground for denying aptitude for conception, would be incuning the risk of frequent deceptions. Thus it hap·
penecl that science possesses numerous examples of young girls who became
pregnant before they had ever menstruated, as also of women who conceived, notwithstanding a suppression which had lasted for several months.
· On the other hand, the Tegularity of the menstrual function dr.es not
necessarily imply the entire fulfilment of the Yesicular evolution. In certain cases, the latter process has been seen to remain incomplete, nncl the
vesicle after having attained a certain degree of hypertrnphy, to be suddenly
arrested in its development, to remain stationary for some time, and then
abort without rupture. I have chaneed to meet, says l\L Coste, cases in
which the menstrual flow had passed over entirely, without tl1e OYarian folli cle, whose evolution had commenced and even progressed to its final periodi
having ruptured, or accompl ished the result toward which it tended.
The cau~e of menstruation being ascertained, how shall we account for
its monthly periodicity? In other words, why is it that ovulation in the
human species recurs about every month? To this question science i$
unable to reply, for it is probably one of the impenetrable mysteries of nature.
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But why should our ignorance upon the subject be n. cause ofwoncler? Do
we know why certain trees produce new fiowcrs every month? why this
animal i.s prepared for fecundation every two or three months, whilst that
one is so but once a year? The processes which we have stu<licd are intimately connected with fecundation 1 and al'e, so to speak, its preludes. \Vhy,
when the whole book is unintelligible to us1 shoul<l we expect to comprehend the preface?
Cessation of the Jlenses.-As we have before said, the menses continue in
the majority of women uutil about the age of 45 years. According to a
table of Brierre de Boismont, 40 years is the age at which the greater number of women cease to be regular. In 60 women obsened by 1\I. PCtrequiu,
it was between 35 and 40 years in !, between 40 and 45 in t, between 45
and 50 in!, and between 50 and 55 int. In 110 women mentioned by .M.
Racibor::;ky, the ~werage age of cessation was 46 years. The latter author
cites from Dr. Lebrun of Varsovia, and Faye of Skeen, results which go to
prove that in Poland the a,·erage term is 47 years, and in the neighbo1·hood
of Christiana 48; all which tends to show that in cold climates menstruation terminates la.tel' in life. It may be admitted, therefore, that the average duration of the menstrual function is from 25 to 30 years.
But like their commencement, the period at which the menses cease is
subject to great variation. Desmoreaux mentions a lady with whom they
stopped at 23 years of age; nor is it rare to find them suppressed beb\'een
35 and 40. On the other hand, they are often prolonged much beyond the
ordinary period, and with them, the women retain the power of conce1)tion
up to 60, 65, and even, as some authors relate, to 70 years. I leave to the
lovers of the marvellous those instances in which menstruation continued
until 80, 90, and even 106 years. It is infinitely probable that, in the cases
of this nature, the pretended menstrual returns were really due, as Haller
remarks, to uterine disease. I would add, that we should place in the same
category those examples of women who, after having ceased to menstruate
about the age of 45 or 50 years, have had their courses to reappear several
years after, and continue with regularity.
According to most authors, those women who menstruate very early also
cease to do so sooner than others. This remark appears, both to ;,r. Raciborsky and myself: to be inexact, when not applied to individuals liYing
under different climates. \Vith the former author, we think that precocious menstruation is due to an excc::is of vital power in the individual, and
that, exceptionai circu1nstanccs excluded, the influence of this vital activity
is felt later in life, and prolongs the aptitude for procreation in the woman.
So that, in general, it ceases as much later as it begins at an earlier age.
The cessation of the menses, and of the vesicular evolution of ·which they
are an epiphenomenon, produces in the generative apparatus and entire
organism of the woman, effects the O]Jposite of those which their first appearance had determined.
The ovaries become atrophied, and diminish in size in every direction,
and their external envelope becomes folded and wri11kled, so as to pre;o,ent
an appearance which, says 1\1. Raciborsky, we can compare to nothing
better than the surface of a peach-stone.
8
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The Graafian vesicles appear as pouches of a grayish or opaque "'hite
color, with wrinkled wnlls; the fluid which they contained is abf=orbcd;
sometimes their cavities are effaced 1 their thickened walls are in con tact,
and look like a sort of tubercle, in the centre of which barely a trace of
th e former cav ity is vi!Sible. 8omctimes no part of the vesicles can be
<lif;.COYCrcd, and the ovary 1 which has become tram•formed into a fibro-

cellular substance, is so flattened as to be hardly di~tinguishablc at the
extremity of its ligament. We ha\·e already spoken of the deep folds and
\\Tinkl es of its external membrane.

Finally, the womb and the breasts, whose vitality became suddenly so
acti\·e towards the age of puberty, seem struck with the same blow which
dc$troyed the ovarian orgasm; they waste gradua lly away, and become, so
to !'lpcak, foreign to the general life of the body.
This cc~sation of the ovarian functions rarely takes placQ sud<lenly 1 but
i1' almo..;t always announced several years in ad,·ance by more or Jess
marked irrcgularilies or intermission;;. Frcquently 1 the returns of the
mcn:::cs ~uffor postponement'-', which may be prolonged for severa l weeks or
month-"1 and then 1 after renewal, be defence! for a still longer period.
Sometimes the epochs arc marked by a ,·ery small discharge, and last for a
again, on the contrary, the quantity of blood lost may be
as to give ri se to apprehension. "\Yith certain women the
so
~o exce£sively prolonged tl1at the mcni::trual periods are only
flow
indicated by its increa~e; a mucous flux of a yellowish-white color, which
is quite abundant, and either continuous or periodic, replaces the flow of
blood in the interval of the epochs, and sometimes remains for a long time
nft<·r tlwy ha\·e cca~ccl. Finally, a general and indefinite feeling of unea~i
ne:<:-, lumbar and pch·ic pain3, colics, itching at the gen ital part'-, fla:;hes of
heat in the face, anrl sudde n an<l spontnncous alterations of chilliness with
profuse perspirations, are :uldcd to the local phenomena, above indicated.
In the majority of cases, all these troubles are quite ~light and disappear
promptly; but, in some instancrs1 di:'eascs before latent then declare them·
sekcJO:. It is ihis fact which, though much rarer than is commou ly suppo.;:ed ,
has obtained for this time of life the name of the critical period. Its
dangeri5 lw.xc been wonderfully exaggerated, and modern researches pro,·c1
in opposition to the opinion of phy~icians who ha,·e preceded us, that the
organic aflC<:tions of the brea~tfl, of the uterus, and of the ovaries, begin
much more frequently before than after the cessation of the menses. Finally,
it is shown by statistics, that the mortality in women between the ages of
40 aml 50 years is not greater than at any other period of life.
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CHAPTER V.
OF THE BREASTS .

[TnE breasts, two in number, are large glands, annexes, so to speak, of the organs
of generation. 'l'bey are symmetl'ic~illy placed on the upper and anterior part.of the
thorax on each side of the sternum, generally occupying the space included between
the third and fifth ribs. Rudimentary in ma.n and in the young girl, they become
developed in the hitter at the period of puberty. They present great individun.l
difference in size. liut in the women of certain races they are g"nerally very large,
some African nations, for example, having them extremely long.
The left breu.st is often larger than the right one. Curious anomalies, also, sometimes come under obsern1.tion. '!'bus, women a.re reported haxiug four breasts, nnd
I have myself met with an instance of this kind in o. woman who died at the
Maternity Hospital. Two breast8 of the usual size occupied their normal position,
whilst two others, as fully de,·eluped, were situated on the upper and lateral pal'ts
of the abdomen on thesameYertical line with the thoracic ones. At the autop!:'ly,
I found abundance of glandular tissue ln ::i.11 four of the breasts, which also con·
tninedmilk.
A supplementary nipple at a. shoTI; distance from the principal one, is a more
freque~t anomaly, of which I ha>e already seen several examples. A wax model
from a cast of one of these is now io the collection of the hospital of the" Clinique."
In the instances which have come under my obsenation, the supplementary nipple
was well formed, but smaller than the normal one, and milk flowed from it when
the gland was pres:;ed. One of the \Vomeo assured me that the peculiarity was
hereditary in her family.
l'he natural form of the breast is hemispherical, or rn.therreprcsentsafiattened
cone with the base 11pon the chest. 'fhe skin covering it presents in its centre a
projection knO\rn as the nipple. Around the nipple is a.colored circle, from an inch
and a quarter to rather more than an inch and a half in diameter, called the areola,
and is ea~ily distinguished by its contrasted hue. Some further remarks will be
neces~ary to the proper study of all these parts.
The skin co,·ering the breasts is fine anU soft, and is provided with piliferous
follicles to which n.re connected large sebaceous glands. The hairs are extremely
fine and readily seen only when magnified. Beneath the skin, and between it and
the gland prnpcr, is a layer of cellulo-adipoE:e tissue, which increases in thickness
in approaching the circumference of the organ. To this fatty ln.yer the breast~ O\,.e
their regularly rounded form, their softness, and very often the greater part of their
aize.
The areola is rose-colored in young womC'n, and l>rown in those who have
borne children. The skin covering it is rugous, abundantly furnished with seba.·
ceous gh1.nds, and exhibits hEire and there tuberculous elel'ations of varialile size.
These projections, numbering from twelve to twenty, have a somewhat circular
arrangPment, and arc composed of collections of highly developed 1:ebaceous glands
which secrete a ycllnwish·white fluid. The character of the secrPtion wa<> douhtless
the cau-.c <if their ha,,in~ been so long regarded as rudimentary nipples giving issue
to drops of milk. This erroneous view can no longer be maintained sincr they arc
proved to he sebaceous gl:mds.
The nrcola. does not rest upon a fatty cushion like the remn.inderof the skin of
the breast, but is in direct relation with the gland; its lower surfoee, however, is
provided \Vith n. layerofsmooth musculn.rfibres disposed around the nipple in close
con,..cntric circles, which become more widely separated toward the edge of the
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areola. where they fina.lly disnppear. 'fhe skin-mu.o:ch~ thus formed comprCSA<'ll the
nipple when it contracts. Under its notion also, the skin of the areola contracts
and wrinkles if the nipple be excited by tickling,
The nipple, situated in the centre of the :i.reoln, presents a sliv;ht1y conicnl pro-jection, from three t-0 five eighths of nn inch in height :uu.l from five-sixteenths to
three-eighths of an inch io diameter at the ba«e. 'l'h<'~e dimensions, hoWC\'er, as
well as the shape of the nipple, vary greatly. In some women it is rnry i:;ilightly
developed and barely project:i at all; in others, it is actually bclO\V the surface of
the areola, presenting a sort of umbilical depression. On the other hand it may
be very large or even club-shnped. 'fhe skin co,·ering it presents num('rous
papillre, separated by creases in the bottom of which are the orifices of great
numbers of sebaceous glands . Beneath the skin are connective tissue, elastic
ti.i~flue, and bundles of muscular fibres.
'l'his structure explains sufficiently why touching the nipple should,_ hy exciting
contraction of the fibres which it contains, render it for the moment harder and
more projecting. Still, it must not be confounded with the truly erectile Mgans,
inasmuch as its arteries arc small and not contorted and the veins also of small
size.
The nipple is tra\"'ersed from base to summit 11y lactiforou'! ducts fi.fleen or twenty
in number, which open by n'! many minute orifices near the free extremity of the
organ at the bottom of the folds between the pa pi lire.
The mammary gland proper, is situated beneath tho p:irts just described, in a fold
of the fascia superficialis. It presents a hard,
flattened ma<ls which is thicker at the centre than
at the circumference. The p;landular structure is
disposed in fifteen or hventy lobes, separated by a.
fibrous envelope surrounded hy fatty tissue.
Each lobe i~ formed by the aj!gregation of acer·
ta.in number of lobule~. themsPh-es compO!<ed of
glandularculs-de-!lacoracini dilated into terminal
ve~iclcs. From ea«h ,.e.,icle departs a minute duct
lJ which joins those of neighhorin~acini. The ducts
from the lobules unite in their turn to form in
each lobe a principal canal whid1 bas received the
name of lactiferouflduct.
As each lobe has it!'! principalorlactifcrousduct,
the whole numl)erofthe:-;evc:-~els is the same, e.g.
fifteen or twenty, a<i thatof the lobes.
The laetiferous dul'ts all prncccd toward the

A.~~~~~ ofa mammary gland.
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sinuses. Then cntf'ring the nipple, they diminish
B. Carn.Jicu!i
C. Duct formed IJy several canallcnli. iu size and terminate Uy sepn.rate and \"'Cl'y minute
openings.
It is most r.robable that the lactiferous <luctA nre independent of each other
throughout their extent. Prof. Duboil'I, indeed, cxprC.!l'<Nl the opinion that they

~!~~end at:~~~:~:~;a!;t0~~-n~~!~~~yb;~::.~e:a~hi;;~stigated

the M1hject more recently,

'l'he fact that the walls of these ducts are proYidcd with mu'.'lcular fibres is sufficient to f>xplainthe spirtingoutofthe milk when thl'y contra.ct.
in~~~: :;.~~~:~~fe!~e breast come from the external nnd internal mammary nnd the
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empty, some into the
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The lymphatic vessels, which are very a.bunda.nt, pass into the a.xillary ganglia..
The nenes come from the intct·costal nnd thoracic bra.nchea of the brnchia.l
plexus]

ALobeofthema.mmaryglan<I .
... Lob•\!1111.

D. Canalieull1m>ceeili11gfrornlhelobule1. C. Onoofthehl<:tifero1111ducia.
D. Areola. E. Nipple. JI. Sebaceous tulJ.crclee of tho uool111.

PART II.
OF PREGNANCY.
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t1exual characters being therefore peculi:ir to distinct individuals, the male
and the female, these evidently must first approach each other before
generation can take place. This first act cot:t3litutes copulation. The consequence of the approach is an applicat ion of the fecundating principle of
the male to the germ furnished by the female, in other words, conception or
fecundation. The ovum having been fecundated, remains, and is developed
in the organs of the mother during the whole term of gestation. Lastly, at
the expiration of a nearly uniform period, the new being is expelled, to
maintain thenceforth a separate existence; this final act is termed the
accouchement or labor.
Pregnancy is, th erefore, tJ1e cond ition of a woman who has conceived, anti
bears within her womb the product of conception.
This state commences at the instant of fecundation, and terminates with
the expulsion of the body which results from that function. It continues
for two hundred and seventy days, or nine solar months. This term, how·
ever, is not invariable, as it is by no means rare for the pregnancy to
terminate sooner, and in some very few instances we find it of longer duration,
though some persons have denied this latter fact, and everybody recalls the
sharp discussions carried on in France about the middle of the last century,
and still more recently in England, on the question of retarde<l births.
'Ve have already stated that the fecundated ovule traverses the tube, so
as to reach the uterus, where it is developed and continues to grow during
the whole term of gestation. 'When the succession takes place in this
manner. the pregnancy is said to be a g()od, normal, or utBrine one; but, on
the contrary, if the ovule be arrested at some point of its passage, and is
developed elsewhere than in the womb, the pregnancy ie denominated bad,
extraordinary, or extra·uterine. The first, or uter ine pr~gnancy, bas been
divided iuto, - the simple, where only a single frotus exists; the compound, or
double, triple, &c., where there are two or three children; :rnd the com·
vlicated pregnancy, or that in which the positive existence of a fretus is
.:oinciclent with that of a pathological tumor of the abdomen. Again, the
term fal1Je pregnancy has been improperly applied to certain diseases siruulat·
ing pregnancy, where this state does not really exist.
We shall first treat of simple pregnancy, leaving the subject of twin
pregnancies for a special chapter. Extra-uterine pregnancy will be studied
with the other diseases of th e pregnant female.
l!S
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Th e pregnant condition presents two classes of phenomena, one of wl1ich
pertains to the woman, and the other to the product of conception : they
are to be studied separately.
'Ve have already described the gen ital organs of the female, and it is not
our province to notice those of the male. 'Ve shall be equally silent upon
all that relates to sex ual intercourse, though it is our purpose to trc;1,t
briefl y of conception, and iu detail of gestatil) n.

CHAPTER I.
OF

CO~CEPTIOX .

takes place during sexual congress; but to und erstand how
it occurs. r equires that we s110u ld l-::now first what materials are furnis hed
by each individual, how and where these are brought into contact, and
lastly, what is not yet, and probably never will be exp!ain ed, how from
this contact a new individual is produced.
1. The spermatic iluid, a glutinous, consistent, and whitish liquid sec reted
by the testicle, is the fecundating principle furnished by t he male. It ii!i
h eav ier than water, and, when shaken with it, forms an emulsion. Its odor
is peculiar, and has been justly compared to that emitted by boue filings,
or the flower of the chestnut-tree; \Vaguer states that the odor is due rather
to the secretions with which it is mixed than to the sperm itself, the latter,
wh en pure1 not appearing to possess any particular smell. By chemical
analysis it is shown to contain albumen1 salts of phosphoric and chlorohydric acids, and a peculiar animal substance called spermatine.
\Vhen exami ned under the microscope, with a magnifying power of three
or four hundred diameters, the spermatic fluid exhibits: 1. A great number
of little bodies, lying quite close to each other, anJ whi ch are still moving
with more or less aCLiv ity if the fluid has been taken from a recently-killed
animal; these minute bodie.$ haYP been designated as the spermatic animalcules, or th e .~permatozoa. 2. Epithelial cells and minute granules of a fatty
nature. 3. These two p1·incipal elements of the spei·m swim in a small
quantity of clear, transparent, and perfectly homogeneous 1iquid,-the
spermatic liquid. At the time of the ejaeuiation, this liquid is mixed with
a variable quantity of the fluids secreted by the prostate gland and the
g land ~ of Cowper, which latter evidently serve merely to lubricate the partf",
to render the sperm more fluid, and, consequently, its expulsion more eaf";y.
The spermatic animalcules attract pal·ticular attention by their varied
form , their vital properties, and their development. They are met \\ ith in
all animals capable of reproduction
In man they are very sma ll, scarcely surpassing the eightieth or the
hundredth of a line in diameter. The body is snrnll, oval, som1rnhat
flattened like an almond, and transparent, having a diameter equal to the
three or four hundredth part of a millimetre ('001 of an inch ). The tail is
filiform, thicker at its origin than at any other part, and is large enough to
present clearly its double outline; towards the extremity it becomes so fine
CONCEPTION
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that it cannot be traced, even by means of the highest magnifying power,
whence it mny be possible that its delicate extremity is st ill furthe1
e)(lngated, and that the spermatozoa may be much longer tlian they appen~··
1
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organization, that is, whether they arc true ::mimals with an independent
lifo, or not i and all that is either known, or plausibly supposed on this
point, may be reduced to a few obscure indications, that are wholly jnsuffi·
cient to establish any positive opinion.
The mo\'ements which th ey exhibit proYe nothing, because it is exceedingly difficult to ascertain whether they are volun tary or not. Again, the
duration of the movements also varies in th e different classes of animals i
in the marnmalia, they have been observed for twenty-four hou rs after death.
The spermatozoa do nQt appear in the human species before puberty i at
this period, the testicles receive a large supply of blood, and increase in
eize; the parietes of the semeniforous tubes become thickened, their capacity
increases, and they are filled with granules ; then cells containing globules
begin to form, and finally the spermatozoa appear in these cells. They are
ulways found in the testicles of men of sixty to seventy years of ag.e, though
they are then frequently absent from the vas defercn s i the vesieulro seminal es, however, generally contain them even at thi s time of life.
Th e germ furnished by the female is evi dently existent in the ovary at
the marriageab le period, and this germ is the ovule. (See p. 90 for its
description.)
2. It is unnecessary in our day to pro\'e that an absolute contact of the
semen of the male with the ovule of the female is indispensable to fecundation, for innumerable experim ents upon living animals, and numerous
facts observed in the human species, have long since demonstrated that,
whenever any ohstacle prevents the approach of these two elements, a conception cannot take place. But at what point does thi s contact occur?
Already had the pre·existcnce of the ovule in the ovary, the occasional
occurrence of ovarian and abdominal pregnancies, and the experiments
of Nuck and Haighton, which had rend ered fecundation impossible by
ligating the Fallopian tnbes, tended towards the conclusion that it occurred
in the o\'ary; still this fact was not actually demonstrated, and it needed
the definitive proof of finding the spermatozoa on the ovary itself. At
prc~ent, there cannot be a further doubt on this point, for Bischoff ha~
been fortunate enough to see them there. 11 ! had often seen," says he,
"living and moving spe rmatozoa in the vagina, the womb, and the Fallopian tubes of bitches; but, on the 22cl of June, 1838, I had the good
fortune to perceive one on the ovary itself of a young bitch in heat for the
first tim e ; she was covered on the 21st, at seven o'clock in the evening,
and again the following day, at two o'clock r. :r.r., and at the expiration of
half an hour, that is, twenty hours after the first copulation, I killed her,
and found some Jivin g spermatozoa, endowed with very active movement",
not only in th e vagina, the entire womb and tubes, but even between the
fringes of th e latter in the peritoneal pouch that surrounds the ovary, and
on the surface of
itself." Since that period, \Yagner and Barry
h:1v<' madP.
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Now such results evidently prove that fecundation sometimes takes place
iu the ovary i but are we hence to conclude, that it is possible in that
organ alone? If spontaneous ovulation be now an incontestilble fact, may
it not be suppo.,e<l that the ovule, after having left the ovary, cn:n encounter
the spcrmatic fluid and become fecundated, whether it be in tb• Fallopian
tube, or even in the uterine cavity?
[)I. Co~te's obi:;ervations seem, however, to prove thnt fecundation is almost
always effected either upon the O\'ary or in the part of the tube nearest the fim·
briated extremity; inasmuch as he maintains that the ovule spoils very quickly
when it enters the tube without previous fecundation.]
But the question arises, how docs the fluid ejaculated by the male get as
far as the ovary? 'Ve answer that, in the grc:it majority of' ca,;e.<ol, it is
eddcnt that the sperm having first reached the uterus, upon the neck of
which .it was thrown by the membrum virile, tr~wels through the tube until
it arrives there. This course is certainly due, ht, to the movcment:'i proper
of the womb and the tubes; for in the latter, a rapid contrn.ction is ob·
served, following the direction from the vagina towards the ovary, which,
of course, is calculated to a:.:.::sist the progression of the sperm ; an<l 2d, to
the mo,·ements proper of the spermatozoa, which thus of them~clYes facilitate their own advancement.
3. This first point being once establ ished, the question naturally arises,
whn.t was the influence exercised by the sperm upon the ovule of the female
during the contact? Now, numerous experiments clearly prove that the
sperm owes its fecundating properties to the presence of the sperma.tie
animalcules, and that, whenever it is deprived of these, it immediately
becomes unsuited to its proper function. But, unfortunately, it is far
more difficult to ascertain the part acted by the spermatozoa, though there
have been three hypotheses started in regard to that subject dc::serving our
consideration.
Again, according to certain authors, the fecundating power does not
belong to the spermatozoa, but to the 5eminal liquid interposed between
them. In this hypothesis, the animalcules are the tranxporters of this
fluid, and the object of their movements is to co nduct it to the ovu le.
In the opinion of Bory-Saint-Yinccnt, Valentin, and Bischo f!: the sper·
matozoa are solely destined to maintain the chemical composition of the
sperm by their acti\'e motion~. They suppo;:e that the spcrmatic fluid is
a sub~tance endowed with a chemical sensibility of such a character that,
like the blood, it can only prescr\'e the fecundating power while it remains
in motion; whence these active elements are inclosed in it whose presence
is inJispensable-elements, the movements of which arc never more active
thau just at the moment when the semen leaves the place of its secretion,
and which appear to exercise the mo:;;t favorable influence for the main·
tcaance of itl:l composition .
[The oldest view i~, that during fecundati<m the spermatozoids penetrate directly
inW lhe ovu m. B<lrry even asserted tha~ there ex isted in the O\'i\. of mLLits an
opening fur this 1rnrpose, and he had once the good fortune to sec a sperm H.tozoou
enter Ly means of the fissure.
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the opening through which they had passed.
Similar observaiions haxe become so numerou!l, that the passage of more or less
spermatozoa into the ovum ibelf is regarded as an establi!lhed fact. Once within
the ovum, they und('rgo a retrograde metamorphosis, and are resoked into granulations which mingle with the elements of the vi tell us or yolk.]

This is a summary of the most recent opinions. \Vhi chever one mn.y
be adopted, the mind remains unsatisfied; for it must be acknowledged
there is still a mystery that all the most ingenious hypotheses have failed
to ~oke, and which will probably escape all our researches.
When fecundation takes place, the Fallopian tubes, which participate
in the 8tage of turgesccnce of all the other genital organs, retain their free
extremities in contact with the ovary, and the ovule, having escaped from
the vesicle, immediately engages in their canal; being pressed onwards by
the peristaltic contra ctions of the tube, it advances step hy step through
this duct, and finally arrives in the uterine cavity, where its development
unceasingly progresses until the regular term of pregnancy. (See the
chapter on Oi•ology.)
Nearly the same phenomena take place, when the contact of the fecundating fluid with the ovule is deferred until after the latter has pa!'=;::ed into
the tube.
It is extremely difficult, not to say impossible, to ascertain the exact
period at which the fecundated ovule reaches the cavity of the womb. Jn
animals, we ma.y note '~·ithout difficulty the time of fecundation; but thii::,
of course, is generally impos.s.ible in the human species, and this obstacle
renders nearly all our obsen·ations uncertain and incomplete. Further, Yery
numerous researches hrwe clearly proved that the ovule in mammalia does
not alw ays arrive at the :;:ame moment in the womb, and it is exceedingly
prob:1hle that the same Yariation;:; exist in the human female.
Jn the present records of' our science, there is no one conclusive fact that
prons the ovule to have ever been seen in the womb of a woman prior to
the tenth or twelfth day after her conception.
Buer examined a woman, who committed suicide eight days after conception; the deciduous membrane had commenced forming, but he could
not detect any trace of the ovule in the uterus. (British and l?oreign New
Review, January, 1836, p. 328). The same occurred in the ca~es cited by
" reber (Disquisitio anatomica 1tlci·i et ovariorwn puellre, septimo a conceptione
die defunctre instituta). Dr. Pockels speaks, it is true, of an ovum of eight
days, found in the uterui;;, and in which the fretus could easily be disti11guit.Jhed;
but the description furnished by him evidentl y applies to an older product.
(Allen Thompson, in the Ed·inburgh ~Med. and Surg. Journcil, vol. Iii. p.
122.) Ovules of eleven day? were the youngest observed by M. Velpen.u .
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After the exit of the ovule, the Graafian vesicle soon retracts upon itself,
and thus contributes to the formation of the corpus luteum before spoken
of (p. 96).
'Ve shall hereafter describe the modifications which the ovule undergoes
during its passage through the tube, and after its arrival in the uterus.
Conception is an act that takes place unconsciously, aud altogether
involuntarily; although some females, more especially those who h:ive hac.l
children, imagine that they can distinguish a prolific connection from
others. They say a much more voluptuous semrntion is then experienced,
a spasm much better marked ; and I have met with too many females who
acknowledged having made this observation, not to believe there is some
truth in the assertion.
The same ignorance that prevails as to the causes of fecundation, likewise exists with regard to those opposing its accompl ishment. For, though
vices of confOrmation or faulty position of the uterus, as also obliterations
of the neck or tubes, may explain the sterility of some individuals, it is
wholJy impossible to understand why some women are barren, although well
forrued-whv, in a con5iderable number of cases, married females have not
ha.cl chil<lren ·during their first marriage, whereas they subsequently became
pregnant, when even it has been observed that the first husband had ch ildren by a former bed.
The period at which fecundation is most likely to take place, appears to
be that immediately following the flow of the menses; thus l\I. Racibor:>ky
has asrertained that the conception took place a little before or after their
appearance, in fifteen female;;, who could designate precisely the time of the
sexual approach. It is indeed ev ident, that everything seems admirably
prepared at this period for the reproduction of the species; but I am far
from concluding, as M. Haciborsky has done, that the aptitude for fecundation in the human race is limited to a few days, either preceding or following
the menstrual terms. Experience has convinced me that sexual intercourse may be fruitful, even when it takes place in the middle of the
interval between the two menstrual epochs. In this case it is probable
that the excitation produced by coition may be communicated to the
ovarian vesicles, and cause mo<lifications in them altogether simi lar to those
experienced in the menstrual evolution i the fact itself appears to me to be
Bettled beyond a doubt. 1
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I shall not undertake to refute the opinion of those who believe tlml
either sex can be created at will; yet I think it not i111proba1Jle that the
physical constitution of the husband or of the wife may have some influence
in determining the sex of the child. The admimble observations of .M.
Girou seem to me to have proved that with the inferior animals, at least,
the stronger the male is in comparison with tlie female, the greater is the
chance of producing a male, and vice versa. The obsen·ations I have been
able to make on the human family since reafling the stntistical results of M.
Girou, have generally confirmed their conclusions.
Here terminates what I had proposed to say in reference to fecundation.
It will be seen that I have limited it to n. \·ery brief exposition of the most
generally rece:ved Yiews of this point of physiology. The size, and especially the object of the work, seem necessarily to exclude more ample
details.
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CHAPTER II.
PREGNA~CY.

CHANGES IN THE MATERNAL ORGANISM DURING

A DEEP impression is produced upon the materna1 organism by the prcg·
nant condition 1 giving rise to important anatomical and functional alterations.

ARTICLE I.
ANATOMICAL CIIANGES IN TIIE UTERUS.

The uterus undergoes remarkable changes, and we shall commence our
description with them.
Th ese modifications may either be in the volume, form, situation. direc·
tion, au<l relations of the womb; lrnnce, on account of th eir great impor·
tance, we shall successively study them in the body and in the neck; then
we will point out the changes which the structure of the organ urH.lergoes.

§ 1. CHANGES IN TllE BODY OF TIIE UTERUS.
A. Volume.- ·we have already learned that under the influence of the
bemorrha.gic congestion which the uterus· undergoes at each menstrual period,
the bulk of the organ is increased. If conception takes place within a few
dt~ys preceding or following the fiow of the blood, the excitement produced
by the frnitful coition maintains, and soon increases the hypcrt't'ophy of its
walls. Thus, we shall find further on (see Decidua), that the mucous mem·
braue especially becomes almost doubled in thickness, so that when the
fecundated ovule arrives in the cavity of the womb, it finds it ent irely filled
with the membrane, which is swollen to such an extent as to be thrown into
folds from want of room to develop itself. (See page 95.)
The same thing precisely occurs in those exceptional cases in which fecun·
dation takes place some time from the menstrual period. llere the hyper·
trophy also begins under the influence of the evolution of a Graafian vesicle;
only the evolution, instead of being spontaneous, is the result of a more or
less prolonged venereal excitement.
As soon as the ovule arrins in the womb, the latter begins to develop,
and its volume continues to increase until the end of pregnancy; but this
progression is not uni form, for 1 according to the observations of Desormeaux,
it is much slower in the early months, and more rapid in the latter. An
accurate idea of this increase may be formed from the following table, which
represents the usual dimensions of the uterus at the princ:~J:d periods of
pregnancy.
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The development of the uterine walls is not purely mccluwical, as has
been suppos~d, nor is the ir distention the result of the deYelopmcnt of the
ovum, which, by pressing upon the different points of the internal surface,
would tend to separate them more and more.
If we consider the small volume of the ovule in tl1e first weeks of preg·
n::mcy, as compared with the thickness of the walls of the uterus at the same
period, we ~hall not foil to be convi nced that the expansive force of the
ovum would be unable to overcome their resistance. The development of
the ovum and that of the uterus are simultaneous, but effected by forces
which are inherent in each ; in a word, the growth of {he ovum acts as a
physiolo~ical cause, but not as a mechanical agent in the development of
the walls of the uterus.
B. Slutpe.-The shape of the uterus cha nges simultan eously with the
alteration in its volume. Being flattened, at first, on its two faces, the
womb grows rounder and soon becomes pyriform, then ~pheroidal, and
towards the end of pregnancy it has the fo rm of an ov0id, which is sli ghtly
flattened from before backwards. The anterior face, howncr, is much the
as to accommodate
more convex, and the posterior one is
itself to the prominence of the lumbar
At the end of pregnancy, the superior extrem ity of the uterine OYoid is
quite regularly rounded; that side of the fund us, however, which is occupied
by one of the extremities of the fcctal o\·oid, being often more elevated than
the othe r, which is filled with fluid only. Now, as in the most usual prei;cntations, the trunk of the fcctus is genera ll y incli"necl tO\rnrds the right,
the right side of the fundus of the uterus is commonly the most elevated.
(Ilcrgott.) Sometimes both sid es are alike in this respect, and there is a
depression upon the middle an<l upper part of the organ.
Such is the shape of the uterus in the majority of cases; but the situation
and number of the fcetuses, and the stru ctu re and primitive form of the
organ, may produce important changes in the shape which it assumes during
gestation; and whic:h will claim our attention hereafter.
c. Situation. - I t i.3 evident that the uterus cannot thus cha nge in shape
nnd size, without undergoing a simultan eous alteration in its position; for
the womb remains
example, during the first three months of
but as (he volume
all directions, the
sunken in
the superior strait,
its inforifll· part
fund us of the organ ri::cs
and neck subside st ill more towards the floor of the prh·is. This depression
of the organ is produced by its yielding to the lrrns of gr~ffitution from its
own increased weight, as also by the augmented pre:-:f'urc of the intcsti11al
mass upon the larger surface, created by the change in the fundus. Hence,
both its increase of Yolumc and its weight, augmented by the pressure of
the intestinal mass, which now has an extensive point d'appui on the fundus,
contribute to produce the first chan ge in
At the same time, the uterus remains
ca\'ity from the grP.ater
space found there, and, the fundus being turned a little backwards, causes
th& neck to advance sli ghtly. Besides, the presence of the rectum on the
left most generally obliges the organ to deviate towards the right, and the
neck, in a corresponding manner, to the left; consequently, during thP, first
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three monlhs, the cervix. is directed downwards, forwards, nnd a little to

the left.
About the third month and a half, or the fourth month, the uterus, no
longer finding sufficient room in the excnx::tti on for its continu ed develop·
ment, ri1'es above the superior stra it, then to the level of the umbilicus, and
reaches the cpignstric region towards the end of pregnancy.
In trncing out the gradua l elerntion of the fund us uteri, it will be found,
at the fourth month, to ri,..c two or three fingers' breadth above the pubis;
at fh-e months, it is within one finger's breadth of the umbili cus; and from
the fifth to the sixth month, it approaches nnd pn!l-ses the umbilical dcpres·
sion, so thnt at six months it is half an inch abo\·c this ring; three fingers'
breadth at sc,•cn months; and four to five at eight months; it still continu es
ascending in the commencement of the ninth, but in the last fortnight of
ge::tation, the womb seems to sink clown, being, in fact, on a lower leYcl
than before. Thi:;; last is a remarkable occurrence, though it has been said
in explanation that the uterus, as if overburdened with the weight of the
fretus during the latter period, collap.:cs to some extent, and enlarges in the
tran,.;verse and the antero-po.stcr ior diameters. This may be true as regrrnls
Fame females who ha\·e previously had children, for not unfrequen tly they
say to us at this time, 11 It _h as all gone to the sides;" but I believe a more
general explanation of the fact may be given; for, in the great majority of
cases, if ff'mnles be "touched" near the end of pregnancy, a voluminous
tumor, covered by the inferior and more eo:.pecially by the anterior part of
the uterine body, will be readily felt occupying the exc::tYatioa. This is the
head of the fretu:::, which has descended in cons:cqucnce of its own weight,
carrying the wall of the uterus before it, and become engaged in theexca\'ation, sometimes enn as low clown as the floor of tl1e pelvis.
Now, cloC's not this circumstance, which may be remarked whenever the
head presents regularly, and when there is no malformntion of the pelvis,
furnbh us a sufficient reason for the depre~sion of th e enti re uterus? How,
in fact, could the sllpcrior do other than follow the inferior part of the organ?
D. Diretlion.-In pai'sing: up into the abdominal caY ity, the uterus is
obliged to follow the direction of the axis of the superior strait, nnd being
thrown off by the lumbar column, and fin<ling much lc~s re:Si:>tance from the
anterior abdominal wall, it necessarily in clines forward; but, owing to the
lumbar projection, it cannot pos.~ibly remain on the median liue, and hence
it leans towards one side of the abdomen, the right one, remarkable ns it
may seem, at least eight times in ten.
l.lost author.:;, since the days of L evret, have endeavored to explain this
great frequency of the right lateral obliquity. L evret himself ta11ght, that
the uterus always inclines towards the side where the placenta is inserted;
for this point, he sa id, being the thickest and most vascular part of the
whole organ, is also the heaviest, and this increased weigl1t augmented by
that of the placenta, must nece..>:sari ly draw the organ to that sid e; bnt
experience has shown that the placenta is far from being always inserted
on the one ~ itl e towards which the uteru s is inclined. Again, according to
Desormea ux, the prc.-;cnce 0f the iliac portion of' the colo n, which is usually
fill ed with fecal matter, prevents the womb from leaning to the left, when
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by the ascent of the womb (where the direction of the mesentery 'would
1wfttrully clra.w them), and this assists both to maintain and to increase the

inclination of the uterus to the right. But, as l\L Paul Dubois has justly
remarked, any influence which the colon, placed on the left, may lrnve, is
folly compensated by the presence of the coocum on the right; a.nd, from
the observation of ~I. Velpeau, the mesentery is directed from left to right,
and not from right to left as Desormeaux has it, doubtless by mistake.
The habit of using the right arm, and of lying upon the right side, has
also been brought forward in explanation of this right lateral obliquity, but
subsequent observation lias not sYstained the assertion; thus, for instance,
in seventy-six females, all of whom had the uterus inclined to the right,
thirty-eight rested on the right side, twenty on the left, fourteen alternately
on both sides, and four on the back. And we may further remark that,
down to the present time, it has not been observed that the uterus is placed
upon the left side of the abdomen more frequently in those women w110
habitually use the left arm than in others.
Madame Boivin has given an entirely different explanation of this fact;
she asserts that the round ligament of the right side is shorter, stronger, and
contains more muscular fibres than that of the left, and she attributes the
right inclination of the organ to the more powerful action of this ligament.
Professor Cruveilhier thinks that the shortne~s of the round ligament on
the right, is the effect and not the cause of the uterine obliquity; "for I
have frequently had occasion," he remarks, "to observe thnt the shortening
which occurred on the left, in left lateral obliquity, was constantly accom·
paniecl by a remarkable increase of volume." I must confess that I do not
comprehend upon what M. Cruveilhier founds this opinion.

E. Relations.-At term, the uterus is in relation-1. In front, with the
vagina. 1 the posterior face of the neck and body of the bladder, and
superiorly, with the anterior abdominal wall. This last is not always
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immcdi:ttc, for
portion of the intestinal mass slips between
the utcnh irnd the
paricte::;, as. occurred in lhe woman upon whom
M. Duboi;:. pract:st:d the C[esarcan 01)eration in 1839; and, as the professor
has remarked, the operator should be very prudent in making his incisions,
from the possibility of encountering this anomaly. 2. Behind, with the
rectum, sacra-vertebral angle, and vertebral column below, and with the
me::;entery and intestinal mas~ above. 3. On the right, with the corresponding side of the pelvis, the iliac
muscles, ccecum, an<l right
abdominal wall. 4. On the left,
part of the pclYis, the iliac
wssels and aorta, the sigmoid flexure, the psoas muscles, :-md the whole
body of intestines l\'hich ::eparate it from the abdominal wall.
1~. Thie/mess of the Pal'ietes.-The earlier authors on this
tained very different views concerning it: some, judging the
the body by that of the neC'k during Iubor, concluded that the uterus could
not be di~tcndcd without a grc:\t diminution in the depth of its walls;
others, haYing harl better opportunities of examining the wombs of females
who died soon after the accouchemcnt, ob::;en·cd the very con::;iderable
thickness exhibited by the uterine parietes at that time, and therefore
adopted the opinion that the latter become much thicker during gestation.
Both sides were in error, for numerous autopsies, made since that period,
of women who died during gestation, have established the truth of the
following propositions, namely:
1. In the three fi rst months, the uterine wal1s augment a little in thickness, doubtless in consequence of the development of their vascular and
muscular apparatus. 2. Towards the fifth month, they arc about the same
as in the normal state. 3. At term, the parietes are thicker than in the
natural condition, at the point corresponding to the insertion of the placenta,
thinner at the neck, and they present but very little difference throughout
the remainder of their extent.
' Ve may here notice some further exceptions: thus, l\I. l\Ioreau, having
measured the thickness of the walls in a. woman deceased at term, found it
oue-si.xth of an inch at the fund us, one-fourth of an inch at the inf'ertion of
the placenta, and one-third of an inch at the neck. This singubr anomaly
mny be e:xplained, says l\I. :Moreau, 1st, as regards the thinness of the fund us,
by the enormous d:stention the uterus had undergone (being a twin pregnancy). And 2d, the greater thickne::;s of the neck resulted from the considerable retraction this part had sustained from the escape of the amniotic
liquid before death.
In one instance, Saviard found it one-third of an inch at the placental
attachment, and only a li ne in other parts .
.My friend, Dr. Ripault, in performing the Cmsarean operation, found
the uterine wall only one or two lines thick.
[At an autopsy made near the end of pregnancy, I found the walls of the uterus
remarkably thin, from 11'1 to -/-r; of an inch, throughout the greater part of their
extent; l\I. Nf.laton, who was present, confirming the observation. This thinning
is, therefore, not. very unusual, and I run e\•en inclined to think is the most frequent
corn.lilion.
In m~ny pregnant women, the parts of the child may be felt very easily; in some
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ca!"Cf; the h:rnd npp<':iring to be ~f'rnratcd from thC'm hy a foyer of but 11 f~w line!'!
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at lenf;t twenty
in weight during preg·
nnnc.v. n foct surely sufficient to prove the occurrence of hypertrophy under the«e
condition:::.]

Again, the thinness may he partia]; thus Iluntcr describes a utcru~, the
posterior walls of which exhibited this phenomenon in a remarkn.blc degree.
o. Drnsily of the ll'alls.-The uterine parictes, in the non-gr:wid state,
1
1 1
11

~i::u:~ ~;~1: ~~~~i1~ 1~r:~~~~!~~· tl~~dd~:~~·:y ~~·~:·:~i~~~~~ ::~i~~::~~a~~ :c~::~:

soft rind flabby. The ramolli"seruent begins to ~how it::;elf as early as the
first month, and constitutes at that perio<l one of the best s igns for pro\'ing
a commencing pt·egnltncy (sec article on Di11g11o:ji.1J ), bccau~e, in stead of
presenting the fibrous density of the ordinary state, the walls have a
clammy :.:oftness clol'cly resembling that of caoutchouc soft ened by ebulli tion, 01· that of an ccdcmatous limb. This decrca~e in the con:-:i:-:tcnce of
the ulerine walls com;tantly a<l\'aoces, so that, at a later period. a light
pre::sure made on the anterior abdominal parictes will ea:-:ily depre.~s or
deform them; con,.equcntly, the extremities and other inequalitits of the
fCctu~ m~ty be detected, an<l its mo,·ement.s may even cause an clerntio n of
some part or other; the child, therefore, is not placed in a ca\'ity having
imm o\':iblc walls.
Th e diameters of this cavity will vary with the position taken by the
fcctu~, whieh C:ln, in some cases, continue to change them until the end of
gestation, the flexibility of the walls permitting its long diameter to paes
throuf!h th e small one::; of' the organ; and we can readily comprehend how
this fll•x ihility, thi:; ~upp l cne&3 of the fibres of the womb, will aid in pre·
venting the di~a."'trous con::;equences which otherwise might r<:sult t.o the
child from any violent blows on the abdomen, or from the Ehocks experienced by the mother.

§ 2.

MonrnCATroxs JN TIIE KECK OF Tll.E UTElWS.

Th e modifications which the neck undergoes during pregnancy 1 are
refcrablr: 1, to the con:;istcncc of' its th~sue; 2, its ,·olume; 3, itd form;
4 1 its ::itnation and direction.
1. A"' the .:::oftcning of the tissuf' of the neck of the uterus seems to be ao
all·important fact, we therefore give it the first place.
Now, everybody know!\, that, iu the non-gravid state, the uterine fr.:sue
rescmbh~:; the fibrous in its com;.istc nrc; but immediately after conception,
and from the sole fact of the actiYe congestion which the genital organs
th en experi ence, this conRistencc begins to dimini::h, although, from being:
coinciJ.eut with the hypertrophy of the uterine walls, it is scarcl.'ly sensible
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clnring the first few days, wha,te\'er ma,y be the extent of the neck examthat, indeinecl. But towards the encl of the first month we ma.y
rather,
pcudently of this original general modific:ition, the most
the ruo~t superficial part of the lips of the os tincre, begins to soften. It
resemble~ more a ::.welling of the mucous membrane than a true 11 rarnol]i.-;sement" of the proper ti-:sue of the lips; so that by pressing slightly on
this thickened membrane the finger first detects a. fungous softness, but soon
reaches the proper ti:-sue of the ne<.:k, which still maintains its normal
consistence. Th e sens:1tion then experienced by the finger greatly resembles that communicated when it ·is pressed on a table covered by n. soft and
thick cloth, or, better still, a sheet of India-rubber; and it is only townrds
the end of the third, or beginning of the fourth month, that the lips of the
os tincre are soflened throughout their whole thickness to the ex.tent of a.
line or a line and a half
At the commencement of the fifth, the softening in crenses from below
upwards, and at the sixth embraces the moiety of the sub-vaginal portion.
During the last three months it invades the superior part by degrees, and
last of all the ring of the internal orifice, so that, at the end of gestation,
the neck is so soft in certain females, that I have frequently seen students
have great difficulty in distinguishing it from the walls of' the vagina.
This modification of the neck, which authors have scarcely spoke n of, is
one of the most important signs; because, after a. little experience, it affords
ns one of the best means for ascertaining the difforent stages of pregnancy;
being constant, and found in all females, unless the neck should be the
seat of some pathological alteration. It is worthy of notice, however, that
the softening is not so well marked, and is much slower in its progre~s in
primipar~, than in women who have previously had children; but in all, it
steadily proceeds from below upwards.
As before remarked, we may judge very nearly of the probable period
of pregnancy by the extent of softening, as it progresses from the inferior
to the superior part of the neck; though there is one important remark to
be made on this subject, namely, that whenever females have had a gre::lt
· m1n;ber of children, the sub-vagi nal portion of the neck loses the greater
part of its length; the extremity then projecting into the vagina, and
capable of exploration by the finger, being much shorter. Now, as the
softening of the supra-\'aginal portion of the neck is of much more difficult
detection, it may be thought to be much less extensive than it is in reality,
whence we may expect to find a great difference in the extent of the soft·
ened part, if a compar<:ion be made between the necks in two females, both
advanced to the sixth month, one of whom is pregnant for the second time,
and the other had previously borne ten children. Wherefore it is necessary,
in making this appreciation, to bear in miud the number of former pregnancies, as also the real length of the sub-vaginal portion of' the cervix.
2. Volmne.-Some singular ideas on this subject have been promulga.ted
by many authors, but the following appears to be the most constant rule:
the neck doubtless participates in the hypertrophy of the uterine walls
during the earlier months, though its development is far less consideraLle.
The rn~ck becomes thicker and grows more voluminous, especially nt the
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superior part, but I have nc\·cr ob:::en•ed it:; elongation to the extent of two
inchc~, as .:\Iaclame Boivin apparently believes, or Lo two and three-quarters
and three inches, as l\L li'iJugclli hacl more receutly advanced i for, as
clllc>whcrc ob~ervecl, thc~e opinions result, in my c?.timation, from an error.
The neck, in the commenrcmcnt, being much lower, and directed more in
front than in the ordinary condition, the finger can easily explore a larger
t'1xtent of it, and thu:s an impre~:-;ion is created of an increa!'-le in its length
whirh really does not exi:st; for frequent post-mortem examinations of
fomale11 who died in the early months of prcgnancr, have convinced me
that, c,·en if the neck ii'I increased in thickness, its length does not undergo
any app reciab le augmentation.
At the commencement of the flfth month, acco rding to most writers, the
cen·ix begins to dimini:""h. In the sixth month (they say) it begins to spread
out at the :::uperior part, f:O as to aid in the enlargement of the body of the
womb, and this spreading at the upper part continues to advance jn proportion a.: the term of g~tation approachc~, and consequently the length
of the neck decreaf:es from abQve downwards, so as merely to pre:;ent at
last, at the dose of the ninth month, a ring of variable thickness. In fact,
the diagnotiis of the diflCt'ent periods was based on this gradual shortening,
nnd, rcgrccably to the·majority of the French accouchcurs who have adoptc<l
the opinions of Desormeaux, the neck has lost at the fifth month about
one·third of its length, one.Jrnlf at the sixth, two.thirds or three.quarters
in the seycnth, three· fourths or four.fifths in the eighth, and the remainder
is elfac:cd <luring the couri;e of the ninth month; and yet, I do not hc:::itate
to pronounce all this an entire error, which was fir::it pointed out by :\I. Stoltz,
in 1826, and to which I ah-o have constantly asked attention since the year
1839. No; the neck docs not shorten in the way which has so long been
dc::;crihcd; it preserves its whole length until the last fortnight of prcg·
nancy i and it is an easy mattcr 1 especially in women who have previously
borne children, to verify this l'emark, as we shall presently demonstrate.
But during the l::t!:it few wech, its length, which until that time was intact,
dimini,..hes very rapidly, and enn disappears by a. total effhcemcnt; and
we :;hall in due season explain the simple mechani:"im of this phenomenon.
J3ut to return; I have frequently been enabled to prove, in primipar!.e, the
truth of l\ L Stoltz's a~:::ci:tions; for in these women the
neck docs diminish a little in length, during the last th ree
months, although by a process entirely d iff€: rent from that
described by Desormeaux. Thus, towards the seventh
month, the ramollissement has invaded the whole intravaginal portion; the parietesof the neck, having lost their
con~istcnce, are easily separated by the liquids secreted
upon their internal face, and the upper part of this portion being turned outwards, enlarges in such a mnnne1
""""""'"''"""'"'''' as to cause the whole neck to resemble a spindle in it!
'""'"'"' ''""' ""'' ,.,,.., shape; the super ior ext remity ol' wh ich is formed by the
interna l orifice (still c:lo~ecl), and the inferior is constituted by the externa l one, which is scarcely opened in
primipnrre, even nt the encl of gestation, as we shall hereafter show.
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Now, it is easily understood how this bulging of the middle part of the neck
can only take place just in proportion as the two extremities of the latter ap·
proach each other; thus, of course, detracting so much from its total length.
I do not belieYe, however, \r ith M. Stoltz, that the approximation of the two
orifices can be so great as to cause n, materia l shortening of the neck, though
this certainly does exist to some extent. The shortening of the neck is
therefore real, though slight, in primiparoo; being accomp lished, howeve r,
by a different mechanism from that taught by most authors. Its upper part
does uot spread out so as to contribute to the enlargement of the cavity of
the body, but suffers a sort of collapse, which brings the two orifices nearer
together, at the same time increasing its central cavity, and extending its
transvet'se din,mctcrs at the expense of the vertical. \Vhat has been said
concerning the rapid effacement of the neck during the last few days in
mu1tiparre, equally applies to primiparre; the process taking place by the
same mechanism.
3. Form.-The principal modifications in the shape of the neck have
already been presented, but they ought to be studied in a. more special man·
ner, according to whether they are found in primiparre, or in women who
have previously been mothers.
A. At the commencement, in primiparre, the cervix appears more con·
tra.cted and more pointed, resulting, perhaps, from the augmentation of its
superior part in volume; the orifice of the os tincre, ·which, before conception,
preseuted a simple linear and transverse fissure, now assumes a circular
form, constituting, as it were, a. small lenticular fossa. A little later, as
mentioned above, the middle part of the cavity of the neck enlarges, so as
to give to the whole cervix the form of a somewhat elongated spindle, ralher
than that of a cone, "·hich it previously had. It continues smooth and
polished on the exterior surface, and the periphery of its orifice is rounded,
without any irregulat'ities or fissures; sometimes presenting a soft circurn·
ference, at others a thin and sharp border: the latter rarely happens, how·
ever, before a very adnmced stage. At this time, it is yery easy to ascertain
what changes the neck has undergone, for although the external orifice is
constricted, it is very much softened, and sometimes a.Ilows the finger to
pass with a very slight effort and enter the cavity of the neck. The base
of the last phalanx is then felt to be grasped quite t ightly by the external
orifice, whilst the extremity of the finger is at full liberty in the fusiform
cavity of the neck. It may also be readi ly observed that the two orifices a.re
still widely separated, for the entire l ength of the first phalanx and sometimes more, are capable of being contained in the cavity.
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n. The form of t he neck i~ altogethl·r diHCrent in women "ho h~\'e h.ad
children; thus the incqualitie~ and protuberance:; exhibited by the in~enor
part will !'carccly permit us to a:::certain \1 hcth cr it becomes more po1~ted
or not, and it i~ equally difficult to determine whether the external orifice
ha."' bc<'ome more rounded i becau~e, ha Ying been somewhat patulou!': before
prC,!!llan<·y, this orifice, in consequence of the numcrOU'.'i cicatrices found on
it, pre~rnt:-i a yery irregular opening. The only point capab le of demonstration in tlw early periods is, that the partially opened orifice will diln.te still
further, ~o a~ to a<lmit readily the extremity of the fore-finger.
Thi:o1 :-preading out of the os tincro, and the inferior part of the neck, constantly increases from below upwar<l~. as the gestation progresses i it reaches
the m.iddlc part of the cervix about the seventh month, and nearly gains
tlH~ internal orifice by the ninth.
The enlargement ~f the cavity of the nC>ck advances simultaneou~ly with
the ~oftC'ning of its walls; and we can ca~ily proYe by experiment that the
fin gC'r will each month penetrate deeper into it. The ~h;:ipe of thiii ea.vity
resemblC'ii in some women .that of a thimble, in otherll, of a funnel, with the
ba«e below and the apex abo,·e, the difference being clue ~imply to the depth
and number of the ruptures which had ex isted on the external orifice before
pregnancy.
The part of the nC>ck not yet ~oftened and dilated constitutes the summit
of tl1e cone: that i~, eyery portion of its length contributes in succe:-:..;ion i so
that the fir!"it, and often eyen the half of the second phalanx of the finger
can penetrate into its cavity towards the ninth month, the extremity of the
finger being only arre~ted by the internal orifice, which is sti ll closed and
puckered like the knot of a pun~e. Th e ring at this orifice finally softens 1
become;;. dilated and permits the finger, which has pa~:::ed through a canal
an inch to an inch and a half in length, formed by the cerv ix, to come into
direct contact with the naked membranes. If the length of the external
~ urface of the neck be compared at this period with the canal in which the
finger i:-: introduced, the neck will be found much longer interna lly than
exteriody, for it is ~elf-evident that the finger is arrested on the outside by
the vaginal insertion, whilst within it traverses the whole space between the
two orifices.
Th e internal orifice sometimes opens too soon ; thus Desormeaux declares
that hr touched the membranes at the end of seven months, over a space of
nn inc·h and one-third in extent. I also ha.ve verified the same fact, but
only in women who were !"ttbjcct to Bood in gs, or in those who submit to
"the touch," in our puhlic les,;ons, for, in th ese latter, the frequently
repC'atl>d and carele:<:;z introduction of a great number of fingers, has appeared
to me to greatly accelerate the soften ing and dilatation of the neck.
On the whole, therefore, the ncek is fusiform in primiparre, the external
orifh·e i~ rounded, and :;;o little dilated as to prevent the introduction of the
fin;;(>r without some con!':iderable effo rt. In females who have l1ad chi ldren,
the extprnal orifice is widely open, and the cavity in the neck i.s funnel·
s.hnpcd, the base being below, and continues to in crease until its ape
re&.chC'~ the internal orifice. This lnttcr remains closed in both, in a va.,·
majority of cases, until the bC'ginning of at least the last month of pregn:rncy.
1
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These differences in the form of the neck in priruiparrc and of nndtipar::c,
arc l'L':ulily accounted for when we take into consideration the condition of
the external orifice before pregnancy iu both cases. Theos tinc::c of women
who h:we already had childrcn 1 has the continuity of its circumference
interrupted by a greater or less number of ruptures, so that as soon as a
small part of the neck has become softened, each of the divisions of the
circumference being fixed only by its upper part, is turned outward, so as
to give to the orifice the form of the large extremity of a trumpet. In the
primip:u·ous woman, on the contr:u·y, the integrity of' the ring is complete,
and the os tiucro may become softened without it~ orifice being much
enlarged in consequence.
'\Ye have stated that the whole length of the neck disappears at the last,
by being confounded with the cavity of the body. The mec.:hanism of thi:i
fusion io very simple ; the ring at the internal orifice h~~ving at length lost
all power of resistance from its rnmollis~ement, opens sons easily to admit
the extremity of the finger (sec Fig. 42 ), and thio dilatation gradually
augments under the influence of tho:se feeble contractions by which the
uterns, in the last fortnight of gestation, seems to prelude the labor of' childbirth, and as soon as this is sufficiently advanced to permit the inf'eriol' part
of the O\'lllll to engage in the caYity of the neck, we can understand that the
latter is promptly trespassed upon. Again, there is no projection found at
the upper part of the vagina, unless, perhaps in those who have had children,
x collar of ,-ariable thickness and softness, circumscribing an opening large
enough to permit the finger to reach the membranes; whilst in primiparre,
only a sharp, thin ring, in the· centre of which is a much more contracted
orifice, will be encountered.
4. 'Ve have but little to remark concerning the situation and direction
of the uterine neck during pregnancy, and our opinions do not diflCr from
those held by the majority of writers on this subject; hence we shall merely
state, in a few words, that during the first th ree months the neck is lower,
is directed more in front, and a little to the left; and that this position is
the nece~~ary consequence of the inverse movement of the body of the organ,
by which its fund us is carried backwards into the sacntl cavity, and pushed
to the right by the tumor, which the rectum, habitually distended with fecal
matters, forms behind and at the left part of the excavation.
In the last six months, the cervix, necessarily foll owing the ascent of the
body, mounts upward, and, at the same time, most generally looks backward and to the left1 whilst the fondus is nearly always canied forwards
and to the right.
I cannot pass over, however, a disposition of the neck occasionnlly met
with at the end of gestation, that sometimes embarrasses persons not familiar
with this kind of exploration: namely, in the last month, the head (H' that
is the presenting part) frequently presses before it, in engaging in the
ex('avation, the anterior inferior portion of the uterus, and in case the
female has a large pelvis, this descends even perhaps down to the inferior floor.
The neck will therefore necessarily be carried behind the tumor which then
fills the pelvis1 and the plane of its orifice will look towards the antedor
face of th~ sacrum, and 1 of course, in order to penetrate its cavity, the finger
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mu st be bent like a hook and be introduced from behind directly forwards.
This po~terior obliquity of the cervix, which differs essentially from that
produced by an anteversion of the womb, sometimes renders it very difficult
of access, even when the labor is somewhat advanced. The difficulty is
still further increased, in some cases, by the softeni ng of the neck throughout, in consequence of which it becomes flattened and applied to th is tumor,
fo rmi ng a kind of fold or doubling on its posteri or part.
Summary.-From what has been ::;tated, we may now draw the following
conclusions:
1st. That the tissue of the neck begins to soften at the very commencement of p regnancy, and the softenin g, although not very apparent in the
earlier months, and limited to the most inferior part, gradually ascends, so
as to invade success ively the whole neck from below upwards, though it is
less marked and less rapid in its progress in primiparro than in
females.
The cavity of the neck dilates simultaneo usly with the soften in g of
its walls; and further, this enlargement causes it to be spin<lle·slrnped in
primi parre; and 1 in females who have already borne children, to resemble
a thimble, the finger of a glon, or a funnel wit h its base below.
3d. The external orifice remains either closed, or else very sl igh tly open,
in primiparro, up to the very term of pregnancy, wh ilst in others it is widely
open, and const itu tes the base of the funnel.
4th. The whole length of the neck disappears in the last fo rtni ght, bei ng
lost in the cavity of the body. Th e effacement beginning by the internal
orifice and gradually involving the neck from above downward as far as to
the external ori fice.
5th. Contrary to the op ini ons generall y adopted before th e time of l\l
Stoltz's publication, the neck preserves its whole length until the last fort·
night; it docs not shorten from above downward during the last four months,
bu t the fusion of the neck with the body takes place only with in the last
few weeks of gestation.

§ 3.

MODIFICATIONS IN THE TEXTURE OF TllE UTERUS.

Among the many changes which the womb undergoes during pregnancy,
th e most curious of all are those ex hibi ted in its texture; and we shall
stud y these by successively examining the difJCrent parts of its constituent
elements.
1. Serous Coat.- The peritoneum, forming the external membrane of the
uterus, spreads out in all directions. The vario us folds fo rm ed by it in the
neighbol'i10od of the womb, a species of mesentery, as J\I. Dubois calls them,
such as the broad ligaments and the anterior and posterior ligaments, are
double. Many anatomists believe this doubling is even suffic ient to
accommodate the enlargement of the organ. But, to refute this opinion, it
, is only necessary to examine that portion of it comprised between the com·
mencemcnt of the two tubes, which cover the fundus; for this will afford a
con vi ncing proof that it cann ot be furnished by the acce8sion of neighboring
parts of the peritoneum, because, as Desormeaux remarks, the insertion of
the tuhc an<l ligament of the ovary upon each side presents an obstacle that
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will prevent the gliding of the adjacent membrane. The peritoneal tissue,
howe\•er, undergoes a con::;;idcrnble extension, and a more active nutrition
must necc....;::;;arily take place to prevent it:) attenuation, since that which
cover.:; the uterus during gc.:)tation quite equals in its thickness the serous
membrane of the unimprcgnatcd state. This extcn.:;ion of the peritoneum,
without a decrease in thickne.:;~, is not a new fact in pathology, and it may
be eecn in every hernia of considerable size.
The fo::::ue uniting thi~ membrane to the muscular sub:-<tance appears to
have climini,:.hed in dem:ity; for the peritoneal coat i~ movable on the
mu:-;eular walls, according to M. Dubai..:;, who has met with difficulty from
this cnu~e e,·ery time he has performed the Cre:-<arcan operation.
2. Mucous Coal.-Although the exi~tence of this coat in the non·gravid
state has been denied by many anatomists, it becomes \'Cl')' apparent during
pregnancy. It then grows redder and more \"fL.;:.ciil:u·, an<l its folds disappear i but this unfolding will not alone account for the extension which
it undergoc"', and it mu:--t, whatever be said to the contrary, receive, like
the peritoneum, a more actiYe nutrition.
All the clements which we have mentioned ( page 80) as entering into its
compo;;ition undergo 1 in reality, a con~iderahle de\'clopment. The nature
of this work does not allow us to enter into all lhc details which the suhject
demands, and we prefer refE:rring the reader to the cxcellentwork published
by l\L Robin, in the Archfre.'!, for the year 1848, Vol . XXV. oftheJfemoiresde
l'Acadbnie de Jlidecine, and in the Bulletin de l'..Acadtmie de Jltdecine, 1861.
The glands of the body of the womb share in the general hypertrophy,
and we shall be obliged to recur to this subject when we come to treat of
the decidua, which is nothing else, as must be finally ~cknowle<lged, than
the mucous membrane of the uterus modified by the progress of gestation.
(See Decidua.)
lt is easy to convince ourselvcs 1 n.fter the accouchement, thnt the mucous
membrane of the neck itself is al1::0 hypertrophied, though much less so than
that of the body. Its gland.~. al!';o, have undergone an cnbrgement, their
secretion is much increased, and to it is due the gelatinous plug1 that is
to say, the ela:;tic, den:-:e, semi·tran:-o.pa.rent, and almodt in:-:oluble mai:;s of
mucus, which closes and fills the cavity of the neck during pregnancy.
That such is the case may be demonstrated hy examination of' the bodic:;
of women who die during pregnancy, when, if the ma,:s be detached, pro·
long:itions will be found pa~~ing from it, and entering the orifice of' the

glands.

(Robin.)

3 . ..lliddle Coat.-[1'he midtlle coat of the uterus is formed of muscular fibres of
organic life, as stated whilst describing the normal anatom.v of the organ. In the
unimprcgnnted condition theo;e fibre~ are hardly recognizable, but during pregnancy
thf'y become very evident. Kumerous microscopi1.: researches have shed 8till more
li~ht on the suldect, revealing the most intimate change~ which the mu~cular tissue
u111lergoe"-. 1\ccording to :\l. Ch. Robin, whose opinion i;i stated by )[. Pajot, the
m1H1eula.rorcell fibres of theuteruRare, in the empty uterus, remark:lblefor their
!'ma.II size and grayish color, making it difficult to <listingui!:lh them by the nnkc(I
eye from the cellular texture which surrounds tliC'm. Ouring prC.!?;ll:lnC'y they
enh1rgf' io e"cry way, particularly in length, and new fibres n.re formed beside th<'
old one", especially in the innermost layers of the middle eoat.
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A. According to Madame Boivin, there are two planes of fibres in the
body of the uterus-the one exterior, the other interior; the extE'rnal
plane is composed of fibres which run from the middle line outwards and
downwards to the inferior third of the organ, where they terminate upon
and aid in forming the round ligament!:
Fig.43.
situated there, while the most superior ones
are distributed to the Fallopian tubes and
u the 1igaments of the ovary. An exact idea
of the radiated disposition of the external
fibrous planes, at the superior and lateral
parts of this organ, may be formed by im·
agining the long hair of the human head to
be parted along the whole middle line of the
cranium, and then combed smooth on each
side in front, and tied Yery tight opposite
each ear.
Another muscular plane is found internally,
having an entirely different arrangement;
these fibres are circul::i.r and situated at the
superior angles of the womb. They surround
the internal orifice of the tubes (a a, Fig. 43),
describing concentric circles, at first very
1
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small and close, but gradually separating as the distance from tl1e angle.'>
increases, so that the last and largest border upon the median line, an<l
spread out in the direction of its length.
Between these two planes, the external one composed of lo11gituclinal, and
the internal one of horizontal fibres, some other muscular fibres are found,
the course of which it is impossible to trace.
Only a single order of fibres, which are semicircula.r, exists at the inferior
pnrt. They commence at the median line of this region, and reunite on the
sides near the round ligaments.
I will remark, in terminating this shol't account of the uterine structure,
its great r e~cmblance to Lhat of all the hollow organs, in having, for in.o:tancr,
its longitudinal fibTes on the
whilst the ci rcular and horizontal
ones are internal. The funclus uteri the part particularly concerned in
the expuleion of the fcetus, and it is there also that the muscular apparatus is the most developed; its disposition is such, that all parts of the
uterine surface tend towards the ccutre during contraction. Lastly, a.t the
inferior part, where the resistance should be least, there are only the horizontal fibres, constituting a sort of sphincter mu scle, wl1ich may be compared, on more than one account, to the sphincter of the rectum or of the
bladder.
B. Quite recently, l\L Deville, prosector to the hospitals, has studied the
muscuJar arrangement of the uterus in a great number of cases of fomales
who died a few days after la.bor, and the results at which he has arri,·ed
differ much from those previously acknowledged. This subject, in my
estimation, requires further examination; but whilst awaiting an opportunity of dissecting for myself, the preparations of l\L Deville appear so
satisfactory, that I haYe obtained a drawing of them, and introduce here
the description furnished by that skilful anatomist.
Examined on its external surface, after the removal of the peritoneum
and the compact resisting layer that separates this serous coat from th e
muscular fibres, the uterus seems to be composed of two orders of fibres, which
are essentially muscular, one being transverse and the other longitudinal.
The transverse fibres arise (th is word to be received in a purely descriptive sense) from three sources: the round ligament, Fallopian tube, and the
ligament of the ovary i also from the wings of the corresponding broad
ligament. The mere removal of the delicate peritoneal envelope of these
organs suffices to bring the transverse fibres into view, and at the same time
to reveal their muscular character.
The transverse fibres, together with certain vessels and nerves, constitute
the intimate structu re of the round and ovarian ligaments, as also the
middl e layer of the Fallopian tube, which is therefore essentially mu scu lar,
like the internal membrane, improperly called dartoid, of' all the excretory
canals.
The presence of a great number of transverse uterine fibres lying in the
thickness of the folds of the broad ligament, and extending to its base, is
an important fact to be borne in mind i and the qu etition arises, where do
they terminate? I confess that I have not been able to determine this in a
satisfactory manner.

HO
H owcvc1 the truth may be, the transverse fibres com in g from the:-e <li\'era
origins spread out in a radiated manner over th~ whole exterior imrface of
the utcru~, the anterior and posterior ones tramwer,:;cJy, or a little downward$ in :rn oblique direction, and the superior, obliquely upwards, so as to
cover the organ completely. Near the median lin e these fibres are cro:::"-ed
pcrpcnclicularly to their course by a longitudinal fa~ciculus, more or less
si nu ou~ in character, and three-eighths to three-fourths of an inch wide, which
ariEcs near the point of union of the body with the neck, ascends upon the
fundus of the organ, and descends on the posterior face, to be lost at its
inferi or part oppos ite to or a littl e below the point of beginning, tlw.t is,
near the uni on of the body with the neck. A po,.;itive co ntinuity will be
ob:;ervcd between the trnns\'Crse fibres of each l'i<le nnd the middl e longi tudina.1 fa~ciculus, if the lin e of contact be carefully exami ned.
As the transverse fibres arri\'e nea r the median line, some cun·e downwards, others upward:;;, ~o as to become longitudinal, and thus con$t itute
the median layer. Thi s is particularly eY idcnt at it~ termination, both in
front rmd behind. for the whole fasciculus di\'ides there into two portious,
one of which curves to the right, the other to the' left, and becomes co ntinu ous with the mo!)t inferior transverse fihref:. of the body.
This continual exchan ge of the two series of u terin e fibres takes place
with such great uniformity, that the longitudinal f:.u;ciculus has nea rl y the
same thickness everywhere; but if this lamina be more patiently examined,
it will be found to be composed of \·cry
short longitudinal fibres, forming the ccn~
tral part of a letter X, which the uterine
fibres describe, as I hase yerified on many
of my preparations, in the following
manner.
L et us take a layer of transverse fibres
on the right sid e of the uterus, at the anterior inferior part (see Fig. 44) i this
'
fasciculus nearly approaches the median
~
line, then cun·es upward and become:i
confounded with the longitudinal lamina;
then 1 after a. ve rti cal course, varying
from one~third of an inch to two in chei::;,
it again curves to the le.ft, to rea~:;ume a
tran sverse direction, thus repr esenti ng a
11
di~:;~~~~;r;:rli:;~~~~~ \::.~~~ 8 on Z, or still more exactly, a branch of the

'file

letterX.

Thus, the longitudinal median layer is produced by the union of the
crntral and vertical branches of the X, described by the uterine fibres.
It sometimes happens, however, that the transverse fibres pass directly
from right to left without forming the vertical branch, which fact should
be borne in mind lest this arrangement ex isti ng on the surface might giYe
rise to a belief of the absence of a median long itudinal fasciculus i whereai'\,
if the latter is not evident. it will only be neces!;ary to raise carefully this
layer of median transverse fibres, to bring it into v iew. The uterus ex hibit8
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the same· di:-:po~ition of muscular fibres on the internal face, whh•h will
readily account for the error of ~fadamc Boivin. who de.scribed them as
circular.
Notable difference~, however, cxis.t between thC' fibres on the two surface:s of the
organ. The most remarkable on the exterior is the extreme breadth of lhc longi tudinal fa,:<:iculu$, which coyer;; the whole
fundu:-<, extending from the orifiC'c of the
Fallopian tube on one !<ide to the ~ame
point on the other. \\rhen thi::; faH:iculus
reachc:-; the anterior and po:'tcrior faces,
it is intc>r:-ccted at right angh.·s hy the
tran~\·C'rl'e fibrei'I oc<>upying the lateral
below the orifice of the
portion~
act there a:s on the exterior
tubes,
surface: that is, some of the fibre~ curve

~:i;~~~~~. ~!.~lt~~·s ~~1:m;~i~-~~~~~1~1:1:infa~:~~

The

. .

~:~::::;1:: ;~~: :~1~1~1: ~:~,
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Lower down, near the junction of the body with the neck, the long itudinal
fasciculufl i~ nry irregular. Sometimes it exists i sometimes, though more

ra~~y:h\~ {~~~~ i~;
0

fact, the continuation, or inter-crossing of the
..
fib res from one side to the other, occ:urs in an irregular

tran:svcr.~e

manner, either forming the Yertical branches of an X,
or takin::r an oblique direction, or again going directly
aero.'"''"'• the fibre.-: pre.~crving a trnn..,\·er::e cour.:-:e.
A third layrr cxi,-,t:s between the two just described,
but I am not sufHciently acquainted with the cfo;position of its fibres to giYe an cxa<'t account of them.
All thr..:e particular details do not interfore with the
general law of intcr-cro~si11g, or passage of uterine
fibres from one side to the other, and in this respect,
the utt·rus may justly be ranged in the same cla:::s with
all the other hollow mu;;.cular organs whose structure is
also regulated by the fundamental law of 11w.gcular
Hence, it would not be difficult to de811
:~·~1i'~·:,~~:~:~i;:~g
the human uterus, as just described,
monstrate
approachc'-' in its structure quite as well, perhaps better,
to that of the same organ iu other mammif€rre, than the arran~ement pointed
out by Maclame Boi\"in. But such a. cliscus:o.ion would be out of pla.ce here.
In conclusion, I will observe, that t he same dispo.;itions in the muscular
arrangement are found in the neck and inferior part of the body. Inter·
crossings OC'cur there aliso, the fibred passing directly from one side to th~
other, or bcC'oming more or less oblique at the moment of crossing, and still
oftener forming the branches of an x with t he median vertical pa rts. Th is
last disposition gives rise to th~ peculiar formation, which has improperly
been ca.lied the arbor vita:.
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Ilf•twl'en the;o.c two layC'ril, ho\vc•·er, there is no prct'isc line nf Jemarcation, the
.:leep fibres of the external layer a,.;,.;uming gra1lually the arrangPment peculiar to
the mi~ldle layer. Therefore, only artcr lhe removal of thC'sc intermediate laminm,
c:tn the middle layer with all its peculiarities l>e clen.rly disting-uished. The same
obilervation applies to it>i cxhibitinn b.v the entire rcmnrnl or the deep layer.
The middle layer, finst indicated by the gr('at numb('r of vessels which it contain~. is alwap thicker in the part corresponding to the in;o.ertion or the placenta.
It is compo..;ed of bands of rnrial1le width, crossing each other in all directions,
some hring tran,;ver"e, oth<'rs o!Jlique, and some again longituclinal. Large orifices
tr:tv('r,;e<l bJ the l'Cins or !:'inu..;es !ieparnte these band~ from each other or eveo
th1• fibre!'! nf the !:lame hand. The muscular fo."ciculi are cun·C'rl in loops around
th(' utnine wins, eath loop being crossed by another forming l\·ith it a complete
ring which surround>; the vein; a succession of ring1:1 forming a canal fot· the vein.
Large rinf.!;s produced in the same way inclose SC\•eral ninR, each of which has its
~pecinl rings within the principal one. )fo:;t frequently, the loop-like fo.!'!cirulus
forms but the half or two-thirds uf a circle, another fa~ciculus completing it by
cros<:ing its extremitil's, at the same time becoming ch1,..ely nttachetl to them
Each Yein is therefore i::urrnunded by annular contractile fibres. and triwerRCS a
true cnntractilc canal in it" cour~e through the mitltlle la.yl'r. The arteries, like
the vein;o., arr '<urromHlf»l Uy lllll"Cular ring~. with this ditfl•rl'ncc, huwcn•r, that
thr artcrie" arr frp,.. within the ringR. whilst the vei1IB, reduce1l tn their internal

membrane, arlheretnthemuscularfihre!'!.
Accorclin~ In ~I. IlClit>, the middle layer is found only in the body of the utfm1s
and ifl ahi:ent in the neck. The latter, therefore, is formed simply by the superpo~ition of the external an<l internal layers.]

4. Va.~cufor Apparatu.qo.-Townrds the end of pregnnncy, the uterus exhibits an a:-toni--hing development of its vascular .system. )ly friend, Dr.
Jacquemicr, has for fifteen years paid much attention to thi.s isul~cct; the
result..; of his labor a!'l found in his work are important, an<l from them I
draw largely. "la studying the development of the vai'cular system in
its whole extent, we shall find," he says, "that the augmentation in the
size of the arteric.-s on ly becomes considerable as they approach the uterus.
"rhil:-:t ach·ancing between the peritoneum and the external face of the
organ, a1Hl before giving off their fir:st divi::dons, they dilate and swell up,
an<I then they furni;:h branche.:; to the anterior an<l lateral parts, which
ramify ad i11fi11itam; they are not situated immediately below the peritoneum, but are ~eparated from it by a delicate layer of muscubr ti~:sue.
All the~e ramifications anastomose freely and penetrate through to the
internal smface, where they generally terminate; but a large number of
those, corrc:iponding to the placental insertion, traverse the mucous membrane und enter the placenta. The ramifications of the arteries are continuous with the capillarie:s, which in their turn give origin to the veins.
That the capillary ves:<C'ls become enlarged during pregnancy has been
proved by Yin·how; and Jacquemier found that they were more readily
inj ected than capillaries are under ordinary circum~tances. This fact cxpl:iins the acth'itv of the uterine circulation, as al:so the rapid and profuse
di:-eharge of blo;d from the arteries into the sinuse:oi.
If the venous trunks be examined, from the point of quitting the uterus
to their terminations in the hypogastric vein und in the vena cava inferior,
a great increase in capacity will be noticed, for the ovarian veins a.re
10
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nlmor.:t a!'i large as the external iliacs:, nnd the uterine are but Jittlc Jrs.:;.
In the rnbstance of the womb, the venous system presents it:-:clf a;; a sericd
of canal ..-, situated in the centre of the muscular ti,.:sue, at nearly an cqu::d
distance from the internal and the external faces : at this point, the uterus is
tr:werscd by a. great number of' can~tls coming from all direction,;;, which
anaRtomo~c, and form large :-;inu:-:e~ at their jun('tion i the whole con,:.;tituting
a grand plexus, senral divi.:.:ions of which are large enough to receive the
extremity of the little finger.
Thc,.:e canals arc much larger opposite the insertion of the pln.ccnta than
cl:,,;cwlierc, tmd they dimini ... h in size as they recede from it. There is a
portion of the utcriuc walls, determined by the placental in!'ertion,
lhe venous canals of the uterus traverse the mucous membrane in
order to be di-;tributcd to the placenta. (See Decidua and P/(l(~enta. ) There,
in the thicknc ...s of the intcr-utcro placental decidua it~elf the... c \'C... ~els
form, through an enormous dilatation of all their branl'hl'~, the large
sinu:-oe:-; which exi:-;t at the a :hcrent surface of the placent:i. Thc.""e sinu..-es
<'Ommunicatc so freely with ea('h other as to form, so to speak, a pool of
bloo<l, divided up by numcrou~ partition::. A proportionably small m11nher of orifi<:es exist at iutcn·als, through which this rcsen·oir of blood
communicates with the sinu!'CS of the muscular walls. "'hen the afterbirth is d('tached, the whole placental surf':tce of the utC'ru!' is found to be
ridcli('d with hok~. which look as though they had been made with a punch.
These orifice.:::, which are oblique, like the scC'tion of a quill in making a
prn, clo.""e of themsch·cs through the dcpr<'o-:~ion of one of the membranous
lips of the openin~ agairv-t the other. (See Plrtcenirt. )
When we come to treat hereafter of the decidua, we shall find that the
of the mucous mcmbrnne properly so called,
arrangement of
the course of gestation; the rn:<C'nlar network
is highly developed in the early stages, showof'
ing signs of a commencing atrophy at the end of' the second month, and
climini~hing to vessels of very ~mall calibre by the end of the pregnancy.
A \·ery delicate yet di,.tinct web of areolar ti:-o:-ue ennlop.s tltc uterine
arteries. The YCin:.<., on the contrary, ha\'C only their internal coat, which
adhere.~ intimately to the mu::icular sub.stance, and no Yaln::; are found in
their interior.
~o great an enlargement of the arterit•s and Yeins mu~t be dac to something more than a mere unfolding, l'lincC' they prc:<e1·ve thdr flexuol'lities
rather than diminishc<~. 'l'hcy must, therefore. undergo
whi<·h arc
to that which takes plnc:c in the ffe:;hy ti~!:'ue of
a ch<lllJ.!:e
the organ.
From what has been stated, it is eddent that the blood flom.; to the uterns
in ,·ery large quantities, and con~equently its nutrition is augmented, for
such an amount of blood mu::t certainly contril>ute to the growth of its
walls. But the question then arises, is the circulation much more active,
as many author:. have thought? In reply, it would appear from the late
researches of M. Ja.cquc111icr, th:it the venous circ:ulation e~pccially mui:;t
exhibit an unu::;ual slowness, but I coufoss the reading of this last part of
hie memoir has not convinced me on that point. (See art. HemoNliage.)
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The lymphatic ve:::sel.s al.so acquire a very considerable calibre rind form
se,·eral planes in the uterine sub:-1ta nce, the superfieial of which are the most
devel oped i they di\'ide into two g roups, tho1;1e of the neck, which run to the
pel\'iC µ-nnglia, and tho!'e of the body, going to the lumbar ga nglia. The
hypogastrir absorbent trunk!', aC'cording to Cruik:.ihank, who has descrihe<l
and figured them, are a1' large :1s a goose-quill, rind the vessels thcmscl\'CS
so numerous, that, when injected \\ith mercury, the uterus appears to be a.
mass of' lymphatic ,·e::::.:els. ,\ commou dissection, made a few days after
deli\'ery, will afford con\'incing proofs of their volume and number.
5. Th e 11ert:es of the womb luwe, of latter time, been the subject of
num erou s rrsearches, among others, by Drs. Robert Lee, Johert, Rcnclu,
and llonlard. Agreeably to the latter anntomi:.:ts, whose conclusions cloi-"ely
corre1"pond with tho~e of the Engli::h accoueheur, the nerves are derived
from thr('e sources: ht. From the ovarian plexus-few in number, and
distributed to the an~rles and fundus uteri. 2d. From the hypoga!-'tric
plexus-these are soecinlly destined to the neck; and 3d. Some filaments
of the great sympathetic 1 which accompany the uterine arterie:;, and are
apparently lo::t upon 1he neck aud lateral parts of the womb. Among the
filaments con:stituting the ovarian plexus, there rirc a fow which seem to
follow the course of the blood-vessels passing near the ovary, and rea chiug
the border of the uterus at its superi or part. The filaments then penetrate
into it.5 sub:.:tn.nce along with the Yessels1 apparently for distribution to the
mmcubr walls.
The hypoga::tric plexus furni::>hcs .:5ome nervous filaments as the urrthra
cro:-."CS it.:: anterior part; thc.~e uen·es are few in number, and ascend along
the lateral portions of the neck ( but not follO\\·ing the \'e:-sels), giving off
branche;; here and there which enter the uterine wall:-;, but .i\L Rendu has
not been able to trace them lwrond the neck. These nen'es differ e;-;:-;en·
tially from the precedin~, bot!; in origin and di1;1tribution, for they come
fi·om a plexus whose branc:hc!-i are not distributed with the \'CSsels, and which
ha1;1 frequent ana:>tomo:.:es with the sacra l nerns or neree~ of animal life.
The whole body of the utcrn~ 1 therefore, receives the ncnes of organic
life cxclu:.:i\'ely, whiht the nervous apparatus of the neck alone hns communications with the spinal nerves. Like the lymphatic and sanguineous
\"C.::>."els, the nenes, according to some authors, undergo a. consi<lcrable
development during ge:.:tation. In the preparations exhibited by Hobert
Lee to the inspection of the Hoyal 8ociety 1 and also in the two figures gi\'cn
by him, large nervous bands arc seen below the serous tunic, and thc.:5e
bandii n.re so voluminoms that many anatomists have doubted their true
structure, aml regarded them ns furnished by a gefa.tinous or cellular membrnne, placed between the peritoneum and the mu!-'cular coat. Consequeutly,
in accordance with this vil'w, the uterine nerves do not form an exception,
as was for a long time suppo:.:ed, to the hypertrophy see n in all oth_er parts
of the organ during preguancy-for they likewise arc developed rn e\'ery
way, and return after the clcli\·cry to their normal size. (See, for furth er
rletails, the memoir of Dr. Robert Lee, "On the Oanglia and the other
Nervous StrnctureE of the Utans.") It IB generally admitted, however, that
the neurilema is the part chiefly affected by the hypertrophy.
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The preparations deposited by l\f. Boulard in the Museum of the Faculty,
and the works of Robert Lee, Ludovic Hir~chfeld, and Richet, luwe con·
vinced us, that exceedingly fine filaments are prolonged even to the lowest
parts of the os tincre, and, consequently, that no portion of the organ is
entirely destitute of them.

ARTICLE II.

The body of the uterus appears to be even less sensitive than the neck.
I am aware that most women feel the motions of the child, but are these
movements perceived by the walls of the abdomen, or by the uterine
parietes? The fact that in women affected with ascites, the active motions
are much more obscure than in other females, tempts us to accept the
former hypothesis. I have, besides, frequently known women to pass
through the whole course of gestn.tion without feeling the motions; for
instance, I saw a patient at La CharitC, in Augu::;t, 1839, who, although
advanced to seven months, doubted her pregnancy bec:rnse she had not felt
the child stir. I saw her frequently afterward between this time and near
the last of October, when her laLor occurred, yet, although the child was
quite strong and healthy, she had never observed its motions.

This irritability is n otably increased during gestation: to it is due the
kind of sympathetic relation which is estab li shed between the fibres of the
neck and those of the body of the uterus, and in consequence of which, auy
rath er 3Ctive nnd prolonged excitement of the neck of' Lhe organ reacts upon
the fibres of the fuudus.
Even the premature expulsion of the fretus is often a con,.;:cquence of contractions produced by excitations of the cervix, and it i8 owing to this cause,
according to Delamotte, th:tt r epented coition has frequemly (;auscd abortion,
and that fomales who are used in our amphitheatres for practising ''the
touch," are so often delivered before term.
This irritability of the cervix 1 and its influence upon the rontrnctility of
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body is in some cases turned to profit in the prartice of our art; thus it
i~ well known, that one of tilt' surc~t and mm;t generally employed method 8 of
inducing premature labor, con$i8ts in the iutrodu ctiou and retention of a
foreign bo<ly in the neck of the womb.
[ r1111frm•tility. -By this i<1 m<':rnt the power with which the fibres of the womb
are endowed ofdi1sin~ upnn th<> hod_y whith itc1mtains for the purposeof (':tpelling
it from ih cavity. Jt is a tru<' contraction, pr£>ciscly similar to the muscular contr:i.ction of :i.11 hollow or~an-i. such a" the bladder, rectum, or!'ltomach.
The power of contr:u·tiun exists even in the unimprcµ;natcd cond iti on, c"pcri:illy
at the men;;trual period~; at which time, in exceptinrml <'a'le.::, it gives rise to the
se\'ere pain cxpcrien<'.cd l1y those who suffer from dy~mcnorrhooa. Durin_c; pr('gnnnty, the tll('rinc contrnetility becomes more evident though still feeble and painle"-i; durin~ labor only Jocs it nc11uire its full energy, and is then pro<lucti\·e uf

intC'nse

sufferin~.]

The pain which, during labor, accompanies the uterine contraction, is
usually very great in the human species, but does not exist at all in wild
animal::, and is only ob~'-!r\'e<l to a ''ery feeble dc:rree in our dome--ti<'ate<l
ones. As a general rule, the uterine contraction ia uot painful in the <liflCrent species of aninrn.Jc;, unless an accident or P=ome di1=ea;:e render.; a greater
euer~y of' action neces:-;ary on the part of the orgnn, and the pains then
experienced by the fem:tlc arc altogether ~imilar to lhose of women .
If, therefore, the contraction i:s only paiuful ac<'identally, as it were, in
animals and merely in conc:equcnce of a particular morbid condition of the
uterine fibre, are we not ju!-ltifierl in referring the pain in the human ~peeiC'~
to the t'ame rau:--e? Kow can this predisposition be the rc:-;ult of the refinements of civilization ? It would of course be impo~sible to prove this, but
there are strong ground~. at lea::;t, for believing that such is th e fact, when
we reflect that ow dome~tic animals, which, like ou rselves, have been translated from their primitive normal condition, often suffor much more during
parturition than tho"e in a s:wage state.
This contractility re~ides in all the muscular fibres of the womb, both
body and neck, though the rireat development of the muscular layers of the
body cauo:es the contraction to be most powerful in that portion. I ts intensity is exteedingly variable in <liflhent female.'i 1 being very strong in ~ome,
and scarcely exi~ting in others; but its energy bears no rebtion to that of
the external muscular sy~tcm, for 5ome st rong muscular women have
extremely weak contractious during labor, and oftentimes the contra ry is
observed.
The exercise of this function takes place independently of the will, at least
in a great majority of casC's, which ind eed we can readily understand must
be the fact 1 from the origin and nature of the nern.-; di<:tributed to the body
of the uterus, since we have just learned that itis fundu<: receives filaments
from the great i;:ympathetic alone. I am we11 aware the books furni1d1 some
ca~e::; of women who had the power of suspending the contraction at will i
but if the facts have even been well obserYc<l 1 they have failed perhaps to
receive th e most rational interpretation. In the cac:cs related by Baudclo<'qu e am1 Velpeau, in which th e labor ceased when the i;tudcnts were summoned to witne"s it aud began again wben the:;e numerous observers retired,
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the will l1ad probably less to do than the imagination and modesty. with the
!1.lternationsofrctardation and acceleration i for though the influence of the
will may be reasonably doubted, it cannot be denie<l thn.t moral di.:;turbancc~
appear to affect the contraC'tility of the uterus; thus, a violent emotion !ms
often sufficed to arouse it long before the ordinary term of gestation, and it
is not at all uncommon for the contraction to diminish or disappear for
several hours, or even days 1 under the operation of such causes. Dewees
knew the pains to be suspended in this manner for two weeks in a woman
who was greatly affected by his sudden and unexpected arrival. Betschler
cites a case in which the pains were suddenly suspended by a violent
tempest, ::o that the neck, though widely dilated, closed again, nor did the
labor recommence until nineteen days had ehi.p~e<l.
Enry day, jndeed, we witne~s a suspension of the pains for half an hour,
and sometimes even for several hour:=, upon visiting women whose mode:sty
rs shocked by our presence.
The exercise of this function is seldom of Jong duration, lasting for n. few
seconds only-rarely beyond one or two minutes, and then the organ which
was so strongly contracted and hardened, g radu ally regains its primitive
state, and remains in repose, until, under the influence of the same stimulus,
it is again thrown into action. The organic contractility, like all muscular power, is expended by a prolonged exercise, and hence we can understand why the pains so often become at once more sJow and feeble or even
cease altogether after a prolonged labor. Lastly, opiates have a marked
influence over them; for by employing these preparations, we may suspend
t.h e uterine contraction nearly at will, for several hours during labor at term,
and indefinitely, in a case of premature delivf'ry or abortion.
This contractil ity may be excited by natural, accidental, or artificial
stimuli: t.hus, all the causes of labor constitute the first; the second are
th ose of abortion and premature labor; and the third comp ri se all irritation whatever of the neck or body of the womb; as electric ity, ergot, and,
in a word, all the means employed when it is desirable to deplete the organ.
On the contrary, it may be weakened by an over-distention of the uterus,
by prolonged contractions, or vivid moraJ impressions.
Au observation of l\I. Brachet's might lead to the supposition that the
contract ility of the uterus would be weakened, or even totally destroyed,
by Je:;ions of the spina l marrow. Experiments upon animals have, besides,
~ho"·n that complete destruction of the cerebro-spina.l axis abolishes the senl:'o·
motor functions of the
nerve. The uterus would, thcrctbis kind. It is, however, proved by
females, as well as by experiments on anino rc.::;pect impeded by alterations of the cord, that thE
m:ds, that labor
utrills c::ontinues to contract, and that the want of action of the volunln.ry
mu:-dm• is largely compcnsatecl for by the paralysis of those of the perineum,
the ~light re.::;istance of which renders the last stage of the feet.al expul:sion
both more easy and rapid.
Thi::; rc~ult might indeed have been auticipatecl from the known absence
?fall ncrYc... of animal life from the body of the uterus.
The contr:tcti li ty of the uterus, like that of all the viscera of organic life,
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la retained for some time after death, an<l thus serves to explain the occa.
sionnl cxpul::;ion of a lletus scnrul hours sub~equcnt to the decease. of fl
mother, as also the po:;thumous contraction of the uterus in Cres:tre:iu opera·
tions performed immedin.tcly after the mother has expired.
[ lletrnctility. -The term retracti\ity seems both to myself and M. Pajot much
preferable to that of co11lral"fility o.flissu.e, by whieh it has often been dcsi;J:n;ttcd.
Rctractility is a property in virtue of which the utcru;i, when rclieVl'd partly or
entirely of its conte11ts, subsides upon it:self. It i~ 11.sortof elu...,ticity, difforing from
C'ootractility in being permanent and keeping the walls of the urgan clo!icly applied
to the ovum, whilst the latter i~ intermittent and temp•mu·y. A principal office of
this r<'trattility is that of c\o!.in~ the open orifil"<'~ 11f the uter11-place11rnl ve'l.~eli
after labor, which without it wuu\<l give ri~e to mort.1] hemorrhage.]

The retractil ity exists chiefly in the fibres of the body. Dewees supposed
it to be seated more cspc('ially in th~ circular ones tha.t constitute the
internal plane of the uterine mu,.:cular layer, and it i;; sl'arcely ob:;;:prvable
at the interior parts and in the neck. It wa:s ccrta ~ ly a wi:;.e pro\"ision on
the part of nature to place it in a region where the habitual attachment of
the placenta causes a more con~iderable development of the \·a..;cular
apparatus. This holds :so true, that it is easy to detect the retracted fuudus
in the hypogastric region after delivery, as a hard, irregular tumor, whilst
to the vaginal touch, the neck appears soft, flexible, and uot the least contracted. Therefore, whenever the pl:icent<~ is in;;crted ou the neck, a hemorrhage is not only to be<lreade<l during labor, but also at the time of, and for
a short periocl subsequent to, the Jelivery of the after-birth. In mo:-;t females,
the rctractility accompanies the contra<:tility, and the::c two properties are
succe!"~i\"ely in action at the period of labor1 and during the gradual depletion of the uterus. In fact, if after the contru.etion which has cau::-ed the
expulsion of a. certain part of the body inclo.sed in the uterine c:wity, the
w:ills of this organ did not rctr.lct prompt ly to !ill up the void, it would
constitute inertia of the womb.
The retractility act:5 i;Jowly and continuou:sly, and is prolonged throughout
the period of the getting·up. 'rhen it take.::; place in a regular manner, it
is unaccompanied by pain, as we see in the cases of many primiparous women,
in whom the retraction is accompfoshed without their being aware of it.
The retractility is not, however, always equal to this effect, at least during
the fir.st days after labor. Its insufficiency may perhaps be due to ovcrdistention, or to a protracted or too rapid labor, in whid1 cases the uterine
fibre lose.-; its elastic property, as Ler oux exp re!SSC.-S it, or else it may be t hat
the prc:-;ence of-a foreign body, whether solid or fluid, requires the intervention of' a more active £Orce. Here, then, the contraclility is called into exer<:i:•e, anJ the retraction of the uteru.s is effected by a true iutermittCnt an<l
painful contraction.
This diminution of the retractility is generally, however, of short duration,
for after four or six <la.vs at the furthest, the contractility is no longer
required, unle."~ a new dlot should happen to form in the uterus. The
elastic·ity of the uterine fibre.s 1 a:::s isted by the process of absor ption, which
goes on untt'a:iingly, and a lso by the lochial discharge, are thenceforth
suffic ient tu reoLore the organ to its normal condition.
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fhe relractility is far from being equally powerful in all women, nor is
it always easy to give a good reason fOr the difference. For example, it is
much lr$S nrtivc in multipnr::e than after a first labor, and this explains
why aftur~pains are much more common with the former tlnrn in the latter
case, fOr the pains are a consequence of the exercise of the contractility, and
the uterus rf'!turns more slowly to its habiturtl volume. Great over-distention
of the womb, and a too rapid or too prolonged expulsion, also seem to
diminish its action.
If it be indisputable that there are circumstances which diminish the
elasticity of the uterine fibres, it is abo fully proved that we possess certain
agents capable of exciting its action. Thus, external or internal irritations
acting on the neck and body (such as cold or frictions) , and the administration of ergot, often have this happy effect.

ARTICLE III.
CIIANGES IN 'l'lrn NEIGIIBORING PARTS.

We can readily imagino that the modifications just studied do not take
place in the uterus without affecting the neighboring parts, and the changes
in these will next engage our attention.
1. As the uterus gradually rises in the abdomen, its surrounding peritoneum is carried along with it; the folds, called the broad ligaments, tlrnn
disappear, and consequently the Fallopian tubes and ovaries are drawn
to the body of the uterus, where they lie very nearly in
the fundus
rounded, its angles diminish au<l
The Fallopian
which in the unimpregnated state are
at the apex of the angles, and on the same horizontal line with the
fundus, are no longer implanted upon the highest part, but correspond to
the upper fourth, or even to the middle of the total length of the organ.
The round ligaments are then composed of short linear fibres, among which
a great number of muscular one~, prolongations of those of the uterus, and
having the same contractility, may be distinguished. M. Velpcau asserts
th:i.t he diseo,·ered and watched their contraction in three different females,
during the efforts of the ute rus to expel the after-birth. The greater development of the anterior th:rn of the posterior "l\'all of the uterus, removes the
insertion of the round ligaments from the lateral position which they occupy
in the unimpregnate<l organ, to a point so much farther in front, that they
are implanted at about the union of the anterior fifth with the posterior
four-filU1s of the antero-posterior diameter.
2. As the womb and upper part of the vagina are intimately associated,
the latter is necessarily shortened as the former enlarges in the early periods
of preghancy, whilst the vagina becomes longer when the womb rises above
the superior stra it. The venous system in the vaginal walls is considerably
developed, owing to the greater activity of their circulation. This dilat:~
tion of the veins is, doubtless, the consequence of a greater vitality in the
genital organs, but it is also due in part to the stasis of the blood, which is
impeded in its course by the uterine development.
The var icose state, and the noclosities frequently encountered by the
fin~er on the vulva and vagina towards the end of pregnancy (described
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by :\L
neux unrler the name of throml.ms), whieh certainly predi,,.po~e
femuks to hemorrhagic accidcnt:-)1 ma.y probahly be attributed to the same
cause; and thi~ conge::;.tion even affects the capill:Hics; for othenri:se it
would be difficult for me to explain the Ji\'id spots or di::;colomtion~, re,.;cmbliug wine-lees, presented by the vaginal mucous mcmbr::rne, and to whieh
attention ha,; again been recently calle<l as affor<ling a oign of pregnancy.'
But unfortunately this i-ign can only be senicca.blc in a mcdico-ll'gal ca,:c,
becau~e in priYa.te practice Yery few females would permit .::uch explorations.
In practi ..:ing the ' 1 touch/' the finger frequently detects some arterial
pubation:s a.t the upper pa.rt of the yagina, though they are more frequently
found on ~ome point of the supra-ntginal portion of the uterus, and a.re
eYidcntly due to the great hypertrophy of the Ynginal and
Doctor O~iander, of GUttingen. attaches great impo1tance to
nostic sign, and has called it the ·vaginal pu!.<Je.2
It is not uncommon to find the mucous membr:rne of the Yagina covered,
about the se\·enth or eighth month, throughout its whole extent, with
myriad;:. of little pimples as large as a pin's head. The:-e small granulation:"t, which I haYe frequently met with, always coincide with a. marked
inerea...;e of the vagina.I secretion, and harn given rise to the term granular
vnginiti .., of pregnant women .
The vaginal mucosities are always l"ecretccl abundantly during pregn:mc:y, but the time of their appearance is very uncertain. Usually, however, they are more copiou!'; in the ach·anced Hages, and the women then
say, "they are lo..:ing the milk;" an opiuion unworthy of refutation. In
~ome, this flow appears in the early months, then cca,.e~, and again reappear;::;
several times; though perhap;; not at all, or el,.;e only at a very late period.
3. The bladder is gradually puRhed aboYe the superior strait, the meatus
urinarius is drawn out and elongated, and its orifice, from being so high up,
is concealed behind the border of the symphyRis pubis, thereby rendering
the introduction of an instrument verv difficult. The urethral canal is
more cun·ed than u\ual, an<I the cun·~ture is sometimes so great that the
male catheter can more readily be u::;ed; bec:au"e the bladder being strongly
pu .. hed forward:5, and nbo\·e the pubi:::, by the developed uteru~, draws this
canal upward~, and cau,-e:; it to be applied again,.:t the posterior face of the
pubic symphysis, thus producing a eurni.ture of the urethra ha\'ing it.s concavity in front. La... tJy, as the upper part of thi:S canal is compre~:-;e<l by
the enlarged womb, the circulation in its inferior part:; i::; impeded. an() Lim
whole tube becomes gre:~tly tumcfied. It is placed behind the osseous projection produced by the po8terior part of the articular surfaees of the pubis,
and these two superpo~ed eminences form a considerable tumor in the
1 Thiri. dil!Cfllorruion is evidently owing to lhe grc~ter activity of the circulation in
the genital organs, :mtl co11!>cque111ly it ough1 to be met with io all cases prcdi!lpolling
to a va~cular congestion of the geni10-uri11Br.}" npparalu<.i, Mr. Montgou11.•ry lrns ill'
tect1·d it in a fomalc at the mtnstrunl period. and it is a. well-known fact. tl1at cn11l~··
breeders a~certain whether an aninrnl is in he~t or 1101, by ex:imining 1he orifice :rn 1 l
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interior of the pelv is.

I hnxe frequently known stud('nts \rho were prac·

tising the touch 1 to be unable to explain the remarkable tumefa.ctio11
encountered by the finger behind the symphy.-;i:.:.
An annoying nsical tcnesmus i::: often prod need hy the pressure exerci~cd
on the body and neck of the b1a<lder, tormenting the female with f1 cqucnl
incffcctu:tl de.:-ircs to urinate; these demands are always very urgent, and are
satisfied by the discharge of a few drops of uriDe, but are again reproduecd
with equal intensity .-:ome minutes after. Rome per:;ons, judging from thi ..;
frequent mictmitian, have thought the urinary secretion was augnH·nted.
the
I n cert:tiu ca~es, the swelling of the urethral walls, and pos~ibly
comprci"sion they su::'tain, produces its complete obliteration and
cathetcri,-m ncces!:'ary.
:M. Velpeau averf:l, that he has frequently known the bladder, from the
fact of its being more comprc:;sed above the fund us than helow it during the
last fortnight of pregnancy, to project in Lo the upper part of the vagina so as
to form a true \'aginal cy~tocele. I think. hO\veYCr, that it is of r:lre occmrcnce durinfZ; pregnancy, since I have met with but two instances of it.
4. The pref'"ure of the uterus upon the vascular trunks, which go to or
return from the inferior extremities, genital organs, and lower part of the
rectum, interrupts the venous and lymphatic circulation in those part::s;
whence it frequently happens that a considerable mdenrn of the limbs and
sexual organs is produced, as well as the deYelopment of some hemorrhoiUal
tumors.
5. Pr<'gnant women a.re habitually costive; hence a voluminous tumor is
formed at the lateral posterior part of the excavation by the rectum distended with fecal matters. Tbe pressure of the uterns upon the entire mass
of
to colic and d isorders of digestion.
6.
in front; the diaphragm
upward by
uterus
mass, having its concavity
increased in consequence; so much so, indeed, as to obstruct respiration, and
the c·irculation in the hen rt and great vessels.
•
7. The skin of the abdomen is very much distended, and is marked, e~pe
cially towards its inferior part, by some streaks of a brown or bluish color,
which form parallel curved line~ \\'ith the convexity towards the pubis and
groins. Thc!:e are very numerous in some women, but in others they scarcely
exist; they become paler, but <lo 11ot disappear altogether after the delivery;
sometimes they are continued e''eu to the upper and internal part of the
thighs, and not unfrequcntly involve the sk in of the lumbar and gluteal
regions.
The muscles and aponcuroses of the abdominal walls become thinner, tlH'
rccti muscles are removed from each other, and the aponeurotic space whirh
separates them, instead of being a narrow band, as usual, is at least four
and
inches wide, on a level with the navel. The umbilical depression,
in the two first months seen.1s deeper, disappears gradually as
ge1'tation progre~ses; the ring becomes distended, and most generally the
:<kin exhibits a protubcrnnce instead of a pit in its place. The eminence is
particularly well marked when the female exerts herself~ owing to the
eng:lgcmrnt of a small piece of cpiploon in it, constituting a temporary
hernia.
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Not unfrequrntly an oblong tumor appears on the median liae aftc1 delivery, produced by a projN·tion of the boweb in con~cqucncc of the great
separation of' the npon1..·urotic fibres. The tumor is cspt•cially evident. during any exertion; :11111 incrcn~cs in :;;ize with each ~ucc:ccding prcgnan<"y.
until it finally becomes an infirmity, which oblige:; the woman to ha\·c

rccour:-<c to a bandage.
8. The relaxation of the p<'lvic !<ymphysc:S i:s a frequent occurrence; wlH'n
existing to a great extent. it con:-<titutcs a di:-<casc that will be more fully
detailed in the pathological hi:;tory of pregnancy.

ARTICLE IV.
CllANG1<:$ IN TlJE BREASTS.

The mammre, which mu"t al:-oo he con;.idcred ns an nppendage to the genital organs, undergo, during- gc::tation, !:-;Orne modifi<'ations preparatory to the
accompli ..:hment of' the great funf'tion to which Lh<'y nre destined after the
accouchement; thu,.;, in the ,·cry commencemC'nt, mo~t women find thC'ir
breasts to become tcndl'r and larger, and with :::ome, this is so con.:;tant n.
i;ign that they do not he...,itate to con,.;ider themi:-clvei' pregnant as soon a.'i it
is ]Jerceptible. The enlargement is frequently altended hy certain pricki11g
sen<>ations or positirn paiu~, ~ometimes even hy eng1>rgemcnts of the axillary
ganglia. lt is by no mean~ uncommon for the swelling- to dimini~h towurds
the fourth or fifth month, but it reappe:::m; again llC':tr the end of pregnan(·y,
and is then considerably larger than before. In some women it may enn
be carried to the extent of producing an inflammatory engorgement of its
sub,.tance, followed by an ab,.;cc,.~. l!Iore rarely, the brcal:it, whic:h wnis at
tir.st slightly enlarged, wb:"lidcs, and remains flaccid and soft until after delivery . In general, this i~ an unfortunate cirC'um.-;tance, because, from the
observations of my friend, Dr. Donne, such women prove very poor nurses
on account both of the bad qunJity and the small quantity of their milk.
[When the s,,.elling of the breast~ is ''ery dcci<lcd, it occa'!iOn'! so grent n distention of the skin n" to gi,,e ri"c to markings which resemble preci:'lely tho.:se described
upon the skin of theaWomcu.]

About the end of the 5ieconcl month, according to Mr. 1\Iontgomery, but
in my opinion a little later, the nipple swells, and becomes more erectile,
itis color al"o is deeper. The surrounding skin
becomes the seat of a larger afflux of liquid, n.nd asl:!umes an nlmost emphysematous appearance. Thi11 .tikin is also di,.;colored, exhibiting at first a l ight
yellowi!-ih tint, but in the c:our.-;e of the two succeeding months the areola is
,:omplcted, and the skin of the mamma then present:s the following characters: A circle around the nipple, the color of which rnrie::; in depth of'ish:u.lc
according to the individual, being generally darker in per:sons who h:we
hlac:k l1air and eyes, and in brunette,.;, than in blonde;;;, or in feeble arHl
delieaLe women. The circle il'l from three-quarter:s of an inch to one inch
and a quarter iu extent, but, like the inteu,.ity of the discoloration, it increases with the advancement of' ge:statiou. In the negress, the areoln. likc\, ise becnmcs darker.
seu~itive, and projecting;
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These changes usually persist during lactation, though when the woman
does not suckle her infant they diminish after delivery, but do not wholly
disappear. Consequently, they are more concl usiye in primiparro than in
others i and although we must not always anticipate their existence in preg·
nancy, yet, whenever they are found, they constitute an almost certain sign
of that condition. (See Diagnosis of Pregnancy.)

ARTICLE V.
[ANATOMICAL AND FUNCTIONAL CITANGES OF PARTS NOT JMMEDIATEL Y
CONNECTED Wl'flI 'fHE GENERATIVE FUNCTION.
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Now, if we admit with MM. Andra.I and Garnrret, that the mean normal
proportion of corpuscles is 127, or with MM. Becquerel and Rodier, that it
is 1-11 for men and 125 for women, it will be seen that all the annlp;es m1tde
present time give a much lower mean for a womao a.t an advanced
her pregnancy. Thus, of 34 bleedings examined by Andra! and
but one specimen exhibited, at the end of the second month, a
proportion of corpuscles greater than the physiologirnl mean, namely, 1-15.
In CJne only, pregnant between one and two months, <lid the corpuscles
reach the physiological standard of 128. In all the remaining 32 cases the
corpuscles were below this point, ranging in 6 cases from l 25 to 120, and
in the other 26, from 120 to 9.5.
The 34 bleedings gan~ difrbrent results as regards the fibrin, the mean
physiological proportion of which i~ 3, according to the pcri<id of pregnancy
at which the blood was drawn. Titu s, from the fir5t month to the end of
the sixth, the amount of fibrin was always below the a\'Crage; the mean
being 2·5, the minimum 1 ·9, and the maximum only 2·0. During the last
three months, on the contrary, the proportion of fibrin exceeded the physio·
logical avernge; it \\·as about 4, the maximum reaehing 4·8. Toward the
end of the last month, the average is 4·3.
ADI. Becquerel anJ Rodier analyzed the blood of nine pregnant women,
two of \\'horn were 20 yearis of age, two 22, one 25, one 27, one 29, one 3-1,
and one 41.
Five of these were of robust constitution, two were about the ::werage in
this respect, whilst the other two were weak and apparently lymphatic.
Six enjo.~:ed excellent health, t\\'o were not so \\ell, and one was in the
hospital on account of indefinite pains in the abdomen, and a cough of
rather loug standing, though not serious in character.
One was 4 month::; pregnant, four 5, one 5~, one 6, ancl two 7.
The following repre:scnt<; the average composition of the blood, at least as
r~ga.rds its principal elements:8i·i
2·5
62'4

My colleague and friend, 1\1. RegnaulJ, has the following table in his
thesis, and I think it so important th;it I give it entire : -
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Table showing the Compo.{ifion of 1000 P<tris of Bloocl from 2;) Women at
w1rio1ts Stages of Pregnancy.

The table shows, evidently, that, conformnbly with the results already men·
tioned:1. ro17msc/f·.~.-From the beginning of pregnancy, the proportion of cor·
pu~c·le:< i:< sen:-:ibly dimini~hed; hut that, though ihe diminution is small for
the fir::t fi,·e or :-:ix month;;;, l!incc it yields an a,·erage of 121·04, it is !:>ome·
timc.-i con,.iderable in the second half, and especially at the end of gc:-;tation,
at which pc·rio<l the average is 104·49.
2. Fibrin.-The proportion of fibrin is not increased in the blood of
pregnant women until llbout the sixth month, but from thu.t time it incn!asc5
until dclinrr.
3. Allmm.e.n -Like ~DL Becquerel and Rodier, 1\t. Regnaul<l found a
dcrrcaf:c of t1lhumcn, which is lowered from 70·5, the physiological standard
in the non-impregnated condiLion, to 68·6 in the first seven month~, and to
6G·-l in the two la."-t.
-L Jrafrr.-The proporlion of water in the bloocl innca."-CS f:Cnsibly
toward:-i tlie end of the ninth month; thus, the average of the first thirteen
:rn:tly:·e. . , corr<•:-ponding with the fir.::;t :<Cna months, is expressed by 81G·Ol,
:11111 that Clf twelve bl1::cdings performed during the two last, by 817·i0.
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W e would also add with ~L Regnauld, that not only is the 8erum more
abundant
lo the fibrin and corpusc les, but that it contai ns less
solid matler,
of course help:s to increase the total :imount of water
contain ed in t he blood.

H ypertrophy of the Heart. -.M. Larcher, long ago (1828), called attenti on to hyperLrophy of the heart as a result of pregnancy; and quite recently,
in a paper read at the Academy of Sciences, produced new observations in
suppo1t of his opinion. According to him, the walls of the left ventricle
become at the least one-quarter, and at the most one-third, thicker during
the latter months of pregnancy or shortly after delivery; the right ventricle
Ile co nsiders this the
and the auricles preserving their normal
cause of the prccorclial murmur so common
sequence of the ohstrnction to the flow of blood
ties, ocea~ i one<l by the <leYelopment of the womb.

~
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Kyesleine.-For several years past the attention of a number of physicians
has been <lircctc<l to the peculiar phenomen~ exhibited by the urine of
pregnant women. rfhus, M. Nuuche, and nfter him, Messrs. Eguisier and
Tnnchou, in France, Dr. I ..etheby (London 11Jed. Gazette, December, 1841),
and Mr. Stark (The Edinburgh Med. and Surg. Journal, January, 1842),
in Great Britain, and Dr. Elisha Kane, in America (Am. Journal of the
Medical Sciences, July, 18-12), luwe submitted the result of their observations to the public, after arriving at the conclusion that pregnancy may be
detected by the inspection of the urine alone. This question, however, is
not of such recent origin as many seem to believe, for several of the ancient
authors, Avicenna in particular, had previously described the characteristics
of this fluid in gestation, and their writings frequently exhibit a special
attention to the subject. But we may add, that their observations were far
less precise, and, in fact, had become alrngether forgotten, when l\I. Nauche
undertook his researches. \\'e shall now present the principal results which
have been recently obtained.
If the mine of a pregnant woman be received in a wineglass, and then
be permitted to settle in a light, airy place, the following peculiarities will
be observed: \\Then first excreted, the urine is acid, whitish, somewhat
clouded, and of a nauseous odor; frequently little white corpuscles, readily
distinguishable by a glass, are held in suspension, but, in a few moment.<i,
these subside in the form of cloudy flakes, either on the bottom or sides of
the glass, the urine meanwhile becoming more limpid and transparent.
Agreeably to the observations of Dr. Kane, this primary deposit does not
always occur, nor is it peculiar to the pregnant state, for it cannot be distinguished from the mucous deposits so often seen in the ordinary urine.
No change i:i visible on the surface during this period 1 but, in the course of
eighteen or twenty-four hours, a number of small, brilliant, crystalline
granules, irregularly isolated, appear there, in numerous cases; and in
some instances, these granulations unite so as to constitute a thin, transparent, and iridescent layer, which is only visible in certain positions.
The urine remains in that state for several days, though it soon begins to
manifest the peculiar signs of gestation; thus, upon the second day, or
during the course of the third, according lo M. Eguisicr, sometimes sooner,
but rarely later, its transparency diminishes, the original clouded appearance returns with increased intensity, the odor becomes stronger, and a
pellicle may be discerned forming, at first like a nebulous streak, but soon
acquiring larger dimcn:;ions. All of these characters are more evident 011
the third and fourth days, and some small debris fall from the pcllicle to
the bottom of the glass. By the fifth or sixth day the pellicle is almost
entirely de;;troye<l; its debris precipitate and form a white crust upon the
sediment. It is, however1 replaced successively by new pellicles less white
than the former, and studded with minute brilliant points having a crystalline lu:itre; a greenish tint also supplants the milky appearance.
In the succeeding days. as the evaporation of the urine progresses, its
turbidity and green co1or increase; putrefaction commences, an<l the second
pellicle is destroyed to give way in its turn to a third, which resembles more
or less that which putrefaction engenders upon ordinary urine.
11
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Dr. Kane, who has obsened these changes a1most hourly, furnishes the
following account of their 11rogress: The pellicle appears at a variable
period; I have seen it sometimes at the end of thirty-six hours- at others,
as late as the eighth day; it is scarcely perceptible at first, but soon a light
cloud of a milky or bluish-white appearance is seen at the centre or sides
of the glass i at the beginning, in some cases, it is uniformly deposited on
the surfo.ce, constituting there a transparent layer, which becomes more and
more distinct; at other times, it is not so well characterized in the early
stages, presenting only a few striated, irregular circular lines. resembling a
web 1 but these strire become condensed, and about the fifth da.y are resolved
into a true pellicle. It now presents a creamy, opaline layer, of a 1ight·
yellow color, which grows thicker and thicker; its extern:il surface is
rendered unequal and ragged by the presence of small granulations, which
are whiter in color and crystalline. The pellicle then resembles the layer
of fat that floats on the surface of cold broth, and it retains these character!!
for a long time. On the subsequent days, the sides of the glass are covered
with small whitish streaks, Yarying from a line to a fourth of an inch in
extent, which attest the descent of the pellicle during the evaporation.
The pellicle, especially when thick, gives off a strong cheesy odor, accord ing to Dr. Bird, and thus facilitates the diagnosis; but Dr. Kane has
Yerified this observation in only scyen cases out of tweuty-fiye, and he has
not remarked that :my relation exists between the thickness of the pellicle
and the intensity of the odor.
After !itancling for !'Jeveral dapi., the pelliclc seems first to give way at the
centre, and fissures extend, somewhat later, from this point toward the cir·
cumference. GraduaJly, small particles separate from the <lebris and fall
to the bottom of the glass; the pcllicle thus diminishes in thickness, but it
seldom
altogether before the putrefaction of the liquid takes
place; and
primary deposit at the bottom is thus increased by all tlrn
detached portions of pellicle, which gradually settle down.
The substance forming the peJlicle has been denominated kyesteine (from
xi•'7ats, iws, gestation), by M. Nauche. The globules, held in suspension when
the urine is excreted, graduaJly aggregate, mount to the surface, and constitute the pellicle above described. This pcllicle rarely fails to develop
itself in the urine of pregnant women; thus, for instance, in eighty·five
cases examined by Dr. Kane, it appeared in sixty-eight with all its
characteristics, in eleven it was not well marked, and in six only it failed
to appear. One of the last six had a mammary abscess, and was con·
valescent from typhoid fever; another was very much enfeebled by previous hemorrhages, and only four could be regarded as true exceptions to
the rule.
Without denying the existence of the modification which we are studying,
I cannot accept the opinion of the American accoucheur in regard to the
frequency of its occurrence. 'Vith the view of determining this point, I
have examined the urine of a great number of pregnant females, and I can
certify, that, although it did present the characters indicated in a certain
number of cases, yet \'ery frequently, and especially iu the later months,
nothing of the kind was discoverable.
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I confess, also, that were I to depend upon the result of my latest investigations, I should be inclined to regard the existence of this pellicle as
alt<Jgether exceptional in the last six weeks of gestation; for I have examined (September and October, 18-1-9) the urine of fifteen women without
observing it. I do not, howernr, forget that I have, in former years, proved
the correctness of the observations of my predecessors, and I am unable to
exphtin this difference in the result of experiments performed in absolutely
the same manner. Can it be due, as M. Regnauld supposes, to the preservation of its acidity much longer than usuat, instead of becoming alkaline
within two, three, or four days, as is customary? I acknowledge that my
attention was not directed to this point.
The urine of healthy women who are not pregnant, exhibits nothing
similar to this, and if at any time it furnishes a pellicle, it has not the distinctive characters of kyesteine. Some years ago, it was my custom to examine comparatively the urine of non-pregnant females, which I placed in
the same kind of vessels, and under the same conditions of temperature and
atmospheric exposure; and every time that I met with kyesteine in the
urine of pregnancy, that of the other woman presented nothing similar.
In certain pathological conditions, the urine is sometimes covered with a
pelliele which might prove a source of ('rror, though some authors h:u·e
pretended to be able to distinguish it from that which is due to pregnancy.
For instance, the pellicle which occasionally forms on the urine of per.:-ons
laboring under phthisis, articular diseases, vesical catarrh, or a metastatic
abscess, docs not appear before the fifth or sixth day, that is, at about the
period when putrefaction begins, and having once commenced, its dc\·elopment is completed in the course of a few hours; whereas, the true kyesteine
appears on the second day, is then developed but very slowly, and apparently
quite independent of putrefaction. Again, this latter has a greater specific
gravity than that produced by any pathological state whatever.
According to the views of M. Regnaulcl, which we shall give shortly, it
will be seen, that, inasmuch as it is due to the same cause, the pathological
pellicle ought to present the same characters, and that writers have been
deceived as to the value of the different signs just mentioned.
The chemical characters of kyesteine will serve to distiuguish it from all
the mucous or albuminous matters found in the urine. These properties,
agreeably to .M. Eguisier, are nearly all negative; thus, it is neutral, in·
soluble in alcohol, ether, water, and ammonia, a,ncl, unlike albumen, it is
not soluble in alkaline fluids, nor, like mucus, in a mixture of soap :.ind
ammonia, neither in boiling alcohol and ether like fat. FLlrther, tlie mine
containing it will not coagulate by boiling, as albuminous urine docs, but
deposits a copious white powder on cooling; nor will it coagulate by the
addition of nitric acid.
Kyesteine has, however, many of the properties of these sub:.;tances; for,
being evidently of an organic nature, it is precipitated by the deuto·chloride
of mercury, by most strong acids, and the astringent solutions. Finally,
in the present state of our knowledge, it must be regarded as a new sub-stance, which is considered by :MM. Bonastre and Nauche as gelatinoalburr.inous. (Eguisier.) 'Ve shall find further on, that the researches -f
'M. Regnaul<l tend to establish the contrary.

,.
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Although writers on the subject agree very nearly as to the physical an<l
chemical properties of kyesteine, they diffor widely in regard to i~ microscopical characters. Thus, l\Ii\I. Eguisier, Golding Bird, Kane, and Donne
disagree as to the size, form, and number of the globules. l\[. Simon, who
has very frequentlysubjerted the pellicle to microscopic examination, gives
the follow ing as the result of his researches. It is found to contain the
fo ll owing elements: 1, an amorphous matter, formed of small opaque points i
2, numerous vibriones in active motion; 3, crystals of ammoniaco-magnesian
phosphate; 4, if the examination be made at a still later period, it will contain au abundance of monads.
The most difficult point of the subject to determine is the follow ing: To
what is the presence of kyesteiue in the urin e of pregnant females to be
attributed?
After having endeavored to prove that it could not result from a particular action in the kidney, from the functional derangement of the respiratory apparatus, from any modification whatever in the digestive action, or
from the new functions of the mammary glands, l\I. Eguisier concluded that
it must be owing to the passage of the amniotic liquor, or a pa rt of its elements, into the urine, and be thought that the two following propositions
(wh ich are more fuily detailed in his memoir) proved the correctness of
his conclusions in a satisfactory manner, namely:
A. There is a continual ex halati on and absorption going on upon the
external face of the amnios, the products of which are removed from the
organism through the urinary paf':sages.
B. The admixture of a. certain quantity of the liquor amnii with the urine
of a healthy person, not pregnant, confers upon it many of the properties of
kyesteinic urin e.
The truth of this proposition being admitted, it readily exp1ains, 11e says,
1, why the urine only begins to be charged with it at a period when the
amniotic liguor is abundant enough for us to suppose that its passage into
the urine would be appreciable; 2, why the kyesteinic characters are not so
evident at the end of gestntion, a period when the liquor amnii is less
abundant, or less charged with animal matters i and 3, why they suddenly
disappear after the evacuation of the waters.
But Dr. Kane does not aclmit this exp lanati on, plausible as it !:'eems; for
he believes that the kyesteine is intimately assoriated with the lacteal secretion, and appears to attribute it to an admixtme of milk with the mine.
"In fact," he continues, "I have frequently proved the presence of kyesteine
in the urine, at different periods of lactation, notwithstanding the formal
propositiou of]\[. Eguisier; for in forty-four nursing women, out of niuetyfour, the perfect kyesteinic pellicle was developed, with all the characters
it exhibits during gestation; and it was nearly always in those cases where
the flow of milk is limited, or rendered difficult by some particular circum·
stance, and in which the breasts were consequently more or less engorged,
thn.t kyestcine appeared in the urine; but it was found mu ch more rarely
whenever the mother nursed her infant, and her brea:.:ts were properly
drawn. In a. word," says Dr. Kane, "the ex istence of kyesteine during
pregnancy, and ernn after the accouchement, up to the establishment of
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the mammary secretion; its rare existence during lact:ttion, and its reappearance, when the latter is suspended or impeded, at the time of weaning, fur
instance, establish au intimate relation between the functions of the mammre
and the kyesteinic urine." Golding Bird, Simon, and Lehman entertain
nearly similar views.
An attent.i\·e study of the facts pertaining to this subject has led my
colleague and frient.l, ?IL Regnauld, to the following opinion:
Normal urine holds in solution a certain amount of azotized matter,
originating, probably, in an incomplete combustion of albuminous subi::tances, which in the blood are transformed into uric acid, or, by a higher
degree of oxygenation, into urea.
Now we may readily assure ourselves, that during pregnancy there is a
hyper-secretion by the kidney of an analogous, if not of an idcntic:al
matter; and it is to the action of the air upon this azotized matter in its
abnormal proportions, that the seYeral phenomena before described appear
to be due.
The first cloudine.:;s of the tluid is due to the separation of carbona.te of
lime, formed by the reciprocal reaction of the carbonate of ammonia., resulting from the decomposition of the urea, and of the phosplmte of lime
which already existed in the urine. In proportion as the decomposition
giving rise to ammonia progresses, the fluid loses its acidity, until t he brilliant crystals of ammoniaco-magnesian phosphate, which are so readily
recogn ized by microscopic examination, begin to appear upon its surface.
It is singular, that whilst these reactions are going on, such a multituJe
of microscopic animalcules (vibriones) should be developed in the urin(:
as to cause the whitish layer, when examined with a proper magnifying
power, to seem composed entirely of them, in connection with crystals uf
ammoniaco-magnesian phosphate.
In order to prove that the formation of the pellicle of which we are
speaking is really due to the action of the oxygen of the air upon one of
the elements of the urine, it will only be necessary to observe what takes
place in two equal quantities of the same urine, one of which is exposed to
the air, whilst the other is removed from its influence by being placed in
an atmosphere of hydrogen, of carbonic oxide, &c. The first will present
the characters described, whilst the other will exhibit no such phenomena.
M. Regnauld does not regard these properties of the urine as due to a
special matter comained in it, but ns a consequence of the presence of an
over-proportion of an element which is common to all urine; whence it
seems reasonable to suppose, that this excess of azotized matter might
exist under other cirnumstances, and then give rise to the same phenomena.
The period at which the kyesteine appears in the urine of pregnant
women, is stated hy writers to be exceedingly variable. M. Eguisicr says
that the characters which we have described usually begin to show themseh·es in the course of the second mouth, and acquire their greatest development from the third to the sixth month; after the seventh, they generally
decline until the end of gestation, so th'at in the course of the ninth, and
sometimes even of the eighth month, they are hardly more marked. than in
the second. :M. Tanchou has observed them in women who had missed
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their courses but once. Dr. K:ine saw them on one occasion before I he
fourth week, once before the fifth week, and often beforn lhe end of' tlie
third month. (Dr. Elisha Kane, American Jourual of the ;.lfed. Scien<:cl:l,
July, 1842.)
I think that the facts which I have observed, and the details which I
ha\'e given, justify the following conclusions:
1. That the pellicle described by Nauche is not composed of a matter of
new formation.
2. That it is due to an O\'er-secretion of azotized matter which exists in
small quantity in normal urine, and to the action of the atmospheric oxygen
upon it.
3. That it is far from being always present at any period of the preg·
nancy, and that it is very r~re in the latter months.
4. That it may appear in certain pathologica,l conditions, and then differs
in no respect from that which is observed during pregnancy.
[~ 4. OsnoPHYTEs oF TUE CRANIAL BONES.
There is formfld during pregnancy, and mny be found after delivery, between
the interna.l table of the bones of the skull and the external surface of the dura
mnter, a newly-formed product wbieh is at first fluid, but grows gradually denser
and finally ossifies, thus adding to the thickness of the cranial walls. At first it
forms plates of a spongy tissue incloscd between two compact layers. At a. later
period the plates are no longer separate but uuite sons to form n. supernumernry
bony arch CO\'ering the entire dura mater, but growing thinner as it approaches the
occipital foramen to which it finally extends.
J\l. Ducrcstdcscribes it as follows. I examined the surface of the cranium of
231 women who died in the puerperal state, and of these 90,or more than onethird, presented the ostcophyte. 'fhe researches of l\I. Alexis Moreau, lnterne
of the Maternity llospital, gi,·e a. still larger proportion. Out of 40 erania, he
found that 27 presented. it to a.greater or less degree . On the other hand, not one
of 71 cases, 35 being male and 36 female, who8e death had no counection with
pregnancy, examined either by l\l. Cossy, hospital Interne, or by myself, afforded
a sioglc instance of the affection.
To which then, Qf these three conditions (pregnancy, the puerperal state, or
puerpel'al disease) can the production of the osteophyte be referred? ~ixteen of
the women who had it died between three &.nd seventy-two hours after deli\•ery, and
in several of these the plates extended throughout the whole extent of the cranium,
and resisted the edge of the scalpel almost as much u.s the or i ~inal bone. It were
difficult to suppose that such extensiv~ formations could have originated and
acquired an almost bony h1irdnessin soshortatimeastwoorthreedays.
As this objection applies equally to the puerperal condition and to the diseases
of which the wome11 died, pregnancy would appear to be the only cause of it.s
dC\'Clopmeot. (Ducrest. Theses de Paris, 1844, No. 12.)
An aoatom.ical alteration such as this, appearing under the influence of preg·

:;~:~~!m~~: ~~~erc':~:~8d~s:JPi~~~i~~~~ 1i1:~~~~~i~!fs~::~ec~;i:~,~ci'!~~1:i;g~~~v,;e;ay :;~::
been, indeed, already described by Professor Rokitansky of Vienna, who also
regarded it as peculiar to gestation and uot as a patholo~ical condition.
~

5.

PIGllENTARY DEPOSITS

We have already stated that the breasts acquire during pregnaMy a mtit;h J::i-;·kcr
brown color. Other regions then also receive a deposit of coloring matter. Tb us
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many \~omen will have on the median line of the ttbdomcn a brown sh'eak as dark
as the areola, from the r'tJ to the ~ of an inch in width, extending from the moni
veneris to the umbilicus. and r-umetimes even to the xyphoid appendage. This line,

drawn as with:~ brush, as M. Pajot expresses it, is especially marked in brunettes,
in whom, indcf'.>d, it is not uncommou to find the entire skin of the ::i,bdomen and
of the upper part of the thighs of a deep bistre-like hue, and spri nkled with little
white spots precisely resembling those of the dotted areola.
The perineum also, and tbe Jabil\ majora almost always have a darker brown
color during p1·egnancy .
In connection with these normal colorations, 've might mention other spots which
appear more especially upou the face; but as they appear to us rather of a pathological character, we defer their description to a. later period.]

CHAPTER III.
OF THE DECIDUA.

lThe study of the decidua. inten·cnes naturally between the hi story of the changes
undergone by the maternal organs and that of the development of the ovum. It is
now admitted that the decidua is formed of the utrrine mucous membrane which
und ergoes changes, and becoming detached from the womb adheres so closely to
the surface of the ovum as to be expelled with it during labor. Although at the
outset it belongs to the mother, it is at the last a. mere appendage of the ovum.
Before giving the most recent description of the dccidua, it will be necessary to
state the old and generally acdepted theory concerning it, at the same time
endeavoring to indicate the cau!'e of the erroneous views entertained by almost all
who bn:rn investigated its history.]

The Old Theory.-If au ovum which has been expelled in tact in consequence of an abortion within the first two months be examined, it will be
found surrounded hy a sort of pouch with which it lies in contact by nearly
four-fifths of its external surface, whilst the other fifth is free, and provided
with the floating villi developed upon the vitelline membmne, known as
the villi of the ·chorion.
This pouch, which is pyriform in shape, like the uterine cavity upon
which it seems to be moulded, generally presents but a single opening,
situated at the apex of the cone, which it represents, and evidently corresponding to the orifice of the neck of the uterus; sometimes, ho-..rever, I
have found it perforated on at least one side at the point corresponding to
the opening of the Fallopian tubes.
The walls of this pouch are formed by a membrane known to embryologists as the decidua. It lrns two surfaces, one external and the other
internal. The internal surface is smooth, covered with epithelium, and
1rhen examined with a lens, presents small elevations, in form not unlike
the circumvolutions of the cerebrum, and each furnished with several oval
openings. The cavity limited by th is su rface sometimes contains a mucoalbuminous fluid, and in certain pathological cases, fluid or coagulated
blood, though ordinarily they do not exist in it.
The external surface of the decidua may be divided into two portions,
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the smaller of which is in contact with the ovum, and surrounds the grMter
part of its external surface; the other, and by far the larger portion, is
entirely free, :rnd must, when the ovum was still within the uterus, ha~e
been npplied to the internal surface of the womb. This external surface lS
very irregular, and thickly studded with small and tender filaments.
The portion of this membrane in contact with the ovum, was. at ~rst
termed the ovular decidua, and afterwards, as suggestive of the way rn which
it was supposed to be formed, the df';cidita 1·ejiexai the
other was caBed the '1de1·ine or
decidua, on
of the uterus.
account of its relation with

·~~---~,]-,.
· cn

what of
is the
nature of thisAtmembrane?
is Now,
the mode
its formation?
what pe1~iodWhat
is it
developed? To furnish replies to these questions the
following theory was imagined, which theoretically
furnishes quite a good so~ution of all the difficulties of
the case.
As previously stated, the uterus, like all the other
genital organs, becomes the seat of a more active
vitality immediately after a fruitful coition; in consequence of which the blood flows there in increased
quantity, occasioning a congestion and turgescence of
tissue, not far removed from inflammation. This abnormal excitement is always accompanied by the secretion of coagulable lymph, a sere-album inous fluid, which soon fills up the
uterine cavity. In the course of a few d~ys the fluid thickens, and its
exterior particles, by becoming more consistent, form a soft pulpy membrane, which lines the whole internal surface of the womb; thereby constituting a true sac, tha.t is in contact externally with the mucous membrane throughout, and is filled by the uncoagulated portion of the fluid.
From its position, this pouch must evidently assume the shape of the uterine
cavity upon which indeed it seems to be moulded (Fig. 50).
The-fecundated ovule does not reach the cavity of the womb until after
the lapse of eight, ten, or even twelve days, from the time of fecundation,
but the membrane just spoken of begins to form much earlier. The consequence is, that a{ter the ovule has traversed the tube, it finds the internal
or ifice closed by the decidua, and evidently can only pass between it and
the uterus by pushing the membrane before it. From this time, the decidua.
presents two distinct layers, the most extensiye of which lines the internal
surface of the uterus, except at the point occupied hy the ovum; it is called
the external or ·uterine decidua. The other, which is pressed inward by the
ovule, and is therefore in contact with a greater or less extent of its external
surface, is termed the internal or reflexed decidua, the ovular dccidua, and
the epichorion of Chaussier.
These two layers are at first widely separated from each other; but as
the ovum increases in size, the extent of the reflected decidua is necessarily
augmented and the cavity diminished, so tha.t by the fourth month the
latter bas disappeared, and the parietal and ovular layers come in contact.
The ovum is in immediate contact with the uterine mucous membrane
\
1
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by a !:ima11 part of its surface; all the rest of its external surface being
separated from it by the reflexed layer, the cavity,
and the parietal layer of the decidua. .All the
villi of the ovum which are covered by the
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decidua, but
afterthose
a time
become
dis.,n
appear;
which
are inatrophied
immediateand
contact
'\
with the uterus become greatly developed 1 and contract more or less intimate connections with the
inn ermost layer of the womb, at the point where
sub.::;equently the placenta will be developed.
" 'e see that thus far this hypothesis coincides
very ingeniously with the appearances presented
by ova which have been expelled uninjured by
abortion. It enables us to understand perfectly
how that, notwithstanding the complete integrity
of the decidua, the ovum is yet covered by it in
but a part of its extent.
Sub:>equently, however, at the autopsies of
women who died in the third or fourth months of
gestation, a membrane was discovered upon tJ1e
external surface of the placenta, resembling precisely the parietal decidua,
and continuous with it, without there being any discoverable line of demarcation between it and this inter-utero-placental membrane; so that this uterine
deci<lua, which in aborted ova was in contact with but a portion of the
surface of the ovum, was foUud to surround it comp letely, as the shell
incloses the egg of a bird, when opportunity offere'l for examining it in situ
in the uterus. 1 This apparent contradiction with the theory was accounted
for by the following hypothesis.
The arrival of the ovule does not at once suspend the former secretion in
the uterus; and it continues to go on, more particularly from the surface
that is directly in relation with the ovum, in consequence of the greater
vitHlity which the latter maintains; and the secreted matter, being precisely
similar to that which formed the primitive deciclua, thickens in turn, thereby
constituting a layer of plastic material, precisely like the first, between the
ovum and the womb, which bathes both the choriaJ and the uterine villosities; and when this deposit finally coagulates, it contributes to the formation of the placental mass, the external surface of which is in this manner
nece1:i~arily CO\Tered by an albuminous layer. This lamina has been called
the secondary, or the inter-utero-placental deciduri (decidua scrotina). Although limited at first to the external surface of the placent:t, it soo n unites
so intimately with the uterine layer of the primitive clecidua, that their
separation becom~s quite difficult at a more advanced perioJ.
1 In 1 51, I exbihitcd to the Acndcmy of i\Jedicine, and nftcrwards presented to i\J.
Coste, who has had it engrn.vcd in bis great i\tlas, an aborted ovum, presl'nling a perfect decidna, sunounding the ovumastbe shell surrounds the egg of a bird. 'fh e
examination of tliis ovum rl'vealed an arrangement cncirely similnr to what will be
described hereafter from specimens obsencd in the uterus This is, I believe, the
first perfect aborted ovum which has ever been studied.
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According to this view, the deciclua serotina and the primitive d e<.:i tlua
have a common origin and texture, and only diffP.r as regards the time of
their formation.
Iu adding, finally, that the decidua was by some supposed to be destitute
of vessels (nnhistous membrane of Velpcau ), whilst others considered it t0
be perforated and traversed by arteries and veins in considerable number,
we shall have briefly reviewed the most genernlly received opinions upon
this subject.
·w ith the exception of some disagreement in regard to unimportant details,
all author.:; were unanimous as respects this capital fact, namely, that the
decidua is a newly-formed membrane superaddcd to the uterine mucous membrane, from which, however, it is ent irely distinct. So evident, indeed, did
this fact appear, that no one, notwithstanding the old assertions of Sabatier,
l\Iayer, Seiler, and Weber, cou ld bring himself to admit that the clccidua.
was only a development of the lining membrane of the uterus. And even
at the present time, notwithstandiug the numerous preparations of :M. Coste
(1842), who was the first to sustain the truth of this proposition in France,
many honest minds st ill hold to t11e theory of Hunter, which I myself
supported so long.
In the second edition of this work, after having stated the opinions which
ha ve been successively advanced, respecting the origin, nature, and mode of
development of the decidua, I said: "I have 'examin ed, with l\L Coste,
se,·eral of the preparations on which he relies for the support of his view,
that the decidua is nothing else than the uterine mucous membrane itself,
which is hypertrophied by the progress of gestation i unfortunately the ovum
in all of them had adrnnced to the third month at least, and it seems to me
that the question can only be determined when an opportunity shall be
n.ftbrde<l of examining an ovum of not more than fiye or six weeks. I am,
therefore, far from having a settled conviction, though I am willing to con·
fess that the Inst uterus examined by us together, has sing ularly shaken my
belief on this point of ovology; and this, conjoined with tl1e descriptions
given by ·w eber and Sharpey, restrains me from speaking with the same
degree of confidence as formerly. I therefore think it a question requiring
furth er examination." ( Page 17G, trans. of 2d edition.)
My desires expressed in 1844 have been realized; and, thanks to the kind·
ne$s of .M. Coste, I have had the opportu nity of examining an admirable
collection of specimens of all ages, which, I take the opportunity of acknowl·
edging, have not left the remotest doubt in my mind, at least as regards the
principal fact. I therefore reject the more or less ingen ious hy11otheses proposed hitherto, -hypotheses which, it is true, were rendered ''ery probable
by the examination of a large number of ova expelled by abortion,-and
with the sinrerest conviction of its truth adopt the opinion, that the decidua
is nothing else than the hypertrophied mu cous membrane. The ev idence
of anatomical demonstration is not, however, to be resisted, and I doubt not
that all who, like myself: $hall have studied the beautiful preparations at
the College of France, will be convinced of the error of their views. For
tho benefit of those who may not have the good fortune to see these prepara-
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tions, I think it proper to give further on the description and the figure
borrowed from the magnificent atlas which he is publi::.hing.
Present 'l'h eory of the Decidua.-The history of the dccidua fa, at tho
present time, merely ti. continuation of the account of those modifications of
the uterine mucou~ membrane, the study of which was begun whilst treating
of mcn:Struation. They are, in fact, so intimately connected, that, in order
to understand what remains to be said on the subject, it is neces:::ary to
recall the condition of the mucous membrane of the uterus nt the menstrual
·period.
7
\ \ hilst the evolution of the ornrian vesicle is going on in the ovary, the vascularity of the uterine mucous membrane is, as we have stated (p. 95), greatly
incrca~ed, and the highly conge~tcd vessels are disco\·erable beneath the
epithelium. The utricular glands also become visibly enlarged. By this
development of its principal elements, the mucous membrane is so thickened,
that in consequence of its re:;triction to the small cavity of the uterus, it is
thrown into folds and circumvolutions of variable depth, which are especially well marked at the angles, and give forth secondary ramifications
from the sides, so as to occasion some uniformity of appearance. This state
of turgescence, and the ,·iolet hue which often accompanies it, is maintained, in n. greater or less degree, until the ovule is discharged; it dimi nishes ch1ring the last days of the menstrual period, and disappears almost
entirely some time after the catamenia have ceased.
But if the ovule, before leaving the o\·ariau vesicle, or during its passage
through the tube towards the cavity of the womb, receive the vivifying
inBuenc:e of the spermatic fluid, the fecundation will maintain and increase
the abnormal excitement of the genital organs, produced by the simple development of the Graafinn ve~icle. Then, instead of subsiding, the uterine
mucous membrane becomes still more turgesccnt, and of a deeper violet color,
and the folds and wrinkles increase so as to more than fi ll the cav ity of the
organ . Its vessels are engorged and distended to such a. degree as to cause
small effusions, which are perceptible beneath the epithel ium, and also to
produce ecchymo:::is, which give to the internal surface of the uterus a striking
marbled appearance.
Notwithstanding this great turgescence, the internal surface of the mucous
membrane is smooth and poli:;hed, and never pre:::ents the villous projections
described by Baer, neither is there any fluid secreted, nor any trace of a
newly-formed false membrane. The orifices of the glandular tubes, which
are much more visible than in the unimprcgnated condition, are alone seen
upon the i:;urface.
For a short time after it has entered the womb, the ovule is free from all
adhc,.ions, but soon becomes permanently fixed at the point where it was
arre.:,ted at the outset. Before studying the means by which nt a later period
it becomes adherent to a circumscribed portion of the uterine pariete:;, let
us examine the facts, aud see what can be learned respecting the youngest
ovules which it has been possible to obsen·e up to the present moment.
In the beautiful Atlas of M. Coste, is £gured and described the uterus of
a young primiparous woman, who committed suicide about the twentieth or
twenty-first day of her pregnancy, and whose body was opened at the Ml)rgue
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The sizr, of the organ was nearly double that of the normal

Cdn·

A longitudinal inci.-sion was made through its posterior wa11, after

which it was opened and spread out, so as to exhibit the whole extent of the
cavity. The latter was free as in the unimpregnatcd condition, and con·
tainecl no fluid. The mucous memhrane was, however, much thickened and
tumefied, prC::iCnte<l numerous irregular folds, and was furnished throughout
with a rich network of vessels. Notw ithstanding the general hypertrophy
of the mucous membrane, a sort of soft tumor was discoverable, situated on
the anterior surface of the uterus bet,rnen the two Fallopian tubes, a~'
though the membrane were thicker there than elsewhere. (See Plate III,
Fig. 1 .) Upon incising this elevated portion, the ovum was recognized by
the villi of its chorion . The internal orifices of the tubes and of the neck
were free and permeable as usual.
Another woman was examined at the l\Iorgue, who had comm itted suicide
about the fortieth day of her pregnancy. The uterus, which was much larger
than in the preceding case, was incised lo.ngitudinally on its anterior su rface,
and so disposed as to exhibit the greatest possible extent of the internal
surface.
As in the foregoiP.g specimen, the mucous membrane, which was very vascular througliout and greatly hypertrophied, was in some points still more
puffed up, and furrowed with folds and wrinkles.
The upper two-thirds of the cavity were occupied by a soft, fluctuating
tumor, situated upon the posterior surface between the two Fallopian tubes.
Externally, this tumor presented altogether the appearance and organization of the mucous membrane lining the remainder of the womb. The
lower third of the cavity was free, so that the cavity of the neck could be
entered without any obstacle presenting. The openings of the tubes were
also permeable. An incision upon the most prominent part of the tumor
revealed a ciivity inclosing an ovum.
The most superficial examination of these two pieces convinced us: 1.
That the internal surface of the uterus is lined by a thick, soft membrane,
which presents numerous wrinkles and folds at several points. 2. That the
ovum was situated in the upper part of the womb, and apparently lodged
in a cavity perfectly distinct from that of the remainder of the organ.
Now, in order to solve the problem which we are investigating, we shall
have to aseertain, first, the nature of the membrane which lines the cavity
of the uterus, as also of those form in g the walls of the pouch which incloses the ovule.
The decidua with its three parts, (parietal, ovular, and intermediate,) is
simply the n:iucous mcmbr~nc in a stat_e o_f hy1~ertrophy. l. 'Vhen a pregnant uterus is compared with the description g 1v~n (page 95) of the change:)
which the organ undergoes at the menstrual period, it will be readily perceived that the internal layers of the uterus present in both cases the sn.mc
physical properties, the former being, however, more tumefied, vascular,
and folded. It will also be seen 1 especially after the uterus bas been immersed in spirits and water, that the numerous small openings are merely
the glandular apertures enlarged, which are observable upon the mucous
membrane in the unimpregnated condition (page 80). Finally, the demou·
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stration is completed by the re::.carches of M. Robin, showing that this
membrane, like that of the unimpregnated uterus, is composed of' the same
anatomical elements, that is to say: 1, of embryo-pla5tic elements i 2,
of larn.inated fibres, both in the emb ryonic state or that of f-ibro-plastic
bodies, and in that of fully developed filaments; 3, of special cells; 4, of
au amorphous matter; 5, of gbnds; 6, of vessels; 7, that it is covered
with cylinder-epithelium becoming tessellated during gestation All these
elements o.re, to be sure, in a hypertrophied and changed condition, buL
inasmuch as l\.L Robin has followed their changes step by step, there can
be no doubt as to their identity.
2. The ovum is inclosed in a distinct cavity, seprmited from that of the
uterus by a membranous partition, which has to be incised in order to expose it. This is the membrane hitherto described as the decidua reflexa;
now what is it? It pre:-:cnts, throughout, the characters of the uterine
mucous membrane; it has the s~lme physiognomy, the srunc aJTangement,
the same vascularity, and the same glandular orifices; only there is upon
its most prominent portion a small circular space, around which the ,1 essels
disappear. This space, which is whiter, or of a lighter rose color than the
remainder, is the largest in the most advanced ovum. The
distinctly continuous with the uterine mucous membrane at its
the vessels traversing it arc absolutely the same with those which
in the latter. Finally, microscopic irwestigations leave no doubt
structure of the two membranes is ident ical. ·with the i:::-tme physical
qualities, continuity of
and identity of structure, the membrane
rejlexa of authors, can be nothing else
surrounding the ovum,
than a portion of the mucous membrane of the uterus.
3. If the ovum be removed from the cavity which incloi::ed it, the bottom
of the latter is found to be lined by a me~brane which j;;: thickly sown
with anfractuosities or irregular lacunre of various sizes, in which those
villi of the chorion were engaged which subsequently form lhe placenta.
I t is the portion of the mucous membrane to which the fecundated ovule
adhered at the outset, and is consequently continuous with that. covering
the parietes, and identical in regard to structure.
Therefore, the ovule, which upon entering the womb lies free in the
cavity, becomes, after the lapse of a period as yet unascertained, enveloped
by and lodged in a sort of fold of the mucous membrane.
The manner in which this inclusion of the o\'lile is efferted is a subject of
hypothesis; for, although the ovule has beC'n observed when free, at the
outset, as also when completely em·eloped after the third week of gcsta·
tion 1 obseryations are wanting for the intermediate period. Therefore, in
the absence of direct information, we give the explan;ttion propo!'led by 1\1.
Coste, and, indeed, it is difficult to conceive how the phenomenon could take
place otherwise.
After traYersing the FalJopian tube, the ovum escapes from its internal
orifice, and falls into the cavity of the uterus. On account of the swelling
of the mucous membrane, this cavity is almost ob li terntecl, and the ovule
is consequently supported bet.ween two opposite points of the hypertrophied
o.nd softened membrane. Therefore, it rarely progresses very far, and
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u~ually becomes fixed upon the fundus near the middle of the inlcrYo.1

between the orifices of the two tubes.
Now, notwithstanding its minuteness, it is lmpo:-.-;ihlc that the ovum
should not depress the softened tissue with which it is in contact, and it
soon excavates, so to speak, a cell in their substance.
As the ovule increases in size, the swelling of the mucous membrane also
progresses, especially at the point where the former is arrc~tcd. As a consequence of this simultaneous development, the depression produced by the
o\'ule in the substance of the mucous membrane becomes deeper, and it is
gradually buried, first one-quarter of it, then one-half, until at last it is
almost completely hidden and incloscd. (Richard, Extract froni the Les·
sons of J.ll Coste.) In proportion as it hecomes more deeply buried, the
edges of the cavity excavated by it seem to grow up around it, at first to
the level of the most projecting portion, and then approach each other, so
as gradually to contract the opening by which a communication is main·
tained with the remainder of the uterine
The borders of the
and finally
a minute orifice, the
time only in the form of a central deprcs~ion or
itself~ at la~t di1mppears, and from
this time the ovum is completely imprisoned in a sort of cyst, whose walls
are composed exclusively of the mucous membrane.
"rhatever may be thought of this theory, we find in the uterus, five or
six weeks after conception, an entirely free space, the ovum occupying but
a portion of the cavity, and a greatly hypertrophied mucous memhrane,
which at the point where the ovum is fixed, seems to fold upon itself in
order to embrace the latter. \Ve have now to ascertain what becomes of
the uterine mucous membrane during gestation, as also of the two layers
produced by its folding.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE III.
Fm. 1. Uterus nt the twentieth or twenty-fifth d3y of gestation.
size.

as
preceding, except thn.t:i.circulJtr incision bas
snme
been made in !he porlicn of mucous membrnne upon which the ovum is situnte<l, and
t.he flnp turneU bnck, so :l!I to exhibit its deep or ovular surface

Pl 17.
Fig.l
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h. Section of the mucous mcmlirauc covering the onun, exhibiting i!s thickness
1'elalively to that which lines the remaining portion of the womb
c11 • lnternnlsurfnceof 1hcftapof the uterine mucousmembrnne (dccidunrefiexn)
which covered lheo,·um

Description of the Three Portions of the Decidua.-From the foregoing
account, it appears that the different portions of the decidua are the result
of the successive phases of development of the uterine mucous membrane,
and in order to follow with greater ease the metamorphosis of the latter, we
$.hall describe consecutively the three portions of the decidua.
A. The Intermediate or C:tero-epicho rial 1-lfembrane. -If, after the removal
of the ovum, the cavity which it occupied be exam in ed during the first
month, or the first half of the second, a multitude of irregular grooves or
lacun~, of variable size and depth, in which the villi of the chorion were
engaged (see Pl. III., Fig. 3), will be perceived upon the mucous membrane
which forms its bottom. These Iacunre, into which smaller ones enter, and
which are so numerous as to gi\·c to this portion of the membrane the
appearance of an areolar, erectile tissue, are supposed by M. Coste to be
produced by the wearing away, or corrosion of the vessels, which are more
hypertrophied at this point than elsewhere, by the invading growth of the
chorion; so that the lacunre, by communicatin g directly in this way with
the subjacent uterine sinuses, permit the maternal blood to flow into the
cavity occupied by the ovum, and come into direct contact with the villi
of the chorion.
The presence of the ovum determines at this point a considcrnble hypertrophy of all the elements of the mucous membrane. The corresponding
villi of the chorion also become greatly developed, and all together con·
stitute at a rather later period the mass of the placenta. (See Placenta.)
B. The ovular decidua or epiclwrial membrane presents very different
a.ppearances according to the period at which it is examined. Shortly
af'tC'r its formation is completed, that is to say, after the umbilicus is
oblitern.te<l, it differs in no respect from the parietal mucous membrane: its
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uterine r::urface has the same color, the snrue tllickness, the same profm:e
supply of vessels, and is perforated in like m:rnner with numerous glanclulnr
orifices. Its ovula r surface presents at the same period irregul:.tr ('avities
or lacunre of variable depth, re.sembling precisely those described as belonging to the inter-utero-µ lacenta l layer, and which are penetrated in 1ika
nwnner by the villi of the portion of the cho rion cove ri ng the ovum. (See
Pl. III., Figs. 2 and 3.) But as the ovum enlarges, it elevates and extends
it, uutil about the end of the first month, when commenci ng atrophy is
observed at its centre, in consequence of which its vessels and glands disappear, and the whole of this porti.on of the membrane gradunlly loses its
thickness. (See Pl. JII., Fig. 1.) The result is, tliat, either in consequence
of the distention which it undergoes, or of the pressure exerted upon its
most prominent portion through the growth of the ovum, a small but
gradually enlarging circular space, deprind of ves,::;els, appears in its cent re,
whilst the remainder of the surface presents the same vascularity as t he
parietal mucous membrane. This central portion becomes very thin, even
at periods when the circumference of the membrane preserves a cons iderable
thickness.
Th e obliteration of the ''essels and the atrophy of the glandulcs progress
from the centre towards the ci rcumference, so that by th e third month t he
ep iehor ia1 membrane differs so materially from the parietal mucous membrane that, excep t at th e parts adjacent to the points where the two become
continuous, the gland ular orifices and vessels are no longer discoverable.
The lacunre described as existi ng upon the ovular surface, are still further
eft'lce<l by the atrophy, and as the villi of the chorion, which were inserted
into them, ca n no longer deri ve thence the means of nutrition, they become
useless an\! atrophied in like manner.
As the development of the ovum progresses, it tends naturally to encroach
upon the eas il y of' the womb, and con:sequently to bring the epichori on and
the uterine mucous membrane nearer together, until, at t·he encl of the third
month, the two are in contact. At a rather later period, they become so
adherent as to be sepa rated with difficulty.
It is hardly necessary to state, that when thus (l eprived of its vascular
elements, th~ ovula r portion of the membrane can no longer accommodate
it.self to the distention p roclucecl by the ovu m, otherwise than by a progressive thinn in g of the membrane, an<l that its extreme delicacy in advanced
ovums, or at maturity, is to be thus accounted for. It is found, however,
even after labor, adheri ng either to the chorio n or to the parietal mucous
membrane.
c. The tderineor parietnl decidua retains the characters already described
un til towards the end of the second month; but from this time it begins to
grow thinner, and its numerous and deep folds are gradually effaced. Th~
first period of degeneration progresses, however, very slowly, for at the third
month, the state of the membrane is very nen.rly the same as at the menstrual period~. (R ichard. ~Phesis.)
a. trn.nsformn.tion of the epithelium,
to the tessellated form. '!'here is no
assume directly the pat'imentous form;
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From the fourth month, the uterine decidu:.i begins to lose the marks of
energetic vitality which had characterized it hitherto, and its external
appearance (perforat ion and vascularitY) is altered; it becomes atrophied
to such an extent as to be reduced by the seventh month to the one-twenty·
fifth of an in ch in thickness, and is still thinner at the termination of preg·
nancy. Though inseparable at tlrn outset from the subjacent tissue, it is
now, in a measure, an independc>nt membrane, and may be isolated find detached in str ips of considemble size. This ready separation is due, according to l\L Robin, to the commencing development, near the end of the fourth
month, between it and the muscular tissue of a new membrane, which is at
first.soft, downy, and homogeneous, the first trace, in fact, of the mucous
membrane which is to replace the decidua that falls after labor. It thickens
gradually during the latter half of gestation, and lines the internal surface
of the uterus, whose muscular fibres are not therefore left exposed by the
complete decollatiou and expulsion of the uterine decidua, which takes
place after labor.
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state.) The pnrictnl and ovular mucous membrane constitutes the only portion which
ie wholly expelled and which really desenes the name of Decidua.]

From the details into which we have entered, it is evident :
1. That, excepting the membranes proper of the ovum, the amnion and
chorion, the uterus contains none other than its own mucous membrane.
2. That at the moment when the ovule enters the cavity of the uterus,
this membrane has throughout a thickness equal to, if not greater than,
that which it possesses at the menstrual period~
3. That this abnormal thickness is wholly due to the h ypertrophy of its
constituent elements, and especially of peculiar cells, as proved by l\L
Robin.
4. That immediately after the arrival of the ovule, the vitality of the
uterus seems to be concentrated, in a great measure, at that point of the
mucous membrane where the ovule is arrested.
5. That, as a consequence of this concentration of the vital forces, the
point mentioned of the mucous membrane becomes thickened, grows up
around the ovule, investing it with a circular ring, which soon incloses it
completely.
6. That from this moment tl1e ovule is separated from the uterine tissue
by the intermediate mucous membrane, and from the remainder of the uterine
cavity by the ovular mucous membrane.
7. That, after the first month, the ovular mucous membrane becomes
atrophied from the centre towards the circumference, loses its vascularity
and glandular openings.
8. That this atrophy involves that of the corresponding villi of the
chorion, whilst those which are in relation with the intermediate mucous
membrane become, like the latter, considerably developed, and subsequently
form the placenta.
9. That, from the fourth month, the parietal mucous membrane begins
to degenerate, growing gradually thin ner, in consequence of tl1e diminution
of its tissue, and of the obliterntion by atropJ1y of its vessels and gbnds.
10. Finally, that a new mucous membrane is formed by which the old
one is remo\'ed farther and farther from the muscular tissue to which it
adhered so closely at the outset, and that after labor it is completely
deta.ched and expelled with the ovum.
This ex foliation of the mucous membrane of the uterus after parturition
is expla in ed, to a certain extent, by the formation of a new mucous membrane; but it is much more difficult to understa nd how it shou ld occur in
abortions during the early months, when the adhesion between the mucous
and muscular tissues is so very firm. It is true, that the exfoliatcd decidua
is much thinner than that which may be observed still adhering to tho
uterus at the sa me period, and that we may suppose a part only of the parietal membrane to have beeu detached.
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CHAPTER IV.
OF THE HUMAN OVUM AFTER FECUNDATION.

TnE human oyule, prior to fecundation and at its full maturity, is composed, as previously stated (page 90) : 1st. Of thevitelline membrane, or the
envelope. 2d. Of a granular liquid contained in this membrane, and
called the vitellus (yolk). 3d. Of a little vesicle inclosed in the first, and
situated in the midst of the granular liquid. This is the germinal vesicle,
originally discovered by Purkinje, in the eggs of birds, and subsequently
proved by l\I. Coste to exist in those of mammalia. 4th, and lastly. Of
the germinal or proligerous spot (rnaeula genninativa), which is detached
from the clear contents of the germinal vesicle, and is held in suspension
in the fluid which the latter contains.
If the ovule be examined several weeks after the fecundation has taken
place, it will be found to have undergone some very remarkable transformations; for it is then composed of such different parts, that if comparative
anatomy had not furnished us opportunities of obse rving, step by step, and
hour by hour, the <livers modifications it passes through before the organization is fully completed, we would not believe it to be one and the same
product. Thus, at the end of the second or third week after fecundat ion,
it exhibits some very different elements to the observer : for example, we
encounter, in passing from without inwards: 1st. The chorion, a thick exterior
membrane, studded with numerous villosities. 2d. A much thinner membrane, situated more internally, and designated as the arnnios. 3d. A more
or less considerable space between these two envelopes, that is filled by an
albuminous liquid, in the midst of which a little vesicle (the umbilical
vesicle) is situated. And 4th. A liquid fills the cavity of the amnios, the
quantity varying with the period of pregnancy, and in this fluid is the emb ryo.
Finally, let us add that the ovule is enveloped nearly throughout by a
double membrane, which at tirst is entirely foreign to, but subsequently
contracts intimate relations with it ; this is the deciduous membrane. But
before studying the constituent parts of the ovum at an advanced period
of its development, let us see what is their proper commencement, and
how they can arise out of the simple elements that form the ovule prior
to conception.
When the ovule has attained its full maturity, the vesicle in which it is
inclosed becomes the seat of an excitation which determines there a considerable affiux of fluid, and causes its progressive distention. This hypertrophy may, as we have seen, be either spontaneous, 01· produced by coition
or other venereal excitement. As a consequence of the distention, the
vessels on that portion of the vesicle which projects the farthest from the
surface of the ovary become atrophied, its walls grow thinner1 and soon
give way, thereby permitting the ovule to escape, which, in passing out,
draws along with it a part of its granular cumulus. The ovum then engages in the tube, whose enlarged extremity had been applied to the ovary.
It must not be supposed that the period for the ovule's arrival in the tube
is invariable in the same species of animals, and it probably varies in the
human raoe also, though nothing positive is known on that point. Pendi ng
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its stay in the ovary, the ovum undcr\\·cnt no appreciable modification;
but as soon as it enters the oviduct, the beginning of those changes it must
necesmrily pass through, in order to give birth to a new heing, is observed;
ancl hence, to study thc:;e modifications in due course, we must first examine
those manifested in the tube, and then such as do not appear until after its
!UTlval in the uterine cavity.

ARTICLE I.
CIIANGES OF TITE OVUM IN TIIE TUBE.

It has heretofore been always impossible to study these changes in the
human ovum, and the description we are about to give is the result of
observations made on the ova of mammalia, especially of the dog and
rabbit; but analogy favors the belief that similar phenomena take place
in the human species; indeed, the strongest resemblance exists between the
oYum of the Ja.tter, and the unfecundated ovum of a bitch; besides, the
youngest ova that have been studied in the female, Pxactly resemble those
which have arrived at a certain degree of development in animals. It is,
therefore, extremely probable that if they are endowed with the same
organization before conception, and still exhibit a perfect resemblance after
the fecundation, they must have passed through simil ar successive trai1sformations. From analogy as well as observation, it is supposed that in the human
female ten or twelve days are occupied in the passage of the ovum through
the tube.
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The pofo.r globule thus produced remains beneath the vitclline nrembrtine nnd
unconnected with the phenomena which are to take pla.ce in its vicinity. h
become!! uselPss, in fact, as soon as formed. being intended only to prepare the
'vay for the i:;egmentation or the vitcllus, which we arc soon to study.
Whether focundation has occurred or not, the germinal vesicle disnt1penrs, the
vitcllu1> conden~es, and the polar globules form; but the changes which we are
next to study take place only in fecundated ova. (:\fcmoirs of Pror. Ch. Robin.)
l'ornrnlion of lite rilelline Kucleus and Segme11lalion ofllie Yilell11s.-Bolh the
layer or albumen which surrounds the fccun<lat.ed O\um, and the vitelliuo membr:rne become thicker during the passage through the eccon<l half and internal third
of the Fallopian tube; but the most remarkable changes take place in the Yitellus
(Harry. Bi,;choff, Robin).
Whilst the vitel!us is u ndergoing its condcn!lation, a.clcnr spot nppcars in its
centre and increases so rapidly in size by crowding aside the ''itclline globuks,
that in about ooe hour it has attained a. diameter of from ~h of aa inch to the d
of an inrh (RoLin). T\Je spot ie called the vilelline mwle1ls, and has nothing in11
common with either the germinal vesicle or the polar globule. It is com poised of a
thick fluid without aca\'ity or distinct walls.
'l'he vitcllinc uuclcus has barely attained the above.mentioned diameters before
it is !lecn to become elongated and constricted near the middle, and finally separates
into two hnh'es. This i-eparntion is the signn l for the Acgmentation of the vitellus
which itself diridcs iuto l\'l"O halves, in the centres of which are found the Corre·
sponding hakes of the ,,itelline nucleus.

A..

The layer of albumen. v.Thevitellinemembtane.

Each half of the ,·itelluit divides in itfl turn into two parts and so successively,
un til by the procesfl of subdivision the entire vitellus
(which at first vrcsented two regularly rounded poi··
tions (Fig. 52), then four (Fig. 53), and then eight,
&c., the vitelline spheres becoming more numerous
and smaller) acquires the appearance of a mu!·
berry; whence is derived the name muriform body
(Fig. 54) applied to the vi tell us afwr the i:;egmenti~·
tioniscumpleted.
'l'he segmentation of the vitellus woulJ seem to
be dependent upon th~ segmentation of the vitelline
nucleus, a portion of which is found in the centre
ofeachvitelline!lphe re.]

The

time necessary for the ovum to traverse

~11:~ t:~~ ~o'::~l::i~b~~l:~a~:e;;:!ie:~i1~~~::

according to l\L Coste, the ovum of rabbits docs
not reach the uterus before the third or the
fourth rJuy, whilst in the bitch, it has been
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found in the tubes as late as the tenth, twelfth, or even fifteenth day; and
we have formerly stated thnt, in the human species, no one case has ever
proved its existence in the womb prior to the twelfth day. However, it is
well to remark, that, a~ a general rule, the passage is very rapid through
the external half of the tube, whilst its progress through the second half
and e~pecially through the Inst third is exceedingly slow, in consequence
perhaps of the extreme narrowness of this portion of it.
Finally, the ovum augments somewhat in volume during its course, being
probably nourished at first at the expense of the granulations which accompany it, and subsequently by absorbing the albuminous liquid secreted in
the oviduct itself. 1

ARTICLE II.
MODIFICATIONS OF TJIE OVUU: FROM ITS FIRST ARRIVAL IN TIIE WOMB
USTIL .AFTER TUE DE\'ELOPllENT 01', TIIE ALLANTOIS.

[Formalio1& of the Blaslodermic 1lfembrane.-At the time of its entrance into the
cavity of tl1e uterus, the O\'Ulll is, therefore, composed of the muriform body, the
thickened \'itelline membrane, and a. thin layer of albumen su rroundin g the latter.
En.ch little sphere of the muriform body now undergoes an internal change by
which its outer portion is transformed into a. membrane, so that each segmentary
sphere represe nts a cell with n. homogeneous envelope and J!;ranu lar tissue. Shortly
after this, fluid collects in the centre of the muriform body and presses to the circumference the spheres or cells of which the body had been composed. fo con8equencc of this pressure the cells become flattened o.nd applied to the "itelline
membrane so as to form a sort of lining thereto, and by their mutual adherence
form :L second membrane enclosed within the primary one.]

This second membrane is not easily recognized; but if the example of
M. Coste be followed, and the ovule be placed in water, it will become quite
apparent. In fact, a very curious endosmotic phenomenon then takes place;
th e water passing through the vitelline membrane
detaches the second vesicle in such a manner that
th e latter, being completely isolated, as also
puckered and corrugated in every direction 1
floats or hangs suspended in the new liquid
which distends the vitelline membrane; and to
this .M. Coste has given the title of the blastode1'mic membrane. Bnt while this blnstodermic
vesicl e, or membrane, is being developed, the
layer of albumen which surrounds the ovum on
its first arrival in the uterus, disappears nnd con'l~~:0:.~~1:~0:~1~~~e~;~~i:i;:~:;! sequently the vitelline vesicle loses much of its

io
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the ovum still remained free and
without any adhesion to the uterine walls; but

1 This layer of albumen which su
rrounds the ovum oflhernbbitandoflberoebuck,
whilstitremnins in the tube, does not exist around the ovum of the bitch and of the
sow. On occount of tlu~ se differences, it will remain uncertain whether it em·clops
the human O\'Um until observations which, as yet, it bas been impossible to make,
1ha\l settletbequestion.
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it commences about this period to contract more intimate relations with the
latter, and hence can no longer be displaced by blowing upon it. At the
same period a rounded, whitish spot begins to appear on some point of the
blastodermic vesicle, which seems to be detached, or to stand in relief; this
has been called the tache embryonnafre (the embryonic spot) by M. Coste,
and it, like the blastodermic vesicle, is composed of cellular granulations,
excepting that these latter are more contracted, and are aggregated in a
l:irger quantity at this point. (Figs. 56 and 57.) At the same time, a

0
minute examination is all that is necessary to convince us that the vesicle,
as also the embryonic spot, is composed of two laminre, lying in contact
with each other, but which may be separated by a couple of fine needles.
To render this doubling of the blastoderm more evident, we present two
theoretical figures, exhibiting it at the same stage of development. In the
first (Fig. 56), which is a front view of the ovum, the blastotlerm with the
rounded embryonic spot is seen. The same figure, in profile (Fig. 57),
shows the two blastodermic laminre, both presenting a swelling near the
embryonic spot. One bas been called the external, serous, or animal layer,
~nd the other is denominated the internal, 1mwo1ts, or the vegetative one.
Shortly after this period, the embryonic spot enlarges by the further addi·
tion of granules, but more in one of its diameters than in the others, so as
to exchallge its rounded for an elongated form.
A considerable projection above the external face of the blastoderm may
be simultaneously noticed, which exhibits a convexity towards the vitelline
membrane and a concavity looking to the central part of the ovum (Fig.
58); and thenceforth the cavity of the blastodermic vesicle is divided into
two distinct portions, the one embryonic, the other, which is the larger,
forming the umbilical vesicle.
A line of greater obscurity may soon be recognized at the cer.tre of this
spot, being the first trace of the embryo. The margins of this spot fold
inwards, as do also the extremities, thereby giving rise to an elongated
body curved like a boat with the ends swollen, in consequence of their
doubling up, and a cavity of some depth at its centre. The body of the
embryo is then readily distinguished.
The extremity that is most swollen is called the cephalic, and the other,
or less voluminous one, the caudal extremity; about that time the serous

laminre of the blastodcrm caa be traced as continuous with the m()st ex·
terunl ln.ycrs of the embryonic body, whih;t the mucous one forms ita
internn.l plane. In proportion as the embryonic spot
loses its distinctive characters, numerous little eleva·
tions, irregularly scattered over the external surface
of the ovum, are seen to develop themselves, being,
in fact, the commencement of those villositics which
subsequently stud the exterior surface of the chorion.
During the progre::is of these phenomena, the external, or serous layer of the blasto<lerm ( Fig. 59)
forms a fold around the part which has been trans·
~
formed into the emb ryo, and curved as already stated i
the fold of the serous layer being especially so at
the caudal and cephalic extremities. The fold gradually enlarges above, below, and on the sides, in such
a manner as to form a true hood over the head nnd
caudal termination; hence named from this re:<emblance the cephalic and caudal hoods. These folds
elongate rapidly (Fig. 60), pa!::;ing along the dorsal
regions of the embryo, and ultimately coming into
contact on the median line, unite so as to form a pouch surrounding the
embryo, and continuous with it along the whole circumference of its large
ventral opening. Although at first almost in
direct contact with the embryo, it is soon aftC'r
separated from it by a ce~·tain quantity of
liquid, becoming its immediate envelope, and
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inAs to the external layer of the fold, it is
manifestly continuous with the serous lamina
of the blasto<lerm, and although primarily applied to the preceding, it is speedily separated
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other, until at lrust its exterior face is brought
into contact with the vitclline vesicle. According to some authors, these two become confouudecl, and by uniting form the outer membrane of the ovum; but others teach that the
1
' itclline vesicle will be gradually ab::iorbed (M
we have endeavored to reprc:<ent in the plates Figs. Gl, 62, and 63), while
the external lamina of the blastodcrm. is being Je,·clopcd, and the latter
alone will then con!:ltitute the enveloping membrane.
At the point of junction, the cephalic and caudal hoods constitute, by
their union, a kind of membranous bridge, which there joins the o.mnios to
the chorion. This bridge is gradually absorbed, and the two membraned
become completely isobtccl. (Rec Figs. 61 and 62.)
Such i..:; the view mo:st generally receiyed on the mode of formation of
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the amnios. " re must mention, howeYer, one other, which, without being
now, hn!!i latterly acquired cons id erable importance by the discussions which
it has created at the Academy of Scien ces.
'Ve have just seen that thcamnios is directly
continuous at the umbilicus with the abdom- ~
inn.I walls of the embryo, which is in fact so
manifo:-:t, that no just ground of belief is
~
afforded that the latter was ever independent
"
of the amnios, as some have recently supposed.
/ .
Mes:-:rs. Oken, Pockels, Serres, and Breschet
.. ;,
have eudca.vored, notwithstanding, to prove
~
0 . l~- -" ·E
that the amnios once existed as an independent
vesicle, distended by n flui<l i nn<l that after/
~rnrcls the ~Cetus, by c?ming into con tact with
c ~
it, cau,.:ed its depression, and became envel.t
1. v
oped by it, like a double night-cap, but hasing
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had the same connection with the embryo as
the serous membranes with the v iscera they
cover.
Me.::srs. Coste, Velpeau, and Bischoff have combated this view successfully, in my estimation 1 by contending for the existence, at all penods, of
the continuity we have just described, and
they cannot possibly admit an opinion which
is founded solely on pathological a~t~rations.
,.......-------~~~
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doubt as to the litt le value of such asser/
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tio;r:ruediately after the amnios is formed,
the margins of the embryonic spot, and
especially its true extremitie5 1 become more
and more turned inward~, thereby aug-
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thus con:stit~1ted, the mucou:3 lam.ina of ~he
bla"'todcrm is observed to concur 1n forming
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tion as this constantly increa~iug iuve1~i?n :;;~~;;~. hroo<l!J n·ady 10 ch:.:;e up. &. The
of the lateral walls, and of the extremities
of the embryo, progrc.s:5C~\ this commun ication becomes more and m1lre
contmctcd, so that in a short time the intestinal cavity on ly connect:-! with
the blastodermic vesicle by a contracted pediclc; and thenceforth, thi~
latter receives the namtl of the umbilical 11esicle, und the vc.:~;;eb ,,hich ar..:
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distributed to its vascular layer, consisting of two veins that
and an
artery that emerges from the embryo, are called
.els. (Fig. 61.)
.
As the coutractiou of the ventral opening in the embryo, and the circumscription of the umbilical vesicle go on, we may observe at the inferior
part of the intestinal canal, just in the region where the bladder and rectum,
during the earlier days of embryonic life, are confounded under the n~me
of cloaca; we observe, I repeat, the intestinal parietes to form there a slight
elevation. Now, this little tumor (Fig.
61 ) gradually elongates, so as to con·
stitute a minute vesicle, which communicates by its narrow pedicle with the
intestinal cavity; this is the allantois,
which has been known for a long time
to exist in mammalia, but which M.
Coste was one of the first to detect in
the human ovum . The allantois is
scarcely fOrmed before it is proYided
both with venous and arterial vessels,
consisting of the two umbilical arteries,
and one umbilic(tl vein ; the former
arising from the primitive iliacs, the
latter going to the liver, as may be seen
somewhat later.
This little vesic1e passes through the
umbilicus at first alongside of the pedic1e belonging to the umbilical vesicle,
and soon undergoes a rapid development. The grm".th of the allantois and
its vessels is so rapid that it soon comes
into contact with the external membrane
of the ovum . In some animals, the
allantois comes into juxtaposition by
its base with only one point of the chorion, and becomes attached there;
and then the terminal extremities of the umbilical vessels not only reach
this membrane, but even extend for the most part to the villosities developed on its external surface, and acquire there a considerable growth.
In others (see Figs. 62 and 63), the allantois spreads out like an umbrella
around the embryo and umbilical vesicle, and supplies itself to the whole
external face of the amnios, as well as to the internal one of the chorion, then
the two laminre are fused into each other in such a way as to lc:we no trace
of the allantois. (Figs. 62 and 63.)
The development of the allantois completes the essential part of the
ovum, although by reference to Fig. 55, Plate IV., it will now be found to
consist: 1, of the embryo; 2, of a variable quantity of liquid in which it
swims; 3, of the arnnios, already considerably distended, and forming a
sheath to the parts that pass through the ventral aperture i 4, of the umbil·
ical resicle situated between the amnios and chorion, whose delicate pedicle,
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with the omphalo-mesentcric vessels
appertaining to it, however, still communicate with the intestinal cavity;
5, the pcdicle of the allautois vesicle
still charged with the umbilical vessels; 6, the space between the arunios
and chorion, partly occupied by the
umbilical vesicle, but principally
filled with a liquid called by M. Ve!peau the reticulated or the vitrifonn
body, according to the degree of its
consistence; and 7, of the outer envelope, or the chorion.
The phenomena yet to be studied
have special reference to the enlargement of the ovum, and the develop.
ment of the embryo.

ARTICLE III.
OF TIIE FCETAL APPENDAGES.

These comprise the allantoiB, the· umbilical vesicle, the amnion, and the
chorion.

§ 1.

OF THE ALLANTOID VESICLE.

By the time the amnion has become a completely closed sac, a little
pyriform vesicle, which we have denominated the allantois, is observed,
about the tenth day, to spring from the inferior part of the intestinal canal,
and taking on a rapid growth soon becomes app·liell by its base to the internal surface of the chorion. The terminal branches of the two umbilical
arteries and vein, as previously stated, ramify on the walls of this vesicle;
and hence the urachus, which is nothing else than the pedicle of the allantois, is accompanied in its course by three blood-vessels (see Fig. 3, Plate
IV.), two of which (ii) are arterial, coming from the ilia.cs, and called the
umbilical arteries. They run to the chorion, where they ramify, and ultimately reach the villi that form the fretal placenta. The third trunk is
venous, and is known as the umbilical vein.
The umbilical vein j leaves the right auricle of the heart at the point j',
and soon after receives the contents of the vena cava inferior k; it then
traverses the under surface of the liver m, to which it sends a copious vascular supply, and, before passing th is organ, receives t11eomphalo-mesenteric
vein at the point o; then, after leaving the liver, it gains the left side
of the abdomen between the walls of this cavity and the intestinal fold E;
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next, by turning abruptly towards the umbilical cord, it get"' to the left
side of the urachus, and accompanies the latter to the chorion, where it
follows the umbilical arteries into the villosities.
After the earliest periods of development are over, there is but a single
umbilical vein left, although during the first part of the embryonic existence two are met with, one upon each side of the urachus (and consequently
one for each umbilical artery). That on the right side becomes effaced,
but its trnces may still be found at the thirtieth or even the fortieth day;
indeed, ~ome such existed and were perceptible on the embryo I am pow
describing.
·when the umbilicnl vein has actually passed the liver, it gives off no
brnnches whatever, in its course along the urachus, nor does it divide and
subdivide until it reaches the chorion. But, in the earlier periods of gestation1 when the two exist, they are obscn·cd to spread over ~he walls of
the chest and abdomen in the form of a large vascular plexus, extending
as far as the vertebral columu; however, this new apparatus soon vanishes
and leaves no vestige of its former existence.
The body of the allantoicl vesicle <lisappea.rS very rapidly, and scarcely
a trace of it can possibly be found after the lapse of a few days from its
first appearance. In fact, nothing more is seen than a cord of variable
length, extending from the embryo to the C'horion, and having the umbilii::al
vessels inclosed within it. This likewise becomes gradually atrophied in
such a way as to disappear altogether in the substance of the umbilical
cord; nevertheless, a portion of it still persists in the abdominal cavity of
the embryo, form ing there the cord subsequently known as the machus;
and just as this latter terminates in the rectum 1 it exhibits a small swelling
which is afterwards converted into the urinary bladder. " re may remark,
in anticipation, that this rudimenta1:y bladder communicates with the
rectum, and constitutes there that transitory cioaca, whose existence in
the human species may be positively verified by direct observation. It is
this early disappearance of the allantois which ha.s induced some ovologists
to doubt its ex istence in the human race. It is exclusively destined to
bring the embryonic vessels into contact with the external membrane of
the ovum, whence they are soon placed in their proper relation with the
internal surface of the womb.

§

2. OF TIIE UMBILICAL VESICLE.

This vesicle is formed exclusively by the internal or mucous layer of the
blastoderm; at first, it is very voluminous, occupying nearly the whole
cavity of the ovum, and communicating so freely with the intestinal cavity
as to form with it apparently but a single vesicle. But the gradual co1;tractioo of the ventral opening serves to scpara.te the two 1 as we have a.I ready
demonstrated, leaving only a pedicle of vaL·iable thickness, according to the
size of this aperture.
The umbilical vesicle contains a yel1owish-white liquid often of a vitellin e yellowness, in which numerous granules and fat globules are seen
floating. It seems to be formed of two lamime, between which the vessels
are distl'ibuted (see Robin, Journal de Physiolo9ie1 1861). As the amnion
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beconH•:: clcYclopecl, the vrsiclc is crowded by this membrane, an<l is then
found placed between the external face of the latter :tn<l the inlernnl sur·
face of' the chorion.
In con:-oequence of the development of the nll:intois, the umbilical ves icle
lo:oe<:. much of its import:11H'C in the human species:, as it so soon becomes
an orµ-an of little value either to the growLh of the ovum or the embrvo:
n1Hl furthermore, it dwindles away speedily; thus, during the fir::.t tl;rce
week-:, it i;i; as large M an ordinary pea, but afler tlv• fourth, it begins to
collnp:-oc and diminish in size, :rnd nt six weeks sub5equcnt to the concep·
tion, it docs not exceed a. coriander-seed in bulk i then it remains stationary
for a time, not disappearing altogether until towards the fourth month. I
hn.ve ob:::erved it seYeral times of later years on ova of three to three and
a half months:, in which it generally still retained the volume and E;h:ipc
of a small ~ntil, being of a yellowi:;:h color, and having its surface wrinkled.
Ilowever, I may remark, that its size appeared very nuiable in several ova
of the same age.
lo proportion as the umbilical Ycsicle becomes atrophied, it is remo\'ed
farther and farther from the trunk of the embryo, iu consequence of the
development of the amnion, and its pedicle is al~o elongated in a marked
manner; thus, the latter is from two to six lines in length, being continuous
at one end with the inte!'tine, and at the other with the vesicle by a kind
of an iufundibulifonn expansion. The pedicle is apparently separated into
two portions by the amnios, before the abdominal walls are completely
clo:;:ed up; one part lying between the spine, or rather the intcsLine, and
the spot afterwards occupied by the umbilicus, while the other remains
exterior to the abdomen. This pedicle is tnwersed by a small canal for the
fir::;t five or six weeks of its exi::;tenee, and through it the fluid in the nsiclo
may be pre:-o::;ed back into the intc::;tine, but it is obliterated after that period.
About the same time, also, it becomes more and more delicate, and ofLCn
ruptures from its great elongation; and its umbilical portion being lost in
the cord, can no longer be traced into the abdomen. " rhen broken, the
Y~icle may be found more or less removed from the root of the cord, and
lying betw~en the chorion and amnion.
The umbilical vesicle has a rich vascular apparatus, the blood of which
is carried to and from the embryo by the inten·ention of two trunks, one
venow\ the other arterial ; both, however, accompnny the pedicle, and form
a con::;tituent part of it. The first, N (see Fig. 3, Pl. l V.), called the omplwlomesenterie vein, enters the abdomen, winds nround the duodenum, and then
opens into the umbilical vein at the point o, just as the latter is eroergi11g
from the liver. As it pac:ses the duodenum, branches are given off to the
at(m1ach an<l intestines, and when it discharges into the umbilical vein, it
send::: a yoJuminous trunk to the liver. That portion wMch furnishes lho
branche~ just described, per~ists in the adult under the name of the ventral
or hrpatic-porlal vein, whilst all the rest will disappear with the umbilical
vr.:::icle and its pedicle.
The n.rterial trunk P, nccompanying the pedicle, has been designated ns
the om.plwlo-mesenteric artery. A rising from the aorta, it gains the summit
ot the intestinal convolution, and gives off brunches to the mesentery aud
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to the intestine itself; th en it reaches the p~dicle, and follows the lattt:.t to
the umbilical vesicle, upon which it ul tim atel·y ramifies. The part that
supplies the mesentery is converted in the adult into a mesentcric artery,
all the rest being effttced. From all which, it appears that the vascula r
system of the umbilical vesicle represents the primiti,·e circulation in the
embryo, correspond ing in it to the sangu ife rous apparatus of the yolk of
fowls. Of course, these vessels will become atrophied with the organ to
which they belong.
The umbilical vesicle seems to be intended to serve as a reservoir for the
fluid designed to nourish the fcetus during the first weeks of intra-uterine
existence.
§ 3. 01''

THE AMNfON.

The most internal membrane of the ovum, or the amnion, is formed by
the inner lamina of the fold~ or the ce.phalic and caudal hoods which constituted the external serous layer of the blastoderm surround in g the emb ryo.
Being contin uous, as we have shown, with the margins of the ventral opening, it seems at first to be attached by its middle part to the skin on the
dorsal region.
The internal amniotic surface subsequently exhales a liquid into its cavity,
in wl1ich the embryo swims freely; hence the amnios constitutes a little sac
around the footus, having smooth and transparent walls. It-s inner surface
is bathe<l by the liquid in closed in the cavity, whHst its external one is
separated from the chorion by a space of variable size, which is likewise
filled with a fluid and tl1e expans ion of the allantoid vesicle.
Originally, this membrane was not concentric "·ith the chorion; but in
proportion as the development advances it presses back the exteril)r liquid
and the allantoid vesicle more and more, therehy condensi ng it, and finally
comes in contact with the external envelope of the ovum. Now 1 since it
adheres to the periphery of the umbilical opening, it must furnish, by such
an extens ion, a. sort of membranous sheath to the pedicles of the allantoid
and the umbilical vesicles, as well as to their accompanying vessels, sur·
rounding them throughout their course from the umbilicus to the chorion i
and all the parts thus inclosed constitute what is called the umbilical cOrd;
whence it follows that the abdominal cavity itself must be in connection
with the canal represented by this cord, and consequently that the freta.l
appendages may communicate with it through the route thus opened to
them. It is thus that the pedicle of the umbilical vesicle becomes united
to the ileo-crecal fold of intestine, whilst the allantois connects with the
rectum by the intervention of the urachus.
As we have just stated, the amnios is separated from the chorion during
the earlier weeks by a filled space, which space is larger in proportion as
the ovum is the more recent. This extra-amniotic liquid fo rms a gelati nous
or albuminous mass, of a weblike arrangement, and having the umbilical
vesicle in its midst. The mass becomes more and more compact by pressure
of the amnion. which has a constant tendency to approach the chorion, thus
acquiring the aspect of a membrane (the membrana media of Bischoff),
which is situated between the chorion and the amnion, where, says this
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author, it may be readily distinguished towards the end of pregnancy, as a
gelatinous, though continuous membrane. M. Velpeau gave it the name
of the vitrifonn or reticulated body, but Robin has shown its structure to be
identical with that of the allan!oid vesicle. Velpeau was, therefore, correct
in regarding the reticulated body as t11e analogue of the allantoid, of which
it is really but th e remains.
The amnion undergoes no important change during the ulterior development of the ovum, nor does its texture. Of course, it would Le more firm
and consistent, acquiring by time a greater resemblance to the serous membranes, although it neither incloscs nor possesses vessels at any period.
Nevertheless, says DugCs, it probably has some openings, which permit the
waters, exhaled by the uterine capill:uies, and received by the vessels of the
decidua and the villi of the chorion, to be diffused around the fcetus; but
this perspiration of the liquids secreted by the internal uterine surface, may
very po::;sibly be a simple phenomenon of endosmosis.
§ 4. WATERS OF TfTE AMNION.
The amniotic cavity is filled with a liquid, in which the fcetus is immersed. At the commencement of pregnancy, this fluid is of slight density,
and more or less transparent and. limpid, but towards term it becomes viscid,
unctuous, and more consistent than pure water: sometimes it is as clear as
serum; at others, it is of a light yel low or greenish color. It frequently becomes lactescent, turbid, and interspersed with yellowish-gray, or even black
albuminous flakes; again, in certain cases, it is strongly tinged with yellow,
when the membranes are ruptured, from the admixture of a quantity of
meconium i it exhales a disagreeable odor, analogous to that of the spermatic fluid, and its taste is slightly salin e.
The quantity of the amniotic fluid varies greatly i thus, in the
months it is, relatively to the fcetus, more abundant, in proportion as
embryo is younger. Riol::in found four ounces in an ovum containing a
fcetus of the size of an ant. The weight of the fcetus and that of the fluid
at the middle of gestation, are very nearly equal. Again, dating from this
period, the difference is generally in favor of the fcetus, and the weight of
the latter at term is four or five times greater than the waters, which seldom
exceed a pound or a pound and a quarter; consequently, if the assertion is
true, that the waters augment in their absoltite quantity until term, it is
equally so to s~y they increase relatively to the fcetus in the first, and
diminish in the second half of pregnancy. In fact, the variations in this
respect are infinite, even at the time of the accouchement.
According to the analys is of Vauquelin, 100 parts of amniotic liquor
consist: of water 98·8; of albumen, hydrochlorate of soda, phosphate of
lime, and lime, 1·2. The interesting question now arises: What is the
source of' the amniotic fluid? Some assert that it comes from the mother;
others, that it is produced by the fcetus. Chaussier, Meckel, and Beclard,
adopting an intermediate opinion, suppose that its secretion takes place
simultaneously from the female and her product.
Everything proves, says l\I. Velpeau, that the liquor amnii is the result
of a transudation or of a simple exhalation, like the serum of the pleura,
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pericardium, &c., and that this process requires no particular cnunls for its
accomplishment, being n phenomenon of pure vital imbihition.
According to Burdach, the amniotic waters c:mnot be secreted by the
1
f<l'tus, becau!Sc they exist prior to its formation, and therefore they mu:4 be
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part of this li<]uid C'Omcs from the mother's organs; yet we mm•t add that
it also contains certain products, secreted by the fa:tus: for instance, it is
frequently colored by JOOme mcconium, and besides, it is almo~t certain that
the urine may be di$charged into the amniotic cavity during the latter
months of pregnancy. A few inconte.::;table facts prove that such an c\·ac:uution is neces.~ary to the maintC'n:rnce of footal life: thus, Billar<l and T. \\'.
King record ha\'ing seen cascg of ruptured bladder, resulting from imperforation of the urethra; and further, Desormeaux and P. Dubois have
observed an obliteration of this canal in two stillborn children, which had
given rise to an enormous dh::tention of the bladder, ureters, and both kidneys i indeed, the latter were found transformed into two multilocular cysts.
Similar facts have been presented before the Academy of Medicine by .tlnL
Depaul and l\[oreau.
According to some author~, the principal use of these waters is to contribute to the nutrition of the fretu~, during at least a great part of ge::;tation.
(See Nutrition of the F(J'fUB.) Howe\'Cr this may be, the waters of the amnios serve during pregnancy to maintain the insulation of the external fretal
parts before the skin becomes conred with the sebaceous coat hereafter to
be described; to promote the active mo,·ements of the footm; and its development, both of' which would have been greatly incommoded without this
inter\'ention, by the pressure of the uterine walb; to protect the fretus from
all external viol-ence, and to afford it the means of conforming to the laws
of gravity. They l ikewise favor a uniform expansion of' the womb, and
remove all prc.:-$;ure from the umbilical co1·d, thus a!:rnring the integrity of
the fccto-placcntal circulation both during pregnancy and labor. In the
latter, they seem destined to guard the child from the \'iolcnC'e of the uterine
contraetions, which, without them, would certainly compromise its existence;
to aid in forming the amniotic bag, the engagement of which renders the
dilatation of the neck more uniform and ea~y; to lubricate the pel\'iC canal,
and thus facilitate the descent of the fcetus; and lastly, they render manipulations of every kind less difficult than they otherwise would be.

§ 5. OF

THE CHORION.

The chorion is the most externnl em·elope of the ovum. 'Vritcrs are by
no means unanimous in their views as to the elements of' which it is composed. Thu~, some of them, as we have had occa::;ion to state, suppo:se that
it is formed hy the vitelline membrane, the external lamina of the blnstoderm, and the allantoid vesicle, uniting to constitute a single layer. According to others, on the contrary, the vite11!ne membra.ne will disappcn.r soon
1 It is only necessary lo recall our remarks ou the development of the nmnios lo
refute this opinion.
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after the doubling of the blasto<lermic ve:sicle, anti the external lamina of
the latter, conjoined with the nllantois, will then form the chorion.
(~ I. Hobin'!I view of the subjef't is a'I folluw8: 1\ccording to i\l. Co!'.!te,
three
kinds of l'hori(ln appear successively, one of whid1, ho11C\'Cr, disappears in conse
of the development of its successor which issubstitutcd for it. '!'he.first
which lasts for a few day8 only, i~ formed hy the \·cgctations which
cO\·er
\'itelline membrane at the time of the entrance of the onile into
the uteru;:.
Ko Yes .. els ha\·e yet appeared, Lut thC'y carry nutriti1·e matter
from the utcnis to the vitcllus by endo~mulic action. The second clwtfon is
formed by the externnl layer of the blast(ldl'rm, which is composed of cello
re~ulting from the se~mentation of the vitcllu!'.1. This layer, by vadual
pres·
sure against tho vitclline membrane, at first lines it, and then causing its absorption becomes itself the external eu,·elope of the ovum or the second chcr
rioo. The thirdcliorion is fol'mcd by the allantoid, which is applied to the inter·
na l surface of the preceding chorion, and cau8ing its atrophy by prC8sure, becomes
the external membrane of the ovum which remains until the end of ge~tation . l'his
membrane i:<i nt first t'o1·ered entirely by vascular villi which, at a luter }J'!riod,
remain only at the place where the placenta. i8de1·clopcd.
We thus find that t!H'!'.lethree parts arcdeHlopcd in the order mentioned; but
the second chorion is not absorhed; it remains, on the contrary. until the footalevolution is completed, lined on its internal surface by the al\antoid, the vascular
loops of which enter the villi of the second chorion.
Consequently the allantoid never become!'.! a chorion, meaning thereby the exter·
nal layer of the ovum, nor is there any other chorion properly so called dian the
second <me formed by the external layer (Jf the blastodcrm; inasm uch as the vitelline membrane does not desen·e the name, althou;!;h after the example of Baer and
Co'<tc, it ha<1 heen applied_ to it by some authnr!l. The dtelline mcmLrnnc exists,
indeed, only IJefore the formation of the embryo, n.nd disnppears ns sooo n~ the latter and it~ amniotic membrane become perccptililc, leadng exposed the imperforate
layer 11f the hillstoderm, which takes the name of chorion. (Robin. Juumal de

I'l1vsiologie, 1861.]

But be that as it may, the chorion certainly does not exhibit the sa.me
aspect at the adrnnced stages of pregnancy: for during early embryonic
the external membrane of the ovum is thin, transparent, and per·
fectlv smooth on it~ outer surface, whibt about the second week this surface
pre::::~nts some minute granular elevations, wh ich increase in length very
rapidly, and the chorion soon becomes studded with numerous villi. But aL
that time neither the chorion nor the villi ha\·e a proper vascular apparatus,
i-ince it is not until after the allantois, together with the umbilical vessels,
ha~ become appl ied to the chorion, that vessels can be detected going from
this membrane to penetrate the villi.
The chorion is enveloped in a. grenl measure by the reflexed or epichoriaJ
decidua, which separates it from the parietal decidua; and is iu contact, by
a re:-;tricted surface, with a portion of the mucous membrane which con·
stitutes the utcro·l'pichorial or inter·utcro-placcntal decidua. There is at
the outset a ronsiderable space between its cxternnl surface and the internal
one of the pouch containing it,Jvhich Rpace is occupied by its villi, nnd may
become, as we s:hall see, the scat of :.t cons idcr:ible effusion of blood.
Those villi which are in contact with the reflected decidua, penetrate at
first, as they increase in size, into the sub.:stance of that membrane; they
exi~tence
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soon, l1 owever, become atrophied, and dwindle away almost complctt!ly, tho
inten'::ll disappears, and tl1c two membranes come into immediate contact.
As regards the villi of the chorion, not covcrc<l by the reflected clecidun,
so far from being atrophied, they speedily undergo a cons iderable development, when they are in contact witl1 the thickened and softened uterine
mucou!'-l membrane ( utero-placcntal deci<lua), and, intercros~ing with the
numerous vessels dc\'clopC'd in its substance, contribute to tlie formation of
that e:::;:cntially vascular mm=s we are o.bout to describe under the name of
plarenfa.
The chorion is in appo!l.ilion by its internal face with the amnios at an
advanced period of pregnancy; but, as previously noticed, the~e two membranes arc not concentric in the earlier months, being then sepa rated by a
considerable space that is oc<'11pied by the umbilical vesicle and an albuminous liquid, which is the more abundant and limpid as the ge::;tation is less
advanced.
After the devclopmC'nt of the placenta, the d10rion is a thin, tran:.:.parent,
colorle."" membrane, united outwardh· to the <lecidua. by some short, delicate
filament.,, the remnants of the atroPhied Yilli, and in~\'ardly to the amnios
by an albuminous b)·er (lmlica media, reticulated body) . The part corresponding to the placenta is no lon ger in immediate contart with the dccichm;
it is thicker, and adhC'rC'nt to the fretal surface of that vascular body, and
th e attachment is more intimate near the root of the corrl. .Aftrr what has
a.lre:idy been stated, it were idle to discuss the n~cularitv of thE> chorion,
for it ~,·idE>ntly has no vc~~cls until after the allantois has' been developed;
but from that pcrio<l it con"'i"ts of two lamin::e, thC' extC'rnnl or primitive of
whi<'h, al:;:o railed the f:rorlwrifJn, is wholly de>:titute of ve:::o:c];0: 1 whil~t the
internal or allantoid is es£:.entially vascular, a.nd has been denominated the

endoclwrion.

ARTICLE IV .
~ 1. Trrn PLACENTA. (After-birth, Sectmdine!f.)
The pla<'entn. is a soft, F-pongy ma<=~, constituting- the principal connection
between the ovum :ind uterus, heing destined to the hematoi::is, and perhaps
nlso to the nouri.o:hment of the fretu::.
It is a fb.ttencd ho<ly, about threc-quarteri'! of an inch in thicknc:.:.s at the
centre; hut tapering: off towards the circumforcnre, which does not often
exceed two or three lines; in ::ome ca,.es it is very thin, but then it is Yery
large, and further, its figure and dimeh.o:ions are exceedingly nriahlc; thu~.
the ordinary diamC't<'r of the placenta ,·aries from six to eig'ht and a h:ilf
inehe~, at tim<'<: one diameter is longer th:in the othC'r:o:, and the !'}rnpc, thC'refore, i>: circular, oval, &c., according to circurnst:rncci::. The term bnttledoo r-pla rcnta. has he£• n applied to that variety in which the cord is inserted
on the border. As a general rule, only on~ pla.centa. exists in >:imp le pregnancies. ll owe,·er, n. very curious exc't!ption was observed quite recently at
the Clinique of the Berlin Ilo<=pital, namely, a. double plact!nta for a i:inglE>
child. Dr. Ebert furnishes the follow ing description of this rinomaly
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When <lisp1aye<l on a table, it was found to be divided into two exactly
equal rounded parts, which were entirely di::;tinct, having no connection
wh.1tever with each other, excepting through the intervention of the Jord
and membranes i an inter\'al of about three inches separated the two portions. The cord was twenty-one inches long, containing, as in the normal
state, the three vessels spirally arranged, but this spiral form ceased nearly
t\YO inches from the bifurcation of the umbilical vein, at this point lhe two
arteries were placed, one on each side of the ''cin, and only communicated
by a trifling anastomosis.
The vein bifurcilted a.bout four inches from the place nta; the two resulting branches were of unequal length, and the longest sent a branch to the
opposite placenta. The arteries had a similar arrangement, one being se nt
to each after-birth. The one corresponding with the longest vein lik ewise
sent a branch to the other placenta, but the interior subdivisions of the
vessels offered no further anomaly.
The membranes formed a single cavity for the footus and arnniotic waters;
they invested the two portions of the cord, the footal face of both placentas,
and passed from one organ to the
other, thus estnb li shing a kind of
membranous bridge between them,
which, with the cord, was the sole
point of communication between
these two masses. (Arch. Gen.,
18J2, t. xiv.)
A similar
has reC'ently occurreJ at the
d'.Accouchement de Paris, a drawing of which
has been prepared by .\I. P. Dubois. ~
A placenta presenting the same
anomaly, was recently exhibited by A
me to the Biological Society. This
specimen derived additional interest
from the fact, that it was the pro*
duct of a double pregnancy, the
other ovum having a distinct and A. Chorion
regularly formed placenta.
A much more singular case has been obligingly communicated to me by
Dr. Blot. In this instance, the placental mass presented nearly the usual
appearance, but around it were distributed several entirel~' distinct coty ledons, which were connected with it only by the vessels proceeding from
them to join the ramifii.:ations of the co rd. (Fig. 64. )
The after-birth presents a fa-.lal, or internal, and an me.mal . or 1!lcmne
surface; also a circumference, or border. Th e internal
both by the chorion and amnion, and exh ibits numerous ramifications of the
umbilical arteries and vein, which generally converge about the cent re of
this body to form the umbilical dbrd. The uterine surface is much less
smooth , polished, and uniform than the preceding, and is slightly co nvex,
wh\l;;t the former is a little concave. It is subdivided into a variable num-
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her of lobes, or irregularly rounded cotyledons, held logether by a Jamel.
lated, apparently albuminous tissue, which is so easily lacerated, that a rupture may occur during the separation of' the placenta, so that afLer its

~·w. 65. The internal, or fcetnl surface of the plaee11ta.
F1a.G6. 'l'heextcrna!,oruterinesurfaceofthcphu.:enta

expulsion, the cotyledons appear to be separated from each other by deep
furrows or fissures. This surfi1ce is covered by a thin layer of adhesive
matter through which the reddish and sanguinolent appearance of the cotyledons is perceptible.
The placental circumference is thin and irregular, and its extent, although
very variable, is generally about twenty-fiYe inches. The margin, accordin g to l\l. Vclpeau, is continuolls, without a well-marked line of demarcation,
with the double lamina formed by the folding of the deciduous membrane.
But in the opinion of other anatomists, the periphery of this vascular mass
is continuous with the chorion, and only contiguous to the double fold of
the decidua, which is there thicker and more dense, and presents a kind of
triangular sinus for the reception of the placental border.
Our future remarks upon the structure of the placenta will serve to show
t11at its circumference is continuous with both the chorion and the decidua;
with the c110rion by its frotal portion, which, after all, is formed by the
hypertrophied villi of the chorion; and with the decidua or pnrietnl mucous
membrane by its maternal portion, which is but a thickened part of this
same uterine mucous membrane.
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The structure of the after-birth has been ::i theme of numerous discussions
among embryologists; but the researches of l\Il\L Blandin, Jacqucmier,
Flourens, and Bonami, in our own times, and even yet mol'e recently tho:se
of Reid, \Yeber, Coste, Eschricht, and Robin, have thrown much light on
this subject.
\Ve have sought laboriously for the truth amongst these different opinions;
and in believing thnt we have found it in the facts established by l\L Robin,
we are no le~s convinced that the task has been g reatly facilitated by the
researches of his predecessors. In order to render justice to all, we consider
it our duty to give au analysis of the principal inv estigations which have
been made in reference to this interesting point of ovology.
If, while the placenta is st ill adherent to the uterine wall, a careful effort
be made to detach it, we can easily see that this detachment take::; place at
the expense of a particular tis::;ue, which at once separates and holds the
two surfaces in contact. Now, this utero-placental substance is of an albuminous or membranous nature, and is composed, according to Robin, of th e
epithelium o the intermediate decidua. This membranous layer (that has
also been accurately described by M. Jacqucmier) is moulded, as it were,
on the irregular surface of the placenta, to which the adhesion is more perfect than to the 'corresponding part of the womb; it dips into the fissures
that separate the cotyledons, unless these should happen to be very deep, in
which case it merely passes from one lobe to another, thereby forming a
species of membranous bridge; but a partition of the same nature much
thicker than the preceding penetrates deeply between the lobes. The
lamina clothing the external surface of the placenta is continuous with the
decidua, without exhib iting any other difference, says the same author, than
a considerable augmentation of thickness; a disposition that is apparen tly
mechanical, being due to the relief made by the projecting circumference
of the after-birth, and which thus determines around that organ
accumulation of plastic material. Acconling to tha.t
this
membrane offers all the physical characters of the decidua; and he seems
quite disposed to consider them both as being one and the !::.Uut'.
This inter-utero-pln.ccntal tissue is trnven>ed by a great numbl.'r of ycnous
and arterial vessels, which pass from the internal surface of the uterus to
the placenta (uteJo-placental vessels) ; but it does not appear to be t.lrn
ultimate termination of a single blood-vessel. No trace of the injection
remained, in this tissue, in the preparations ju~t alluded to, ma<le by l\I.
Bona mi.
Let us proceed, however, to the vascular structure of the placenta, properly so called; and, as 1 have witnessed the injections of ~L Bonami, I
cannot do better than transcribe here the following parts of his thesis:
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"Au injection, composed of spirit-varnish, colored with red-lead, W!lS first
thrown into the venous system of the uterus through the primitive iliac and
one of the ovarian veins. A second, cons isting of spirits of turpentine and
indigo, was then made of the uterine arteries through the inferior extremity
of the aorta, ligatures being previously placed on all the vessels capable of
tran:smitting the injected fluids to the inferior extremities.
"The uterine cav ity having been opened at some distance from the
placental imertion, hucl the fretus stripped of its membranes, a blacki~h
liquid, which was nothing but the blood, was next squeezed from the Ye~sels
of the cord; then injections, having linseed-oil colored with white-lead and
yellow ochre as their base, were thrown into the umbilical vein, and into
one of the arteries."
Thc:.-e injections were made with the greatest possible precaution, and tlrn
following results were afterwards obtained from a careful dissection : "At
fir:st, the red liquid injected into the uterine Yeins could be distinctly perceh·ed on the fcctal i::urface of the placenta. But, by what canals could the
injection have penetrated so far as this? H ere was a new subject of
research; but, by carefully turning the placenta aside, a considerable
number of small vessels could easily be recognized, leaving the internal
surface of the womb, traversing the inter-utero-placental tissue just described,
and plunging into tbe sub:stance of the placenta. These consisted of arteries
and veins, readily cognizable as such by the different colored injections."
1st. Arteries.-The number of these is large, and they are more abundant
near the centre of insertion than anywhere el::c; still, a few very delicate
ones are found about an inch from the placental circumference. Generally,
they are quite small, varying from a fourth of a lin e to a lin e in diameter.
They asisume very sensibly a spiral arrangement, and their course is oblique, •
almost always creeping along for a third of an in ch, somet im es more, before
the ir terminal extremities are directed towards the anfractuosities of the
placenta i and they evidently penetrate the proper substance of the latter,
though towards the uterus they are clearly continuous with the uterine
arteries. La:stly, they bave but few ramifications, nnd these rarely anastomose with each other.
2d. The veins pass from the uterus, through tl1e inter-uti'ro-placental
membrane, towards the placenta, but they have not the same disposition as
the arteries.
The calibre of tl1ese veins, says l\f. Bona.mi, is nearly equal to that of the
artel'ics, sometimes even a little larger, some of them being from two to
three lines in diameter. The characters by which we could distingui."h
these from the arteries, were conclusive in the piece under examination.
Thus, these veins were penetrated by liquids thrown into the uterine venous
sy:.tem; they were rectilinear, and their exceedingly numerous ramifieo.tions
anUl:itomosed frPiJiy with e:.ich other, thereby forming vast plexu:;es on the
cel l-walls, which penetrated the uterine surface of the placenta at all points;
and, on the other hand, by further dissection, cou ld be seen with the naked
eye terminating in the large uterine veins. Besides these, according to
Meckel and Jacquemier, there exi!:lts a vein which encil'cles the periphery
of the placen•n; but this coronary vein is rarely complete, as it nearly
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always exhibits one or more interruptions of an inch or two in extent,
although its continuity is sustained by a series of veins anastomosing with
one another, and its course exhibits numerous varicose-like dilatations. It
comm11nicates, at short distances, with the uterine- veins, and receives contributions both internally and externally ; some of these spread over the
uterine surface of the placenta, and anastomose with the veins that penetrate
this body at its centre; the others, which arc less numerous, ramify in the
substance of the decidua, two or three inches from the circumference of the
placenta. 1\I. Robin says that it resembles a uterine sinus, and is more
properly one of the latter excavated in the mucous membrane than a true
vein. The presence of this coronary vein is not constant, for neither Velpeau nor Bonami have ever met with it.
There are, therefore, certain arteries and veins that penetrate the placenta,
belonging to the maternal vascular system; but before studying their distributhm, let u~ examine that of the umbilical \'e.:;scl!'; . These, consisting
of the umbilical arteries and vein, having ani\' ed at Lh e frctal surface of
the placenta, di\'ide into several large branches that are found between the
amnion and chorion. The first of these membrane~ ro:.iy be detached with
great facility i but the second intimately adheres to the vessels, which it
completely envelops, thus forming a sheath in which one artery and one
vein are always found, the vein being much the larger; shortly after, each
trunk divides into two branches, each of these into two others, and thus
The two
they go on subd ividing dichotomously almost ad
umbili cal arteries communicate freely with each other
the substance of
the same cotyledon, and this anastomosis may even be seen without the aid
of an injection. Again, if a coarse injection be thrown into one of the
arteries, it will shortly return by the other ; though, if the pressure be continued, it will pass from the arteries into the umbilical vein i but if we
commence by filling the vein, the injection reaches the arteries with more
diffi culty. If a very penetrating mixture be used, the whole uterine smface
of the placenta will be converted into a very delicate plexus, which never
affords an outlet to the injectet1 liquid; patulous orifices do not exist, therefore, at the extremities of the vessels.
'Vhen a r.Iacenta has been thus injected, and is then macerated, it soon
appears to r~solve itself into a substance resembling woolly flakes covered
by numerous particles of a soft pulpy tissue, that is detached from them
with much difficulty. These fla·kes present under the microscope a large
number of granulations, composed of small, convoluted, twisted vessels, like
those in the chorial villi of the cow or the sheep. These small granules
have been described as acini, or little grains. The vessels become longer
as the maceration is continued, and finally lose flcxuosity almost entirely.
On the whole, therefore, the placenta is formed by vessels belonging to
the mother as well as by those appertaining to the child, and each of its
cotyledons is constituted in the following manner: the maternal, or utero- ·
placental vessels penetrate at all points of its uterine surface, forming iu its
substance a net-work of exceedingly delicate meshes, while the umbili cal
vessels that penetrate on the fretal surface present those infinite rarnifica·
tions just described, and these twist around and embrace the contmcted
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mes1ws of tl1e maternal plexus in all directions. Further, tile con nectrnn
existing between these two orders of vessels appears to result from the mem.
branous sheath that envelops them both, eYen into the substance of the
placenta.
This sheath is furnished to one set by the chorion, to the other by the
extremely delicate prolongations of the maternal vessels. In other WQrds,
being compressed and united with each other through the intervention of a
common substance, these divisions and subdivisions form a cotyledon of the
placenta.
Again, all the minute vascular ramuscles are so intimately conn ected
that it is impos~ible to separate the vessels belonging to the mother from
those peculiar to the footus, and they can only be distinguished from each
other by the different colored inj ections. But, although the two-series thus
interlace, the maternal branches never communicate by their terminal
extremities with those of the fcetus; since the ftnest injections, when most
C'arefully made, hase never established a direct communication between
the~e two orde rs of vessels,-unless by rupture of the wal1s.
The description of Eschricht is very analogous to that of M. Bonami;
thus, the former concludes that two orders of capillary plexuses are in contact in the human placenta, and that the uterine arteries are continuous
with the veins of the sarue name through a capillary plexus, equally delicate with the one existing between the umbilical arteries and veins.
But the researches of ·weber have led to different conclusions as to the
mode in which the uterine arteries run into the veins of a similar name in
the placenta, and these curious results deserve some notice, inasmuch as
they see m to form a natural transition to the arrangement which we shall
describe hereafter.
H e states that the uterine arteries enter the after·birth without giving off
any arborescent ramifications; and, on the olher band, tlrnt the veins do
not arise by delicate ramuscles, but present, at their '1ery origin, large trunks,
which by anastomosing with each other very frequently and at all points, seem
to form in this manner a system of cells, whence the blood then passes by
some venous trunks into the uterine veins. Th ese latter are continuous
with the nrterial tubes from their ori gin; their walls are excessively thin in
the plncenta, being there reduced to the internal coat, and collapse, so as to
be nearly invisible when they contain but little blood. The terminal ramifi cations of the umbilical vessels project into these venous sinusesj moreover, the thin tunic ot the vein is pushed into the interior of the vessel by
the fretal villus resting against its outer surface, and it thus furnishes a
sheath to the latter, which seems to penetrate to the interior even of the
maternal vascular tube, though in reality it does not.
Read, in August, 1840, easily verified, he says, the existence of the utero·
placental vessels, when examining the uterus of a pregnn.nt woman, who died
· at the seventh month.
After having detached a portion of the placenta under water, my attention was drawn to a number of rounded bands passing between the uterus
and the external surface of the placenta. 'Vh en tl1e least traction was
01ade, their walls became thinner as their length increased, and had a eel·
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lular appearance, though they were
lacerated; whil&t sometimes,
though more rarely, they seem to separate
the tufts of the uterine sin·
uses. Ily cutting into one of the sinuses, these tufts could be traced, and
seen to rnmify in its interior; some seemed to penetrate the patulous open·
ing of the sinus only, while otl1 ers sank in for about an inch, and appeared
to penetrate even the surrounding sinuses. I could
satisfy myself by
\rerc the ultimate
inj ection and microscopical inspection, that these
ramifications of the umbilical vessels.
It is scarcely necessary to add, tlrnt these tufts only penetrate the open·
ings of the sinuses situated near the internal surface of tho uterus, and not
tho$C more deeply seated. Their volume varies very much, some appearing
to fill the opening of the sinus entirely, whilst others only occupy it in part.
Again, although the tufts appeared loose, and floating in the interior of the
maternal vascular tube, yet they were evidently surrounded by the internal
tunic of the latter, which was reflected on their external surface.
I have assured myself that some of the utero-placental veins contained
no prolongation of the fcetal vessels, hut in many others the villous tufts (the
terminations of the umbilical ves:cls) could be recognized and followed into
the uterine sinuses.
In tracing these utero-placental veins that contain no footal vessels through
the decidua to the surface of the placenta, the internal membrnne of such
veins is found prolonged on the neighboring placental tufts; and further,
by following a large utero·placental artery through the decidua, we ma.y see
that as soon as it arri\'es on the face of the placenta, its internal tunic is
prolonged on certain tufts that are found plunged in its orifice.
The numerous branches of the fcetal tufts which stop at the placental Slll"·
face of the decidua, and neither penetrate into the uterine sin uses, nor yet
into the orifices of the utero-placental vessels, are fixed by their extremities
to the pl:icental surface of this membnrne. Consequently, the
is
formed interiorly by numerous trunks and branches (each
artery and a vein), and each of these branches, both veno us and
is surrounded by a prolongation of the internal tunic belonging to the
maternal yascular system, or at least hy a membrane continuous with that
tunic. H ence, in adopting such ideas of the placental structure,
evident that the internal tunic of the mother's vessels is prolonged on
placental tuft, in such a manner that the maternal blood, arriving by the
utero-placental arteries, passes into a large sac formed from the internal
lamina of these vessels, and the blood is thus divided into a. thousand dif·
forent directions by the placental villi, which project like fringes into these
vessels, pressing in their thin, soft parietes before them, and forming sbea.ths
therefrom which completely envelop each trunk aud each branch. The
blood returns from this sac by the utero·placental veins without any extravasation or abandonment of the vascular system to which it properly belongs.
Therefore, the fOOtal blood, and that of the mother, can have no action upon
each other, excepting through the spongy parietes of the fcetal vessels and
the thin sac that Sul-rounds them.
I t will be seen, that but a single step has now to be taken in order to
reach the de!:icription given by l\I. Coste.
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It is really impossible to obtain a correct idea of the structure and Jevelopment of the placenta, without being acquainted with the nature and

structure of the villi of the chorion, as abo with the changes undergone by
that portion of the uterine mucou~ membrane ( utero-cpicho1·ial decidua.)
upon which the ovule is ingrafted.

A. Villi of the Chorion. - \Ve ha Ye alre~ulystatecl that before the allantoid
is dnelopcd, each villus of the chorion contains a canal, which is open at
its ba~e, but terminates in a cul-de-sac at its free extremity; after the allantoicl is dncloped, the terminal ramifications of the umbilical ve::::::el::s, both
arteries and veins, penetrate into this canal as into the finger of a glove.
The villi, after having been thus rendered vascular, become atrophied, and

finally disappear from all that part of the chorion which is covered by the
reflected or epichorial decidua. Those, on the contrary, which are in immediate contact with the utero-epichorial mucous membrane (inter-uteroplacental clccidua of authors ), undergo a con:siderable development, and
ramify ad infinitum. When viewed collectively at this period, they have
the appearance of a soft, hairy mass, very tufted an<l flaky, and of a semitransparent gray rose-color.
If the villi which cornpo.:;e this hair-like mass of the chorion be separated
from each other and e.<tamined, the following characters will be found
npplicahle to all: a common pedicle, forming the base or trunk of the
villus, about one-oixLc1::nth of an inch long, and one-half as wide, for an
the dimensions varying, however, with the size of the
ovum of ~ix
pcdicle are put forth numerous branches, forming a
ovum. From
of' these branches, after dividing two or three
bulky tuft. '!'IH•
into innumerable minute branchlets.
time~. arc agaiu
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Again, some of the small er branches stand alone upon the s·.irfo.ce of
t1i.· <·horion, in the intcrspaces of the tufted pcclicles just mentioned.
The extremities of the subdivisions of th e third and fourth orders are
her~· .l11d there found to present a sort of cylindric or flattened swelling.
One of the principal subd idsions of the umbiJical arteries and veins is
distributed to each of these pedicles, and extends into all of its branches,
ramif)·ing as it goes.
Iuasmuch as the branches of any one pedicle have no communication
with those of a neighboring one, it follows that each tuft of the chorion has
a circulation of its own.
Although the terminal villi become longer, their thickness is not sensibly
increascd 1 for their diameter is nearly the same after1 as before the development of the placenta.
B. Utero-epichorial .Mucous ~lfembrane.-The:::e hypertrophied villi come
in contact with a very thick and much softened portion of the uterine
mucous membrane. As they grow longer they penetrate into the tissue of
the mucous membrane ibelf, excavating therein a spec ies of cells or lacunre,
which can be seen without difficulty upon the bottom of the receptacle
represented in Plate III., Fig. 53.
Since the arteries, but more especially the veins1 are so developed at this
point that the frequent dilatations of t he latter form large cavities or sinuses,
from one-eighth to one-quarter of an inch in diameter, the vascular villi of
the chorion necessarily come in contact with the walls of the uterine vessels.
According to :M. Coste, the latter are even worn through by the villi of
the chorion, which having thus ga:ned entrance into their cavities, are suspended freely in the blood which fills them.
Soon these jnfinitely numerous and el..:mgated villi become united to each
other by means of an amorphous substance, which is deposited in small
quantity amongst them, so as to give to each tuft of the same peclicle the
compactness which each placental cotyledon presents at a. more advanced
peri od of pregnancy.
The villi taken from the placenta immediately after labor, differ from
those described only in the greater num her of their ramifications, and the
larger size of the pedicles and of the principal branches which they put forth.
Th e fcetal portion of the placental tissue is formed, in short, of interlaced
filaments, which are simply the chief branches of the villi of the chorion,
whose ramifi cations can be followed to their termination only by the use of
a Jens, so inextricably entang led are they, and agglutinated by the amorphous matter of which we have spoken. They thus form, by their agglomeration, a tissue of a reddi~h-gray color, soft, elastic, giving way to pressure
of the finger, and yielding a filamentous fragment by tearing.
The structure of all the villi is not, however, identical at the termination
of prcguancy. Although the greater number preserve until the end the
double va;.:cular canal which they presented at the beginning, the ve:;sels
of a. few become atrophied, and like the non·placental v illi, finally constitute
a very slender filament devoid of a canal. Fig. 68, for which I am indebted
to tho kindness of M. Robin, exhibits th ese differences, besides showing
1
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very c1early the admir:ible disposition of the fcetal vessel within the fillus
it.sclf: 1
Thus H and T represent a terminal prolongation of the brnnches of a
p1acental villus, ornid in shape, with a contracted pedicle and obliterated
caYity; at n is another terminal prolongation of the same villus. having the
structure which almost a.ll of them retain in the placenta. It is composed
of an external e1welope n, or wall of the villus, of a structure identical with
that of the chorion. Its thickness, and consequently that of the sub!::itance
separating the blood of the fcetus from that of the mother1 may be estimated
approximatively. It is about ·0004 of an inch.
This villus presents internally a partition, A, dividing its cavity into two
vascular tubes. The tubes are situated beside each other, like the barrels
of a double-barrelled gun; they bend toward each other at .A.11, so as to form
a single canal at the extremity of the "illu~, which jg arterial at D E, but
venous at G' o. This partition A has only half the thickness of the external
wall B. It has a spur-like termination at A", and adheres by its base at .A.
to the wall of' the villus.
\Vhcn this disposition of the terminal ra~ifications is once understood,
all discussion, as l\l. Robin remarks, respecting a direct communication
between the maternal and fcctal vascular systems, is ended.
Each of the capillary vessels of this double canal empties into a corresponding one of larger size, at the point of junction or of separation of a
ramification with a larger branch; for exam1Jle (Fig. 68), the arterial tube
1

Thefigurerepreee11tsafrngmentofthevillioftlle chorion obtained from theplaccuta.
prolongntionaofvariousap11ear-.1.uce. Magnillcd360 diameteni

Itexbibitii

empties at .A.1 into the trunk of the same nature of the principal branch
c v, and the venous tube G1 G discharges at the point c.
D E
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TIH! placenta is therefore composed of two parts, which are very distinct,

ill a phy:siological point of view, although they are confounded in a single
mnss at the end of gestation. One of these is the fCctal portion, and is more
especially adherent to the chorion, from which it takes its origin; the other,
the maternal portion, is a greatly thickened part of the uterine mucous
membrane.
It is nry difficult to say what is the real mode of connection between
the.:)e two elements of' the placenta, siuce such di.fforent results have followed
the dissections of the most skilful an:itomists.
Their continuity, or direct communication, is at present, however, out of
the question, for all are united in regarding their relation as one of simplP.
contact, a greater or less extent of adhesion.
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The placenta appears to be destitute of nerves and lymphatic vessels.
All the cotyledons composing the plaoental mass are1 as we have said,
united by the interlobular membrane. Occasionally, however, one or several
of these lobes are separated from the others, and r-:eem to form another
placenta by their isolation; in this way it has happened that
placentas ha\'e been attributed to a single fcetus 1 and, perhaps, the
mentioned at the beginning of this article are to be accounted for in the
same way.
The placenta may be jnserted upon any part of the uterine cavity. and
even upon its orifice, though most usually it is fixed near the funrlus of the
organ. It has been customary to account for these varieties of insertion, by
saying that the latter is determined by the most Yaseular portion of the
organ; o,·erlooking the fact, that, although the point of attacl1ment be
indeed more vascular than any other part of the uterine parietes, it is
simply because of the insertion, thus confouuding the cause with the cflect.
According to some authors, the weight of the ovule determines the point of
insertion of the placenta, which, if true, should most frequently take place
upon the neck. Obsenation, however, refutes this opinion. Finally, accord·
iug to l\DI. .Moreau and Vclpeau, when the ovule enters the \\'Omb, it is
obliged to separate the dccidua from the wall of' the uterus, and therefore
naturally tends towards the points of least resistance.
The details which we have given respecting the mode of formation of the
decidua, show that the latter opinion is without foundation. The following
iecrus to us to be the most probable explanation: Generally, by the time
the ovule enters the uterine cavity, the latter is filled to rc1)letion by the
of things renders it
folded and swollen n1ucous membrane. This
almost impossible that it should progre~s very
and t.he consequence is,
that in the vast majority of cases it lodge$ in one of the numerous folds
near the fundus, and becomes attached in the vicinity of the orifice of the
tube by which it entered. The placenta is, in fact, generally found in this
neighhorhood. 'Vhy, in some cases, it should be situated in the inferior
segment of the womb, is of more difficult explanation, except upon the supposition that fecundation was effected after the arrin1l of the ovule in the
uterine cavity; in which case, in consequence of the less swollen condition
of the mucous membrane, it may have been able to obey the laws of gravity
immediately ll!Y'll entering the cavity, and thus descend toward~ the lowest
roints.
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Sometimes the insertion of the placenta upon the lower ~cgrncnt of the
uterus occurs in severtll successive pregnancies. lngleby relates one case in
which it happened three times, and says he knew the same thing to occur
ten times in another. M. Dunal, from whom I quote the above, gives an
obsen'ation of l\I. Menard, in which the woman had this unfavorable insertion twice consecutively. " rhether this sort of habit can depend upon a
peculiar disposition of the Fallopian tube or of the uterus, is a question
which anatomical research only is competent to decide.

§ 2.

TrrE UMBIUCAL CORD.

The umbilical cord is the flexible trunk, which unites the abdomen of
the child to the placenta; it does not exist <luring the early weeks of pregnancy, and its formation only commences when the embryo is completely
separated from the blastoderrnic vesicle, which thcrrby becomes the umbilical vesicle; when the allantois, by being confou nded with the external
lamina of the blastoderm, no longer constitutes a distinct vesicle, but is
merely a simp le cord upon which the two umbilical arteries and the vein
ramify; and when all these parts have received an enveloping sheath from
the amnios. Now it scarcely appen.rs thus formed until towards the end of
the first month, being composed at this period, in all normal embryos of the
age of the one which we slrnll describe (page 210), of three distinct parts :
1, of an en\"eloping canal, whose walls are formed by a reflection of the
amnios, and which is continuous at the umbilicus with the skin of the
embryo; 2, of two pedicles proceeding from the fcetal appendages, around
which this amniotic canal forms a sheath, and which communicate, the one
under the name of the pedicle of the umbilfral vesicle, with the ileo-ccecal
fold of intestine, and the other, under the name of urachus, or the pedicle
of the allcrntois, with the bladder.
But soon after, as the development progresses, and the pedicle of the
umbilical ve.::;icle is absorbed, the cord becomes simplified, and is reduced
to the amniotic sheath and the urachus, accompanied by the umbilical vessels, with which this sheath is confounded by the obliteration of the canal
that constitutes it. The effacement of this canal, along which on ly the
urachus and its accompanying veRsels pass, progresses from the choria l
extremity of the cord towards the umbilicus, or abdomen of the emb ryo;
and, as the progrei::sive obliteration approaclies the latter, it encounters the
inte.stine which adYances beyond the 11mbilicus, and forms a hernia in the
cord itself; but this rupture is naturally reduced, in consequence of the
prer:sure exercised on t11e bowel by the progress of effacement, which ultimately reaches the navel, and presses back into the abdomen everything
met with outside of its cav ity. Ilowenr, in some inst~nces this process is
not completed in so efficacious a manner, and the intestine in SllCh cases
remaining beyond the umbilicus, produces the malformation known as con9<'nital lierni<L; a hernia that
more than the
of an
rnatomical disposition, which
period
of thcemliryonic life.
Th e cord, at the end of the first month, is still thin, cylindrical, and nn·
small; but from the fourth to the eighth, and even the ninth week, it
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acquires a considerable proportional yolume; and it exhibits either somt1
enlargements, Ye~icles, or swellings, two, three, or four in number, which
are separated from each other by a corresponding number of bands, or con·
tractions.
During the third month it diminishes in size, in consequence of a retraction of these tuberosities; but again, commencing from this latter period,
it continues to grow proportionally to the other parts of the fcetus until the
end of gestation.
The cord varies greatly in length at term: generally, it is from twenty.
one to twenty-three inches; some hav.:i been obscned, however, from six
inches to five feet (one metre fifty-three centimetres); others, st.ill more
rare, have reached five feet nine inches in length (one metre seventy-five
centimetres). I delivered a woman with the forreps 1 June 23, 1841, in
whom the head had been retained above the superior strait, and where the
cord was only nine incl1es long. These extremes are very rare; nevertheless, they are not the utmost varieties the cord may offer in its extreme
limits, for it hns been known not to exceed five inches, and has even been
as short as t"·o inches.
In a case reported by l\Iencle, it was so short that the placenta absolutely
seemed fixed to the child's abdomen. Its size likewise varies in diffCrent
subjects, being generally about that of the little finger, sometimes much
smaller, and at others very large; but in all these cases its volume depends
much less on that of the vessels than on the quantity of fluids accumulated
in the surrounding ti::sue.
The nerves and lymphatic vessels, which certain authors have described
as belonging to the cord, are still a subject of research; admitted by some
and denied by others, their existence is at least problematical
The arteries are two in number, and, folJowing the course of the blood,
they arise from the bifurcation of the abdominal aorta in the fcetus, and
reach the umbilicus, whence they traverse the entire length of the cord,
describing numerous flexuosities as far as the placenta, in the tissue of which
we have already followed their ramifications.
The vein, still following the route of the blood, arises from the numerous
ra.muscu les studied in the placenta.; the venous radicles of each lobe unite
to form branches, which in their turn aggregate on the fretal surface of
the after-birth, to form there the trunk of the umbilical Ycin; and the latter,
having arrived at the umbilical ring, abandons the two arteries, and runs
towards the liver. (Ree Circulation of tlwfccius.) The vein i;:) nearly eq11al
in size to the two arterieii united; but it is much less flexuous, and consequently its course is shorter.
The~e vesse!s are wound upon each other in a way nearly similar to the
twigs of osier f,mning the handle of a basket; they give off no branches in
the cord, and it has been remarked that the twisting of the ves::els, which
only begins after the second month, takes place, uine times in ten, from left
to right. The vein usually occupies the axis of the cord, and the arteries
wind uniformly around it. Of C'Ot1rse 1 this enrolling must depend somewhat
on the torsion!:' of the embryo itself, and then the entire cord, together with
its sheath, is involved, as not unfrequently happens; but when the cord is
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straight, and the arteries are twisted at least more than it is, these coutortious
seem to result from a more rapid growth of the Yessels within the sheath,
than of the sheath itself (Haller) . Now 1 the embryo rrnd placenta being
immovable, the turns starting from these two points will necessarily meet
each other, and this inJ ec<l frequently takes place. Two, and even three
umbilical veins hase been met with in some cases; in others, instead of two
arteries there is but one. Osiancler once found three of the latter. It is
worthy of remark, that neith er the arteries nor the veins have valves at
any part of their course.
These vessels are su rrounded by a gelatinous substance call ed Wharton's
gelatine, which is variable in its quantity, thereby giving rise to the division
made by accoucheurs into the thin and fat cords. This substance is continuous on one part with the sub-peritoneal cellular tissue of the footus, and,
on the other, accompanies the vessels into the placenta. Being spongy in
clrnracter, it is contititute<l by a clear, tenacious liquid, contained in the
cellular areolre, that communicate so freely with each other. The cord
frequently has one or more knots ·when it is very long some of which are
formed during pregnancy, and often even at an early stage; but others are
only produced at the period of labor: they never become so tightened (in
gestation ) as to compromise the life of the child, to whose movements they
are certainly due; but we can understand that the cord ma.y become tightly
drawn during labor, from being shortened by circular turns around the
trunk or neck; the knots, in such cases, may be so lrnrdened as to intercept
the circulation completely, and the death of the fcetu~ will necessarily result
if the labor be prolonged. In one case, figured in the work of M. Baudelocque, the cord was knotted three times at the same place, and was .interJaced like a mat. 1
M. Soete, an accoucheur at Gheluwe, has described a very singular case
of double pregnancy, in which the two
footuses were iuclosed in the same bag,
and the two cord:; formed a perfect knot
with each other.
Besides these knots, true uodosities
likewise exist at t imes in the cord, produced either by the duplicature or the
varicose state of one of its vessels.
We have already stated that the cord
is attached by one extrem ity to the
umbilicus of the ch il<l, and by the other
to some point of the footal surface of the
placenta; but this 1 however, is not always
the case, for the facts are too numerous
An anomaly, de.cribed Ly B~u r:kiser
which go to prove that the cord may
indeed be inserted on the head, neck, shoulders, and other parts of the
1

1

The ancients thought they could determine the fecundity of the female by these

~;;:iso:n:~ u:~:~~ 0t~~~;go;~u~ ;~~::~~ ~;:ta~~:en~~;t:s t ~J~ep~;~1:,::ii ~sb: i 1~:1~~t~:e;~:~
1

distant from ea.ch olher.-(Iarrelis Spacliiigyna:ctor11m libri.)
14
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frotal trunk, not to admit some of them, at least; such, for example, as t11e
one ob;er\'ed by M. Jules Cloquet, at Brussels. The placental extremity
of the cord also presents some anomalies; it is usually fixed very near the
centre, but sometimes is found attached to a part of the periphery, bearing
then the title of the battledoor-placenta. Nor is it always attached to a poinl
of the fCetal surface of the placenta. For instance, Benckiser has collected
in hi s thesis numerous cases in which the cord was inserted at some point
on the periphery of the membranes; and having arrived there, the vessels
of the cord then divide into fi\'e or six large trunks, the branches of which,
by ramifying between tlrn membranes, reach the placental circumference,
and plun~c into tho parenchym:i of this body. (See Fig. 69.)
All such modifications, however1 merely depend on the way in which the
allantoi'.-; contracts its adhesions with the point of the ovum in contact with
the womb. In fact, the placenta is always developed there, and if the
allantois happens to strike the chori on at a point somewhat removed from
that which is in apposition with the internal uterine sul'face, the umbilical
vessels must evidently have a tendency towards the latter, just as the roots
of a plant always stretch towards the spot which will affbrd them the most
nourishment.

CHAPTER V.
OF 'l'HE FCE'rus.

\VE shall not attempt to study the footus by describing the different
organs, a11d the vnrious tis::;ues succe~:->inly, that enter into its structure at
the moment of birth, nor by tracing each of them through the modifications
it undergoes at the divers period~ of the intra-uterine life; for such a course
would evidently compel us to o,·erstep the limits imposed by the nature and
character of this work. Therefore, la ying a!:'ide all embryological researches,
we shal l content ourselves with mentioning a few int"re.-;ting parliculn.rs of
organogcny; and while considering the f('('tus in a general manner, we shall
point out !)uccinctly the succcs~i\'e de\'clopmcnt of its form and its external
parts. But before entering upon this subject, we believe it ''ill prove
profitable to present, in a figure, the \'arious details alreadv furnished, ns
such an expo:-;ilion will complete the description previou~ly made, and
facilitate a knowledge of the facts we ha\'e yet to speak of.

EXPLANATION OF THE FIGURES IN PLATE IV.
F10 . l. The bunrn.n ovum, of its natural si1.c, at about the thirtieth or thirty-si:itb
day.
F10. 2. The same O\'Um (of its natural size) laid open to show ils constiluent parts.
A A. The chorion
B. The amnion.
c.'l'hefretns.
n. The umbilicnl ~essel.
F10. 3. The same o'·um highly magnified, and opened in snch n way as to exhibit
!.he principi.1 relations existing between the embryo o.nd its appendages_ The wRll!
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of the abdomen and chest have been cul away so as lo bring the ''isccrn into view, and

~~~:~n0~il:~:\:,r:5 ~~: ~~s:u:~~~ 1~f~i~c~~~i!:\:.~l~i ~~:1i·~~:~t:~. showing how

the appcn-

A A The chorion, consi>iting of two !1tyers, placed back to back, and confounded
with e:1ch other, bul which have been dissected apart fora limited e:ii:tcntalA' ""'·
B n. The amnion, laid open, so !lS to show how it is con1inuous with the umbilical
cord, a.long which it is reflected, thcrcb' formingashcnth, which, under !he form of
the canal B 1 n1 , is directly continuous with the umbilicus or the abdominal walls o c
of the embryo.
n. The umbilical ve!';icle, and »'its pedicle.
o". The point whE"re this pedicle corumunicntes with the intestine i::.
i::. The loop of intestine prolonged into the cord.
F. The urachus, continuous by 011e cxtremity,g, witb the chorion, and by tbeotber
with the rectum ntthe point.u.
ii. The umbilical nrteries.
j. The umbilical vein.
j 1 • The part of the right auricle from which the umbilical vein comes off.
JC. The vena cava inferior.
M. The inferior surface of the liver.
N. 1'beompha\o-mcsentericvcin.
o. The point where this vein empties into the umbilical vein.
P. The omphalo-mesenteric artery.
1. Tbe heart.
2. The arch of the aorta.
3. The pulmonary artery.
4. 'l'he lung of the right side.
6 The Wolffian body.
6. The branchial fissure, which is converted into the external ear.
7. The lower jaw.
8. The upper jaw.
9. The nostril of the right side.
IO. The nasal canal still forming a :kind of fissure, which extends from the eye to
the nostril.
11 The caudal extremity, or coccyx, projecting like a tail.
12 The upper extremity.
13. The lower extremity.

ARTICLE I.

At the time when the embryo first begins to be distinct, that is, about
the third week, it is oblong, swollen in the middle, obtuse at one extremity,
though drawn to a blunt point at the other, and straight, or nearly so, being
somewhat curved forwards. It is therefore vermiform in shape. of :i grayishwhite color, semi-opaque, almo::t without consistence, and gelatinous, varying from two to four lines in length, an<l weighing one or two grains. At
this period, the only trace of the head is a small tubercle separated from the
rest of the body by a notch, but no rudiments of the extremities are ob~en-ed,
nor is there a cord at first.
The embryo is clearly surrounded by the amnion, which lies quite near
it, in the form of a delicate membrane, leaving it, however, always free.
The abdominal cavity is opened for a very considerable extent in front.
The embry1 become.- more consistent towards the fifth week: its head then
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increases greatly, in proportion to the remainder of the body, a1,d the
n1dimentary eyes are indicated by two black ::::pot:s turned towardti the si1lcs;
the de,·elopment of the thoracic extremities is announced by two small,
obtuse nipple~, situated 011 the sides of the trunk; it is nearly two-third.:; of
un inch long, and weighs about fifteen grain!i; the cord cxi!->ts in a rudimentary condition, and the abdominal member.:; are likewi~c present, in the
form of two rounded pimples. The vertebral <lidsions are quite apparent,
all along the hack, although thC caudal vertebrre closely approach the front
part of the head, in cono::equcnce of' the anterior cun·aturc of the embryo.
Already does the heart exhibit, in its external form, a tolerably close
r('f;embln.ncc to that in the adult; for we may even now observe the fissure
that will afterwards separate the auricles, as a18o one co1-rc8ponding to the
inter-ventricular parti:ion; but there is, in reality, only one ventricle, from
which both the aorta and the pulmonary artery arise. And, further, there
is but one auricle; or, rather, the two communicate so freely that the intermediary contraction which should divide them is still nry imperfect; for
the partition is formed by the progressive contraction of the orifice of communication, and this incomplete opening, wbi('h sometimes persists in the
septum until birth, is known under the name of theforamen of Bola!. But,
after birth, the opening becomes obliterated, and the two auricles are thenceforth isobted by a complete partition.
The single ventricle will be converted into two cavities, by the intervention of a septum, which will be gradually developed from the summit
towards the base, being placed between the two arteries (the pulmonary
and aorta), and so disposed that one of them shall open into the right and
the other into the left cavity.
The lungs at this period arc constituted of fiye or six lobule:::, in which
we can readily distinguish the bronchial cxtremitie~, terminating in slightly
swollen cul-de-f'.ucs. )foreover, two large glandular structures lie along the
vertebral column at this period, extending longitudinally on each side, from
the lung to the bottom of the pelvis. The::-e arc the Wolffian bodief'.. They
are constituted by an excretory canal, whi('h run.s throughout their whole
length, being placed on their external margin, and terminating below in
the transitory cloaca. The canal puts forth, on one of its sides only, a
series of more or less elongated creca, which roll or curl up, !'lO as to form a
considerable ma~s by their agglomeration. The::e c~ca secrete a liquid,
which is subsequently emptied into the cloaca br means of the canal.
The Wolffian bodies anticipate the function. of the kidneys until the
latter are developed, and henc.:e they ha"e been denominated the false
kidneys; but they disappear as soon as the true organs can replace them,
leaving no trace of their past exi8tence. J -ust along:side of the excretory
canal, in the "'olffian body, a second one is seen to accompany it throughout, an<l even in like manner to empty into the cloaca. But this second
canal is perfectly distinct from the other, and will become, in the adult,
either the oviduct or the ms deferens, according as the new being shall be
of the male or fl'malesex.
In the curly stages of embryonic life, there likewise exi!'its on each side
of the nerk in the human fretus, as also in the mammalia, four transverse
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fissures which open into the plrn,rynx. These are separated from one another
by certain bands, or fleshy partitions, that correspond with the branchial
arcs of fbhes; for the vascular apparatus distributed there :1ffects, to a certain extent, the same form temporarily, that it has permanently in the inferior
vertebratt"C. 're, therefore, see that the bulb of the aorta, instead of curving immediately in a. single arch, divides, on the contrary, into three or
four branches, on each side of the neck; and after these branches have each
accompanied a branchial arch, they reunite, at a common point, to form the
descending aorta i however, they are soon efthcecl, along with the corresponding fissures, and but two remain on the left side, one of which is converted into the arcus a.ortre, while the other, after having existed as an
arterial canal, will form the common trunk of the pulmonary arteries.
The branchial fi~sures just under consideration aho disappear, with the
exception of a single one (t he first on each side) , which is converted into the
external ear, as may be seen in the figure. (See Plate IV.)
At this period, the upper jaw is still composed of two papulre one for each
side. These pimplei>, or isolated maudibles,gradual ly approach the median
line, and there unite in a single body, which forms the jaw such as we find
it in the adult.
The nostrils are separated by the incisive papulre, which keep them apart
for some time; then, as the latte~· diminish in size, they approach each other
and assume their definitive form; but, in the meanwhile, they are separately
spl it clown to the mouth, and it is the permanence of this transitory state
that constitutes the double 11are-lip. All of the branchial fissures have
disappeared by the sixth week, leaving only a slight cicatrix behind.
The first centres of ossification appear during the seventh week, first on
the clavicle and then on the lower jaw. The intestine still extends for a
considerable distance along the interior of the umbilical cord, but the
omphalo-mcsenteric canal is near•ly obliterated, although it may yet be
traced as far as the umbilical vesicle, where it is reduced to :t very delicate
thread. The anus remains closed; and the bodies of "rolff alone exist near
the vertebral column. It is only then that the kidneys and capsuhe renales
begin to appear, and soon after them the sexual organs. The urinary
bladder' is first manifested under the form of a tumor that is continuous
with the urachus. At this time, the embryo is nearly an inch in length.
At two months, the tubercles of the extremities become more prominent.
The fore-arm and hand can be distinguished, but not the a.rm; the hand is
larger than the forearm, but it is not supplied with finge r~. The cord has
not as yet assumed a spiral arrangement, but it is infundibuliform in shape,
the base corresponding to the abdomen, being continuous with it, and containing a large quantity of intestine; it is four to five lines in length, and
is inserted near the lowest point of the abdomen. A small tubercle, furnished with one or more very contracted openings, may be distinguished
between it and the termination of the spine, which are the rudimentary
external organs of generation; bat the extreme length of the clitoris renders
the distinction of the sexes difficult at this period .
The embryo is from one and a half to two inches long, and weighs from
three to five drachms, the head forming more than one-third of the whole.
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The eyes are prominent, but the lids, from being ltill rudimentary, do uot
cover the eyeball; the nose fonns an obtuse eminence i the nostrils are
rounded and separated; the mouth is gaping, and the epidermis can hfl
distinguished from the true skin.
At ten weeks, the embryo is from one and a half to two and a half inches
in length, and weighs an ounce or an ounce and a half. The palpebrre,
having become more apparent, descend in front of the eye, and the puncta
lachrymalia are now visible; the buccal fissure, which has increased in size,
begins to be obliterated by the commencing development of the lips.
The thoracic parietes are apparent; hence the heart's movements cease to
be visible. The fingers are distinct, and the toes look like little tubercles
held together by a soft substance. The cord is longer than the embryo, and
begins to assume the spiral arrangement; it is le:s infundibuliform than
previously, and is not inserted so low down on the abdomen, but its base
always contains a portion of intestine.
At the end of lite third 111onlh1 the embryo weighs three to four ounces, and
measures from five to six inches; the eyeball is seen through the lids; the
membrana pupillaris is more manifest; the forehead and nose are clearly
traceable, and the lips well marked and not turned outwards. The neck
now establishes a visible separation between the head and thorax; the latter
cavity is closed at all points, but is still very slightly developed relatively
to the other cavities. The cord coutains no intestine, and its spiral turns
· are more numerous and evident. The nails begin to appear as thin membranous plates i the sex is distinct, and the integuments, which heretofore
were only a soft, viscous covering, acquire more consistence, but are still
very thin, transparent, of a roseate hue, and without an apparent fibrous
texture.
Al the fourth month, the embryo takes the name of fretus; its growth is
not so rapid in the commencement as at the end of this month. The body
is six to eight inches in Jeugth, and weighs from seven to eight ounces.
The fontanelles are very large, as are also the sutures; and some short,
whitish, silvery lmirs may be observed on the head. The face still remains
but little developed, although more elongated than it has previously been.
The eyes, nostrils, and mouth are closed, and when the occlusion of the lids
happens to be incomplete, it is generally at the intemal part. The tongue
may be distinguished behind the buccal fissure, and the projection of the
chin is observable. The cord is inserted higher up on the abdomen, whence
the centre of the body is an inch or two above the umbilicus. The skin has
a rosy color, and begins to be covered by down; and some fat, tinged with
red, is deposited in the arcolro of the subcutaneous cellular tissue, and the
muscles now produce a sensible motion. A footus born at this period might
live for several hours. 'Yhilst I was Interne at the II6tel Dieu, I received
one that had scarcely reached the fourth month. It Jived, however, from
half-past seven to half·past eleven o'clock.
At five nionths, the length of the body is eight to ten inches, and it weighs
from eight to eleven ounces. The skin is more consistent, and many patches
of sebaceous matter may already be seen, but the pupils cannot be dis·
tinguished.
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At six montlis, the length is eleven to twelve an<l a half iuchcs, and the
weight about one pound (avoir.). The hair is both longer :m<l thicker1 the
eyes closed, the eyel ids somewhat thicker, and their margins, as well as Uw
eyebrows, are studded with very delicate hairs. Agreeably to most authon_
:,
the membrana pupillaris always ex ists; on the contrary, the pupil at thi:s
period has seemed very large, both to :M. Vclpeau and mys~lf. The skin
is better organized, for the dermis and the epidermis may be distinguished,
though its surface is wrinkled and puckered, ow ing to the small quantity
of subcutaneous fat. The nails are solid already. The scrotum is very
smal1, quite red 1 and empty.
At sei•en months, the fCetus acquires a length of twelve nnd a half tr.
fourteen inches; all its parts have become firmer and more volum inous, and
their respective dimensions better proportioncJ. 'fbe lwnes belonging to
th e vault of the cranium exhibit near their ceutres a c:on::;i<lerablc promiwhence it
nence at the point where the first rudiments of o:>s ifi cation
periods, and
follows they are less uniformly arched than at the
more cu rved than in the former months, when they wero in reality nearly
flat. The pupillary membrane disappears completely i indeerl, according
to .M. Velpeau, this membrane does not ex ist at any period Jf the
a
uterine life. The iris commences as a simple ring, which then grows
concentric manner, leaving at last only the opening called the pupil. The
eyelids are partly open 1 and the testicles begin to descend into the scrotum .
At eight months, the fcetus seems to grow, as Desormeaux remarks, rather
in thickness than in length; it is only sixteen to eighteen inches long, and
yet weighs from four to five pounds. The skin is very red, and covered
with long down, and a considerable quantity of sebaceous matter. 1 The
lower jaw, which was at first very short, is now as long as the upper one.
The scrotum usually contains one testicle, generally that on the left side.
Finally at term, the fcetus is about nineteen to twenty-three inches long,
and weighs from six to seven pounds. Although, in consequence of the
development at the inferior part of the trunk, the umbilical ring is now
considerably removed from the hypogastric region, yet the insertion of the
cord does not correspond, as has been stated, with the centre of the body.
Thus1 in a fcetus whose total length is twenty inches, we shall generally
find ten and a half to eleven inches from the crown to the umbilicus.
Indeed 1 from the reseal'ches of i\I.1\Ioreau, communicated to the Academy
of Medicine, it appears that in nineLy~four children born at nine months,
four only had the umbilical insertion in the middle of the body 1 while in
1 About the middle term of the intra-uterine life, the :,ikin is covered by a const.11.ntly
increasing mnss of a fat, sl ip pery, viscous substance, yellowish-whit.e in color, called
the sebaceous coat. This substance is more abundant on some embryos than on others,
and is in greater quantii.y on certain places, as, for example, the head, axilla, and
groins; it is in soluble in water, alcohol, and oil, and only partially soluble in JlOtash.
It is not a precipitate furnished by the amniotic liquors, as some persous have
imagined, for !here is none of it on the external surface of the amnios, nor on the
umbilical cord; it is a secretion of the fretal skin, and, so far as we can judgr by its
composition, is a mixture of effete epidermis and matters furnished by the seb!\ceoua
gbnds, which assist perhaps in the hour of labor by facilitating the expulsion of the
chili.
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ninety others it was below this. The mean of the variations was nearly an
inch. M. Ollivier, of Angers, has also observed the same thing in thirty
children, examined by him.
·
The weight and length of children at birth have been wonderfully exagthus, some are recorded of a yard or more in length,
gerated in
and others
eighteen, twenty, twenty-four, and even thirty
pounds. These
must certainly be great exaggerations i for the
most voluminous of three thousand children, born under my charge, either
in the HOtel Dieu or at La Cliniquc, weighed ten pounds, and it was an
enormous one.
Of four thousand children delivered at La l\IaternitC, one only weighed
twelve pounds. (Lachapelle.)
Baudelocquc asserts, that he superintended the delivery of one of twelve
pounds and three-quarters; and ]\[. Merriman, one weighing fourteen
pounds; Richard Crofts, another of fifteen pounds; lastly, l\Ir. J. D. Owens,
a surgeon at Ifaymoor, near Ludlow, has seen a still-born infant that
weighed seventeen pounds twelve ounces, and had the following dimensions:
7finches.

8!

"

6

"

In the month of May, 1849, I was called in consultation by Dr. Riembault in a case of shoulder presentation. Several attempts at ver~ion had
been made by himself and another physician, and it was with the greatest
difficulty that I succeeded in accomplishing it. The child, which was born
dead, appeared to me a very large one, and I estimated its weight at from
ten to twelve pounds. After my departure, M. Riembault, who, like myself,
had been stnwk with its size, weighed it carefully, once with a steelyard,
and twice in different balances, and ascertained its weight, by the three
trials, to be eighteen pounds. Its extreme length was t\\'O feet one and a
half inches, the bi-acromial diameter nine inches, the greater circumference
of the head sixteen and one-eighth inches, and the lesser circumference nine
inches. 1\1. Riembault has assured me repeatedly, that he could guarantee
the accuracy of these statements, since being himself astonished at the results
of the measurements, he had taken the precaution to repeat them several
times.
The mother stated that her last menstrual period occmrcd July 12, 1848,
and that she expected to'be confined about the 12th of April, 18-19. The
size of the abdomen had been so great since l\Iarch, as to lead her to suppose
that she was pregnant with twins. The first pains were experienced on the
evening of the 6th of May, that is to say, nearly a month later than she
bad anticipated. 'Whether the pregnancy had really run over its usual
term, and whether the extraordinary size of the child was attributable
thereto, are questions which it is impossible to decide.
On the whole, therefore, we may conclude that the fcetal growth is rapid
for the first three months, then slackens off about the middle of pregnancy,
and again becomes greatly accelerated during the last three months.
Chaussier has given the following as the proportions exhibited by the
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different parts of the fcetus at birth (takeu from a child nineteen and a half
inches long), namely:
.12finches .

. ~t
. 6t

::
"

'Vith regard to the transverse measurement, he found as follows:. 4ifinchcs.
. 3~
..

3
. 3~

"

We shall examine hereafter the dimensions of the head.
Fortunately, these diameters are reduciblcj thus, the bis-acromial in par·
ticular, which presents four and three-quarter inches, may he reduced to
three and three-quarter inches, by compression.

ARTICLE II.
IlEAD OF TIIE FCETUS AT TERM.

Tim lrnad of the fcetus merits the particula r attention of the accoucheur,
as being really the most voluminous and least co mpressible part of the
child. It is, therefore, highly important to ascertain wh ether its several
diameters are proportional to those we have heretofore studied in the pelvis.
The head is likewise, in the majority of cases, the part which presents during labor; consequently, it is very necessary that we should be fully
acquainted with all its characters, in order to recognize them at this period.
The fretal head, considered as a whole, is ovoidal in form, the larger
extremity being posterior, and the smaller anterior i as, in the adult, it is
composed of the cranium and face; but as the latter docs not claim a parthe wo rks
ticular notice, we refer, for a knowl edge of its different
on anatomy. Several bones enter into the formation of
they
areThefrontal.-A symmetrical bone, forming the for('head, as well as the
superior-anterior part of the face. It is divided in tl1e fretu~ into two p0rtions.
The two parietal. -One upon th e right, the other on the left side, meeting at the med ian lin e; they are situated upon the superior latera l parts of
the head, and concur to form the vault of the cranium.
The occipital.-A symmetrical bone, constituting the posterior part of
the sk ull, as also a portion of its base.
Th e temporal. -Two bones placed, one on the right, and the other on the
left sid e, below nnd beneath the parietal, completing the lateral portions of
the cranium, and contributing to the formation of its base i lastly, tlrn
sphenoid and the ethmoid, which belong exclusivel y to the base. Th ese
bones are not united to each other at birth by setTftted articulations, as they
are in the adult (immovable synarthrosis), hut are separated, those of the
vault especially, by membranous interv als, of greater 01· less extent, accord·
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ing to the degree of ossification. The intervals ha Ye received the name of
sutures, 01· fontanelles.
This arrangement of the vault of the cranium have several advantages.
It facilitates the development of the brain, and what is hardly less important in the view of the accoucheur, it allows of a certain reduction of' the
diameters of the head. 'Vhen the latter is compressed forcibly, the margins of the bones approach each other and may eyen overlap.
The extent of this overlapping is liable to be thought greater than it
really is, for, as 1\L l\lalgaigne rema rks, if
the matter closely,
we shall find that the membrane interposed
the parietal bones is
too firm to be drawn out, and too narrow to permit. a notable overriding i
and further 1 that it usually maintains these two boiies so close together, that
the superior margin of one laps over the other 1 leaving even on the dried
sku ll a true normal cro:::$-ing. Some of those
fontanelle!'l, are
highl y important in 1tn' obstetrical sense, and
next proceed to their
consideration.
Tlie Sagittal Sulure. -This great or antero-posterior suture extends from
the root of the nose to the superior angle of the occipital bone; being
formed in front by the interval that divides the frontal bone into two
halves, and in the middle, and posteriorly, by that between the parietals.
At the superior and internal angle, formed by the two portions of the frontal
bone, this suture is join ed at the sid es by the two fronto-parietal or transverse (coronal ) su tures, which are formed by the space existing betwixt the
superior border of the frontal and the anterior margin of the parietal bones,
and crossing the former suture nearly at right angles.
Having arrived at the super ior angle of the os occipitis, it seems to bifm·cate, and give rise to two oblique lateral sutures formed by the posterior
borders of the parietal bones, and the superior one of the occipital. These
latter arc called the lambdoidal sutures, probably from their resemhlance to
the Greek capital A (lambda). Just at the points where the fronto-parietal
and the lambdoid sutures join the sagittal one, two membranous spaces,
much larger than those just described, are found to exist, which have
received the name of the fontanelles.
The great or anterior fontan elle is the one formed by the junction of the
two transYerse sutu res with the sagittal. It is also called, from the fact of
its corresponding with the bregma, the bregniatie jontcinelle; in general, it
presents an extensive surface, bounded by four bony angles, produced by the
lateral sutures leaving it nearly at right angles. It is lozenge·shaped, and
is usually mu ch more prolonged into the frontal than between the parietal
bones. Sometimes even, according to l\I. Gerdy, Jun., it scarcely ceases
short of the nose, the margins of the coronal suture being parted through·
out their whole extent by an interval which gradually diminishes from
above downwards, being only about one or two lines wide toward the root
of the nose. It is not at all uncomm on to find at the lower part of this
suture a rounded or oval membranous space, varying from three to seven
lin es in its diameter.
The posterior or occipital fontanelle is formed by the union of the two
lambdoid sut 11re"' with the termination of the sagittal suture; it is smaller
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thau the preceding, anJ of a triangu1ar form, being bounded hy three bony
angles. The lateral sutures leave it at an acute angle. The bony angles
are generally found in contact, no membranous interval being left between
them. Sometimes the two portions of the os occipitis are not fused into
each other at birth, and in such cases a median suture exists, which sepa·
rates them, anrl terminates in tl1e posterior fontanelle. The latter has then
a lozenge shape, and is subtended by four osseous angles, and can only be
distinguished from the anterior by the obliquity of the lambdoidal sutures.
The opposite condition is observed at times, the triangular space known as
the posterior fontanelle not existing at :ill, because the projecting angle of
the occiput then fits in and fills up the entering one formed by the parietal
hones i still the convergence of the tlnee sutu res, and the prominence of
the bony margins which overlap each other, will aid the diagnosis (Malgaigne); for when the head is engaged in the excavation, and has become
strongly compressed, the superi or angle of the occipital bones is completely
concealed by the internal or supero-posterior angles of the parietals; and
if the touch is resorted to under such circumstances, the finger can only
recognize the position by detecting the little hollow formed by the depressed
occipital angle. Of course, particular attention must be given in this case
to the obl ique direction of the lambdoiclal sutures.
The not unfrcquent existence of spaces upon the cranium, where the
ossification is less ad\~anced than usual, is another source of error. For
this defective ossification is substituted a membranous expansion, which
might be mistaken for a fontanelle.
Such an error might the more readily have occurred in the four case.s of
this kind which I have had an opportunity of observing, from the fact of
the accidental fontanelJe being situated just in the course of the sagittal
suture, about equidistant from the anterior and the posterior ones i and as
this point is precisely wlrnre the finger first falls, in practising the touch,
we might mistake it for a fontanelle. But, by a little attention, it will
always be easy to avoid this error, by ascertaining that no lateral sutures
pass off from this membranous interval.
There yet remain some other sutures, and some other fontanelles on the
inferi or lateral parts of the cranium; but as they are devoid of interest we
shall not describe them.
Diameters of the IIead.-The term diameter has been applied to certain
fictitious lines, which traverse the head in a determinate direction. To
avoid over·loading the memories of students, we shall not multiply their
number as some have done; but1 following the exampleofl\I. Velpeau, shall
describe only seven at first, as it will be very easy to supply the deficiency
hereafter in treating of the mechanism of labor.
Seven diameters 1 then, may be distinguished for the fcetal head, which we
divide, in order to facilitate their study, into the antero-posterior, the transverse, and the vertical.
1st. The antero-posterior diameters are: the occipito·mental, ab (Fig. 70),
extending from the posterior fontanelle to the chin; this is the longest of
nll, being five and a quarter inches. The occipito·frontal, de, which extends
from the occipital protuberance to the frontal boss (also called the autero-
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posterior diameter): it measures four and a qunrter to four and a half
inches. The sub-occipito-bregmatic, cf, extends from the middle of the
space between the foram~n magnum and the occipital protuberance ( to the
anterior fontanelle-Transl.), and is three and three-quarter inches.
2d. The transverse diameters are two in number: one, the bi-parietal, ab
(Fig. 71 ), goes from one parietal protuberance to the other; it is from three
and a half to three and three-quarter inches long. The other, the Li-tern-

poral, c d, passes from the root of the zygomatic process on one side to the
same point opposite. It is two and three-quarters to three inches long.
3d. Lastly, there are two vertical diameters: first, the vertical diameter,
properly so called, or the tracltelo-bregniatic, ig, traverses the head perpendicularly, passing from the most elevated point of the \'ertex to the anterior
part of the occipital foramen. It is three and three-quarter inches long.
Professor Moreau points out another diameter, which he calls thc> cervicobregmatic, ch (Fig. 70); this leaves the preceding somewhat obliquely, and
runs from the anterior part of the occipital foramen to the anterior fontanelle; it is three and three-quarter inches in length; the second, the front<r
mental, or the facial, d a, extends from the frontal boss to the point of the
chin. This is three inches.
Oircumferences. -A circumference has been assigned to each of tlie abovementioned diameters, since it is very easy to describe from the middle of
every one of them, as a centre, a circle whose radius is equal to one-half of
the diameter, and whose circumference shall pass through the two extremities of the latter.
As a matter of course, the greatest circumference of the head corresponds
with the occipito-mental diameter, and passing at the same time obliql1ely
over the sides of the face and through the extremities of the diameter, has
a nearly horizontal direction.
:Most authors describe it as dividing the head into two equal lateral
ha.lves,-a mode of regarding it, which, as :M. Jacquemier judiciously
remarks, is devoid of meaning as applied to obstetrical p·.·::wticc.
The occipito-frontal peripl1ery, agreeing with the diameter of the same
name, runs, horizontally, a little below the extremities of the trans\·er~e
diameter, and separates the vault from the base. The sub-occipito-breg·
matic circumference passes through the extremities of both the occipitobregmatic and the bi-parietal diameters, being thus common to both.
The two latter are the most important of all, because they successively come
into relation with the parietes of the pelvis in the progress of natural labor.
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The circumferences belonging to the other diameters scarcely offer .any
interc::;t, and we f-lhall therefore merely mention them in pas~ing; in number
they equal the diameters.
The fronto-mental ci rcnmforencc, however, shou ld he noticed as passing
over the forehead, checks, and chin: being also called, on that account, the
facial circumference.
The diameters just described, although but sl ightl y red ucible in their
dimen~ion!'=, are not absolutely invariable. Thus it is only
witness a few difficult labors to become satisfied, that in such
head is most frequently elongated in the direction of the occipi to-m ental
diameter, and flattened in its transverse one. And we further Jeo.rn, from
the experim ents of Baudelocque, that the bi-parietal diameter (see art.
Fon·eps ) may be reduced one·fourth, or one-thin] of an inch, by the aid of
in!'truments; indeed, we ha.ve even known this diameter to be diminished
much more than that under the efforts of the womb al one, without any
accident occurri ng to the child.
Independently of those variations in length of the diameters of the head
m indiYidual cases, wh ich it is im possible to foresee, there is one which is
almo!'t uniform for each sex, and of importance to be acquainted with. Th e
head of the male fcetus is generally larger than that of tlrn female; the
difference, according to Clark, being about the one-twenty-eighth or the onethirtieth. This diAerence exerts a notable influence upon the duration of
labor even in well-formed women, and may conseque ntl y have an iujurio11s
effect upon the hea lth of the mother, and upon both the life and health of
the fcetus.
Thus it is shown by the researches of Dr. Simpson: 1. That th e majority
of the chi ldren wh ich die during labor arc males: the proportion of stil l·
born boys to still-born girls being as 151 : 100. 2. That of children born
living, there are more boys than girls presenting some morbid cond ition, or
some lesion produced during labor, and consequently more likely to succumb within the first weeks of their existence. 3. Th at of the mothers
who die during labor, or in consequence of it, th e majority have given birth
to boys.
It will be readily und erstood that the sex of the ch ild will ha.ve a still
grenter influence upon the result of the labor where the pelvis is slightly
contracted; and that with the same diameters, the life of a male fC:etus
would be often compromised when a girl might pass with lit.tie difficulty and
no danger.
'\Ve present, in the following table, the diameters of the fcetal head, ns
also those of the pelvis, before described; hopi ng that, when t.hus collected,
th ei r study will be rendered more easy:Diamet .. nior 1he peh·i~
(Iu inches.)
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Occipi!o-mcntnl,

Longitudinal diameters,.
Transverse
Vertical

{

.
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The fundamental principles of midwifery are deduced from the correspondence between the foot:tl dimensions and those of the peh·is. It hap·
pens, in fact, that the child at term can only clear the pelvic canal by
presenting one end of its long diameter; that, whichever extremity this may
be, the delivery will still remain impossible if the head should present in
such a manner as to have its occipito-mental diameter parallel to those at
the inferior strait; that, corn~equently, the occiput must always engage
before the chin, or viee versa; and, lastly, that the most fayorable posiLion
of the hea(l requires the latter to be strongly flexed upon the trunk, so that
its smallest diameter (Lhe sub-occipito-bregmatic) shall be parallel to the
plane of the strait; and that to be in its most favornble relation with the
pelvis, the occiput must correspond with one of the extrem ities of an oblique
diameter.
The articulation of the head with the vertebra] column, and the movements it permits, should also be carefully studied: thus, the occiput is connected to the atlas by a close union, which only admits the motions of
flexiou and extension, which in the fcetus are far more extensive than in the
adult; the atloiclo-axoid articulation, on the contrary, being gin glymoi<l,
only permits a rotation, which is limited to the fourth of a circle. 'Vhence
the conclusion is manifest, that whenever the head is caused to rotate-the
body beiug fix.eel-great care must be exercised not to pass the limits indicated; for generally the fcetus would thereby suffer a mortal lesion. We
say generally, not always, because two cases cited by Prof. Paul Dubois
evidtntly prove that children may not only survive this accident, but even
seem to experience no bad efli?cts whatever from it.
The great lax:ity of the articular ligaments in Lhe infant ca n alone explai n
the little danger aLtcnrling an occurrence which would pro\·e so disastrous
in th e adult. Finally 1 the natural situa.ti on of the head is such in the newborn child, that the chin descends much lower than the occiput, and the
axis of the trunk tr::werscs the crani um obliquely from base to summit, and
from before backwards, passing a little in front of the posterior fontanelle.

ARTICLE III.
POSITION AND ATTITUDE OF TilE FCETUS.

The fcetus lies curved on it1; anterior plane within the bag formed by the
membranes; usually, the head is somewhat flexed, the chin re.sting on the
anterior superior part of the breast; the neck is so short that a slight degree
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of flExion will, says M. Dubois, pro<luce thi:; effect; the feet are bent up in
front of the legs-the latter strongly flexed
on the thighs, mid these again are applied
to the anterior surface of the abdomen; the
knees are separ:ited from each other, but
the heels lie close together on the back part
of the thighs; the arms are pla.ced on the
sides of the thorax; the fore-arms are
flexed and thrown across the sternum, so
as to receive, as it were, the chin between
the hands. The fcetus, thus folded on
itself, constitutes a nearly o,·oidal ma~s i
the longest diameter of which is about
eleven inches, ha\'ing its larger extremity
represented by the breech, which is turned
towards the fund us uteri, while the smaller,
formed by the head, is directed dowuwarcls.
Now, it is evident that this constrained
position could not have been produced by
the mere pressure of the uterine walls on
the child, since the latter is in a cavity
much larger than its whole volume ; The u!ual position or the child in t11e womb.
hence, it must be referred to the in dividual itself.
The pendent position of the head at term is so common, that we arc
naturally led to inquire why such should be the case? Formerly, it was
supposed that, after having reached the uterus, the head occupied the fund us
for the first seyen months of gestation, and the pelvic extremity its inferior
part; but that towards the expiration of this period, the fcetus reversed its
position; the head approaching the orifice, and the breech going above.
This was the received doctrine until the arguments of Delamotte, Smellie,
and more especially of Baudelocque, completely subverted it; nnd since
then, it has been generally admitted that the fcetus, suspended, so to speak,
in the amniotic fluid, by the umbilical cord, would naturally obscrYe the
law of gravity: that is, the head being the heaviest part would descend.
This explanation was almost uniYersally adopted, when M. Dubois, after
re-examining the question, proposed another theory. He urged the following objections (whose value we fully acknowledge) against the influence of
specific gravity, to which the great frequency of vertex preRentations had
been so uniformly attributed, viz.: 1. If a child be plunged into a considerable quantity of any liquid, contained in a bathing-tub, for instance, so
that its descent will be very slow, in order to afford the head sufficient time
to exert its superiority in weight, \\'e shall find all parts of the footus to
descend with an equal rapidity, and, consequently, either the back or one
shoulder 'rill first reach the bottom of the tub. This result, which is contrary to the general belief, is more in accordance with what is learned from
an attentive cx:lmination of the fcetal structure; indeed, when a compa:·ison
is made, betwef'n the Yolume of the cephalic and the pelvie halves of the
footus, it would naturally appear that their weight must be 'learly balanced i
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the cranial cavity, it is true, contains a well-developed brain, but the abrlo·
men incloses the Ji,•cr, which i:s no Je:<::i i;;o, as also the intc.:;tincs and bladder,
together wiLh t.he mcconium and the ul'ine accumu!::tted therein <luring
pregnancy; 2. It is really impoli'sible to believe that the fcctus is su~pendccl
by the cord alone, except during the early stage.", for enn at the third
month the cord is longer than the greatc~t diameter of the uterine cavity,
and therefore its in~ertion near the pelvic extremity can in no wise con·
tribute to the more frequent prc:-catation of the head; 3. Bel:iidcs, those women
who maintain the horizontal po;;;ition during ge:;tation on account of ill
health, are not the le::'s liable to exhibit the same phenomenon; 4. If the
laws of gravity alone determined the position, the head being more
Yoluminous relatively to the trunk, during the early months, the fOOtus
should present, in cases of abortion, by the cephalic extremity still more
frequently than at tenu i but ob:;ervation establi:.-;hcs the contrary; 5. Lastly,
in animals the lowei;t part of the organ doe:; not correspond with the neck,
but rather to the fundu;;;, of the womb; ne\"Crthele~;;;, the footus is much
.
oftener delivered by the head than the pelvic extremity.
After having tried to combat the generally received opinion by the objections just given, :M. Dubois endeavors to prove that the vertex presentation
is a con~cquence of the instinctive will of the fcctus itself. . . . . . The
child, in its mother's womb, has the faculties of perception and motion; for
the regular and nearly con.:;tant succession of the perception of impre~:sion~,
and the movements which follow, sufficiemly in<licate the same connection
in the fcetus, between these two functions, that shoul<l exi:;t after birth.
Tow, the object of these fretal movements arc partly certain, partly presumpti\·e; consequently, they may be regarded as really instinctiYe determinations; again, it is in consequence of such a determination that the
head in the mnmmalia is u:sually found at that part of the uterus nearest to
the pelvic outlet.
\Ve frankly confess that :M. Dubois seems to us more skilful in destroying
than in building up; and though the reasons by which he combats the
doctrine hitherto received appear Yery strong, yet those whereon he founcts
his opinion are not fully conYincing. Ile is entitled to credit, howc\·er, for
ha\·ing sought, in a higher order of ideas, the explanation of a singular fi.1ct 1
which does not seem, in the present state of our science, capable of elucidation by the material reasons heretofore given.
If we might be permitted to hazard an opinion, after so many others, we
should unhesitatingly say they have erred by seeking only in the fcctus, its
form and structure, for the cause of the various positions which it as:mmes
in the uterine cavity.
Already have several authors endeavored to account for the rarity of
trunk presentations, by the vertical, or the nearly vertical direction of the
long diameter of the uterus, which would naturally force the greatest fretal
diameter in the same 1ine: for instance, the cause of trunk presentations,
says Wigand, must be referred less to the fcetus itself than to a change in
the ordinary elliptic form of the uterus. Now, by advancing a step further
in the path they have marked out, may we not find a satisfactory explanation of the great frequency of vertex presentations in the form of the uterua,
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and especially in its mode of clc\"elopment at the different pcrinds uf pregnancy? For, when we reflect that the utcrue., b(.:ing dc"clopcd during the
fir.st l'ix months at the expense of it:; funclu:;;, is !'prca<l out superi orl y, but,
on the contrary, is much c:ontrncted below, doc;; it not become evident that
the pcl\"ic exu:emity, which, from the fol<lc<l condition of the lower Jimhs,

~~l:~~~~'~'h t;:;:·ei~:otl~~~\:~su:l1~11~~~n:!~es :1:~~~' ':~::e~1~~~~~,:~~1:~~ i~h~h~rl:~1:"f:~
"ill dc ... c:cn<l to the cer\"ix? Tht:re c:au be nu doubt that the inforio.- part
spre11<ls out in the la:::t three months nearly as much as the fundus i but.
the
then, the fi.ctal vert·ca l diameter is too long to permit
traus\"er1"e diameter of the uterus i and hence, with some
the child is forcibly retained in the position it fir:-;t a"~umed.
Finally, can we not explain by thi;; circum:-;t:.rnce the po...;itiou of twins, in
crt,.cs of double preguanc:y, where it frequently lrnppens that one fretus presents by the peh·ic extremity, and one by the head? In a word, the child.
shut up in its clo.::;e ~ac, and cou . . tantly subjected to movement, must a::;~ume.
not instincti\"cly but mech:rnicrtlly, such a posilion a.s will bring its largest
parts into corre.::;pon<leuce with the mo.st spacious portions of the 01·gan.

ARTICLE IV.
FUNCTJQ~S

OF TUE FCETUS.

The functions of the child, while it remains in the uterine cavity, that
require our particular attention, arc its nutrition, rc:-1piration, and circulation.

§ 1.

OF NGTRITIO~-

Few que:-;tions in phy:::>iology have given rise to more di;.:;cussion than this
of footal nutrition, However, it is unive1·:;;ally admitted that the nutritive
materials are furnished by the mother's body i but authors are not as:
unanimous in regard to the mode of their introduction into the interior of
the proJuc:t of conception. For instance, some think that the liquidi sP.creted
by the internal uterine surface tram=ude through the membranes, so as to
reach the amniotic cayity, to be there taken up by the fretus. Others regard
the maternal placenta as clei:;igne<l to supply the child with nutritive matter.
·
and find in the umbilical cord the only means of conveying it
It i~ ncce~.:iary to admit at the out~et, that th ere can be no cliscu~~ion ot
the ql1C:'tion until after the placenta. is developed, or at JeaRt, until aftc1
connection is established between the mother and child by means of the
al\antoi~ . Now, as nothing of the kind ex ists in the early periods of pregnancy, it muRt be acknowleclge<l that during this time, at least, the maternal
fluid,;; mu!'t reach the fcetus by cndo::;mosis through the membranes of the
ovum.
The nutritive matterR cannot all be derived from the same source rtt the
variou::i period;; of gestation. Thus, when the ovule quits the ovarian \"e:Sicle,
it carries with it a. portion of the granu les which formed the proligcrous
cli:-;k; and it is probable that these may suhscrve its nutrition during its
progrc;-;:; through the first half of the Fallopian tube. J11 its passage through
the other half, an albuminous matter secreted by the walls of the tube
.
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enYClops the ovule, nnd probably also penetrates through the vite1line
mcmhrane.
Arrived in the uterine cavity, the ovule comes in contact, at n1I points,
with the mucous membrane of the uteru;;;, The v illi of the chor ion undergo
a considrrable development, and until the placenta is formed, are all capable
of imhihing the fluicls secret<'d by the internal surface of the organ. As the
canal with which each j;;; provided opens into the c::wity of the chorion, they
are wonderfully adapted to this purpose; and notwithstanding the clo1'ure
of thc>ir c>xtremitics, the utel'inc secretions pass by cn<losmo:;is through their
thin wall~; like the roots of a tree, they serve to convey the nutriti\ C fluid.:;
into thr l"pace separating the chorion from the amnion. From thence, the
nntritiw• juices transude through the walls of the amnion into its cavity.
A certain portion of them is cmweyed into the body of the footus through
the C'anal of the umbilical Yeside.
But a"' soon as the ya,.cular connections, which, as we have Iearn('d, are
(':;tahli:-hed between the maternal and fcetal placentas, begir, to be formed,
the non-placental villi of the chorion tend gradually to waste away i the
de,·clopment of the amnio~ obliterates the caYity which separated it from
the <-iHn-ion, and. along with it also <foappcar the vitriform body and the
umbilical nsicle. It now bccomC's a question, whether the nutritive matters
suppliC'd by the mother can penetrate into the amniotic cavity through the
two membranes of the O\'Um, without collecting to an appreciable amount
durini:r the pas~age? Or, on the other hand, are they ab<.:orbcd by the
vasC'ular rad ides of the f<I'tal placenta, and introduced into the body of the
embryo by means of the umbilical cor<l?
The parfoans of the former opinion haxe endeaYored to proye: l, that
the amniotic fluid is derived from the mother; 2, that it contains nutriiive
matter; 3, th::it it may 'enter the emhr.rn in sen~ral ways.
A. It i~ :ilmoFlt certain thn.t the fluid is supp l ied by the mother, for it is
the morC' nhundant as the child is le!'=s developed, nnd its quantity diminish<'s
relatively to the fcctuFl, in proportion to the advanccmC'nt of p-cstation.
Now, the contrary should be true, were it a product of the fcctus it:-elf.
Be:<idr~. foreign matter::; introduced into the stomach of the mother, or
injected into her Yein~, have hccn discovered in the amniotic cavity. It is
aJ,.:o truc>, that thev harn nearly always been found at the ~ame time in the
blood of the cmh1:yo and in ti1c pla~cnta. f:.o that, :-:trictly !'-lJl<"aking-1 it is
difficult to f-1.ay into what part they were first distributed. Very (fr•similar
ob,.C'rvations having rcfC'rc11ce to t11is sul~jcct are on record. Thuf-1-, for
examplr, in the case of an embryo of five months, the mother of which hnrl
bC'cn poi:-oned by :-:nlphurie acirl, Otto found that wherever the ~kin hnd
come in contact with the amniotic fluid, it wa>= of a reddish-brown color,
and a>= hard as parchment. On the other hand, in the ca~e of n w()m:rn
four montlu• pregnant, \\ho ]1nd been poisoned by ari'cnic, :JDI. £ifore1'ka
and Lndos found, by analy~is, traces of the poi~on in the hodr of the fcrtu,;,
in the utern;;, and in the pla.centa 1 whilst it could not be clctect~d in the waters
of the amnion. l\faycr, however, injected cyanide of pota:-:sium into tho
trnchca of a. rabbit, and afterwards discovered it in the amniotic fluid, llw
placenta, and the organs of the fretus.
1
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amuiotic liquor. Finally, the quantity of this fluid, and more especially
that of lhe animal and nutritive substances found in it, is much diminished
towards the end of pregnancy.
c. Supposing it to be furnished by the mother, and to possess nutritive
properties, it remains to be shown how it is enabled to enter the body of
the fcetus. There are numerous hypotheses in reference to this point.
The liquor amnii may reach the body of the fcetus in various ways.
1st. By cutaneous abso11>tion. "'hen the umbilical vesicle ceases to furnish nourishment to the embryo, the skiJJ becomes developed, and, very
probably, absorbs the surrounding amniotic liquid; it is m·en possible that
the lymphatic vessels, which are highly developed in the fcetus, are formed
as a. consequence of this absorption, just as blood-vessels are c;dled into
existence by the circulation.
Brugmans proved this absorption by an experiment: thus, aftf!l' having
extracted several living embryos of animal::; from the waters of the amnios 1
he noticed that the cutaneous lymphatics were filled, and that those of the
intestines were not so; then plunging the limbs, previously tied, into this
liquid, he found, after the l::t.psc of' some time, the lymphatics below the
ligature were fillCcl with lymph.
The epidermis is so exces.sively thin, that it can offer no obstacle to the
imbibition, and the liquor amnii itself contains a large proportion of water.
Again, the sebaceous matter which covers the fcctus at birth, only becomes
manifest :tt an a<lYanced stage of pregnancy; and, lastly, this absorption
in animals both by experiments and di,.section.
has been
Though the cutaneous absorption may suffice
2d. By
for the nutrition of the embryo, as is sufficiently proved by the birth of
monsters and anenccphalous f~tuses with closed mouths, neYerthelc::s, it is
highly probable that the child makes some effort::; at deglutition, at least
towards tlrn termination of pregnancy, thereby determining the introduction
of fluids into the intestinal canal. Thus, embryos may occasionally be
observed executing motions of respiration with th1::ir jaws, during which the
waters would necessarily be swallowed; indeed, in O\'a, that hase been
frozen after their extraction from the cow, an uninterrupted band of ice has
been found extending from the mouth to the stomach. And \\'hen tlie me·
conium is mixed with the amniotic liquid, it is sometimes detected in the
throat, pharynx, and stomach. Lastly, hair is oecasionally fot\nd there,
which could only happen as a result of deglutition.
Besides these two modes of absorption, by the skin and the intestinal
mucous membrane, some physiologists have supposed this fluid might be
taken up in other ways: thus, according to some, the mammary glands are
provided with conduits that act the part of lymphatics, ab.sot·bing the
waters, and carrying them to the thymus gbnd, to be there elaborated.
Others &uppose that the liquor amnii may enter the trachea and bronchia,
and there undergo some modification which may render it suitable for nutrition. Lastly, Lobstein seems to think it might poi::sibly enter through thf'
ge11ital org:rns. But all these opinions are merely hypothetical.
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'Yith all deference to their in genuity, these l1ypoth ef:es arc still far from
being satisfactory. The introduction of the liquor amnii into the in testinal
canal as a regular and normal occurrence, is by 110 menus proved by the
facts cited in its support. It is, indeed, more than probable, that the movements of deglution which the child has been seen to make, were really rel"piratory efforts determined by the suspension of the placental respiration;
also that the icicles, the hairs, and the meconium, found in the stomach,
had entered it but a short time before the death of the child i in ~hort,
where the antecedent death of the mother, the comprer-:.!l;ion of the cord, or
the separation of the placenta had begun to pro<luce asphyxia.
Supposing the cutaneous absorption of th e liquor amnii to be proved by
the exper im ent of Brugmaus, it would st ill seem unequal to the development of the fretus, whic:h must have some additional source of nutrition.
Looking beyond the membranes, there ev idently can be no other source
of supply than the maternal placenta, and, in fact, many modern authors
regard Lhe plaC'ental circulation as the principal agent iu the nutrition of
the fCetu~. It is
to suppose a direct communication between
in order to understand lrnw that, by means
extensive co1itacl;ex i:sting between the Yascular apparatus of the two
place of the more fluid parts of the
maternal blood, which
aud mingled with the footal blood; also
that this transuded fluid being charged with oxygen is subserYient to the
lucmatosis of the fretal blood, at the same tirne that it supplies it with nutritive material. (Van lluevel.) It may, perhaps, be allowed, that all of
the villi of' the chorion, in the midst of which the placenta is developed,
may not be applied to the formation of the radicles of the umbilical ve~~els,
but that some of them may continue to exercise their primitiYe functions 1
nnd still absorb the fluids secreted by the utricular g land s of the utero-epi·
chorial mucous membrane.
What we have already said r egarding the stru cture of the cltorial villi
of the placenta, lends countenance to this supposit ion; for we have seen
(Fig. 68), that beside th e vascular villi, some are found to be solid, and
destitute of any ramification of the umbilical vessels, although still adhering by their pecliclc, and communicating with a larger branch of th e \'illus.
This fact seems, indeed, to have been anticipated by some authors: thus,
although Ei-"chricht regarded the placenta proper as being in reality the
resp iratory organ of the fretus 1 he supposed that the utricular glands of the
womb secrete a fluid designed for the nourishment of the embryo, which
taken up by other branches of the umbilic:al vessels than those by
fluid
which
placental respiration is effected; l\[l\[. Prevost and l\Iorin also
reg<trd the placenta as the orgao in which the :tbsorption of the plastic matten; suppli ed by the mother is accomplished by the vessels of the fcetus.
According to them, this fluid , which is deposited upon the inte rnal surface
of the womb, is taken up by the vessels of the cotyledons. Thus, in the
ruminantia, if the ovum \rith its coty led on~ be extracted from the womb
towards the end of gestation, by which, consequentl y, the fretal and
nal placentas are separn.ted from each other, the sepa ration being
effo('ted without laceration, a tvhitish fluid is discovered in the
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caruncles,and a similar one can be expressed from lhe vascu1ar bn..'Sltes of the
cotyledons. However this may be, it is very probable that the nmritive
fluids reach the £Cetus through the umbilical vessels properly so called.
When mixed with the fr.eta.I blood, the nutritive elements supplied by the
mother, a.re, like the chyle ia. the adult, deYoted to the development of the
organs. Lee supposes, however, that they undergo certain change~, first in
the liyer, and afterward in the intestine. 'rhen thus brought by the umbi·
lical vein into the large liver of the fcetus, these elements experience changes
which result in the formation of a new albuminous a.ud nutritive compound
which is poured along with the bile into the duodenum; there the mixture
is separated into a recrementitial part, which is taken up by the ab:::orbcnts,
as in the adult, and an excrementitial part, charged with carbon, which
forrus the mecouium.
In fine, until the placenta is formed, the
interior of the ovum by means of cudoemosis;
the growth
of !'ome of
of the fretus is maintained by an absorption through the
the nutritiYe matters contai ned in the liquor amnii, and by the as.::imilation
of those which the radiclcs of the umbilical vessels take up in the placenta..

§ 2. RESPIRATION.
Does the foot.us respire in the amniotic cavity?
If something analogous to respiration in the adult be sought for in the
functions of the fretus, this question will doubtless be answered D(~gatively;
because the atmospheric air having 110 acce"s to it whatever, the footal blood
coul<l not possibly obtain any elements from it. But does it, therefore,
foJlo,v that the sallguineous fluid will experience no similar modification at
any part of the circuit? l\fost physiologists think othen' ii:;e, and I share
their opinion.
According to some, the liquor amnii is the modifying agent for the blood,
and Bcclarcl supposes that the lungs are the seat of such changes, the
amniotic liquid reaching them tluough the air·passages. Agreeably to M.
Geoffroy St. Hilaire, the whole surface of the child's body absorbs air, or a
vivifying gas, lik e insects, by a species of air-tubes, or by minute fissures
which exist on the lateral parts of the neck in young embryos. The resemblance between those fissures and the branchial apparatus in the fosh has
to the belief of an analogous function; hence, they are called
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But1 says Bischoft: in the mammalia and man, these arcs never have an
organization justifying in the least the supposition of their being intended
for
they neyer have internal nor externa l br:rnches; nor do
we ever see, as
the branchia, vessels distributed either on their surface or
in their interior.
Latterly, :M. Serres has attempted anew to explain how respiration may
take place in the embryo before the placenta is fully formed . Ile says the
breathing apparatus of the human ovule consists of the chorion, the two
layers of the decidua, the liquid contained between the latter, and of a
particular class of vil li, called by him t.he branchial, which, after having
traversed the reflected <lccidua,, come into contact with this liquid. On the
one hand, the reflected decidua is perforated by multitudes of foramina,
which may be aptly compared to those on the cribrifonn phte of the
ethmoid bone; and on the other, the chorial villosities, the branchial Yi Iii,
entering the substance of this membrane, lodge in those openings, and thus
arc brought into immediate apposition with the liquid. M. Serres believes
that this arrai1gement presents all the conditions of a branchial respiratory
apparatus; but this mode of respiration only lasts during the first fifteen or
twenty days of the in tra-uteri ne life; because, as the embryo is developed
and grows, one part of the villi of the chorion is transformed into the
placenta, and the fretal respiration in the uteru s then commences the second
time, as the placental respiration. Then the branchial function decreases,
th e apparatus atrophies and disappears: at first, the branchial villi of the
chorion wither away; the cavity of the decidua is contracted ; the liquid
diminishes; and, finally, the two lamime of the decidua being brought into
apposition, unite and become confounded with each other.
This hypothesis, though in genious, is ev idently baseJ. upon badly observed
fact;:;, and cannot be sustained after the description of the decidua which we
have ginn.
After the allantois is developed, the villi of the chorion, which have then
become vascular, are in immediate contact with the hypertrophied vessels
of the mucous membrane, and from this moment the fcetal blood derives
therefrom the clements necessary to Lrematosis. Iu proportion as the contact becomes more intimate and extensive, the organization of the placenrn
progresst:!s, and soon forms a compact mass, which is the seat of the placental
respiration.
In fact, this body is formed throughout in such a manner as to establi:ih
the grca.test possible a.pproximation between the ma.ternal blood and that
of the embryo; and this mediate union, iu which the two liquids arc
separated by fixed membranes, establishes between the fcetal and the
maternal blood the same relation that is known to ex ist in the lungs of the
arlu lt1 betwixt the venous blood and the atmospheric air: thus, in the pulmonary organs, the blood is brought with in the influence of the inspi red
air; true, there is none of the latter in the af'Ler-birLh, but the maternal
arc found there in g reat abundance, whose exceedi ngly clelicate
remain for a. long time in co11tact with the umbili<·al rmlicles, the
l'nrietes of which are also thin and tran sparent.
Therefore, if nothing but thin, transparent membrnuc::1 divide the fi:ctal
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blood from that of its mother, is it not possible for the first to cornmun icate
some of its elements to the second? for, does not the air act through the
walls of the pulmonary vessc]s of the blood contained therein? And
further, is not such a modification of the footal blood in the placenta suffi·
ciently proved : 1st. By the early death of the child, when the umbilical
cord becomes flattened fl"om compres:;ion, and its circuln.tion thereby arrested.
2d. By the pathological phenomena of a~phyxia, which are always revealed
by the autopsy in such cases. 3<l. By the antagonism known to exist
between the after· birth and the lungs; in fact, the new.born infant may
dispense with the pulmonary re~piration, so long as its connection with the
placenta remains uninterrupted, and this communication may be broken
without danger as :;oon as it respi1·es through the luugs; if it breathe freely,
it
the blood no longer pa~:;;es along the cord, and, :::houl<i
shortly flows anew. And 4th. By the difference in the
in the urubilic~t! ·vei n, and that in the
distinction not very
dctet.:ted by physical
manifest upon ~imple inspection, but which has
and chemical experiments. Now, in the adult lJulmon ary respiration, the
blood not only absorbs a certain portion of oxygen from the air, but it also
gives off some ca rbon ic acid. Thus far, we have only learned that the footal
b1ood derives from the placenta a vi\'i(ying principle; but we have not
observed the sepa ration of those materia.ls from it, which may be unsuited
to the nutrition of the child. " ' e may ~tate, howe\·er, that most physioio·
gists believe the liver is destined to the performance of this last elaboration,
and to the remo\·al of its supernbuudant carbon and hydrogen, which ltttter
are employed in the formation of the bile, and contribute to the complete
development of the organ. 'Ve know, in fact, tha~ the growth of the liver
follows that of the placenta, that both have a perfect organization at the
same periods, that the bile is a highly carbonized fluid, and that the liver
has a similar chemical composition.

§ 3. Cmcur.ATION.
A. The fretal vascular apparatus exhibits certain anatomical peculiarities
that do not exist in the adult, and which must be noticed, in order to render
the account of the circulation comprehensible. Now, these characteristics
evidently depend on the absence of the pulmonn,ry·respiration, for they disappear as soon as it is establ ished; thus: 1. It is well known that the heart in the adLLlt is composed of four ca.vi·
ties: namely, a right and left auricle, and a right and left ventric le, each
auricle communicating freely with the corresponding ventric]e, but not with
its fellow, being ~eparatcd from it by a complete partition. In the footus
this di\'iding wall exh ibits an opening, called the foramen of Botal, which
becomes smaller as the pregnancy advances, and is whoily obliterated after
birth, in consequence of a valve being developed on its inferior margin
which gradually diminishes the freedom of the passage, and is large enough
at term to obliterate the orifice enti rely.
2. In the adult, the pulmonary artery divides into two large brancl10s,
one for each lung: these ramify throughout its ul ti mate tissue, distributing
therein the venous blood derived from the right ventricle; the blood is next
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taken up by the raclicles of the pulmonary veins and carried bnck by them
to the left auricle. ThisYa~cularcirclc i,.; interrupted in the fretus, in which
the two pulmonary arteries are very sma11, altl10ugh their rommon trunk
giYes origin to a voluminous c·anal which opens directly into the arcus aortre,
and i:;; called the arterial canal or the ducilis artcriosus.
3. Th e abdominal aorta bifurcates, so as to form the primitive iliac
artcricf':, and cal'h of thef'le again divides into two branches, the hypogastric
and the external iliac. In the f«'tus, the hypo~a~tric seems to be continuous
with a large ya .. cubr trunk called the umbilical rtrtery, but this is nearly
obliterated in after-life. The two umbilicn.1 arteries run forwards and
inwards along the lateral and supC>rior parts of the bladder, and soon curve
forward!-\ so as to reach the inner surface of the nntcrior abdominal wall,
along which they ai:;cend to the umbilicus, then pass along the cord, and
ultimately rnmify in the placenta.
4. Lai<tly, the fretus further differs from the adu lt in lrnving an umbilical
vC>in, which, commencin g by numerous ramifications in the pbcental ti,;,sue,
traverses the wholr lcngt·h of the cord, and reaches the abdomen by passing
through the umbilical ring; then, running upwards and to the right in the
substance of' the suspeni-ory li gament of the liver imm ediately behind the
peritoneum, it gains the horizontal or umbilical fi:::,.;ure of this organ at its anterior part, where it gins off a few branches that ramify in the right and left
lobei:;. Jm;t at the point where the two fissures of this viscus inter:sect each
other, the umbilical vein becomes enlarged, and then divides into two
bran ches: the posterior of which, called the venous canal, or ductus veno.m.!,
is a continuation of the primiti\·e trunk, and goes sometimes to the nna
ca.va infori'Or abo\·e th!} diaphragm, though at others it joins one of the
hepatic YCins, and the common trunk thus formed empties into the YCM
cava; the other branch is much larger, and nrns to the right j it leaves the
principal trunk lower down and more in front than the "Venous canal; then
it unite:3 with the vena uprtre, producing a cana l whose diameter is double
it.sown. Thi~ is called the crmal of1·eunion, or the confluence of the portal
and umbilical veins. After a short coiffse, this ''essel subdivides and ramifi{'S In the sub::-tance of the lh·er, anastomosing with the hepatic veins, which
(as in the adult) finally reach the vena. casa a little above the cluctus ve110i;us.
Plate V., together witJ1 th o accompanyfng explanation, illustrates the
whole vascular apparatus of the footus, and to it the reader is referred.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE V.
WIIICH .E XlHBlTS TIIE WllQJ,E V L\SCULAR APP.\.RATUS OF Til.E F'CETUS.

A. The heart. 1111. The lungs. c. The spleen. o. The liver. N. The lobulu s
spigclii . F. •:. 'l'IH• kidneys. "· 'l'hc thrmus gland. o. Th e upper extremity of th•~
rectum. 1. The bladder K. 'fhe ureters. lt. The womb. o. TJ..c umbilical cord
1. The aorta. 2 1'hebrachio·cephalic trunk. 3. 1'hc left primitive cnrotitl artery
4. The left. subcla,·ian art.cry. f>. The 1mlmonnry artery. 6. 1'he duct us nrterio~us
7. The ,·ena cam. superior. 8. The right internnl jugular and the right. subclad:1n
\'Cins. 9. Th e left !lubclavinn vein. 10. The nhdominal 11ort11. JI. 'J'he pl'irnithr
iliac nrlcries. 1:!. 'l'heurnbilicnlal'lcries.comiugofffrom1hc bifurca1ionof1l10 primi·
tive iliac. 13. 1'h e cxtcrnnl ilioc nr l<'ry. 14. The umbilical veiu. 15. The ductus
vcno~u<>.
JG. Vena c:na inferior. 17. The vena. portarum. 18. The reno.I nrtcry
and veins. 19. The splenic nrtery. :!O. The ovarian vessels.
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n. No,1· 1 having acquired these nuitlomical view~. let us see what. i~ tirn
t:oursc of the bli>od in the fcdus. A part of this fluid, circulating in the
umbilical vein, is, therefore, dil:lchargcd by the venous canal directly i11to
the vcn~~ (.'ava; another part is distributed to the liver, where it probably
uu<lcrgoc.::, as before stated, some purification, and thence is brought bnck
by the hepatic veins to the vcna. cam. Consequently, all the blood from
the umbilical vein reachc,. the ,·ena cant. inferior either 1iirectly or indirectly.
The blood contained in the latter is therefore a mixture of that which returns
from the inferior extremities of the fOOtus and of' that poured into the linr
by the vent~ porta::, with the addition of the portion eontributed by the
umbilical vein. This compound rcnche:;; the right aul'icle througl; the
ascending vena cava, where it only mixes partially '1ith the blood of the
upper extremities, which has been brought back by the dc.:;cending vcna
ctwa i becau.:;e, in passing into the auricle, the ascending or inforior \'ernL
c:wa is directed towards the for:uneo of Botal, and hence iL..:; blood p:1s..,.es
in a great measure through this opening into the left rturicle, and thence
into the lt!ft ventricle. By the contraction:> of this bttt•r the fluid is then
forced into the aorta 1 its i1;1petus being broken against the great curvature
of this artery; and the blood then passes into the \'C...;sels which arise from
the arch, and is distributed through them to the head and superior cxtremi·
tics, a very small portion of it only reaching the descending aorta and the
lower partd of the body.
The bloo<l, after having thus supplied lhe upper half of the body, is collected by the Yeins, which, by their succe::;si\'e union, form the superior or
the <le:;cen<ling ,·ena cava; the latter empties into the right auricle, where a
small quantity of its blood mixes with that brought by the ascending c:m1;
but much the largest part pa::;ses directly into the right ventricle, which
force.s it iuto the pulmonary artery.
This ''c:;;;:;cl sends but a trifling portion to the lungs i the i·cst being thrust
into the <luctus arterio;:;us, which cli:.:charge"- its contents into the aorta.: that
is to !:iay, the blood that has contributed to the nutrition of the superior parts
of the bo<ly, and ha;:; tra\'cr~c<l the dc:;;ceuding vena c:.1\'a, the right auricle,
the right \'entricle, an<l pulmonary artery, and then ha:s pa~:;;e<l through the
<luctu::; arteriosu::;, finally mingles with the remnant of blood still existing in
the <lc;:;ccnding aorta. The whole now descends to the inferior part of the
latter ve.,.:<cl, where a :small portion of it i.s sent through the arterial trunk.
to supply the inferior ::ixtremitie1:1 1 whil:jt much the largest quantity iii dri,·cn
into the umbilical arterie:-; 1 and i.s cal'ried by them bac:k to the placenta:
where, after having undergone the modifications pro!luce(l by the placent:.d
rc:-;piratiun, it i.:; again bkcn up by the radicles of the um bi lien! vein to once
more traverse the same circuit.
c. Qr lite Changes in the Circulation after Bitth.-It is difficult to explain
the cau,.;e of the fir.st in;-; pi ration; by some, it has been attributed to an
in ..:tiucti,·e mo,·emcnt of the ftl'tus, from the" bexoin de respfrer" ( nece.s~ity
of rc:jpiring) experienced by it1 after a. separation from the placenta; hut
these rcmsous are not sati:sfactory to me, for the air is only introduced into
the lung as a consequence of' the enlargement of the cavity of the chest, and
not, as some imagine, to fill a yawum \\hich 1H:Yer exii:itecl. Now this
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expansion of the chest J1ns for its sole cause the Yiolent, jerking, spasmodic
contraction of the diaphragm, which is always the result of a suffering condition of the fcctus, caused by the suspension of the utero-placcntal circulation, the sudden impression of cold, or the different characters of the media
to which the child is successively and rapidly 5ubjected. Finally, also, by
the artificinJ excitittions ( friction on the surface, initation of the mucous

membranes, &c.) resorted to when the infant is feeble.
As soon as the respiration becomes established, the sanguineous current
takes another direction; becau::e, on the one hand, the fluid flam; towards
the lungs in greater quantit;'; and, on the other, the placental circulation
is forcibly interrupted. Below, I subjoin tl1e results of the labors of Billard,
who has devoted particular attention to the modifications then observed in
the organs of circulation, as they are interesting alike to the accouchcur
and the medical jurist.
The f(('tal openings arc generally obliterated in the course of a week after
birth, still, they may remain patulous at that age; and, I may add, that
either the foramen of Botal or the arterial canal may continue pervious at
two or even three weeks, without the child's experiencing any particular
cfo:advantagc therefrom during after-life.
The umbilical arteries are usually closed on the second day; even at
twenty four hours they have already become smaller in the vicinity of the
ring, and they a.re obliterated by the third or fourth day as far as their
junction with the hypogastrics, by gradually changing into a fibrous cordi
the whole process being completed in three weeks.
The umbilical vein is never obliterated until after the arteries have become
impervious, and the same is true of the ductus venosus; however, both are
quite empty, and considerably contracted on the fourth day 1 and they are
gene:·ally closed up by the sixth or seventh.
The arterial canal and the foramen of Botal are the last to undergo this
process; but they rarely persist beyond the eighth or ninth cby, although
the foramen sometimes remains open much longer, being only effaced completely towards the end of the first year.
If the ductus arteriosus and the umbilical arteries be examined <luring
the progress of obliteration, theiL· parictcs will be found to grow gradually
thicker; this hypertrophy is particularly observable in the arteries near the
uavel, as may be easily verified by making sections of them at this point;
but the thickness gradually diminishes towards their origin from the iliacs,
and their canal is likewise obliterated precisely in the same order of prcr
gressiou. Of' course, the contractility of its walls will also contribute towards
effCcting the occlusion.
The arterial canal undergoes a similar hypertrophy and parietal retraction, which tnkes place in suc:h a manner that, whilst the absolute size of
the vessel docs not appear diminished, its orifice is greatly contracted,
resembling a pipe whose fracture is quite thick, and opening nt its centre
of very moderate calibre. The obliteration is therefore the immediate
result of the retraction and concentric hypertrophy of the walls i nevertl10lcss, it should not be regarded as the primitive cause, for if t11e same
quantity t f blood flowed i.nto those vessels, such a retraction evidently could
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not take place; but from the very first inspiration, this fluid is drhen by
the contraction of the right Yentricle (see hereafter) almost entirely into the
pulmonary arteries, scarcely any of it passing by the ductus arteriosus i
and, on the other hand , the very oblique angle nt which the umbilical
arteries pass off, sath;factorily explains why the blood, that Aows into them
in such great abundance when it has no oLher outlet, no longer enters thC'm
at all, or at least only very feebly, when the establi!:dunent of respiration
has completed the vascular circle of the new-born child.
But the umbilical vein and the ductus vcnosus are not obliterated in this
way, nnd their walls exhib it no remarkable increase of thickness; for, after
the cord bas been cut, these vessels receive no more blood, excepting in
those ca,.es where it regurgitates from
then the walls fall
in and become contiguous, just lik e any other
when the liquids that
lrnbitually tra\·erse it are cut off; nevertheless, the umbilical vein nnd the
ductus venosus retain their cn.vities free for a long time, for a large probe
may easily be introduced into them; but this cannot be done in the arteries
nor iu the ductus arteriosus. 1
The foramen of Botal is the last to disappear, although an effort at
obliteration may be observed there sooner than in any other of the footal
openings: thus, the two auricles are nearly confounded in one in the early
stages of intra-uterine life, and the diminution of the foramen ovale only
begins to take place about the third month by the development of a sem ilunar valve on its in fer ior harder. This \'alve, composed of a double membranous layer, containing fleshy fibres in its substance, gradually rises
along the margins of the opening towards the left auricle, by contracting
adhesions with the circumference of the foramen, and it ultimately forms
the fundus of the fossa ovalis, as also, the Ettie scmilunar fold seen in the
auricle. In this way the partition is completed, being merely perforated
by an oblique canal occasionally found in young subj ects, which aJso disappears after a time. 2
The followi11g summary will enahle the reader to appreciate the influ ence
of these Yascular changes upon the circulati on.
Immed iately after the first inspiration, and from the sole fact of the di~
tention of the pulmonary cells, the branches of the pulmonary artery,
ramifying in the mucous membrane, and contributing to the formation of
their walls, are suddenly rendered permeable throughout their whole extent,
and a yacuum is therefore produced, into 'Which the blood is sent from the
right ventricle; consequently, from that period, the route travelled by this

gauon.
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fluid, from the right ventricle to the aorta, is much longer than heretofore,
and the duct11s arterio~us, being thus emptied, will retract at once, and have
its calibre very much diminished.
The right auricle, which could scarcely force all the blood that it recei\·ed
from the Yenoo cavre, through the foramen of Botal, now sends the most of
it into the right ventricle.
Prior to birth, the left auricle only received the blood by the foramen
ovale, but it is l1enceforth filled with that brought through the four plllmonary veins. Moreover, the relation that existed, in the quantity of the
blood <leposiled in each nuricle, is chf\nged from that time i for the right,
which was Jisten<led beyond measure, now relieves itself with facility, while
the left, that scarcely received any before, is filled with the blood brought
by the pulmonary veins; so that it would flow from the left to the right
auricle, through the foramen ovale, if the semilunar partition, which acts as
a valve, did not prevent such a movement.

rn 4.

§ 5.

INNERVATION.

SECRETION.

As it is not our intention to treat of all the various secretions which occur
in the fretus, we shall confine our remarks to those of the bile, meconium,
and urine.
1. Secretion of Bile.-The liver is the most voluminous of nll the fo.'tal
organs. At three months its texture is soft and pulpy, not yet having the
granulnr character visible at term; the gall-bladder at that period resembles
a white thread, its inferior extremity being the largest, and its
exceedingly contracted. At five months the volume of the
greater, the texture more condensed, and the gall-bladder more apparent;
the secretion of bile then begins, and continues to augment thereafter
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throughout pregnancy. "'"e h:we just stated what nppear to us to he the
princ1pal elements of the bile. At the SC\'enth month, the gall-blndcler i;;
filled with a. yellow seci·etiou, and a considerable quantity of this is also
found in the intestinal canal.
2. .Jlecu11iwn. -During the early periods of the intra-uterine life, tht
digc:.::.ti\'e canal is merely moip;tcncd by a little fluid, but a more abunrlant
secretion begins to take place towards the third month. According to Lee,
the stomach then contains a clear, acid, and non-albuminous fluid i whilst
at the upper part of the small intestioe a. substance similnr to chyme is
found, con.:;isting of pure albumen, and there is an analogous albuminous
liquid in the biliary duct. The mccouium exists in the small intcp;tine only,
prior to the fifth month, and is of a greenish-brown color, but after that
period it reaches the large intestine, becomes of a darker hue, and finally
accumulates in the rectum. This fluid is a mixture of bile with the products secreted by the intestinal mucous membrane.
3. Urine.-The urine never fills the bladder entirely in th9 human
embr~·o; now, as the kidneys are developed early, and their secretion commences at once, the urine must certainly be evacuated by some outlet. On
this account, certain emhryologists hive supposed tha.t the bladder communicated originally with the allantois by means of the uradrns, and that
the cavity of this membrane was the ultimate reservoir of the urine.
Howe\•er, this is not the generally receiYed opinion, for, as we have el!Sewhere proYc<l, the allantois cea,.e:.: to exist in the human species a>S a distinct
YC1'ic]e long before the development of the kidneys; and the mine mu~t
therefore be expelled through the urethra. into the amniotic cavity.
That its nacuation is nece::sary is pro,·ed by the facts already cited, in
which the existence of an imperforate urethra led to extrerne distention an(l
even rupture of the bladder.

CHAPTER VI.
DIAGXOSIS OF

PREG~ANCY.

TnE signs of pregnancy are divided into the rational and the sensible.
The first comprise all those characters pointed. out by authors as existing
iu the earliest periods, by which they assert a conception may be justly
suspected; then in the subsequent stages,-the suppression of the menses,
the enlargement of the abdomen, the pouting of the navel, ihe phenomena
just studied in the breasts, the symptoms, or .rather the functional disturb·
ances in the digei;tive organs, the condition of the pulse, the modifications
in the urine, anfl lastly, certain changes that occur in the woman's habit.s,
as well as in her moral a.ncl intellectual faculties.

§ 1. RATIONAL SIGNS.
According to.Aristotle, there is some ground for believing the woma..n Ju~
roncei \'Cd, if no fluid oozes out from the yagina after coition, and d' the
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penis is unusua11y dry when witl1<lra.wn i and the opinion seems to he uni.
vcrsally received by i:.hephcrcls, that the retention of' the semen is at'i <'Yi·
dcnce of impregnation. Agreeably to Ilippocr:.Hcs, the eyes bccom<' more
sunken, more langui:;hing, and are surrounded by a blui:-h circlc 1 nnd ~pots
of difforcnt sizes appear on the face. .Again, ~ince the day$ of DcmocriLu~,
a ;;.;welling of the neck is al:.:o enumerated a::. n ~ign of cunccption. ] lowcvcr, all these symptoms have but little, if any Ynlue, and I acco1·d far
greater importance to the more voluptuous senc:ation, the more general
crcthi:-;m experienced by some females during a prolific coition, by which afcw of them can recognize with a degree of certainty that they ha Ye become
pregnant.
1. S1tppression of the .ilfe11.<res.-Femalcs ccnsc to be rcgu1ar cluring pregnancy; and this is a law of such general truth, tlrnt whencYcr it or·cur~ in
a healthy woman, without :.l known cau5e, and not attC'ndcd with, or followed
hy any morbid symptom, it is justly rcgarclccl a" a probable sign of gr--tation; but as this suppre:<,.ion might be produced by a number of other
caw•cs, wheue\"er a physician is consulted about it, he ought carefully to
ill(1uire into all the cin:um ... tanccs, .rast or p1T.-;cnt, which may have produced such an effect. It would be out of place now to enter into this diagno:::is, but we may reiterate an observation, aln:-ady made by several :.H1thor~,
and which our experie11c·e has frequently verified, 11amely, that in some
young married women, who ha.cl hitherto been quite regular, the men,.cs become at once suppressed, and continue f'O for :-:e\·eral months 1 without nny
known cause; and this imppres::;ion, resulting probahly from the irritatiou
or derangement produced in the genital organ'! by the fir.:;;t ronjugal
npproache~, is frequently accompanied by an augmented \"Olume of the abdomen, and a more exalted f'em•ibility of the mammary glands; and, a,; the
mind so readily bel ie\'CS what it most ardently desircR, nothing more thnn
thi:-; is wanted to found a hope of a commencing pregnancy. Hence the
phyl"ici::rn mur-,t exercise great discretion in his diagno~is, when cornmlted on
:<o delicate a subject
The menses may continue during pregnancy; thus they frequently appear
in the earlier month;: 1 more rarely during the fir ...;t fi\"e or si:..; months, and
''hat is still more unusual by far, they may exist during the whole periofl of
gc:.--tation.
Numberle1"s ob:<:rr\"ations
this kind, recorded hy authors, prove the
truth of
we also can bear tC'~timony to the same point;
>o:nc! ren '1a1cs 1n 1837-38, who were e,·idcntly pregnant, and in
at the usual periods, ancl Ja~ted fOr the same numwhom the mem=ed
ber of days; one of them a~sure<l us that ~he lllC'll."trua.ted during the fir$t
fi,·c monthf', and that her courses appeared on the 1<etond of each month,
and Ja~te<l for two clap, ju..;t :lS ~he had them previou:--ly. Again, two
female::; came under my oh~ervation at the lliitcl Dieu, wl10se ca!"C:'I hm·e
been already publi::;hcd in my thesi.::, who \rcre regular throughout the
whole term of prc~naocy . Dunn! (of )lontpellier), Ilaller, and l\laurireau
likewise cite ~imilar cases; but notw ithRtan<ling all this, some accouchcurs.
still deny that women can be rrgulur whilst pregnant.
ill. 1\Ioreau, who profosses this belief, has, however, often known t<·mak~
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to have sanguineous discharges at variable
during g-estation, hut
the irregularity of their appearance,
of the blood il'ie}f, an<l
the greatnc::s or smallness of its amount, serve to distinguir:h thcr-.e, in his
estimation, from a. true men:-.trual discharge. The remark of :M. Moreau is
certainly applicable to m::ny cases, but the instances above cited, and numbers of others th:it might be quoted from various writers, do not permit me
to entertain a doubt that a woman may menstruate during pregnancy.
On the other hanrl, fomalcf' may become preg:--.ant without eyer having
had their menses; 1 and the rm.me is true of some others in whom they are
suppressed either by accident, from the progress of age, or in consequence
of nursing.i
All those anomalies will be trndcrstood without difficulty, if we do but
recollect that, although the appearance of the menses is always connected
with Lhe ovarian eyolution, the latter may take place without being accompanied by the menstrual flow. (See J.l[en.~tr1wtion . )
Dennter, Baudelocque, and Clrnmbon furnish accounts of women who
were regular only during gestation; the case cited by Deventcr is particularly curious, from tl1e opportun ity he had of observing this fact in four
suecc8i<i\'e pregnancies of the same \\'Oman. Finally, Desormeaux believes
from his ob::ervation:::, that in certain years, and often without any appa1·ent
cause, a greater number of women huve their menses during gestation, even
where they were completely supprei'=sed during former pregnancies. Does
thi s result, as l1e appears to think, from atmospheric influence, or is it pure
clrnn ee? For my part, I am unable to decide the question.
Though it is important to be aware of these exceptional cases, it is equally
necessary to guard against the general tendency to a belief of the marnl1ous. I t should not be forgotten, that the continuance of the menses during
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and that, a.l though their supprct"siou is of
it may nevertheless be the re~ult of a
Yariety of cam=es.
2. Enlargeme11t of the Abdomen.-An increaf;e in
size of the abdomen m~1y be prodncc<l by so
its slight value as
is, however, son1ething peculiar in
will be readily forC$Cen.
m ~ de of development in gestation. Thus the abdomen swelh;
in the first month, but this is owing to a collection of ga:s in the
intestinal cavity, which, after renrnining a: few weeks, diminishes and disappears, whence the woman often seems smaller at the end of the sc<:ond
month than during the
but
slight tympauitis is not
the abdomen
than bcfore 1 probably be-

cause the

settles down in the excan.tion.

At the beginning of the

third momh, or at three months and a half~ the hypogastric region evidently
becomes more salient, ancl the enlargement is thenceforth regular and
always increasing until term . Consequently, the tumefaction begins to
show itself just above the symphysis pubis, being more considerable at first
on the median line than elsewhere, ·while the sides appear flattened; after
the fourth month, the upper extremity of the uterine tumor may be clearly
perceived through the abdominal wall, especially in thin subjects, by placing
the woman on her b:H;k and the abdomiual muscles in a state of relaxation;
but if the parietes be thick and tense, palpation 1 practised in the manner
hereafter described, will become necessary to ascertain this point.
The modifications in the size of the abdomen, at different periods of gestation, ham already been dC$cribed; but its deYelopment is not always
regular, being, for instance, much more rapi<l in twin pregnancies, and in
dropsies of' the anrnios than in other cases. Besides, the relation between
the volume of the abdomen and the stage of pregnancy, is not always maintained; thus, some women are no larger at seYen or eight months than
others are at five, owing either to their high stature, their breadth of pelvi:;:,
or the small degree of projection in the vertebral column and upper part
of tl1e sacrum. On the contrary, in small women, more especially in those
having a. contracted pch•if:, and in whom the womb is therefore nece:::sarily
raised, during the early monthf', abo\·e the superior strait, the abdominal
protuberance is premature, if I may so express it, and is much better
marked at quite rm early period than ordinai·y.
The 1nnbiliectl dcptcssion at first appears deeper, its bottom seeming to be
drawn downward and backward in consequence of a tension of the uraclrns,
occasione<l by the funclus of the bladder following the descent of the uterus
111 the exca\•ation. The circumference of ~he ring becomes at the same time
the seat of a distressing dragging f'Cn~ation, and is more sensitive to prcsoure; and this sensibility is sometimes extended over a considerable portion
of the abdominal wall. But about the encl of the third month, that is, as
.soon as the uterus gets abo,,e the superior strait, the um hi lieus rc!'iumes its
normal condition; at the fourth month, it is less ho1low than before conception-then its bottom becomes more and more superficial during the fifth
and the sixth 1 and the whole depres:-;ion is effaced, and is found on the same
level as the skin by the sennth month, and in some cases, the umbilical
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ring io.: sufficiently dilated to rccci\'e the end of n finger; finally, iu the fast
two months, the na\·el forms a protuberance. Not unfrcquently, small portions of the epiploon become cogage<l in the ring dming the exertions of
the fom:tlP :rnd project extenrnlly.
Thc."c <:hanges in the umbilicus afford a rational sign of great value,
becau,.;e they are almost con:-ctant. I say almo:-.t, for in a case oh,.er\'ed by
~[. Blot, there exi!'tcd a deprc::;::-ion three-eighths of an it](.'h in depth, the
woman being at term and of o:-dinary embonpoint. Though thc.:;e alterations of the umbilical clepre:-c::iion may be produced by a pathological tumor
of considerable size, or by an accumulation of fluid in the peritoneum, it is
equally truc 1 that they almost always exist in n.dnrnced pregnancy, anti
that their ab.o:ence is, in a majority of cases, conclusive against the exi:.tcnee
of a fCl'tus of seven or eight months.
3. The prc,.;ence of the streaks, and especially of the brown line, which
extend.:;, as we ha Ye stated, bet"·een the pubis and umbilicus 1 is very important to the diagnosis, e:;pecially in a primiparous female. The streak:;, how·
ever, ma.y be present whenenr the abdomen has suffered great di~tention
from any cause whate\'er.
4. The phenomena presented by the rnammre afford, in the opinion of :;\[r.
Montgomery, a. certain sign of pregnancy. Smellie and Hunter also con·
sidered the changes in the areola as a positive e\'iclence of this condition.
The latter !\urgcon, indeed, did not hesitate on one occa~ion, when examining a. dead body, to declare from this sole indication, the uterus to he
enlarged by the product of conception; as the examination proceeded the
hymen war;: found intact, but C\'Cn this did not change his opinion, and
when the womb was opened its correctness was fully confirmed. This fact,
with many othrrs which might be cited, prove the \'alue of the.::;e signs when
they exi!H, which unfortunatclv is not always the case; any one of' them,
inrl~ed, may he wanting, and ~ometimes th~y are totally ab~ent. Thus, in
1837, I f:aw a. i:.trong and dgorons young brunette at La Cliniqw•, who had
arh·ancrrl to the end of gestation, without any of the indicrited marks appear·
ing around the nipple; and I ha\·e since made the same obsen·ation on
se,·cral different occasion!'. Their ab.,.ence is not therefore an ab:;olute proof
of tlrn non-cxi4ence of pregnancy, i;:o that their importance in this respect
has bcrn exagqerated by some Engli~h surgeons. These cases, ho\\'e\·er, are
rn.re, and I ':'hould dingnosticate as almost certain the existence of pregnanry in a young woman who had never borne children, and whose breasts
pre:.cnted both a browni"h-colored areola, the tubercles, and the freckled
charnc·ters before described. But in those who ha\'e had children, it is very
difficult to determine whether these signs retiult from the modifications of

~~e l~~·~:~nil~ f~~;1~:~fi1~~~::~n~~e~i1~r,,~·~~nat;::::~ce~~.~:P;~o:~1/:a:t~~!~ c~~~!

more e,.;pecially, if but a short time has elapsed between the last and the
present gestatio1~.

~':~~:;.; ;:~~~,~~,~ ~;:;~,~:.~:·:~;;, ~~'.'i~:~~£ '::::'.:;~(.~:~~:~-~~·,~;~;;~:~'.~:: ,~iH
and the dnttcd one verv decided.
•
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well marked, is a good rntionnl itign, though it'! alJi::ence is for from dispro,·in~ the
existence of pregnancy. In brunettes, the tru<> nrcola. almost ahl'nys dnrkens 118
the dottc(l one forms. Such, however, is not the cnsc with hlnndes, in whom the
color of the breast.\< is far less decided, and in women of a. ruddy complexion it is
~enera.1\y absent e\'en at the end of getitation.]

5. I haxe never been able to appreciate the reputed value of the sigas
founded on the state of the pu)!'le of pregnant women, for although it has
always seemed more deYcloped, fuller, and harder, I could discover nothing
further concerning it.
6. The disorders of digc4ion, as well as of the moral and intellectual
faculties, are of but secondary diagnostic importance; they can do little more
than direct the attention of the po~sibility of a doubtful pregnancy, but ns
thC'y belong more properly to the pathology of gestation, they will be
studied hereafter.
7. Alterations nfthe Urine.-Having treated at length of the prodnction
of Kyesteine in the urine of pref!nant women, we merely state here that its
pre8ence is not n.s certainly <liagno!'-tic as some authors have suppo~ed. Yet
its cxi!'-tcnce in the urine of ::rn otherwise healthy woman is an important
rational sign.
Finally, it will be perceived that no one of the rational signs whose di:lg·
nostic value has just b~en discussed is conclusive, when taken singly;
excepting, however, the ch:rnges undergone by the breasts, which, if well
marked in a primiparous female, mn.y of themselves remove all doubts as
to pregnancy.
But although, singly, thei"e various signs may only give rise to doubts,
their union furni~hes a sum of probnbilities uearly equivaleut to certainty,
a certainty whid1. however, could nc,·er be complete until after;\ determiua·
tion of the sensible signs, which we shall next proceed to examine.

§ 2.

SE:-.'SfBLE SrGNS.

All the sensible $igns of pregnancy are deri\'ed either from auscultation
or the touch. Hence, we mmst carefully study these two means of explora·
tion, af'. well as the re~ults "hirh ther furni:-h.
A. Of the Touch.-The tourh, con~idered in an obstetrical sense, is the art
of a>:.certaining the condition of the various hard and soft parts in the female,
which contribute to the great act of reproduction; and it con::;ists in the
exploration of tho>:.e parts by aid of the finger and hand applied to the
and rec-Lum, or upon the abdomen.
vulva,
practi~cd under various circumstances, for the purpose of
The toueh
ascerrnining the exil:'tcncc and i;:tage of the ge!)t:ltion; the irnminC'nce of an
approaching accouchemcnt; the progre:<s of the travail; the presentation
and po:->ition of the fcctu~; the nature anrl energy, or the foehlPne:-s of the
contractions; and the character, volume, and situation of ob,,;tacles preE=ented by the hard or !'Oft parti::, whieh might prennt the spontaneous
tennina.tion of labor, nud demand the rC$Ources of art. The fact that any
moment i11 the life of the accoueheur ma.y call for its exercise, is of iti"elf an
evidence of its great importnncc, and of' the necessit,y for prac:lising it.
With some expcricnl'e, :rny one, whate,·er be the shape or bize of his finger,
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may acquire such a degree of skill in the touch as will bear him tl11·ough
the most difficult cases in practice.
Let no student, therefore, be disheartened by the difficulties met at the
commencement, or by the groundle::.s fears of too short a finger, for this
becomes longer by e:rerci.sing the touch; aml those pedants are unworthy of
credence, who seize a hand, and after exami11ing it gravely, reject it with
disdain, exclaiming, H You will ne\'er be an accoucheur with such a hand
as tha.t." \'{om en, generally, haxe shorter fingers than ourselves, yet they
become very perfeet in the touch; and I repeat, that, unless there is a. malformation of the hand or fingers, anybody ma.y learn by practice to touch,
and to touch well.
1. Vaginal 7buch.-The index~fingcr is usually employed for this purpose;
after being extended, it is entered horizontally in tile fissure between the
nates, until arre;;ted by the soft parts, and the index is then drawn forwards,
as fat· as the opening of the vulva. I prefer this method to the one in
which the finger is carried from before backwards, in such a manner as to
pass over the clitoris and the meatus urinarius, because friction against
these parts should always be axoicled with tlie greatest care. Iu bringing
the finger from behind forwards, it would uot be possible, except through
gross negligence, to confound the anal orifice with the vaginal opening, and
this being once found, the index is first pressed al-mo::;t <lirertly backwarJ.s,
until one-third of it has penetrated into the vagina, and then by strongly
depressing the wrist, the operator gives his finger a nearly vertical direction,
so that the thumb may be applied against the anterior face of the symphysis,
the radial border of the index be directed in front, and its cu bi ta I border be
placed against the anterior perinea! commissure, which it serves to push
backwards. The other three fingers vary in position, according to the case,
and more especially to the object in view; for example, if desirable to
explore the parts situated on the posterior plane of the excavation "·ith the
index, it is better, in my opinion, to extend them on the perineum, pressing
the latter up by the radial borclcr of the medius; but if, on the other hand,
we wish to perform the ballottement, or to explore the parts on the anterior
plane, it will be more convenie nt to flex the thumb and the other three
fingers into the palm, the index alone being extended, with its palmar
portion directed in front. Stei n directs the medius to be joined with tf1e
forefinger, but this is generally usele."'S, and often in convenient, for although
the two fingers may po~~ibly penetrate a little deeper, the sensation is not
so clear as that obtained by one.
Physicia ns should accustom themseh-es to touching with both hand~, for
there are some diseases of women, and some positions of the fcetus, which
compel the accoucheur to use the left hand. Or, it may also happen that
a wound upon the right will necessarily require the left to be substituted,
though for all ordinary purposes the right is suffi cient.
The woman should he placed either in the erect, or the recumbent posi·
tion during the examination, according to circumstances. In the commencement of"pregnancy, it is better, as a general rule, to have her lying clown;
because, in this position, the head being propped up, and the inferior
extremities flexed and separated, the abdominal muscles a.re thrown into a
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state of relaxation, and thus t}1e development of the uterus can more easily
be determined. Again, such diseases as prevent the female from standing
erect, may also require the same posture. But at a more adnrnced period,
either position may be used indifferently, though most frequently the ballottement can be accomplished better while the woman is standing. In
this latter case, her loins should lean against a wall or some piece of furniture; a chair must be placed at each side for her hands tn rest upon, and
the upper part of her body is to be slightly flexed forward.
'Vhere any difficulties are encountered in the exploration, it is advisable
to touch in both positions.
Before operating, the accoucheur should anoint his finger with some
unctuous substance, fat, butter, oil, mucilage, &c., for the double object of
Tendering the introduction easier and less painful to the woman, and to
protect himself from the contagion of any disease she may be affected with.
'Yhcn the female is standing, he should place himself before her, resting
on one knee-in rny opinion, it is not wholly immaterial which-for, as a
general rule, the knee opposite to the operating hand is preferable, because
the other one will then furnish a point of support for the elbow to lean
upon; though, if the woman be very short, it would be better to flex the
right knee, if the right hand is used.
'\rhen the patient is recumbent, the accoucheur places himself at her side,
the right one, if he intends using the right hand, and on the left, if the
other is to be employed. One hand is then placed upon the abdomen, while
the other is engaged in the vaginal exploration; and this precm1tion is
especially advisable, when the ballottement is practised, in order to fix the
fund us uteri, and keep it steady. In passing the finger over the perineum,
and before entering the vagina, we ascertain the presence or absence of the
foun:hctte, or the inequalities that supply its place after a lahor; and as
the index enters the vagina, it should examine the condition of the '"external
labia, the length and width of the vagina, its mucous membrane, whether
sn_10oth or rugous, the various diseasei:;:, tumors, or degenerations that may
exist on the surface or in the substance of' its walls, and the condition of the
rectum, wh~ther full or otherwise. Hereafter, we shall have occasion to
speak of this process as a means of diagnosis in the various vices of con·
formation.
All these explorations being made, the next step is to examine tlrn neck
of the uterus, aucl learn its modifications in form, consistence, situation,
direction, and in the dimensions of its cavity; all which have been carefully
described (See page 130, et seq ) The finger may Jetect the development
of the body of the uterus, by ascertaining the sprending out of its iuferior
part. Until toward the thir<l month, the Ol'gan is almost wholly within the
excavation, it having at that early period increased so much in size as to
occupy almost all the true pelvis. Its mobility is, however, very slight, in
consequence of its restrained position, whilst in the ordi11ary unimpregnated
state, it may be carried to the right or left, forward or backward, by simply
pre~;;ing with the finger on the side of the neck. The restraint of' the body
during pregnancy renders the neck immovable, so that it becomes impossihle, or at least very difficult, to produce such motion!;; the uterus will also
be fo•mcl much heavier if any attempt be made to raise it.
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2. The .Anal Examination.-The accoucheur is very seldom vbl igcd to
introduce his finger into the rectum, but st ill a partial obliteration of' the
vagina may render such an exploration necessary; it might also be usi.:ful
where there were reasons for suppo:-ing a young girl to be pregnant, who
in si~ted upon her virginity. For the nece&ity of sparing the hymen which
1
may possibly be intact, rende rs th e vaginal *ouch very diilicult. In cases
where a tumor exists at the poster ior part of the vagina, it is sometimes
difficult to decide \\ hether the enlargement is located in the recto-vaginal
septum, or is attached to the bony ::.cructure. H ere the diagno.::iiS is very
imporrnnt, for the course to be pursued in the two cases would be widely
clifforent, and all doubt may be removed at once by introducing the index
into the rectu~n 1 anJ the thumb into the vagina.
'
I can recall but a few other circumstances where an accoucheur would
feel obli ged to n.!.~ort to the anal examination, although I am well aware
that it is frequently recommended for certain ca:-es of doubtful diagno.::;ii:i in
the earlier months i but mo::ot women are .::;o shocked by this mode of examination, that, in truth, they are unwilling to submit to it, unless from motives
of strong interest or necessity.
B. The Pa,.~fre ..1.llol:ementi:1, or Balloltement.-This, acconliug to most
authors, is a scn:mtion analogous to that pru<luccd by placing a ball of
marble in a bladder full of water, and then i:itriking the bladder with the
finger just under the spot where the ball rc.::;ts, when the latter io thrown up,
and fall8 back from it.::; own weight upon the finger which dii:iplac:cd it. This
comparison, however, only holds good at a certain period of gc.:;tation, and
we shall again take oc:ea~ion to rcfor more particularly to this point. To
perform the ballotternent, ~L Yelpcau directs the index finger of one hand
to be placed under the cervix, and the palmtir face of the other hand over
the fundus uteri; then, by a sudd~n movement of the finger in the vag ina,
the uterus i.::; to be pu.::;he<l upwards; being movable, free, a nd the only solid
body in the amniotic liquid, the fi:ctus a.;;cends, strikes the point diametrically
opposite, and falls back upon the finger which gave it the impulse.
But a.::; this mode will not, I belie\·e 1 afford any satisfactory re.:;ults in the
majority of ca . . e.:;, I recommend studenU to pursue the following plan in
perfonning the operation: the vaginal finger .:;hould not be placed under
the cervix, becau!<e it will then be separated from the f(.('tus by the whole
length of the neck, and of cour.:;e the finger cannot recognize ~o clearly the
dCl:icent of the di,.;place<l body i but rather in front of, or behind the neck
(according to the woman's po::.ition J, upon the walls of the body it.~rtf, for then
the index is only removed from the substance to be examined hy the very
thin walls at the inforior region of the uterus, and it cletcl'li:i \"Cry readily
the least motion of the in clo:;cd fretus.
If the woman is standing, the index should be introdncecl in a vertical
po.:cition 1 with its palmar face turned forward, and the other three fingers
t11:xed into the palm, and a~ the symphy:::i:s pubis starccly exceed:s an inc:h
and a half in length, the digital extremity of the forefinger ea.:;ily pa:s::;es its
supe rior part, and reaches the body of the organ, where it almost always
encounters a h:ird glo bular tumor formed by the head of the fo. tus i then a
light, Y,Ui<.:k blow is to be given by it, after which the finger mutit remain
1
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immovable on the part struck. This shock should be made in a di_rection
from below upwards and from behind forwards, by .suddenly flexing the
first phalanx. This last recommendation I deem Yery important; for in
the great majority of cases, the uterus is inclined forwards, its long diameter,
like that of the fretus, corresponding very nearly to the axis of the superior
strait. Now if, under these circumstances, the shock be communicated to
thr, presenting part of the child from below upwards, and from before backwards, as generally done, it is ev id ent that the motion given to it will, n,t
furthest, be but a slight movement of displacement or jolting, but never one
of asceu:siou, whici1 in fact would he impossible, because by the direction
of the blow the fmtus is pushed against the posterior uterine waII, and not
along the axis of its cavity.
The ballottement may also be effectG:d when the woman is recumbent, hy
acting in the manner I have just indicated, but it is then generally necessary
to plnce the finger upon a point somewhat nearer to the neck, sometimes
before, but at others behind it. The erect position, however, is usu::i.IIy the
more favorable for the perception of the ballottemeut, and therefore pre·
ferable.
It sometim es happens, about the fiflh month of gestation, that if the
woman he standing, the vaginal touch does not afford the sensation of
ballottement; but if she be directed to li e down, and the vaginal finger be
applied upon the uterine wall, whilst the body of the womb is forcibly
deprcflsed by the other hand placed near the umbilicus, the vaginal finger
is struck by some part or other of the fcetus, which is displace<l by the external pressure.
At an early period of pregnancy, it is sometimes possible to perceive the
ballottement by simply feeling the abdomen. If the woman be placed on
her side, in a horizontal position, the fretus, in obedience to gravity, descend-"
to the lowest points. If the hand be then gl id ed beneath the side of the
abdomen w11ich touches the bed, some part of the footus will be distinguished
and may be readily displaced, but soon returns to its original situation.
This sign usuaily becomes valuable about the fourth month, for before
that per iod the footus is generally too small, an<l, possibly, the uterine walls
are too thick. Again, it va ri es much after that time: for instance, our
search is not always successful in the fifth month, the small sizeofthechild
permitting it to ch3.nge position very easily; on one day it is found without
difficulty, and on the following it defies a11 efforts at detection .
. Towards the seventh month, tJ1e ballottement is in general the most
clearly recognized, since it is at this period, especially, that the finger perceives the solid mass, incloscd and swimming iu a liquid, to rise up and
sho rtl y afterwards to fall back upon it ; but the sensation is no longer
perceptible at the end of the eighth or the beginning of the ninth month,
unlc.'>.'3 there happens to be :rn unusual amount of water, for then the footus
has become too large. The finger can indeed raise it, but the friction
against the walls of the ulerus almost destroys the tendency to ascend.
The mobil ity of the tumor is readily "detected, but it now leaves the finger
which impels it; it is a displacement in mass rather than Mllottcment.
'Finally, in the latter periods of gestation, the head pushing the uterine
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wall before it, cn6ages in the superior strait, sometimes even get~ low down
in the exca,·ation, tht_ts becoming jammed in, as it were, an<l of course the
ballottement is then altogether impo:::isible.
'Yriters declare this sign to be a certain indication of pregnancy; but the
proposition is, perhaps, somewhat too absolute: for example, it is possible
for a. stone resting in the bas-fon<l of tl1e bladder to lead to an error, n.nd I
once met with a cn.se which might readily cause a mistake of this kind.
During the time I acted at the obstetrical clinic, us chef de clinique, a
woman wn.s ~ubjected to the touch, who declared herself pregnn.nt, and
advanced three or four months; at first, I examined her in the recumbent
position, and found all the negative signs of gestation, but one of my
advancerl pupils then performed the same manipubtion in the stand'.ng
po:;ture, and declared that he perceived the b:dlottemcnt, when I re-examined her, and found the following condition of thin~"': The neck was strongly
puohed backwards and a little to the leftj it w:.l!:; slightly ~oftened, and
sufficiently patulous to admit the extremity of the fin~cr. (This woman
afterwards acknowledged she was delivered only four months previously.)
As the finger left the cervix, and advanced just behind thesymphpsis pubis,
it encountered a large resisting surface, which was e\'idcntly the body of
the organ, and then, by giving a slight blow, a movable body was folt there,
which immediately fell back upon the finger, exactly as the footus would in
the fourth month. I confess that at first I believed her pregnant, and retouching her in the recumbent state, I once more remarked the negative
signs, but my finger could not now detect the substance that had been so
ea!:!ily moved when she was standing. At the third examination, I discovered an anteve.roion of the womb, so complete that its anterior face had
become inferior or horizontal, and it was o\·er nearly the whole extent of
this face the finger had passed in examining: and further, I found that the
funclus uteri, situ ated behind the symphysis pubis, was the light movable
body which had produced the sensation of ballottement.
If a similar case 1:;hould occur again, it might givC ri.se to uncertainty in
diaJ?nosis, and on that account I concluded to make it public through this
work.
There are also some particular positions of the ftctus in which the ballottement would be of little service : for instance, in those of the breech it is
generally very difficult, and nearly impossible in those of the tru11k. In
two cases, however, I succeeded in detecting a small part, which, from its
dimini:;hed size, must have been an elbow, wrist, or heel; and this, together
with the other signs, satisfied me that it was a position of the trunk. ::.\1.
Hatin, who a.ttcnded one of these women in her accouchemcnt, found a
presentation of the left shoulder; the other was delivered at the Clinique,
and like the fir:;t, verified my diagnosis. .
2. Palpation of the Abdomen.-An exploration of the abdomen, says
Schmitt, is of great importance in diagnosis, and should always be resorted
to when it is desirable to ascertain whether pregnancy exists. It is often,
indeed, more instructive, and furnishes su rer results, than tho internal
examination.
8ome obstacles are, however, met with in this mode of research. Thus;
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1, the walls of the abdomen mn.y be too thick; 2, its mui>cles may be very
tern;e i 3, the bladder may be greatly distended with urine, and the intestines with gas or fecal matter; 4, lastly, a fixed pain in the hypogastrie
region, rendering any pressure there often insupportable to the patient.
The too great thickness of the walls of the abdomen is the only one of
tlH:!t~

difficulties which is pc>rmancnt, but which, nevertheless, frequently

renders the palpation of the abdomen entirely fruitless; for as the tension
and sensibility of the walls are but tempornry, the exploration m::ty be
deferred to a more fa\•orable opportunity, and the bladder and rectum may
always be evacuated beforehand.
These obstacles are of rare occurrence, the exam ination being generally
quite easy, owing to the flexibility of the walls of the abdomen.
In order to practise it, the female must lie down in such a way that her
hips shall be elevated, the head flexed on the chest, and the thighs on the
abdomen; in a word, so as to relax the abdominal muscles completely.
'Vhilst in this position, the abdomen should be first examined with both
hands, so as to ascertain its form, size, tension, resistance, and hardness,
especially in the sub-umbilical region. In the earlier months of gestation,
if the parietes are not too thick, a round tumor, of fleshy consistence, can
be detected rising out of the pelvis, sometimes in the middle, and at others
a little towards the right or the left side; during the first two months it
seems to ri.o;c higher above the pubis than in the course of the third, which
fact is readily accounted for by the sinking down of the organ, occasioned
by its increasing weight and volume. This tumor, which is the womb,
rise:s graduall y toward the epigastrium as gestation progresses, and it often
necessriry, in ordf'r to form some idea of the time at which labor
probably occur, to ascerta in the exact amount of its elevation. The
following is, I think, the best mode of accomplishing this object: Place
the ends of the eight fingers immediately above the symphysis, and then
continue to ao;cend gradually ·so long as they feel any resistance, for when
the fundus uteri is gained, the resistance suddenly ceases, and the fingers
sink deeper as they glide over the convexity, which is thus recognized without difficulty.
The uterine tumor, which is at first quite resistin g, becomes Jess .rn as
gestation advances; sometimes, however, it is so soft as to be barely distinguishable. An attentiYe examination will enable us to detect the
following characters: 1. It always remains circumscribed and retains its
oval form; 2. It presents a certain amount of elasticity, similar to that of
a cyst filled with serum; 3. If th is manual exploration be continued in the
5ame direction, the examiner will detect greater or lesser parts of a single
irregular mass, which are movable and easily displaced like bodies suspended in water. Often, inclccd 1 these moyable parts may be recognized
as belonging to the fcetus.
As a part of the abdominal exploration should also be reckoned the
sign furnished by percussion, namely, a dull sound over every part of the
abdomen occupied by the developed uterus, instead of the resonance perceived at other points.
Some care is necessary in percu:.ising, during the first four or five month~,
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not to be misled by the duluess which a distended bladder, or a pathological tumor of considerable size might produce. It should also be borne
in mind 1 that although the uterus may have risen to near the umbilicus, a
clea r sound will be yielded on percussion throughout thP. greater part of
the sub-umbil ical region, prodded a few folds of intestine be interposed
between the walls of the abdomen and the womb.
Sometimes the uterus is abo,,e the superior strait in the earliest montlu~.
I had an opportunity of ob:,erving a case of the kiud at the Clinic, with
Profe;;~or Dubois, in a woman who was adnmcecl :-ix week::; or two month:5;
the uterus was so elevated, being found in the right iliac fo:ssa, that at fir::;t
we doubted the ex istence of' pregnancy, which however wru; real, as was
proved more positively several weeks after, an<l fully ju~titied by the event
of the case.
The palpation of the abdomen and the vaginal touch are in most cases
practif:ed simultaneously i we shall, therefore, point out the signs which
thi;; joint im·e.stigation furni,.hes at the different periods of pregnanc:y.
In the fir.::;t three or four months the uterus either remains wholly within
the Je::;i;er pchis, or else its fondus projects somcwh:tt above the superior
strait. In the first case, it will he ea:sily discovered by the vagina l touch
th:tt the entire excasation is occupied by a. slighlly movable tumor, with a
smooth ::wd regular external :.urfo.ce. In the secon<l ca:se, the lower half
of the lc.::;.::;er peh-is is empty, but the examination of the abdomen, conducted according to the rules above mentioned, discovers the tumor formed
by the womb in the hypogastrium. The first point to be ascertained is
the exact size of the uteru:;, and this can only be determined by the double
exploration spoken of: the finger having been introduced into the vagina,
is applied directly on the neck, or, still better, against the anterior or posterior portion of the inferior segment of the uterus, while the other hand
placed above the pubis, pref:ses down the muscular walls, and searches for
the tumor formed by the fundus uteri i the womb il::i thus included between
the finger in the vagina and the hand on the hypoga:strium, and, of c:ourse,
the volume of the organ may be thus ascertained, and a compari.::;on made
between it and the unimpregna.ted uterus. l\lorcover, its displacement in
ma~:s can he very easily recognized in this po.::;ition. To ac:compli.::;h this,
the finger should remain applied as above stated, and ''hen the hand
slightly deprt!::ses the fundm;, the finger in the vagina recognizes the de·
prc:<sion: and the counter-proof may be made by endeavori ng to raise the
uterus from below 1 by pre.~:;ing strongly on the inferior part, which is fou nd
deep in the excavation.
.
But the tumor whid1 is felt in the lesser pelvis, or in the hypogastric
region, may he either formed by the uterus, or developed in the adjacent
part~ . In the latter ca~e, the womb will generally found to be cli::oplaced,
and pre:<:-:ed by the tumor against one of the sides of the pelvis; and if
the ncc:k be traced from below upwards, the finger will detect a line of'
demarcation between the w:Lll of the uterus and Lhe pathologic:al tumo r;
f'Ometirncs, it can even be insinuated between them. The motions lo which
the ncc:k is subj ected are not usually communicated to the tumor, and vice
i•e1·sa. Finally. th" neck will exhibit none of' the changes peculiar t1.
pregnan,..y.
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Hith erto we have only demonstrated that the uterus is developed, bnt
the question arisei:, wl1at is the cause of that development? The solution
is nearly always difficult; ·we may state, however, that when the womb ia
enlarged by a product of conception, its walls are generally more flexible
than if the enlargement were dependent upon some chronic disease; and
that, aftcl' a, little practice, this suppleness can be detect.eel by
the
finger to the poste1·ior surface of the body, wl1ich may be done
quence of the depression and retrovcrsion of the fundus. The uterine wall
then offers about the same resi:stance as au redcmatous limb, or perhaps
still nearer, that of caoutchouc when slightly softened in hot water.
The tumor detected either by the rngiual touch, or by depressing the ventral parietes, is_rounded and smooth throughout, and does not present any
of those irregularities observed in cancerous or fibrous degenerations of its
walls; and this fact, together with the preceding obsen·ation 1 will serve to
disting ui sh a. rnorbid state from a true gestation.
It certainly will not prove quite so easy to determine whether the enlargement is caused by a fOOtus, or the presence of a. mole in the cavity; in fact,
I do not believe this diagnosis is possible, except at a very advanced stage,
and then the ab:Sence of the foata1 inequalities, the non-appearance of its
movements, auscultation, &c., might suffice to remove the doubts on the
subject.
In some 'romen, the womb becomes congested and considerably tumefied
at the menstrual periods. Now this state may readily be confounded with
a commencing pregnancy, the more particularly, because at those epochs
the neck usually becomes softer and dilates a little; and I know no way of
escaping thi~ error, if the womat1 insists that she is pregnant, and experi ences
the various rational signs of that condition. In two rases of the kind I
have met with, I only succeeded in detecting the falsity of my diagnosis by
examining the woman a second time, two or three weeks after; for these
females, who were used as subjects for practising the touch at the Clinique,
wished to be considered pregnant; but, unhappily fo1· them, the fortune
which aided in the first examination, deserted them a.t the second; for, being
ignorant of the cause of my mistake, they returned at a time stil l more dist~nt from their menstrual period.
On the whole, then, there is no certain sign of pregnancy during the first
three or four months; yet it becomes a.I most certain, when the sensible signs
above indicated coincide with the presence of the rational ones, in a healthy
woman who can have no intention of deceiving us as to her condition; still,
in a medico-legal case, the physician should express hi s doubts, and demand
a new examinat ion at a more advanced period. But if it is not always possible at the hegi nning of a gestation Lo prove that it does exist,
l ~ast in the great majority of cases, satisfy omselves positively that
not i for most frequently the u11impreguated state of the organ can be
readily made out.
·
3. Active 1Jloveme11ts of the Fwlus. -The existence of pregnancy is anuom1ced during the last five months by certain signs that are far more
reliable than any of those hith erto mentioned; these are the fcetal moYerncnts, which have improperly been called the acti-ve and passi·ve, but better
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designated by M. Stoltz as the movements pmper and the comrnw{icated
ones. \Ve have already studied the communicated ones in treating of bal]ottement and palpation of' the abdomen; so that it only remains to describe
the acti,·e movements.
The woman generally percei,·es the fcet:i] movements at about four months
and a. half, a.lthough the muscles of the infan t had contracted long ere this,
unconsciously to hel'; for every nccouchcur must have detected these
motions by placing his hand upo11 the abdomen, at a time when the mother
herself still doubted her own pregnancy. Now these movements are excessively feeble at first, and produce a. kind of tickling, or rather a sensation
analogous to that of the crawling of a spider; they gradually become more
characteristic, and may then be classified in two species. One of these is
produced by the movements of the whole trunk, or some of its parts, the
first of which are recognized by a qu ivering that is perceptible to the female,
while the partial motions gi\·e riEe to quite large projections, which are eyen
visible through the abdominal walls; the other, on the contrary, are blows,
certain small, short strokes, which at times arc violent enough to elicit cries
from the sufferer, and these shocks arc evidently produced by the action of
the thoracic or in fe rior extremities of the child. Such
tinct and clear to the mother, would seem to be an infallible sign
tion, and yet such is by no means the case, since it is not at all uncommon
to fiud womeu, whose \·eracity is beyond question, asserting that they have
felt them for a long period, and sometimes the motions have even been perceived by the husband or other persons, yet without their being pregnant.
The history of one of the English queens is well known, who, believing
she had felt the motions of a chilJ, cfo:=patched cour iers with the happy news
to all the foreign courts, but proved to be only the comme ncement of a
dropsy! Such errors are frequent, and there are but few accoucheurs who
have not met with many of them in p ractice. Consequently, the physician
should not rely in this matter upon the statement of the woman, but shou ld
perceiYe them for himself before hazarding au opin ion. It would seem,
indeed, that in some cases, the intestinal movements, the rapid passage of
gas in the intestines, certain partial and irregular contractious of the abdominnJ muscles, and the pulsation ofa largeal'tery, especially when situated
behind any tumor which it raises at every beat, have often deceived not
only the patient, but enn her medical attendant.
Some femu.lcs, from the desire of simulating pregnancy, have acquired
the power of contractin g their abdomi nal muscles in so singular a manner,
that many able accoucheurs Jrnsc been deceived, and believing that they
felt the foot.al movements, have consequently pronounced them pregnant.
(l\Iontgomery, p. 84.)
These motions may be detected by the vaginal touch in certain positions
of the breech, or even of the trunk, but we must rely chiefly on the abdominal palpation for their detection. In general, it is only necessary to place
the hand flat on the abdomen, or to make use of slight pressure, to perceive
th em ; though if they are feeb le and infrequent, it is better to dip the hand
in some very cold liquid, and then place it suddenly upon the skin. This
r:1pid change in the temperature of the abdomen probably reacts upon the
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infant, for it generally mo\·es convulsively. I belieYe, with Dr. Tyler
Smith, that the sudden impression of cold is more likely to produce a rapid
contraction of the abdominal muscles or uterus, than to act tlirectly upon
the JCctus, and that its use might readily deceive as to the nature of the
motions which it occasions.
I prefer placing a hand upon one of the sides of the abdomen, :.md strik~
ing with the other on a point opposite; for the fcetus then rarely fails to
move hrii'kly as though to resist the impulse.
As before stated, the movements begin to be felt about the end of the
fourth month. To this law, however, there are numerous exceptions; thus,
i:;ome women perceive them as early as the latter half of the third month,
others not before the fifth, sixth, seventh, or eighth months of gestation.
One woman, who had advanced to the latter period, was brought to the
Clinique, in consequence of a fall in the street, and she assured us that she
had never felt the movement prior to the accident. "'e have already
alluded to the person, seen by us at La Cliarite, under the care of Professor
Fouquier, who was delivered at term of a very healthy child, but the
motions of which were neither perceptible to the mother nor ourselves.
l\fouriceau, Delamotte, and many others, bring forward similar cases.
But the most remarkable of all is the one reported by Campbell. I knew
a lady, he says, the mother of niue children, who, excepting in her first
pregnancy, never perceived any motions of the fcetus; but she was herself
very inanimate and passive, and what was still more singular, the children
were equally nonchalant with herself. \Vhenever ascites complicates the
pregnancy, these motions are very in<listinct, thus affording an evidence
that it is the abdominal walls, and not the uterus, which perceive the
impulse.
After the movements have been distinctly felt, they sometimes diminish
without any appreciable cause, both in frequency and intensity, and then
altogether disappear, which circumstances demand the most serious attention of the accoucheur, as it is in general an unfortunate symptom.
I believe this spontaneous cessation of the acti,·e movements may usually
be referred to a congested state of the uterus, which reacts on the child's
healt.h. But whatever may be the value of this opinion, it is quite certain
that bleeding, under such circumstances, has always produced a favorable
result; for when not dcla.yed too long, the movements reappear soon after,
and hence I cannot recommend the measure too highly.
4. Of Au.scultation as applied to Pregnancy.-M. Mayor, of Geneva, fir~t
detected the pulsations of the fcctal heart by auscu1tation; but this discovery, or iginally published by him in 1818, had been entirely forgotten,
when M. de Kergaradcc announced, in 1823, that if the abdomen of a
woman who has passed the first half' of her pregnancy be carefully auscultated, two sounds, which are perfectly distinct in character, will be recognized: one of them, consisting of double pulsations, or rather of redoubled
oues, according to the expression of M. Stoltz, is evidently produced by the
movements of the footal heart, and has been compared, with some reascn,
to the ticking of a watch enveloped in a napkin; the other is a kind of
rnstling, unattended by shocks, and consequently without beating, hcing
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chara,.trr ized by simple pulsation~, accompanied by the souffle, whirh haYc
been ~ucc·ef::f::ively compared to the sibila nt murmur, or to the sou nd of nn
errdilC' tumor, or varicose aneurism; this is called the bellows sou nd (bruit
dt" souJllf'). .\nothcr bellows murmur, of more f'l'cquent occurrence than
the former, is termed the '11Wrnmr of the cord, and will be .jtudled after the
preC'eding. 1

1. Sound of the lleart.-The pulsations of the heart generally become
perceptible in the course of the fourth or fifth month, though more fre·
quently during the latter, and often then at an elevated part of the abdomen nea r the umbili cal region; in one case, however, I thought I heard
them a little before the fourth month, but, unfortunately, I could not
re-examine the female until six weeks afterwards. M. Dcp:rnl dcclnrcs
that he has heard them at the end of the third month and in the elevent h
week.
Th c.~e pul~ations are far more frequent than tho~e of the mother's heart;
ranging, as they do, from one hundred and thirty to one hundred and sixty
per miuute; and, moreover, they are very often accelerated or diminished,
without our being nble to <lct('Ct the cause of the changes.
Like most obsen-ers, I have severa l times remarked that, if the fo::tus
exhibited any violent mQYements during the exa mination, the pul~ation
increa:-:ed and became very difficult to count; but they are not influ enced
by any variations in the mother's pulse, whatc\·er may be their cause.
Th e dor:ml region of' the ch ilrl seems to transmit the double puh=ations
mo:-;t ea!":ily, and consequently they are more clearly perceived at that part
of the abdomen which corre8ponds to it. This circumstance likewii!e
explains why the pubat.ions change position so easily prior to the seventh
month; in fact, it is only during the last three months, that extensive
movements on the part of th e child become difiicult, and its position nearly
fixe<I.
They may be heard most frequently on the anterior inferior portion of the
abdominal wall, just above the iliac fossa, or still more rarely on the median
line, and not merely at a very limited spot, but O\'Cr a radiu s of two or
three inche:-. In some ca:-:es they may e\·en be heard O\·er more than half
of the abdomen; but it is always easy to perc:ei,•e tliat they are st ronger
of thi s import:int subjccl.
to be fully informed upon
published by M. Depaul. (T,.;fld<•l'A''""llat;a,,
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and clearer at one point than else,rhere, and from this point as a ceutre,
they become weaker and weaker as the distance increases. The intensily
of pulsation is of course Jess marked as the child is younger, nlthough, in
some instances, they exhibit as much force in the sixth month as at term,
but this is very unusual.
As regards the number of pulsations, the statement made by many
ob::servcrs that it is much more considerable at an earlier period than at
term, is not absolutely true, for the fCetal heart always beats with the same
quickness, saving ~omc accidental variations, at whatC\'Cr period it may be
examined. Labor produces no modification of the fretal pulsations up to
the moment of rupturing the membranes; but this rnle fails after the
amniotic liquid has escaped, because they are then generally louder and
clearer, and may be heard o\·er a more considerable extent of surface, which
can readily be explained by the fact that the ear or instrument is then
nearer the fCetus.
·when the contractions become more energf'tic, the pulsations are not so
regular, and they are more feeble and slower \rhile the contraction lasts.
In those eases where the labor is of moderate duration, the iudistinctness
of the sound of the heart may be referred, I believe, to the difficulty of
ausculting during the pain; but if the footus has been too long subjected
to uterine pressure-as where the labor has been unusually prolonged-the
number, force, and regularity of the pulsations sensibly decrease
Most observers have asserted that the sounds are not always perceptible,
and 1\1. Stoltz even declares that they cannot be heard whenever the dorsal
region is directed hackwards, unless some part of the thorax be in contact
with a portion of the uterine walls which may be explored. For my own
part, I have not failed, for several years past, to hear them in examinations
ml.1de after the sixth month, in all cases where the children were living;
and as my researches have now extended to at least seven or eight hundred
women, I feel con\'inced that we can always distinguish them after that
period, in any position of' the fcetus whatever.
~I. Dubois was the firi"t to point out the fact, that the sound of the tOOtal
heart has sometimes n peculiar resonance, resembling lhe metallic tinkling,
a singularity which I IHt\·e twice had the opportunity of observing a.t the
Clinique. Tliis remarkable sonoriety is most frequently met with in women
in whom the uterus is distended by
quarflity of fluid. There are
also some circumstances which render
pulsation a little obscure and
somewhat difficult to hear; thus, for instance, a lumho-posterior position of
the fcetus, a large quantity of water, by which the uterine walls are greatly
distended, and 1.1 sufficient depression of them by the stethoscope to approach
the child prevented; the intf'rposition of several folds of intc:::;tincs between
the abdominal walls and the uteruR, and the existence of borborygmi, are
all so many circumstances calculated to render the perception of the pul~a
tions more difficult, although not absolutely impossible.
The beatings of the f<:etal heart are composed of two distinct sounds, the
second being stronger and more sonorous thnu the first.; but, in a great
nmjority of ca:Ses, both of them may be heard quite distinctly.
i\I. Nreg~le, however, appears to think that only a single sound is heard
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under certain circumstances, and I have sometimes made the same ohscrnt·
tion; hut it has always seemed to me that the perception of only one sound
might either be referred to bad manipulation on my part, or else to some
one of those circumstances just described having pre,·ented the application
of the stethoscope over a point near enough to the back of the fretus. Thus,
though I have frequently heard but a single sound at first, after changing
the instrument, others became clearly perceptible. I am happy to extract
the follo"·ing paragraph from the thc::;is of l\I. Carribre, a pupil of l\I. Stoltz,
which fully confirms my opin.ion. He says : "I have remarked that the
be
single character of the fcetal pulsations here described, is mo::;t likely
ob::::ervcd when the point examined approaches the fundus of
Like al l useful disco\·eries, obstetrical auscultation has had its opponents
as well as its partisans; and though the former are daily diminishing iu
number, the latter certainly have injured their cause by exaggerating its
importance; we shall, however, carefully endeavor to ascertain its practical
utility.
a. it has been stated that a perception of the pulsations of the fcetal heart
was a certain sign of pregnancy, as also that the absence of this sound,
posi1i,·cly determined by several examinations made after intervals of some
hours, subsequent to the sixth mouth, announces with certainty the death
of the footus; suppo~ing, of course, we have a satisfactory assurance of the
previous existence of gestation.

There is, notwithstanding, one circumstance which might lead to a suspicion of pregnancy e\·en when the uterns was really empty; it is this: in
certain female:> the pulsation of the heart is felt and heard a.slow down as
the sub-umbilical rPgion, and we can imagine that if, in such persons, under
the emotions naturally produced by an unjust suspicion of gestation, or,
from the influence of :my febrile moyement, the circulation be accelerated,
the pul:"ations, from their number and rapidity, might be mistaken for thorn
of a feet us; but in such cases, all errors of diagnosis may be easily avoided
by observing: 1st. The perfect isot"hronism between the pulse at the wrist
and the abdominal beatings; and 2cl. That the intensity of pulsation constantly increases as the precordia.I region is approached i which two peculiarities are never presented by the sound of the fretal heart.
b. Can a twin pregnancy always be recognized by auscultation? It is
said that, in most cases, t.he existence of two children in the uterine cav ity
may be known by the following sound:>: 1st. The sound of the heart will be
heard at two distant parts of the abdomen; and 2d. The want of isochronism,
nnd of frequency, which may sometimes be detected between these two series
of pulsations.
1
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thi::; point: thus, it frequently happens that the pulsations of a. ::iingle heart
resound in very distant part"3. Now, can thi:> be referred, as l\I. Dubois
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thinks, to deficient thoracic de\'elopment, to the unuimal comparative size
of the heart's
to the density of the lunf:,rs, or, lastly, to the position
of the fcetus itself,
and extremities of which, being app lied against
the thorax, and there recei,,ing the impulses from the heart's contractions,
scn'e to transmit them to a greater cli~tance? I should be inclined to adopt
this ·v iew; for, whatever be the explanation, the fact is certain, and the
following appears to me the best method of resolv ing the difficulty: \Vhcn·
ever the pulsations are heard at two distant points, the line between thc5e
should be carefully followed with the in ..;trument; for if they are produced
by the presence of two fcetuses, the pulsations will become feeble, or almost
disappear, tO\rnrds the centre of this line; but if, on the contrary, they are
due to a single chilJ, they will be just as strong at its middle part as at
either extremity.
Again, the absence of isochronism in the pulsation does not positively
prove the existence of two children; for or.e series may be owing to the
fcctal heart, and the other belong to the same organ in the mother, the
resonance being transmitted to the abdominal cavity. Ilcnce, it is evident
that the unusual d istinctness of the mother's pulsations coincid ing with the
presence of a single fretus may lead to the belief of a double pregnancy
which does not exist, and a comparative examination of the pulse then
becomes necessary.

A double gestation may be easily recognized, if the precautions just
indicated are observed, because, the twins being habitually placed one on
the right the other at the left part of the abdomen, distinct beatings will be
clearly heard, if the stethoscope be successively applied to each side. But
this h~ppy state of affo.irs does not al ways exi6t, for sometimes one footus is
situated directly before the other; and then it is nearly impossible, even
with the greatest attention, to hear the heart of the posterior child; and,
consequently, when the other signs of a twin pregnancy are present, the
results derived from auscultation would not prove its non-existence. Is it
necessary to add, that equal ca.re should be taken to abstain from hasty decisions in those cases in which there is reason to bel ieve that one of the
ch ildren is dead?
c. Can we appreciate the state of the child's health or <lisease, of its
debility or vigor, during labor, by means of auscultation?
This question, which was brought before the Academy by a memoir of
M. Bodson, and which gave rise to a remarkable report by M. P. Dubois.
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is certainly one of the mo~t curious and interesting subjects of study; for
if we coul<l po:-,,.ibly judge from the sign.:; furni::shed by auscultation, of the
integrity of the fu.::tal lif'o, no uncertainty could arise with regard to the
cour~c to be pursued when the labor is too long delayed, after the rupture
of the membranes i for the focblcuess and r~laxation, or the exc ssiYe frequency of the f~tal puh;ation"; the intermi.~sion and irregularity of thrir
rhythm; the absence of the second stroke; or the complete cessation of this
phenomenon during the uterine contraction, and the !:llownc:::s of its return
after the ptlin ha~ CCfl!'<ed, wouhl sufficiently authorize a prompt termination;
whilst the oppo.:;ite phenomena would justify delay.
The.-<e Rigns, and more E'specially the irregularity of the pulsations, which
appears the mo:"t important of all, indicate in the clearest manner that the
fretus is in a state of suffering; and hence they should serve as a formal
indication to the accoucheur to remove the infant promptly from the <lang-er
which threatens it, by au artificial termination of the labor. But, a:o: }of.
Dubois lrns very ju<liciou,.Jy remarked, there is not then a sufficient integrity
of circulation to establish the extra uterine life; for, although the frl'tal
puli<ations may be F-till rrgular and sonorous at the moment of birth,
yet the child has :suffered so much from the long pressure of labor, that the
respiration cannot be e:<t:Lblished; and hence, in this respect, the accouclurnr
should not rely upon auscultalion alone for judging of the opportune moment
for the intervention of art, because other considerations quite as important
should influence his dcci~ion; still, however, this is a melhod of diagno:-is
that is never to be neglected.
2. Souffle of lite Cord.-::\L Nreg€1e, junior, has recently des('ribed a bellows murmur, which he attribute:-. to the pulsations of the umbili<:al cord,
and compares it with the :<ouncl produced by the beating of the carotids in
chlorosi:o:, and the murmur consists, he states, of a simple pul:-ation which iii
cau;:;ied, as he thinks, hy the wine.ling of the cord around the neck of the
tretus, or by its compression between the child'~ back and the uterine wnlls;
the :mun<l increa~es after the e:<cape of the liquor amuii, an<l its force is
greater in proportion as the arterie.s of the cord are the more developed, and
!:iubjected to greater tension.
In the po:-ition.s of the head, it is situated below the umbilicu:;;, but higher
up in tho:<e of the breech, nnd it !'1-eems to de:scend during the expuh_:.ion of
thcfrctus. F:omctimc:"ia bellow3 murmur is heard accompanying the cardiac
pul::iations, especially at the first sound, but it appears difficult to reconcile
this circum?-tance with the interruption in the circulation caused by any
prc::i>:me on the cord. Rin<:e M. NregCle, junior, pointed out thi:; peculiarity,
tievera-l. others have noticed it, and I also have met with it at different timr.i!,
where nothing would indicate even a slight compression of Lhe cord, or any
winding around the neck.
Docs this belong to the fo'tal heart, as ~I. Dubois and )1. Depaul believe?
Indeed, the latter state,., that he has detected this sound, which he had previously heard during the intra-uterine life, by au~culting the infant immediately aftn birth. But nine other cases, 11e says, tumed out diiforcntly,
and oblige me to state the facts as they occurrc<l. The fOOtal murmur
occupie<l a part of the uterus entirely removed from that where the bc~lLing
17
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of the heart was detected; the latter being pure, and unmixed with any
murmur. Five of these children were born with one or several turns of the
cord about the neck, whilst in the sixth, it surrounded the lower part of
the thorax. The remaining three were free from anything of the kind. All
were born living, and on none of them was it possible to detect a souffie in
the cardiac region immediately after birth.

The que~tion must therefore be decided by new observations; for, a1thougl~
the sound may be produced by the compression of the cord, the compression
oftC'n exiBts without the abnormal murmu1·.
3. Uterine 8011.ffie. -Numerous denominations, each of which is founded
nn its supposed nature, have been applied to this sound; for instance, M.
Kergaradec thought it was produced in the utero-plaeental circulation, and
hence gave it the name of the placental murmur; on the other hand, l\L
Bouillaud, and many others, have subsequently assigned its seat (which, to
s~LY t h e least, is very probable) to the large !lrterial trunks placed on the
posterior abdominal plane, where they al'e -subjeetecl to considerable pressure
from the rlevelopNl uterus, and they have denominated it on this account
the abdominalsou.Dfe; and still more recently, .l\L Paul Dubois has endeavored
to Jll'O\'C that it originates in the vessels which ramify in the !rnbstance of
the uterine wnll itself, whence he h::i.s called it the tderine souffie. But as
we shall take occasion hereafter to di:-:cu~s these three opinions, which embrace all onr present knowledge on the rnhjcct, we will pass them over here.
In general, the bellows murmur may be heard as soon as the uterus, by
ri::;ing above the superior strait, becomes accessible to the stethoscope-that
i!'.'-, a little earl ier than the sounrl of the footal ht?nrt; in fact, l\I. Delena
:i~serts he has detected it at the third month, and Dr. Kennedy towards the
tenth, eleventh, or the twelfth week. ~[.Depaul has al;.;o made the same
oh>'ervation; but a<; there isa very great difficulty in approaching the uterus
at i-o earl.Ya. period, these facts arc certa.inly exceptional.
The murmur undergoes some very singulrrr modifications during the course
of pregnancy: thu;:;, we do not hear it in every instance; again, it is not at
all unu:-:unl for it to escape detection for a long time after having once been
reappear somewhat hter; sometimes even we may
anrl then
for
minutes in vain, when it sudde nly appears directly
under the ear, augments, becomes quite loud and distinct, lasts for a few
moment>', then dim inishes, and finally cen~es a ltogether.
I n othe r ca:-cs, t\\'o or three puls.ntion::;, attended by blowing, are 11eard
during profound silence, but nothing more after that i and on the other
hanr\ 1 very frequent opportunities are afforded us of observing th~ promptitude with whic·h the sound changes its locality; for it seems to pass suddenly
from one point to an opposite one, being i:ometimes immediately beneath
the ear, at others very distant: only conring a single spot in the majority
but occas iona lly extend ing to two remote regions, and, whnt is very
with equal fo rce and clearness at both these points; further,
the extent over wh ich t h e sound is heard is usually quite l imited, but in
some instances it becomes perceptible over a very large surface, trespassi ng
upo n nca1 ly the whole anterior abdomin:d reg ion.
On sev•-ra l occasions my pupils have had opportunities of studying all
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lh ese varieties, which indeed arc almost inexplicab le, whatenr opinion may
0e adopted a:.; to the cause of the sound.
The murmur i:S modified during labor; for at the ,·ery in:;tant when the
pains begin 1 and enn before the patient herself is aware of them, it becomes
at once louder, more sonorous and more di:.:tinct, and at times exhibits some
strange modifications: thus, at one time the sound heard resembles, par·
tially at lca.::;t, the tone of a recd, or a tense cord thrown into vibration,
though as soon tb the contraction becomes stronger and more general it
seems to grow weaker, appearing at longer i11tcrvals1 and finally becoming
imperceptiLle; but when the pain ccascs 1 the sounJ returns, at Iir:;t with the
intensity it m:rnifosted at the beginning of the co11traction, and gradual ly
regains the same sonorou.::;ncss it had during the gestation. Such is the
order presenteJ when the coutra.ctions are regular and energetic; but if
they are fal~e or irregular, the i:ouffie is not modifict.l, or at lcru;t is not any
stronger, except it be for a few in:stants only.
It may likewi~c be perceived after the expul sion of the footus 1 and e\·en
of the after-birth: for example, M. Carril-re says he heard it twenty.four
hours sub:.:equcnt to the delivery of the placenta.
Generally, it extends towar<h the inferior b.teral part of the abdomen;
more rarely, it is hcnrd near the fundus uteri.
The foll~wing is the result of 29.5 ob::;cnations 1 made by :M. Depaul 1 of
women ''ho had passed the fifth month of gc~tation; it will be seen that
it accords with my own experience. It was hcar<l very distinctly 182 times
on each side of the uterus, at a short distance from the crura l arch; in 27
cases, it appeared on one side only; in -13, towards the fund us of the organ;
and in 18, it was spread o,·er the entire surface of the uteru::i. Finally, }.I.
Depaul stat€.":', that in 12 ca:;es, it was pre:sent in three c1i~tinct situations,
namely, the fundus of the womb and the parts above the crural arches.
During the fir:st half of the pregnancy, it was oftenest observed when the
stethoscope was plaee<l upon the median line a little aboYe the pubis.
The character of the soun<l heard varies greatly; sometimes it is short,
abrupt, and i:eparated from the ~ucceed in g one by a longer or shorter interval ol' complete silence, which is dependent upon the frequency of the pulsej
sometimes it is a prolonged roaring, a. true "bruit de <liable," which has its
period of beginning, of incrca.!:!e1 and termination, the latter blending with
th e next surce:.:sion.
In short, it pre .. ents all the variations of rhythm wliich ]ia,·e been attributed to the chlorotic murmurs. Though generally simple and intermit.
tent, it is sometimes continuous and double (bruit de <liable) i finally, it may
be both continuous and simple. I have not yet met with the typical, double
intermittent i::ound. Like the murmur in the carotids, the rhythm may
change in a few moments so as to pre.sent in a very short time severa l of the
varieties just mentioned.
The quality of the sound also varies greatly; and this not on ly in dif·
ferent women, but even in the same woman, and sometim es whilst the
exploration is go in g on. Occasionally it is whistling, and resembles much
the sound of the wind blowing through a badly closed doorway; again it
becomes roaring, so as to imit~1te the vibrations of a base cord; at other
times it is plaQ tivc1 sugg&ting the cooings of a. turtle·dove.
1

1
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The seat and mode of production of this sound is a question tlH~. t haa
given rise to much controversy, though, as the sound is synch ron ous with
the mother's pulse1 it must be evidently connected with the maternal va!l'cular ::::ystem. Thus far all agree, but diversities of opinion immediately spring
up when a more precise location of it is attempted; for the murmur is produced outside of the uterus, exclaims one party; not so, it is seated in the
uterine or the placental vessels, say the others.
1. The llfunn'll.r is produced in Parts distinct from, the Uterus.- 'Vhen ever a tumor is developed over the course of a large arterial trnnk, the
compression exercised by it on the vessel produces a souffie, and it is not at
all unusual, whenever a pathological tumor is developed in the abdomen,
to hear a murmur in such cases, very nearly resembling that of pregnancy;
now, the uterus developed by a product of conception constitute::; a considerable tumor, one which must necessarily compress the vessels and produce
the effect described. This view is ad\'Ocated by numerous partisans, who
contend that the murmur does not begin to appear until the uterus really
cornpre~ses the iliac vessels by being elevated above the superior strait;
tlul.t it is usually heard at the inferior lateral part of the abdomen, and
more frequently on the right sid e, because the uterus is habituall y inclined
to the right; and lastly, that if, according to the plan of my friend, Dr.
Jacquemier (which I have since often prnctised myself), the female, after
havin g been ausculted in the supine position, be made to kneel down, with
the body bent forward nearly horizontally, and th e elbows resting on the
ground, in a word, in such a position as to throw the whole weight of the
uterus upon the anterior abdm;ninal wall, the murmur will no longer be
heard, although distinctly audible before.
Io support of this opinion the following considerati ons may be adduced:
Thi! abdominal souflle is, like that of chlorosis, partly due to the altera·
tions which the blood undergoes during pregnancy. "Whatever theory be
emb1accd respecting the mechanism of these abnormal vasculnr sounds in
chlorosis, whether they be attributed to the diminution of the corpuscles, as
:M. Andrnl supposes, or to hydrremia, according to M. Beau, and, we may
add in passing, this latter theory seems to me to be the only admi::;sible one,
the great analogy between the blood of chlorosis and that of pregnancy can·
not be ignored.
It is equally difficu1t not to recognize the entire resemblance between the
souffie of pregnant women and that of chlorotic patients. They exhibit the
same varieties of rhythm, as also of tone and sonorousness; both are some·
tim es mixed 01· composed simply of buzzing, ra::ping, or whistling sounds,
which seem to be alike peculiar to the early stages of the affoction. Iloth
prcscnt 1 if I may so express it, the same mobility of duration, rl1ytl11n, and
intensity, and appear to be similarly affected by the greater or lci:s pressure of
th e instrument, as also by changes in the ci rculation of the female as a con·
r:equence of disturbances of temper, violent mo\'emcnts, &c.
I s it not, therefore, natural to conclude, that since pregnancy and cl1lorosis produce the same changes in the blood, the soume, which is exact ly
a.like in both cases, is also due to the same cause?
But, it will be replied, in chlorosis the murmur is heard more especially
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in ihe cel'vical region; why, therefore, during pregnancy sl10uld it, if due
to the same cause, fix itself particularly in the abdomen? I would reply,
in the first place, that in some cases the cardiac and carotid murmurs have
been obsen·ed in pregmmt women; sti ll I admit that, most generally, they
are not heard even when the abdominal soufile is present. The latter cir~
cumstance ca n be readily explai ned, for it is in fact rarely that
tiou of the blood is carried to the same extent as in ordinary
proportion of globules rarely descends below one hundred, and the amount
of water is for from equa11 ing the enormous proportion which it reaches in
chlorosis. l\ow, if it be true, as M. Andra! supposes, that the production
of abnormal sounds is an in(lication of a more advanced alteration, we can
comprehend why they should not be perceptible in the carotids, where only
poverty of the blood could produce them.
The conditions are not the same in the abdominal vessels, for there, to a
commencing hydrmmia, is superadded a considerable diminution of the
calibre of the vessels, which diminution is a result of the compression of the
uterine tumor; and these two circumstances united are capable of producing a soufile which they would be unable to determine si11gly. The compression of the arteries thus gives rise to a sort of insufficiency, which re11ders still more sensible the slight increase which the total amount of the
blood has undergone.
It has been stated that we have several times known the sound to disappear when the woman was placed on all fours, but that in other instances it still remained. M. Depaul recollects having repeated this experiment, with the effect of continuing to hear the uterine murmur, without
the slightest niriation. This last remark, made by such observers as l\IM.
Depaul and Carriere, deserves further attention on our part. As l\I. Beau
has pointed out, it is much more difficult than would be supposedi and
sometimes even impossible, to cause the woman to assume such a position
that the large arteries shall escape all compression by the uterus. The
abdominal walls of young primiparous women are too resisting to yield
under the momentary weight of the uterus, and whatever position be
assumed, they retain the organ strongly applied against the posterior plane
of the abdomen.
l\L Be:.iu has also proved that this persistence of the abdominal souftle is
not peculiar to pregnancy, but that in the case of a woman affected with a
cyst of the ovary, shown to be such at the autopsy, it was impossible to
give the tumor any position in which it ceased to compress the arterjes of
t11e pelvis, and conseq uently to put an end to the murmur.
I would add, that, whilst admitting that compression is not the sole
cause of the murmur, but that the serous plethora of pregnancy also contributes to its production, it might be readily supposed th~t if the latter
reach a certain degree, it might of itself give rise to the abnormal !>Oundi
even should the position of the female entirely relieve the abdominal vessels from pres:sure.
The same remarks will apply to the variable results which are sometimes obtained, when, after having hea rd the so unds on one side of the
ahdomcn, the woman is made to reverse her position. Sometimes, we have
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said, it ceases to be heard; at others it pcr~i:"t'1, although the inclination
of the uterus had removed the pressure from the ,·<::-~els on the point
opposite the side upon which the woman li es. In the first case, the pb·
thora was too slight to maintain a sound, the production of which wus
partly due to the compression of the vascular tube; in the second, eitl1er
the inclination of the uterus had not removed the pre~5ure, or cll'e tl1e
alteration of the blood was alone sufficient to produce the abnormal sound.
Although l\I:M. Barth and Roger are disposed to attribute the abd0minal
murmur to pressure, they nevertheless find some objections which prevent
their adopting the opinion in its full extent. Wh y, say they, is not the
sound increased when the uterus is pressed upon with the stethoscope, and
why does it sometimes disappear when the pressure is ma<lc rather stronger?
It is, replies l\I. Beau, because the murmurs are the result of a certain
degree of pressure, which if increased or diminished, the sounds are altered
or ]essene<l. The effect is the same as that which is frequently ob~ernd in
the carotid murmurs, which do not increase, and which even di~appear,
when too much pre~sure is made upon the artery; and as the~e latter
sounds are sometimes found to have their intensity somewhat increased by
a slight pressure, so the abdominal murmurs are occasionally notably in·
creased when the uterus is a little prC'ssed upon.
Finally, how happens it, say Ml\f. Barth and Roger, that in certain cases
in which no souffie was heard upon auscu ltation of the abdomen, it could,
through the assistance of the metroscope of :M. Nauche, be perceived upon
the neck of the uterus, which is situated in the centre of' the pelvic cavity,
and therefore removed from the vessels?
" re may suppose, aga.in replies 1\1. Beau 1 that in the cases in question
the murmur had its origin in the hypogastric arteries. Now the neck of
the uterus is nearer these arteries, than that part of the body of the organ
which is in relation with the abdominal parietes. Besides, it is not pos·
sible that certain organs which are poor conductors of sound, such as a
mass of intestine or of omentum, might have been interposed between the
surface of the uterus and the wnlls of the abdomen, and thus have prevented the transmission of the vibrations to the ear?
2. 'l'he lifunnur is produced in. the Uterus.-Those who locate the sound
in the uterine circulation, differ essentially as to its precise seat and the
mode of its production. Thus, 1\1. de Kergnradec attributes it to the ph·
cental circulation; whilst l\I. Hohl, who also believes it is perceived at the
point where the placenta is inserted, locates the murmur at a point cone·
sponding to the insertion of the placenta, and bases his opinion upon the
f)llowing reasons: 1. In 21 ca:-cs in which he removed the placenta with
his hand, he found it adhering where the sonffie was Hr.st heard; 2. In 15
ra..-=.es where it was inserted upon the 01·ifice, the murmur was heard very
low down; 3. In 10 others the autopsy revealed the aftcr·birth where the
:muffle had been distinguished; 4. In 8 cases of version the same fact was
Jiscovered directly; 5. In 12 cases of twin pregnancy, one murmur only
was heard when but a siugle placenta was present, and two distinct ones
when the after.births were separate; 6. Lastly, in a great number of ca:;;cs
the intensity of the sound appeared to he in direct relation with the bulk
a.nd extent of the placenta.
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M. Hohl differs from nr. Kergaradec by supposing that the sound results
from the passage of the arterial blood into the venous sinuses of the placenta;
but, to r~fute this latter opinion, it is only necessary to bear in mind the
great variety in the seat of the murmur during pregnancy, and that in some
cases it is still perceptible after the deli\·ery of the after-birth.
I am therefore, like M. Depaul, com·inced, that there is no relation
between the point where the soufile is heard and that of the insertion of the
placenta.
The views of l\L Dubois still claim a notice; for whenever, says this Pro·
fessor, the disposition of the uterine apparatus is carefully stu<lieJ, the
freest communication will be found to exist between the arteries and veins,
the uterine walls appearing to be transformed into an erectile tissue, or one
of varicose aneurisms; and the column of blood brought by the arteries,
and divided through their branches, mingles, whilst passing directly into
the veins, with the slower and less compressed columns contained in the
canals of the latter. This circumstance is incontestably the cause of the
murmur and soufile that is so remarkable in varicose aneuribms and the
accidental erectile tissues, and it is very likely that the same cause produces it in the uterine walls. Hence we cr.n comprehend why it is only
heard at that period when the Yascular modificatiOns of the organ arc the
most marked; why it is most frequently audible over the spot correspond·
ing to the placental insertion, because the development of the ute1·ine
vascular system is the most considerable there; and finally, why this sound
may still be heard in some women after delivery, when the retreat of the
uterus is not yet complete, and the circulation in its walls has not been
reduced to its condition in the non·graYitl state.
No one, since the researches of !\I. Dubois, has been able to rediscover the
large and free corumunicntions between the uterine arteries and veins; it is
in fact certain, that they communicate directly in no other way than through
their terminal and capillary ramifications. It is plain, that when a supposed anatomical fact is proved to have no existence, the theory which is
founded upon it can no longer be maintained.
There arc still some other points concerning the uterine circulation, which
have recently been advanced: thus, Dr. Corrigan thought the passage of
the blood from the uterine arteries into the sinuses, was the cause of the
souftle; and M. Carriere, who aclmitted this opinion, added, that the circula.
tion being much more active a.t the point corresponding to the placental
insertion, the sound ~hould be most audible on a level with that insertion.
M. Depaul has quite recently repromulgated the views of Corrigan, adding
thereto the compressions produced both within and \\tithout by some portion
of the fcetal ovoid, and he attributes an important influence to these com·
pressions, which, however, had previously been brought forward by .l\L de
Kergaradec, in explanation of the frequent variations of th e souilic in its
seat and intensity.
The cause of the sound, says l\I. de la Harpe de Lausanne, neither rests
on a. particular condition of the blood, nor on a modification of its course,
nor yet in any peculiar state of the vessels, but simply on the multipl ici ty
of the vessels concentrating at the same point; which multiplicity, by
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inc1·easing the currents a hundredfold, increases the sounds in the same
ratio; thus rendering those audible by multiplication, which, taken
were imperceptible to the human ear. Perhaps a comparison will
illustrate this idea: if a person place himself: on a mild duy, under a tree
that has Leen closely pruned, depri,·ed of' its leaves, and only having some
large branches left, he will hear no sound or rustling of the air; now let
him pass from this tree to another one better furnished with branches,
though still deprived of leaves, and he will perceive. if the same air be
stirrin g, a, commencing sound, produced by the branches that are agitated
in the wind; again, the intensity of sound will become much greater, if he
once more changes to a fir-tree; for notwithstanding the leans of this latter
itre rigid and immovable, yet they are innumerable; and just such is the
case with the placental murmur. In fact, a liquid cannot circulate in a
tube without producing a certain amount of sound by the friction of its
molecules agninst the walls of the tube; only the sound is not detected by
the ear when the vascular canal is isolated, but the contrary results, when
thousands of little canaJs are found at the same point.

The abdominal souftle is not of great practical importance; its value, as
a sign, is limited to rendering the existence of pregnancy probable. It may
exist iodependently of pregnancy, and does not always accompany it; it is
not iufluenccd by the life or death of the fc:etus, nor is it modified in any
degree by a stctte of suffering of the child; it cannot, in any case, enable us
to determine certainly either the place of insertion of the placenta, nor its
form, 5ize, or the changes which it may undergo. The observations of
l\L\I. Depaul and NregCle, Jr., prove, in opposition to the conclusions of
Hohl, that the diagnosis of double or triple pregnancies, is lncapable of
assistance from the souftle, presenting as it does iu these cases no modifications which are not also observed in simple pregnancies.
Summary.-lt is now well understood that, in ausculting the abdomen
of a pregnant woman, we ma.y hear both the pulsations of the footal hearL
and the bruit de sou file. The fir:;t is a certain sign of i)l·egn:rncy; but the
second, being also produced by other causes, only becomes of importanc1i
when we ha.ve previously ascertained that the female has no other disease.
The souud of the heart may aid in ascertaining the position of the fcetus;
the soufflc can communicate no information as to the place of insertion of
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tn e placenta, and indicates nothing as regards the child's position i while
any feebleness, and more especially any irregularity or intermittence of the
heart's pulsn,tions, furnish strong presumptive reasons for believing that the
fretus is sufferi ng, and that its life is compromised.
'Vhen desirable to auscult a female who is supposed to be pregnant, we
must request her to lie down on her back; a.t the commencement of gesta·
tiou this precaution is indispensable ; but towards the last it becomes less
so, and she may then be examined standing. In fact, whatever be her
position in the latter months, this exploration is quite easy, on account of
the dim ensions of the uterus and the volume of the fretus, but at first it is
nearly always necessary to flex the thighs upon the belly, so as to com·
pletely relax the abdominal muscles, and of course this could only be done
in the horizontal position. The dorsal or lateral decubitus is requisite to
explore thoroughly the fundus or sides of the womb, and also to cause the
fcetus to fall from either side; the thighs should also be flexed, or extended,
according to the region examined. The unaided ear will answer, but the
stethoscope should generally be employed i for, by using it, the sou nds
detected can be more readily limited, and the abdominal parietes more
easily depressed so as to approach nearer to the fcetus; besides, many
females object to the accoucheur thus applying his head flat on the abdomen.
Experience has likewise convinced me that, when the unassisted ear is used,
the clearness of the sensations is singularly diminished by the frictions
which the respiratory movements of the abdomen make against the ear.
When used, the enlarged extremity of the instrument should be deprived
of its mouth-piece, and its whole circumference be exactly placed over the
region to be ausculted.
It is also advisable that the woman lie on a bed of sufficient height, other·
wise the accoucheur is obliged to stoop too much, and this inconvenient
position is attended by such a degree of congestion as to render it impossible to hear anything. And further, to avoid all unnecessary search ing, it
is best to place the stethoscope at first directly over the part where the
pulsations of the heart arc most commonly heard, that is, in front, below,
and a little to the left side.
It is equally desirable to ascertain from the female where she generally
perceivts the footal movements, for most frequently the pulsations of the
heart will be found on the opposite side, because the superior and inferior
extremities being always folded on the abdominal plane, the back, in other
woL·ds, the part of the fcetus which most easily transmits the sounds, will
evidently be turned towards the left, if the right side is the habitual seat
of the active motions.
Before the fifth month, the pulsations are usually perceived in the lower
part of the abdomen on the median line, about half-way between the pubis
and umbilicus; consequently the instrum ent should be first applied there.
The instrument proposed by N auche, under the name of metroscope, the
extremity of which is intended to be introduced into the vagina and applied
to the neck or inferior part of the womb, ought not to be used.
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A Table exhibiting the Signs of Pregnancy at various Pe1·iodJ.
Fir1tandSccondMonths.
1. Suppre.:;sion of the menses (numerous 1.
exceptions ).
2. Nausea-vomiting.
3. Slightfiatnessofthehypogastricregion. 3.
4. Depression of the umbilical ring
Its w·alls .havclhe<>onsi>slenco

6. The orifice of the os tincm is rounded
in primiparro, but more pn.tulous in
olllers who htn-e had children.
7. A slight. softening of the mucous membrane covering the lips, and this mem-

brancappenrscedernatous.
Third and Fourth Mo11tha
l, Suppressionofthemenses(afewexcep-

l. 'fhelfuntl1>Suledd.sestolhe•lc"elof

tions).

2. Frequently, the appearance or the continuanceof thevomit.ings.
3. A small protuberance in thehypogastricregion.

4. ~;is:. depre:::-sion oft.he umbilical cica-

2.
3.

4.

6. Augment.edswellingoft.hcbreasts, pro- 5.
minenccofthenipple,andslightdiscolorat.ionint.heareola..

6. Kyesteinein the urine.

FijlhandSixthJlfo11lhs.
1. Suppression of the menses (some rare 1. The fundus uteri is one finger's brendth
except.ions)
below t.he umbilicus at the eud of ihe
fif1h month; nnd the same distance
aboveitattheexpirationofthesixth.
2. The disturbances in the digestive organs 2. Fretal irregularities, and active movements, which are very perceptible.
generally disappear
3. Considerable development oft.he whole 3. The sound of the heart and abdvwinal
souffiearenowperceptible.
sub-umbiliealregion.
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pletelyeffn.eed.

in the areola is
deeper;
tubercles; areola
spotted.
7. Kyesteine in the urine.
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5. A tumor is felt at theauteriorsuperior
which is sometimes

6

I. Suppression of the menses (the exceptions are very rare)
2. Disorders of the stomach (ro.tberrare).

2. Thefundusuleri is four fi ngers' breadth
above the umbilicus at the seventh
month, andfi\•eor six at the eighth
3. The abdominal tumor has the same 3. T he organ is nearly always inclined to
characters, exccptthatitismorcvoluthe right.
mi nous
4. A complete effacement of the umbilical 4. More violent aethe movemen ts of the
depression,tbedilatationofthcring,
and somet imes a pouting of tbeu:ivel.
5. Numerous discolorations on the skin of 5. Sounds of the heart and abdominal
soufHe.
G. Sometimes a varicose and redematous 6. Ballottementisvery evident dur ing the
conditionofthevulvo.andinferiorexsevcnthmonth,butmoreobscureinthe
tr emities.
eighth.
7. Deeper discoloration of the central 7. The softening exte nds along the neck,
above the vaginal insertion . In primini-eola,andanextensionofthespot.ted
areola. SometimeslherearenuIU.erou:;
parre, the cervix is ovoid, and seems to
Jrn,,'e diminished in length ; in others it
stain s onthebreasts; flowofmilk;c ompleie development of the glandiform
is conoidnl, the base being below, and
tube rcles.
sufficicntlypatuloustoadmitallthefirst
phalanx. Tbeneckatitssuper iorfou rth
isstillb ardandshutu p.
8. Persistence of kyestei ne in the urine.
FirttForln.ighlojlheNinth11!011th.
1. Thevomitings frequently reappear.
1. The fundus uteri reaches the epigastric
regionnndgainstbeborderoftbefalse
ribsontherightside.
2. Activemovtiments. Soundsofthehcarl

4. All the othe r symptoms persist, and are
in:reased in intensity.

3. Often lbere is no p r oper ball olleme ut,
butmerelyakindofrisingofthetumor
formed by the head.
4. The neck is softened throughout its
whole length, exceplingthecircumfcrence of the internal orifice, which still
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remninseloseJnndrc!iiSting. Tn womt'n

whohM·e predouslybor11echildrcn,1he
fingermrtybeintroducetlintothecer,·ix
totheextcntofaphalirnxanda.hRlf,
and in fact is only arrested by the
internal orifice, which is clo~cd anJ
wrinkled,though,insomeca!IC!l,nln•3dy

beginning to open. ln primipnrre, the
softening is equally cxtcu~ivc, nml the
neck is swollen in the middle in au

LatJt Fortnight of the Kinth Mor1/11,
1. The fundus uteri hns sunk lower than
in the first fortnight.
2. Active movcmenls; sounds of the heart
and bellows murmur.
3. Ballottcmcntoften imperceptible.
3. The respiration less oppressed.
4. The head more or less engaged in the
4. More ddliculty in walking.
excavation.
5. Frequent and ineffectual dcsirestouri- 5. In mult1parx, the internal orifice softens
anddilates;thefingercanthcnpenenate.
trate through a cylinder, as it were, an
inchandabalfiu length,andcomeinto
contflct with the naked membranes. In
primiparre, the internal orifice experiences the same modification, but the
external rem:iins closed. During the
lastweek,mconsequeuceoftbcspreadingoutn.tthe internal orifice, lhcwhole
cavity of the neck become!! confounded
withthatofthcbotly,and the finger, in
reaching the membranes, onlytn~vcrscs
a.thin orifice in primipanu.butarounded coltar in the others of n. variable

). The vomitingsoftencea.se.
2. Thti abdomen is fallen.

6. Hemorrhoids; augmentation of the
redem& and varicose state of the lower
extremities.
7. Pn.insin the loins, and colice.
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CHAPTER VII.
OF TWIN PREGNANCY.

T11E term compound or multiple pregnancy has been applied to that in
which two or more fretuses are incloscd in the uterine cavity. Certain
females seem to be greatly disposed to these :rnomalies; thus, cases are
recorded where six, seven 1 and even eleven chi ldren have been born at three
succesi::ive confinements.
Double pregnancies are quite frequent: that is, one case is met with in
about seventy or eighty labors. Triplets, on the contrary, are very rare,
since there were but five in the records of 37,441 accouchcments that
occurred at La l\laternitC in Paris. Further, we cann ot call in question
those instances in which there were sa id to be four at a birth; for such men
as Viardel, Jfauriceau, Il amilton, and many others, furnish exa.mples of' it. 1
Both Peu and Lauverjat dechue that they have witnessed cases of five at a
birth. 1 And lastly, must we consider those cases of six, seven, eight, and

Cbambon t'eco1·ds an instance of quintuple pregnancy, whl're the children survived

th~~r ,~;~t~:m~f Naples was

delivered of five infa11ls at seven mouths. (Brili8h and
roreijn Ned. Review, 1830.)
Dr. Kennedy (Every) states {in the Dublin ;Jfed. Journal, Jun. 1840). thul a woman
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nine children, or even more, at once, so many examples of which are fnuncl
in the authors, as true statements or as fabulous tales?
It is a very difficult matter to point out the causes of this anomaly in the
present state of our sc ience; true, numerous explanations l1a\·e been offotcd,
but all arc nothing more than pure hypothe$CS: for example, it is ~aid
that a si ngle fecundat ion may affect both ovaric.::, or two of the Granfian ve:-;i.
cles in the same ornry; an<l
that sernrnl impregnations may occur
succeFsiv cly in a short period,
before the first fecundated ovule has
arrived in the uterus. Both take
for granted that two ondes arc de·
tachcd, either at the same time or successively, from the
quently, that two corpora lutea are devclopctl. Scnral
prove, however, that a <liffcrent state of things may
instance, two ovu1es hnvesometimes been found in the s•amc. Gratafian rn;icle,
and it is evid ent that the rupture of this
produce a double focundation; at other
the same ovule, and jn such a. condition
occur, although but one ovule be fecundated.
H ereafter we shal l see, that these peculiarities serve to explain the varied
disposition exhibited by the membranes be compound gestations.
It is frequently possible to recognize the presence of twins during pregnancy; indeed, the abdomen is ordinarily more ,·oluminous then than at
other times, and the belly is generally flattened on the median line, instead
of presenting there a well-marked protuberance; the middle is dcpres~ed,
in consequence of the two children lying one upon ench side; neYerthele:s,
this sign may fail when one child happens to be placed before the other.
The form of the uterus varies also with the position of the fretuses, their
number, and the amount of amniotic fluid. Thus, when the head of one is
above, and that of the other below, there may result therefrom two corresponding depre~sions and projections, as 1\1.
Hergott has represented. Should both present by the head, the fundus of the womb
will be very muc:h diln.ted, and the contrary
is the case when they present by the peki~.
In a case which occurred at th e Clinic of
Strasboiirg, the shape of the womb was
irregular and oblique; ihc two heads occupi ed the angles of the uterus, au<l formed
two tumors separated by a depression; the
one at the right
much the higher.
The twins wen:' horn
the feet.
Th e sli ght hlow1' pcrceiyed by the mother
are sometimes felt atone and the same time
in two distant parts of the abdomen; and
the importance of auscultation as an element in this diagnosis has already been
pointed out. (See p. 256.)
month,of<.,tol;on; nndfinally,
pregnancy from tl.e
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The bellows mu rmur can, I think, rarely furnish useful information.
Still, it is asserted by Hohl, that in sixteen twin pregnancies, the murmur
was heard seven times on both the right and left sides simultaacornsly, and
nine times on one side only i and he affirms, that when the latter was
the ca-~c, there wns a common plarenta, whilst in the other instances there
were two . Ile is al~o of the opinion, that a double soufile is diagnostic of
a. double pregnancy, even though the sound of the heart be heard at a
single point only. 'Ye cannot admit the la::;t couclusion, since we have
already denied the very relation which Hohl \1oul<l e::;tabfo1h between the
scat of' the murmur and the in"ertion of the placcntaj bc~ides which we have
oftcG heard a souffie 011 both the right an<l Jcft sides in single pregnancies.
Again, as the two fu::tu?:"cs mutually interfere with each other, neither of
them presents itself to the vaginal touch i :rnd of course the ballottemcnt
is then exceedingly difficult, if not wholly impo.:-sible i for, even if the
finger 0::;hould easily reach the presenting part, the presence of another
child would interfere with the as1.:ending movement of the first. De::;ormcaux, however, cites a case where the ballottement was manifest in a twin
ge::;t:ttion, but enn here a large quantity of water was present at the same
time. Whilst in charge of the Clinic of the Faculty, in 1845, I observed
on two occai!ions the same fitct noticed by Desormeaux; fo r the existence
of dropsy of the amnion rendered the ballottement very perceptible, although
two children w"ere pre:-:ent.
The cour.5e of twin pregnancies is sometimes accompanied by peculinrities which it is important to be acquainted with. Tlrns, the two f(l'tUi!CS
do not always attain to the dnelopment which we have indicated. One of
them may die, and yet the other continue to grow. In such ca~cs, whic:h,
however, are rare, the dead body may remain iu the womb, where it hardeus,
withers, and is expelled during labor.
In my course of 1853, I exhibited a placenta. obtained from a woman
who was delivered at term of a living and well-developed child. It was
provided with two amniotic bags, one of which belonged to the living
chiM, and presented no unu ..;ual appearance. The other, which was much
Emaller, contained barely a. trace of fluid, but inclosc<l a small mummylike fu~tu,; 1 about the Pize of one of four months' denlopment. On the
other hand, the dead fcctus ma.y irritate the uterus, bring on contractions,
and be expelled, whib;t the other remains and is developed as usual.
LaRtly, the twin that perished during pregnancy may still remain in the
womh in consequence of the adherences which its placenta has contmcted
with that organ, for a long period after the expulsion of its living brother,
that occur~ at the ordinary term of gestation.
Guillemot furni:;hes one of the most curious observations of this kind
(llrure11x Aec., line ii. p. 22-5) on record, in which the artificial extraction
of the dead body did not ta.kc place until two years after the aecouche·
mcnt. llut what is the cause wh ich thus determines the death of one
1

fo:tu~?

i\lauriceau and Peu tho11gl1t it m ight be attributed to the fact that one
child, by recci,·ing all the nuuri$hment, becomes strong and vigorous at thfl
expcn~e of' the other, thereby rendering it feeble and langui:;hing, an 11
c:rn,.ing its early death.
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l\L Guillemot believes that one child, in its growtl1, gradua11y compresses
the second against the uterine wall, and the Jatter, not having sufficient
space for its dnelopment, soon after dies. Lastly, l\I. Crm·eilhier explains
the atrophy of the footus by a gradual separation of the placenta, founding
his opinion on a single case, in which the hemorrhage was great enough to
account for the early death of one of the twins; but in the greater number
of cases that have been recorded, no mention whatever is made of nny
hemorrhage during the pregnancy; whence, of course, the opinion of M.
Cruveilhier would not be applicable to them. For my own part, I believe
these cases, in which the death and atrophy of one fretus takes phce, should
rather be attributed to some disease of the infant or placenta, or of some
parts of its envelopes. It may be urged, indeed, that these alterations are
not observed at the time of accouchement, which is not to be wondered at,
considering the state of degeneration exhibited by all parts of the ovum;
and, although no positive fact sustains this opinion, it seems to me more
admissible and more rational than the others.
It not unfrequently happens that twin pregnancies terminate before full
term, owing, doubtless, to the great distention of the uterus, which is often
as large at. seven or eight months as in a simple pregnancy at nine months.
The snme labor generally suffices for the expulsion of both, though such is
not always the case; for, after the first child is born, the uterus may retract upon the remaining twin, and leave it unexpclled for eighteen or
twenty-four hours. A still longer interval, several months even, may
separate the two parturitions; and it is upon such facts as these that some
persons have .improperly admitted the doctrine of supcrfretation. A reference to the laltcr is, however, unnecessary to explain these observations, for
the cause of premature delivery is dependent solely on the enormous distention of the uterus, because us soon as one infant is expelled the womb
retracts, the cause of irritalion no longer exists, and we can readily conceive that the gestation may continue on until term. A child born at seven
months may live equally well with one delivered at the eud of pregnancy.
Tl;e peculiarities ju.st studied in twin pregnancies may also pr,.,..sent
themselves in case5 of triplets, &c. Thus, in a case cited by Porb~, nfler
the delivery of the first child and its placenta, which were healthy, he. was
obliged to extract two others that had apparently been dead for a long
time, and were thoroughly dried.
Again, the membranes are not always disposed in the same manner in
these pregnancies; and on this head we may admit, with .:\I. Guillemot, who
has particularly studied the subject, four distinct varieties: thus, in the
first, two ovules are fecundated, and each embryo becomes developed, and
is surrounded by its own proper membranes; in the second, the ovule con·
ta.ins two germs, though each frotus Jrns but a single envelope, the choriou
being a common membrane; in the third, both embryos are inclosed in a
single cavity, which appears never to have been divided by any membranous
diaphragm; and, finally, the last variety is met with when the ovule contains a second germ, and both become developed together, which gives rbe
to what are called monstrosities by inclusion. Adopting this cla:;sifi<:atioo
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let us now proceed to
tlieoe pregnancies,

different modes vf termination
to the species to whic!1 they

the first rnriety, both ovules are dcYeloped,
membrane:':, the chorion and amnion; a.t first, e:tch ovum
flexed decidua, but generally that portion of the latter which
the
partition is \'ery thin, and beeomcs absorbed as the gestation ad\'ances, and
a single decidua then appears to enYelop both.
The two chorious repose against each other, being only scparnted by
some very fine areolar ti::ii;:ue, so that the children are diYide<l by one very
thick partition
of four layers. The placentas are sometimes
confounded with each other, or el.se are united by
separate, though
a kind of membranous bridge; but, notwithstancling the continuity of
ti~sue, there rarely exi::;ts any yascular communication between them, and
this fact is so uniform that the exceptions to the law are very rare indeed.
From all which it mu:-=t therefore be evident that two distinct ovules have
been fecundated, whether they are deposited separately, or are contail1ed in
the same yc.,:icle. The fir.st Yariety is the most frequent.
2. In the ~econd rnriet~· of compound pregnancy, the chorion is common
to both twini;:, and each fixtus has but a single envelope formed of the amnion-the two laminre of which, resting against each other, constitute the
median partition. l\D[. Dance and l\la.ncel have furnished an example of
this variety in which there "·ere but two children. Brendelius reports that
a woman was dcliYcred of l\rn girls after three days' trarnil, but she died
before the extraction of the third infant, whic:h was found dead ou opening
her body; the placenta was single and Yery large, and the chorion ha<l been
common to all three, although each fcctus had a diotinct amnion .
There is therefore only a sinF;le placenta, ancl a communication nearly
always cxisls between the ramusculei:i of the two col'Cls, as I haYe verified
myself, on a placenta, which was presented by one of' my former pupils, an
Interne of the Ur::;ulinc Hospital, where he obtained it. In
in the
preceding variety, one fretus may die, the other continuing to
ea~ily fore.~ccn that an expulsion of the two chilcl1en cannot
separately.
3. Further, it may happen that tl1e fcctuscs arc not separatefl by any
partition, and are all shut up in
cavity; and to the examples of this kind, already cited, may add a case observed by my friend
and colleague, Dr. Fournier. The two cords ari::;e, moot frequently at least,
from a diRtinct point of the placenta; but sometimes they are ob::;cn·ecl to
come from a common trunk, which bifurcntes at a variable dist:wce from
the placental surface. In this variety, the expulsion of one fcctus mu~t
evidently be followed by that of the other; but I do not know to what extent we can justly say that the death of one necessarily endangers the other's
lif'c, if not speedily deJi,·ered by nature. (Baudelocque.) This inclusion
of two fcetuses in the same amniotic cavity is often met with in tho~e cases
where one of them is destitute of an important part l\f its body: thus, the
monstrosity that I prescnte<l to the Iloyal Academy of Medicine was inelo~ed in the same sac with its twin brother.
18
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But it is nearly or wholly impossible: in the present state of orologfral
knowledge, to explain this strange anomaly, the existence of which, however, has several times been clearly verified.
In accordance with what we h~H"e sai<l respecting the formation of the
amni on (sec Art. Ovology), this membrane emanates from the embryo it:s,.lf,
and cono:cqucntly the amniotic membranes should equa l the fcctuscs in n11mher; but, without admitting the theory of Pockels and Serres on the clevdopment of the amnion, a theory wl1ich, notwithst:mding its want of probability, deri,·cs, from the facts alluded to, a certain degree of support, we
cannot explain them but by !<.Upposing that two nmuiotic mC'mbranes ex isted
primitively, and that the pHtilion produced by their coutact Imo been somehow de:;troyc<l. Most generully, there are numerous communications existing bet'H'Pn the umbilical ramifications, as we have ~tatcd, wh(·n the chorion, and e... pccially the amnion, are common to both, "hi<·h is not always
the case. Thu:-, Dodd reports a case of triplets, where the placentas were
consolidated into one, two of the children being inclosed in :L commou chorion, whil~t the third had a i::pcc ial one; th e umbili cal Hi:::-:els did not communicate with each other. Ju another instance, recorded by Davis, the
three fo.·tuH•s had a common decidua; two of them were surrounded by the
same chr.1rion and amnion, but the third had its chorion an() amnion distinct
from the others; the placenta formed a single mai::s, but the YC!:i::;els had no
communication with each other. (London Ned. Gazette, 18·H.)
4. Finally, the fonrth variety of compound pregnancy that we ha\'e
admitted, along with M. Guillemot, c0n1'ititutes what hns been called a 111011stro;:;ity by inrlw·iion. lt consi!:lts of the complete inclu::;ion of the elements,
whether more or less numerous, of one f1£tus in the body of another fo;tus,
which is othC>nri!'e well formed.
M. Olli\'ier (d' ...\..ngers), who has published a very intcrc~ting mticle 011
this monstrosity, admits that the inclusion may take place in two dillercut
ways: for instance, the contained fO:tus is sometimes shut up iu the abdominal ca\·ity of the other child, thereby constituting the profuu11d, or abdominal
inclusion. At others, it is merely cun"!lopcd by the integument:-: of the latter, which form an external tumor, without any commu11ieation whatever
with the vi:-:<·cral cavities of the fcctus that carries it; thi ~ is the cutaneous,
or r:i.:terio;· illcfosion. This biter has again been subdivided into two
varietie~, according as the tumor occupies the scrotum or the perineum; but
as the character of this work evidently prohibits me from entering into a
dii-cul'"'ion of the various opinions put forth as to the nature an<l the mode
of formation of this kind of mon::-tro~ity, I can onl y allude to them here;
:tnd I refor for morecomplet(' rletails to the memoir of .1\1. Ollivier (.Arc!tives,
1827), as well as to that of l\1. Lesauvage de Caen, and !-if ill more especially
to the ailmirable Traite de Tcratologie, by M. I sidore Geoffroy St. Hilaire.

PART III.
OF LABOR.

LAc~~;~i~~
~~~ ~:~~!i~~t~·~ ;~~0~1~~1s~~~: 1~~t~ :.:1 ~~:~~:nre;~~e~:ti~:~ifir~·i1~!
labor
1

1

term
is used more especially to designa.te the expulsion of the child;
the expulsion of the placenta being treated of under the head of Delivery,
of that organ.
This definition of labor, rliffering as it does somewhnt from those given
by most modern writers, has the ackantage of furnishing me a basis whereon
to found a practical division; for when the expulsion of the fcetus takes
place from the efforts of nature alone, it is called a spontaneous, or a natural
labor; but when nature is inadequate to the accomplishmeut of this cffoct,
and art is obliged to inten·ene, the delinry is said to be artificial, laborious,
and also (though improperly) unnatural.
This function has a]so received different denominations, according to the
period of pregnancy at which it is manifested: thus, it has been named
legitimate, timely, or at term, when occurring wilhin a week before or after
the expiration of the ninth month. On the contrary, it is ca11ed pre-mature
or prccoci'.ou8, if it takes place during the seventh, the eighth, or the begin·
ning of the ninth month. Again, tlrn latter may be spontaneous or artifi·
cial, accordiug to whether it is simply the work of nature or has been
brought on by the intervention of art. This last case should be carefully
distinguished from what the ancients called forced labo1·, in which they not
only provoked the manifestation of the uterine contractions by a more or
less direct irritation, but effected the delivery at once.
Lastly, it is called tardy, or retarded, when the delivery is not accom·
plished before nine months and a half or ten months.
At whatever period delivery ma.y occur, it is always effected under the
influence of the same forces; though there is an important distinction to
be established in the phenomena, con.stituting what practitioners are agreed
to call the labor. \\Thenever we examine carefully the whole of those phenomena, we can readily make out two very distinct orders of facts. The
one is nothing more than an expression of the vital action brought into
play for the expulsion of the fcetus, while the other is constituted of the successive movements which the child itself executes during such expulsion;
the first is purely physiological, the second embraces the mechanical phenomena of the labor. Though often confounded in practice, these two orders
should be carefully distinguished in theory.
·w e shall therefore have to examine, in as many separate chapters, the
causes and physiological phenomena, as also the mechanical phenomena.
both of Jabor properly so called, and of the delivery of the
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Ap:nin, although in the vast majority of cae:es the woman is rc~tlly able to
rlcli-ver h.er:::elf, yet there are many precautions which the accoucheur ~hould
bear in mind, and a series of little attentions he must give to the patient in
the course of the parturition; besides, the child will likewi~e require his
intelligent aid, either during the tra,·ail or immediately after its birth, and
therefore we shall devote a chapter to the cxpo::iilion of those attentiom; and
precautions.
·we shall, in the first place, enter upon the study of natural labor at term,
'3pontaneous premature deJi,·ery, retarded labor, and natural delivery of the
after-birth; leaving the subjects of difficult labor and preternatural <leJi,·ery
of the placenta, to be treated of lrnrea.fter under the head of Dystocia.
Premature artificial delivery will be described in connection with the other
obstetrical operations.

CHAPTER I.
OF TIJE CAUSES OF NATURAL LABOR AT TERM.
TrrJ:SE

have been diYided into the efficient and the determining causes.

§ 1. EFFICIENT CAUSES.
For a long time the fretus was regarded as the principal agent of its own
delivery, and as the chick breaks the shell of the egg, so it was supposed to
effe('t the rupture of the membranes which contained it. The ach·ocates of
this opinion, which is no longer admitted, except by some persons out of the
prnfe,.sion, relied chiefly on the fact of dead children being expelled more
Riowly from the womb, and with more difficulty than others; and further
also because, in certain instances, the child has been known to escape from
some time after the mother's death. But, in reality, the,.:e two
no vaiue whateyer in the question before u:-;; for the df'ath of
the
when recent, docs not materially retard the parturifron, and
writers were altoa-ether in error as to the influence nttrihutablc thereto.
The li\'ing inf;nt is expelled more rnpirlly, not in conf:rqucnce of being
the agent of its own discharge, but been use its movements irritate the uterus
and solicit its more frequent contractions; afLer its death the organ is, on
the contrary, deprived of that natural irritant. Beside::., whene\'er the fc.ctus
has been defunct for a long time, allot her cause of retardation is added to
the former; for where the product of conception }ias undergone a partial
decomposition, the contractility of the uterine walls is unfavorably infiu·
enced thereby. In fact, the vitality of the organ seem:-: to be in relation, to
a certain extent, with that of the inclosed body; the blood being no longer
attracted thither hy the ordinary stimulus, docs not reaeh there in such
large quantities as before, and consequently the greater vital activity usually
manifeiitcd in gestation is lost; hence arise atony of its ,\·all:', an exccs~i\'e
foehleness of its contraction, and slowne.;;;s of the l:tbor. Aga.in, the f('('tal
trunk, being softened by tho ch::tnj:!;CS before deserihcd, collap"'0c;. 1 as it
and ceases to offer that resistance to the uterine wall which
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and the maintenance of its contraction. Therefore, if it be true
that the death of the infant renders ilsdelivery more difficult, it is solely Crom
the unfavorable influence that this occurrence may ha.ve over the e~ereise
of the organic contractility.
In~t:rnces of children having been delivered spontaneously after the
mother's death are quite numerous, and this is the strongest argument
adduced by those who believe that the fretus is the principal agent in the
expulsion. But numerous observations, among others those related by Dr.
Planque (in La Bibliotheque de _.illidecine Choi.~ie), prove that those infants
were dead e\·en before the mother. ~ow these facts, extraordinary as they
appear, can be very naturally explained as follows: Supposing the delivery
took place shonly afcer the parent's death, the motor faculty of the uterus
is not 80 dependent on the nervous system as to be entirely lost immediately
upon the ces-~ation of
in the latter, and is evidently retained for
8ome time after the mother
succumbed. Thus, Leroux has obsen·ed
the uterus contract a quarter of an hour after the last breath; and Osiander,
after having performed the Cresarean section on a corpse, found the utcru:as much contracted the next day as it usually is in a woman just after h6r
confinement. It is, therefore, very natural to suppose that such <lc!ivcrie~
are owing to the comractile action oft.he womb, whic.:h, says Desorme:aux,
it, like other hollow mu~cles, still prescn·es for some time after death;· .rnd
finally, let us acid, that the real death in
may have been preceded
by an apparent one, and pos::>ibly that the
may not have occurred
until ju:-t at the instant of, or immediately
the delivery took plac<'.
But when the expulsion of the fcetus di<l not occur before the lapse of two
or three days, we must suppose, with :M. Velpeau, that the labo1· was well
advanced at the time of the mother's death, and gas being rapidly prodm:ed
in large quantitie~ in the intestinal canal, the uterus was thereby mechani·
cally compre.:;sed on its exterior, and the ovum consequently forc:ed 0111
entire. Perhaps the subjoined case, reported by Hermann, might be ex·
plained iu that way. (Edin. JJied. and Surg. Journal, New Series, No. \'i.
p. 431,)
A young woman died in her tenth month, and the third day after, the
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attendants noticed a strange noise about the corpse. A physician was
hastily summoned, who found tliat twins, &till inclosed by the intact mem
branes, liad been just delivered. The chi ldren presented no traces of putrefaction, the placenta alone showing a comn~encing alteration.
But, besides these, numerous other objections still remnin against this
theory: 1. The delivery exhibits nearly the same phenomena, at whate\'er
period of gestation it takes place; now, can any one suppose that tlie fCX!tus,
which scarcely moves at all in the early months, can at once acqu ire a
sufficient degree of strength to overcome the great res istance made at that
time by the uterine neck? 2. It is well known, that, if the child present
by any other part than the head in labor at term, tlie presenting part is so
high up, before the rupture of the amniotic pouch, that it can in no wise
contribute to the dilatation of the os uteri. 3. Again, the footal efforts certainly ought to affect the bag of waters first, and therefore a rupture of the
em·eloping sac should always be among the earliest phenomena of the labor;
ho,rever, such a rupture often docs not occur until the very last moments;
sometimes even the ovum escapes entire. 4. " 'ould it be possible for the
mo.:;t healthy and vigorous infant to make any exertions strong enough to
surmount the l'esistance opposed to its deliyery in some of the instances of
tedious labor? &c., &c. From all which we may conclude that the fretus
ha s no influence over its own expulsion, and that the efficient cause of the
delivery evidently belongs to the contraction of the uterine walls, aided by
that of the diaphragm and the abdominal mu,:;cles.
Furthermore, to be convinced that the womb acts the principal part in
this process, it is only necessary to examine a woman during labor, and,
more especially, to introduce the hand into the uterus in a case of difficult
It is its contractions alone which generally produce the dilatation
the os uteri, thus preparing a way for the child's passage; and they also
perform the most important part in the later periods of the labor. They are
even capable of effecting the deliYery themselves. Thus, for instanc~, the
parturition does not the less take place in animals, where the belly is laid
open, and the abdominal walls thereby rendered incapable of any further
action. It also takes place in women affected with procidentia uteri, 1 as also
in those who suffer from a paralysis of the abdominal muscles, in consequence of an affection of the spinal marrow, or some one of the nervous
centres. Finally, the use of anresthetics within certain limits, destroys the
contrnctility of the voluntary muscles, together with the sensibility; yet the
uterine contractility remains, and the delivery is nccomplished. Ordinarily,
]10\\'ever, in the second or expulsive stage of the labor, the uterine contraction is assisted by the simultaneous action of the diaphragm and abdominal
muscles.
At the moment when the head clears the neck of the uterus, especially
when by pressing st rongly upon the iloor of the pelvis it. distends the
perineum, compresses greatly the lower part of the rectum and neck of the
4
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bladder, and opens and dilates the vulva1 the pressure upon these parts is
so "iolcnt that instinctively, not to say in\'oluntarily, the woman excrta
herself powerfully, in order to relic,'e herself as soon as po~siblc from the
insupportable sen::ation. Thus, fixing her feet firmly against the foot-board
of her bed, an<l clinging to anything around that may oHh a solid resistance, the patient takes a full in~piration, dilates her che.:)t, and then, retaining the inhaled air in her lungs, ::he strongly contracts all the mu:)clc:;
forming the abdominal inclo:;ure. This auxiliary contraction h; so evident
that nobody can doubt it, and authors only diffCr as to the kind of aid it
brings to the uterine force.:;. Haller and t)thers considered the uterine contractions as being merely secondary, and attributed to the abdominal
musclc:5 the principal part in the expulsion of the child i thus they suppose
that the contraction of the organ simply serves to support the fretal trunk,
to embrace it properly like a cylin<lcr, and to prc\'ent the great pre.::;;urc of
the diaphragm from crushing it In, while at the ~amc time the act of inspiration an<l the contraction of the abdominal wall:5 force it outwards. But,
from the facts before stated, we may judge of the value of this hypothesis.
True, in certain cases of exccs~ive feebleness of the uterus, and of a complete inertia of its walls, the nb<lominal musclc::i have proved sufficient to
terminate the delivery; yet how much oftener has it happened tha.t the
woman, exhausted by antecedent disease, and left without energy or strength,
has been unable to assist the womb by any voluntary contraction whatever!
Again, some women have been deli\'ered during hysterical or epileptic
fits, in a state of total loss both of feeling and movement, where evidently
the uterine contraction alone could accomplish it. This harmony of action
iR therefore u~eful but not indispensable, since the labor will often terminate
under the sole influence of the uterine forces; but it will be nearly always
impo::.sible in cases of total inertia of the organ, however powerful the contrnctions of the abdominal muscles may be.
The re,;earches of Cloquet and Bourdon on the physiology of the process
do not warrant the supposition of any active pre.:;sure by the diaphragm on
the upper part of the uterus. They ba\'e proved, in fact, that the principal
phenomena con;.;ist in a change of the acts of re:5piration, and that the object
of such change is to furni!-ih a Eolid point of in!'.ertion to the muscles pa~sing
from the che.:;t both to the tnrnk and upper extremities. 'Vhen the air has
penetrated into this ca\'ity, the glottis closes spa::.modically; the abdominal
muscle:5 begin to contract; they pre::s back the visccra1 in the caxity of Lhe
peritoneum against the diaphragm i the ln.ttcr contracts in turn; and, being
su~tained above bv the resistance from the air contained iu the lungs, gives.
to the base of the~ chest a degree of immobility and solidity, which affords
a fixed point for the muscles in~erted there; so that, in the effort of expul8ion, the diaphragm, by its contraction, only exhibits a power of resit<tance
sufficient to 8ustain the thoraC'ic parieces, hut not an active force, which is
to ope.rate, like the abdominal mu;.;cles, directly on the uterus.
On the whole, then, the: efficient cause of lnbor is inherent in the womb
it;:clf. It~ contraction alone is brought into piny during all the first h:ilf'
of' the labor; but it is aided in the second period by the abdOminnl muscles,
which become more and more active as the labor draws towards its tcrmina~
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tion. l\lo~t generally the uterine contractions would be sufficient, but the
abdominal contr~1ction alone could scarcely ever complete the delivery.

§ 2.

DETEHi\ll~HNG CAUSES.

This name is applied to CYerything thnt can determine the action of the
efficient causes; and, as before stated, this class consists both of unnatural
and natural cau.$CS. The second only claim our attention here. The
regular and almost fixed period at which tl1e gestation terminates in the
majority of women, ha~, in all ages, claimed lhc attention of physiologists.
By some, the determining cause of labor has been attributed to the child,
and by others to the womb.
1. According to the partisans of the first opinion, the fretus, having
arri,·cd at a certain stage of de\•elopment, will ha,·e acquired such a degree
of mu::cular power that the resulting movements of its limbs will produce
such blows and shocl~s upon the uterine walls, us will irritate t he organ und
determine
contraction. 2. The weight of the infant might also Jeacl to
3. Being confined in the uterine cavity, whose dimensions
have not augmented in proportion to those of the fretus, the latter will be
incommoded. 4. Suffering from the prolonged accumulation of meconium
in the intestinal canal, of urine in the bladder, and from its contact with
the amniotic fluids, whi ch ultimately acquire acrid and irri tating properties,
and no longer finding in the materials furni:<hcd by the mother the elementa
ncce:::::ary to its nutrition and respiration, the infant will experience a neeesof changing its residence, of seeking a medium more suited to its
development; which necessity will prove an in stinctive desire of
escaping from lhe surrounding inconveniences, that will cause it to give
it::elf, so to speak, the signal of departure. Surely, it is only necessary to
present ~uch reasons as these in a. summary manne1\ to obviate the necessity
of refuti1ig them. In Rhort, the fretus is as foreign to the determining as to
the efficient c:ause of labor. The opi nion favorable to the cause residing in
the uterus rallies around it a greater number of partisans, but all of the~e
do not explain the mode of act ion in the same wn,y. Thus, according to
some, the womh only po!?-sesses the faculty of distention to a certain degree,
and, when carried beyond thn,t limi t, the walls react and contract; others
believe that the term of nine months is assigned by nature for the fulfilment of the new organization of the womb; and having acquired at that
period all the qualit ies necessary to the accomplishment of the great funct ion to which it is destined, it immediately enters into action. But most
of the modern accoucheurs consider the f~l l owing explanation as the more
reasonnble.
Obsen·ation proves, say they, thn.t the fund us and body of the uterus are
the part$ first distended, for the purpose of forming the cadty which inclo:-:e~
the product of conception; and the cav ity of the neck subsequently participates in the dilntation, which begins at its i1pper part, then gradually
descend!', so that the ring formed of the external orifice has alone undergone
but li ttle alteration at the app roach of lnbor. Again, the walls of the nef'k,
whose tissue is demer and more resistant than that of the body, under!:!'O
certain changes, which follow the $atne progression in dilating as the cavity
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Jnt•i'\ i their fr•,;ue is :saturated with juices; they soften and beeome supple;
Lheir fibn.·s unfold, as it \rcre, are elongated anti developed; and, conse·
the re:=:i::::tance of the neck to the escape of the ovum progressively
the term of gestation draws near .
..:\.ct'on.ling to this ,·icw, the fibres of the net'k are con,;idered antagoni.~tic
to tho,;c in the body, the contraction of which btter is therefore rcJucc(I
to a ~implc tonic a~tion, so long as the re:';istance of the neck is superior to
their powt'r; but when Lhi;:; oppo.:;itiou is dimini~hccl hy the progrc.:;:.;.i,·e
dilatation of the cen·ix, the orifice alone remaining, the fibre.;; of the body
then begin to act more evidently, and their contra<:tion:$ become more an<l
more energetic. (Diet. de ,lied., en 25 v.)
Acconling to Ant. Petit, the body only will dibtc prior to the sixth
month; but at that period it commences borrowing from the cervical fibred
the clements of its ulterior distention, to which it can nu lunger contribute
it.,,elfj and such contributions will continue to be drawn during the last
three month~, and then, when all the fibres held in r~errn by [he neck
shall ha,·e yielded, the cli4ention being carried to the utmost, the accouchement will take place. :;)[. Yelpeau adopts nearly the same opinion. On
the other hand, "JI. P. Duboi:-;, who originally advocated the opinions avowed
by DC'sormcaux in the fir.st edition of the Dictio1111(iire, has since taught,
in his course of 1837-8, the following theory propo::>c<l by Jones Power,

in 1819.
The uterine ti:io;ue nt term may be justly compared to that of the other
hollow muscular organ!".: the bladder or rectum, for example; and, like
the"e orJ!~m:;:, it is formed of two mu~cular layers, the external of which
has longitudinal fibre!", and the internal has circular ones; it also prc....;cnts
a ~upcrior ra,·ity, a dilatable an<l contractile re.;cn1 oir, to which the strue·
tu re ju>it indicated principally belongs; as also a closed orifice below,
formed :'olcly by the circular fibres arrangc<l aH a sphineter muscle. It
likewise re:-:embles the bladder and rectum in ha\'ing two orders of ncrvesthe ~ympathctic and the spinal; tho:-;e coming from the ganglionic system
are di~tribut('d to the bodv, while the other:-:, derived from the nC'rvous
centre.-; of animal life, go lo the neck, whid1 is a true 5:phincter for the
uteru,.; the similitude b further maintained by the prct:ence of a. mcml1rane lining its interior, an(l hy being covered externally, though at the
sup<>rior p:irt only, by the peritoneum.
The :lf!r<'cments in structure nre not the only one~ claiming our ntten·
tion; for the well-m:ukcd !-\ympathie~ exi::ting in the n~ctum or bladder,
hetwC'cn the re,:en·oir ancl its bphineter, are found quite as distinctly
marked between the body of the uterui'l- and its neck; for as an irritation
of the net·k of the bladricr or the sphincter ani is capable of producing an
urgent desire to urinate, or to go to etool, ~o irritations affecting the cervix
uteri al:oo :-olieit the contraction.-; of that o!·gan; morncn·cr, it i .. ; well known
that an ('xtrcme fuln<'"·" or di~tention of the firi-it-namcd org:rn.s acts mcC'hanil':tlly in two
1. By irritating their walls by the direct
of the tontaincd
2. By dnt/!ging or JH'c:=:=ing on the
forming the ;.;phincter, and
latter reactin~ on lho:"e of the body.
Now,,\:,' d<•es not re"ognizc in this re:-:1::mblanec, ~ayli Duhoi::::, an l'ai'-y
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t>xplanation of tl1e determining cam-es of labor? For, so long as the rer\' i:ot
uteri retaim.: a certain length, it,;; most infPrior fibrcR, tho:.:e ei-pcrially sup·
pl ied hy the nen·cs of animtd life, and thcrcforl"' C'njoying a high degree of
but, towards the end
3Cn~ibi li ty, are not expo~cd to any kind of
cxpau\:ion at the
of the ge... tation, and in consequence of the
superior p;trt of the neck, it~ whole length has <Ji,.appcarccl hy contrihuting
to the gradual cJc,·clopment of the organ; a C'irc:ular collar alone remaining,
formtid of the horizontal and tl1e circular fibres, which apprrtain to
the external orifice. The growtl1 of the uteru~ cannot continue without
producing a se,·erc tcn:-;ion on the fibres of this collar; and further, being
brought immediately into contact with the amniotic 8ac, and con'-'f'qucntly
suHCr, must
with the pre:o:enti11g part of' the fretus, they must
As this
be irri tated and excited by this constant :rnd
double c:rn!":e of irritation is con:::tantly acting, it mu:;;t ine\'ilahly happen
with the fibres bclongfog to the body of the uterus, as it docs with the
rectal and \'e:;;ieal "alls whrn their sphincter is irritated, i.e. they mui:<t
immediately enter into contraction. 1
Dr. Tyler Smith, of Lon1lon, has lately endeaxored to prom, in accordance with the ob.:;en·:itions of Carus, Jicncle, and .:\[erriman, that the determining cau!'e of labor must be sought for in the ovary; that natural labor
alwitys corresponds with the tenth menstrual period, and that the congc~:tion
of the ovaries produced, by reflex action, fir.st a simple irritation, and
ultimately true contractions of' the uterine parictcs.
Admitting :ll'= prO\'Cd that the menstrual ovulation goes on during pregnan<·y, it would ~till r('main to be shown why it !'lhould be rather nt the
trnth than at the eighth or eleventh period that this influence of the reflex
action of the ovary ~hould b'e strong enough to excite the contractions of
ualura\ labor in the uterns.
At one of the late sil!ings of the Biological Society (September, 1855),
.:\1. llrown-SCquai·d sugge;;;tcd a theory which doubtless is subject to objec·
tion!":, but which ccrt:tinly is one of the most in genious of all tha.t have yet
been propo:-ed in rC'fcrencc to the determining cau ... e of labor.
Like all the muscle.-<, tho:-:c c.~pecially of organic life, the mmcles of the
utcrw; arc nry sen~iti\'e to the contact of venous blood, and the cnrbonir
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acid gas, which the latter contnins in large amount, is capable of producing
their contraction. or the experiments tending to prove this, one certainly
seerns very conclusive. :M. SCquard applied a ligature to the trachea of a
pregnant rabbit. Six or eight minutes ::ifter the commencement of asphyxia,
uterine contractions became manifest; the ligature was removed, the con·
tractions cea:!ed i it was again applied, and they reappeared.
:Now, according to l\I. Brown-SCqual'd, at the end of gestation, the irritability of the uterine fibre is very great, and the developmeut of the venous
such, thn.t a considerable amount of venous blood
apparatus of
i::: contained
walls. Thes.e two conditions together cons titute, he
thinks, the determining cause of the first contraction, since the exc itability
must necessarily be awakened by the prolonged contacL of carboni c acid.
The effect of the fir.:;t contraction would be to expel the blood from the veins,
and the contractions would cease promptly with the exciting cause, did not the
pain which it occasions stimulate the reflex action of the spinal marrow;
the latter, therefore, sustains it for some moments. But, as we sl1all state
hereafter, the contractile power of a muscle of organic life is rapidly exhausted, its fibre rebxe::;, and repose soon succeeds to activity. This
relaxation of the uterine fibre allows the venous blood to flow back into
the uterine sinuf:es, so that after a time the series of phenomena just mentioned recommences.
I have contented my$elf with simply presenting the principal views that
have been entertained as to the determining cause of labor, although it
would be an easy matter to start numerous objections against all of them,
which perhaps could not be set aside. Thus, the uterus is as much dis·
tended, in some cases, at eight months as it is in many others at nine, without the term of pregnancy being anticipated. The muscular organization
of the uterus is as perfect several weeks before the two hundred and seventieth day as it is at a later period. The sort of antagonism fancied by
some authors to exist between the fund us and the neck of the uterus, is a
pure hypothe~is unsupported by evidence; besides, this opinion, like that
of Antoine Petit, rests upon a false observation, namely, that of the progressi\•e shortening of the neck after the sixth mouth.

CHAPTER II.

FoR the purpose of facilitating the study of the phenomena of labor,
mo~t writers have divided them into several dit;tinct groups, which they
Jia,·c denominated the stages of labor; an<l each one has built up hi:5 own
tla.::;:;ification, so that we may now enumerate some twenty or thirty. Of all
thc=-c, the division of Dc:;ormcaux appcaro to us the most simple, and we
!!-hall therefore adopt it. lJis first stage extends from the beginning of the
labor to the complete dilatation of the cervix uteri; the second indurles all
lhc interval from this time until the child is expelled; and the third
cm braccis the deli very of the placenta.
PrccunJory Sign.~. -The term of gestation is most usually announced by a
collection of symptoms, to which the majority of authors have applied the
name of the" precur.sory signs of labor." Thm_.; 1 during the la!St fortuight
of pregnancy, sometime::; a little sooner, at others, only five or six day:s
before the delivery takes place, the uterus, which previously extended up
to the cpigastric region, l-ieni>ibly sinks lo\rcr 1 and seems to spread out
laterally; and the mc('hanical obstnictioll to the rc.spiration being thus
removed, the bttcr becomes more free; the l-itomach is no longer compn.':s!:ied,
and digestion, if hithe1to impaired, become::; more ea.!Sy i the patient1 uo
longer troubled "ith nau~c:L and vomiting, and re.spiring more freely,
becomes., it i.s !!aid, gayer, more cheerful, antl <.lil-ipo~e<l to movement. l!O\\evcr true this last propo. . ition may be with regard to some wornen it ctr·
taiuly <loe:s not apply to all; but, Qn the contrary, it has seemed to me l11:1t.
in proportion a.-; the term approache..'i-, their po.-;ition becomes more and mu,c
di.strc~.::;ing; and thi:-;, J think, may be ea:-;ily explained i becau~e if tho
rc~piration ber·omC'!i more frc(•, and the fondu~ uteri <lcscencls, the inforiur
part. of the organ must a!Foo sink down in the :mme ratio. The head, when
pre.;enting, engages in the excavation, carrying the lower portion of tlie
1
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uterus heforc it; it ~omctimcs; evrn reaches the pch·ic floor, and co;i:.:equenlly
give~ ri:-<c to an annoyin.a: ec>n"ation of weight :ihout the f'undament, to grl':ll
pre...:onrc l)n the ne(·k of the bladder and re<.:tum, t'itrainings at :--tool, iueffec:tual
desire,;; to urinate, YC::i<·al tenc ... mu~, <lysury, and ,:;ometimcs e\·en to ~trangui·y;
the o:>clcma and rnriees of' the inferior extremities aud genital parts then
augment ('Qn:-:idcrably; the hemorrhoidal \'C!'~c]:-; swell up, and the tumors
of the ~ame name, if they exi:-:tcd before, become more voluminou!'i and very
painful; at the same time ('OpiOU:i glairy di::;chargcs (':-;cape from the vulrn.
About the s.ame period the peh·ic ligaments hcrome softened, and the
glirling of the artirular ~urfiH'Cs being rendered ca,,icr, the joint:j_are more
moYahle, and consequrntly walking is uncel'ta.in, painful, and sometime~
even impo:-<sihle. La!'t\y, to all the~c inconveniences and pains, another is
often added, which sin~ularly aid;, in making the woman's condition ~till
more distrl':<"ing; it is; thi!': the uterus, in the h-<t periods of ge:<tation,
seems, by contractions, whi<'h are !ihort and dil)tant at fir!'.it, but 50011 increa:oing both in length and frequency, to prepare, a~ it were, for the more
violent contractions of pa:rturition. Indeed, she often experiC>nees the true
pains from time to time, and should the aceouchcur then examine the abdomen, he, like her, will feel it hardening, and the uterus manifestly contracting. At times, these contractions arc scarcely painful, are not attended
with bearing down, and can only be detected by placing the hand upon the

a.bdomC'n.
'Ve know that the uterine globe is contracting, from it.s greater ha.rdnc:-;Si
then, after a ~hort time, relaxation occurs, and the walls regain their
habitual supplene~s . 1
In women wl11> have preYiou:-;ly had children, we ascertain by the nginal
touch, that the membrane,; bulge out during contraction, nml engage slightly
in the upper part of the cervix uteri. The~e prc<·ur:::ory phenomena. arc
ma.nifo;;te<l much sooner in primipar::c than in other:»
.According to certain writeri:, the pains arc felt fii·l)t, and with more
severity than at any other time, about four weeks before term; so tha.t some
women~, who ha Ye been pregnant before, do not hesitate then to affirm that
their lahor will take place in the course of a month. (Bunh1ch.)
Further, the..;;e pains are not wholly U!'ele:o,., for they ternl to dimini:-;h the
thickll<'"" of the neck, and g"nerally bring on il8 dilatation; thus, I ha\·e
remarked that, when no eau:--e of dystocia exi!'ted, the hthor was usually
much more rapid in those fcmalc:s who had been thu~ tormented by frequent
pairn' clnring the last fortnight of their pregnancy.
On th~ whol~, therefore, contrary to the propo~ition reitrratcd in all the
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classiclll works, that women w·e 1nore gay, chee1:ful, and di.pot'cd to action, 1
ha\'e observed that they are in general more sad, and are greater sufferer~,
than at other times i and although they appear to endure their pains hettcr,
it is simply because they are encouraged by the hope of a speedy dcliYery,
the announcement of which is recognized in the very sufferings they endure.
First Stage.-The term of gestation finally arrives, and the labor begins.
In primiparre, this is made known by the opening of the neck, which until
that time had remained dosed; and in other women, by the total effacement
of the rounded collar presented by the os tinc::c. The pnius just mentioned
as occurring in the last fortnight of pregnancy, suddenly become more
acute and frequeut, and while they last the abdomen retracts, and the uterus
hardens, as may easily be verified by examination. If the funrlus was heretofore inclined townrds the right or the left, it will now return to the median
line; the
of the fCetus can no longer be perceived through the
abdominal
the cenix utC'ri, which
somewhat dilated, closes
partially during the pain, and its
resistant, though
first on tbe nerk,
growing thinner; the memhranes
then engage in it as soon as the dilatation is
advanced, under
the form of a segment of a sphere, whose dimensions progressively increase
with the dilatation.
discharges are
frequency,
streaked with blood; the pains continue to
each one being ushered in by a slight shivering, or horripilation; while it
lasts, the pulse is hard, frequent, and full; the countenance is flushed, the
surface and tong,ue dry, and the patient very thirsty; nausea and YOmiting
often come on; she weeps, desponds, and becomes quite irritable, and, being
unconscious of the prngress of her labor, because no advance is perceived,
she cries out repeatedly, that she will never get over it. After the contrac~
tion, she is less agitated; still, however, the ccsrntion of the pain docs not
seem to be perfect, tlie cnlm is not yet complete, and the poor sufferer, still
under the influence of the
pain, dreads incessantly the arrival of its
the margins of the os uteri again become
successor. During the
supple, thick, and rounded; the membranes that ''ere smooth and
while the pain lasted, arc now flaccid, and hang in folds, and the f<X'tal
which was temporarily remo\·ecl from the orifice,
to
mw::h more accessible to the finger. In proportion
repeated, the os uteri gradually dilates more and more, until at
is
completely opened; the ca\·ity of the uterus and the vagina thenceforth
forming but a single uninterrupted canal.
Some fe01ales are able to conce:.11 these early pains, but most of them
find it impOS:$ib1e to do so fo r any length of
for, if conversing, they
,,·ill at onc:e leavE' the phrase incomplete, and
silent until the pain
has diminished or stopped altogether; or, if they happen to be walkiug up
and down the chamber, th-ey stop short and lean on a chair, or the fir:St
article that comes to hand, until it passes over.
The occurrence of violent shi\·ering, and sometimes of general tremors, at
the termination of this stage, is by no means unusual, and that, too, with·
t'Ut any sensation of cold being perceived. The patient herself freriuently
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exprl-'~~cs

surpri!5c at her trembling. It is doubtless caused by 0111: of the
singular imprcssion8 produced upon the nenous system by the act of p:lr·
turition.
Second Stage.-At length, under the influ ence of these first pains, the
duration of which is very \'aria.hie, the orifice is enlarged until it forms a
suffic:icnt opening; and front that moment all the uterine forces are direl·ted
to the expulsion of the foreign body contained within tile organ. Up to this
time, the uterus al~ne wa'I concerned in dilating the neck, but it now 8Ccms
to ca ll in aid the contraction of the abdominal muscles, and consequently
both the pain and the bearing down :uc carried to a much hi gher degree.
Th e heat of the surface is much more considerable, the agitation extreme,
nnd in 8ome in::;tanccs thcl'e i.'5 enn a marked di::ordcr in the intellectual
functions. The pains arc stronger, :rnd the intervals shorter; neverthele~s,
the woman bears them with more patience, nay, she e\·en assists them Uy
voluntarily contracting all the mu::;dcs of the trunk; and each pain is fol
lowed by !!- ralm more perfect than that in the fir.-;t stage. Indeed, when
the intenal is rather long, some female~, exhausted hy the previous fatigue,
t)lcep profoundly, and thus get a ref're:shing repose that f>hould be re.c:::pcctecl,
but which is :ioon interrupted by a new pain. Th e inferior segment of the
membranes gradually engages in the orifice; the successive and repeated
contractions cause the liquor amnii .to flow townrds this point; the amniotic
pouch becomes tens:e and bulg-ing at its lower part, and, being ent irely
un,.;upported by the parietcs of the neck, it gives way, and the contained
waters c~capc with more or less rapidity and abundance, according to cir
cum::;tancc,,:.
Immedi:1tely, the fretus, urged on by the same contraction, applie.c::: itself
to the 0.'5 uteri, and the head, if that is the prcHenting part, engages lik e a.
stopple in the orifice, thereby preventing a further discharge of the waters.
The hear! is then ~aid to be al lhe crowning. Th e rapid di;.charge of a. con·
siderabl c quantity of the waters, which then takes place, suspcncb the uterine
contractions for several moments, and, as the head no longer presses on the
circumference of the neck, a snrnll amount of fluid is again discha.rged.
But a more energetic pain shortly comes on, by which the child's head
ndrnnce.;; and clears the circle of the uterine orifice, and just at this momc:nt
the patient very frequently gi,·es a loud cry, an expre:;sion of the g reat pain
cautied by its pa .. ~age. Next, the head descends into the vagina, the trans
\·er::;e fo lds of which become effaced, the canal enlarging and elongati ng· for
its reception. \\Then a rnpture of the membranes takes place before the os
uteri is completely dilated, the head often descends to the pelvic floor,
thoug-h still retained in the womb, and does not clear the uterine orifice
until it engage~ in the inferior strait; though, whichever lrnppens, the pains
go on increa,;ing in violence. Each one is announced by a general shinring;
the patient clings to anything around her, supports her feet against the
mattrc,.;;:. throws the head backward<:, takes a deep inspiration, and violently
contrnetR all the mus.clc8 of her hody. The frotal head, being thus forcibly
urged on, pm•~rs agaim;t the floor of the pelvis, nnd causes it to protrude at
C'V<~ry pain; and the cono:equcnt pressure on the rectum gives rise to illusory
r l esir~ of going to St"'OJ.
4

4

4
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After a grcat('r or less resistance, the perineum at last yields, become'
and bulging in frontj the vuh·a partially open:;:, aud the nymph::e

di~Jendcd

are effaced, the skin in the neighborhood contributing to the enlargement i

the head then appear:" in the dilated vulva, and the fi-cces as W<'ll as thl' urine
are pa:::scd involuntarily i then the pain again ceases; the head, jul't apparent,
now seems to re-enter the excavation; the over<listended perineum l'drnrts

from its own inhcrcn.t elasticity; the labia extcrna approach each other, and
the \·ulva again closes up; a teach pain, the latter opens more and mor<', then
retracts, until, at Ja:-;t, all these parti:", from the force of the r epeated contractions, become incapable of any further
finally, a honible
pain comes 011 1 forcing loud cries from the woman,
is made up of two
others of unequal Yiolcnce, for which nature seems to have rcsened all her
powers; this first hrings the parietal protuberances to a leyel with the tuber·
ositics of the iscliium, and then expels the head altogether from the parts.
In some inRtanccs, the deli\'ery of the body immediately follows that of
the head; but in the larger number, some seconds elapse; then the pain is
renewed, the uterus again contracts, and drives out the fCctal trunk, together
with the re~t of the amniotic liquid.
The rapid sketch of these phenomena, just given, has not afforded us an
opportuNity of dilating upon any of them i nevertheless, some ought to be
studi ed more carefully. For in~tance, the pain, the dilatation of the uterine
orifice, the glairy diseharges, and the rupture of the membranes, demand a
more particular attention. 're shall, however, be bdef in the physiological
considerations appertaining to each.
§ 1. TnE PA1x 1 on

Ia

Cman.\cTro=--.

the pain is so inseparable from the contraction, tl1at, in
the cam:e is reaclily confonnrled wii..h the effect, and the
indifferently, to expre~s the uterine contraction,
and intensity. 1Ne must remark, however,
pain is generally in relation to the contracthe perception of pain thereby produced
nccesc:arily nries with
su::ceptibilitics of the patient her!'-lelf. Some
experience trifling pain,; very acutely, and express the1nseh·cs freely; others,
on the contrary, whose sen:;ibi li ty seems more obtuse, scarcely complain at
all of the stron.!?"est contraction!";. Again, there are certnin females "·ho have
the happy privilep:e of being delivered almost without any or at least with
hut very incon!~iderabl<' pains. For instance, I had an opportunity of
ohsrrving a young primipara at the Clinique, who was aroused by the pains
at four o'ckJ<.:k in the morning, and was delivered at six; she suffered so
little d11ring these two hours, that she did not consider it necessary to alarm
any one, and the midwife was only summoned when the pain became a
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little morP ~evcre; !:'he soon nrrived, and found the head deJi,·ercd. This
ca.:;e wa~ ::;till mo1-r· remarkable, from the fact of a partition existing in the
vagina, whid1 di\'icled its crH"ity iuto two parb; indeed it had been proposed
to inci!:ie this i;cptum when the hour of labor 1-'hould arri,·e.
It i.:; highly pruhahle that the dilatation of the neck goes on quietly in
such cases, under the itJflucnce of contraetions which are not perceptible to
the patient from \wing unattcnclc<l "ith pain . The pains ha\'e receiYed
different name~ al'conling to the period of their occurrence: thu$., the trifling
one.-: appertaining to the precur:;ory phenomena.of lnbor are named mouches,
from a compari"'on with the sensation cau.-<ed by the pricking of a fly; those
of the fit·st stnµ:('t in which the neck i.:; dilated, are termed prepnmtive; tho<:e
of the second are de,.:ignatcd as the e.i:pul<Sive; and finally, in the last moments
of labor. when the head forcibly di::;tends the perineum and partially opens
the vuh·a, the pain~ are so violent in character as to hnse been denominated
the COIHJWUt~«llfr~.
The pains arc felt in the lower part of the abdomen; and in the early
stages, generally follow a line drawn from the umbilicus to the i;ccond bone
of the sacrum, but when the head presses against the pelvic Hoor, they run
more toward:-:; the coccyx. Sometimes they arc fdt in the lumbar and sacral
regions only; •the women then call them the pains in the back ; and the
patient bas goo1l cam:;e for dreatling them, for they do not much ach·ance
the delinry, and always leave behind them a. feeling of di~c·omfort and
prostration. The:-10 lumbar pains often come on early i~ the labor, at other
times a little later, but they rarely continue till its closej sometimes they
coincide with a great obliquity of the uteru!:l-. Accordi11g to ~ladame
Lnchape1le, tht'y may generally be referred to too great a rigidity of the
external orific·c, either because this experiences a kind of cramp, or that
owing to its unyielding condition it receh·es the full force of the uteriue
efforts, and con,.:equently suffers more than when softe[led.
These lumbar pains doubtlc::;:s depend on the sensibility of the orifice, and
thi:; can readily be explained by the origin of the ncr\'CS di~tributed to the
neck, for the hypoga,-tric and lumbar p1exu:-:e_;:. furnish them; whilst the
oyarian plexus of the splanchnic nene alone sends its branches to the
fundus uteri. Ynrious plans have been tried to assuage thel'le pains: thus,
vencsection, emollient injections, and the opiates, have often succeeded;
but there i;:; one which, of it;;clf, mtiy suffice in many cases to relieve the
patient, that il'l, to rai.'"'e her up by passing a towel under the loins. The
pains ha\'e been divided by writers into true ancl false, according to whether
they are produced by a regular labor, or by some disorder in the uterine
functions; but as we slrnll endeavor to estn.bli~h the diagnosis carefully
further on, we will only remark now, that a. true contraction always commences in the fibres of the neck, and only reaches the fundus some seconds
afterwards; and therefore e\."t'ry contraction beginning at this latter part is
irregular and abnormal. (See chapter on Attentions to the Wonum during
1

L<ibor.)
1 I
give the-,e terms (mo11ches and conqunuantes) as found in the originnl, because, in
Our AmC'rican practice, Lhey have no synooyms; perhaps the wordspric!ri119 and tearing
wouldexpresstbeirsense.-Tra111lalor.
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The que:;:.tion now :irises 1 what is the cau!'e of the labor pain?

So 111 c ~up

posc that it is produced by the tension of the fibres of the neck; others, by
the prcsoure on the nerves cli:;tributed to the internal surface of the organ,
whic:h are neces~arily compre:-::.ed by the fretal walls during the contraction; and lastly, certain aceoueheurs ha,·e thought that it wa~ owing to
the compression of the parts. ('ontaincd within the peh·is: the nerrnu~
plexuses, for example. But thc~c opinions err in being too exclu"'ive, sim·c
all of thc"e caw•es evidently contribute to the production of pain; indeed,
_

there c:rn be no doubt that the clilatatiou of the neck is pninful during the
first stage of labor, more e11pecially when the head is clearing it, thi" being,
according to )la<lame Boivin, almost the only source of suffCring; though,
on the other hand, when the child is so placed that it ne ither rc.::ts again~t
the uterine orific:C', nor yet on the s uperior strait, the contrnetion is still
painful; and the pain mu4 then be owing to the prcsi'ure on the ncnes of
the body of the womb. Again, in the 1ast moments of parturition, when
the h(.'ad i;; pas.sing the inferior stra it, the perineum, and vulva, th e enormous
di;;tcntion of tho~c parts, and the pre~:-;ure on each of them, mw:;t singularly
add to th<' pain produced by the contrnction, as well as contribute towards
gi,·ing it that particubr character known under the name of the conquas
sante, or tC'aring pain .
" rithout denying that these various conditi ons may be the ffri;;t cause of
the pain, ~[. BPilll ob.::erve~, that the :o:uffering which they produce is not
seated in the utcru:;1 but in the lumho-abdominal nerves. H e regards the
pain s vf ehild-hirth as being, for the most part, a lumbo-ahdcmin::il neuralgia, prl'tiscly as though the cn«e were one of pathological di~r:1~c of the
uteru::;. If, :::ays h e, a womnn in labor be examined with the ohjcct of
det~rmining the exi::tcnce of' the fi\·e painful points which characterize the
lum ho-ahdominal neuralgia, there will then be found, a~ in di,..ca~e of the
womb, points" hieh are painful on pressure in the lumbar1 iliac, hj·pogastric, inguinal, and ndvar regions. In some ca~cs, it is the lurnl):tr poin t;
in other:-;, the in~uinal or iliac, &c. Pre:<-;ure on the same points is much
le:o:s painful during the interval of the pains; in some ca:.<Ci', indeed, all
tcnd cnH·~-; then SC'ems to di~appcar.
Thou gh lhe localizat ion of lhe pain in the Jumbo-abdominal nerves may
not explain its intimate nature and firl:'t point of departure, it at least
enable"' u~ to undcr~tancl the numerou-; yarieties which it as:-:ume~; just as
certain graYe lc:-..iom1, and some exten::;irn cfo•placemc nts of the organ, are in
some women attC'ndcd with no pain, whilRt with others a. trifling disorder,
or :t slight di;:platt'mcnt1 gins rise to extreme suffCr in g. Tht1s 1 ~ome women
suffCr nry little from powerful contractionR, whilst others complain bitter!~·
of th e l'lighte.-;t expulsive cffbrt. H erc, as in the pathological c·n,:;e 1 it is
impossiblC' to fix a ("Onstant rC'lation bet"·ccn the inten sity of tl10 abdomiu:i.l
neural g ia and the contra.elile action of the uterus.
Th e degree of pa.in, as M. Eca.u remarks, is owing here, as in all other
neural g ia-., to the ncn·ous susceptibility of the female. W e were, therefore, right in saying that the pain is uot intimately connected with the
contraction.
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Still another question has been agitated by physiologists, that is, why is
the contraction intermittent? and here far-fotched reasons have been
adduced to explain a very simple phenomenon; just as if any single. mu:5cle
of the economy could contract permanently; as if it were not the nature of
all muo:culur contraction to be interrupte<l by the fatigue of a too prolonged
:L" if it
not have an interval of repose, in order to prcif the uterine contractions are dependent upon
they not be subject to the periodidty
apparatus supplied by branches from the great
'Ve are doubtless ignorant of the cause of the rhythmic
the contraction of the
well as of the stomach and
astonishment at the
is to the same nervous
influence?
It is certainly very curious to study the influence of the contraction o\·er
the mother's circulation, which exhibits, according to Hol l, the following
dming a pain. In general, the pulse is accelerated as soon as
begins, increa:3ing in frequency as it goes on, then <limini."ihing, and ~radually reauming the normal type. Kow there exists so intimate
a rela.tion between these two phenomena, that, where the pul se is gradual
in its acceler.ition, where it arrives little by little to the maximum of'
rapi<lity, is there sustained fu r a certain length of time, and finally
by degn:c~, the pa in also follow."i llll equally regular course; it gradually
attains its maximum inteni:ity, remains a while
a.nd then
the pulse
decreases with the same regularity; but, on the contrary,
accelcmtes by jerks, the contraction will be short and precipitate, and
therefore without eflCct. lloll ai:;ccrtained this regular ity in the phenomena.
by counting the pulsations by quarter:; of a minute dur ing the whole time
a pain lasted. For instance, he noted the fo llowing vn.r iations in a. contraction ,\ hic:h lasted two mi nutes:

Fi"l minute, {E~'.~~:::;'.:,:;,;,nd qua.l~• s, cnch,:
First.am! second qua.rt.era, .
Second minute, Third tpmrt.er,
.
•
{ Last.quarter,
.
.
•

18pulsatiooa.

20
22
24
22

"
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In proportion as the labor advances, the pulse accelerates the more; i-o that,
a little while before delivery, it has the same frequency in the inll'rrnl.:; as
it had at fir~t during the ~trongc:<t contraction~. We have already pointed

out the modifica.tiom:i in the bellow:s murmur, noticed by the .:-amc

ob~en·er

during the pain, and !3hall not repeat them now, merely remarking, how.
ever, that they are sufficiently well marked to in<licatc the uterine l:Dntractiou, even 'when the woman herself may be desirous of' couccaling it.

§ 2. DILATATION OF THE O:s UrERI.
The f~tus evidently has no part in the dilatation of the os utE:ri until
the bag of' waters is ruptured. It is not until after this event takes place,
that the yertex, by engaging like a wedge in the uterine 11Ct'k 1 can hm;ten
the dilatation mechanically; and it is equally evident that, in any other
than a. vertex po:-;ition, the pre.:;cnting part being more \·oluminous and
irregular than the head, ranllot perform the !>ame office, and therefore,
ca:tuis puribus, the orifice will open more slowly. Hence, it is not the fretus,
at least during the fir.:;t part of the labor, \\'hich is the efticient c:.i.use, but
here al,:o the phenomenon is referable to the contraction of the uLerine fibres.
Now, in on.ler to unden;tand how this occur:-;, we must remember, says
De::>ormeaux, that the walls of the womb are applied to an O\'Oi<l body; that
the longitudinal fibres arc the moot numerous, and that the circular tibre.s
of the cervix, although capable of stoutly re:sisting theiL' power, yet are
gradually con~trained to yield to the action of the longitudinal ones. If we
now imagine these latter fibres to enter into contrac:tion, we ohall readily
comprehend that, hcing unable to diminish the clistendl:d uterine cavity, all
their power must be exerted in drnwing upon those points of the circle which
form the orifice, where each one is inserted, and thus rcmo"c them from the
centre of the opening. Wherefore, every portion of the orifiL·e being equally
operated upou, it will prc~cut a circular form; but if the fintu::. b placed
trnnsver:-;ely, and the womb dilatc<l in that direction, the fibres being retracted more in the same diameter, the orifice will be ellipti1.:al.
The rapidity of the dilatation bears u. direct ratio to the force and fre·
queney of the contraction~. In general, it is very slow in the commc1H:t:ment.
of labor, but much more rapid towards its clo.:::c: for instance, if the opening
dilated to the extent of one inch in fOur houn:;, it would only relJUirc two, or
nt mo."t three hours for its complete cnhugement; this progrc....:::es more
slowly, however, in primiparre than in other women. Again, the softneilS,
or the rigidity and tcnsion 1 of the neck during the intervals of pain, has a
great influence over the rapidity of' its dilatation; and the same may be ~aid
of the obliquity of the orifice; for when this latter is carried i11 front
t0\rnrd1' the pllbis, or, what is still more frequent, is strongly dire<:te<l backpl:tced in
ward~ tuward.!:l the sacrum-in either ea:::c, the neck is no longer
the axis of the contractions, and the head is forcibly prc.:;.:;e<l towards some
. . t.
lo
i:s
for<·e
cxpulsive
the
all
which
against
wall,
·p;irt. of the uterine
lt is likewise imporlant to bet1r in mind, that the po:-terior ohlii1uity of
the neck may be owing lo an auterior inclination of the wqrnb, anti may
nlso exi!-it without the latter being at all changc<l from it~ normal pus1tion;
this rt:sult8 from the head ha.\'ing been engaged a long- time in the cxc.::na·
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tion, and having pushed the anterior inferior uterine wall before it; the os
uteri being at the same time carried upwards and backwards.

The orifice, which is generally very thin in primipar:.:c at the beginning of
labor, becomes thicker tO\\'ards the last half of the first stage; then it gets
thinner, and finally form" a thick, rounded collar, which the head pu:::hes
before it as for as the inferior strait.
•
The reason of these various changes, says nr. Guillemot, is very simple;
for the pressure upon the neck acts more forcibly on the periphery of the
orifice than on any other part, and the consequent thinning will disappear
. as soon as the uterine circle yields, and is carried back towards the pa.rts
that have not suffered an equal
their original
pains, the tension on
th ickne:::s; though soon after, in consequence of
this new circle will destroy its bulk and reduce it to the cond ition stated.
FinaIIy, a period arrives when the neck maintains its thickness, notwithstanding the di latation it undergoes, because the uterine fibres, being excessively shortened. give more density to this part. I will add that the thickness of the anterior lip is often greatly augmented, when the engagement is
far advanced, by rodema of the part, due to its compression between the ·
head and the symphys is pubis; and further, that it is not at all uncommcn
to find the posterior lip quite thin, whilst the anterior one still remains considerably thickened.

§ 3.

OF THE GLAIRY DrscnAROES.

We ha Ye already learned that an abundant secretion takes place in the
vagina during the latter periods of' gc!'itation ; but when the labor sets in,
this secretion nugmeats ve ry considerably, and dii;;charges of viscid mucus,
resembling the white of an egg, designated as the glairy discharges, flow
from the womb and
In some women they become sanguinolcnt at
the approach of the
but in others they are only so during bbor
When blood is thus mixed
the other fluids, it is said to be an evidence
advanced; this, however, is not alway~·
that the dilatation of
true, since, in some instnnces, several days elapse before the commencement
of parturition . In some cases, indeed, they are wholly absent, nod the labor
1 Somel'IJ'es !lie orifice is so thin tha.tthe finger slips o,·erit witho111 perceiving it
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is then said to be a dry one; the genital parts experiencing a degree of heat
and dryness almost akin to inflammation.

'Yith regard to their origin, these discharges are not, as Ant. Petit a1HI
Baudclocque supposed, the product of a transuclation of the amniotic waters
the pores in the membranes; but they simply result from the more
auu111ua11rseereL11on of the
the neck and vagina; a secretion which is augmented by
in those parts, caused by
the labor. .\s to the blood
whether before or during tl1P.
labnr, it may come either from ~ome slight
in the borders of the
which run from the
orifice, from a rupture of some of the
internal uterine surface to be di;;trihutcd upon the membranes, or from the

det:.i.C'hmcnt of a small portion of the placenta; or, according to DC'sormcaux, it may escape from the extremities of the capillaries without any
discoYer:iblc rupture.
ThC'se mucosities, commencing as we have before seen in the latter weeks
of gc~tation, serve to lubricate the genital pa<1:"1ages, and while relieving the
vaginal wa.lls and the parietes of the neck from their engorgement, they
have the further ndvantage of moi:-;tening thoE'e parts, of softening the
perineum and the vulvar orifioe, and thus rendering tl10 extreme distention
which all of them must shortly undergo more easy. Their abundance is
alwnys to be con:;idered a good sign, presaging a. prompt dilatation and an
easy expulsion.

'v

~ -!. OF TnE BAa oF
ATERs.
As the neck progressively dilates, the fretal membranes present and
become engaged therein, forming a tumor of variable size in the Yagina,
which is tense at the moment o( contraction; and this is what is understood
by the formation of the bag of waters. The sac varies in its shape with the
figme represented by the uterine orifice; it is generally rounded and hemispherical, though ovoid when the cervix uteri dilates more in one diameter
than another; when the membranes nre formed of a loose, uncontracted
tis•mc, and especially when they contain but a small quantity of liquid,
they may form an elongated tumor in the vagina, without being a necessary
sign of a presentation of eithc1· the hand or the foot, as some have incorrectly

supposed.
We must acknowledge, however, tlrnt the bag of waters is usually Jes~
vol uminous in vertex pres.cntations than in others; and, consequently, that

of it nearly always announces an unfavornble po~i
the remark of l\Iad:une Lachapelle: u I do not fear
As soon as the pain ceases the tumor disappears, the fluid
that formed it re-enters the uterine cavity, and the flaccid, relaxed me111L1ancs hang in fo lds.
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The formation of the sac is easily understood.
The uterine cavity is gradually diminished 1 and
the amniotic liquid, pressed on all sides naturally flows towards the point that offers the
least l'e$:istanre, and such point is evidently the
openi ng in the neck where no walls are found.
The reason why so much difficulty existed in
comprehending how the membranes coulrl project into the Yagina under the influence of
this pressure of the liquid,
the
amniotic cavity was supposed to
distended
to the utmost by the waters, and
that there must either exist a
Th~ form or the bl\g of wHtel"ll
extensibility of the membranes,
udation of the fluid through the walls of the when the Oii uteri is fully dil11.ted.
O\'Um; but both hypotheses are false.
For it is only necessary to press
upon the abdomen of a pregnant woman to become satisfied tbu.t in most
femalea a very slight pressure will be sufficient to flatten the ovum, whether
in its vertical, transverse, or antero-posterior diameters. This is what takes
place in labor excepti ng that tlie ovum can only elongate below, on account
of the uterine pressure upon all other parts, and thus produces the amniotic
tumor.
When the dilatation is completed and th e contraction energetic, the
inferior part of the membranes, being no longer supported, soon yields to
the impulse1 and becomes ruptured, thereby permitting a variable quantity of
liquid to escape. -where the pouch is Yoluminous, and gives way just at
the moment of a strong pain, the rupture takes place with such a loud noise,
that women in their first labor are often much alarmed 1 and then also the
waters gush out in large quantity. But where the pouch is flat, and only a
small quantity of fluid is interposed between the head and the membranes,
the latter are lacerated without any noise, and but a little liquid oozes out
;tft.cr their rupture; because, the head by engaging at once in the os uteri
obliterates it completely and blocks up the water:s.
1

1

In the vast majority of cases 1 the membranes are lacerated on that portion
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of tl1e bng corresponding to the uterine orifice. But sometimes the rupt~re
occurs much higher up; and this fact, which is almost inexplicable in the
present state of our knowledge, should nevertheless be known 1 becau~e it
accounts for the circumstance of the inferior segment of the ovum being
then found intact after the discharge of a certain quantity of water, and of
our having to puncture the membranes subsequently in this part. Some·
times they are rnptured in the beginning of the labor, which is thereby usually
rendered longer and more difficult for the mother, as also more dangerous
for the child, especial1y when a considerable quantity of water escapes at
the sarrye time. Besides these varieties, I hrwe se\·eral times noticed a
remarkable peculiarity that seems to haYe escaped the attention of practitioners generally; I allude to the occurrence of a rupture before any contraction of the uterus whatever. This constitutes in a few females the first
phenomenon of the 1abor i but the pains do not come on for some time
afterwards, occasionally not for several days. Now, this premature laceration has seemed to me to be coincident with a presentation of the vertex
that is deeply engaged in the excavation; for although the patient felt no
previous pain, and even in certain cases was sleeping profoundly when the
waters escaped, it is highly probable that the uterus had already been contracting for some time, and the occurrence may be referred to those nonpainful contractions hitherto described; unless, perhaps, it may possibly
depend 011 an excessi,·e distention of the amniotic pouch.
Som' times the membranes arc very hard, thick, a'nd resistant, tl1e rupture
only taking place at an advanced stage of the lahor, when the l1ead clears
the vulva, for instaace; or it may occur in a circular manner, and the head
escape covered by a kind of hood. The child is then said to be born with
a caul, and the vulgar, from that circumstance, prophesy a happy future.
The infant may also be born hooded, when a rupture of the membranes
first occurs at an elentted point, one not corre~ponding at all with the
uterine neck i and should the head then push before it a portion of the
amniotic pouch, serious accidents might result in consequence: for instance,
this late rupture might delay the labor, or the tension experienced by the
membranes, extending to the placenta, may cause its premature detachment,
especialJy when it is inserted on the sides of the organ, and thus produce a
uterine hemorrhage.
In ordinary cases, the rupture takes place at the commencement of the
f\econd stage.
The subjoined is a. statistical summary made by Churchill, at the \Vestern
Lying-in Hospital, during the years 1841 and 1842, which will enable the
reader to judge of the varieties that may be met with.
The period elapsing between the commencement of the lahor and th<'
rupture of the membranes has been noted in 98-! cases. Thus:
In 16i female!!, this lime was
2 hours.
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The same observer noted the time from the rupture of the memlira11ei:i
until the child's birth in 812 cases.

§ 5.

In 39(i women, this time wns
"142
"

2hours.

"120
"50
"34
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"
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20"
28"
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OF THE DURATION OF LABOR.

The duration of labor is exceedingly variable, even when no obstacle
opposes its natural course. Some women are del ivered in an hour or two,
whibt olhers are not for several days; an<l between these two extremes,
there is every intermediate grade.
reliable, for most of them have been
The publ ished statistics
collected in ho!:ipitals; and
that the majority of women, dread·
ing to be taken into the apartment devoted to the patients in labor, conceal
their fir.::1t pains, and give up only when they can restrain themselves no
longer. Therefore, when interrogated after delivery, their statements are
not found to coincide with their record, and make their labor appear much
longer than the latter would indicate. This correction seems to me of
importance, for most physicians of limited
hav ing learned that
the duration of labor is from five to six hours, are
become alarmed
unnecessarily when they find it continuing even longer than from ten to
twelve hours.
In general, it is longer in primipar::c than in others i and this difference
is chiefly owing to the resistance of the perinea! muscles, which is much
greater in the former, though it is also influenced by the dilatation of the
neck, which is effected in them very slowly.
The whole length of their labor is usually from ten to twelve hours, but
it should be known that, in at least one case in five, it may not terminate
under fifteen, eighteen, or eYen t,wenty hour:;, and this without any injury
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whatever resulting either to the mother 01' the child. "rumen whv ha\-•!
had children are deli\'ered much sooner, only sufforing, in ordinary ca~cs,
about six or eight hours. According to Alph . Leroy nnd Yelpeau, the
pains are apt to observe periods of six hours: that is, the lahor la:its either
six, twel\'e, eighteen, twenty-four, or thirty hours. I think, if their ob:;cr\ation be correct, it will be found :;ubject to \'Cry numernus exccptiow~.
But, suppo~ing the labor has really commenced, can we predict the hour
of its termination with any degree of certainty? This question, which is
nearly alwayi:i addi·e.:::-:ed to the accoucheur, is oftentimes a very difficult one
to answer, for habit alone can enable us to judge by
dilalation, or the
suppleness of the nc<:k; by ils tcusion, its hardness,
by the
frequency and intensity of the pains; by the time it has already existed,
and hy the greater or less resistance of the vuh·a and perineum, of the
probable kngth of the labor.
regard to the duration, that the
·
It must a.lso be
or even three, to one; and, further,
of labor is to the
women who have had children, than in
primiparre; and that the
half of the dilatation of the neck is much
~lower than the ::;e<:0nd.
But how many exceptions are there to this law!
For inslance, the dilatalion is sometimes regular, and sufficiently rapid,
;;:eeming to promise an easy and prompt termination; yet a.11 at
pains become feeble and languishing, and our art is often obliged
it
to interpose in aid of the uterine contractions i while, on the
not unfrequcntly happens that the neck is expanded with an
degree of t:;Jowucss, after which, a few moments will suffice to effect
Jeli\·ery.
The form of the vagina, acconling to \Vigancl, should also be taken into
('on;:;ideration, in making a prognosis as to the probable duration of the
lo.bor: thus, ifthi~ canal is large throughout, the whole time will be short;
and, on lhc other band, the dilatation of the rervix, and the expulsion of
lhe child will be very slow, should the vaginal ca\'ity be regul:uly contractecl throughout it:. extent; a.gain, if the vulvo-uterine canal is large and
~pacious superiorly, but contracted and unyielding near the external orifice,
the fin:t part of the labor will be prompt, but the last slow and difficult;
:ind, finally (though more rarely ), if its upper extremity is very narrow, the
inforior being at the same time largely dilated, we may conclude that the
pi1rturition will progre~s slowly at first, but will then terminate speedily.
It is a. very singular fi.tct, that an hereditary influence is sometimes mRni_
fcsted in
it being not a.tall uncommon to find the same peculiarities
thl'ough three or four successive generations; the
mother, the <laughter, and the granddaughters being remarkable either
for the slowness or rapidity of their labors.
In genernl, it is impo:-:sible to predict with any degree of certainty the
hour of its termination ; yet most people seem to imagine that the physician
is bound to gi,·e the most particular information on this point. He must,
however, alw::iys be Yery guarded in his replies, for should tllC labor overrun the fixed time by some hours, it would give rise to the mo!"t anxious
solicitude, and it is therefore prudent not ,to be too precise. 'Vhen such
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11uestions are addrc.:::ed to me, I am in the habit of saying, that, if the
contractions are regular, and no accident occurs, if, in a ,,·or<l, all things
go on right, the delivery ,rill take place nt the hou r I n:1me.
In fact, it is ah-olutely impo.::;.::;iblc to foresee all that may happen; be-

~~~:~,n~';/c11:a~~e

t:l~e:~i~\~:ti:1~ s~~ t~~~u~-: ~1·e;·~b~1l·:i~~\~~~:~::11l1~.' :~::~

pleted; and, at other
thls prnccs5 being very little :ldv;.u1ct:d, the
of the orifice is lacerated under the influence of a strong pain, :w<l
the phy:;ician has announced lhat the
In examining a young \roman, pregnant for tlw fir::it time, I found the orifice diluted to the size of a quarter
of a dollar,an(l,supposing that the labor "·ould Inst for some time, J ,,ilhdrew, but scarcely had I reached the foot of the st:iircase, when a mcs.::;cng-cr
came rnnning after me in grc:1t haste; I immediately returned, and found
the head on the point of' clearing thcvulrn, whith was already eon~iclerably
opened. .After the labor was O\"er, I ascertaiuc<l that the whole left side
of the \':.tginal portion of the neck had been lacerated.
A young primiparnus female experienced the first painsntfour o'clock in
the morning. Throughout the day the contractions were very feeble, with
inten·al.::; varying from a quarter of an hour to an hour. Th e dilatation
was so ::;low, that at four o'c:lock in
afternoon the orifice ha<l bar(:}y
attained the size of a. clime. After
o' clock, the pains were rathel'
stronger and quicker; at nine P. :l.t., the neck was very thin, a.nd pre.::;enteU
an opening of three-quarters of an inch in diameter. Being obliged to
lea Ye the patient for a11 ham, I thought I might do so with safety, but immediately after my departure the contractions became powerful, and at a
quarter before ten, she gave birth to a very small child, \rhich
weighed five pounds. Th e small size of the feet us accounts for
of the labor; and yet this lady had enjoyed good health <lming her
n::i.ncy, be.::;ides having reached her full term.
The womau'.::; age has not the unfasornble influence upon the duratiou of
labor, even in primiparre, which i:; accorded to it by some authors. "There
has ahrnys," say ..; Jfadame Lachapelle, "been an opinion prevalent on Lhis
point which I can by no means adopt; it is, thtit the dilatation of the passages is more difHcult in women advanced in years than in others 1 and
there is not an accoucheur who does not dread the first labor in a fomale
of thirty or thirty-fi\·e years of age; nor is there a woman in tha.t condition
who does not anticipate with terror the hour of her delivery. l\ly experience has, however, so often proved the fallacv of such prejudices that I
cannot adopt them.
"Xo doubt, the labor is often slow and painful in middle-aged women
who h::ive had no ch ildren, yet the same is the case with the youngest. I
dare atfirm, indeed, that there is no more diffi culty in the one case than in
the other, and that if four young primiparous females out of ten have en.sy
labors, four out of ten of the oldest will also be delivered with promptitude
and facility."

'
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§ 6.

OF TUE EFFECT OF LABOR UPON THE l\loTI1ER AND ClliLD.

A.. Effect of the Labor 11pon the Afother.-Indepcndently of the numerom1
accidents which are liable to occur, and which will be studied hereafter
under the head of Ca'l.a:es of Dystocia, the parturient process has a decided
effoct upon the physical and moral condition of the female, which, unfortunately, almost uniformly escapes attentioq. This effect may be exhibited
in both the first and second stages, and even continue for a few hours or
days after delivery.
The commencement of labor is preceded in many females by a state of
anxiety and prnstration, and often by feelings of fear and disquietude.
This usually ceases after the first pains are experienced, all the powers of
the organism seeming then to be de\'oted to the accomplishment of the great
function about to be performed. All others are modified or suspended, the
appetite is lost, and if the patients have eaten shortly before, they not unfrequently reject n-11 that has been taken by vomiting. If much time be
occupied by the process of' dilatation, they weep, and become irritable
and despairing.
This excitability diminishes as soon as the second stage commences, and
the patient begins to feel that her labor has really begun. From that time
her attention seems concentrated on a single object, and she is indifferent
to everything else. During the expulsive pains, her condition approaches
that which characterizes inflammation or fever; thus, the circulation is
quickened in a degree which seems connected with the force of the contractions; the heat and moisture are sensibly augmented, and the red and even
livid features sometimes covered with profuse perspiration; again, in some
cases the skin may be dry and hot.
The intensity of the pains occasionally throws the patient into a state of
extreme agitation, and so disorders her faculties that she commits acts of
violence upon her attendants.
This agitation, which is very moderate when the labor progresses regularly, becomes extreme when the latter is retarded or prolonged inordinately. The begi1rning of each pain is then marked by an almost convulsi\·e trembling of the extremities. The face is burning, and the ent ire body
bathed in perspiration, the eye is fixed and haggard, and the featun·s
chang~d; the unfortunate sufferer screams, laments, desires to die, and bef!S
to be either killed or relieved of her agony. The well-marked disorder of
the intellectual faculties is sometimes carried to complete delirium, during
which the patients utter the most extravagant expressions. Two such cases
have come under my own observation. The delirium is almost always pre·
ceded and accompanied by great loquacity, and the pains are hardly felt.
1 knew a young lady, after a rather lengthy labor attended with extreme:
suffering, suddenly to cease complaining, assume a smiling expression, and
after a few incoherent phrases, to siug in full voice the grand air of lfl.ttia
di Lammerrnoor. I cannot express the terrify ing effect produced by this
song upon myself and the attendants. (A bleeding, followed by the immediate application of lhc forceps, had the effect of calming the patient, :rnd
there was no recuncnce of delirium.) Montgomery also states, that he
has known women to be completely delirious for a few moments, just as the
head was escaping from the mouth of the womb.
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The:-J.e great di:-iturbances of the C'conomy arc not confined to cni::es ('f very
tediou"' labor, for the :<anic ,.:ymptoms ha.\'e been witne..-scd in very short onci3
with powerful and \'Cry rapid pains. The cerebral excitement which their
violcnC'e produc·c::;, may be carried even to the point of in~anity; so that
me11i('O·h·~:d jul'i4:-; have accounted fol' infanticides by this momC'ntary disorder of the intellect, whieh would otherwi!<C hase been inexplicable.
The disorder i~ sometimes confined to the affccti,·e faculties. I have ~ccn
a mother, says Ed. Rigby, after a very short and painful labor, rxhibit an
uncon<iuer:1ble aver:<ion to her child, and express he1-:;elf in reference to it
in term~ which contra.:sted ,;trangely with the tender and affectionate remark~
which !<he had uttered but a few moments previously.
Thl'."C di:.:ordrr:.; of the intellectual rmd af!Ccti\'C faculties gen<'rally la~t
but :t ~hort time, and arc not signifkant of great danger; sometimes, howenr, the ~ho(..'k to the !l}::-tcm i:-i so great, that death takes place suddenly,
either dming the eoun;e of the labor, or shortly after delive1·y. A poor
woman, in the Charity IIo~pital, stys D:wis, had been in labor for fi,·e
houre; the membrane:; ruptured, and a large amount of water e..-caped; the
di.:schargc was immedi:.ttely followed by a feeling of great weakness; having
a desire to f?O to stool, she ~at down upon a chamber, made a fow eflhrts,
and fell faintin~. She m1s placed in the horizontal po;:ition as soon as po~
sible, but had hardly been replaced in bed before she had ceased to live.
The autop~y re\'ealed nothing whi<-h would account for the <lea.th. Denman
aleo mention,; SC'\'Cral ca::;es of sudden death during labor, which it was
impo:-.~ible to explain.
In ~ome of these instances, however, the sudden discharge of a largo
amount of water might, to a ccrt:tin extent, lead us to attribute the mortal
syncope to the ~ame cau,;e which i....; thought to produce it so often after delivery: namely, the sudden afHux: of a great quantity of blCJOd to the
abdominal YC ... ,.cls, whid1 had been ~uddcnly relieved from tl1e pressure to
whirh they were subjected during pregnancy .
.An undue importance has, I think, been attributed to this too rapid
depletion of the organ as explanatory of sudden death after labor. In some
inst:lll('C'i;, it may hM·e all the influence accorded to it, though it is certainly
incapahle of a(..'tounting for all known fact1l .
The Yiolent efforts made by the woman in the second stage of labor may
al~o occ·a~ion a rnpture of some part of the respiratory organs. This explain.;;; the ca:.:e,; of emphy~ema of the face, neck, and upper part of llw
brea..--t, m<'ntionetl by several authors (:Jfartin, of Lyons) . In a seriou2 case
related hy :JI. Depaul, death resulted apparently fl'om do11blc pulmonary
emphy:.:cma occurring i;;uddenly during the violent cxpul~:ve efforts of o.
lon:z a1ul painful labor.
'
The fatal effect of the procc~s of parturition upon the nervous system of
the mother, aftC'r as well a~ cluri11g labor, cannot be mistaken; and I believe
with Churchill that it con!'lists in a shock ol greater or less intensity to the
cerehro-:.;pinal sy,.:tem. This shock, which i~ an effec·t of the extraordinary
agitation pro<iuted by parturition, i8 altogether simibr to that occasioued
hy exten~i,-e wounds, and which !:=omctime:-1 destroy~ unfortuuate workmen
who have had a member cru~hed by a. machine, 01: to that produced by nn
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extensive burn. The sudden denth, whic11 neither lhc circum.::tances of the
accident, nor the lesions <lisco\'ered at the n.utopsy are capable of explaining, is attributed by surgeons to ner\'ous sl1ock.
Kot only, says the author just cited, may such a nervous shock take place
in certain labors, especially difficult ones, and haven. cli.:oa.-,;trous result, but
it exists to a greater or less extent in almo.:;t every case. Moderate attention will make this manifest. Thus, after an ordinary labor, the general
sensibility is almost always extreme: although the st•n1'es are more acute
than usual, the eyes have lost their lustre, and are weak and lnnguishing;
the least light hurts them, as the slightest sound offends the ear; and if this
extreme delicacy be not respected, serious accidents may ensue.
Under ordinary circumstances, patients reco\'er from this slight collapse
after a. few hours' rest; but when the labor has bren protracted, or an operation, such as turning, ha.s heen demanded, the symptoms are much more
seyere. The patient is much weaker, and the expressi(lo of features is fixed
and dull; she lies motionless in be<l, with closed eyes, or opens them from
time to time, without, howc\'er, fixing them upon any object in particular;
she pays no regard either to her child
herself; the limbs are in a state
of complete relaxation; the pulse
at others frequent and
irregular, though always weaker than
bi·eathiug slow and
difficult, or quick and panting.
The patient may remain in this condition for a long time, and recovers
from it slowly and gradually. If lhe shock has been too great, she may
grow weaker and weaker, until the prostration ends in death. The autopsy,
under these circumstances, foils to throw any light upon the cause of death.
Thi!'l singular state of affairs is not always manifested immediately upon
delivery; for sometimes considerable time elapses, during which the patient
expresses herself as feeling very well, then suddenly complains of unusual
weakness, exclaims that she is about to faint, and yet is unable to account
for the cause of her condition. There arc no particular abdominal symptoms, no evidence of hemorrhage, and the uterus is well contracted; still
the disorder inC'reases, the pulse grows weaker, the face becomes pale and
n.:osumes a cadaYerous expression, and the patient is so prostrated as to be
able to exprel"S her feelings only by a groan. Suddenly she experiences a
sensation of violent constri('tion of the chest, and expires before anything
can be done for hel' relief.
Opium, says Churchill 1 has seemed to me the mo.i::t effectual remedy in
Fi,·e clrops of laudanum may be giYen C\'ery half hour, then
and finally at longer intervals. It ;;i.ppcars to calm the general
the cerebral shock, and gi,,e to the whole system suf·
its exhausted forces. Small quanties of wiue and
may, at Lhe same time, be giYCn at interqi\s, in <loses sufficient to
re-establishing the strength, but not in such quantity as to produce
will be assi:;tecl by entire quiet·
a general reaction. The induction of
ness of both body and mine!, an<l when so
result is ohtained the
strength is recn~ited, and the pulse and
become calm; if, on
the contrary, the prostration continues, the case is one of the most clanger·
ous character, and demands the increased use of external and internal st.im·
1
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ul:rnto:.

Ram::hotham recommends that prct<:su1·e ~houl<l also be made upon
the abdomen, doubtlc!!s with the object of prevcuting the a.ffiux of fluid::.

towards Lhe abdominal YC:-:sel~.
If the agitation, ~pal" m, and <lelirium, of which we htn-e spoken, a.ppcar
during labor, blood Fhoul<l be taken immediately from the arm, provided
the general condition of the patient admit of it, and the delivery be accompli .. hecl as soon a,.; po.:;:<iblc.
The same cour:<e i" abo indicated by the sudden occurrence of a marke1l
di"order of one of the orga1JS of the special scn:se,.; 1 -nmauro:s i ~, for example.
n. The e_O'ect tdu't·h lobor may hare upon theju:tusdcpcnd:s upon a multitude
of circumst:inces, mo~t of' which will be stud ied hereafter. Thus, having
dc:;cribed the rnethani:-;m of labor in eat:h prC$Cn!atiun, we shall treat of
the effect which each L-; liable; to h~we upon the health and life of the child.
The \·arious cause::; of dy:5locia nrc quite as unfa\·oniblc to the !alter a::; to
its mother.
"re ha\•e but thPse oh;;;en•ation_;; to make in this place; namely, that all
thing.;;; el:;e being equal, the mortality of male infants j,: much great r than
that of female:<, whi('h i.; clue, as we ha\'e said before, to the greater size of
the former, and the proportionally longer duration of the labor iu consequence; the extreme slowne:-::s of this proce::.s, whith i-o often proves fatal to
the fretu<:, has tbi;; unfortunate effect only when it nffCcts the second or expulsiYe stage. Until the membranes are ruptured, and even until the
dila.tation is completer!, the labor may be prolonged in<lefinitely without
injury to the fi.etu."', prodded a certain amount of fluid remain.:; in the utcru:-;.
It were hardly necc.-.""ary to oh:5er\'e thr~t any cam=c of <lystocia is liable to
nffcct the motl1i•r'15 ln-alth injuriou::.ly, and she is more liable to consccuth·e
inflammations and other unfavorable complications of labor when delivered
of a boy thau of a girl.
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CHAPTER III.
OF THE MECHANICAL PlIENQ)fEN A OF LA DOR.

ARTICLE I.
OF TilE PRESENTATIONS AND POSITIONS.

" 'nEN speaking of the child's attitude in the uterine cavit~', we stated
that it was generally so situated that the cephalic ex tremity formed the
most dependent part. But it ma.y also happen, under the infh1ence of

causes hereafter to be studied, that some other point of the great axis shall
co rrespond to the uterine neck: that is to say, the upper or ceplrnlic extremity, the inferior or the pelvic extremity, or even some part of the middle
portion or trunk, may fir.::;t present itself at the superior strait. Now, it is
very evident that such different circumstances of presentation must necessarily influence the mechanism of the labor, as also the facility and the
promptness of the delivery, and it is therefore highly important to unden5tand
well all those diverse situations before commencing the study of tlrn mechanism proper. This study comprises the presentations and positions, as
they are called; and in using these terms we wish to de!'.<ignate by the word
presentation the part that first offers at th e ~upe rior strait; and by that of
position, the relations of this presenting part with tJ1e different points of the
same strait.
The older accoucheurs only endeavored to recognize the presenting part,
without investigating its relations with the ,·arious point.';> of the circumference of the strait; but since the days of Solayres, and more especially since
those of his pupil Baudelocque, everybody has had a clasbification of his
own; and the number ofpre.'jentations and positions, considered as so many
separate and distinct ones, varied with each author who wrote on tho
obstetrical art.
'Ve give, in tlrn following tables, the cla~sificatiou of Baudelocque, and
the prin cipal ones of those who have succeeded him.
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The reader will see, by the foregoing table, that Baude1ocque primilrily
Jivi<les the footus into two extremities: the one rep1·esented by the apex of
the head, the other by the feet, knees, or breech; and further, that the
remaiader of the child's surfa"e is divided off in to four regions, which are
again subdivided into several others. After having determined the fi:ctaJ
region:;, the presence of which, at the superior strait, constitu ted a presentation, it was equally necessary to understand the positions. For that purpo::se certain points of departure were selected, both 011 the pelvis and on the
presmti11g part of the child. Of course, these points varied according to
the presentation: thus, in a vertex one, llauclelocque took the oeciput and
fOrehead as the points on the fretal head; he then divided the pelvis into an
anterior and a po:!terior halfj on the first of which the right and the left
coiyloid cavitic!:i and the symphysis pubis, and on the second the right tllld
lefL sacro-iliac symphys~. anJ. the :!aero-vertebral angle, were selected as
the points of departure; he next established six positions of the vertex, in
cac:h of\\hich the occiput corresponded to one of those points on the pelvis
just indicated.
In the presentations of the breech, knees, and feet, he retained the same
three points on the anterior half of' the pelvis, but on the posterior half he
only adopted one: the sacro-vertebral angle. On the footus, the heels were
the points of corrt::.pon<lence in foot presentations, the sacrum for the breech,
and the front surface of the legs for those of the knee. Consequently, but
four positions were admitted for either the breech, feet, or knees.
Lastly, for the pre.::entations of the numerous regions indicated by the
table on the anterior, posterio:., and lateral planes of the foatus, he selected
on the mother's pelvis the two extremities of the antcro-posterior diameter
(the symphysi!'i pubis and the sacra-vertebral angle), and the two ends of
the transverse diameter, as the points of departure, so that he pointed out
four pos:;ible relations, that is to say, four positions for each one of these
presentations. Thus, Baudelocquc admitted altogether one hundred and
two distinct positions. But it was soon ascertained that so great a number
was wholly uselc::ss in practice: and be,;icles, it Jutd the serious disadvantage
of disgusting pupils with the study of midwifery. The classification of
Baudelocque was therefore modified to some extent, and we have succeg..
sively traced, in our table, the principal of those modifications; still, even
after adopting the latter, the obstetrical art was yet greatly confused, and it
remained for r.I. Ntegl:lc to simplify this branch of medical stience, much
more than it hnd ever been done before his clay. To him, therefore, we
must attribute this honor, as also to Dubois, and 8toltz, of Stra::bourg, who
fir~t endeavored to disseminate throughout France the views of the Heidelberg professor! I t must be acknowledged, 110wever, that the labors of
Madame Lnchapclle, and the teachings of Ant. Dubois, have not bef'n
altogether foreign to this improvement.
We should nlso observe that the classification of U. l\Ioreau is far mor~
i;.imple than all those of Baudelocque and his followers; indeed, this profo::sor has adopted (as seen by the table) most of the ideas upon which the
arrungem~nt of NtcgCle is founded, and we only regret that he has considered the presentations of the sid es of the head and certain of the posiliona
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as distinct, which we hope to demonstrate h ereafter de not deserve to be so
regarded.
In fact, t11ere is no Tegion of the child which may not present at the
superior strait during the labor, nud therefore, if we are to con!'idcr all the
point:; of its surface that may be acces..;ible to the fingn as so many di~tinct
prc.~entations, their numbc7 would be Ycry con .. i<lcrable; but if, on the contntry, the expre.::c~ion i::; only applied to the prc.:;cncc of a region large enough
to occupy the whole superior strait, more e..;pC'<'iully to one requiring a
notable difference either in the mechanism of its :;pontaneous expulsion, or
in the manamvres to be resorted to, th is number would then be much more
limited.
Upon such opin ions, advocated long si nce by Madame Lachapelle and
Ant. Dubois, DI. NregCle has founded the following cla:;;sification, which is
now admitted and taught by Dubois and Stoltz in France, namely, three
principal regions are distinguished in the fretus: 1. The head, or cephalic
extremity; 2. The peh-is, or pch-ic extremity; and 3. The trunk; either
of which parts may offer fir:st at the superior strait.
'Vh en the cephal ic extremity pre~ents, it is Ol'clinarily flexed on the che~t,
and the vertex then advances first; but it may a lso be extended or thro.m
backwards on the posterior j)lane of the fCetus, in which case the fa.ce
cngnges finst. 'Ve have therefore to distingui:-1h between a vertex prcscntnti on and one of the face, for the mechanism of labor is very different in the
two. \\rhen the pelvic extremity present$, the legs are u::ually flexed on
the thigh.s, and the latter on the abdomen; but it may happen, from a
variety of causes that we shall hereafter de:signn.te, that these divers part~,
which are usually folded up in this manner, are iseparated from each ot her:
lhus, they sometimes engage altogether i11 the excavation; at others, either
dming the course of the labor itself, or some time before, the inferior member~ stretch out and lay along the front of the body, and the nates theu
desrcnd alone. Again, the legs may be swept down eit her by the gush of
the waters, or by some other cause, and engage first; hence, in this latter
instance, if the defiexion of the lower members is complete, the feet are the
fir;-:.t to clear the vulva; but if, on tlrn contrary, the thighs be extended, and
the legs remain flexed on them, the knees will be the first to show themsch·cs at the external orifice.
Now it must be ev ident, on tbe least reflection, that these latter circum·
stanf'cs can effect no modification in the mcrhnnism of the labor hself, nnd
acrouc-heurs are certainly in enor in considerin g them as so many distind
prcsmtations; consequently, we shall describe tl1em under the single title of
the pre~entation of the peh·ic extremity; merely rcmnrking that, when thi~
<'xtremity presents, all its constituent elements may happen to engai!'e
t(l;.!t·th~r at the same time, or they may be s.eparatecl, and then the breeth,
or tbC' knees, or feet, will offer first at the vulva.
Hut hefore proceeding- any further, we will follow the example of M.
J> uhois (from whom this artiele i ~ borrowed almo~t verbatim), by laying
down prec·i:=cly the limitfi of the fcetal regions embraced in the double
l'xpn·:-< .. ion of the cephalic :mU the pelvic extrem i y : thus, when the hcnd nr
Lhe pelvi1' pre:5cnts at the superior ::.trait, it usually docs so nearly "plumb:''
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that is to say, the long diameter of the fcetus is almost pa rallel t< the axis
of this strait; so that the sngitta.l suture in the vertex presentations, the
facial me<lian line in those of the face, and the fissure between the nntes in
those of the pelvic extremity, occupy very nearly the centre of the abdominal strait.
But very numerous exceptions to this rule occur, because the mobility
of the fretus in the uterine cavity, and the frequency of the uterine obliquities, may cause the child's long diameter to be inclined forwards, back·
wards, or towards the Sides. Hence, it is evident that the presenting part,
participating in this inclination, will not be so regu larly placed as usual;
thus, if it were a vertex presentation, and the inclination were anterior, the
summit would no doubt descend, though it would be accompanied by the
forehead in consequence of this defective position; or, if the inclination
were on the posterior plane, instead of the forehead, we 1::hould have the
occiput or occasionally even the neck. Again, if it is lateral, that is, if the
fretus is bent towards one side, the vertex and one side of the 11ead may
be recognized at the same time; and the sagittal suture, instead of
corresponding to the axis of the superior strait, will then be found either
behind or in front, according to the direction of the inclination; but such
inclinations do not deprive the vertex presentation of its character, they
only convert it into a defective or irregular presentation.
The ob~erva.tlons just mado in regard to vertex presentations equally
apply to tho:Se of the face and breech, and we may therefore have regular
and irregular ones of these parts just in the same way. To resume, we shall
include in the class of vertex }Jresenta.tions, all those designated by Baurlelocque under the numes of presentations of the occiput, nape, and lateral
parts of the head; in face presentations, those of the forehead, chin, cheeks,
front and sides of the neck; und in the breech, those of the sacrum, genital
parts, front of the thighs, &c.; whence all the surface comprised between
the sinciput and the shoulders belongs to the cephalic presentations, and
that between the sumruit of the nates and the haunches is referred to the
pelvic ones.
If we now tale off all the fcetal parts included in the cephalic and pelvic
extremities, there will only i·emain the trunk proper: that is, the portion
extending from the shoulders to the hips, and th is part may also present
the first. Now with regard to this, 1\ladame Lachapelle has long since
remarked that, when the trunk offers at the superior strait, it always docs
so by one of its sides: that is to say, the anterior or the posterior median
line of the body never corresponds to the axis of' the superior strait. Therefore, she divided the trunk into two lateral halves, either of which may
come down first; hence there are two trunk presentations, one of the right
lateral plane, the other of the left latera! plane; the whole anterior and
posterior right moieties being included in the first, and the same parts on
the left being embraced in the second; and as the shoulder, which is then
the most prominent part, is nearly always found at the centre of the superior
strait, when the lateral planes offor first, that skilful midwife designated
them as presentations of the shoulder. l\I. Dubo is, however, still retains the
name of the presentations of the lateral regions; and these, like the othe.rs,
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may either be regular or irregular. They are regular when .he lateral lino
is directly at th e centre of the abdominal strait, but irregular where tJw
anterior or the posterior regio n of' the trnnk occupies this strait in a great
measure, owing to the child being more or less inclined forward or back.
ward i and it is to such irregularities that we must refer all tl10~e presentations of the back, loins, front of the che.st and abdomen, described by the
older n.uthors.

On the whole then we admit five presentations, viz., one of th e vertex,
one of the face, one fo r the peh·ic extremity, one for the right J:iteral plane,
and one for the left lateral plane. Beside.; the pre::;cntations, Baudelocque,
and all those who followed him, described a. great number of positions; in
each of which, accordi ng to their account, the mechanism of the labor was
difiCrent. But l\I. NregCle, in co nsequence of a better condu cted study of
this mechanism, has succeeded in changing entirely this branch of the
a nd hns further propo::ed a reform in the positions, at least as
what he has already made in the classification of the presenta·
tions. Thu::, he sim ply divides the pelvi ..:i into two ln.tcral lw.lves, the right
and the left, and thc~e form the only points of departure at the superior
stra it i on the fretus, tlie points mlmi tteJ by Baudelocque are retained. For
instance, inn. vertex presentrttion, the occiput may ofl er at any one point
whatever of the left Jaternl half of the super ior strait, thereby constituting
the fir;;.t po!-iition of the vertex; or it may correspond in a similar way with
the right lateral half~ thus producing the seco nd po!Silion; further, as the
mechanism is ju!.'t the same, whether the occi pu t be at first at the front, in
the middle, or behind, we shall only consider these ci rcum stances as so many
varieties of the same position; which shades or \'arieties, in the great
majority of ca:;es, do not. change the mechanism of the natural labor in
any wii-c, :rnd therefore do not deserve to be received as important clements
but of which, however, more account should be taken
in a
been done by M. NregCle, for they may be usefully
than appears to
recalled in explanation of certain anomalies, as also for successful intervention in some cases of difficult labor.
\Vhat has jut-it been stated concerning the vertex equally applies to the
po~itions of' the fac·e and breech; sin ce in the former the ch in may be
directed towards some point, either on the right or the left lateral half of
the pcl\'iS; and in the latter the sacrum may have a sim ilar relation with
~ome point of its ri ght or Jcft half; therefore we adopt a first, or the right
menlo·iliac, and a second, or the left mento-iliac position for the face; and
likewise for the breech we lrn.\·e a first, or the left saci·o-lateral, and a second.
or the right sacro-later(tl po:sition. La,.tly, the two presentations of the
trunk have each two pos itions: for example, the right ~ide of the frct us presentin g, the head may happen to be placed either above some point on the
left lateral moiety, or over a similar part on the right one. H ence, then~
are two positions: fir-:;t, the left ce1)/ialo·iliac, and seco nd, the ·right cephalo·
iliac; or, if the child's left side presents in the same way, the head may be
either to the left or tl1e ri ght, thus giving ri::;e to two new positions, the left
and the right ceplwlo-Uiac position.
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There i;:. scarcely a ncce.:;:sity for adding that the anterior, trmvwerse, and
yarietics, admitted for vertex positions, arc al::.o retained foL· the
two fundamental ones of the face, the breech, an<l the right and left side~.

po~terior

SUMMARY.
LcfLoooipito-iliac, .
1. Vertex presentation,.

. { Rightoccipito-iliac,.

Hight mc>nto-iliac, .

2. Presentation of the face,
{ Left.mento-i!i:l.c,

•

4. Presc>ntation of the

lnteralplnne,.
5.

Pre~entation

of the

laternlplnne,.

We would ob::;erve, howeyer, that in shoulder presentations the varieties
of po,.ition are far le£=s important than in the other prc;;cntations, and that
it matter::. very little whether the acromion and the head be more or lc:-:R in
front or behind.
But all the presentations and positions ju!.'t indicated ha Ye not the ~ame
frequency, nor are they all equally favorable to the RJlOntaneous expulsion of
thr <"hild. There are some even, such as the positions of' the trunk, in whieh
thi:-; i!'I mo:-:t generally impo~!'lible, but there is no one, however, in which it
ab~olutcly cannot take place; therefore, we shall have to examine the
mechani-.m of natural labor in en.ch of the.::;e pre~cntations succe::;:-;ivcly,
rc.~erdng to our.::;eh·es the privilege of reverting in the fourth part of thi"
work to tho:;e which usually oftCr an insurmountable difficulty; and as tlw
1tertex prc:>cntations are the mo!'.t frequent and favorable of all, we shall
conHMnce with a description of them .
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ARTICLE II.
OF THE VERTEX PRESEN'l'ATWN.

This pre~C'ntation is far more frequent than all the others put togethrr:
thu~, in 20,!')17 births reported by Madame Boi\'in, 19,810 children were
horn b\' the vertex; and in 2020 c-a~es reported by .M. Dubai~, there WE.'rc
I\n:~ o.f' thi~ variety. Again, when the.Ye rtex pre:-:ents, the occiput is much
oftener direded towards the lefi:. than the right side: for im=tance, in the
lOla ta:-e~ just cited, ::\1. Dubois lloticcd 1367 left occipirn-il iac, and only
5-16 right Ol'cipito-iliac positions. Nor are the three varieties pointed out
for each po:-:,ition eq uall y frequent: thus, in the 1:367 cases where the occiput was directed to the left :;idc, it was in c lin ed fonrnrcl, that i:::, towardb the
left cotyloid ca,·ity, J:3.):j time:;, and only 12 times hackwards 1 in the direc.
tion of the left i:;acro·i li ac symphy~i$, or nearly !'.iO. But in the 546 iu~tances
of right occipito-latern l po~itiorn; an opposite rer.;ult was obsernd; for the
orciput wa,. only found 5;) times at the right acC'tahulum, but 491 times at

~l111~1;ii~!: \~;:crl~~~1::1~o;y:~~~ll~ i's~~~i ~7t~~1i~it~cco;~~·t~:In t~sti:: u~~:1~~~"~l1~~' ;1~:;~:~:~
than the anterior one. \Ve hase gi,·en these re~ults as ascertained by :M.
Dubois himi:;elf, because they arc entirely consonant with our own observa·
tions, and with those of :JL ~toltz, of Strasbourg.
In one hundred cases of vertex presentations, it has been found on an averag-c, ~ay:s ~r. NregCle, that in seventy the occiput is directed in front :rncl to
the lcfi, "111d behind and to the ri ght in thirty; he con~ id ers the other varietic:-'I as bciug very rare and altogether exceptiona l.
Jn th£'.:;C re~ults, no .question seems to be made of the varieties we have
clcsign:tted as the transverse ones, and it is highly probable that they hrwe
been approximately arl<led to one of the four preceding groups, for these
po~itiom1 :ire not very unusual; indeed, I have often met with them mytielf
ntth e Clinique.
•
"Tht't:e position::-/' :says :\fadamc Lachnpel le, u are more frequent than
thoi:;c where the occiput corr<'.;pond~ to the left sacro-i liac symphysis; 11 and,
I will add, than th o~e where it i;; at the right acctabulum; also, that the
left tran:-iverse occipito-iliac: po;:;it!on is
common than the op11o!:iite one.

more

~ 1.

CHoES.
As we have already spoken of the cause of the veitex presentations, when
tren.ting of the child's aLtituc.lc in the uterine cav ity, we shall not now go
over Lhe same gro und , but will only r ema rk , that most accouchcurs attriLute the frequency of the dependent position of the head to its own spetilic
weight; whil!:it M. Dubois, after having endeavored to refute the general
opinion, has considered this position as the consequence of an imstincti\'C
determination of the f(l.'tus it:<elf. (See art. .F'(dU8. ) However, it is not at
all difficult to explain why the left anterior, and the right posterior occipito·
iliac varieties are the most fl·equent of any, ~i n ce it is evideully owing to
the presence of the rec:tum on the left sid e. Th e habitual distention of this
bowel by focal matters ohl igcs the forehead or occiput to turn towards tht!
front whl•n(>ver "ithcr of thc;:;e parts is directed backwards and to the left.
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It is far more difficult to say why the occiput is so much more frequently
found in front than behind, although this very probably depends on the
same causes as those which determine the vertex presentation.
Thus, the posterior half of the head weighs far more than the anterior,
and the same is true of the trunk; further, when the woman is standing,
sitting, or on her knees, or even lying on the side, the anterior wall of the
abdomen is the most dependent portion, towards which the child's heaviest
p;trts, that is to ::1ay, its posterior plane, must necessarily tend.
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Yayinal Touch.-Before labor, and even during the last few months of
1gestation, the vertex can often be reccgnized as pre::senting; while in every
other pre.:;entation the part that offers first, from being irregula r, voluminous,
aud badly adnpted to the form of the inferior uterine segment, and of the
superio r strait, is always so high up, and separated from the uterine wall by
so large a quantity of waters, as to be scarcely accessible to the finger.
The vertex, on the contrary, presenting a rounded spheroidal surface,
reposes, almost without the intervention of any liquid, on the uterine walls,
nay, even pressc>s them before it, and engages in the excavation, descernling
in some cases as low down as the floor of the pelvis. Hence, whenever the
vertex pre'3ents, it is easily detected through the inferior portion of the
uterine wall, unl ess, indeed, it should be retained at the superior strait by :i
considerable inclination of the womb, or by a malformation of the pelvis.
ln a word (and this reflecti.on appears to me essentially practical), whenever the accoucheur docs not easily reach the presenting part in the laH
few days of the gestat ion, and more particularly during the first periods of
la,bor, he should examine the woman very carefully; for it is then exceed·
ingly prnbable that the head is not at the super ior strait; or, even wl1ere
the cephalic extremity docs prcseut flexed, there is reason to fear a wroug
direction, or perhaps a faulty organizat ion of' the head or pelvis; all whirh
circum stances ma.y subsequently require the in tervention of our art. W~
would, however, remark, that in women who have borne children the head
;>ften continues very high up until the end of gestation, and does not get
helow the superior strait until labor sets in. 1
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Suppo,..i11g the labor ha:-; b(>gun, if the finger be introduced through the
cervix uteri, it ,1-ill immediately encounter a rounded, smooth, and rc.:;istant
surface, which is the anterior side of the head; nnd then, by directing the
index a little further upwards and backwarJs, in the direction of the ~arro
vcrtebral angle, it will come into contact with a membranous interval, that
i!'., with the ~agittal .!:iUture.
J .. ,·t•rtex pre.sent:.\lion is now :t!-'certainccl; and the next step j:-; to make
out the po,-ition. For that purpo.se we first aJ":.::;ure our~elves of Lhe dirc<"tiou
of the .:-uture, and if it pron?· to be oblique, rnnning from before backward~,
aucl from the left townr<l:s the right, the po!l.ition mm:;t either be the left
anterior, er the right po:;tcrior occipito-iliac one; but, on the contrary, if it
he obli(1ue in the other <li:.unC'lcr, the position will either be the right anterior
or the left po;;:terior oc('ipito-iliac, &c.
The direction being once determined, we have then onlv to find out where
the occiput lies, to c~mplete the dingnMis i therefore, th~ finger, by rai,.ing
up the margin of the os uteri, follows the ::agittal ~mture until it reaches a
fontanelle, which is to be cli~tingui,-hed by the characters hitherto de:->cribed.
(Bee lfe(l(l of the Fatus at Term.)

§ 3.

1\(ECIIAXIS:\L

The meclrnnism by which the expulsion of the child is nccomplishf'cl in
po,-ition:; of the Ycrtex i;;; nry nearly the !'=nme in all cases where the occ:iput
corrc.~pornb "-ith one of the points of the lPft 1atcral half of the pelvi:; i but
it diAi.·r:-: in l:'ome re,.pc<:ts from that ob:serve<l in the po!:iitions de::-ignated as
the right occipito-iliac one.;;:.
\re mu4, 'therefore, examine it in both of the~e po~itions; and a.o:, among
the admitted ,·arietic~, thuc are l\rn, the anterior in the left occipito-ili:ic,
and the po .. terior in th~ right o<·cipito-ilinc, '"hich are nlino::;t con..:tantly
met with, we shall take them up succe:-sively ns the types of our description.
1. Jlethanism of Ntlf1md I~ubor in the left Anterior Occipilo-iliac Po.siti.on.
(The fir~t, or the left oc:C'ipito-cotyloid position
of author,-.)-In thi~ po,-ition, the occiput corrc.-;poncls to the left ilio-pettineal eminence, the
fo1elwnd co the right ~aero-iliac :-;ymphy.::;i~, nnd
the ~agittal ~uture lie.-, in the direction of the
left oblique diameter of the pclvi-:. tiu order
to a\.·oid unuecc...:!ary repC'titions and dcby~, we
premi~e, once for all, that we shall de?"ignate
thnt oblique diameter which rum' from the left
toward~ the right ~ide, ancl from before backward~, as the left oblique, and the one passing
from the right towards the left, and from in
front posteriorly, as the right oblique diameter.)
The po... terior fontanelle is found to the left
1
1
and in front, the anterior one iR behind and to Rerr:;1·:~:.)1~::.~~~:,!i1':o:'. 1~~:~
the right. The dor~:.11 plane of the fOOtus looks
•I).

~.
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forwards and towards the left side; while its ant<'rior plane is dill'<·tecl
backwar<l:s and to the right; the right shoulder is in front and to the right
si<le i the left one is behind and towards the mother's left.
Before the bag of water:; is ruptured, the child's head is slighny flcx<'d
on the front of the che:;t, and the following arc the relations of its diamct<.:r
with tho~c of the superior strait: the occipito-frontal corre~ponds to the left
oblique of the strait, and the bi-parietal to the right oblique; 1 and, of coun-e,
the occipito-f'rontal circumference of' the head i~ parallel with the periphery
of the abdominal strait, and the axis of thi.s i;trait corre:sponds with the
trachelo-bregmatic diameter 2 of the head.
When the membranes n.re ruptured, a variable quantity of l iquid escapes;
then the uterus contracts and applies itse lf more directJy to the tretal trnnk;
nevcrthele:'ls, as but little fluid passes away in \'Crtex positions at this time,
there usually remains a sufficient quantity of it to render the pres.sure of
the uterine walls on the child far from being immediate.
After the rupture, the object of the contractions is to expel it from the
womb; the fcctus becomes more curved anteriorly, and it:s superior and
inforior extremities more closely folded up; and from that moment, properly
speaking, the mechanical phenomena of labor begin.
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These pheuomena 1 or stages of the mechanism 1 are five in number, as
follows: in the fir:it, the heart is more strongly flexed on the chest; in the
@econd it traYerses all the space between the superior and inferior straits,
and reaches the floor of' the pelvis; there it experiences a movement of
rotation which carries the occiput behind the symphysis pubis, thus constituting the third period; in the fourth, the head undergoes the process of
exten::;ion, by which nil the superior and anterior parts of the rnrtex and
face become completely disengaged at the anterior comm issurn of the
perineum; and then 1 after its perfect expulsion, the chi ld 's cephalic extremity performs a fifth and la~t mo,'ement, designated by Baudelocque as the
period ofre:-:titution, but which ~L Ger<ly has proposed to name. the exterior
rotation.
A . Fir.~t Stage, or Strtge of Flexion.-Af'ter the rupture of the membranes,
the fi::etal trunk, being cornprE!.::::cd on all sides, transmits to the head, through
the spine, the impul:-:e derived from the uterine contractions. The head,
being forcibly pres,.:ed on, has a tenden<:y to
clear the uterine orifice, and to engnge in the
exca.Y:ltion. But it then encounters re ... istances,
either from the os uteri, which is not yet i:mffi·
ciently dilated, or from the superior stra it, or
the walls of the excavation; and being thus
placed between a power 1rn(I a rc.;i.:;tance, the
head must naturally become still more flexed
on the che:->t; in fact, the force of expulsion
transmitted by the vertebral rolum n, falling
upon the occipital foramen, that i.;, on a point
much nearer to the occiput than the chin, must
neces,.;arily (the re;:;istance being equal at the
twoextremitiesoftheoccipito-men tal diameter)
uc~ mo~e powerfully on the occ iput than on the The head In '~1:;:~~"1~1~Hion, thontt:h
chm; 111 other words, must pre.::s down the
occiput into the excavation. But, hy depre:-:::;ing this part, the ch in is force<l
to ascend, thus producing the flcxion of the head. 1
1 In Or!lcr 10 prove rh11t the
movemrnt of flexion results from the po!:!ition ('If the
occipitnl for:1mcn, relnti,·el.v to the chin and occipul, which represent~ lhe lwo ex1rcaiitics of1l1e lever whereon the spine i!l erticulnted, Ictus suppose, fora moment,th11.t
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The head being in this way forcibly flexed, its re} at ions arc changed:
that is, the occipito-bregmatic diameter has taken the place of the ocripitofrontal, and has become parallel to the left oblique of the strait; but the
bi-parietal remains unaltered: the occipito-bregmatic circumtercnce is now
on a level with the periphei·y of the strait, and the axis of the pelvis, which
before corresponded with the trachelo-bregmatic diameter, now traverses the
head very nearly in the direction of tho occipito-mental diameter.
This movement of flcxion, therefore, evidently places the child's head in
the most fa\•orable position for its passage, by constraining it to offer its
smallest diameters to those of the pelvis.
n. Second Stage, or Stnge of Descent.-The head, pressed on by the contractions, enters the excavation and reaches the floor of the pelvis. In
making this descent, the occiput presses in front against the internal and
anterior face of the body of the ischium, the obturator intern us muscle, and
the external obturator vessels and nenes, which pa!:>s out through the upper
part of the obtun1tor foramcn; 'vhile the forehead or bregma presses behind
on the internal border of the psoas and pyramidal muscles, the
plexus of nenes, together with the gluteal nn<l the internal pudic
and nerves. The left sirle of the head likewise comes into mediate relation
with the same parts, and also glides over the anterior surface of the rectum.
But the descent of the head is not completed until the occipito-bregmatic
circumforencc is nearly parallel to the plane of the inferior strait: that is,
when the two parietal protuberances have attained this level. Now, it is
evident that, to rcRch this point, the left parietal boss ( which is found
behind ) must trarnrse
whole
face of the sacrum, whilst the
anterior one has only to
space; the fir~t must therefore describe the arc of a. much larger circle than the second. Perhaps a
more exact idea. of the actual movement of the head will be formed by
imagining the anterior extremity of the bi-parietal diameter to remain
nearly stationary in front and to the right, while its posterior extremity
descends rapidly and traverses the who1e posterior plane of the excavation.
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c. Thfrd Stage, OI' Stage of llotution.-The head, being arrested by the
floor of the peh·is, cxecmeo a movement of rohition, during whi0h the oc0iput pas.::es from left to right behinJ. th"e sympby:sis pubis, or rather behinJ.
the left ischio-pubic ramus, an<l the brcgma rotates iuto the concavity of
tl1e sacrnm, though remaining a little towards the right.
The po.sterior superior part of the right parietal bone then appears plainly
under the pubic arch; the posterior fontanelle is behind the i:schio-pubic
ram us i and the sagit.tal suture cr~sscs the coccy-puhal diameter very
obliquely. Being forced on by the energetic contraction::; of the womb, the
vertex then depresses the soft parts of the perineum. and by gradually distending them, succeeds in converting the pelvic floor into a part of a canal
which prolougs the posterior wall of the pel\'is downwards and backwards.
It is during this time that the rotation is accompli.::;he<l: that is, the sagittal
suture becomes parallel with the antcro-posterior diameter of the i1iforior
strait. The occiput engages in the arch of the pubis, and projects beyond
the lower part of' the symphy.::;is, until the back part of the neck come:. into
contact with it, "hen the anterior progre.::;sion of the occiput is arrested.
D. Fourth Stage, or Stage of Extension. -Just at the moment when the
occiput engage:-; in this manner in the pubic arch, the shoulders aud upper
part of the bo<ly enter the exca\'ation, and in
there, tbe fCcta l
of the caual,
trunk, which is flexible, accommodates itself to
and coni:equently bends over a little on
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perin eum acts lik e nn elMtic fiplint whirh, on the on e hand,

pre~sell

the hPnd up-

ward bcn£'ath the pubic arch, whil~t on the other it i;Jips rapidly ove r the foce whii·h
it le:wes un co\·ercd, and retracts tuwartl the coccygcn l region wh ere it is 11ttacl1E.'<1.
The discn~agement of the occ iputand vertex begins on ly when the head is pre~sed
downwnrd su ffi cie ntl y b.v tbe hudy; but at this moment the perineum, which until

tlif'n was but passively distended, resumes its action and retracts as j u;.t stated,
imparting to the whole head, whilst !';lippi ng ove r the face, a movement of extension
which bas the arch of the pubis for its centre. Therefore, it is only in this ~et•ond
p<'riod of the proCC!';S of disengagement of the vertex, that the mo•ement of extePsion i~ truh- ev ident.
If the pe~ineum we re enti rely ahRent, the head would disengage a t the outltt of
th(' inferior strait, without cxhib itinµ: its movement of cxte nRivn. In the normnl
con di tion. however, and espeeiall_v in primipar:c, the perineum, com•erted into an
('\on1rntt'd J?;Ut.ter, arrcRts the downward progress of the head and directs it forward
st<>nponaninclinedplane.
!ln we not a lso know that in breech ca.ses, especia ll y in primiparre, the peh·ic
extremi ty in emergi n.(.!; frnm the rnh-a is di rected just as obliquely upward and
forward as the lateral flex ion of the body will nllow? 1'his flcxion. which no one
will de n.v to be produced hy thr soft parts of t he pcrinC'um, i~, in our opin ion, ~uffi.
<'i<>nt to pron-: t hat the moW'mrnt of extrn~ion in dcli•ery by the vertex is effected
on ly h~· thC' curvature and ela<>tieity of the irenital pnsirn.gcs, fo r , if the movement
of the hC'a d a.t this time is veryextellll erl, it sho uld be attributed to the p;ren.t
mnhility of the artieulation!l wl1ich permitR the oeciputto rise up in front of the
Jn breech ea,::ef! the same phe nomenon oce uri;:, thou,c;h the extent of motion
puhi~.
is .c;r<'atly restricted by the ri~i(lity of the spi nal column in the lumbar region.]

\Yh ate\·er explanation be accepted, if we observe what takes place during
thismoyemenlofextcnf'ion, thefol lowingpoints
are seen succcssi\·ely to appear at the antC'rior
eomm issure of the perineum, viz., the bi-parietal suture, the brcgma (or fontanelle), the
coronnl suture, the nose, mouth, nnd , Inst of
all, the chi n. Durin g this process, the 8Uboccipito-bregmati c, the s ub-occ ipito-frontal ,
and the sub-occipito-mental diameters s u ccessively pass the antero-posterior diameter of
the inferior strait. As soon as the occipitobregmatic circumference is beyond the vulva,
th e anterior border of the perineum, yielding
to its natural elasti city, retracts st rongly,
slips over the face, and e mbraces the neck;
and just at that moment the head, which was
of~~~~·~;~~: 1 .i:h:r::~; 0;~~::~~~~~s': before forc ibl y turned up in front of the mons
veneri:-, falls back from its own specific weight,
lnK llM l1t·l1i11d, 111111 1he11unJer,11111
towards the anus.
•1 111 1 1 1il~is pul.iis.
E. Fij~h Stage, or Stage of Exterior R otation. (Restituti on. ) -The head
remains fo r a. few seco nds in this pos ition, and then it is f:.een to describe :i
fifth anti last mo\·ement, namely, t he occiput inclines towards the internal
surface of the left thigh, and the face turn s towards the ri ght thigh. Thia
process is usually denominated the restitution, for the following renson:
Before the rC>se.arch es of M. Gcr<l_r, it was generally su pposed that when
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the head executed its movement of rotation within the pelvis th e trunk
did not participate therein, and tluit the operation could only take place
tlmmgh the aid of a certain degree of torsion in the neck; and , further,
that the head becoming completely disengaged, the neck untwisted, and the
head was restored to its natural relations with the trunk.
1\1. Gerdy was the first to demonstrate the faultiness of this explanation;
for, in fact, the trunk does participate in the head's rotation, in such a way
that the should ers, which, in the beginning of labor, corresponded to the
oblique diameter, are nearly transverse after this movement (the right
shou ld er, ne\·ertheless, remaining always a little more in front than the
left). The shou ld er.;:; then ret1ch the inferior strait in a transverse position,
pre~enting:, therefore, their great, or bis-acromial diameter, to the smallest
one of this stra it; but here they encounter some resistance, under the influence of which the rotation is effected in the opposite direction to that of the
head; the right shoulder, passing from the right side towards the left,
approaches the apex of the pubic arch, while the left one gets into the
perinea! concavity, and the head, being free extemally, necessarily follows
the movement communicated to the shoulders.
The rotation of the head is not therefore an isolated moveme11t peeuliar
to itself, as Baudelocque supposed, but one secondary to the rotation of the
shoulders.
I must remark, however, that, in some cases, the head 11as appeared to
me to execute a double movement; for, immediately after its expuls ion, it
turns very slightly; the occiput passing a. little to the left, the forehead
towards the right; after remaining some seeonds in this position, it then
undergoes the secondary movement just described, which is due to the rotation of the shoulders. The first of these movements has already seemed to
me to result from the untwisting of the neck, and is the true movement of
restitution of Baudelocque.
F. Sixth Stage, or Stage of Expulsion of the Body.-The shoulders present
at the inferior strait soon after the head, and, as we have just stated, nearly
always in a. transverse position. The right one gets under the right ischiopuhic ramus, while the left one lies in front of the left sacro-sciatic ligament. The bis-acromial diameter is rarely found in the direction of the
antero-posterior diameter of the inferior strait. The ante-rior or sub-pubic
ehoulrler is the first to appear in the vu Ivar fissure; allhough, as a general
rule, the posterior one, after having traversed th e perinea[ curve, is first
disengaged at the anterior commissure of the perineum, and the right one
is subsequently delivered. 1
1 Con1r:nytothegenernlly rcceivedopinion,i\1.P. Duboissupposcstho.ttheanicrior
shoul<leristhefirst.rlelivcred. '1'hatiscertainlytruein11.grentnumbcrofcases,but
weha\•e most usually observed the opposite fact: besides, there is a theoreticnJ view
which militntesinfnvorofouropinion, that is, !h e left shoulder, being placecl in eontnctwith the posterior plane of the exco.vn.tion, isl'ituated, much more than the antcriorone, in the direction of the uterine axis, or the axisof the superior strnit, and
therefore being subjected to a more enf'rge1icutcrine impulse, consequently must be
delivered first; further, it wa11necessary1his should be so, as the posterior shoulder
lllls much th e longer course to traverse. Again. if [ might refer to my own observa\ions, I would say that in women who have before borne children, more esper.ially in
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During the di~cnga~ement of the ~l1oulders, the f((·ti.. ..; becomr~ flcxr<I on
its right Jaternl region so as to accommodate it:-:elf to the currnture in the
pelvic canal; and very soon after the remainder of the trunk j,_ expcllr<l,
sometimc!'i describing a \'ery prolonged ;;:pirnl cour"C in its pa-. ..:agc.

2. 1lfuhani.sm of 1Yafural L(lbor in the right Po.Qterior Ocripito-iliac Po.~i
tion. (The fourth of Baudelocque, nnd the third of M. Capuron.)

In the \'a!'it majority of case;;:, the mechanifilm of labor in this po(:ition
scarcely differs from that just dc::cribed, and therefore we only neerl nllude
here to the principal peniliar phenomena of the travail, without repeating

all the prece<ling details.

I t, likewise, is compo;;:cd of fiye periods, or f'tn~e::;; bcfortJ the memhranes
are ruptured, the diameters of the head cotTespond with the same diameters
of the pchis, ai; in the foregoing cai;:c, and 1he only difference to 1lf' remarked i!', that the occiput corresponds lo the right !'arro·iliac :;:ymphy~i!I,
and the forehead to the left ilio·pectincal em in ence. The chi ld's po!'-lterior
plane look~ backwards and towards the mother's rig-ht, while it;.; anterior
plane is in front and to her left; it:s left ~ide is plrtced in front anrl on the
right, its right side behind and to the mothE>r's left.
r.:ame
A. Fi1'1~l StrtgP, or Sirtge of Flexio11 .-The head is flexed by the
forces as in the preceding case, and this Hexion determines similar changes
in the relations of its di:Hneters with lhor.:e of the pelYi~.
n. Serond Stage, 01· Stage of De«~cent.-This stage presents nothing worthy
of particular notice.
c. Thitd Slagf', or Stage of Rotntion.-The hea<l having reached the flonrof
the pel\'i!' 1 undeq~oes a movement of rotation 1 in con:-;equPnce of whil'h the
ocriput trrn·er~es the whole right lateral moiety from hehind forward:'!, in
surh a. way that it pa~!'es succes.;:ively towards the right extremity of the
transyer;-;c diameter, behind the cotyloid casity aud under the right i~l'hi°"
pubic ramus, while the forehead 1 or bregma, revolving in an im·cr~e dirf'C·
tion, goe.s from before backwards towards the hollow of the sacrum; and
thu s, the position which was originally occipito·po:-terior, becomes con\·crtc<l
into an occipito·pubic, or rrnterior one, nncl the labor then terminates just
as it docs in those cases where the occiput was primitively in front.

IrregulariliPs in the Di.<tenga9cme11t.-In some instances:, which are rare,
howeYcr, this conversion does not take place, and the occiput remain~ he·
hind until the termination of the labor. The delivery i:; then concluded
in the following manner: the he~ul is !\trongly flexed on the c:he,.t, and re·
those wl10 have suffered from rupture of the perineum in forml'rlnhors, the po"trrior
ehoul<ler i~ Lbe first dclin~red; :•ml, on the eontrnry, in primip:nre. the <.uh-pubie one
has the precedence, the other being relnine<l by the re"-istnnce from the sofl part~.
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fains its oblique position; the forehead, conesponding to the body of the
left pubis, first reaches the inferiOl' strait, and the left corona.I Lo.:;s theu
engages under the pubic arch, where we can sometimes <listiuguish the
supercilio.u·y l'idgejust below the symphys isi an<l I even saw the upper eyelid in one case. But though the forehead first
appears at the exterior, the occiput, urged on by
the spine, which transmits the force of the uterine
contraction, trnverscs the who le curvature of the
perineum (which is greatly distended in such
instances), and becomes disengaged the first a.t
the anterior commi.:;surc. \Vhile the occiput is
thus passing over the anterior surfa.ce of the sa.crum and peri11enm, Lhe corooal boss and eyebrow, that originally appeared at the vu! va,
rcfu:icend and become concealed behind the symphy.sis.
The occiput is scarcely clear, when the peri-

~;·ut~~eb~!i!~d!~gtl~:·e11~::~. i1~~~~.i:ce~ ·~~l~:~i~:·1:~~ Dise~i;~::~1;,~:ri~11'.el'~·;~;~~~. th~
thus facilitates the subsequent delivery of' the anterior portions of the head;
therefore, the head may be observed to undergo the process of extension
arouod the nape as a centre, and to appear below the symphysis iu the following order: nrunely, the anterior fontanelle, the coronal suture, the forehead, no~e, mouth, and chin.
Lastly, the head, place<l in the right posterior occipito-iliac position, may,
when once down in the excavation, depart from the chest, and the vertex
presentation be thus spontaneously converted into one of the face, at the
inferior strait; we witnessed a case of this kiu<l at the Clinique in 1838.
This transmutation takes place, says M. Guillemot, in the following
manner: the occiput being arre::;ted by some point on the posterior part of
the excavation, instead of advancing along the perineum towards the inferior
strait, a.-cends in the curvature of the s:icrnm by executing the movement
of rotation backwards, and being at the same time thrown back upon the
posterior part of the chest. While this is going on, the forehead and face
descend behind the pubis and pass downwards and backwards, until the
chin engages under the arch, and then the head, which is completely turned
back, trnverses the perinea! strait, as in a face present<Ltion.
The di~pos i tion which the inclined plane of the cervix uteri impresses10n
the vertex in this position, continues l\I. Guillemot, is a.frequerit cause of a.
similar transmutation above the abdominal strait. The sl ight bnckward
inclination of the head, which a lways exi::sts in these posit ions, may correct
itself when the uterine contractions, by acting on the fcctus, keep the chin
applied to the neck; but, on the other hand, the reversion may he carried
still further, or be entirely completed, if any obstacle impedes the descent
of the occiput into the excavation; finally, in case:; of uterine obliquity,
where the inclination of the vertex is greater, the backward tendency,
in:;tead of' di:sappearing, would be increased, and the occiput would then
ascend an<! the forehead descend.
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Like tl1e author quoted, I admit the fnct, though I think il rare; but]
cannot acknowledge, like him, the truth of the following proposition, i.e.
that if the conditions of transmutat ion wh ich then exist may be apprecintcrl
by a comparison of the face labors with tho~e of the occ ipito-postcrior po..;:itions, we should not depart far from the truth ( [ beliei·e it would be a 1l'ide
departure) by announcing that, in every three occipito-posterior po::;ition~,
one of them would give ri!'=e to a face presentation.
Lastly, whatever may be the mode of the delivery of the head in the right
posterior occipito-iliac po:!ition, the occiput always inclines towards the
internal surface of the right thigh, and the face is directed to the left one;
this external movement (1·eJJtitt1tion) results from the internal rotat ion of the
shoulders, in consequence of which the left shoulder, which was originnlly
the anterior, gets under the arch of the pubis, and the right one into the
hollow of the sacrum, and then the shoulders and the remaining part of the
trunk are expelled in the manner already stated.
Obsen•ations relati1:e to the .Mechanism of Delivery in Yerlex Presentnfion. The great care we have taken in describing the natural labor iu these two
varieties of the two fundamental positions, will absolve us from repeating it
anew in the other ,·arictics.
In fact, the left. f1Ymsverse occipito-iliac position does not differ from the
anterior one; unless, perhaps, the movement of rotation, which brings the
occiput in front, is somewhat more extended; :md what we have stated concerning the two modes of termination in the right posterior occipito-iliac
position applies equally well to the left posterior one; but we must add that
the movements of rotation will then take place from left to right, since the
occ:iput is primitively turned towards the left side.
Lastly, in the other two varieties, the right anterior and the 1·ight transverse occipito-iliae ones, the mechanism is still the same as in the corresponding varieties of the left occipito-lateral position, the occiput, however,
turning from right to left so that the rotation occurs toward the right thigh .
From the foregoing, the reader will see that, in order to study the
meclrnnism of labor in the vertex positions, we have been obliged to con·
sider each of the periods, or stages, composing it separately. Thus, we first
examined the movem'ent of flex ion, then of descent, next the internal rotation, the extension, and the external rotation; but it must not be suppo!:ed
that these different movements occur successively, one after the other, in
the order just described.
1. The forced fiexion spoken of as happening before the descent, frequently
only takes place simultaneously with the latter. Often, indeed, the head is
not flexed until the descent is completed, and it encounters the resistance
from the floor of tlie pelvis; and then only, in the majority of cases, is the
Acxiou carried to its highest degree. 'Ve can imagine that this would
ucarly always be the ca~e, since the head is engaged in the excavation in
1110.st women long before the commencement of labor; and even in tho.::e
ca!:ics where it is still above the superior strait at the time of the membrnnes
being ruptured, the pre:senting dia,meters will allow it to traverse the upper
parL of the excavation without meeting any marked resistance.
The movement of flex ion likewise presents some irregularities: for instance,
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it is not at all unusual, more especially in the occipito-po;:1tcrior po:Silions,
for the chin, instead of approaching the chest, to depart from it; and, consequently, for the head to become more extended, and the anterior fontanelle gradually so get towards the centre of the excavation. However, this
anomaly is usually temporary, for the head is flexed anew when it reaches
the pelvic floor.
In some rare cases, the opposite of the preceding, the posterior fontanelle
occupies the centre of the excavation, either because the Hexion has gone
beyond its usual limits, or else, because the trunk is inclined backwards i
but here, also, the resistance from the perineum gradually brings back the
head to its regular situation. (P. Dubois.)
2. The rotation sometimes commences prior to t he arri v:il of the head at
the inferior strait, and before the descent is completed. So that, in such
cases, the three first stages of the labor occur at the same time; thus the
head is flexed, descends, and rotates all at once.
Some curious varieties of rotation are occasionally met with, which sho uld
be known to the student. For instance, it may be incomplete, the head
still retaining a great obliquity pending the whole duration of its disengage·
ment; or it may not take place at all, which happens, as we have already
seen, in certain occipito-posterior positions, or it may also occur in the
transverse ones. In this latter variety, which is the rarest of all, the occiput
and the forehead disengage alongside of the internal surface of the ischiatic
tuberosities; the occiput escapes first, and then the forehead by a movement
of extension analogous to the ordinary mechanism. l\Iaclame Lachapelle
reports having observed three cases of this kind. In some exceptional
instances, the rotation exceeds the ordinary limits: thus, for example, if the
occiput is placed in relation with the right sacro-il iac symphys is at the
beginning of the labor, it may successi\'ely correspond with the right extremity of the transverse diameter, the posterior face of the right acetabulum,
the symphysis pubis, and the left cotyloid ccivity; and then, after a moment
of repose, it retrogrades and places itself' once more behind the symphysis.
l\1. P. Dubois originally pointed out this fact, and I have twice since had
an opportunity of verifying its truth.
Again, the rotation, by which the occiput is brought in front, sometimes
only takes place just as the head is overcoming the final resistances from
the soft parts i on one occasion, I observed and pointed out this fact, in a
primiparous woman, to all the students then present at the Clinique; the
child's head was in the right posterior occipito-iliac position, and it had
descended to the pelvic floor and had cleared the inferior strait without
rotation taking place; the perineum was forcibly distended, the vulva widely
dilated, the parietal protuberances were engaged, and the occiput hn.d but
a few lines to pass over in order to escape at the anterior perinea] commis·
su re; when, under the influence of a new pain, the head rotated briskly,
the occiput gained the front, the forehead simultaneously rolling into the
perineal concavity, and the labor terminated almost immediately.
The rotation within the excavation is certainly one of t11e most curi0us
movements executed by the fretal head during th e whole process of a natural
labor; indeed, from what we have hitherto stated, it roust be ev ident t1rn.t,
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,, hatevcr be the primitive relations of the occiput with the various points
of the circumference of the superior strait, it finally succeeds in getting
under the symphysis pubis. 1 Now, the physical cau~e of thii-J movement iii
nowhere given in the writings that lrn\'C been published on the subject prior
to M. P. Dubois, who has paid particular attention to this point, and wlio,
nfter l'ef'uting the influence of' the inclined planes. a(hanced by the older
accoucheurs, as the cause of the moycment, adds, "This cause e\'idently
1·ei:;idcs in the combination of a great number of elements, viz., on one hand,
the size, form, and mobility of the parts which are expelled, and, on the
other, the capacity, the shape 1 and the re!-5istance of the canal traversed by
:ind sueh is the influence of this m.::::ociation, that the f<l!tal parts
in the most favorable conditions for delivery; thus, if an
ucti\'C
made to them at one point, they withdraw from that, and
s<'ck another where there is niore space and liberty. The mobility of the
and the
lubricity of those wl1ich are traversed,
intelligible. In fact, e,·ery accoucheur must
those
the sacro-pubic diameter is
head, if oblique
the labor, constan tl y places
a tn111sverse direction, that is, in the one offering the least
then
posRible dimension to the shortened diameter; and this fact i:s nothing else
than a very simple effect of' those same causes, of which the rotation, when
extens:ive, is a very complicated consequence." (Journal des Connaissances
J.l!Bdico-Chirurgicales.)
l\L P. Dubois further relates the following experiment in support of his
f'xplanation of tho procESS of rotation: 11 The flaccid and voluminous uterus
of n. woman, who <lied soo11 after deli\·ery, was freely opened near the os
uteri, and her fretus was placed in it near the soft, gaping orifice, in the
right poMerior orcipito-i liac position of the \·ertex; then several midwifo
students, by pushing the c11ild from above downwards, caused it to enter
the exca;rntion without difficulty; but it required a much greater effort to
make the head traverse the perineum and clear the vulva; and it was not
without some surprise that we noticed, in three different trials, that, as soon
as the head pas:::ed the external genital parts, the occiput was in front and
to the right, while the face tumed backwards and to the left. Again, we
repeated the experim ent a fourth time; but now the head passed the vulYa,
with theocciput remaining posteriorly. \Ve then took a still-born child,
delivered the preceding day, which was much Jarger than the other, and
placed it in the :;:a me conditions as the first, and on two successive trials the
head cleared the vulva after basing performed the rotation; on the third
mil succeeding essays it was disengaged without executing this movement:
.i1at is, the proces9" of rotation continued until the perineum and vulva hnd
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lost the power of resistance that produced it, or which, at least, had deter(L oe. cit.)
mined its accompli~hment.
I do not know whether the explanations nnd expe riments ofl\I. P . Dubois
will render the cau~e of rotation i·ery simple and intelligible to every reader;
but, as to my.:;df, I am constrained to admit that they describe a.nd confirm
the fact, but that they do not explain it. True, there ca n be no doubt that
the cause of rotation is to be so ught for in the form and direction of the
canal, and in the shape and size of the fret:ll head; but let us ~ee if it woulcl
not be possible to ascert:.1in the influence of those divers circumstances more
precisely.
The uterus is situated very nearly in the axis of the
therefore the sum of' its exp~1l siy e foree!':=, or, to speak
of the contractions, may be represented as operating accordiug
tion of its axis. Now, si1pposing the head to be in the right posterior occ ipito-iliac position, the occiput, urged on by the uterine contraction tram=mitted
by the spine, will descend in the line of its axis: that
from above downand from before backwards; and it
on until it is
by the re"iiit;:ince from the inferior and
parts of the pelvi~,
the soft parts constituting the floor of the perineum. There it is
arrested, pro\·ided the resistance he consic.lerable, an<l thenceforth the occiput must necessarily clrnnge its direction. In fact, the resistance may be
represented by a force operating in a direction perpendicular to the su rface
whereon the head str ikes, and which is applied to the fretal cranium at its
point of contact with the posterior plane of the excavation. This point of
contact, in the case before us, is eYidentl y tl1e right lateral and posterior
part of the head, which str ikes against some point in the hinder wall of the
excavtttion i the child's head, or rather the occipita l extremity of it, is from
that time subjected to two different forces, one of whicl1 acts from above
downwards, before backwards, and sl ightly from left to right (this is the
uterine contraction) i and the other from behind forwards, and a Jittle from
below upwards (this is the resistance, or force, represented by the perpendicular to the surface impinged upon by the head). By representing this
force derived from the resistance, and t hat from the uterus communicated
through the spine in the line of axis of the
by a pai·alielotwo
that points
gram, we obtain a dingonal or resultant from
out the direction of the mo\·ement that is to
place. Now, by tonst ruttin g such a parallelogram, we observe th::tt the occiput must evidently
pass forwards, downwards, and to the right; t>ince the diagonnJ or resultant
of the forces is directed from behind forwards, from above dowmr:.uds 1 and
from left to right. 1
The extent of this downward progress, and the rapidity of its execution 1
are always proportionnte to the energy and duration of the contraction,
and to the resistance offered by the peh·ic floor. This also explai ns why
11
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the rotation, after being a long time delayed, 1s :iomctim<::s ~uddenly and
completely effected during a violent pain; as also why, lrnder otlier cirrum.
and more particularly in those instances where the pains arc feeble
or
this movement only takes place gradually, nnd requires for its
entire completion a much longer period and more numerous contraclion!:l. 1
L astly, this theory enables us to explain those differences noticed in the
rotation according to the part of the cxcavntion where it commences; thu~,
it has been stated that usually the process only begins when the child's
head reaches the pelvic floor; indeed, this cou ld hardly be otherwii-e, si nce
until that period the head, from being strongly flexed, aud offering ils
smallest diameters to those of the strait, Jrnd encounte red no resistan< e
whate,·er from the osseous portion of the pelvic can al ; but we can readily
imagin a that if t he head be volumi nous, the pelvis rather sma ll, the supe·
ri or strait too much inclined, or the uterus too oblique, the resistances
migJ1t be felt much sooner, and the occiput hardly have entered the excavation, before it would strik e against the posterior wa ll and be compelled
to fullow t he new direction impressed upon it by the resultant (diagonal)
of the forces.
This exp lana tion accounts r eadily for the a bsence of rotation, and the
disengagement of the head in the posterior position. 'Vhat, according to
M. Nregelc, are the kinds of cases in which this exception has been observed?
" 'e ban already stated them: they are those in whic11 the la rge size of the
pelvis, the slig ht resistance of the soft parts, occasioned by previous Jabors
or ruptures of the perineum, or else the small size of the frutus, or the redu ctibility of its head, permit its passage through the cann.l withollt en·
countering resistance, and, consequently, without any alteration of the first
direction of the uterine force by a new one.
3. The trunk participates, as we h ave elsewhere stated, in the rotat ion
of the head; this, howe,·er, imty not occur; at least two cases reported by
M. P. Dubois would seem to prove as much .
4. The rotation of the shoulders after the head is delivered may also pre·
sent two opposite conditions; that is, it may either take place in a partial
manner or else not at all , the shoulders then disengaging transversely. This
last ci rcumstance is not very unu stia l , and, in m y opi ni on, clearly tends to
confirm the views of M. Gerdy on the process of rotation; for when jt does
not occur, the head und ergoes no rotation. But t he latter shou ld always
execute this movement, however great the immobility of the shoulders, if
the process is a consequence, as Eaud elocque supposed, of the untwisting of
the neck.
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Sometimes, on the contrary, the same movement that rendered tllC shou lders tran.::;,·cr::e before the delivery of the head continues after the expuhiion
of this latter in such a way, that the shoulder which wa.s originally anterior,
instead of retrograding towards the pubic arch passes behind, while the
other that was primitively posterior gains th e apex of this :m: h, and the
face then tmns towards the internal su rface of the ri g ht thigh in the right
occ ipito-il ia c, and to the left thigh in the left occip ito-iliac positions.

§ 4.

IXCLT:s'ED, OR IRREGULAR VERTEX PHESENTA'fIO::SS.

Under the name of inclined, or irregular presentations of the vertex, we
hnYe designated thO$<' (page 311) in \\hich tl1e i:agitta l !:Uturc, instead of
being placed very nearly in t he axis of the superior strait, looks either to
the fore or hinder part of the pelvis, as well as those in which the forehead
or the occiput is placed at the centre of the strait, in consequence of the
incomplete or cxaµ-gerated flex ion of the head. Baudclocque and his school
have con.::;idercd the::e as :::o many di~tinct pre:-;c ntations, which they have
accordingly deuominated the prc.::cntations of the side of the head, or ear,
forehead, and occiputj but we shall follow the example of Lncliapelle,
Nregele, Stoltz, and P. Duboi.il, by including them all in the general term
of vertex pre~entations. In fact, they scarcely ever impede the course of
the labor, and seldom modify its mechanism.
For example, let us take the first position (the left anterior occip ito-iliac),
nnd suppose it to be incli11e<l 011 its anterior (right) parietal region; then
the right parietal protuberance co rresponds to the centre of the strait, and
the sagittul suture looks towards the first bone of the sacrum. \\'hen the
contraction~ take place, the head will descend just as in a natural position,
excepting that, upon its eutrance into the excavatiou, or during the firi:;t
half of the descent, it will undergo a movement of correction, in consequence of which the posterior parietal protuberance will describe an arc of
a. circle around the anterior one as a centre, and both will soon appear on
the same plane, and the labor terminate as usual. Of course, this process
of correction would operate in the opposite direction if the inclination were
on the posterior parietal region instead of the anterior; however, the recti
fication is th en much more difficult, owing to the direction of the expulsivc
force, which has a continual tendency to augment the inclination.
In those cases where the flexion of the heud is incomplete, as in the forehead presentations of Baudelocque, it will become perfected during the
descent, and the same will occur wl1en it is exaggerated (the presemation
of the occiput of Baudelocque) ; the forehead becoming lower and lower.

§

5. PROGNOSIS.

The vertex presentations are the most favorable of all , anrl this statement

will be more fully verified when we study the prognosis of the other presentations.
But the vertex positions are not all equally ach-antageous; and we may
lay it down as a general proposition that those in which the occiput is
turned towar<ls some point of the anterior half of' the pelvis, at the beginning of the labor, are more l'avorable than those in which it looks pos~
teriorly.
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In occ ipito-postcrior positions,

head, in th e ea rl y part of thb labor,
rC'mains quite high and
fl exed than when the occip ut is in
by the difficulty then experienced in reaching the pos·
Th e dr~cent, also, is Ycry slow, and barely co mplete until
brought the oceiput in front.
as hitherto demonstrntcd, tlie labor may tcrminaLe by
which are al toge th ~r diflCrent from eac:h other:
comes in front, so as to get behind the symphysis
pubis, or cll'.'e
posteriorly throughout the labor.
Wh enc\'er the posterior position converts itself into an occipito-pubic one,
the
c:on:-iclc rnbl c extC'nt of the rotatio n then dema nd s a rather more
on the part of the womb than where the occiput was
nearer to t he anterior arc:h of the pelvis, and the labor is, thereforC', :;.:omewlrnt more pain fu l, though in general it is not serious.
But the e:qrnbion becomes parti cularly difficult when the head maintains its primitiYe position, and does not rolate, as we sha ll end ea\'Or to
pro\'e; lhough first, let us establish as an axiom, th e ev id ence of which no
one can deny, that
an fojlcxible trunk
through ( t curved canal, it will do so
more readily as the canal is
and less curi•ed, or the trnnk itse(I' is tlie mo1·e diminuiit e.
Now, in the folde<l condition ex hibited by the child 's body in vertex presentations, the trunk, which represent:;.:. the great longi tudinal axis, may be
divided into two portions; one of' which, com.tit ut ed Ly the spine and the
infe rior extremities, is fl exibl e, and can accommodate itself to the pelvic
cun·atu re, and, therefore, its ex pulsion shou ld oflCr n o difficulty i while the
other, co rresponding to all
between the vertex and the atloidoaxoid articulation, forms a
infl exible stem. Now, it is ev ident
th~tt in the primitive
positions, or in th e posterior ones,
which afterwards become conver ted into anterior, that portion of the straight
inflex ible ste m which the long axis of the fcetus represents, is r ed uced to its
smallest possible dim ensions, and it on ly has to traverse the shortest and
least curved part of the caned, I mean the symphysis pubis; whence one
extremity is clear at the inferior, whil e the other is sca rcely engaged at th e
superior strait. But does the same thing occur in th ose occi pito·posterior
positions that remain posterior until the end of the labor ?
\Ve know the occiput, in thi s latter case, is the first to escape at the
ante1·ior perinea! commissure, and it therefore has to traverse all the front
surfa ce of the sacrum and of the greatly distended perineum. But as the
child 's neck is not long enough to thus measure the whole posterior wall of
t.he pelvic canal, the chest must engage in the excavation soon after the
head, and the latter, as a necessary coDsequence, must be forcibly flexed on
th e breast. Owing to this forced flex ion, the stra ight infl ex ibl e stem extend.:;
not only from th e vertex to the a..t loi<lo·axo id articulation, but e,·en to the
first dorsal vertebra, and it is, therefore, much longer than usual; yet more,
it has to traverse the whol e anteri or face of the sacrum prolonged by the
perineum, that is to say, the longelit and the most c11r ved part of the peh•ic
walls.
..
Whence it is e\'i<lent that th e expulsion oft.he fcetus in this case must 1,e
1
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much mnre tcdiou:;; nnd painful than in the others; howe\'er, we Chnnot
admit tliat the de]i,·ery i;: ah~olutcly impo~:;ible. l\l. C'apuron, who ~till
prnfi•:.::-c;: tlii,. latt(•r belief: r-uppo~c:o; (t he oec:iput remaining posteriorly) tlutt
th~ labor ('an only take pla('e whC'n the fu'tal head is unu ~ually !:'mall, or
the pclri;:: \'Cry large; but thi~ opiniou is oppo.-:cd at the present day by too
gn>:H a number of facts, to rC'quire us to refute the theoretical proofs upon
whic·h he relie.:;.
.
There i~ yet another rca~on for the occipito-po-:tcrior positions being more
diffi('ult thnn the anterior one:;; a reason to which sufficient importance has
not , in my e4imation, been a.ttachecl: I allude to the mode in \\'hi ch the
uterine contracti ons arc transmitted. Ob~en·e, in fact, when the occiput is
in front, that thc.~e :ire (•ommunicnted to it by the s pine, nea rly in a dircet
lin e, ''hiJ,-t they only reach it whrn thi.s part i ~ po~terior at the clo:::c of
labor, by dc::;cribiug a. \\C!l-markcd curve, owing to the extreme Hexion of'
the hcnd on the chc,-t.
H ence, there would he, as nery one know-:, a great loss of force; and
ob.~er\'e further, that such lo,-s coincides precisely with an occipito-po:-.terior
position, which, for the rca.-.ons before stated, occa.sio ns 1 of itself~ still greater
<litticultic.-: in the <lelinry.
Now, to Jrn,·e demonstrated that the labor is longer and more difficult in
tho~c case~ in which the occiput remains posteriorly, is, in effect, to prove
that it wa:< at the same time more dangerou~ both to the mother and child.
In fo.t·t, it is in surh in~tanccs e::;pecially that a rupture of the perineum
j,; to be feared; it being very difficult indeed to prevent such an acci<lcutj
it i:. tlu.•n, al,;o, tho:-e central lacerations of the perineum are apt to take
plaec, in which the po:-terior commi::;sure of the nd\':l. and the sphincter ani
remain intact, \\ hile the fretu" forces a way for it.:::clf through tbe dii-tendl!d
pcrim:um.
Kuth, indeed, is the effect of the length of th e straight stem reprcbcntc<l
by the foctn.~, and of the length of the curve represented by the ca1rnl 1 that
in order t') a.cl'ompli,-h expulsion it becomc.s nece:0snry eith er: 1. That
the :-tr:tit=ht ... tcm ,.hould bn•ak, or bend, so as to accommodate it.:-elf t•) the
curvatun· of the cnna l, which is impos::ible; 2. That the currn<l cana l
should be ,.traightened out; 3. That the walls of the c:rnal should be ruptured; 4, or finally, that the delivery should become impos.-;ible.
Happily , in the majority of ca~es 1 the soft parts which for m the continuation of the po::;tcrior wall, allow themselves to be straig h tened out; but
when they resist, nothing but their rupture ca n allow of a spont:ineo us
delivery 1 their cou~iderablc thickne::-s affording the on ly explanation of' the
rarity of this accident. 1
The hea<l, by remaining a long time in the excavation, compre:::-es the
neighboring parts, thereby giving rise to retention of the urine, to eschars,
and to urinary or stercoral fistuh .
•\.ncl apart from all thc:-e inconveniences, it is well kn ow n that the labor
rannnt be rrolongecl without danger; that the woman becomes fatigued and
exh;.•nstc!l, and that the child remains compre:-;se<l and painfully flexed.
the r <'!<i~tnncc flnmet imcs presented by the 11crincn111, sec the flrliclc
of tLe book, on The Application of 1he F1>rccps in Occipi10-postcrio1
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It has always seemed to me that in occipito-posterior positions, the left
one is attended with much greater trouble than the right, the engagement
of the head being generally more difficult, and its rotation much slower.
Quite often, indeed, the occiput remains behind, preventing, in first labors,
a spontaneous delivery, besides rendering much more difficult the application of the forceps, which then becomes necessary.
'Yhenever a fCPtal head is examined, just after its delivery in a YCrtex
position, there is always to be found a more or less considerable tumefaction
on some point of the vertex, provided the labor has lasted long after the
membranes were ruptured; and the size of this tumor bears a direct pro.
portion to the more or less rapid progress of the labor. Its seat is so constant that it is easy to determine in what position the child was born by a
simple inspection.
For instance, when the occiput escapes under the pubic arch, the tumor
is always located on the superior posterior angle of one of the parietal
bones, i.e. on the right parietal in the left occipito-iliac, and on the left one
on the right occipito-iliac positions; and in those rare cases, where the occiput is disengaged posteriorly, it is usually situated about the centre of the
vertex, often indeed on the anterior fontanelle; in a word, it is mostly
developed at the point which corresponded originally with the os uteri, and
subsequently with the void under the pubic arch. The mechanism of its
production is very easily understood, for the whole circumference of the
head is strongly compressed, le:n·ing only a single point corresponding to
the void in the pelvis or arch, which is not sulljected to that pressure, and
which must, therefore, become the scat of a sero-s:rnguinolcnt infiltration,
just in the same way as the skin does, when, by the application of a cupping-glass and the creation of a vacuum, it is thereby protected from the
atmos:pheric pressure that operates on every other part of the body.
This tumor, when large, is the result of a slow and painful labor; it is
always single; and may be distinguished from the cephal::cmatoma, with
which it was for a long time confounded, by the following characters: the
former (or the tumefaction caused by labor) is irregularly circumscribed,
whilst the limits of the latter are very distinct; in the former, the hairy
scalp is of a. well-marked violet color, the tumefaction has an crdematous
consistence, retaining the impression of the finger, and is not fluctuating,
whilst the skin of the cephah-ematoma is colorless, presenting a well-marked
fluctuation, occasionally enn some pulsations, and its base is limited by
instances, however, this border
a prominent os::eous border; 1 in
the commencement of the disis not developed for several days
ease; but the pulsations and the
are never ruet with in the other
variety.
Lastly. the semi·sanguineous cedema of the cranium in new-born children
appears immediately after birt.h 1 and disappears in from twelve to forty·
eight hours; but the ceph::ilremntoma, on the· contrary, though it may exist
at the moment of birth, scarcely ever appears until some hours after the
delivery, and then lasts for several weeks.
I '!'his border is not alwnys pre~cnt at the beginning of lhe disease, sometimes nol
makinp- its appearance until after several days.
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Dr. Fortin rebtC's that he was able, in one instance, to detect the prcsenC'e
)fa cepha\~C'm;ttnma as large as a pigeon'~ egg, before the labor wasterminated; and a similar statement has been m::tde by several authors.
The sanguineous tumor just spoken of does not exist when the footus dies
prior to or during the labor, and before the membranes are ruptured; t he
inferences which the medical jurist can draw from this fa.ct in cases where
it is desirable to fix the period of death of a new-born child, are clearly
obvious.

ARTICLE III.
ON TIIE PRESENTATION OF TIIE F .ACE.

It may happen when the cephalic extremity presents n.t the superior strait,
thnt the head is not only extended, but also turned back towards the poste·
rior plane of the ch ild, which situation constitutes a face presentation, Thi.;
presentation is ''Cry rare; thus, it has been ascert~iined, from the most numerous statistics, that the fo:otus presents by the face, on n.n average, once in t\'!'O
hundred and fifty to three hundred labors.
We h1:n-e admitted two fundamental positions for this presentation; in
one of \rhich, the chin looked towards some point on the right lateral half
of the peh·is, the right mento-iliac; and in the other, it was directed to one
of the points on the 'left lateral half', the left rnenlo·iliac position; and we
may repeat for the face whn.t was said concerning the vertex presentations,
namely, that there is no portion of the circumference of the superior strait
with which the chin may not be in relaLion at the commencement of the
labor; nevertheless, we shall include all these shades of position in the
three principal varieties for each side; that is1 for each fundamental one,
we have the ante1·ior, the transverse, and the posterior varieties.
Th e right men to-i liac positions are somewhat more frequent than the left;
about in the proportion of thirty-one to forty-one, if we may judge from the
statements of Madame Lachn.pelle. The transverse variety is rather more
frequent than the right posterior one, which has been considered erroneously
asthemostcommon.
The face presentations n.re either classe,J as primitive or secondary, according to whether they existed before the commencement of labor, or were the
result of ill-directed contractions. In fact, the latter have generally been
com:iclered as the more frequent of the two; but we shall have occasion to
show the value of this supposition hereafter.

§ 1. CAUSES.
The obl iquity of the womb, according to most authors1 is the cause of face
presentations, though all of them <lo not interpret its influence in the same
manner. According to Deventer, if the womb be inclined to the right sicle1
and the vertex be placed in the left occipito-iliac position, the contmctions,
taking place in the direction of the uterine axis after the memhranes are
rnptured, will force the footus from aho\·e downwards, and from right to
k:f1 , so that the vertex will strike against the left bor(ler of the super ior
!tr:iit, and the head, being thus arrested, will be thrown back upon the
po-;terior plane of the child. Baudelocque1 though admitt.ing the right
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ut<>rine obliquity, supposes that a right occipito-ilial pol<ition of the \·crtex
exi::;ts at the i::ame time; for, says he, a face presentation is srarC'ely e\•cr
ohsen·ed, without the obliquity of the womb being on the ~ide which corresponds to the occiput. Jn this instance, the fcctu,; is lying on the right
lateral wall of the womb before the labor sets in, and the head, ohl'dil'nt to
its own specific weight, departs slightly from the chest; but when the contractions manifest themseh·cs after the rupture of the membranes and the
di~charge of the W(llcrs 1 the direct.ion of the forces transmitted to the hl'arl
is such that, instead of falling on the occiput, as
would were the heatl
on the forehead, nn<l tend to
it clown; bllt a
flexed, they nre
compels the occiput to ascend: that is, causes an
depression of the
extension of the head.
The reader will perceive that all these explanations suppose that tlrn face
presentations are uniformly the
deviations from a vertex
position; but this, however, is not
the ca~e, for the face may often
present rlirectly at the supc1·ior strait, even before the commencement of
the labor or the rupture of the amniotic me. For instance, :J[adame
Lachapelle, when making an autopsical examination of two women who
died at full term, found the fcctus presenting by the fa.cc; moreover, of the
eighty-five face presentatiou1' collected by the authors of the Diction11aire
de .Medecine, forty-nine had been clearly made out, and announced as such
before the membranes were ruptured; and furthe1·, of tho~e eighty-five
women, there were but three in whom the uterus was in a state of wellmarked obliquity, and only one where the quantity of the amniotic liquid
was so grC'at as to :.\ttract attention. \Vhcncl? the conclusion is evident from
these and many other factP>, that the face presentations, in the great majority
of cases, arc not determined by a previous inclination of the footus, nor by a
wrong directi0n of the uterine contractions, but that they are primitive, and
produced by ca.USC'S which are beyond om knowledge.
The rea:::on for the greater frequency of the right mcnto-iliac position
must evidently be owing, when secondary, to the greater frequency of the
right lateral obliquity that produces it. There are several cause~. according
to l\Iadame Lachapelle, which contribute to render the transnrs:e positions
more common than the others: as 1, the form of the ~uperior strait and the
length
which correspond better in this direction with those
of the
the frequency of oblique or transverse positions, which, when
back, edclcntly give rise to transverse positions of the facej
3, the frequency of lateral obliquities of the uterus, or partial ones of the
child, if, as Gurdien admits, the foot.us can be oblique indPpendently of the
womb.

§ 2.
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to b<'·u in mind M. Devillier':; ohsrn·ation, that as the fo<:e engages lc;;il C'a,.ily than
the \'Utex, the maximum iuten~i1y of the cardiac puJ .. ations may lie heard atone
ftf tlm!<e points of the abdomen where tht'y are <;ommnnly discovered in \'Crtcx prei:cntations with obstruction at tho supC'rior strait. Jt may, therefore, lead to a
mi .. takeof \1hich it is well to be forewarned.
Jl :nin~ determined that the fa(•e pre.,.rnts, if we resort. to
auscultation in order
to dia~llu!-e the position, the following facts shoulU be borne in mi11d: When the
head is ::iO forcibly tlu·own back that thC' occiput tnuches the upper part of the
hack, the entire trunk ,,f the fretus inclines towards its anterior plane, whil:-.t the
\'C'rtrhral ('O]umn ha" ::i i;;trong backward direction .. The sfC'r num of the child,
tlwrefure. npproathCi; the uterine wall whilst the back recedes from it, so that the
nrnximum of the pul,.,ations of 1he heart is no longer tran:-mitted to the stethoscope
thrnu~h the ,·ertcliral Lut through the sternal region; in a
rig;ht.mcnto-iliac position, 1hcrf'fure, the maximum sounds of the he:nt will be heard townrU the right

.;.1 ... J

By the touch only, cnn the dingno~is be made with certainty. Before the
membranes are ruptured, the head in general is high, and difficultofacl'ess,
that it i:-: almo;.t impo.:;,.;ible to reach the presenting portion, pro\'ided the
membranes arc the least tense. Again, the re\'er:;ion of the head not being
yet completed, the for~head is the lowc:;t part, :lnd the one the finger
encounter;;; in performing the touch; whence, by foeling a hard, rounded
body furrowed by a membranous interval (the corona l suture), we might
\'Cl')' readily miHake it for a vertex pre::entalion.
But if the Haceid
ancl fol1led membranes can be deprc.:-='ed without difficulty, or, still
better, if they ha\'e been recently ruptured, the diagnosis becomes easier.
Then we find to\\'ards one side of the peh·is a rounded, i::olid surfal•e, the
forehead, tra,·cr.;ed by a suture leading to a transYerse dcprcs,,ion; next a
triangular elevation whose ba~e, looking in an opposite direction from the
forehead, exhibit~ two opening:<, the narcs, and beyond thi:;:, a. trarnfferse
fi.;~ure bounded by the superior and inferior maxillary arches. Sometimes,
the finl!er, when introduced into the mouth of the child, has been clearly
sensible of an effort at suction. On the sides of the median protuberance,
two little soft tumors (the eyes) are felt, surrounclcd by an Ol'""cous circle;
and lastly, when the head is low down, an car may be detected b<>hind the
pubis. " 'hen the prc..;entation is once determined, the position is easily
marle out, for the opening of the nostrils mu'lt evidently look toward ..., that
part of the pelvid which corre:~ponds with the ch in. \YIY.>n ::.:long time has
elap:<ed after the rupture of the membranes, new cause..~ of difficulty arc met
with. Thu~, the face, which now corresponds to the open ~pace in the
pel\'i:::, hec:omes the sc:it of n con.;iderable tumcfaction, due to the same
cau ..e which produces the tumor of the scalp in \'ertex presentations. The
check.;:, being greatly swollen, nnd at the snme time compressed on the sides,
project, and lie clol'"e to each other in front, thus leaving a deep fi~:mre
between them, in the bottom of which the <listincti,·e characters of the face
are entire ly concealed; this fh1surc might very renclily be mi:;taken for the
one between the nates, which are then confounded with the tuiacfied cheeks.
Further, the lipd are aJ,.o swollen, wrinkled and evertcd, in such a mnnner
1
ns to oHer a rounded orifice instead of the usual trans,·cr.;e fii!:sure, and this
orifice;~"" been mi:'itaken, in some instances, for the anus; hcnee, in snrh
!SO
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cases, a r:ireful examinntion seems to be nccc!"sary to avoid an en-or which,
:icconling to authors, has not unfreqnently been committed.

§ 3.

l\[ ECIH NISM.

" Tu shall follow the example of NregCie, Dubois, and Lachapelle, by
takinb one of those Yarictic~, in which the chin looks towards one extr<'mi1y
of the transyerse diameter, as the type in our dc,:;cription of the mec.:hanis:m
of natural hlbor by the fare, and shall commence with the right mcnto-ilitl.C
1. ~llerhani8ni of .J.Y<ttural Labor in the right 1'rmMt•erse jlfento-ilictc Positlon.-Bcfore the membranes are ruptured, the head, as a genera l ru le, is
but moderately extended, whence the forehead is nearly always placed at
the centre of the superior strait; the chin correi;;ponding to the r ight, and
the brcgmn to the left extremity of the transverse diameter. The diameters
of the head hold the following relations to tho::e of the pelvis: the mentobrcgmntic corrc::;ponds to the trans\·er;;e diameter of the pelvis; the bitcmpornl to tl1e antero-posterior one, and the mcnto-bregmatie circumforence
is parallf'l to the periphery of the superior 8trait i and, therefore, the pelvic
:txis traver;:eR the head in the direction of the oecipito-fronta l diameter.
The postNior plane of the fcetus looks directly to the mother's left, and
its anterior plane to her right; its right side is in fron~, and tho left one
behind.
Early in the labor, the hag of waters projects into the upper part of the
f'xc:wation, to an <'xtcnt proportionate to the dilatation of the orifice; and
its rnpturc generally take:'\ pince suddenly during a. contraction, with considerable noi:-e. The rupture i:: followed by the escape of a large amount
of amniotic fluid, and the frctu~, which was before .:io high as to be felt with
great difficulty, de;;cC'nclQ, :rncl renders the diagno,.,is more ea~rAs !'=Oon as the membranes are ruptured, the mechanism of the expulsion
be3im:, and herC', as jn the C'ai::.e of the \'crtex, it is composed of six f'tnges:
i. r., the force<l extenRion, the de8cent, tl1c rotation, the Hexion or discngagP.mcnt, the cxtC'rnal rotation, and the cxpul::-ion of the body; the:-e compri'ie
1he movements which the hen.cl undergoes in face positions.

Fw. i9. The fac-(• Jn !ht' rii:;l1t tnin~1·n~<' llll'nfn-iliac po•ili<)ll, All1·r the forc<'d extinrion.
J.'1r..SO.'l'hefaceint1Jeg;u11,.po,;1;,Jn,thoui;b111ure(i;lly"'npi;ed
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A. First Stage.
Forced E.rtension .-The l1cad being already moderately
extended on the back, its extension will be completed during the first uterine
contractions that take place after the discharge of the waters, owing to t11e
resistance it will then meet with. This forced extension of the head changes
but very little the relations of its diameters to those of the pelvis (Fig. 80);
for instance, the fronto·mcntal has taken the place of the mento-bregmatic,
nncl is now parallel to the transverse diameter of the strait; the bi-temporal
has not changed at all; the facial, or fronto-mental circumference corresponds with the periphery of the superior strait, 1 and the pelvic axis traverses
the head in the direction of a line passing from the posterior fontanelle to
the child's upper lip.
E. Second Stage.
Descent.-As soon as the head is freely extended, it
engages in the excaYation, and descends as far as the length of the neck will
permit. This last sentence requires a short explanation. In the vertex
positions, we ha\'e already seen that the head descended to the floor of the
pelvis in such a way as to traverse all the space between the supet·ior arn J
inferior straits, without changing its position. But in the transverse position before us, it is clearly e,·ident that the face can only rea.::h the pelvic.
floor under one of the following conditions: that is, either the chest will
Pngagc along with the head in the excavation,
remain above
the superior strait; the face descending alone
the inferior one;
that is to say, the forehead reaching the le\'el of the left, ond the chin that
of the right tuber ischii; but then the neck must nccr:ssarily elongate enough
to measure the ''hole length of the pelvis at its lateral portion, whic:h is
three inches and thrce·quarters. But as neither of these two conditions r•an
be realized, the head will not be abJe.to rea<:h the peh·ic floor; and it is for
this reason that we say the face only descends as far as the length of the neck
wilt permit; whereby the descent is interrupted.
c. 'l'liird Str1ge. Rotation. -The head then undergoes a movement of rotation, during which the chin rolls from right to left, so as to get behind the
symphy;;is pubis, while the forehead rotates from left to right, and from
before backwards, in order to place itself in the concavity of the sacrum.
When this movement is effected, the descent becomes completed; for the
shortness of the neck, or the too great extent of the ischium, formed heretofore the :rnle obstacle; if~ therefore, by the process of rotation, the 11eck,
which can be no further stretched, is brought into apposition with a part
of the pelvic wall short enough for it to span its whole length, the descent
may evidently be completed: that is, the breast still remaining above the
superior strait, the chin may descend as low as the interior one, and this is
precisely what does take place; for, as tlrn trunk participates in the rotation
of the head, the neck gets behind the symphysis pubis at the same time
that the chin reaches the lower edge of this symphysis, which is short enough
to allow the neck to subtend its whole length.
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n. Foitrlh Stage. Flex£on.-Thc process of flex ion begins as soo n as tlie
descent is achieved; indeed, we may remark tliat, when the chin passes
behind the symphysis pubis, the for('head goes into the hollow of the sacrum,
and it therefore has to traverse, iu order to arrive at the inferior strait
simultaneously with the chin , the whole anterior face of the sacrum , that
is 1 about five and a quarter inches, whilst the chin only descends the length
of the symphysis, or one and a half inches; in a word, this is found just in
the same condition as the posterior extremity of the bi·parietal diameter in
vertex presentations; and, like it, the forehead has to describe an arc of a
circle al'Oun<l the chi n as a centre. Now, thi:) arc cannot be described
without a certain degree of flexion of tlic head. '\7hence it appears that,
in this transverse position of the face, the descent is completed at the same
time Uwl tlie rotation i.'t foH.ng place, and the process of flexion beginning.
If the relations of the diameters of the head to the inferior strait be then
examined, we shall find that the same ones are concerned as at the beginning of the labor, before the complete extension had occurred; thus, the
mcnto-bregmatic corresponds to the autero-posterior diameter, the bi-temporal to the transverse, and the axis of this strait passes through the occipito-frontal diameter: and thlls it should be; since, by the commencement
of flexion, the head is replaced in the state of semi-extension it had when
the labor began.
The chin, under the influence of tl1e uteri ne contractions, next
beneath, and co ntinu es passing under the inferior part of the
un til the fore part of the neck comes into apposition with the
face of the pubis; then the upper part of the thorax engages
cavity,
nncl the upper portion of the back presses stro ng ly against the occipllt : the
occiput is depressed, and the hea.U thereby compelled to complete its flcxion
or disengagement. Of course, the perineum becomes greatly distended 1 and
the forehead, the bregma, the vertex, and the
occiput, success ively appear before its anterior
commissure.
During the process of flexion, the prre·trachelo-frontal, the prre-trachelo-bregmatic, and
the prre-trachelo-occipital diameters, clear in
turn the antero-posterior one of the inferior
strait.
E. Fifth Stage. Restit11tion.-This differs in
no wise from the external rotation described by
the head in the Yertex presentations; for here,
also, it is a consequence of the movement executed by the shoulders, in order to pb.ce themselves in the direction of the antero·posterior
diameter of the stra it.

[F. Sixth Sla.7e.
occursa;-;i n cascsof

In addition to the above, the mechanism of face labors sometimes preeents a nuiety, which we purposely omitted fol· tear of interrnpting the
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regular description; thu!=!, we stated, that the head completed its extrnsion
and de.::;cended, hut that this lllO\'Cment of detiCCnt was interrupted by the
rotati on ; after which the descent was completed, an<l at the same time the
ffr.rion begun . :Now all the difference rests on this last point; for ia prac·
tice a con,,;i<lerable number of cases, more particularly of the mento-po,,;te·
rior po!'itions, are met with, in which the following phenomena are ob.::;crved:
the second movement, or the descent, actually commences, but is checked
by the shorta c.::;s of the child's neck. Then
degree of flex ion takes
place before the rotation occurs, in consequence
which the forehead descends to the peh-ic floor, and the mcnto-bregmatic diameter places itself
anew parallel to the tran,,;\·er:,e diameter of the excavation; then the proce.::;s of rotation occur:;;, whkh carries the chin behiud the symphysis, and
the labor terminates in the manner just indicated .
2. Jfechanis1n of . .Yat1ual Labor in the left ~P,·ansverse .Mento-iliac Positio11.- In this position, the expulsion of the fo:-tus takes place in ab~olutely
the ::ame manner a;; in the preceding ca~e. Only the chin, as well as the
anterior plane of the chi ld, is to the left; and henC'e the movement of rotation occurs from left to right in stead of right to left, but all the re.st i!:l prcci,,;ely ~imifrtr .
The same is nlso true of the two varieties denominated the right nnd the
left auterior mcnto-iliac positions.. The two other \'arieties (the right posterior, and the left posterior mento-sacro-iliac) exhibit an ideutity of
mechani~m in a. vast majority of ca!'CS: that is to say, the head, having
reached a certain depth in the excavation, then undergoes the proce~s of
rotation, which com·crts the position into a men to-pub ic one; indeed, the
nece.~15ity for this movement is fa.r more evident here than in the mento-transver:-e po.::;itions, since the depth of the pelvis is much greater behind than
on the sides.
It mny, therefore, be laid down as a general, nay. as an almost absolute
rule, that, in the face positions, whate,·er ma.y have been the relations of the
chin with the circumference of the superior straita.t the commencement of
the labor, there must be a process of rotation, whereby the chin is brought
under the symphy~is pubis, before the labor can terminate spontaneously.
The neccs:sity for this rotary movement m:iy be reud il y understood. In
order that deJi,·ery rnay he accompli10hed with the face pre.sen ting, it is absolutely necc~.::;ary that the chin should reach the inferior strait; now, in the
extended condition of the head, the chin cannot reach this strait, except the
neck be capable of' measuring the depth of that portion of the wall of the
pelvis to which it corre.-::ponds. If, therefore, the symphy::"is pubis be the
only part of the pelvis which is short enough to allow the neck to measure
its depth, it becomea indispensable that the ch in should be turned forward .
In the numerous varieties of this po1'ition before admitted, the mechanism
of the labor only differs in the greater or the Jess extent of the process of
rotation; ap extent evidently varying according to the poiut with which t he
chin w:u; primiti\'ely in relation to the upper strait..
RemarA·s.-Neverthcle ss, the mechanism of' the face positions occasionally
ofil.:r:s !:iOme anomalic;;, that require a more r-pe('ial notice.
1. The rotation ju.::;t de1;cribed, who::;e object is to bring the chiu cou.stantly
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towards the symphysis pubi!I, and which has been spoken of as ab$:c.Jutcly
essential to the spontaneous termination of the Iahor, may not be executed.
But such very rare exceptions do not in the lea~t discred it the general principle before 1aid clown, for they may all be referred to those instances where
the dimensions of the head are small relatively to thO$C of the pel\'is; or
else to those cases in which the position of the face has been spontaneously
converted into one of the vertex. True, l\Iadame Lachapelle lrns known
the face to escape from the vulni in a transverse direction, or nearly so, in
two or three in stances i but she carefully adds that they were very rare
exceptions.
Now, to understand this movement of rotation, it is only neces::ary to
recall our remarks concerning the mechanism of labor; thus, it has been
shown that the descent could not be completed in the transverse positions,
until the chin has turned towards the pubic symphysis; and further, that
when the head is extended, the resultant of the forces transmitted by the
spine falls very nearly on the chin, and tends to engage it still more. Well,
in this situation, the expulsive force is either perpendicular or oblique to
the plane of the resistance; if the former, the uterine efforts are lost, since
they do not contribute in any wise to the progress of the labor; but, if the
force is oblique to the resistance, it is so eith er from before backwards, or
from behind forwards. In the former case, it will ha\'C a tendency to carry
the cl1in backwards; but a movement of this kind will not aid in the
engagement of the chin, since the pelvic wall is much higher nearer the
median line; and hence the efforts are still lost.
fn the latter, on the contrary, the oblique force, by operntin g from behind
forwards, tends to carry the chin in front: that is, towards a portion of the
pelvic wall, which becomes shorter and shorter as it advances anteriorly,
and thus facilitates the descent.
But, after all, what is the direction of the uterine force? Everybody
knows that it changes at each instant i according to the woman's position,
or the power of the contractions, the womb may be successively found in all
three of the directions above indicated, relatively to the resistant plane. If
it is perpendicular to that plane, the efforts are lost; or, if oblique, from
before backwards, the contractions are useless; they can on ly be fully efficacious when acting on the 1..hin from above downwards, and from behind for·
wards. But far be it from me to attribute an intelligent force to the uterus;
for it is only by groping along, so to speak, that the womb finally acquires
a pl'Oper direction, though, when the impulsion is once given,_ the force
hecomes more and more oblique, and comequently more acth·e. And it is
tho~e ,gropings (excuse the term) which at times render the rotation so diffi·
cult and so tedious.
I t has been asserted, of la.te, that the process of rotation is quite as eaF-y
in the mento-postcrior as in the mento-ant.erior positions. Now, if I have
Fmcr·ceded in making my views of tbe cause and mechanism of this movement understood, the reader will readily comprehend that, in proportion us
the chin is turned backward, and more especially if' to\rnrds the right at
the same time, the greater will be the difficulty of its accomplishment, i:.ince
the re~ult~rnt of the uterine forces becomes nearly perpendicular to the pbne
of resistance.
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2. As regards those varieties in which the chin looks backwards, we have
already stated that it is necessary this part should come roun<l in front,
though some cases of mento-posterior positions, that terminated spontaneously, are fou1ld in the books, where the chin did not get under the pubic
arch; writers differ in their explanations of this anomaly. M. Vclpeau takes
as an illustration the mento-sacral niriety, or the second position of Baudelocque, in which the chin is turned toward the anterior face of the sacrum
(though we may observe, in passing, that this position is scarcely admissible); and he remarks that, as the chin does uot rotate in front, the following phenomena may then take plare: the forehead engages behind the body
or the symphysis of the pubis, while at the same time the chin get:;
below the sacra-vertebral angle. The whole head descends into the excavation beyond the anterior fontanelle for the anterior plane, and the face drags
after it the front surface of the neck, and even the upper part of the chest
behind. The occipito-mental diameter, which still represents the axis of the
strait very nearly, now begins to perform a see-!;:aw moYement from above
downwards, and from behind forwards. The chin, penetrating further and
further towards the bottom of the excavation, though at the same time
retained by the thorax, which caunot advance, forces the ~agittal suture to
slip down behind the pubis, and the forehead to gain lhe upper part of the
inferior strait. The frontal protuberances soon find a point of resistance
on the perineum, and the posterior fontanelle descends in turn, and ultimately appears at the summit of the arch, when the head finally escapes
from the vulva as it would in an occipito-anterior position: whence it fol lows, adds l\I. Velpeau, that the occipitoj1·onlal is the greatest diameter which
can present' at the planes of the straits. But we cannot admit the truth of
this last proposition; for if, as he says, the chin is in relation with the anterior surface of the sacrum, and it descends more and more, while the occiput
slips beh ind the pubis, it is evident that the occipito-mental diameter must,
at a given moment, traverse the antero-posterior one of the excavation.
Now, as this is clearly impossible, we have to reject :M. Velpeau's explanation altogether. Besides, the cases observed by Smellie and Delamotte.
which lrn cites fo support of his theory, pro,·e nothing at all, for, in both of
those instances, the fcetuses were small and dead, and the woman had, on former occasions, been delivered of vohoninoits children.
M. Guillemot has explained the spontaneous termination of the labor in
these cases somewhat differently; for when the chin does not rotate in front,
the labor, according to his ide:i, may terminate in two ways, namely: 1st.
The forehead continues to descend and to engage under the branch of the
pubis until the anterior fontanelle appears at the vulva, which progression
permits the chin to advance forward and reach the border of the perinenni;
then the proce~s of ftexion commences, &c. But we cannot concei\•c how,
in the forced extension of the 11ead on the thorax, it is possible fo r the chin
to arriv~ at the anterior perinea} commissure by traversing the whole posterior plane of the excavation, because, from all evidence, the breast must
engage extensively along with the head, which is wholly impossible, unless
it be a case of abortion.
2d. The labor by the face may be converted into one by the vertex and

this always takes place, he continues, in the following manner: tlrn fore
being forcibly pressed on, and unable to escape through the perinea} strait,
has a natural tendency to pass towards those points that off'er the least
resistance. Here, this condition is found abot'e and behind, whence the chin
leaves the perineum and approa.ches the fcetal chest by ascending along the
hollow of the sacrum towards the sacro·Yertcbral angle, and the forehead
following th is movement corresponds to the sacrum in turn; the vertex is
depressed and slips behind the pubis, and, just at the moment when the chin
applies itself to the child's breast, the occiput engages under the pubic
arch. H e further supposes the face to be sufficiently engaged for the chin
to come in contact with the perineum; but, as we lrnve already stated, this
is im possible, on account of the extent of the conjoint diameters of the head
and breast, both of which would be deeply engaged in the excavation.
But, e\'cn admitting the chin should descend so low, where is the power
t1• make it subsequently ri se up in the hollow of the sacrum, the cavity of
idiich i.'1 occupied, whatever .M. Gu ill emot may say to the contrary, by the
dcc_-ply engaged breast? For the uterine contraction, which is always transmitted by the spine. acts at first on the chin as a consequence of the reverted
position of the head (as !I. Velpeau clearly recognized), and it is only
because its power is inadequate to make the latter descend any further, that
its action is transferred to the other extremity of the fronto·mental diameter,
that is, to the foreh ead, which it then depresses, according to the theory of
Guillemot. Again, even suppos in g that the chin may remount, it is scarcely
to belie\'e that it grts above the sacro·vertebral angle; it must
con!"tnntly remain in .contact with the an.te.rior sm/ace. of the
sacrum; and, consequently, at a given moment, the occip1to-mental diameter
mu><t traver::e the antcro·posterior one of the excavation.
In my estimation, therefore, we are not to understand this as the true
mode bj which the mento·postcrior positions of the face are converted into
occipito-pubic ones; indeed, among all the cases I ha.ve been able to conrnlt, I have only found lhree in which the chin was in direct relation with
the anterior face of the sacrum, viz., those ofSmellie, Delamotte, and Meza
(reported by Guillemot).
Now, in the one furnished by Smcllie, it is positively stated that the child
was small, that the woman had a. lctrge pelvis, and that she was usually
Delamotte says nothing about the head and the
in his case; and lastly, l\Ieza was obliged to apply
th e forccp!':', in the one reported by him; so of course, that was no longer a
!-=pontaneous termination, for it would be an easy matter to demonstrate that
lh e :tpplication of tl1e forceps may act in an altogether different manner.
and even more advantageously, than the uterine contraction in this instnnct·;
besides, the reader will not fo rget that, in the first two cases, the chil<ln 11
came away dead.
All the other obsern1tions may be rcfened either to the right oi: the lcfl
mento-sacro·ilitlc positions; and, in these latter, it appears to me that :t
spontaneous termination of the labor might occur without a simul hrneou~
engnge ment of the chest and head; for instance, let us suppose that the
child is in a ri ght mento·sacro·iliac position; then, after the complete cxten·
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sion of the liead, the face "ill descend into the excasntion as far ns the
length of the neck permits, and consequen tly the chin will rench tl1e level
of the g reat sciatic notch, the more so, as the form of this portion of the
ilium, which is shaped like a cone, will fa.var the movement of downward
progre.::..;ion. Having arri\'ed at this notch, the chin will there encounter
soft part~, which it can very readily depress, and this depre:;~ion will be
quite ~ufficicnt to ~tugment the length of the oblique diameter of the excant·
tion from a quarter to half an inch, thereby permitting the occipito-mental
diameter to dear it, and the head to undergo the procc::'s of flexion, that
wiU gradually bring the occiput under the pubic symphysis.

§ 4.

b'CLJNED OR lRREGU.LAR FACE PR ESl~N'l'A'l'ION S.

The face does not always pre.:::ent so regularly at the superior strait, as to
h:n-e its fronto-mental circumference parallel lo the opening in the peh-is,
since the same cause;:; that determine the inclination in \'ertex: pre:<entations,
may al~o render those of the face irregular; and here, likcwi:3e, we may
inrnke the uterine obliquities, the partial obl iqui ty of the child, or an
incomplete or au exaggerated extension of its hea.d, to explain how we
sometimes find one of the checks, and at ot hers t.he forehead or the chin, at
the centre of th e upper strait.
But still, these are not to be considered as distinct presentations, but
rather ns varieties or shades of the face pre::::entations, which scarcely ever
render the labor more difficult. In fact, the follo\\ ing is the only modifica·
tion they are likely to cause in the mechani;:;m of parturition; in the malar
positions of Baudelocque, or tho.:::e inclined towards the side, where one
cheek is at the centre, the head und ergoes a monment of correction whilst
engaging, simi lar to what it does in the parietal inclinations of the vertex:,
whereby the face gradually regains its normal horizontal direction. In the
so-called presentations of the forehead or ch in, the most elevated part
becomes depressed, and ultimately gains the same level as -the other.

§ 5. Pnoaxosrs.
It was for a long time thought, and still is, by some persons, that a
cleli\•cry by the face cannot tak e pince by the powers of nature alone, and
it i;;i. only since the labors of Boer, of Chevreul, and )fa.dame Lachapelle,
that the expulsion of the child in the face positions has been admitted to be
spontaneous nearly as often as it is in the vertex position~.
NcYerthelcss, we must remark that, as a genernl rule, the labor is more
tedious, more painful, and more dangerous, both to the mother and the
rhi ld, and that it mu<'h oftener demands the intervention of art. Besides,
the reflections abO\-e prc~entcJ would naturally lead us to anticipate that
the mento·posterior po.::itions are much more unfavorabl e than the anterior
one.~. Now, this unusual delay is not bccam.:c the grcate:;t diameters of the
head then pre~ent to those of the pelvis, as Cnpuron an<l many others sup·
posed: for it is only nece.:::sary to bear in mind the relation s before indicated,
to undcr:::;tand that it is the mento-hregmatic, and the bi-temporal diameters
(the one three inches, and the other three inchc.-; and three-quarter.-; in
length), which are then found to corre::'po ncl with the diameters of the
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straits; but because the dilatation of the os uteri takes place n1ore slo"ly1
and because the expnlsive forces 1 especially in the process of flex ion and of
disengagement, act, like the arm of a. lever which i::. bcut, nearly at a right
angle. Moreover, it has already been stated that, in all other than vertex
positions, a rnry large quantity of the amoiotic liqu id usually existed between
the presenting part and the inferior segment of the uterus. 'Ve have al~o
remarked (see the Physiological Phenomena of Labor), that this circum:-stanc·e
singularly influenced the rapidity of the dilatation of the os uteri. On the
other hand, it is also evident that, whcu the chin is actually engaged un<lcr
the symphysi$, and the process of flex ion has already commenced, the forc.:e
of the contraction transmitted through the spine can only determine the
successi\'e disengagement of the forehead, lhe bregma, and the occiput, by
describing :l well-marked flexure, and, cousequently, thereby losing a large
proportion of its force. 1
Certain author:;, says Gardien, have incorrectly supposed that those
labors in which the child presents by the forehead are more unfavorable
than those where it offers by the face; for, if
be directed to this
poin\ the head will then he found to present in
by its favorable
diameters; and further, as l\I. Stoltz remarks, in the
positions, the
forehead is already the lowest part, and, the more it deiscen<ls when the
head engages, the more easy will be the bbor. Again, the chin
tions are less favorable than those of the forehead, because the
is then in the most perfect state of reversion, and, if the shoulders engage
at the same time with the nrtical diameter of the cranium, a wedging in
must inevitably take place in the excavation. But even these, also, soon
transform themselves into true face presebtations .
.As regards the fcetus, the labor, if tedious, may prove very disastrous;
since apoplexy, or at least a cerebral plethora, and a disposition to convul_.. ions, are but too ofteu, says l\fadame Lachapelle, its unfortunate result.
The repeated and prolonged compression of the ch ild's neck, a compres:sion
which occurs just at the moment when the head is clearing the cerv ix uteri,
or the superior strait, or, still more probably, when the front of the neck is
placed under the symphysis pubis, satisfactorily accounts for the difficulty
in the return of the venous blood, and the cerebral .congestion which it
Consequently, particular attention should be given to the co npositiou; for a case that might be abandoned to nature, were the
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mother alone regarded, would require the intcrVl'ntion of our art, tL relieve
the fCl'tus from its painfu l situation. In ca<:cs of thit' kind, where the face
h ad descended enough to be in full view at the vulva, Macl:une Lachapcllu
was in the habit of judging by the movements of the infant's tongue and
lip:-;; though it mu..-t uot be forgotten that these motions are not con~tant;
but 1 when they do cxi~t, and are found to grow weaker, and fintilly to disappear, they con.::titute :i bad sign, and claim our immediate attention.
Furthermore, the child often exhibits certain peculiarities in face dcliveriel5,
which ought lo be known, in order that the fami ly may be advised of them
beforehand . The face corrC'-.ponds to the open space in the excavation, as
a l:-o for a long time to the void under the pubic arch; and hence, it becomes
aff"cted with the ecc h ymo~is nnd the scro-!':.rnguineous infiltration before
spoken of as happening in wrtcx presentations. Conl<eqnently, when tho
labor has been somewhat tedious, the infant's face at birth is nearly black,
its cheeh swollen, its lip::;. turned in, and the 11013e scarcely vi!:iible, and
nod1ing frightens the pa.rent .. «o much as such an object, if they arc not
prcYiously addsed of the po~ .. ihility of such an occurrence. IIo,,·c,·cr, this
C'Ondition j,,_ generally di~sipated in the cour.::e of a few days, and its resolution mny be ha~tened by lotion;:; compo~ed of a little wine, or vcgeto-mincrnl
water, or brandy, fre<'ly diluted with water. No alarm need he folt about
the tendency ob:i.ervcd in the head to fall backwa rds, as soon as the support
i~ withdrawn; for, it only n·gains the attitude it had temporarily in the
peki;::. This feeblena~s of the rnu:-:cles of the neck is evidently due to the
prolonged extension they hnxe undergone, and which has momentarily
paralyzed a part of their contractile force: it ordinarily disappear~ in the
cour::;e of two or three days.
·

ARTICLE IV.

' Ve have already had occasion to state that most accoucheurs describe
three distinct prese1;tations of the peldc extremity of the fretu.s, to wit, the
pre:<cntations of the breech, of the feet, and of the knees, according as the
breech, the feet, or the knees, are the first to engage in the excavation and
clear the external parts of generation. We have also explained why (follow ing the examp le of l\fa<lame Lachapelle, Ant. Dubois, P . Dubois, and
other..;) we consider t hese three as being only slight modifications of' t he
true pelvic presentation; for modifications that do not in any wise change
the mechanism of the natural labor ought certainly to be included under
oueand the same title.
Thus, it may happen, in presentations of the pelvic extremity, that this
extremity, compo::oe<l of all its clements, that is to say, of' the thighs flexed
on the abdomen, and the legs on the thighs, may engnge in the excavation
and inferior ~trait; or that the lower extremities, carried along when the
membranes are ruptured, by the gush of the water::i, may be completely or
partially unfolded; t he foet in the former case, and the knees in the latter,
appraring first externally i or that, the inferior members being stretched out
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and applied to the child's anterior plane, the breech alone ruay dcsceud; 1 or,
lastly, that one of the lower limbs may be extended up along the ab<lc1men,
while the other remains down, and then one foot or one knee, as the cn:;e
may be, will present at the rnlYa. "re shall include all these YarietiCl:i
under the general name of the presentation uf the pelvic extremity; and we
again repeat that, in the pre:::entations of this extremity, the point.:s of
departure, taken on the fCetus, are, the posterior face of the sacrum for the
breech i the anterior face of the t ibias for the knees; and the heels in the
footl ing cases. With regard to the pelvis. the sacrum, or the back of the
child, may be found in relation with any one of the various parts of its
superior strait; but still, all these shades of position are included in two
principal
namely, a
or left sacro·iliac, and a second, or right
sacro·iliac
and,
each of these exhibits its anterior, trans.
verse, and posterior varieties.
The presentations of the pelvic extremity are less f1·equcnt than those of
the vertex, though much more eommou than those of the face. Thus, in
thirty·seven thousand eight lnmdred and ninety-five laL0rs, Madame
Lachapelle has noted one thousand three hundred and ninety of this class;
in twenty thousand fi,·e hundred aud seventeen, Madame BoiYin observed
six hundred and eleven i and in two thousand and twenty, l\I. P. Dubois
met with eighty.five. In order to give an idea of the relative frequency of
the cases in which the nates, the knees, or the feet are first expellell, we will
add that, in those eighty·five labors, the nates appeared first at the vulva
fifty-four times, and the feet twenty·six times. The 1)resentation of the
knees, so called, was not observed in a single instance. In fact, this is a
very uncommon variety; for in the thirty·sevcn thousand eight hundred and
ninety·fhe cases of Madame Lachapelle, the knees came down fir:st only
eleven times, or one in three thousand four hundred and forty·five.
In a sum total of sixteen thousand six hundred and fifty-four labors, Dr.
Collins has observed the pelvic extremity to offor once in thirty times; and
Ramsbotham, Jr., from calculations founded on twenty-seven thousand
seven hundred and thirty-nine labors, and twcnty·eight thousand and forty·
three births, occurring at the l\Ia.ternity Hospital of London, has arrived
at the conclusion that breech presentations are to the others as one to thirtyfive.t The left sacro-iliac positions are far more frequent than the right;
thus, in thirteen hundred and ninety in:stances, the back looked towards
the left side seven hundred and fifty.six times, and to the right, four hundred and ninety-four times; but thirteen times in front, aud twenty·six
times directly backwards (Lachapelle) . In the eighty-five position:; of M.
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P. Dllboi~, the back was forty-one times to,rarcls
forty-four times to her right. As to the varn,tiesexhibitcd lw t.l"'""""'ono<ition~, the left anterior is a little more frequent
one,
but each of' th em is far more common ll1an :~II the
put together.
For ini:tance, in one hundred and sixty-three pelvic presentations, says l\I.
Nmgele, the back
in front and to the left one hundred and twenty-one
forty times behiud and to the right.
times, whilst it

§ 1.

CAUSES.

It is wholly impossible, in the present state of the science, to say why t he
breech should sometimes pre~ent at the superior strait; true, numerous
explanations hnve been oflCred, and the fOllowing, proposed by Madame
La chapelle and reiterated by Velpeau, is perhaps the lea.st objectionable
of any. Th e child, they ~ay, floats comparatively free in the utcrns, until
near the eighth month; then its head, during cer tain movements on the
part of the mother, the act of lying down in particular, is canied towards
the fond us uteri; and, if the lnfon t has then acquired a cons;id crahle volume, perlrnps its great occipito-coccygeal diameter cannot rcpass through
the small diameters of the ut erine ovoid, without undergoing as forcible a
movement as that which changed its position; and if this la tter does not
occur, the ft:etus will retain its new attitude, and at the time of the labor
the pelvic extremity will present at the passage. This explanation, I
repeat, although liable to many objections, still appears the most probable.

§ 2.

DIAGNOSIS.

To the for<'going signs may be added the following as distinguishable
during labor. The bag of waters is very large, and projects considerably
into the upper part of the vagina; some tim es assuming the form of an elongated tumor, 1 which may desceu<I, even to within a short <lista nce of the
vulva.
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"rhen the membranes a.re ruptured, a yery c·on~ideralJle Quantity of
water escapes, for the presenting part fills up the neck but very imperfectly,
and hence, all the amniotic liquid flows out; and if the rupture should
occur during a strong pain, it would probably be accompanied by a loud
report.
Stein described the uterine orifice as being oYal after the rupture, and
1\Iadame Lachapelle confirmed this sign; but I must confess that I hm·e
found great difficulty in verifying it.
A momentary suspension or a diminution of the pains often results from
a too copious or a too rnpid discharge of the waters; and, further, a flow of
meconium most generally takes place soon after the membranes give way.1
But the only characteristic signs are those furnished by the touch; and
they will vary with tlrn presenting part. Therefore, although we lrnve in·
eluded, so far as the mechanism is concerned, all the cases in which either
the nates, the feet, or the knees present, under one general term i yet, in the
diagnosis, we must carefully distinguish them from each other.
1. 'Vhen the breech alone presents, the finger first encounters a
rounded tumor, upon some portion of whose anterior surface a hard,
ant part, formed by the great trochanter of the thigh·bone, is detected.
Thus far, it might be mistaken for a vertex pre.sen tat ion; but if the finger
be next carried upwards and backwards, so as to reach, as it were, the
sagittal suture, it will penetrate into the fissure between the uates, at the
bottom of \\'hich the most important diagnostic ~igns are discovered; for
the point of the coccyx is felt towards one side, surmounted by au irregular
osseous surface, constituted by the posterior face of the sacrum; theu the
anus, a small, rounded, and wrinkled orifice, into which the finger cannot
be introduced without resorting to considerable force, whatever authors may
say to the contrary; lastly, the external genital organs can be easily distin·
guishe<l, and thereby lhe sex of the child may be announced in a<lYance.i
The prominence of the coccyx is not only a certain
of
tion. but it
also
to determine the position;
the side not corresponding with
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2. "'Where the two feet present together in the vagina, it is impossible to
confound them with any other part, and the direction of the heels tlrnn
clearly indicates the child's position. But where a single foot only is
detected, and that very high up, it might be mistaken for a band. How·
ever, a little attention will serve to distinguish them; thus the toes are
arranged in the same line, arc shorter, and Jes$ movable i ·while the fingers
are lot1ger and the thumbs separated from the others; the interrnil bortlcr
of the foot is much thicker than the external i but the two margins of the
hand are very nearly of the same thickness i again, the foot ru'ticulatcs
with the leg at a right angle, while the hand continues out the line of
the arm.
The diagnosis is very difficult when the feet present along with the nate~,
and they alone are accessible. Sometimes even only one fo(Jt can be felt,
which renders the case sti ll more ohscure; then we have first to ascertain
which is the foot touched; though, for that purpose, it is only necessary to
pay attention to the relation exi~ting between its internal border and the
heel. For instance, let us suppo.;e that the latter is turned towards the
symphysis pubi$, and its interna.l border to the right side of the mother;
this is evidently the right foot; if, on the contrary, the heel be directed
towards the sacro-vertebral angle, and the internal border to the right, this
would be the left foot, &c.; now, the right foot being once distinguished
from the left, it only r emains to determine towards what part of the superior
strait the point$ of the toes are directed (bearing in mind that we al ways
suppose the inferior extremities to be flexed on the abdomen, and the foct
cros:)ecl and turned inward ). In this po~ition of the child, if the toes of the
right foot are turnC'd towards any point of the anterior half of the peh·i:;,
the back will be directed to some part of the left lateral half; but if tlie
toes on the left foot point towards the anterior part of the peh·is, the child's
back will look to some point on the right lateral half, and vice versa.

3. The knees very rarely present first; beside!'.!, they have such wellmarked eharacleristics in their form, their roundness, their hardness, the
size of the limbs attached, and the fold of the ham which surmounts them,
a fold pre:-:enting a transYerse concavity instead of the convexity ex hibited
at the elbow and instep, that we consider it useless to dilate further upon
their diagno::;is.

§ 3.

MECIJANIS!II.

As the left anterior and the right posterior are the most frequent of the
three \"rtrieties admitted for both the left and the right sacro-iliac positions,
we shnll select them as the type of ou r description.
1. Muhanfrm of Natural Labor in the Left Anterior Sacro-iliac Position.
(The first, of authors.)
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Before the rupture of the membranes, all the parts of the child are fultlacl
up along its anterior plane; the head is slightly flexe<l on the che::;t, the
arms are applied to the sides of the thorax, the fore-arms are bent ou the
breast, and the inferior members flexed on the front of the abdome11, In
the position before us, the back of the fretus looks forward and to the
mother's left; its anterior plane behind and to her right; its left side is in
front and to the right, and the right side behind an<l towards the left;' the
greater or bis-iliac diameter of its hips corre~ponds to the right oblique, and
its sacro-pubic or antero-posterior one to the left oblique diameter.

n. Second Stoge. Engngemcnt.-If the os uteri be freely dilated when
the rupture takes place, the natcs immediately engage by tranrsing the
cervix, ancl descend rapidly into the excavation; though, in the contrary
case, they remain high up for a long time. In proportion as the contrac·
tions acquire more force and energy, the buttocks gradually de~cencl i the
left sliding on the intemal surface of the obturator fora.men and the obtu·
rator internus muscle, and the right along in front of the parts that are
situated in the left posterior quarter of the pelvis.
c. 'l'hfrd Stage. Rototion of the Breech.-Having arrind at the inferior
3trait, the child's pelvis undergoes a movement of rotation that carries the
left hip behind the right ischio·pubic ramus, and the right hip in front of
the inner half' of the sacro-~ciatic ligament. The left or anterior hip next
engages under the aforel'laid ramus, nnd is the firHt to show itself through
the vulva i but it is generally the right or posterior hip, which, advancing
step by step, and describing an arc of a circle around the anterior one as a
centre, and traversing the whole anterior surface of the perineum, first sue·
ceeds in disengaging itself' at the anterior commissur~, while the other
remains nearly immovable at the summit of the arch . Dur ing lhe delinry
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of the hrcech, the body of the child, by becoming strongly engaged iu the
excavation, is flexed laterally on its anterior (left) side in such a way as to
accommodate itself to the curvature of the pelvis. (Fig. 84.)
n. Fo11l'lh Stage. Disengagement o.f the Breech.-As the right buttock
approaches the posterior commissure of the labia externa, and engages in

Th&deliveryofthebreech.

this opening, the breech, or rather the bis-iliac lin e of the footus, which had
already cleared the lower strait in a somewhat diagonal position, now
assumes an exactly antero-posterior direction, so as to correspond with that
of the longitudinal diameter of the vu! va. However, this is not constant,
as the breech sometimes retains its diagonal position th roughout; the thighs
closely applied on the belly already begin to appear, and, pending the dis·
engagement, the fretal trunk, by accommodating itself: as nbove stated, to
the direction of the pelvic axis, is strongly flexed on its anterior (left) side.
The rotation executed by the hips, when they reach the inferior strait,i may
either be a partial movement, or else one in which the whole trunk participates.
In the former case, it can only take place by the aid of a certain degree
of torsion in the lumbar vertebral column, an<l then the pelvis, immediately
after its deliYery, undergoes the process of restitution, whereby it once more
rfgains its primiti\'e diagonal position.
As soon as the hips are clear, the breast engages in the excavation, the
arms always remaining applied against the anter ior lateral parts of the
thorax , and the shoulders soon arrive at the inferior strait in an oblique
J)Osition, supposi ng they have not previously participated in the rotation
performed by the pelvis of the child.
Th e shoulders observe the same mechanism in disengaging as the hips;
that is, they turn in such a manner as to place the anterior one, here the
left1 behind the right ischio-pubie ramus, and the posterior one just in
advance of the left sacro-sciatie ligament, whence they both clear this
strait diagonally i but when this is passed, and there is no other resistance
tha.n that of the soft parts to overcome, they complete the rotation and
23
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become placed, the one directly in front, the other behind. As to the
other parts, the sub-pubic shoulder and elbow are the first to appear externally; hut it is still the posterior ones that are first delivered.'
Prof. Dubois contends that, in breech deliveries, the anterior hip and the
front shoulder, in the disengagement of the upper part of the trunk, nre
expelled befOre the corresponding part in the rear; but I may be permittl'if
to repeat again, that, although matters often do occu r in the way described
by the profe:;:sor, sti ll it has seemed to me that the view above given holds
true in the majority of cases.
Fifth Stage. Rotation of the Head.-Whilst the shoulders are traversing the pelvis in the manner just indicated, the head, being flexed on the
breast, clears the upper strait in the direction of its left oblique diameter;
that is, the forehead is turned towards the right sa<'ro- iliac symphysis, and
it reta.ins that position until it reaches the inferior strait.
The diameters of the head, whieh are then found in relation with those
of
will necessarily vary according to the g reater or less
degree of the
of the head. For instance, when it is only moderately
flexed, which is generall y the case, the occipito-frontal diameter corresponds
to the left oblique one, the bi-parietal to the right oblique, and the axis of
the inferior strait traver;:es the heild ,-ery nearly in the direction of its
trachelo-bregmat ie diameter.
If we suppose the head to be more strongly flexed on the che;;t, the
sub-occipito-bregmatic diameter takes the place of the occipito-frontal, and

Dc!lvery by the breec h. Disengagcmentoflhel1eadwitlithechinbehind.

the occipito-rnental corrcr;:ponds very nearly to the axis of the inferior strait.
rn a word, we find the same relations as in a yertcx presentation, only the
head presents by its base instead of its summit.
It then performs a movement of rotation, \\hereby the face is carried into
the hollow of the ~acrum, while the occiput gets behind, and the neck under
the sy mphysis pubis; whence the sub-o<:eipito-brcgmatic din meter approaches
the antero-posterior one ve ry closely, still r etaining, however, a certai n
oLliquity.
F. Si.tlh Stage. E:rp11{sionof the Ilead.-At that time, the womb can act
but \'ery foebly on the head (see Pro91t01Si11), which is aitogether down in the
vagina, or nearly so; but the tene~mus, says Velpeau, occasioned by its pres-
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sure on the rectum and the bladder, constrnins t.he woman to collect all her
powers, and to redouble her courage, and t.hen the contractions of the abdominal muscles soon come to the aid of the powerless \l'omb; these forces,
acting conjoinlly, flex the head more and more, and whilst this process of
flexion i.::; going on around the neck or the sub-occipital region as a centre,
the chin, the forehead, the bregma, and occiput will be found to appear
successively in front of' the anterior commissme of the per ineum.
During the fl exion, the head represents n lever of the first kind, whose
power is at the occiput, the fulcrurn at the sub-occipital point, or that pol·tion of the neck situated under the arch, and the resista nce at the chin, or
rather at the forehead, which, being arrested by the perineum, must distend
the latter and render it tJ1inuer. Hence, if' radii be drawn from the suboccipital point of the head 1 situated beneath the symphysis, as a centre, and
terminating at the med ian lin e of the face and rnult of the cranium, those
radii will exactly represent the diameters which succes:>ively clear the
antero-poi'iterior one of the inferior strait; the principal of which are the
sub-oecipito-mental, the sub-occipito-frontal, and the sub-occipito-bregmatie.
2. lifcchanhin of Naiural Labor in the Right Posterior Sacro-iliac P osition.
(Fourth of Baudelocque and third of Capuron.) -In this position, the
child's sacrum is turned towards the right sacra-iliac symphysis, its back is
behind and to the mother's ri ght, aud its anterior plane is to the left, in
front; the right side lookS forward and to the mother's l·ight, while the left
side is behind and towards her left; and the great or bis-iliac di:uneter of
the child's pelvis corresponds to the right oblique diameter.
into six: stages analogous
which the reader is

Let us suppose, when the membranes are ruptured, that the lower extrcmi~
ties, swept along by the gush of liquid, are co mpl etely unfolded, and that
the feet present first at the nilva. In this case, the limbs are soon delive1·e<l,
under the influence of the uterine contractions, without oflCring any pecureach the inferior strait, where they engage,
and the hips
presen·mg
primitive diagonal position, while at others the
anterior one gets slightly in advance towards the symphys is pubis, and the
other or posterior goes behind to the median line of the sac rum.
The arms and shoulder:S present in turn, and their disengagement is nea rly
the same as in the preceding case.
After the dcli,·ery of the shoulders, the head alone remains in the excavation, and its expulsion may take place in several different ways; sou 1ctimes, indeed, the occiput remains posteriorly throughout the whole delivery,
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though at others, and indeed in the g reat majority of cases, it comes ruuad
in front so as to place itself behind the symphy:;is pubi:..
begin as soon as
A. The Occiput comes in Front. -This conversion may
the hips have cleared the inferior strait; thus it often happens, as before
the
stated, that the whole frotal trunk participates in the rotation of
haunches, whence the posterior plane of the child, which was primitinly
that
situated behind, is brought in front by describing a kind of a spiral,
has
commences in the hips and terminates at the occiput. The head ah;,o
participated in the rotation of the trunk, so that, when the former de~cen<ls
into the excavation, the occiput becomes placed behind the symphysil3 pubis.
of
But when t11e occiput retains its posterior position, after the delivery
or at
the trnnk, this rotation of the head may even take place in the pelvis
of
the inferior strait. In such cases, after the shoulders are born, the hack
the
the child resumes its posterior direction by a sort of restitution, and
head, remaining alone in the excaYalion, becomes placed in the direction
and
of the left oblique diameter, the occiput being behiud and to the right,
perthe forehead or bregma towards the mother's left, in front. It then
forms a movement of rotation, by which the occiput, after ha Ying traveri:cd
the
the whole right lateral ha]f from behind forwards, locates itself behind

htl1epuliis,the
Delivery by the breech; disengagement or theh!':UI. Thecl1inelidingl.lentat
oceipul rem11iningbehiud.

into
eymphysis, and the forehead, by rolling from front to rear, is carried
. Though, whatever may have been the mode
the hollow of the sacrum. .
pre·
by which this mutation is effected, the labor terminates, just a~ in the
cedillg ca'ic, as soo n as the occiput gel.i behind the pubic symphysi1l.
behind until
B. The Occiput remains behind.- When the occiput remains
thus,
the end of labor, the delivery of the head may take place in two ware::
of
in the majority of cases, this part engages in the excavation in a· ~tnte
flexion, where it soon underg<>1s a very slight movement of rotn.tion, \\hich
carries the occiput towards the concavity of the sacrum, and the for<'heacl
or brcgma behind the symphysis pubi"; tlwn, as the uterine <'ontnH·liniu
and the abdominal mu~cles force the hen.cl to become more :md more lk'\C'd,
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the following parts are found to appear in succc:sbion below the symphysi~
and through the rnl\·n.; fir.::;t the'' hole face, then the fo rehead, the bregma,
the vertex, and last of all the occiput. The head is therefore delivered
by a proteo::; of Hexion, having the neck, as a centre, resting against the
anterior commissurc of the perineum. (Fig. 86.)
Finally, it may happen that, instead of remaining applied on the ehe.::;t,
the chin io arrested, and continues above the pubis, while the oceiput is
carried more and more backwards
by a well-marked movement of extension. The head engages in the strait
by its occipital extremity, which then
tra ven;c::; the whole pooterior part of
the excavation by a ~ee·::diw movement, au<l is born fir:st at the perinea!
commi!:i.:-;ure; after it come, i:mceessivcly, the vertex, the anterior fon taneile, the forehead, and the entire
face. Consequently, the head disengagc:s by a process of extenl:iion, having the pnctracheloid region as a
centre, which is placed at first behind,
and then under the symphysis pubis.
Ca!:iCS of this kind are reported by
Leroux, ")(ichaelis, and Asdrubali,
but they are very rare ( FIG. 87).T!te mechanism. of labor in the left
trans\'e~e, and in the right anterior,
and right transverse sacro-iliac positions, is analogous to thi.it just described for the left anterior, and of
the right po::;terior ili ac position.
[We would ob!<er\·e, however, that the left hip, which in all left sacro-iliac positions ought to appear under the arch of the pubis, turns from right to left in the
left anterior sacro-iliac position, and from left to right in the left posteriorsncroiliac·p<1~ition. The right hip will, in like manner, be found to disengage the first
in the right fiacro-itinc-position . by turning from left to right in the n.nterior variety
n.nd from right to left in the posterior one.)

§ 4.

PnoGNOSIS.

Breech presentations nre not, usually, much more dangerous than those
of the head; still, in order to arrive at an intelligent prognosis, the labor
i;hould be studied in reference to its effect upon the mother and upon the
child re::>pectively. Though, from the manner of it'.i expulsion alone, the
lifC of the child is seriously end.angered, the parturition is certainly less
exhausting and le!:is painful for the mother.
1. Asrcyards t!te Motlie1-.-As a whole, the labor is somewhat longer in
hre~ch presentations; though, fortunately, the delay is experienced almost
exclu>-ivcly during the first stage, and is the cau ~e of hut little additional
1mffori11g to th e mother. Th e slowness of the process of' dilatation is readily
explainud by the conditions which have been already pointed out. Before
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the membranes are ruptured, the p1·esentiug part, Jiaving neither the fi r111 1
roundness, nor regularity of the top of the head, cannot ndapt itself to the
regu lar concavity of the inferior segment of the uterus. and being separated
from the ueck by a considerable amount of amniotic fluid, is therefOrc incapable of haste~ing its dilatation. Should the membranes happen to rupture long before the dilatation is completed, the size or irregularity of the
breech prevents its engaging readily, and the neck, not being supported as
it is by the top of the bead in vertex presentations, collapses, and contract,.,
so to speak, the opening which it had just before preRented. In cephalic
presentations, on the contrary, the head engages like a wedge1 and each
expulsive efibrt tends to increase the dihttation.
" 'hen the neck is once thoroughly dilated, the expu lsion has a lways
seemed to me to be effected more rapidly than in vertex presentations.
T he breech, the trunk, and the shoulders are generally delivered with ea~e,
but the head sometimes meets with obstruction, and may be arrested at the
superior strait. Generally, however, it is detained for but a short time; for
if thP. efforts of the female are uot capable of expelling it, it becomes the
duty of the accoucheur to inteTfere promptly, in order to remove t he child
from the danger which threatens it. The course to be pursued under these
circumstances, exposes the mother to no danger wlrntever, the entire risk
falling upon the footus.
As regards the mother, therefore, the breech presentation is perhaps even
more favorab le tlrnn thnt of the vertex; I would add that it is certain ly
more so fo r her than a face presentation.
It is important to observe, that all
of breech presentation
are not equally favorable. Some authors
the In.bar is usually
longer when the fret.us presents by the breech than when the feet a re the
first to descend into the excavation.
The size of the parts that constitute the pe lvic extremity, it has been
said, do not permit it to engage so readily; and hence, the uterine contractions must operate a longer time in order to adapt those parts to the diameter of the pelvis. This is true; but, as 1'ladame Lachapelle has obsened,
their softne::;s is such that, when once engaged, they easily confor m to the
passage; and besides, as M. P. Dubois declares, the greater their volume
is, the more will the labor resemble that of the vertex presentations. Consequently, the professor teaches, contrary to the opinion generally adopted,
that a delivery by the breech is far preferab le to that in which the feet
come down first: the truth of which proposition wi ll be better understood
when we shall have JlOintecl out the inconveniences attending this latter cir·
cumstanc:e.
As the footling presentation does not exhibit tlrn same unfavorable appearances in respect to volume, it is prcfe1Tell by some versons; for then
the frotus, present ing by its smallest extremity, wiJI, in their estimation, be
more ensily expelled, since the dilatation of the parts, from being slow and
gradual, will be much shorter and less painful. If you wish, they sn.y 1 to
drive u cork into the neck of a bottle, you would present its smallest ext remity, and then it would enter more read ily 1 and the same is t rue of the
child in the foot presentations; for the f~ta l ovoid may be considered a:: :J
cone, whose lm~e is at the cephalic, and whose summ it is at the pelvic ex1
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tremity. In the case of the bottle this is true, but only so, because the
efforts you use to make it penetrate, will be redoubled as the larger extremity appronches the neck of the bottle; that is, the force will increase with
the difficulties to be overcome j but this last condition does not hold good
in the delivery by the feet. Because, as the inferior parts of the child become successiYely disengaged, there is less left remaining in the uterine
cavity, and there is even a. period when the head, having reached the exca·
vation, is almost entirely out of the cavity of the c·crYix; but the uterus,
during its evacuation, retracts, and, like all contractile muscles, loses a g reat
portion of its power by this retraction i and it is therefore just at the moment when the great extremity of the cone, represented by the
has
to overcome the resistance of the soft parts, that the uterine
are the most enfeebled, and often, indeed, they cannot aid at all in the expulsion of the fcetal head: consequently, the powers here dimini:;h in an
inverse ratio to the obstacles in the deli\·ery. If the reader now recalls
what takes place in vertex presentations, he will readily comprehend the
difference between the two; no doubt, the largest part of the child then
presents the first, and its expulsion requi1·es violent and long-continued
efforts; but remark that, up to the moment when the head clears the vulva,
the uterus yet contains in its cavity a considerable quantity of amniotic
liquid, and. also the largest part of the fretal trunk; wherefore, it is still
sufficiently distended not to have lost its power of contracting, a power that
can be exercised over a large surface, and upon which it is forcibly applied
until the end of labor. Again, the head having once reached the exterior,
the parts which have been freely dilated by its passage offer but a feeble resistance to the expulsion of the trunk and lower extremities; and hence, the
retraction of the womb ma,y diminish its e.xpuls ive forces without this diminution having any unfavorable influence ove1· the termination of the labor.
2. As regards the C'hild.-Thc delivery by the pelvic extremity is very
dangerous to the ch ild; thus, the stati~tical results furnished by Madame
Lachapelle prove that, in eight hu1/dred and four presentations of this
class, one hundred and two children are born feeble, an<l one hundred and
fifteen are still-born: the proportion of deaths to the whole being rather
more than one-seventh; whilst, in twenty-six thousand six hundred and
ninety-eight vertex positions, there were only six hundred and sixty-eight
still.born children, which gives one in thirty, or about one-thirtieth. As
to the particula-r prognosis in each of the three varieties of this presentation, it has been remarked that, when the buttocks advance fir:;t, the number of dcatl1s is about one in eight and a half, or a little lcos than an
eighth i for footling presentations, one in six and a half, rnther less than
one-sixth; and for the knees, one in four and a half, or not quite one-fourth.
But M. P. Dubois has justly remarked that this proportion is not perfectly
correct, since all the children born by the pelvic extremity are included in
the registers of the .Maternity, without making any allowance for circum·
stances foreign to the position, but which nevertheless may have produced
the child's death. Therefore, by laying aside all the cases where the children seemed to have been lost under the influence of causes that evidently
did not attach to the presentation itoclf, he has arr iv ed at the conclu;:.ion
that, in delivery by the pelvic extremity, about one child in eleven dies;
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whilst in vertex presentations, only one in every fifty proved fatal. The
difference still, as here shown, is frigl1tful.
Other things being equal, the labor is much more dangerous for the fcetus
in prirniparre, than in those who lun-e previously home children; because
the resistance of the perineum which is sometimes sufficient in the former
to arrest the labor, even in vertex presentations, has here a still greater
tendency to arrest the head, the uterine contractions, as just demonstrated,
being weaker.
But what is the cause of the chi ld's death? For a long time it was supposed that, when the footus presented its smallest extremity, each part, as it
came down, being more voluminous than the one which preceded it, had to
that it underwent, in consequence, a certain
compression, being exercised from below
upwards, would
back the fluids, and thus give Tise to a
cerebral congestion, the anatomical signs of which are detected at the
autopsy of the little corpse. But this supposed pressing back of the fl.uids
is altogether inadmissible : 1st. Because the uterine neck is alternately in a
state of relaxation and constriction, whilst such an explanation would
require it to be permanently contracted; 2d. Because, however great the
contraction, it wou ld not be sufficient to compress the large vessels situated
deep in the extremities, and in the centre of the great cavities; 9d. Besides,
recalling what takes place in the vertex and face presentations, we shall
is not in the parts which are still contained in, and compressed
by, the uterine cavity', that a more considerable afflux of fluid would be
likely to occur, but rather in those which, from being already free, are
thereby relieved from all further compression. "re think this mortal con·
gestion can be explained in a much more
manner by a com·
pression of the cord i for, after the breech
disengaged, the cord is
!'.tretched from the umbilicus to its placental insertion, and is placed, both
in the excavation and uterine cavity, between the pelvic wall and the trunk,
or even, a. little later, betwixt this wall and the child's head. Hence, we
can easi ly understand how liable it is to be compressed; and as the delivery
of the upper parts, and more especially of the head, often takes place with
difficulty, how this pressure may exist for a long time, and thus neces::arily
interrnpt the circulation in the cord. Indeed, it is now generally admitted
tlu\t the placenta is the seat of the child's respiration; or, rather, that the
bloc.cl of the fretus comes there directly into contact with that of the mother,
'rhereby it experiences certain modifications closely analogous to those which
the blood of the a<lult undergoes in the lungs, by its contact with the atmo·
~pheric air; the circulation being interrnptcd in the cord, the fcetus then
finds itsClf in the condition of an adult deprived of respirable air, and it
dies asphyxiated; now it is well known that cerebral congestion is one of
the most consta!:Jt anatomical phenomena of this state. 1 I am of the opinion
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that a!'lphyxia of the fcetus might take place in still another manner, and
yet without the cord being nece:::<arily comprcs:o:ed. It was stated above,
that, when the head gets down into the excayation, no portion of' the child
is left in the uterine cavity, and the empty womb then retract~ of its own
accorJ i which retraction determines, as is well known, the separation. of the
placenta, whereby the utero·placenta.l vessels are ineYitably torn, and lhe
fo•tus placed in the same condition as if the cord was compre;<~ed, and,
should the expulsion of the head be at all delayed, it might die a~phyxiated.
It is not neccs:-ary, however, that the placenta should be ~cparate<l in
order to produce this effect i for, as Yan·lluenl remarks, if' the head be
retained for ~ome time in the cavity of the pelvis, the retraction of' the womb
would of itself ob:-truct, or eyen stop the utero·placental circulation, and
destroy the fl.Ctus by asphyxia.

ARTICLE V.
At the commencement of this c:hapter, we gave the reasons t hat induced
m, like .Madame Lachapelle, Nt.egCle, and Dubois, to admit but two p re·
sentation.s for the trunk, and therefore ::;hall not now repeat them i for,
doubtle:::;;;, the reader will bear in mind that all the varieties of the trunk
pre,;entation::i may be referred to the two following, namely, one of the right
and one of the left -latera l plane.
When the former presents at the superior stra it, the child's head, which,
in th&;e cases, is taken as the point of recognition, may be found placed
over some portion of the left ln.teral half of the pelvis, and this constitutes
the fifot po.::;ition of the right lateral plane (or of the right shoulder, Lacha·
pelleJ; or, the head may he ::ituated o\·er some point of the right lateral
half, and this is the second position. w·e have, therefore, two positions of
the right shoulder, or· right lateml plane; and, in the same way, there are
two for the left 8houlder, or left lateral plane; in the one, Lhe head is to the
mother's left (the left cephalo·iliac), and in the other it is at her right (the
right cephalo·iliac).
It is a very common circumstance in trunk presentations, to find the arm
and han<l hanging down in the vagina., or even the latter appearing at the
rnka. This, although rcgarde<l for a long while as a much more serious
affair than a proper !:5houlder prese11tation 1 should be considered as very
nearly !;imilar in it.5 charactE:r to the deflexion of the lower extremities in
cenain ca.::;es of pelvic presentation i the older accoucheur.s ha Ye therefore
erred in de.scrib ing it as a distinct yaricty, under the title of the presenta·
tion of the arm an<l hand, it being merely an additional phenomenon
ciated with the presentation of the child's l <tteral reg ion, and
dc.~en·ing consideration as a variety of' these po.~ition.s i we shall ~cc, further
011 1 wherein they were mistaken on this point of Joc:trine.
Neither of these theories will bear the sligl11cstexnminution,sir.ce it is all-sufficient 10
ue.mine1hecor<l, 1111<l the iutertwining of its vessel.~, to beconvince1l thnt lliis ptlrtinl
comp1·e~~ion ca1rnot exist, except u111lcr peculi111· ch·cu1m1tnnce"-; tbu1 such prtH:!1;u1·c
mustin1erru1n1hecirculatio11,botl1i11thearterie suntlveins,nnd1hutit11ei1hurflugDea.th by asphyxia, therefore,
me111i; nor dimini~hes the quantity of the child's blood
•
istbeonlyrossiblemode.
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The tr rnk presentations are comparati\·cly rare, l>eing a littl<' }('>5 f'o, however, t han those of the face; thus, )farlame Lachapelle met with sixty-ei;;ht
cases in fifteen thousand six hundred and-fifty two labors, or one in about
two hundred and thirty; and, in the two thousand two hundred deliveries
reported by l\L P. Dubois, there were thirteen trunk presentations. Dr.
Bland observed it in the proportion of one to two hundre<l and ten; Dr.
Joseph Clnrk, one in two hundred and twel\'e i .Merriman, one in l\\O hundred and fifty-five, in his private practice; ~I. NregCle, one in one Jrnndred
and eighty; and Dr. Collins, one in four hundred and sixteen.
As to the relati\'e frequency of the presentations and positions, it would
appear, from the statistical tables of Madame Lachapelle, that. the right
shoulder, or the right 1ateral plane, presents a little more frequently than
the left; and that the <lor~o-anterior positions, that is, the first one of the
right shou lder, and the second of the left, in which the back correspond;) to
the anterior part of the uterus, are more frequent than the dorso-posterior
positions, or the first one of the left and the second one of the right shoulder,
where the child':s back is directed towards the mother's loins. (NregCle.)

§ 1. CAUSES.
\Ve have but little to sa.y concerni ng the cause of trunk presentations,
excepting that the smallness and mobility of the chi ld, a. rounded form of
the uterus produced
a large amount of amniotic fluid, obliquity of the
womb, or of the
of the pelvis, and distortions of the superior strait,
are generally regarded as predisposing thereto. We can readily understand
that, in the latter case, the contraction of the pelvic entrance might render
the engagement of the head impo.:;sible, and by causing it to glide toward
one of the iliac fossre, favor a presentation of the shoulder. The insertion
of the placenta upon the neck of the uterus, also, seems to p:redispo,:e to
presentations of the trunk, inasmuc:h as out of ninety cases of this character,
there were twenty-one in which the shoulder presented. M. Danyau thinks
that a more plausible explanation may be found in the shape of the uterus,
whose transverse diameters he supposes to be greater under those circumstances than usual. In support of his view, he alleges the following cMe
of Dr. Lecluyse. A woman lrnd her children to present the shoulde r in
three successive labors, and on the third occasion, the latter physician discovered that the womb, so far from being pyriform in the vcrticn.l direction,
was shaped, so to speak, like an ellipsoid, whose major axis was transverse.
whilst the fundus of the organ was but slightly elevated above the pubi~.
The sarne explanation was proposed long ago by \Vigand. H ow is it possib le, says he, for a well-formed child, whose body represents an oYal, to
n:-:sume, without being comp ressed or in commoded, an oblique or traasvcr:::e
position, in :i. womb of an ovoid shape? Supposing that, impelled by certain ca.uses, it should assume these defocth·e positions for a. moment, what
magical power could keep there a fretus, whose mobility is so highly favored
both by the fluid in which it swims, and the polish of the internal surface
of the ovum? \Vhat is there to prevent it, in obedience to physical laws,
from changing its inconvenient position by bringing its long diameter to
coincide with the longitudinal one of the uterus? No better reply, he adds,
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can be gi\"en to these question::, than by admitting that these defective positions are doe to au irregular shape of the womb, rather than to the movements which it may luwe perfOrmed.
Remembering the unfortunate perseverance with which clefecti\"e positions
recur in the cases of certai n females, there is a strong dispositiM to seek for
the cause inn peculinr shape of the uterus; and had a peculi:tr conforma·
tion of the organ been disco\"ered before the first gestation, it might, perhap,"', be admitted, that notwithstanding the development undergone during
pregnancy, the irregularity of shape \\·oulcl be preserved.
Still, we may be allo\red to ask whether the incret\se in size trannerscly,
near the encl of gestation and at tlrn beginning of labor, may not be the
eflect rather than the cause of the unfarnrable position of the fcctus.
As to the determining cau;;.es, the only ones recogniznble are fortuitous and
accidental; thus, any violent commotion, any trifling shocks, kept up for a
lung time, such as tho$e produced by carriage riding, or by exercise on
horseback, the perturbation from the upsetting of a coach, and even sudden fright, may change, according to authors, the child's position in certa in
cases, and convert spontaneously a vertex presentation into one of the
shoulder. Indeed, many accoucheurs have supposed that irregular or partial contractions might convert, during labor, a favorable position in one of
the trunk; this is barely possible. But I cannot as readily admit the su1>posed influence which, according to some others, those uterine contractions
mny have, that torment the woman during the last fow days, or someti mes
even weeks of her gestation, and which have before been considered as the
preludes of labor. The following is a case in point: A patient, in whom
the fretus presented by the shoulcler fh·e times successively, had always
suffered from these pains during the last few days of her pregnancies; Professor Nrege!e1 under whose care she came on the sixth acca::<ion, endeavored
this time to calm the pains, whic:h again appeared with the same energy
us in the preceding gestatio ns. After the ineffectual administration of
vari<ius remedies, he finally ordered opiate injections, when, to his great
satisfaction, the spasms ceased almost immediately, and were not again
renewed, and the woman was delivered at full term ofa living child, which
presented in a favorable position. But what does this prove? simpl y that,
whateyer may be the child's po~ition, these pains, the preludes of labor, may
appear1 and that \"iciuus positions ma.y be reproduced in the ·same woman
with a most deplorable perseverance. It must be e\"id ent that such contrac·
lions are too feeble to change the child's position in any way, e::<pecially
when we rem ember that the integrity of the amniot ic sac, and the presence
of the waters, likewise protect it fro.m any influence they might have.

§ 2. DIAGNOSIS.
There is sometim es reason to suspect a trunk presentation, even before
the commencement of labor, from the following signs: the abdomen is much
larger iu its transverse diameter than usual, and when its walls are soft and
flabby 1 they can often be depressed enough to detect the fretal head in one
ot' the iliac fossre, presenting there as a hard, rounded, and resistant tumor;
th en by placing the hands opposite each other in the lumbar reg ions, a
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greater and firmer resistance offered by the two extremitie~ of the fo.:tal
ovoid will be felt at these points, and the solid hody, formed by the child,
may be readily mo,·ed from side to side, thus proving that its long axis lies
transversely above the superior strait. Finally, the tumor formed by the
head, in the' vertex presentations, ls no longer detected by the vaginal touC"h,
and it is almost impossible to reach the presenting part; in i:ome rare
h1stances, the elbow, or the little hand of the chi ld, may be recognized and
ballotted, and this sign, accompanied by the first two, renders the diagnosis
quite probable.
The form of the abdomf'n is then very lrregular, especially if the uterus
should contain but a small quantity of amniotic fluid. It has, however,
been observed, that after the discharge of the waters, the longitudinal
diameter gradually becomes greater than the other; because, as l\I. Hergott
remarks, the transverse position has no longer a real existence, for the body
of the fcetus is so curved upon itself that one of its extremities is lodged in
the fundus of the uterus, although the other does not correspond to its
orifice.

Though U. Depa.ul's opinion is rational and founded on fact, it is none
th e less true that trunk presentations would almost always remain unde·
tected if we had to depend upon auscultntion for their recognition.
Sometimes, however, it may prove a useful auxiliary. If, for example, a
small member of the footus be detectefl by the touch, and the pulsations of
the heart arc heard in the hypogastric region, we may conclude almost cer·
tainly that the member belongs to the upper extremity. Should the heart
be heard on a level with the umbilicus, it would most probably prove a
pelvic extremity.
Before the membranes are ruptured, the e}eyation of the part renders the
vaginal touch very difficult; and so, of course, the form of the bag of
waters, or that of the uterine orifice, can be of but little service. According to Madame Boivin, the os uteri dila~es more slowly, but as this slowncl's
of dilatation is met ~vi th in all presentations, excepting those of the vertex,
it forms a sign of mrnor importance; the touch, therefore, can only give a
positive certainty after the rupture of the membranes. 'Vhen the side i:!
the presenting part, the shoulder (Lachapelle) is very frequently found at
the centre of the superior strait, as also the elbow, or the side of the che~t
(P. Dubois), and hence wiJJ be the first encountered by the finger in making
an examination; and we therefore have to point out the characters, sue·
ce~r;ively, whereby these several parts may be recognized.
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1. "~h en the shoulder pre~cnts, the finger fir:--:t <ll'll'<"f:< the rounded tumor
formed by its summit, upon the tiUrface of whid1 a ~rnall o:-::<eou>J project ion,
constituted by the acromion, is ditStingui::;hed; then, bd1i11J 01· iu front,
according to the position, the clav icl e and th e spi11e of the ~capula are folt,
nnd below the clavicle the intcrco8tal spaces are easily made out, whilst
under the :-pine of the t-capula there is on ly a plane su rface, terminal.Cd
by the acute inferior angle of this bone, which is movable and permi1s
the fing('r to slip under it; lastly, on the sidea of the tumor formed by
the ~houlder, the axillary space can always be distingui::ihcd, and !:lomctime:-; nl:io l though 011 the opposite side) the dcpre~-sion in the neck ca n
be folt.
Th e ~houlcler being once recognized, we mu~t next determine 'vhich one
it j,.., and what is it.5 po:-cition. I will remark, in advance, that we have
admitted but four position,- of the trunk, namely, two for the right shoulder
and two for the left, and that the relation existing between the situation of
the head and that of the child's posterior plane is different in each of tJll',..c
four. Thus, there are two po...;itions where the head is tu the left, namely,
the fir~t po,..ition of the rig-ht and the first of the left sliouldC'r; and remark
that, in the latter, the ehild':5 back is turned towarcl::J the mother's loins; in
the former, on the contrnry, it is in front; and, therefore, whenever the head
is to the left and the child's back is behind, we have to treat with a firl'it
position of the left shoulcler.
In the .!lame way, there are two positions in which the head is to the
right, to wit, the second of the right and the second of the left shou ld er ;
but again ob.--en·e, that in the latter the back looks forward!', while in the
former, on the contrary, it iis directed pm=teriorly. H ence, to recognize a
second po...;itioa of the left shoulder, it will only be neee:<sary to ascertain
that the chilcl's head is turned towards the mother's right sid e, nnd that it;,
back looks anteriorly. In a "·01·d, to satisfy ou·rselvcs which is the prebcnting should er, and what is its po~ition, we only have to find out where the
hend lie:;, and the position of the posterior plane of the child.
The shoulder presenting and being recognized, it is ev id ent that if the
axillary Rpace looks toward.i the mother's right, the head will be to her
left, and t•ice ver;:;a; con:;:equently, the situation of the head is readily known
by the direction of this space, and, as regards the child's dorsal plane, the
omoplatc will clearly indi cate its position.
2. Wh en the cl how alone is acce!:i::Jible to the finger, it may be recognized
by the three osseous projections (the olecranon and the two conclyles), which
it pre:<ent:S by the transverse conrav ity in the bend of' the elbow, and by the
vicinity of the chest and interco:::;taJ spaces. The elbow h:1ving been distingui:-chcd, it will. be necc:-:<ary to mnke out the po~ition to a--cei-tain where
the fc:ctal hC'ad and its dor::;al plane lie, but this is now comparatiYely easy,
i:;iucc the elbow is always directed towards the side oppo~ite to that whrre
the head is found, and the forearm is always placed on the anterior plane.
Af:!'ain, ns above stated, it Jrnppens nt times that the forearm is not doubled
up, hut that, on the contral'y, the hand han gs down in the va~ina, or rvcn
appears at the vulva. Now, to determine which is the pre!'i.enting hand in
those casc::J, it is necessary to turn it in such a way as to place its palrnar
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in front and abo,,e, fm·, in this poi-;ition, if the thumb be dircctC'<l to

the mother's right thigh, it is the right hall(), but if to the left thig-h, it is
the left hand; and then, to find out \\here the head i:-;, the atcouchcul' mu-.t
~lip his finger up to the axillury space.

'Vhcn the hand comes out at the vulva, n. careful in1l-pcction of it will
mo.st generally be sufficient to establish the diagno;;i~. Thus, if its dor~al
surface is turned towards the patient's right thigh, the head is at the right,
and if to the left thigh, the head is at the left. The little finger, dirc«te<l
toward.::; the coccyx, indicates that the child's dor~al plane corre:-:pond,; to
the mother's Join::, and the same finger pointing to the pubis, is an evidence
of this plane being in front.
\\re hiwe been thus particular in the diagnosis, because it is all.important
in trunk pre;;:cntations to understand clearly which side presC'nts at the

~j~::~~t,~~~e1:1~~ev~c~~~l~~1~~11~~n~~~;11:~~~s~:~c~1~~~~ ~ ~~;~\~ ~~:d:~~~1~1·~~!~~~
they will become clearer by practising on a mannikin.
~

3.

::\!ECU.t\NJSM.

\Vhcn the trunk presents at the superior strait, the labor nearly always
which may be
the intervention of art; though, in some
to accom·
as altogcthC'l' exceptional, nature alone
pliish the <le!iYery, 11 hic h may then take pl:ice in one or two ways; for
either the prC'!:"entinµ- !<ihoulder is driven from thl! i,:uperior strait under the
influence of the utcriue contractions alone, to make room for one of the
child's extremitie.", thereby producing a change in po ... ition. and ~i\"ill!!; ri~e
to what ii:; designated as spoiitaneowi urxio11, or cl"e the pre;;:enting i;houl1IN
cle;;;('ends into the excavation ancl engages tit the inferior strait; notwith·
!'itanding which, thr hreC'ch sweeps along the whole anterior surface of' the
i-:acrnm and of the perineum, and is delivered th(' fir:<t at the
vuln1r commi ..sure; tlii>; latter mechanism is called ..,,o,,,t,ou•ouset'obdio11.
). Spo11fa11eo11s 1°<'1·.~ion.-\\'hcre the mcmbranC'R are not ruptured, though
the labor has aetually commenced, the fretus ~omctimf':o: enjoys a great latitude of motion in the amniotic caYity, in con~equente of" hich it might,
in ~uch case~, readily change its po~ition before the di~charge of the miters
took pla.ce; and it has been known to pre:-ent, in this way, different pointll
d its surface during the fir.st period of the lahor. F:ometimes the head
ascends in the womb while the breech descends; at others, on the contrnry,
the nMes m,ount up towa.r(ls the fund us uteri, and the head becomes lo('atccl
at the superinr Rtrait. Con>;cquently, two yarietic~ of' spontaneous n:rsion
ha ire been admitted, i.e., the cephalic and the pelvic.
1
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This phenomenon usually occurs either just before or else soon <Liter the
membranes a.re ruptured; in some instances, ho\\'ever, it takes place a long
time after the waters are discharged. The following
reported by .i\I.
Yelpeau, "·ill gi\·e a very correct i<l ca of what
such circumstances: ·' 4\._ youu~ woman, pregnant for the
time, came iuto the
hospital at ten o'clock in the morning. Theos uteri was very little dib.te<l;
nevcrthele~~. I could recognize a second posit ion of the left shoulder. The
waters did not escape until three in the afternoon, and I did not wi~h to go
after the foet, ns the pains were neither very strong nor very frequent, and
I had
confidence in the as..:;crtions of Denman on this subject. At
eight
in the evening. the shoulder had sensibly moved towards the
left
and I could then readily detect the car at the right. At
eleven, the temple had almost gained the centre of the orifi ce; the contrnctious were augmented in energy i and the cerv ix was entirely effaced. At
midnight, the vertex had become lower; the head engaged i nnd, in the
course of an hour, the vertex was delh·ered in the right occipito-cotyloid
position." 1
•
This case, in which the progress of the labor has been followed and
described, step by step, is well suited for explaining the mechanism of spon taneous cephalic nrsion. The reader will easily comprehend that the same
phenomena would take place, if the breech, instead of the head, descended
towards the superior strait; and, in the nbove instance, for example, the
shoulder, in:o;tead of being driven towards the left iliac fossa, would be forced
to the mother's right, an<l then the side of the chest, the loins, the left hip
and thigh, would succes:;ively appear at the upper strait, and the breech
finally engaf!C in the excavation.
In a shoulder presentation, the arm an<l hand may hang down in the
vagina, or enn protrude beyond the vulva; but this last circumstance does
not preclude the possibility of a spontaneous version, only it is well to bear
in mind that the arm may then ascend i1gain into the uterine cavity, and
this will almost certainly happen if the pelvic extremity descends into the
excavn.tion, but it may also lodge on one side of the pelvis, and thus permit
the he.ul to dc~cend along~ide of it; the presentation of the cephalic
extremity being then complicated by a procidentia of the arm and hand.
In the pre~ent state of our science, it would be a very difficult matler
to
out the various causes, under the influence of which it is
head, and sometimes the brecch 1 which thus, in casrs ofspontaneons version, take the place previously occup ied by the shoulder, at the
superior !:trait. Nevertheless, I am inclined to believe that irregularity of
the uterine contractions is not wholly foreign to such an cifoct. In fact,
when we shall speak hereafter of what the German accoucheurs have
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described under the name of Partial Confracl1·on of the Womb 1 it will be
seen that. in some cases, the organ appears to contract in but a. limited part
of its extent, the remainder contracting with much less force, or even perhaps remaining entirely inert. Now, without being able to cite a ~inglc
instance in support of my opinion, I am strougly inclined to believe, that
it is in such a condition of the uterine walls that spontaneous ver~ion would
be the most likely to take place. Let us suppose, for example, that
when the chi ld is placed in a left cephalo-iliac position of the right shoulder, the left side of the uterus alone contracts, the right remaining passive i
it is manifest that the whole e.xpubory effort, being then exercised on the
head, would necessarily depress it towards tbe centre of the superior strait;
and this mo\'ement of the cephalic extremity will be easy, in proportion as
the inertia of the right lateral wall of the womb shall oppose no obstacle to
the elevation of the pelvic extremity. But if: on the contrary, (in the same
position of the child ), the right side of the womb only contracted, it is
evident the breech alone would recci"e the impulse from the uterine efforts,
and then a spontaneous· podalic version wou ld be observed to take place.'
2. Spontaneous Ei:olution.-'l'hc mechanism of spontaneous evolution is
much better und erstood, and we sha ll find embraced in its descriptions all
the divisions of the mechanism of natural labor in the vertex and face pre·
sentations. H erc, also, M. Velpeau has admitted two varieties, that is, a
spontaneous cephalic, and a spontaneous pelvic evolution. But we cannot
conceive how a spontaneous cephalic one can take place, unless it be in
cases of abortion, or in those where the child is completely putrefied; hence
we shall treat of the pelvic variety alone, taking, as an example, the fir:st
or left cepha.lo-iliac position of the right shoulder, in which the child's head
is placed in the left iliac fossa, the breech in the right iliac foR:m; the dorsal
plane being in front, and the sternal one behind, and the long axis situated
very nearly in the direction of the transYerse diameter of the upper strait.
Under suc:h c:ircumstances nearly all the waters escape immediately after
the membranes are ruptured; then the uterus contracts forcibly, and by
compressing the ru~.tal trunk on all sides, has a tendency to make the presenting part engage in the excavation.
A. Fir.st Btage. Doubli1ig ·up of the Child.-Undcr the influence of the
uterine contractions, the child is strongly bent in the direction of its long
axis towards the side opposite to the presenting one; for instance, in the
the hea<l is bent to the left side, and the breech towards the

second stage, the period of descent,
then sets in;
in proportion as the contractions are renewed,
the shoulder approaches more and more towards the inferior strait, anJ the
fretal trunk, being bent double, engages deeply in the exca.vation. But
the same difficulty is here met with as in the face presentations (see Posi·
tions of the Face) i that is, the body being thus placed trans,·crsely, it is
impossible for the shoulder to reu.ch the lower strait unless the head engages
simultaneously with it in the excavation; or, indeed, unless the neck should
1 It is proper for me lo acknowledge thal Wigand had already given o. similar rixpla11ation.
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be long eno11gh to subtend the height of the lateral wall of the latter, which
we have already ::een is impossible (see .lfechanisin of Face Positions ). The
descent of the shoulder is therefore limited to the length of the neck.
c. Third Stage. Rotation.-A movement of rotation next occurs, by

Flrstposition oftherightshoulderwith
the arm hanging down

The8amepositiondnrini;thodeBe('nt.

which the long axis of the child, that was originally placed transversely,
is brought very nearly into an antero-po~tcrior direction, so that its cephalic
extremity is placed above the horizontal branch of the pubis close to the
s.pine of that bone, and the breech above, or rather in front of the sacroiliac symphysis. This process of rotation being once effected, the descent
may now be completed, since the side of the neck is placed behind the
symphy.::;is pubis, whose whole length it can subtend i consequently, the
forearm and arm are found to appear at the vulva1 and the shoulder to get
under the arch of the pubis.
D. Fom·th Stage.
Disengagement of the 'l'runk. -The trunk, being now
bent double, i... forced en masse into the excavation, under the influence of
the powerful uterine contractions, but the shoulder can descend no further,
becau~e it is arrested by the shortness of the neck; hence, the expulsive
force acts on the pelvic extremity, which is pressed more and more towards
the floor of the pelvis, and traverses the whole anterior face of the sacrum.
It then re.::;td against, depresses, and forcibly disteuds the perineum; the
vulm soon dihttes, and the acromion remaining alway.s fixed under the sym·
the follo\\·ing parts are observed to appear successively at the anteperineal commissure: first, the superior lateral parts of the chest;
next, its inferior part, the loins, the hip, the thighs i and lastly, the whole
length of tlrn inferior extremities i and there remain only the head and the
left shoulder in the excavation. This last movement may be considered ar;
the fourth stage of the labor, and it is therefore named the period of drfiexion
or disengagement. It takes place around the shoulder, situated umler the
symphy~i~ as a centre, and therefore, if lines be drawn from
ter·
rninating at the various points on the child's side, we shaJI have
the
or the fceto.l diameters, which clear the antero-posterior 0~1e of tha
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Such is the exact mechanism of the spontaneous evolution in those cases
where the chi ld's posterior plane was originally in front i or, in other words,

in a. first po~ition of the right or a second of the left shoulder, for there is
no difler~nce in this lai'it, excepting that the movement of rotation must
ta.kc place in the opposite direction, that is, the head must pass from right
to left and from behind forward, aud the breech from left to right and from
But when the sternal plane of the tretus is primitively
towards the mother's front, as in the fi rst position of the left, and
the second one of the right shoulder, the process takes place somewhat diffe rently. .M. P. Dubois, who had an opportunity of seeing two cases of
this nature, informed me that, at the moment when the breech disengaged
at the anterior perinea! commissure, the ch ild's whole trunk underwent a
movement of torsion that again brought its dorsal plane forwards and up·
which plane, without this process of torsion, wou ld still haYe been
towards the anus; whence we find, even here, remarkable as it
m:ty seem, the influence of that general law which was observed
all natur:d labor~, namely, tlutt, i11halever may have been the

in
this article, the mechanism of spon·
taneous ernlution may be subjected without impropriety to the same divi·
sions as thC' delivery by the face. In fact, we have a first period of jlcziun
of the chi\rt·s irunk towards the side oppos ite to the presenting one; a second,
of descent, irterrupted by the third movement, or period of rotation; a
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fourth, of dejle:cion, or di.f!engagemcnt, and a fifth and sixth, durmg which
the head rotates, and is finally expelled.

§ 4.

PROGNOSIS.

We again repeat, for it seems highly important that this should be firmly
impressed on the mind, that in trunk presentations a spontaneous expulsion
of the child is wholly an exception to the general rule, :rnd one upon which
no reliance can be placed, unless in a case of aborti on; and that the resources
)f our art are Jemandcd in every case just as soon as the necel:isary condi1.ions exist for such inten·ention. (See Version.)
In fact, by consulting the published cases, or ind eed by simply reflecting
on the mechanism by which the delivery is efl'Ccted, we realize how thi1
must expose the woman to a very long and painful labor, and the fcetus ..
so violent a compre~i'ion that its death must often result in con$equence.
According to the statistics furnished by M. Vclpeau, one hundred and
twenty-five children, in one hundred and thirty.seven, were still-born. It
must not be supposed, however, as some persons appear to have clone, that
this mode of cleli\'ery is only possible in cases of abortion; for facts too
numerous militate against this opinion for it to be any longer tenable.
Burns justly remarks, in endeavoring to demonstrate the physical possibility, that the greatest diameter measures five inches and a half; sometimes
the distance is barely five inches, and continued force may mak'e it less;
hence, provided the dimensions of the pelvis are slig-htly greater than in
their normal condition, there is nothing here physically imposs:ble, tis has
been affirmed and reaffirmed, doubtless without mature reHection. The
favoring circumstances which render a spontaneous evolution easier and
more likely to take place are: a premature labor, the smallness of the chi ld,
a large pelvis, strong contractions, diminished resistance from the soft parts,
numerous antecedent labors, and the readiness with which the woman has
heretofore been deli\·ered of large-sized ch ildren. The opposite circumstances would render it exceediugly difficult, if not wholly impossible.

ARTICLE VI.
REVIEW OF TUE .MF.CIJA"NrSJ\1 OF LABOR IN GENERAL.

A curious fact in the mec>hanism of labor, and one which has claimed
the attention of all modern accoucheurs, amongst whom we may mention
especially MM. Dubois and Jarquemier, is, that whatever the presentation
may be, the movements undergone by the footus during its expulsion are
always the same. Finally, Professor Pajot ma<le a clear statement of this
single mechanical law, and applied it to all the presentations. "\Ve maintain," he says, "that all labors, so far as the mechanical phenomena which
they present are concerned, are governed by the same law. The1·e is, in fact,
but one mechanism of labor, 1rhatevet the presentation and position may be, provided the expulsion takes place spontaneously, that is to say, without the
intervention of art and at term, for in cases of abortion the ex pu ls ion is not
of the regu lar character." (Pajot, Dictionnafre Encyclop~dique des Science..

Mtdicale11. )

We accept fully this view of the subject, and repeat that all spontaneous
Jnbors obey the same Jaw as respects their mechani!;m. Th e presenting part
of the fretus is first modified, as to its size or direction, in order to aclopt it
to the opening of the superio r strait; then it descends into the caYity of' the
pelvis, and having reached the inferior strait turns, so as to prc"ent its
longer diameters to the longer diameters of the pelvis, and not until it hM
undergone this series of movements is the vuka cleared and the expuJ,.ion
complete.
We hrwe thought that the transition would be ea!:iier from this simpli<·ity
of facts to the region of theory, if the classifi cation of the different ~tngci!
of labor were somewhat modified. Although the most recent da:::,.iflcntions
am wonderfully simpl ifi ed, they still fa.II short of entire uniformity, present·
ing here and there some omissions and a few contradi ctions. For in!'tance,
in dcliYcries by the vertex or face five stages are described. the first four of
which are really executed by the bead, then the rotation of the ho<ly is
de.scribed as the fifth and last time, without considering its final expuL~ion,
•vhich is merely mentioned. The d isengageme nt of the body being thus
disrC'garded, students are li able to forget an important cause of dystocia
described by Jacquemier, viz., the large size of' the shou lders. In ca~es of
delivery by the head, a fifth stage. that of rotation of the body, is described,
wh y, therefore, not be logical throughout and admit a sixth stage for its
expul.:;ion?
In breech labors, four or even five stages are commonly described. It is
well, indeed, to recognize, as do iliiH. Dubois and Pajot, a first stage for the
diminution in size and modelling of' the presenting part; then the engagement. rotation, and expul~ion of the body will correspond with the second,
third. and fourth stages. Up to this po int there is entire uniformity between
labors by the head and breec h, hut for the fifth stuge in breech cases we
l1a ve a confused nccou nt of the internal rotation of the head aucl its final
expulsio n. The fifth stage, which in a uniform nomenclature ought to
recn,\J similar t hi11gs 1 would, in this case, seem to imply a notable dilforence
between the various kinds of de)i,·ery; for, in the same stage in vertex
prcse11tatio11s, the body rotates without being expelled, whilst iu breech cn~es
the head rotates and is expelled at the same time. In order, therefore, to
remo,·c this apparent difference, it were better to divide the fifth stage of
delivery by the pelvis into two stages, the fifth for the intcmal rotation of
the head, and the sixth fo r its final expulsion. The throwing of thc::e two
stages into one, is efl.sentially the same as confouudin g the third and fourth
stages of delivery by the vertex.
In order to remove these imperfections and contradictions we have. therefore, described six stage$ in the mechanism of labor in each of the preJ"enta·
ti ons; an innovation which has the advantage of show ing clearly that this
mechanism is uniform throughout. These views have been taught in our
lecture:;, in the text of the Atlas Complementaire de tous les Ttaiti!il d'Jc·
courlieme11ts, by Lenoir, and one of our students has made i t the subject of
his inrrugural thesis. (Granie r. ThCses de Paris, 1863, No. 9 .)
F or the dear understa.nding of this unifonuit:.y of the genera l laws of the
med1anism of labor, we should observe in the fir~t place that the fretus,
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doubled up as it is ia the cavity of the uterus, with its limbs pressed clusely
against the chest, and the neck concealed between the base of the head and
the upper part of the ches£, forms rea lly but two distinct parts, the head
and the body. Now let us for a moment imagine these two parts to be sepa.ra.te and independent, and thn.t they !)resented themselves one after the
other; then we sho uld have four stages for the expulsion of each. The
bead would be flexed, engage, rotate, and be deli\·ered; nor would this suc~eesion of phenomena be in any respect altered whether the engagement of
ihe head should precede or follow that of the body. The delivery of each
of the:;:e two parts of the fcetus would then present similar phenomena to
th e observer; nor will there be the least occasion for surprise, when we consider that tho section of each presentation gives au almost oval figure, the
longer and sho rter diameters of which are adapted in the same way io the
curvature and form of the genital passages.
Setting hypot heses aside, if we examine a footus closely, we shall be at
once struck with the fact that it represents two superposed masses, the head
and the body so united by the neck that one cannot progress without the
otherj and that whilst the presenting part undergoes its four movements
of compre~sion, engagement, rotation, and disengngement, the remaining
part has also become flexed and engaged, in other words',· has performed its
two first movements.
On the other hand, we observe, whilst examinin g a footus, that the long
diameters of its t.wo superposed parts (head and body) have opposite directions, from before backward for the head, and transverse for the body.
These two diameters are also at right angles to each other, whence it
happens that. when one of the two parts has a direction adapted to its ready
exit from the pelvis, the other will have an opposite direction. For example,
when the head disengazes from before backward at the vulva, the shoulders
are situated transversely at the inforior strait; which renders it necessary
that the head and body should perform successively the same mechanical
movements of rotation and disengagement.
If we note, therefore, such meclianical phenomena only as are apparent
and palpable, such, in fact, as the accoucheur is expected to detect at any
moment, we shall have in the first place to observe successively the four
motions performed by the part which engages first, and next the final movements of rotation and expulsion of the second part of the fcetus.
We have thus to describe six stages in the delivery:
t11e first foota.l pa.rt.
thesecondfoota.lpa.rt.

In the following table are recapitulated the six stages in the mechanism
of labor for all the presentations.
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VERTEX.
......... Flex ion of Uie htmd
1st Stnge
. ... Engagement of t he head.
2d Sio.ge..... .
3dStnge . .•.•. .........••• Jlolationofthebead.
. ....... Disengngcmeut of the be::id.
'1th Srnge...
. .... i nternal ro111tio11 of the body.
5th Stage....
6th Stage ..............• Expulsion of the body.
FACE.

1stStnge ................. Extensio n oflhehead.
.. ....... EngagemenLofthe h~d .
2d Stage...
3d Stage ...•...... , .... Rotation of the head.
. ....... Dise ngngementof the head.
4th Stnge.
. ....... l nternal.rotation of the body.
5th Stnge.
6th Stage .. .... ........ .. . Expulsion of the body .
lat Stage ... .. .. . .. .. .... . Folding of the breech.
2d Stage ................ Engagement of the breec h.
3d Stage ................. Rotntionof the breech.
. .• Disengagement of the breech.
4th St11p:e. ..
.......... . l nlernnl roln.tion of t he head,
5th Stnge
6th Stage ................. Expulsion of l he bend.

BODY. (Spontaneous evolution.)
1st. Stage ... ... ........... .Folding of the body.
2d Slnge ................. Engagementof the body.
3d Stage ...... ........... . Rotation of the body.
4th Siage ........ .... .. .. Disengagement of the body.
5thStage ................. lnternfl.\ rotatio n ofthe bead.
6th Stage .. ..... .. . . ..... Expulsion of I.he head .

TWIN

LABORS.
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CHAPTER IV.
TWIN LABOks.
Ai.THOUGH the expulsion of the child often takes place in twin pregnancies
with as much facility or sometimes even with grea.ter ntj)iclity than in ordinary labors, yet it must not be supposed that the whole duration of the
labor is always shorter; for very often, on the contrary, the parturition will
be found to drag along, and become tedious. Indeed, by reflecting on tlie
circumstances which then complicate the process, it will not be a difficult
matter to explain this unusual delay, sin ce it is well known that an cxce~
sive distention of the womb greatly diminishes both the force and frequency
of its contractions; and, as the labor often comes on before the enJ of the
ninth month, the cerv ix uteri has not yet undergone those modifications
which usually render its dilatation at term quite easy; besides which, the
elevation of the presenting part, whose engagement is impeded by the presence of the second feet.us, nlso assists in retarding this dilatation. The
stage of ex pul.si on, which the small size of the twins would at first sight
seem to facilitate, is often delayed by the feebleness of the contractions, and
also by the decomposition and considerable lo:;s of the force occasioned by
the presence of an ovum, still remaining intact within the ca,·ity of the
womb; and such is the unfavorable influence of this latter circumstance,
that it is only through the thickness of the second ovum that the co ntractions of the greater part of the uterine fibres can possibly reach the body
of the child that first presented at the upper strait. But when the tir:;t
child presents by the pelvic extremity, the escape of the head is particu·
larly apt to be attended with difficulties; for, if the perineum be resistant,
even in a slight degree, as in primiparfe, for example, the intervention of
art will nearly alway~ be indispensab le, because the uterus, being wholly
occupied by the other ovum, can have no further influence on the head of
the first.
The following table, which gives the presentation of both children in
three hundred and twenty·nine cases of twin pregnancy, will serve, as a
matter of curiosity, to show the relative frequency of the positions.
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TWIN PllEGSA.SCU:S, THE TWO CHILDKES PllltSESTKD A!\ FOLLOW,q:

Both by the bead.

The lstby the bend;
the 2d ~yti~:= ~reeeb.

Both by the breech.

The l ~t by the face;
the 2d
hend.

The 1st by the feetj
the 2d l~)~c~~e h:ind

5

The ISL by the he'.1d;
the 2d b.( t~~~:Shoulder.

7n::.e

The hthythebreel'h;
the 2~\ b~ ~~=· he11d.

11

9

The ht by the feet:
the 2d b: ~~~ breech.

11

Nearly always the twins present one after the other at the superior strait,
and the expulsion of the first is promptly followed by the birth of the
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second; anJ th e same is true of the others when there are more than two.
But it occasionally happens that the labor does not progress so regularly,
aucl that the children may be J1orn at a con~iderable interval from each
other, aud their expubion rendered difficult by the attendant delays and
dangcr5. It most gent:rally happens that the womb, being fatigued by the
efforts neces.s:.try fo r the C). pul sion of the tir:;t-born, retracts a little after this
partial depletion, and remains in a state of re.st for some minutes, in conisequcnce of having lo~t a part of its contractile properties; still retaining,
however, a greater volume than usua l. By placing the hand on the anterior abdominal region, the accoucheur will be able to verif)' the abnormal
siz:e of the organ, and to detect, through this wall, the i1rnqualities appertaining to the fcetus; besides, another amniotic pouch, or the presenting
part of a second child , can readily be detected at the upper part of the
uterine neck by the vnginal touch. In general, the repose of the womb is
but momentary, and in about a quarter of an hour, sometimes at the end
of five or ten minutes, though rarely la.ter than twenty or thirty minutes,
the patient feels the pains coming on again; at first feeble and slow, but
soon becoming stronger and more energetic. Care should be taken to rupture the membranes, if this had not already occurred, and then to abandon
the rest of the labor to the powers of nature. This second delivery is soon
over, as a general rul e, when the footus presents in a natural position, for
the parts have been so enlarged by the passage of the first child, that they
offer but little resistance to the escape of the second. But in some cases,
the pains which ha,·e been suspended after the birth of one of the twins,
do not reappear for some hours, and sometimes even not for several days.1
Now, what is to be done in cases of this kind?
"When the two children present well, and the exp ulsion of the first is
effected naturally, and without great fatigue to the woman, I wait," says
Merriman," until the pains of the second childbirth come on; ordinarily,
this happens shortly after the escape of the first-born. If efficacious pains
do not occur in the course of a quarter or half an hour, I provoke the contraction by rubbing the abdominal tumor gently with the hand, and by
titilla.ting the os uteri with the finger; if these irritations, made simul taneously on the body and neck, are ineffectual, and several hours elapse
without the womb contracting, I deem it advisable to excite the contractions,
by rupturing the membranes, after having previously administered the ergot.
This course is based on the two following reasons: where we have delayed
too long a time, the pains have always appeared to me more severe than
they would have been if the action of the uterus had been solicited sooner;
anJ the expulsion of the second ch ild has commonly seemed to me more
easy through the parts recently dilated by the first delivery."

PREMATURE AND RETARDED LABOHS.
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~uch cases, our rules of conduct should be based on the condition

of the womb itself, rather than on the length of time thttt may h:ive elapsed
since the birth of the first child; because it mu~t be evident that rchtxation
and inertia of this organ would forbid all attempts at extraction, and th:tt
we should neYcr endeavor to delinr the second child before having excited
the organic contractility of the uterus, by all the :wailable means. If, by
chaner, thc~c measures pro\'C inadequate, it will be better to wait several
hours, or, if necessary, enn for several days, rather than expose her to the
terrible consequences re:sulting from inertia.
(The pre::-enlation and po,-ilion of each child in twin labors nre detected by the
same signs as when one child ouly is present, oLscn·ing, ho\\'cver, that it is necessary to Le carcful in respect to the <lata supplie<l by palpatiou and percussion, fur
lhe prCli<'DCC of t.wo children in the womb alters grcntly the re'lult" afforded l.Jy the
fonner; so that although the~e measures may sometimes prove helpful, they may
abo very en~ily lead into error.
That auscultation is equnlly unrelinble and may Le dC'cepth·e, will be understood
from the fact that the idea of the po.~ition of the first child may be formed from the
maximum intensity of the cardiac puL~ation of the one which is born last
What hns been already said in r('g;trd to the touch, will suffice for twin case~
nl~o, allhou;.;h <ldfo.:ulty may :~riise from the simultaneous enp;a~ement of both children -for which case we refer to the i.ubjectof dyslucia. (Sl'e Dysfocia . )
The expulsion of each chil<l is subject to the usual lti\\·s which govern the
mechanism of labor as already dc:scribed, so that we h;l\'C only to add that 351 twins
are often small and born prematurely, the inequalities in the mechanism of labor
are more common, e~pecially as regards the second child, which trnxerses the genitnl
Jn short, we have only to
p~·ages which ha\·e been enlarged by the fir<=t one.
regard a twin labor as two successi,·e deliveries.]

ClIAPTER V .

ARTICLE I.
WrrEx a woman is delivered in the seventh or cigllth month of her gesta·
tion 1 the labor is said to be premature. Now a great number of causes may
determine the expulsion of the child, before the ordinary term of its iutrn,·
uterine life; such, for instance, as an excessive di:stcution of the womb, whether
this be occa;;ioned by too great a quantity of the amniotic liquid, by hydror·
rhrea, or by the presence of two or more infants in the uterine cavity; the
accidental death of the fretus; the artificial evacuation of the liquor amnii;
any violent muscular effort; the abuse of strong purgati\'CS; various acute
discao:;;es, more especially those of the skin; and certain conditions of the
animal economy, as plethora, great debility, or an excessive irritability and
sensibility. Finally, in a singular case already mentioned, premature labor
occurred eight times consecutively, in consequence of extreme itching of the

surface.
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Delivery before term is sa id to be oflcn preceded by a SC\'ere chill
Burns supposes that this ch ill occurs imm ediately before or after the death
of the fCctus. I have no recollection of having observed anything of the kind.
In some cases, the uterus is fully de,·eloped prior to the ordinary term of
gestation 1 an<l then the contractio n commences and goes on as regularly as
usual i but in most instances, the 01·gan has not as yet undergQne alJ the
necessary modifications for the proper accomplishment of labor, and the
latter, consequently, exhibits numerous irregularities in its course. The
uterine neck and orifice are not yet propedy effii.ced and softeneJ. For
example, it is not at all uncommon to find the neck sufficiently dilated,
during the primary pains, to permit the introduction of the finger, and this
notwithstanding the lips are still thick and of a considerable length. This
length of neck must greatly rC'tard the dila.tntion, for the latter cannot really
commence until after the effacement is completed, which often proves a
terlious process.
This first, or preparatory, stage is marked by pains that are very irregular
both in their duration and intensity, accompanied by a feverish state; the
patient experiences a very distressing sensntion of weight about the belly,
and she is usually restless and agitated. 'Vhen the cervix is once effaced,
the os uteri begins to dilate i but this dilatation is much slower than at term,
because the neck has not yet attained the sairie degree of softening, and
therefore offers more resistance to the contractions of the body.
But, although the first stage is somewhat longer, the second, or that
wherein the expuls ion occurs, is generally shorter tha.n in labor at term,
owi ng to the small size of the child; nevertheless, this advantage is often
cou nterbalanced by the irregularity and the spasmod ic nature of the con·
tractions, which are th en more apt to assume this form than under ordinary
conditions. For, as the muscular organization of the uterus is not yet complete, we can understand why its contractile powers are less perfect; and
also, on the other htrnd, how the morbid cause which has developed a
premature action in it must necessarily influence the regularity of their
contractions.
The vertex presentations are far from being so frequent here as in the
natural labor at term, and those of the breech, according to l\L P. Dubois,
are prormrLionably more common as th e labor is more premature. For
instance, in ninety-six still-born children, delivered during the last two
months of gestation at t11e hospital of La l\IaternitC, seventy-two presented
hy the head, twenty-two by the pelvic extremity, and two by the shoulder j
whilst iu scventy·three Jiving children, who had only reached the seventh
month of intra-uterine life, sixty-one presented the head, ten only the breech,
and two the shoulder. Hence, it is evident that the number of pelvic presentations in premature parturitions is compaL·ativcly greater where the
ch ildren are born dead, and al!'o that, when the fretuses are living, the
podalic extremity presents fir13t much oftener than in ordinary labors.
Finally, according to Burns, women who are taken in labor before term
are more exposed than others to hemorrhages during its progress, and the
delivery of the after·birth is both more difficult and more liable to accident
tlrnn usual.
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"When a woman is threatened with premature labor," co ntinu e~ the
author just nameJ, "we ought, unless we arc sure of the <lea.th of the child,
to endeavor to check the process, which is done by keeping the patient cool
and tranquil in th e horizontal position, bleeding her in the arm if' she be
plethoric, or the pulse be throbbing; but aboYe all, by administering opiate
injections immediately (forty to sixty drops of Sydenham's laudanum, in
two or three doses, in tl1e course of a couple of hours)."
When the labor is once establ ished, it is to be conducted much in the
same way with parturition at the full time; nevertheless, says Burns, the
following observations should be carefully attended to: 1. The patient must
avoid much motion, lest a hemorrhage be exc ited; 2. Frequent examinatiuus are hurtful by
the process, and tending to produce spastakes place, a full dose of the tincture of
modic contraction; and, if
opium should be given at once; 3. A rigid state of the os qteri requires
venesection to a moderate extent; J. Th e delivery of the child is to be re. in order that the uterus
tarded rather than accelerated in the last
may have time to contract on the placenta; 5.
to be further assisted
by rubbing and gently pressing on the uterine region after the child is
born; 6. The deli\•ery of lhe after-birth requ ires more than ordinary care
(see Delivuy of the Aficr-bfrlh) : thus, we are not to pull on the cord, for it
is ea:;ily broken; be.sides, it is often necessary to introduce the hand in the
uterus to aid Lhe detachment of the placenta artificially, an<l to prevent its
being retained by the irregular contractions; and lastly, great attention is
to be paid to the patient herself for some day-;; ttfter the delivery, for it has
justly been observed that she is, from the mere fact of having had a premature labor, more exposed than others to those inflammatory affections which
so often complicate the parturient state. \Vi th regard to the premature
labors brought on by the accoucheur we sha ll say nothin g at present, as
we shall have to treat of them more particularly under the head of Opera-

tions.

ARTICLE II.
OF RETARDED LA.BOE.

As an ordinary rule, the pregnancy terminates about tlie two hundred
and seventieth day after conception. Ilowever, labor often occurs at an
earlier period than this, and, on the other hand, it may not appear until
some time in the course of the tenth month, or even at the termination of
this period, although the latter is a much more unusual circumstance. In
making this statement, we decide a question in advance that gave rise to
some very sharp and animated discussions during the last century; and,
still more recently, the tribunals of England have summoned to their bar
the most celebrated physicians of Great Britain, and have listened to numerous and protracted pleadings for and against the legitim acy of ret:irJed
labors.
But this question no longer presents to the medical jurist the same difficulty that it did in the past century, for the French law has now declared
evPry child tr be legitimate that is born after the oue hundred and eightieth
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or before the three hundredth day of marriage; and, as if it were po:-:;iiblc,
in the eye of the law, for a pregnancy to continue more thau ten months,
it further adds that the legitimacy of a child born three lrnndred days after
the dissolution of the marriage contract may be contested.
Although a legal decision lrns thus deprived the question of retarded

labors of its greatest interest, yet we, as practitioners, may be permitted to
recall briefly the principal reasons that militate in their fa.var.
•
At first, it was very natural to study the process in those animals which
approach the nearest to man in this respect, in order to judge of the pos::;ibility of a rclltr<lecl birth in the human species.

Among the numerous observations made on th is subject, those submitted
by J\I. Tessier, in 1819, to the Academy of Sciences at Paris, of which the

1

following is a summary, are probably the most exact, 11amely: out of one
hundred and seventy-one cows, fourteen calved from the two hundred and
forty-first to the two hundred and sixty-sixth day: three on the two hundred and seventieth; fifty, from the two hundred and seventieth to the two
hundred and eightieth; sixty-eight, from the two hundred and eightieth to
the two hundred and ninetieth; and five, on the three hundred and eighth
day, which gives a diffhence of sixty-seven days between the births, if we
compare the shortest with the longest period. Of one hundred and two
3fonledonthe
l

"

l

"

2

"

47
25
21
I

"
"

"on the

3\l!h dny.
314th"
32;'.ith"
330th"
3401h to the 350th day.
350th"
3601.b"
3GOth"
37'it.h"
394th day.
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Making a difference of eighty-three days between the two extremes. Nine
months and ten days being the average term for cows, and eleven months
and ten days for mares.
These well-ascertained variat ions in the terms of gestation in animals,
certainly afforded a strong presumption of their existence in the human
species also i for if cows and mares, whose gesta.tions are not disturbed by
the various causes that may lead to changes in a woman, may thus defer
for some time the ordinary period, how much more would human fenrnh·i<,
who are subject to so many diseases, and upon whom the moral and social
relations exert so powerful an influence,-how much more likely would
they be to exhibit numerous varieties in the duration of their pregnancies?
But all this was a mere probability; and the question would still remain
undetermined, if careful observations directly made, and well made on the
human species, had not removed all doubts on that point; for -several ca~es
bearing on this subject now enrich our science, where a single well-established instance wou ld suffice to produce conviction. Take, for example, the
following case, reported by Desormeaux: A lady, the mother of three children, became affcrted with insanity, for which all the resources of thera-
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tried in vain.

her physician thought that another prcg·
po~sibly
her intellectual fa.culties, the husband
note on a register the time of each sexual union, which only
took place eYcry three months, lest a. previous concepti on ( then uncertain )
should be disturbed. Now, this lady, who was closely watched by her
domestic::\ and was besides en d owed with the most rigid pri1\cipl es of religion and morality, was not deli\·ered before the expiration of nine months
and a half.
)J erriman furnishes a smnmary of one hundred :rn<l fifty gestations, in
each of which he has noted the precise day of the last appearance of the
From this table it appears thatinthe3ith

38th

The foregoing statement exhibits the great variety in the length of gesta·
tion. There is, in fact, a difference of fifty-six clays between the two
extremes; and, supposing that eath woman became pregnant five
before the return of her courses, five of them, at least, would overrun
average term of nine months by ten or twelve days.

CHAPTER VI.
OF TIIE DELIVERY OF TITE AFTER-BIRTll.

Tms comprises the natural or artificial expulsion of the fcetal appendages from the mother's womb, and is the complement of the labor. Like
the latter, it is generally accompli shccl by the unaided powers of nature,
though in certain cases, whic:h arc fortunately very rare (about one in two
hundred ), it is attended by difficulties or compl icated
that may
the
require the intervention of art. \Ve shall, therefore,
natural and the artificial deliverv of the after-birth, the
which,
only will be described in this pl;ce and the latter includt:d in the article

Dystocio.
Whilst the expulsion of the fcetus is being completed by the spontaneous
exit of the breech and lower extremities, or imm ediately after the expu lsion,
the walls of the uterus retract in virtue of their inherent contractility of
ti~sue, and its cavity diminishes; but the placenta, being n spongy and non·
contractile mass, does not follow this action of the organ. Consequently,
it becomes puckered up, and the cellular and va~cular tis$ues, that connect
it to the internal uterine surface, are rendered tense and then torn, as the
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difference in the respectiYe size of t he two bodies becomes greater unilcr the
fore;e of' the repeated contructions. A rupture of :di thc~e bonds of' uniun
is soon effected, the placenta is completely detached and forced down upnn
the os uteri i the latter, being irritated by its presence, rea.cts on the bocly
of the organ which is immediately thrown into contraction; the intenrnl
orifice, whi<.:h was closed after the delivery of the child, again dilates, and
the placenta, being driYen from the uterine C<t\'ity, pa~:jcs into the rngina 1
whence it i;") forced outwards by the contraction of the yaginal walls aided
Uy the abdominal muscles.
H ence there arc th ree distinct stages in the deliYery of tlie after·birth;
which we may divide, like Desormeaux, into the detachment of the placenta,
its expulsion from the uterus, and its expulsion from the vagina.
The detachment of the placenta is not always accomplished in the sn.me
way; the process varying with the part of the uterus to which it is united.
For instance, when attached to the fundus,
first begins near
the centre of the mass, because this is the
and
lea~t
accommodate itself to the retraction of the
margins, being more ea~ily wrinkled, are le~.r; liable to rupture
tis~ue
connecting them with the womb; a lenticular
is thereby created,
which is bounded externa ll y by the still adherent
the placenta.
A quantity of blood is gradually effused into this cn.vity, "hich contributc11,
with the uterine contra ctions, to effect t he separation; thus, in this case,
the detachment is effected from the centre towards the circumference. Th e
placenta, being wholly detached, then descends to the orifice, its f~tal sur·
face corresponding to the latter, and becoming the external face, whilst the
urerine surface is the internal face, which, together with the inverted mem·
br:mes, constitutes a pouch, wherein such a quantity of ituid or coagulated
blood is occasionally collected, as to seriously impede its delivery.
When it is attached to the anterior, the posterior, or the lateral portion
of the womb, the separation commences at one of the margins; or, if at the
centre, it is soon propagated towards one border, generally the superior,
though, in some instnnces, the inferior one. In the former case, the proce:s
advances in the way just described, and the placenta :1gn.in presents, by its
firtal su rface, at the cervix uteri; but, in the bttf't', being $U::;pended on tl1e
uterine wall until the detachment is completed, it presents a.t. the neck by
its inferior margin. It is then generally folded upon it::;clf: and engages in
the orifice rolled up in a. conical form.
\\'hen the placenta presc>nts its firtal surface at the os uteri, it plugs up
the orifi ce by its bulk, and prevents the blood from escaping; wherefore,
is usually followed by the expulsion of numerous
its delivery in such
large coagula. But
one border engages, there is no obstacle to
the issue of the blood, and hence the disch~rgc of this fluid commences with
the detachment of the after-birth, is increased at every pain, and per!'i~ts
throughout the whole proce~s.
From the Jescription jmt gi\·eJ1, the re:vlcr would naturally suppose that
the detachment of the placenta only begins after the child is born; thi~,
however, is not always the case. la fact, the following phenomena arc 1mu·f'
usually ohser\'eJ to take place: as soon as the labor-pains arc ck,·clo11{d
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a11d the dilatation· of the os uteri has co mmenced, the separation of the
oyum begin:s in the neighborhood of the u te rin e orifice, and then gradually
progre:;;:ses o\'er all parts of its surface, alth ough not in a perfect and compl ete manner. After the membranes are ruptmed, and the waters are
pa.rtially di:Sc:bargccl, th e uterine cay ity <limini$hes; the ov um becomes
wrinkled, and its detac:hment is car ried to a still greater extent; even
inyoJyin g the after-birth, as pro\·ed by the fact that the Auid or coagulated
blood i:s frequently expell ed si multan eou~ly with the fcctus, in cases of protracted labor; which bl ood must ev id ently come from that portion of the
uterine surfrtce in conta ct with the placenta. A separation of the greater
part of the placental mass is particularly apt to occur in the breech presentations in con:-:equence of the gradual contraction of the womb, as the
lower parts of the f'CI!tus are delivered.
Th e interval between th e child's birth and the delivery of the secu ndin es
va1'i:tble. Dr. Clarke, from a great number of ~bservati ons, cstabmean duration at twenty-five minutes; but if by this a perfectly
spontaneous delivery is to be understood, one in which ho traction is made on
the cord, we bclie\·e he is in error, for this interval is generally mu ch longe r.
At the iustancc of ::\LP. Dubois, we made some expe rim ents, in 1836, with
a view of determining this question; and those researches pro\·ed that, when
the deliYery was left entirely to nature, the final ex pulsio n of the placenta
did not usually occur under an hour or an hour and a half after the birth
of the child. I t is true, the detachment of the nfter-birth, and
from the uterine cavity, is effected, as Clarke states, ir.
twenty, or twenty.five minutes; but, having passed into the ya.gina, it some·
tim es remains there for several hours without causing the least irritation by
its pre:Sence, the lea:St tenesmus, or beal·ing-down effort. This circums tan ce
is easily explained by the fact that the sen~ib ili ty of the \'aginal walls is
blunted, as it were, by the long pressure they were ·su bj ected to from th e
head and other parts of the child. Besides which, as L e\'ret long sin ce
remal'ked, the after-birth will be the sooner ex pelled in proportion as the
patient is st ronger, and the contractions more energetic; as the quantity of
water in the womb was smaller, and as the period between the rupture of
the membranes and the delivery of the child was the lon ger.
Although it::; delivery may generally be left to the powers of nature without any i:crious inconvenience, yet it is equal ly trne that it will be delayed
a long time in a large number of cases. Now, such a delay would force
the patient to remain on a bed, which is poorly adapted for repose after nil
the fatigues of labor; and besides, so long as the delivery is not com pl eted,
she still considers herself exposed 1<1 numerous dangers, and her foa r:s may
h<we an m~favorable influence oYer her condition. On this account, most
of th e accoucheurs of the prei;:ent day believe it advisable to a<·cclcrate the
a little, for the purpose of relieving the woman from her anxiety,
of ~par itl g her unnecessary pain; without,
attempting to
the sec undin es inimedirdely after the child 's
But, befo re
any trac.:tion on the umhilical cord, it is necessary to a~certain the
of the placenta, and especially the conditi on of the uterus. If the
latter is sma ll, hard, and contracted, and situated in the lowest part of the
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abdomen, it j5 infinitely probable that the placenta is, in great part at lea.~t.
expelled from the cavity of the womb into the vagina. This, however, may
he easily as('ertained, for the finger introduced into the rngina readily
detects the mass 1 and even dist inguishes the insertions of the cord. There
is then, generally, nothing to pre\·ent its being extracted at once, and ::-imple
tractions upon the external end of the cord are all that are Tequired for
this purpose.
\Yhen, on the contrary, the uterine tumor continues on n Jenl with, or
even above the umbilicus, and has a soft doughy foci, due to its impcrfec:t
contraction, the placenta. is very probably still within the womb, and the
first object should be to ascertttiu whether or not it is detached. Now we
know tliat·the separation is usually accomplished by the fresh contractions
that reappear after the apathy which follows the expu lsion of the chil<l;
and hence, there is every reason to suppose it is completed when these contractions ha,•e repeatedly occurred. A little blood usually escapes from
the vulva. during the process. Finally, if one or several fingers be passed
up to the uter ine orifice, the a.fter-birth is found presenting there, and, if it
should not be met with, the accoucheur may rest satisfied that the separation is not yet completed, and therefore he ought to wait. Should the
detachment be delayed too long, frictions over the fundus uteri are resorted
to, for the purpose of rousing the pains, or the same object is produced by
titillating the cervix uteri with one or two fingers. Great care should be
taken not to make frequent
upon the cord, for unpleasant com~equences might resuJt. Thus,
the placenta is completely adherent, the
tractions are liable to detach a part, and give rise to hemorrhage, or they
might tear away a portion of the after-birth a nd leave the remainder in the
womb;
the organ might be inYerted or the cord ruptured thereby.
Certnin
recommend a ligatme on the placenta l extremity of the
cord after the child's birth, for the sole purpose of faci litating the detachment of the after~birth. T he easy separation when this has been clone, snys
:;\[. Stoltz, is caused by the weight and turgescence of this organ, which,
when expelled, is found to be engorged with blood; this practice is attended
with no inconvenience, and is at least beneficial by preventing the patient's
bed from being soiled with the blood that ordina r ily cscnpes from the cord
After its e11tire separation, the after-birth constitutes a foreign body in
the uterine ca\"ity, which the organ endeavors to dislodge by contracting.
These contractions, which are rccogniznhle by the hardness of the uterine
globe, and which are usually perceptible to the patient, indicate the time
for ope rating; the accoucheur then takes hold of the umb ilicul cord, after
having enveloped it with a cloth so as to prevent it from slipping, and
winds its encl ,..around one or two fingers; he next makes a modernte traction with a view of extracting it, but, as soon as any resistnnce is felt, he
ought to slip up two or even three fingel'S of the other hand along the upper
surface of the cord as for as the os uteri; the points of these fingers, which
are int.ended to press t11e cord buckwards, are brought together so as to
receive the latter in the entering angle thereby formed, around which it
plays like a pulley. To understand the advantage of this manccuvrc, it is
only necessary to bear in mind that the tractions made by one hand alone
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would correspond to the axis of the vagina, which forms an angle wili1 that
of the uterus; whence it happens that the placenta, instead of being drawn
towards the centre of the orifice it has to traYCr:sc, would abut against ita

Mode of extracting tile placenta.

anterior border, and the corresponding parts of the cervix, upon which all
the tractiYe efforts are spent. The patient should be directed to bear down
while the tractions arc made. As the placenta clears the orifice, and gets
into the excuxation, the operator changes the line of action, and gradually
carries the cord forward, so as to make it always correspond with the axis
of the pelvic canal. "Cnder the joint influence of the tractions and the
patient's bearing-down efforts, the placenta souu
the vulva, where
it is seized by the thumb and fingers and
round
as to complete the detachment of the membranes :ind
solid cord, for the double purpose of prcnnting their
securing their entire removal. 1
It is impos!"ible to state precisely the amount of force which may be used
in the:ie tractions upon the cord, and it must be left to the intelligence of
the practitioner to discover what is proper to be done. 'fhen, howenr,
the tractions have no effect, and the placenta seems to rise up and draw the
cord after it, as soon as they ha.ve ceased, all efforts should be suspended for
the time being.

"When the placenta is partially engaged in the orifice by a portion of its
periphery, this plan," says 1\1. Guillemot, "ought to be somewhat modified;
for in this presentation, the root of the umbilical corJ, instead of corresponding to the cervix, is higher up in the uterine cavity; and hence, if the
operator resorts to traction, the centre of the placenta will have a. tendency

886
to enter the orifice, and thus add its bulk to the disk already engaged there.
Such a dispo~ition !'!Ometimes constitutes an obstacle to the further deli\'cry
of thi s mass; but it is su rm ounted by mak ing some moderate tractions, not
on the co rd it.self, but rather upon the part previously engaged, by applying
two fingers on its surfaces." "' e have had numerous opportunities of test·
ing the practical utility of~[. Guillemot's advice.
"This
Merriman, "all that it is right to do, for a full hour
but that time being elapsed, and there
reason to expect
uterine contractions will spo ntaneously
accoucheur is to consider whether it is prudent to wait longer,
to extract the placenta, by introducing his hand into the uterus.
uo bad symptoms are present, there ca n be no danger in allowing
more time to elapse before we proceed to this operation; especially, if there
be reason to think that the retention arises principally from the exhausted
state of the
it is possible that a little more delay will
sufficient power may be imparted
to the uterus
the placenta.
"Yet, generally speaking, we ca n h:n·e but little expectation that the
placenta will be expelled by the natural powers, after it has been retained
much more than an hour; we may, therefore, consider ourselves justified in
interfering to extract it, at the end of an hour or two after the child is born.
"It appears, then, to be a question of prudence or discretion, which every
accoucheul' must judge of in the individual case he is attending, whether to
proceed
at th e end of the hour, or to wait anoth er hour or two
befo1·e he
this operation. But, of course, this only applies to
case~ where there is no apparent danger."
(Sy nopsis, page 153.)
"The time for interference of the a<'coucheur for the <le}i,·ery of the
placenta, should always be regulated by the condition of the uterus its:elf,"
14
and that conditio n is whenever it is firmly contracted. Time,
sunr>lv «ms1clcrccl. can never fOrm a safe rule for the deJi,:ery of the placenta;
ulerns alone can point out the proper moment
it would he improper to a.ti.empt it. This rule,
to operate, or teach us
J believe, will never deceive, or at lea:;t I have uniformly acted upon this
principle; and, so far, I thiuk I nm s~1fe in snying, I ha.Ye not had cause to
bclieYe it wrong." (Sy.1.; fent of .Hidwife1·y, page 447.)
As soon as the placenta is delivered, we must ascertain whether any portion of it, or of the membranes, has been left behind in the womb; but this
is ca;;:ily done by ca refully examini ng the secu ndincs. Should it happen that
th e membranes or after-birth [tre not extracted entire, it would be proper to
pass the hand iuto th e uten1:::, for the purpose of removing the remnants.
If' a large quantity of the coagula that usually accompany the placenta
remain s in the womb, they may subsequently become a source of the afterpains yet to be described. Consequently 1 if there is rea!'on to !liu::pect the
presence of large clots in the womb, the latter ought to be stimulated to
contraction by rep('atcd frictions over the hypogastr ium. 8ome authors
have even recommended the introduction of' the hand into the
cav ity, so as to rid it completely of all foreign bodies; the
but to be followed cautiously, because, oa the one part, the
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he unneccs!mrily irritated, and on the other, it would not prevent the subsequent formation of fresh coagula.
\Ve stated above, that usually in the cou rse of fifteen, twenty, or twcntyfive minutes after the birth of the child, the uterus, by contracting, 11otifies
the accoucheur, as it were, of the proper moment for his intervention. It
should always be remembered, however, that moderate tractions are all·
sufficient for the delivery of the after-birth; a nd 1 if much resi:stance is met
with, it would be far better to wait, and not make any new attempts, until
the contractions sha.ll have partly or completely o,·ercome the obstacle.
Where there is the least reason to suspect the existence of a second ch ild,
after the birth of t.l1e first, the physician ought to satisfy himself on that
point, both by an external and an internal exploration, before attempting
to remove the placenta; and should a. twi n pregnancy be recognized by the
great size of the womb, and more particularly by the vaginal exami11ation,
a ligature is to be applied immediately on the placental extremi ty of the
cord belonging to the first infant; and the secu nclin e.; are only to be
extracted after the expulsion of both children. If, howeYer, the placenta.
were detached, and presented a.t the orifice, he should attempt to extract
of the second
especiaJly when it seems to obstruct the
Nevertheless, such tractions ought to be
reserved i
in compound pregnancies, there are frequent
between
the two placentas; and, if this were the case, it is evident that any forcible
traction might detach the after-birth of the second child long before its
expulsion; and this premature separation would render the mother liable to
severe hemorrhage, and the child to fatal asphyxia.
After the birth of both children, so far from pulling on the two cords
simultaneously, and moderately twi:sting them into one, it is inore prudent
to bring down the placentas, one after the other, giving the priority to the
one which offers the least resistance. The mass of' these conjoined bodies is
made to engage in this way by one extremity; a.nd it is thus enable<l to
dear the uterine orifice more readily.
In most cases of compound pregnancy the womb is excessively distended,
and thi~ distention, as we are a.ll aware, is one of the circumstances that is
most likely to enfeeble the contractility of its tissue; therefore the removal
or the after.birth, after the la.bar is over, shou ld not be accelerated too
much, and the womb must be allowed a longer time than usual for its
retraction; while moderate frictions a.re to be made over the fundus of the
organ for the purpose of stimulating its action.
As regards the removal of the secundines after a miscarriage, we have
nothing to add further than what will be stated in the article on Abortion.
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DURING LABOR.

ARTICLE I.
OF TITE ATTENTIONS TO TIIE WOMAN

DURI~G

LABOR.

" 'nEN the accoucheur is summ oned to a woman in labor, he should
always provide him self with lancets, a female catheter, and the forceps;
and, if in the country, he should have besides some ergot, either in grain or
else freshly powdered, and one or two drachms of Sy<lenham's laudanum.
His anival ought always to be announced before entering the patient's
chamber, for the emotion caused by a sudden entrance oft.en proves eufficient
to suspend the pains for a considerable time. Then, after haYing made the
usual inquiries as to the time at which the pains began, their frequency,
th eir duration and intensity, he might, if he supposes from this account the
labor to be somewhat advanccd 1 proceed at once to the vaginal exploration;
in the contrary case, he may wait a few minutes, as well to satisfy himself
of the value of the communications made by the attendants, as to gi\·e the
woman time to prepare for the examination. \\'hen he finally judges this
and always during
is necessary, he is to proceed with all po!l-sible
cndcarnr to ascer·
th e interval between the pains. The object of this
ta.in: 1, whether the woman is pregnant; 2, if she is in labor; 3, if she is
at full term; 4, whether the membranes a re ruptured; fi, whether the labor
is far adrnnced; 6, what is the condition of the cervix, vagina 1 and perineum,
nnd their degree of suppleness or resistance; 7, wl1at is the conformation of
the pelvis; 8 1 lastly, what part of the child presents.
At first sight, it may seem a ridiculous precaution to attempt to veri~y
the existence of the pregnancy in a woman who declares she is actunlly
suffering from the pains of childbirth i but, to say the least, this is not
altogether useless, sin ce it has unfortunately happened that some over-confident accoucheurs have been imposed upon by women who were themselves
deceived as to the nature of the pains they felt; and we might quote many
instances where, after having waited for the delivery to take place for
several days, they have ultimately been constrained to acknowledge their
rni st:1ke. Besides, this error is easily avoided by bearing in mind the
diagnostic signs pointed out in the article on l'regnancy.
After observing the }Jrogress of the pains for some instants, he should
next endeavor to ascertain their cause and nature, in order to favor those
which have a bearing on the labor, and to combat any that are foreign
thereto. Women are not unfrequently tormented by pains during the la.tier
stages of gestation, which are dependent on some sympnthetii.: disorder of
the intestines, or abdominal organs, and which even a physician might mistake for the commencement of labor;
have been denominated the
jaf.se pains, by way of distinguishing them
those produced by the contra.t:tion of the womb. The true an<l
pains rna.y be rel:ognize<l by
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the follow ing characters: the latter ::ire ordinaril y sealed in the region
occupied by the <li:S.eased organ, while those occasion d by the commencement of the trarnil usually begin about the umbilicus and loins, and die
away at the perineum, the anus, or the sexual part:;; the false are almost
continuou3, and their intensity is nearly uniform; the others, on the contrary, are intermittent. If the irreguhtrity in the return and progre:ision
of the pains be rnch as to leave any doubt as to their character, he should
iutcrrogate the neighboring organs, and by a little attention he will succeed in determining their seat and nature. There arc, howeYcr, certain
pains which base their seat i~ the uteru~ itself, affCct a certain degree of
regularity, and simulate a true labor, winch are dependent on a plethoric
condition of the organ, that ma.y be c:dmcd by rest, a. restricted diet, and
blood-letting. Further, the epoch at which they occur, and the absence of
the other phenomena of labor, will serve to lessen the difficulties in determining the diagnosis; ne,·ertheless, it is the touch alone that can dispel all
doubtd; for the hardness that comes on in the uterine globe, the ri gi<lity in
the circumference of the os uteri, the ten::.ion and protrusion of the membranes during the pain itself, together with the retreat and r elaxation of all
these parts in proportion as it diminishes, chamcterize the pains of childbirth in an infallible manner.
"Ily examining," says Wigand, "the course of the true contractions, it
,\ill be found that they commence at the cerYix, and pass to the fibres of the
fundu~, which are then thrown in to action; and hence all contractions that
begin in this latter part of the womb arc anomalous, and result eith er from
some disorder ha.ving occurred in the uterine forces, or else they are produced by an inflammation, or a disturbance in the functions of a neighboring organ." \\rh en the true pain is manifested, the head, which reposed
during the interrnl on the cervix, sometimes mounts up even beyond the
reach of the finger, but the membranes engage more or less in the orifice.
In the course of a few seconds, the contraction extends all over the uterus,
and more particularly to the fibres of the fund us; and the head, which was
at first elernted, is forcib ly pressed down on the neck, thus assuming the
office of a wedge for hastening its dilatation i and, ns a general rule, it is
only when the fund us contracts in this manner, that the woman complains
of pain. \re may, therefore, consider the true pain as constituted of a
series of phenomena, which succeed each other in the following order: first,
the periphery of the cerv ix becomes tense; then, the presenting part ascends,
and the membranes bulge out; next, the remainder of the uterus, the fund us
especially, becomes hard, during which the patient complains of a sharp
pain i and, lastly, the part that presented endeavors anew to engage. It is
.unnecc::i:-<ary to add, that the rapidity with which these phenomena succeed
each other necessarily varies according to the individual, to the irregularities to which the process is subject, and according to the stage of the labor.
Other things being equal, the contractions will effect the dilatation so much
the sooner, in proportion as the cervix shall correspond more directly to the
funclus of the organ, and the uterine axis shall be the more parallel to that
of the pelvis.
After having learned the true clrnracter of the pa.ins, the accoucheur next
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ende::wors to ascertain whether the woman is really at term, so as not to
encourage a premature labor, which might often be pre\·ented if he knl'w
its cause. He ought, therefore, to recall the various signs, by mcan::s of
which we have attempted to characteri ze the different periods of pregnancy.
Thus, should he find that the cervix is not yet entirely effaced, tlrnt it still
retains a certain degree of le11gth, that it is hard and resistaut even during
the interval of the contractions; that the latter are much less regular in
their course, duration, and return, than in parturition at full term; and
the belly not yet sunk down; he may justly conclude that the patient has
not yet reached the end of the ninth month; also, that such a premature
labor is owing either to some acute morat emo ti ou 1 or some uuteccdent
external violence. In all cases, he ought to attempt the arrest of this
premature or false labor, by rest, both of body and mind, by vencsection,
if the woman's general condition will admit of it, and, more especially, by
the admin istration of laudanum in full doses, taking care to empty the
bladder when necessary, and to keep the bowels free by mild laxatives.
The use of means to stop the premature labor ought not to be given up,
even though the cervix be entirely effa,ced, the orifice somewhat dilated, and
a certain amount of water discharged; inasmuch as the escaped fluid might
proceed from a hy<lrorrhrea and not from within the amnios, whilst premature pains can sometimes be calmed and the pregnancy enabled to proceed
to full term.
Very conc1usive observations on this point were published in 1857 by Dr.
Charrier: he cited cases in which the dilatation equal led a quarter of a
rlollar in size, and in which the pains were suspended notwithstanding the
membranes were engaged in and projecting from the orifice. The cervix
afterwards closed in such a way as to reproduce its external orifice, and to
present the con ical shape which it has in the eighth month of gestation. This
phenomenon, styled by l\I. Charrier, retrucession of labor, though doubtless
rare, need only be possible in order to encourage the practitioner to suspend
the labor whenever he is sure the membranes are intact, the child alive, and
the woman not at term.
H owever, there is one phenomenon, sometimes manifested in the latter
weeks of gestation, which ma.y place the most skilful practitioner at fault.
I allude to what has been designated as the false labor, in which certain
women, after having nearly reached their full term, experi ence the true
contractions i the pains are regu1ar, the membranes bulge out, and the os
uteri dilates; at times, these pains last from four to six hours, but then they
disappear all at once, and everything goes on
In others, the false
labor is kept up at first during several hours,
then it passes off; returning in this manner every clay, particularly towards the evening, and lasting
one or two weeks. (See Uterine Rhewnatism.)
" 'hen the accoucheur is very sure that the woman is really in labor, his
attention must be directed to the frequency and the intensity of the pains,
and to the dilatation, the hardness, and thinness of the cervix, in order to
judge of its probable duration. During the same exploration, he should
ascertain the conformation of the pelvis, pnrticubrly if the woman happens
to be in her first confinement, and if any appareut deformities exist i he
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should a1so learn the situation of the orifice, the obliquity of the body and
neck of the womb, and the child's presenting part. (See Mec!ta11is1n of
Labo1·.) If this latter is so high up as to render the diagnosis of the presentation difficult, its examination shou1d be deferred until a more nd\'anccd
pe1·iocl of the labor; but the bag of waters is ne\'CI' to be ruptured, in auy
case, for the mere purpose of rendering this examiuation more easy, before
the entire dilatation of the neck; for such an untimely rupture of the membranes would be attended by very great incon\'eniences, if the position were
at all.defocti\·e; for, all the waters escaping, the
might suffer from
the umbilical
the pressure exercised directly upon it by the
cord would be compressed ; and the womb, irritated by the prolonged contact of the fcetal inequalities, might be affedcLl with spasmodic contractions; and, finally, the intervention of art becoming ncce:::sat")', long after
the evacuation of the waters, the necessary manipulations would be attended
with much greater difficulties.
But it is not always so easy a matter as one might imagine to ascertain
whether the membranes are ruptured or are still intact; for instance, where
the vaginal examination is resorted to between the pains, in a \'Crtex pre·
sentation, they are often applied so directly to the scalp that it is impos$ible
to distinguish them. A pain shou ld then be waited for, because, as soon as
the uterus contracts, it drives the waters towards th e lower parts, and the
finger is observed to be raised up by a small quantity of this fluid that in·
sinuates itself bet\\een the head and the amniotic sac, the integrity of which
latter is thereby easily verified; but where the head is more deeply engaged,
this affiux of 1iquid is very inconsiderable, au<l the tension of the mem·
branes can scarcely be distinguished. Consequently, attention should be
given to the state of the tumor both during and after the contraction.
Where the waters have escaped, and the finger comes directly upon the
child's cranium, it will detect the hai1·y scalp puckering up while the pain
lasts, and becoming smooth and even as soon as it shall have ceased; though
the contrary will take place when the membranes are intact, for they are
never more smooth or more tense than during the contraction it.self.
It is difficult at times to reach the cervix uteri in the commencement of
the labor, because it is then carried so far backwards tha.t the plane of its
orifice actually looks towards the anterior face of the sacrum. I have often
seen young practitioners who were unable to get at it at all, and others,
who 1 not finding the os uteri, and distinctly feeling the child's head through
the anterior inferior part of the womb, which is then rendered very thin by
the distention it has undergone, have imagined that the dilatation was al·
ready completed, whereas it l1ad hardly commenced; the disastrous conse·
quences to which such an errnr might lead, can be readily imagined. Jn
fact, it is very often necessary to pass the finger around the convex tumor
which fills the excavation, in order to get the index far enough upw:trds
and backwards, where the uterine orifice is to he found.
All these questions being determined 1 the accouchcur1s attention shou lei
be directed early in the progress of the confinement to ha\'ing the woman
moved into the most sui tabl e place. Th e chamber intended for her lying.in
should be spacious, airy, well lighted, anrl retired i the air she respires ought
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to be pure and of a moderate temperature, and all strong odors, whether
good or bad, should be excluded. A temperature too ele\•ated \\ill predis
pose her to nervous agitation, and to hemorrhagic accidents; and, on the
other hand, the impression of cold is n very frequrnt cause of acute inflammation, or of ch rouic engorgements, such as those that often come on afte1
deliYery, which lHwe for so long a time been :ittribute<l to lacteal metastasi;;;. But few persons are to be admitted in the chamber, and all tho::e,
especially,
presence is at all unpleasant to her, ought to be rigidly
excluded.
latter point demands the greatest care on the part of the
physician,
be alone who has authority thus to dismiss such as ho
may think
injur i ou~, and he must judge, from the reception given
to each, of the pleasure or otherwise the patient experiences from their presence. Some women are almost ashamed of being deli,·ered iu the presence
of the husband; with others, on the coutrary, it is one of the greatest conso lati ons to have him near them, and the accoucheur must endeavor to discover all the little shad es of delicacy and feeling, to sound, by discreet and
artful questions, a wish that the woman herself at times foars to exprc:<.s,
and, after having once learned it, he should religiously comply with it. As
rnle, the mother and sister, or two intinrnte friends of the patient,
the nur!'le, are the only ones that are to be allowed to stay in the
room. \Vith rega rd to dress, her garments should be full, sufficiently so,
as neither to in commode her movements nor her resp iration.
If some time has elapsed since she has had a passage from the bowels, a
simple injection must be given; and where this does not prove sufficient to
procure a stool, a. second is to be irnrn cdiately administered with the addition of one or t.wo ounces of the miel mercuriale. 1 The evacuati on of the
matters contai ned in the rectum is the more necessary, as its distention
might subsequently retard the escape of the head, and likewise prevent that
of the intestinal gases, whose accumulation might bring on colic and gripings; beside!'=-, thi s precaution has the advuntage of sparing the woman the
shame and disgust which an involuntary expulsion of the f::cces during the
Ja st moments of labor would necessarily cause, as also of preventing the
accouchcu 1·'s hand from being soiled, while it supports the perineum.
The accumulation of urine in the bladder ought likewise to be prevented,
by pC'rsuading the patient to urinate in the very commencement of her par·
turition; for, where she hps not observed this precaution, or the physician
arrives too bte to insist upon it, the emission of water becomes more and
more difHcult, and sometimes quite impossible, owi ng to the compression
whi(·h the hca<l, engaged at the superior strait, makes on the neck of the
bladder. In such cases, he shou ld endeavor to push th e head up somewhat
l>y two fingers, so that she can urinate; and if this does oot succeed, tho
catheter must be resorted to. 'Ve have elsewhere stated that it was adYiS·
able, 11nder such circumstances, to use a male catheter, the curvature of
though, even by taking this precaution, a considerable
which is
occasionally experienced to its introduction. This condition
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requires the most careful manipulation; the woman must lie flat on her
back, and then, with one hand the womb is pressed backwards from the
strait, or what is preferable, while the bead, which by its presence in the
les~er pel\•is compresses the urethra, is raised by two fingers in the vagina,
the other introduces the instrument into the urethra.
Th e accumulation of urine is attended ,,,.-ith such grave consequences ns .
to warrant a pcrseYering effort to introduce the catheter. The least of all
the accidents which may result therefrom, is a relaxation,
the total
a distention
cessation of the pains; for t110 distre:::s.ing sensation caul'!ed
contract,
of this organ, which is increased ·when the abdominal
inlluces the woman to suspend the contractions as much as possible; besides
which, the pain itself is sometimes so acute as to paralyze, as it were, the
action of these muscles; and again 1 as they are separated from the uteri ne
walls by the mass of urine shut up in the bladder, their action is transmitted to the 'romb in but a very feeble manner. Th e paraly:-is of the
bladder, so often met with after labor, is a common consequence of prolonged retention of the mine; and finally, the walls of this rese rvoir are
occasionally ruptured just at the moment when the woman gives way to the
most violent bearing-down. Doubtless this last accident is rare, but sti ll it
is not without example, since Ramsbotha.m, Sen., has observed two cases of
the kind. ( Obs. Pracl., case:; 89, 90.) 1 The tumor thus formed by the overdi:sten<led organ may easily be recognized, more particularly after the rupture of the membranes, by the soft, fluctuating tumefaction detected immediately above the pubis, extending at times nearly as high as the umbilicus,
at the :side of, aml behind which, the hard resistant mass constituted by the
uterus can be distinguishcd 1 whose consistence varies according to whether
the examination is made <luring or after pain.
Ile should also attend early to having everyth in g prepared that may be
wanted somewhat later; thus, the thread intended for the ligature of the
cord is to be laid out, and the band and linen for covering the child's na,·el
are to be cut; for the mother, he ought to procure some cold iced water,
vinegars, and smelling-salts, agents that will probably be uuncCCi:Sary, but
which, notwith::1tanding 1 he ought always to have at hand; and, lastly, he
must direct the preparation of the bed upon which the woman is to be
delivered. This bed (called the lying·in bed, the bed of misery, or the little
bed) is arranged in the following mauner: one <vi th a sacking-bottom is
procured, of a moderate height, and about two feet to two and a half in
width, and one end of it i.s placed agaiu.::;t the wall, being careful to keep it
clear on both sides, so that one can pass freely all around it. A first mattrc::s is placed on the bottom, and upon this a. second, which covers its upp~r
part, and is folded double towards its superior third, in such a wa.y as io
le:we the first one uncovered about the foot. An oil-cloth, then a sheet,
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some pillows, and a coverlet, complete the furniture of the bed. A SJ!id
bar is placed transversely across the foot of the bed, so as to give the
woman's feet a solid point of resistance in the last moments of her labor.
In FranC'e1 the patient is so placed that the upper part of her back re.:;ts on
the in clined plane formed by the second mattrci::s, and her breech at the
margin of the same nHtttret=s; the inferior extremities are slightly flexed,
' and the feet press against the transverse bar placed at the foot of the bed.
In England, women are delivered on the edge of their beds; they lie on the
left side, having their legs and thighs flexed, and their knees 8cparated by
pillows. In Germa ny , the lying-in chair of the ancients is used; the patient
is placed 011 an inclined plane, which ca n be modified at will, by lowering
or rai:sin g the back, by means of a
then dra\\':; on the arms
of' the chair, and presses her feet
labor, the sexual p:i.rts
plied, and, as she gives way to the
unco,·ered, and correspond to the opening made in the edge of the seat.
But, on the whole, the bed, furnished as we have described, appears preferable, the more so, because it is always at hand; and, as suggested by De.::;ormeaux, it is particularly suitable where the woman must remain recumbent
during the whole progress of labor, as is necessary whenever she is afi6cted
with hernia, or is threatened with hemorrhage, prolapsus, or a displacement
of the womb. In case of necessity, its place might be supplied by a table
and a few chairs placed against the wall. It would be much better, say
Desormeaux and 1\1. P. Dubois, where the family are in easy circumstances,
to make use of an ordinary bed, taking care, however, to supply it with a
rather hard mattress, and a hard cushio n near the buttocks, to prevent the
pelvic region from sinkin g down into the substance of the mattress, and the
borders of the hole thereby produced, from forming an ob::>racle to the
extension of the coccyx, or the escape of the child's head. On this bed, the
woman is more at ea~c; she can lie on h er side, or take the most connnient
attitudes, and even sleep during the intervals of the pains; and then, after
the delivery, she may remain there some timt before being transported
to another.
Ought the accoucheur to remain constantly with the patient? This is a
question whose solution varies according to the character of the female her·
self, and the greater or less intimacy existing between her and her physician,
for there are some timid women who desire to have him always close at
hnnd, and others again, who are impatient and annoyed by his continual
presence. But in all cases, he should bear in mind that, during parturition,
the patient very often wishes to urinate or to empty her bowels, and he
ought, therefore, to go from time to time into au adjoining chamber, in order
to give her the desired opportun ity. Again, during the labor, a wife is freq ucntl y cheered up by the caresses and consolations bestowed by her husband;
the ph ysician will understand that his presence at such times must act as a
restraint, nnd he should discreetly withdraw, or, at least, not obsen•e what
is going on. Further, he may absent himself more frequently <luring the
period of the dilatation; for instance, after having made the examination,
and ascertained tlrnt the child's presentation and position are both frwor·
able, he might, if the cervix: was just beginning to dilo.te, attend to his other
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occupation.::, :1nd return again in the course ofa. couple of hours; but if the
diagno~itSof' the position had been impossible, or if the latter had proYed to
be an unfavorable one 1 he must not quit her under any pretext, in order to
be always reacly to ward off any accidents which might subsequently demand
his inter\•cotion. 'Vhen the stage of expu lsion commences, the accouchcur
places himself at the right of the bed, on a chair of a. suitable height. The
part he has LO perform consists, in a natural labor, in ascertaining its pro·
gress, from time to time, by the touch, in <lirecting properly the bearing·
down efforts of the patient, and in sustaining the perineum with his hand
while the child's hea<l is passing through the \'tilva.
During the first stage, the woman may lie down, sit down, or walk about,
nt her pleasure; indeed, this frequent change of position renders the slow·
ne:jS and fatigues of childbirth more supportable; but, at the end of this
stage, when the dilatation is completed 1 and the amniotic sac projects
etrongly and is on the point of yielding, she must then resume her bed;
and this precaution is particularly indispensable in those who have already
home several children; becau:_-;e, in them, the expulsion of the fretus sometimes follows so promptly after the rupture of the membrnne,,, that the
her bed, and is liable to be deliv·
patient has not always the time to
rupture, the progress of the labor is
ered standing. But when, after
slow, and the head is more or less engaged in the excavation, or has already
dc:.icended as low as the perineum, but does not advance, and the pains seem
to become more and more feeble and distant, it is advisable to 1·ecommend
her to get up and walk about, having her supported by as!$istants, if her own
strength does not permit her to walk alone, for it is found by experience
that bodily motion seems to gi,·e more activity to the uterine contractions.
In the contrary case, she must not leave the bed without Rome special indication. Where the patient is tormented by pains in the loins, we may rel ieve
them by stretching a folded napkin under the smal l of the back, and directing two persons, placed at the opposite sides of the bed, to pull on the extremities of the towel during the pajn. Attempts should be also made to
assuage the cramps, so often experienced in the thighs and calves of the
legs, by voluntary contraction of the antagonist muscles of the sufiCring
ones, which will be far more effectual than frictions over the suffering parts.
Some nervous women are troubled with tremblings and chills, in the very
commencement of their labor, ·w hi ch are at times sufficiently marked to
cause much disquietude. Dewees observed that they often coincide with an
unusual rapidity in the dilatation of the cervix, and he says: 11 A lady, who
e\·ery moment expected her labor to commence, was awakened suddenly in
the night by a violent chill. The nurse became alarmed, and I was imme·
diately sent for. When I arrived, I found her still trembling very se\·erely,
but she had not expe rien ced any symptoms of labor; she assured me that
nothing was the matter with her except what I was witnessing, namely, an
agitation of the whole body, which she could not, by any effort, control. In
about five minutes, she cried out she believed her labor was coming on i and
~his really was the case, and so rapidly as not to give me time to place her
rn a proper situation for delivery; she was delivered in less than five
minutes from the time she first called my attention. to her. These shiver1
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ings :ll'e sometimes ren-C\\'Cd <luring or immediately after the labor, but in
no case do they merit a serious attention."
Patients are often frightened at the time the bag of water~ is torn, and it
is therefore a good plan to nd\'isc them of it beforehand; and the prccau.
tiou should also be taken of placing a spo nge or some old linen ucar the
genital parts, so as to receive the liquids as they escape. Imm ediately after
the discharge of
it is a<hisa.ble for the practitioner to a~,.;ure
him~elf anew of the
and position, lest he might have been
decei\·ecl in the first examination.
The rupture of the membranes generally takes place spontaneously, but
the case, and the
must somctinws interfere.
this is not
lt is very certain
the
is entirely dilated, when the
membranes arc forced into the vagina by ::t large quantity of llui<l, and the
head is movable, but still the contractio ns do not produce
rupture of the membranes,-it i::> evident., we repeat, that they, by
resistance, prolong the labor. Although this obstacle is never insunnountable, by the efforts of nature alone, yet the <lehiy in the de\i\'ery and the
dragging on the membranes may be attended \rith some inco1wenicnces,
and it is therefore better to lacerate them. This is done by taking advantage of a strong contraction, and, while th ey arc greatly distcncletl, for(:iLly
pressing the ind ex finger against the centre of the tumor.
"W h en
pressure is not sufficient, 've scratc h the membranes
and by gradually weakening the three tunics, succeed
with
in rupturing them. Sometimes, howe\'er, they still resist, and then some
in strumeut, such as a blunt probe, or, still Letter, the end of a quill cut
down, is directed up to them along the finger. l\L Dubois made for the
same purpose a very c01wenient instrument, consisting merely of a piece of
whalebone sha1·pened at one end. \\'h ere the waters are flat, that is, when
but little liquid intervenes between the membranes and the head, some care
jg requisite, in using the little instrument, to direct it obliquely, so as not to
wound the fi:etus with its point. Rupturing the membranes is, therefore,
n. trifling operation; still, excepting in some rather rare cases to be spoken of
hereafter, it ought not to be performed until after the orifice thornughly
an addilated. Whatever the presenting part may be, there is
vantage in retaining a large amount of fluid in the uterus.
Some peculiar circumstances may, however, demand the artificial rupture
before the dilatation is completely effected.
In a case reported by Baudelorque, the chil<l was so movable, that it sue·
ces;;;ively presented every part of the Slnfaee of its body at the os uteri. In
a woman whose belly was distended by a great quantity of water, M . :Martini
of Lyons, had recognized the feet and one hand through the membrane~.
"I then felt disposed," says he, a to terminate the labor, when, at the
1'Cquest of her husband, I called a friend in consultation; but on touchin:;
her again, before his arriYal, I detected the head where I had pre,·iou:::ly
found the feet and hand, when I immediately punctured the rnernbra1H.'.~,
whereby the hen.d was fixed at the superior strait and the delivery rendcn.:d
natural." (Comples Hendus, p. 155.) Should a case of this nature be met
witli, the rule we hu.ve just given might be laid aside, and the membr;1;1e•
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be rup1urecl, howe,·er inconsiderable the dilatation. It is scarcely nece!'=sary
to aclcl that an artifh:ial rupture is only to be resorted to wlicn the fcr-tus
shall he detected pre:::enting by its cephalic extremity; for then the dischMge of
quantity of the amniotic liquid, an<l the retraction of
the uterus,
irrevocably fix this part at the upper strait.
Again, according to the majority of writers, the membranes may be lacerated before the entire dilatation of the cervix, where there is reason to
suppo~e that the
from their too great abundance, distend beyond
measure, and thus
the contraction of the uterine walls; but, even
here, Gal'<lien recommends the greatest ci rcumspection, and advi,.es the
previous employment of all the measures calculated to stimulate the contraction of' the womb.
Finally, \\'e !'=;hall learn hereafter that the puncture of the ovum at an
early period of labor, is one of the most effectual means of arresting cert.Jin
dangerous hemorrhages which may supervene during its progress.
Tbe finger ought to be introduced into lhe ,·agina senral t im es in the
CQUt~e of the last stage of labor, both dUl'ing the pains and in the interval
between them, to ascertain the progress of the head in the
Nc\'erthclc='s, this exp loration is to be resorted to as rarely as
and
only "·hen the interest of the mother seems to demand it.
:\Io::;t women, supposing that they can materially hasten the terminatio n
of the labor by making the most of the ir pains, contract their muscles, bear
down violently, and make extraordinary efforts at the beginning; but these
U8ele::.-~ly exhaust their strength ; for, so long as the neck is ineffttecd, and
the bag of waters unbroken, all bearing-down effort is fruitlc::s. But in
the second stage, where the hea<l descends into the excavation an<l rests 011
the perineum, :she should be encouraged to aid the uterine forces by a \'Oluntary contraction of the musC'lcs of the trunk and limbs; though, as soon as
the pain has passed oft: all the auxiliary efforts should be at once suspended.
Again, in the latter moments of the travail, just when the head is about to
clear the vulva, the pains are so sharp that the woman naturally gi\'eS
to incredible exertions, "hich may possibly occa:sion serious
hence all the powers of persuasion should then be employed to induce her
to moderate her strainings.
During the last moments of childbirth, the pressure of the head on the
lower part of the rectum creates an urgent desire of emptying the boweh;;
and many women, yielding to a misunderstood modesty, then wish to rise
and retire to the closet; but it would be exceed ingly imprndcnt to comply
with their demand, and they must not leave the bed und 0 r any pretext
whaten•r. In the first place, this desire is often illu:sory, ll10re especially
where the precaution has been taken to empty the inte:stine at the commencement of labor; and then it may happen, as I once witnc:s~cd, that the
patient, surpri~ed by a \·iolcnt pain, is deli\'ered on the clo:sc stool, without
the php;ician being able in any way to render her the neces.::ary attentions.
I t i~ in these last moments that theaccoucheurmu~tgiveall his attention
to supporting the perineum, which is done by pres;;ing the whole perincal
surfaC'e equally, and with a moderate degree of force, by the palmn.r face
of the hand. The latter is applied in such a way as to make the radial
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border of the index finger Co\·er the anterior margin of the perineum, the
ends of the fingers corresponding to Lhe left sid e, and the thcnar eminence
of the palm to the right side of this partition, while the thumb is held to
the right of the labia cxtcrn:t. The pressure should be somewhat greater
near the anus, so as to give the fretal head a. fonrn.rd direction, and facilitate its movement of extension.
Finally, whatenr
be the child's position, we should, contrary to the

opinion of certai n

abstain from introducing the fingers into the

lower part of the vagina, or making pressure on the perin eum and coccyx;
in a word, from performing what they call their lillle labor. There are1
howeycr, a few measures which
be useful; for instance, when the genital parts exhibit great rigidity,
and dryn ess, the emollient injections,
or frictions \\'ith mild ointments,
ns cerate, or cucumber ointment,
emollient fumigations, or bathing in luke\\'arm water, may be very ac!Yantageous. This last remedy, espec ially, is of marked utility where the abdomen iS1 tender and painful, and the cervix uteri is rigid and resistant.
-Witl1in a few years, Professor Simpson has introduced into obstetric practice the use of those anresthetic agents, which are daily productive of surh
wonderful results in surgery. Th e Edinburgh acroucheur does not, however, rei::erve ether o r ch lorofo rm for difficult cases, but advi~es th eir use in
the most natural labors. The importance of the suhjeC't demands of us a
detailed examination; and a long article will be found appended 1 in which,
after having statC'd the known results, we shall giye frankly our own
opinionf.l.
Re.r;imen of lVomen in Labor.-'fho:i-e women who::-e labors are unusually
short, need not, as a
rule, take any nourii::hment whatever; but
when the trarnil
along, it is necessary to sustain their strength by
articles of
thus, as many are in the ha hit of taking coffee
with milk eYery morning, this may be allowed th em without danger i and
then, during the day, a few cupful s of some broth may be given, though
always in small
at a time. 'Vh ere the stomach is disordercrl
and YOmiting
place, as very frequently happens, even the8e liquid
aliments will haYe to be restricted. This plan, howcyer, is not applicable
in all
must be allowed what we i;:hould refui;:e to others;
for subjecting robust country-women to
delicate la<lie.:1 of lnrge cities. The
some importance, and ~we may recom·
mend some pure or sugared water, or a weak infut:ion of lime, or orangeleases, of mallowi;:, violets, &c. Lemonade, or wine dil11trd with water, will
be very agreeable to most women at first i but, in ~cnNal, they soon produce
a sour slomat'h and eructation s; all hot cordials and fermented liquors
should be positively prohibited. In the country
there is often
much difficulty in overcoming the vulgar prejudices on
subject; but
the physician must insist upon it, for he ought ncrnr to lose sight of the
distress and agitation that follow the administration of spir ituou s beyerages,
and which expose the patient to i11flammaLin11s and acti\'e he morrhages.
Should it happen that her feeble condition requires any restoratives, then
some good broth, or a little old win<', or a few spoonfuls of sherry-wine, are
the only and the best means that can be employed.
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ARTICLE II.
OF THE ATTENTlOSS TO TilE OIIlLD DURING

J~ABOR.

Having determined the presentn.tion and position, the accoucheur should
next ascertain whether the child is living or dead, as it is highly important
to determine this point, in order to diminish his own responsibility 1 by
:idvi::.ing the family of the fact.
Before the membranes are ruptured, the diagnosis may be
out by a.:Scertaining through auscultation tl1e existence or absence of
pulsations of the fcetal he::ut, as al.:io the continuance or complete cessation
of the active movemeuts, in regard to which the woman can always give
sufficiently accurate information. After the rupture of the membrnnes, tle
active movements are feeble 1 and sometimes entirely absent; in which case,
however, the pulsations are still detected by auscultation.
The touch al~o re\•eals certain signs '' hich may shed still further light
upon the question. Thus, when the l!hilcl is alive and the head presenting,
it often becomes affected with a sanguineous swellin g, the size of which
depends upon the length of time which has elapsed since the discharge of
the waters. This tumor doe.snot form when the ch ild has ceased to live;
aud if its death dates back for several days, the resisting tumor formed by
the sero-~anguineous infiltration will be replaced by a soft, flaccid, and
wrinkled condition of the hairy scalp. Besides this, the bones of the
cranium will be more moYable, and the overriding of their edges greater
than usual; a sort of crepitation is also produced by their rubbing against
each other. A more embarrassing case is that in which the child dies some
time after the rupture of the membn.mcs, but not before the sangui neous
tumor has had time to be de\•elopcd. Even here the uncertainty will be of
short duration, for, provided the labor should continue beyond three or four
hours, the tumor will lose its consistency, and its softness and ilaccidiLy
difficulty.
rather contracted, the wrinkling of the scalp
may>imtuaie a 51vemng, whose diagnostic importance it is well to appre·
In this case, S<l)'S ~Ieniman, the best means of judging of the life
the child by the tumor of the scalp is as follows: whe n living,
it is obser\'ed that, at the moment when the head is strongly urged down
by the contraction of tile womb, the bones overlap each other, and, as a
con~equencc, the scalp become1' folded, and thus constitutes a temporary
tumor; but immediately after the pain is over, the head regains its primitive form, hy the expan.:;ion of the cranial bones, and the folds and tumefaction previou:sly exhibited by the skin disappear, or, at least, considerably
diminish. On the contmry, however, if it be dead, the expa nsibility of the
bon es is destroyed, and the head does not reassume its primitive f<ll'm and
volume after the contraction has passed off; wherefore the tumor formed by
the doubling of the hairy scalp st ill persists, in a great measure. Now, in
this condition
the swell in g is sometimes greatly augmented by the
liquicL;:. forced in by
pressure from above, and whenever, in such cases,
a perforation of the cranium has to be resorted to, practitioners well know
there i~ hal f an inch at least of soft part.s to be traversed before reaching
the bouc. (Merriman's Synopsis.)
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If the face should present, the softness of tl1e lips, an<l the flaccidity anrl
immobility of' the tongue, should lead us to suspect that the child i:s deacl;
since, when Jiving, the firmness of all it-.s parts, and the motion of the tongue,
are often felt with ease.
In breech presentations, the introduction of the finger into the ::rnu8 will
Jetect a re!'=.i~tance and co ntractile power on the part of the sphi ncter if the
child be living, which will be absent if the child be dead .
Lastly, in shou ld er and arm presentations, the swel lin g of the member,
and its violet hue, will afford an indication in favor of its life.
Should the cord hang in the Yagina, its softness, withered condition, and
the abtience of pubation in the umbilical arteries, would justify a belief
that the child was dead.
A thic:k and fetid cond ition of the amniotic fluid, and a discharge of
rneconium, have been regard ed as indicating the death of the child. The
altered cond ition of the waters is of no great importance, since it has ~ome
times been found to coincide with perfect integrity onhe fcctal life, but the
discharge of mcconium is of greater s ignificance.
It is not aL all uncommon to find the meconium escaping in greater or
less quantity during partul'ition; and, as pre\'iously stated, this peculiarity
most frequently occurs in the positions of the pelvic extrem ity, and is then
of littl e consequence; but this does not hold gootl in any other prciientation;
for then its discha rge is always an tmfavorabln
one calculated to
arouse the anxious sol icitude of the medical
it usually indicates a state of' suffering on the part of the child,
is almost always
due to a comprei.:sion of the cord. It must be appnrent, on the least reflection upon the part performed by the placenta during the intra-uterine life,
that an interruption of the freto-placental circulation produces a~phyxia,
wl1ich latter determines a cerebral congestio n, and sometim es e\'en an
apoplectic effusion, \rhence a paralysis of the sphincter ani re.:iults. Now,
if to this pal:;:y of the sphincters, we add the instinctiYe acts of re:;:pirntion 1
made by the fi-c>tus, which are the more violent as they are the more ineffec·
tual, we can understand without difficulty how an escape of the mcconium
may result from a compre~sion of the cord.
As regards the progno1>is, it is important to obsene the precise moment
at which this discharge takes placf', as it is always serious when it does not
occur till some time after the rnpture of the membranes; though the waters,
'\Yhcn they eRcapc, arc often colored yellow, and the presence of the mcco·
uium then is not necessarily an alarming symptom. In some cas~, it may
incleecl indicate an actual compression of the cord; bnt it may alr-::o result
from a comprC!'Sion that l1ad existed some time before birth, wl1ich may
have compro mised the child's life for a few moments, and then have sud·
denly cli~appe:ircd in conseque nce of some bri:;k movement of the infant.
It is no t difficult to conceive that the cord might und ergo a momentnry
compre!"~ion duriug the last months of gestation, as also that it might be
displaced by a sudden motion of the child, and the freto·placental circula·
tion be re-established in consequence. Now, this compression may have
1 ~Jnycr has ohscr;ed respiratory mo,·cments in embryos, c;cn within the ovum,
soon as he compressed tlie corU.
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lasted so long as to threateu asphyxia, and consequcnt1y to produce a discharge of mcconium.
Endcaxors h:we been made to determine by the pl1ysical characters of
the meconium, whether its discharge was occasioned by a presentation of
the breech, or by the sufferings of th~ fOOtus. It has been said that, in tho
latter case, the meconium is very fetid, thinner, and more diluted, thau
when the breech is above the uterine orifice. Such signs, however, arc very
inconclusive.
On the whole, therefore, a discharge of meconium in breech presentations
is of little
but, in the other presentations, and where occurthe rnpture of the membranes, it is ahruys an unftworsign; though, to judge of its value at the time of the rupture itself,
recourse must be had to auscultation.
Of all these signs, the best undoubted ly is that supplied by auscultation
of the heart, whose pulsations are always perceptible if the child be living.
It is quite pObbible for the pul~ations of the cord to escape detection even
though the fcetus be liYing, inasmuch as they sometimes stop during the
pain and begin again when it is over. Therefore, certainty of
would require that the pulsations should have ceased
time, ten or fifteen minutes at the lea:;t.
In vertex presentations, as soon as the head is expelled its disengagement
is effected.
Immediately after its expulsion, tl10 disengagement of the head is completed, either by carrying it more and more towards the pubis, or by in:!inuating the index upon one :,ide of the lower jaw; this being accomplished,
we mu:;t next ascertain whether the cord does not make one or more turns
around the neck, and if so, gentle tractions must be made on its placental
extremity, to avoid its being dragged upon, and to prevent strangulation
of the fretus, &c.; and when a sufficient extent of it cannot be brought out,
to render the prevention of such accidents certain, we ha Ye to cut it, nnd
terminate the labor as promptly as po:::sible, by hooking one or the other
shoulder with the forefinger. 1 After the head is born, the womb, exhausted
by its last effort;, remains passive for some instants, and it frequently hap·
pens that the child begins to respire and cry, even before the delivery of
the chest. "'e may, therefore, wait patiently until the contraction is renewed, simply supporting the head, lest the mouth and nose be choked up
hy the cloths or blood found between the woman's thighs; but if the atony
is prolonged, and more especially if the face of the new-born infant is obscn·ed to be red and tumefied, as sometimes happens after painful labors,
the remainder of the travai l ought not to be left entirely to nature, but
new pains should be at once solicited by frictions over the abdominal wall~,
and the patient be encouraged to bear down. The d isengagement can al·
most always be accomplished by moderate tractions upon the head grasped
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by botl1 l1and s i and if tl1ese measures prove insufficient, the ind ex finger,
curved like a hook, is to be placed in one of the armpits, and the disengagement of the anterior shoulder thereby first effected.
After the shoulders are disengaged, the spontaneous expulsion of the
breech and lower extremities may also be delayed in consequence of inactivity of the womb. H ere again, it is especially proper to endeavor to excite the contractions by frictions upon the abdomen i but should the life of
the fcctus appear to be in danger, the extraction should be effected immediately.
The artificial extraction of the shoulders or of the lower part of the
trunk, we see, ought not to be resorted to until expectation migllt become
dangerous to the fcetus. ""hen the expulsion is left entirely to nature, the
womb contracts in proportion as it is emptied, and there is less ca use to fear
the consecutive inertia which is sometimes produced by too rapid an ex·
traction.
In those rare cases, where the occiput remains posteriorly until 1the end
of labor, most accoucheurs have recommended that an attempt should be
made to bring it round to the front, but we doubt whether this will often
prove successful, although we ha\'e never seen it tried, nor eve r attempted
it ourselves; for we believe that where the process of rotation does not take
place spontaneously, all efforts to produce it artificially would ' be useless,
not to say injurious. Nevertheless, most authors advise, when the head has
descended into the excavation, immediately aft.er the discharge of th e waters,
to mri.ke it deviate either tO\rnrds the right or the left in the interval betu.•een
the contractions ( Velpeau), by slipping two or three fingers either along the
sacrnm, to press the occip ut forward, or else upon the side of the forehead,
behind the pubis, to carry it backward. If we should ever entertain the
thought of attempting this manceune, we would much prefer acting during
the contraction, for then we should only aid, without absolutely supplanting
nature; we would prefer, whilst acting upon the occiput, as indicated by
Velpeau, applying, at the same time, two fingers on the temples, and acting
th ereupon in such a way as to turn the forehead posteriorly. But, we
repeat, this appears unn ecessary in the great majority of cases, because it
only hastens the process of rotation, which would have subsequently taken
place without it; and even hurtful in others, for the efforts used to bring it
about might exert a pernicious influence both on the mother and her child.
In fact, in ordinary cases, where the rotation is produced by the natural
powers, the trunk follows the movements of the head; but where the latter
has been turned by the fingers, the body remains immovable, and hence the
process of forced rotation may dislocate the atloido-axoid articulation and
kill the child.
The ol<lcr accoucheurs thought that a spontaneous delivery, in face pre·
sentations, was altogether impossible, and consequently they advised an
endeavor to be made, in the very outset of labor, to con,·ert them into \'Cr·
tex positions; but we of the present day understand better the value of
such opi ni ons. Howeve r, the rotation by which the chin is brought under
the symphysis pubis, whate,•er might have been its primitive relation to the
nuperior strait (see Mechanism of Delivei·y by the Face), is difficult, painful,
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and somt!timcs, in the mento-posterior positions, does not take place at all.
It will be seen, further on, that the non-accomplishment of this movement
forms one of the most serious complications met with in practice, and that
cr~niotomy often becomes necessary in consequence. "Then the face is
engaged ~t the inferior strait, and the chin is found under the pubic arch,
the movement of' flexion begins, and then, as has been shown, the pressure
to which the vessels of the neck are subjected, during the fourth stage, may
retard the circulation enough to determine den.th by cerebral congestion.
Hence, we learn what great precaution is necessary in supporting the perineum. since it must be evident that too great a pressure made upon this
part would necessarily augment the compression of the child's neck.
The delivery by the pelvic extremity ought to be abandoned entirely to
nature, unless there are some unfortunate compl ications. \Ve have already
insisted upon this point in the note at page 354; but do not hesitate to
repeat again the advice, not to resort to any traction in a natural labor by
the breech, because, as there stated, a stretching out of the arm~. and sometimes even an extension of the head, result from such imprudent tractions,
whilst these complications are scarcely ever met with where the expulsion
is left to the uterine contractions entirely. Now, there is no difficulty in
comprehending these different results, for when the womb is the sole agent
of the delivery of the child, the lntter is forcibly urged on by the circu lar
fibres at the superior part of the organ, and at the same time is strongly
pressed on its sides by the longitudinal fibres. The upper extremities are
therefore maintained against the lateral and anterior parts of the chest, the
head is kept flexed on the thorax, and all these parts descend together i but,
oo the contrary, if any tractions are made, they only act on the trunk,
which then descends alone, while the arm s, being arrested by the margins
of the cervix uteri, or by the periphery of the straits, do not participate in
the descent, and are ultimately found placed against the sides of the head;
hence, the accoucheur's exclusive duty consists in receiving and supporting
the lower parts of the child as they become disengaged; taking care, as
soon as the breech has cleared the vulva, to ascertain the condition of the
cord. For that purpose, the forefinger is slipped up as far as the navel,
when, if the cord is found to be tightened at its umbilical insertion, he joins
the thumb to the in<lex so as tu produce some traction on its placental extremity only, with the view of pl'eventing both its being dragged upon, and
its possible laceration. The cord sometimes gets between the infant's thighs;
and, in such cases also, the loop thereby formed must be enlarged by pulling on the placental extremity, and then by disengaging it from the posterior limb, bring it into contact with the perineum, that is, with soft parts
whose compression will be less severe, and consequentl y less dangerous to
the circulation than what iL would suffer from the symphysis pubis; but if
it is too short to be brought to the exterior, it must be cut, and have a ligature applied on its umbilical extrem ity, and the labor be terminated as
rapidly as possible.
But, whatever may have been the cause, the death of the fretus always
results from the slowness with which the shou ld ers and head are expelled,
for it is 1mly during this last part of the travail that the cord is compressed,
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or that a separation of the p1acenta takes place; hence, nlthough we ham
condemned all traction in general, it must be otherwise under such circumstances. But how is it possible to <letermiue the period beyond whic:b it
would be imprudent to wait? 'Ve answer, that as soon as asphyxia <:omes
on, the suflhing condition of the ch ild may easily be detected by examinin g the portion of the cord which has been delivered; and if the pulsations
still maintain their intensity, their frequency and habitual regularity, the
rest of the process may be abandoned without danger to the powers of
nature; but, on the contrary, if they are found to relax, or even to become
more rapid, though at the same tjme more feeble, thread-like, and especially
if intermittent or irregular, every effort must be used to remove the fa:tus
from the danger which threatens it.
The signs furnished by the irregularity of the pulsations of the umbilical
arteries, and to which great importance has been attributed by some authors,
only become sensible after the asphyxia has lasted for so long a time thnt
it is not always possible to overcome it; tl1erefore we regard as much
more available the phenomena next to be mentioned.
\\'h en the head alone remains behind in thc·pelvic excavation, the child
is very often observed to dilate its chest actively. and make a violent im;piratory effort, which may be referred to a rapid connilsive contraction of the
diaphra gm and abdominal muscles, repeated at irregular intcnals; now
such acts never take place while the footo-placental circulation remaius
inta ct, since the pulmornuy respiration is unnecessary so long as the placental one is go in g on, and therefore these struggles constantly announce a
state of suffering, or of immipent asphyxia, front which the infant rnu~t
speedily be relieved. Wh ere the head alone is undelivered, the
mu st be encouraged to bear down strongly, so as to hasten
of her labor, and avoid a prolonged compression of the cord; and the
accou cheur might facilitale the flexion of the head by gently canying the
trunk up in front of the symphysis, or when the Hexion appears difilcult,
he may, by insinuating two fingers under the symphysis, press slightly on
th e occiput; for a comptiratively light force exercised on the po:-;terior part
of th e head is often sufficient to re,·erse the great occipito-mental diameter,
and terminate the delivery. Shou ld the l1 ead resist these eflOrts, other
measures become uecessary; but they belong to instrumental deli\'ery, and
we shall treat of them in the article on Version.
Finally, should it be impossible to extract the head immediately, we may
endeavor to introd uce the fore and middle fingers into the mouth of the
child , and then separate them sli ght!)', so as to leave an open space through
whirh air might find its way to the mouth . The same object would be
effected with still greater certainty, by introducing a large catheter into
the mouth.
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CHAPTER VIII.
O.F THE

A'ITENTIO~S

TO TUE WOMAN A.ND CIIILD IMMEDIATELY
Al"'LER DELIVERY.

ARTICLE I.
OF THE

A.TTE~TrQNS

TO TUE WOl\L\N' IMMEDIATELY AFTER DELIVERY.

As soon as the child has been expelled, the accoucheur should place his
11aud upon the mother's abdomen in ord er to ascertain whether there is
anutber child, as also to learn whether the uterus contracts well, inasmuch
a::; inertia of the organ should lead to the anticipation of hemorrhage. It
would also be right to determine whether there be too free a discharge of
Llood from the e..xterual parts.
The expul::iion of the placenta and its annexes, whether spontaneous or
as::;i::;ted by the accoucheur, generally follows very shortly after the exit of
the fcetus. In order to a\'oid separating the study of this natural delivery
of the after-birth from that of the difficulties and dangers which may at.tend
it, we shall treat of them separately. (See Delivery of the A.fler·birth.)
After the delivery, the accoucheur should ascertain, both by the external
examination and the yaginal touch, whether the placenta has drawn down
or inYerted the fund us of the womb, for the vurpose of rectify ing it at once
if such an accident has occurred. If everything proves to be in its natural
condition, frictions with the hand are to be made over the hypogastric region
from time to time, in order to excite the retraction of the uterus, and thus
favor it::; disengorgement, and the expulsion of the coagula. which mu,y be
still contained there. The patient is allowed to remain for some minutes
on the bed where she was delivered, so as to give her a little repose, as well
as time to the uterus and vagina to clear themselves of the blood, which
flows at first in abundance, and would soil the linen in which she is about
to be enveloped. Besides, a few minutes are ordinarily devoted to paying
those neces~ary attentions to the infant, hereafter pointed out. In fact, she
might remain upon the same bed a still longer period, when the delivery
has either been preceded or followed by syncope, hemorrhage, or any other
accident, or even where there is reason to fea.r something of this nature,
takiug care, howeYer, to substitute dry things for those that have been
soil ed. She ought to lie perfectly flat, the thighs stretched out alongside
of each othe r, lightly covered, and be left in silence, a.n<l the most absolute
rest of both body and mind. In about half an hour, the patient will again
require :-;pecial attention; the genital organs, and upper part of the thighs,
are to be first wa:Shecl carefu ll y and gently with lukewarm watcr1 pure or
mixed with a little wine; then they are to be wiped with warm and well<lried towels, and all the garments worn during parturition that have been
Eoilcd by the perspiration, discharges, and fecal matters, are removed, and
replaced by others, previously well dried and warmed; their shape is unimportant, the only point requisite is to have them large enough not to
incommode the woman in any way, and to admit of being changed easily
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and promptly. The greatest celerity is to be used in this toilet, lest :;lie
should be long exposed to the air; the arms and breast particul:irly ought
to be well clothed, so that the patient may, during the day at least, keep
them out of bed without danger of taking cold.
All these preparations being completed, she is next to be transferred to
the bed intended for her reception during the lying-in. Many female..:,
finding themselves well enough, want to walk across to the permanent bed;
but agai1Mt such an imprudence the physician must interpose the whole
weight of his authority. The one to which she is to be transported must be
previously warmed, and provided with a sufficient amount of covering that
can easily be changed; though the coverlets should not be thicker or more
numerous than those used before pregnancy.
There is a custom much in vogue of surrounding the be11y with a moderately tightened bnndage; and the women, for the most part, attach the
highest importance to this measure as a preservative against tlie wrinkles
and folds that are found after labor on the skin of the abdomen, as also to
prevent the fatter from remaining too voluminous. Their desires may be
yielJed to the more willingly, as such a bandage, when moderately <l:awn,
supplies the pressure no longer afforded by the abdominal walls, and thereby
prevents the affiux and stasis of the fluids, the engorgement of the uterine
walls, and the dilatation of the cavity of this viscus; and it has the further
advantage of obviating the tendency to syncope, and of diminishing the
after-pains. But, in order to obtain all these benefits, it should be large
enough to compress the whole ~uh-umbilical region equally. Care should
be taken to prevent its becoming doubled up, whereby a circular cord is
formed, which, from opposing the ready return of the fluids, would th en
prove a cause of hemorrhage.
The body bandage ma.y be substituted with advantage by a folded cloth
applied flat upon the abdomen which it compresses gently by its weight,
which is sufficient for the purpose.
Some women, influenced by a feeling of coquetry, also desire to compress
their mammre by means of a bandage, with a view of preventing their enlargement, and their consequent softness and flaccidity, and some even go
so fa,r as to apply topical astringents for the purpose of obviating an over·
abundant secretion of milk i but such measures should be proscribed in the
most absolute manner, since they might prove very dangerous. Ti1ese
organs only require a sufficient amount of covering to protect them from
the contact of the external air, ancl to maintain a proper degree of heat.

ARTICLE II.
OF TIIE

ATTE~TIONS

TO THE CIIIJ,D IMMEDIATELY

AFTEJ~

ITS BIRTII.

'!'he management of the new-born infant necessarily varies according to
whether it is strong, vigorous, and healthy; or whether, on the other hand,
it is born in a state of debility or disease.

§ 1.

OF THE CHILD IN A HEALTHY STATE.

'Vhen the child escapes from its mother's womb living, and in a healthy
stnte, the circulation exisLing between it and the placenta is observed to
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continue for some time, where the delivery is n.bau<loned entirely to the
powers of nature; the after-birth is soon detached and expelled, and then it
as well as the cord loses its vitality, the circulation becomes weaker and
weaker, and the pulsations in the arteries grad ually cease, commenci ng at
their placental extremity; and some authors have adYised this ennt to be
waited for before cutting the cord; but as this spontaneous delivery most
generally requires a long time, it is customary to make the section immediately after its birth, and then the following atteutions to the new being
become necessary, namely: where the infant is entirely clear of the mother's
parts, the cord is disengaged if it had been twisted around its neck or body,
and the child is placed on the side, having its face turned away from the
vulva, so that it m:iy breathe freely without running the risk of being
suffocated by the liquids that escape from the vagina. The umbilical cord
is next cut at about five or six fingers' breadth from the abdomen, generally
using the scissors for this operation, though it may be done with any cutting
instrument whatever. As soon as the section is effected, the cut extremity
is slightly pinched between the thumb and forefinger, while the remaining
three fingers grasp the breech, and the other hand is placed under the
shoulders and neck of the child, which is thus lifted out of the bed, and
placed on the nurse's knees prepared for its reception. It may then be
examined more at leisure, to ascertain that no loop of intestine exists at the
base of th e cord, and to permit the latter to bleed if judged adYisable,
before applying the ligature. A ribbon, eight or ten inches long, may be
used for this latter purpose, or a cord consisting of a skein of coarse thread;
but, before applying it, the gut is to be reduced if there is an umbilical
hernia, and then it ought to be tied at about two, three, or four inches from
the surface of the abdomen; the only precaution requjsite jg to avoid placing
it around the skin, whjch is prolonged more or less upon the cord; for pain,
inflamm:.ition, and ulceration would thereby result, the subsequent cure of
which might be attended with some ·difficulty. As a general rule, it is best
to leave sufficient space between the ligature and the fold of the skin, to
allow of the application of a second, should the first prove insufficient. The
ligature must be drawn tight enough to obli terate the arteries completely and
permanently, without cutting their coats. If the cord happens to be tl1 ick
and infiltrated, the ligature will strangle its vessels but very imperfectly;
and wbcn it afterwards becomes diminished by the escape or evaporation
of the fluid parts, the vessels being no longer compressed, will obYiously
permit a. free discharge of blood from the cut end. Besides, the putrefying
of the lymph will soon produce a very fetid smell, and irritate the skin
wherever it comes in contact; and it is therefore, to prevent such accidents,
that authors very properly recommend the expression of this viscid fluid by
pressing and slipping the cord between the fingers, and even by pdcking its
enveloping membrane, taking care, however, to avoid wounding its vessels ;
and lastly, if the cord were unusually large, it might, for greater security, he
bent backward after the first knot was tied, and be included in a second one.
Where there is reason to suspect a twin pregnancy, it is necessary after cutting
the cord of the first-born to apply a ligature around its placental extremit~
abo. Though the application of the second ligature is, in most cases, a lllil'
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less preca11tion, yet the fact that in some very exceptional case! in which n
communication ex ists between the vascular ramifications of the two placcnta~ 1
it might prevent a hemorrhage which would quickly prove fatal to the second
child, is sufficient reason for never dispensing with it.
Numerous discussions have spru ng up as to whether the ligature of the
umbilical cord was absolut.ely indispensable, and, if so, whether it should
be applied prior to the section, or whether the cord might be cut before it
is tied. Now, although it is highly probable that the ci rculation in the
umbili cal vessels would be arrested sponta_neously, after the regular Ci5tablishment of the respiration; as, also, that the ligature is alm ost or enti rely
u sele~s in the great rnajority of cases, yet, if it is certa in that a hemorrhage
has taken place in some few, even though they be exceptional instances,
from the cord haying been imperfcrtly tied, or else not ligated at all; thi!l,
of itself, is a sufficient reason for not neglecting so simple a precaution; and
as to the seco nd question, the course just pointed out is, in our opinion, decidedly preferable.
The surface of the chi ld 's body is n ext to be cleansed of the ceruminous
sub:;;tancc that covers it, and from tlie blood and other matters which become attached at the moment of delivery; but as t11is can scarcely be removed by a simple rubbing with dry towels, it shou ld first be diluted with
a little oil, or fresh butter, and then be gently wiped off; th e yolk of an
egg would produce the same effect, and besides, would rende r this matter
more miscihle with water. To get rid of the blood and other impurities,
\rater mingled with win(', or el!'e a simple bath, into which the child is
plunged, is mo;;t generally employed; the temperature of the bath should
be about twenty-five degrees (77° Falu.).
The infant being well washed 1 sponged, and wiped, is next to be dressed;
but, before doing so, the physician himself should first envelop the cord in
a compret"s intended for that purpose; which compress is merely a piece of
fine linen, of a square shape, and having au openi ng at its centre large
enough to allow the cord to pass th rough it easily, and then, after haying
ripped one of its sides from the free margin clown to this hole, the root of
the cord is lodged at the bottom of the resulting fissure; then the uncut
part of th is little compress remains below, and the two ha.lvesof th e divided
portion are turned OYer and crossed in front of the cord, the whole being
pla<"e<l at the upper and left side of the abdomen. A second soft and square
compress covers the first, and a band three or fo ur fingers' breadth wide,
and long enough to go tw ice round the body, su pports the whole of the little
appnratus in this position.
Before enveloping the cord, the dressing of the child had already com·
rncnce<l, its head, arms, and chest being then covered. Th e rest of it'!
tlothing shou ld be warm, soft, and moderately ti ght. In France, it con~i:-:ts
of a camisole, or little woollen jacket, furnished with a soft chemisette that
is fastened behind by pins, then one of linen, and another of wool or cotton.
The English enyelop their children iu a. long, loose robe, or something like
a flannel $ack.
Before dressing the child , the physician shou ld ascertain whetl1er it i~
affected with any malformatio n ; and during the three or four days following
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its Lirtb, he ought carefully to wa.tch over the excretion of urine and of
meconium (for the expulsion of the latter is somet im es dehtye<l for that
length of time), and to facilitate it by plunging it into a tepid bath, when
he is certain the infant is well formed. The prolonged retention of t he
mcconium is al:5o an indication for the employment of some mild laxative,
::;uch as whey, the syrup of violets, the oil of sweet almonds, or manna; the
compound syrup of succo ry is also very ge11era.lly used, or the compoun<l
syrup of rhubarb, either alone or mixed with sweet almond-oil, in the quantity of two clrachms or half an ounce in the course of the day. Some persons adminbtcr these gentle remedies to all children without distinction,
more especially to those that are wet-nursed, for the purpose of supplyi ng,
they say, the plare of the colostrum, or first maternal milk, whose slightly
purgative action clears out the intestinal canal; but the warm water and
sugar ordinarily given to ihe child as nouri:.hment on the first day, is usually
quite sufficient to facilitate the expulsion of t he meeouium, and the viscid
fluids that sometimes obstruct the fauces and stomach.
All questions having reference to the hygiene and nursing of infants will
be treated of in a special chapter.

§ 2. OF

TnE CmLD IN A FEEBLE on DISEASED STATE.

The ordinary attentions to the child, when born in a healthy rondition,
have just been described; but it not unfrcquently happens tlrnt the infant,
at the moment of its birth, is in a state of great debiiity, or even of apparent
death 1 which would soon be followed by a real one, if adequate measurC3
were not resorted to at once to prevent it. This apparent death shows itself
under two widely different aspcrts, which have been described by most
authors as the apoplexy and the asphyxia of new-born children. l\lany
Engli.:;h and German accoucheurs have for a long time rejected these denominations, as characterizing but imperfectly the pathological conditions to
which they were applied; and )f. P. Dubois, in a more recent article, after
haYing remarked that the mo.::'t constant anatomical character of apoplexy
in the adult is wanting in what has
called the apoplexy of the child,
and that wide differences also exist
the symptoms of asphyxia, in
grown per::on;:;, and those of the asphyxiated state of the new-born infant,
likewi~e concludes that the same name has been improperly applied to such
di.. . .:;imilar conditions; and consequently he, like M. Noog~le, designates that
state of the c.:hild in which no sign of life is observed, and none of those of
death is recognized, under the title of apparent death.
Both terms of this definition are evidently contradictory, since death is
characterized by au entire absence of the signs of life_ For our own part,
we regard apparent death as a state in which, notwithstanding the abolition
of the action~ of animal life1 some at least of the functions of organic life
continue, and, of nece5sity, the pulsations of the heart.
Now, in carefu ll y examining the symptoms of' the child's apparent death,
it is found that it io sometim es characterized by a vivid rednc::s of the face
and upper part of the body, by a prominence and injection of the eyeball,
and a swelling of the countenance, the skin of which is dotted here and
thrre with bluish spots; while at others, we are struck with the discoloratiou
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in the skin, and the flabbiness of the flesh. In the former case, tllC head is
swollen and very wa.rm, the lips are tumefied and of a deep-blue color; tnc
eyes start from the head, and the tongue adheres to the roof of the moutn;
the head is often elongated, hard, and the features slightly swollen; the pulsations of the heart, though sometimes quite strong and distinct, are at others
obscure and feeble; occasionally the umbilical cord is distended with blood.
Jn the second , the child ex hibits a mortal pallor; its limbs are pendent
and flabby; the skin is discolored, and is often soiled by the meconium ; the
lips are pale; the lower
hangs down, and the umbilical cord and heart
either do not palpitate
a11, or but very feebly. An infant, in this condition, often moves at the moment of birth and cries 1 but soon falls back again
in a state of apparent death.
These diversities in the physical characters of children born in a state of
apparent death, may be occasioned, doubtless, by Yarious causes, though they
are also often due, simply, to a greater or less advanced cond ition of the
same pathological state; hence it is wrong to regard them as the characteristic signs of quite dissimilar lesions. Therefore, although I am con\'inced
that they sometimes furnish indications for very different kinds of treatment,
and that under this point of view it is important to observe them carefully,
I cannot regard them as affording a basis for nosological distinctions which
it is impossible to justify. As the expression apparent death presupposes
nothing in regard to the nature and cause of that state, it deserves on that
very account to be retained.
That what we are about to state respecting the apparent death of newborn children may be the better understood, ·we shall give, first, a brief ex·
position of the mechanism by which respiration is established immediately
after birth.
All physiologists admit, that the medulla oblongata is the centre and
regulator of the respiratory movements of the adult. From it also i.s sent
forth the motor impulse which gives rise to the first act of inspiration.
Marshall Hall bas endeavored to prove, experimentally, that the first in~piratio n is the result of a reflex action/ produced by the excitement of the
nerves of the surface of the body, especially of the trifacial 1 by the contact
of the external air, and that the respiration, when once established, is sustained through the influence of the refl ex action due to the irritation of the
pneumogastric nerves by the contact of the air introduced into the lungs.
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The same physiologist also holds that the respiratory movements may take
place under the influence of other causes; such, for example, as the i.mpres.
sion produced upon the medulla oblongata by a great loss of blood, as alsc
the excitement which it undergoes from the contact of venous blood. Into
the latter category enter aJl the respirntory movements of incomplete asphp::ia.
In normal cases, the fretus, having in no wise suffered during the labor,
retains its cutaneous sensibility intact, and the irritation prolluced by the
contact of the air wi.th the cutaneous nerves is transmitted to the medulla
oblongata, wl1ich, acting in its turn upon the respiratory nerves, produces
the movement:5 of respiration.
But should it happen that the fcetus from the mom ent of birth has been
deprived for a certain time of those means of respiration which it finds in
the placenta, or tliat, the latter being separated immediately after the child
is expelled, any obstacle should arise to the introduction of air into tl1e
bronchia, there would be, in both ca~es, a com mcnccment of asphyxia. The
contact of the non-oxygenated hlood would irritate the meduila oblongata,
and this irritation being transmitted to the inspiratory nerves, may also give
rise to respiratory movements of the muscles of the face, breast, and abdo~
men, and produce, in short, the first inspiration. 1 The central motor in"!·
pulse would soon be substituted hy the reflex action of the ramifieatioac;; o ~ ·
the pneumogastric nerves, which are irritated by the air introduced into th3
lungs, and the respiration would continue under its influence.
When the fcetus is threatened with asphyxia in the latter stages of preg
nancy or during labor, in consequence of compression of the cord or separation of the placenta, its death is preceded by convulsive movements and
efforts to breathe; then the mothers tell us, that the child, after having
moved actively, suddenly became quiet; and Bcclard saw a fretus incloBcd
in the unruptured membranes make inspiratory movements, and breathe
water instead of air. It is for this reason, also 1 that in certain positions of
the face tlrn child has been enabled to respire, although still inclosed in it<i
mother's womb; and the uterine vagitus, which always supposes a previous
inspiration, can be explained in no other manner. In all these cases, in fact,
the non-oxygenated blood acts as au irritant to the medulla oblongata, which
transmits the irritation in its turn to the nerves of insp iration. Nothing can
he claimed here for reflex action.
We must be careful, however, not to confound these two excitors of the
inspiratory act. The first is the natural excitant1 whilst the other is always
pathological, and only intended to replace the normal stimulus. Now, every
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pathological act is but an effort to accomplish some physiological pLJte.~~,
wh ich has become difficult or impo:s:>ible; and though it mn.y in some en:::t.::!
restore life to a child, it is likely, in many others, to prove insufHcient.
lt very often happens that a <:hild born in a semi-asphyxiated condition,
in consequence of n difllcult labor, makes a few sudden nnd violent inspiratory
mo,·cmcnts, but would nevertheles::; succumb rapidly, were not the reflex
action called into play, and did it not soon replacf" completely the patholo·
gical cxcitant, which, just before, had acted alone upon the spinal marrow.
As the skin, in this stab~ of diminished sensibility, is no longer stimulated
sufficiently by the external air, special meun~ should be resorted to whilst
there is yet time to arouse the excito~motor act ion of the cutaneous nerves,
and pro,·ided the asphyxia has not gone too far, they will often be crowned
"ith success. But if the child is small and feeble, or if the causes of the
asphyxia have acted for too long a time, the contractions of the int'piratory
muscles are feeble and distant, and soon cettse entirely; the heart, too, cea~es
to beat, and the child dies. Though, whilst the heart is still beating, we
may succeed in exciting the reflex act.ion of the muscles of inspiration, to the
extent of producing a sudden inspi.ratory moYemcnt after every excitation,
the symptoms of nsphyxia remaining, however, unchanged, the child will die
in spite of all that can be done.
If it be true that the impression produced by the external cold upon the
skin of the body and face, is the first and only cause of the reflex action of
the mcduJla, oblongata upon the nerves of inspiration, and thus produces the
fir~t inspiratory act, we can
understand that everything calculated
cutaneous SE:.nsibility, will retard, or
to di"minish notably or to destroy
even render impossible, the first iuspiratory effort, and reduce the fOOtus to a
state of apparent death. The causes of the latter arc, therefore, such as
paralyze to a greater or less extent the nervous centres, whose influence,
though completely foreign to the maintenance of fretal life, becomes indispensable to the establishment and continuance of extra·utcrine existence.
Now, these causes are quite numerous; and, with the exception of a few,
exert their destructive influence during the latter periods of labor. They
may be divided into: 1, lesions of respiration; 2, lesions of circulation; 3,
lesions of the nerrnus centres. The fin;,t are capable of producing vnriou:-i
degrees of asphyxia; the second may give rise to a fatal hemorrhage as
regards the child; the third affect the nervous centres directly, and render
them incapable of performing the functions to which they are destined
immediately after birth.
1. Lesions of the Re«piration.-Thcse are occasioned by 1werything which
obstructs the respiration. T lrns, there have been pointed out as occurring
during labor, the compression of the umbilical cord between the :::ides of the
pelvis and the head or body of the child; the winding of the cord f'O tight!.'·
:tround the neck or some other part, as to obstruct simultaneously the yenous
circulation U1 the brain, and that of the blood in the umbilical ve~,:e l s; the
premature separation of the placenta, whether it be inserted upon the nerk
or not, for since the separation nccei-:sarily produces the rupture of the utcro·
placental vessels, it renders the fretal hrematosis as impossible as does the
compression of the cord; the great retraction of the uterus, when in dcli\'cry
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by the breech the head only remains in the cxcavation 1 and the child is
unable to respire i for this rctmction renders the vcs.,cls of the uterus almost
impermeable to blood. In all these cases, the asphyxia rc):;ults evidently
from a su~pension of the placental
and it is the contact of
black blood with the brain, which
action in the fretus as well
asintheaclult
Finally, it is plain that after the child is born, the accumulation of mucus
in the nose, mouth 1 and air-passages, may also produce asphyxia by preventing the introduction of air into the bronchi::c i here, ho,rnvcr, the mode of
operation is precisely the same as in the adult, since it results fronl a mechanical ob!:;tacle to the introduction of the external air into the pulmonary
vc:::ides.
In consequence of the action of some one of these causes, the fcetus may be
born in a state of apparent death, and exhibit the very different symptoms
which we have already mentioned; thus, in most cases, the surfa.ce of the
body has a swollen appearance, and is of a. violet, or rather of a blackish~
blue color, the discoloration being more marked a.t the upper parts of the
trunk, and more particularly on the face than elsewhere. The muscles nre
motionless; the limbs preserve their flexibility, and the body its heat; the
pulsations of the cord, of the radial artery, and even those of the heart, arc
obscure or insensible.
Where a JJOSl-morlem examination is made, the ve!'!sels of the eneepha1on
are found engorged with blood; at times, this fluid is even effused on the
surfa.<'e of the membranes, or into the substance of the brain itself, though
most generally, says M. Cruveilhicr, the effusion is limited to the surface of
the cerebellum; sometimes it coYers the posterior lobes of the cerebrum, but
it is rarely found in the ventricles of the brain; and, in all the cases examined
by him, there was blood enough in the cavity of the vertebral arachnoid
membrane to distend the dura mater. Again, those coDgestions of the liver
that are so common in infants, are then particularly apt to be met with;
but, says Billard, they vary considerably as regards the quantity of blood
accumulated in the ti~sucs of the organ i for, in some instances, it is found
there in such great abundance as to give rise to a sanguineous rxuclation on
the exterior of the organ, the convex surface of which is discolored and
moistened by a layer of C'ffused hlood, and J have even known an extravai::ition of this fluid into the abdomen to result from this turgcseence. The
lung;;: are also gorged with hloo<i.
The external condition of the a'"phyxiatcd fretus is not always such as we
have ju;;:t described, for, as M . .facqucmier has observed, nothing is more
common than to find the fOOtus born without any anomalo1t,; coloration of
the ~kin, and even with a remarkable degree of pallor and flaccidit.y of the
limb;:,; and this, notwithstanding the apparent death has been produced by
compres..::ion of the cord. Can this diffCrence be due, a'3 :M. Jacquemier
supposes in the latter case, to a sudden suspension of the placental respiration, whilst in the former the cessation was slow and gradual? This cxpla.nation is probable, inasmuch as the same diffore1H'PS arc observed in the
a.'jphyxia of adults, and as, according to 1\I. Devergie, those persons who
f\1e killed by the falling in upon them of earth, present the same discolora-
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tion of the integuments. The suddenness of the real dcnth may explain tho
peculiarity under these circumstances; but it must not be forgotten that this
external pallor is also the consequence of a slow but prolonged asphyxia, and
that it often succeeds to the violet hue of the ti&mes; that we eYcry clay
witne.ss this succession going on before our eyes when the asphyxia has lasted
too long, and that a child born with a yery deep color, becomes rapidly pale
and flaccid, if the means employed fail to excite respi ration.
In the latter case, the discoloration of the tissues is the symptomatic ex·
pression ofa more advanced stage: the pulsations of the heart, which before
were sufficiently strong and rapid, become less frequent and feebler, return
only at long intervals, and real death soon succeeds to the apparent one.
Now these phenomena., which we observe occasionally, take place in the
same manner whilst the fcetus is still contained in the womb, but is deprived
of the placental respiration.
"'hen, at the moment of birth, the asphyxia has lasted l;iut a short time,
the child will exhibit turgescence of the face, the violet hue of the skin, firmness of flesh, and frequent and regulnr pulsations of the heart; if a longer
period has elapsed since the interruption of the freto-rnaternal circulation, the
child will be pale and discolored, r.nd the pulsn.tions of the heart and cord
feeble and intermitting; finally, if the asphyxia l1as lasted longer than is
compatible wit.h the life of the heart, the child will be really dead at the
time of its expulsion.
These two eondHions, which are apparently so diffhent, are due to the
same cause, and are simply two degrees of asphyxia. Though in an etiological sense, no distinction can be made between them, they are important
as regards the prognosis, for one is much more serious than t.he other, and 1
as regards treatment, the same means are not appl icable to both.
l\f. Pajot informs me that he has found these observations to hold true as
regards the adult.
2. Lesions of the Fcr.:tal Oirculation.-Ruptures of the cord or of the pla<'enta may, of themselves, gi,·e rise to such a degree of hemorrhage as to en·fanger the life of the t(etus; fortunately, howeYer, they are quite rare. 'When
the hemorrhage is profuse, the child dies before tlrn labor is over; but shoulrl
anything happen to arrest the discharge of blood 1 the child may be born
alive, but in a state of
death resembling syncope. The deficiency
of nervous influence is
manifestly due to the fact that the medulla
oblongata and the bl'ain no longer receive a sufficient amount of blood to
enable them to react upon the nerves of inspiration. The condition is a
most dangerous one. The child is pall id, and its muscles are completely
relaxed;
howe,·er, it makes a fow short inspirations, and utters
but if the hemorrhage hns been at all profuse, it

cercbro-spinal system presidc.c;
those fu111cticrnS\l'hose in1le••·it.v is ncce~1'ary to the maintenance

and nutrition being subject ex·
elusively to the nerves of organic
ganglions and their nerves
derive from the arterial blood that principle of organic sensibility and
motility which is necessary to the production of involuntary or automatic
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movements1 as also to the maintenance of the irritability and vitali ty of tbe
organs. Although the fcetus possesses organs of animal life, its vitality
is purely vegetative or organic. This fact sen·es to explain the life and
development of acepha1re, for where the organs are absent, the functions
are also wantingi yet thc:=e monsters are endowed with irritability, are
capable of motion, and their life is preserved intact, until the termination of
pregnancy.
Since the brain and spinal marrow harn nothing to do with the perform·
ance of the fcetal functions, we readily foresee that any lesions which may
1iffect them during pregn:rncy or lttbor 1 cannot disturb the harmony of those
functions, or haYe any influence whatever upon the intra-uterine vitality.
Therefore it is only after birth that the cerebro-spinal alteration or paralysis
prevents the establishment of animal life, even though th e organic life is
still manifested by the integrity of the circulation, and even of the placental
respiration. The first respiratory act is, as we have said before, the consequence of an excitement of the medulla oblongata produced by the impression of the temperature of the surrounding air upon the skin of the new-born
child. For this impression to be effectual, however, it is necessary that the
sensation should be perceived by th(>, central organ, which is rendered incapable of perceiving it by serious lesions of the cerebra-spinal axis. This
important distinction should therefore be made between the various circumstances capable of reducing the fcetus to the state of' apparent death, namely,
that the fcrtus may be destroyed in the womb by asphyxia and hemorrhage,
whilst le::ions of the nervous centres always cnuse it to be born in a state of
apparent death.
We should also interpret in this way the effect which may be produced by
the violent compression which the brain undergoes in certain cases of co ntracte<I pelvis; that which may result from the application of the forceps or
lever under circumstances of difficulty; that which results from vascular
congestion due to an obstruction to the return of venous blood in certain
deliveries by the face; in cases where the cord is wound tightly several times
round the neck, as also where it is strongly grasped by a spasmodic contraction of' the neck of the uterus; and finally, to the compression sometimes
produced by effusions of blood either upon the surface, or into the substance
of the brain itself.
So, also, is to be explained the mode of action of lesions of the mcd'ulla.
oblongata, such lesions as we know are easily produced by extreme rotation
of the head 1 by tractions upon the head, or the pelvis when the head is
arrested in an elevated position, and tinnily, by effusions at the base of the
brain and upper part of the vertebral canal.
As lesions of the brain are not absolutely incompatible with the establishment of respiration, they are not so dangerous as those of the medulla oblongata. The destruction of a large portion of the enccphalon has not always
prevented the child from breathing and crying after its birth, and even from
living for seve ral days. A similar fart is presented by anencephalous fi::etuscs.
lly this we are :uivi~ed that, in difficult labors, the temporary comprel"!:'ion
of the hea<i may aL•o suspend momentarily the action of the brain, but th:lt
o.s this rnspension does not absolutely pn"Jelude respiration, the specie:i f)f
1

1
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shock or concussion which the brnin experiences mo.y pa«s awny so soon as
not to interfere with the cont inuance of lifo.
It is different, however, with lesions of the medulla oblongatn, which is
the only motor of the respiratory movements: it cannot be seri ou!'ly affected
without rendering extra-uterine life impossible. This explain::; the frequent
death of ch ildren in pelvic presentations, when tractions haye been made

upon the trunk with t.11e object of di:;cngaging the head.

Treatmcnt.-Since apparent death, however produced, may present the
very diffCrent symptoms already mentioned, it is evident that mere inspection of the child can afford no information as to the cause of its condition.
Although we
the discoloration of the skio aod relaxation of the exof very grave import, it is impossible to determine the
tremities as
extent of the cerebra l disorders, and consequently to foresee the re1jult of
measures calculated to J"estore the child. In this state of uncertainty, all
cases should be treated as though they afforded n. chance of succe:ss. The
lapse of half an hour, an hour, or enn more, from the time of deli\'cry, is not
sufficient cause for despair, sin ce a number of facts may be mentioned going
to pro\'e that children have been in an asphyxiated condition for an hour,
and were afterwards restored to life. Long continued sil ence of the heart, the
entire absence of pulsations at the prrecordial region, frequently determined
at intervals, is the only sign which can be regarded as destructive of all hope.
The heart is the ultimwn mo1·iens, and I do not believe that efforts to restore
its pulsations, when once completely extin guished, htn-e ever been crowned
with succe.:;s. But the softness and flaccidity of the tis~ucs, and colane:::s of
the body and face, 1 are no reason for abandoning the child, provided the
heart still bC'a.ts, however feebly, slowly,
irregularly.
·when the chi ld is born with
injection of the capillaries of the
face and trunk, when, in short, it presents the characters of the state formerly
termed apople:cy, it is evident that the first indication is to relieve the engorgement of the head
which is done by promptly cutt ing the umbilical cord, and
fow spoonfuls of blood to escape, when the
respiration is most usually established soon after, if there are no mechanical
obstacles, such as mucus in the fauees, to the introduction of air into the
lungs; and '' l1cre these do exist, they may be removed by the extremity
of the little fi11gcr, or \\'ilh the feathered end of a quill; the blue and Yiolet
color of the surface will then be found to gradually disappear, and giYC place
to a r osy hue, at fir;:;t on the
then on the cheeks, and afterwards O\'Cr
the rest of the body. lIO\reYer,
practice, we sometimes find the circula·
tion so cnf(•cblcd or benumbe<l 1 as it were, thnt the blood will not run from
the umbilical arteries; its effu:sion ma.y th en be encouraged by plunging the
child into a warm bath, or by squeezing the cord several times from its
insertion towards the cut extrem ity; and where this does not prove success·
ful jn obtaining blood, some advise the applica.tion of a leech behind each
ea.r. But as this application would occasion the loss of precious time, it is
better to have recour.se at once to other measures.
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The small bleeding being practised or not, eYery effort should be made,
by the use of varioµs stimu lau ts, to excite the sensibility of the skin, and
the rellex action of the cutaneous nen·cs.
According to l\Iarshall Hall, the best plan is to sprinkle the face and body
of the child vigorously with cold water; immediately after which, it should
be imm ersed in a warm bath, and then wrapped in warm flanne ls. The
efficiency of this plan of treatment, which may be repeated severa l times,
~cpends especially upon the rapidity with which it is executed. The impression of both the cold and heat should be sudden. Afterwards, the skin
may be stimulated by frictions with the hand, or a brush, by dry flannel, or
with any irritating liquors, such as vinegar or brandy; l\I. l\foreau strongly
recommends, and with reason, slight blows to be made with the palmar surfa<'c of the fingers upon the shoulder5 and thighs. In grave cases, I prefer
flagellatiug the thorax and loins vigorously with a piece of wet linen. It is
abo often very useful to irritate the mucous surfaces. A little brandy or
vinegar may be placed in the mouth, or the fumes of burnt paper blown
into the anus. A feather may be dipped into vinegar and then introduced
into the no5e or fauces; this may be used at the same time to clear away the
mucolls secretions of the latter, which prevent the inhalation of air; and
where there i.s reason to suppose that such secretions have accumulated to a
considerable extent iu the air-passages, the advice of Dewees should be fol·
lowed, by placing the child on its belly, taking care to elevate the feet higher
than the head, and at the same time gently shaking it, so as to clear out the
trachea, and thus facilitate the introduction of air; "for," says the American
author," this is a. measure of great utility, by which I am every way per·
suaded that I have preserved the li\·es of many children." After a fow
moments, the child should be again plunged into a warm bath, rnbbed with
warm flannels, and then immediately subjected to cold aspersions.
All these measures should be contiuued for a long time after respira·
lion has been restored and become regular, in order to prevent secondary
asphyxia.
The child's body may be exposed with advantage to a cu rrent of cold air,
giving it at the same time a swinging motion, and even after it has been
restored and dressed, its face may be exposed to the fresh air, or, what is
better, fanned, for a short time.
It has been advised to make use of strong suction on the breasts, for the
purpose of dilating the thorax mechanically, "which," says Desormeaux,
"although without effect for the proposed object, appears to me admirably
calculated to st imulate the muscles that move the ribs." But a more power·
ful remedy, highly extolled by the same author, is a sort of douche umde by
the mouth directly on the parietes of the thorax; this douche is performed
by taking a mouthful of brandy and blowing it forcibly against the breast;
and it is rarely nece."-sary, he remarks, to repeat it many t.im es, for it is
found to produce a convulsive contraction of the inspiratqry muscles almost
immediately; the blood and air pcuetrate the lungs, and the respiration is
irregularly established, being at first feeble and spasmodic, but soon hccom·
ing stronger and more regular. I have often used successfully with the
27
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same object, a cold douche, produced hy pouring a strean1 of cold water
upon the pr~cordinl region, from an clcYation of about a yard.
If tlie excitation of the Hpinal and facial ncn·cs is insufficient, the branches
of the pncumogastric nerve should be acted on by insufflation.
This mea:.:ure can now boast of such a degree of success, as to make it
proper to ha Ye recourse to it whenever the in.cans just mentioned haye faik•d.
M. Depaul has, in an excellent memoir upon the subject, completely refotcd
the objections urged again~t it, and confirmed by his experiments the previous re... ults of Dumcril and l\fagcndie. Like them, he found that a false
idea has been entertained of the powers of resistance of the pulmonary
vesicles, and that it is neces.sary to blow much more strongly than is required
to produce a simple dilatation, in order to effect their rupture. Ile has
proved hy imtanccs, that children have been restored to life, whom the
failure of tl1e means commonly advised seemed to devote to certain death;
a l ~o, that in cases where it was unsuccessful, because the lesions occasioning
the apparent dcnth were beyond the resources of art, it had the effect, when
the pul;:ations of the heart had not cea~ed entirely, to render them stronger
and more frequent, and sometimes even to determine a spontaneous though
imperfoct in!';piration.
J ' rntli<l add, that lon g continued insufflation seemed to me, in three ens~,
to be more effoctual than is claimed in the a.boye paragraph, for not only did
it excite spontaneous inspirations, but the respiration became gradually regular, and existence was prolonged for ten, twelve, and in one ca:;:e for twentytwo hour~. in spite of mortal lesions of the brain. Now it will readily be
under;:too<l that, in very many cases, the f:unily might attach great impor·
tancc to twentv-four hours of life in a ne,,·.horu child.
M. DC'pa-.d, .who has rendered a real service in ca llin g attention to a measure genera ll y abandoned by some as dangerous, and by others as u~elc~~.
also proposes some rules of conduct, which I think it right to mention briefly.
Il e u~e.;;; Chttt1s~ i er's canula, dispen~ing, however, with the lateral openings,
and sub.:tifuting for them a terminal one.
The child 1 ''ho:-c temperature is to be maintained by warm cover in ~,
should be placed with the breast higher than the pelvis, and the head thrown
n little back, so a~ to render the front of the neck rather more projcctin~.
U axing cleansed the tongue and pharynx from mucus, the forefinger of the
left hand ~hould be conducted along the median line of the tongue to the
epiglotti ~. The right l'i.and holds the tube like a pen 1 and directs its small
extremity along the finger to the opening of the larynx, incline:; it townras
the left c:ommi~.su rc of the lip?., and by gent le movements endeavors to rnif'e
the epiglottis; it i.cz then only nece;.;:-:ary to elevate the instrument, carrying it
a.t the :;:ame time toward the median line, when its extremity will pass
throu~h the glottis.. This is the only part of the operation which pr~ents
any difficulty, for it is not uncommon for the tube to ent0r the o·~ophagu~.
Before re!"Orting to insufHation, we should ma.kc snre of its situation hy pa~s
ing the finger upon the larynx nnrl trachea, and obserdng whether the
larynx follows the instrument when the latter is move<l from side to eide.
H owever, the fir;:;t insuHlation revea ls t.hc error imm ed iately, for when the
in strument has pas..::cd into the <l'Sophagus, a considerable elevation of the
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egipnstrium precedes that of the base of the chest ; if, on the contrary, it is
in the larynx, the chest i.:; dihltcd uniformly, and the cpigastric projection is
produced exclusively by the dcprc:::;sion of the diaphragm.
To prevent the reflux of the air, and to oblige it to enter the air-pasr:;ngeg,
every point of exit by the <;esophagus, mouth, and no:Strils should be cJo:>ed.
The anterior wall of the re~ophagus is applicU against the posterior, by a
modernte pressure with the in:::;trument. The lips arc prcs::;rd closely to the
sidc:s of the canula. by means of the thumb and forcfingrr, whilst the nostrils
are stopped by pinching the no~c between the two middle fingers.
The insuftltttions shou ld be quite near to each other. M. Depaul thinks
that from ten to twelve should be made in a. minute. The greater part of
the air i:i expelled after each by the elasticity of the pulmonary vesicles;
it may be useful, however, especially at the commcnecmcnt1 to render the
expiration more complete, by pre8sure properly applied with the whole hand
on the front of the chest.
The lcnglh of time for which it is necessary to continue the insuffiations
varies much. Thus, there are facts showing that sometimes a quarter of an
hour has been sufficient, whil~t at others, it was ncce......ru·y to continue them
for three-quarters of an hour, au hour, or even an hour and a half.
When. under their influence, the action of the heart has been so far restored
as to be at from a hundred to a hundred and thirty times a minute, I
think, says M. D epaul, that the physician should continue until spontaneous
inspirations appear, and are repeated at the rate of at lea::t fh·e or six per
minute i since to stop after the fiNit one, would in many cases endanger the
life of the ch ild. Wh en, however, after ha Ying awakened the pulsations of
the heart, and even obtained some efforts at inspiration, all become more
fceUlc and disappear, the insufHation may be dispem=cd with after the lapse
of from ten lo twelve minutes, for, under these circumstances, I have never
known a ch ild to be saved.
It is ncccs8ary to withdraw the canu1n. from time to time 1 in order to clear
it of mucu~. Wh en the trachea contttins much mucus, which is manifested
by gurgling, it may be drawn into the tube by isuction, :.tad the future insuillations be thus rendered more u::;eful.
When i-pontaneous in.c:.pirationa occur, the insufHations may be suspended
for the moment.
Finally, all these means having failed, should a galvani c battery be at
hand, {'Urrcnts of electricity might be passed through the muscleg of inspiration; it i~. however, an auxi li ary upon which but li ttle reliance can be plac:e<l.
Electricity hri..s, in fact, much less action upon the fi:ctm; than upon the
adult. It has, for example, been proved by experiment, that well-developed
fretaJ serpent.a were but slightly ~cn~itive to the action of galvanism before
havi11g brcathed 1 whilat shortly afterward they were endowed with a very
delicate st'nsibility.
The same measures should be used in cases of apparent death, in which
the children are pale and colorless: here, however1 far from allowing the
umbilical cord to bleed, it should be tied instantly, even before dividing it.
Some persons have recommended that the umbilical ccrcl be not cut in
cases )f tll:iphyxia, until after the pulmonary respiration has been fulJy
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establislrnd, hoping that the continuance of tl1e fccto-placental circulatioa
might replace the extra-uterine one that is wanting. Without admitting, with
Dr. King, that this practice, by allowing the contractions of the heart to
drive all the blood into the placenta, would expose the fretus to death from
loss of the circulating fluid, I think that in the majority of ca!i=es the precaution is, to say the least, useless, and even hurtful, by occasioning the lo.::s
of precious time. In fact, the placenta is almost always partly, or even
entirely detached, shortly after the child is expelled; and even were this not
the case, the retraction of the uterus following its expulsion, has so modified
the circulation in the walls of the uterus and that of the utero-placcntal
vessels, that the newly-born infant would certainly find its resources in that
direction exhausted.
However, if the touch does not discover the placenta situated upon the
neck, and, consequcntly1 there is reason to suppose that it retains its normai
relations with the womb, we ~ay, when the fi:etu.s is pale and di,::colorcd 1
defer cutting the cord, especially should it still exhibit pulsations. As soon,
however, as the pulsations have ceased, or it is ascertained that the placenta
is detached, its section should be practised immediately.
Some ch ildren, aft.er having cried and breathed quite freely, fall, after the
lapse of several hours, and sometimes even days, into a state of apparent
death, which soon terminates in real death unless assistance is promptly
rendered. Therefore it is prudent to be carefully on the watch for the first
few days. This secondary apparent death may be due, like that just
described, to a true asphyxia, or to a deficiency of nervous inOuence, for
whi ch the stimulants employed immediately after birth have proved but a
momentary remedy. Asphyxia may be produced either by a foreign body
placed over the mouth and uostrils, or by an nccumulation of mucus in the
fa.uces. To remove the foreign bodies, and clear out the fauces with the ain
of a. feather, and the bronchia by exciting vomiting by tickling the palntc,
are the first measures to be used. If the face is of a violet color, a leech
may be placed with advantage behind each ear, or, as recommended by
Kennedy, upon the fontanelles. ·when the accidents a.re attributable to
deficient cerebral action, the excitant.s already mentioned must again be had
recourse to. •
Excessive debility of the child, due to some one of the circumstances
already pointed out, should be combated by the same means used for
apparent death. In those cases where the infant is only ''ery feeble, because
it is born before term, or in consequence of a prolonged sickness on the part
of the mother, very great care is rc\1ulsite to maintain a high degree of tem·
pernture by surrounding it with cotton wadding and bottles containing hot
water, since hea.t is then the best stimulant.
For the first few days, and sometimes even weeks, its alimentation demands
some precaution. It is very important that a nurse should be procured for
it as soon as possible, whose milk flows so easily that she can herself project
a few spoonfuls into the mouth of the child; for its feebleness is often so great
as to render the necessary effort at suction impossible.
It is equally important to give it only the first milk, which being lighter
is of easier jligestion.
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WheneYer a child is born in a state of apparent death or of extreme"' eakne.ss, the accoucheur should, in Catholic families, cause the rite of baptism
w be administered immediately. For, whatever the religious opinions of the
physician may be, it is his duty to respect the feeling of families, and he
would be truly blamable, were he not to yield in this respect to the wbhes
of the parents.

CHAPTER IX.
OF THE PIIEKOMENA APPERTAINING TO THE LYING-IN STATE.

Tms term (or that of the puerperal condition) is applied to the period
immediately following the delivery1 during which the uterus and genital
organ;.:, and indeed the whole economy, gradually return to their ordinary
condition.
The attendant phenomena may be divided into the natural, and the unnatural or morbid, including under the latter head all the diseases to which
the lying-in woman is exposed; but the former only claim our attention here.
A feeling of depres;.:ion, or lassitude, such as that experienced after an
unusual or an immoderate exercise, succeeds the agitation caused by the
labor ; and it not unfrcquently happens that the patient has scarcely reached
her bed, when she is attacked by a ch ill, severe enough at limes to produce
a chattering of the teeth ; but this soon passes off, the pulse increases in
strength, the heat of the surface returns, the skin becomes humid, a salutary
moisture appears, and the various functions are re-established, while the most
perfect calm and the most delightful slumber replace the past disorder.
Now, although this slumber of the patient is to be respected, nevertheless it
is desirable that it should not take place until a few hours after the delivery,
unless the physician should be at hand to watch attentively over the state
of the circulation, and the condition of the womb during this recuperative
repose, because some women have been attacked when in this state with
internal discharges, and have awakened exhausted by the loss of blood.
Therefore, although on account of the rarity of this accidettt the patient
should not be prevented from sleeping, it is necessary to watch over her
during her slumber, or at least to have her carefully observed by an intelligent nurse.
After the first nap is over, she might sit up in bed a few moments to take
a little broth, as this position refreshes her, and also facilitates the escape of
the lochia. that lrnd accumulated in the ''agina. The patient is the more
enfeebled as the loss of blood has been greater, or the duration of the labor
prolonged.
The nervous susceptibility is a]so highly exalted, and the skin, whose
activity was diminished during gestation, now regains a more exalted vitn.lity;
it is soft, humid, and is always covered with a dewy perspiration during the
~rst week. This sweat is sometimes very abundaot, particularly whe:1 she
is too warmly covered, and it is not at all unusual to find it followed by a
ruilia1y emption and a distressing pricking sensation. Such eruptiom were
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exceediugly frequent in former times, when it was thought useful to push tl1d
skin, as it was called, and to make the woman perspire by surrounding her
with thick coverlets; now, on the contrary, they :ire quite rare, and where
they do show themselves, are easily made to disappear by taking the ueces
sary precautions to diminish the cutaneous secretion.
(After deli\·ery the pulse becomes softer, fuller, a.nd soon slower. We propose,
however, going somewhat into detail in reference to this subject, for the cxnmiua~
tion of the pulse in newly delivered females is of such ciipital imponance that by
aimply paying attention to the information which it n.ffords, we are eu:lbletl to
diagnost.icate almost certainly a. sta.te of hea\L11 or of disease.
The study of the
pulse, therefore, yields extremely valuable i~formation to the accoucheur, but
we cannot in this l)lace treat of the indications which it supplies in puerperal
diseases, and shall confine our attention to the changes whicb it undergoes in a
hcnlthywoman afterdeli'i'ery.
'Ve would state in the first place, that the mean rate of the pulse in aclnlt women
is about seventy-five per minute, and be\:omes somewhat more frequent during
pregnancy (sec page 157) and especially during labor (see page 28G).
Immediately after delivery the pulse fo.lls to some extent, but the diminution is
generall,y followed in a short; time by an acceleration, which lasts for several hours.
In healthy woraen, this transient acceleration is very often followed by a second
diminution in vrcgnancy. Without attempting to state the exact proportion of
cases in which retardation is observable, I will only remark t hat it is so extremely
common n.s to be founcl almost consta.nt when sought for carefully.
The diminution in the frequency of the pulse has been well studied and described
by JI. Blot, in a memoir of which we give an analysis (Archives GC11irale de il!Cdecine, tllay, 1864.)
'l'he greatest diminution of frequency obsen·ed by M. Blot, was thirty-five beats
per minute. "But," says he, ''it must not be supposed that so great a difference
is common, -for I ha\•e met with it in but three cases. Between thirty·6\•e and
aixty-five beats per minute, the latter of which we regard as the stand:trd, we have
observed every grade of diminution. 'l\vo numbers, however, fol'ty-four and fifty·
six, h;\ve impressed us by their relative frequency."
'Ihe slowness of the pulse mn.y continue from one to twelve days, ge nerally la~t
ing longer in multiparre thn.n in primiparre. In the latter, it rarely co ntinue~
lon ger than three days, whilst in th e former it is often observed for four, six, and
seven days.
The time at which it comes on varies somewhat in different women, though it
generally is observable within twenty-four hours after delivery. In the twentJ·
four hours follo1'1"ing its appe~irance, the slowness of the pulse increases; then, after
remaining for a time stationary, gradually gives place to the rate which is habitual
to the woman.
'l'he slowness diminishes and sometimes even ceases entirely as soon as the breasts
experie11ce the congestion which precedes the secretion of milk. Usually, however,
the pulse gradua.lly becomes more frequent. We shall have occasion to revert to
th iii fact when "'e come to treat of the secretion of the milk and what is known as
the milk-fever.
The slowness occurs also n.fter abortion and after premature delivery, whether
spontaneous or artificial.
When the slowness of the pulse is observed in a newly delivered woman, we may
feel sure that she is in a perfectly normal condition, so that in respect to the
prognosis it is an extremely favorable sign.
In a lying-in hospital, the frequency of the diminution of the puh;e in proportion
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to the number of puerperal women indicates, iu a general way, an excellent sanitary
cundition: its rarity, on the contrary, should excite our npprehension of ao unhealthy tendency in the newl y delivered inmates.
'l'he ca u .~e of this slowing: of the pulse is obscure. It would seem, howC\'Cr, from
the sphygmo)?;raphical experiments of ~DI. Blot and Mnrey, that, like the diminution of frequency under all circumstances, it is uonnccted with a certain increase
in the ten;;ion of the arterie:;, which tension the authors just quoted think may be
explained by the sudden and almost enti re suppression of the circulation which
existetl in the uterine walls during pregnancy. When the uterus contracted, tho
blood \1 hich previou;:i\y traxersed it accumulated in the nrtcl'inl sy;.tem, from wheuce
resulted a.greater tension which became in its turn an impedimenttothevcntricula.r
systole, gh'ing rise to the temporary diminution in frequeucy of .the pulse, fullowcJ
by an estubli1d1mentofequilibrium.
Whlitcvcrthe explanation, the fact is both establishedanJ 11hown to be of grcn t
clinical importance.]

Let us now study the important changes which take place in the genital
organs. To the hypertrophy which characte ri zes the pregnant condition
succeeds an atrophy which, during the puerperal condition, restores the
uterus to it.s normal state.
If' the relaxed walls of the abdomen bee...i.:::amined after delivery, the womb
is felt above the pubis as a lnrge tumor, which henceforth diminishes in
size. In thin women, particularly those who have often had children, the
womb still remains at the end of two weeks about two fingers' breadth abo\'e
the pubis, yet the fundus in primipar::e, more especiall y in such as are at all
inclined to embonpoint, cannot be di.::.tincUy felt after a week; and by the
end of the sixth week this organ has nearly regained its primith'e condition,
beiug still, perhaps, a little larger than usual.
[The diminution of the bulk of the uteru~, its atrophy, so to ;;peak, has been
etudied so carefully by Dr. W ieland, who noted its progress day by day, that we
think we cannot do better than quote some portion~ of his excelle nt thesis, which
are of interest in connection with the subject under consideration.
At. the commencement of labor, the organ has generally an elevation of from
eight to nine inches above the pubis, and from six and a half to seven aud a ha.If
inches in width. When the clots which follow the ex it. of the placenta are expelled, the uterus is found tohavea.ssumedaspheroidal form, and is hard , rc;;isting:,
and contracted. Its vertical diameter is then only ahout from four and a half to
five inches, and its transverse diameter from three and a.half to four inches. After
about half an hour and during the first few hours succeed ing deli\'ery, its size
increa~es somewhat,-(\"ertical diameter, fh'e to five and a half inches; transverse
diameter, four and a quarter to four and three quarter inches:) but thereafter it
diminishes gradually and almost uniformly. On the seco nd day the decrease in
thediametcrsamountstofrom three·eigbthstofive-eighthsofan inch, the vertical
tlieo being often rather less than the tmnsverse. On the third day, in most cases,
little change is observable except in l'l'omen who ham had in the inten'al of the
t""u lastexaminationsse1•ere after-pains, accompanied by an abundant lochial discharge when the contraction takes place. Dr. Wielarid obsened that until the
middle of the fourth day the size of the uterus was unchn.nged but seemed softer
and less regularly rounded in form, and that this inactive condit ion always coincided
with the commencing lacteal secretion. :F rom the end of the fourth. day the retroce~sion ')f the organ progressed regularly and continuously. The distance which
tl.1en separates the uterus from the pubic symp hysis varies from two and threeeigbths to two and seven·eighthsofaninch, and in exceptional cusesonlyis itleHs.
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The rapidity with which the uterus after delivery tends to resume the
volume and dimensions which it possessed before impregnation, is, to say the
least, quite as surprising as the rapidity with which it underwent its enormotis
hypertrophy during gestation. An examination of the various changes
through which this rapid absorption is effected, induced M. Retzius, of Copenhagen, to conclude that it is preceded by a fatty degeneration of the mu_s..
cular fibres. The same observations have also been made by Kolliker.
This diminution in the size of the uterus is not always so regularly graduated as described, for when the contra.ctility of the tissue has been feeble
after delivery, the walls of the uterus often preserve a considerable thick.J1es.s
for four or five days, the fundus being found all this time c1ose up to the
umbilicus. The same observation may be made at a still later period, in
cases where an inflammation of the peritoneum, of the uterine mucous mem·
brane, or of the neighboring organs has super,vened. Again, it happens that,
after liaving been diminished, its volume augments anew, for some hours, at
times, even for a dn.y or two, and then soon returns to its former size. I can
~xplain this circumstance only by supposing some local congestion, which
has not been acute enough to produce an active hemorrhage, but whose
action has been limited tb distending and engorgin g the uterin e vessels, and
consequently to increasing the thickness of' the walls; or this abnormal
volume may be owing, in certai n cases, to the presence of newly formed
coagula. But, however that may be, I folt bound to point out these anoma·
lies, to prevent the inexperienced practitioner from falling into error.
(The interna l surface of the uterus afrer delivery, has lately been studied care-
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M~L Colin, Robin, Pajot, anJ. B6hier. 'l'''l'O parts, dis:;imilar in appearance, may be distinguished in it; one of these, which is extensi\'C, was in relation
with the deciJua during gestation; the other, ha\·ing a lesser surface, presents
traces of the insertion of the pla.centa. 'Ve have next to study these two part.sin
success;ou.J

fully by

A few hours after delivery, says l\I. Colin, the internal surface of the
womb is covered with clots of blood, which, upon being remoYed, discover
a soft, moist, reddish layer, lining the whole internal surface of the uterus,
except where the placenta was attached. If the surface be scraped with the
blade of· a scalpel, a layer varying in thickness from the one-eighlh to the
one-sixteenth of an inch may be raised from it. This layer, which increasc.s
in thickness towards the middle and fundus of the organ, is of a. reddishgray rolor and friable, tearing like a newly-formed pseudo-membrane, and
even giving way beneath the fingers. Below it is found the muscular tissue,
of a white or grayish appearance, entil'ely distinct from this layer, and
easily recognized by its clearer hue, the appearance of fibres and their transverse direction, as also by its greater consistency.
I t is now demonstrated that
is formed by a new uterine
mucous membrane in process of
the fourth month of gestation. (See page 177 .)
At the upper boundary of the cavity of the neck, this membrane is terminated by an irregular edge projecting above the la.tter, and from which are
put forth small shreds or laminre, from one to three-sixteenths of an inch in
length, of the same nature as the layer covering the wall of the uterus.
The cavity of the neck contains a glutinous, transparent, and slightlyreddish mucus. The color of its internal surface varies greatly according to
the mode of death, from a reddish-gray to a. blackish-brown. The thickness
of the mucous membrane lining the cavity of the neck varies from the onethirty-second to the one-sixteenth part of an inch; it is very moist and flexible, although firm and torn with difficulty. I t remains intact, and does not
participate in the exfoliation which that of the body undergoes.
The condition of the mucous membrane at a period still more remote from
delivery, has also been studied by ::\1. Colin. Not until after about the ninth
day are epithelial cells found upon the surface of the uterine mucous membnme in proceas of restoration. Until the twentieth da.y its tissue is composed chiefly of fusiform bodies, nuclei, and granules; glands and numerous
capillary vc:::sels are found in it about the twentieth day. Tlrns, from the
twenty-eighth to the thirtieth day, the membrane has assumed a. rose-red or
grayish color, especially in the vicinity of the neck; it is smooth, moist, and
soft, but resists the action of a stream of water, though it may be scraped
off entirely by the scalpel, so as to expose the muscular fibres. Numerous
vessels, whose greatest diameter does not exceed the one-ninetieth part of
an inch 1 proceed from the muscular tissues and ramify ad infinitum in its
sub:;tance. By the fortieth day, the mem branc is of a. rather deep-red color,
opaque, and of about the one-thirty-second part of an inch in thickness, tow a.rd
the fund us; it is semi-transparent and thinner in the lower part of the body,
where it is continuous with the mucollS membrane of the neck, which presents
nc peculiarities. It is soft, and e:1sily removed by the back of a scalpel. It
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is traversed by a very close network of capillary vessels. By the bixticta
day, it is smooth, gray, and supplied with small vessels; it has the true consistency of a mucous membrane, and the scalpel removes from it but a slight
pellicle, which has uo longer the pulpy appearance of the sub:stance detached
from it at an earlier period.
This new mucous membrane, which, according to l\L Robin, begins to be
formed by the fourth month of gestation, is, therefore, after delivery, the
seat of a repamtory process, which ends in the completion of a new mucous
membrane. The mucous membrane of the neck is not thrown off'; it is
simply hypertrophied during pregnancy, and after delivery continues to
exhibit the arbor vitrn, though of a somewhat modified form.
The point of attachment of the placenta is marked by an elevation,
}Jresenting to the view a surface mammilJated, rouncled 1 anfractuous, and
projecting to the extent of a quarter of an inch above the level of the surrounding surface. The anfractuositics are filled up with coagulated blood,
which is removed from them with difficulty. It is the placenta wound .
These inequalities, which have been regarded by some anatomists as tufts
destined to dip clown between the cotyledons of the placenta, are due, according to Desormeaux, to the excessive distention which the arteries and veins,
the last especially, l1ave undergone during pregnancy, and upon the slowness
of their subsequent retraction; though, according to Velpeau, they are owing,
in women that die shortly after delivery, to the swelled and fungous character of that portion of the internal uterine surface which corresponded to the
placenta. \Ve prefer the following explanation, given by .M. Jacquemier,
viz.: the internal muscular layer of the womb is perforated in all the space
occupied by the after-birth, by a great number of holes, which give a peculiar aspect to this portion of its inner surface, and render it less contractile
than at other parts; and consequently, as the organ retracts, it has a ten·
dency to project into its cavity, and when it arrives at the final state of
repose, a tumor is formed, which is ordinarily larger than the palm of the
haud, with a very irregular la.cerated surface, spongy, as it were, in charac·
ter, and often standing out in considenible relief; the torn utero-placental
vessels are comprised in th is mass, which renders them tortuous and nearly
inextricable. But whatever the explanation may be, it is highly important,
adds M. Jacquemier, to bear this arrangement constantly in mind, for an
attentive perusal of several cases of artificial delivery of the after-birth,
has con Yi need me that, in those instances, the tumor formed by the most inter·
nal layer of the womb was mistaken for debris of the placenta, which the
medical attendants endeavored ineffectually, though not without danger,
to extract.

[Robin has shown that this projecting portion is formed simply by the uteroplaccntal mucous membrane, which remnins adherent to the uterine wall, with the
exception of the thin superficial layer which was carried away by the placenta.
(See Decidua, and Placenta.)
'l'he retraction of the uterus after delivery diminishes greatly the superficial U·
tent of this part of the mucous membrane, being soon reduced to a. diameter of
from two and a half to three and a quarter inches, and so progressively. At fir!!'t
it waft cir".ular in form, but soon becomes irregularly oval, with the greater diameter
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corresponding with the longer diameter of the uterus. What it loses in length,
however, it gains in thickness by the contraction of the orga n. A ft·w days afte r
deli,·ery, it has a thickness of from five-eighths to six-eighths of an inch, and iu
some places e\·en more. At the snme time, its irnrfa.ce becomes folded and roughened, and its substance brownish or reJdish; it also softens gradually. and assumes
apultaceous or mucous consistence. It s projecting and irregular edµ;es are continuous with the thin, newly-formed mucous membrane which lines the remainder
of the uterus.
It is not uncommon to find on the surface of the part just describc<l va:;cular
orifices plugged up by reddish or bleached clots, and if the latter be traced by dissection into the deeper parts of the membrane, they will be found to lead into the
subjacentuteriue sinuses . The ciwernous appe:1runce gi,•en to this layer by the
membranous anastomoses of its vessels is very striking, and one cnnnot but observe
at the snroe time thnt its thickness and the projections which it forms upon the
internal surface of the uterus are principally due to the clots which fill and distend
the sinuses to a greater or les~ exte nt. If the latter be emptied, the inten'als
between them will become very slight.
The clots lose their color anJ lessen gradually, but they are still found up to the
twentieth day after dcli,-cry, and often much later. The tissue of the ser otina itself atrophies, and finally becomes cootinuous with and indistinguishable from the
newly-formed mucous membrane. In some women, however, the mucous membi·ane
remaius for several years both thicker and more projecting at this point than else·
where. It was a mistake, therefore, to suppose, as has been heretofure<lone, that
the serotina is car ri ed away with the placenta, or that it is exfoliated and el iminated
during the continuance of the locilial discharge. (Robin.)
lo autopsies of puerperal feve r cases, the layer, with a reddish,flocculent, black·
ish and pultaceous appearance, formed by the serotina, bas often been mistaken by
persons not fully acquainted with what had taken place previously, for portions of
theplacentaremainiug:adbcrenttothe uterus, and then in course of decomposition.
To recapitulate: At the moment of labor there is already present. a newly·
formed hut very thin mucous membrane between the muscular layer of the uterus
and the parietal decidua. The new membrane makes its appearance at the fourth
month, but does not continue to grow between the muscular layer and the uteroparietal mu cous membraue. Finally, when the placenta is detached, the gr eater
part of theserotina remains adherent to the uterus. 'f hi s utero-placental mucous
membranedoesnot,thereforc,deservethenameofdecidua,inasmucbasitcontinues
anddimiuishesgradually in thickness until its surface corresponds with that of the
recrudescent mucous membrane.]

Professor Stoltz has studied the modifications that occur in the neck of
the uterus, after the delivery, with a great deal of care, and we extract the
following passage from his excellent thesis on this subject : "As soon as the
child is born, the cervix is partly formed anew, but it is soft, short, wide,
and irregular, and one or more fingers can easily be made to penetrate it;
the imeroal orifice off'ers the greatest resistance, as is proved when au
attempt is made to introd uce the hand in to the womb, for it enters with
considerable difficulty, and only when this orifice has been progre.%ively
dilated, The latter is sometimes so contracted as to induce inexperienced
personsi who endeavor for the 6rst time to carry the hand up into the
womb, to believe they have succeeded, when in fact they have only reached
the dilated vagina., where they find a large cavity, but no opening to get
aoy further, and the clots of blood 1 then collected at the upper part of the
vagina and around the cervix, add still more to this confusion.' 1
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The iuternal orifice, formed after the expulsion of tl1e child, offt..ro Lut
little resistance; and, con:;equently, it has scarcely occasion to dilate again
for the passage of the placenta, as it yields readily; and when the delivery
of the after-birth is effocted, the womb contracts, and the neek becomes
longer and more consistent i ahhough it must again open several times to
permit the numerous clots of blood to escape. During the lying-iu, it
gradually returns to its natural size; sometimes, eYen, it is longer; but it
acquires the ordinary disposition more or less, as it regains its proper consistence, and by the end of the first month it generally exhibits about the
rnme dimensions as it had prior to gestation; at times, however, it is a little
shortened, and the consistence is nearly as firm as usuaJ 1 although the infe..
rior part has seemed to us rather more softened. It no longer presents a.
conical shape, but is more cylindrical, from the fact of the summit having
become larger. As a general rule, the scars on the lips are proportionably
more numerous as the patient has had a greater number of children, and
her labor has been more tedious. The transverse fissure is deeper and
more angular i and, in such women, the upper part of the cervix is sometimes larger than the base, though it is much shorter than usual, and at
times is divided into two lips that are more or less flat, broad, and unequal,
and the anterior of which is longer than the posterior; indeed, in some
cases the latter seems to have been altogether destroyed, while in others it
is well marked, and the anterior one is scarcely perceptible. Iu fact, almost
as many varieties exist on this point as there are different subjects.
The vagina becomes shorter, and the ridges that were effaced during the
la.st stage of labor, gradually but slowly reappear, and the orifice of this
canal, and the vulva, also regain their primitive condition. At first, the
labia externa, as well as the perineum, are thin and distencled, and the pos.
tcrior part of the contour of the vulva is flabby, wrinkled, and projecting
outward. Sometimes the epidermis is fretted, at others, actual lacerations
are found, which produce a smarting sensation; and as to the fourchette, it
is almost ineyitably torn in the first labor.
The broad liga1nents seem to re..form by the approximation of their two
constituent layers, wbile the round ligaments gradually become shortened
and retracted.
The abdominal muscles and integuments, which were at first soft and
flabby, and exercised but a very imperfect pressure on the viscera and ve:r
scls contained in their casity, again retract; :tlthough this process is very
often incomplete in women of a soft fibre, or who have had many children.
This slow and gradual retraction of the uterus takes place, in some instnnces, without the least pain, and without the knowledge of the patient;
but it more generally becomes intermittent and distressing, and as the suf·
forings the women then experience have a. great analogy to those of child·
birth, they are called the afler..pains. At the same time, a more or les~
abundant discharge takes place from the vulva, consisting at first of pure
hlood, then of blood mixed with a white fluid, and, lastly, of a white sero·
purulent liquid; and these discharges have received the name of the locltia
Finally, a function altogether new sets in, in the course of the first few dnys,
\\hich m'ly be considered as the complement of the puerperal functions;
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this is the milk secretion, whose onset is attended by certain general phenomena, \\'hich are ordi narily described under the term of the milk jtJvcr;
we shall therefore have to examine 1 in turn, these three principal phenomena of the lying-in state.

§ l.

OF TITE AFTKR-PAI~S.

The after-pains are certainly occasioned by the contraction of the womb;
to be sati:sfied on this poiut1 it is only necessary to place the hand over the
hypogastric region 1 when we will ascertain that the uterus becomes harder
just at the moment when the patient complains the most. The::;e pains arc
much more frequent and intense in women who have borne many children
than in primipar::c; as, also, after an easy than after a long and painful
labor; and 'rhen the womb incloses some foreign body, such as coagula, or
a portion of the membranes or placenta, than when it.s cavity is enti rely
empty. Now1 all the:sc difl~rences in character will be readily com prehended, if the reader will only bear in mind that tbe object of the contractions is to express from the uterine parietes those liquids with which the
walls are still engorged after the dcliYery , and to expel from its cavity all
the foreign sub:)tances contained therein; that1 in very prompt labors, the
organ, from being evacuated too rapidly, does not retract so perfectly as it
ought, and allo"·s the blood to coagulate and accumulate in its interior,
and that the very feeble contractility of its tissue forces out but very imperfectly the fluids remaining in the thickness of the walls.
The pains generally commence soon after the deli,·ery, being at first feeble
and di:>tant, then more frequent and painful; and, at the mom ent of their
occurrence, the uterine globe retracts, becomes harder, more resistant, and
sometillles eycn seems to ri:5e up, by resting on the posterior plane of the
abdomen, as a point d'appui, and projecting in the form of a. globular tumor through the walls of the abdomen . The escape of the lochia is ordinarily more abundant to\\'ards the end of1 or just after each pain 1 and not
unfrequently a few small coagula come away from the vulYa; but where
the uterus contains a large one, the pains constantly increase in force and
frequency, until it is expelled, after which they again diminish. In most
cases,lthey cease during the milk fever, though they may continue for the
first seven or eight days. They are very commonly excited by putting the
rhild to the breast. Sometimes they return after lrnving entirely disappeared, are followed by the discharge of a little blood from the vulva, or
the expul"'-ion of a clot, or of a portion of membrane that has remained in
the uteru~, and then everyth ing returns to it.s natural condi ~ ion. They are
sometimes so severe as to extort cries from the patient, anJ some Wl)men
insist that they eufiCr more from them than from the labor pains.
As regard" the diagnosis, it is highly important to distinguish the aft.erpains from those caused by peritoneal inflammation, but fortunately this is
not very difficult; for howe\·er strong the after-pain:; may be, they are generally intermittent, and arc separated by an interval of variable duration i
be~icle~, the di:;tre:;satteudant upon them is rather alleviated than augme~ted
by prcs.~ure, and a. rath er more abundant lochial discha.rge accompanies or
folhws them. While they last, there is an absence of fobrile movement;
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finally, when the ch ild seizes the nipple, especially if the I::tttcr is the seal
of any ulceration, the suflCring thereby cau;:cd most frequently brings on un
after-pain, aud this circumstance alone has often :.:uffice<l lo make them reappear, even after a suspens ion of seYeral hours. When exbting, thc~P different ial characters are quite sufficient to distinguitlh them, but uahappily
they are not always so well marked; for, where they are Yery acute, or follow each other in rapid succession, they are accompanied by fc,·er and sharp
pains in the hypogastl'ium. But eYen then, there is always a remission,
which, conjoined with the absence of the other signs of peritoneal inflammation, may aid in determining their character.
Dr. Dewees states that he had several times an opportunity of obo:erving
a singular pain which was manifested almost imm ediately after the clcliYery,
and yet was altogether different from the ordinary after-pains. It is a very
acute pain, referred by the patients to the lower part of the sacrum and
coccyx. It commences as soon as the child is born, and continues without
interruption, and of a frightful intensity. It is declared by the patient to
be vastly more insupportable than the after pains, for it is quite as Yiolcnt,
besides being constant; the latter character sen·ing as a ready means of di<:·
tinguishing it. Camphor and opium appeared to him the most successful
means of relieving it.
The after-pains, of which we have just spoken, are sometim es so severe as
to claim the attention of the physician, and although they may be useful
when caused by the retention of a foreign body, they are so annoying, that
it is certainly advisable to ende::wor to prevent them. Dewees states that
this may oficn be effected by observing the following precautions: 1. Do
not rupture the membranes before the neck is completely dilated; 2, after
the head is born make no tractions, but allow the uterus to expel the shou l·
ders and trunk; 3, do not extract the placenta until the womb is thoroughly
contracted; 4, after the placenta is delivered, excite the womb so as to obl ige
the muscular fibres to contract as much as possible. It is evident that all
these measures have for their object to insure the slow and complete con·
traction of the walls of the uterus, in proportion as its contents are 4?xpelled.
In the cases of women who have su!fered much from after-pains in previous confi nements, I have made it a practice to administer a few closes of
ergot immediately after delivery, with the effect, I have thought, of pre-venting their occurren<'e in many cases, or at least of lessening their violence.
'Vhen the womb contracts foebly, it has seemed to me of advantage to add
pressure upon the uterus to th e use of the ergot. Thi s is done by means of
the ordinary bandage, and made more effectual by placing a compress, formed
of one or two folded towels, upon the f'undus of the organ.
If the after-pains are feeb le, nothing need be clone;
however, they are
very violent, the physician should interpose. Provided the patient has not
suffered from hemorrhage, or been threatened with it, we mr~y begin by
placing warm and emollient cataplasms upon the abdomen. Lotions con·
taining laudanum may be used upon the belly, and the cataplasm may be
wet with the same substance. An injection may also be given of from
twenty to forty drops of Sydenham's laudanum, in a.s small an amount of
'7ehicle as possible. Dewees professes to have derived great advantage frc.m
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a camphor mixtnre, consisting of a drachm of camphor to six ounces of
vehicle, a tablespoonful to be taken every hour or two. 'Vheu the mixture
disagrees with the patient, teu grrtins of finely-powdered camphor, every
hour or two, mixed in a little syrup of any kind, may be substituted for the
julep just mentioned. When the after-pains are accompanied by signs of
general plethora, blood may be taken from the arm. Finally, should there
be cause to suspect the presence of large clots or portions of the membranes
in the cavity of the uterus, one or two fingers may be introduced within the
neck, in order to seize them, or at least to bring about their ex:pulsion. These
are, perhaps, the only circumstances under which the use of ergot, so highly
vaunted by Crozat and Velpeau as a. remedy for after-pains, is likely to be
successful.

§ 2. OF

TITE

LocmA.

Of all the various excretions that take place after the delivery, the lochia
are certainly the most interesting to us as practitioners. This name is applied
to the matters that escape from the vuh·a during all the period from the
delivery of the after-bi1th until the womb has regained its normal size and
consistence. Immediately after the deli,·ery of the placenta, and the escape
of the accompanying blood, all further sanguineous discharge becomes tcm·
porarily suspended, probably because the blood that transudes from the
surface of the womb accumulates in the ca,·ity of that organ; but the pure
fluid soon begins to flow again, although, in the course of' twelve or fifteen
houra1 it loses its consistence, and its colot becomes lighter, and after a. short
time it is changed into a bloody serosity. At the expiration of the first day,
the fluid ::ecreted contains only about one-third part of reel glohules; th e other
element:; conskting of white globules in rather smaller proportion, and ycry
numerous epithelial cells. The suspending fluid is sp rinkl ed with grayish
molecular granules and granulat ions of fatty matter. After the second day,
the proportion of white globules increa::>es, and the red oues diminish or eYen
dL-.appcur. The secretion of milk soon commences, and then the flow of the
lochia. i._;;; either diminished or entirely suspended. 'Vhen it is over, the bloody
di:!charges reappear, and continue during the four or five succeeding days,
though with characters varying greatly in different individuals : thus, in
some women, those espec ially who menstrnate profusely, they appear with
the same characters, quantity excepted, as before the milk fever. They are
sti ll composed of pure blood, which sometimes contains numerous small clots;
with the majority, however, they become more and more serous, though still
exhibiting here and there some bloody st reaks, or perhaps are slightly tinged
by the blood, the quantity of which <limini~hes every day. It usually disappears altogether about the eighth day; the lochia being thenceforth c<nn·
po::;cd of a more or less consistent yellowish·white liquid, and they thus
continue for two or three weeks or a month; though in some women, who do
oot nun;e, they do not pass off until the menses reappcar1 that is, in about
i.;ix weeks or two months after the delivery.
Thc~c discharges have been di,·ided, according to their color, into the
~inyui110le11l, the sPro1ts, and the millry, punform, or 7nmdent loehia.
As
\.lie uterus retracts, its walls gradually disgorge the fluids they had imbibed,
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and these naturally run towards its central cavity. So long as lhc large
venous canals in its substance are not empty, the cli~charge con~i:;ts of pure
blood; somewhat later, it is composed of serum, together \rill1 the detritus
of the ovum and the mucosities of the organ; and still later, a trne suppu·
rative irritation is established, the products of which, analogous in some
respects to the non-contagious discharges of the urethra, constitute, iu n
great measure, the white or the purulent issue.
The lochia lwve a peculinr odor, called gravis odo1· puerpe1'ii, which varies
in strength according to the individual and her habits of cleanliness; and
to this is also added the scent from the perspiration and the milk, which
Jatter, distilling from the breast, is imbibed by her garments and turns sour.
Sometimes the lochia become fetid, and where this circumstance is not owing
to slovenliness, it is always an unfavorable sign, sfoce it mo:st generally
announces that congula or soine other foreign substances are putrefying in
the uterus; and where the lochial fluid has the color of coffee·grounds, and
a cadaverous smell, it is almost uniformly an evidence of the existence of
an inflammation of the womb or vagina, which has terminated in gangrene.
Again, whenever the patient is afflicted with carcinoma uteri, the discharges
resemble the washings of flesh, and have a \'ery nauseous smell. Jn all such
cases aromatic injections, infusions of elder or chamomile flowers, which
are rendered more useful by adding some disinfecting fluid, should be made
several times a day.
The 1ochia are also very variable in quantity and duration, though we
may state, as a general rnle, that the patient soils ten or twelve napkins in
the course of the first twenty.four hours, eight on the second day, six on the
third, four on the fifth, and two on the following days. After the milk
fever is over, the flow diminishes more and more, its amount being usua.!ly
proportionate to that of the menstrual evacuation. It is more copious in
women wl10 ban borne many children, or who make uf'le of an overnourishing or a heated regimen, and in those who do not nurse. The sanguineous
discharges vary mueh in amount during the first days, according to the force
of retraction with which the uterine walls were endowed immediately after
or during the deliyery of the after-birth; thus, at times, they are very
copious, frequently coinciding with a considerable development of the organ;
and in such cases I have known the \\'Omb to continue as high up as the
umbilicus for seYeral days after the delivery.
This condition, which J~eroux calls humoral engorgement, depends, in his
estimation, on the fact that the vessels and pores of the womb, from being
distended with blood, do not become empty as soon as usual, because the
rontractility of tissue is not then active enough to expel it; for the walls of
the uterus constitute a true ~pouge, whose meshes are composed of muscular
fibres, and which must r~tract forcibly so as to express all the liquids contained in t'ne vessels and vacuities which they form ; hence, if this contraction
is not strong enough, the parictes remain engorged, and preserve an abnor·
mal thickness, \Yhich singularly augments the whole volume of the uterus,
may be entirely effaced. Soon, however, the contractile
although
a.ction of
is aroused, and the muscular fibres forcibly compres3
and Hatten the vessels that ramify between them, and thus force the liquids
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which had hitherto remained there to discharge into the cav ity of the organ,
whrnce they flow towards the exterior in considerable qun.ntit ies. Thi8 discharge might very readily be mistaken for a flooding, occasioned by a retention of some part of the after-birth, or of voluminous coagula, the more
especially as it is accompanied at times by sharp after-pains; but if one finger
can then be introduced into the uterus, the accoueheur will ascertain that it
contains no foreign substance, and by placiJ1g the other hand at the same
time on the hypogastric region, he will easily satisfy himself that the unusual
size of the organ depends only on the engorgement of its walls. In these
case<i, there is nothing to be done, as the sanguineous discharge is it.self
best remedy; for it slowly empties the uterine texture, diminishes the
pains, and the womb gradually returns to its normal size.
This slowness of the retraction also prolongs the flow of the sanguineous
lochia, and the same result is observed whenever one of the layers of the
uterus or its enveloping cellular tissue is affected with inflammation. Indeed,
we can readily understand that from this sluggishness of the uterine fibres,
this defect of reaction, as Leroux called it, to a more or less perfect inertia
of the womb, there is but a single step, and that a secondary hemorrhage
might result from the absence of contractility, if it were carried to the extent
of relaxation.

Lactation lessens the duration and amount of the lochia. Some women
have them for a few hours only (Vau-Swieten), and others have none at a ll
(~ [ illot). An instance of the latter kind came under my notice quite
recently (18-5.5), in the case of the young wife of a medical fr iend. After
an easy and happy labor, the lochia were almost completely suppressed. Rhe
hardly lost a few spoonfuls of blood within the first twenty-four hours; after
the second day there was no discharge whatever, and the husband, who examined the linen daily with the greatest care, assured me that he was unable
to detect the slight03t evidence of lochial discharge. Everything went on
well during the lying-in, with the exception of a very fetid odor from the
genital parts during the first seven or eight days. After satisfy ing ourselves
th1t there was no fOreign substance in the uterus, we recommended the use
of injections, frequently repeated, and all passed off well. This young lady
had been delivered once before, on which occasion she had a perfectly regular
lochial di;;charge.
In a case observed by Bruckmann, and quoted by Velpea.u, the lochia
were substituted by hromatemesis.
In some instances, the sanguineous 1ochia are prolonged far beyond the
u~ual term; while in others they reappear at various intervals, but this
latter circumstance, in ti ? absence of inflammat ion of the uterus or of its
appendages, is ordinarily lwing to some error in regimen, more especially t'>
28
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getting up too soon i and, therefore, the be~t plan is to persu.tde the patient
to remain in bed. In the course of a short time the lochia cease their continual flow, and intervals of several hours of duration are observed at first,
then of a day, and sometimes of' two days.
"'hen, in spite of this precaution, the bloody di:scharge continues for two
or three weeks after labor, its cause should be sought for in n. local alteration
of the uterus and of the neighboring part:.::, or else in the general condition
of the patient. Thus, it is not unusual for it to be kept up by a circumscribed peritoneal inflammation, an inflammation of the uterine mucous
membrane, a chronic or acute engorgement of one or both ovaries, or o.
phlegmon of the broad ligaments, of the iliac fossa, or of the cellular tissue
surrounding the uterus.
It is important to diagnose these various affections from the out!1:ct1 ns it is
they which !'hould be a.ltacked, in order to stop the discharge, which is here
but a symptom of the disease.
The continuance of red discharges is connected, perhaps, more frequently
with ulcerations of the neck of the uterus, having their origin in many ca."(!S
in the lacerations which occur during labor, :rnd the cicatrization of which
is prevented by circumstances which elude our detection. 'Vhen, therefore,
it is certain that 1fo symptom of engorgement or inflammation in the pelvic
or hypogastric region is present, the pn.ticnt shou ld be examined with the
speculum, taking care to separate the lips of the neck with the valves of the
in strument, when very often a. fungous and bleeding ulceration will be disCO\·ercd either within the cavity of the neck or upon the os tincre. The only
mean.:;; of arresting the discharge consist in cauterizations with nitrate of
sih·er or acid nitrate of mercury, aud even, if the fungositie.s are Ycry projecting, with the actual cautery. In some cases, it is necessary to repeat the
cauteri.,ation several times.
Arnon~t the causes of these anomalous Joch ial discharges, should be
reckoned a local irritation sustained by obstinate constipation. llere the
uRe of purgati, es is demanded.
Sometimes no lc.:;;ion can be discovered, but the dio;:charge seems evidently
to be connected with an over-exc ited condition of the entire organism. This
condition is indicated by heat of the skin, fulucss of pulse, some febrile
moYcmcnt towards eyening, and disturbed ~ J eep. Notwitho;;tanding the apparent weakness of the patient, great care Rhou lcl be taken in reference to the
use of tonics, which, unfortunately, arc too often employed; a moderate
anfiphlo_;!istic treatment, on the contrary, is the one indicated. A small
bleeding from the arm, mild laxatives, and a restricted vegetable diet, might
be directed with aclmntage. Stimulating or even tonic drinks !'hould be
proo;:cribed, and on ly n.fter the general irrito.tion sha ll have been quieted, is
it proper to endea,·or to increase the strength of the patient. by the appropriate means.
In some rare caRe~, howe\'Cr, the nbundance and persistC"nce of the bloody
discL:trge seem to be sustained by the gene ral debility. The ah;;<'ncc of the
genera.I R)'mptoms, just now mentioned, allow of recourse being had immediately to a touic treatment; t hen it is tlrnt infusions of cinC'hona. anrl !l'ulphate of irnn are ca pa hie of rendering effectua l Rervie~. (Sec in Part Fifth
the article Jcyote<l to Secondary IIemorrhoge.)
1
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The white or purulent lochial discharges sometimes become very profuse,
and have at the same time an exceedinglydisagreeableodor. The discharge
is 110 longer covered with blood, but appears as a reddish water flowing in
large quantity, and sometimes even escaping in gushes. They are occasionally so acrid as to inflame the parts over which they flow. The patients are
almost always much weakened by the evacuation, and their general health
evidently demands the use of tonics. The irritated parts should be washed
frequently with warm water, and injections of infusion of chamomi le flowers,
afterwards made rather more astringent, should be thrown into the vagina
fi,•e or six times a day. A few spoonfuls of' chloride of soda might be added
with advantage. My friend, Dr. Casaubon, informs me that he has met
with several cases of this kind.
These purulent lochia, also, sometimes continue long aft.er the usual period
of their ce..:;sation. This circumstance is sometimes connected with some one
of the causes mentioned a.s productive of the anomalous persistence of the
bloody discharge, though it has oftener seemed to me to be the result of a
catarrhal metritis or peri-uterine phlegmon. Both these affections may
hinder the gradual retraction of the utcrns, which may remain of considerable size for a month or six weeks after delivery. Large flying blisters upon
the abdomen, frequent alkaline baths, and bleeding from the arm, when
there is fever and the strength permits it, have appeared to me to be the
most effectual under these circumstances.
The suppression of the lochia long before the time at which they usually
disappear is an unfortunate symptom only when it seems to be connected
with the development of a serious inflammatory affection, or when it i8 replaced by a supplemental hemorrhage. It then merits the closest attention
of the physician; but when the contrary is the case, there is no occasion for
uneasin°"s, sin ce it is the evidence of a rapid and forcible contraction of the
uterus, which is a favorable circumstance.

§ 3. OF TllE MILK FEVER.
One of the most important phenomena appertaining to the lying-in state,
is that usually designated under the name of the milk f dver. It has already
been ileen, when studying the modifications impressed on the whole organ ism
by gestation, that the breasts in most women, even in the very commencement of their pregnancy, are apt to become tumefiecl, that the swelling persists, and that sometimes they become the scat of au abundant secretion long
before delivery. After the delivery, they yield on suction a liquid of a
yellowish color, and somewhat more consistent than the preceding, which in
some women escapes durin g the latter months of gestation. This fluid has
a sweetish taste, and is called the colostrum. It retains th ese qualities for
twenty-four hour3; but becomes whiter after that period. In the course of
forty to sixty hours, the breasts en large greatly; the subcutaneous veius,
seen through the sk in, are more swollen than during the pregnant state, and
the former become manifestly harder. The secretion of milk in healthy
women is not usually attended with fever, the diminution of the pulse hardly
being prevented by it (see page 422.) Still, if the swelling of the breasts be
considerable, headache may occur, as also, at times, though more rarely,
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sligl1t shiverings, or h eat and dryness of the skin, which i!"I succcecl('d in a

few hours by a copious perspiration; there are thirst and }o!'ls of appetite;
the tongue is slightly furred; the pulse, at first small and contracted, soon
becomes full 1 soft, and acce]erated; and the face is flushed and animated.
l\f. Pajot maintains that the pulse rarely rises above 100, which is generally
true, though there are exceptions due to individual susceptibili ty. M.
BChier has noted the pu1se at 130 in a case in which everything went on
very favorably. During this febrile movement, which is generally slight,
tl1 e enlargement of the mammre contin uall y increases, extends us far as the
armpit..,, and involves the surrounding cellular tissue, whence the patient
can no longer bring the arms down alongside of her body, and therefore has
t o hold them off. The skin is sometimes so stretched as to become painful
and incommode the inspiratory movements of the chest; and lastly, as elsewhere stated, the discharge of the loehia either disappears altogether, or eIBe
is greatly diminished. This fever lasts for twelve, twenty·four, thirty-six,
or possibly forty-eight hours, and then is followed by a calm; at times,
how ever, it is co ntinued for tlnee or four days i but in such cases it is·often
du e to a deep-seated inflammation, or else soon exhibits a well-marked intermi ttence, and may degenerate into a true intermittent fever, which yields
r ead il y to sulphate of quinine. Th e pulse is ord inarily not very rapid, nnd
whenever it exceeds 100 per minute, the cause should be sought elsewhere
than in the lacteal secretion.
Authors have stated that the milk fever is less intense with primiparre
than with others. The same is the case with those who begin to suckl e
th eir chi ldren ''ery soon after delivery; indeed, it is not at all uncommon
for the latter to escape it entirely. Finally, certain females, even of those
who do not nurse at all, have no milk fever whatever, and this notwithstanding that the breasts are cons id erably swollen and the secretion of milk
is abundant. This is a much more common occurrence than is generally
supposed, and I have frequently had occasion to point it out to students.
Still, I am far from suppos in g, as some do, that it forms the rule, and from
r egarding every febrile movement occurring in a lying-i n woman, even
when the lacteal secretion is commencing, as indicative of an apparent or
conrealcd inflammation. Notl1ing, indeed, could be more reasonable thnn
to regard the swelling and painfulness of the mammary glands as the cause
of the general reaction which usually accompanies them, and which diminishes or ceases, as soon as the breasts become soft, or the sy;-;tem habituated
to the new condition of things.
In Mme women the breasts remain inacti,•c, and no milk it secreted; it
really would seem, as Prof. P. Dubois has remarked, that nature has left
her work unfinished in them; that, being capable of becoming mothers, and
ab]e during the whole term of gestation to furnish the nece&-:n.ry materials
for the child's nutrition, yet their organization is absolutely inadequate to
supply its wants after birth. I have at this moment under observation a
young primiparous woman, conva] escing. it is true, from an attack of vnrioloid which came on imm ediately after delivery, who has not had a single

drop of milk.
The milk f..,ver generally manifests itself about forty-eight hour:- ~uLt<'-
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quent to the delivery; at times a little sooner, at others somewhat later;
thus, I have seen two patients at the Clinique (and all observers record
similar facts), who ha.d this feyer, the one on the fifth and the other ou the
sixth day; and since that time I have often had occasion to make the
samcrema.rk.

Where the child's death takes place at an advanced stage of gestation, and
the dead body is not. expelled for several days afterwards, it is by no means
uncommon to find all the phenomena of milk fever manifesting themselves.
In ordinary ca<:es, by the time the fever is over, the breasts have acquired
their highest degree of distention, and the secretion of milk is very abundant.
If the child draws well, they are emptied and the patient relieved; but should
the mother not suckle her infant, the engorgement continues for a longer
period, though it wears away the more promptly as it was less considerable
in the first place, or as the milk flows more easily from the nipple, and as
th e perspiration and 1ochia arc the more abundant.
The question as to the ca.use of milk fever has been discussed again and
again; but without entering into all the arguments which this point of doctrine has given rise to, we will merely remark, that tlrn febrile moYement
(which, however, is not always constant) most probably is a consequence of
the greater activity the ma.mm re then assume, anc\ that it is nothing more
than what takes place whenever any organ undergoes a very considerable
and rapid development.
To women who do not nurse, the lacteal secretion may be the cause of
accidents which are to be prevented or opposed. EveTything that could
tend to increase the secretion of milk, such as succulent· food, and the practice of drinking freely, should be strictly a.voided. Warm and soft towels
should be applied to the breasts, and renewed as soon as they become moist.
A still better application is cotton wadding. By these means perspiration
is excited, and the heat of the parts maintained. Rhould the secretion
diminish gradually, everything may be left to nature, but should tlrn breasts
become too much swollen, tl1e discharge from the nipple should be facilitated
by the use of emollient catapla.sms, or efforts be made to empty them by
suction. In case of these measures proving ineffectual, recourse must be had
to lotions containing laudanum for the purpose of relieving pain, and to
eudorifics and purgatives as revulsivcs. As amongst the most commonly
employed cliaphoretics, we may mention weak tea, and the infusions of Parietaria and Boragc. The purga'tives are those which 1rn.ve been already
mentioned. Of all the preparations which have been extolled a.s lactifuge,
the petit·lait of 'Veis.s 1 is, according to nesormeaux, the only one which is
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still employed. The same author states that he knew a lady to apply nn
arumoniacal liniment ·with success. Neuter asserts, as proved by expe rim ent,
that the application of cups to the back diminishes the How of milk; and
Van-Swieteu knew a galactorrhrea to yield to a strong infusion of s:i.ge1
taken in doses of from one to two ounces every three hours.
(1'1. Blot was the first to discover the presence of sugar in the urine of lying-in
women as a phenomenon connected with lactation. It. would seem from hi s researches that sugar, who:;e presence in urine had been regarded as patbognomonic
of diabetes, exi11ts not only in the urine of all lying-in women but in all nurses,
and in a certain proportion of pregnant females. The term Pltysiologicalglycosuria
has been used to express this fact.
•·In all puerperal women (45 in 50)." says 1\1. Blot, "the sugar begins to appear
in the urine in determinate quantity coincident with the beginning of the fiuw of
milk; a nd in many cases it does not ex ist uutil then. Jn a few cases it may be
found previously, but generally in very small amount. If the secretion of milk
continues, sugar continues to be passed in the urine wilh diurnal variations a~ yet
unexplained. When the flow of milk is profuse, the proportionofsugari1.1 usually
large; if tbe former be moderate, the latter is small. In this way an examination
of the urine may enable us to judge up to a certain point of the Yalue of a nui·se.
If the flow of milk be lessened or arrested from any cause, and especially by the
development of a more or less serious morbid condition, the sugar diminishes in
quantity or disappears entirely. If health be restored and the secretion re-established, the sugar reappears. Finally, the urine contains sugar as long as milk
continues to be secreted: I have found it in considerable proport.ion (8 grammes to
1000 of urine) in one case in which the woman had been nursing for twenty-two
months. In fact, the urine is generaliy rich in sugar in proportion as the health
improves and approaches most nearly to the normal or physiological condition.
0
When lactation ceases, the sugar disappears, and that at periods varying in
different individual s; earlier in those who do not nurse, and later in those who,
having nursed, begin to wean the ch ild.
"Sugar was found in one-half the observed cases of pregnancy. I think, without being able to affirm it positively, that this peculiarity is most likely to be
observed when the breasts sympathize most with the pregnant condition; that. on
the contr:iry, it is absent when the breasts remajn indifferent, as it were, to what is
going on in the uterus. 11 (Blot.)
This physiological glycosuria is also present in the different species of mammalia.
As a test of the presence of sugar in the urine, l\I. Blot used successively Fehling's
fluid, caustic potash, fermentation, and the polarimeter.
Physiological glycosuria see med then to be an established fact, when l\I. Leconte
appeared with an absolute denial of the presence of sugar in the urine of nursing
women, and asserting that the whole was a mistake due to the presence of uric
acid, which gives reactions similar to those produced by sugar.
In th is scientific dispute M. Bruecke espoused the cause of M. Blot, and, I would
add, that a. personal repetition oftheexperimentsconvincesmeoftheexistenceof
physiological glycosuri11. Further observations are, however, required in order to
e.lear the subject of all Uoubt.]
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CHAPTER X.
OF TIIE NECESSARY ATTENTIONS TO TIIE LYING-IN

wo~\IAN.

THE patient should be placed in a large, well-aired chamber, which is
moderately warm, and free from all strong odors. In summer, the doors
and windows are to be opened every day ; though, while the air of the apartment is being chan ged, she ought to be carefully covered, and have the curtains drawn, so ns to protect her from any draft; but, at other tim es, the
curtains need not be closed. The room ought to be kept scrupulously neat,
and the urine, excrements, and soiled linen should be removed at once.
The genital parts must be often bathed with lukewarm water, or some emollient decoction. These frequent ablutions have the further advantage of
calming any inflammation in the parts that have been contused during the
labor; they should be made morning and evening, and without uncovering
the patient.
[As the newly delivered female is liable to various accidents, anU diseases which
make rapid progress, she ought to be visited every day.
Ju the first place, the physician should inquire into the general cond ition and
determine the acceleration or Je<:sened frequency of the pulse, which will rarely
deceive as regards the prognosis. (See page 422.) Ile will also ascertain care fully
the condition of the uterus as to !:lize (see page 423) and sensibility, thechara.cter
of the lochia, and the severity of the after-pains. The turgesccnce of the breasts
and their secretion will also demand hi,, attention; a.nd, finally, he will inquil'e
into the state of the bladder and rectum.]
The secretion and excretion of ttrine genera1ly present nothing abnormal,
though there is sometimes difficulty in the emission, due to swelling of the
meatus. Occasionally, also, the bladder suffers temporary paralysis from
severe pressure in tedious labors. In such cases the catheter should be used.
The physician ought always, during the first two or three days, to inquire
whether the water passes freely and with ease, because its collection in a
half-paralyzed and benumbed bladder may often explain a state of uneasiness or suffering not otherwise to be accounted for.
[Retention of urine 80metimes occurs with lying-in women immediat<'ly after
delivery, nnd someti mes not until after several days. In the former case, it would
seem due to paralysis of the bladder or contusion of its neck; in the latter, it is
probably caused by consecutive inflammation. At other times the patients do not
empty the bladder, and it remains considerably distended without their knowing
it. Therefore, after questioning the patient on this subj ect, the accoucheur ought
himself to ascertain whether the bladder is emptied. It is very important not tu
overlook a distended bladder, though it is ofte n done, for then the physician necessarily falls into an error of diagnosis in regard to the cause of the suffering in th e
lower part of the abdomen.
The sy mptoms of retention of urine in lying-in women have some peculiarities.
The bladder, being preesed forward by the uterus, which forms a resisting plane
behind it, almoet always projects sufficiently above the pubis to form a tumor there
which is appreciable to the eye. The tumor is rounded, soft and supple to the
touch, fluctuating, a.nd dull on percussion . All these characters ha\·e hut a secondary value, sotba.twhenever retention of urine i s suspected, the uterus sho uld
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The constipation that is so common during the last stages of gestation,
oftentimes still persists after the delivery for four, six, or even eight days;
and this prolonged retention of the fecal matters may give rise to anxiety,
headache, loss of sleep, and sometimes even to a feeling of weight, or actual
pain in one of the iliac fossre; all which symptoms disappear like magic
upon the administration of some mild laxative. 'Vhcre the costiveness
continues, a state of suffering very frequently results, which may occasion a
::.light febrile movement; and the frequency of pulse, thus produced, coin·
ciding with the pain caused by an unusual retention of the fecal matters1
which pain is most commonly located in some part of the hypogastric
region, and is augmented by pressure, may give rise to suspicions of a peritoneal inflammation that really does not exist; and I have known this error
to be committed where the pain and fever that had resisted the application
of leeches, rapidly disappeared after the eXh ibiti on of a purgative. The
r etention of the freces may also result from a paralysis of the rectum, which
paralysis itself is a consequence of the pressure made upon it by the head
during its pt'olonged sojourn in the excavation. I have known, says M.
Martin, of Lyons, the fa~ccs to be retained more than twenty days after a
laborious delivery, and to accumulate in such large quantities, and acquire
such a firm consistence as to equal the size of a child's head at term; and
as all the usual laxatives failed, I was obliged to introduce a scoop, and
bring the hardened matters away piecemeal; but even then the gut did nut
at once regain its functions, though a fresh accumulation was prevented by
the use of irritant injections, and the contractility of the intestine was not
perfectly re-established until twenty·nine days afterwards, at which period
the patient left the hospital. ( Comptes Rrndus1 p. 32.)
A temporary constipation, prior to the invasion of the mi1k fever, is a.
matter of no consequence i but should it persist for several days afterward~,
injections may be administered, either simpl e, or else rendered slightly laxative by the addition of an ounce or an ounce a.nd a half of the miel mercu·
rictle, or a decoction of senna. leaves i and where these measures do not
an::iwr r a mild purgative such a.s the following, is exhibited by the mouth,
viz., from half' an ounce to a~ ounce of castor oil, rubbed up with an ounce
of almond emu lsion and a little lemon syrup; or the sat de duobus (sulphate
1
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of potash) might be employed, in the dose of fifteen or thirty grains, dissolved in her usual drinks. The c3stor-oil can be swallowed without much
difficulty when it is diffused in a cup of rich broth, made as hot as the
patient can bear it. I have observed that it is much oftener retained wheu
mixed with broth than when mixed with almond emulsion.
The woman should make no exertion during the first few days, and if the
labor has been long and painful, or attended with any serious accident, it
is best that she should be protected from violent and rude motions, and that
the bed be not made up until after the milk fever has subsided. 'Vheu,
however, the patien~ are but slightly fatigued, the bed may be made on the
even ing of the day preceding that on which the milk fever supervenes, after
which it should be left until the next day but one; thereafter it may be
made every day. The woman should, on these occasions, be transferred to
another couch.
It is very important that the patient should not rise before the ninth day,
which is a favorite time for getting up with the working classe:;, and where
she is in easy circumstances, and can, without detriment to her interests,
abstain for a longer period from her household duties, she should be required
to remain in bed for at least two weeks. It ·were better not to adopt arbitrarily
any particular day, but to regulate the conduct to be followed by the degree of
atrophy or the uterus. 'When the latter has lost the greater part of its bulk,
and its fun<lus descends and disappears in the lesser pelvis, the patient may
get up. One woman may do so without danger on the eighth day, whilst
another ought to remain in bed after the fifteenth day. At this period she
may be carried to an easy-chair, where she will remain seated for an hour
or two, and again, on the following day, for two or three hours. On the
third, she might try her strength by taking a few turns around the chamber,
and then through the apartments i but it would be imprudent to venture
out of doors, especially in the win ter season, before the fifteenth or twentieth
day, and only then in fine weather and about the middle of the day.
Most women, actuated by a religious feeling, go to church on the occasion
of their first going out; and as these buildings are always cold and damp,
they often return with the germs of an inflammatory disease, which sooner
or later develops itself i and hence the physician should advise the deferring
of this religious ceremony, called the churching, to a more distant period.
As regards her diet, the artic1cs ought to be of the mildest character, and
of easy digestion; thus, as a general rule, she will only need, during the first
day or two, a little porridge two or three times in the course of the day, and
some broth during the. night i and she should observe an absolute diet pending the duration of the milk fever, for fear of adding to its intensity; though·
even here1 if the general reaction is moderate, she might be allowed some
broth. After the fever is over, the quantity of nourishment is gradually
augmented; so that, by the twelfth or the fifteenth day, the woman has
resumed her ordinary habits. In those who do not nurse, the regimen must
be more restricted 1 especially when the breasts still remain engorged or
painful.
[The regimen of lying·in wome11, a!< just indicated, was rigoro11sly obscn•ed until
within a. few years; but, we ought to add, there is now a strong disposition to ad
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differently. Legroux, physicinn at the JTotel Dieu, introduced the iano;alion by
showing that not only was there no clanger, -but ofien a real adnrntng:e in gi,•ing
nourishment freely to newly delivered patients. Accordingly, he allows soups to
the women in his wards on the first day, aud solid food on the second day nfler
delivery. I have follo,'l"ed his example for se,·eral years, and have had. no rea~rm
to be other than pleased with it. lmmediately after delivery, tbncforc, I allow
soup, taken in small quantities, but freely. On the next day solid food is permilted; an egg or mutton chop, for example, with bread nnd claret and water.
After the secretion of milk has begun, the patients can resume their usual diet.
'fhis plan has but the sinp;le inconYenience of eliciting the di sapproval of those wbc
have grown up in other wtiys of doing; but inasmuch as it is better for the patients,
we shall have to disregard these objec~ions.]

Throughout the whole lying-in period, the patient should use some diluted
ptisan, moderately sweetened and rendered aromatic, as an ordinary drink;
such as a solution of gum, or an infusion of mallows, of violets or linden,
the orange or chamomile flowers, &c., &c.; but acidulated drinks must never
be allowed to those who nurse. About the seventh or eighth day, most
patients ask their medical attendant for something to drive away the milk,
which, of course, is generally a useless precaution; but, perhaps, it would
be better to yield to a very popular prejudice, so as to escape all subsequent
reproach. The Canne de Provence, and the infusion of periwinkle, &c.,
enjoy a high reputation for this purpose; and as the root of the former is
nearly inert, it wiII, on that account, be preferably employed.
l\lost women think it necessary to be purged towards the end of their
lying-in; and though, when the physician discovers any positive counterindication to the administration of even a mild purgative, he doubtless should
not yield to their desires; yet, under ordinary circumstances, he ought to
purge them slightly, both on account of his own reputation and to avoid
subsequent unjust reproaches; iudeecl, this will become necessary, if the
tongue is broad, furred, and yellowish or greenish, the mouth bitter and
clammy, and there is a loss of appetite. The Seidlitz waters and castor-oil
are perh:ips preferable, from their mildness and certainty of operation.
The excitability of the nervous system is such, in lying-in women, that
the gretitest care should be exercised in keeping away everything that might
excite them, and in avoiding all acute moral emotions.
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lesions of the ovum which may comprom ise the h ealth or life of the fcetus.
As the latter class usually either escape detection, or are not discov~red
until it is too late to remedy them, they will be considered briefly; all, in
fact, that can be said of them is limited to certain questions of pathological
anatomy, foreign to the main object of this work.
[Some of the numerous diseases observed during pregnancy are the result of this
condition; others occur, as it \\·ere, by chance, and often happen under other cir
cumstances. On this account, they are treated of in separate chapters; a division,
ho,;ever, which is far from perfect, as the di stinction between tbc two cla8f!es cannot always be defined. 'l'he first chapter is devoted to the diseases which may
occur during pregnancy, and the seco nd to those which are the result of it. Aftcrward are dci;cribed extra-uterine pregnanc ies, lesi ons of the ovu m and of the placenta, and diseases of the fc.ctus and its death. The lastchaptertreatsofabortion.)
4

CHAPTER I.
OF THE DISEASES WilICil MAY EXIST DURING
THE

RECIPROCAL

I NFLUENCE

WJJICII

PREG~ANCY,

AND OF

TilEY MAY HAVE UPON

THEIR PROGRESS AND TERMlNATION.

THOUGa,saysAntoine Petit, pregnancy exposes women to various disorders,
it also protects them from many very dangerous diseases, arrests the progress of others, and sometimes even cures those with which they were previously affected. This proposition, though asserted almost as a maxim by
the author quoted, is, unfortunately, far from being strictly true. Antoine
Petit was indeed strangely deceived in his appreciation of the influence of
pregnancy upon acute diseases existing before it or occurring during its
progress; still, as many physicians partake of his error, we have thought it
right to notice it at the outset.

§ 1.

EPIDEJ\UC DISEASES.

1. l nftuenza.-Though some ep idemics have appeared to spare pregnant
women, many have affected them as severely, at least, as other individualE
exoosed to the samP. influences. Thus I found, as did also M. Jacqucmier,
443
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at the Maternity H ospital, that the cp id<.:mic of influenza attacked a great
many pregnant women; but, contra ry to hi:; obscn·ation, I witne~scd numerous abortions as a consequence either of the disease itself, or of the violent
spells of coughing which tormented the patients.
2. CllOlera .-The severe ep idemi cs of cholera which, in 1832 and 1849,
were so fatal in the capital, did not spare pregnant women; and we had the
pain of witnessing the death of quite a number.
Dr. Bouchut has endeavored, in a quit~ recent work, to appreciate the
effect of pregnancy upon cholera, and vice versa. Relying upon 52 ob.:ser- ·
vations, he commences by show ing that pregnancy has no influence upon
the invasio n of cholera, that it protects from it no more than it predisposes
to it, and that when the disease appears, it docs so without any modification,
in all its forms and severity.
Oholera has, however, an in contestable influence upon the course of gestation, often shortening its duration. Thus, 25 women out of 52 aborted in
consequence of the disease, and the same would probably have been the
case with others, had not the patients been removed by an early death.
Except in some rare instances, abortion took place only in cases in which
the disease lasted over twenty-four hours.
Of the 25 women who aborted, 16 recovered ; 12 had the disease with
moderate severity, though lasting for a considerable time; the attack in 4
was dangerous an<l rapid, and 9 <lied.
The observations of M. Bouchut have eli cited the remarkable fact that
abortion is very common in cholera patients after the fifth month of pregnancy, but very rare at its commencement. Thus, of the 16 women who
aborted and recovered, only 1 n·as three months pregnant, 1 fOur, 6 five,
and 1 six; and the least advanced of the 9 who died after abortion, had
reached four months and a half.
Of the 27 women who did not miscarry, only six recovered and had their
pregnancies to continue. The attacks which they suffered were of medium
severity, and of several days' duration: 21 died with the disease in a dan·
gerous and rapid form.
Altogether there were 30 deaths out of 52 ca.ses. 1N e see, therefore, that
the prognosis of chol era is not rendered more favorable by the slate of
pregnancy.
·we have said that 6 of the patients recovered, and had their pregnancies
to pursue their regular course. Others, who had reached a more a<lvaucc<l
stage, were delivered prematurely of living children. From this, it pin.inly
results that cholera is not always communicated to the fcetus, and that
though the latter usually succumbs either before its expulsion, or before the
mother, in those cases where her early decease did not allow the abortion to
take place, its death cannot be attributed to a. transmission of the disease.
Besides, the autopsy of the ch ildren revealed nothing which could be
regarded as pertaiutng to cholera.
What, then, is the cause of the death of the fcetus, preceding, as it almo~t
g.lways does, its own expulsion, or the death of the mother?
M. Bouchut thinks that it is a consequence either of a mechanical tom·
pr<'Ssion of the uterus produced by the cramps and convulsions of the ab-
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dominal muscle~, or to t11e severe diet to which the patients are subj~cted;
dgnin, he suppose:; that it may be occasioned by the profuse disch•.trges from
th e bowels, which, by depriviug the blood of its serum, dry up, as it were,
the sources of nutrition. For my own part, I rega rd asphyxi:1 as the only,
or at lf'ast the usual, cause of the death of the fretus. The coagu lat ion of
the blood, and its stagnation in the vessels, are evidently calculated to suspend the utero-placcntal circulation; and the interruption of the latter,
depriving the fcetus as it does of the means of r espiration, must necessarily
lead to its rapid death.
).I. Devilliers, Jr., read before the Academy of Medicine an observation
tending to prove that a.bortion has a favorable effect upon the termination
of cholera., and causing him to feel justified in recommending the provocation of premature labor, as a. means of diminishing the danger of the disease. In examining under this point of view the results furnished by l\'I.
Bouchut, a result favorable to the opinion of M. Devilliers is at once discoverable; since of the 27 patients who did not miscarry, 21 died, whilst 9
deaths only occurred after 25 abortions. Still, it should be observed, that
of the women who recovered after aborting, 4 on ly had the disease in a rapid
and dangerous form; whilst of the 21 who died undelivered, the disease was
very severe, and barely lasted a few clays. This early fatal termination was,
very probably, the only cause which prevented abortion.
The view of M. Devilliers cannot, therefore, be received without new confirmatory observations.
In short, though pregnancy does not affect sensibly the progress and danger of cholera, the latter leads, in the great majority of cases, to the death
or premature expulsion of the fcetus.

§ 2.

ENDEMIC DISEASF...S.

I ntermittent Pever.-There can be no doubt that, as M .. Ebrard has endeavored to prove, the grave disorders and deep perturbations produced
throughout the economy by the febrile paroxysms, the obstinate vomitings
which attended many of them, and the cough, diarrhcca, and colics, may
disturb greatly the functions of the womb; also that the Hux ion and congestion so often produced by this fever, may cause the premature expulsion
of the product of conception.
The possibility of the occurrence being incontestable, the indi cation to
remove the morbid conditio n follows as a matter of course. I mention this
influence of intermittent fever upon the pregnant condition only as affording
an opportunity of discarding completely the advice of so:ne persons who
recommend the rejection of sulphate of quinine, as likely t11 produce abortion or premature labor. The miscarriages laid to the charge of the su lphate of quinine should certainly be attributed to the disease itself, and not
to the remedy. For my own part, I have ha<l occas ion to use it six: times
o.t various periods of pregnancy, in doses of ten, twelve, and even fifteen
grains in the twenty-four hours, without having had to repent of it. Many
practitioners, who, like l\l:JI. Thezet, Delmaz, Alamo, and Ebrard, have
long practised in localiti es wh!.?re tliis fever is endemic, ha,·e never been
obligrd to complain of' the action of sulphate of quinine when administered
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during pregnancy. Not only is it an innocent remedy, but the surcsl preY(>nlive means when abortion is imminent in consequence of the fever.
'

§ 3.

ERUPTIVE FEVERS.

1. Variola.-The eruptive fevers seem, generally, to be much more dangerous to pregnant women than to other individuals. Variola, especially,
of all these diseases, has the most disastrous influence upon the pregnant
condition; some authors, indeed, state that it is almost uniformly fatal, particularly when it produces abortion.
It is important, as regards the prognosis, to distinguish between the confluent and discrete forms of small-pox. (Clmigneau.) The former, which
is so fatal, independent of pregnancy, as to destroy a third of whom it attacks, is still more to be dreaded during gestation, sparing, as it does, almost
none of its Yictims; the latter, on the contrary, is far from always occasioniag abortion or premature labor, and even where the pregnancy is ended
before term, the mother often recovers.
Dr. Gariel thinks that the lumbar pains, which are so severe in the first
stage of varioht, have a great tendency to produce abortion. I have seen in
two cases of the discrete form, slight contractions coinciding with these lumbar pains; but I wt1s able to arrest them by the use of opiate injections. In
several oth~r in~tances, I witnessc<l nothing of the kind, and I think with
l\I. Cl1aigneau (Thesis, 18-:17), that abortion is specially liable to occur when
the pustules are in full suppuration, and the secondary fever appears, in
connection with the grave symptoms which usua1ly accompany it.
To recapitulate: confluent small-pox nearly always occasions abortion, and
this is almost uniformly followed by the death of the mother: out of 23
abortions obscrYed by l\l. Serres under these circumstances, there were 22
deaths. Discrete small-pox, on the contrary, generally allows the pregnancy
to continue its course, and even when it interrupts its progress, the mother
usually recovers, and in the latter months the child is expelled aliYe.
\Vhcn the fcctus is not expelled, it may continue to grow, and often it does
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not appear at birth to have suffered much from the disease which had eada.ngered its mother's life so greatly; in other cases1 however1 either because it
receives the ge rm of the disease which affects the mother, or because the
deep-seated disorders which the variola produces in the maternal system
also exert an unfosorable influence upon the fretal life1 it soon perishes. In
the former case1 variolous pustules, in every respect similar to those on the
mother, may be detected on the body of the child.
[We have just stated that the unborn child of n. mother affected with vuriola may
contract the same disease, a fact atLested by various authors. In this cuse, the
mother communicates a contagious disea-;e with which she is herself suffering; but
it would be wrong to suppose that every pregnant woman having variola must
necessarily transmit it to her child. M. Serres knew of twenty-two non·Vl\r iolous
children born of women who had the disease during pregnancy. Mead e\•en holds
thatifthewiimnn does not abort, her child isexemptfromvariolafurthe rest of
its life, provided it be not born before the maturity of the e ru ption. 'l'he fact is
curiousi, but denied by Contugno, whose op ini on may find support iu the following
facts: Two pregnant women were inoculated; the eruption was discrete, and gestnr
tiou progressed. At the usual periotl thPy were delivered of healthy children,
which, at three years of age, were inocubtted and had the regular di!<easc.
On the other hand, it seems that the footus only may have variola before birth,
even though the mother may never have had it. '!'hough the fact may appear extraordinary, it cannot be questioned in oppos ition to the testimony of such credible
authors as Ebel, Kesler, Wa.tron, Jenner, Deneux, Royer, Bouchut, and Chaigneau,
nll of whom have seen children born with variola, the mothers being free from the
disea.<::e. In several of these ca<::es, the mothers having been vaccinated \orere insusceptible to the epidemic influence, yet were able to communicate the virus to the
fretus.
Congenital variola appears at all stages of pregnancy. Before the third monih
it is rare; and gene rally it is discrete, so that there may not be at the utmost more
than a hundred pustules on the entire body, and often many Jess. It is observed
that U1e pustu les do not fo llow the same course of evolution as they do in the open
air, but being always bathed in the amniotic fluid present the same phenomeni~ ns
tho!le which affect the mucous membranes. They are whitish and flattened, but. larger
than such as are found in the ca,•ity of the mouth. A few become resoh·ed, but
others ulcerate quickly when the slip;ht pseudo-membranous disk covering them
falls off. The wound sup purates little, ne1•cr furnish<>s crusts on accouucof the
moist state of the parts, and cicatrizes without leaving any mark. Occasionally,
ho1re,·cr, the characteristic scar is seen, but even then is very superficial.
When mother and fretus hrwe variola. at the same time, the pustules :ippear
l'l.t the 11ame time in both. M. Ch:ti_!!:neau has, however, seen a few cases in which
it was h1ter in the children, notoccurriug until long after it had disappeared from
the mothl"r. The unborn child affected with variola. is almost sure to die. (Bour-

gem"s de Toun:oing.]

2. Scarlatina, when of some severity, acts· in nearly the same way as
variola; the clanger, however, is usually far less both to mother and child.
It sometim es gins rise to abortion, and then the patients very often succumb.
My opinion coincides with that of .M. Serres, who thinks that women are
much more likely to contract the disease when recently delivered than they
are during pregnancy, for I have never seen scarlatina during gestation,
th ough I have had the misfortune to lose two newly-delivered females from
the disca~e.
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3. Measles, according to Levret, is quite as grave as the preceding. In
four cases, howeyer, observed by l\I. Grisolle, the regular cour:;e of gestation
was undisturbed, aud two similar instances have come under my own notice.
[Unfortunat('ly, however, this is not alwa.ys the case, for M. Bourgeois de 'J'ourcoing, from whose excellent memoir we h:H'e made severa l extracts whilst preparing this chapter, has himself met with fifteen cases of rubeul:i in pregnant women,
eight of whum either aborted or were delivered prematurely. Jn the remainder
the pregnancy was not interfered with. In the former the disease was most bCvere
in the most advanced cases, and the first symptoms of abortiou or delivery appeared
toward the end of the disease.
Very rarely hn.ve children been born affected with rubeola; Rosen and Vogel
relrLte some cases; Guersant met with one, aud Bourgeois mentions another, in
wbichthechild lil'ed but three days .
~

1.

4,

V.\RIOUS SPORADIC DISEASES.

feve>· ma'/ occur a't an,· sta<:e ofpre•:nan<)f.

Though I ha\'e rarely had occasion to observe typhoid fever during pregnancy, I have frequently seen it occur during the lying-in. Its commencement is usually insidious, the first symptoms having always been those of a
puerperal inflammation, and presenting all the characters of the typhoid
disease only after the lapse of the first few dilys, and the disappearance of the
abdominal symptoms. What is very singular, if I may judge by the cases
which I have observed, the typhoid fever, so far from being influenced unfavorably by the puerperal sta.te, is even less grave than in the ordinary
conditions of life. Not one case of 17, of typhoid fever supervening a few
days after delivery, proved fatal. The same remark is made by M. Fauvel,
who did not witness a single death in the cases of the lying-in women who
had the disease. Although the cases are too few to warrant a definite conclusion. from them, they seemed to me of sufficient interest to be recorded.
2. Pneumonia is, without doubt, of all the acute inflammations of the
envelopes or of the parenchyi~rn of the organs, one of the most likely to produce abortion or premature labor. M. Grisolle has himself' observed-! cases
of pneumonia in pregnancy, and collected the details of 11 others. Of these
15 women, 10 had not reached the sixth month, and 4 aborted the fourth,
fifth, sixth, and ninth days from the commencement of the attack. In 3
cases, the abortion was followed by disease of the lungs of the severest character, all proving fatal three or four days after; only one, whose pneumonia
was limited, recovered without serious symptoms. The 6 who did not miscarry, died without exception during the progres.q of the disease.
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Of the 5 women who had reached an advanced stage, 2 were seven months
pregnant wlten attacked with pneumonia; one was delivered prematurely on
tl1e twelfth, and the other on the fifteenth day, bot:h dying two days after.
The 3 others were in their ninth month: 2 were delivered of living children
on the seventh and eighth day of the disease; the other d.ied undeliYered on
the fifth day.
From the preceding data it may be concluded, that abortion usually follows an attack of pneumonia during pregnancy. I think, says M. Grisolle,
that its disastrous influence is explained by tJrn importance of the organ
affected, by the grav ity of the disease, the intensity of the general reaction,
nnd the numerous sympathetic disorders which it produces in all the functions, much rather than by the Jlaroxysms of coughing.
That the pregnant condition exerts a most dangerous influence upon the
disease is shown by the fact, that of 15 women 11 died, though the general
state of health was apparently Yery favorable in most of them. The prognosis seems to be more discouraging before than after the seventh month.
Finally, if it be allowable to conclude from so limited a. number of facts,
abortion, contrary to what we have seen in regard to variola, woul<l appear
to be rather favorable than otherwise, since of the -! cases of miscarriage one
recovered, whilst the 6 who did not abort, all died. This would seem to
confirm the following proposition of Desormeaux, namely: Abortion, which
occurs but too often in acute diseases, frequently leads to a favorable termination in inflammatory affections.
3. Various 111flanunatory Diseases.-\Ve have but very impeifect data by
which to judge of the reciprocal influence of pregnancy and of other acute
inflammations. The statements of authors in regard to it are limited to a
few isolated and often contradictocy facts, whose -very restricted number
allows no useful conclusion to be drawn from them.
Whatever be the acute affection from which the pregnant female suffers,
the treatment does not differ materially from that which is proper under
ordinary circumstances. So long as there remains a reasonable hope of
saving the mother by the use of mild and .innocent remedies, none other
should be resorted to; but if the disease be dangerous, and demands more
active but more efficient means,1it should be treated as though the woman
were not pregnant. Bleeding and purgation which have been reproached
with a tendency to produce abortion, may doubtless have that effect i but it
must not be forgotten that they are used here to combat an affection which
is, of itself, a much· more active cause of abortion, besides endangering the
mother's life so seriously.
4. Jcterus.-Though icterus appears to affect the pregnant condition uafavorably, it is not exactly true to say that it always arrests its progress and
produces abortion, either as regards the severest or the lightest cases of the
affection. I have seen several cases of simple jaundice which constituted
but a slight indisposition, and in no degree affected the gestation. The contrary has, however, been the case in some instances, and the two following,
quoted by ~I. Ozanam, seem to me to be evidently exceptional:
A young primiparous woman, five months gone, had been sick. for five
days with a very simple jaundice, when she entered the horiopital i three lays
29
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aftei" she miscarried. Another, seven months and a lrnlf pregnant, aIBo
aborted five days after the commencement of a simple icterus. Neither of
the children presented a yellow hue. Both mothers recovered .
The life of the child is greatly endangered by its premature expulsion,
though it is rarely affected with the mother's disease. In none of the cases
which have come under my notice did the fcetus present an icteric hue,
although the amniotic fluid was more or less colored. J. P. Frank, how.
ever, relates the case of an icteric female who was delivered of a jaundiced
child.

It is rarely that what is described as the grave form of essential ictcrus
does not determine abortion, and it is also rare for the latter not to be followed by the death of the mother. Thus, out of the five cases reported by
Dr. Kcrksig, in the account of the epidemic which occurred in 1794, there
were four deaths. M. Ozanam relates the case of a woman six months
pregnant who died before miscarrying; and my friend, Dr. Fournier, baa
quite recently had a case of abortion followed by death.
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"Almost nil the children were still-born, a few only li\'in g for a few hours,
•hilst hut one survive1l and is still living. None ofthC'm WC'rcjaundiccd, nor had
a.ny of the ten other children horn nt ~C'rm of jnunrliced mothers any sign of the
disease." (S.1int-Vel, Guutfl'drs Jlop1la11x, N(l\'. 20th, 1862.)
On the other hand, Dr. Bardin et read in 1863 an account of n. p;r:nie epidemic
of icteru'! which prerniled in Lim oges frnm the month of Ol!tobcr, 1859, to ~farch,
1860. In 13 women obsen·ed by him the pregnancy followed its regulnr course in
five ca~e'I which were delivered 8afely at the ninth m\Jnth. In 5 others the disease
was followed either by abortion or premature laOOr. In the remaining 3 the ictcrus
as~umed a grave form with ataxic symptoms followed by coma, and both mothers
and chiltlren soon perished.
Bnth multiparre and primipara:: were attacked by the disease, but all had passed
the fifth month of gestation. 1
Dr. Bardin e~ recapitulates as follows:
1. foterus may appPn.r as an epidemic amongst pregnnnt women.
2. It then assumes three different form~. viz.:
a. In the first it ill simvle or benign in character, and allows the pregnancy to
progre~ to fa,·ornbly to term.
b. In the second it assumes the fir,:t degree of malignity, forming what might be
called af1orlire Jaundice. and occas ioning either abortion or premature deli\"cry
without other unfavorable conseque nces.
c. lnthethirditassumesa ll thecharnctcrsofthegraveformofictcrus,producing
ata1ic ti;ymptoms and coma, which soo n terminate the lil'CS of both mother a.nd chi ld.
II. Blot, in the t>xcellent report from which l have quoted the preceding facts,
relate!! a. !le,·e recaseof icter us obsen'ed by him at the Hosp ital of theClinique.
The patient died, and at the :wtop«y ecchymoses ,.,ere found beneath the skin, and
on the surface of the brain, of the heart, of the lung"', and of the intestinal canal.
The liver wal!l tmiall, and of a deep-brown color, without yf'llowish spots. Microscopic exnmination showed that the tissue of the latteror~an was desticutc of a
sinsde tr;1Ce of an hepatic cell. All the preparations showed merely fat globules
in abundance mixed with bilinrv matter.
The ca use of gral'e icterus du~ing pregnancy remain s unknown . I am disposed,
however, to believe with M . .Bl ot that it is due to ch:rnges in the liver, which I
de~cribcd long ago as occu rring in pregnant women
(Seep . 157.)
In re,zard to treatm ent, we are obliged to admit the ineftit.: icncy of all measures
employed up to the preseuttime. Premature labor or abortion would probably be
more injurious than u<>efu l. As to prophylaxis, we should not he..:itatc in case of
the O\'Cu rrence of epidemic jaundice, to advise pregnirnt women to cha nge theit
place of residence.]

5. Syphilis.-Syphilis may have the most disastrous effect upon the course
of gesr:ltion, being a very frequent cause of abortion, and especially of premature la.Lor. It.s mode of action is various: sometimes, for example, the
mother is in such a cachectic condition ns to be unable to provide the fcetus
with the material required for its development, her enfeeb led constitution
leaving the work incomplete; most generally, howeve r, the health of the
mother is not sensibly altered, and the action of the poison seems to be
directed upon the fcetus only. In most cases, indeed, the disease does not
dkturb the natural course of gestation, but attacks gravely the health of the
f<2tus. Nothing is more common than for the latter to perish at more or
less advanced periods, and be expelled prematurely. In these instnuces,
numerous viscera.I lesions are discovered at the autopsy: sometimes it is an
1

JI. Dlot, Bulletin dt l'Acadlmit dt Mldtcint, October, 18G4.
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abscess of the thymus gland (P. Dubois); sometim es purulent collect.mis iu
the lungs (Depaul); sometimes, again, is found thnt singular alteration ~f
the liver so well described of late by l\f. Gubler, or those traces of peritoncnJ
inflammation and sero-purul ent effusions pointed out by Dr. Rimp1Son a~ due
to the same cause. Neither is it rare to find numerous bull~ of pcmphigus
upon various parts of the body of the child, especially upon the soles of the
feet and the palms of the hands. For further details, see Diseases of the

Fcetus.
Cases such as we have just mentioned are, unfortunately, but too common;
it is not, however, to be understood that every child born of infected parents
must necessarily suffer all the consequences. 'Ve even insist that such is
not the most frequent result, for considering the large number of parents
who are diseased, or who have been, the syphilitic lesions of new-born children would be much more frequent than is really the case.
M. Legendre, in discussing the question of the latent condition of syphilis
in the parents, and of its influence upon the health of the child, arrh·es at a
denial of this influ ence in the majority of cases.
Of the 63 patients who came under my observation, he says, there were
14, who had altogether 68 ch ildren, during the period intervening between
the disappearance of the primary symptoms and the development of the
venereal eruption. Of th is number, 35 died without ever having had an
eruption upon the body. The mean of the ages of these child ren at den.th
was 7 years; the extremes being 6 months and 22 years.
All the 33 surv ivin g children enjoyed good health, the mean of their
ages being 17 years i the extremes 1 year and 31:S years.
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acti on of syphilis. is both false and dangerous. The observn.tions of M. Dunn! have
shown that syphilitic women who had ne\'er been trealed, or if so, in an impC>rfoct.
manner, either aborted ur were deli\•ered prematurely of sti ll·born or infected
children which died: with those, howeYCr, who had the constitutional disease and
were "tren1ed by mercury, the success was complete in many instances in respect
bothtomotherandchild.
6. Saturni11e intoxication. - 'Vomen exposed to lead poisoning are very liable to
abort.. A former hospital interne, Dr. Constrrntine Paul (Arc!tives Gfoirales de
Midtcine, May, 1860), made a study of the effects of this action during gestation.
ll e observed, in 1859, the case of a woman who had been three times safely delivered before being exposed to the influence of lead, nnd who afterward, out of
ten pregnancief:', bad eight miscarriages, one child still-born, and but one delivered
at tel'm, but which died fi'"e months afterward. Struck by the observation, U.
Paul thought that this great mortality might be due to the nction of lead. The
woman also informe".1 him that almost nil her co mpani ons in the establishment in
\'l'hich she worked either mii;;carried or \Vere unable to raise their children. 'l 'hen
it was that he began his investigations.
M. Paul found 81 cases of women in whom snturnine intoxication occasioned
either the death of the fC£tus or the prema.ture death of the ch ild after birth; also
miscarriages at from 3 to G months, and premature labors in which the children
were born either dead or in a dying condition.
Out of a first series of obser vations, 4 women afforded a total of 15 pregnancies, in
which there were !On.bortions, 2 premature la.hors, 1 still-born child, lwhich died
within twenty-four hours, and l on ly w hi ch survh·ed.
A second set of cases compr ises the history of women who had heen safely delivered before exposure to the influence of lead, but whose children afterward suf·
feredfromitseffects.
Another set i;hows the nlteration of results according as the woman gavei.1p or
resumedheroccupationonsevera\dilferent.occasions.
A final series pro, es that the fretus may die of lead poisoning, even thought.he
mother may hnve hnd no symptom of the intoxication.
To recapitulate. Out of 123 pregnancies there were 64 abortions, 4 premature
labors, 5 still-born children, 20which died within the first year, 8 in the i;ccond,
7 io the third, and 1 death at a later period, 14 living children, of whom 10 only
were more than three years old.]

7. Phlhisis.-Most authors, in writing upon this disease, have given currency to the idea, that its progress is arrested by the occurrence of pregnancy, but that immediately after delivery, the pulmonary affection advanced rapidly to a. fatal termination.
In a work read lately before the Academy of Medicine, M. Grisolle has
endeavored to determine the reciprocal influence of these two conditions,
and in so doing has arrived at somewhat different concl usions from those
which had been received as a general expre::sion of the truth. \Ve think it
right to give a brief analysis of this memoir.
Of sennteen case.s collected by l\I. Grisolle, and ten others furnished him
by M. Louis, twenty-four were those of women attacked with the disease
during pregnancy, at periods not far removed from its commencement; the
three others had reference to individuals who presented the rational signs
of tuberculosis at the time of eonception, but in whom the disease became
well-marked ouly at a later period.
In none of these cases was the pulmonary affection arrested, nor did it
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fail to progress quite rapidly. The symptoms peculiar to tuberculvais,
whether local or general, were developed with the same order, the i::ame
regularity, and the same constancy as in the ordinary conditions of life.
But, on the other hand, contrary to what might have been expected, the
pregnant condition neither aggravated, nor rendered more frequent, the
accidents of the disease; bronchial hemorrhage was noticed as being even
rather less frequent than usual.
The entire duration of the phthisis in 13 women who were followed to the
end was rather shortened than otherwise. Thus, in all of them it lasted on
an average nine months and a half, which is a figure more than a third less
than that which expresses its duration for women of the same age, but not
pregnant.
Pregnancy l1as not, therafore, tlie power of suspending phthisis, which has
been supposed. But is it true, as is generally believed, that labor, and the
puerperal condition, give to the process of tuberculizittion such an unusual
impulse as to make it prove fatal in a very short time? The facts appealed
to by M. Grisolle invalidate this opinion also. Thus, 12 women, in whom
the disease had reached the second, and in most of them the third degree,
at the time of delivery, resisted its inroads for four months on an average;
and in all, the symptoms followed the progression that is usually observed.
In 10 others, in whom the affection was iu the first degree, or at the beginning of the second, at the period of delivery, the pulmonary lesion was
found in 3 to advance slowly; in two only did it exhibit a notable aggravation; whilst in 5, or one-ha.If the number, there was a considerable
amelforation both of the general health and local symptoms, without, however, encouraging the hope of a cure, or of a long suspension of the disease.
Does phthisis exert an unfavorable influence upon the progress of gestation? In this point of view, it may at least be regarded as much less
serious than pneumonia. Thus, of 22 women, on ly 3 aborted in the fourth
and sixth months, 3 were delivered prematurely about the eighth month,
whilst all the others reached their full time; 110wever, in nearly two-thirds
of the latter, the pulmonary disease commenced in the early months of
gestation, passed through all its phases, and produced a deep-seated cachcxia.
'Vith one exception, delivery was accomplished after four or five l1ours
of sufferiag, which is explained rather by the relaxation and want ofresistance of the soft parts, than by the small size of the children. Although
the latter were generally feeble and emaciated, yet in more than a quarter
of the number the tissues were firm, the form rounded, and of an embon·
point contrasting remarkably with the reduced condition of the mother.
In all the patients, except those who were in the last stages of consump·
tion, and who died a few days or weeks after delivery, milk was secreted,
and in the majority of cases so abund:tntly, that it was impossible to pre·
vent them from nursing the children.
The flow of milk, however, lessened, or even ceased, within a period vary·
ing from one to four weeks; and even this short.Jived lactatioa was always
accompanied by a sensible aggravation of the disease, and bad the most
disastrous effects upon the children; for they died shortly after of softening
of the intestinal mucous membrane.
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From a very interesting memoir upon the same subject, by~[. Dubrueilh,
of Bordeaux, it appears that the result of his observations has been nearly
the same.
In short, neither pregnancy nor delivery affect the progress of phthisis i
nor does the latter disturb sensibly the course of the former.
8. Hysteria; Epilepsy; Chlorosis. - Some physiciiins h::wc imagined
that the occurrence of pregnancy might exert a favorable influence upon
hysteria or epilepsy, either by suspending the attacks during the continuance
of gestation, or even by ridding the patients of these affoctions entirely.
for
Unfortunately these hopes have not been realized by
less frealthough the convulsive attacks have seemed in some cases
quent, or have even ceased entirely, in others, they have occurred much
oftener than before. M. Malgaigne mentions a remarkable case in which
the first epileptic attack came on during pregnancy in an unfortunate female
who had never before been affected with it, and who retained it throughout
her future life.
Marriage, and the consequent pregnancy, have often been recommended
as the best means of curing chlorosis. \Vhen this disease appears to have
been produced by disappointed love, the cause may, indeed, be thus removed,
and the remedies directed against it rendered more efficacious. Pregnancy
may, in this way, regulate the uterine functions for the future, cure the dysmenorrhcca, and consequently have a favorable effect when the iJTegular or
difficult menstruation was the cause of the chlorosis. Under all other circumstances, however, pregnancy has seemed to me to aggravate the ch1 orotic
symptoms. I , therefore, think it most prudent to defer marriage until after
the general health of the patient is improved.
§ 5. StmGICAL DrsEASES.
1. The pregnant condition often has a. favorable effect upon scrofulous
ulcers. Under the influence which it exerts upon the enti re organism,
glandular engorgements sometimes disappear, diseases of the bones are
modified favorably, ulcers become clean and covered with bright, firm granulations, and cicatrization fo11ows.
In many cases, it has appeared to arrest the consolidation of fractures.
A curious instance of the kind is mentioned by Alanson. A woman broke
her tibia when in the second month of her pregnancy, and during the seven
succeeding months, the solidification made no progress. Nine weeks after
delivery, the callus was strong enough to admit of walking. As proving
that no constitutional depravation could be adduced in expJanation of the
retarded cure, he adds, that three months before impregnation, she had
recovered rapidly from a fractured thigh. l\Iy friend, Dr. Fournier, cites
three analogous cw;es from Dupuytren's Clinic. In all three, there was no
consolidation before delivery, though it took place rapidly afterward.
Though other similar instances are on record, it must be acknowledged that
there is also a considerable number in which recovery did not seem to be
delayed by the pregnant condition.
2. Serious operations have several times been performed during gestation
without producing abortion, whilst in other cases they have had this result.
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From these opposite facts, I think it fair to conclude that none but urgent
operations should be performed, and that all others, such as fistula in ano,
for example, which do not endanger the life of either mother or child,
should be deferred to another time.
3. Tumors in the Abdomen and Pelvis.-Most authors think that tumors
in the abdomen and pelvis during pregnancy, have no other effect than to
impede mechanically the development of the uterus, or to present an
obstacle to the delivery. (See Dy8tocfo.) SometimC's, however, they assert,
they may give rise to abortion or premature delivery, though, generally,
th ey are not otherwise dangerous.
That this complication is of no d:rnger, independent of the risk of abortion which it may occasion, cannot be admitted in an absolute sense. Dr.
Ashwell has remarked, in hi s excellent work, that the uterus, when developed until term, exerts a strong compressing force upon the pathological
turuor; that this compression may give ri se to an inflammation endiag
sometimes in suppuration at the centre of the diseased mass, at others, in a
rapid increase of the tumor immediately after delivery. I have seyeral
tim es had the opportunity of verifying the accuracy of these statements.
Death may occur in a short time, as the consequence of this inflammation
or rapid enlargemeut, and the autopsy has several times exhibited the uterus
in a. perfectly healthy state, together with the more or less extensive alteration of the pathological tumor.
Deeply impressed by the cases of this kind which he had occasion to
observe, Dr. Ashwell asks, whether the development of the uterus, and the
pressure which it exerts upon the neighboring tumor, are not the causes of
the pathological changes of the latter, and consequently whether the induc·
tion of prem::tture labor would not be the surest means of guard ing against
the dangers to which the female is so often exposed in these cases, even after
having overcome all the difficulties of labor. When treating hereafter of
premature labor, we shall have occasion to criticise the affirmative decision
which he has come to; but we have thought it right lo direct attention to
a peculiarity but little kn°'rn in the history of the tumors which complicate
pregnancy.
4. Intra-parietal fibrous twno1·s, or those developed in the substance of the
walls of the uterus, may exert an injurious influence upon the course of
gestation, and become a cause of abortion when they are of large size;
though, generally, they h:we no effect whatever when small. In the latter
case, the physiological evolution of pregnancy may accelerate wonderfully
the increase of the pathological tumor. The usually slow growth of these
intra-parietal tumors is well known; now I have known them in several in·
stances to acquire a size in the first three or four months, which they would
not have done in several years in the non-pregnant condition. Developed
as they are in the midst of the uterine fibres, they participate in the in·
creased vitality with which the latter are endowed during gestation; and,
like them, they undergo a considerable hypertrophy.
In some cases I have seen this hypertrophy of the morbid tumor conti nue,
a.ad even in crease after delivery; but in others, the latter event was followed
by a notable diminution of the size of the tumor, which gradually gr~w h~
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ns the womb resumed its normal condition, finally attaining the size which
it had before conception. In one case, observed in 1852, this process of
absorption went on, and the tumor disappeared.

U 6.

lhrERTROPDY OF THE THYROID G1,AND.

It is by no means rare for the thyroid gland to undergo hypertrophy during ge~
tation apart from any endemic influence. The enlargement is generally sli ght and
gives no trouble, though some women eomphiin thn.t their necks berou.e large and
un sightly. The swelling diminishes somewhat after delivery, though it rn.rely dis·
appears entirely.
I knew one case in which the hypertrophied gland inflam ed and suppurated,
giving rise to an abscess which discharged for a long lime; nor was the cure com·
pleteuntilnftertbel:ipseof several months.
Although this hypertrophy of the thyroid gland in pregnant womf'n is not usually
dangerou;;, it may in some very rare cases imperil the life of the patient. Two
in~tances of this kind are related by M. N. Guillot. The first was th:tt of a lady
who was surprised during her first prep;nancy to find that the front of her neck
was gradnn.lly enlarging. When again pregnant, the swelling increased :tnd
became uncomfortable; still, the delivery was favorable, and she nursed the child
for fourteen months. The gland, however, continued to enlarge, respiration
became p:tinful, and finally the symptoms were so thre:ttening; that tracheotomy
wasperfurmed. The pu.tientdied.
la the second case, the hypertrophy also appen.red during the first pregnancy
and increased during the succeeding one, so that nineteen monLhsafter the second
delivery it formed a tumor of about eight inches in uircumfcrence.
The breathing was obstructed, slow, and \vhistling, during both expiration and
inspiration, and the voice was broken and painful. Paroxysms of suffocation came
on, di;:ring one of which the patient died. At the autopsy the trachea \Vas found
to be flattened and thepneumogastric nerves compressed.
I \vituessed for myself a similar case at the hospital of the Clinique in l 86l.. A
woman, who for a. long time had a goitre, found the t umor to increase rapidly in
size during her first pregnancy. At the sixth month, respiration had become very
difficult, and attacks of suffocation brought her to the bo~pital. By the end of the
eighth month the symptoms were so se\'ere that premature l:1bor had ~o be induced,
but the patient died in aa attack of suffocation a few hours after delivery. My
friend Dr. Tillaux, then prosector of the Faculty, dissected the tumor and found the
trachea compressed by the enlarged gland.]

§ 7.

ULCERATIONS OF THE NECK OF TIIE UTERUS.

It is rarely that cancerous affections of the neck of the womb seem to
disturb the course of gestation, and the impediments which they but too
often present during labor prove sufficiently that they are rarely a. cause of
miscarriage. On the other hand, I have never observed that the increase
or degeneration of these tumors was sensibly hastened during gestation.
Therefore, I shall treat no further here of this subject, reserving its discussion
for the article on tedious labor; but propose to speak b1·icfly of ulcerations
of the neck during pregnancy.
It has been but a short time since surgeons have tl'~ecl the speculum in the
cases of pregnant women. A just fear of the mischievous effect which might
follow its repeated introduction prevented them from obtaining a correct idea
of the condition of the neck at the various stages of pregnancy. These fea rs
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were, h(.lwever, somewhat exaggerated, for, if introduced carefully, the
speculum never causes serious accidents. In all cases, the iustrument with
two or four valves is, in my opinion, the best.
In default of great experience, there is considerable difficulty, no matter
what instrument be used, in engaging the cervix in the extremity of the
speculum, unless the situation of the neck is first ascertained by the touch.
This difficulty is known to result from the fact of the direction of the cervix
toward the anterior surface of the sacrum.
The engagement once effected, it is only necessary to separate the valves
of the instrument sl ightly in order to bring the os tincre into view.
As the touch should have led to anticipate, the changes which the eye
detects in the intra-vaginal portion of the neck, are very different in the
primiparous fema le from what they are in one who has had children; we
would also add, that the appearance is far from identica1 at the beginning
and termination of pregnancy.
As seen in the latter third of gestation, the neck is generally of a deep
violet-red color i and, if it be a first pregnancy, is usua11y quite smooth
throughout its extent; the external orifice is ordinarily more or less rounded,
and though larger than in the unim.pregnated condition, it barely permits
the sight to penetrate its cavity, even though the valves of the instrument be
separated considerably. The circumference of the external orifice and the
free portion of the neck rarely exhibit s!gns of ulceration, though it is quite
common to observe a series of granulations of a cherry-red color1 of sizes
varying from that of a large pea to that of a pin's head. These species of
vegetations bleed upon the slightest touch with the cotton used for wiping
them.
In the female who has had several children, the neck is usually much less
vol'urninous, and it is somewhat difficult to include it entirely in the speculum.
The lips of the os tincre seem divided in several portions, a sort of segmentation ca.used by the ruptures which occurred in the preceding labors, and which
give to the orifice considerable irregularity. In consequence of these numerous solutions of continuity, the opening is much larger, and is dilated with
great facil ity, provided the valves be separated, thus allowing the eye to
explore the cavity with readiness.
The walls of this cavity are very unequal, frequently presenting an uninterrupted series of fungous projections, separated by depressions of variable
depth. Some of these projections are transparent, being formed probably
by hypertrophied follicles; others resemble soft vegetations. The latter are
generally covered by an intact epithelium, so that they may be touched
without being made to bleed; again, what is by no means rare, they seem
destitute of this external covering, and bleed upon the slightest touch.
It is more especially in the furrows which separate these, that linear ulcera·
tions of variable depth are discoverable. These ulcerations sometimes
extend over a considerable surface, and are then readily perceived, though
they are usually concealed in the depth of the anfractuosities, and, in order
to see them, it is necessary, after a thorough cleansing, to unfold the neck,
11.S it were, by expanding the speculum considerably.
According to l\IM. Gosselin, Danyau, and Costilhes1 these linear ulcera-
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tions are much less frequent than I had supposed, and are met with in barely
more than half the cases, whilst I had obserYed them in sevcn-c·ighths.
However, as I stated very plainly, I intended to be understood as speaking
only of multiparre who had reached the latter months, whi lst M. Gosselin
includes in his statement all stages of pregnancy, and l\I. Danyau docs not
appear to have distinguished primipar::e from multiparro.
Must we admit that, as M. Huguier supposes, we have been deceived?
According to this gentleman, a muco-pus of variable consistence is frequently
deposited in and adheres closely to the bottom of the furrows observed on
the internal surface of the neck. This matter bears a complete resemblance
to the bottom of an ulcer; but efface the folds and wipe them well, and the
supposed ulcerations disappear. .. .. It is difficu lt for us to believe that we
h::we been so decei\•ed; still, the assertion of l\I. Huguier merits serious
attention, and shall receive it hereafter.
Unless my obserYations haYe been for a long time subject to a series of
si1otgular coincidences, it is probable that what we have just described is the
normal condition, and should not be regarded as pathological, but simply
as a consequence of the progress of gestation. As the violet· red color, the
swelling, the softening, and the ahnost fungous condition of the walls of the
neck, are peculiar to pregnancy, and in no wise interfere with its progress,
so I regard the ulcern.Lions as a consf'quence of a physiological process,
extreme in degree, and of no greater importance than the other physiological
changes.
Especially am I convinced of their non-injurious character, and therefore
regard all treatment employed against these ulcerations, even when fungoid,
as much more hurtful than u<;:eful. I say, even fungoid; for, contrary to the
opinion of M. Coffin, who attributes a great prognostic value to this character
of the ulceration, I think that they are fungoid, not because they have a
natural tendency to become so, but hecause the tissue which they affect
always presents at a certain period the color and consistence of fungous
tissue.
·
If, therefore. I am not deceived, and if the peculiarities just described
really form a part of the pregnant condition, and are merely an exaggeration
of the changes which the structure and vascularity of the walls of the uterus
undergo at this period, the condition should disappear with the cause which
producecl it. Like the vomitings, varices, hemorrhoids, and other sympa·
thetic disorders of pregnancy, it should disappear with it. Now this is
exactly what happens, and it may be regarded as a principle, that no traces
of it remain two months after delivery. The non-specific ulcerations some·
times met with in recently deli ..·ered women are of different appearance, and
ha,·e their origin, in my opinion, in the non-cicatrizatiou of the ruptures
which took place during labor.
In short therefore, the fungous condition of the neck, and the ulcerations
of greater or lesser depth which complicate this state of the parts near the
termination of pregnancy, seem to me to be the consequence of the active or
passive congestion with which the organ is affected. I think that, except in
a few rare instances marked by specificity of character, or strong tendency
to .spread,- a tendency, by the way, which I have never observed,-all local
treatment !'hould be refrained from .
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Is the case the same at a less adYanced period, and arc the ulceraiitins
which may affect the neck in the early months of an equally innoxiotIB
character?
nnr. Boys de Loury, Costilhes, Coffin, and Bennett, who have directed
their attention more particularly to the ulcerations occurring in the first half
of gestation, have been so forcibly struck with their tendency to produr·e
abortion and puerperal diseases, that they class them witl1 the most common
causes of miscarriage. l\Ir. Bennett goes so far as to call them. the key1Jlone
of all diseases of the pregnant female, and the most frequent cause of
difficult labors, obstinate vomiting, (see page 465,) moles, abortion, and
hemorrhage.
Notwithstanding the smallness of their number, the observatious which I
have been able to make differ so completely from the results obtaiued by
these gent.lemeu, that I was tempte<l to accuse them of some exaggeration.
Ilovcvcr, after having heard l\DI. Huguier, Gosselin, Daoyau, Cloquet, &c.,
proclaim the innocence of these ulcerations, I have no hesitation in saying
that they have misconstrued the facts observed by them. Finally, we would
add, that after having read their observations, there seemed reason for
inquiring whether, in many cases, syphilis may not have been the principal
cause of the accidents, and in others, whether the frequent introduction of
the speculum and the nwnerous cauterizations which had been practised,
may not have played the most important part in the production of the
abortions.
I ought, perhaps, to except the peculiar species of .ulceration described
by my friend M. Richet. All the ''aricties of ulceration, says this learned
surgeon, which are observed in non-pregnant women, may occur during
pregnancy; but it has seemed to me that they had a tendency in some cases
to assume a fungous character, to excavate the lips of the cervix, to bleed
readily, and give rise to serious accidents: abortion, for example. In all
my patients, these ulcerations with well-defined edges, and red and bleeding
bottoms, were coyered with reddish fungosities; which projected between the
partly opened lips of the cervix. Of six patients, four miscarried, and two
left the hospital apparently cured; of the four who aborted, one only had
been cauterized, the three others not having undergone any treatment.
''Vhoever, like myself, has examined women at the end of gestation, will
find the ulcerations observed by :M. Richet in the early months, and which
he bas bad the kindness to show me, to bear a close resemblance to those
sometimes met with in the latter stages. I see no difference except in the
rather greater extent of the ulceration. Their size leads me to suppose that
.their origin dates back Jong before impregnation, and their sharp, wclldefined edges excite a suspicion of their being specific in character (five of
these six women had syphilis at the time, or had previously been affected with
it). Now we may readily conceive that under such circumstances the softening, congestion, and fungous condition which pregnancy usually produces
at an advanced period, may here take place prematurely, and give to the
ulcerated tissues the livid hue nnd fungous aspect described by :M. Richet.
Thus, we may understand how such an affection of the cervix, connected
most frequently with a general disorder, under whose influence it has a con-
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st.ant tendency to increase, may ultimately give rise to abortion. It also
seems to me important to distinguish the ulcerations which existed before
pregnancy, and continued, and even in creased after conception, from those
which were de\·cloped after the formation of the germ: the former, in consequence of the irritation .which they may suffer as a consequence of fatigue,
and cspetially of too frequent coition, might readily excite the contra<·tili ty
of the uterus and occasion mi scarriage; the latter, on the contrary, should,
it seems to me, rarely exert such an influence.
·
I agree, therefore, with the opinion of nr. Richet, that when rm ulceration
prci-ents in the first half of ge~t:ttion, possessing the characters which ho
describes, and 'rhich, in my opi ni on, arc an ev idence of its chronicity, miscarriage should be anticipated, and means be taken to prevent it. Now,
aside from a specific treatment in those cases which indicate it, I may be
allowed to a<:k of those who would have these ulcerations treated as a matter
of necessity, wha.t are the best local means to be used? Whi ch caustic is
preferable? Is not the solid nitrate of silver accused of producing abortion
hy the partisans of the caustic of Filhos, of the acid nitrate of mercury, or
of the actual cautery; and has not each of these 1atter means also been
reproached with gi,,ing rise to miscarriage? The thesis of l\I. Coffin affords
some curious details on.this subject, and e\·idently proves, that though cauterization by any agent whaternr may claim some doubtful successes, the latter
are generally compromised by the abortions whi ch have followed it. From
the statements of Bennett and Boys de Loury, the same inference follows.
M. Coffin himself, though attributing such great importance to these ulcerations, arrives at this discouraging th erapeutic conclusion, viz., thus far, no
treatment has succeeded, and the question remains open. This, which was
true in 1851, is so still ; for quite recently we heard 111. Chassaignac speak
emphatically of the inefficiency of all methods, and 1\1. Richet declares
himself undeeidcd as to the best course to pursue.
The insufficieney of local treatment, and the mischievous effect which it
may have upon the progress of gestation, should, it seems to me, in the
present condition of science, lead us to dispense with it whenever the ul ceration has no marked tendency to invade a large extent of the cervix.

CHAPTER II.

TnosE who have stud ied the various affections of the womb are well aware
that its diseases excite numerous sympathetic disorders. The commencement of the physiological acts which deYolve upon it, and their periodicnl
fulfilment, exert upon the functions of the alimentary canal, and upon those
of the nervous system, an influence which has for a long time attracted the
attention of practitioners. It were useless to mention all the morbid phenomc11a which so often precede, accompany, and follow the first menstruation.
These are more striking when the latter is postponed or difficult. In some
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individuals tl1ey appear at each menstrual period for a long time, thus i::ec1uing to show an impossibility on the part of the organ to pe rform its functions,
without occasioning extensive disturbances of the economy; and it is only,
so to speak, when the sensibility of the womb lias been blunted by hilbit,
that the return of the menses ceases to produce the general disorders which
accompanied it previously.
If the diseases of the organ, and even the simple monthly congestion, are
capable of giving rise to such troubles, it
to foresee that pregnancy,
even the structure of the
which changes simultaneously the form, size,
uterus, can hardly pass through its vari ous periods without deeply affecting
all the functions.
The effects produced by the pregnant condition vary greatly, as regards
both the degree and the nature of the symptoms; all of them being influenced by the constitution of the female. Occasionally, it results in a salutary change in the entire system, better health being then enjoyed than at
any other period. In the majority of cases, however, tiresome, or at least
very disagreeable symptoms are expe ri enced, which are the expression of
the unpleasant influence exerted by the uterus upon important functions.
These trouhlcs, which are so slight in some individuals as to amount merely
to discomforts, are, in other cases, so great as to injure their healLh, and even
to excite fears for their existence.
These accidents may appear at almost any time; for though some persons
begin to suffer at the very outset, and are relieved by t he third, fourth, or
fifth month, others a.re attacked only in the latter half of gestation.
The pregnant condition operates differently at the difforent periods of
gestation, in the production of the accompanying discomforts or diseases; this
fact, which is important in a thernpeutical point of view, was felL vaguely
to be so by Burns, but clearly expressed by j[. Beau, who, I think, bas
thrown much light upon the pathology of pregnancy.
Most of the functional disturbances may occur in the early, as well as in
the latter months. At first they were regarded as the result of the numerous
sympathies existing between the uterus and the digesti\·e apparatus, and, at
a later period, the purely mechanical difficulties produced in the neighbor·
ing organs by the pressure of the uterine tun1or were thought to as::;ist in
their production. Now, the pressure of the womb is of quite secondary
importance, if, indeed, it be of any whatever; for, according to M. Beau,
the following is what usually occurs: The womb, as modifled by pregnancy,
affects the digestive functions through sympathy, giving rise to the dyspeptic
symptoms described hereafter. The disturbance of these results necessarily,
if prolonged, in deficient nutrition, which, in a woman who is obliged to
furnish the material for the development of the child, must soon occasion
a greater or less diminution of the blood corpuscles, and a considerable
increase of the serum; in short, to all the anatomical characteristics of
chloros is or polyremia.
Now, this impoverishment of the blood soon occaRions new morbid symptoms in the pregnant woman, as well as in the young chlorot ic female, and
so sel'ves to explain the reappearance of the disorders of digestion, vertigoes, headaches, congestions of the face, palpitations, aud difficult respira·
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tion, so frequently observed at an advanced period of pregnancy. ·we
thu s see that the functional disordera, which at the outset are purely sympa.thetic, become afterward intimatel y connected with the chlorosis which they
them selves helpeJ to produce. (See Disorders of the Circulation.) Though
we sha ll have occasion to treat hereafter of this l:itter etiological peculiarity,
we cannot help calling attention, at present, to the importance of taking it
into con~idera.tion in the choice of remedial measures. For, though it be
proper at the commencement to reduce the OYer-excitement of the uterus, and
the sympathetic irritation produced by it in other organs, by soothing remedies, as baths, mild laxatives, antispasmodics, and sometimes even by
moderate blood-letting, an entirely different course should be pursued toward
the end of gestation. All the restorative agents, as iron, animal food, and
tonic wines, are here the surest means of opposing the plethont nod removing
the disorders which it occasions. Still, it is right Lo observe, that beside the
chloro.:;i:-1, which plays the principal part in the production of the disorders
of the latter months, the uterus still retains its sympathetic influ ence, and
is subject at all times to congestions, which increase its irritability, and
cause it to react upon other organs i of all which account should be taken
in the treatment. The subject will claim attention hereafter.
Finally, the connection which we have endeavored to demonstrate as
existing between the sympathetic troubles of th e beginning of pregnancy
and the chlorosis of the latter months, cannot always be readily discovered.
The sympathetic influence of the uterus upon the digestive functions is not
always manifested by vomitings, nausea, and strange and depraved appetite:i.
All the.:;e symptoms may be wanting, and yet the stomach fail to perform
its function.:; with its normal regularity. Nutrition may be disordered,
giving rise to a dyspepsia, which M. Beau proposes to distinguish as latent;
a dyspep.:;ia which cannot fail to occasion eventually a general deterioration
of the blood. Exactly the same thing occurs in you ng girls whose menstruation is either difficult, irregular, or imperfect. Confirmed chlorosis is always
preceded in them by sympathetic cli.o::orclers of digestion; though somet imes
the deranged function is evinced by yery marked symptoms, at others it is
hardly a cause of discomfort.
Desormeaux, in his excellent article on this subject, ranges all the diseases
of pregnanc:y under the following heads, viz.: lesions of digestion, of circu·
lation, of respiration, of the secretions and excretions, of locomotion, and
of the sensorial and intellectual functions. And we propose partly to adopt
the same order in our description.

ARTICLE I.
LESIONS OF DCGESTlON.

§ 1. ANOREXIA.
The want of appetite, or the disgust for aliments, which pregnant women
are so often affected with towards the end of gestation, and still more frc·
quently at iLS commencement, may be referred to various causes, and con·
sequently will present diifeL·ent indications for treatment. 'Vhen it seems
to result merely from the sympathetic relations existing between the uterus
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and the organs of digestion, there is little or nothing to be done, for it would
be in vain to attempt removing the disgust which some patients have to
certain articles of food. Jn general, they dislike all meats, and thi:-; ii an
indication, or rather an obligation, to permit the use of vegetables ill i-;uch
cases. Again, if at an advanced stage, the anorexia be aceomp!rnicd or
prec:eded by the phenomena of general plethora, venesection, proportioned to
the general condition of the female and the stage of pregnancy, may relieve
it. Care, however, should be observed not to mistake the symptoms produced by anremia. for the indications of plethora.; the former being far
more effectually treated by ferruginous preparations. (See Di&orders of the

Circulation.)
In those cases which exhibit evident signs of an overloaded condition of
the alimentary canal, some purgative, such as rhubarb, or even the neutral
salts, may be administered. Indeed, certain authors have recommended
an emetic, when there is any gastric distress i but I think practitioners
ought to be very reserved in the employment of' this last measure, since the
shock of vomiting has often produced abortion.

§ 2. PICA, OR 1\IALACJA; PYROSIS.
Pica, or
frequently accompanies the affection just described.
Pregnant women,
chlorotic girls, often have irregular and depraved
longings for the most absurd or disgusting articles. For instance, I ha\"e
known a young female to eat pepper-grains almost continually. Another,
at the Ulinique, scraped the walls to appease her cravings for chalk; and
:M. Dubois often relates in his lectures the history of a young pregnant
woman whose greatest pleasure cons isted in eating small bits of well-charred
wood. Again, they have been observed eating greedily substances that are
still more disgusting. Unfortunately, all our persuasions are useless with
such monomaniacs in the majority of instances, and consequently we must,
as a general rule, grnnt them an indulgence, and avoid too strong an oppo·
sition, unless the coveted articles would evidently be injurious to their health.
I have but little to say of the acidity of stomach, of the spasmodic pains
of that. organ, and of the pyrosis and other symptoms of gastralgia, which
are also quite frequent during pregnancy. The treatment of the symptom
is here the same as under ordinary circumstances. Thus, for sour eructations
and acidity of the prim::e vire, mngnesia and the absorbents, bicarbonate of
soda, the water and pastilles of Vichy, may be administered. Pyrosis and
cramps of the stomach are usually treated successfully by powdered columbo,
and most of the antispasmodics, in connection with small doses of opiates.
The latter may also be used after the en<lermic method.
If, however, it be desired to attack the first cause of these gastralgic
symptoms, it is important to remember that this is different for the first
and second half of gestation, and that the measures employed should vary
accordingly.
§ 3. VoMrrrno.
Th e vomiting of pregnancy presents two different forms. In the first it
occasions discomfort and fatigue, without endangering life. In the second,
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it is sometimes so severe as to prove fiital. The first we shall term simple
1JOrniting; the second, g1'ave or ir1'epressible vomiting.
1. Simple Voniiting.-This symptom is so common that most females are
affected with it; in fact, vomiting frequently commences in the very earliest
stages: whence many women, taught by their former pregnancies, recognize
it as au almost certain sign of a new gestation. At other times it does not
appear until toward the third or fourth month, t hough seldom later than
that; but it is not at all uncommon to see it reappear near the end of pregnancy in some who had been previously tormented in this way at its beginning.
As an ordinary rule, the vomiting only lasts six weeks or two months; sometimes, however, it extends over four or five months, rarely persisting throughout the whole term. Some females have the unenviable privilege of vomiting
every time they are pregnant; others, more fortunate, pass through several
gestations without feeling any digestive disorders whatever. It is a very
remarkable fact, if we may rely on the testimony of numerous mothers,.
that the sex of the chi ld is not wholly irrelevant to the production of this
symptom; and however ridiculous this may appear at first sight, I have
heard it repeated by so many women that I cannot refrain from believing
that it, like most other popular prejudices, has some foundation.
But what is the cause of such vomiting? 'Vhcn it occurs near term, we
may justly attribute it to the pressure, to the mechanical constraint which
the uterus, whose funclus reaches the epigastric region, exercises upon the
stomach; but in the early stages it is much more difficult to explain it unless
we content ourselves by referring it to the numerous sympathies existing
between the uterus and the stomach: sympathies so intimate that they are
manifested in certain women at every menstrual period, and even in nearly
all those affiicted with a disease of the womb.
Although the intimate nature of these sympathies is very obscure, we can
admit them more readily in the etiology of vomiting than the influence of
most of the anatomical causes adduced by some authors. In endeavoring
to trace a relation of causality between the vomiting and an inflammation
of the uterus, placenta, and membranes, like Dance; softening of the stomach
and fatty degeneration of the liver, like Chomel; or, finally 1 to the existence
of organic lesions of parts in the neighborhood of the uterus, observers have
merely noticed simp le coincidences, without throwing the least light upon
the question of etiology. How often, indeed, is nothing of the kind discovernble !
.
I am persuaded, says Dr. Bennett, that those gastric disorders and obstinate vomitings, which so often bring women to the portals of the tomb, are
almost always caused by inflammatory ulcerations of the neck of the womb.
For my own part, he adds, since my attention }1as been directed to this
subject, I have almost invariably found ulceration of the neck in cases of
this kind .
I cannot receive this opinion of the English accoucbeur, at least as relating to the majority of cases, for I have frequently examined with tl\e speculum each of four primiparous women affected with incorrigible vomiting,
and in whom I ascertained the cervix to be perfectly healthy.
It has been said that primiparous women are more subject to vomiting
30
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than others, on account of the uterus yielding Jess readily to distention in
first pregnancies.
Although this opinion is quite conformable to the theoretical views already given, the fact is, that it is liable to very frequent exceptions. Some
multiparoo, who suffered very sl ight disorders of the stomach in their firet
pregnancies, haYe vomited almost constantly in later ones. The rigidity
of the ut erus is not, therefore, the only cause which is cnpable of sustaining
an irritabili ty of the orgnn which reacts sympathetically upon the stornnch.
I do not think that an epidem ic influen ce can be admitted as a cause of
th ese vomitings.
Th e vomiting varies mu ch as r egards its frequency, intensity, and the
greater or less ease with which it is accomplished.
Thu s, some women vomit on ly upon awaking or risi ng in the morning.
Th ey then throw up some viscid or g lairy matters, whirh are generally
colored with a littl e bile, especially if the retchiugs have been very severe.
Others \'omit only after eating; occasioually after only one of the daily
meals, but so metim es after all of them. Again, in some unfortunate cn!:es
it continues even in the intervals of the repasts; everything taken into the
stomach, whether liquid or solid, being imm ediately rejected. There are
cases, finally , in which the mere thou.ght of food, or the sight or smell of it,
is su ffi cient to provoke it.
Th e vomiting is sometim es easy, and causes little pain; it is indeed not
uncomm on to find ladies suddenl y interrupted at their meals, who can return
in a few
sit down and eat with a good appetite and pleasure.
In other cases,
th e in gestion of food is productive of pain in the
stomach or in express ibl e un easi ness of variable duration , and it is ouly after
five or 8ix hou rs of suffering, that the food is vomited and th en found to be
a lmost uu changed, notwithsta nding its long retention in the stomach. In
such cases the Ycimiting is preceded by such prolonged and violent retchings
as to reduce the patient to a state of extreme suffering and agitation.
It is Q{'C:isionally followed by considerable epigastric paiu, which is increased by pressure, and might for a moment be taken as a sign of inflam·
mntion of the
it grndually diminishes, however, nnd disappears
entirely after a time.
shocks anci violent efibrts sometimes extend
their influence to the hypogastr ium , and gi\·e rise to abdominal pains and
even uterine ~o n tractions, which may be active enough to produce abortion.
Bnt it must not be su pposed that vomiting, even when prolonged and oft
repPated, is neces:::arily disastrous. No doubt many women waste away, but
I ha\·e often satisfi ed myself that the emaciation is not apt to be excessive,
hy examining female!, ·who, according to their own expression, could rctaiu
nothin g at all; and hence it is exceedingly probable that all the food taken
by them is not r~jected.
Burns states that he has never known vomiting depend on pregnancy
alone to hav e a fatal termination. I might cite, says D esormeaux, exa~ples
of cmei;is accompanied by cruel pain s and violent general spa sms, yet the
gestat ion has happily gone on to full term. At this time, I have myself
und er earc a lady who has been Yomiting throughout the whole period of
gc.::;tatiou. and who ha s just bceu delivered of a daughter weighing sevcD
pounds ;.\1HI three·quarters.
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Finally. it must not be forgotten that in some cases which even appear
serious, the vomiting may cease abruptly, either spontaneously, or because
the sympathetic irritation of the uterus has been translated to some 0ther
organ, or again, as a consequence of a violent mental emotion. A remarkable instance of the latter has quite recently come under my notice. A
young lady, two months and a half advanced in her pregnancy, had been
tormented for three weeks with such obstinate vomiting, that, according to
her own statement, the smallest mouthful of fluid excited it, and that she
wa.s unable to retain anything whatever in her stomach. All the remedies
employed against it ha<l pro"ed useless. At this juncture, her husband fell
suddenly and dangerously ill with symptoms of strangulation of the bowels,
and from this time her vomiting ceased, nor did she suffer the lea.r;t disturbance of her digestive functions afterwards.
I have been induced thus to hold forth from the outset a favorable prognosis, which indeed is true for the vast majority of cases, in order to relieve
young practitioners from the anxiety which some recently published articles
on the grn\'ity of this affection are calculated to produce.
2. Grave or Irrepressible Vomiting.-The vomiting is not, genera.lly,
serious, but only painful and fatiguing to the mother; it must, however, be
acknowleclge<l that in some very rare cases, it is so violent and constant as
to exhaust the strength of the patient in a few weeks, and after producing
extreme emaciation terminate in death.
The display of symptoms given by l\f. Chomel in one of his clinical lessons, applies to these exceptional cases only. The disease, he says, is characterized by frequent bilious vomiting, an aci<l, fetid breath, and fever;
then the brain becomes involved, and we have delirium, coma, and death.
The views ofM. Dubois correspond closely with those of M. Chomel, and,
like him, he describes three stages.
[.\. Pir:st Slage.-The irrepressible form of vomiting rarely begins suddenly, but
almost ahn1ys follows insensibly the simple form. The time a.t which it commences
is very \';iriable. Generally a.ppeariog during the early mouths, it may not come
on until after the middle of gestation. In 43 cases collected in the excellent the~ie
of )I. GuCniot, hospital surgeon, and former chief of the lying-in hospital, and from
whi~'h we ~hall borrow largely, vomiting occurred 9 times during the first weeks of
pregnancy, 15ti111es toward the end of the first month, 9 times between the first
and sccu11d month<1, 5 times between the second n.nd third months, 1 time between
the third and fourth months, 2 times between the fourth and fifth months, a11d 2
timell Uetween the sixth and seventh months. 'fhe first of the casee enumerateJ n.rc
of the early aud benignant form, and it is impossible to distinguish accurately the
periud11f1ransitinn from the simple t.o the grave1· form.
The irrcpre.c;siUle cases present in themselves nothing very characteristic. The
vomiting, huwe\'er, i~ very frequent, and occasions the rejection of all 01· nearly all
the food and drink which the patient takes. The smallest quantity of fluid is often
sufficient to excite it.
The dejections in these cases are composed of mucous or ghiry matter, bile or
food, accvrding as the bowel happens to be full or empty. Geoerally they a.re \'ery
o.i:id, aull sometimes streaked with blood.
To these sy1nptums may be added a disgust for or aversion to food, so great as t.o
lieofte11 irnmrmount:ible.
Soon appear the gra,,e signs of insufficient nutrition: emaciation, debility, and
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altered features. Certain nccessnry phenomena may also complicate the .~ituntion
such as the almost constant ptyalism indicated by Stoltz and Vigln, :rnd confirmed

by an observation of my own.
'l'he first stage is de,•oid of fever, unless it be o. little ~ebrile ac~ion in the e\·en·
in g and slight perspiration during the night. W e invite attention to this foe~

inasmuch as fever is the dominants,vmptom in the eecond stage.
n. Se,.ond Stage.-In this period the symptoms of the lit-st stage grow more
severe; the att1\cks of vomiting are more frequent and violent; the emaciation
increases; finally. fever sets in with a pulse of from 100 to 140 per minute. The

mouth becomes dry, th e thirst is inten se, the breath acid and fetid. 'l'b e acidity
and fetidity of the breath are such, says M. Chomel, as to strike one on entering
the room of the patient. Still, should we consult our personal experience, we
should say the odor is uncommon, inasmuch as we have never observed it in the
many cases of irrepressible vomiting which we have seen.
c. Tltird Sta9e.-ln this stage the 1:1ymptoms undergo a change, the attack!ll of
vomiting ceasing or becoming less severe; but it is a deceitful calm which the
experienced physician knows to be the prelude to death. Th ere wilt, however, be
no risk of deception if we but observe that the fever persists with a pusle of from
120 to 140 pulsations per minute. Attacks of syncope and cerebral symptoms soon
come on. 'f hese are: intolerable neuralgic pains, disordered sight and hearing,
hallu ci nati ons, delirium, and, finally, coma, which ends shortly iu death.
D. Pl'ogress, Duration, and Tenninatio1i.-'L'he paroxyl!m;i of the graver form of
vomiting often remit more or Jess completely; the remissions being sometimes, ns
it were, spontaneous, or in consequence of almost. insignificant. circuml'lt.inces. Thug
an emotion, travel, some change in the mode of life, a new article of food, and
numerous sim ilar eventualities seem occasionally to produce a transient. amelioration, or even a momentary cessa.t.ion of tbe symptoms. Th e hope thus excited is,
unfortunately, but too soon de~troyed by a more or Jess rapid recurrence of the
disease. (G ul!niot, Tlt~se de Concour.\'.)
At ot11er times these r emi ssions may be attributed to the use of a remedy whose
acti on is exhausted, or the momentary cessation may follow and be due to prema·
ture labor or abortion. Th en the vomiting returns with in creased severity.
The progress of this terrible affection is usually slow, as the patients do not generally succumb until after the second or third month of the disease.
E. Ktiolo9y and Pathological Anatomy.-We know nothi ng of the cfl.ufies of irrepress ibl e vomiting. Some have attributed it to albuminuria, an opinion which
nothing goes to confirm, and which would hardly he adopted were it remembered
that vomiting is most frequent at the beginning or middle of pregn:rncy, whilst
albuminuria is rarely observed except during the Ja.tter months.
Of the silence of pathological aoatomy in regard to this disease, I have lately
had an additional proof.
A woman with irrepressible vomit.ing entered my ward, at La Pitil!, where I wns
temporarily on duty. She was delivered spontaneously durin~ the ei~hth month,
but, after a remission, the symptomfl reappeared, and she died a few days subsequ ently . The autopsy, conducted with the greatest care, discovered no lesion in
any organ; the genital organs, the abdominal and thoracic viscera, and the en·
cephalon, being perfectly healthy. ]

F. Diagnos1·.s.- ln moderate cases the diagnosis is easy. Here, the
absence of acute symptoms, such as redness of the tongue and pain upon
pressure on the epigastrium, wou l<l sett le the fJUCstion, even were pregnancy
doubtful. But if, in the cases just spoken of', the nature of the epigastric
pain be misunderstood, the practitioner would be more liable to error i
therefore he should be very careful in his proceedings. For example, I
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have known a case of vomiti ng, which the autupsy proved to have been
dependent upon tubercu lar peritonitis attributed to a pregnancy which did
not exist. In the case of another female, who had actually been pregnant
for two months and a half, the examination after death discovered a serious
disease of the stomach, amply sufficient to account for the vomiting. In
the latter case, it is true, that an admixture of blood with the matters
vomited, had, dur ing life, excited suspicion of organic disease. This very
case has, however, been quoted to me by some persons as one of incurable
vomiting occasioned by pregnancy. :Mistakes of this kind ought not to be
made, and the same may be said in regard to epigastric and other hernias.
[c. Prognosis.-The prognosis in the grave form of this affection is serious.
lo 118 cases collected by M. Gu6niot, there were 72 reroveries and 46 deaths, represeuted as follows :
Rtcout rie$.

Without abortion in very severe cases and nft.er a very diversified trealment. 31
Following spontaneous abortion, also in \•ery severe cal:les..... ... ................ 20
After abortion or induced labor in cases more or less desperate...
. ......... 21

........ . ..... . ............................. .......................... ............. 28
7
aboclion .. ... . .......................•.................... .. •........•........ . ... 11

It is but just to say, that in this tu.hie of mortality, M. Gue.niot included all the
cases he was able to collect, and that amongst them a.re some in which death wa.s
evidently due to some other disease than the vomiting itself.
Cases of irrepres->ible vomiting are serious from the outset, inasmuch as, notwithstanding all the modes of treatment employed, abortion included, it is impossible
to know whether they will be certainly arrested.
The prognosis becomes still more unfavorable in the second stage of the disorder,
for when the patients are much debilitated and the fever constant, some will succumb without having either the fetid breath or cerebral disorders. Of such cases,
two have come under my notice.
Io the last stage, death is almost inevitable, and we ought not to be deceived by
the remission of vomiting which then occurs. It should also be borne in mind that
the cerebral 11ymptoms which accompany this phase of the disease arc various. In
t\VO ca~es, I observed only a little hebetude and slight strn.bismus without other
nerl'ous disturbance: so that, before reaching the correct diagnosis, typhoid fever,
or a cerebral tumor might be suspected.]

Generally speaking, even when the vomiting is not so great as to com·
promise the life and health of the mother, it has but an ind irect influence
upon the life of the child, nor do I know of a single well-attested case of
death of the footus from inanition through defective nutrition of the mother.
Still, we may understand how the violent efforts of the mother may sometimes communicate such shocks to the uterus as to bring on premature contractions and even abortion. ' Ve can also comprehend how the same efforts
ma.y produce vascular congestion of the womb, giving rise to rupture of
some of the utero-placental vessels and detachment of the placenta i such
accidents are, however, rare. In grave cases, results of the kind are rather
to be clesirecl than deprecated, for vomiting generally ceases upon the dea.th
of the footus, and the mother escapes the threatened danger.
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3. Treatment of the Vomiting of Pre.17nancy.-Therc are but few medi·
cin es tha,t have not been proposed, at one time or another, for this affection
of pregnant women; and at other times recourse has been had to surgical
prt)cedures. \Ve will, therefore, exam ine successively the medica l and surgical treatment.
A . .Medical Treatment.- When the cmesis is slight, and only occurring
in th e moming, we may recommend an aromatic infusion of the lime-tree,
orange-flower, common tea, &c., &c. "Where it comes on after a meal during
the clay, it is advisable to clrnnge tlrn order of the repasts: for example, if
it be generall y more distressing after supper, the patient should sup
sparingly and eat more breakfast. Cold aliments are sometimes retained
when others are rejected. Iced drinks, mineral waters, and swallowing
small pieces of ice, have arrested some cases of ob::tinate vomiting, which set
at defiance the whole series of antispasmodics. The subnitrate of bismuth,
in doses of from four to eight grains, before each meal, has appeared to me
of late to be of ::ome service. I have also directed two or three spoonfuls
of kirsch to be taken after meals, aod I th ink with some success. 8hould
it persist, notwithstanding these measures, a resort may be had to a remedy,
which has often succeeded perfectly in my hands,-1 allude to the narcotics.
About an hour before the meal, let her take one-third or one· half a grain
of the aqueous extract of opium made into a pill; but when she is constipated, it will be necessary to administer some mild purgative to counteract
any action th e opium may have on the large intestine.
'V hencver the emesis is attended with pain and stricture at the epigas·
trium , leeches have been recommended over this part, though I have rarely
seen their application followed by any benefit. I should prefer laudanum
lotion!'!, or the application of a cataplasm well tinctured with this fluid.
Sometimes I have successfully applied a small hlister to t110 epigastrium,
and subsequently sprinkled the sixth or the third of a grain of the muriate
or acetate of morphia over it.
M. Dezan mentions three cases of obstinate vomiting, which yielded to
the continued application to the epigastrium of a towel wet with cold water
and renewed every five minutes.
If the vomiting occasions pains in the loins or hypogastrium, in a word,
if it threatens an abortion, or if the patient be plethorie, and this condition
is manifested by local or genera l phenomena, venesection in the arm should
be resorted to, as this is one of the bC'st measures I am acquainted with,
cspecirdly during the last half of gestation. Enemata containing laudanum
are also very useful for the pre\·ention of abortion, as well as for alleviating
the vomiting, and calming the irritability of tlrn uterus. General bathing
may be added to these measures with advantage.
Dance reports two cases 1 from which he feels authorized to conclude that
these vomitings are often an evidence of a morbid activity in tl10 uterine
system, of an inflammation of the membranes; and consequently he advi:<es
direct antiph logistic measures 1 especial ly in the neighborhood of the womb;
but as hi~ opin ion is founded on two cases on ly, which, after all are uot
conclusive, it seems to me that it cann ot be admitted as a rul e of practice.
Still 1 leeching the neck of the uterus yielded unlooked-for results in cases (if
(]h. Clay and M. Clertan (of Dijou).
1
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With regard to the regimen, doubtless a mild liquid diet, composed of
aliments that arc easily digested, seerus at first to possess decided advantages over all others; but how many exceptions! how many women reject
the mildest articles-even liquids, and yet readily digest less suitable substances! How often, indeed, have I not seen women eat ham, liver, pir,
&c., who could not digest a piece of sole, or the white meat of fowl! Of
cour::ie, we must respect these peculiarities of the stomach.
Among the various measures recommended, but which I have rarely had
occasion to resort to, may be mentioned the application of cups to the
of the stomach (l\Iauriccau) i of a plaster of theriaca (Sydenham) i
spoonfuls of sherry-wine, or even some brandy, ether, peppermint-water, the
potion of Riviere, and the colombo root.
In those cases in which there was some degree of regularity in the return
of the pains, and febrile action, Desormeaux gave two or three grains of
the dry extract of cinchona with success. Lastly, ·waiter and BlundC'Jl
have highly extolled the use of hydrocyanic acid in the dose of one or two
drops, in some mucilaginous drink, several times a day. "'ith the same
idea, I have successfully given kirsch after meals, either undiluted or on a.
lump of sugar. The latter plan has seemed especially useful when the
vomiting was preceded by uncomfortable sensations in the stomach or longcontinued nausea- a state of things resembling sea-sickness.
To overcome the ac id ity of the primre via', l\L Chomcl recommends the
use of alkalies, as the water from the springs of Vichy and Bussaug; also
dilute solutions of potash and soda, magnesia, with milk, but never milk
alone, and an avoidance of acids.
Alcoholic liquors, given to the extent of intoxication, have met with real
success. l\I. Rayer tells me that he bas used them with great advantage,
and champagne wine, recommended by M. l\loreau in a case so obstinate as
to cause great frequency of pulse and delirium, put an end at once to the
symptoms. M. Jacquemin, who related the case to roe, considered the patient as lost, and had only called the professo r in consultation, in order to
obtain his opinion in regard to the propriety of producing abortion.
M. Bretonneau, being induced to try belladonna, in the idea that possibly
the vomiting might be occasioned by rigidity of the uterus, succeeded in
quieting it, even in very gra,·e cases, by rubbing the abdomen with a
concentrated solution of that medicament.
In one very serious case, in which the vomiting had resisted every effort,
even Bretouneau's measure, and in which the poor patient seemed doomed
to a speedy death, I conceived the idea of apply ing the belladonna to the
neck of the uterus; this was done by means of the speculum. A brnsh,
laden with the soft extract, was introduced, ana the neck, together with
the inferior segment of the uterus and the walls of the vagina, :were besmeared with it. From this moment, a. marked change for the better was
manifest, and after the same unctions had been repeated on four successive
days, I had the satisfaction of finding my patient cmed. I t is my duty to
add, that in another case the same means failed completely, thou~h I think
the failure due to the mode of application. 'Vhen, as in this case, a brush
is used, it is difficult to apply the ointment, and too IiLLle of it is sometimes
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left bel1ind. I have, therefore, for a 1ong time preferred covering a tampon
of ch:trpic or cotton with the extract of belladonna, and, after placing it in
contact with the cervix by means of a specu lum, leaving it there. This
may be done morning and evening. The first symptoms of intox ication,
such as dilatation of the eyel\ds, a sense of heat in the throat and slight
hallucinations, need occasion no alarm, inasmuch as the effects of the medicament are not felt until then. The patient ought, however, to be watched,
and the tampon removed if the symptoms become more serious. This
method has been thrice successfu l in my hands.
U. Stackler overcame the vomiting in two cases by the black oxide of
mercury, in th e dose of one grain daily. The prolonged use of the remedy
was unaccompanied by sal ivation.
[Iodine in various forms has been recommended. Eulenberg (of Coblenz), fol.
lowing the example of Schmidt, ha s used the tincture successful ly, whilst Ricord
•~nd Bacarisse derived equal advantage from iodide of potassium gh·eo to the
amount of from ten to fifteen grains da il y.
·•Simpson," says M. Gueniot, "found the salts of cerium '·ery efficacious, especially the oxalate, in 45 1 grain doses three or four times a day. I would add that
the latter salt failed entirely in a case relflted by M. Da.nyau, in which it was used
by him and M. Dubois, nothing short of a partial detachment of the ovum sufficing
to relieve the pat.ientfromthedu.ngerwhich menaced her."J

The obstinate constipation which the patients suffer is very remarkable,
n.nd has not received the attention it deserves. Th e bowels sometimes remain unmoved for eight, ten, or even fifteen days. Strongly impressed with
this fact, and supposing that the constipation might have some effect upon
the continuance of the vomiting, I endeavored to overco1ne it; but, fearing
the effect of emetics or drastic purgatives upon a weakened and pregnant
female, my first efforts were too cautious to be successful. Encouraged
sin ce t hen by the experience of other practitioners, especially by 1\1. Forgue,
of Etampes, I have had every reason to be satisfied with a bolder course.
Th e above.named physician addressed to the Academy of .Medicine a
memoir, in which he lauded the effect of emetics and purgatives, but in·
sisted much upon what he called a preparatory treatment, consisting in the
administration to the patient for two or three days, a ptisan of barley·water,
weakened with hon ey, to each quart of which he adds a drachm and a half
of sulphate of potash; givin g also, morning and evening, an enema of a
strong decoction of me1·curialis annua. " ' hen some stools have been thus
obtained, he orders a bottle of Seidlitz water containing a grain and a. half
of tartar emetic, after which he continues tlie purgative for several days
longer. M. Forgue claims to have treated five cases successfully by hi.!:i
method.
In endeavoring t.o try this plan, I have always found it impossible to
overcome the dislike of the patient to drinking enough of M. Forgue's ptisan
(about two quarts in twenty-four hours). I am, therefore, in the habit of
1 The t.rnnslator ventures to suggest t.hat the dose of oxalate of cerium here de·
8t.ribed ("3 grammes ") mu.y be an oversight on the part of the author or prinler,
it being his impression thnt it.greutly exceeds tbe dose recommended by Dr. Simpson.
It might.stand "3grains."
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giving the emetic at once, when the saburral condition of tl1e to116ue seems
to indicate it: which is not often the case. Generally, I order at once Len
grains of scammony with fifteen grain~ of jalap. As the first dose is often
rejected by vomiting, I order it to be followed immediately by another, and
sometimes even by a third, should the vomiting continue.
The second or third dose is generally retained, and the purgative effect
followed by a marked relief.
In the case of a patient two months and a half advanced in pregnancy,
to whom I was called in consultation by Dr. Briau, Professor l\Ioreau discovered by the touch that the uterus was not only completely retro\·erted,
but wedged, as it were, in the depths of the pelvic cavity. Suspecting that
this displacement might have some effect to maintain the vomiting, he cor·
rected it by lifting the uterus above the superior strait and bringing it into
correspondence with its axis. Immediate relief followed, and the vomiting,
which had proved intractable to a host of remedies, ceased on the sa me day,
nor did it again return.
M. Moreau said, that he had seen several similar cases. I had indeed
myself, before this, observed the same accideat, but not having acted upon
the indication, our Honorable master conferred a real service in making
known the fortunate result which he had thus obtained.
In future, therefore, the state of the uterus should be ascertained in all
cases of incorrigible vomiting. Experience has, however, taught me, that
although displacement of the uterus often coincides with gastric disorder,
M. .Moreau's good fortune is not always to be expected. Three times since
:M. Briau's case have I observed the coincidence indicated by my colleague.
In three patients suffering from obstinate vomiting, I found the uterus not
retroverted, as in l\L l\Ioreau's case, but so far antevertcd that the anterior
surface of the womb projected considerably at the upper part of the cavity,
its upper border resting against the posterior face of the pubis. The reduction, though easily accomplished, could not be maintained, and the organ
very soon resumed its primitive position. Several attempts at reduction
were equally unsuccessful.
Why, then, was I less fortunate than M. Moreau? I a.m inclined to think
it was because of the different stages of pregnancy in our patients respectively. That of :M. Moreau had reached three months or three months and
a half; two of mine were only two months gone. Now, if at three months
and a half the size of the uterus is sufficient to keep it above the superior
strait after reduction, and that it can only, in some exceptional instances,
fall back into the cavity, the case is very different at an earlier period. At
two months, in fact, the uterus is so much smaller, and therefore so much
more movable, that it yields readily to every cause of displacement brought
to bear upon it, and, as though by the force of a bad habit, readily resumes
its faulty position wheo the restoring effort is no longer made.
'Ve ought, therefore, in reference to l\I. l\Ioreau's plan, to have great
regard to the duration of the pregnancy; very efficient after the third
month, it will generally he useless at six weeks or two months. Unfor.
tunately it happens that incorrigible vomiting is more apt to occur at the
latter period.
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All my efforts to remedy the difficulty by means dcvi~ed for keeping lno
uterus in situ after reduction, have been fruitless. I had made an elongated
compress, which, when placed above the pubis, depressed strongly the wall
of the hypogastrium, and at first seemed to keep the womb in place. Soon,
however, it slipped beneath the pad, fell back into the pelvic cavity, and
as the bandage thenceforth did more harm than good, I was obliged to give
it up.
It was natural to think of Gariel's pessary, but I dared not keep so large
a body in the vagina of a pregnant woman, lest it should have the effect on
the uterus of a tampon which so often causes abortion or brings on premature labor.
In short, :M. Aloreau's success in the case related by 1'1. Briau, is ao en·
couragement to make similar attempts, as, after all, they do no harm when
prudently conducted; yet, they are not to be relied on when the patient has
not advanced beyond the first two months of pregnancy.
I have thus enumerated all these remedies, because they may be succes·
sively employed in this affection. In fact, the same medicine may act on
one female and have no effect on another. And it must be confessed that
sometime:) all will fail, and we can scarcely succeed in moderating the
patient's sufferings. The change of medicine is, however, useful, either by
really calming her distress in a measure, or by sustaining her spirits, not
seeming to abandon her, but holding out the idea that each new remedy
may effect some amelioration. In this way she gradually approach~
towards term, or at least to a period of gestation when the symptoms ofLen
, disappear of themselves.
n. Surgical Treatment.-But where the vomitings continue, notwithstand·
ing all the rational measures resorted to, the woman absolutely
up eyerything she takes, and the privation from food has reduced
such a stale of emaciation as to endanger life, an<l the symptoms which we
have described as belonging to the second and third stages appear, some
accoucheurs have advised (if her Lenn is still remote) the production of
premature la.bar. This operation has already been practised, in similar
cases, by several English and German accoucheurs, with full success, both
for the mother and child.
lt seems to me that it cannot be improper to resort to this measure after
the seventh month of gestation, for it then appears to be fully justified both
by the dangers to which the mother is exposed, and by the possibility of the
child living after its expulsion.
But is the case the same before the sixth month, when the sud<len termina·
tion of pregnancy must necessarily lead to the death of the footus. This is
one of the gravest questions which can come up in practice. Although
fully disposed to sacrifice the child whenever that sacrifice will surely save
the life of the mother, as in cases of extreme narrowing of the pelvis, I
make no hesitation in declaring myself against the production of abortion
under the circumstances in question.
I shall proceed to justify this proscription :1. When a woman having a contracted pelvis presents herself to a physi·
cia11 1 he knows very well that if the pregnancy be allowed to go on until
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Term, he will ha,ve to choose between cmbryotomy and the Cresarean overatiou; also1 that in some cases the latter operation will be the only resource.
If1 after mature consideration of the inevitable consequences of the one and
the probable consequences of the other, he decide::s upon the mutilation of
the child, it will doubtless appear to him reasonable not to wait until the
increased ~ize of the fcetus at term shall add to the difficulties and dangers
of embryotomy; therefore, the production of abortion within the first four
months of ge.stution will seem to be fully justifiable.
But the conditions are diffCrent when the life of the mother is compromised by vomiting, however severn it may be.
In the fir.st case, the danger is inevitable; and 1 unless abortion occurs
spontaneously, the Cmsarcan operation is the ouly resource, and we are
aware of the usual con::sequCnce of Lhe latter. But however intense the
vomitings may be, and notwithstanding the state of exhaustion to which
they reduce the female, still they are not inevitably fatal. Patients, whose
condition ju~tly excited the greatc~t solicitude, have been known to re.sist
until the latter months and even until the term of their pregnancy, and
then gi,·e birth to strong and healthy children. Others, whom the vomiting
had reduced Lo a hopeless condition, have been suddenly restored to the
mo~t complete health. ~\case of thi.s kin<l has fallen under my own notice,
and the following was relnted to me (June, 1849) by l\I. P. Dubois.
A young German lady, two months and a half pregnant, had been troubled
with the most obstinate vomiting from the first two weeks after conception.
For the la;;it :;ix weeks especially she vomited almost without inte rmi ~.sion;
the smallest spoonful of fluid exciting violent contractions of the stomach.
Fhe was extremely emaciated and feeble, and her brealh was disgustingly
fetid; in short, her symptoms were so serious that }I. Dubois, who was called
iu consultation, requc~ted the additional advice of l\I. Chome1. BoLh
th e~e gentlemen came to a mo:st unfavorable prognosis 1 and left the pati ent,
under the impresll'ion that she had but a few days to live. Some cold applications were the only remedies advised; but the attending physician, bei11g
alarmed at her extreme weakness, limited them to slight aspersions. On
the second day after the consultation the patient was attacked with violent
purging, and from that time the vomit in g ceased and never returned. The
poor sufferer wns at once able to take and retain some nourishment, which,
being gradually increased in amount1 soon restored her strength. Now,
this woman, who had been so greatly reduced that two eminent men regarded
her fate as sealed, is in the enjoyment of perfect health, and has almost
reached the middle of her prtlgnancy with every prospect of a happy ter·
ruination.
In two other cases, which the profe.ssor related with commendable frank·
IH',.~, he had deemed it his duty to propo.se the induction of premature labor.
The women declined submitting to the operation, and reached the end of
their pregnancies in good health.
2. Wh en abortion is produced in cases of extreme contraction of the
Jlclvis, there is a certainty that, when once accomplished, all the dangers
wh ich threatened the termination of the pregnancy are at an end, and that
tuly the usual consequences of miscaniages can follow from the operation.
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Even supposing that the artificial means should add to the ordinary ri:-ks
of spontaneous abortions, the object is nevertheless certainly attained in te:r·
minating a pregnancy whose prngress so greatly endangered the mother's life.
The con<litions are very different in cases of spontaneous vomiting, for if
a11 the instances on record be referred to, it will be found that the operation
is far from r~1uoving the danger. I am well aware that four or five fur.
tuuatc cases have been cited from the practice of English accouc:hcurs, but
we are not told how often it has been fo llowed by death.
Are the circumstances the same in cases of obstinate vomiting? If unsuccessful, the operation was performed too late, say they, when the prolonged defective nutrition of the mother had exhausted the vital powers;
and had the uterus been emptied sooner, the chances of success had certainly been greater.
I believe this fully; but here it is that the most difficult question arises.
'Vhen is the operation proper? If you act too soon, may it not be said,
whilst instancing the cases of spontaneous cessation of the vomiting, as in
those which have been quoted, that you have destroyed the fcetus without
advantage? If you act too late, may you not be equally reproached, in
view of the failure of all known operat ions, with an attempt which may
have hastened the fat(l.l termination?
Where will the prudent practitioner place the limit of expectancy? If
it be remembered that the ancient accoucheurs declared, as do liiauriceau
and Delarnotte, that the vomitings may possibly produce abortion, yet are
not dangerous for the mother; also that many moderns assert, with Burns
and Desormeaux, that they have never known them to terminate fatally,
there would certainly be small temptation to operate before all hope has
been dissipated by the gravity of the symptoms. Our hopes, indeed! But
does not nature sometimes mock at our expectations? Did not the patient
of MAL Dubois and Chomel seem doomed to certain death?
I know it may be answered that it must be left to the tact and skill of
the practitioner to think deeply, and choose conscientiously between the
dangers of expectation and the chances of an operation; that the difficulties
which I raise, present in a host of surgical cases; that there is barely an
amputation which may not be authorized by affirming, dogniatically, that a
spontaneous cure is impossible; that the exceptional preservation of a limb
proves nothing against the propriety of amputation in a majority of similar
cases.
All this is doubtless true; but Jet us not decide too quickly, for the comparison is far from being strictly just.
'Vhen the surgeon has to deal with a serious traumatic lesion, he regards
nothing but the interest of his patient; and after explaining to him the
grounds of his conclusion, may, in cases of difficulty, consu lt his wishes, and
then leave his life at his own disposal. The accoucheur has the serious
interest of two beings to care for; and though the instinct of self-preEervation may silence in the female the voice of maternal feeling, it is nevertheless his duty to protect the fcetus, with whose welfare he is equally
iJ1trusted.
In a given traumatic lesion, all experience shows that spontaneous recovery
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is a rarr exception. On the other hand, the experience of all accuucheurs
goes to prove that the spontaneous cessation of vomiting is of almost universal occurrence.
" 'e thus see that the surgeon and the accoucheur stand on a different
footing, and that the difficulty which I have suggested is not removed by
the comparison which has been made between them with that object.

§ 4.

CONSTIPATION.

D cARRBCEA.

Constipation is a very common affection in pregnant women, and it is
usually attributed to the pressure of the developed uterus on the upper part
of the rectum, by which not only the calibre is dimin ished, but its act ion is
nlso paralyzed. ' Vould it not be more ren.sonable to attribute it in many
cni::es to a commencing chlorosis? \ Ve know, indeed, tlHtt constipation is so
common in the latter disease that Hamilton regarded it as one of its causes.
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Some authors attribute it to diminisl1ed secretion of hilc. "rhen carrie(I
too far it often produces anorexia 1 and disordered digestion, nnd L~romc.~ a
cause of agitation aud loss of sleep. ·whate,·er be its cause, the strainings
nece.:sary to expel the hardened freces that have accumulated in the int('s-

tine, may give rise to hemorrhage and abortion.
The best measures for preventing and remedying this state are nearly
identical with those used at other periods of life.
The same remarks apply to the diarrhooa with which women are often
tormented.

ARTICLE II.
LESIONS OF RESPIRATION.

Cough and dyspncea are about the only affections claiming our examination under this title.
The dyspncca tlutt supervenes towards the end of pregnancy is evidently
produced by the crowding of the
the excessive uterine deYelop·
ment, and the deliYery alone can
it is sooner mani·
fested in consequence of a pulmonary congestion, which must be remedied
by general blood-letting, a light regimen, repose in a suitable position, and
loose clothing.
The same may be said of such p~l pitations as nrc not due to organic rlis·
ea~e which existed hefore the pregnancy; but it
be forgotten that,
though bleeding is useful when the dyspnrea or
by diminishing the local congestion for the time,
is
more
frequently due to hydrrcmia. than to a true plethora., and that the best
means for preventing its return is to follow the bleeding by tonic remedies.
(See the following artirle.)
As to the cough, it is only d::rngcrom: a!S r<'gards the pregnancy, by tl1e
Yiolent jars sometimes gi,·en, whiC'h may produce an abortion. Indeed, all
observers who have written on influenza. have carcfnlly noted the frequency
of this accident in women who were affected with it.
'Vhen th<' cough is the effect of pregnancy, it may sometimes be attributed
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to local plethora, and then we shou ld bleed. But at other times it has a
spasmodic character resembliiig whooping-cough, with the exception of the
alteration of the voice. In such cases, I have derived much advantage
from baths, repeated for several days in success ion. ·
When it is the 1'ymptom of a chronic malady, existing prior to gestation,
the treatment will vary with the disease that produced the cough. \Vhatever may be its origin, the accoucheur shou ld always resort to such demulcents and pectorals as are ca.lculated to diminish its intensity.

ARTICLE III.
LESIONS OF TIIE CIRCULATION.

§ 1. A1.TERATIO~S OF TllE BLOOD. PLETHORA AND HYDR1EMJA.
The general circulation is more active in pregnant women than in others
(see page 157), and this increased activity manifests itself by a greater frequency of pulse, which is often harder and fuller than in the non-gn:tvid
state. Though all this may be regarded as normn.1, it somet imes becomes
exaggerated and gives rise to a slightly morbid condition. Thus, some
women experience, at the same time, vertigo, dimness of vision, ringing of
the ears, sudden flushings of the face, spontaneous heats over the body, but
more especially of the head. If bleeding be practised under these circumstances, the blood will sometimes afford a large and consistent clot with but
little serum; though much more frequently there is much serum, and a
small clot, covered with a distinct whitish coat, resembling that observed
in inflammatory diseases. (See page 160.)
The differences in the appearance of the blood drawn by venesection ought
to ha\'e excited the suspicion that, notwithstanding their identity, these
functional disturbances might be produced by different causes; and although
some scattering therapeutic measures induce the supposition that the idea
had suggested it..;elf to some good minds, it is also evident that it was almost
immeclintely stifled; for the majority of authors, even the most recent, do
not hesitate to refer them to plethora, and making the treatment correspond
with the etiology, recommend blood-letting as the best means of ornrcoming it.
The li ttle advantage which I had derived from this practice had, for
sever:il years, excited doubts in my mind as to the value of the theory;
which doubts were especially increased by reading the admirable investigations by :M. Andra! on the blood. Therefore, in treating, in 1844, in the
second edition of this work, of the plethora. of pregnant females, I wrote as
follows: 11 After having read the curious statements just given (analysis of
the blood by ft!. Andral), the reader will perhaps find them to disagree with
the title of this paragraph, and possibly also with the therapeutic measures
hereafter recommended; for how, indeed, can we reconcile this denomination
of plethora, applied to the totality of the phenomena observed in most grav:cl
females, with the eYidences of anremia furnished by the analysis of the
hloo<l? Is it 11ot prnbcible that the ptufe.ssion has heretofore been in error, in
a!tributing to this ca.use what in fact is only due to an impoverishment rf'
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the blood? Because, if to these results we add the beating of the carotid~,
the caprices of the stomach, the digestive disorders, and the varied ner\'OUs
phenomena that occur during pregnancy, and which closely resemble thCIBe
so often observed in chlorotic patients, are we not irresistibly brought to the
conclusion, that the chlorosis which produces them in the one ca!:'e al~o docs
in the other? and, consequently, that the bleeding genera.Hy rccommcmlt'<l
is more likely to augment than to diminish such cli:;:orders? A suffitient
number of facts are still wanting to decide the question rntisfactorily; but,
while presenting in this work the views most generally received, we caunot
conceal the eftects produced on our mind by the experiments of Andral and
Gavarret."
From that time we have endeavored to test by facts the inferences which
we had drawn from the documents furnished by the experiments of these
two learned professors; and we have to say, that the theory is confirmed by
practice. Therefore we now assert boldly, what we before expressed timidly
in a simple note: That hydrremia is the most frequent cause of tlwfle functional disorders of pregnant women which have hitherto been alfributed to
plethora.
However strange this proposition may at first appear, it seems to us to
be proved by the results of the chemical analysis 1f the blood, by the
symptoms presented by the patients, and by the happy effects of a tonic
treatment.
It is now well proved that the essential character of plethora is based
upon a great increase in the proportion of the blood corpuscles, as their
diminution is the distinctive fact in anremia. And it is well known that
diminution of the corpuscles and increased proportion of water are the
essential characteristics of anremia and chlorosis. Now we have shown
(pp. 157 and 159) whilst describing the changes in the blood during pregnancy, that the amount of corpuscles diminishes, whilst that of water
increases. In this respect, therefore, pregnant women may be strictly com·
pared with those affected with chlorosis. The increase of fibrin and dimi·
nution of albumen also observed during gestation (see pages 157 to 159), are
of more difficult explanation.
The deficient nutrition of the mother, who is obliged, whateYer may
happen, to supply the fi:etus with the food required for its development,
may also explain the excess of fibrin, and in addition, the decrease of the
corpuscles; for the experiments of .M. Andral have shown that the blood
of dogs, subjected to certain degrees of abstinence, presented the characters
of chloro-an::cmia, and coincided with a marked increase of the fibrin.
Again, if we admit, with some modern chemists, that the fibrin is formed
at the expense of the albumen of the blood, may we not find in the con·
sider:ible diminution of the latter the cause of the increase of the former?
Finally, we would add that l\IM. Becquerel and Ro<lier, the only observers whose analyses give the proportion of iron in the blood of pregnant
women, have shown that it is below the physiological average. Thus, in
1000 grammes of the calcined blood of a healthy and non-pregnant woman,
the average proportion of iron is 0·541; in that of the pregnant female it is
0·449; and in well-marked chlorosis it is 0·366. The proportion of iron
1
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follow•\ therefore, that of the corpuscles, and the expre:;sion of its anwunt
during pregnancy will serve to indi cate the tramsilion frorn the healthy
condition to ronflrmcd chlorosi1:1.
From all that has been said, we think it may be concluded that the prin·
cipal element~ of the blood undergo alterations during pregnancy analogous
to tho~e of chloro:.is. These ch:rnges are doubtle:<s in many cases purely
phy:;iological, as we have already !Stated (see page 159 ), but may so in crease
as to become pathological by the establishment of hydr:.cmia and chloroan~mia.

The view which we take will become still clearer when we shall have
proved the following proposition.
The Functional Disorders of Pregnancy hithe1·to attributed to Plethora are
those of Chlorosis. l\lost of the authors who have written upon the func·
tional di:<orders of pregnancy ha.ve attributed them to plethora, on account
of the peculiar phy~iognomy which they present. Thus, because in many
pregnant female~ they ob:<c1Te<l fulness and hardne~s of the puJ.,,e, a fee ling
of hea.\'illC.-'S in the head with somnolence, vertigo, ringing in the ears,
fl~hes of heat, sudden fiu:--hings of the face, &c., they regarded them unhesitatingly as the expression of encepha lic congestions, themselves tlie consequence of general plethora.
Now it is really only tWCC:<~ary to read the list of symptoms belonging to
chloro~is, in order to be convinced that they are identical for the two
afii!ctions.
This is easily explained, says :M. Andra!, by observ ing tlmt if the mere
pa::sage of too {!reat an amount of corpu;:cJes through the vessels of the brain
appears to account sufficiently for the cerebral <li~or<lers witnessed in pie·
thorn, it follows that too small an amount of corpuscles traver:;ing the same
ve-:<els will produce similar disorders; so that too great 01· too small an
nmount of corpuscles de.ranges certain actions of the brain in the same
manner. Th erefore, the true cause of the symptoms is not to be judged of
by their external characters, but only by the changes in the blood. Now,
the analysis of the blood of a large number of females, who complained of
the~e supposed plethoric phenomena, has shown a. marked diminution of
corpu:<cles and an increa;.:.e of scrum.
Be,ide:;;, if we remember what has already been said concerning the
pathology of pregnancy, it will be found that there is hardly one of the
functional disorders yet studied, which is not also observed in chlorotic
women. \Vhat is more common than to find in chloro-anremic patients the
want of appetite, di5gust for food, whimsical and depraved tastes, cramps
nnd J'ains in the stomach, nau;.:.ca ar.cl vomit.ing,-in short, all those symptoms of gastralgia which render many pregnancies so suffering? Arc not
al'.'o the headaches, toothaches, faiutings, and the facial, frontal, orbital. or
temporal neuralgias, common, so to speak, to the two conditions? As regards the circulation, do we not observe the same modifications in the
strength of the impulse, the rhythm, and the clcarne;.:.s of the pulsations of
the heart, and is not a bellows murmur also heard in the principal vascular

trunks?
Some of thf'se various disorders, such as the nervous phenomena, are more
31
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particularly observed in the first half of pregnancy; others, such ns the
pretended symptoms of plethora, trouble more especially those females who
have reached a more advanced period. It must, however, be confessed,
that sometimes all of them appear at the beginning, and sometimes at the
end of gestation, which fact some persons have thought to militate against
my theory. 'Vhy, said M. Jacquemier, should the same symptoms, which
are regarded as disorders due to sympathy with the uterus, if' they appear
during the first half of pregnancy, be considered as caused by chlorosis, if
they appear during the second half? Is there not something arbitrary and
artificial in this,-something which seems to have been devised expre:;sly
for the support of.a theory?
In the first place, I would observe that I have only spoken of the unc~)mfortable scnsal ions which women experience in the latter months; but
in suppo:;ing the similari ty of the symptoms, there is nothing irrational in
attributing to them a different origin. I may be allowed to recall what
takes place in the case of a young girl becoming ch lorotic: it will be seen
that the succession of phenomena is absolutely the same as what I have
supposed fo r the ch lorosis of pregnant women . A healthy young girl
reach es the age of puberty, when, under the in fluence of ca uses which we
often cannot appreciate, the menstruation fails to become establ ished, or
takes place only in an imperfect or irregular manner. The uterus, being
disturbed in the exercise of its monthly functions, soon r eacts upon all tlie
other organs. The appetite diminishes, the stomach becomes capricioue,
the tasles whimsical, the digestion painful; and from the pers istence of this
difficult digestion results incornplete assimilation, and soon <lefi cient nutrition. After t he lapse of a few weeks or months, the defective nutrition
produces an alteration in th e composit ion of the bl ood, which, when carried
to a certain degree, produces all the symptoms of chlorosis1 -sympOOms
bearing a. strong resemblance to those which preceded and caused the
general disease of which they are the expression.
No one, certa inly, will deny the truth of the piclure just drawn. Now, is
not the same SU('Cession of ph enomena witnessed in pregnancy? In both
ca.<;es, is it not the irritation of the uterus produced by the new functions,
which first reacts upon the other functions of the economy, disturbing their
regular fulfilment, which afterward interferes with the assimilation of nutritive matters, and whic:h finally produces ch1orosis? l s not the latter con·
dition indicated in the pregnant woman, as in the young girl , by th e same
symptoms? Where then is i~e difference? And if it be allowed that the
primary functional disorders of the young girl a re purely sympathetic,
whilst tho5tJ which occur later are attributab le to chlorosis, why shOlLld we
refuse to acknowledge the same as occurring during pregnancy?
After thus recalling the fact, that all the functiona l disord ers of chloro!'is
are sometimes observed during pregnancy, it truly becomes a. matter of
astoni shment that the resemblance between the two should not ha\'E heen
noted earlier, and that it should have been left for recent analyses to txcite
the suspicion that the same sy mpto ms might be du e to the same cause.
The pathological anatomy and symptomatology being then in accordance
with each other, it remains to be seen whether the treatment will afford
another evidence of the nature of' tha dis,.rder.
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Plethora was formerly cons id ere<l so common, and so exclu:iively the
ca.use of the diseases of pregnancy, that blood-letting had become a. general
practice. So strongly impressed were many women with the idea of the
necessity of bleeding, that they thought themselves under an obligation to
have recourse to it by the time they had reached the fifth month of gestation,
and even demanded it before consulting their physician. Most practitioners
declined performing these so-called preventive bleedings, though all regarded venesection as the best means of overcoming plethora, that is to say,
the assemblage of phenomena attributed thereto. If the latter proposition
were true, it would constitute an unanswerable objection to the theory we
are endeavoring to establish. Fortunately, however, such is not the case.
I certainly do not wish to deny the amelioration produced by bleeding
in certain cases; but it proves nothing against the poverty of the blood,
and the chloro-anremia. The lessened proportion of the corpuscles does
not necessarily involve a diminution of the enti_re mass of the blood, as the
word anremia applied to this alteration would seem to ind"icate. Generally,
on the contrary, the amount of this fluid remains the same, and sometimes
even is considerably increased; thus corresponding with what l\I. Beau
states to be habitually the case in chlorosis. A true plethora, which might
be styled sero1is, then exists, in which case, especially to the usual signs of
an:emia, are superadded headache, vertigo, ringing in the ears, etc.; and
under these circumstances, bleeding may afford relief by diminishing the
amount of blood. The same result is obtained in ordinary chlorosis, when
bleeding is practised for the removal of local congestions. But, in pregnancy as in chlorosis, this alleviation is but temporary, and if the proportion of corpuscles be not brought up to the healthy standard by proper
hygien ic and therapeutic measures, the same symptoms will soon reappear,
and with greater intensity. The abstraction of blood is, therefore, in any
case, but a palliatory measure, only to be employed in extreme cases, when the
general symptoms are very severe, but which might have been avoided
by administering tonics and ferruginous preparations at an earlier period.
An animal diet, and preparations of iron, have, for six years back,
always appeared to me to be quite as useful against the functional disorders
of pregnancy as against those of chlorosis. Unless they be very serious,
I no longer bleed for palpitations, pains in the head, or suffocations, nor
have I kuown them, in a single instance, to resist the use of the preparations of iron longer than a couple of weeks. Even when the gravity ot' the
accidents has obliged me to bleell to the extent of six or 1::ight ounces at
the utmost, 1 begin immediately with the use of iron, and it is very rarely
that I am obliged as formerly to recur to venesection. Hemorrhage from
the bowels might, in some cases, remove the necessity for phlebotomy, and
M. Blot was certainly ri ght in advising gentle purgatives under these
circumstances.
There is still another condition, in which I have associated iron and
bleeding with advantage; with what propriety we shall next see .
. The excess of impoverished blood in pregnancy may, as in chlorosis, give
rise to local congestion, which congestion, when carried beyond certain
limits, explains the occurrence of epistaxis, and the less frequent bmmop-
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tysis and h romatemesis, all which seem to be the result of an effort on the
part of nnture to diminish the vascular fulness.
These accidents are
unu sua l during pregnancy, or, at least, rarely occur to an alarming extent.
The reason seems to be, tha,t from the moment of conception until deli,·ery,
a11 the vital powers appear to be concentrated upon a single Mgnn, which
forms a centre of fluxion, towards which all the troubles of the orguni~m
converge; this organ is the uteru s. The congest ion, which in the chlorotic
patient occurs in the h ead or the chest, here tnkes place in the womb; and
the extraordinary development of the vessels of the uterus, and their more
or less intimate connection with those of the fretus, sufficientl y explain the
danger of an ov~r-dctermination of fluid. At a very early period, the
congestion may occasion the rupture of one of the numerous capillary
vessels distributed upon the internal surface of the mucous membrane
~parietal or epichorial de~idua); rather later, the congestion may be great
enough to rupture one of the utero-placental vessels, and in both ca.;;es give
rise to an effusion, which, by de~troying wholly or in part the utero-placental
relations, proves fatal to the child.
These uterine congestions, which are properly considered, in some cases,
as the consequence of general plethora, I have witnessed much oftener in
feeble and anremic women. They a.I most always appear at the menstrual
periods, as though the monthly periodicity excited at those times a more
active vitality in the uterus. The woman complains of tension, of swelling
of the abdomen, of a feeling of weight in the pelvis, the groins, and upper
part of the thighs; she also soon suffers pain in the region of the kidneys
and in the loins. If the proper measures are not employed, the yai;.cular
congestion, and the pressure upon the uterine walls rernlting from
tate the organ; slight contractions occur , sometimes even a littl e
flows from the vulva, and announces a threatened abortion. These symptoms are almost always accompanied with marked vesical tenesmus. Cnn
the latter be due to pressure on the neck of the bladder, pro(luce<I by an
in crease in the size and weight of the uterus caused by the cougel'tion?
It is ev id ent that when these symptoms of uterine co n gc~tion appear,
prudence dictates a recourse to all the means likely to effCct a revull'ion.
Thu ~, smapisms to the upper and posterior p:trt of the back, senn or eight
dry cups to the upper part of the chest., and finally, if these measure:. arc
insuffic ient, bleeding, to the extent of six or eight ounces, as a powerful
rcrnlsive, is very useful. But, even here, the bleeding may have only a
momentary effect by destroying the local plethora, and by no means enables
us to dispense with medicines ca.p:tble of modifyi ng the state of the blood.
'Ve shall return to this subject und er the head of Preventive Treatment of
Abortion. It is proper, however, that I should say in this place, that many
of my patients who had suffered frequent miscarriages, have been enabled
to attain their full period by the use of iron admini:stered from the beginning of pregnaucy.
'Ve see, therefore, and I call the attention of practitioners to this point,
that if the medicament which cures a disease sometimes also prover< its
n::iture, then the disorders which we have desc ribed are oftene:-;t due to
chloro-anre111ia, an 1 not to plethora. The latter proposition, confirmcJ as
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it is by pathological anatomy and symptomatology, I bold to be incontestable.
I say oftenest, for I would not have my assertion regarded a;.i absolute.
Though true plethora, that which is distinguished from serous plethora by
au increase in the amount of' the corpuscles, be rare, it nevertheless is sometimes met wiLh, especially at a very early stage of gestation. Females of a
really p!ethoric con:stitution, whose menstrnal discharge is habitually abundu.nt anJ. high-colored, may retain this constitutional peculiarity during
pregnancy, and sometimes even have it increased. The sixty odd analyses
which 're have quoted, show that, in several instances, the proportion of
corpu::scles uuder\\'ent no diminution in the earlier months, and that in the
case of one woman who had reached the end of the ·second month, 1\1.
Andra! found them increused to one hundred and forty-five. It is even
probable that, when analyses shall be more numerous, the same peculiarity
will be remarked in some cases of advanced pregnancy. For my own part,
I ha,·e c~rtainly met with females whose antecedents, symptomatic expression, and the physical properties of whose blood afforded every indication
of plethora.
Th e fact of our having observed but few instances of the latter class, is
explained by our practising in the metropolis, where all debilitating influences are collected. The hygienic conditions in which women live in the
country, di:spo:sc them less to chlorosis, and it is exceedingly probable that
their blood is not so much altered during pregnancy as in the cases we have
noti ced. To this, I think, is certainly due their exemption from the functional disorder::>, nervous or otherwise, which so commonly afiCct the.females
of large cities. This is an additional argument in favor of my theory.
Though such women are exposed to the general consequences of plethora,
they present more frequently the signs of local or uterine plethora, especially during the first half of pregnancy, at the periodic returns of the
menstrual periods. The local phenomena, as tension, swelling of the abdomen, feeling of weight in the pelvis, are very strongly marked in their
cases. The circulation of the footus also, sometim es, appears to share in
the troubles of the maternal circulation, for these signs of congestion are
frequently observed to be followed by the weakening, diminished frequency,
and even complete cessation of it:s active motions; and if the motions have
not yet been perceived, the plethoric cond ition may greatly retard their
appearance. However difficult the explanation of these peculiarities may
appear, they are too common to be doubted. The best proof' that can be
given of the effect of this local congestion upon the motions of the child,
i.::; their prompt reappearance after a venesection made at the proper time;
and it very frequently happens that a woman who is five months, or -five
months and a half, gone, without having felt them, pCrccives them suddenly
after bleeding.
It is unnecesaary to state that here blood-letting constitutes the proper
treatmenL, and that the quantity abstracted may be regulated by the circumstances of the individual cases. It is, however, better to practise
several small bleedings at short intervals, than to depend upon a single
copious one. The production of syncope shou ld be studiously a.voided.
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'Ve shall have occasion, when treating of abortion, to finish the study
of the therapeutical indications. (See Abortion.)
To recapitulate, the functional disorders of pregnancy, as cephalalgiu,
giddiness, vertigo, ringing in the ears, dyspnrea, palpitations, &c., are rarely
due to true plethora, but most genera11y to chloro-an::cmia. "'e might
indeed distinguish for pregnant women a very rare sanguineous plethora,
and a very common serous plethora.
.. Independently of this marked diminution of globules and albumen, the
blood is sometimes considerably altered by admixture with the elements of
the urine. This alteration, which has beeu described of late by the Germans under the title of im.emia, and of which we shall soon have occ3sion
to speak, is a capital fact in the etiology of several diseases which arc liable
to appear in the puerperal condition. 'Ve merely state the fact for the
present, leaving further notice of it until we come to treat of the lesions of
the urinary secretion.
§ 2.

HEMORRIIAGE.

(Hemorrhage from the genital organs is, unfortunately, but too common during
pregnancy, and is an accident much to be apprehended. The hemorrhage may
assume very different features according to the cause which produces it aad the
time of its appearance. On this account it would be so difficult to treat of itiua.
single chapter, that its history must necessarily be divided into several articles,
which we think it best thus to indicate at the outset. Sometimes the effusion of
blood is confined to the placenta, and has already been described as placental apoplexy with the other diseases of the placenta {see Diseases of the Ovu111). Uterine
hemorrhage occurring during the first six months of gesta.tiou should, if it be somewhat profuse, excite fears of abortion, which it often gives rise to or aC'companies.
Under these circumstances it is impossible to separate the study of the hemorrhage
from that of the abortion. {See Abortion) .
Hemorrhage occurring during the three last months of gesta.tiou presents, on the
other hand, the same sym]'toms, and requires the same treatment ns though it
occurred during labor. One description, therefore, suffices for both, and will be
given iu connection with the history of other accidents which are liable to occur
during labor. {See Dystocia, article IIE310RRUAGE . )
Again, l'upture of varicose veins of the vul\'a aud ''agioa gives rise to effusion
of blood in these organs. Such au effusion is known as a thrombus. As it rarely
occurs except during labor, we refer the account of it also to the article on Dystocia.
(SeeDystocia, article'fnRoMnus.)
'\'e shall merely refer in this place to a rather rare and curious form of uterine
bemorrbage. Some women ha\'e a discharge of biood from the vulva a few days
after conception. It is small in amount and iM sometimes intermittent and some·
times continuous; it is rarely attended with clots, but resembles a moderate men·
strual flow. It sometimes lasts for three or four months without interruption, yet
neither gives rise to serious symptoms nor interferes with the course of gr,statiou;
finally it ceases without assignable cause . In our opin ion, the discharge has its
aource in the neck of the uterus, which, in these cases, has appeared to us both
large and softened. 'l'he explanation would at least seem probable, when we
remember how readily blood exudes from the os tincre when a pregnant woman is
examined by means of a. speculum, An ulceration of the cervix would facilitate
the discharge of blood. It requires no treatment, the greatest danger being that
it mightlcaJ to the belief of the non-existence of pregnancy.]
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§ 3. VA RICES. HEMORRHOIDS.
A vaTicose condition of the veins in the lower extremities, Lhe vagina,
and inferior parts of the rectum, is quite a common occurrence towards the
latter part of gestation, though, as regards treatment, the varicose veins in
the limbs only require the usual precautions to prevent their rupture. For
tliis, methodical compression is the best remedy, and every attempt at u.
radical cure should be discountenan ced.
[Varicose veins of the limbs sometimes burst during pregnancy, and the resulting hemorrhage is almost always serious in cousrqucnce of the prei::sure of the
uterus on the iliac veins. Thoug h some cases are said to have proved fa.ta\, any
hemorrhage of this kind is generally easily arrested by well-regulated pressure
appliedtotheseatoftheinjury.
.
The veins of the vulva, always dilated during pregnancy, ~ometimcs become
rnricose, gi\•ing the sensa.tiou of well-defined cords. No annoyance usually results,
1 0

1
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Rupture of one of these varicose veins may gi,·e rise to severe bemorrha.ge or
even death, as in the following case which came under our notice at the hospital
of the Clinique. A pregnant woman, in other rei-pects in good hea lth, was affected
with varicose veins of the vulva. One evening, whilst about l'Ctiring, she attempted,
whilst sporting with some of tbe other women in the dormitory, to lea p from her
bed. Falling backward, she found herself seated upon a chair, the edge of which
ha.dstruckugainsttbe vulva.. A hemorrhage so severe as to prove fatal in a short
time, was the immediate result. At the autopsy, the only lesion that I could disC<lverwas a contused wound about half an inch in length upon the externa l surface
of the left internal la.bium. Water injected into the primiti\•e iliac vein escaped
rapidly from the little wound just mentioned. Had the cause of the hemurrhal!;C
been discovered as soon a.s the accident occurred, the effusion could have been certainly stopped by pressure directly applied.
As the rupture of the veins of the vagina and vulva occurs most frequently during labor, we refer for further particulars to th e subject of Tltrombu.s. (See Dys-

tocia.)]

Hemorrhoids, like varices, are an ordinary consequence of the uterine
pressure on the hypogastric vessels; but they may likewise be frequently
produced by constipation, and the attendant accumulation of hard matters
in the rectum. Th e bleeding piles are generally less disastrous; but the
others are more grave and very painful. In fact, it often happens that
women affected with them can neith er stand nor walk, and they are even
troubled when seated.
The first indication is to combat the costiveness, and then to assuage the
pain by tepid bathing, cataplasms, and emollient and narcotic lotions, or
the poplar ointment may be applied to the tumors; and where they are internal, a suppository of cocoa-butter might be introduced into th e rectum.
Liniments containing opium and belladonna will frequ ently relieve the
patients; but this is all that we could prudently do under the circumstances.
When the inflammation and turgescence are very great, bleeding in the
arm is advisable, as this is much preferable to the app!i":ttion of leeches in
the immediate neighborhood of the tumor; true, the latter calms the pains
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temporarily, but then, in certa.in females, they might bring on an abortion.
I have never known, says Desormeaux, the application of leeches on the
tumor~, or the incision of the latter, to procure any durable relief.
Where the irritation from the piles seems to react on the womb, and
threatens a uterine hemorrhage, l\I. Gendrin has derived signal advantage
from cold applications around the pelvis. In those cases, says he, if tho
hemorrhage is imminent, we augment the activity of' the topical remedies
placed directly oYer the parts affected, by using cold baths to the breech at
the same time, the temperature of the water never having been lower than

12° or 15° (Centigrade, equivalent to 54° or 59°. Falu.).

I have several

times employed cold injections successfully. The plan is to take every
evening a large cold enema, which after being discharged is followed by a
small one, which ought to be retained.
We shall speak more fully of the varicose condition of the vaginal veins
under the article Thrombus of lite Vulva .

ARTICLE IV.
§ 1.

PTYALISM.

Ptyalism, or a l1ypersecretion of saliva, sometimes occurs during preg·
nancy. It generally lasts but a short time, rarely more than two months.
One case, however, is mentioned by 1\1. Br.achet, in which the salivation
commenced in the second month, and lasted for a month after deliYery;
and I have quite recently observed a similar instance in the case of the
wife of one of my professional brethren. It frequently returns in seYeral
pregnancies. I have seen it continue between six and seven
in the two first pregnancies of a lady who has since had another
without a recurrence of the affection; and l\I. Danyau, Jr., mentions
a patient who was profusely salivated for five months in her first pregnancy,
and still longer an<l more profusely in two succeeding gestations.
However considerable the salivation may be, it is rather a disagreeable
inconvenience than a serious complication. Though it has in uo case mate·
rially affected the health, some women have been so annoyed with the continual spitting, ancl the flow of saliva which sometimes deluges the pillow at
night, as to insist upon being relieved of it. Happily, in a large proportion
of cases, the ptyalism ceases spontaneously, for no great confidence can be
reposed in the measures generally resorted to for its removal. Some ad·
vantage, however, may be derived from the use of aromatic infusions and
y:,Jightly astringent gargles. Like Desormeaux, I have found it useful to
recommend the patients constantly to keep a little piece of sugar-candy in
the mouth. Others, again, ach·ise lumps of gum arabic, and pieces of ice.
It is useful to be acquainted with these various measures, if only to keep
up the patience of the sufferer, by varying them from time to time until
the disor<ler cease~ of its own accord.
Some authors seem to have dreaded the effect of the sudden suppression
of a profuse salivn.tion. Two e:ises are mentioned, in one of which apoplexy,
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aud in the other symptoms of suffocation, appeared to result. from it. I do
uot think that the relation of cause and effect has been satisfactorily shown
in these cases, and am tempted to believe that here, as in many other instances, it has been errnneously concluded, post hoc, ergo propter hoc.

§ 2. ExcRETIO~ OF TUE URINE.
The renal .secretion is rarely increased during pregnancy; those writers
who have stated the contra ry, having been deceived by the frequent inclinations to urinate which females experience at certain periods of pregnancy.
These repeated desires are due to a true vesical tenesmus, produced by the
compression exerted upon th e body and neck of the bladder by the uterine
tumor. They occur every hour, sometimes oftener, and are relieved by the
discharge of a few drops of urine.
The pressure of the uterus. upon the neck of the bladder is sometim es so
great as to obstruct the emission of urine 1 and render it painful or even
impossible. This difficulty in urinating may occur in the commencement
of pregnancy, either when the pelvis is too large, and permits the uterus to
remain a long time in the excavation, or on the occurrence of a prolapsus
uteri, or those other displacements oft.his organ known as anteversion and
retroversion.
Most frequently, however, it appears towards the end of gestation, either
because the uterus, from being pushed down by the presenting part of the
fretal head, early engages in the excavation, or because the womb is forcibly
carried forwards; in the latter case the body of the bladder is pressed upwards and in front by the uterus, aud its neck forced agains·t t.he superio r
margin of the symphysis pubis.
When the anteversion is well marked, the body of the bladder forms an
angle of the neck; in some cases it is even lower, whence the introduction
of a catheter is then exceedingly troublesome. After all, the difficulty of
urinating still persists until term, whatever we may do i for we can only
alleviate it by tepid bathing, the horizontal position, and more particul:.uly
by the use of a bandage to sustain the abdomen.
Where the retention is complete, the bladder, by becoming distended,
may increase so much in size as to reach the umbilicus, and its excessive
distention might produce an inflammation or even a rupture, especially
during the throes of labor; but where the neck is not altogether obliterated
by the prcssure1 an incontinence of urine may ensue, the fluid dribbling
away drop by drop; though, unfortunately, that is not always the case, aud
the catheter must then be resorted to.
l have already said this operation is attended by difficulties under such
circumstances, and when it is quite impossible to perform it, the di.::itress
may be relieved, in a measure, by pressing back the uterus from the sym physis pubis with the two fingers introduced into the vagina, and the woman
should be taught to aid herself in this way.
In some in$tauces, the female suffers at the latter stages a considerable
smarting or pain in urinating, as sharp as if there was n. stone in the bladder; these symptoms arise from a true catarrh of the body, or at least of
the neck of this organ i the urine, in fact, often contains whitish flakes of
purulent matter. Such symptoms require the general antiphlogistic treat-
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ment, local bathing, emollient~, and mucilaginous drinks.

As a geueral

rule, women only suffer from an incontinence of urine during the lal:'t three
months, and then the delivery is the only remedy; however, it shows it"'elf
in the early stages of gestation in certain females, being evidently produced
by the pressure which the uterus, that is still within the pcl\'iQ, makes on
the neck of the bladder, and it lasts until the womb rises above the superior
strait. If the incontinence remains after the fifth month, the symptoms may
be relieved by injections of warm water, and by the internal use of tonica.
Though the amount of urine is not changed, its composition sornetimed
undergoes alterations which it is important to be acquainted with .
I shall not return to the consideration of the peculiar }Jellicle called
kyesteine by M. Nauche, and whose diagnostic value we have already determined; but I shall proceed to notice a very remarkable fact, which we shall
often ha Ye occasion to refer to; I speak of the presence of albumea,
which is found in greater or less amount in the urine of some women at an
advanced stage of pregnancy. (See Albmninm·ia.)

§ 3.

ALBUMINURIA.

Un.1EMIA.

The credit of having called the attention of physicia11s to the presence
of albumen in the urine of pregnant women belongs to J\I. Rayer, who:e
admirable and laborious investigations of the disease of tlie kidneys have
thrown so much light upon the pathology of those organs. He was the
first to endeavor, in his splendid work, to determine the effect of this alteration of the urinary secretion upon the health of the mother, and the regular
development of the fc.etus. Afterward, followed the observations of Dr.
Lever and of Dr. Cahen, who, by the advice of his master, M. Rayer, published a good thesis upon the subject. Next came the interesting memoir
of l\l:M. Devilliers and Regnauld, and another thesis by M. Blot. More
recently, two manuscript memoirs by MM. Imbert Goubeyre, and Bach,
and the ref.learches of Frerich, Schott, and \Vieger, have shed some light
upon this still obscure point of puerperal pathology.
It is known that albuminuria is generally the symptom of an organic dis·
ease of the kidneys, which almost always proves fatal; hence, it may be
readily understood, that when this change in the urine is observed during
pregnancy, it becomes at once desirable to ascertain whether it be necessarily clue to the same cause, or whether it be merely one of the numerous
modifications produced in the economy by gestation.
In the first case, it is a very serious affection, calculated to awaken all
the solicitude of the physician; i11 the second, it is but a temporary functional disorder, which will most probably disappear with the cause that produced it. Unfortunately, in the present state of our knowledge, it is very
difficult to decide the question. For, on the one hand, 1. The normal
diminution of the albumen in the blood of pregnant women, which diminution is much greater in patients affected with albuminuria, since I\IM.
Devilliers and Regnauld have observed it to descend to 56·39, would lead
to the supposition that the cases under consideration were but exaggerations
of what ordinarily occurs, and that the elimination of a larger amount of
albumen than usual from the blood, be the ca.use what it may, account.a for
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it.s evacuation by the urine. 2. The albuminuria of pregnancy is ntt generally accompanied by the functional di:3orclers and the sy mptoms to which it
gives ri se when connected wirh disease of the kidneys i and the dropsy itself, which is almost constantly observed in the latter case, is sometim es
wanting in pregnant women a.ffecte<l with albuminuria, as was twice observe.I by ilHI. Regnauld and Devilliers, as I have myself wi tnessed, and
as M. Blot found to be the ease twenty-three times out of forty-one. 3.
Lastly, in the majority of instan ces, it disappears immediately upon the
termination of the pregnancy whi ch caused it; and when we consider the
obstinacy of albuminous nephritis, it is difficult to account for this sudden
disappeara nce of a disease, which, under .other circumstances than the
puerperal condition, so frequently has a fatal termination. On the other
hand, however. observation shows that in almost all the cases in which
wom en die of the convulsions which too frequently complicate albuminuria,
the kidneys present the anatomical characteristics of albuminous nephritis,
the more or less advanced degrees of alteration appearing to correspond
with the duration of the disease and the amount of albumen discharged.
l\Iany times have I had occasion to observe this fact, and fearing lest I
should interpret the alterations erroneously, have almost uniformly presented the kidneys to the examination of l\L Rayer, who general1y recognized in them the second, sometimes the third, and only once the fourth
degree of alteration.
The learned physician of La CharitC considers the more frequent occurrence of the anatomo-pathological characters of the second degree of the
disease to be due solely to the recency of the latter, and by no means to a
differen ce of nature. It is no less the consequence of a renal hypermmia,
which he supposes may be caused in many cases by compression of the
emulgent veins by the enlarged uterus, and the consequent obstruction to
the return of the venous blood. That, in simple cases, it generally disappears promptly after delivery, is probably due to the consequent cessation
of the congestion of the kidney which was maintained by the pregnancy.
We see, therefore, that the question is far from being settled; whilst M.
Blot, for example, regards puerperal albuminuria as generally unconn ected
with Bright's disease, l\I. Bach, of Strasbourg (l\lemoir, crowned by the
Academy), thinks that it is only sometimes due to albuminous nephritis,. and
M. Imbert Goubeyre (l\Iemoir, crowned by the Academy ) endeavors to
prove that it is always a sign of Bright's disease. Now, is it impossible to
throw a little light upon this question, which is still so obscure?
Healthy urine contains no albumen, and the same is true for the healthy
woman in the puerperal co ndi tion. .Albuminuria, therefore, always indicates a pathological condition of which it is the symptom ; for every functional disorder, whether temporary or persistent, supposes a momentary or
prolonged alteration of the organs whose office it is to accomplish the function. Therefore, the investigation of the causes of albuminurin implies
that of the general or local affections which are capable of produciug it.
But lest we should go astray in these researches, it is very important to
ascertain a p·iori, what are the organs upon which the accomplishment of
the urinary SCC'"etion devolves. The kidn ey is supposed to be exclusively
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iatrusteil with this office, and thus it happens that the material e::xpl11.nation
of all the di:;:orders of the secretiou is sought for in ]~ions of that organ.
Now, as l\l. Pidoux has very judiciously observed, the secrelion of urine is
not confined to the kidney, since it takes place previous to the formation of
the latter. (Uric acid and the other elements of the urine have been dii>covered in the fluid contained within the allantoid.) The process of as:i:irni-

lation, which is so active in the fcetus, can only be under.:;;tood by suppo,.iog
a contemporaneous process of decomposition. The blood which fJows to
the organ is already charged with the elements of urinP. which are to be
separated from it in the passage. The function begins in all parts of the
economy by this admixture of. heterogeneous clements with the blood, and
is completed in the kidney by their elimination from the circulating fluit1 1
which is returned in a purified condition. .l.\I. Pidoux was therefore right
in saying, that the secretion of urine is at once a local and general function:
general, because it commences everywhere and local because it ends in the
kidney. To study the latter organ exclusively, when we wish to obtain a
physiological idea of the function, is to neglect an important element; so,
also, in pathology, always to expect to find the cause of the disorders of the
urinary secretion in alterations of the kidMy, is to overlook a multitude of
other causes which may have a corresponding influence. The elements of
the blood conveyed by the renal artery exist, in health, in a fixed proportion,
and certain of them are destined to be eliminated by the kidneys. Now it
is easy to understand that if an alteration in the structure of these organs
is capable of modifying both the quantity and quality of the matters eliminated, an alteration of the fluid, such, for example, as the diminulion or increase of its solid or fluid parts, may also have the same effect. Clinical
observation and post-mortem examination give constant support to this idea;
for though we sometimes find a material lesion of the kidney to which we
attribute the albuminuria, we are very frequently obliged to recognize the
fact that it is very often absent.
1

1
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This succession of pat11ological phenomena seems to me to throw much
light upon the etiology and nature of puerperal albuminuria, anfl to reconcile apparently contradictory facts and opinion::.. It were certainly going
too far to say that all cases of albuminuria. duri1112: pregnnncy are attended
with albuminous nephritis; it is an opposite exag-l!;eration 1 on the other
hand 1 to insist that there very rarely exi~ts n con nection hetwcen the albuminous urine an<l the disease described hy Bright. The true statement, we
think, would he: that pregnancy generally produces a notable change in
the relative proportion of the elements of the blood, which change consists
essentially in a diminution of the sol id constituents, with relative predomi·
nance of albumen.
Thi s general alteration is of itself capable of producing the elimination
of albumen; but when existing in a slight degree only, and therefore unequal to the production of albuminuria, may have its action assisted by the
active or passive congestions to which the kidney m:ty be expmied during
pregnancy, and especially during labor. Th o!!:e simple hyperremias of the
kidney, which are so often seen after death, and which are really the first
degree of granular nephri tis, do not appear to ha\'C any otlrnr cause.
Th e marked influence which a first pregnancy appears to have in the
production of albuminuria (the resistance of the walls of the abdomen
increase greatly the pressure sustained by the parts situated behind the
uteru s) ls thus explained, as also the rapidity with which the albumen
frequently disappears after labor.
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The urine, in Bright's disease, presents other alterations besides its admixture with a certain proportion of albumen. Thus, when submitted to microscopic examination at a. certain period of the disease, it is found to contain
mucous corpuscles, scales of epithelium derived from the bladder, ureters,
and pelvis of the kidney, besides elongated cylindrical bodies formed of
amorphous fibrin, in the substance of which blood-corpuscles may be observed, either singly or in groups. These have been termed fibrinous cylinders, and are regarded by Frerich as pathognomonic of Bright's disease.
According t.o some authors, all these peculiarities are observable in the
urine of pregnant women affected with albuminuria; according to others,
on the contrary, the fibrinous cylinders are very rare in the latter case, and
'M. Blot has quite recently examined the urine of three eclamptic patients
without discovering them.
I am not prepared to Glecide upon this point, though it seems to me very
probable that this difference of results is simply due to the fact that, in the
first case, the kidneys were diseased, whilst in the second the recent albuminuria was connected only with a general alteration of the fluids
After the indications afforded by exami nation of the urine, the next most
frc<]uent symptom of albuminuria is general infiltration or anasarca, whlch
must not be confounded with bedema of the lower extremities. (See Dropsy
of the Cellular Ti.~me.) The latter is occasioned simply by the mechanical
obstruction of the venous circulation produced by the pressure of the grav id
uterus.
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General infiltration is not so uniform an acrompaniment of alhuminuria as
I thought formerly. Jn order to determine its relative "frcquc1wy, it is
necessary not only to examine the urine of infiltrate<l fcmal11.;;, as ''as my
practice, but to investigate carefully the urine of all pregnant won11:n, a<;
was done by l\I. Blot. It will then be disco\·cred that many pntic·utl"l with
albuminu1 ia present not a trace of ccclema. M. Blot found it, we have ::aid,
in 2:3 cases out of 41.
It is proper to obsern, that this absence of infiltration is abo often noticrd
in the ordinary Bright's disease. By a collection of ob::cervation .;; ''ith
autop;;ies, derived from various authors, Frerich found that, of 220 ra~cs of
Bright's disease, 175 were accompanied with ooderoa, and 45 were free
from it.
Ncn•ous disorders are sometimes attendant upon the anasarca.
In the last edition of this work we stated that puerperal albuminuria did
not usually give rise to the symptoms which accompany Bright's di:-cn..-e.
This is true for the light cases, "hich, ha1)pily, are the mo::;t frequC'nt; but
science ha.s progre~scU, and modern researches have proved that certain of
the affections of the pregnant female, who~e cnuse and nature were entirely
unknown, coincide with albumiouria, and very probably are, like it, the
consequence of extensive elimination of albumen from the blood. Thu~, in
several cases of amaurosis uccmring during pregnancy, :Ml\I. Simpson, Im·
bert Goubcyre, and others, have detected albumen in the urine. The ~ame
is true of certain cases of obstinate headache, of lumbar pains and pleuroclynia., of paraly~is ( hemiplcgia or paraplegia) , ( Robert Johns, Simp~on, Im·
bert Goubeyre), an<l of contractions, hemorrhages (Blot), &c. (Sec Urremia,
and Paraly8is.)
Now, M. Imbert Goubeyre's remark is very important, uamely, that all
thrse phcllomena arc found in the symptomatology of Brights disen~c, which
confirms the comparison that we have made.
To the symptoms just mentioned we might add eclamptic con\'Ubions,
which are, happily, quite rare, and hardly ever appear, except at an a<l·
''anced stage of the di;;:case. We shall treat of them at length hereafter.
(See Urcemia, and Eclampsia.)
It is very difficult, not to say impossible, to determine with certainty when
the albuminuria comm<'nccs; to do this, it would be necessary to examine
daily the urine of a large number of women during the entire period of
pregnancy. Hitherto, it has generally been observed only during the latter
mouths. M. Bach, of 8trmsbourg, however, says that he has seen it at six
weeks in a very nervous person. I once detected it at four month~ iu a
greatly infiltmtccl primiparous female, who was delivered at six months of
a still-born child, and ''ho..-e urine was slightly albuminous eighteen months
afterwards, although the infiltration bad disappeared since six months. )l.
Cahen mentions in his the;;:is three cases, recorded in the fifth and ~ixth
monthE=-, and M. Bach two others. Perhaps, now that attention is directed
to this point, such facts will multiply i but those observed hitherto have
almo:st always been noticed in the latter stages. Sometimes it appears only
at the moment of delivery, under the influence of the parturient efforts,
which 1tre well calculu.tecl to produce congestion of the kidneys.
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'Vhen once begun, the progrcsd of albuminuria is li:Lble to great variation i sometimes it cont inu es uninterruptedly until the commencement of
labor, and increases during its continuance; at others, it varies greatly in
inlen~ity, nnd may e\·en cea~e completely for several days, then reappear,
aud again stop at very indefinite intervals.
When it begins during labor or shortly before, it often (fi;:a.ppcars a few
hours or days after deli,·cry i but it follows from the facts collected by .:\L
Imbert Gouhcyrc, that so prompt a cessation is not as common as I had
thought, and as ilL Blot had stated. Though there are cases, says ~[. Imbert Gouheyre ( memoir quoted ), in which the albumen di~appears with
rapidity, in others it continues, and passes into chronic and confi rmed
Bright's disea~c. From a statement by this author, it appears that, of 65
ca!'les of puerperal albuminuria unaccompanied with eclamp.:;ia, 21 proved
fatal during pregnancy and the lying-in i and 6 .from the third to the fourteenth month after dcli,·ery; 5 cases became chronic, and were found to be
still exbtcut, two, eight, ten, and fourteen moulhs, and seven years after
the labor.
I but ju:-t now mentioned a case in which albumen was detected in the
urine eighteen months after delivery.
These difforenC'cs appear to me to be due to the greater or less intensity
of the disease. ·when the a lteration of the fluids is but sl ight, especia.lly
when it has exi!'lted for but a short time, and occurs towards the end of gestation, or only during the labor; when, finally, the adi,·e or pa::~irn conge.'tion of the kidneys, produced by ob~truction of the venous circulation,
has had its influence in cam~ing the alburninuria, we can understand how
the removal of one of the causes, by delivery, may leiwc the other incapable of sustaining the functional disorder. But when the alteration is
~light, e;;pecially when it d~1tes back to the micldlc or first half of the pregna ncy, it may then continue for a. long time after delivery. In these latter
ca~e:;, granular nephritis is often present; but I am much inclined to believe
that sometimes the kidney is unchanged, or very slightly altered, notwithstanding the per,,:istence of the nlbuminuria.
In re:-;pect to the progno~i:", the coexi.::itcnce of an alteration of the kidney
i~ of the highC;jt importance; unfortunately, however, the diagno.:;;is during
life of this organic lesion is extremely difficult, inasmuch as none of its
symptoms are pathognomouic. It would appear, however, from the resear("hes of M. Pic:kartl (thesis, Strasbourg, 1856), that great light may be
thrown upon the qu~tion by a nalysis of the blood, sine~. when the kidn eys
are di,:ca,.ed, the blood conta ins an amou nt of urea much greater thnn in
any other cruses of albuminuria; moreover, the quantity of urea is proportionate to the greater or le:5s advanced degree of renal alteration, a vr~ry
Qmnll proportion of urea in the blood generally coinciding with ~imple conge::tion of the kidneys.
H as the albuminuria any effect upon the progress of the pregnancy, nnd
upon the life and development of the fcetus? .l\I. Blot thinks that it lrns
not, whilst 1\Dl. Cahen, Rayer, and some others, hold lhc contrary opinion.
I still regard the view of' l\L Blot as entirely correct for the slight cnscs,
which are, I repeat, the most common; but it does not appear to me well
32
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founded as regards those complicated with anasarca, or which begin before
th e latter half of gestation. I am very much inciined to consider it a.a
being then a frequent cause of abortion, of premature labor, and of' death
to the fcetus.
We have noticed the views of Simpson and others respecting the frequent
occurrence of albuminuria. in numerous puerperal disorders. 1\1. Blot considers it a cause of hemorrhage. It is, therefore, as relates to tlrn prognosi~,
a sign which is always calcu lated to excite solicitude. As a diagno~tic sign
it is certainly destined to reveal the nature and etiology of a multitude of
affections hitherto of very difficult explanation; therefore, it is now indis..
pensable, in obscure cases, to examine carefully the urine of pregnant women,
even when unattended with dropsy. It may possibly be shown in the future
that albuminuria is a central point towards which converge a multitude of
diseases of various characters, and these researches may throw light upon
their treatment, which is st ill so obscure.
If we have succeeded in show ing that an altered state of the blood is the
principal cause of puerperal albuminuria, and that this alteration consists
chiefly in a diminution of its solid constituents, we shall ha.Ye no occasion
to insist strongly upon the adyantages of a reparatory treatment. Unle:;s
very evident symptoms of general plethora or renal cvngestion be present,
bleeding would be rath er hurtful than useful, in a disease attended with so
great impoverishment of the system; therefore a tonic medication s:J1ou ld
be resorted to from the outset. A good animal diet, assisted by the use of
whatever ferrugiuous preparation will be most readily supported by the
p3ticnt, ought evidently to fo rm the basis of the treatment. The preparations of Peruvian bark, and other bitters, may be added with advantage.
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arti6cinlly produced bore :i strnnl?; rc~emb~ance to eclampsia, an•! Frerichs' position
seemed for a time to be thoroughly C'itabhshed. Tt wa'I thul! pr<'1'Cnted in a favornblr. light in former edition!'! of this work, but since then it Im~ lost ground and
its parti;;.nn'! become daily less numerous. Th e faet is, that the theory is not free
from objections; and out ofa great number of experiments which go to contravene
th<.N' of Frerich;;, I ag;;tin cite the opinion of Bernard, which is far from being
fa\'ornble. 'l'hiscelebratc<lphyitiologi,.ta<.;;;.erts thatcarlJon;Ueofammonia is almost
nlways pre,.ent in human UluoJ. whether in health or in disea!:le, and the experiments whil'!i he un1lerto11k safr-.fie<l hirn, more°'·er, that it i'I far from being pr~
ducli\'C of the terrible uen-ou'I ;.ymptlHH!'l which ha,·e been nttributrJ to it. "If,"
says the learned profe;;.-.or, "ca1·bonat<> of ammonia be injected in small quantity,
it produce-~ no effect. When thrown in htq;er amount. into the blood of a dog. the
animal crieJ and was extremely ngitated for a considerable time: n eYerthelc!!M it
rcCo\'ered." From these experiments Bernard concludes that eclampsia can not be
explained by carbonate of ammonia. The t'.!nme opiniun is gi\'Cn in the excellent
the~is for the Concours, of lll)' colleague Dr. F1lurnier; and, for my own part, I
would say with him that Frerichs;' d11ctrine, ingenious and learned though it Le,
will not. bear se•ere scrutiny. (Fournier, TM.se de Com:ours pour l'Agrtualion,

1803.)
At pr>'~ent, the po-.ition C'an no longer he suc:.tainPd that urremic <=ymptoms are
due to the presence in the blood of any single prin('iple, whether urea.or carbonate
of ammonia. Schottin a~sumes that ~ uh stances imperfoetly known as yet. and
vaguely fit.y\ed extractive 111ctUen, may nccompnny the urea, rem:tin in the Llood,
and give rise to a poisoning which Gubler proposed to call 1tri1Hemia. Thi s last
mode vf interpreting the foctS1 is an approximation, perhaps, to the truth, though
it is far from pnl\·en th.lt it repre<=ent~ it precisely.
"If the doctriueof urreminorof urinremia be accepted as true, howshnll the
nerrnu!I trouble~ which it produce~ b~ explained? Here come in what h:we been
termed the ncnous thPoriesof ur:t>mia . Certain author!<. :'l.<:.'L'raube a.ad Sec, regard the nenous phe1wmena. of urremi:l. as somewhat analogous, as respect" the
intrinsic mode of production, with the pathogenic proccr.!I which Kusman-., Tenn('r,
and other!! as-.i~n to epilep;.y. Thniug:h some chanµ;c in the blood an excitemr nt
is prndu(·erl nf the \'aso-rnotor ncn·cs and the ccrelira.l arteries. These arteries
C<mtraet, 11n<I there re!:mlt either olig:::emia. of the medulla oblongat:~ giving rise t..:i
con\'ulsion~, or the same condition of the encepbalon giving rise to coma." (Fournier, 1'11l.<tde C1111cours.)
In short, the clinical fact!! nre rea.l, nn<l all physirian!I have occa~ion to see how
frt>quently nPrvow~ trnulJlPSI aris<> in the course of an att:"Lck of nlbuminuria.. !In,,.
11hnl\ tliey lie cxplain~<l? 'J'hnuj!;h thf' question seem at pn•s('nt to he unanswcraLlc,
I lrn.\·e deemed it my duty to exhibit the present stnte of knowledg<' on the sul\icl't.
Should thednctrine hf ur::emin. he false n.nd that of nrinremin. doubtful, plauc:.ihle
h)·pothe~es would still remaiu \1\iercby to explain the nervous disorders compllcntin~ allnuninnria. Other chanj!;PS in the blood, alterPd nutrition of the nerrnus
tissu<' (Gubler), hypcrromii~ or nnremia. of the enccpl1alon, ~erons cffu"lions upon
the1<urfac<'of or in thecal'itirBof the brain (Rilliet, N'atalisGuillot), and redema
of thecerPhrnl sulJ<=tancc, are all eircumi;tnnce'I capahlf' of explaining thec11nndfiive phenomena and concomitant symptoms ob-.erved in ce rtain forms of alhuminuria. (Gubler.)
One other difficulty remains to l>e m entioned. Wh at are the nervous dis<1rders
observed in ca<=esofal\Juminuria.? Jn thcfirstplacewewouldmcntioncephal11li;ia.,

~;~~~::;~::~;E:~i.h:~~,:::,~~::~:~E.~~:ii:!::~E~f~~~1,'.~~~~; 8~::'.£~~~::,~'.:
0

Cine hand, admit. that puerperal paralyses arc not un common, \vhilst on the other
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Another affection of quite frequent occurrence, and one which is often
connected with what accoucheurs call plethora, of which, according to
Chaussier, it is a variety (serous plethora), is serous infiltra tion of the cellular
tissue. This infiltration begins in the feet, then extends to the legs1 thighs,
genital parts, and sometimes rising above the lower extremities, invades the
trunk, face, upper extremities, and is sometimes even accompanied by effusion into the great serous cavities.
These dropsies, upon which l\l.M. Devilliers and Regnauld have publi~hed
an interesting memoir, are by them divided into: 1, simple redemasj 2,
ccdemas connected with affection of the central organs of respiration and
circulation; 3, reclcmas with albuminuria.
The mdema connected with lesions of the organs of circulation generally
in creases during pregnancy, but this increase is especially due to the un·
an<l we
fortunate influence which gestation has upon all orµ-anic
have no occasion to speak of it further. As regards the two
we think it proper, in order to avoid repetition, to include them
description; for though they have some special characters upon
shall have to insist, they resemble each other in a. great many particulars.
The Nmses of the serous infiltrations which occur during pregnancy, may
be divided into general and local. As first in importance of the general
ca.uses, we must rank the decrease in the proportion of albumen; a decrease
which has been discovered by all observers in the blood of pregnant women.
According to :M. Andral, this special alteration of the blood is the only one
which necessarily produces dropsy. The a.mount of effusion is dependent
upon the extent of the alteration, wl1i ch, if considerable, is often attended
with albuminuria.
IIydr~mia, or serous plethora, which also produces redema in certain
chlorotic patients, may also give rise to the same symptom dllring preg·
nancy, and assist in the production of serous infiltrations. " ' hen these
general alterations of the economy are but sli ght, tl1ey usually would be
un equal to the production of mdema, did not the development of the womb
add its local action to their ow n.
The }JtCf'snre of the womb upon the surrounding parts from early pregnan<'y, and the obstruction which it occas ions to the performance of the
function~ of the central organs of respiration and circulation at an advanced
stage, when hy rising into the epigastric region it forces up the cliaphrazm
a11d thus diminishes the thoracic cavity, explain why the redcma commences
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in tlie lower extremities, ancl why it generally does not extend until a much
later period to the trunk and upper extremities.
Progre.'fs aml Sympfoms.-Generally spenk ing, the redcma makes its
appearance within the last three months of pregnancy, especially when it
appears to be clue simply to a mechanical obstruction of the circuhtion.
But when it results from one of the general causes before mentioned, it may
commence with the pregnancy, or in the third or fourt h month. However,
as hydr::emia, the diminution of the albumen of the blood, and the albu·
minuria, are most generally observed in the latter half of gestation, we may
understand that the dropsy to which they give rise should also be more
common towards the seventh, eighth, or ninth month.
The progress of the redema of pregnancy is generally slow and chronic;
sometimes, however, it advances rapidl y in a few weeks. \Vhatever may be
the case in this respect, it generally begins by the lower extremities i some·
times affecting one of them, at others both. At first it is limi ted to the feet
and neighborhood of the ankles i sometimes C\·en it never gets farther than
the lower part of the legs, though quite frequently it reaches the knees, the
thighs, and external geuital parts. Occasionally it invades the integuments
of the lower part of the trunk, and in some ram c:1ses, generally attended
with albuminuria, it affects even the face and hands.
In the early stages, \\bile limited to the lower part of the legs, it dis·
appears at night, in consequence of the horizontal position, and is only well
marked towards the close of the clay. But when the disease has advanced
farther it continues, whatever position the patient assumes; and although
the horizontal posture seems to diminish the swelling of the legs, it i\ only
because the infiltrated fluid is displaced to the lower part of the trunk.
Th e amount of' fluid extnivasated varies between a sligh t puffiness and
the extreme swelling which makes standing and walking impossible. In
the latter case, the parts affected are generally the seat of pain, of sensations
of pricking, and sometimes of burning and extreme tension.
The cedema rnrely disappears before delivery; on the contrary, it gen·
erally iucrea:ses until near the end of pregnancy. Sometimes, however, as
MM. Devilliers and Regnauld have indicated, it undergoes remarkable
variations. Thus, it may disappear entirely and finally, or it may return
shortly after; sometimes it is observed to leave one member and fix upon
the other, which had been but partially affected. These changes are doubt·
less owing to mechanical causes, the action of which varies or ceases with
alterations in the situation of the utcirus (Devilliers and Regnauld ); but
they certainly may also be occasioned by fluctuations rn the albuminuria,
which may be suspended for a short time and ihen reappear, as I have wit·
nes.sed in one case after labor.
'Terminations. -The dropsy of pregnant women, however caused, generally
di~appears quickly after labor; and in cases of' albuminuria, the secretion of
album en often ceases with equal rapidity.
Prognosi!f.-If the dropsy be viewed as a simple fact, independent of tlw
complications which so often 3.ttend and follow it, it assumes the po.:;ition of
a merely troublesome affection; but to appreciate the prognosis rightly, it is
important to remember that some authors regard the redema as favoring
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abortion and premature labor. They also suppose it to be almost uniformly
connected with the etio1ogy of eclampsia, and often with the development
of puerperal fevers; and finally, that sometimes the disappearance of' the
effusion after delivery has been followed by a frequently fatal serous congestion of the nervous centres or respiratory organs. The facts related by l\L
Lasserre leave no doubt in my mind of the truth of the latter propo1<ition.
It is especia lly important to bear in mind, that although these dangerous
complications are possible as a co nsequence of simple ccdema 1 they have been
chiefly observed in cases of albuminuria with infiltration, and consequently
that the presence of albumen in the urin e adds greatly to the gravity of thu
prognosis. Ileuce the interest w}\ich then attaches to the examination of
the urin e.
The treatment of the dropsy of pregnant fcnrnles should be conducted with
the double purpose of OYercoming the organic cause which so frequently
produ ces the cedema, and to stimul ate the absorption of the effused fluids.
The preparations of iron and a tonic regimen appear to me to be especially
called for in a disease which is so frequently connected with hydrremia. The
presence of albumen in considerable quantity, eYen supposi ng it due to a
nephritis, does not contraindi cate this treatment. Th e antiphlogistics recommended by some authors seem to me likely to be more hurtful than useful;
and unless the patient suffers very severe lumbar pains, or to the general
infiltration are superadded dyspncea, palpitations, extreme giddiness, and
especially evident indications of uterine congestion, threatening abortion, I
should think it right to prescribe bleeding. Even under the latter circumstances, I would employ it less as an antiphlogistic than as a rev ulsive, nor
would I discontinue the use of the iron.
To assist the absorption of the effused fluids, mild laxatives, diuretics, and
dry frictions may be used. To these may be added vapor-baths, provided the
patient is able to bear them without danger of cerebra l congestion.
If the distention and size of the lower extremiti es is so great as to make
walking impossible and cause great suffering, and if the genital parts are
greatly swollen, their disengorgement may be facilitated by practising small
incisions, or, at least, a number of punctures, with the lancet or a need le.
In several cases I have derived benefit from keeping compresses, saturated
with cold water, applied to the limbs for several days. Levret advises blisters
between the thighs and external labia, aided by slight punctures on the feet;
but inasmuch as the application of blisters upon a high ly cedematous limb
is sometimes attended with serious consequences, I think it prudent to ab
stain from them.

§ 5. AscrTEs.
'Ve have aheady stated, that dropsy during JJl'egnancy was so far fro111
heing limited to the subcutaneous cellular tissue, that collections of fluid of
vari<tblc amount might take place in the great cavities of the body. The
effus ion within the abdomen- may occupy different locations: thus, it may
accumulate within the amnion, and constitute dropsy of the amninn; or
between the membran es of the ovum and the internal su rface of the womh,
in wh ich case it furnishes the fluid that gives rise to hydrorrhcca; finally, hy
collecting within the cavity of the p~ritoueum, it forms a true ascites.
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Either of the.<:e varieties of dropsy may occur separately, or two of them
may coexist in the same female, as is often the case with ascites and hydramnion. 'Ve shall treat first ofascites.
This affection sometimes makes its appeara nce in the first half of the pregnancy, though usually towards the fifth or sixth month, rarely later. ·w hen
the accumulation begins very early, it sometim~s progresses so rapidly that
the abdomen is larger at the fifth month than at the usual term of gestation, and as the iufi!Lration of the lower extremities generally keeps pace
with the effusion in the abdomen, the patients find it impo::;siblo eitl1cr to
walk or pursue their occupations.
The progress of the ascitcs increases rapidly; the face i:s puffCd and livid;
the abdominal walls, much thi<;kened by infiltration, a<ld to the size of the
belly; the skin covering them, although distended and shining, son1etimes
has a tuberculous appearance, as in elephantiasis. The umbilicus usually
forms a smooth, rounded, translucent tumor, of the shape and size of a hen's
egg, at the base of which the umbilical ring may be folt, though it is too
much distended to produce any circular constriction.
The greater labia share in the genera l infiltration, are enormously swollen,
and affected with a painful irritation, produced by their constant friction
against each other, and contact with the urine.
The skin of the lower extremities is so distended as to seem ready to burst
at several points, and is exceedingly painful.
The progressive accumulation of fluid in the cavity of the peritoneum soon
obstructs the regular performance of the thoracic functions; the clp:pnrea
becomes extreme, the respiration very sho rt 1 wheezing, and painful; lhe
patient is obliged to remain seated night and day; yet, notwithstanding this
position, the hrematosis is so imperfect that she seems threatened with suffocation at every instant, and has frequent attacks of faintness. The suffering
condition is aggravated by almost constant insomnia, intense headache, extreme thirst, and disgust for food.
Percussion of the abdomen detects readily the presence of a large amount
of fluid iu its cavity, though the fluctuation is not cqua.l in all parts of it.
As Scarpa remarks, it is sli ght or absent in the hypogastrium and towards
the flanks, is manifest near the hypochonchjac regions, and very well marked
in the left hypoc bondrium, near the edges of the cartilages of the false ribs.
The enormous distention of the parietes of the abdomen frequently prevents the uterus from being felt, and its elevation dCtermined with prncision.
The motions of the child, though generally obscure, are, however, still perceived by the mother.
The prognosis of ascites complicating pregnancy is grave in proportion as
it dates farther from the term of gestation . WllCn it appears only in the
latter months, there is every reason to hope that, notwithstauding its rapid
progre.-is, it will be arrested by deli\'ery, before producing such disorders as
seriously to compromise the
of the mother, and that, as in the observation of ill. Prestat, the recency of the effusion will render its absorption easy
after delivery. But when the ascites begins within the first half of the pregnancy, there is great cause for fear, should it progre:-s rapidly, lest parncentcsis should be demanded long before the ninth month. It were u~eles~ to
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add, that the prognosis will be far graver, if, as unfortunately very often
happens, the ascites should coex ist with dropsy of the amnion. If, snys
Scarpa, there should fortuuately be no uterine dropsy, the paracentesis may
allow the pregnancy to progress farnrably through it:; usual ~tagcs; but,
under the oppo::;ite circumstances, it almO::it always happens that the womb,
being excited by sympathy, contracts, and deliYery fol1ows.
Treafmrnt.-The general bleeding, purgatives, :rnd diuretics, employed
with the design of retarding the advancement of the disease, have not seemed
to influence its htter progress, and it is conceivable tlrn.t a too long-continued
use of them might be prejudicial to the pregnancy. They should, therefore,
be resorted to with the greatest reserve, and relinquished as soon as found
to be unsucce~sful.
\\'hen the disease has increased to such an extent as to threaten the life
of the patient, it is evident that the only resource consists in the evacuation
of the fluid. But where shou ld tlie punct.ure be made?
The development of the uterus makes it imvossiblc to insert the trocar at
the place of selection in ordinary ascites. From the circumstance of the
fluctuation being particularly well marked in the left hypochondrium, the
prominence of which was greatest near the edge of the false ribs1 Scarpa.
introduced his instrument between the uppermost 1mrt of the external
border of the rectus muscle and the edge of the false ribs in the left hypo·
chonclrium. The patient aborted two days after, and recovered.
George Langstaff made an incision two inches above the umbilicus, exposed the peritoneum, and punctured it with a medium-sized trocar1 being
carefu l to introduce it but a short distance so as not to wound the utcru~.
Ile had thus given issue to about ten pints of fluid, when the worn b came in
contact with the encl of the canula, interrupting the flow, and occasioning so
much pain as to oblige him to withdraw the instrument. As the patient
was una.blc to endure any pressure, he introduced a medium-sized gumelastic catheter by the opening, directiug it between the peritoneum and the
anterior surface of the uterus. · Peritonitis followed eight hours after the opethrce days subsequently to the operation she aborted, and three
weeks
well.
Finally,
a case in which a considerable tumor existed at the umbilicus,
Ollivier, of Angers, was decided by the tension and thinness of the skin at
the part to mrtkc use of the lancet simply. This instrument was introduced
in the same maimer and to the same depth, as for bleeding, at the middle
and front part of the tumor, at the distance of half au inch from the circumference of the ring. The water flowed immediately to the amount of six·
teen pounds.
For twelve day!', the serum continued to flow by the little wound, which
was closed hermetically on the thirteenth. The patient, who bad been relieved at once, experienced a. return of the accidents with the fresh accumulation of fluid. Twenty-eight days after the first puncture, it became
necessary to repeat it i eight pounds of fluid were discharged, and the same
alleYiation followed. Twelve drtys after this, the woman was delivered of ;t
living, though feeble child, and in fifteen days was discharged cured.
This simple process, consisting of a small puncture with the lancet, seem!!
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to me preferable to Scarpa's operation in the hypogastrium. The 1atter
might, in some cases, endanger important organs, and could only be preferred on account of the existence of an old umbilical hernia with adhesions
of the intestines to the sac. The presence of this complication can be readily
di.~cO\'ered by holding a candle behind the thin and transparent walls of the
umbilical tumor, as for the diagnosis of hydroccle, when the opacity of the
ex om phalos will be at once detected.
There is no advantage in placing a foreign body in the small opening,
since the flow of serum keeps the sides separated, and the density and extreme thinness of the walls of the tumor prevent infiltration of the abdominal parietes. The observation of Langstaff, above cited, as also another
fact related by l\I. Danyau, prove that the introduction of a foreign body
exposes to peritonitis.
When the pregnancy has made but s1ight progress, the only resource evidently consists in the puncture; but when the ascites endangers the mother's
life only at the eighth or ninth month, is it allowable to think of premature
artificial delivery?
If the uterine dropsy, of which we are about to speak in detail, complicates the ascites, and we are able to ascertain that the sufferings of the
patient are in good measure due to the extreme size of the uterus, I think the
tapping would be insufficient, and that the artificial induction of labor may
be attempted with advantage; still, though common, the hydramnion is not
a necessary complication, and it seems to me that ascites can very rarely
require premature delivery.
In the eighth, and especially the ninth month, the evacuation of the peritoneal fluid will afford sufficiently lasting relief to enable the woman to
reach the regular term of pregnancy; or, at least, it will rarely be nece.':sary
to repeat the operation more than once. Such was the case with the patient
of Ollivier. The only fault to be found with the puncture is that of being
merely palliatory, whilst it exhausts the strength if frequently repeated.
But should the relief afforded be such that one or two punctures enable the
patient to reach the end of the ninth month with moderate suffering, I see
no reason for not preferring it to premature delivery, which always places
the child in unfavorable conditions.

ARTICLE V.
l~ 1. Ecr.AMPSIA.

f 2. YERT1co. GwoJNEss. LIPOTHYYJJ.. SvNco1•F..
'l'hese affections are due to \Tarious causes. Usually they seem to depend upon
nenoue s u scep~ibility, occasioned hy pregnancy and heightened by chlorosis;
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Thus some delicate, nervous women are subject to faintings, from the
most trifling cause, when they are pregnant; any strong moral impul~c11,
such as joy, or anger, and sometimes even au odor that is a little too pcactrating, or the sight of an unpl easant object or person, may give rise to this
condition. Gardieu relates an instance, where the simp le movements of a
child produced swooni ngs; and I have attended a lady who fainted three or
four times a week, during the second, third, and fourth mouths of her gesta·
tion, without any satisfactory cause being discovered for it.
Ordinarily, the syncope attacks the woman when standing, and she at
once experiences a ringing in her ears, vertigo, dimness of vision, weakne~s
in the knees, and she has scarcely time to sit down, before she faints away.
Some females, however, are warned of the attack by the occurrence of
yawning, and a sensation of heat in the precordial region; soon after, the
extremities become cold, the face grows pallid, and is covered with a cold
sweat; the senses and intellectual faculties are almost lost, the pulse and
respiration have nearly ceased, though a total loss of the intel ligence and
sensibility is very rare. For my own part, I have never seen any woman in
this latter state, since nearly all those whom I have carefu lly questioned on
the subject have stn.ted that they had a confused idea of what was pn.s$ing
around them; and therefore, if there really be any instances of a complete
abolition of the faculties, they certainly arc not so frequent as the authors
would have us believe.
'Vhilc the syncope lasts, -..ve shou ld employ the ordinary means, such as
ammonia,
cold water, &c., &c. The tonics combined with antispasmodics have
recommended for its preve11tion: for instance, Van
Swieten highly extols the use of orange-peel with canella, or lemon-rind
and canella, in the proportion of two or three drachms to three pounds of
sherry-wine, of which three or four tablc!:poonfuls are to be taken daily.
Chambon has employed an infusion of peach-blossoms with success. All
these nervous disorders are more alarming than serious. 'Ve lmve never
kn own them to endanger the life of the mother, or to disturb th e regular
course of gestation.
The attacks of fainting, though generally short, are sometimes quite prolonged. In.the latter case, they are frequently accompanied or followed by
some hysterical symptoms, as sense of oppres1'ion, hypogastric pain, constriction of the fauces, and sometimes true hysterical convulsions. In the case
of a young lady, a patient of M. Rayer's, these symptoms occurred almost
every evening after di nn er, during the last three mouths of her pregnancy.
They had no serio us consequence, unless a threatening of premature lal1or
towards the end of the eighth month be so regarded, which, however,
yirlded to a small bleeding and opiate injections.
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~ ..J. PARALYSIS.
Pregnant women are not exempt from t he cam;es which produce paralysis under
ordinary circu mstances, but are even more liable thereto than other females of
their age. That such is the fact the recent researc hes of Fleetwood Churchill and
lm bert-Gourbey re have estal>lished bcyoud a doubt.
Churchill reports 34 cases of paralysis deri\•ed from various authors or observed
by him self. In 22 of thcm 1 lhe attack occurred during pregm~ncy, aud in the
rema.ining 12, either durini; or after labor. Th e location of the paralysis is noted
as follows: 17 cases of complete hcmiplegia and l in which it was partial; 4 of
paraplegia, in 2 of which but one leg was paralyzed; 6 of facial paralysis, 3 of
amaurosis, and 3 of deafness; in some of th e latter cases, however, the local affec.
tion was connected with hemiplegia. Of these 34 ca"eS, 4 were fa.ta!.
Of the. 22 cases occurri ng during pregnancy there were 12 of bemiplegia..I of
paraplegia, 4of facial paralysis, 2of amaurosis, and 3 of denfoess. Aua.lys1sof
these cases shows no regularity in regard to the period of gestation at whicb the
attack occurred, though it seems that the patients were mOl'c liable to the affect.ion
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§ 5. INTELLECTUAL DrsonnERS. l NSANTTY.
Those physicians who may be willing to admit the truth of the analogy
which we have endeavored to establish between the sympathetic di.i::order~
of pregnancy, and those observed in young girls suffering from difficult or
irregular menstruation (p. 462), will readily understand the functiona.l aberrations of the intellectual and sensorial faculties so often observed ia preg·
nant women.
The pre-existing alterations of certain organs of tlie senses are sometimes
very happily modified by the occurrence of pregnancy. A young womnn,
whose imperfect vision had obliged her to use spectacles from chil<lhood,
fo11nil her sight \\O much improved immediately after the beginning of prrg·
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nancy as no Jonger to have need of glasses. (Obs. de Salmnt, Cent. III.
Ob>. 27.)
At other times there is greater or less disturbance of the affective and
intellectual faculties. I knew a young lady pregnant for the fhst time,
whose former love for her husband was replaced by an antipathy whirh $he
was barely able to overcome. Another young woman, when fi\'e months
gone, was suddenly seized with such an aversion for her apartment, that
after many fruitless efforts, anrl notwithstanding all the force of her reason,
~he had t~ be left in the country for the remainder of her pregnancy.
Some exhibit a peculiar tendency to sadness, which is mentioned by
Burn::, and of which I have observed two cases. Certain individuals, who
are usually of a gay disposition, suddenly become sad and morose; refuse all
the enjoyments tendered to them, and entertain the belief' that they will not
surri\·e their labor, with a tenacity that nothing can overcome. A young
American lady, recommended to my care by 1\1. Rayer, exhibited a profound
melancholy for the last six weeks of her pregnancy. Although surrounded
by her family, she declined all the pleasures of the capital. She wept
unceasingly OYCr 11er ine,·itable end, which was so near at hand, and was
constantly expressing her distress at being obliged to leave all whom she
Joyed. She had a happy labor, and from the next day her usual gayety
was resumed.
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ARTICLE VI.
§ 1. lTcnrno.
The skin, during pregnancy, is sometimes affected with extreme itching
without any apprf'ciable lesion. :M. Maslieurat-Lagemart has published a
remarkable case of a lady who, in eight successive pregnancies, wns afilicted
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with itchings so violent as to produce premature labors. On four occasions,
they began in the sixth month 1 twice at eight months and a half, and twice
in the seventh month. They appeared almost instantly over the entire
cutaueous surface; the legs, thighs, genital parts, the whole trunk, the neck,
face, scalp, were all a.fleeted; nothing csc:lped but the palms of the hands,
and even they were invaded at a later period. So senre were they, that
the violent rnbbings of the poor sufferer excoriated the skin. H ardly was
she delivered when they vanished entirely. The skin retained its natural
transparency 1 color, and brightne.....:\S throughout. Simple and alkaline baths,
amm oniacuJ and camphorated frictions to the spine, preparations of opium,
bismuth, Yalerian, hyoscyamus, belladonna., and bleeding, were all employed
without advantage.
Three cases of general itching which I have had occasion to treat, y ielded
quite promptly to alkaline baths. (Five ounces of carbonate of potash to
no entire bath.)
[~ 2. PIGMESTAR\' SPOTS.

P1T\'RIASJS,

The skin during pregnancy oflen becomes affected with yell owish spots known

as ephcli<lre, cMoasma, and pil!Jl"iasis l)ersicolor. Wh en they appear on the forehead,
cheeks, and chi n, they receive the common name of mask. 'L'h ese spots affect Ly
preference the face, especially the forehead; they vary in size, are almost symmcl·
rical in form, an<l ne,·er extend to the roots of the hair, from which they always
are separated by a border of healthy skin. It would seem that the action of light i.~
one of the principal condi tions of their formation, and that the shadow of the haii·
is sufficient to arrest their progrrss.
M. llardy, physician of the Hospital St. Louis, classifies them as ephclides and
pityriaais.
The epl1elides make no projection from the surface, and arc attended by neither
itching nur desquamation; their examination would almost lead one to say that the
·igmentary mauer had left the healthy parts and collei.:LC<l in the spots, on account
of the apparent ble:iching of the skin around them. They are the result, simply,
of an accumulation of pigment within a circumscribed space. Epheli<lcs often ap·
pear in women at the menstrual period, and more especially during pregnancy:
they usually vanish after deJi,·ery, though, much to the chngrin of those affected,
this dncs not always happen. When they continue, a special treatment, having
for its object the production of a. superficial inflammation of the skin 1 will often
prove succes::;ful. To effect this, M. Hardy recommends frictions to be made twice
a day with the following lotion:
R.-Water,
f3iv.
gr. v.
Corros. SuLlim.,
Sulph. Zinc,
3ss.
Acetate of Lead,
3ss.
Alcohol,
q.s.
to dissolve the corrosive sublimate.
Should the lotion fail, sulphurous douches, especially with the mineral waters
of Luchon and Bareges, applied to the affected pints, may be used with advantage.
Piiyriasis versicolor, also termed hepatic spots and chloasma. of pregnant women,
appear in the form of spots bearing strong resemblance to tbe ephelides. In pityriasi~. ho1\C\'er, the spots project slightly from the s urface of the skin, :ind the epidermis becomes detached in the form of li ttle acales, either spoutaneou~ly or by
1

1

1

;t::t~l~~~:~te~~hj~s:r:1:~ ;·i:~:<ln~:i~~~;;~ed tob~i~ t~::~nu1:bw~~;;ri:s,;e;~~:~~~o;'~;:!
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ephclides, in whicl, there nre neither eJe,•ntion, dcsqnamntion, nor itching. Pityri.
Rsi s versicolor is a p.1rasitic disease, so that the microscope affords another mu 08
of diagnosis by ex.hi biting the spores and numerous ramifications amidst the epithe..
Jin\ scales.

The pityriaeis of pregnancy usually decl in es after delivery, though in soml! casea
it rem ains and offers great resistance to the treatment employed.
The therapeutic measures are very simple.
Sulphurous waters, by lotion or
douche, and ointmenh:I containing sulphur, are ofte n effectual. 'J'he' above lotioo
(see formula) :tlld nitricacidointmcntproduee similar results.]

ARTICLE VII.
§ 1. RELAXATION OF TTfE PELVIC ARTICULATfONS.
Th e question has long been agitated whether the ligaments which unite
th e bones of the pelvis are ever softened, and whether the articulations are
movable. Ambrose Pare himself, that great surgical luminary, did not
adopt the opinion of Hippocrates until after Severin Pineau made a dis.sec·
tion, in 1569, of a woman recently del ivered, in his presence. But, at the
present day, this question is determined by a very great nw.nber of cases,
and it is now generally admitted tllat a ramollissement of the symphy:;ed
actually occurs in most fema les during gestation.
Thi::; soften ing may be and generally is slight; though it may be carried
to so great an extent as to admit of considerable separation between the
articular surfaces, constituting then a true pathological alteration. Hunter,
l\Iurgagni, and some others, cite instances where the relaxation was such
that t.he pubes could be drawn more than an inch apart.
'ritli our pl'esent knowledge on the subject, it is impossible to ex plain the
cause of this softening; for, when trifling, it generally escapes the notice
both of the woman and her physician; but if well marked, a separation of
th e bones takes place as just stated.
Authors do not agree as to the manner in which the separation is pro·
duccd ; sin ce, according to some, the cartilages arc softened and thickened
by the liquids that penetrate them, acting like a. piece of prepared sponge
placed between two bones to absorb the effused fluids; whilst others imagine
them to resemble the roots of the ivy, which insinuate themselves into the
little crcYiccs between the stones of a wall, and finally o,·crturn it. Louis
thinks they act more like dry and porous wooden wedges placed in the
fissures of a rock, which, by imbibing 1u.oisture, swell up and ultimately
split tile rock,-or like polypi in the nasal foss::e and frontal or maxillary
ainuses.
l\L Lenoir supposes that a. slight degree of this relaxation is due simply to
serous infil trati on of the pelvic ligaments resulting from the pregnant con·
dition; t!1e articular surfaces n.re, therefore, not separated, though separation
is possible under the influence of actions tending to produce it. In the more
advanced stages, he adds to this softening a hypersecretion of synovia, which
distend~ the articular cavities, and separates the bones thrit constitute them.
Mobilit y in
if the joints be opened in the dea.d body,
a viscill fiui<l
a~ was once observed by l\Iorgagni
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This relaxation mu,y, according to Baudclocque, oppose the spontaneous
termination of the labor, by destroying the point d'appiii which the abdomioal muscles deri\'e from the bones of the pelvis; and perhaps, also, the
dietress produced by the engagement of the head, forces the woman to restrain the pains as much as po~sible; though, on the other hand, from the
ob::ervations of Desormeaux, Smcllic, &c., we learn that this circumstance,
so far from bt:ing a cause of <lystocia, has actually permitted a sponta.neous delivery in some cases where the di::proportion between the size of the head and
the dimensions of the pelvis would have otherwke rendered it impossible.
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'Vhen to relaxation of the pelvic articulations, inflammatory symptom2
are add~d 1 they should be met by the appropriate means; in their absence,
we may apply gentle pressure around the pelvis, and make use of some
topical applications, general and local tonics, and astringent and rei:olvent
lotions. After the total disappearance of the lochia, Desormeaux highly
extols the employment of douches, sea.bathing, a good diet of nutritive
articles, the Spa and Seltzer waters, wearing flannel next to the skiu 1 and
dry frictions. ' Ve cannot recommend too highly the use, in the;e cases, of
t he steel girdle of l\I. :Martin, which, whell' tightly <lrawn a round the pelvis,
immediately restores a portion of its normal solidity, and facilitates the cure
wonderfully.
These measures should be continued for a long time, and even when convalescence is fully established, the greatest possible care must be exercised
in rising, walking, &c.

§ 2. INFLAMMATION OF THE PELVIC ARTI CULATIO~S .
Inflammation of the pelv ic articulations, wh ich is sometimes observed
a fter labor , may also occur, though more rarely, during pregnancy. Drs.
Hi ll er, 1\Ionod, Danyau, and Professor Hayu, of l{Onigsberg, have mentioned instances of it.
The disease generally begins without appreciab le cause, with sudden,
8:cute, sometime.s lancinating, though usually heavy pain, in one or se\·eral
of the pelvic :uticulations. The pain is increased by pressure, i::tauding, and
c!'redally by attempts at walking, which is sometimes altogether impos~ible.
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These pains often extend into the lower extremities, and especially int<1
the thighs. Swelling can sometimes be detected over the inflamed articulations.
These articular pains are sometimes attended by a febrile movement,
which is occasionally severe, though generally quite moderate. In some
cases, indeed, there is almost no general reaction.
The intbmmation, when moderate, usually yields promptly to proper
treatment; the cure is almost ptirfect after tweh•e or fifteen days, and the
deli,·ery and lying-in seem to experience no unfavorable effect from it. In
some cases, however, whether in consequence of the intensity of the inflammation, or because the proper means were not employed with sufficient
energy, the disease ended in suppuration, and in two instances proved fatal.
In these cases, the articular surfaces were found denuded of cartilage. Ml\'1.
Hiller and l\Ionod mention two cases which proved fatal in this manner.
If the pains are very acute, and the general reaction decided, general
and local bleeding may be employed.at the outset. But when there is no
fever, an<l t.he local symptoms are moderate, we may be content with resolvent applications, restricted diet, and absolute repose in the horizontal posture. Narcotics may be added to the resolvent applications, if the pains
are too severe.

ARTICLE VIII.
[Various lesions of the vulva and vagina impede delivery, and are therefore discussed io the article on Dystocia. At present we shall describe on ly pruritua of
the vulrn, leucorrhooa, and vegetations, as they occur in pregnant women.
§1.

PRURtTUS OF THE VULVA.

Pruritus of the vulva, though not peculiar to, often occurs during pregnancy. It
is characterized by intense itching of the external genital parts, the In.Lia majora
and minorn, and often extends even into the vagina. The itching is irresistible,
obliging the patients to scratch themselves, and thus, in consequence of the relief
alforded,leadstoasortof masturbation.
Eiamination of the nffected pnrts discoYers no appreciable alteration: sometimes
there is rednesi;:, at others some exudation of serum with superficial ulcerations
remindingoneofeczema.. ( Ua.rdy.)]

The itching was so insupportable in a young married lad y under my care,
that she could not refrain from continual scratching, and the general irritation resulting therefrom almost threw her into convulsions.
In another instance, a young girl, who wished to conceal her pregnancy,
was so tormented by this disease, that it was absolutely impos.sible to hide
her distress from the observation of her family; and when I examined her,
I found the internal face of the labia externa, and the nymplue, both swollen
and inflamed from the constant scratching; the nympha on the right side
had been so long, and so strongly dragged upon, th::it it had acquired twice
the usual length at least. Generally speaking, the frequent use of bathing,
and l•f the vegeto-mineral lotions applied five or six times a day, will calm
the i1 ching; and as it is oft.en greatly aggravated by walking, perfoct rest is
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of course indicated. Some advantage is often to be derived from a. fine
compress dipped in oil of sweet almonds, and then placed in the vulrnr
fissure; or still better, if the compress be soaked in lead-water.
Dewees states that be examined a young Jady who complained of this
excessive itching in the genital parts, an<l he found the internal face of the
vulva, as also the inferior part of the vagina, covered by numerous aphthre;
and that the application of a strong solution of borax, four or five times a
day, cnu~ed them all to djsappear in the course of twenty-four hours.
Dr . .l\Icigs has always found the following preparation useful:Il-Borax,
Sulpb. of morphia,
Dist.rosewater,

3ij.
gr. ivaa.
to'·iii.

Apply three times a day to the affected parts, by means of a. sponge or
piece of linen, taking care to wash the parts beforehand with soap nnd water,
and to dry them well afterwards. The following solution of bichlorideof
mercury may also be used with advantage: Add a drachm and a half of
corrosive sublimate to four ounces of distilled water, and of this solution let
the patient add a dessert·spoonful to a pint of very wm·m water, and use for
injections and lotions. Hot water alone will answer in many cases. (Trousseau and Pidoux.)

H:.-Bichloride of mercury,.
Alcohol,
Rosewater, .
Distilled water,

gr. xxxi.
f3iij .
• f5i!'!S.
f3xv,

This is used as a wash, undiluted, morning and even:ng, as follows: After using
warm water for the purpOfie of removing mucous secretions from the vuh·a, and
drying the parts well with a piece of fine linen, a small sponge imturated with the
fluid is passedru.pidlyover the entire itching surface, so as to moisten it thoroughly.
A smart burning sensation is the first effect of the application, which is alleviated
by a few minutes washing with cold water. Subsequent. applicatioos are less and
less paioful, and tbe cure is generally rapid. We prefer this treatment to all otller~.]

§ 2.

LEUCORRIICEA.

'Ve shall limit ourselves to a short notice of the profuse leucorrhrea with
which women arc very often affected during pregnancy. This discharge,
which is sometimes white and sometimes of a yellowish·green color, usually
makes its appearance during the second half of gestation, though I have
seen some persons affected with it from the early months. It is generally
coincident with the development of numerous granulations, which, ns we
have already said, sometimes cover the vaginal mucous membrane, and
constitute what has been described of late as granular vaginitU. 'Yhe11 ii
is very profuse, an examination by the speculum frequently discovers
numerous ulcerations of the neck of the uterus. 'Ve shall hrwe occa$ion
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to speak of these ulcerations hereetfter. I am convinced that the vagina.]
granulations and u1cerations of the cervix are very rarely as serious during
gestation as they appear to be under some other circumstances, since they
generally disappear with the p regnancy, during which they arc developed.
Sometimes the discharge is so abundant as to react upon the functions of
the stomach, and I have seen several patients with symptoms of
evidently connected with the leucorrhooa, inasmuch as they
diminished according as the latter was more or less profuse.
This aflbction often produces, in addition, great irritation, a burni ng heat,
and sometimes an almost insupportab le itching of the lower part of the
yagina and external genitals. A profusion of small vesicles appear upon
the internal surface of the greater and lesser labia, which, by consta nt ly
rubbing against each other, finally give rise to excoriation, and render
walking very painful.
Frequent baths, lotions, and iujections of cold water, to each quart of
which a dessertspoonful of subacetate of' lead has been added, repea.ted
several times daily, according to the degree of pain, are the best remedies.
I t will also be found advantageous to separate the parts, by introducing a
piece of fine linen between the labia., so as to prevent fr iction whilst walking.
It is unnecessary to say that the introduction of the speculum during pregnancy requires that especial care be taken not to press it too far.
Though the patient's sufferings may easily be al leviated in this manner,
it is more than probable that the granulations will continue, and that the
discharge will not cease entirely; in spite of all that can be done, it generaUy lasts until the end of pregnancy, and in the great majority of cases
only term inates after delivery.
[Would any disadvantage attend the insertion in the vagina of tampons formed
of carded cotton and alum? Would they be likely to occasion abortion or premature delivery? During my present temporary sen ice a.t the Loureine hospital,
1 have found quite a number of pregnant women affected with vagioitis and profuse
leucorrhrea., and in all such cases it is the practice lhere to use the above-n amed
tampons, notwithstanding the fact of pregnancy. I dt.lntinue them as they have
been used heretofore, though not without apprehension; still no accident has
occurred as yet. I should desire, however, a longer experience, before I could fee l
willing to advise them.
Vaginal injections, especially if used indiscreetly, may excite contraction of the
uterus and abortion, if the fluid be thrown upon the os tincre.

f 3. VECETATIONS.
The external parts of generation, particularly in women affected with blennorrhcca,
vaginitis, or uterine catarrh, often become covered with vegetations, which were
long supposed to be of a syph ilitic character. 'l'hey seem always to be connected
with the presence of a discharge in non-pregnant females; tha.t their production
may also be favored by pregnancy, is a fact established, as I think, by the treatise
of M. Thibiergc.
The vegetations may appear in pregnant women at any period of gestation.
They consist of tuft~ of a rosy hue, attached by a pedicle, and spreading out like
a cauliflower. Io respect to number and size they vary greatly .
. They may be either scattered or so grouped as to form large masses. i\ patient
tn the Hospital of the Clinic had them in the form of a tumor as large as the list.
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ARTICLE IX .
.A.BDOMINAL AND UTERINE PAINS.

Beside the numerous functional disorders just studied, some pregnant
women suffer, in various parts of the body, pains whose intimate cause is
imperfectly understood, and to which they sometimes call the attention of
the physician. Some of these pains appear to be seated in the abdominal
parietes, the lumbar region, the groins, and the internal part of the thighs;
others, again, appear to affect more especially the walls of the uterus, or
the annexes of that organ.

§ 1.

Anuo.MlNAJ. 1 LUMBAR, AND INGUINAL PAINS.

These pains, which are•somctimcs confined to a quite limited space of the
ab€lominal parietcs, do not often appear before the latter months of gestatiou. They are frequently felt at the lower part of the breast, near the
upper insertions of the abdominal muscles, or, less often, in the inguinal
folds near their inferior attachments. The pains are much increased by
motion, the least pressure, and sometimes, also, by the movements of the
child , if violent. As already stated, they are generally limited in extent,
sometim es not affecting a space larger than a silver dollar, the parts surrounding being entirely free from pain.
Since lumbar and inguinal pains, occurring in the first half of gestation,
may be the preludes of an abortion near at hand, they claim special atten·
tion. At this early period they are almost uniformly the sympathetic ex·
pression of uterine disorder, itself due to a local congestion, though perhaJ>3
still oftener to a special irritability of the womb. They then resemble
precisely the lumbar and inguinal pains which are so often experienced by
yoLmg girls affoctcd with dysmenorrhcea or amenorrhrea, and a.re effectually
overcome by opiates, small revulsive bleedings, and sometimes also, in very
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uervous women, by warm bathing. If, as is often the case, th e pains seem
to be increased by sex ual intercourse, too loug a walk, or riding in a carriage,
it were useless to say that abstinence from all these causes, and repose in the
horizontal posture, are the first indications to be fulfilled.
'fhese pains most commonly appear toward the end of pregnan cy, but
their cause, that especially of the lumbar pains, is very obscure. Some·
it can be ascertained that they are seateU in the pelvic
page 515). Dragging upon the broad ligaments, com·
lumbar nerv es, extreme distention of the uterus, and
engorgement of the pelvic and uterine vessels, have been successively ad·
duce<l in explanation; but though the relief obtained from bleeding, in
some cases, would seem to show that they might so metimes be caused by
local plethora, there is no evidence of any such influence as is attributed
to the other causes mentioned.
The inguinal pains have generally been referred to traction upon the
round ligamen ts. I do not say that this tra.ction may not produce them,
but I am convinced that toward the end of pregnancy they are oftener
due to the pressure of the uterus upon that region, in the vertical as well
as in the sitting posture. They generally dis::ippear, indeed, in the horizontal position, and the best means of relieving the patients is to support
the abdomen, and at the same time raise it a litlle by means of a well-made
corset, or of a large abdominal belt, the central portion of which embraces
the sub·umbilical region, and whose two ends are attached to the back part
of the corset.
[H::n·ing for some time made a special study of these abdominal, inguinnl , and
lumbar pains, we are convinced t hat very often they are due to neuralgia of the
eutaneousnervesfromthecollateral branches of the lumbar plexus. To be assured
that such is the case, it is on ly neces::;;ary to test carefu lly t.he sensi bility of the
skia in these region!I, either by rubbing it rudely with the end of a pencil, or by
raising it in the form of a fold which is to be gradually pinched between the
fingers. Pressure ought also to be mnde all along the crest of the ilium in the
direction of the genito·crural nerve. Should we be satisfied with merely questioning the patients, or depressing the wall!I of the abdomen by the hand, we would
incur the risk of obtaining very little information, or of suspecting the existence
of adeep·seated visceral pain when the sk in only is affected. 'l'hismistnke,which
we see committed every day, would be avoided by taking the trouble to make the
above-mentioned exa mi nation, and we cannot recommend it too highly.
'fhe principal parts affected by this neuralgia nre the lumbar, iliac, hypogastric,
and inguinal points, though the pain mny appear in some other portion of gre:lter
orle11sextentof the ski n of the abdomen. Sometime11con fioed to acircum:;cribed
point, it occasionally invades an entire half of the abdominal walls. It very
rarely affects both sid es at the same time with equa l intensity.
The local application of narcotics constitutes the treatment par excellence, of
the~e DE'uralgie pains. We have almost always succeeded with very sm all blisters
sprinkled with one of the salts of morphia. Subcutaneous injecti(ms are al:>o
clearly indicated, and none of these methods are liable to effect unfavorably the
eourseot the pregnancy.
What we have just written applies especin.lly to the abdominnl neuralgia. of
pregnant '~omen; but before leaving the subject, we cle3irc to say that the same
all'ection is also extremely common after delivery . In the latter case, however,
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The pains in the internal parts of the thighs, the numbne::s and cramp.'!
of both legs, though more commonly of one only, are usually attributed to
pressure of the head on the lumbar and sacral nerves. But, as Tyler Smith
remarks, since they mostly occur at night, when the women are in the horizontal posture, or whilst they are sitting, in both which positions the pressure
should be much Jess than whilst standing, it seems very probcible that compression of the nerves is not the cause. Perhaps we may accept the idea of
the English accouchcur, that, like the corresponding affections iu cholera,
they arc connected with some irritation or difficulty of the large i11testine, or
with a morbid condition of the uterus. It would not be the only instance
of visceral irritation producing spasmodic contraction of the muscles of
animal life by reflex action.
According to this hypothesis, the best means of preventing the recurrence
of the cramp is to keep the bowels free, and allay the irritability of the womb
as much as possible by baths, opiates, &c. The surest means of counteract·
ing it is to contract voluntarily, the very moment it appears, the antagonistic
muscle of the affected one; thus the thigh should be strongly extended when
the flcxor muscles are contracted, and the foot should be flexed on the leg
when the cramp affects the muscles of the calf.

§ 2.

UTERINE PAINS.

1. Beside the uterine pains which sometimes accompany the outset of a
disordf'red pregnancy, also beside those which seem to herald the approach
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of labor in the latter weeks of gestat ion, fema les experience, at rn.riable
periods and interYab, pains which are sometimes very acute, and evidently
seated in the walls of the uterus itself: It is impossible to determine the
cause and nature of these pains i for though they may be attributed, in some
rare instances, to partial spasm of the muscles of the uterus, or to n. more
or less extensive inflammation, mo!'<t frequently nothing of the kind is to be
cli~co\·ered. Sometimes they arc limited to a single circumsc ribed point,
whilst at others they affect the ent ire womb. In the first case they are continuous i in the second, they are irregularly intermittent, and their recurrence, or rather their paroxysm, appears to coincide with a motion of the
female, pret'sure upon the abdomen, an attack of coughing, or sudden movements of the child. At the same time the uterine tumor may almost always
be felt to become denser and harder: in short, a true contraction takes
place, which continues as long as the paroxysm lasts. If, struck with this
condition of the body of the womb, an examination be made per vaginam,
the cervix will be found unchanged, having undergone no alteration which
could excite solicitud e on account of the long-continued previous contractions. Usually, there is very slight general reaction, and little or no fever.
"'hen the pain is both circumscribed and moderate, emollient and narcotic applications nrny be found sufficient; but when more severe, it will be
necessary.to prescribe the most absolute repose, injections wiLh campho r and
laudanum, baths, maniluvia, and even bleeding from the arm. It generally
yields to these measures when properly employed, though, unfortunately, it
returns with some individuals \·ery frequently. I have, at this moment, a
young lady under care, who is at the eighth month of' her pregnancy, and
who has had five attacks within three months, two of them lasting for
twenty-four hours. The first time she was bled; but as her general cond ition seemed to contraindicate a repetition of' this measure, and she was
very averse to bathing, I was obJiged to content myself with prescribing
rest and opiate injections. Now, there is every prospect of her reaching her
full term.
2. The sensibil ity of the uterus is sometimes singu1arly increased by constant and violent motions of the fCetus. Some children, indeed, seem endowed with sucl1 activity that they are hardly ever quiet, and their c.ontioual movement becomes a cause of irritation to the womb, which, by reacting upon the whole economy, may produce insomnia, general excitement,
and nervous and sometim es even convulsive movements. I have seen two
instances of these disordered motions of the child; especially was it marked
in the case of the wife of one of my proftssional brethren. Th is poor
lady was delivered at term, notwithstanding she had been almost entirely
depri,·ed of sleep during the eighth and ninth months. Burns says, that
patients under these circum stance~ are delivered rather before the ninth
month. The bleeding and opiates which he recommends may indeed lessen
the irritability of the uterus, but evidently can have no power to diminish
the activity of the motions of the child, which is the first cause of the
uterine nains. 1
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3. Some authors state that metritis, or metro-peritonitis, are p:>s.::iule
during pregnancy 1 but they are so rare that it hns never fallen to my lot to
see lhem. Besides, they seem to me to belong to the same category as all
the acute affections which may arise during pregnancy; and though the
usual gravity of the prognosis be heightened by the condition of the female,
the treatment would be the same as after delivery.
§ 3. RnEUi\IATISM OF TUE UTEHUS.
Rheumatism of the uterus, although studied for a long time in Germany,
was scarcely known in France, until M. Dezeimeris publil3hed in his journal
(l'Exptrience ) a series of facts that were previously known to, and put forth
by, the German authors. About the same time, :M. Stoltz, who was
quaintecl with the works of our neighbors <·n the subject, devoted
attention to this affection at the Clin ical Ilospital of Strasbourg, and communicated the result of his observations to his pupils. One of them, Dr.
Su.lathe, has quite recently defended a thesis on this subject; and from his
work, as also from the bibliographical researches of l\L Dezeimeris, I extract
the following account of this disease, which is unknown to French nosologists.
According to Rada.me!, rheumatism may attack the uterus in the nongra.vid state; but we have only to study it here as occurring in pregnant
females, in whom it may appear at all stages of the puerperal condition.
Therefore, after some general remarks on the disease itself, it will be neces·
s;:i.ry to point Ollt the influence that it may have over the gestation, the parturit ion, and the lying-in.
Cattses.-Every circumstance calculated to :f.:wor the development of the
rheumatic affections .in general, may likewise prove a source of' rheumatism
of the uterus: thus, a momentary or a prolonged exposure to cold and
moisture, inadequate clothing, or sudden changes from a very high to a very
low temperature, and all those other atmospheric constitutions which have
been enumerated by medical authors, either as predisposing or as determin·
ing causes of rheumatism, may likewise produce that of the womb. But,
besides these genera.I causes, there is one peculiar to the disease under con·
sideration; that is, the susceptibility of this organ to the impression of cold
under the attenuated integuments of the abdomen during the latter months
of gestation; for the belly is only covered at that particular point by very
light clothing, which is far from fitting closely, and the lumbo·sacral region
is often but imperfectly protected by the short jackets worn by the patieut.
Symptoms.-Rheumatism of the uterus very often occurs in persons who
are constitutionally predisposed to the rheumatic affections; and it may co·
exist with a general disorder of the same nature, though in the majority of
cases the womb, together with its appendages and the adjacent parts, is
alone affected. Again, it has oftentimes resulted from a sud<len cessation
the mother and accoucheur, hitherto attributed to tbe muscular conlraclionsoft11e
child, result simply from parti:tl coutraction of the muscular fibres of the uterus. Not·
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the English accouchcur may be applicable to the exceptional cases of which we:ire
\lpenking.
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of a rheumatic pain at some other point, which is speed il y transferred to the
uterus. But, whatever may have been the mode of its attack, this disease
exhibits some weJ\.marked peculiarities, by which it can easi ly be recognized.
The principal sympto m is pain, or a distressing sensation, which involves
the whole, or a part of the womb, without any violence having been exerted
on the organ; its intensity varies from a simple foeling of l1eaviness to the
most painful dragging sensatio n; and it may occupy eith er the entire womb,
or only one of its parts, such as the body, the fund us, or the inferior segment.
When the rheumatism is fixed in the fundus uteri, the pain iii particularly
apt to be felt in the. sub-umbilical region; it is augmented by pre."sure, by
the contraction of the abdominal muscles, and sometimes even by the simple
weight of the bedclothes; and in many cases the patient is unable to bear
any movement whatever. If seated somewhat lower, she suffers from acute
dmgging sensations, that run from the loins toward the peh·is, the thighs,
the extern al genital organs, and the fl.a.era! region, along the uterine ligaments. Finally, when the inferior S('gmcnt participates in the affoction, the
sen.t of it can be detected by the vagina.I exploration, which gives rise to the
these
most acute suffer in gs. But, of all the causes that
pains, tbere are none more di.stressing than
the
child.
Like all rheumatic pains, those of the uterus are metastatic, and they
occasionally pass rapidly from one point of the organ to another; often,
indeed, they disappear at once, and pass off to some other organ. Thi s is
particularly apt to occur when the pain was originally located at some other
point, and measures have been employed to recall the affection to the part
primiti\'ely attacked.
They present frequent and var iabl e exacerbations in their duration and
intensity, according to the stage of the diaease i sometimes they are followed
by remissions, during which the patient experiences only a vague sensation
of weight in the part. The uterine pains are usually accompanied by a
recto-vesical tenesmus, which is the more distressing as the former are tho
more energetic. and are seated uear the inferior segment. The patient is
then tormented by a continual desire to empty her bladder; the emission of
urine is attended by a smarting sensat ion, and sometim es by acute sufferi ngs,
while at others it is even wholly impossible; and in many cases the attempts
to move the bowels prove equa ll y ineffectual. Most of the German authors
attribute this double recto·vesical tenesmus to a rheumatic aACction that is
not always exclusively limited to the womb, but which also i1wades the
neighboring organs. But l\f. Stoltz appears disposed to bi>licve that it is
rather the result of the close sympathy existing between these :1 cljacent parts;
for, if these new pains were occasioned by a rheumatism of the rectum or
bladder, those of the uterus ought to disappear altogether, or at least shou ld
be diminished. (Salathe's Thesis.)
Analogy would lead us to suppose that an unusual hent and tumefaction
must exist in the aflected parts; but the difficulties in detecting these characters are self-ev id ent, although their existence is quite probable.
Such acute pains, seated in so important an organ, would natura.ll y prod11ce considerable general reaction; and it is found that this di~easc, like
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the gren.tcr num her of the inflammatory affections, most usually commences
by a slight chill, which lasts for a quarter of an lrnur or twenty minutes;

the fever that follows it diminishes, and sometimes di;:.appears altogether,
during the interval between the paroxysms; but1 pending their duration, iL
is usually quite intense, the pulse is frequent and hard , the face excited aud
flushed, and the tongue is red nnd dry; the patient complains of thir:-t, the
skin is hot, and she often suffers from an extreme agitation and rcstle.~sn(l.l;~.

Towards the end of the paroxysm, a profuse perspiration generally breaks
out, which seems to be the prelude of a notable amelioration. Thea th~e
general phenomena become moderated, together with the uterine pain, but
they reappear with the latter, after a variable period, ranging from a few
hours to several days.
1. Influence of Rhemnatisin over the Progress of Gestation.-The paroxysms are apt to be followed by uterine contractions iu those cases in whic·b
they have persisted for some time, or ha.Ye been very severe; and in this
manner they may serve to bring on a premature delivery. The patient
experiences some acute and tensiYe pains, but this feeling of tension is not
uniform; for it attains, in turn, a high degree, and then"becomes weak€r in
the same proportion, progressing in this way with slwrter and shorter intervals. At first the uterus is indm·ated to a partial extent, but afterwards
throughout; the os uteri dilates, though its dilatation is at first slow and
difficult, and its ulterior progress does not seem to correspond with the
intensity of the pains. An abortion is then imminent, but it is far from
being so frequent as might be supposed; and when it does occur, it is more
frequently observed iu the febrile than in the apyrctic form of rheumatism.
The orifice has been known to dilate to the extent of an inch in diameter,
and then the bag of waters, that had previously engaged in this opening,
insensibly retreated, the os uteri again closed up, and the delivery did not
take place. Consequently, so long as the dilatation of the os uteri does not
amount to two inches, we may reasonably hope to make the labor retrogrnrle.
These uterine rheumatic pains may simulate those of parturition, and thus
lead the accoucheur to suspect that labor has regularly commenced, when
in fact such is not the case. The characters of the rheumatic pain, furnished
in the following paragraph, will aid in preventing such an error. It is
probably to some mistakes of this kind that we must refer those pretended
instances of prolonged gestation, as well as those cases in which genuine
labor was developed, and afterwards suspended during several weeks, and
even months.
2. Influence of Rheumatism, over the Labor.-As a general rule, a rheumatic affection of the worn b retards the progress of the labor, and sometimes
even renders the spontaneous expu lsion of the child wholly impossible.
Besides the genera l phenomena already pointed out, the disease here gives
rise to the following peculiarities:
1st. It is well known that the normal uterine contraction only begins to
be painful when it has accomplished the greater part of its course, and when
it is at the point of distending and dilating the uterine orifice; in other
words, the true labor-pain only commences at the instant when the power
of th~ body of the womb overcomes the resistance of the neck. Jn rheuma·
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tbm, on the contrary, the uterine contractiun is painful from the very first,
and prior to any action upon the cervix i hence the cau:se of the pain i3 not
in the Yiolcnt distention of this orifice, but rather in the uterine contraC'tion
iU;elf, in the other morbid conditions, and in the altered relations of the
ncn•es and contractile fibres of the uterus.
~d. In a normal labor, the contractions begin at the fundus, and termi·
nate at the inforior segment of the womb; in rheumatism, instead of starting
at the fundus, they begin in the painful point, and are not regularly propa·
gated toward.'3 the cerYix. Again, the rheumatic pains exist prior to the
contraction of the womb, and then speedily acquire a high degree of inten·
sity under the influenc.:e of this latter. At times their ,·iolence promptly
arre:>ts the contractions, enn before they have traversed their ordinary cycle.
rapid, short, and become more and more distant.
Towards the end of labor, at the time when the uterine action ought
to be aided by the Yoluntary contraction of the abdominal muscles, the
woman refrain::; from exerting thC:>e under the fear of augmenting the pains.,
whereby an exces:>ive slowness in the labor re.suits. The patient is found iu
a state of extreme anxiety, and the frequency of her pulse, the heat of the
skin, the thirst, and vesical tcnesmus, arc all greatly augmented. \Vhere
thescosutlerin:(s are m1.1ch prolonged, she falls into a state of swooning, wh ich
proves serviceable, as the pains are suspended wh ile it lasts; a pro·
fu:>e perspiration has then been ob~er\"ed to take place, which had the most
salutary influence over the ulterior progress of the partu rit ion. But at
other times the uterus becomes more and more painful, and it is rather in
a state of permanent contraction, or of fibrillar vibration, than of normal
0011traction; the pulse is aceeler'1ted, and the woman is affected with a me·
tritis which renders the labor extremely painful.
~. I11fl1tence of Rheumatis1n ot1e-r tile Puerperal Punctions.-The reader
will anticipate.from the foregoing, that rheumatism of the womb may pro\•e
a source of difficulty in the delivery of the after-birth, by determining
irregular or partial contractions of the organ immediately after the expul·
sion of the child; but that subject does not claim our attention at the
prcl:icnt time, and it will he re\•crted to hereafter. In the healthy state, the
uterus retracts after the delivery, and thereby prevents the deve!opmenbof
hemorrhage. But in rheumatil3m, this retraction of the organ is ,·ery im·
perfect, and it remains much larger than
the after-pains are then
very di:>tres::iing, and are prolonged for flome
the uterine vesf:.els are
less compressed than usual, and profuse floodiugs may thence result. On
the other hand, the suflCring state of the organ diminishes both the lochi:1l
discharge and the lacteal secretion; and this, together with the persistence
of the abdominal pains, and a. manifestation of the phenomena of general
reaction, may be mistaken for a peritonitis which docs not really exist.
Prognosis.-Rheumatism of the womb is not a disease capable of determining the loss of the mother's life; nevertheless, from the pain that it
occa.;ion:-:, and the errors it may gi\"e rise to in pr:-i.ctice, it does not the less
merit a careful study; because, during pregnancy, it may prove to be a
source of abortion, and though it is not often manifested unti l after the i;;ixth
month, yet it is al ways an unfavorable circumstance to the child to be born
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before term. 'Ve have already spoken of the unfortunate influence it may
have over the course and character of the labor-pains; in fact, it has often
rt>ndered an artificial delivery imperative. It may also complicate the delivery of the after-birth, and disturb the order of the phenomena that constitute the lying-in. At that period it has often been mistaken for true
inflammatory symptoms, and, consequently, has been combated by measures
that were more dangerous than usefol.
As regiuds the period of manifestation, it is generally more unfavorable
when it occurs at an early stage of the gestation; both because it then has
a greater influence over the pregnancy, which has not become firmly established, and because it has a tendency to retum several times before term.
Besides which, most women, who have been affected during the gravid state,
likewise find it to reappear again in the course of parturition, which is
thereby rendered laborious.
Treatment. -1st. The measures that have most frequently been attended
with success when administered for this disease during the gestation are:
general venesection; the intestinal revu lsives, such as castor-oil and ipecacuanha; bathing, narcotized lotions ovt1· the abdomen, opiated mixtures, and
sudorific drinks; and in those cases in which the uterine affection had succeeded the sudden disappearance of a rheumatic pain in some other organ,
the application of revulsives over the part primarily affected. 2d. During
the labor, the same means are employed; but if they fai l, and the degree of
dilatation of' the os uteri be such as to permit an artificial intervention, either
the forceps or version should be resorted to, according to circumstances.
3d. After the delivery, sudorific drinks, opiated unctions over the belly, and
baths; and when the lochial discharge has failed, leeches to the vulva, and
ipecacuanha combined with opium.

ARTICLE X.
OF DISPLACEMENTS OF THE UTERUS CONSIDERED JN

R1~FERBNCE

TO TIIE

ACCIDENTS TllEY MAY CAUSE DURING PREGNANCY.

§ 1.

PROLAPSUS OF TllE UTERUS.

\Ve have already seen, in studying the situation of the uterus at the different periods of gestation, that at first this organ sinks lower in the exca~
vation, and that its orifice approaches the vulva. Now this first degree of
depression may be considered as physiological, but it cannot pass beyond
that without giving rise to some accident or other. Hence, laying aside all
causes foreign to pregnancy, the uterus descends the more in the earlier
months of gestation in proportion to the larger size of the pelvis, and the
greater relaxation of the ligaments. In some women it rests on the floor
of p10 pelvis, whilst in others, the neck, or even the body, may protrude
through the vulva and become visible externally.
\Ve see, therefore1 that either a simple descent or an incomplete or complete prolapsus may occur during pregnancy, as well as in the non-pregnant
condition. The complete prolapsus, that in which the entire body of the
1terus is external to the genital parts and hangs between the thighs, is extremely rare. It were wrong, however, to deny its possibility, since this is
proved by a case reported by Vimmer.
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1ncse displacements may occur eitl1 cr slowly or suddenly, though the
female may have had nothing of the kind previously; sometimes, however,
thev are but the continuation or exaggeration of a pre-existing prolapsus.
Alt.hough the progressiye development of the uterus generally removes the
incompl ete prolapsus about the fourth or fifth month, by causing the organ
to rise aboYe the superior strait, the displacement, in some cases where the
pelvis is spacious, may continu e, and even increase, notwithstanding the
progr~s of gestation. I han~, quite recently, had under care at the Clinique, a very remarkable case of incomplete prolapsus, in which the entire
neck of the uterus projected beyond the external parts, the whole excavation being occupied by the lower part of the body distended by the fcetal
head. · The displacement continued until delivery without any serious accident supervening. 1 It bad ex isted for several years.
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In some cases the displacement increases conf'iderably, and either .ts an
effect of its own weight, or in consequence of exertion or violent excrrL<.:e, the
lower part of the body of the uterus projects beyond the vulva, the upper
part of the organ being still within the pelvis.
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The disorders resulting from tl1is displacement vary in inten&ity acconling
to its extent and the stage of pregna ncy at which it occurs. \rhen the pelvis
is too spacious, the excess of size affecting ch iefl y the ex:c<tvation, whibt the
straits preserve their normal dimensions, the uterus m:i.y remain much longer
in the le&er pclds than is usual in wc11-formcd women. It then incommodes
the neighboring parts, pre~sing upon and irritating the rectum aud the bladder; the patient suffers from a feeling of weight at the anus, and painful
tractions in the groins, lumbar regions, and umbilicus. A more or less
abundant and fetid discharge also comes on; the woman ca n neither stand
nor walk without !l.Uff'ering, and she falls gradually into a state ofmarasmus.
When the ge;:tation is more advanced, and the womh increased in size, or
even if less yoluminous, hut more dcprcs!Sed, the symptoms, such as co mplete retention of the urine, very obstinate constipation, &c., are st ill worse;
finally, the pr~sure of the uterus on other organs may react on itself, and
the consequent irritation thus proYe a cause of abortion.
When the retention of the urine is complete, either the catheter should be
at once resorted to, or the womb be pressed up by one or two fingers previously introduced into the vagina; but even this assistance will not be
necessary, if the woman lies down and elevates her hips cons iderab ly whenever she wants to urinate. All these symptoms, howm·er, disappear about
the fifth month, when the uterus, on account of its great development, can
no longer remain in the excavation, and therefore rises above the superior
strait.
In cm;es of simple and incomplete prolapsus, some amhors recommend th~
introduction of a pessary, in order to sustain the uterus, and prevent ita
prolapsing completely. I regard the pessary as always useless and often
dangerous. Rest in Led, and proper cleanliness, seem to me capable of preventing the precipitation of the organ, and of alleviating the painful irritations which the displacement produces.
Certain instances of success seem to authorize attempts a.t reduction in
cases of incomplete and complete prolapsus occurring at an advanced stage
of pregnn11cy. In both circumstances, I think that these attempts should
be modl'rate, since they appear to me likely to compromise the gestation.
When the prolapsus is complete, the danger to which the woman is exposed
The child, which was a male, was born alive.
follows:
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The day following the labor, the cervix projected lo tbe snme extent outside the
vulva, and lhep!lrlS were rather more 811ccid: t.be engorgement being dissipated, the
neck was returned within thev•1gina; the patient continued in the horizonld position,
and a month aftr>r left theClinique without. the neck ha..ving appeared ai the vulvn.r
opcninlil:.
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by the nature of the displacement itself would certainly authorizL rnthtr
greater perseverance; but it is easy to see that in the latter month~ it will
rarely be possible to return the uterus within the pelvis.
When the reduction is impossible, the uterine tumor ~hould be supported
by a proper bandage, and the female confined to the horizontal poi<itiun.
In women who have had a falling of the womb before impregnation, there
is reason to fear that it may persist and augment during the fir~t three or
four months of gestation, in consequence of the great laxity of the ligaments;
and it is therefore prudent to advise such persons to keep the horizontal
position during all this time, and not to permit them to get up until after
the fifth month. After the delivery, they should again remain in bed six
weeks or two months at least; for by such precautions, not only may the
patient escape the dangers attendant on a prolapsus uteri during the earlier
periods, but sometimes even a radical cure of the disease she had before the
gestation took p lace may be effected.
§ 2.

RETROVERSION.

The mobility of the uterus in the pelv is, which is still observable in the
early stages of pregnancy, notwithstanding its augmentation in volume,
exposes it to another variety of displacement, that is not so common as the
p receding, but more disastrous in its consequences. Thus, in some instances,
the womb seems to execute a see-saw movement, by which its long vertical
ax is is brought into a nearly horizontal line in the excavation, in such a wny
that the fund us remains either a little more elevated, or else somewhat more
depresBed than the neck. This displacement is called retrovasion, when the
fundus uteri is carried backwards into the hollow of the sacrnrn, and anteversion, when it is directed towards the symphysis pubis. These two varieties
may occur in different degrees; hut the displacement will be much more
considerable in retroversion than in anteversion, on account of the anterior
concavity of the sacrum; the former is also more frequent and serious thnn
the latter.
Finally, in the latter part of gestation, tlrn uterus may incline more or
less to the right or the left, so as to constitute what have been termed lateral
obliquities.
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When the retroversion occurs suddenly, it is produced by the same mechanism, only a more vigorous and energetic impulsion is then
and
such an impulsion is usually given by a rapid, violent
muscles: thus, after a severe retching, or vomiting, or
the
at stool, in women who arc habitually constipated, 0 1· in urinating, in cases
of retention, the worn b is often found displaced.
M. ~Ioreau relates au instance of a woman who lifted a weight of fifty
pounds, for the purpose of placing it on the balance, when she was immediately attacked by pains in the bypogastrium, vomiting, syncope, &c. On
his arrin1l, he found the uterus completely turned backwards; but all these
symptoms disappeared immediately after the reduction was effected. A fall
backwards, or blows, or a strong pressure below the navel, lmve Yery frequently caused the same result. (NregCle.) In one of Hunter's cases, the
retroversion appeared soon after a severe fright.
u A woman," says :\I. l\Iartin, of Lyons, "was taken in her third month,
after a \'iolent straining effort, with pains, accompanied by loss of blood;
at first, the os tincre was found in the centre of the vagina; but the patient
renewed her efforts, and then the uterus became completely retroverted, that
is, the neck was placed behind the pubis and a little to the right, and the
fundus of the organ rested against the sacrum. In this instance the retroversion evidently resulted from the conjoint influence of the uterine contractions and the expulsory efforts of the abdom in al muscles." (.Martin,
Mlmoires, p. 142.)
Where the displacement is effected slowly, the woman is but little incommorlcd at first; and the necessity for reduction is only apparent after it has
become considerable. Originally, there are only some painful dragging
sensations in the groins and lumbar region; a feeling of weight and
pressure on the neck of the bladder; some vesical tenesmus, and a little
difficulty in the emission of urine. But when the uterus attains a certain
degree of development, all these phenomena increase, and we are then
obliged to interpose the resources of our art; for when matters reach this
state, the womb becomes wedged, as it were, in the middle of the pelvis, and
even more firmly so afterwards, because its Yolume augments rapidly; for
not only does the fcetus continue its growth, but abo the uterine walla
become engorged, tumefied, and inflamed, and the sy mptoms caused by this
inflammation are added to those previously existing; and, further, as the
occupied and filled up by the uterus is Jarger than the superior
reduction becomes very difficult, or even impossible. Hunter
(lase in which the reduction could not be mad~, and the woman
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di ed in consequence; and at the autopsical examination it was found 1,e<-e;.
aary to cut through the symphysis, in order to dL5engage the womb from the
excaYation.
When the displacement takes place su<lrl cnly, all these symptoms are
speedily mauifo;ted, and should it happen at an ea rly stage, they are shortly
carried to the highest degree, or even may soon prorc fatal, for their persistence may give rise to so great a distention of the bladder, as to produc~
its rupture.' Again, the accumulation of feeal matters in the iute:;tinn
occasions so imperious a feeling of tencsmus, that the femaJe gives way to
th e most immoderate strain.ings; and the pain caused by the displaced and
inflamed uterus may create a convulsive agitation of the abdominal muscles
aud the vaginal walls, so great as to cause a rupture of the vagina, and an
escape of the fun<lus of the uterus from the vulva; as happened in the case
communicated to i\L Dubois, by i\L l\fayor.

Th e vaginal examination, in such cases, will enable us to detect the particular variety of displacement which causes the symptoms, for the finger
encounters a tumor just within the vagina that fills the whole excavation,
which is the posterior surface of the womb. In passing over this surface,
which is of greater or Jess extent accord ing to the stage of pregnancy, the
finger reaches the fundus of the uterus, which it finds directed toward the
anterior surface of the sacrum, and in more serious cases toward the point
of th e coccyx. Pursuing the examination anteriorly, the neck is discov·
ered to be turned directly forward, toward the middle of the posterior surface of the pubis, and sometimes even raised above the upper edge of the
symphysis. The displacement may ind eed be so great that the axis of the
organ is almost completely overturned and the finger cannot reach the
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external orifice. Sometimes, bowenr, the neck is very accessible to the
touch, although the retroversiou is carried to the greatest extent. This is
owing to the fact of the cervix being bent round on the body, like the bea.k
of a. retort. In this case, the uterus was retroflexed before being over.set
backward.
In retroversion, a rounded tumor, varying in size with the vol um e of the
displaced organ, is found in the vagina. This tumor spreacls out more
behind than in front, whereby the posterior ,·aginal wall is depressed, whilst
the anterior is distended and elevated. Sometimes the perineum is pruminent, and the vulva swollen, the rectum is pressed down and :lliuost obliterated by the tumefied organ, and the anus often dilated :ind bulged
outwards.

A particular variety of retroversion bas been described by M. Martin,
of Lyons, in which the os tincro protrudes from the vulva, and the fundus
uteri is pushed to the side of the sacrum; the uterine neck, being curved
like the spout of a ewer, is situated below and a little in front of the pubis;
the body of the organ is retained in the sacral excavation, and lies close to
the perineum. But, after carefully reading his description, I do not think
it can be justly considered as a new example of retroversion. I believe it
was merely a falling of the womh, which had existed prior to pregnancy,
and had been aggravated by this latter condition; there was at the same
time an anteflexion of the neck, which explains how the curve in the latter,
described by M. Martin, might be formed below and in front of the pubis,
from the depressed body forcing it beyond the vulva.
A retroversion could scarcely be confounded with simple prohipsus; for,
in the former, the vaginal wall is always situated between the finger and
the tumor, and the neck is high up behind the pubis, whilst, in a prolapsus,
the cervix is always the most dependent part, and the tumor can be perfectly
isolated from the vagina; in the latter case, the reduction is generally easy,
but it is usually quite difficult, sometimes even impossible, in the former.
Further, the symptoms of retroversion are ordinarily much more severe
than those of prolapsus.

l Without going into any detail

on the subject, we would point out the po~sibi!ity

~t~l~~;:~'.~;ltf?;;~~~rl~:~E~~;~~r~:;~;Jf.f~~~:~fi~~i~:~i~~~f~~,t~'.~

the fact of the case may be generall,v nrrived at by judging cnrefully of tbe t<ize
of tbe womb, and interrogating the patients io regard to the time of the la!!t·
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It 'vould be easier to make a mistake in cai;:.es of extra-uterine
pregnancy developed in the utcro-rectal cul-de-sac, or of retro-uterine hcmalocele:
menstrual flow .

in this ca.<ic, however, the entire uterus is crowded out of po'iition withoutheing

tilted, anJ it is often

ea~y

to feel its contour al.love the margin of the pubis.)

As a general rule, the prognosis in these displacement8 is very gr~we; it
varies, however, with the period of pregnancy, the volume of the uteru,;i,

the alteration in the neighboring parts, and the violence of the attendant
symptoms.
Cceteris paribus, a retroversion is usually more unfavorable than an anteversion; because, iu retroversion, the constipation and retention of urine,
which thus far luive been considere<l as comparatively unimportant, soon
become aggrnvating circumstances of the disease. In fact, the bladder can
only enlarge and
into the abdomina.l cavity, by pushing the uterine
neck upwards
towards the front; and hence, its body acting on the
utenu; by its size and weight, necessarily increases the displacement. The
stercoraccou:s matters accumulated in the rectum, above the part in contact
with the fund us uteri, act in a similar manner j and, again, all the woman's
expulsory efforts ha.ve a constant tendency to fu!'ther depress the fuudus,
after the displacement has once commenced. In antevcrsiou, on the con·
trary, all the causes just enumerated operate in a favorable manner. Thus,
the distended bladder constantly has a tendency to press back the body of
the womb, which is then carried forwards, and the accumulated m:itters of
the large inte.:;tine, pres.:;iug from above downwards on the posterior part of
the neck, contribute to the s::une end.

freatment. - After having emptied the blat.lder and rectum, and com bated
the inflammatory symptoms by the appropriatP. means, the accoucheur shoul~
proceed at once to reduce the uterus to its natural position, and secure n
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there. The best position for the female to assume is one in which all the
muscles are thrown into a state of relaxation; two fin gers are then to be
introduced into the vagina, with which the body is first to be pushed up,
after whi ch the index should be hooked over the neck so as to depress it.
The reduction may sometimes be effected on a single trial, but usually we
are compelled to repeat the attempt after an interval ofa few minutes: and
just at the instant of the resumption of its ordinary position by the womb,
a noise is heard, in some insta nces, like the cli ck of a sp ring. It must not
be supposed, howe\·er, that .this operati.on is always an easy one. For the
difficulty in using the catheter, so often experi enced, the impossibi lity of
emptying the rectum , and especially the voluminous tumor formed behind
the uterus by the faces collecting in the sigmoid fl exu re of the colon, the
violent strainings made by the patient under such circumstances, and the
size of the tumor, and its adhesions to surrou nding parts, are so many em
barrassing circumstances to the practitioner. Although it is very seldom
that we cannot succeed in introducing the catheter, by time and patience,
yet in some eases this has been found altogether impossible; indeed, much
prudence is requisite in the measures then adopted, and if they all prove
useless, a moderate pressure made O\·er th e hypoga!'trium may, perhaps,
slowly compress the bladder, and thus make the woman urinate, so to speak,
by disengorgement.
·
The retroverted fundus so metimes compresses the rectu m to such a degree
that an injection cann ot be made to enter the large intestine.
Such cases demand some precaution in the administration of the enemata.
There may be a collection of indurated ma.tters above the fundus of the
retroverted uterus, in which case it is evident, that, as the la.tter compresses
the upper part of the rectum, an injection given in the usual manner cannot
reach high enough to bring away the f:.eces accumulated in the descending
colon. It then becomes necessary to use a long gum-elastic tube, which may
be inserted to the extent of seven or eight inches. This simplr. expedient
has often disencumbered the intestine of matters which an ordinary injection
could not have reached, with the effect of producing spontaneo us reduction.
Even with the use of the tube just recommended, the injections are sometimes ineffectual. In such cases, if the palpation and the abdominal percussion lead us to suspect a. considerable accumulation of feca l matters in the
descending colon, we should exhibit purgatives by the mouth. Again, the
necessary introduction of the hand into the vagina, to effect the reduction,
is at times so painful to the female, that, notwithstanding all persuasions to
the eontra.ry, she gives way to the most violent bearing·down efforts, which
neutralize those of the operator. If baths, or emo llient and rnircotic injections, should not assuage this acute sensibility, the advice of Dewees might
he taken, and bleeding practised to the extent of producing syncope; still
better, in my opinion, would be the administration of chloroform before the
operation.
The abnormal adhesions that are occasionally establ ished between th e
uterus and adjacent parts, will certainly add another to the serious difficulties
just mentioned; but even this sho~ld not give rise to dei<pair. Amul'=sat
reports a case where he distinctly felt some bridles in the bottom of the
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vagina, and to the left of the tumor, into which he could hook the forcfingn,
but after a careful examination he acquired the com·iction that the utcru~
was free on the right side. He then renewed his attempts, by acting in suc·h
a way as to turn the uterus from the opposite side towards that where the
adhesions existed; that is, from right to left, and he thereby succeeded in
replacing the organ in its natural position. But if, after having adopted all
suitable precautions, the simple procedure just described should
one of the following plans should then be resorted to, namely, to a.ct
taueously by the vagina and rectum, as some have advised; but the most
simple plan, however, is that of M. E\•rat, quoted by J\I. Moreau, as follow~:
The woman must lie upon her side, and the accoucheur then takes a rod
eight or ten inches long, co\·ered at one end by a tampon of linen smeared
over with some fatty matter, which he introduces into the rectum so as to
press, through the recto-vaginal septum, the fund us uteri from below upwards,
whilst the two fingers passed into the rngina hook the neck, and simultaneously draw it downwards and back\\'ards. The force necesrnry for this
reduction is very variable, though in eflecting it we need not be
by the fear of producing an abortion; for, even if this were to
such efforts, the dangers to the mother would he far less than from the con·
tiouance of the retroversiou. In a case of this kind, 1\I. Halpin, after having
emptied the bladder, and endeavored unsuccessfully to reduce the uterus,
came to the conclusion that the only mode of curing the patient was by the
employment of an instrument that would bear equally on all parts of the
displaced womb; and he inrngined that the pelvis could be fille<l up with a
bladder, and thus all the contained organs be pressed up together into the
abdomen. 'Vith this view, he pbced au empty one between the fundus
uteri and the rectum, and then by cautiously distending it, he actually succeeded in pushing the fundus upwards.
Attributing, as they did, the difficulty of reduction to the }lressure of the
viscera upon the anterior surface of the uterus, Hunter, Boyer, and others,
have recommended that the patient should be placed in such a position that
the weight of the intestines may he supported by the upper part of the
abdomen. Acting upon this suggestion, M . Godefroy adopts the following
position: the patient rests her head and hands upon the floor, whilst the
anterior part of the thighs and legs repose upon the edge of the bed, where
they :ire supported by assistants. The surgeon then acts either through the
vagina or the rectum upon the fund us of the uterus in such a way as to effect
the reduction. In three very grave cases, success was complete. (Jourri.
des Conn. Aled. Gliir. 1 August, 1846.)
This position is very fatiguing, painful, and disagreeable to the patient.
I would, therefore, much prefer, in these difficult cases, simply to place the
female on her knees in bed, with the upper part of the body supported on
the elbows. I have thus been able, in two cases, to reduce retrofiexions
which had resisted every other means.
In an obstinate case, we might resort to a procedure recently employed
by Amussat, with a prospect of success: that is, to place the female in the
position for operating for stone, and then introduce one or two fingers int1J
the rectum, and gently press up the uterine tumor, by following the con·
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cadty of the sacrum, at first directly upwards, and then alternating from
right to left and left to right, so as to raise the who](' surface of the uterus;
but if the finger or fingers placed in the rectum cannot reach so high, the
thumb shou ld be put into the vagina sons to elevate the perineum, in order
that the fol'mer may penetrate still further; and, lastly, to get higher yet,
an a:;:sistant might pres.s against the elbow, or the accouchcur himself could
sustain it with his own thigh or body. l\I. AmusSnt declares that he has
twice succeeded in this manner in making a reduction that had previously
been ineffectually tried by several other practitioners.
Finally, what is to be done where the reduction is impossible? Abandon
the patient to the resources of nature, says 1\Tcrriman; but would not that
devote her to a certain <leath, in case the inflammatory phenomena did not
determine an abortion? And since a miscarriage is in ev itable under the
most fortunate circumstances, would it not be advisable to bring it on,
rather than to lease the patient exposed for a long time to the dangers
which threaten her? Ind eed, most physicians are of this opinion, and I
should not hesitate, therefore, to rupture the membranes by a sound passed
through the neck of the womb. But, sometimes, the neck is so high up
that it is wholly inacce::;sible i and then a puncture of the uterus itself must
be resorted to. This latter operation has been performed both by the vagina and by the rectum, but I should think the first preferable. It is, without
doubt, the last resource, but always ought to be chose n rather than the
symphysiotomy recommended by Gardien and some other accoucheurs.
After the reduction ( when that Jrns been possible), the patient must remain in the horizontal position until towards the sixth month of pregnancy,
and must carefully a.void all straining, whether in urinating or at stool.
These simple precautions are all-sufficient, and generally render tl1e introduction of a pessary useless; which latter, however, Baudelocque considers
indispensable in most cases. Occasionally, the incontinence of urine, brought
on by the pressure which the neck of the bladder has suffered from the 11eck
or fundus uteri, may still continue some time after the reduction; aud then,
if the ordlnary simple means do not cause its disappearance, we may resort
to the warm mineral waters of Cauterets, Bari:!ges, or BaJaruc; to frictions
with the tincture of cantharides, and blisters on the hypogastrium, together
with tonics and astringents administered internally.

§ 3.

ANTEVERSION.

Anteversion is very rare in the early stages of gestation, and, probably on
this account, has been passed over by most authors who lrnve studied the
disorders of pregnancy. The manner in which the uterus is developed, the
peculiar form of the anterior and posterior boundaries of the pelvis, and the
normal direction of the organ, are so many circum stances wl1ich, just in
proportion as they facilitate retroversion, r('nder the occurrence of auteversion difficult. Besides, the influence which a distended rectum and bladder
have in the production and increase of the posterior displacement, would
tf'lnd to restore the womb to its natural position, should any circumstance
effect a commencement of anteversion.
Notwithstanding these favorable cnnditions, anteversion has been observed
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by Chopart at two months, by Madame Boivin at three months, an~l finally
by Ashwell. The case of the latter being unkn°''n in France, we bhall
give an analysis of it. I have myself twice detected it at two months ia
cases of women affected with incorrigible vomiting.
Mrs. M - , thirty-three years of age, and habitually very constipated,
fell, during the first month of her pregnancy, whilst descending a pair of
stairs. Though there was no hemorrhage, she had a spell of faintness whic:h
lasted uearly an hour. For five or six weeks there was a feeling of weight
at the pubis, micturition was frequent and painful, but there was no obstruction to defecation. I examined lier for the first time at the end of tl1e
second month. The cervix was in its normal position, but the strongly·
inclined fundus formed a round solid tumor between the bladder and the
anterior part of the vagina. Pressure with the finger upon the angle of
inflexion caused pain. The neck was elongated, :rnd larger and harder
than m;ual. I endeavored, ineffectually, to effect reduction by pres~ing
upon the fundus of the womb with the finger, whilst the neck was drawn
downward and forw:i.rd by the index of the right hand. At the sixth
month, the husband found that the anteflexion had almost entirely disappeared, and although the lady still suffered some pain in the latter months,
she was delivered without difficulty.
Although the author describes this as a case of autcflcxion, it is evident
that there was also anteversion, as is pro.eel by the normal position of the
neck, and especially by the spontaneous disappearance of the displacement
at the fourth month. I see, indeed, no reason why an anteflexion should
disappear suddenly at this stage of pregnancy.
Antcversion is, therefore, })Ossible in the ear1y months, though it occurs
more frequently in the second half, and especially towards the end of the
pregnancy. At that time, the fundus of the womb, which is naturally inclined forwards, is supported by the abdominal muscles only; now if these
resist slightly, as often happens when women have had several children, the
physiologic3l inclination has a constant tendency to increase. The axis of
tlle uterus may thus become nearly horizontal, or even be depressed still
lower, until the fundus falls upon the thighs and knees. The neck, which
is carried very far upwards and backwards, sometimes gets above the sacrovertebral angle, and is reached by the finger with the greatest difficulty;
the impossibility of attaining it has occasionally given rise to a belief of the
existence of imperforation.
Beside the signs furnished by the touch and exaffiination of the abdomen,
some functional disorders may be produced by anteversion at different stages
of pregnancy, whose cause should not be mistaken when called upon to
treat them. In the early months, the sensation as of a heavy weight at the
pubis, frequent and sometimes painful micturition and defecation, are almo~t
the on ly rational signs. In the latter months, the weight of the uterine
tumor, which is carried strongly forwards, occasions pains and draggings in
the thighs and groins; the extreme distention of the skin of the abdomen,
a lso, produces acute pain, and the pressure to which the bladder is subjected
is the ca.use of vesical tenesmus, with dy:::uria or strangury. Finally, in the
wonit r ases, walking is rendered difficult and often impossible.
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The prognosis is not generally serious; for, when the anteversion occurs
in the early months, the cleYelopment of the uterus may reHore it; when it
occurs in the second half of gestation, it may produce prematme labor,
though it usually occasions merely the in conveni ences just spoken of, and
ne\'er gives rise to accidents in a.ny degree serioul3, except during labor.
(SeeDy,tocia.)
Refluciion may be attempted in th e early months, but has hitherto always
fail ed; too great perseve rance would be at the ri sk of abortion. Th e most
prudent course, therefore, provided r esista nce is enco untered, is to intrust
the reduction to the subsequent progress of the preg nancy. If th e discomfort and weight are too fatiguing, they may be reH eved by the horizontal
decubitus.
At a more advanced stage, a hody bandage, or a sort of corset or belt for
the abdomen, well adapted to th e size and form of the belly, wil l afford
much relief. 'Vh en the abdomen is peu<lent, the abdominal belt may be
kept up by suspenders.

§ 4.

LATERAL OBLIQUITIES.

In describing the physiological pl1enomena of pregnancy, we spoke of
obliquities of the uterus, and pointed out th ei r probable causes. They are
rarely canied to any great extent, and are never the occa.:0ion of serious
accidents. Only by tending to produce an unfavorabl e presentation of the
child, and by retarding the dilatation of tlie neck, can they have any unpleasant effect upon the labor. Therefore, the present is not. the proper
time to speak of them further.

CHAPTER III.
ARTICLE I.
DROPS IES.

§ 1.

DROPSY OF TIIE AMNION.

The amniotic liquid may sometimes augment to a very considerable
quantity; but, as the normal amount is very variable, it is difficult to say
above what limits it shou ld be considered as a disease; however, when it
exceeds three or four pounds, the accumulation may be justly attributed to
some morbid condition. '
In the present state of our science, it would be absolutely impossi ble to
designate the cause of this singular affection, although some facts seem to
militate in favor of its bei ng produced by an inflammation of the amnion;
but this opinion requires further confirmation to be received with out hes itation, for, notwith:>tanding Dr. l\Iercier claims to have seen the internal surface of the amnion covered several tim es by false mem br::in es, and the
membrane itself highly injected, yet other observers have not detected a11ything of the kind . ( J o11rn. Gen. de JJed., tom. xiv. )
Again, from the cases cited by Dr.s. Merriman and L ee, it would appear
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that a dropsy of the amn ion is often associated with a morbid condition or
a bad conformation of the fcetus, or with a state of general infiltration on
the part of the mother i indeed, some facts would lead to the suppo:sition
that constitutional syphilis predisposes to this disease.
In a. few instances, it has seemed referable to sanguineous plethora; but
as it occurs in women of every variety of condition, constitution, :rnJ <igc,
this cannot be considered as a fixed ru1c on this point. It is muC'h more
frequent in twin pregnancies, and rarely supernnes prior to the fifth month.
Ia some cases, the dropsy is preceded by all the signs of an acti\·e inflammation; but most commonly a dull pain in the uterus, a feeling of
weight about the pelvis, and a rapid growth of the organ, are the only e'·idences of its existence. The womb speedily acquires a corn:iderable volume,
and is more distended at the fifth or sixth month than it usually is at term.
Further, the development is proportionate to the quantity of liquid : thus,
the latter often amounts to five or six pints; and Baudelocque reports a
case in which thirteen pints escaperl from the uterus, and another one of
thirty·two pints. Certain authors have even known forty or fifty pints to
exist in the amniotic cavity. The fluid is similar iu all respects to the
liquor amni i.
The uterus rarely becomes much enlarged without disturbing the functions of the thoracic organs in the manner heretofore described, and facts
are not wttntiug to prove that it may even produce asphyxia.
In a rase reported by Duclos, the distention of the womb was so great.
although the gestation had only advanced to the seventh montl1, that it enlarged the abdomen beyond measure, pushed up the diaphragm, and inter• fered so much with the respiration and circulation that the woman's life
seemed to be seriously compromised.
The physiciaris, called in consultation, decided in favor of bringing on
the uterine contractions as soon as the neck showed any evidence of dilatation; but, suffocation being imminent, l\L Duclos ruptured the membranes,
n.t first permitting a certain quantity of fluid to escape, then, by keeping his
fingers in the neck, he prevented its complete evacuation; and thus, for
fuur times, after intervals of fifteen minutes each, he allowed a furlher flow,
while i;;light pre,:.sure was made over the abdomen. In this manner, fourt~en
pounds were co1Iected, without counting what was lost. The symptoms disappeared immediately, but as the uterus did not appear capable of any
effort, and the neck offering no resistance, it was easily dilated, and a living
infant brought away by the forceps. The child was f~eble and diminutive,
and its limbs were Yery small. The mother reco\o-ered.
M. Evrat, Sen., of Lyons, has published several cases of almost complete
asphyxia (lividity of features, cessation of pulse n.nd respiration), in which
the women were rapidly restored by the puncture of the membranes and
discharge of a large amount of water.
A premature distention of the uterns by amniotic dropsy, to the size
which it uslirtlly has at the end of gestation, is capable of producing daagerous symptoms. It is astonishing, as Rc:arpa remark,:., that in cases of
dropsy complicating pregnancy, the womb should occasion symptoms of
tmffocation which it never determines at the end of the ninth month, though
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tts size be the same. It is expla in ed by the sudden and rapid development
in the first case; whilst in the latter the distention takes place almost imperceptibly, the walls of the abdomen yield gradually, thus allowing the
uterus to project more in front, so as to diminish its elevation slightly, whilst
it crowds much less upon the diaphragm.
As before said, ascites often coexists with the amniotic dropsy i but as the
two diseases may occur separately, it becomes important to c~tablish their
differential diagno,.is.
In ascites complicating pregnancy, the urine is small in quantity, whitish,
and turbid 1 the thirst great and con"tant, and the lower extremi ties and
genital parts mostly much infiltrated. I t is difficult and sometimes even
impossible to di~tingui8h the shape and fundus of the uterus, on account of
the irregular form of the belly, and the enormous distention of the hypo·
chondriac regions. Percussion produces an undulation, or sort of flu duation1 which is much more perceptible at the upper than at the lower pa.rt
of the ahdomen.
In drop:;y of the a.mnion, the size of the belly approaches much more
nearly that of a. uterus at term, although the pregnancy may not have existed more than fh·e or six months. The utcrns is so rounded as to be
almost spheriN I. Fluctuation is more obscu re, thirst sli ght or absent, urine
little or no infiltration of the lower extrem ities.
natural 1 and
The umbilical tumor rarely present, and 1 when it exists, has not the transparency observed in ascit~.
The gretitenlargement of the womb often provokes premature contractions
and abortion. 8-ometimes the child is born Jivin g, but so little developed
that it cannot survi,,e; more frequently, it dies in the mother's womb, and
is not expelled until some time after.
Drop.::;yofthe amn ios, which is so grave as regards the infant, rarelycompromi::;es the mother's life, or even her health. Some unfortunate cases
have, however, proved fatal, though generally she is merely incommoderl by
the excessive ,·olume of the womb, and the conseq uent interference with
other organs. The expulsion of the liquid is generally spontaneous; the
fcetus, membranes, and placenta passing away with the waters; whence, the
cause no longer existing, the disease is completely cu red.
Accord ing to ~ome au tho rs, the rupture of the membranes and consequ ent
expulJSion of the fluid is not always follo\\'cd by the birth of the ch ild. In
this cn~e. the breach in the membranes takes place at a point considerably
above the neck, the uterus is relieved slowly of' the superabundant fluid, and
the pregnancy proceeds with no other accident than a more or J es~ frequent
discha.l'ge of water. I think that, in most of these ca'3ct), an accumulation
of fluid between the membranes and the uterus, as in the hydrol'rhcea to be
spoken ofhr-reafter, has been mistaken for amniotic d ropsy. I confe..,s, however, that the following case, carefull y ob.served by Jngleby, leaves hardl y a
doubt as to the pos..~ib ili ty of the fact: A lady, six months gone in her third
pr;gnancy, lost. sudd enly a. large quantity uf water during the night. From
tin:; moment, until the termination of prcgnanry, there escaped every two or
three day s a pint and a quarter of tluid. Th e woman was dcli,·ercd of a
la rge boy. The after-birth was ex pelled spontaneously. I received it in
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my hand, says the atithor, so as to avoid laceration of the membranes. I
examined it with the greatest care, and discovel'cd, besides the opening made
by the head in the centre of the membranes, a second opening, of circular
form, near the edge of the placenta. It was doubtless through the latter
that the fluid escaped from time to time.
It is proved, by many observations, that amniotic dropsy frequently recurs
in the subsequent pregnancies of the same female.
A remarkable circumstance, pointed out by l\JM. Bunsen and Kill, and
one instance of which has come under my own notice, is a dropsical condition
of the footus, it being sometimes affected with hydrocephalus, and at others
with asc:ites.
The same authors also mention having observed that in these cases the
pla.centa was often remarkably large. Thus, in a case reported by .i\I. Kill,
in which the extreme dLc;tention of the uterus produced abortion at the sixth
mouth, the circumference of the placenta was a third larger, and its thickness double that of ordinary placentas. It was paJe, and its tissue spongy,
and, when divided, the vessels traversing its substance were found to hare
almost the size of the arteries and umbilical vein.
The abdomen of the fretus contained a large amount of fluid. The liver
was voluminous, occupying almost the whole abdominal cavity. Its structure
was normal, without any indication of swelling, but its ves:sels were highly
developed.
This great size of the liver is supposed by the authors quoted to be con·
nected with the extreme development of the placenta, whose enlarged vessels
would of course supply a great quantity of blood to tl1e umbilical vein.
(Churchill, page 50.)
When the malady is once established, it is exceed ing difficult to find the
proper remedies,- I will not say to cure, but even to impede itscourscj-for
instance, diuretics have usually proverl of little ·value. Some authors, indeed,
seem to have observed good effects from dry diet; and Burns specially
recvmmends cold bathing. But, in spite of all we can do, the affection
ordinarily goes on iucreasiug until the commencement of labor; and in the
greater number of cases tlrnre is nothing to be done except to await this
event. However, if the uterine tumor be of excessive size, more especially
should the dropsy of the amuion be complicated with ascites and n general
infiltration, and the patient's life be endangered by the obstructions to the
hrematosis, an evacuation of the waters should be determined upon by
ruptming the membranes.
The puncture is usually effected by the use of a mnle or female catheter,
or a stylet, which is introduced through the neck, and the membranes per·
forated with its extremity. When the cervix is sufficiently dilated, the
rupture maybe performed with the finger. 'Vhen not obliged toactquickly,
contractions may be previously solicited by introducing and leaving a piece
of prepared sponge in the cavity of the cervix, or by practising some douches
upon the inferior segment of the uterus. (See Premature Artificial Defaery.)
But should the graYity of the symptoms demand immediate intervention,
there would, I think, be some advantage in following the advice of )I.
Guillemot, and to glide the catheter between the ovum and the uterus, so as
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to pierce the membrane far above the neck; this process woutd permit the
discharge of the fluid to be controlled, and only the superabundance, so to
~peak, to be withdrawn. The pregnancy may afterward be left to itself.
In case of complete obliteration of the neck 1 parncentesis by the vagina.
and in the vicinity of the uterine orifice must be performed. Scarpa and
Cu.roper recommend puncturing between the umbilicus and pubis. In one
of the observations of E\'rat, Sen., the operation was practised in the place,
so called 1 of election, for paracentesis. The patient was delivered eight days
afterward of two living children, and recovered perfectly. The detai ls given
by the author do not inform us whether the case was one of ascitcs, or really
of amniotic dropsy, as he thought.
The vaginal puncture seems to me likely to subject both mother and child
to the fewest risks, whenever the neck is inaccessible.

§ 2.

HrnRORRB<EA.

The Germans have given this name to those discharges of water that occur
in the comse of tJ1e gestation, but which, in general, are neither preceded
nor followed by any uterine contractions i their nature is such as to interfere
but slightly with the pregnancy, the latter advancing as usual to term, and
at the accouchement the bag of waters is regularly formed.
This affection is quite common in the latter months, but very rare at the
beginning of gestation. I obsen;·ed it once between the third and fourth
month, and it reappeared but once during the remainder of the pregnancy.
which terminated happily. (See Abortion, article DIAGNOSIS.)
The frequency of such discharges, and the quantity of water lost each
time 1 are exceedingly variable in dif1€rent cases. Sometimes the liquid
comes away in gushes, at others drop by drop; but the amount may increase
in an incredible manner, and the loss may occur but once, or be renewed
frequently. Further, the intervals of its appearance are very irregular, and
lasting a long time when it does come on, during which any mental emotions
or bodily excitement singularly influence the profuseness of the discharge.
On the other hand, it augments in quantity during the most perfect quietude,
as, for instance, at night during sleep; its cause can rarely be ascertained.
Most generally, the female enjoys her usual health before the discharge
C-Omes on, when she unexpectedly finds herself wet, the fluid escap ing drop
after drop, or else she hears the peculiar sound caused by t he sudden irruption of a considerable quantity of the waters. In most cases, she suffers no
pain either pending or after this discharge; though it may happen that a
too rapid depletion of the uterus, and the consequent parietal retraction,
m:iy bring on some slight uterine contractions; but if the patient then keeps
perfectly still, they soon disappear, and everything resumes its natural order.
In color, the discharged water is usually a little yellowish, very limpid, and
at times tinged with blood, leaving stains upon the linen, and having a weHmarked spermatic odor.
Should the hydrorrhcea be attended with the uterine p:iins, it would be
an evidence of an approaching abortion; and some accoucheurs, supposing
the membranes had been ruptured, have been known, under such circumstances, to use every effort to accelerate and to terminate a labor which
35
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really had not commenced, and which, without their interference, would not
have occurred before the ordinary period.
(We 8aw a. case of hydrorrhrea during the sixth month of gestation, in which
uterine contractions had come on and almost completely effaced the neck of the
womb which was opened to the size of about a franc.piece. Re·-t in bed and opiate
injections quieted the threatenin;;sof abortion, and the patientwo.s delivered st

term.]
This error may be avoided by attending to the fact, that, notwithstanding
so considerable a flow of liquid, the size of the uterus, its consistency and
elasticity, are such as it generally presents at that period. These remarks
will at least be sufficient to excite a doubt as to the true source of the
waters; and from the moment that there is a doubt, every effort should be
made to prevent and not to hasten abortion.
These fluids, although having no relation in their scat to the liquor
amnii, have, however, been called the false wate1·s, so as to distinguish them
from those which escape after the membranes are ruptured in labor.
Various opinions have been ndvanced as to the nature and seat of these
false waters; thus, certain accoucheurs have supposed that they were cont.'tined between the chorion and
and that their escape is clue to
a laceration of the chorion; others, that
owing to the nlJ~ture of
an hydatid, lodged either in the cavity or the neck of the uterus (lfo~hmer,
Rcederer). Again, Baudelocque was of the opinion that it resulted from
the transudation of the liquor amnii through the membranes. 8ome others
explain it by invoking an cedematous condition and an infiltrution of the
uterine cellular tissue. It is an easy matter to refute all these opinions by
recalling the fact of the frequency and abundance of the discharges, which
often come away in large quantities. l\fauriceau 1 Camper, and Capuron
supposed that these waters proceed from the interior of the amnion; for, in
certain cases, they say, the membranes may yield at a point quite distant
from the neck, and the superabundance of this fluid will then gradually
drain away, though still an abortion may not occur.
This explanation is not applicable to the greater number of cases of
hydrorrha.'a, for observation does not show that when water came away
several times during pregnancy the amount lost during labor \rns Jess than
usual: beside which, careful examinations of the membranes after delivery
have very rarely detected traces of old rupture. Some well ob::ervcd cases,
however, prove that Mamireau's opinion may be exceptionally true. (See
page 543.)
It is much more probablt. that the fluid which thus escapes in the cout'8e
of gestation, sometimes a few days only before term, had accumulated between the internaJ uteriue surface and some portion of the membranes
(variable in extent) that were detached. This is the view advocated by
Nrogele, aud it has been lately reproduced by one of his pupils in a thesis
sustained at Heidelberg, from which I l1ave derived most of these details.
Tlwt is to say, the fluid secreted by the internal surface of the organ gradu·
ally detaches the membranes, thereby forming a pouch for itself until its
cons111ntly-in creasing quantity succeeds in separati ng them as far n.<J the
neck, wl•f!n an irruption of the liquid takes place.
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This theory was confirmed by the autopsy of a pregnant woman affected
wilh hydrorrhc:ea. Dr. Duclos, of Toulouse, who relates Lhe case, found the
membranes partly detached and from that point the fluid escaped. Else·
where the membranes were raised by an accumulation of fiuid between
them and the uterine wall, being thus ready, so to speak, to give rise to a
fresh attack of hydrorrhrea whenever the detachment should extend to the
cervix.
Now, if we admit with Professor Burda.ch, that an exhalation takes
place from the internal surface of the uterus, which, by transuding through
the membranes, reaches the amniotic cavity, and thereby contributes to the
nutrition of the footus during the greater part of the intra·uterine life, it
would be easy to exphiin this abnormal accumulatioit of fluids, either by an
excer::s of secreti on or an arrest of tram:.udation. It may also be explained
by supposing that the secretion continues beyond the ordinary term, and
the liquid is obliged to create a cavity or a kind of reservoir for itself by
detachin g the membranes to a certain extent.
Generally speaking, this is not a serious affection; nevertheless, if frequently repeated, it might bring on premature contractions.
The treatment is very simple. The patient must maintain the most perfect rest, nvoiding all moral and physical excitement during the flow, and
for seven or eight days after it has ceased. Should it be followed by slight
contractions, enemata, containing lau Jaaum, would arrest them; and if the
discharge i::; accompanied by any evidences of general or local plethora, these
symptoms roust be promptly met by the appropriate measures.

U3. DnorsY or THE V11,1,1 or TIIE C11oa10N. IIYD.\TIFORM Mo1,E.
The villi of the chorion sometimes become distended by fluid which collects
wirhin them, causing them to swell and n!<sume the furm of rounded vesicles, compa.ralile to gooseberries or grapes, nnd hnving, consequently, some resemblance to
hydatid \'Csicles. On account of this analogy, thf'y were, for a long time, supposed
to be trne hydatids. l\r. Yclpeau wns the first to discover tlut the h_ydatiform mole
hasitsorif!ininthechorion, nnd the micror-copic cxaminntiims of Prof. Hobin exhibited still more clearly the true nature of the disea<>e by showing that. the en\'elope of the hydatiform ,·esicles h:ivc all the nnatomical characteristics of the
waits of the villi of the chorion. It is now regarded as certain that the dise:~!:!e
known as hydatiform mole is nothing but a dropsical condition of the \•illi of the
chorion
Though the affection is a rare one, we h:we a. good account of it in Dr. Cayla's
the~is, which we have found very useful in the preparation of this article.
If an O\'um, presenting the alteration in question, be examined, the villi are
eeen, as usual, detached from the surface of the chorion. In some cases, the
pedicles will have undergone no change in size, whilst at others they will be
slightly dilated. The dilatations, or vesicles, begin to appear 1\here the ramification comnwnces, the branches of the villi being funnd swollen at intervals. The
dilatations mry io size from that of a. walnut to that of a filbert, and so down until
they become almost invi$ible to the naked eye. A whole villus is often n.lmost
complctel.v metamorphosed into a. bunch of \·esicles almost a.s l:trge as gooe.ebcl'rics.
Opon thf' lnrger of ther-e, smaller ones arc often in serted, and generally by a very
fine p~1Fcle, n. portion of the undilated brnnch of the chorion. The pedicle "nries
f~um ·039 to ·078 inches in length. &mietimes it is extremely fine, but may ~each a
diameter of ·039 inches; in which case it allows the fluid to flow through it from
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was again evident. There was no solidity nt :my point of the ahd >men. The
patient's general health was bad; sho had a dry, hot skin, and pnlse at 120.
It waa the only one of the three cases in which a diagnosis could be e~tablisbed.
I advised the insertion of a gum-elastic catheter through the i11ternal orifice, and
the administration of ergot. The advice was followed the next day, and the p:l.tient
expelled, t<igether with a large quantity offluid,amultitudeofhydatiform vesicles,
either in a detached state or in clusters of five or six together. The entire collection would have filled 11 man 's hat. The vesicles were taken to Paul Dubois, who
showed them tohiscla!>S, and made them the subject of a lecture.
The evacuation was followed by no improvement in th e general symptoms; the
patient continued to lose strength, and died a few days after the operation. Unfor·
tunately, an autopsy co uld not be obtained. (Pajot.)
Although the uterus, in these cases, is generally too large for the stage of the
pregnancy, it is sometimes in the opposite condition. (Thesis of Dr. LouvetLnmarre.)
The pregnancy usually terminates earlier than in normal cases, expulsion of the
ovum generally taking place before the sixth month, and in the usual manner; all
the symptoms which precede, attend, or follow it resembling precisely those of
aborti'>n, though the accompanying hemorrhage is comm on ly profuse.
'l'he formation of an hydatiform mole rarely appears to have any effect upon the
generd health of the patient, or upon subsequent pregnancies. l\Ia.dame Boivin,
however, mentions some ca.!=es of women who were so unfortunate as to suffer
repeateJlyfromtheaffection.
·

ARTICLE II .
LESIONS OF THE VILLI OF THE PLACENTA.

Although changes in the structure of the plac.anta arc quite comm on, our knowledge of them is as yet so limited, that in a work like the present we shall be able
to notice only the most important of them.
A clear statement of what may Le said of the pathology of the placenta, makes it
neces~ary to revert to some details respecting the chorion and its villi. 1'be two
latter are composed of the s;amP. substance, that is to say, of a membrane formed of·
polyhedra\ cells, which are easily distinguished up to the sixth week. At a later
period their nucleolus disappears, the nucleus loses itR transparency, and the cell
itself becomes filled with granules. Io this way the chorion soon assumes the
appearan ce of a cont inuous membrane, which is more or less granular and sprinkled
witb nucl ei .
lo its beginning the chor ion bas the form of a regular hollow sphere, with smooth
outlines; soon, howe \'er, its surface becomes covered with multitudinous prolongations, to which the term villi haR been applied. Almost all these prolongations
aretraven;ed Uy a canal, which tei:minates in a cul-de-sac at the freeextrcmity of
tbe \'illus, but opens freely at the internal su rface of the chorion. 'l'hia interan.I
surface is, therefore, covered with minute perforations, each communicating \'l'ith
thecanalofitsrespectivevillus. Wh enthe allan toidisformed ,itbccomes appl ied
against the internal surface of the chorion, and quickl_y sends vascular prolongatio ns
into most of the villi. Some of these villi then continue to grow, so as to form the
placenta; the rest become atrophied in a way which bas been well described by
Robin (Archives Gentrales de Medecine, 1848, et Gazette .lff:dicale, 1854) , and whir.h
alfurds the key to some of the lesion s of the placenta. Prof. Robin's investigations
wayberecapitnlated asfollows:1. During the formation of the villi the development of some of them is arrested,
&1 thnl they contain no central canal, and consequently can lrnve no participation
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in the allantoid circulation. They appear n~ solid cylinders, having imledtled in
their fo•sue an abundance of grayish granules.
2. Although most of th~ villi arc provided each with a canal, some of them foil
to receive a prolongation of the allantoid; these, consequently, remain tubulnr, and
are distinguished by the abundance of fatty molecular granules, with which their
pari ete~ are spri nkled.
3. Although nearly all the villi become vascular o.t a certain stage in the derelopment of the ovum, most of them have become atrophied by 1he time the placenta
is distinct. In following up this process of atrophy, the allantoid ves.~cls traversing
the villus are first ohscned to disappear, and the canal is quickly obliternted,

~~lil:~ i~~~~~ :ei~~m: !;~~~=e~e:~~lbl;:tg i~h~h;e!;~:~~t:~ /i:~~;~~~n~ ;~: ~1~ :e:~ ~~I~
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drops, sometimes scattered and sometimes in collections of variousformll.
4. 'l'he placental villi occasionally present the same indications of atrophy n.s are
conr;tnnt in the other villi in the chorion; in other words, the placental villi m11y
undergo atrophy, cease to be vascular, and exhib it an abundant fatty depoeit in
their walls.
W e shall soon explain the mode by which the normal atrophy of the villi of the
chorion gi\·es rise to important lesions when it happens to extend to those villi
which go t.:>form the placenta .

...~mnous

OBUTERATION OF THE PLACENTAL VILLI WITH OR WITHOUT

The lesion in question has been described as ind11ratio1i of lite placenta, e11rtphaloid, scirrlious, ca11cerolls, tuberculous, and }'ally deqeneralio1t: still oftener hn, it
been mistaken for a fibrinous deposit, the remains of a placental apoplexy. {See

Place11tal Apoplexy.)
'!'he degeneration appears in the form of grayish or whitish masses, which are
always less red and moist than the rest of the placenta, and of a tissue which ia
hard , compact, friable, nnd but slightly stringy. This :lppearnnce has en used them
to be mistaken for concrete pus, masses of crude tubercle or scirrhous formations.
'Vhcn, howe\'er, th ey are exam ined under the microscope, it is soon seen that
all the parts of the tissue thus altered are composed of obliterated villi of the
chorion with their tissue charged with fatty granules. All the ramifications,
howe\'er, are not thus supplied with fat, since in the parts apparently the mo~t
di1:1ea::;ed and distinguished by their whitish color, the villi contain 110 tmceof fat
gro.nules, or have them only at long intervals. In a word, the lesion which we are
describing is characterized by obliteration of the placental villi, precisely similar
to the atrophy which invades the villi of the chorion after the formation or the
placenta, and which we have dc!>cribed above.
Thi s alteration is more especially met with at the circumference of the placenta,
tho cotyledons in tlmtsituation being the ones chiefly affected. It may alwnysbe
found in the. cotyledons of the periphery, or, at least, in a small portion of some or
them: in this case, however, the affected ramificatione of thechurion are lost, aait

:~:·;· ~: i~ht::el~~:~ ~~:~~~=i::l:i~~s:~~::i.n
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pervious, a.nd in this degree the

disca~e

certain placentas, however, there will he one or several portions of cotyledon,,
0

~~~~;~,'~:,;~~:;.:~~~:~:,:~:,; f~,~:~;;~~: fo~~~::~;~:·p~:c::',~ 7: ,:~:-;;:;,r~:~~
A plu.centa examined by ;\DI. Ln.boulb0ne and llitfelsheim had six of ita cotyle·
dons entirely obliterated, beside which there were discovered eleven other 11m:1ll,
yellowish masses, presenting the fiame external characters and structure as the
diseased cotyledons. The altered cotyledons are sometimes scattered through the
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placental mnsfl, at olher times they touch by their edges, but arc always definitely
1eparnted by deep furrows. 'l'he change is generally more ev iden t upon the uterine
surfnceofthecotyledonsthanuponthesideofthechorion,fortherethetissue
resumes gradually its softness. humidity, and re<ldish hue.
"If the pln.centn be emptied of blood," says M. R obin, from whom we borrow
almost the whole of this article, "the diseased cotyledons will project more than
the healthy ones; but if the placenta be injected, the former will be depre.::sed in
comparison with the latter. This result is d ue to the fact thn.t tlie ramifications
which remained vascular in the emptied placenta, subside in consequence of the
discharge of their blood; but as the obliterated ones do not collap.:e, their bulk
remains greater than that of the other;.. When, on the contrary, the healthy and
vascular cotyledons are disteodP-d by injection, they form a larger mass than those
whose subdivi~ions are obliterated, and a.ppcnr in relief beside them!'
The alterations just described are independent of hemorrhage or
apo...
plexy. Whene\•er the t.wo affections have been confounded, the
were,
doubtless, decei,·ed by their coin cidence. It. is, indeed, by no mc:.rns r;tre to find
an apoplectic space in the centre of the diseased cotyledons, large euough to contai n
a pea, a bean, or only a. millet·secd, and the fibro·fatty degeneration of the villi
has often been mistaken for a bleached clot. This confusion is now impoi;sible,
thanks to the microscope, which disco,•ers in the mass of diseased cotyledons not a
collection of fibrin, but a network of a.trophied villi of t.hechor io n.
A single argument remains in fa\'or of the view which attributes them to a.per
plexy, to wit, that the hemorrhage which takes place causes the obliteration of the
cotyledons. To us it seems impossible thus to make the obliteration subordinale
to the apoplexy, and 1\1.Robin's researches tend to pr0Ye that the fibrcrfatty altera·
tion m:iy become a cause of hemorrhage as regards the neighboring villi which
continue pervious. Moreover, as a matter of fact, placental apoplexy is met with,
without obliteration of the cotyledons, and it is \'ery often impossible to discover :t
trace of apoplexy in cot.vleclons which arc completely obliterated. The two lesions
are, therefore, mostly independent of each other.
Obliterati on of the placental cotyledons is without importance as regards the
mother, but, as will be readily understood, may be highly injuriou!I to the footu::i.
Jtis, indeed, proved that an almost constant relation exists between the weight of
thef~tu sand that of the placenta.
Now in the case before us, any obl iteration of
the villi cuts off by so much the active portion of the placenta.; if but a few villi be
obliterated, the child experiences no bad effect from it, but if se\•era1 cotyledons be
altered, its development will be imperfect, and should half of the organ be invaded,
its life will incur the greatest danger. In a still more advanced stage, its death is
almost certain.
All our knowledge of the fibro·fatty degeneration of the pla.centa is, so to speak,
condensed into the anntomo·pathological statement just given, and we are obliged
t-0 confess, as does Dr. Millet, whose excellent work may be consulted with ad van·
tage, that there is nothing to give us light upon the etiology of this lesirm, no sign
which enables us to fix its symptomat.Qlo~y upon a. certain foundation. Sometimes,
however, there have been evidences of uterine congestion in cases in which the
patients had complained of weight or pain in the loins. These symptoms then
resemble those nb!:lervcd in cases of placental a.poplexy, and, we woulJ oLserve, are
really so vague or even illsigoificant that it would Reem to us a.lmoRt imp1,ssible to
tliagnose the fibrcrfatty degeneration in a ca"e of first pregnancy. As, however, the
aft'ection is liablE! to recur and sometimes adheres tenaciously to the same woman
in all her pregnancies, the accoucheur may take warning and let the icaflt trouble
0
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if a "enae of dull pa.in and fulness is connected with a slight diminution of the
motions of the fcctus, there is reason to fear tba.t it is in serious danger.
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po:<sible, then, to suspect or even to foresee the fibro-fatty degeneration of the
placenta; but how shall it be prevented? What course shall be pursued if the
woman becomes pregnant again?
l\l. Dub•1i:i' advice to his pupils, under these circumstances, is thus bricflyatated
by Dr. i\lillet: Advise the patient to avoid all kinds of fatigue; insist upon her lying
down, and prci:;cribe a light diet for the purpose of moderating the circulation. A\
the same time practise a ren1 lsi\•e bleeding to the extent of from one to two ounces,
followed the day after by a similar on.e. Ia connection with this apparently
reducing treatment, l\I. Dubois, without fear of being taxed with inconsistency, adda
the use of irou, inasmuch as it bas appeared to him that women are predisposed to
the affection Ly a certain degree of impoverishment of the blood. The iron would,
at any !'ale, seem in several instances to h:we benefited the patients.
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be ;ery young, it mn.y sometimes be found to be entirely dissolved, the •nly trace
left. of its existence being a very small bit of the cord still attached to the placenta.
by a. few fragments of a very soft tissue. At other ~imes the amniotic fluid ma.y
merely seem IO be a little thicker than usual, resembling in this re~p cct a mucilage
of gum. Should the structure of the embryo be firmer, it will be found in its normal
condition, only more or less withered 11.nd Ill fl.Cerated according to whether the date of
itsdeath bemoreorlessremote. The blood covering the cot.ire surfaceofthechorion
sometimes forms a firm and hard coagulum, which, occasionally, in some parts has
l o~t its co lor and resembles the huffy coat of blood from rnnesectiou ; at other times
it is soft nod presents the appearance of a bl;ick, thick, and granula.1· fluid.
The amount of blood effused varies greatly, and the layer formed by it may be
onlyfrom·068to·l36inches.orfrom ·78to ·l·17inchesinthickncss. In the latter
case, the ends of the villi will have lost their rela~ion with the reflected and inter·
uter<rplacental deciduas, thus producing a.n unnatural widening of the interstice
which, in the normal state, is very small. The layer of blood is not of equal
thickuess at all points; in some places it collects in larger qu:iotity, and that most
generally where the placenta would have been formed. Ova thus affected have,
sometimes, another appearance; thus, if during their expulsion the decidua has
been remo,·ed, as often happens, they look like a clot of blood, but dissection and
washing soon discover in their tissue the vascular ramifications of the placent:i. and
villi of the chorion, showing that the seat of the effusion is the same as in the
preceding case, and thae they are not merely ova wrapped in their Jeciduas and
enclosedinaclotofblood.
At a rather lat er period of gestation, say the third or fourth month, the effusion
spreads much less over the surface of the chor ion and shows a tendency to be con·
fined to the placenta; still, it ;viii sometimes extend beyond the edges of the latter
intheformofstreak.s, projecting in vn,rious directions toa greater or less distance.
The limitation of the effusion is due to the approximation and somewhat firm
adherence between the chorion and the decidua rcfiexa, due to the atrophy of the
villi of the chorion, so that a space no longer ex ists between the two membranes
except fora variable distance near the border of the placenta. Even should we
suppose that these effusions exert a considerable force, it is not generally sufficient
to rupture the membranous envelopes which restrain them. Still it is not so very
rare for the decidua reflexa. to gi\•e way and allow the blood to pass into the ca\'ity
of the decidua anJ even reach tbe internal surface of the uterus. As an excep·
tiooal occurrence it is sometimes found to have ruptured the chorion and amnion,
as in the cases observed by M. Gendrin, who found blood effused between the
chorion and amnion, and even in the cavity of the bttcr, whel'e it enveloped the
embryo completely. Within the periods of footal life above mentioned, there can
be no doubt that the effused bl ood proceeds from a rupture of the utero-placental
ve~seh•, e\·en though it be impossible to detect any lesion upon the external surface
of the placenta. It is imposi:.ible to suppose that the blood comes from the umbilical ve~sell'I, for we ha\'e seen that in some cases the embryo is so slightly developed
as800n to be dissolved, whilst in otherdthe amount of blood effused generally far
etceeds the entire bulk of the embryo. If the umbilical vessels are ever ruptured,
they could only be so consecuti\•ely to rupture of the utero--placcntal vessels, in
which case the footal and maternal blood would mingle together.
An occurrence of thii; kind happening to the extent just imagined, would, generally, be fatal to the f~tus, though the ovum woulrl not be expelled until later. As
the effused blood is not in contact with the walls of the uterus, it does nut stimu·
late the organ immediately to contraction, and it very often ha.ppens tha.t. when
abortion takes place, the blood is found to ha.\•e already begun to lose its color, a.!I
1
0
;::e
t
l:ckce;
urpossiblefor gestation to continue. (Jacqucmicr.)
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thatitisnotuncommontofind apoplertic collections in tho centre of cot_y",edons
affected with fibrous obliteration of the vill i. (See page 551.)- In such placentas
occur very small, regularly formed cavilies, enclosing clots of blood of a.n appearance compared by M. Jacqucmicr to black grape-seeds .
'l'hebloud effused i n the tissue of the placenta, when the ovum is not expelled,
~epanues into tw·o portions, one solid, the other liquid. 'l'he serum disappears by
i116ltration, whilst the solid part forming a clot contracts, becomes denser and
somewhat smaller, and gradually loses its color. Tho impo rtance of the conseeutive changes in the effu~ed blood has, howe\•er, been great ly exaggerated; thus it
was-supposed that the transformation might be so complete as to produce whitish
and homogeneous masses resembling concrete pus or tuberculous nrn,tter, but it is
evidentth;ttin such cases effects bnve been attributed to placental apoplexy which
were rea!ly caused hy fibrous obliteratio n of the villi. {See p:lge 550.)
We have said that when utero-placental hemorrhage occurs in the first half of
pregnancy, it is occasioned by the rupture of some of the ma tern a! vessels, generally the veins, and that it very rarely proceeds from the umbi lical vessels. W e
think that the same observation applies to placental apoplexy.
The various kinds of apl·plectic formations in the placenta. ma.y coincide with the
lesion met with in uterine hemorrhages, ,\\}iether internal or external; that is to
say,withapartialorcompletedetachmcntof the placenta and the presence of a
clot of greater or less size in the artificialca\•ity thus formed, together w ith streaks
of coagulated blood stretching away to the cer\'ix, and situated between the internal
surface of the uterus and the uterine decidua. Tho O''um is then expelled prema~
turely, with the symptoms of an ordinary uterine hem1nrhage. Effus ions within
the placenta, however, rarely occas ion suchextnnsi\•elesions, but are almost always
limited nod compatible wi th the continuance of gestation. The effect of placenta.I
apoplexy, moreover, varies with the period of gestation at which it occurs, as also
with the number and extent of the effusions and the more or le:;;s frequent occurrence of the acc idents. If the points of effusion are sma ll and few in number, a
eonsidera.ble part of the placenta retains its natural structure and ca.pacity for the
fulfilment of its functions; in this case not only will the fcctus continue to live, but
il3 nutrition will suffer little or not at all. Under opposite circumstances, if it
should not die, it wi ll be born feeble, puny, and emaciated. Should the apoplectic
attacks recur at short interva ls, they will often produce, in spite of all thatcau be
done, gradual diminution of the motions or the child and of the pulsat ions of its
heart, an<l the final cessation of both. In these unfortunate cases, it is not uncommon for both the mother and the accoucheur to be obliged to witness, as it were,
the 11.ufferings and death of the child. (Dictio1rnaire M 30 volumes.)
Apoplectic effusions i n the placenta are rarely betrayed by any symptoms, provided the hemorrhage is limited in amount. fo some cases, most of the indications
of moderate internal hemorrhage are observed, though itsoccurrence\Tilt be rather
a matter of suspicion than of certainty, unless the patient has suffered from the
affection several times previously; for it is by no means rare for the same woma n
to miscarry several times consecutively, aud a\\\'ays from the same cause; and if
she~hould be deli\"ered at term, a number of effusions, both old and recent, will be
found in tbe ph1centa. (J acqucmier.)
Supposing there is reason to fear the occurrence of placental apoplexy, and
esrecially if the woman is predisposed to the affection, the prophylactic trcat1~)cnt
htLd recourse to in cases of uterine hemorrhage during pregnancy, will be rn <licated (see .Abo1·tion). Aa measu res offering the greatest chance of success, we
would mention absolute rest and small bleedings, to be repeated at longer or
shorte r intervals.
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CHAPTER IV.
DISEASES AND DEA'fH OF THE F<ETUS.
~ 1. D1SEASES

or

Tl:.IE FCETus.

Although the diseases of the embryo ~ltld footus during intm-uterine life art
numerous, they are very little known. As it does not enter into the plan uf thi 8
work to treat fully of subjects coming under this head, the history of moustrositiee
and whate1•er else belongs to teratology will be laid aside, and we '~ill merely present succinctly such diseases as are most interesting to the aecoucheuron account
of their endangering or destroying the life of the child. As we even think it best
to defer the account of such as might obstrnct natural delivery, until we come to
treat of dyst0cia, our task for the present will be quite a limited one.
1. l11jlammafio11.-'l'raccs of inflammation have been detected in ''ariousorgans
of the fretus. As the most important we would mention peritonitis, whicli was
made the fmhject of a special treatise by our colleague and friend Dr Lorain. lt
was most frequently observed in lying-in hospitals during the prevalence of puerperal fever.
'l'hc pleura and lun gs are sometimes attacked with inflammation, though leSB
frequ ently. Ilut. although rare in the human species, it is very common in animals affected with epizoOtic pneumonia,-a. fact to ,vhich I called at.tention in my
paper on puerperal fever.
2. Fcvers.-It would seem that the eruptive fevers may be communicated hythe
mother to the child. Th ere can be no d(Jllbt of the fact as regards variola, and we
have nothing to ad<l here to what has been said elsewhere (see pages 446 and 447)
on the suQject; and the same remark applies to intermittent fever. {See page 445.)
3. lcterus.-Scver:il observers have r eported cases of women having icterue
giving birth to children affected with the same disease, the waters also being of a
yellow color. 'l'hese are, however, exceptional ca8es, a!il it is far more common for
children born of jaundiced mothers to be free from any abnormal color. (Sea
page 451.)
4. Syphilis.-Wc have already said thnt syphilis may be inherited. The fretua
thus affected usually undergoes a very regular development'; and not until some
weeks or months have elapsed after its birth, dothcaccidentsa.ppearwhich.thereforc, it docs not fall within our province to describe. This, hO\'l'C,·er, is not always
the case, for it is by no means rare for the syphilitic footus to be born prematurely
or even to die before birth. Th ese children, like the former, when C!lamined immediately after deli,·cry, generally exhibit no lesion which can be attributed to
syphilis, though in some, traces of the disease a.re evident, the most common being
pemphigus of the palms of the hands and soles of the feet. When the bullre are
perfect, the eruption is easily recognized, but they arc a.lmost always ruptured anti
their place occupied by rounded erosions with elevated epidermis. Still, they
have a character istic look. Pemphigus is more difficult to recognize when the
eruption is beginning: it then appears in the form of small, red, and barely pro·
jecting spots, marked in t he centre with a whitish point, due, doubtless, to a slight
elevn.tion of the epider mis. I have met with two cases of this kind, wbicb are
represented in wax models deposited in the hospital of the Clinique, and the reports of which were published by Dr. Berna.rdot (Theses de Strasbourg).
Autopsies of the children sometimes revenlvisceral lcsionsduetosyphilis,sucb
as certain alterations of the thymus gland, lungs, and liver. Prof. Dubois waa
tlie tirst to ca.II u.ttention to syp hilitic alteration of the thymus gland. E!lternal~y
the affected o r~an seems healthy, but if cut open a.nd sq ueezed, a whiti5h fluid
resembling pus exudes from it. Wh en the lung is the scat of the lesions, thc1;e
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be ~ffected by constricting materials other than the cord. In several cn~e~ were
found fibrous bands, whose origin it is difficult to determine, which cnnstrictPJthe
limbs as would real cords, and which would have occasioned complete or inc11mplrte
amputation according to the degree of constriction. 1t must, however, be said that
these bands are not always to be found, so that the etiology of spontancou!l:iuipu·
tation is very uncertain. It cannot be affirmed, says i\1.Jacquemier, thnttheyare
always the mechanical effect of a coostricting agent; they may posi-ibly be due 10
11. deep·seated local lesion aud to the constriction induced in the skin by an extensive cicatricial action.
~ 2. DEATD OF TRE FCETOS.

Further, the phenomena experienced by the mother after the death of the
lretus are very singular in these cases: the abdomen collapses instead of
increasing in size; the breasts, which ha<l become developed, shrink; the
woman suffers from a sensation of weight in the loins, and au unusual
pressure in the lower part of the abdomen i an inert body in the uterus
'beys \he laws of gravity and falls to whichever side the woman turns iu be.I.
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Other symptoms are soon added to the foregoing. If tho gestation is
some,,lrnt advanced, everything passes off absolutely as if the expulsion
of the embryo had occurred, only excepting the discharge of the lochia:
thus, in the course of forty-eight to sixty hours after its death, the breasts
Ewell up, the phenomena of milk fever are manifested, and the lacteal secreiion is fully established, after which the breasts again subside, and the
usual order is resumed. As a general rule, the prolonged retention of a.
dead infant does not produce any disastrous resu lt to the mot.her, and I
suspect that writers have greatly exaggerated on this point: they say,
indeed, that the woman becomes depressed, uneasy, and of a fretful temper;
that she experiences lassitude, alternations of heat and cold, oppression at
the epigastrium, headache, sy ncope, palpit:itions of the heart; her face is
pale, the eyes dull and surrounded by a livid circl e, the breath fetid, pulse
frequent and irregular: in a word, all the;:;e general phenomena of a slow
fever have been considered by them as so many rational signs of the child's
death. But these symptoms aTe certainly absent in the majority of cases;
for most women, after we have succeeded in calming their fears, experience
nothing of the kind, and I haxc known many of them to carry a dead child
for several months without e\•en suspec ting it, and some even to congratulate themselves upon the amelioration of their general condition, in coni;equence of the sudden disappearance of the sympathetic disorders of pregaancy. At an indeterminate period labor comes on, and the abortion is
effected.
By examining the dead fcetus, we may learn why its prolonged sojou rn
in the uterine cavity has been wholly innoxious to the mother. Jn fact,
the infant is not putrefied, as is proved by its having no bad odor; the solid
pnrts undergo a peculiar transformation, and the body is somewhat analogous in appearance to one that has been so:iked for a long time in water.
When the ft..etus remai"us in the uterus thoroughly protected from the air,
it does not putrefy, but undergoes maceration. M. l\lartin (of Lyons) judiciously remarks: "The kind of alteration which a dead child undergoes in
the womb, will also vary according to the period of pregnancy at which it
ceased to live. Thus, in the early stage of its formation, when its organization has but lit.tie consistence, and approaches the mucilaginous state, it
dissolves in the waters of the amnios, which then become thicker and assume
the characters of a gummy solution, and no further t ra ce of the embryo is
found in the amniotic cavity. But at a period somewhat later, that is, from
the ~etond to the fifth month, it withers away, becomes shrivelled and dried
up, and looks like a little mummy of a yellow color, or like a fretus preserved for a long time in alcohol. Not unfrequently, the placenta likewise
partieipates in this state of desiccation, the liquor amnii disappearing and
being replaced by a thick and apparently an erirthy humor, which iucrusts
the fffitus." (Memoires de JllPd. et de Uiir. Prat., page 96.)
After the fifth month, a child putrefied in the womb presents so different
an aspect from one that has undergone the same process in the open air,
that it is only necessary to observe this particular condition once or twice,
Ue\•er to mistake it afterwards.
Imagine the little defunct stretched on a table: the flaccidity of its soft
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parts is then so very striking, that the head becomes flattened under the
influence of its own weight, whatever position may be given to it; the son
parts on the thorax exhibit the form of the ribs; the front of the che.-it is
very much flattened, the abdomen sunken and nearly hollow about the
navel, and forming two large rounded projections on the flanks; even the
extremities exhibit the same state of collapse. The discoloration of the
skin is particularly remarkable, although often confined to the abdomen, at
least when the sojourn of the fretus in the womb ]ms not been very long.
The skin of this part has a brownish-red shade, without the least appearance of a greenish hue. This tint is less marked on the chest, neek, head,
and limbs; nevertheless, it exists there also. But this is not the brownish
hue that often succeeds a green putrefaction; it is a much clearer reddishbrown. The cord is no longer twisted, but it forms a true fleshy cylinder,
of a reddish color, soft, and saturated with a brown fluid. The epidermis
is detached from a considerable part of the surface, and may be easily separated from those places where it is still adherent, thus leaving the humid
dermis exposed, which is as glutinous as if it were lubricated by a mucous
fluid; and then the true skin has a bright rose color. The epidermis on the
feet and hands is white and thick, and looks as if it had been corrllgated by
cataplasms. The subcutaneoas cellular tissue is infiltrated with a reddish
serosity, which is also seen between the muscles, and sometimes in the substance of the muscular tissue itself. The bones of the head are feebly held
together, their periosteum may be readily deta.dled, and they are movable
on each other. The cellular tissue underneath the hairy scalp is infiltrated
with a thick serosity, resembling currant-jelly in appearance. Finally,
whenever we attempt to move or raise the f'cetlL'i, it slips through the hands
just like a fi::;h that lives for some time out of water, in consequence of the
fluid mucus co\'ering its surface. (Devergie, Med ~egale . )
A dead fcetus is ffierely a foreign body in the uterus, which will soon have
to be discharged. The time at which the expulsion will take place varies
greatly; sometimes after a few days only, sometimes weeks will elapse1 and
occasionally a month or more. The symptoms which arise will be those of
abortion or labor, according to the age of the feet.us at the time of its death.
(See Abortion.)

CHAPTER V.
TnE term abortion has been applied to the expulsion of the fcetus from the
womb, where this occurs at a period of pregnancy when the product of con·
ception is not yet viable: that is to say, an abortion may take place at any
time between the commencement of pregnancy and the end of the sixth
month. The ancients applied the term ejfluxio to this accident, if it happened before the seventh day.'
1 We pince the perioJ of viability at. tlie mJen.th month, though well aware tht some
cases ha"c been n•ported wliere footuses born at six, or five, or even four montli~, hnve
lived: but such im:111111ees, besides not. having all the a.uthent.icity desir11ble, are too
rnretoinvalidatethegeneralhw.
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In a recent and \'Cry remarkable article by M. Guillemot, this author
admits three varieties of abortion, founded on the period of its occurrence:
thus, ovular abortion is the title he gives when it takes place before the
twentieth day; embryonic, if prior to the third month; and fatal, from the
latcer date up to the sixth mouth of gestation.
Persons out of the profession, further, designate abortion under the title
of miscarriage <Jausse couche).
Abortions are much more frequent in the first two or three months than
at any other period. The great vascularity of the uterine mucous membrane, become the dccidua, :rnd the ease with which effusions of blood may
take place into the space which originally exists betw•:e11 the chorion and
the reflected portion .of the decidua (see pa~~ 55:'2) 1 sufficiently explain the frequency of hemorrhage, and consequently 'Jf abortion in the
early months. In making this remark, I am not ignorant that Madame
Lachapelle has given a different view, but it was because her position at the
Maternity rarely furnished her with opportunities of observ ing abortions
prior to the fourth or fifth month, for femttlcs do not usually go to the hos.
pitals on account of the miscarriages of the first five or six weeks of gestation; and though other persons have since adopted her opinion, it is doubtless owing to the difficulty of diagnosis, and to the errors of females themselves1 who, supposing they have only a simple retardation of the menses,
allow an abortion to pass away in the early stages unperceived.
Morgagni and Desormeaux supposed that abortion of fr.etuses belonging
to the female sex are more numerous than of males, and I do not know
whether the vulgar opinion opposed to this is true or false; but certain it is,
that nt term the boys exceed the girls in the proportion of sixteen to fifteen,
which would seem to prove that female n.bo rtions are the most numerous;
and besides, it is possible that the difficulty of di.::stiaguishing the sex in the
earlier periods of intra-uterine life may have had some influence in creating
the popular error.
The history of abortion evidently includes the study of the causes producing it, the symptoms and consequences which may arise, the signs by which
it may be detected, and the more suitable indications for preventing or
opposing it.

ARTICLE I.
Considered in relation to its determining causes, abortion may be divided
into the spontaneous and accidental.
The term provoked has also been used, where the abortion has resulted
either from criminal effLrts, or from the measures adopted by the sc ientific
physician with a laudable object. We shall retain this division for etiological purposes.

§ 1.

CAUSES OF SPONTANEOUS ARORTION.

[The causes of spontaneous abortion may be sought for either: 1. In the father.
2. In the general health and habits of the mother. 3. ln the sta.te of the womb
and its appendages. 4. In diseases of tbe ovum. 5. In diseases of the footus.
36
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2. Genernl Condition of the llfother.-\Vomen of a plethoric habit, and
having copious menstrual discharges, are greatly exposed to abortion
during the enrly months of gestation; in fact, we have already alluded
to those hemorrhagic molimens that appear in them at every momhly
period. Again,
very irritable women, those who are strongly
as anger, chagrin, &c.; females of a
affected by
sedentary habit, who are
shut up in the shops, as well as those
that follow an indolent
pa~sing their time at balls or
and
in light reading, also abort \'ery frequently. The surrounding
spheric conditions are not wholly without influence in the produc:tion
abortion; in fact, we may refor to this ca.use those epidemic miscarriages
spoken of by most authors. :Mountainous countries, where the air is bleak,
are considered as being favornhle to their production; fo r, according to the
report of Saucerottc, the women inhabiting the summit of the Yo::ges are
very subject to abortion, and they are in the constant habit of descending
into the adjacent plains to avoid this accident.
Acute diseases, especially the eruptive fe\·ers, and small-pox most particularly, occurring in the course of pregnancy, abdominal or thoracic
affections, and recent cutaneous diseases, often give rise to miscarriage.
Syphilis in the mother has the most disastrous influence upon the progr~s
of gestation, and even the mercurial treatment does not always secure from
abortion. Some writers think that the administration of mercury endan·
gers the life of the fcctus. Their opinion is, however, rejected by most
modern writers upon syphilis, almost all of whom regard the antivenereal
treatment begun at the outset of pregnancy, as the best means of preYenting
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abortion. The numerous facts which have come under our own observation, have changed our opinion upon this point, and we now think it most
prud('nt to begin the treatment as 80011 as possible.
It often happens, indeed, that, notwithi?.tanding the ex istence of constitutional syphi li s, when the mother has been treated properly and sufficiently
long, the pregnancy continues to the foll period 1 and the ch ild e:::capes the
infection to which it ~eemcd fated. (DuYal.)
According to the author ju::it quoted 1 it would seem that much depends
upon the lt-ngth of time which the di:::eru:;e has lasted. "°Numerous observations," he say;;, "::;how that Fyphilis at its commencement does not urnally
endanger the product of' conception, but that, at a more ad\'a,11cecl period,
it im'olves the grea.te:::t peril.H It should also be remembered that Dr.
Paul's researches have shown that lead-poisoning may likewise produce
abortion.
The convulsh·e diseases may occasion miseaniage either by provoking
uterin e contractions, or by directly destroying the child. (See Eclamp1:ia.)
3. DiJJeases of the Womb and its Appendages.-The cau:-es dependent on
the uterus are rcferab_le either to a particular state of' that organ, or to
a peculiar habit of the body, the influence of which is reflected back
on the womb. The following are g iven as causes of abortion depend<'Ut
on this source: An exce:-,.;ive rigidity of the uterine fibres, and their
coni:.equent re:;:.istance to dilatation; an unusual contractility and scn,; ibility of the organ, and too great a laxity and wcakne.;;s in the utc>rinc
neck. I willingly admit that, in certain females, the exce.::sive sensibilit)
of the uterine fibre will scarcely support, without reaction, the strange
modifications it mu..:{ undergo during gestation; but I do not equally comprehend that species of oppo,.;ition, which some authors seem de.:;irous of
e-ilabfo1hing, between the resistance on the part of the uterine walls and the
cxpau~i,·e force of the OYUm. 'Vhat, indeed, can an ovule, a few lines in
diameter, effect again:st the lhick walls of the womb? or, what action can it
po,.,.ibly ha,·e on the uterine neck, that will explain the influence which has
been acconlcd to thi.3 pretended laxity of the cervix, on the frequency of
abortiou:-;? The truth i.3, the o\·um and the uterus arc dc\'elopcd simultaneou!ily, but l>y forces peculiar to each. Therefore, although abortions are
more frequent in primipar~e, where the females ha\'e been married too young
or too old; and although certain women abort in all their prcgnancie:s at
nearly the.::ame period, we mu~t not on that account attribute these acc:idents
to too great a rcsibtance of tho body, or to an extreme laxity of the neck;
for these repeated mi::icarriage~, when not owing to the hemorrhagic tendency
before alluded to, are far more naturally expla ined by the excc.:;:siYe irrita.Lility of the womb. The organ has to habituate itself, as it wC'rc, to i~ new
funcLions; a pr9of of which is, that, in many female.;, the accident i.:; repeated
a number of time:;, but each time at a more advanced period; so that, ahuut
the fourth or fifth pregnancy, they go on till full term. l Lenee, tho~c uterine
congestions, which are so often produced in plethoric women by the menBlrual periodicity, and th:it exce~s of sensibility as well as of irritahility
ob:::crvc<l in nervo~s females, are the only two prcdiRpo~ing causes that I
ron'-lidcr as belonging to the uterus proper, and even they are mere exagger-
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ati,ms, as wi11 be seen, of the physiological condition. ·where ab1;rti ms are
often produced by the influence of either of these, they are designated as
periodical.
But, independently of these two causes, we must evidently take into
account all the diseases of the uterus, whether acute or chronic, wJ10...;e action
is discernible: thus, the various tumors w~1ich may grow in the suhstanrc of
its walls, or may contract adhesions with them aud the fore ign bodies developed in its cavity, also ulcerations, whether f<l)'philitic or otherwise, which
are so frequently fOund upon the cerv ix, are so many predi!':po:.:ing cause.r;,
which may both hinder and oppose its free enlargement; and la,.tly, let us
add the yarious displacements of the uterus, such as prolapsus, lateral obliquities, or antevcrsion and retroversion, as acting in the same manner.
On the part of the appendages, all the chronic diseases to which they are
subject; the adhesions, deformities, displacements, and their divers degenerations; the organic alterations of the tubes, fibrous, polypous, or other productions seated in the uterine tissue or neighboring parts; unnntural adhe..;;ions
of the brond or the round ligaments, tubes, or ovaries: in a word, everything
that can impede the easy and free development of the womb, must be regarded as occasional causes of abortion. (Madame Boivin, Recherches sur
une cmtse peu comme d'a,i·ortement.)
Finally, un inflamm ation of the adjacent organs, particularly the bladder,
rectum, &.c., may, through the irritation thereby communicated to the uterus,
bring on its contractions. l\lorcovcr, the existence of any voluminous tumor
in the abdomen must necessarily incommode the development of this organ;
also the compression of the hypogastrium, that some women produce by the
use of corsets, may h::we the same effect.
According to Pcu, we must add to these various sources of ineonYenience,
contraction of the pelvis opposing the distention of the womb, and sometimes
its elevation above the superior strait; more especially when the narrow·
ness of tho latter coincides with the regular, or even an increased size of the
excavation.
4. Diseases of the Ovum.. -Any of the diseases of the oYum may gi\•e rise
to abortion, and weshaJI not repeat what we have said concerning them. (See
Diseases of the Ovum). It will suffice to mention here that the most important of these diseases arc, dropsy of the amnion, hydrorrhcea, the hydatiform
mole, plrtcental apoplexy, and fibro-fatty degeneration of the placeiita.
As regards the insertion of the placenta. oYer the neck, I can scarcely
believe that it could produce an abortion, and hence I imagine that the cru:es
cited in support of that view have been misinterpreted; the insertion has
been con:::iderC'd as the cause of the accident in th ose instances, when it certainly was nothing more than a simple coincidence. M. D'Outrepont has
advanced tlw torsion of' the umbilical cord as a cause of dcterPJining the
death of the fretus; for the state of compression, says he, resulting therefrom,
may impede the circulation. The embryos ha.d been dead for a long time,
in all the cases of that kind observed by him.
Again, it may be asked, if the umbilical cord is too ~hort, could it drng
off or detach the placenta, or even be ruptured it.self? Now, to the facts
braring on this point, reported by l\fauriceau, Stein, &c., l\I. Gui!Jcmot adds
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the following: The fretus was about three months old, the umbilical cord
was tightly stretched and even half separated near its origin at the naYel;
two folds of it encirlced the neck, and some deep marks were left on this
part from their pressure. The circulation, he continu es, was therefore interrupted in the cord hy the tension and compression it sustained; and the
strangling of the child's neck also contributed to its death. M. Deneux:. has
furnished a case of a rupture of the umbilical vein, and effusion of its blood
into the tissue of ihe cord itselfj he found there a clot, equalling a small nut
in volume, which had int('rrupted the circulation in the umbilical ve:;::;els by
its pressure.
La.:;tly, the disease of the membranes, and of the umbilical vesicle, also
prove a frequent cause of abortion, especially in the early stages of embryonic
life; for in more than two hundred products of conception, that had not
pa,.;sed beyond the third month, M. Velpeau generally found an alteration
of some part of the ovum.
5. Diseases and Death of the Fretus. - Circumstances, which are often
unknown to us, may arrest the development of the fcetus: for instance, it
may be affected in the mother's body, by those acute diseases which at tim es
beset it after birth; and such affections, though not a.lways fatal to the
new-born infant, are the most disastrous to the intra-uterine feet.us as they
occur the nearer to the period of fecundation. (See Diseases of lhe Pcctus.)
We may adcl, the presence of several chil dren as a cause dependent on the
child; in fact, we have elsewhere seen that the excessi\·e distention produced by a twin pregnancy, frequently brings on premature contractions.
Ilowever, the uterus is rarely developed enough p~·ior to the sixth month
to provoke such an accident, for this seldom happens until a more advanced
stage, and then it no longer appertains to abortion properly so called.
Some diseases of the parents may affect the child; for example, a vitiated
fluid communic<Ltes to the new being a principle which docs not
sooner or later to destroy it. :M. Guillemot attributed the numerous
miscarriages of a young lady who consu1ted him to this cause; for her hus·
band, although of a. suitable age, exhibited all the characters of premature
decrepitude. H aving become a widow, she remarried, was several times
pregnant, and was a1ways delivered happily at full term.
The mother, also, ma.y transmit 11er diseases to the child. Nothing,
indeed, is more common than to find children presenting, a few weeks after
birth, evident traces of the venereal infection received from the mother
during intra-uterine life, and hence we may conceive that this hereditary
taint may prove fatal to the fretus whilst still within the womb.
Small-pox is a lso sometimes communicated from the mother to the fcetus,
and c:rn.ses its death. I t is remarkable that several
to
prove, tha.t the infection frequently does not take place until
the .
mother's recornry. (See page 447.)
In some cases, the body of' the mother is but the conductor of a conta·
gious principle of small-pox. W e might here add examples in addition to
those already cited (page 447).
f:.ome years ago, a woman, in the wards of Professor Fouquier, was de1iverPd of a dead child affected with small-pox, although she had herself been
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vaccinated. ..Finally, the illustrious Mauriceau relates that hi.-:1 molher
when in the last stnge of her pregnancy, had the misfortune to Jo...,e 1he
eldest of her three sons by small-pox, to whom, notwithstanding her ('Omlition, she was unceasing in her attentions; and that at his birth, which
occurred the day after the death of his eldest brother, he presented four or
five pustules of small-pox.
In short, all the diseases to which the footus is subject may be followed
by abortion. Its death always produces it.

§ 2.

CAUSES OF ACCIDE:STAL ABOl?TION.

Besides the causes just enumerated, that have been designated by mo:st
writers ad the predi.~posing ones, but which, perhaps, would be more :~ppro
prbtel y cal led slow-acting causes, there are yet some others that might be
termed accidental cause:; : such as those which operate from without, and
make their influence more promptly felt. The btter are very numerous;
indeerl, on reading the published cases, we find that authors have considered
all the moral and physical excitements that women are subject to, as ro
many causes of abortion. fo most of the recorded instance~, we can readily
sati;;fy oursekes that the observers have attached too much importance to
th ese occasional causes of its production; for, generally speaking, it would
have occurred without them, only, perhaps, a Jittl e later; and even here
the expulsion of the fretus is, in trutl1, ow in g to the slow and gradual action
of the predisposing cause. However, there are some accidental causes
wh ose influence is indisputable. For instance, falls, excessive fatigue, too
frequent coition, and se\·ere contusion~, have, in some instances, produced
immediately a loss of blood, followed by abortion.
Falls and contu:;ions may act in two ways: either by bruising or violently
irri tating the mother's organs, or by wounding the fcetus, and determining
its death. The latter has been denied by some persons; but to the iu!:ltanccs
now known to science, I will add the following from my own observation:
A young woman, six months pregn;int, struck her abdomen violently agaimt
a table while walking in the dark in her chamber; during the night, the
motions of the child were for a time quite tumultuous, then they diminiohed 1
and on the following morning could not be perceived at all. Two days
afterwards :;he was dc1ivered of a dead child, which presented an ecchymo~i~
on its back as large as the palm of my hand.
Burdach speaks of a woman who received a. blow upon the lower part
of the abdomen, when in the sixth month of her pregnancy and who wa"
delivered of a child 1 the bones of one of whose legs and of a forearm ha!l
been fractured, and united at an acute angle. The jarring attendant upon
travelling by rail 1 ot· too great use of a sewin g-machine, are also capable of
. giying rise to abortion.
l bhall not enumerate here the various circumstances that have been
con:sidC>rcd as occasional causes; but, by way of showing how their
importance has been overrated, I wil1 merely remark that, although certain
women, who are constitutionally predisposed to miscarriages1 may abort in
conscqueuce of a triHing fright, or the odor of a badly snuffed candle, yet
thel'e ure other::;, on the contrary, who will suffer the most acute moral im·
1
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pressions, and the most violent physical sl.10cks, without any a.ccid cnt what.
ever resulting therefrom; and nothing would be more ensy than to bring
forward numbers of cruses in support of this proposition; the following,
however, may be sufficient : I had an opportunity of observing, at the
HOtel Dieu, when acting as an "interne" in the obstetrical wards, a young
girl in the fifth month of pregnancy, who, being rendered desper~tte by the
desertion of her lover, cast herself into the Seine, from the Pont Neuf, yet,
notwithstanding so violent a shock, the gestation pursued
Again, l\I. Gendrin speaks of a young lady who was thrown
over the horse's head by the animal falling in his career. This lady was
then five months pregnant, but the accident did not prevent her from reach·
ing her full term. I met with a case precisely similar in the wife of a notary
living near Paris.
I was consulted, in Sept., 1845, by a young lady, who was evidently six
or seven months advanced. Her physician had suspected an inflammatory
engorgement of the womb, and during the third or the fourth month this
gentleman had applied fifteen leeches on the neck of the uterus itself; and,
strange to say, not only was this application unattended by any accident,
but the patient seemed relieved of the distress and pain in the hypognstrium. And, lastly, is it necessary to refer here to all the manipulations,
and all the violent remedies, that some distracted wom en make use of' in
vain to procure an abortion?

§ 3. CAUSES ON AccouNTOF wmcrrABORTION ISARTU'ICIAI.LYPRODUCED.
The third order of cases still remaining for our examination are the means
of producing abortion. These mu st be distinguished according to the proposed object: that is, whether, in producing an abortion, the indication be to
rel ieve the woman as well as the infant, if the latter is well developed, from
the dangers that threaten them (and we shall treat of the means to be em.
ployed in such cases when we speak of the indications presented by the
mother's vices of conformation), or whether, contrary to all the laws of
morality, the design is to destroy the fcetus in the body of its mother, for
the sole purpose of concealing the traces of an illegitimate pregnancy. But
we have nothing whatever to say concerning the measures resorted to by
criminal hands in such cases, for, unfortunately, they are too well known.

ARTICLE II.
SYl\lPTOMS OF ABORTION.

The signs of abortion vary with the period of its occurrence, and also
with its determining cause. Thus, when it happens in the early days of
gestation, it is attended by but very few remarkable phenomena; and, in
general, the pain is so trifling that the patient scarcely suffers more than
from a difficult menstruation. The first uterine contractions arc suffi cient
to produce the complete separation of the ovum, the adhesions of which are
still very feeble; and it escapes either in mass or in sh reds, usually surrounded by fluid or half-coagulated blood, and, being mistaken for a clot,
it often passes away unnoticed, most women then supposing that they have
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only had a slight postponement of their menses, followed by a more difficult
and abundant flow than usual.
At a more advanced stage, the symptoms are much better marked, but
still vary with the cause of the abortion. For instance, when this accident
has been produced under the influence of bad health in t}ie mother, or of
chronic diseases, or those causes that operate slowly, by altering the genital
organs, or the ovum and its membranes, the following symptoms are ordi·
narily observed, namely: shiverings succeeded by heat, anorexia, nausea,

thirst, spontaneous lassitude, palpitations, cold extremities, pallor, sadness,
depression of spirits, tumefaction and lividity of the eyelids, want of briJ.
Haney in the eycs1 a sense of sinking at the epigastrium, of cold about the
pubis, of weight near the anus and vulva, pain in the loins, vesical tenesmus,
frequent ineffectual desires to urinate, and a weakness and flaccidity of the
breasts, from which a serous fluid sometimes exudes. These phenomena
may be considered as the precursors of an abortion; for, when they have
lasted for some time, the pains in the loins become more and more acute,
extend round to the hypogastrium, and are renewed at short intervals,
£nally assuming all the characteristics of the regular uterine contractions.
During these pains, if the uterus is sufficiently high up to be easily distinguished above the pubis, it will be felt to harden sensibly, whilst at the
same time a sanious discharge takes place from the vagina, afterwards
becoming sanguinolent, and eventually replaced by Jiquid or grumous
blood. If the woman be then examined per vaginam, the neck will be
fonnd partly dilated, the dilatation advancing progressively with the frequency of the pains; the membranes begin to protrude, then engage, and
ultimately rupture; the waters escape, and the fretus and placenta arn successively expelled . Usually in those cases in which the cause has operated
slowly, whether dependent on diseases of the mother or affections of the
ovum, the fretus dies before the labor, or at least during the first pains.
'Vhen the abortion is a consequence of the occasional violent causes, it
usually has quite another course. Thus, in some instances, the expulsion
of the ovum closely follows the accident; a woman slips in descending a
staircase, and falls violently on her seat; when she rises, her clothes are
flooded with blood, f')r an ovum of six weeks has been driven out, together
with a large quantity of fluid blood. This, however, is more apt to occur
in the beginning of pregnancy; for, at a more advanced period, some interval always ehtpscs between the accident and the consequent abortion. The
phenomena then observed vary, Hecording to whether the cause has affected
the mother's organs, or has directly influenced the fretus itself.
In the former case, the mother experiences, at the time of the accident, a
sharp pain, either about the loins, or el;o:e in some part of the abdomen;
after the lapse of a few days, during which the pain has diminished, or even
entirely ceased, it is violently renewed, an~l followed almost immediately
by uterine pains and contractions, a slight dilatation of the neck, some dis·
charges of scrosity from the vagina., at first reddish, then sanguinolent, nntl
lastly pure blood.
Finally, if the travail continue, the fcetus is expelled as usual, and often
living.
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Tl1e expulsion is almost always effected very slow ly, anJ the p10gress of
the labor is far from being as regular as at term. The resistance occasioned
by the length nnd hardness of the cervix at this period sufficiently explain
the extreme slowness of its dilatation; and even when the latter is sufficient,
the contractile powers of the uterus are yet so feeble that the ovum m:ty
remain engaged in the orifice for senral days, and C\•en project in to the
upper part of the vagina 1 before being expelled completely.
When the cause has acted directly upon the fcetus, either meclrn.nically,
a5 by a \'iolrnt blow or concussion, or physiologically, by destroying to a
greater or less extent its vascular connections with the uterus, the sub::ie·
quent course of affairs is different; for here the phenomena which announce
the death of the product of conception are the first to be manife~ted. After
the few hours necessary to dissipate the agitation and fears caused by the
commotion she has experienced, the woman fee ls no pain nor inconvenience;
e"erything is calm, and seems to resume its natural order; but, after the
l:tp~e of a. few da.ys 1 sometimes only eight or ten, the movements of the
fcetus, which had up to this time maintained their usual force and frequency,
become weaker, are separated by longer intervals, and finally become
imperceptible. From this moment, the uncomfortable sensations and diges·
tive d~orders, which had annoyed the patient from the outset of pregnancy,
di~appear as though by magic; the swelling of the breasts and prickling
1i:emations which had affected thcm 1 also diminish or cease entirely. A
miscarriage is then ine"itable for the ovum is a foreign body in the uterine
cavity, and soon irritates the walls of the organ by its presence; the latter
coutracts, and the expulsion is generally effocted about eight to nine days
after the accident. In this case, the process advances in a more regular
mauner, because the womb has had time to prepare itself for the act.
However, this term is not uniform, it being not at all uncommon for the
dead fretus to remain much longer in the womb: two or three weeks, or a
month 1 for example. I sa.w a woman at the Cli niquc, in whom the child's
death was clearly ascertained, though she did not abort until six weeks
afterwards. Cases are also recorded of. the embryo r emain ing in the womb
until the ninth month.
The development of the contractions is solicited by the derangem'ent
which this condition of death g radually produces in the placental ci rcu·
lation; indeed, the quantity of blood arriving in the placenta often <limin·
i.:.~hes by degrees, and ultimately becomes ~dmo.:;t nul; but this is not nlways
the case, since, in some instance::;, the circulation continues, and the placenta
enlarges,-attains even to double the volume of that at term, and after its
expul~ion exhibits the same degree of integrity. Lastly, in other cases1 says
~I. Guillemot the placenta retains its vitality and grows; but, at the same
~ime, ~::sumes unu sual forms, a11d a singular structure, exhibiting a c:Lvity
tn winch remains of the footus are hardly to be found.
Where a long time thus ensues between the period of the child's death
and that of its expulsion 1 there is, in general, less danger from hemorrhage
than if the premature labor had taken place immediately. In these abortions, less blood is usually lost tl1an in the labors which come on natu rnlly,
after the most favorable gestations; which is probably owing to the fact
1

1
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that the ch i1<l's death diminishes the
of the uterine rirl'ulation,
especially that of the utero-placental
which mli.4 thrn become
obliterated in a great measure, and consequently can furnllih but Jiltle
blood at the time when the placenta is separated.
'Ye have seen (page 558) that the general phenomena expcrieneed by
the mother after the death of the footus are very singular in these casf's, but
abortion does not always follow immediately, a variable interval, sometimes
a long one, intervening before labor begins. The ch ild born under the::e
circumstances has a peculiar macerated appearance, but no evidence of
putrefacLion.
But it happens otherwise when, the footus being dead, the membranes are
ruptured, and the expulsion is delayed; for then a rapid putrefaction sets
in, as a consequence of the contact of the child with the external air. A
high feve r, characterized by the symptoms of a veritable infection, <leYelops
itself; a dark fetid liquid oozes from the gen ital parts, mixed with shreds,
in a state of putrefaction; and if the uterine contractions do not speedily
relieye the organism from this source of infection, the patient may rapidly
succumb under its deleterious influence. Finally, when the abortion is
brought on by the existence of two children, the twins are nearly always
expeiled simultaneously ; although we have occasionally known the women
to abort of one child in a multiple pregnancy, whilst the other continued
to grow.
H emorrhage is one of the most common symptoms. It may precede1
accom pan y, or follow the expulsion of the fcetus, and is of su<'h frequent
occurrence that most authors make it the principal disorder In some
cases it is certainly the cause of the abortion, though often
but
sequence. Somet im e~, ind eed, the miscarriage is accompanied
slight hemorrhage. The latter circumstance is, however, rare, especially in
the false labors that take place before the end of the fourth month; because
a more or le::;s abundant discharge of blood nearly always shows itself during
the first expulsive pains, and persists until the uterus is completely emptied;
but, as we all know, nothlllg of this kind is observed in labor at term. M.
Jacquem icr has happily explained the difference between the two in the
following manner: lle states that, to"·ards the encl of gestatio n, the placenta
spreads out from the centre towards the circumference, in order to conform
itself to the uterine enlargement at its greater extent; and this is accom·
ph;hed in ~uch a way that its different lobes, by separating from one another,
have a considerable space left between them. 1 From this it follows, that,
within ccl'lain limits, the uterine contrn.ctions have no tendency to detach
it; for the placenta accommodates itself wonderfully to the retraction of the
organ until it reaches its own proper limits; and even then its great flexibility
permits a further reduction, so as to follow the uterus as it becomes less,
before the detachment commences, and this latter phenomenon only takes
place when the entire fretus is nearly expelled. But, prior to the fourth
1 To convince one's self of the truth of this fact, it is only necessary to s~e the pla·
centn.still adherent.to a uteruswhicb hn.s been developed butisnotyet retracted, or
even the uterine su rface this ma!!:; occupied; for the latter is nearly one-third lrirger
th11.nthe sudueeoftbepl11.cent.awhichcoveredit. (Jacquemier.)
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month, the after-birth is far from offering the same conditions; since the
thickness of the utero-placental decidua and the large amount d plastic
matter interposed between the lobes ut that time, confer upon it a much
greater density; and therefore it can only yield within ''ery narrow limits,
either in the way of extension or retraction towards its centre. Hence, the
facility of its separation during the early contractions, the rupture of a
certain number of vessels, and the incessant hemorrhage throughout the
whole duration of the labor.

ARTICLE III.
Judging from the numerous signs just giveu, the diagnosis of an abortion
ought to be very easy; but, unfortunately, these signs are not very clearly
marked until the accident is inevitable, and consequently, when it i~ a
matter of indifference to the patient whether the physician makes out a
clear diagnosis or not.
It is, therefore, in the beginning of such symptoms, especially, that we
should endeavor to recognize their true nature, because then only can our
art succeed in arresting their progre8-s; but this is exceedingly cliflicult.
The diagnosis of abortion involves the solution of several questions. Is
the woman pregnant? And, supposing the })regnancy to be determined,
are the symptoms those of a simple uterine congestion, or of a commencing
abortion? Lastly, is the abortion inevitable?
1. Ia the Woman Pregnant!-This first question is quite readily resolved
after the fourth month of gestation, though before that period it is almost
always unanswerable. All practitioners of obstetrical experience are a.ware
of the difficulties which often involve it. Thus, a woman in good health
has her courses suddenly suppressed for several months without any appreciable cause, the breasts swell, and the body increases in size: in a word,
she experiences several of the phenomena properly rcgardf>cl as rational
signs of pregnancy; then, all at once, at the return of the third or fourth
menstrual period, some symptoms of congestion of the uterus appear, last
for several days, and are soon followed by a slight flow of blood. How,
then, shall we determine whether the pains felt by the patient, and the discharge of blood from the vulva, are owing to a return of the interrupted
menses, or to an approaching abortion? The pains attendant on difficult
menstruation, especially after a suspension of several months, resemble
greatly, both in situn.tion and intermittence, those of abortion. According
to Madame Lachapelle, in abortion the uterine orifice is open, the hemorrhage precedes the pains, and the latter persist notwithstanding the abundance of the discharge i whilst in difficult menstruation the orifice is closed,
the pains are felt before the hemorrhage appears, and they diminish or even
cease entirely when the discharge is weU established. The contrary, however, not unfrequently occurs.
Doubtless a strict investigation of the circumstances which accompanied
and followed the suppression of the menses, and an examination of the
ulerus, might lead to an opinion as to the probable state of the case; but
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what experienced physician does not know how deceptive aro all tlieH:
rational signs, when we take into consideration the tendency to exaggemtioas
oftl1e females, who so readily believe what they wi~h or what they fenr, ru
also how nearly the congestion, which precedes and accompanies the su8 pencled menstruation, places the uterus in the same physical conditions as
in a commencin g pregnancy?
Does the blood escape from the genital parts as a clot? It lrns been
hoped that the shape of the latter might furnish a reliable sign.
It has been stated that the clot driven from the unimpreguatcd womb
exhibits a triangular form, corresponding to that of the caYity where the
blood coagulated, which never happens when a product of conception ie
present; but this may fail, as the clot is mostly cha.uged in its shape by
tra\·ersing the neck; and, on the other lrn.nd, in abortion, the blood may
collect and coagu late in the vagina, and the coagulum exhibit the indicated character.
But, if the coagulum be still in the cervix uteri, and supposing the finger
is able to reach this point, how can we distinguish whether the foreign bocly
felt there is a clot or ovum? For this purpose, Holl has laid down the foJ.
lowing signs : If the finger introduced into the orifice perceives the mas:; to
become tens~ during the contraction, to augment in volume and advance
towards the vulva, it is an ovum engaged in the os uteri; and if it were a
clot, it might be recognized by its fibrin ous structure; besides, during the
pain, its exterior surface would not be more tense, nor more smooth, and it
would not appear forced down, but rather compressed; finally, as the O\'um
resemb les a soft bladder, its infer ior extremity is rather rounded than
pointed, while the coagulated mass is more res istant and solid, is l~s compressible, and has, in general, the form of a cone, the enlarged extremity of
whi ch i:> above and the apex: below.
Finally, if we should then attempt to move the uterus in its totality by
pressing on this mass, it might be easily effected if there were a clot con·
cerned, whilst the parietes of the ovum would yield, and would not transmit
the motion to the organ which envelops it, and with which it is then but
feebly adherent.
The question is therefore by no means simple, yet it is important to know
whether pregnancy really exist.s; for as the appearance of the menses is
then of very rare occurrence, especiall y when they are absent in the early
mouths, a flow of blood should be treated as a serious accident, which, on
the contrary, would be promoted, if attributable to a return of the course:;.
Notwithstanding these uncertainties, there may be a union of circumstances
such as to allow of at least a probable diagnosis. Thus, if a woman, who
has been habitually regular, finds her catamenia to stop suddenly and unat·
countably; if this suppression is followed by other rational signs of pr<:g·
nancy; if the pains continu e notwithstanding the discharge of blood; if
they ap1)car as an effect of any violence whatsoever, or if they pr~ent an}··
thing unusual as respects either intensity or duration, it may be concludt'd
that abortion is imminent. The diagnosis becomes more certain if the blood
flowe more profusely than in ordinary menstruation, if it is arcompanie1l
with sharper pains in the hypogastrium than is usual, if coagula are
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expelled, and if the orifice is sufficiently di lated to admit the extremity of
the finger.
2. Pregnancy ex isting, may the symptoms be attr ibuted to simple con·
ge3tion of the uterus, or should they be regarded a.s the first tokens of a
threatened abortion? Though it is \•ery difficult to <lccide this question
within the fir:st three or four months, and at the beginning of the accident,
it.s ~lution is happily of little importance as regards the treatment, the
mea.~um; indicated by simple congestion being equally applitable to the
pre,·cntion of mi3carriage.
When symptoms, which in all appearance were clue to simple congestion,
have yielded to proper treatment, the physician is often required to answer
a question whose rigorous solution is always impossible: namely, the abdom·
inn.I and lumbar pains being a.llayed, and all the other alarming symptoms
removed, is the patient therefore out of danger of miscarriage? I n the
majority of cases we can tell nothing about it, for it is impossible to know
whether the conge.5tion has been arre:sted in time to pre,~ent a rupture of
blood·n~:::el~, and an effusion between the placenta and uterw:, or \\ hcther
the separation of the placenta is extensive enough to have destroyed the
fcetu:; immediately; even suppo.~ing Lhe child to be still living, we cannot
ascertai!1 the degree of separation of the placenta, nor foresee the ef!Cct
which a partial destruction of its maternal attachments may have upon the
fretui'. Yery frequently, indeed, the latter, by being cut off from a. con·
siderable part of its means of re::piration, is placed in the condition of an
adult who:se lungs are in great measure destroyed, and whose re~piration
and nutrition being insuflicient, gradually wastes away, so the child often
does not peri;;:h until after the lap,oe of eight days, two weeks, and frequently
even not until the next men~trual period; this, too, without the nppcarance
of any new symptoms to explain its unlooked.for death. The php;ician
cannot therefore be too reserved in his diagnosis, as regards the possible
consequences of such acc idents.
3. Finally, supposing the abortion begun, can we 110pe to arrest the
symptom~? The intensity of the pains, their constant direction from the
umbilicus towards the coccyx, the prcYious duration of the discharge, and
the amount of blood already Jost, softening and dilatation of almost the
entire neck 1 and even of the internal orifice, and projection of the mem·
hrancs during the contraction, doubtle:::s indicate a very unfavorable prog·
nosis, though they should not destroy all hope. All these symptoms con·
jointly have in fact been known to yield to appropriate treatment, eyery.
thing to resume the natural state, and the pregnancy to go on as usual.
Some authors even state that the rupture of the membrane.. :. and discharge
of the amniotic fluid doe.snot render abortion inevitable. This last as.ser·
tion, however, seems to me to be at least very contestable, for it is infinitely
probable, not to say certain, that in the cases alluded to there has been a
mi.stake in reference to the true origin of the waters lost hy the patient. It
appears to me that a rupture of the ovum must inevitably give rise to
abortion; and Desormeaux has certai nly confounded cnsc.i of hydrorrhrea
with the true discharge of the amniotic fluid .
A young lady, who had already been so unfortunate as to miscarry in 1rnr
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first pregnancy, to be delivered of a <lead child in the second, and finillh
to have lost a little girl of six months, had advanced three months and·~
half in a fourth pregnancy. After returning from mass, in a church \·en·
near her dwelling, there was a sudden discharge of fluid from the gcnit~!
organs, to an amount estimated by the patient at about a tumblerful. On
:first seeing her, I thought abortion ineYitable. Then, upon a careful exami·
nation of the uterus, it seemed to me, that, notwithstanding the loss which
had occurred, the organ presented its usual size, a certain elasticity, a Jl<'.ruliar suppleness showing that some fluid must still remain within the amniotic cavity; there was nothing peculiar in the state of the cervix; no flow
of blood i neither was there pain before, during1 or after the diseharge of
water. In acquainting the patient with the fears which I entertained, I
also assured her that all hope was not lost, and that the circumstances ju'-t
mentioned presented collectively features which do not usually appertain to
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were directed. No new symptoms supencned, and tlrn development of the
uterus continued. For the first two days, them was still a very small discharge of water. At four months and a half, and also without appreciable
cause, there was a sudden escape of five or six: spoonfuls of a fluid similar
to the preceding. After this, nothing of the kind occurred until the end of
her pregnancy, which terminated very happily. (See Hydrorrluxa.)
Abortion is reaily inevitable only when the fcetus has ceased to live, or
when the separation of the placenta and the rupture of the utero-placental
vessels are so extensive that the remaining utero-placental attachments nre
unequal to the support of the footal respiration.
In order to estimate the probable degree of disturbance of the
placental relations which has taken place, much more regard must be
to the amount of the discharge than to its duration. A simple exudation,
or a moderate flow of blood, may continue for several days or weeks, since
it may originate in the rupture of very few vessels; I have known it to last
for six weeks and two months, without compromising the pregnancy; but
that the patient should lose a considerable amount of fluid or coagulated
blood in a short time, the placenta must be separated to a considerable extent,
and abortion almost necessarily ensues.
There is still another peculiarity not mentioned by authors, which appears
to me of importance, inasmuch as it cuts off almost all hope of arresting
the progress of the symptoms: I allude to a particular form of the neek.
'Vhen the patient hns been for a short time only pregnant, we know tl1at it
is always easy to di.stinguish the neck of the uterus from its body; in the
great majority of cases, we may even feel the angle which separates them.
Kow, when the contractions Jrn.ve lasted for a certain time, they have grnd·
ually dilated the internal orifice; lhe cavity of the neck has become <"On·
founded with lhat of the body, and when the finger in the vagina is p!lf':ied
over the entire lower segment of the uterus, the neck can no longer be di.a·
tinguished from it; a well-defined limit between them is no more to be
detected, and all that belongs to the neck of the worn b has the shape of a
pear, the larger part being continuous with the body of the organ, and the
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lower extremity corresponding with the external orifice. ·w h enever I h:t\'e
met with this condition of things, abortion ha,; taken place. u The vagina
itself," Dr. Coffin remarks, "is so far affocted, that its upper extremity
becomes rounded, the rugre are effaced, and the finger meets everywhere a
11
11 mooth and regular surfa.cc like that of a polished vase.
It is impossible to ascertain certainly in the
fcctus be living or dead. I must, however, mention
which in
my estimation is of great value in reference to this question : namely, the
sudden cessation of the vomitings,
or any other sympathetic
functional disorder of pregnancy. ·when,
accident, vomiting and
salivation cease, there is cause to fear that the child is dead, the persistence
of these discomforts being on the contrary a f:.worable sign. Happil y, though
the uncertainty upon this point makes au exact prognosis imposr-:ible, it in
no wise affects the treatment. \Yhenever, indeed, a coll ecti\•e examination
of the gcnernl an<l local symptoms leads to the supposition that the child
is Ji,·ing, and that we may hope to arrest the progress of the accident, we
should act as though we were certain .
We see, therefore, that in the first third of gestation the diagnosis, at the
best, can be only probable.
At a. more arlrnnced stage of gestation , the diagnosis is much more certain . First, because we can then genera lly ascertain the development of
the uterus without difficulty; then, again, pains are more energetic; the
blood flows in greater abundance, and the dilatation of the os uteri is more
easily detected; but it becomes still more certain when the death of the
fcetus can be \'erified in a positive manner. (See Signs of the Death of lhe
Fretiu, page 558.)

ARTICLE IV.
The spontaneous expulsion or the extractio n of the placenta presents
very different phenomena according to the period when the abortion takes
place; and, in this respect, it is highly imporLant to distinguish the accident
in the first two months from that of the third anci fourth, as also from that
of the fifth and sixth; for the ovum is usually expelled entire in the first
and second mouths, but in the two latter the expulsio n of the placenta. is
accomplished nearly in the same way as at term. But in the third and
fourth months it is altogether different, because the placenta, which is
already voluminous, has contracted at this period numerous and very intimate adhesions with the womb, which has not as yet acquired all the contractility of tissue that it possesses at term; consequently the premature
contractions, although sufficiently ene rgetic to rupture the ovum, are not
adequate to the destruction of the utero-placental adhesions. Hence, under
the influence of such rontractions, the amniotic sac, bciug pres;;cd on all
sides, yields near the neck, the waters escape, the little !Cetus is expellc<l,
and the very delicate umbilical cord breaks easily;
tain quantity of' liquid or coagulated blood is poured out, and very
small fcetus is lost in the mid.:;t of the coagula that accompany its discharge
Then the uterus, being partiu.lly evacuated, rctraC'ts, the nct:k closes up
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and the symptoms disappear; nevertheleiis, the p1acenta and memhrnnes are
still undeJi,·ered, and may remain in the womb for eight, ten, or twelre
days, or even longer. Dr. Advena, of Labischin, reports an instance where
the after-birth was not expelled till three months subsequent to the abortion,
this latter having occurred at the fifth month of p1·egnancy. (Journal de
Chirurgie, Aug. 18-13.)
The complete closure of the neck evidently makes the introduction of the
finger imposs ible, so that every attempt made for this purpose would prove
fruitless. Ergot may, indeed, be administered with the object of exciting
contractions, though I have never seen it have any good eflbcts when given
under these circumstances. To wait, at the same time watching carefully,
is all that can be done.
The symptoms which may then result from retention of the placenta are
very variable, and should be carefully studied.
1. Very frequently, notl1ing at all unusual is observed for a few days fol·
lowing the miscarriage. The general health is good; the patient, believing
herself' entirely cured, gradually resumes her ordinary occupation~, when all
at once, and without any known cause, some intermittent pains are felt in
the hypogastrium, and a little blood escapes from the vulva. The woman
often neglects these primary symptoms, but tlrny persist and augment in
intensity, thereby constraining her attention to them; for the placenta has
become a foreign body in the womb, and, irritating the uterine walls by its
presence, excites their contractions; these break up the utero-placental
adhesions, and the after-birth is almost free in the uterine cavity. This
separation is always accompanied by hemorrhage, which is at times very
abundant, because the os uteri dilates with so much difficulty, to permit the
foreign body to escape, that the 1attcr, by remaining in the 'romb, encourages
a hemorrhage by irritating the organ and preventing tl1e complete contraction of its walls; insomuch that, if art does not seasonably interpose, life
itself may be endangered by the great amount of the discharge. What is
still worse, if the physician did not happen to be present nt the time of the
miscarriage, if he had not carefully examined all the clots himself, the
attendants will not foil to tell 11im that the after-birth and the child were
expelled together, and, should he pay any regard to their statements, he
may possibly overlook the cause of the accident altogether. I have been
summoned several times to such cases, and have invariably been told hy
the persons questioned that the placenta was delivered. Consequently, the
accoucheur should rely exclusively on his own personal examination in such
cases. He must absolutely touch the female, when he will usually find the
os uteri to be partially dilated, and a portion of the placenta hanging in its
orifice. It then is only necessary to seize this portion with the two fingers,
for its extraction is, in general, quite easy. In case of necessity, Levrct's
abortion-forceps, Duges' placenta-crotchet, or Pajot's curette, might be used
for this purpose. 1
lThis is a blunt hook, fol'med of a loop of iron or silver wire, of a line or more in
dinmelcr. The loop is narrow in proportion lo the thickness which iLisdcsired the
hookshoul•I have, never, however, exceeding nn inch and n half in width. It is curved
ueur ils extremity, so as to fo1·m a hook of the size required. The remairulerof tile
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Sometimes the adhesions of the placenta are so numerous that it is impossible tu destroy them, and extract the latter, C\'en with Levret's forceps.
It is then possible, by strong pressure upon the hypogastrium, to depress the
womb, so that the forefinger of the other hand can be pas::ed into its cavity,
and glided between the placenta and the uterine walls. Lastly, if this does
not succeed, the tampon must be resorted to, and the ergot administered at
once; for the conjoint use of these measures rarely fails to arrest the hemorrhage, and bring on a sufficient degree of contraction to expel the secundines.
Such are the measures which should be resorted to, whenever the hemorrhage becomes dangerous either by its duration or abundance. \Vhen, how~
eyer, it is arrested, especially when the placenta is partially engaged beneath
the orifice, and seems to pre\•ent, by lts presence there, further discharge, we
should wait, and be very careful how we attempt to extract it immediately.
The engagement of the placenta in the cavity of the neck maintains in the
latter a degree of dilatation likely to facilitate it.s complete expulsion, an<l
besides exciting, as a foreign body, the sensibility of that part, also excites,
or at least keeps up, the contractions of the fund us of the womb. Tractions
upon the engaged portions might tear the placental mass at the point of
constriction by the retracted internal orifice. Now, immediately after this
partial extraction, the neck would resume its former condition, the internal
orifice would close more or less completely, and render impossible the
removal of the portion of placenta remaining in the cavity of the body of
the uterus.
2. But matters do not always pass off so happily, and a retention of the
placenta may give rise to the most serious accidents. In fact, it sometimes
remains in the uterine cavity after having been separated wholly, or in part,
and soon undergoes decomposition, just as though it were exposed to the air;
the lochia become fetid; the uterine walls, being in contact with the substances in course of putrefaction, absorb a portion thereof~ and, as a consequence, fever is developed, together with au the symptoms of a. putrid infection. In these distressing cases, we should evidently relieve the womb from
those foul materials that infect the whole economy; but, unfortunately, the
neck of the uterus is completely closed, and an introduction of the finger
thereby rendered impossible. Often, indeed, it is exceedingly difficult to
make the extremity of a canula enter for the purpose of throwing detergent
injections into the uterine cavity, and we are then compelled to await the
complete expulsion of the excessively fetid sanious matters resulting from
the decomposition of the placenta. lu such cases, M. Velpeau speaks favorably of the use of ergot. This, indeed, is a remedy that might be used, hut
from which, nevertheless, we should not expect too much.
A lady, thirty-five years of age, whom I suspected to be pregnant, aJthough
she would not believe it, felt a discharge from the parts after a suspension
of the menses for two months and a half, which she at first mistook for a
return of her courses, hut which, after riding out in a carriage, was suddenly
loop, whicli serves as o. handle, receives the curvature necessary to facilitate the in·
troducLion and use or the instrument. It is directed into the womb by a few fingers,
when iL recei,·es the soft mass in its concavity, and is theu slowly dr::iwn out. (Diet
¥idtt Chir., en 15volumes.)
3j
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converted into a profuse flooding. HaYing been summoned immediately, I
found the os uteri slightly dilated, and I forthwith employed various mca.
sures adapted to the arrest of the discharge, and among others th<: ergot.
The hemorrhage gradually diminished, and at ten o'clock P. ?tr. (six hours
subsequent to the i1wasion of the symptoms) it had entirely ceased. During
the first five days the patient did very well, but on the sixth I thought I
detected a slight odor in the lochia, and at !hree o'clock in the afternoon n
violent chill came on, which lasted an hour. From this moment all the
phenomena. of absorption were manifo~tcd. I imm cdi:itely administered
forty grains of the ergot, but without effeci, for nothing came away; and
notwithstanding the enlightened efforts of .Me~srs. Chomel anrl Moreau, who
were several times called in con:: ultation, this unfortunate lady died on the
tenth day following the appearance of the first symptoms. At the po1tt.
-mortem, examination we found the uterine tissue softened, and its cavity tilled
by the putrefied and still adherent placenta, which we could uot separate
without tearing.
3. It may further happen that the placenta, maintaining its vascular
adhesion with the internal su rface of the organ, continues to be denloped
after the child's death, the cord and fretus become atrophied, n.nd then com·
pletely destroyed ; or, indeed, the ovum may rupture, and the little product
escape, leaving the membranes behind. These envelopes may undergo
various modifications, but the most common is the morbid product known as
a fleshy mole. It has been generally conceded, since the researches of :M.
Velpcnu ou the subject, that moles which are expelled from the uterine
cavity are merely the remains of an altered product of conception.
4. Lastly, there is yet another mode of termination, admitted by Nrege!e,
Osiander, &c. I allude to the absorption of the placenta retaiuecl in the
cavity of the womb; for although such an absorption has been observed
even after delivery at term, yet most of the reported cases refer especially
to miscarriages. (See Delivery of the After-birth.)

.ARTICLE V.
The prognosis of abortion is necessarily variable, according to tl1e time
of its occurrence and the ca.use which hn.s produced it. As regards tlH•
footus, it is always mortal, since the expu lsion takes place before the product of conception is fitted for an extra-uterine life, though I am well aware
that cases are reported of children, born prior to the period of viability
fix ed by law, which have lived; but these examples, even were they authentic, are too rare to invalidate the general proposition just laid down.
As regards the mother, the prognosis is said to be mnre grave than thflt
of labor at term; but this proposition, which has been advocated sin ce the
days of Hippocrates, requires explanation, and should not be received \\ilh·
out some rc.striction; for the prognosis, considered in relation to immediate
consequences, is certainl y le.ss seri ous in a case of abortion than in a natural
labor; but the remote effects are undoubtedly more <lisastrous in the former
case. Thus, the acute diseases which ~ttack lying·in women are more fre-
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quent after labor, whilst the chron ic disorders of the gcnilal organs which
appear in nd\·ance<l age are more common with females who h::we often
aborted than with tho;)e who have always been delivered at term. 1 Again,
it is highly important to uotice the.unfavorable influence that one abortion
seems to have over subsequent pregnancies; for whenever a woman has had
a miscaniage, she is more predi.sposcd than others to.a similar accident, and
hence great precautions should always be taken to prevent il.
The period at which an abortion occurs also influences the prognosis,
although we cannot exactly say, with Desormeaux, that it is more serious
fOr the patient in the ad\'anced stages of gestation. Doubtless. as befOre
stated, it scarcely constitutes an indisposition in the fir.st or even the
second month; but in the third 01· fout·th, the P.xpulsion of the fcctus demands a certain dilatation of the os uteri, and tolerilbly energeti.c contractions; for the neck and body of the uterus have not as yet unde1·gone the
modifications necessary to such an effort, and the deliYery of the after-birth
often presents difficulties less frequently met with at a more advanced stage
of gestation; whence I conclu<le, that an abortion is then more gn:we and
painful to the patient, as also more dangerous, than in the fifth or the sixth
month.
Lastly, the prognosis varies with the cause of the accident. Thus, the
most serious of all is au abortion brought on either by medicines administered internally or by manipulations; while a miscarriage determined by
slow and gradual influ ences is usually attended 'vith lc.ss danger than one
caused by external violence or some powerful moral commotion. In this
latter case, the hemorrhage which precedes, accompanies, or follows the
abortion, is nearly always much more se rious. Lastly, when it occurs in
the course of an acute inflammation of an important organ, or during the
existence of an acute disease of the skin, it is exceedingly dangerous.

ARTICLE VI.
TREATMENT OF ABORTION.

The treatment of abortion consists in preventing it, in favoring the expulsion of the ovum when this is in evitable, and in remedying the various accidents that may complicate it.
1. Preventive Measures.- When the miscarriage is dependent on the
woman's bad constitution, or on a lesion of' the genital organs, we must en·
dcavor to combat and de.::;troy th is pernicious predisposition, more especially
in the interva ls between the gestations. I shall say nothillg at this time of
the means of modifying the general vices of the constitutiou, since they
nece~sarily vary with the nature of the affection. It is particularly important, however, to bear in mind the disastrous influence of syphilis, whether
the father or the mother be infected with it, over the life of the fCetus; and
we should persuade them to submit to a mercurial course.
1 Would it be unreasonable to suppose thnl, innsmnch :-.s women
quent miscnrriagcs are particularly liable 10 chronic diseases, the
<luetothe foctthatthey have long borne 1hc germ which
11.bortions! Whichwasthec:i.useand which the effect? (Ulot.)
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When it happens that severnl abortions have resulted in con,.equencc
some ~isplacement of the uterus, the latter should be remedied by thu
appropriate measures: for instance, in the commencement of pregnan<.·y, the
woman should avoid nil fatigue and every violent effort; and it if.1 e,·en
advisable for her to remain in the recumbent position until the uterus ri~cs
above the superior strait.
'Ve award the proper value to the influence attributed by De:.:;ormeaux
to the suppo:.:ed rigidity and excess of sensibility or contractility in the
uterine fibre, as well as to the excessiye weaknef's or relaxation in the fihl"el
of the neck. But, whilst interpreting the action of tl1ose causes in a different manner, we believe, with him, that bathing, general bleeding, opiate
injections, and a regulated course of living, are the means best suited to
moderate this great irritability of the organ; and that a tonic and strengthening regimen, aided by the ferruginous preparations, cold baths, and the
chalybeate mineral water8, will be the most usefully employed in tho~e
cases whf're the general debility of the patient may have seemed to exercise
some influence over her former abortions.
Plethoric women, who usually have profuse menstrual dio:cl1arges, and
who may have previously suffered from abortion at the periods of menstruation, all of which had been preceded by the symptoms of general or local
plethora, and all followed by more or less copious discharges, shou\J be
subjected before fecundation to a restricted regimen i and during ge,:,tation,
they should avoid all moral and physical excitements, and should remain
in bed eight, ten, or even twelve days at every monthly term; be~ides, they
ought to be bled several times during the earlier periods of pregnancy, more
especially just before the time for the menses to appear.1
These, more tl1an other pregnant women, should renounce the uc;e of eor·
sets 1 which, independently of the restraU1t they make on the developmeni
of the breasts, oppose the free return of blood, by intcrforing more or Jess
with the abdominal and thoracic circulation, and thereby favor congestion
of the inferior organs.
Feeble, cachectic females, who are impaired by former disease.'! 1 and tho~e
whose tif'sucs arc soft, and their circulation languid, or who, from being
habitually irregular, are affected with chronic lcucorrhcea, are often attacked
by hemorrhages during pregnancy which ultimately lead to an abortion.
In such patients the face is pale, tl1e pulse soft, small, and irritable, the
tongue white, digestion painful. the intestines torpid, and the extremities cold.
The least exercise fatigues them, sometimes eve n ex hausts their strength.
The fatigue is often accompanied by a sensation of weight, of painful drag·
gings in the groins and lumbar regions. and, shou ld they remain standing
for any length of time, the uterus seems to require some support, as it appearo just on the point of escaping by the vagina. or rectum. Even in the
1 'l'he ph:-·l!ici:ln often meets with much oppo!!ition from persons oulof the profe~~iou
when be proposes a prevenli\'e bleeding in 1hce1lrlystngesof gestation. Particularly,
f!hould any accident happen shortly afterwards, lht>y would nol foil to reproach him
with it. This, however, is no jusl rcnson for not. ncting nccording to his conviction~,
or for yielding in cnscs where he believes iLrcaUy useful; now experi<'nce l1nsfull1
proved that. in such iustnnces as those we h11ve described, it is one of the beet pre
'entivemensures.
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earliest stages, they fee] something like a weight in the lesser pelvis, always
pres~iug on the most dependent part.
Now, the best mode of preventing such a condition, is to prescribe a tonic
regimen, together with the ferruginous and bitter preparations. Canel!~ in
powder, has been recommended; and Sauter highly extols the use of pow
dered saxine; he asserts, that he has succeeded iu correcting this pernicious
pre<li.spo~ition in pregnant women 1 who had pre\' iously had several miscarriages, by admin istering fifteen grains of the powder three times a day 1
continuing it for three or four months; by this remedy he has arrested flooding and prevented abortion, and many patients cnn attribute the fact of
having children born at full term to the employment of this precious drug.
White, of Manchester, has particularly recommended coid bathing, especially sea-bathing, to be often repeated, both before and during pregnancy.
Theaccoucheur must therefore search in the history of former miscarriages
for the indications to guide him in the use of preventive measures; and it
is likewise very important that he should make himself acquainted with ail
the accompanying circumstances.
Pregnant women are very often constipated, and this constipation frequently becomes the cause of periodic abortions, by the irritation it produces; hence, it should be prevented by the use of some simple injections,
with the addition of one or two tablespoonfuls of linseed-oi l, regularly, every
other day, for two weeks before the period when the abortion occurred last
time, nnd they ought to be continued for two weeks after it.
But whatever may have been the predisposing cause whose influence was
exerted in the previous pregnancies, there is one very impo rtant precaution,
the neglect of which might render all others useless. In all cases where
abortion has occurred several times, it is indispensable that the organ should
remain undisturbed, and the husband be recommended to allow from six to
eight months, or even a year to elapse, without the wife being exposed to
become pregnant.
When this accident has nlready occurred a number of t imes in forme r
pregnancies, it is always indispensable for the woman to abstain altogethe r
from intercourse with her husband, for all sources of irritation must evidently be withdrawn from the womb. Again, if the footus was expelled
dead in the preceding gestations, and this death had been caused by some
lesion of the ovum, it is almost impossible to recognize, and consequently to
prevent, a similar alteration.
The ease is rather different when the previous abortions have been attributed to utero-placental or intra-placental effusions, for these are almost
always the result of a congestion of the uterus, of sufficient intensity to produce a rupture of vessels. In another pregnancy, it might be possible to
avoid such accidents. 'Ve would, however, call atteutiou to the fact, that
these local congestions may occur in chlorotic as well as in plethoric
women, and consequently, that, although revulsives applied to the upper part
of the body, or to the superior extremities, are useful in all, bleedings frolll
the arm at the menstrual periods are very advantageous with the latter,
whilst the former are benefited by the preventive use of ferruginous preparations, administered from the commencement of gestation.
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Under some unfortunate circumstance~. nature seems to deride all tht1
attempts of art, and abortion reoccurs. Still, \\'e mu:;t not despair whcu
the woman becomes again pregnant, for experience fully proves thn.t, not·
withstanding numerous former abortions, a fresh pregnancy has sometimes
succeeded in reaching full term. Dr. Young (Rigby, 91) relates, in his
lectures, the history of an unfortunate bdy, who, after having had thirtecu
succe>=sive abortions, became pregnant for the fourteenth time, and was hap..
pily delivered of a Jiving infant at term.
But, notwithstanding ull these precautions, it sometimes happens that an
abortion is threatened. The patients are affected with shiverings from tl1e
most trifling causes, pains in the hypogastrium, loins, &c.; uterine con.
tractions appear, the sexual parts become moist, and occasionally even the
os uteri dilates; but even here we must not lose all hopes of arresting the
accident, notwithstanding those symptoms.
If the patient is robust, the pulse full and frcquent 1 more especially if
the development of the symptoms had been prece<led by indications of
plethora, bleeding in the arm should be at once resorted to, the woman be
laid as horizontally as possible, and opiates immediately administered. The
laudanum of Sydenham may be given in the dose of twenty, forty, or even
sixty drops, diffused in a small quantity of some mucilaginous liquid as an
injection, and repeated at intervals of an hour, until the contractions dis·
appear. This remedy, of which we have before spoken, is one of the most
efficacious in cases of this kind, and sometimes it alone has enabled us to
arrest a labor whose termination seemed to be inevitable, and thus has permitted the gestation to pursue its regular course.
I cannot refrain from citing the following instance in illustration. A
woman, advanced to three months and a half, was taken with pains in the
abdomen and loins, after a violent altercation with her lrnsband; on the
following day the pains augmented, and a little bloody fluid escaped from
the genital organs; the pains still continuing, and the discharge having
somewhat increased, on the third day the patient came on foot to the
Clinique. I found on her arrival that the uterine contraction was very distinct, the pains sharp, and renewed every eight or ten minutes; pure blood
was discharging from the vu l va, and the orifice was sufficiently dilated to
perniit the finger to pass readily as Jar tg> as the naked membranes. I ad·
ministered sixty drops of laudanum, divided into three doses, which were
given at intervals of three quarters of an hour, and by the end of this time
the pains disappeared, everything resumed its natural order, and the gesta·
tion went on till full term.
I might multiply such citations almost ad infinitum, but the above is suf·
ficient to show that, however inevitable the abortion may at first appe<"tr, we
shoul!l never abandon all hopes of preventing it. I may add, that the
a<lmini~tration of opium in the doses just indicated, or even carried to a
hundred drops in the twenty.four hours, has never been followed by serious
conserpienccs. Sometimes, perhaps, a little somnolcncy or heaviness abont
the hea<l, or a general torpor may result, but which a few glasses of lemonade
will soon dissipate. For, after all, when even death of the fretus mllst have
\>een either the cause or the eflect of the primary symptoms, what Uo Wfl
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risk in ca\njng or arresting the uterine contractions?
as we have
already seen, the dead chi ld may remain long within the
membranes
without any uufavo rable consequences resulting to the mother. And
besides, as it is almost impossible to ascertain its death with any degree of
certainty prior to the fifth month of gestation, we must act in suc:h doubtful
cases just as if it were living; although there can be no question that, if the
fretus were really dead, it would be better to permi t the contractions to go
on, and its expulsion to be effoctecl. But, even supposing these are wholly
suspended, the expu l.sion is somew hat retarded, and that is all ; for after the
lapse of a certain time the fcetus, acting like a foreign body in the uterine
cavity, will initate its walls, and a. new labor sooner or later take place iu
consequence.
To the.se remedies (the·venesection and opiate treatment) we must add
strict confinement to bed, absolute re:St of mind and body, the use of demu lcent beverages, cold lemonade, veal-broth, chicken-water, and the appl ication of cold compresses, frequently renewed, over the abdomen; which compresses are to be satu rated with some fluid who:Se temperature is progressively
lowP.red. "Local bleedings/' says M. Gendrin, "are too much neglected,
~yecially in the treatment of the utero-placental hemorrhages; indeed, we
have so often had occasion to congratubte our.::;clves for having advised
them in those cases, that we now prescribe them with great conUdcnce whenever the general condition does not directly indicate a dcpletory venesection.
We direct them: 1. \Vh en there are any sharp pains in the neighborhood
of the uterus or groins, and we apply them to the latter, the anus, or even
the vulva; 2. In cases of a considerable turgescence of the hcmorrhoi<lal
tumors (if any such exist); and 3. In the pblegruasia of the adjacent
organs, such as the large intestine, &c."
In these two latter cases we fully coincide in the opinion of M. Gendrin;
but, in the first, we should much prefer having recou rse to a general bleeding
in the arm, or, as he himself advises, furtht!r on, to the appl ication of
leeches at a distance from the uterus : for instance, near the breasts, armpits,
&c., &c. Finally, to the means already en umerated, we must further add
the use of irritant revulsives, placed upon the upper part of the trunk anJ
the thoracic extremities, and must also recommend in a mo re special
manner the application of dry cups, the decidedly beneficia1 effects of which
we have often witnessed in cases where uterine plethora seemed to be the
cause of the symptoms, but where the general condition required some pre·
caution in the use of blood-letting.
2. I t has been already stated that a copious hemorrhage, intensity of
the pain and of all the other phenomena, and more particularly a rupturl.'
of the membranes, render abortion thenceforth inevitable; and hence, the
only course in such cases is to facilitate the expulsion of the product of
conception. But still, if the hemorrhage is not of such a chara.ctcr during
the first three months of gestation as to compromise the woman's life, the
physician should remain a simple spectator of the efforts of nature, a nd
confine himself to superintending the progress; for the exp ul sion of the
ovum ought to be left entirely to the uterine forces. Sometimes it comes
awi:1.y whole, which is a very favorable circumstance. Moreover, accordi11g
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to the recommenJation of Baudelocque, he should be very careful not to
rupture the membrane3 1 for that would only retard the delivery of the
placenta, and render it still more dangerous. In fact, when the fretus
escapes alone, this latter might be attended with the difficulties pointed out
in one of the preceding articles.
We should here remember how slowly the expulsion of the ovum is
effected in certai n cases, even when the orifice is sufficiently dilated to
oppose no obstruction to its ex it. This great slowness is sufficiently ex.
plained by the slight contractile power of the uterus. ·when no accident
complicates the abortion, the physician has nothing to do but watch the
progress of the labor, and expect the complete delivery to be effected by
the uterine efforts. At a more advanced period, that is, towards the fifth
)r the sixth month, the course of the physician is very nearly the same as
it would be at term. The size of the fretus, which has now become quite
large, requires a greater dilatation of the os uteri; and this, in consequence of
the greater softening of the cerv ix, is accomplished with somewhat greater
rapidity. Generally, it is necessary that the child should present one or
the other extremity of, its long diameter to the os uteri; however, it sometimes happens that some portion of its trunk presents there, and its delivery
is neither much more difficult nor much slower than usual. It is in such
cases especially that the mechanism of spontaneous evolution mn.y be frequently observed. Th e delivery of the after-birth does
a general
rule, exhibit those difficulties which it presented in the
months; in
truth, it closely resembles the same process in the labor at term.
3. Hemorrhage is not only oneof'tbe most common symptoms, but it may follow the.expulsion of the fretus, and become the most serious feature of the case.
'Vbenever, notwithstanding the use of general measures, such as the
horizontal position, cold drinks, the application of refrigerants to the hypogastrium or thighs, and the administration of opiates, the discharge of
blood continues so great as to endanger the mother's life, an abortion thence·
forth becomes inevitable, and the primary object of the accoucheur shou ld
be to bring on the contractions and the evacuation of the organ.
He should also administer general stimulants to sustain the woman's
strength, and, at the same time-, those medicines having an immediate action
on the womb itself, such as the tincture of canella, &c., but above alJ the
ergot. However, when the miscarriage comes on at an early stage of tlui
gestation, these measures are often ineffectual, for it is then exceedingly difficult to excite the Contractions of a viscus whose muscular organization is
still so imperfect; 01· at least, if they are aroused, they are frequently
inadequate to dilate the neck sufficiently. The tampon is then the only
resource; this, when well applied, acts in two ways: 1st, by opposing the
escape of the blood externally, thus forcing it to coagulate, and come·
quently to obliterate the bleeding vessels; 2d, by irritating the womb by
mere contact, thereby determining its retraction, and the expulsion of the
product of conception. This circumstance, indeed, is one of the bestfounded objections to the use of the tampon in the early months of ge.sta·
tiou. But, in truth, is it not rather an adval'ltage than otherwise? becausil
the cessa,tiot1 of the flooding is always a necessary consequence of the
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uterine contractions; and is the mother's life bought too dear, when it is
saved by the expulsion of a footus which, in most ca.ses, is dead even before
the application of the tampon? Besides, this men.sure is not always
necessarily followed by abortion. Again, there is no reason to fear the
conversion of an open in to n. concealed hemorrhage by the employm ent of
the tampon, before the sixth month; for, notwithstanding the observation
of Chevallier, the accumulntion of a large quantity of blood in the womb
would seem to he impossible at this early period, without supposing an abnormal relaxation of its walls. " 7 here, however, the pregnancy is advanced
to the fifth month, the accoucheur should carefully watch the body of the
uterus after the tampon is applied, and assure himself, every moment, that
its yolume is not in creasing.
We shall describe hereafter (see Operations) the mode of applying the
tampon, but it should be remembered tha.t its use is almost always fo ll owed
by abortion, and that it should be had recourse to only when the 1atter
seems to be inevitable.
When the ovum remains intact, and the labor lasts too long, the continuation of the hemorrhage being at the same time such as to cause serious
anxiety, some practitioners prefer ruptul'ing the membranes to applying the
tampon. This measure, to which I shall again allude in speaking of hemorrhage during the last three months, does not seem to me applicable before
the sixth month, except in a few occasional instances, and I should, in
general, decidedly prefer the tampon to it.
In fact, a rupture of the membranes is necessarily followed by miscarriage; but the tampon, when early applied, leaves some hope that the gestation may continue till term; again, the tampon always arrests the bleeding, whereas, after rupturing the membranes, it may ha.ppen that the uterus,
whose muscular fibres have not acquired the contractile power which they
would have at a later period, might not retract, nor the. hemorrhage ce.'i~e.
so that it might still be necessary to have recourse to the tampon.
Finally, let us add that, in the first three months, the rupture is followed
almost immediately by a discharge of the waters and the escape f)f the
fcetus; but the expulsion of the placenta. and membranes is thereby rendered
much more difficult.
After the complete expuls ion of the ovum, the patient must observe t.he
same precautions as are required after ord inary labor.

CHAPTER VI.
OF EXTRA- UTERINE PREGNANCY.
THE fecundation, as elsewhere stated, most frequently takes place in the
ovary, and the impreguated ovule is then received by the fimbriated extremity of the tube, which applies itself on this organ, douhtless by a. kind of
spasmodic contraction. Having been once deposited in the tubal canal, the
ovule traverses it.s whole length, and falls into the uterine cavity, where its
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deYelopment continues until term. Such is the course ob::;ervc<l in nurmul
or uterine pregnancy; but it may happen that the onde i.s arrested, or
diverted, in the route it thus travels, and ingrafti11g itself, so to sprnk, upon
the point of stoppage, is there developed; in the latter case, lhe pregnancy
is cnlleti an abnormal, or an extra-uterine one.
This species of gestation has been subdivided into several varieties, which
have reccive<l different names, according to tlie pa.rt of the pas..:::agc where
the ovule becomes fixed. Dezeimeris admitted the following divi.sions,
namely:
1. Ovar ian pregnancy.
2. Sub-pcritoneo-pelvic pregnancy.
3. Tuba-ovarian pregnancy.
4. Tuba-abdominal pregnancy.
5. Tubai p regnancy.
6. Tubo-utcrine interstitial pregnancy.
7. Utero-interstitial pregnancy.
8. Utero-tubal pregnancy.
9. Utero-tubo-abdominal pregnancy.
10. Abdominal pregnancy.

Such was the cJassification which, in an anatomo-pathological view, was
adopted in the six first editions of this work. We now think it wouJd be
better to make a more simple arrangement, and shall, accordingly, describe
but five varieties of extra-uterine pregnancy:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ab<lominal pregnancy.
Tubo-abdomina l pregnancy.
Tubal pregnancy.
Interstitial tubo-uterine pregnancy.
Utero-tubal pregnancy.

1. Abdominal P1·e9nancy. -To render fecundation possible, it is necessary
that there should be direct contact between the .sperm and the ovule, and,
consequently, that the Graafian vesicle should burst into the abdominal
cavity of which it, for the moment, forms a portion. But, should the focun·
dated ovule, instead of engaging in the tube, remain in the just ruptured
ovisac and be retained at the surface of the ovary, or fall into the peritoneal
development
rise to an extra-uterine pregnancy which we
under
general name of abdoniinal pregnancy. Three
this class will be recognized: in the first, the fecundated o\'ule
is still contained in the just ruptured ovisac, and is developed upon the
spot: the pregnancy is then styled internal ovarian. In the second variety1
the fecundated ovule, having escaped from the Graafiau vesicle, adheres to
~he surface of the ovary, where it undergoes development: this is called
external ovarian pregnancy. Finally, should the ovule, after leaving thr
itself to some part of the peritoneum, it receives the name of

itself.
much

pregnancy 1 the ovum is developed within the o"ary
This variety has given rise to numerous scientific discussions, inas·
it was for a long time admitted that the ovule could be fecundate<!
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without previous rupture of the Graafian vesicle. Among:st lhc observations pleaded in f::wor of this hypothc~is. one related by Brehmer ought tu
be mentioned. Ile Ue:ocribes with much care both the membrane proper
of the ow1ry itself and its peritoneal envelope. M. Yelpeau, however, very
justly ob:oerves that it i.s often extremely difficult to determine prcc:i:scly the
'point of departure of the tumor; therefore we admit with him that, in this
species of pregnancy, the ovisac is always ruptured. If the minute wound
resulting from it be not evi<lent when the dissection is made, it i::; bec:au:se it
ha.s been obliterated by the process of cicatrization and the productivn of a
newly-formed membrane.
.External ovarian pregnancy cnnnot be doubted. It is, relatively speak·
iog, quite common, aml the fecundated ovule retains its intimate c:onnections
with the ornry upon whic:h it is applied whilst undergoing development in
the abdominal cavity.
Paitoneal pregnancy was for a long time contested, but is now supported
by :;o great an array of facts, ob3en·ed both in women and animal:s, th::tt it
is impossible to deny it3 occurrence. It has, doubtless, often been confounded with the ovarian and other forms, but in several published cases
there can be no question that the ovum had no connection with the internal
generati,-e organs. ~[. Dezeimeris makes two varieties of this form of
pregnancy, yjz_: primitfre and secondm·y. In the former, the product of
conception has never been located elsewhere than in the peritoneal cavity,
into which it fell on quitting the ovarian
in the latter, on the con·
trary, the first development of the onile
place in the ovary, the
tube, or the walls of the uterus, but at a later period extreme disteution or
pathelogical alteration of the walls of the tumor caused their rupture, and
the ornm being partly or wholly expelled from the containing cyst, became
lodged in the cavity of the abdomen, where it was at last found. The secondary abdominal pregnancy of 1\I. Dezeimeris is, therefore, merely a tubal
or interstitial pregnancy, ending in rupture of the primitive cyst. '\Thether,
therefore, this rupture occurs at a nry early period or at the regular term
of ge,..;tation, it deserves to be regarded merely as an epiphenomenon, and
can, in no case, constitute a di::.tinct variety. 'Ve npply, therefore, the
name peritoneal1Jrey1ia11cy to that form in which, from the Yery outset, the
ovule has become adherent to some p:i.rt entirely distinct from the internal
generati,•e organs. The points at which it may thus attach itself arc ex·
tremely numerous, so that the placenta has sometimes been found in.;;;erted
upon the peritoneum, covering the right or left iliac fo~a, sornf'times to the
me~entery, or to a part of the small nnd 1arge intestine, an<l sometimes,
finally, to the anterior wall of the abdomen.
M~st of the cases described by Dezeimeris as sub-peritoneo-pelvic preg·
naucies belong, we think, to the peritoneal variety. The author applies the
former name to cases in which the ovule was unable, after leaving the ovary,
to enga~e in the external opening of the tube, but slipped between the two
layeN of the broad ligaments and was denloped there. According to his
view, the ovum here is outside of the peritoneum, and remains pritwipally
in the pel,·ic cavity. Cases of the kind, he thinks, are not rare, nod, on
acPount of the situation of the ovum 1 are to be reckoned amougst the least
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The position is1 indeed, remarkably favorable to the sp..ntuneous expulsion of the debris of the footus, or makes them eai;ily aoce:-::--iLle
in cnse it should be thought necessary to abstract them. Whil:;t accepting
this prognosis, we think that Dezeimeris is in error as regards the slipping
of the o\·ule between the two layers of the broad ligament; it seems to me
impossible that it should follow this route. The observers were, in th~e·
cases, deceived by the fact that upon opening the abdomen the peritoneum
of the lesser pelvis seemed to be raised by a. subjacent tumor. The appearance, however, misled them, for the tumor is not, really, covered by the
peritoneum, but by a newly-formed false membrane, which soon acquires
the shining and poJished appearance of a serous membrane1 and which
ble1~ds, without a well-marked line of demarcation, with the surrounding
peritoneum. If this pseudo-membrane be incised, a careful dissection \\ill
reveal the true peritoneum below the fretal cyst. The tumor, therefore, is
not extra-pe1·itoneal, but intra-peritoneal. In short, the same phenomenon
occurs here which for a long time sustained the idea that retro-uterine
hematocele was seated outside of the peritoneum.
2. Tttbo-abdo1ninal Pregnancy.-It is evident that, if the tube be obliterated near the enlarged extremity, the ovule which has scarcely entered its
canal will be arrested; and if the development occurs at this point, the tubal
walls will necessarily be dilated, and one portion of the surface of the ovum
be free in the abdominal cavity; to this variety the name of tuba-abdominal
is applied. The placenta is attachi!d in the interior of the tube, and the
fcetus developed in the abdominal cavity, and both are surrounded by a cyst,
the walls of which are partly made up by the parietes of the tube.
\Ve include iu the tu ho-abdominal pregnancies those cases which 11ave
been described under the name of tubo-ovarian. In this the cyst, which
surrounds th~ fretus, is formed partly by the ovary, and partly by the opening of the dilated tube, whose extremities have contracted some adhesions
with the ovarian tunic.
The folJowing case of Dr. Jackson's is justly quoted by l\1. Dezeimeris as
serving for a type. A woman, aged thirty-two years, was sei:cd, in consequence of a violent blow on the epigastrium, with some infln.mmatory symptoms, to which she speedily succumbed; at the autopsy, a large quantity of
hlood was found diffused in the abdomen, and a fcntus of about ten weeks
was found enveloped in an enormous clot; the fundus uteri rested against
the pubis, and its cervix near the middle of the sacrum. This change from
its natural position had been produced by a tumor situated on the left ~ide
of the womb, which tumor was formed by the ovary, the Fallopian tube,
and the broad ligament, that had become considerably thickened and modified in their structure; the fringed extremity of the tube adhered intimately
to the ovarian envelope, and a cyst was fortned by these two organs, whose
distention by the body contained therein had produced the rupture.
In another case, related by Bussieres, which seems to me equally conclu·
sive, the tube on the right side was extremely dilated at the extremity;
and this dilatation 1 which was an inch in its largest diameter, extended for
rather more than an inch and a. half in length, gradually diminishing as it
11.pproached the womb. The portion of the tube thus dilated was curv<'.d
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on itself, and embraced nea rly the whole ovary1 to the membrane of which
it was so adherent that it could not be separated without rupturing the
attachments. An unctuous, limpid fluid escaped as soon as it was opened,
and then the ovum appeared, which was about the size of a hazlenut, anrl
was surrounded by the liquid; three-fourths of it had nlready escaped from
the hole made in the ovary, so that it no longer seemed to re::;t there; yet,
on attempting its removal, it was found attached by a hard pedicle covered
with blood-vessels.
3. ~Tubal Pregnancy.-This is the most frequent of all the varieties of
extra-uterine pregnancy; which fact is readily accounted for by the length
and narrowness of the canal and by the adhesions and morbid obliterations
pre~cnted by it:! walls. Under such circu mstances, the ovule is arrested and
developed at some point between its abdominal extremity and the spot where
it enters the uterine parietes; and by its continual growth di!:itends enor·
mou.sly the fibres of the tube which constitute the Cll\'elope of the fretal
cyst. To the numerous cases of this kind reported by Velpcau and Dezeimeris, I might add another, already published by me in the Bulletin de la
SocitU ~lnatomique, but so many examples are everywhere met with that it
seems useless to reiterate their details. Dr. Lesouef's thesii:s may be advau·
tageously consulted on this point.
4. Interstitial Tubo.uterine Pregnancy. -In this case the ovum is arrested
in thnt part of the tube which traverses the thickness of the uterine walls;
nod although this is its principal characteristic, two varieties have been
made of it, of which we shall say a few words.
In the fir::it variety the walls of the tube, yielding to the distention occasioned by the development of the ovum, press back the surrounding tissue
proper of the uterus, but always form the most internal layer of the cyst in
which the product of conception i-d enclosed.
In th e second variety the o\·ule ren.chcs that part of the tube which traverses the uterine walls; but having arrived there, it. opens a way through
the tubal parietes, penetrates into the midst of the fibres of the womb, a.nd
thenceforth has no further relation with the tube; hence, the surrounding
cyst iii formed by the muscular fibres of the womb alone.
After having been once located among the uterine fibres, the ovum may
either take an inward or an outward direction, and consequently may become
seated nc.'lr the mucous layer, or ebe to the peritoneal coat. In a prepara·
tion belonging to .M. Pine! Grandchamp, the volume of the uterus was about
the same as at six weeks or two months of pregnancy; at its left angle, a
small tumor, slightly ruptured behind, constituted the cyst contain i11g the
product of conception. Th e tube, which passed behind it, communicated
with it by an almost microscopic orifice, and presented nowhere any increase
of calibre. The cyst was about large enough to contain a.n almond.
5. Utero·tubal Pregnancy. -Notwithstanding the free communication
existing between the tube and uterine cavity, there is no a.bsurdity in the
suppo~ition that the ovule may become deposited in a little depression of
the mucous membrane, and there stop and ingra~ itself: just at the internal
orifice of the canal. In this case, phenomena similar to those of the tnboabdominal gestations will arise: that is, the ovule, which may have con·
1
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tractcd some intimate adhesions with this extremity , may, by rt.5 lie\Clopment, encroach upon the uterine cavity itself; and I do not hc..;it:\tc, therefore, to consider this variety of gestation as possible.
It is probable that certain singul ar cases described by Dezeimeris under
the name of utero-tubo-:tbdominal pregnancies belong properly to tuba..
uterine pregnancies. In this variety, example.:; of' which ban~ been furni~hed
. by Patuna, Hunter, and H offmeister, the footus is found in the abdominal
cavity; the cord leaving the umbilicus enters the I'allopian tube, tra\•er,;cs
its whole length, and is inserted in the placenta, whi ch it.5elf is attachc<l to
the internal surface of the uterus. H owever exlrao rdinary these facts may
appear, I think that no one can doubt them after reading the su bjoined case,
taken from the memoir of M. Dezeimeris. 1
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W'e explain them by supposing the exh•tencc of~ tubo-uterine pregnancy
t·mling in rupture of the tube with pnssa~c of the fCI'tus into the peritoneum,
whil:::t the placenta remains in the uterus. Th e cord traverses the tube in
its passage from the fi:etus to its placenta.
We have not been able, from the restricted limits of this chapter, to bring
forward a l:trgcr number of case:.;, but ~uffici ent has been sni<l to fumish an
idea of the importance that ought to be attached to the different varieties
ofextru.-uterine pregnancy admitted by us.
The rca<ler may consult with benefit the article of Professor Velpeau, in
the fourteenth Yolume of the Dicfionnaire de Medecine, the len.rned memoir
published hy :JI. D ezeimcris, in the fourth year of the J ournal des Connaissances Jfedico-Cl1frurgicalcs, and the able articles of l\Iessrs. Breschet, l\[eniCre, and Guillemot.
The physiological and pathological history of these different pregnancies
is ret to be given, and we shall therefore commence with their pathological
anatomy.

§ 1.

PATJJOLOGIC.AL CrrANGES.

The anatomo-pathological examination of extra-uterine gestations evidently compr ises the peculiarities offered both by the product of conception
and the parts of the mother.
A. Product of Conception.-In these pregnancies the ovule has its proper
membranes, the chorio n and the amnion. I may state that I was utterly
astonished to hear several honorable mem hers contend 1 in a recent discussion before the Acn.demy of }le<licine, that the envelope of the ovule, in abdominal gestations, was only composed of the amnios, and that no chorion
existed; for although, in certain very old pregnancies, the most exterior
fretal membran e is confounded with the walls of the cyst, it is not fair to
conclude from thence that it did not exist at the commencement.
Ind eed, it is only necessary to recall our remarks on the mode of development of the ovum, to comprehend that the absence of the chorion supposes
that of the allantois, and without the latter no circulatory relations can be
established between the embryo and its mother.
The structure of the walls of the cyst ,·aries according to the species of
extra-uterine pregnancy. In the tubal ntriety, they are formed by the
walls of the tube itself, and in the intemal ovarian, by the integuments of
the ovary.
\
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In the so-called sub-peritoneo-pelvic gestation, or whenever the O\'Ule,
that was originally located in the ovary, tube, or even the uterus, is trnns.
ferrecl, after the rupture of the cyst which inclosed it, to some part of the
abdominal ca\·ity, there is besides a pseudo-membranous cyst, reprel'enting
the uterine decidua, produced by the inflammation which the presence of'
the ovule determines around it. ]3ut this enveloping membrane, the cy~t,
does not exist in primitive peritoneal pregnancies. l\I. Dezeimeris thus
explains the latter circumstance: \Vhen a fecundated ovule gets into tlic
abdominal cavity immediately after quitting the ovary, we can readily believe that a corpuscle so minute, soft, and fragile could only produce a very
slight irritation at the point of arrestation, and that the extent of this excitation will not pass beyond the limits of contact with the little foreign body;
in a word, it cannot produce an acute inflammation, or extensive adhc.!:iions,
nor an exudation of plastic lymph sufficient to form an enveloping cyst
Now, if it has not primarily caused all these derangements, the neighboring
organs will not be injured by its ulterior development, because they become
gradually habituated thereto; and the ovule, having obtained a right of
po;,scssion, lives, grows, and presents to the smooth, polished surfaces wh ich
touch it, a surface equally smooth, polished, and moistened at their expense:
and not having occasion for any other protecting envelope, no cyst is formed.
But when a voluminous product of cont::cption suddenly bursts, and its contents, placed at first like it in the tube or ovary, are transported to lhe peritoneal cavity, the ovule becomes there a foreign body, wounding and irritating the abdominal organs which arc unaccustomed to its vicinity, and
determining an acute infl:unniatiou around it, which results in the exudation
of plastic lymph; this, by coagult.ting, forms a cyst, and completely isolates
the foreign body. If, under these circumstances, the displacement of the
fretus is such that it completely escapes from the amniotic cavity, and suddenly locates itself with its surrounding liquid in the midst of the intestinal
mass, an inflammation occurs, and the cyst we have just described forms
around it; the new cyst then completely environs the fcetus. But in some
cases the displacement is not so complete-the large:,t part of the trunk
may still remain in the amniotic cavity after the rupture, a portion ouly
being displaced, and the latter alone first determines an inflammation
around it, and then the exudation, which is transformed into a false mcm·
brane; this, by uniting with the lacerated margins, forms only a part of the
fretal cyst, th~ remainder being constituted by the old frotal envelope, the
walls of the Fallopian tube, for instance, in the case of a tubal pregnancy.
The same relations may be established with the membranes of the ovule
when the chorion and amnion are ruptured at an advanced period in a case
of primitive abdominal pregnancy. For instance, in a case cited by ~I.
Dubois, the cyst that in closed the fcctus was formed of a membrane which
was not altogether uniform in its structure and appearance: thus, for the
greater part of its extent, the internal surface was of a light-brown color,
owing perhaps to the imbibition of the adjacent liquids, and simulating,
both to the touch and sight, the aspect of the mucous membrane of the
small intestines, or, still better, the accidental membranes that occasionally
liue fistulous canals; while at other points, those for instance which were
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nenr the circumference of the placenta, and on the largest part of this surface, the cyst was more smooth :md polished ; presenting, in fact, the ordinary a.ppca ranee of the amnion.
The cyst was simple, and about a fourth of a line in thickness at the part
where it exhibited the brown and villous character above tllluded to i but
on the contrary, where the surface was smooth and polished, it evidently
consisted of two membranes (the chorion and the amnion.)
In all cases, numerous and Jarge Yessels form in the walls of the cyst
whofle rupture it is ev ident must give rise to hemorrhage, which Yery often
proves fatal to the mother.
When an extra-uterine pregnancy is somewhat prolonge(l, these envelopes
are sometimes d&;troyed, being perforated with fistulous canals, commun icating directly with the intestinal canal, vagina, bladder, uterus, or an external absces.i:;. At times, the destruction of the cyst is partial, at others
complete; so much so, indeed, as to leave in certain cases no vc:;tiges of its
former e:d::;tence; on the other hand, the em·elopes sometimoo undergo
osseous or cretaceous transformations, whic:h may convert them into solid
shells. As a general rule, the fcetus exhibits nothing peculiar in its deyelopment: for example, in several cases studied anatomically a long tim e after
the term of pregnancy, the osseous system appeared to have a better development than in the ordinary child of nine months. The existence of several
teeth has frequently been noticed, or else traces of the eruption of these little
bones, which would seem to afford an indication that the fcetus continued to
Ji,·e and grow beyond the ordinary term of gestation.
The most common of the numerous alterations which it may undergo, is
the putre3cent dissolution of its soft parts, from macerating in a compou nd
of amniotic liquor, blood, and pus; the separalion of the various pieces of its
skeleton, and their discharge through the divers routes just mentioned. At
other times, it seems to have undergone a kind of mummification, a complete drying-up. Again, in other cases, all the tissues appear to be transformed into an osseous or cretaceous substance, or into one re;;embling
adipocire,-and here, it is doubtless unnecessary to add, it is no longer
pos:)ible to discover any trace of the fc:etal membranes.
B. Ti.~sues of the .iJlother.-Some very large vascular canals are seen to
derelop the1m:elves in those parts where the ovum is attached, however
devoid of bloocl-ves.::els they might have been previously; and several great
veins are found to ramify under the peritoneum towards the circumference
of the placental attachment; and where the ovary or the tube happens to be
the seat of pregnancy, it presents a soft tissue, apparently fungous in char·
acter, and impregnated with blood.
The womb does not continue so indifferent to the advancement of the
extra-uterine pregnancy as might be supposed; for its volume increases in a
remarkable degree, the tissues become softer, and the mucous membrane
hypertrophied and more vascular, so as to form from the outset a true
decidua. JL Velpeau, however, disputes this last assertion; but I have
endeavored to refute his opinion in the Bulletin de la SoeiBU .Anatoniique
(Sepl. 1836), to which the reader is referred.
This hypertrophy of the uterine mucous membrane is of short duration.
38
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For, ns tl1e ovum docs not enter the uterus:, it has no ltficc to p<'rform,
and, therefore, like every other usele!'=S organ, bc('omes atrophied, lnM·~ its
vascularity, and in a few months has returned to its usual condi1io11. A
gelatinous substance, a kind of thick, ropy mucu~, is also frequently founr:I
in the neck of the uterus; but when the prcgn:rncy has a<h-anccd lwroml
term, the womb gradually regains its natural condition. Finally, in rr~ta:n
cases, the calibre of the Fallopian tube has been found obliterated at some
part of its length.

§ 2.

SYMPTOl\lS AND DrAGNOSrs OF EXTRA-UTERINE PREGNANCY.

During the early months it is exceedingly difficult to recognize tl1e cxi~t.
cuce of an extra-uterine pregnancy; for the modifications which tht'n occur
in the size, form, and consistcn<'e of the body and neck of the utcru~, will
certainly lead to error, and give rise to the belief of a true gestation. With
regard to the menstruation and the lacteal secretion, no constant rule is
observed. Sometimes the menses continue to appear; at others, they do not.
In some instances this function is not re-established, eYcn after the period
when the accouchcmcnt should have taken place; and similar variations arc
met with in the secretion of milk. Again, menstruation has been kno\\n
never to appear during nn extni-uterinc pregnancy which lasted more thnn
thirty years, while the lacteal flow continued throughout the whole of that
time.
There are, likewlse, some abdominal pains, at n. period not very cli11tant
from the date of conception, more or less analogous to the uterine pain:;,nnd
at times a constant, fixed, circumscribed one in the pelvis, groin, or umhilicnl
region. (The woman who::e preparation I prc.-;cnted to the Anatomiml
Society, had on this account been treated for a. partial peritonitis.) Xot unfrequently there is nn inability to lie upon one side. 'Vhen the tumor,
whi lst stiJ.1 small, falls into the lesser pelvis, it pu~hes the uterus forward,
the neck being directed in front and quite high behind the pubi!:l. This
d isplacement of the neck of the womb, together with the pre::cnre of a large
tumor occupying the excavation posteriorly, and the dysuria occa~ioned by
the pressure made upon the neck of the blacldcr, has been mietaken for
retroversion. Several examples of this error arc mentioned by Burn~.
At n. hiter period the tumor rises above the !mpcrior strait. The motions
of the child arc felt at the mmal time, but they appear to be more superficial, and are generally felt on one side only.
The labor-pains come on at the natural term, or at the seventh month, or
even sooner, generally lasting for three or four days, but occasionally much
longer; and, ::l1ould the pregnancy be unusually prolonged, they are apt to
return at varied intervals, and again pass off.
Schmidt reports a ca::e where the gestation lasted three years, within
which period the labor-pains were renewed eight times, and on each occasion
r,ontinued for several weeks.
In another gestation, of' ten years' duration, the pains returned annuall.r
at the period corresponding to the term of' pregnancy.
These pains are not prodt1ced by contraction of the walls of the cyst, u
many have stated; because, excepting the cases of tubal and interstitial
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pregnancy, they n·e\·cr contain any muscular fibres, and hence we nrnst
se:irc:h for the cause in the uterns itself; for the great development exhibited
by this orgru1 1 and the mucous and albuminous matter:s inclosed in its C[Lvity,
the expulsion of which requires some contractions, sufficiently account for
th e pains experienced by the patients. But it is exceedingly difficult to
explain in a satisfactory manner their frequent coincidence with the usual
term of gestation .
Th e phy:;ical signs which require our notice are, the changes in the uterine body and neck, just indicated, the more or less irregular development
of the belly, and the possibility, in some cases, of distinguishing two tumors,
one being the uterus, while the other is formed by the abnormal cyst.
In the sub-peritoneo-pelvic variety1 the product of conception, by occupying the pelvic exca.vation, displaces and compresses the organs there situated,
the vagina and rectum, for insta.nce, and pushes them to one side. The
vagina. and rectum are found to be obstructed by a. tumor situated between
them, and frequently the different parts of the fcctus may be detected by
the vaginal touch.
The fcetus seems to be much nearer the surface in the abdominal pregnancy than in either of the other varieties, hence its motions are more ea.:ily
perceived, and are more distressing to the mother, and the forms of the
different parts more clearly distinguish[tble. Besides, the rounded and
regularly circumscribed tumor formed by the uterus in a normal gestation
is not present.
In the tubal and ovarian varieties, says Baudelocqne, the fceta l movements
should be less vague, and its limbs more retracted. The body of the uterus
is associate<l with the tumor formed by the fre.tal cyst, and can neither be
separated nor readily distinguished from it.
I have thus brought forward the various signs by which authors cndea.\·o r
to detect the different species of extra-uterine gestation, although they ha,ve,
in my estimation, but little practical importance; nor do I see that auscultation itself could render us much service in determining the diagnosis.
I ought to observe that the possibility of a fre:;h fecundation is a feature
common to all the varieties of extra-uterine pregnancy.
Perhaps it may be serviceable to note tha.t the vacu ity of the uterus might
be detected by the touch. Very frequently its habitual position will be
changed by the pressure of the tumor, more especially when the latter occupies the excavation, and urges it against some part of the pel vie walls.
Finally, when by the usual signs we have become assured of the exi:stcnce
of pregnancy, and we suspect that it is extra-uterin e, the diagnosis will be
reduced to a certainty if we can determine the capital point, which is, that
the uteru:; is empty. Now we have just seen that this knowledge can be
arrived at by means of palpation and tbe touch. Professor Stoltz was the
first to use the uterine sound for the same purpose; but it will be readily
understood why great prudence should be exercised in deciding to employ
it. In case of a normal pregnancy, the sound would, in fact, be almost
sure to produce abortion, and then the mistake would be irreparable. The
use of the uterine sound is more rational and truly useful when the question
to be decid ed is, whether there be an extra-uterine pregnancy or :.\fibrous
tumor of the uterus.
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§ 3. PROGRESS AND TERMINATION.
It is but rarely that an extra-uterine pregnancy is prolonged heyoucl tl1e
fourth or fifth month; for generally the walls of the cyst give way 1 iu con1:1equence of their distention, before it has had time to become very large.
Sometime.'!', however, the fceta.1 envelopes resist the pressure to which they
are subjected, and if the fcetus itself do not perish through want of nouri:>hment, or by some accidental disease, its development may progress until
term, and it may even live for some time after the expiration of the ninth

month.

Such is reported by Dr. Grossi to have been the case with a lady,

who, in all probability, carried au extra-uterine fretm., whose motions were
perceived clearly by himself and several consulting physicians, through a
space of fourteen months. Usually, the child perishes either before or
shortly after the term of pregnancy; and we shall now proceed to point out
the po$sible consequences of its retention.
A. Rllptiire of the Oyst.- 'Vhen left to itself, an extra-uterine pregnancy
will generally terminate in a rupture of the cyst i but the time and co11Sequcnccs thereof are very variable. "'ere we to class these pregnancies
according to the frequency of the rupture, and the early period of its occurrence, they would stand as follows: the tubo-interstitial, tubal, and abdominal. .
It is very rare for the period of the rupture to extend beyond the middle
term of pregnancy, except in the last variety. Dr. Lesouef very properly
dwells on the tendency of tubal pregnancies to rupture at a very early
stage of gestation. According to the same author, and to M. Bernutz, his
mai::ter, if the rupture of the tube occurs at one of the points where it is
covered by the peritoneum, the consequent effusion takes place into tl1e
peritoneal cavity; this, however, is not necessarily so 1 because the tube
might give way at its adherent edge, and allow the ovule to slip betwe~s
the two layers of the broad ligaments. In this case, the result would be a
true consecutive sub-peritoneo-pelvic pregnancy.
The rupture, which is usually spontaneous, a.lways gives rise to exceed·
ingly grave phenomena, which may be described as the primitive and
secondary consequences. Thus, the patient at once suffers from violent
pains for several hours; then, after a pain which is much stronger than all
the others, a perfect calm comes on. The abdomen sinks, or becomes flattened, and the former tumor disappears; a gentle :rnd equal heat spreads
over the abdominal cavity, and if the pregnancy is well advance<l, the
patient feels as though a voluminous body had been suddenly rlisplacedj
the skin loses its natural hue, fain tings come on, the pulse is small and con·
tracted, a cold sweat covers the whole body, and death frequently follows,
because the rupture of the cyst is often the immediate cause of a hemorrhage
tlrnt speedily proves fatal. Should any circumstance whntever arrest the
hemorrhage, the first symptoms that follow the displacement of the product
of conception, and the transference of lhe waters, blood, or eyeu the frutus
itself, to part.snot accustomed to such contact, are those of a very violent
perilonitis. The patient generally dies, though sometimes she is able lo
resist the violence of the first inflammatory symptoms, in which casr. the
course of the di1 ease differs from that time, according to wheth~r the d(·bris
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of the pregnancy are to be inclosed in a cyst of new formation for the remainder of the patient's life, or whether they are to be eliminated in various
ways. In the first case, the fmtus may undergo all the transformations
described under the head of the pathological anatomy; and in the second,
the symptoms vary with the manner in which the elimination is effected.
n. Ptolonged Retention of the Cyst.-As we have already stated, the
peculiari ties of extnH1terine pregnancy, when the integrity of the cyst
allows the development of the fretus to proceed until term, and even somewhat beyond it, we shall not reconsider it. 'Ve would, however, add, that
in some cases the disorders of the general health, produced by the development of these abnormal pregnancies, have been so great as to prove fatal,
without there being any discoverable lesion to account therefor. Thus,
says .l\I. Jacquemier, the autopsy reveals neither rupture of the cyst, nor a
trace of hemorrhage, peritonitis, nor process of elimination going on in the
cyst : the unfortunate suff'erers appearing to have succumbed under a kind
of exhaustion of vital power.
The develop1~ent of the cyst ceases with the life of the fretus, the circula.
tion in its walls becomes feebler, the vessels which maintain the conuections
nece~sary to the support of the fCetal life, gradually become atrophied, and
even in great part obliterated; so that the fc.etus and its envelopes are
thenceforth a foreign body within the organism of the mother. Occasionally, the latter becomes accustomed to t\1eir presence; for some women carry
a fo~tal cyst for many years without their health appearing to be much
injured thereby: we have mentioned what transformations the fc.etus and its
envelopes are liable to undergo in such cases. Sometimes, however, the
weight of the tumor, and the pressure which it exerts upon the neighboring
parts, di:iturb the general functions so seriously as to make the female demand earnestly to be relieved of the cause of her suffering by an
Whether the tumor be the cause of acute pain to the woman or not,
likely, after the lapse of au indeterminate period, to become the seat of an
inflamma tion, which "extends rapidly to the neighboring parts. In consequence of thi.:; inflammation, which may progress with greater or less rapidity,
adhesions are contracted between the walls of the cyst and the parts adjacent; ulceration begins at the points of adhesion, perforation follows with
the formation of communications between the cavity of the cyst and that
of one of the neighboring organs, or with the exterior, in case the abdominal
walls be invaded by the ulceration.
The fcetal debris fin<l their way to the exterior, at times by the bladder,
rectum, vagina, and eYen the stomach, at others by means of an abscess
opening into the perineum, or through the anterior abdom inal parietes.
Furthermore, since these latter communications are common to all kinds of
extra-uterine pregnancies, we can under:stand that the situation of the fmtus
in the sub-peritoneo-pelvi c variety, which, as before stated, is the most deeply
engaged in the excavation, will render its expul sion by the vagina or rectum
more frequent than in the others .
.Mo$t generally some one of the above-mentioned org:rns serves as an ex·
crctory canal, but in certain cases several of them aresimulta11eously attacked
by the adhesive inflammation; of course, ulceration and perforation soon
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follow i and the wreck of the footus escapes at once by the anus 1 the vagina,
and thr•Jt1gh a fistulous opening in the abdominal walls.
This expulsiou greatly endangers the mother's life-for very often the
inflammation and suppuration of the cyst, by spreading to neighboring
parts, exhausts the patient, and sooner or later she succumbs. In the more
fortunate cases, the sac is gradually emptied 1 cleansed, and contracted, the
suppumtion ceases, and the wound cicatrizes, or at least becomes a simple
fistulous ulcer.
The long-continued suppuration, and consequent exlmustion of the patient's
strength, will always render a complete expul:sion of the foreign bodies highly
desirable, for notl1ing else will put an end to the suppuration and allow the
fistulas to close. Unfortunately, the hair, teeth, and pieces of bony substance
adhere very strongly to the walls of the cyst, in which they seem to be im.
bedded, and are detached with difficulty; yet it is very necessary to be careful not to use too much force for their extraction, lest the walls of the cyst
should be torn, and an opening made between it and the cavity of the peri·
toneum, rendering liable the occurrence of a quickly fatal peritonitis. The
interference of the surgeon should be restricted to the dilatation of all the
openings and fistulous passages by means of compressed sponge, to cleansing
injections within the cyst, and to the withdrawal, by means of forceps, of
the completely detached portions of bony matter which present themselves at
the openings. In no case, I repeat, should any effort be made to detach the
strongly adherent portions.

§ 4. CAUSES.
Nothi11g can oe more obscure than the causes of extra-uterine pregnancy,
although numerous facts would seem to prove that the action of terror, coinciding with the time of fecundation, may produce such an effect as to prevent
the impregnated ovule from being ulteriorly transported into the uteru~;
hut notwithstanding the high authority of those who have adopted this doctrine, it does not appear to be admissible, since the ovule does not abandon
the ovary at the moment of conception, but several days after or even several
days before this event.
M. Dezeimeris brings forward one case that seems to prove that a blow on
the hypogastrium a short time after a fruitful coition may be the cau~e of
this anomaly, though I should rather refer it to n. particular disposition of
the mother's organs. \Vhen, indeed, we consider the narrowness of' the tubal
canal, we can readily conceive that any deviations, even slight ones, of the
Fallopian tube, any paralysis or spasm, an excess or defect of length, an
engorgement, the swelling and ulceration of the mucous membrane, or hardening of its pavilion, or any retraction at the internal orifice; in one word,
all the anomalies and alterations described by authors may take place there,
and give rise to it. I myself have had an opportunity of observing two
ca.<:1es (reported in the Bulletin de la Societe .Anatoniique) in which the tube
was obliterated between the point where the ovule was developed and the
intPrual orifice of this canal. 1
1 The oblilerfltionofthe tube in t.hccnscrcfcrrcd to isao rcmarknblcano.:currence,
lhi:it lf'ndeavorerJ to learn, by referring to various authors, whet.hersimilnrcaseshnil
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Finally, if we take into consideration the singular anomaly described by
M. G. Richard (see page 86), we may suppose that the fecundated ovule
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might, in its progress along the tube towards the uteru!:I, escape through
one of those accidental openings, and so fall into the abdominal cavity.
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THEATMENT.

It is evident that no operation could be attempted in the earlier months
ofpregna.ncy, even if we should be fortunate enough to ascertain with certainty that the ovule was not developed in the uterus.
It is my opinion, however, that frequent copious bleedings should be resorted to in such cases, for the double purpose of causing the death of the
fretus, and of preventing (possibly ) a congestion, or rather too great a determination of' blood towards the point at which the ovum is being developed.
Indeed, it seems clear to me, that not only docs the constantly increasing
weakness of' the walls of the cyst, but also the local congestions so common
during pregnancy, contribute to render rupture of the cyst morn frequent.
Venesection, practised within the limi ts authorized by the general health
of the patient, will be the more indicated here, a.s its unfavorable influence
on the child's life is not to be dreaded, since its death is the most fortunate
event that could occur. Might this latter result be obtained by passing
electric shocks through the cyst? Still, if no obstacle can be opposed to the
constant development of the fcetus, every operation must be proscribed at
this period for extracting the footus from its mother's body, because an opera.tion would be as dangerous a.s the anticipated accident. Even when the
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spontaneous rupture of the cyst, during the early f'ltaga;;:, oc·ra:-;ions a just
fear of mortal hemorrhage, we can only employ those general means which
are the best calculated to prevent profuse discharge~, such as rc~t, refrigerants, etc. Again, supposing that a well-marked ca<::e of extra-uterine
pregnancy has advanced almost to term, or that the labor has actually
commenced, we may still justly dread the laccra.tion of the cyst a:s a couiscquence of the expulsive efforts; and the question then arises whether gastrotoruy, which has been successfu1ly practised in similar cases, ought to be
resorted to. If the child's safety be alone considered, this question is ea:>ily
resoh·ed. But is not the life of the mother almost necessarily compromised
by such an operation ?
How shall we persuade the patient, when the proper period for operating
bns arrived, if she herself does not suspect the danger she eJJcounte~ by
refusing? Or how, indeed, can we ourselves decide, when the po:::::iible con·
sequences are foreseen, the whole difficullies of a delivery apprecittted, and
the ncces:sity staring us in the face of leav ing open in the abdomen a vast
cyst, the inflammation and suppuration of which are so difficult to dry up,
and are of themselves sufficient to endanger the sufferer's life?
In such cases, who can doubt, says lll. Dezeimeris, that if there was any
measure at all that cou ld suspend the commencing labor, the ties of humanity alone would render its employment a duty? And I fully embrace the
same opinion.
Now among the means calculated to restrain the ordinary uterine contractions, l know of nothing more serviceable than opium, when exhibited
in large doses per anum, and I certainly should not hesitate to employ it
under these circumstances; but if the Jabor continues, notwithstanding its
use, gastrotomy may then be authorized.
The cyst is generally opened through the abdominal parietcs, the place
of selection being the same as in the common Cresarean operation, though,
in case the head be felt through the vagina during the expulsive efforts,
less danger would certainly accompany an incision through the walls of the
latter. The child may be extracted by turning, or by the forceps, if necessary. In two cases, one of which is attributed to Lauve1jat, both mother
and child were saved by an operation of the kind. In three other cases,
collected by Burns, the child was extracted alive, but the mother peri:::hed.
Finally, it is evident that if a prolonged labor has produced a rupture of
the cyst, it is very doubtful whether gastrotomy could be successful.
The first efforts should be directed towards moderating the hemorrhage,
and when tl1e first dangers have been removed, every means of pre,·enting
and opposing consecutive inflammation should be energetically employed.
But the primitive phenomena once calmed, whether there be a rupture or
not, our art may evidently interpose to prevent the consecutive accidents
that have been enumerated, and which comprom ise to so great an extent
the health and even the life of the patient. ' Vhen the inflammatory symp·
toms have ceased, it is proper to wait; and especially after the cyst is
ruptured, hasty action becomes unnecessary.
In fact, a considerab le period is requisite in such cases for the development of a. new cyst around the d i ~placed pa.rts, and a certain length of time
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is necessary for the adhesions to form between them and the adjacent parts,
and it would be exceedingly rash to interfere with this salutn.ry action by
any inopportune operation on our part. In old abnormal pregnancies, the
resources of art vary with the particular case. Sometimes, indeed, an elimi~
natory effort has already commenced by an inflarnmatiou of the integuments
placed just in front of the tumor. whereby an abscess is formed; and the
only question then is, whether to open it, or Ly suitable incisions to enlarge
the spontaneous solutions of continuity; in either case we encounter a vast
abscess, which must be emptied and cleansed by the usual methods.
When some portions of the fc~.tus get into the bladder, and we are assured
of that fact by the use of the catheter, the operation for stone may be practised either through the vagina or by the hypogastrium. Again, a woman
may present herself with an extra-uterine fcetus of one or several years'
standing. Can the resources of art afford her any relief? \Ve reply, that
if the gestation is a source of severe suffering, and it renders her incapable
of discharging her duties; and if, besides, the tumor may be rea.ched through
the vagina without difficulty, the nginal incision should doubtless be performed. But if she is otherwise in good health, would it be prudent to
interfere for the mere purpose of anticipating the accidents to which she
will probably be afterwards exposed? Or is there any ground for hoping
to extract the fretus en masse, by a prudent and methodical operation?
This last question is far more difficult to solve. In a case of this kind,
where the head of the fcetus, from being wedged at the superior strait~ could
read ily be flit through the posterior superior part of the vaginal parietes,
I knew Professor P. Dubois (notwithstanding sharp opposition from several
of his brethren in consultation) to resolve upon incising freely the vagin al
wall, as well as the cystic envelopes, intending to apply the forceps on the
head, and thus extract the frotus bodily; but the walls of the cyst and
vagina having been cut through, an intimate adhesion was discovered
between the former and the fretal head, which caused the operation to be
abandoned. It was not without benefit, however, for in the course of a few
days it was followed by the discharge of a putrid mass, comprising all the
soft parts of the fretus; the detached bones of the skeleton were gradually
extracted by the aid of long pincers, and frequently repeated injections; the
cystic walls contracted slowly; and when, at length, nothing remained, and
the parietes were cleansed, the opening gradually closed up, and by the end
of two months the patient was completely cured. At the time of operating
she had been pregnant twenty-two months.
This plan, I think, ought to be followed up in similar cases, more especially if the female's health is visibly aflCcted.
Incision by the rectum has been practised in some few instances where
the vulva was obliterated.
Finally, gastrotomy alone would be practicable when the fcetus, from its
high situation in the abdomen, is inaccessible by the vagina or rectum; but
this operation must be regarded as the last resource, and only to be resorted
to where the patient's life is seriously endangered.

PARTV.

OF DYSTOCIA, OR PRETERNATURAL AND PAINFUL LABORS.

AL'f;;1~1~:~!u~~~;:~~aci:~~u:c~.l i~~1~:~~:~;p~~:h~een~~~:~1~~~:r~fa\~~eao:~n;~
ber of circumstances which may interfere with the work of nature, and
r ender the process difficult, dangerous, OL' even wholly impossible. It is to
th e exposition of those difficulties and dangers, and more particularly to
the in dicatjon of the appropriate measures for preventing or for remedying
them, that the fifth part of this work is devoted. In it will be pointed out
the difficulties and accidents which may compli cate labor and demand the
intervention of art.
The causes that render a labor either difficult, impossible, or dangerous,
and which therefore require tbe more or less active interposition of the
accoucheur, are numerous, varied, and far from always having the same
mode of action; some, indeed, operate only by enfeebling or reducing the
forces necessary for the expulsion of the child , while others constiLute an
obstacle to its delivery by occasioning a disproportion between the dimensions of the pelvic canal and those of the body that must traverse it, thus
r endering the most powerful contractions of the womb entirely nugatory.
On the other hand, when all the conditions are apparently most fa.vorable
to a natural labor, we may find a number of accidents suddenly manifesting
;hemselves, of a character dangerous to the lives of both mot.her and child.
Consequently, as regards the causes that may thus interfere with the
regular process of nature, we may distinguish three different groups of
difficult labors, namely: 1. Tho:>e rendered difficult, impossible, or danger·
ous, by a deficient or excessive action of the expulsive forces. 2. Those
rendered difficult, impossible, or dangerous, by obstacles to the expulsion
of' the fcetus. 3. Those coruplicated by accidents liable to endanger the
life or health of the mother aud child.
Th e term accident is more especially applied to any morbid phenomenon
occurring during labor, lia.hle to be rapidly fatal to either mother or ch ild.
Th ese accidents, in the above restricted sense, are, fortunately, but few.
They are on the part of the mother: 1. Eclampsia. 2. Rupture of the
uterus. 3. Hemorrhage in its various forms. Ou the part of the fa:tu~,
the onl r accident to be apprehended is prolapsus of the cord or its corn·
pression.
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CHAPTER I.
OF

J~ARORS

RENDERED DIFFICULT, DIPOSSIBLE, OR DANGEROUS, BY
DEFICIE~CY OR EXCESS 01'~ ACTION IN 'fHE EXPULSIVE FORCES.

IN practice, we meet with num erous cases in which the position is favornble, the organs of the mother and child well formed, and in which none
of those grave complications, hereafter spoken of, that have given rise to
the title preternatm·al labor, are met with; but in which, not,\'ithstanding,
the clifforent stages of the labor are not accomplished with the customary
ease or regularity. Now, everythin g seems so admirably arranged in the
works of nature, that the least deviation is suffi cient to interfere with their
accomplishment; and whether thi s deviation be dependent on an unusual
slowne:::;s or an excessive rapidity in the course of the phenomena of parturition, it may prove detrimental, in either case, to the mother or her child,
and require the intervention of art just as imperiously as would a hemorrhage or a contraction of the peh·is. 'Ve therefore believe it will prove serviceable to treat, with a little more detail than has 11itherto been done, of
the causes and proper measures for preventing the disastrous consequences
of extreme slowness or a too rapid progress of the labor.

ARTICLE I.
'\\ThiJst stating (page 297) the usual duration of labor, we were careful to
remark that it was often prolonged beyond the fixed period, and that a
duration of eighteen or twenty hours, in primiparre especially, could not be
regarded as an alarming circumstance; but that, in all cases, where more
than twenty-four hours have elapsed from the time of its commencement,
serious accidents might result therefrom, either to the mother or the child,
which should always be prevented by removing imm·ediately the cause of
this excessive slown ess.
In natural labor, the phenomena occur with such a marked degree of
regularity that, as regards the duration, the period of dilatation of the cervix is to that of the expulsion as two or three to one; though .it is proper to
state that the delay may be manifested during either the first or the second
stage, and then, of course, this proportion no longer exists. This distinction,
which might serve to establish a classification of th e causes that retard the
lnbor, if, indeed, they do not make their influences felt in all stages, merits
a particular attention with regard to the prognosis; for, although the first
stage may be prolonged without danger, the second, on the contrary, can not
pnss beyond certain limits without greatly endangering the health of the
patient, and oftentimes the lite of her child. It is found tlmt the latter is lost
at least one time iu four, when the head remains in the excavation longer
than seven or eight hours after the complete dilatation of' the os uteri, and
the rupture of the baq- of waters, whilst it nearly always survives when the
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first period is prolonged even to forty, fifty, or sixty hours nnd more. 1 Be.
sides, in the latter case, there are scarcely any symptoms worth mentioning
presented by the mother, for the great fatigue caused particularly by the
loss of sleep, and in nervous women, a considerable irritation, dcprc~i:iion of
spirits, and ala.rm, are about the only inconveniences that result from itj
since the contraction, although feehle, returns nt regular intervals, and the
labor makes some progress, notwithstanding it is slow. But when the
period of expulsion is extended beyond ten or tweh·e hours, the pain, as a
general rule, is found to become irregular, both in its returns and iutcrnsity;
and, although it be sometimes more severe and frequent, it is in reality less
efficacious, to such an extent, indeed, that the fretus really seems to be
retrograding instead of advancing; in a word, there are uterine pains, but
no expulsive contraction.
The local disorder is accompanied, or at least is soon followed, by a violent trembling; the patient has an inclination to ,·omit, and even throws up
bilious matters; she is uneasy, excited, and changes her position every
moment; the skin is hot and dry; the pulse runs up to a hundred or a
hundred and fifty per minute; the tongue is dry, and both it and the teeth
are covered with a diirk coa.ting. The vagina. and cervix are hot, and sensitive to the touch, and a yellowish liquid escapes from them, which occasionally has a fetid odor; the pressure of the child's head on the neck of
the bladder prevents the emission of urine; and the parts that line the
superior strait and the pelvic excavation, being compressed for a long time
by the head, may become inflamed or even gangrenous; which complications ma.y subsequently prove a source of the most serious accidents.
If the woman still remains undelivered, these symptoms augment in
intensity in a frightful manner; the vomitings become more frequent, and
the abdomen more distended ; the excitability of the patient knows no
bounds i the pulse is more and more feeble and frequent, and she falls into
a half stupid or a semi.delirious condition, which is soon terminated by
deatl1. It is scarcely necessary to remark that, in the latter case, the life
of the child is also most seriously compromised.
'Ve have felt bound to point out these ditterences in the danger of the
symptoms, in order to prove the necessity of the distinction we l1ave made;
and we may uow proceed to study the divers causes which, at times, retard
the course of labor, aud also to indicate the means calculated to remedy
them, without the necessity of repeating in each, that the dangers to which
they expose the mother and child are much more grave in the second than
the first stage of the labor; and that, although in the latter we may trust
longer to the resources of the organism, in the former, the intervention of
art is demanded at an earlier period.
The causes that may retard the delivery depend either on the patient'R
t The following summary, which I take from Churchill, is calculated to confirm tilt
abo\'e: in one bundrtd nnd thirty-three cases, where the first. srnge was prolongerl
from twenty-four to sixty hours, only eight. children were lO!il.; in eight. thnt. lasted
from sixty to a hundred hours, but. one died; and in three cases ranging from a
hundred to a hundred and seventy-seven hours, not. a single death occurred.Oliurchill, 192.
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general condition, Ol' on a special modification of the genital organs; :mil,
iu both cases, their influence may be exerted at the commencement, or only
at a subsequent period of the labor; consequenlly, we have to con::ider 1he
three following conditions: 1, where lhe pains or contractions al'C slow or
foeble in the commenceincnt; 2, whern, after having set in with considerable energy, they afterwards relax, diminish, or even cease altogether; and
3, where they exhibit great irregularity in their duration, intensity, and
returns; an irregularity that almost wholly destroys their expulsive action.
The English writers have applied the term tedious labor to all these varieties, aud this appellation merits our adoption, for it is perfectly adapted
to the cases we are about to describe.

§ 1. OF SLOWNESS OR FmmLE:XESS OF TnE Co~TRACTIONS.
A slowne/Js or feebleness of the contractions may occur at the very commencement of the labor, and per;:;i:st throughout its whole duration; the
pains are quite feeble, the dilatation of' the os uteri is effected very slowly,
and at a. ra.ther later period they seem unable to effCct the expulsion of the
head. This slowness of lahor may be dependent either on the woman's
general condition, or on a local di:sposition of the womb. In the former
case, it occur.s in women endowed with a delicate or debilitated constitution,
or in those accidentally enfeebled by chronic diseases.
It should, however, be borne in mind that, as was stated, page 150, general debility of the muscular system has but little influence upon the contractile power of the uterus, the latter being of::.eu very strong, as in consumptive patients for example. The labor sometimes progresses even more
rapidly than usual in such individuals, for when the uterine fibre preserves
its contractile powers, the slight resistance at the floor of the pelvis seems
to expedite the delivery.
Generally speaking, there is nothing to be done but to encourage the
woman to have patience, and to make use of some slight stimulus, such as
broth, claret, or a few spoonfuls of sherry-wine; in a word, to sustain her
strength as much as possible, resorting to the ergot, or preferably to the
forceps, as soon as the cervix is sufficiently dilated, if the uterine contraction
is too feeble to effect the engagement and subsequent expulsion of the head.
But where the slowness of the labor is to be wholly attributed to a 1ocal
condition of the womb, the determining causes ought to be carefully sought
after, as they are variable, and require the employment of different means;
and hence we learn the importance of a. conect diagnosis.
A. An excessive distention of the uterine walls, whether dependent on
dropsy of the amnios or on the presence of several ch ildren in the womb,
should be placed in the first rank of these causes. In fact, this overclistention renders the uterine walls much thinner than usual, benumbs them in
some measure, and diminishes their force of co utraction. Independently
of a considerable enlargement of the belly, and the unusual elevation of
the hca<l towards the end of gestation or beginning of labor, which is
worthy of attention, there is something then altogether peculiar in the
character of the pains. The contractions, though feeble and only returning
at distant and irregular intervals, reduce the pa.tient to a state of anxiety
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and continual suffering; and, if we may judge from l1cr cxprc:;i"ion, seem
to implicate the fundus alone, without extending lower down, for the
amniotic pouch, if still unrupturcd, scarcely bulges out during their continuance.

Under such circumstance~. we should carefully avoid rc~orting

to stimulants, which would have no other effect than to a.ugmcnt her

~uffor

ings, without rendering the contractions any more energetic. The rupture
of the membranes is here the only remedy, because, by fa('ilit<tting the
discharge of the waters, we relieve the excessive distention of the organ, as
well as the continual distress thereby occasioned, and then the genuine pains
become more frequent and more eflCctual.
n. The slowness and feebleness of the contractions may likewif.le depend
on a sanguineous engorgement, or plethora, of the uterine tissue. This
condition, when it exist::., can be recognized by the following signs: the
pains are at first quite energetic, but soon diminish, both in frequency and
intensity; the cervix uteri is soft, supple, and non-resistant, but the presenting part does not engage during the pain, which latter is equally diffus1::d
over the whole abdomen; the phenomena of genera l plethora nearly n.lways
manifest themselves at the same time; thus, the respiration is laborious,
the pulse hard and full, and the pains very irregular, both in force and
frequency. Bleeding in the arm, proportioned to the general condition of
the patient, is then the best remedy.
c. Or it may be owing to a debility, or an imperfect organization of the
uterus itself, though the patient ma.y otherwise be perfectly healthy, that is,
the musculnr apparatus of the womb may be deficient in contractile force,
wJ1.ile the other muscles of the organism are endowed with their usual
energy. The dilatation of the os uteri is effected slow ly, for notwithstanding the cervix no longer offers any rcslstancc, the organ appears incapable
of determining the expulsion of the foreign body it enclo:es. In such
cases, the ergoted rye is the only article capable of stimulating the enfeebled
contractions. The most certain procedure would be to apply the forccps 1
prodded the dilatation be sufficient to permit it.
Dr. Franck, of 'Volfenbutten, has recently recommended the employment
of electro-magnetism in cases marked by weakness or absence of the contractions, giYing four observations, in which, h e states, it was used with
advantage. The perusal of these cases fails to convince me of its utility.
Besides, the difficulty of obtaining a proper apparatus when wanted, will
render its employment a thing of rare occurrence.1
D. According to Baudelocque, the death of the child would have the unfavorable effect of diminishing and enfeebling the utering contractions; but
M. P. Dubois remarks, and very justly, in our opinion, that1 if the woman
is otherwise healthy, this event has no influ ence over the progress of her
labor; and that, if it sometimes happens that the delivery is more painfully
1 Th e nuthor's appnratus is composed of a concave metallic plntc. moistened with
enll \\'filer, rtpplicd upon the lumbar rej!;ion, 11nd connected with 1he posili,·epo!r of a.
rotnting elecfro-mngnetic mnchine. The negative conductor is attached ton hollow
cylinder filled with salt wntcr, nnd pn!!l'.ecl in!o the vagina to the neck of the womb.
The electro-magnetic current is applied for five orsi1 minutes betweentLecontrac·
tions, and suspended during their continuance.
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accomplished wl1ere the infant has been dead for some time1 it is only becau.5e
the disease of the mother ha s been the occasion of its death, and that her
forces are weakened by the antecedent malady.
E. Finally, a premature rupture of the membranes may have the same
effect, in rel:.ixing and weakening the pains as their more retarde<l rupture;
and the following phenomena may then take place: if the head happens to
be very large, and is low down when this occurs, it becomes applied directly
to the orifice, and retains a great part of the waters behind it, and if the os
uteri is sufficiently dilated tu permit the head to engage freely, no water
escapes, e\·en during the contraction; but if the dilatation is still imperfect,
the waters leak away drop by drop, it is saicl at the comm~nccment and
termination ofeac:h pain, which latter is wholly employed in thus gradually
expelling the amniotic liquid, without contributing in any wise to the
enlargement of the cervix. The same phenomenon is observed when the
membranes yield at a higher point of the pouch, one not correspon<ling at
all to the neck of the uterus, for in such cases but little water escapes at the
moment of the rupture, and each pain is lik ew ise accompanied or followed
by a greater discharge without accelerating the dilatation in the least.
However, this circumstance, accord ing to M. P. Dubois, does not merit all
the import:rnce usually ascribed to it, since, properly speaki ng, the expu lsive process has not commenced, and the fcetus, protected by the surrou nding liquid, cannot suffer in any wise from the slowness of the labor, and
therefore, in most cases of this kind, there is nothing to be done. If, however, the labor lingers too long, we might follow the plan generally advised,
and introrl.uce two fingers into the cerv ix uteri, and push up the child's
head, for the purpose of promoting a more ready escape of the waters, or,
indeed, of lacerating the inferior segment of the membranes, if the original
rupture had occurred at a much higher point. Nevertheless, this manreuvre
is only to be resorted to when the dilatation is already well advanced, for it
is evident that, if all the waters should escape a long time before the
enlargement of the neck, the infant might suffer from the prolonged and
direct compression of its body.
1

1

§ 2.

RELAXATION OR SUSPENSION OF TIIE PAINS.

It is not at all unusual to find a labor which has heretofore been progressing favorably to become at once arrested, and the pains, which up to that
time were strong and frequent, to relax or even disappear altogether. Of
course, the indications which these phenomena present will necessarily vary
with the causes that have given ri se to them, and therefore the physician
ought to search them out with the greatest possible care. Among those
which may thus diminish or suspend the pains, the follow ing are usually
enumerated, namely:
A. Any vivid moral impressions operating during the labor, any unexpected news or sharp discussions, the announcement of a chi ld of an unwi~hed-for sex, and the arrival or presence of persons disagreeable to the
lying-in woman, may determine a cessation of the pains; and in these cases
thb removal of the cause is the only remedy. But, unfortunately, it is not.
always an easy matter to ascertain what that cause may be, and it is left to
~9
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the prudence and sagacity of the medical attendant to penetrate the 1.13 ttery
and relieve the trouble.
B. A pain caused by the coincidence of some mabdy, either ex isting antecedent to, or appen,ring during the labor, such as distrci::sing and repeated
vomitings1 sharp pains in the muscles of the back and abdomen, gripings iu
the intestines, &c., &c. In all such instances, the woman, experiencing an
intense pain, which is further heightened by the uterine contraction, endeavors to suspend the Jattcr as much as po::sible, and hence the accoucheur
should try to remove the cause which thus interferes with the labol'. For
instance, where the cmesis obstin ately persists, he ought, if the patient bears
opiates well, to administer a few drops of laudanum, and if not, some
aromatic drinks or antispasmodics, accompanied by narcotic lotions over the
epigastrium. In case of acute muscular pain8,embrocationswith an opiated
liniment might be practised over the affected part, or a diange of posilioo
is sometimes all that is requisite to calm them. If, howe\·er, as often hap·
pens, this pain, which is wholly foreign to the uterine contraction, cannot
be relieved, then the powers of nature must be assisted by an artificial ter·
mination of the labor.
Those violent cramps, which are occasionally produced by the pressure of
the ch ild's head on the sacral nerves, should certa.iuly be clao::.ed among the
circumstances that may relax or even suspend the uterine contrac·tion
altogether; as occurred in three cases of the kind observed by Prof. Meigs,
of Philadelphia, where the pain was so violent that it caused the patient the
most inexpressible :mguish. The women describe this pain as similar to
what would be produced by the pinching or twisting of a large nervous
trunk; they incessantly demand a prompt deliverance, and the physici:in is
often obliged to yield to their entreaties; besides, his intervention may be
furth er necessitated by the more or less perfect suspension of the contrac·
tious of the womb; for the organ seems paralyzed by the Yiolence of these
nervous pains, and we are often constrained to apply the forreps for the
double pmpose of relieving the patient from the frightful sufferings thnt
torment her, and of supplying the want of power in the uterine efforts.
The use of chloroform might, in all these cases, have a happy effect by
paral yzing the animal sensibility and thus allowing the uterus to resume its
functions. The English accoucheurs haYe often used it successfully in this
way .
c. We have already ·alluded (page 393) to the unfaVorable influence that
a distended bladder might have over the progress of parturition; and therefore, if the suspension of the pains could be justly attributed to this circum·
stance, the cal.heter should evidently be resorted to at once; but if this
operation is rendered impossible by the engagement of the head in the
excavation, recourse should be had to the application of the forceps; for the
administration of ergot here would appear to be very imprudent, to say the
least.
D. If caused by general plethora, which is characterized and is easily
recognizable by redness of the face, headache, throbbings in tbe head,
vertigo, dimness of vision, tinnitus aurium, agitation, unu~ual force and
fulness of the pulse, and by weariuess of the limbs, it must be relieved by
general .venesection.
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Debility of the uterus itself is also mentioned as a ca.u
there
so easily
are s.ome women in whom the contractile force of this organ
exhausted that the contractions, after lrnving proved quite sufficient for the
earlier steps of the labor, dimini:Sh, or disappear all at once, without any
other appreciable cause than this feebleness of the organ. In such cases,
the patient should be advised to rise up arnl walk about the chamber for
some time, and it is also necessary to rub her abdomen, to titillate the cerYix
uteri, and to make pressure on the perineum; and then, if all these means
fail, to itdminister the ergot or uterine douches, and finally apply the forceps
if necessary.
E.

§ 3. IRREGULARITY OF TilE PATNS.
The contractions may be irregular in their progress, or they may be par·
tial in their operation: that is, only one portion of the uterine walls contract';,
the rest of the organ remaining in a state of inaction; which irregularity
is sufficiently explained by the muscular structure of the womb. In the
fir3t variety, the pains are recognized by the following signs: there is not a
complete and perfect interval between them, they are continuous, and only
interrupted by the paroxysms, during which the intensity of suffering is
horrible. In the second variety, the pain returns, it is true, at intervals,
but sometimes it is only the fondus, again one of the angles, and at others,
some part of the body, which contracts spasmodically, whiht the rem:-tinder
scarcely does so at all. The pains are, however, no less acute than if the
whole organ were involved i often, indeed, they are more so, though even
then they are easily recognized by the fact of occurring almost without
effect, or at least without having a decided influence upon the progress of
the labor. For during the pain, and eVen at the very moment when the
woman suffers the most, we may ascertain, by applying the hand on the
hypogastrium, in the ca~e of partial contraction, that the uterine ovoid does
not present its normal regularity, and that it exhibits instead various bosses
and inequalities;· besides, we can readily assure ourselves, in all cases, that
no impulsion is given to the fretus, and that the presenting part does not
advance; as, also, that where the membranes are still unrupwred they do
not bulge out, nor indeed scarcely become tense during the pain. At the
height of tJ1e latter, just at the moment of the paroxysm, the presenting part
seems, at times, to advance a little; but this progression does not correspond,
on the one hand, with the violence of the pains, and, on the other, it is not
kept up, though the pains continue. The patient is then suffe ring from au
extreme agitation, she weeps and becomes despondent, and very often her
pulse is frequent, developed, and febrile; the face red and flushed; the sk in
hot; the mind confused, and the limbs convulsively contracted. These irrevular Contractions, which have been designated under the title of 'Uterine
tetanus, sometimes disappear of their own accord, though they may be pro·
longed for an indefinite length of time. It is then highly important to
remedy them as soon as possible, which is best done by a general bleeding
where the woman is plethoric, the pulse full and well developed, and the
13.ce red and flushed; but as this is not practicable in nervous and very
irritable women, we should then resort to tepid baths, emollient injections,
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and opiated lotions over the abdomen, and more especially to laudanum,
given once or twice as an injection, in the do5c of twenty to forty drops,
diffm:ed iu three or four ounces of some mild vehicle.
Under the influence of these measures, the last particularly 1 the pains
almost entirely disappear in the course of half an hour or an houri during
which period the patient generally slumbers, and then the good pain~, that
is the natural and regular ones, come on, and the labor terminate~ happily.
The action of opiates is occasionally much more prompt, being felt in the
com~e of ten minutes or a qu:irter of an hour after their aclmini:4ration. I
witnessed this fact in a young primiparous lady, whose labor commenced at
ten o'clock in the morning, and the pains progressed slowly but regularly
un til four the next morning, when they assumed the peculiar chamcter
under consid eration; and from that moment, notwithstanding the almo~t
continuous suffering and permanent contraction of the womb, the head did
not def;cend. At six, I administered opiates; and in the course of ten
minutes, the exce::sive agitation was calmed, the pains disappeared entirely,
then returned again a few minutes after, at first slow and feeble, but ~oon
r egular an<l energetic enough to effect the delivery in a short time. When
the cerv ix participates in this state of spasm, the employment of the oint·
ment and extract of belladonna, as we shall have occasion hereafter to point
out, will be found decidedly useful; though we ought to mention that the
employment of belladonna has been objected to on the ground that it suspends the pains, and paralyzes the exercise of the contractility of ti.-~ue
after the labor is o\"Cr; but this is an error, for its action is always limited
to the neck, and the latter, at most, may be paralyzed for some ti;ne.
In the case before us, M. Yelpeau says he has used the following potion
with advantage: &.-Lettuce, or wild poppy water, f.3iv; orange-flower, or
mint water, f.5j; syrup of white poppies, f,3j; extract of opium, gr. j.
It appears to me that inhalation of an::csthetic agents might be used with
advantage in all these cases of partial or irregular contractions. They
would seem adapted to calm the over-excitement of the uterus with which
the pains are generally associated. In several cases they acted like opium,
by su,,pending the contractions for the moment, and then enabling them to
re:-ume their normal regularity and efficiency.

§ 4.

EFFECT OF CONTRACTION OF TIIE ABDOMTNAJ_, l\fJ.jSCLES.

The second stage of labor is sometimes exceedingly slow in very fat
women i in whom the contmctions do not cease altogether, but appear to be
in effectual, and do not force the child 's head to advance; this impotence of
the uterine efforts has appeared to me to be much less dependent on resi!-it·
ances from the lower part of the pelvic canal, than on a default of aclion
in the abdominal muscles; because the thick layer of fat, which lines the
anterior walls of the belly, must paralyze, to a certain extent, the synergic
action of those muscles, and thus deprive the uterus of the aid which they
habitually render. The abdominal compression, which is so much extolled
as a remedy, would then appear peculiarly applicable; for a circular band·
age, applied around the body, would effoctually replace the point d'ttpptd,
which the contracted muscles usually furnish to the womb i be.5ides, us Vet-
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peau observes, this is too innocent a. remedy not to be employed before
ha~ i11S" recourse to ergot, or to an artificial termination of the labor.
(Admitting that contraction o~ the uterus is the principal efficient cause of deli\·ery, l\ frwt proved by vivisections practised upon animals and pathological cases
occurring in women, it is nevertheless true that the contraction of theabdominnJ
muscles and the exertiom:i of the female assist pO\verfully in the expulsion of the
footu<1. Some cases would even seem to show that paralysis of the abdominal
mu«cles, making a strong \•oluntary effort impossible, has sometimes delayed delivery very considerably.
A paraplegic woman attended by M. Depaul had to be delivered by the forceps
on account of the slow progress of the labor. In her case, the uterus contrncted
regularly, and there was no obstacle to the expulsion of the footus. M. Depaul was
sure that the el!:treme slowness was due to the paraplegia. I have myself met with
a similar case in a. multipar:i. whose labors before becoming paraplegic had always
been easy. Notwithstanding the paralysis, she became pregnant; but this time,
although the uterine contractions were ra.pid and powerful, it was necessary to
delh·er her by the forceps.
The unfortunate effect of an impossibility of ma.king sustained efforts from other
causes is shown by a case of a different character·witnessed by M. Depaul. A
young lady whose thigh had been amputated became pregnant, and during labor
was, consequently, able to take the usual fixed support with but a. single foot. 'l'he
consequence was, that the necessarily badly directed exertions which she made
8eemed to weaken the uterine contractions. The pelvis was well formed, and there
was nothing to obstruct the passage of the footus, yet it became necessary to apply
theforcepsanddeli\'erher.
To the cases just related, some of a directly opposite charncter nrn.y be produced;
and I have myself seen delivery accomplished in a paraplegic woman with the
gNatestfacility. The difference is due to the fact that cases are subject to infinite
variety; pathological phenomena, instead of appearing separately, are associ:Lted
in athousandJifferentwa.ys; so that in one woman the uterine contractions a.lone
are sufficient to expel the footus, whilst in another they require to be assisted by
the contraction of the abdominal muscles.)

ARTICLE II.
Although these are much more rare than the preceding class, yet the
accidents that may result in consequence of too prompt a delivery, are quite
as serious as those produced by excessive slowness; and 1 therefore, we must
endeavor to supply an important omission made by most authors, and ourselves likewise in the first edition of this work, by devoting a fow lines to the
consideration of the attendant circumstances.
Some women have the unfortunate privilege, if it can be called such 1 of
being delivered with only a few pains; and this extreme rapidity is apt to
characterize every subsequent labor. ·what is still more singular, this peculiarity even seems to be hereditary in certain families, in which it is perpetuated for three or four generations.
In such cases, the rapid termination is always to be attributed either to an
excess of energy and frequency in the uterine contractions, or to a want of
resistance iu the walls of the canal which the footus has to traver~e.
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Certain writers have attempted to establish a relation between tl e pl<'·
nomena that precede or accompany the menstrual discharge in the nou-grarid
sta.te, and the activity or slowness of the contractions of the womb <luring
the lahor; for they say, should the periodical Oow be difficult, laboriou:;, uni!
painful, and the patient be tormented every month with violent colicky pai.ib,
either before or during her terms, the irritability of the uterus, and the
energy of the contractions, "·ill almost invariably be excessive in the hour

of childbirth; but, on the contrary, there is reason to anticipate the occurrence of slow and feeble pains, where the woman is advised of the return of
her menses only by the appearance of blood, and when they pass off without
suffering. 'Ve do not know exactly to what extent this approximation is
true; yet we believe that it is far from being without exceptions. Bul,
however this may be, it is generally found that these very powerful contrac·
tions are most likely to be observed in uervous and excitable per.sons;
appearing to depend, says Wigand, upon a high gra<le of irritability, the
source of which, especially in hysterical patients, seems to be centred in the
uterus. The moral affections are often found to have a great influence over
the progress of labor; and' everybody knows that where an application of
the forceps has been seriously proposed to the woman, this of itself has often
proved quite sufficient to bring on strong and powerful contractions of the
womb, by the fears which the instrument gives rise to, even though they had
been languishing before.
In certain eruptive fevers, scarlatina especially, the pains very frequently
exhibit this character, and the ch ild is then expelled with an unusual
rapidity; but it is difficult to decide whether this circumstance is not rather
owing to a want of resistance from the soft parts, whi~h, like all the muscular
apparatus, have been enfeebled by the disease.
Th e same thing also occurs in certain strong, robust, and plethoric women;
l1 ere, however, the contractions are very strong from the commencement of
labor; they are very painful, last for a long time, and are separated by
short intervals. -While the pain lasts, the patient cannot resist the urgent
desire to bear down, and forcibly contract all the muscles of her body i she
is much more irritable than usual, and there is something peculiar in her
attitude; the head is hot; the face red and puffed up; and the pulse full
and accelerated. In some instances, the intervals arc scarcely perceptible,
for one pain has hardly terminated before another begins; sometimes, indeed,
the womb seems in a state of permanent contraction, which only passes off
after the expu lsion of the f<l'tus. The belly is then very hard; the whole
body rigid and contracted; the woman holds her breath, seizes hold of some
neighboring object, and, making a loud cry, or grinding her teeth, bears
down with incredible force, and suddenly expels the child, together with the
contents of the bladder and rectum.
But, after all, however forcible we may suppose the uterine contractions
to be, they will hardly explain the rapidity of the delivery, unless we admit
that a want of resistance in the walls of the pelvic canal exists at the same
time; but may not a very large pelvis, a premature child, or a marked
Jiminut\on of the normal resistance of the soft parts, so often m~t with in
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persons worn out by lingering diseases, 1 - may thej not, we repeat, Le considered a~ singul:irly favoring a too early expulsion of the ch ild ?
Where the phenomena of parturition take place with due regularity, the
infant rarely comes into the world under seven or eight hours afLcr the first
pain, and this beneficent delay enables the parts which the child has to
traverse to become prepared for the dilatation they must shortly undergo;
the uterine orifice gradually enlarges i the soft parts,· that lin e the exea.vu.tion and the pelvic floor, being lubricated for a long time by the liquids
exhaled from the womb, or secreted by the upper part of the vagina, become
more soft and supple and better prepared for the distention they will be
subjected to at the moment when the head is born i besides, their <lib.talion
being effected under the influence of intermittent contractions, alternated
by an interrnl of rest, is slow and gradual, and takes place without causing
the patient any very acute suffering and without compromising the lifo of
the child; but it is far different in the case before us, where the overhasty
expulsion of the infant exposes it as well as the mother to gra.ve accident~.
Thus, not to speak of inertia of the organ, which will be treated of hereafter
as one of the circumstances that may complicate the delivery, we musL note
as of possible occurrence the lacerntion of the perineum, vagina, and vaginal
portion of the cervix, so often produced by the rapid passage of the fr.etus
through the pelvic canal; the prolapsus of the womb, which, not being yet
sufficiently dilated to allow the child to clcaL' its orifice, is forced down
beyond the vulvar ring; the serious and sometimes fatal syncopes to which
the too rapid depletion of the womb exposes the patient;~ and, lastly, death
itself, produced solely from the violence of the nervous shock caused by
such pains.
The child is likewise exposed to real danger; for if the membranes are
ruptured and the waters entirely discharged early in the labor, it must be
apparent that, when the pains become permanent, the umbilical cord might
be compressed between the footal surface and the uterine wall, or that the
infant itself might suffer from the direct pressure it then undergoes. On
the other hnud, if the woman, supposing herself on ly at the commencement
of her labor, should happen to be still standing or walking when surprised
by these violent pains, the child may be forcibly expelled, and, striking
against the floor, be killed, perhaps, by the severity of the fall; besides
1 This want of resistance from the sofl, parts may be met with in women who are
otherwise heo.lthy, as occurred in a. case reported by Dr. Rigby, where a patient, in the
enjoyment of good health, was df'livered by two pains; tbe first of which aroused her
from 11.sound sleep, and the second expelled the child into the bed.
'There is no difficulty in explaining the production of syncope in thi'i case, for the
womb, being distended by the product of conception, necessarily exercises a greater
orlessdeg1·eeof compression on thela.rgeabdominal vessels; a.nd when the fretus is
slowly delivered, as in a nalural labor, this compression diminishes in the same pro·
portion, and the blood returns in a very gradual mnnner into tho great trunks, in
which its course was before impeded; but in the case beforo us !hedcplelion of the
uterus is sudden, and the vessels arereJie,·ed all at once from 1hestrongprcssu1·e they
previously experienced, the blood flows into them in abundance, and goes in buismall
quantities to the brain; whence ihe lalter, deprived of ils ua.tural stim ulus, no longer
o.c!soo lbeh eart, &c., &c.
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which, the umbilical cord is stretched from its p1acental insertion to tlie
navel, and, if its rupture does not result in consequence, the traction ruade
upon the still adherent after-birth may be ~ufficienily great to depre~, or
even to invert the womb completely; though this latter circumstance is an
exceedingly rare one. A rupture of the cord has been observed much
oftener; but this is seldom attended with much danger, so far as the child

is concerned, because the laceration usually occurs at two or three inches
from the navel, and because, by tearing the umbil ical vessels, it is likely to

prevent a mortal hemorrhage, even should the pulmonary respiration not
be established immediately.
Treatment. - \Vhere there is reason to believe that the child is very small,
as it would be in a case of premature labor, or if previous deliveries had led
us to suppose that the pelvis is larger than usual, tlrn woman ought to
lie down ou the occurrence of the very first pairl, and she should avoid
bearing down or contracting the muscles subjected to the influence of her
will, as much as possible, during the pain i the same object would be materia1ly aided by applying a moderately drawn bandage around the abdomen
(Rigby). Fina11y, every precaution is to be taken to retard the rupture of
the membranes as long as possible.
If, notwithstanding these precautions, it is found that the inferior part of
the uterus is strongly pressed downward towards the floor of the pelvis, or
even through the vu]var orifice, it must be carefully sustained until the
cervix is sufficiently dilated to permit the free passage of the head. We
might, like U. N:cgele, apply a large T bandage in front of the vulva, extending up over the prominent part of the womb, and having an opening at
its centre corresponding to the orifice of the vagina.
If the patient had been delivered too rapidly in her previous pregnancies,
opiates might be administered, either by the mouth, or by injection, for the
purpose of calming the excessive irritability of the uterus. Wigand recom·
mended vencsection, which, perhaps, might be employed with advantage in
strong and plethoric women, but experience has not yet determined the
efficacy of the measure as a general remedy.

CHAPTER II.
OF DEFORMITIES OF TllE PELVIS.

THE material obstacles which too often render spontaneous labor difficult
· or impossible, are exceedingly numerous, and depend either on the mother
or child. The diseases and deformities, or faulty direction of the canal
which the footus has to traverse, are naturally included among the first; and
to the second we must refer the diseases and malformations of the infant
itself, as also the unfavorable positions in which it may present at the
superior opening of the pelvis. We shall commence our description wilL
the obstacles appertaining to the mother's organs, and will fir:;t treat of
deformities of the pelvis.
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Wbene\'er the pelvis departs from the dimensions heretofore described as
the normal ones, it is said to be deformed; which, as the reader will readily
under:stand, may impl y either an enlargement or a diminution of the average
size; and this explains the division, admitted by accouchem-s, into pelves
deformed by excess of amplitude, nnd those deformed by excess of retraction. I say by excess of amplitude or of retraction, for it must not be suppo,.ed that a peh·is is reputed to be malformed, whenever it does not exactly
prct=ent the dimen.:;ions before giYcn as the ordinary standard; because its
development is subjected to the influence of the same Jaws that regulate the
whole organism, and we all know what great varieties those laws exhibit in
their accomplishment. Therefore, as a few lines, more or less, do not constitute a deformity, we shall only include under the title of malformed
pekes those which, from their excessive size or narrowness, are capable of
producing notable difficulties in the exercise of the puerperal functions.

§ 1.

OF TIIE PELVIS DEFORMED BY EXCESS OF AMPLITUDE.

A large peh-is is not always a favorable circumstance, as might at first
sight be supposed i because, if the amplitude is too great, it exposes the
woman to serious accident, both in the non-gravid, the pregnant, and the
parturient state. Thus, in the unimpregnatcd condition, the uterus, not
deriving an adequate support from the walls of the excavation, and being
free and movable in an overspacious cavity, is much more liable to the
various displacements known as descent, anteversion, and retroversion of the
worn b; which accidents are then the more unfortunate, as they are the more
difficult to remedy.
During gestation, the womb, finding more space than usual in the pelvic
ca,·ity, remains there until a much more adrnncecl period of pregnancy, and
the volume of the organ, by compressing the rectum and the bladder, often
occasions an excessive tenesmus in these parts, which proves very distressing
to the patient; sometimes, even the discharge of the urine and focal matters
is im peded, besides which, varices, hemorrhoidal tumors, or a considerable
infiltration of the lower parts, are found to be developed, in consequence of
the mechanical obstacle to the circulation in the inferior extremities. If
this excess of amplitude is restricted to the excavation, while the straits
vary but little, if any, from their nf)rmal dimension:::, the fundus of the womb
~oft.en turned back into the hollow of the sacrum; and, somewhat later,
when its volume is too great to permit a longer sojourn in the lesser pelvis,
it meets with. difficulties at the superior strait which it cannot surmount;
and the impediment then offered, in either case, to tho ulterior development
of the organ, frequently brings ou an abortion. At the end of gestation,
the head engaging early at the superior strait, gets low clown into the excavation, and pr6::iCS on the neighboring parts; wheuce all the unpleasant symp·
toms that had accompanied the outset of pregnancy are found to be renewed
in its latter months.
During labor, the exce.-=s of amplitude of the pelvis exposes the woman
to all the dangers that may result from a. too rapid delivery: for, if she
brings into play the voluntary muscles, long before the proper dilatation. of
the os uteri, or bears down too strongly during the pain, the organ, being
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imperfectly sustain~d by the osseous walls of the canal, may be forced Jown
as far as the vulva; and, indeed, be driven completely beyond the J>rl11S of
generation; or, possibly, the circumference of the cervix uteri may yield,
and thus give rise to a laceration. Supposing the dilatation is already pel'then the child, being mged along by the energetic and repeated conof the womb, and not encountering a due degree of resbtance on
the part of the strnits, speedily reaches the perineum, and tears its way
through, because the latter has not yet had time to become distended. The
expulsion of the fretus may thus take place at a moment when the patient
and her attendants believed it still distant; and hence, the nbsence of the
ordinary precautions, and the erect position in whi ch she ma.y happen to be,
will expose the child to a fa]J on the floor, or produce a premature separation of the placenta, a rupture of the umbilical cord, or an inversion of the
womb; and, last of all, tJie womb, from being sud<lenly~mptied, is sometimes affected with inertia, and becomes the source of a profuse flooding.
After delivery, a very large pelvis permits the uterus, notwithstanding
its volume, to sink clown into the excavation, and the compression thereby
produced on the adjacent organs may become the cause of an inflammation
that is always to be dreaded. It is further evident that an excess of amplitude must favor the displacement of the organ; and it is highly probable
that the cases of rctroversion reported by 1\Iartin, of Lyons, an<l Vermaudois, as lrn.vin g occurred in the first few days immediately following the
delivery, were owing to this circumstance. (.Alm·tin, 158.)
The indications fo r treatment, which malformation of the pelvis, from
excess of amplitu<le, present, are exceedingly simple; for all that we have
to do is to keep the patient recumbent throughout the labor, and recommend
her not to aid the pains in any wise, and particularly not to bear down until
the os uteri is fully dilated. ·where this process is not yet complete<l 1 and
the cervix, pressed down by the head, appears at the vulva, we must endeavor to push it back during the interval, and then, by supporting it with
the hand, oppose its escape during the contraction.
For the indica.tions to be fulfilled during the progress of gestation, we refer
to the pages in which a.re studied the rational signs of deformities of the
pelvis, and the indi cations presented by displacements of the uterus during
lu.bor.

§ 2.

OF TUE PEr.vrs DEFORMED BY ExcEss OF RETRACTroN.

Among the various conditions necessary to a. spontaneous labor, there is
one whose importance cannot be contested, namely, that a just proportion
exist between the dimensions of the canal, and those of the body that must
traverse it; for whenever this relation does not appeir, whether owing to a
retraction of the pelvis or to an abnormal size of the child, the delivery is
no longer possible; and whenever this disproportion is carried to an extreme,
we have only to choose between two resources that are equally disastrous
in their consequences, that is, to diminish the volume of the infant, or to
enlarge the way it has to pass through. The retractions of the pelvis,
therefore, are the most terrible accidents tha.t can occur in the practice of
our art, and their importance, in every point of view, sufficiently warrants
the detail jpt1) which we are about to enter.
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The various degrees of retraction, the differences in their scat, and the
varieties of form the pelvi11, then n~sumes, are so numcroul', that it is indispcnsi\hly neces!":iry to adopt :;:ome general arrangement; to collect them into
clas"c", to form groupi-, and then to attach thc!"e to certain principal types
thnt nre ea,.. ily recognized; the number of which, however, to aid their acriui!'ition by sturlents, should not be too great. After having thus cln5sified the
difft-rent varieties of deformities from retraction, we mu!-<t study their principal characters, and endeaxor to point out their cauY.es, their mode of development, the means of recognizing them, and, lastly, the indications for treatment
that each of them presents.

ARTICLE I.
PATIIOJ,OGJCA L ANATO:\fY.

As reg-ards their form and external configuration, the retracted pelves
may be <lidded into two very di~tinct groups; for either the pelviR, although
greatly retracted in all its Jimen!.'ions, is properly formed, and presents no
irregularity in its exterior aspect, or else the retraction affects only one or
more of its diameters ( the others maintaining very nearly their normal
length), and this partial alteration completely changes its form.
CO"NTRACTED PELVIS, wrrHOL'1' CURVATURE on
(Absolute Contraction.- Yelpeau.)
Before the re.searches of Profesr-or N a":'gele, whose principal works on the
pelvio will soon be disseminated throughout France, by means of the translation just published by ::\f. Danyau, there was scarcely any mention made
of this variety of contraction in the leading clas:-;ic works; for most of the
French and English authors merely stated that narrowne..."S is rarely met
with in a.II parts of the pelvis at one and the same time, and that it is still
more rarely carried to a point demanding the intervention of art.
It was reserved for l\1. NregCle to point out the importance of this particular variety. In his collection, he numbers four pelves that are contracted
throughout, and all their diameters are one inch less than the normal
dimen!'ions; these all required either tl10 Cresarean operation or the mutilation of the fcetus. Three of them were obtained from women of ordinary
stature, the fourth belonged to a dwarf thirty-one years of age, and only
forty-six inches in height, though otherwise well formed. As regards the
respectiYe lengths of their cliff'crent d iameters, and the form of the pubic
arch, each one of these presents the characters of a regularly-formed pelvis,
whose dimensions may be suppooed to hav e been reduced; and, a.s to the
condition of the ban.es, that is to say, their color, strength, and texture,
there i.!! no departure from the healthy sta.ndard. In one of them there is
even a tendency to a greater density of the o:;;~eous tissue. Further, these
peiYC:I have nothing in common with tho.~e deformed in consequence of
rachitis, as the consistence, dens ity, thickness, and size of the bones, and the
regular shape of the pubic arch, sufficiently prove; be!:iidcs1 the individuals
from whom they were procured, presented no traces of that affection during
life; and the examination of other parts of th e skeleton fully confirmed th is
distinction, which we hope to prove in a still more decisive manner here-
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after, when tl1e causes and particular development of this species ot coutrac
tion shall be studied.
1\:L NregCle admits two distinct varieties in the malformed pelvis under
consideration. In one, he says, the pelvis, ,\·ith respect to its thickness,
strength, texture, and indeed all the physical characters of the bones, size
excepted, does not differ from a normal one; and it is met with in per.:::ons
of either a small, an ordinary, or a high stature, who may be otherwise well
formed and thin, and whose external appearance would not cm1se the least
suspicion of such a formation; whence it can only be recognized by a local
exploration. In the other, the pelvis is wholly differentj for, as regards
their volume, substance, and strength, the bones exhibit the characteristics
of childhood i and the same remark is applicable to their mode of union
with each other. This variety is only observed in very small individuals,
such as dwarfs; and the relations of the diameters with one another, and
the form of the pubic arch, are such as are found in the girl, when the
sexual system has just completed its development. Thus, for example1 in
the dwarf before cited, whose height was but forty-six inches, the pelvis
had the following dimensions, viz.:
From the promontory of the sacrum to the point of the coccyx,
. 8f inches.
The 11ntero-postcriordi11.met.er of the superior strait,
. 3! "
Transver!le dinmeter
"
"
. 3f "
Antero-posteriordiameter of the excavation, .
. 3f "
Transverse di:tmeter
"
"
. 3f "
Trnnwersediameterof lheinferiorstrnit,
. 3! "
nearly 1 inch.
Depth of thelipmphysispubis,

§ 2 . 0F TIIE PELVIS CONTRACTED BY TBE CURVATURE AND MALFOR·
(Relative Contraction. - Velpeau.)
In those cases where the pelvis is contracted by the curvature and mal-'
formation of its constituent bones, the deformity may be referred to one of
the three principal types described by M. Dubois: that is, either to a flatten·
ing from before backwards, to a compression on the sides, or to the depre.ssion of the anterior and lateral parts i the first variety, or flattening, shortens
the antero·posterior diameters, the lateral compression diminishes the trans·
verse ones, and the depression of the antero-Iateral walls contracts the oblique
diameters. Again, each of these varieties may affect either the superior
strait. the inferior strait, or the excavation, though frequently both straits
are contracted at the same time.
A.. The flattening from before backwards, or shortening of the antero·posterior diameter. results from a more or less marked approximation of the
anterior and posterior pelvic walls i and this species of malformation exhibiLH
several varieties, as regards the extent of contraction, whether in height or
width. For instance, the superior strait alone may be contracted, while the
excavation retains its normal capacity; this phenomenon is caused by the
unusual curvature of the sacrum, which is sometimes so bent anteriorly
a.s almost to represent an obtuse angle at its middle part, whereby the
base of the bone is thrown forward in such a way as to singularly ang·
ment the prominence of the sacra-vertebral angle. But the contrary may
also occur, and the sacrum, instead of presenting an anterior concavity, be
MATION OF THE BONES.
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quite plan~, or, orca..;io1rnlly, CYen conyex in front; and then the cxraxation
is contr:.il'tetl ,.imultancously with the superior strait, in its antero-posterior
diameter, and it really seems as if the sacrum, ha.Ying l~t ii.$ natural curn1ture1 had l>een pushed forward in totality.
The ~hortcning of the antero-posterior diameter of the superior strait
somet:me.s accompanies an enlargement of the corresponding one at 1hc
inferior strait. This, indeed, is the most frequent arrangement, and Ls what
generally takes pla.ee when the sa.crum, yielding under the weight of the
trunk tran-.;mitted to it through the spinal column, becomes tilted, that is,
the base is projected forward, while its coccygeal ext remity is forcibly pushed
backward.
Lastly, the coccy-pubic and the sa.cro-pubic diameters may be sho rten ed,
at the same time, if' it shou ld happen that the sacrum, instead of performing
the tilting moYcmcnt just alluded
to, yields in such n way that its
two extremit ies are thrown forward; the anterior cun-ature is
then greatly aurnnented, and consequently the corre:o:.ponding diameter of the excn,·ation enlarged.
In the approximation of the
antero-posterior wall~. the sacrum
isnearlyalwaysthcdi.splaced bonej
but although much more rare, a.
flattening of the anterior wall is
also met with; and then the symphy!'is pubis, instead of presenting
·a com·exity in front, is perfectly
flat, or even (as in one instance
represented by Madame Boivin)
presents a depre:f'l~ion, which seems to protrude inwardly towards the prominence of the sacrum. This double inclination of the pubis nncl sacrum
towards each other, gives to the superior strait the form of the figure eight;
that i!', iti plane is divided into two rounded portions on the sides, corresponding to the iliac fossre, and is separated in the middle by a restricted
part, of nriablc width. If the depression is considerable, the antero--posterior diameters of both straits, and of the excavation, must evidently be
affected by it.
But there is yet another way in which
the symphy•i• pubis may contribute.to
the narrowne.~s of the pel ns; for m-

::~~e·~~::~:~.t~~~~ne~~~:~.i~~~~l~~::.
traordinary length gives rise to what
is termed the ba1" pelvis; or the same
effort may be produced by an excessive
in clination lmckwards at its lower end.
Again, thccoccy-pubic diameter may
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he shortened, it is eaid, by an elongation, or ratl1('r nn almo:::t hoiizontal
direction of the coccyx, and more pn.rticularly by an immobility of thr
sacro-coccygeal articu lation . This latter circumstance J1as been invokC'd in
explanation of the slowne~s and difficulty of firi-t labors in middl<'·a:rrd
women; but, as M. A. Dubois has remarked, the delay in the dl'iiYery of
the head in such persons docs i1ot usually depend on an immobility of the
coccyx, but upon the rigidity of the soft parts, which then offer great re,istance.
n. The compres.~ion of lite lateral 1.1:alls, by whic11 the transverse diameter

is shorte11ed, is the rarest of all the deformities, at least so far

a~

conrcrns

the superior strait and upper part of the excavation; for the inferior strait,
on the contrary, the approximation of the two iscliial tuberositiC8, which
constitutes this species of deformity, is quite as frcqucut as the shortening of
the coccy-pubic diameter; the malformation re.o::ulting from the approach of
those tuberositie!:", as well as that of the branches of the pubic arch; this
latter then assumes the triangular form peculiar to the male sex. Bc,.ides
which, the lower part of the excaYation may be notably diminished in the
transverse rlircction, hy the inward projection of the spines of the ischin.
The transYerse contraction is seldom as well marked as the flattening
from before backwards, especially at the superior strait, where it is, in
generril, limited to diminishing the bis-iliac diameter from a few lines to nn
inch in its length, by elongating the antero·posterior one to the same extent;
for the coxal bones are then less curved, and the sacrum is thrust backward~, while the pubes are more prolonged in front. Of course, the upper
strait wil1 be more or less altered in form according to the degree of compression, for where this is inconsiderable, its periphery is nearly circular;
but when greater, it represents an ovoid, the larger extremity of which is
posterior.
Another variety of transverse contraction is owing to the fact of the
pelvis being less developed in one of its halves than in the other, and consequently to its exhihiting a less degree of curvature in that part than
upon the opposite side. In this case, the articulation of the spine with the
sacrum no longer corresponds to the middle of the pelvis, and the vertebral
column is found nearer to the J1ip of tlie contracted side; the tran~verse
diameter is likewise diminished at the inferior strait by reason of the obliquity of the entering part of the coxal bone. The antagonism before alluded
t o, as existing between the antero-posterior diameters of the superior anrl
the in ferior straits, whereby the elongation of one most frequently coincides
with a. shortening of the other, rarely ex ists in the transverse direction;
the deformity produced hy a congenital displacement of the femurs is
probably the only condition in which the transwr-=e diameter of the inferior
strait augments at the same time that the bis-iliac one diminishes i the
enlargement in the lower part of the pelvi~, in this in,.,tanee, being marked
by an unusual width in the pubic arch, great obliquity of the ischio-pubic
rami, separation of the ischial tuberositiee, &c. ($ee art. Cnmes.)
c. The depression of the antero-lateral-wall~. which dimi11ishes the oblique
di:uneters, is much more frequent than the preceding variety, though it is
more ra.re than the flattening from before backward~, and it may exi~t on
one or both sides at the same time. This deformity consi$ts, essentiully, in
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the ftatt('ning, or inwanl projection of the coxal bone, at the part eorre-

spooding to the cotyloid cavity, and to the junction of its three con-;Lituent
pieces; whrnee there rc,-ults at this point a greater or lei's diminution of
the curve which the pch·ic circumference u,.;ually del:'cribcli; au<l when

~~:~::!,,~~,:::~::~'.~::::.~~::.~~1::'~::~::~,':~;:;~~,'.'.:: ~~:::~::~~'.~~!~~. ~~~!~,~~F,~

that the deformity i:.;; produced by the coxal bones having then assumed
the form of an old italic S, in:-;tc:\cl of presenting a regular arch.
Where this take.'i place to the same extent on both sides, the pelvis maintains a degree of symmetry, and the superior strait is s haped like the trefoil
Jen.fi that i:;, it prc:;cnts three lobe", one anteriorly, which concliponds to
the more acute nngle of the pubi", and two posteriorly and laterally, formed
by the union of the iliac bone~ with the sacrum . But. it far oftener hrippens
that the deformity is more m:lrked in the coxa l bone of one side than upon
the oth('r, and then the shape of' the pelvis is the more irregular as the
deformity of the o~'"'a. innominata i,; greater.
Where thi.s double cli:;liguration of the hip-bones ex ists in a high degree,
more e~pecially when it affects
the anterior pelvic wall, it \'itiates both the oblique and anteroposterior diameter.; at the s1me
time. In fart, the,;e bones are
then approxima.ted in a parallel
manner, being only separated
from each other by a :;light distance1 for the extent of an inch
tlr two, while the rest of the

pe\\'is

L~

co mparatively regular;

and hence, although the symphysis pubis m:iy be at the
normal distance from thesacrovertebral angle1 yet it is not the A ptlvill in which tl~:~~~k~: 61~~ o~i~~~. antero-tateml w'l.11,
11
Ie.~s true that the antero-po::'terior diameter of the superior ~trait will be virtually shortened in all it.s
forward part comprised in the fi~sure left between the two deformed anterolatcral walls, because this contracted portion cannot contribute in any wi.se
to the pas.~age of the frotal head.
Again, we may remark, with :M. P. Dubois, that as the anterior arch of
the pelvis has but \·cry little depth at the point corresponding to the de·
pre;,.;ion of it.a lateral walls, and as the surface compre::'<:ecl by the head of
the femur occupies the largest portion of it. the whole of that region must
almo~t nece13sarily be pressed in; and, consequently 1 that the shortening
mu~t afli?ct all the diameters at once1 those of the excavation and of' the
abdominal and perinea! straits; though the rctmction
in genera.I. le::s
marked at the iufori or strait tha.n cl:::ewhere, because the
part of the
il:ichium is not carried so far backwards as the eotyloid region.
Ali to the variety of' deformity recently <le.scribed by l\L NregC\c, _the
celebrated professor of Heidelberg1 under the title of oblique contrnc t1 011,
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we may evidently refer it also to a shortening of one of the oblique diamt7ters, and shall describe it hereafter. (See Chwres).
This remark naturally leads us to the important observation, that hitherto

we ha\·e con~idered each of the species of deformity that may alter the
Yarious pelvic diameters, as being separate and diistinct, !:'i1we there are
some which may exist alonc1 and on ly change the corresponding diameters;

but, besides the fact that diffCrent points of the pelvic c.:irclc nrny be si1ll'i1taneously deformed, and thus contract the pelvis in seycral direction~ nt
once, the form and extent of the pelvis are such that it is difficult for a
flattening, a lateral comprc~.sion, or a depression of the antero-latcral parts
to take place, even separately, without its being thereby contracted in
several of its diameters. Let us suppose, for instance, that one of the
oblique diameters has been diminished by tlie depression of the bottom of
the acetabulum i and it must be evident that, should the depression be
considerable, the body of the ischium cannot be thus thrulit inwards and
backwardR, without drawing along with it at the same time, some considerable portion of the anterior part of the pelv is, and of the arch formed by
its lateral half, and consequently without contracting, more or less, certain
of the antero-posterior and transverse diameters. Again, where the sacrovertebral angle, from being projected forward, diminishes the length of the
antero-posterior diameter of the superior strait, we have supposed that it
followed the sacro-pubic line. in its movement of progrc:-,.ion i but, as
readily foreseen, it would most often prove otherwi::>e, for the very frequent
obliquity in the direction of the forces transmitted through the vertebral
column, must compel it to lean towards the right or the left, as well as to the
front; whence, the shortening of the antero·postcrior diameter nece.s.-;arily
entails that of the sacro-cotyloid interval, an<l, as a consequence, narrows
the whole corresponding half of the pelvis.
Again, the three principal types may be found united in the same pelvis,
whereby the latter is greatly deformed in all its diameter:;. This occurs
more particularly in the deformities produced by malaco;;teon, but it is also
sometimes met \\ ith, even in a high degree, in c::i.ses dependent on rachitis,
n,.; fully pro\led by the facts obseryed by M . Nregele.
From all this, we learn what great diversities of ~hapc may be presented
by deformed pelves. l\ladame Lach apelle has gone so faL· as to designate
these varieties by the titles of the remfonn, the tria11gular 1 the bi·lobed, the
rounded, the oi•al, the cordiform, the trapezoid, the pyramidal, and the threelobecl straits; but sl1e has greatly multiplied the species without anyprac·
tical utility, and she further admits that there are numerous undescribed
varieties for each of the:<e orders.
The Degree of Contraction.-The two extremes of contraction of the
straits are from three and three-quarters to four inches for the highest, and
from two to three lines for the least, and between these two the pelvis may
exhibit all the intermediate degrees of narrowness. The cau:.:cs which produced the deformity greatly influence the degree of contrartion, and in this
point of view they may be arranged in the following orJer, viz., malncosteou, rickets, congenital luxations of the femu r, deformities of the spioal
column, &c. i we shall take occasion here.after to revert to the mode io
which ea.ch of the.:;e acts.
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Of the Variations in the Depth of i!te Pe/itis.-The vices of conform a lion,
ju::it spoken of, rarely exist without modifying the depth of the pelvis, in a
greater or lc~s degree; which circumstance has been particularly dwelt
upon by .i\I. Bouvier, in the ab le work presented by hirri to the Institute.
For instance, the depth may eith er be augmented or dimini.:;hed by the variable inclination of the e:xp~rnded portion of the iliac bones, or of the branches
of the pubic arch, as abo by the di\"ersities in the length of the sacrum.
Sometimes this latter bone is ''cry ::;hort, it; contraction being produced
either by an excess of the anterior curvature, which brings the two extremitie.;; nearer to each other, or by an arrest of development.
Occa:-;ionally, the iliac fossre are elevated, as if they had been forcibly
pres:sed from without inwards, thus giving it the appearance of a male
pelvis; and this ele\"ation may be further augmented by ex terior and lateral
pre.'iSure, whereby the bones are rendered quite vcrtical 1 and the normal
depth of the pelvis is greatly increased. The contrary may occur where
the iliac ('Te~ts 1 from being strongly depressed and thrust outwards, enlarge
the margin of the pelvi~, but e\"i<lcntly dimini"h its height. It would be
difficult to mi~intcrpret the influence of the weight of the viscera in such
ca.ses when there is no congenital deformity in question. (Bouvier, op. cit.)
In conclusion, a widening of the pubic arch must clearly diminish its height
to a corresponding extent; while the latter, as well as the whole depth of the
pelvis, must be increa.se,l, where the ischio-pubic rami arc \"Cry close together.

ARTICLE II.
OF TIIE CAUSES A...°1'\D MODE OF PRODUCTION OF

Till~

PELVlC DEFORMJTIF...S.

For a long time tl1e vices of conformation of the peh'is, as also most of
the deformities occurring in the skeleton at large, were attributed to the
operation of a single cause, rarhitis; but the more careful researches of
modern surgeons enable us, at the present day, lo ascertuin more precisely
the effeC"ts of riC"kets on the osseous system, and to appreciate the influence
that other general or local disenf':es may have over the perfect or the clefocti\"e conformation of the pel\"iS. And here I must ngnin extract largely
from the nluable works of Tregi>le, Bouvier, Guerin, Reclillot, and other~.
An examination of facts clearly proves that the pelv is may be deformed
under circum$tnnces where there has been no rnchitis properly so railed;
and where causes that arc purely mechanical in their operation have a ltered
the con figuration of its constituent parts at a period when their power of
re:-i~tnnce wns inC"onf':iclerable, 11ot in consequence of any pathological softening, but solely from the tender age of the patient, or the feebleness of its
con..-titution. And hence, as regards the causes that produce the changes
in their form, we might clag_..;ify all the irregular pelves under five principal
type;,namely:1. Deformity from ab~olute contraction.
2. Deformity from rachitis.
3. Deformity from osteomalacia.
4. Obliqu e oval pelvis .
.5. Dl'formity consecutive to a prev ious deformity of some other part of
the skeleton.
40
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I-ELVES DEFORMED BY Ansou.:TE NARROWNE...~.

§ 1.

To complete our remarks on the causes of pelvic deformities, we Jun 1
yet to sum up the. various opinions that ha\·e been given forth conccruiug
those Yitiated by absolute narrowness. .According to most aLJthor1', the
absolute contraction of the peh·is re::;ults from an arre:;t of de\·elopmcnt,
whereby this part still retains, after puberty, the principal
that
it had during childhood, and appi·oaches in its form more or
that of the male. But, as l\I. N ~gCle remarks, if this \\ere really the ca::;c,
the relation of the diameters with each other, and the character of the pubic
arch, should be such as are observed in the young girl and the male. But
all the known pehes of this variety exhibit quite the
they more in consonance with that of a rickety person;
rest of the skeleton has none of the characters appertaining to
'Vhcrcfore, it is certainly the wisest plan to say, with the
Heidelberg Profes:-;or, that we ha\'C no positiYe data concerning the cau.ses
that give rise to the general narrowing of the pelvis i and that such pclves,
as well as unusually brge ones 1 should rather be con:si<lercd as a fren.k of
nature belonging to the same category as a want of proportion in the head,
which is not unfrequently found too large, or too small, relati\'ely to the
rest of ihe body.
1

§ 2.

OF THE PELVIS DEFQR;\rED BY RACITITIS.

'Ve are not about to enter here into a detailed consideration of the causes
that preside ov~r the de\'elopment of rachitis; for the general phenomena
produced by them, and, more especially, the greater softening, fragility, and
flexibility of the osseous tissue, are so well known to pathologi:sts that we
need only mention them; but our present duty is to study their infiuence
in the production of the deformities of the pelvis.
But this softening, or want of resi:Stance on the part of the bones, is not
of itselfsuffichmt to explain the various deformities exhibited by the pelris;
because, except in certain very rai·e eases, in which the os:.;eous ti::;sue is
almost gel:Jtinous in its consistence, it must be evident that the bones can
only give way and become distorted by the action of an
out which their conformation would remain intact.
affects them, it has no other immediate consequence than to dimini.sh their
solidity, and of itself contributes in no wise to the alteration of their shape;
we must seek in the influence of some external force, which is wholly independent of the principal disease, fol' the cause of the deformitv. Now, this
exterior force sometimes resides in the mu~cular action, thou.gh still more
frequently (so far as regards the pelvis) in the weight of the parts it has to
support; for, being placed, as we have ebewhere described, below the trunk
and directly upon the lower extremities, to which, in the crec:t po::;ition, it
transmit:s the whole weight of the upper parts of the body, the pelvi::; is
found in the most favorable conditions for the production of deformity.
The weight of the trunk, which, in the erect posture, is transrnitted from
the lumbar vertebr::e to the heads of the femurs in the direction of two oblique
lines that intersect the sides of the superior strait, rnanifE~tly tends to augment the curvature of the po:sterior part of the ilium, an<l to Jepl'e::s the
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osseous circle which the pelvic cavity represents; and this weight, acting at
first more especially on the base of the sacrum, l1as a tendency to push the
latter insensibly forwards. The pubic bones woul<l be equ:il ly pressed towards the imcrum, though in such a manner that their posterior extremity
(the one nearest to the acctabulum, which supports the weight) gets somewhat nearer to the sacro-vertcbral angle thnn does their anterior or symphyseal extremity ; whence we may learn why the contractions of the pelds
oftener affect the superior strait than other parts i and why, at this strait,
the antero-posterior and oblique diameters, and the sacro-cotyloid interval,
are far more frequently contracted than the tr:insverse ones.
And it will be equally eYi<lent why, when the weight acts more particularly on one side of the pelvis, the collapse is more marked in that direction,
if we bear in mind the change that then takes place iu the centre of gravity
from the inclination of the spine, the curvature of which so often precede.~
the deformity of the pelvis, as also the very unequal prct::rnre of the weight
of the body on the two sides of the pel ds, where a difference of length in
the lower extremities depresses one of the coxal bones more than the other;
whereby the acetabulum of one side is thrown almost directly under the
sacrum, and at the same time receives the weight very obliquely. (Bouvier.)
It is further eYident that the customary attitude of the individual, and the
n:i.ture of her exercises, must likewise add to the incgularity in the figure
ofthepeh·is.
If the child is in the habit of sitting much, the weight transmitted by the
lumbar \'Crtebrm may likewise press the sacra-vertebral angle forward; but
th e sacrum also often yields, and its base is carried fonrnrd simultaneously
with the point of the coccyx, and the antero-postel'ior diameters of both the
superior ancl the inferior straits are affected.
'l'he lateral compression, operating from one side to the other, which is
far less common than the preceding, or the shortening of one 01 more of the
transverse diameters, supposes an action diametrically opposite, and it generally results from a lateral force acting from with out inwards; wh ich force
may be ref€rrc<l either to the weight of the body, where the child uniformly
rep1>~es on its side, or to the unequal pressure of some improperly adjusted
bandage, or the :ll'ms of an awkward nurse. But if, on the contrary, the
infant habitually leans more towards one side than the other when seated,
ouc of the i::;chial tubcrosities, having to suppo rt a more considerable weight
than its fellow, may be distorted inwardly; :-;ometimes even the pressure will
be applied successively to each, with the effect of bringing them very near
to each other.
Ra<1hitis affects first the bones of the lower extremities, and ascends grad ually to the upper parts; in a word, it has an upward tendency. From this
results a mo::t important practical consequence, namely, that a deformity
of any part of the skeleton from rachitis implies, almost necessarily, deformity of the bones situated below it.
Rachitis is a. disease peculiar to infan cy, and this peculiarity of only exertiirg its action during the early years of life, satisfactorily explains how
the affection may have two different modes of acting on t he peh·is; one of
1•hich consists of a softening of the bones, and their consequeut yielding;
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and the other, of a sort of arrest in their development. "Thus.," ~I. Gueriu
says, "it would appear from my researches that most of the bonc>s of a
racbitic skeleton, when compared \rith those of a normal one, exhibit an
arrested development as regards their diffCrent dimensions; which reduction, independently of what results from the deform-ity of the bone8, may
amount to one-half of their ordinary size i and further, that this reduction
is generally greater in the lower parts of the skeleton, and gradually diminishes from below upwards, from the bones of the legs to the fomur~, from
these latter to the pelvis, and from the pelvis to the upper extrcmitica and
spine, &c." It is, therefore, on the lower extremities particularly, and on
the coxal bones, which are appendages of them, that this a1Te$ted development exerts its action. "'Vhence," says JH. Dubois, "it necessarily results
that the ossa innominata are generally mu ch less developed in rachitic
pelves than in others; and this disposition must powerfully cont ribute,
together with the deformity that usually accompanies it, to contract the
limits of the cavity, which these bones, in a great measure, circum:;cribe;
and I am the more convinced of the importance of this fact, since, in several
instances of deformity occurring in individuals known to be rachilic during
infancy, it has appeared to me that the yielding of the bones to the d~grce
in which it existed would have been wholly insufficient to create such insurmountable difficulties, if the bones themselves had been as fully developed
as they ought to have been." (These de Concours.) And we may mention,
as another fact bearing on the same point, that the pelvis of the patient on
whom M. l\Ioreau performed the Crnsarcan operation, had experienced the
double influence of rachitis just mentioned; for, though but little clcformed 1
its antero-posterior diameter was only two a11d three-eighths of an inch in
len gth.
This influence over the development of the pelvic bones is dependent
solely on the tender age at which the affection appears, since it occurs in
childhood, as stated, that is, at a period when the peJyis is ,1tr from haYing
acquired its perfect organization ; whereas malacostcon does not appear until
after puberty, in other words, at an age when the o;:;:a innominata have
rea ched their normal deYelopment; anc.l, therefore, although it may softc-:n the
bon es, it can not oppose their growth.
Lastly, this action is not set aside by the cure of the disease, but it continues to be felt during the whole period of development, so that, ~ays :hl.
Guerin, the sum of reduction exhibited by th e bones of rickety adults, is
made up of two successive results, nam ely, of the reJuction dependent on an
absolute arrest, or a mere diminution of growth during the disease, and of
that caused by a retarded growth subsequent to the malady. This is an
important practical remark, showing how far the influence of rnchitis over
the osseous system may e."Xtend.
To recapitula.te,-rnchitis produces deformity of the pelvis in two ways:
A. By nltering the shape of the bones.
B. By arresting developm ent.
The most striking characters of :t rachitic pelvis are as follows:1. The antero-posterior diameter of the superior strait is always sliortened,
and the same is generally true for the oblique diameter. The transv<'rse
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diam eter is less frequently shortened i sometimes it is normal
lengtheneJ.
2. The sacrum is less curved.
3. The diameters of the inferior strait are usually normal,
and the tranS\'erse di:uneter, in
a certain proportion of cases, is
lengthened.
4. The angle formed by the
pubic arch is increased.

01

even

DEFORMITY FROM 0STEO-

MALACIA.

O.steorualacia, like rachitis,
Pelvis deformed by ra.chi1is.
by producing softening of the bones, diminishes their power of resistance.
Instead of appearing during infancy, it occurs only in adults, often attacking
women who have previously had one or several children. The softening
produced by osteomalacia is generally much greater than the loss of resistance occasioned by rachitis, whence it follows that, aside from some exceptional cases, such as the one mentioned by N regele, the greatest contractions
of the pelvis are due to osteomalacia, which sometimes deforms the skeleton
to an incredible degree.
This disease may attack any of the bones of the skeleton, though it
usually begins with the pelvis.
When their softening has occurred, the bones forming the cavity of the
pekis have their shape changed as in rachitis, under the influence of two
causes, namely, the weight of tbe parts which they are obliged to support, and
the contraction of the muscles attached to them. In this case, however, as
the weight of the body is greater, and the muscular action stronger, the
deformities are grer>~ter also. "'iVe would add that the development of the
bony system is not arrested by osteomala.cia, and that the conditions arising
from the various habits and motions of the patient are liable to produce
peculiar deformities which have been successfully stud ied by Stein and
Kilian.
It may be stated, in a general way,
that a pelvis deformed by osteomalacia
is characterized by compression of its
lateral parts with projection of the
pubic symphysis which is pressed forward by the approximation of the two I
horizontal branches of the pubis. The
iliac fo.ssre are crowded inward, and
the curvature of the sacrum is always
greater than in the normal condition.
The interior strait is more deformed
than the superior one; all its diameters
are altered, but thC"re occurs more
e.~peci:dly a considerable approximation of tbe tuberosities of the ischia
PelviB deformed by osteo11rnh1ciR
and of the ischio-pubic rami.
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To recount the peculiar characteristics of the iielvis deformed by ost....'-0-malacia, we should say : 1. All the diameters of the superior strait may be shortened, though the
deformity is least in the ::mtero-posterior direction.
2. The cpncavity of the sacrum is increased, and the coccyx projects
greatly toward the axis of the inferior strait.
3. All the diameter.s of the inferior strait are contracted: the approximation of the tuberosities of the sacrum is, howe' er, the principa~ feature.
4. The angle formed by the pubic arch is far less open than in the normal
condition, and may even he almost effhced.

§ 4.

OBLIQUE OVAL PELVIS.

The variety of deformity recently described by :M:. NregCle, the celebrated
Heidelberg professor, under the title of obli9ue contraction. may evidently
be referred to a shortening of one of the oblique diameters. His book on
the subject bas recently been translated with the greatest care by M. Danyau,
who has enhanced the valu e of this admirable work by the addition of
learned notes; but as we had induced Dr. Stecge 1 before the publication of
Danyau's translation, to prepare for us the chapter in which M. Nregel<:
describes the principal characters of bis oblique pelvis, we submit the following translation of it, which we owe to the courtesy of our professional
brother.
"The principal characteristics of these deformed pelves are the following,
namely:" 1. A complete anchylosis of one of the sacro-iliac articuht ions, or a perfect fusion of the sacrum and one of the iliac bones together.'
"2. An arrest of development, or an imperfect development of the lateral
half of the sacrum, and deficient size or contracted opening of the anterior
sacral foramina on the anchylosed side.
u 3. On the same side, a reduced
size of the os ilium, and, conse·
- ) quently, a dimin ished extent of

..\· :~:ti:~ :~~~~."t~~z~~:t:'.,~~i~:~~:;~
1

.

:'"

th: e~.~~~t:1~:~ ~~oemo~~~::::!~·~e7:tski,nwah;~~he~!~~!~

its anterior superior and its posterior superior spiuous process, as
well as au imag;nary line, dra.wn
at the entrance of the pelvis, com·
mencing at the spot where the
sacro-iliac symphysis would be (if
it ex isted)/ and running along the
linea. innominata and the linea
ilio-pectinea as far as the pubic
symphysis, is shorter here than on

~::t ~~;.roe~;:n~~:~ to~~:~r~~~u~:~

1 Weretnin the exp ression anchylo8is on accountofbrevity,nnd because it is Lhec.ne

g<merally used to designate the condition under consideration; but we formally protest
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surfa ce, on the anu1ylo.sed bone, which is here coutinue<l intv the sacrum
without any transition, extends neither so high up, nor descends so low, as
upon the oppo:site side, or as it would in a. well-formed ilium; or, lo explain
myself more clea rly, if we suppose the ilium and sacrum of the anthylosed
side to be temporarily separatc<l, an<l then reunited through the intervention of a fibro-cartilaginou~ di:sk, a,.; occurs in the natural slate, the articular
surfaee or the junction of thc::;c two Lones would be found shorter, and, of
cour::-:e, would not descend so Jow as on the oppo.::;ile .::;iJc, whid1 i.s exempt
from fusion, or as it does in a well-formed pelvki.
1
' 4. The sacrum seems to be distorted tQ\\'ard the fu~ed side, and it also
has its anterior surface turned more or less towards this side, whilst the
symphyi:;is pubis is pre8scd over to the oppo.::;ite one; in con~cqucncc of which
arrangcmeut the syu1pliysis is no louger found directly in front of the promoutory, as it ought to be, but is cam•ed lo a::;.sume an oblique po.sition.
"5. The interual surface of the ilium, on the anchylo:-::ecl half, is moM
flattened in that part which contributes to the formation of the pch·ic cavity,
and sometim es even ( in cases of great deformity ) is almost entirely plane;
so that, for example, a. line drawn from the middle, or C\·en the posterior
extremity of the linca innominata, and running along the body and horizontal branch of the pubis as far as the symphy:s i ~, will be nearly a straight
line; but·we have never seen an incli nation inwards at this part, nor have we
particularly observed that inw~ird projection of the horizontal branch of the
pubis that is found in pelves deformed in consequence of mollitics o~ium iCt
thenclult.
"6. The other lateral half of the peh-is, or the one where the sacro-iliac
articulation still exists, likew be departs from the normal condition; although,
where the obliquity is incoo:;idcrable, we may easily deceive ourselves at first
sight, and be induced to suppose that there is' a natural conformation of the
11011-anchylosed half; such, howe\•er, is not the fact, as can be proved by
supposing two pelves to be sim ilarl y deformed, with this difference only, that
in one the fusion of the sacra-iliac articulation takes place on the left side,
while in the other it is on the right i and then making a section of each
tbrough the symphy::;is pubis and the middle line of the sacrum; when, by
attempting to fit the right half of the first of these pelves to the left half of
the second, by briuging the cut surfaces of the two saerums against each
other, we shall find t11at the pubic bones are separated by an interval of
from three to four inches.
"Con:;equently, the lateral half of the pelvis, exempt from fusion, not only
participates in the abnormal situation and direction of the bone.c:, but also in
1 1
5
0

;l~:~:.ni::~;~~~~o~~f:~~da~~~etl;;~1~ t~~chm ~~d 1:x:~n:h~h:~~:! o~ ;~~;, !\~~1 ~ t~:

linca innominata and liuea ilio-peetinea as far as the symphysis pubis, it
would be more curved in its posterior, and less so in its anterior half, than
in a normal pelvis."

::;:~~: ·:~::~~·:~~:,~::~:~~~!.~~~;;::;::~~ ·::;;,;~~~~::·,~::~~:;~~:~~:·:~::;::~:;:
on here alluded to.
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Thence it follows:
7. A . That the pelvis is contracted obliquely, that is to say, in the direc.
tion of one of the ordinary oblique diameters, while in the other (which runs
from the point of anchylosis to the opposite cotyloid cn.vity) it is not at all
diminished, but may even be larger than usual, when the obliquity of the
pelvis is greater.
"\Vhe refore, the superior strait, or, in other words, the surface limited by
a line traced along the spines of the two pubes, and thence along the linea:i
innomina.t::e and prolonged on the sacrnm, as well as the imaginary plane at
the centre of the pelvic excavation (in the place where we usually admit the
midcUc opening of the pelvis, apertul'a pelvis media,) will resemble, strictly
speak ing, an oblique oval when viewed in front; the transverse or small
diameter of which will be repl·esented by the contrncted oblique diameter,
and its great, or longitudinal one, by the opposite oblique diameter. 1 Therefore, as regards their form, the pelves in question might very properly be
designated by the title of the oblique-oval pelvis (pelvi.~ obliq1ie-ovala.)
'' n. That the distance from the promontory of the sacrum to the point
corresponding to either cotyloid cavity (the sacro-cotyloid interval), 2 as well
as that from the apex of this bone to the spines of the ischia, would be less
on the side where the anchylosis.exists. ·
"c. That the di::itance from the tuber ischii on the anchylosed half to the
posterior superiot· spinous process of the opposite ilium, a3 also that between
the spinous process of the la.st lumbar vertebra and the anterior superior
spine of the ilium on the anchylosed portion, are smaller than the corresponding dimensions of the opposite side.
"D. That the cli::itance from the inferior border of the symphysis pubis to
the posterior super ior spinous_process of the ilium is greater on the anchylosed bone than on the opposite side.
"E. That the walls of the pelvic excavation converge somewhat obliquely
from above downwards, whereby the pubic arch is more or Jess narrowed,
and therefore made to approach in a measure to the form of the ma1e pelvi~,
as a natural consequence of the improper dit·ection of its ramus which is
turned towards the flattened pelvic wall. Of course, these two dispositio1l3,
as also the narrowi11g of the ischiatic notch, the diminution of the distance
between the two ischiatic spines and the one.sided and defective development of the sacrum, will be in direct relation with the degree of obliquity.
"F. And finally, that on the flattened side the acetabulum is incline(l
much more anteriorly than in the normal state, wl1ilst on the opposite side
it is turned almo\3t directly outwards; and hence, when examining the pelvi~
from in front we can look directly into the first cotyloid cavity, but the
Yiew will only graze the second, or possibly may embrace a small part of
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rts excavation. Further, to give as clear an idea of the deformity as possible
to those who have never seen a pelvis of the kind, we will obser ve that at
first sight 1he pelvis looks as if' it had been pressed in by some external
force acting in an oblique direction from below upwards and from without
inward'S, and making its influence felt on the anterior pelvic wall at the
cotyloid region, whilst the other half of the lateral wall has been simultaneou:;ly pressed from without inwards, at its posterior part.
''Another peculiarity of these pelves is, that they only differ from each
other by the degree of obl iqui ty, and on that side only where the am:hylosis
takes place; whereas, in all other points, that is, in the principal characteristics of their malformation, they are as similar as two eggs. This remark
is so true, that an experienced person, who was unaware of the circumstance,
would be disposed to take two different specimens, if presented to him separately, for one and the same, and it would even be difficult to persuade him
of his error i au instance of which we shall presently give.
"As to the other conditions of the bones in the oblique-oval pelvis (laying
aside the deviations just enumernted), that is, as regards their strength, size,
texture, color, etc., they do not differ in any wise from health)' bones, such
a~ those met with in young per.sons exempt from all deformity.
Thus, for
example, none of those signs are observed in them, neither as to their foru..
nor in other respects, which are so often found after rn.chitis or malacosteon i
for if the exi!:iting deformities were disposed to disappear, all the pelves we
have yet had an opportunity of exam ining would bear a general resemblance
to well-formed ones; most of them were of the medium size, and the others ·
were either above or below it, but in no one of the cases that we have particularly traced out has there been rachitic diathesis, and in no one did the
phenomena, symptoms, or morbid modifications exist, whic:h would have
either preceded or followed the English malady, or mollities ossium, after
puberty; and further, in no instance could the action of external prejudicial
influences, such as falls or blows, etc., be detected, and thcro were never any
antecedent pains or lameness; although, in one instance, we suspected a
slight limping, from see'iilg the patient walk, but other skilful persons, who
were present at the examination, did not detect it, and the relatives and all
the family of the woman in question positively declared they bad never
remarked anything of the kind.
"In two of the specimens of this variety in our collection which have the
lower vertebrre attached, the sp inal column is straight in the lumbar region;
but in the others it is inclined on the side exempt from anchylosis. In all
that are proYided with the lumbar vertebrre, the anterior face of the bodies
of the.:;e bones is more or less directed towards the anchylosed side."
One circumstance yet remains to be explained, that is, the complete
fu~ion of the sacrum and ilium together, and the consequent disappearance
of the sacro-iliac articulation on the contracted side. Kow, is this anchylosis congenital? Is it the result of some inflamm a.tion occurring after
infancy? or is it to be attributed to the curvature of the vertebra.I column?
We confess that sufficient materials are yet wanting to decide the question.
although M. Nregl:le seems to think that this fusion, as well as the defom.
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ity of which, in his es timation, it is the esseutinl character, Nsu\W from nn
anomaly of original development; u but," he adds, in conclusion, .i I am not
prepared to decide positively." (For further details, see M. Danyau's
tra.nsbtion.)
·whether congenital, or the consequence of an accidental disease, Professors Gavarret and Paul Dubois regard this anchylosis as the cause of the
flattening of the ilium upon the same side. When, says l\f. Dubois, one of
the sacro-iliac symphyscs is affected with anchylosis, the correspondingcox:al bone becomes flattened, and the same alteration is produced on both
sides when the two symphyses are ossified. For my own part, I c:tnnnt
admit this relation of cause and effect, for there is nothing to prove that in
l\L N~gCle's oblique oval peh,es, the defonnity of the ilium had been precede<l by anchylosis. On the contrary, we have shown that, as .l\I. NregCle
himself acknowledges, there are pelves which present all the characters of
the oblique oval ones, excepting ihe anchylosis of the sacro-iliac symphy.~i$.
How, then, can the anchylosis be regarded as causing the deformity?
Dr. Falri thinks that this deformity is occasioned by compression of the
pelvis during intra-uterin e life, during labor, or during early childhood.
The reader will see, by the translation just given, that l\I. NregCleattaches
a very great degree of importance to the anchylosis of the sacro-iliac articu·
lation, which he makes a pathognomonic character of the deformed pelvis,
described by him under the name of the oblique oval; but, if I might hazard
an opiuion after such high authority, I should unhesitatingly reject thIB
proposition, because there are num erous pelves which pl'esent all the characters of these oblique ones, described in the monograph of the Heidelberg
professor, and yet in which there is no fusion of either sacro-iliac articulation
to be found. :M. NregCle himself1 with that cando1· characteri:;tic of the
truly learned man, speaks in his adm irabl e work of pclves that were similar
to those previously described by him , a.nd which only differed from them by
the ab.:;cncc of anchylosis. H e alludes to several others, and states that he
knows of the existence of many more, the exact description of which has
been promised him. I shall ha Ye occasion hereafter to revert to this subject, but I cannot ref'rai11 from saying now, that if the anchylosis is no longer
to be considered as a constant phenomenon, as a pathognomonic character
of the pelvis in question, if it is nothing more than a pathological coincidence, happening in most caSes, then I can only see in the obli"Jue-oval
pelvis the association of two of the three types, to which we have referred
all the varieties of pelvic malformation; for, in cousidel'ing it in a practical
point of view, and laying aside its extraordinary anatomical peculiaritie~,
it will exhibit, simultaneously, the compression of one of the antel'o-lateral
walls, and the oblique prominence of the sacro-vertebral angle.

§ 5.

MALFORMATIOSS DEPENDENT UPON A. PREVIOUS DEFORllITY I!'

A~OTHER PART OF THE SKELETON.

'Ve have already alluded, in advance, to the influence that a malformation of the spinal column, or of the lower extremiLi es, might have over the
~hape of the pelvis1 and we now proceed to illustrate the mode of action in
buth cases.
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a. Devir1lion of the Yertebral Column.-For a very long period all the
de,·iations of the spi nal column were attributed to the baneful influences of
rachitis; but owing to the able researches of Bouvier 1 of Guerin, and ma.nv
others, this opinion is no longer tenable, sin ce it is now well ascertained
that sen ral other diseases may proUuce abnormal cu rvatures in this column;
and this distinction is quite as important to the accouchcur as it is to the
orthopedists, for it establi.shes at once a line of division between those deviations which nearly always co in cide with an imperfect conformation of the
pelvis, and those which often exist even where the Jatter is well formed.
The former are of a rachitic nature i but the latter are developed und er the
influence of some other affection. For instance, in sixty-nine cases of
deformity in the vertebral column described by l\I. Bouvier the pelvis was
in a normal condition, and the extremities were nearly all exempt from
alteration in fifty-seven, and but twelve were accompanied by a malformation of this cavity, and by an incurvation of the limbs.
It must not be supposed, howevcr that the deviations of the spine which
are not dependent on rickets have no influence whatever over the direction
and shape of the pelvis. It is only in subjects of ad,·anced age, as a genernl
rule, that curvatures of this column, happening after infancy1 will ultimately
determine changes in the form and direction of the pelvis; and, therefore,
they ha,·e but little interest for the accoucheur.
As regards the curvatures produced by ri ckets though they be not the
essential cause of pelvic deformities, yet they do not the less exercise an
unfavorable influence over the degree of contraction, and the irregularity in
the shape of the pel\·is; for the same action which gives rise to these deformi·
ties iu old persons, also produces them, in a great measure, in rickety
children. In either case, the pelvis yields under the influence of the spinal
deviation i with this difference only, that what takes place slowly in the
aged, is rapidly effected in the child, because in the latter the softening of
the bones favors the action of the cause.
The principal alteration consists of an increase of the angle formed by
the junction of the lumbar column with the base of the sacrum, which gives
the pelvis a figure more or less similar to that described by Professor
NregCle, under the title of the oblique-oval.
n. Congenital Luxations of the F'einur. -l\I. Sedillot in a very interesting
memoir on the congenital luxations of the femur 1 first called attention to
the influence which these displacements might exercise on the conformation
of the pelvis. The ef:lects of this accident are manifested both in the
greater and lesser pelvis, as may be seen from the following distances whi0h
he obtained in a case of double dislocation upwards and outwards, into the
external iliac fossre, by measuring the principal dirn'ensions of the pelvis:1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1. From one nutcri orsuperior spinous process to the other,.
2. From the middle of one iliac crest to 1ha same point on lhe
oppositeside,,
•......
·
.St"
3, From the middle of the iliac crcs~ to the margin of the abdominal strait1
.3f"
4. From the middle of tbeiliaccresttothetuber-iscbii,
. 6.} "
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Superior or Abdominal Strait.
.4iinches.
ar ticulo.tionof

.....,

·'I"

Pe.rineal Strait.

.a; "

9. Cocc,,.-pulJio d;•met..,,
10. T""'"""'' diaonete>',

.5t
.4\

11. Ublrnt''°"'mmot.ec,
12
13.

"
"

.1; "
.
Pelvic Excavation.

14.
16.
16.
17.
18.

"
"

..

"

Deplb of the posterior wall,
. 5
"
• 11 "
Dcplh of lhe anterior w11ll,
Thickness of the pubic s~·mphysis,
. t inch.
Depth of the sacral concavity,
. liinches.
Fromlhcsum111itofoneischialic lubcrositytothesamepoint
onthcoppositeside,
.5f "

From these measurements it appears: 1st. That the transverse dimensions
of the greater pelvis arc consi<lernbly lessened by the vertical elevation of
the iliac fossre, which approximate each other to such an extent ns only to
leave an interval of eight and a half inches, whereas the normal distance
is ten and a half inches. 2d. That the relations which exists, in the normal
state, between the antero-poslerior and transverse diameters of the superior
strait is changed; since the transverse diameter is somewhat shorter here
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than the antcro·po:-:tcrior one i whercns, in the ordinary state, it is nearly
an inch lon ger. 3d. That an inver::;e change takes place at the inferior
i;trait, the bis-ischiatic diameter being five and a quarter inches, while the
coccy-pubic one is but three and a half inches.
Th e~e last modifications, says M. Sedillot, are easily explained, being the
con . . equence of the natural position of the femurs h1 the external iliac
ro~srej for iudi\•icluals afflicted with a double luxation of this kind, walk
with the legs wide apart, so as to bear and rest the heads of the thigh-bones
again~t the sides of the ilia i though the effect would still be the same, even
if their progression \\'Cre not performed in this manner, because the external,
hteral and superi.::>r surfaces of these bones, which usually incline outwards,
will always be pre:"sed upon to a certain extent, by the heads of the femurs,
which ham a tendency to straighten aud carry them inwards. 'Vhence
the peldi:;, from being thus compre:;sed laterally, is elongated from behind
forwards, and forms, in this latter direction, a more or
The iliac fossre, experienci ng the pressure moi;e directly, have yielded
a
marked degree, though more at their middle than in front, because the
bead of the thigh-bone is thrown far back, and compresses the middle more
than the anterior part of these fossre. The ilium is often rendered more
straight and nearly vertical, instead of being inclined outwards i and, should
this phenomenon exist on both sid es, it might interfere with tl10 regular
development of the womb; but if on one ~ icl e only, it might occasion au
obliquity of this organ in the opposite direction.
The anterior ma.rgin of the ilium also presents a si ngular disposition;
for the conjoint tendon of the psoas magnus and iliacus internus muscles,
which is inserted in the leaser trochanter, is then changed from its usual
direction, and is carried upward by the ascent of the thigh-bone, and, as a.
con:::equence, this tendon deepens and changes the direction of its groove;
whereby the anterior inferior spinous process is turned aside in a more or
less sen~ible degree.
The shortening of the transverse diameter of the upper strait is evidently
due to the lateral pressure made by the l10ads of the femurs almost perpendicular to thi::; strait; and, as a flattening in the tr:rnsyerse direction is
necessarily accompanied by an elongation antero-posteriorly, the sacra-pubic
diameter is found augmented in a corresponding degree.
The examination of the inferior strait also exhibits a very curious phewh:.i,t we have met with at the abdominal one;
1s acons•IClerable mci·ease in the extent of its transverse diarna notable diminution in that of its coccy-pubic one. Here, also,
of the femurs must be referred to iu explanation of the cir·
cum~tance; for these latter are carried far upwards, outward s, and backwards, sin ce their superior articular extremities haYe escaped up into the
external iliac fo.:::sm i and they keep the su rrouuding muscles constantly tense
(more particularly the quadrati, the gemelli, and the interna l obturator
muscles, which run from the ischiatic tuberosities to 1hc extrem ity of the
tliigh-boncs), and thus drag the ischium outwards; the lower fibres of the
obturator externus and the adductor muscles, and the internal part of the
articular rapsule, act in the same rnanner on the colu mn s of the pubic arcl1,
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thereby producing a wide separation of the two ischia. The ]alter, in turn,
draw ou the greater and lesser sacro-sciatic ligaments, thereby creating a
greater currnture in the inferior bones of the sacrum and coccyx, and consequently the diminution of the C1)ccy-pubic diameter, as abo a greater
depth in the concavity of the sacrum. The want of dC'pth in the pelvic
excasation depends on the same cause; for, when the ischium
drawn
towards the external iliac fossa, the lower part of the pubic arch
sarily bent out, and, as a consequence, the depth of the pelvis anteriorly is
diminished. (Sedillot.)
The weight of the body when erect, is the principal agent of this deformity;
which essentially results, as just stated, from the tension exerted from within
outwards on both sides by the capsular lig::tments of the two deformed
articulations, which hold the trunk suspended, as it were, between the thigh·
bones; and the force exerted by these ligaments on the pelvis i'i equal in
power to the tendency of the weight of the body to elongate them. Lastly,
the contraction of the cotyloid ca\'ity has some little iufiuence over the
change in extent, which the pelvis undergoes, though it explains but a very
small part of the deformity. (Bouvier.)

The deformity is often irregular, or non·symmetrical, becau:;e the changes
effected in the pelvis are more marked on one side than on the other;
though, generally speaking, they are found to bear a relation to the dl'gree
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1Jf ')rganizntion in the new joint; and if any accidental articular caYity
exi .. t,,, they are more clcYcloped on that side.
A peldil, whirh has been rrferrecl to by M. Gcrcly in his learned report,
read brfore the Academy, on cnngC'nital luxation~, and which presents ~ome
yery :;ingular modification-<, may be seen at the Jfo :~Pe Dvpuylren ,· it only
hns one fi.~nrnr attached, which i~ f'u,.:ed out:::icle of the anterior inferior
!Opinou,.: prore:;:::: of the ilium on the left side. The anterior superior ~pine
of the oppo...:ite coxal bone i~ two inrhcs higher than the left one, and both
bones are fixed with an equnl deg:rec of solidity in the~e relati"c situntion";
the !'acrum, though Yery short, is quite broad, nnd the superior strnit exhibits
n modification similar to what has .jue.t been described; ns to the inferior
strait, it is very large in c ,·cry direction, because the sacrum is exceedingly
short, and the anterior pel \·ic wall is bent, as it were, forward and downward, on the same tran~Yer.:;e and \·ertical plane, in,.tcncl of being curved or
bC'nt downwards and backward:". us in the normal state. (See No. 252, JfttsCe
Dupuyfren.)

We ha Ye extracted from the memoir of ~L Reclillot only t11ose peculiarities
that seemed important to he known, though we trust that enough has been
given to proYe that Dupuytren wa;.:, greatly mistaken when lw asserted that
the phenomena of primitive luxatiom had no influence whatever over the
development of the pelvis, ancl th:lt the latter oflCred no greater obstacles
to delivery than it doe.:; in well-formed per:>ons; the incorrectness of "-hich
n:::-ertion is doubtless sufllc-iently prO\'ed by the details into which we have
entered. However, it mu,,.:t be a<·knowledged that in such cases th~ delivery
is ~t?ldom impo:-sible, although it may be attended with some difficulties; at
least. nc in,.:tance has yet been recorded in which the expulsion of the footus
could nDt take place without havin~ rcrom~e to a bloody operation on the
mother or child, which is most certainly owing to the fa.ct that, in congenital
luxntions, the contraction takes place in the longest diameters, both of the
superior and inferior strait~.
In a recent puhlication, l\f. Lenoir expre:::5es an opinion so far contrary to
that of M. Scrlillot, as to s uppo~c that <louhle congt>nital luxations produce
no notable alteration of the &ha pc of tl1e pclds; and he mentioni::, in i::upport of his Yiew, the pelYis of a young woman, the dimeni::ions of which he
gi\·e,::. The:::e dimen~ions hardly differ from tho<:;e of the normal pekis,
except as regards the inferior strnit1 where they present an increase in extent
of rather le.:is than half an inch.
The oh.:icrvations of M. Lenoir prove merely that the remarks of M.
Seclillot are not applicable to all ca.:ies; still, the facts observed by the latter
surgeon arc of great value, showing as tll"'Y do that congenital luxations
may in some cases produce a marked change in the form and dimcn~iou~
of the variolls parts of the pelvis.
~[. Lenoir in:::ists much more strongly than M. Redillot upon the effi·rt of
@imple congenital luxation. The latter is, he state", accompanied hy nu
11rre8t in the development of all that .:iide of the pch·is corresponding to the
luxation, which atrophy prnclucci:: so great a dcfOrmity of both str:i.its and
the excavation, that we may be certain, that although delivery is 1wt
nlway~ rendered impossible thereby, the labor will at lea.st be longer :tn<l
n1ore difficult.
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The latter proposition is, I think, by far too absolute, and facts arc wanting to prove it. The deformity which follows simple luxation is much lc"'j
than that resulting from a double displacement, and the specimen of :'IL
Pacoudi described by l\L Lenoir, seems to me in no wi:ie to jwstif)' h!s
assertions.
Is :M. Lenoir more fortunate in his endeavor to trace a resemblance
between a. pch·is deformed in consequence of a simple luxatiou than the
oblique oval pelvis of l\I.
The points of ditfereuce between tl.e~e
two pelves are so numerous,
he has seemed to me to force whate\'cr
analogies may exist, by placing them in the same category. The anatomical
characters do not justif)' it, and the prognosis especially is much lc&i scri
ous; finally, the indications to be fulfiiled in bQth cases are c::c.:;em,iall)
different.
c. Non-congenital Lu.vations.-The atrophy of the iliac bone corresponding to the dislocated fomur may also be met with in luxations .JCCurring after birth, whether the luxation be the result of au accident, or consecutive to an organic alteration of the
surfaces, as in coxalgia.
To produce this effCct, all that is necessary
that the luxatiou should
remain unreduced, and that it should have occurred within the fih>t years
of existence. Now, as this atrophy was the cause of the deformities of
the pelvis studied in the preceding paragraph, it may have the same
consequences in the case under consideration. It is also plain that the
pelvic deformity will be great in proportion as the luxation shall have
occurred. at a very early age.

n. Lesions of the Infe1·ior Extrcmities.-The curvatures, so often met
with in the lower limbs, do not always diminish their length rn a11 equal
degree; and this uncqunl shortening determines a variation in the pres~urc
they make on the bottom of the cotyloid ca,,ities; and, consequently, may
affect the pelvis on the side where it is the greater. It is so true that the
imperfect conformation of the pelvis is then dependent on a difference in
the length of the lower extremities, that the latter may often be cun'ed
(provided they maintain the same length), wi thout the pelvis being necessarily vitiated; and also, that where any inequnlity does exist between
them, there is quite a. constant relation between the deformed iliac bone
and the longest limb. When a woman with deformed pelvis limps, she
always does so on the sound and not on the diseased side, as one would be
led to suppose at fin•t thought.
It is further pos.:;ible, that a shortening of one of the legs, whether result-
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ing from a fracture, a luxation, or an atrophy of the limb, may produce
the same result i more especially if these ac<:id.ents take place in early child.
hood, when the pelvis is still far from ha,·ing acquired its full development.
Persons affected with chronic diseases of one of th ese limbs, and therefore
under thC necessity of walking with C'1·utchcs, and of bearing the whole
weight of the body on the sound leg, incur the same danger. Nevertheless,
thi:i latter cin.:umstance has not always such an unfortunate influence; for
Dr. Campbell mentions that he had an opportunity of examining the body
of a woman who had mn.de use of' a crutch since the fourth year of her
age, in consequence of a disease in her right lower extremity; this person,
who died some time after delivery, had a pcrfktly formed pelvis. (Campbell,
P"ge 2~9.)
Amputation of the thigh, in a young girl, particularly in early child hood,
is likewise capable of deforming the pelvis: thus, for example, i\Iadame
Lachapelle found the superior strait, in a female aged eighteen years,
reduced to a moiety of its extent on the right side only, and pushed in
totally towards the left thigh, which had been amputated four years previously. Indeed, \\'e can readily imagine that, as the artificial limb only
derives its point of support from the ischium, the acetabulum of the sound
side will alone continue to be compressed by the weight of the bod.y. 1

ARTICLE Ill.
Th"FLUENCE OF DEFOR:MlTIES OF TIIE PELVIS UPON PREGNANC.Y AND
PARTUlUTION.

The deformities may certainly have an unfavorable influence over the
progress of gestation; for, as we haYe already stated in the article on
abortion, where the contraction of the straits accompanies an enlargement
of the excavation, the womb, finding a more considerable space than usual
in the cavity of the lesser pelvis, may become developed, and rem;:tin there
beyond the ordinary period i and we have considered this circumstance as
one of the causes of abortion, from the impossibility of its getting subsequently above the superior strait; and, when treating of retroversion, we
remarked that this displacement was singularl y favored by an increased
depth in the concavity of the sacrum.
Even in cases of slight contraction of the superior stra it, the sort of im·
paction which the uterus undergoes from the early
of pregnancy,
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may produce a violent compression of the organs situated in the exra ,•ntion.
Van Dreveren mentions a very curious case, in which the pnticnt experienced such acute pain in the hypogastric region from the third month of
gestation as at first to excite foars of abortion. The symptoms continued,
notwithstandin g the use of the most rational means. By careful cxamina.
tion, he detected an oval tumor, painful to the touch, and extending above
the umbilicus. The patient urinated frequently, though in but small quantity at a time. Ile suspected a dropsy of the uterus. The suffering continued in spite of all that could be done, and the patient grew wor~e and
worse, until one morning when he fouud her much better and rclie,·ed of
lier excrucinting pains. She no longer had fever nor difficult respirntion,
and the tumor had disappeared; the abdomen was flatter, softer, and presented an obscure fluctuation. H e thought that the u tcrns lrn<l been rup·
tured, and, notwithstanding the contentment of the patient, gave the most
unfavorabl e prognoi-iis. She died, indeed, two days afterward. At the
autopsy it was discovered that the greatly distended bladder had gi\'en way
at its upper part. The uterus filled the lesser pelvis so completely as to leave
no space between it and the walls of the pelds. It co1flpres::cd the v~sels,
the pelvic nerves, and the rectum, as also the urethra, against the pubis.
The sacra-pubic diameter was but three inches and eight lines in extent.
'Vhen the transverse diameter of the greater pelvis is contracted by tl1e
straightening out of the iliac crest, as occurs in doubl e congenital luxations
of the femur, the development of the uterus is considerably impeded during
the latter months of pregnancy i and this difficulty, according to _lnt. Dubois, may prove a cause of premature labor. 'Vhere the straitening ex istsJ
on one side only, the inconnnienc:c is less; but still it may po1'1.sibly contribute to the production of consid erable uterine obliquity on the opposite
side.
In general, however, with lhe exception of certa in in conveniences, which
evidently depend more on the ext raordinary obliquity of the planes of the
pelvis than on a diminution of its cavity, and to which we shall take occasion hereafter to revert, such contrncted pelves rarely interrupt the course
of gestation; but they have a for different influence upon the labor, to
which we now ask the reader's attention more particularly.
The impediments to the delivery will usually be greater as the deformity
of the pel\'is is the more considerable; however, this proposition, although
true in the majority of cases, is not absolutely so, since t.he degree of narrowing i.:; not the only point that demands the nccoucheur's attention; for
the child's position, the size of its head, the flexibility of the cranial bones,
the power of the uterine contl'actions, and the variable degree of' relaxation
of the pelvic articulations, are so many important circumslances which
claim his con::;iderat.ion. One woman, perhaps, is happily delivered at term,
whilst another, whose pelvis offers the same dimensions, will require the
intervention of art for her relief. The same woman may be spontaneously
delivered of her first child , and yet present such difficulties at the second
labor that the mutilation of the frotus may be deemed to be the only remedy
for spari ng her a bloody operation, without. our thereby concluding that her
pel\'iS had become contracted between these two pregnancies i for th~e dd:
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fercnccs might depend solely on the greater volume, or a less degree of
reducibility of the head, or the bad position of her second child, &c. Most
accoucheurs have obserYed facts of this nature, but we only present the fol·
11Jwing: A patient presented herself at the Clinique, in 1838, whose pelvis
wn.s only two and three-quarter inches in its sacro-pubic diameters; she wa~
deli,'ered in eighteen hours of a living infant, at term, the dimensions of
which were nearly normal, and \\'hose head \\'as scarcely deformed. Baudelocque relates having seen, at the amphit11catre of Solayrcs, the head of a
fcetus which was elongated to such an extent that its greatest diameter
measured nearly eight and a half in ches, \\'hilst the bi-parietal one was r~
ducccl to two and three-eighths, or bro and three-quarter i11ches; and he
speaks of another \'ery similar instance; but in neither of these cases was
the child's life compromised for a sin gle instant. l\l. l\fartin, of Lyons, has
known a rnchitic woman to be deli\•e1·ed of n. healthy infant at term, by the
efforts of nature alone; where th e autopsical examination showed that the
antero-posterior diameter was only two and a half inches in extent (page
270.) "rlia.t rend ered this case still more extraordinary wa s the existence
ofscirrhous tumors in the substance of the uterine walls. The reductibility
of the head, th erefore, is someti1nes excessive, but unfortunately it is almost
impos::iible to appreciate this in a positiYe m:rnner beforehand.
To this rnurce of uncertainty, says Madam e Lachapell e, let us add tlrnt,
in certai11 women, the degree of mobility of the symphyses does not permit
a general separation of the bones ( whi ch, even if it existed, would scarcely
enlarge the area. of the strait or of its diameters); but rather a mutual gliding of the arti cular surfaces upon each other, an overriding of the pubes,
so that one of th e inn oruinata ad\•ances to a range with the sacro-\'ertebral
angle, whilst the other recedes to a greater or less extent. It follows from
this mechanism that one of the obliq ue diameters at th e superior strait, the
one corresponding to the long diameter of the head, is notably increased;
and the sacro-pubic one is also found augmented by the advancement of
one of the cox al bones. Finally, couti nu es this skilful midwife, it may be
possible for both hip-bones to glide forward sim ultaneou sly, thereby enla.rg·
ing still more the antero-posterior diameter.
In niost cases of deformity, the child's position is far from being an indifferent matter; for when the sacrum , in being carried forward, is at th e same
time turned to one side, whereby one of the latern1 portions of the pelvis is
more contracted than th e other, who does not foresee that the labor ma.y
then be accomplished spontaneously, if th e head presents in such
to offer its great occipital extremity to the well-formed side; and
on
the contrary, it would become impossible, if the occiput should correspond
to the contracted one?
Where the contraction is so limited tlrnt it might possi bly permit a spo ntaneous delivery, any unfavorable position of the fo:>tus would greatly add
to the existing difficulties caused by the malformation of the pelvis; if, for
example, instead of presenting hy the vertex, the child should offer its pelvic
extremity, there would be rca5on to fear an arrest of the head above the
11uperior strait, after the escape of the trnnk; the slowness of its passage
through this rtt.rait would not often warrant the abandonment of the delivery
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to the resources of nature, both from the dangers the infant meurs from a
compres~ion of the umbilical cord, and from the feebleness of the contractions of the womb, wh ich, being almost entirely emptied and rctrncte<l, no
longer retains its contractile properties. (See Presentation by the Breetl1.)
We need scarcely add, in conclusion, that a proper degree of energy in the
uterin e contractions bears so prominent a part in the accompli~hment of
labor that it can not be overlooked. In certain cases. for instance, where
th e pelvis is so little contracted that th e child 's delivery is still po~-~iblc by
the application of the forceps, it is evident that frequent and strong contractions of the womb would render this instrume nt useless; again, the labor
will terminate u,lone, in a case where the physiciu,n would have been obliged
to interfere, if the pains had been too feeble or too slow.
"\Ve may conclude, therefore, that, in the question before us, there are a
numher of elements which may influence the resu lt; and that, if the degree
of narrowing of the pelvis is the most important point to be well ascertained,
it is not the only circumstance upon which the obstetrician ought to base
his determinations. For although the means of arriving at an exact knowledge of the extent of contraction are almost sure, yet, unfortunately, the
same does not hold good with regard to the volu me and the reducibility of
the footal head, or the mobility and possible separation of the pekic i::ymphyses; and it is impossible to calcul ate in advance all the resources of the
organism, or to know how far the uterine efforts will go. From our ignoran ce, on most of these points, arise the uncertainties and hesitations which
so often prove fatal either to th e mother or the ch ild; uncertainties and
hesitations that never influence persons that are not versed in all the difficul·
ties of our art, but which are well understood by learned and experienced
practit ioners, who have frequently been under the painful nece!:!sity of making
a decision and of determining a question whose solution might cost the Jives
of two individuals whom our mission is to save.
The foregoing reflections will, I hope, be sufficient to show that wl1at we are
about to say concerning the influence of the pelvic deformities upon the labor
is not positive and absolute. but is only applicable to the majority of ca~cs
Under the head of the difficulties and indications presented by these
deformities, we shall admit, with l\I. P. Dubois, three principal divi:<ions.
Th e first is composed of pelves in which the contraction, in whatever part
it may ex ist, still leaves at that part an opening of at least three and three
quarter in'!lies in all its diameters; the second comprises tho'3e in which the
contractio11 leaves, at the point of the canal it occupies, a passage, one or
more of whose diameters \\"ill be three and three-quarter inches as n.. maximum, and two and a haJf in ches as the minimum; and, lastly, we shall include in the third all the cases where the narrowing is such, that the <limensions of the resulting space will be under two :Uld a half inches.
A. OJ the Pel'IJ1'13 having at least three and three·quarta incites fo, its Con·
tracted Pnrt.-Ilere the labor, although in general longer, more aifficult,
and therefore more dangerous, boLh for the mother and chilJ, than in ordinary cases, may, however, be accomplished spontaneously; and, indeed, we
might hope for such an expuls ion in most cases. The slowness of the labor
is ohservc\ble in the dilatation of the os uteri, as well as in the expul~1fre
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stage; for, during the first stage, the uterine contractions, though energet ic
an<l often regular, have but little action on the dilatation of the cen·ix; tbe
head is high up, and has no tendency to engage in the exc:avalion, and it
remains above the symp hysis pubis, against which it is strongly applied,
being thro\\n forwards by the prominence of the sacro·vertebral angle.
Indeed, it is highly probable that the extreme slowness of the dilatation is
attributable to this latter circumstance; for the lower front part of the womb
is so compre::sed between the chil<l's head and the pubic symphysis, tha.t the
longitudinal fibres of the body can sca rcely act at all on the circular ones
of the cervix, notwithstanding the energy of their contractions; for we
often filld, after the size of the head has been diminished by a perforation
of the cranium, whereby this compression is relieved, at least in a great
measure, that the diln.ta.tion that was hitherto stationary now progre::ses
very rapidly.
As to the modifications that take place in the period of expu lsion, they
vary according to the seat of the contraction; for instance, when the supe-rior strait is the place of the deformity, the engagement of the head might
be so much retarded that it could only succeed in cleari ng this obstacle
under the influence of the most powerful contractions; though, should these
be sustained, the labor would terminate happily. But if, as is sornetimcs
observed, the correSponding diameter of the inferior strait is simultaneously
enlarged, the child's head, after having surmounted the difficulties offered at
the upper one, will not find a sufficient degree of resistance at the perinea!
strait to moderate the rapidity of its descent; and, consequently, it might
strike violently against, and lacerate the perineum i the disastrous consequences of which are well known .
Where the superior strait retains its normal dimensions, the inferior one
alone being contracted, the head descends rapidly enough iuto the excava·
tion, but it can only clear the last parts of the canal with the greatest diffi.
culty; for, as the dime11sions of the lower stra it are in general somew hat
smaller than those of the upper, it follows that the same degree of contrac·
tion here is much more unfavorable to the delivery, and oftener requi res the
application of the forceps.
Finally, where the two straits are contracted in the same degree, all the
causes of difficulty just mentioned are found conjoined. Most frequently,
the head succeeds in passing the superior strait; but, having reached the
excavation, and being unable to advance any further, it there remains
wedged in until the exhausted or enfeebled fo rces arc sufficiently renovated
to effect its delivery. During all this time, the head, which had been forcibly compre:::sed in order to clear the upper strait, and had its dimensions
reduced by the overlapping of the parietal bones, gradually regains its
natural size, now that it has entered a larger space, departing also from the
conical shape it had acquired in the first stage, as its delay there is the more
prolonge<l, and, consequently, meeting with new obstructions at the inferior
strait, which are so much the more difficult to overcome as the uterine forces
are alreadv the more ex hausted.
Th e:::e differences in the seat of the contraction ought to be known, for
they will enable the accoucheur to avoid an error in diagno::;is which othCI·
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wise he might very readily commit; for example, in the cases when the
superior strait alone is contracted, the head gets into the excavation only
after very loug-continued pains, but then it clears the inforior one alrno~t
immediately afterwards; whereas the cont rary happens when this latter is
the only one contracted, and the attending physician, judging of' the future
by the past duration of the labor, announces that it will terminate sooner
or later, according as the head has descended more or less rapidly into the
excavation; but he will almost always deceive himself; because in the
form er instance, the termination will be very rapid, though he believed it
still distant; and 1 in the latter, it will be delayed far beyond the time that
he had fixed.
n. Where the Pelvis has at
two rind a half inches in its Contracted
Pa1·t.-A spontaneous expulsion
the footus is ~till barely possible, where
there are from three and one-eighth to three and three-quarter in ches in the
contracted part; though, in reflecting on the length of the head's smallest
diameter, which at term is at least three and one-half inches, it must be
evident that, in order to render the delivery practicable under such circumstances, the diameters of the cranial vault should present a great reducibility,
and the contractions of the womb be strong and prolonged. But in an
imm ense majority of the cases under t hree and one-eighth inches, the
resources of art become ind ispensable, unl ess the ch ild's parts shou ld be
softened by putrefaction 1 or the infant itself not have acquired the development it usually exhibits at the ordinary term of gestation.
c. Where the Contracted Diameter is less than t11.:o and a half inches.This degree of contraction renders a natural labor at term physically impos·
sible; because too great a disproportion ex ists between the dimensions of
the canal and those of the body which has to traverse it; anrl no other
alternative remains for the accoucheur than to augment the former by symphyseotomy, or to diminish the latter by embryotomy; unl ess, indeed, ht:
should rather prefer to open for it a. new and more easy route by practising
the Cresarean operation .
.M. Depaul, it is true, mentions in his lectures two cases, io which delivery
was safely accomplished although the pelvis had only two and a. quarter
inch es in its antero-posterior diameter. They are, however, such rare exceptions that they might be forgotte n, so to speak, in ordinary practice.
Safe delivery ought not to be counted on with a diameter less than two and
five-eighths inches.
As regards the prognosis, it is very important to distinguish a pelvis
deform ed by rachitis from one whose contraction is dependent on mollities
ossium; for although, in the former case, the gravity of the prog110sis is only
in proportion to the degree of contraction, yet it is not exactly or always so
in the latter. Here, indeed, arises the important consideration that the
first effCct of malacosteon is to produce an excessive softening of the osseous
tissll" the deformity of the skeleton being consecutive thereto: but tl1i.s
softe1.1 ..... g only reaches its stwrnwm of intensity by degrees, and the disea;;e
may be arrested in its progress, may be ameliorated, or even entirely cured,
under t he influence of a proper treatment. 'Vhence it is evident that,
during the period of increase and that of its amelioration, which may extend
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over several years, the softening passes successiYely through diffcrrnt degrees,
and where it happens to exist at the time of labor, furni~hes the practitioner
a very valuable resource, whatever may be the dcgrPe of contraction. In
fact, it would appear, from the cases reported in the dissertation of M.
Spengel, that the bones often retain, at the time of labor, a sufficient degree
of suppleness lo enable them to dilate
to allow the exThus, in :i case
pulsion of the fcctus, or, at least, its
furnished by Bomberger, the sacro-pubic diameter was scarcely two inches
in length; ne,·erLheless, after having ascertained the flexibility of the bones
caused by the malacosteon, he declared th:it the delivery might be effected
by the powers of nature. He ruptured the membranes at the end of twcntyfour hours; then, afLer waiting as much
the engagement \\'US suffi"·hen, by the aid of
ciently ad\'aneed to enable him to apply the
powerful tractions, he succeeded in bringing
who lived four
weeks. In another woman, whose sacro-pubic
was two and a
quarter inches (French measurement) at the most, I-Iasslocher, a physician
of Landau, was enabled, by the aid of external pressure, to make the child's
head engage in the cavity of the pehis; he then applied the forceps, and
found that only a moderate effort was required to deliver a dead child
weighing six pounds and a half.
Kilian mentions other cases of safe delivery during pregnancy, and Dr.
Collineau witnessed another, au account of which will be found in his
excellent tl1esis.
Facts of this nature are certainly consolatory, and they well merit attention; but, unfortunately, it is a very difficult matter to recognize that precise
degree of flexibility in the bones, under which there is no reason to hope for
a spontaneous dilatation; for, between the first stages of softening in them
and that advanced period when they scarcely have the consistence of a
and the great
gelatinous pulp, there are numerous intermediate
difficulty consists in determining the cases in
we (;an trust to the
effQrt.s of nature, and those in which nothing can be hoped from this source.
A misplaced confidence might be attended with the most serious consequences; for, on the one hand, a prolonged delay may compromise the
child's life, that might have otherwise been saved, by resortin to the
Cresarean operation at the most favorable moment; and on the other, the
tentatives uselessly made with tlie forceps expose the mother to the greatest
dangers i for bones affected by this disease are, it is true, most generally softened, but sometimes it happeus that the affection has only rendered them
more friable, anc1 1 of course, any tractions made by the instrument, in such
eases, might give rise to dangerous fractures. It would, therefore, be highly
desirable to have a rule of procedure, but in the present state of our science
it is impossible to lay down any positive one; and the accoucheur must
found his opinion on the whole of the phenomena exhibited in the particular
case. "Without supposing," says l\1. Spenge1, "that it will be possible to
a~certain, positively, to what extent the softening of the pelvic bones has
advanced, we believe that, by paying attention to the symptoms which
ceded and those that accompany the labor, it may be determined in
}>robable manner. 'Ve have collected forty cases of genend mollities ossium
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that occurred in females; in nineteen of which the time when the pains first
began is not noted, and no conclusions therefore can be drawn from them i
but, in twch·e cases, the first pains appeared during the lying-in, in two
others, shortly after the accout:hemcnt, and in the remaining seven, during
the course of gest~ttio n; and, whenever the period has been carefully noted
when the pains, after having been once calmed, were aggravated anew, it
has been found that this exacerbat ion came on during a new pregnancy.
' Vl1Cnce 'rn mity suppose that the softening of the bones is more considerable
to\\'ards the end of gestation than it ·was before its commencement. Therefore, when the alteration progressively increases until term, and the difficulty
in the patient's movements Or the. pains exhibit no diminution, we believe
the degree of softening may be regarded as bearing a relation to theviolence
and duration of these symptoms. Further, by r esorting to the manual
exploration, we are enab led to detect in some cases a softening to such an
extent that the bones yield to the pressure of the fingers. Under such ci r·
cumstances the accoucheur may doubtless reLy on a spontaneous delivery, or
at least on the success of a prudent application of the forceps; which latter
should then be made rather than resort to the Cresarean operation, which is
so grave at all times, but is st.ill more so when practised on women affected
with mala.costeou."
Independently of the difficulties which the contractions of the pelvis give
rise to in the accomplishment of the mechanical phenomena. of labor, they
often become the source of serious accidents to the mother, and subject the
t(etus to the greatest dangers. For, by forming au invincible ob::;tacle to
the p<-\ssage of the head, they expose tho woman to a rupture of the womb
or bladder, to a violent contusion, and the consecutive inflammation of those
organs and of' the peritoueum, and, la::;tly, to a febrile or adynamic state,
which is serious enough of itself' to cause her death before the delivery is
effocted; since this condition is t he most frequent source of mortality in
those patients who are not rel ieved. Again, even where the delivery has
taken place either spontaneously or artificially through the natural passages,
the duration of the precediog travail and the pressure of the child'i bead
upon all the soft parts lining the straits an<l excavation, exposn these latter
LO prolonged contu.siops, which a.re most frequently followed by gangrene;
whence we have following in their train utero·v03ica.1, or vesico-vaginal
fistulas, etc., etc., according to the point that has been more particular])
compres::;cd. The forced engagement of the head in a contracted pelvis
often determines the separation of the symphysis, from which inflammations
and suppurations, that are often very tedious in their cure, result as the
immediate consequences, and a great mobility of the pelvic articulation,~.
limping, a.n<l sometimes even au inability to wn.lk or stand, as the remote
ones. (L achapelle.)
As regards the child, the slowness of the labor may evidently occasion ih
death i for, in the case before us, the head being retained above the superior
t>trait does not prevent the discharge of the amniotic liquid by plugging up
the os uteri, an<l this nearly all escapes i comequeutly, the fretus is subjected
soon after the membranes give way to the direct pressure of the contracted
uterine widls during all the time necessary to the termination of' the labor.
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The cord a.lso is very frequently compressed, either in the uterine (!av ity,
between its parictes and the body of the chi ld, or subsequently in the excavation into which it may have sl ipped; the de.scent of the cord is here singularly favored by the elevation of the head. This latter itself, having to
support all the pressure from the resistance offered by the pelvis, is exposed
to very unequal compressions, which may fracture the cranial bones or
wound the cerebral matter. Lastly, when the footus presents by the pelvic
extremity, the violent tractions sometimes made on the trunk, for the purpose of disengaging the head, may produce luxation or fracture of the
cervical vertebr::e or stretching of the spinal marrow, both of which speed ily
prove fatal.

ARTICLE IV.
DIAGNOSIS OF PEL VIC DEFORMITIES.

The circumstances whereby the existence of a deformity of the pelvis may
be recognized, have been divided into the 1·ational and the sensible signs.
The first include all those that may be learned from the previous history,
and a general examination of the individual-her constitution, height, and
phy.:;ical strength i and the second, on thC contrary, are deduced from an
external and au internal examination of the pelvis.

§ 1.

RATIONAL SIGNS.

The accoucheur who may be called upon to decide on the good or imperfect conformation of a female, should, before proceeding to an exploration
of the pelvis, inform himself minutely of all the antecedent circumstances
which might throw any light on his diagnosis, or direct his subsequent researches. He ought to ascertain from the near relatives, all t.he accidents
which the young girl submitted to his care may have met with in infancy:
at what age she began to walk; whether standing in the erect position was
easy, or even possible, in the early years of life; or whether, after having
walked without any marked difficulty, she was subsequently afllicted with a
weakness in her lower extrem ities; and, shou ld there be an existing curvature of the spine or limbs, the period at which such incu rvation s appeared
is to be carefully ascertained; as, also, whether those in the lower extremities preceded or followed that of the spine. Where any limping is observed,
he will endeavor to verify the information derived from the family, by
examining whether this depends on a diffCrence in the deformity of the two
limbs; on the atrophy of one of them; on the flattening of the antero-Jateral
pelvic walls i on an old or a recent affection of the fomoro-coxa l articulation;
on a sponta neous or a congenital lu...xation, followed by the permanent displacement of the head of the femur; or whether upon an old and imperfectly
consolidated fracture ;-because the answer to a\1 these questions will l·en<ler
the exam ination, which is afterwards to be resorted to, much easier.
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hand, to arre~tcd derelopmcnt nf the bnucs, and on thr oth~r, to their cnr\";llllrP,
which is more especially observed in the lower cxtrcmitie~. ll encc it result:; tb,1t
the skeleton of a rachitic woman has !lpccial c hara ctc ri ,.tic~. Owing to the cun- 11 •
ture of the lower e:aremities, the pch'is dc;iccnJs with them, and occupies a lower
le\·el than it.would in tl:ae normal cunditiou, and is contracted besidc:J. The \CrteUral colurnu, thuugh les.s Jefurrned, appeu.rs luuc io cump;u·i~ 1 JU with the iuferiur
extremities. 'l'hcarmsarcsliurt,thuughlcssunaccuuntoft heircunaturethan
in consequence of arrested tlcvclopmcnt. We shall ~cc h ercafte1· tli:it theJeforwi·
tic3 in ca.sea uf bp inal Jistcutions are of o.u entirely different character.

Yitl.99. Skeleton deformed bymchitia. Tlmlowsta.turGisdue tocurva.tureoftileinferiore1tremltie1.
The 1,ehi& i~ 1!~1\lrmed. Drawn from 1111t11re.
)"10.100. ~kelt·Con deform"d inc011!K'qut•nceor Hexureor the•ertebr11l column. Thelowstatureiadu~to

~~:::~u;r:~~ ~~~uf:O'.oe. The lower extremities are norm.al; they look yery long. Tile pelviB ii well

limo.d.

When dcr1>rmityof the skeleton is due to curva.ture of the vertebral column.
occurring :it the nge of puberty, the stature of t he individual may be grently
lesse1cd, but then the result is due almost entirely to theaffuction of the spine, the
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The history of the earlier years of life is particularly important, as it will
not only enable us to divine th·e perfect or defoctive conformation of the
pelvis with a tolerable degree of certainty, but will even serve to enlighten
us as to the nature of the general affection that has produced the deformity.
Io fact, it wou Id appear from the researches of modern pathologists that
rachitis, properly so called, is a disease of childhood, though it i1; seldom
observed in the infant at term; it generally begins about the eighteenth or
twentieth month, and is r:uely found after the age of puberty. Thus, in
three hundred and forty-six cases, examined in this respect by l\I. Jules
Gu.erin, its invasion took place as follows: in three cases, before birth; in
ninety-eight, during the course of the fir::;t year; in one hundred ar.id seventy·
six 1 during the seconil; in thirty-five, in the third; in nineteen, in the fourth;
in fifty, in the fifth; and in five chil<lrcn from the sixth to the twelfth year
of life.
From these and numerous other cases reported by Bouvier, Ruff, &c., it
is apparent that deformities occurring in infancy are nearly always of a
rickety nature; whilst all the varieties of softening that take place in adult
bones, as also all the disfigurations occurring exclusiyely in young girls
about the period of puberty, are not caused by this disease. (Guerin.)
A rachitio origin of the deformity can, therefore, be almost constantly
relied ou where the disease that determined the latter existed during the
early years of life; and this suspicioo will be confirmed, if it should appear,
conformably to the law laid down by the orthopedists, and stated formally
by M. Guerin, that the malformation proceeded from below upwards, and
that the ti bias, the femurs, and the spinal column were successiy.ely affected.
On the other hand 1 should the first ten years of life pass away without
accident, and the deformity of the skeleton occur only at puberty, it would
be wrong to attribute it to rachitis, and the pelvis will probably be unaffected.
If, however, the deformity occurs during adult age, especiaJl y if the patient has been safoly delivered before, and has since that time had all the
symptoms of acute softeni ng, the entire difficulty should be attributed to
O:Steomalacia.
After attending to all these points, the accoucheur might proceed to a
more careful inspection of the indivi<lual; and the vertebral column and
lower extremities should particularly claim his attention. Ile ought to
bear in mind that rachitic deviations of the spin e (and, when dating from
early infancy, they will be nearly always rachitic) arc almost constantly
accompanied by deformity of the pelvis; and that, on the contrary, the
other varieties, more especially when they first occurred about the age of'
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puberty, do not. affect the normal regularity of the pclvi:::. l t is also to be
remembered that rickets may possibly give rise to curvature of the lower
extremities without altering the pelvis, though these two parts of the skeleton are most generally affected at the same time.
In a few rare cases, rachitis affects but one lower extremity, the other
retaining its normal proportions, and yet the pelvis may be deformed.
An attempt has been made to establish a certain relation b..::rween tbe
direction of the curvature of the spine or lower extremities, and the par·
ticular species of malform::ition the pelds may exhibit. For in:stance, the
ba.crum, being an assemblage ofvertebrre, which are naturally con~oli<lated
together, is occasionally modified by incurvations that are continuous with
those of the spine, and these are further kept up by the coccyx. Sometimes
the lateral inflexion of these two bone.s is continuous with the lumbar curve i
though, more frequently, they describe an i1l\'erse curvature with one or
two of the last lumbar vertebrre, and the point of the coccyx is then turned
aside. According to M. Hohl, the lateral intlexion of the lumbar column
often determines a greater contraction of the pelvis on the side towards
which these vertebr::e lean.
Agreeably to the same author, the curvature of the femurs occasions a.
transverse contraction of the pelvis, and a consequent elongation anter<>posteriorly, when the.se bones are curved forward; whilst their outward
curvature is followed by a transverse en largement; but if one bends outward
and the other forward, a corresponding shortening will thence result in the
latter direction. However, all these approximations must be sub:;tantiated
by a more extended experience to render them deserving of confidence,
although it would be improper in practice to neglect them altogether.
The relations that M. \Veber has endeavored to establish between the
dimensions of the cranium and those of the pelvis are not constant enough
to merit any consideration whatever in an examination which requires so
much precision.
Quite recently, M. Guerin, after haYing ascertained that rachitis proceeds
from below upwards, and that the reduction in the dimensions of the bones
follows the same progression, attempts to prove further that the dimensions
of a rickety bone being known, the size of other parts of the skeleton may
be approximately determined; and tlmt the reduction in the three diameters
of the pelvis in rachitic women follows the diminution in the size of its
component parts; also that the degree of this reduction is in termediate to
what takes place in the femur and in the humerus.
These resnlts, so valuable in themsch·es, had they been deduced from a
large number of cases, are, unfortunately, based upon a very limited ob:::cr·
vation; and, consequently, have not all the weight that I hope they will
hereafter acquire; for the grea.t importance of being able to determine, with
certainty, from the degree of shortening of the femur and humerus, not only
that the i~elvis is deformed, but even the extent of the malformation mu~L
be self-ev ident.
1
In conclusion, it is apparent that the rntionn1 signs just spoken of can
only give us probabilities or approximations. Now, the indications pre·
sented by the def"rmities of the pelvis demand an exact and a. rigoru~
1
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solution of all the questions of diagno.-;is appertaining thC'reto; bcca.m1e it is
not ou a mere pn1bability that an accoucheur ca n Yt'nture to prohiLit a.
young girl from marriage, or det'ide on the performance of an operation
that mutilates the child, or expose~ the mother to the mo~t ~criou::> dangers.
Such a dc•ti~ion can only be made after a thorough nnd minute examination
of the external form, and the internal dimen,..ions of the pelvis; and this
examination alone ca n enable him to detect those sensible ~igns which afford
a po~iti,·e certa inty.

§ 2.

RENSIBLE Srn~s.

The accoucheur should not content him~elf, therefore, with the foregoing
charnctcrs; but he ought to seek, in the mem:urntion of the pelvis, for the
elements nece~.:;ary to his diagnosis. This process is performed both on the
exterior and interior of the pelvis; in the former ('fi~C it constitutes what
ob~tetricinn~ have termed exter1wl, and in the latter, internal pelvimelry.
When we de::>cribed the peh·i~ 1 in the early part of the work, we only
pointed out the dimem·ions that were absolutely neccs;:ury to the full comprehen,.ion of the mechani::-m of natural labor i but we must now supply
that voluntary omis.:;ion; for, in addition to the distances then gi,·cn 1 there
nrc several others which are indi,.;pensable to the practice of pelvic mensuration; and we give the following as the average of a well-formed pelvis,
viz.:
I. from the anterior inferior spinous proces!'of one ilium to the
snme 11oint on the opposite "hie,
2. From the nnterior superior!!piuous proressof one side to the
Prime point ontheo1her,.
3. From the middle of the iliaccrestofonei:iide to the snmepoint

8~·

9!

in ches.
"

10.1"

'll "

. . . . . . . . . . . a1
iheanteriorsuperiorparlofthesymphysispubistot he
3pexofthefirstspinousproceiosofti1esacrnm,
From which 2! in..:hcs are to bedeJucteJ. for the thickneios of
the bn.~e of the sncrum, nnd ! an incl1 for that of the symphysis; thcrefore leaving for the s11cro-pubic interrnl.
6. From the tuber i.!'chii of one .o;oi~le to the po~terior !!uprrior !!pinous process of the opposite ilium, the mean exlcnt, in n.nortlinnrypelvis, is . . . . . . . . .
·
7. From the anterior superior spine on one side to lhe poslerior
supcriorspineoftheother, 1hemeirn is.
8. From the spinous procc~s of lhe last lumbnr verlehrCL to tLe
11ntcriorsuperiorili11csi.deofcitherspine, tliemcnn is.
0. From the trochnntermnjorofone side to lhc posterior superior
!lpinous proee-;:s of the oppo~itc one,
10.1 From the middle of the lower border of the s_vmphri<i pubis to
theposteriorsuperiorspinousprocessoneitherside,

"

71

"

4!

"

81

"

GI"

1 The lu~t five measurements nre t11k<.'n from il1e l\lcmoirs of
i\J. Nrog1'le, lranslnted
Dy 1\1 . Dnnynu. We shall hereafter revert lo their imporluncc, iu connectio u with the
diagnosisoftheobliquc·ovo.l pchis.
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For tlie purpose of ascertaining tlrn dimensions just given, in tie li\·ing
female, as well as the principal modifications they may have undergone,
accoucheurs have i1wentcd a great nurn.
ber of in struments, to which the title of
pelvimeters has been applied; but I can
only allude here to those in most com mon use.
The peh·imeter, or callipers, described
by Baudelocque (Fig. 101), consists of two
metallic blades bent in a semicircular
fo rm , so as to embrace the farge.:;t part of
the pelvis in their concavity. The extremity of each one is terminated b)' a
lenticular button, which is intended to
be applied at the end of the line to be
measured ; a small l'ule, marked by n
gn1dua.tcd scale, traver::>es the branches
just at the point where the curved bla(Je

rn•:'"'"'"''"" .,,,.,.;..,,.,,;,io. ''"'"'"" oru.,

1

1

~1~~ 1~cet ~; s:~:1~;~ii~~:~<~~~~ ~'~1nt~ ;;:c~ll;~

This

rule shuts up in a deep groove along
the handle of the callipers. The instrument is applied externally, and may
prove very useful in esti mating the measurements abo\·e g iven.
In skilful hands, the pelvimeter of B_a.udcloc:que may furnish Yery safofactory results; but it must be acknowledged that it is far from affording
the degree of certainty which its inventor anticipa ted, even in the determination of the antero-posterior diameter of the superior st rait, the one, of all
the pelvic diameters, which seems the best adapted to this mode of exploration i for, although one of the buttons can readily be applied at the upper
front part of the pubic symphys is, after having carefully pushed aside the
soft parts, yet it is far otherwise with regard to placing the other one just
over tlrn point corresponding to the spinous proce:;s of the first piece of the
sacrum. 1 The difficulty of determin in g this ln.tter point exactly, and the
thicJ...-n ess of the soft parts, render this mode of mensuration very uncertaiu
in its results. But, even supposing the instrument could be properly adjusted, the results thereby obtnined would be scarcely more conclusive.
'Vh en the pelvis is well formed, there should be, it is said , seven and a half
in ches between thos.e two points; from which two and a half inches for the
thi ckness of the sa(;rum at its base, and half an inch for that of the symphysis piibis, are to be deducted. But, the question at once arises, are the
pelvic bones always uniform in th ick ness? o r must we still deduct three
inch es for the substance of the bones, in cases of rachitis, where the i:keleton
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t>xhihit::. a more or less marked arre.:;t in its de\•elopment? How arc \le to
know to 11hnt extent this influ ence of rnchitis over the growth of 1he osseouJS
B)·stem is carried? And m::i..y not I.he thickness of the sacrum at its base,
mstead of exhibitin g the normal average of three inches, be reduced to two,
one and a. half, or CYen one inch ? 1
If ~ud1 s.ourccs of uncertainty exi.::t in respect to the measurement of the
!:=aero-pubic diameter, what mulit it be with regard to determining the transver:<e or oblique ones by the pch·imrtcr? For, is the interval between the
anterior iliac 8pines always the s.ame? In the normal state, that extending
from the middle of the iliac crelit on one side to the same point opposite is
ten and a. half inche.i!, just double the length of the transverse diameter of
the superior strait; but it is well known the iliac fosi::ro may Yary in their
concavity, and that the crests may approach more or lcs:3 closely towards u.
vertical or a horizontal directio n, without altering the form of the abdominal
strait. Therefore, the suppo... cd rcbtions between thel"e two distances exhibit
such frequent anomalies that we cannot place any confidence in the conclusiom; cndeaxored to be e:;tabli!!hed therefrom.
Again, where one point of the callipers is placed on the external surface
of the trochanter major, and the other on the salient part of the opposite
im.rro·iliac articulation, with a view of determining the obli que diameters, no
account is made of the numerous variations in the length and inclination
of the cervix: femoris, in the depth of the cotylo id cavity, or in the thickness
of the soft parts behind.
Con.:<cquently, the employment of Baudelocque's peh·imeter can only give
approximate re.:;ults i but it is not the less a useful instrument in tho::iC CU!!CS
where it would be impoli...,ible to introduce a foreign body into the vaginal
cavity; for in4ance, the internal exploration is not permis:;ible in young
girls1 and then we must resort to the use of the callipers. Fortunately, at
such times, the diagnosis need not be very preci.:;c, and a few lines more or
less cannot affect the decision of' the physician.
I We have had opportunities of measuring a great number of pelves that were deformed in ,·nrious ways and in different degrees, 1rnys Mnd11me Boi,•in, in which the
thickne!l.s of the wnll.i in question departed from the 1hree inches assigned to them by
B:iudelocque, to the extent of a third of an inch to nn inch e:lch, either l:ll'ger or
Emaller. Thi!l dilference in thiekne~~ wall sometimes observed in the pubis, at 01hers
in the bt1.~e of the sacrum, and again in both of these bones 11t the snme lime. Besides,
in more than a hundred well-formed peh'<'S, covered by nil their ti3sues, which had not
been nllered by disease in any way, we hnve noticed considernblevnrintions boih in
the volume and the thickness of the parts forming l11c nntero·posterior diameter ntthe
1uperiorstrnit.
Mndnme Lnclrn.pelle bas found the l!flcrum alone nc11rly three inches thick, in mnny
well-formed pelves, whilst in l!ome deformed ones it scnrccly measured lwo inches
" I conMider there!lultll," adds this~kilful midwife, "thnl areobtnined in m<'ll"Uring

~l~~::ri:;::~~;;nf1,~~~~:~~~~s,:::'.;i:~~~s:~!;0J~}r~:~;fI.~,~;f·~~":~~~L~

~~:~t:~ae:~;t~<~;e11 ~rn 1:!~i~~;~~:t\~~:i:t:c:~~~n~ ~:t ti~e 11:~ :~i:~1~:;~reesc;li~~ !'::~ f~·~;: 1'. ·:~
the neck of the femur, &c."
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But the case is far different when the woman is pregnant or in labor, for
then it is ncccsrnry to learn the dimensions of the pcl\'iC cavity with the
greatest exactitude. For this purpose, accoucheurs have dcvi:<ed rnrious
instruments, which they have designated by the title of i11ternal pehiuu'ltril,
The most ancient of all is the one invented by Coutouly, which clo.-;l'Jr
resembles, in its general appearance, the instrument used by shoemnkcri:,
some years since, for taking the measure of the foot; it is composed of two
iron rules, which slide on each other, and each having a &hort plate fixed at
a right angle on one of its extremities. \Yhen it is introduced into the
vagina, the two rules are slipped along each other, so as to get one of the
plates against the sacro-vertebral angle, and the other just behind the J>O!:i·
terior face of the symphysis pubis. One of these rules is marked by a
scale, which indicates the degree of separation of the two plates, and, consequently, the length of the sacro-pubic diameter.
The use of this instrument is attended with such numerous inconveniences as to have banished it almost entirely from practice. Its npplication is difficult; it distends the vaginal mucous membrane greatly, and
this di.stentiou is often very distressing to the
The extremity of
the plate that is intended to be applied on
sacro-vertebral angle, is
liable to slip and to become displaced; beside which, the organs situated in
the excavation oppose its free use.
Madame Boivin endeavored to obviate most of the objections against
Coutouly's instrument, by substituting a new one, which she called an intro·
pelvimeler; which, although bearin,g a general resemblance to the former,
diffCrs essentially, in having its two constituent branches simply articulated 1
so that they may be unfastened and introduced separately; the one into
the rectum, the plate of which is to be applied against the sacro-vertebral
angle, and the other into the vagina, so as to place its vertical part behind
the symphysis pubis. This instrument is perhaps less painful to the patient,
and not so liable to be displaced as the other, but it will not furnish us any
more accurate results. Besides, the introduction of a foreign body into the
rectum is so cli::;agreeable to most women that very few are willing to submit
· to it; for where, indeed, is the young girl (and Madame Boiyin recommends it partit:ularly for virgins) who would ever consent to itii employ·
ment?
But it is unnecessary to allude here to all the other pe1vimcters that ha\·e
been proposed, and I shall only bring forwnrd the one invented by Stein,
which I should adopt rather than the preceding, because it is more simple
and more easily applied. It is merely a metallic stem, of the length and
size of the fomale catheter, provided with a slide, and having the metrical
divi:-;ions marked on one of its surfaces. It is employed by pa~::;ing it~
extremity a.long the forefinger, previously introduced into the vagina, until
it reaches the ~aero-vertebral angle; the external part is next pre~d upwards, so as to bring the graduated face in contact with the lower portion
of the symphysis pubis, and then, by means of the slide, the point on the
stem corrcspon<ling to the symphysis is marked. The instrument is sub.sequently withdrawn, and all that part of it beyond the slide shows the length
of the sacro-pubic diameter, or rather the interval existing between the
sacro-vertebral angle and the inferior part of the pubis.
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'Ilowcvcr, Stein's peh·imeter may be replaced by any straight rod wlrntever, upon which the finger will take the place of the slide.
Many very ingenious instruments have been proposed during the last
few years, for the purpose of obviating the Yarious objections we have urged
ngnimst tho::cjust mentioned; such are 'Vellenbergh's, a description of which
is given by l\1. P. Dubois in the twenty-third rnlume of the new edition of
the Dictionnaire; and, more particularly, the one announ<'e<l quite recently
by :M. \Tan IIu evel, a professor at Brussels. This latter, in my estimation,
has inconte-tnble ad,·antages over all the others; and I feel warranted in
recommending its more general use.
It is composed of two round rods i an internal or vaginal one (Fig. 102,
AA), fln.ttened like a spa tu] an.teach
extremity, and hav in g, about the middle of its upper face, a small blunt
hook, or catch, the concavity of which
looks towards the outer extremity;
the other, or external one, n n, is
traxcn:cd at the upper eud, and perpendicularly to its direction, by a
long screw, c, which is drawn back
by unscrewing. These rods are held
together by means of a. nut, or articular box, thereby forming a. kind of The mcasunitlon or the Mttr<>-1·uliic diti.me1er "•Ith
M. Yan lluue1'1 pthimeter.
COmpn::;::;, the legs of which Can be
lengthened out or shortened at pleasure, and can likewise be moved in every
direction. A turn of the central screw in the nut presses them against each
other, and retains them firmly in any desired position.
When this instrument is to be applied, the woman lies on her back, having
the legs1 as well as the thighs, flexed and separated. \\'e then begin by
ascertaining, both exteriorly and interiorly, the exact situation of the upper
border of the pubis, marking the skin with ink at the point corresponding
to the middle thereof. The ilio-pcctineal emineneeon each side.just beyond
the eour:;e of the crural artery, is next sought out and marked in the same
way; so that the anterior extremities of the sacro-pubic and the two oblique
diamete~ of the superior strait are indicated by the three ink-spots on the
skin," hich are afterwards easily found. This being done, one or two fingers
of the left hand are introduced into the vagina, and placed on the angle of
the i!:l.C rum ; and then, with the other, the curved extremi ty of the Yaginal
rod is conducted along and under the~e fingers, which support it against the
promontory, while the thumb of the same hand, pre~sed into the blunt hook,
firmly retains it on the exterior. The right hand, which hitherto held the
instrument, now turns the long screw, c, in the external branch, the button
of whirh re..:ts on the ink-spot made upon the mons vencris. While the
operator thus holds the two branches in their re:;;pective positions, an a<:sist·
ant tighlens the screw in the articular nut; when the instrument, being thus
fNcncd, is ca refully withdrawn (Fig. 102), and the distance between the
two point:.:, that is to say, the interval which separa.tcs the promontory from
tlie anterior face of the pubis, is ascertained by a scale. This <listanl"e
42
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being known, the branches are rendered rnovahle by unfastening tl1e artirular screw; and the opera.tor again carries the left forefinger into the vnµfoa

behind the :-ymphyi'iS puhi!'!,
to which point he conrlu!·t.~
thecxtrcmityoflhevagiual
branch (its (·onravity Ueing
in front), by slipping it along
the p11lmar surface of thi~
finger, and he sustains it

there by one hand, whih:;t
with the other he replaces

the screw of the external
branch upon the ink·$-J>Ot
on thcmons vencri1'; taking
T!Je me118urntion or the 6ym11hyais 1rnbill by 1he same instrument.
care to avoid prcs~ing more
firmly than in the first op·
eration; for it is only requisite to graze the skin without depressing it. The
assistant again tightens the screw in the nut, and the operation is completed.

(Fig. 103.)'
In order to withdraw the instrument, which now comprises the thickness
of the pubic region, the screw c of the external branch is unfastened, and
again exactly replaced in the same position after it is withdrawn. This
distance is also measured, which, deducted from the first, gives ::i. remainder
tha.t extends from the sacra-vertebral angle to the posterior face of the
pubis, or, more propedy speaking, the sacro-pubic diameter.
The ol>lique diameters can be obtained precisely in the same way. The
index and middle fingers a.re carried into the vagina, and their extremities
placed on one of the sacro-iliac articulations, or even, if this carrnot be
reached, on the promontory of the sacrum i the end of the vaginal branch
is slipped up there in turn, and then the button of the screw c is fixed on
the ink-spot corresponding to the right or the left ilio-pect.incal eminence,
The branches having been fastened in this position, are gently withdrawn
from the woman's parts, and the distance between their points is taken by a
graduated scale. In a second operation, the thickness of the cotyloid wall
is a:scertained by conducting the vaginal branch along the fingers behind
as far as the brim of the pelvis, and by replacing the button of
the
branch over the ink-spot corresponding to the ilio-pectineul
em iuence. Is it necessary to repeat, that the soft parts in the groin are not
to be depressed, and that the direction must correspond with the plane of
the a.bdominal strait? The branches are subsequ<'ntly fixed, and extracted
by turning back the screw c, as described above; when, by deducting this
second thickness from the first, the remainder will show the extent either of
the oblique diameter, or that of the sacro-cotyloid inte1 val, according as
the vaginal branch had originally been placed on the sacro-iliac syruphysis
or upon the promontory of the sacrum .
\Ve mn.y observe here that the opening between the promontory and the
llf tho ··ook should impNlc the sliding of thcbrnnch nu, itruigiltbercmoved.
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cotyloi<l wall is the mo:<t e:::scntial t0 be known in cases of oblique deformity;
for the sacra-iliac artil'ulatiou is ncnr deformed (saving where nn exostusi.s
or ~-0me other tumor is den loped ou its surface ; but it is rather the bnse
of the rncrum, or the cotyloid cin-itics which project into the hollow of the
extaration. In fact, the pch-is sustains the vertebral column behiurl, while
in front.and laterally it rc:;t::: on the thigh bones; an<l, therefore, it lie.-1 between
two force,.;, which, in the erect po::ition and in walking, have a continual
tendency to depress thi:; o:::;eous ring at the three points inUicated. Whence
it follows that, if there is any softening, there will be a forward projection
of the 8acral angle, or a pre:s::ing backward of the acetahub; that i:5 to say,
n contraction of the antero-po~terior diamc-ter, an<l of the right and left
sacro-cotyloid interrnls, whiC."h, in the normal state, are only from three to
three and three-quarter inches in extent.
As regards the external mca..~urcment, we can connrt the pelvimeter into
11. common compass for the infCrior strait, by taking the handle part
of the
two branches, and properly adjusting the nut; these being placed on the
tubero:itie~ of the i,-chia, or one at. the point of the coccyx, and the other
under ihc pubic arch, we are enabled to take the transverse and the anteroposterior diameters of' this strait directly.
Lastly, by aclUing a piece to the
apex of the vaginal branch (Fig.
104, D n), we form a ~pecieg of callipers similar to the mecometer of
Chau~,.ier. This piece is fir~t flat- "'
tl-ne<l out like a sp::i.tula, and then
curved; and its concavity is placed
along the ailterior l'iUrface of the
pubis; the branch that supports it
JnbiiCS backwards between the woman's thighs; and the button of the

~:;;~~r~:e~~!:gS~~~O~Sh~l'~~:~c~f

The

~me iustrum:;.~i;::.~rttd into a paJr of

the last lumbar vertcbra. 1 The
operator holds the extremities of the instrnment in his two hands, whilst an

~;i~~~:~c\~:~~t~n~~~~~"~~;~:: ::lh~~e ~:~i;~~~~,n~~~icl:\!sr~~·:1~~1~~g~~ i~: 1!~~:~

before measuring the interval between the points with the scale.
from the Jfemoir of ,J[ Yan IIue11el.)
1

(Extract

lf, says M. Van Jluevel, the tubercle of the spinou1' process of the last lumbar ver·

~:~~~;~E:.::;~~:;:·~:·:~~~'.'.':.~~~g~~:::~:~:~~;.~::~:':::;~~~!i~~:~~~:,~,:r~;~~:i.~

miilJle of the sacrum, mnke a mn.rk, from which the string is to be concluctrd obliquely

[~~~~;~~~~~ilf~!~~ff~~IT~~~~~f@
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Bru~cls improved Jij 9
first pelvimcters, besi<lls suggesting auother, which appears to me quite as
simple, and of more general applicability than the preceding. I therefore
think it right to gi\·e a detailed description of it.
lt is simply a pair of callipers (Fig. 105) composed of two branches, oue

In February, 1850, the ingenious rt.<"coucbeur of

l_:--l1!-,-~·.

1

~\

I

\

of which is fixed, and the other movable. The first, A n, is eleven inch~
in length, slightly curved, and flattened at its extremity i it is inserted into
tl1 c vagi na for the internal measurement, and bears a hooked ring nenr its
P.•i<lJlc, beyond which is a non-graduated arc of a circle. It articulatc3
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below, lik e an ordinary pair of compa::ses, with the prolongation of a sheath,
in which i:-:; inserted the lower extremity of the other branch. The Cllr \'U·
ture, length, and hooked ring, are the same as in the small geometric pcl·
,•imeter.
The !'econd or externa l branch, c B, may be lengthened or shortened at
plea,.;ure. lt carries at its upper extremity a. long horizontal screw, like the
preceding pelvimeter, for the purpose of facilitating the disengagement of
the compa~ after its internal application: from thence it curveE outwardly,
and, finally, in descending becomes straight and quadrangular, and entera
the abo,·e-mentioned sheath. The l:ltter, which is open at both ends, is
furnished with a groove externally, for the purpose of receiving a projectio1
of the branch, which prevent::; its escaping from the shea.lh. Its inner side
is pro,·ided with a spring bearing a point, which pas.3es through the side,
and lodges in a sma.11 hole in the branch, so as to prevent the latter from
slipping up and down, and to keep the two extremities of the branches on
the same lc,·el. \\rheu the spring is raised, the point escapes from the hole
in the stem, which then become.3 movable; when relea.:;ed, and prcs.::.ing
upon its surface, it keeps it at any height desired.
The nrc of a circle attached to the rnginal branch is applied against the
right side of the external branch . A slide (Fig. 106 ) is traversed by the
latter at right angles, and also by the a.re. On the opposite side is fixed a
vice, moved by a lever, which presi'es these two pieces together, and prc\'ent.s
all motion. La-~tly, a graduated scnle (Fig. 107) sen·cs to measure tho
distance between the extremities in any given position.
Let us now examine the mode of a.pplication of the new pelvimeter.
The compre~:sing vice of the slide is relaxed, and the t>Oint of the spring
engaged in the small hole of the external branch keeps the extremities of
the instrument on the same level, so as to form a pair of call ipers. The
extremities are applied either to the anterior superior spinous processes of
the iliac bones, to the crest of the ilium and the tuberosity of the ischium
of the same side, or the bottom of the horizontal screw is placed upon the
spinous procc:ss of the lust lumbar vertebra, and the extrem ity of the
vaginal branch against the mons vcncris by passing between the thigh.s of
the patient; again, one may be applied to the upper, and the other to the
lower edge of the pubis, to the tuberosity of each ischium, or, finally, upon
the coccyx, and under the pubic arch.
Thus nrc obtained the extent of the transverse diameter of the greater
pelvis, the depth of the enti re cavity, the distance from the loi ns to the
pubis, the length of the symphysis pubis, and the transvC'rse and antcropo.~terior diameters of the in terior strait, the value of eal"h of which fo
determined by the scale.
To mea;c.iurc the interior of the pelvis, the woman is placed on· her back on
thE' bed, with the breech brought to the edge of' the mattre~s. The extrem ities of the diameters of the superior strait are marked in the manner already
described, with the aid of a cord and a. quill. Then, one or two fingers of the
left hand are introduced into the vagina as far as the promontory ("If the
sacrum. The right hand hold s the callipers unfastened and opened to its
foll extent, and with the external branch depressed in its sheath. The
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extremit?' of th~ vagi nal branch is ne:;-:t passed ~11to tl.rn genital orgnus along
the previously mtrocluced fin gers, which press it ngamst the sncro-Yertehral
angle, whilst the base of the thumb engages itself in the hook. Th e in~tru
rnent is held motion less in its position by a single hand. Then, the thumh,
fore, and middle fingers of the right hand gra~ p the external branch ahnvc
th e arc of a circle, and raise or lower it in its sheath until the button of the
h ori zontal screw correspond s to the mark made upon the mons veneris. ,\ 5
soon as this is eflCcte<l by merely grazing the skin, the ring-finger pr<>~f.:CS the
lever of the vice forwards, to fix the instrument in its place. It is ihen
withdrawn from
woman's parts, and the distance between the two
extremities
bv means of the scale.
The first stage of the ~perat i on being accompfol1ed, the vice is relaxed,
and the extremities of the ca lli pers aga in made to correspond. The i11dex
fin ger of the left hand is again introduced into the vagina, and applied this
time behind the pubis. The extremity of the vaginal branch is condnctecl
thither, with its concrwity in front, by the right hand. As soon as it hns
reached tlie upper edge of the symphyf'=i5:, the branch is seized with the entire
hand , and the li ttle finger pai:::secl into th e rin g of the hook. Th e external
branch is afterward seized aboYe t11 e arc by the three first fingers of the right
hand, and the rin g-finger pu~hcs th e lever of the vice forward, as soon ns
th e button of the horizontal screw corresponds to the spot on the mons
veneris. This second application i;:h ould be made as gently as the fin;t,
merely grazing the skin. Should any difficulty be experienced in the witl1
drawal of the pelvim eter, the horizontal screw may be screwed bark,
prov id ed it be restored to its position after t he extraction. Th e distanre
between the ext rem ities should be again measured by the scale, and ::uh·
tracted from the first result, to obtain the extent of the !lUcro-pubic diameter.
The only error possible in this process results from the un eq ual pressure
upon the skin in the two applications, or else upon the irregu lar position of
th e branch behind the pubis, which may be either higher or lower than the
sacra-pubic line itself. A little attention only is necessary in order to a\"oid
these ~ight ca uses of error.
The proceeding is exactly th e same for obta inin g the oblique dia.meter.::.
Th e pelvimeter is first loosened, opened widely, and the external branch
lowered in its sheath. If the left sacra-pubic space is to he me:isured, the
instrum ent should again be taken in the right hand; the fore and middle
fin gers of the other hand are introduced into the genital organs, and placccl
to the left of the pre· vertebral projection; then the extremity of the vnginal
branch is passed up to the point indicated, and retained there by the fingers
of th e ri ght hand , the button of the external bran ch is placed upon the
mark O\·er the left ilio-pertineal em in ence, and the vice is tightened by the
rin g-finger. Th e instrnment, in its diagona l position, is withdrawn from
the parts, and the distance between the two extrem ities ascertained by the
scale.
Havin g noted the latter, the vice is unfastened, and the two extremities
of the callipers brought together. Then the fore and middle fin gers of the
left hand are again introduced into the vagina behind the left ilio·pcctineal
eminence, as ~lso th e extrem ity of th e vaginal branch with its concnx11y
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forward i the branch is next grasped with the left hand, and the li ttle finger
introduced n.t the same time into the ring of the hook. The thumb, fore,
and middle fingers of the right hand replace the button of the external
branch upon the mark OYCl' the left ilio-pectineal eminence, whilst the ringpre:::~es upon the lever of the vice. Th e same precaution sho uld be
in the first instance, of turning the horizontal screw, if necessary,
to withdraw the instrument, and to return it to its pln.ce, for the
purpose of measuring the new distance between the extremities. The subtraction 01· this quantity from the other g iv es the dimensions required.
The right saero-pectineal distance is a::scertaine<l in the same way, except
that the fingers of the right hand are then introduced into the vagina, the
instrument being held in the left hand.
Finall y, the meas.urement of the trans,·erse diameter of the superior strait
is accomplishe<l in nearly the same manner. The callipers being prepared
as usual and held in the right hand, two fingers of the left hand in a state
of forced supination, the thumb being directed downwar<ls, are carried to th e
right side of the pelvis. Th e convex ity of the vaginal br::inch is directed
toward that point, and held there by the pressure of the introduced fingers,
and by the left thurub, which is engaged in the hook. The free hand conducts the external branch beneath the left thigh, which is raised for the
purpose, and places it upo'n the mark made upon the corresponding hip.
The riug-finger of the right hand fixes the instrument in its transverse position by pre;:;::sing upon the Je,·er of the vice, and the distance between the
extremities is measured by the scale after the extraction.
To make the second application, the vice is relaxed, and the external
branch elongated beyond the extremity of the vaginal oue; then, the fore
and middle fingers of the left hand arc placed in the genital organs on the
left side of the pelvis. The extremity of the vaginal branch is conducted
thither by the right hand, and kept there by the lc:ft hand, the little finger
of which is in::serte<l in the ring of the hook. The external branch is finally
directed by the free hand beneath Lhe left thigh upon the hip of the same
side, and fixed as usual. The horizontal screw is next turned for the purpose of withdrawing the pelvimcter. When restored to its place, the distance between the extremities is again taken, and this, subtracted from the
first measurement, gives the length of the transverse diameter.
The diameters of the excavation may be measured in the same manner;
it being only necessary to take the precaution to mark spots around the
pel\·is between the limits of the superior and inferior straits.
But, after all, the hand of an accoucheur, accustomed to practise the
touch, is certainly the best and most satisfactory of all pclvimetcrs; for,
with the exception ofa few rare cases, in which I would give the prcforence
to the instrument last described, it is always possible to ascertain Pxactly
by it the external form of the pel\'is, and also, by its introduction into the
\'agina, the perfect or defective conform ation of the cavity.
By the exterior palpation, we are enabled to learn the exte rnal characters
of the pelvis, to find out what interval exist::; Lctween the two iliac cres ts,
and to measure the depth of the auterior, the po.::itcrior, and the lateral \\·alls
of the pelvis; aad this might possibly be all.sufficient; although, in our
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it is better to resort to the callipers of Baudelocque for the external
mensuration.
It is more particularly in the appreciation of the dimensions of the cavity,
the straits, and the excavation, that the hand introduced into the parts
serves as a sure and faithful guide. It is not even necessary to p::t"d lhe
whole hand into the vagina, for the introduction of one or two fingers is
usually quite sufficient; in fact, we ought to be satisfied with this, when the
woman is uot in labor, since the entrance of the entire hand wou!J. often
prove very painful. 1
The followi11g is the proper mode of using the finger: the index having
been passed into the vagina, is directed upwards and backwnrds towards the
sacra-vertebral angle, which is
easly recognized by its prominence, ana by the transverse
depression formed at the Jumbo-sacral articulation. When
the extremity of the finger is
well applied against this part,
the wrist is carried upward and
forward, until the radial border
of the finger comes into contact with the lower margin of
the symphysis pubis (see Fig.
108), when the index of the
other hand (the precaution
h:wing previously been taken
to separate the labia externa
and the nympl1:B) is applied with its back against the vestibule upon which
it is slid until the end of the nail touches the finger in the vagina. The two
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Jingera shou1d come together precisely at the lower edge of the symphysis
pubis. Pressure with the na.il will m:ike a sufficient mark upon the finger
of the right hand. The latter finger is then to be withdrawn and applied to a
rule. In this way the distance between the sacro-vertebral angle upon which
the end of the finger rested and the lower edge of the symphysis pubis is
very readily determined. But this oblique line is longer than the anteroposterior diameter of the upper strait, which terminates in front, on the
posterior superior part of the symphysis; consequently the excess must be
deducted; and, by subtracting four or five lines for a large pelvis, and three
to four for a sm:lll one1 we shall have very nearly the extent of the sacropubic interval. \Vith regard to the exact number of lines to be deducted,
the attention should further be directed to the thickness, the length, and
the more or less marked obl iquity of the syrnphysis ; which circumstances
can easily be determined by the touch.
Of all the methods, measurement by the finger gives the best results;
but it should be done carefully, and precisely in the manner described above.
If the separation of the greater and lesser labia be neglected, or if the
nail be not applied accurately against the lower pa.rt of the symphysis, the
measurement obtained will necessarily be inaccurate.
The finger introduced in to the 'parts will also be able to appreciate the
extent of the antero-posterior diameter of the excavation; for it can very
readily pass over the whole front surface of the sacrum; and, consequently,
can judge whether its anterior concavity is augmented or d iminished.
Lastly, its extremity being applied against the point of the coccyx, the
accoucheur should again elevate his wrist until the radial border of the
hand is arrested by the lower part of the symphysis; then, marking this
point with the other forefinger, he should withdraw the hand a11d apply it
to a graduated scnle, and he can thus ascertain very correctly the extent
of the coccy-pubic di:uneter i further, by pressing gently on the point of
this bone, he can judge very readily of the degree of mobility in the sacrococcygeal articulation. In cases of deformity caused by the excessive
length or unusual obliquity of the pubic symphys is, the direction of the
vulvnr openiag will be so much changed as to attract attention; it being
then situated much more posteriorly than in well-formed women.
Although the results fornished by the touch are perfectly satisfactory aa
regards the nutero-posterior diameters, it is far otherwise with the transverse
and oblique ones, particularly at the superior strait ; for the extent of these
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can only be judged of approximately, and we can do nothing more dinn
test with the finger the dimensions obtained by the external mensuration.
Th e fin ger, when entered, is to be carried in the direction of tho:;e diameters,
and the accuracy of the result thereby obtained will depend on the experience and tact of the accoucheur. H owever, we shall soo n have occa~ion to
be more e:xplicit on this point, by qxtracting from the works Jf liDL
NregCle and Daoyau the results of their researches.
As to the transver!'=C diameters of the inferior strait, their dimensions cnn
evidently be ascertained by the aid of the fingers.
Again, the educated finger will giYe a Yery just idea of the length of the
symphysis pubis, the spreading anJ height of the pubic arch, the depth and
normal configuration or deviation in the lateral walls of the excavation,
and of the inward prominence of the ischiatic spine.
Th e existence of the various tumors that mny obstruct the peh·ic cavity,
or greatly diminish the canal intended for the passage of the child, can be
recognized by the finger alone; for it can detect their nature, their softnes.5,
or resistance, and their mobility, or adheRio n to the oi::seous parietes, or to
the soft parts which line the latter, far better than any other
But during parturition, the touch, which is so often useful at
times,
may not prove adequate to this measurCment; for, if the contraction is not
very extensive, the head, after being arrested for a long time, may finally
engage at the upper part of the excavation, and form a considerable rounded
tumor just below the superio r strait, large enough to prevent the finger from
pa~~ing up to the sacro·vertebral angle; and if the sncrum should then
happen to be strongly pressed backwards 1 as is most commonly the case, so
thnt the antcro·posterior diamPters of the exca\•ation and of the inferior
Hrait are incrcasecl 1 the cause of the head's arrest might be mi:mnderstood 1
if the accoucheur docs not bear in mind that, before engaging, it remained
for some time above the symphysis pubis. The attention 1 howeYer1 will be
awakened, if the finger, in traversing the anterior surface of the sacrum
from aboYe downward 1 detects the absence of its normal curvature. The
sacro·vertcbral angle may, however, be reached quite frequently by passing
th e finger around the head; but the tumor formed by the redematous scalp
sometimes projects so far into the cavity of the pelvis, as to render it im·
possible to measure a straight line from the promontory to the lower part
of the pubis.
'Ve repeat, that the accoucheur's finger is the most perfect of all instru·
mcnts, tho11gh its importance must not be overrated. In fact, many prac·
titionerR havf' erred in declaring, with Madame Lachapell e, that the best
prQof of a good conformation of the pelvis is the impossibility of reaching
the sacro·\'ertebral angle with the finger. Certain others, while admitting
th e imperfect.ion of the other methods of exploration, equally err in suppos·
ing t hat nn estimate, correct enough to guide us safely iu practice, will be
obtained by employing them simultan eously ; because, there are some cases
where the best known methods of explorat ion are inadequate, where the
finger cannot reach the promontory of the sacrum, and yet where a mutila·
tion of th e fo::::tu!'l. and sometimes even the Cresarean opera.tiQn, have been
necessary.
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The oblique oval pelvis belongs to this class; and l\f. NregCle, who described it with so much care, after ha.ving experienced the iu efil.ciency of
the means of diagno:;i:s u:;ually employed, has made some researches, with
the view of overcoming this diffir:ulty; for which purpose he has taken
points on the pelvis different fr om those described by mo:;t authors, which
are eabily accessible and recognizable; and h e has carefully measured the
di~tanced between them in the normal state, as already pointed out (page
653, Kos. 6, 7, 8, 9, nnd 10). "In forty-two pelYes of well-formed females,
we have found," says he, <I in a large majority of cases, but little or no differth e above-menence between the two sides of the same pelvis, as
cx:pre:;sed by ::\I.
tioned distances." l\I. Dan ya.u, respo nding to the
N:.egele, has repeated those r~searches in a g reat. numbeL· of li\·i ng and wellformed women, and the following are the conclusions at which he has
arrived, nam ely, that in eighty fem:des it a.ppeared : 1. That the distance from the tuber ischii of one side to the posterior
superior spinous process of the opposite iii nm, was the same on both sides in
twenty-one persons; in fifty-one, the diffe rence between the two sides was
from one to three lin es; and in eight only it amounted to four, fi\•e, and six
lines; whilst, in the oblique-oval pelves, the small est difference was found
to be one inch, anJ t h<> greatest two in ches.
2. Tha.t the distance from the anterior superior spinous process of one
side to the posterior superior ilia c spi ne of the other, was the same in
both halves of the pelvis in twenty-two females; in fifcy-one there was a
dift'l!rence of' one to six lines between the two; and in se\'en women only was
this difference from seven to eleve n lines. In the oblique-oval pclves, the
smalle5t. difference between these sides was three-quarters of an inch, and
the greate"t two in ches.
3. That the distance from the sp inous process of the last lumbar vertebra
to the anterior superior iliac spine, was the same on both sid es, in twentynine instances; in fifty-one, there was a difference of one to seven lines be·
tween the two. But in the oblique-ova.I pelves, the least dlffcrence was
eight lines, and the greatest an in ch and a third.
4. 'l'hat the distance from the t roc hanter major of one sid e to the posterior superior ili<w spine of the oppo" ite one, was the same in eig hteen cases;
when mea:,u red comparatively on t he two sid es of the pelv is, a <lifference of
one to six lines in thi:> distance was found in fifty-seven; and in five only it
ranged from seven to nine lines; whiLst, in the oblique-oval, the smallest
difference was half an inch, the greate:ot an inch and a half.
5. That the distance from the lower borde r of the sy mphysis pubis to the
posterior superior iliac spi ne, was the same o n both si des in thirty-two
women; in forty-six, the diffe rence between the two halves of the pelvis, in
this respect, was from· one to six
in two, from eight to nin e liues;
but, in the obliqu e-oval pclves, the
diffCrcnce in thi.s distance. taken
on both sides, was seven lines, the greatest one inch.
It will, therefore, appear that, by a proper d egree of care. and the aid of
the me:c::urernents ju~t giYen, we would he able to recognize the deformity
in quest ion, by measuring the aforesaid distances on each side, and then
con1paring the results obtained from both.
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But t11ere is yet another method for detecting the 'Jblique-ornl pelvis,
says M. NregCle; that is, if a woman, having a well-formed pelvis, be placed
with her back against any vertical plane, as a wall, for instance, so that the
shoulders and upper part of the buttocks be in contact with this plane, and
then two plumb-lines be dropped, the one from the point corresponding to
the spinous process of the first sacra l or the last lu mbar vertebra, and the
other from the lower border of the symphysis pubis, it will be found that
the latter nearly or quite covers the first; t hat is to say, that a line perpendicular to the wall would intersect both of these plumbs at a right angle;
but this is not the case in the oblique-oval pel vis. In fact, one of its essential characters is, that the symphysis pubis is deviated towards one side,
and the sacrum towards thiy other, whence the middle of the pubic s.ymphysis is opposite to the anterior sacral foramina, or even to the sacro-iliac
articulation on the non-auchylosed side. Consequently, when a woman,
whose pelvis is thus deformed, assumes the position just inJicated, and the
plumb-lines are dropped at the designated points, the operator will find, by
bringing his view perpendicular to the wall, that the line placed in front
does uot cover the posterior one; for the latter will deviate to the right or
th e left, according to the anchylosed side, and this deviation will be the more
considerable, as the pelvis is the more deformed. (M. Danyau's Translation.)

ARTICLE V.
INDICATlONS PRESENTED BY TIIE DEFOU:\JITIES OE' TITE PELVIS.

It is not our intention to treat, in this place, of the measures that it would,
perhaps, be advisable to employ for the purpose of remedying deformities
of the pelvis when they exist, for this subject belongs exclusively to the
surgery of the osseous system; besides which, the various mechanical nnd
gymnastic means hith erto used for correcting the deformities of the skeleton
have had no efficacy in changing the form of the peh·i~. But, if nothing
can be done by the physician to cure, he is, at least, not wholly destitute of
resources where there is still a possibility of preventing such deformities.
Thus, during the earlier periods of life, especially, he ought to watch over
all the circumstances that might influence the regular development of the
skeleton, with the most tender sol icitude; be shou ld relieYe rachitic children
from constriction or pressure of every kind, which might, in their variable
attitudes, modify the pelvic circumference; they ought to be left in the
recumbent position as much as possible; the nurse must not always have
the child in her arms, as she is very apt to have, if not cautioned; and
great care is requisite not to permit them to walk too soon, not, indeed, until
their bones have acquired a proper degree of solidity; and even then it
should be by degrees, and only in proportion as their strength increases.
' Ve must not yield, says l\L Bouvier, to the chim erical fears of augmenting
the debility by deprivin g ch ildren of a nece$sary exerci.iie; for repose, on
the contrary, is much better suited to that state of languor whid1 they
generally exhibit; and, besides, we may obtain, by pas::;ive motion, by
exposure to su nlight, and by general movements in the horizontal position,
a sufficient compensation for the state of inaction in which they are kepi
during a part of the day.
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The indications presented by the deformities in the pelvis, considered only
with regard to the unfa\•orable influence they may have upon the puerperal
functions, will e\' idently vary with the degree of deformity. When studying
this infiuence, we classificU all the malformed pelves in three categories,
namely: all those having three and three-qu:irter inches, at the least, in
their smallest diameter, were plared in the first; in the second, we have
included those presenting two and a half inches, at least; and in the third,
those whose smallest dimensions are under two and a half inches; and,
following the example of Professor Dubois, we shall still preserve this
division in the study of the indications offered by the defonnities. 1

§ 1.

'VHAT IS TO BE DONE WREN TIIE CONTRACTION IS SUCH, TIT.AT

TIIE PELVlS MEASURES AT LEAST TIIREE AND TIIREE-QUARTER l NCHE.9
IN ITS SMALLEST DIAMETER?

In such a case, the child may evidently present either by the vertex, the
pelvic extremity, the face, or the trunk.
A. Wh e1·e the Child Presents by the Vertex. - W e have elsewhere stated
that a spontaneous delivery is possible under such circumstances; and, con·
sequently, that the wisest course is to wait and trust to the efforts of nature.
But where the uterine con tractions are exerted in vain for a long time
after the membrtmes are ruptured, and the amniotic waters are partially
discharged without the head making any progress, an application of the
forceps is the only remedy to which we can resort. 2 But the exact moment
for the employment of this measure is to be determined with greater precision. As a general rule, we may wait six, seven, or even eight hours after
the membranes give way, and after the os uteri is fully dilated; and then,
if energetic contractions have been uselessly exerted during all this time to
overcome the obstacle, it will be necessary to interfere, and to apply the
forceps; though it will be advisable to act a little more promptly where
the head, after having been engaged for some time in the excavation, is
arrested by a contraction of the inforior strait; and the same would be
true if this strait were regularly formed, and the arrest of the head were
dependent on a feebleness of the uterine contractions occasioned by the pre''ious efforts on the part of the organ to force it ihrough the contracted
superior strait. It is unnecessary to add, that if any accident whatever,
grave enough to endanger the health of the mother or the lifo of the child,
should occur during the labor, it would demand a more prompt intervention
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of art. i\Iost generally, the frequently repcatC'd auiirultation uf tlH· p11J-.ations of the heart would be safo;factory as to the child's condition, though
even here only a certain degree of confidence can be reposed in this sign.
B. Wh ere the Child Presents by the Pelvic Extremity.- When de.'il'ribing
the mechanism of natural labor, we expressly recommended that no traction shou ld be made on the pelvic extremity in breech presentation~. wilh
the view of avoiding the straightening out of the arms and an exten:-.ion of'
the head; and we still insi:<t on the same precept here. Ncverthele.;;.<;, in
the ca!'le before us, if the largci-;t part of the trunk is delivered, and the
expulsion of the head is unusually delayed, it would he proper to ha,.;tcu
the tcrmiuatioa of the labor by a moderate traction on the body; for su<·h
attempts, if well conceived and well directed in the line of the pelvic axi~,
would prove sufficient in most cases to accompli:;:h the delivery. If, hc.wevcr, they are ineffectual, it will then be necessary to apply the fon:eps.
(See Vrrsion.)
c. W!tere the Child Presents by the }"ace. - Although face prc."cntations
may terminate naturally in the majority of cases where the pelvis is well
formed, it is not the less true, as elsewhere dcmomtrated (p. 345) that the
labor is somewhat more painful to the mother, and is, besides, more dangerous fo r the child than in others. If, therefore, these difficulties, resulting
from the position itself, are superadded to those which e~st as a ncces.~ary
con~equence of the cont raction, there can be no doubt that a delivery, left
entirely to nature, would be attended with a \'cry considerable risk to the
fcetus. Under such circumstances, M. P. Dubois recommends the con,·c~ion
of the face position into one of the vertex, by flexing the head, and thtn
the application of the forceps, if the uterine eflOrts remain fruitlc,.:s after
the change. It appears to us that this cepha li c version would be quite as
difficult as the pelvic, if attempted long after the membranes are ruptured,
aud we should give preference to the latter, which, generally, would enable
us to dispense with the use of the forceps. (See Forceps.)
D. Where the Child Ptesents by the Trunk. - I f the contraction is discovered before the membranes are ruptured, or very shortly after, and the
fcctus is very movable, we should endeavor to convert the presentation of the
shoulder into one of tl1e vertex, and then leave the expulsion to the effort;;
of the womb; but after the waters are discharged, the contraction of the
organ renders the intrnduction of the hand and the cephalic rnrsion so difficult, that I consider turning by the feet much easier and less dangerous.
Th e pelvic version, in the c:ase before us, is attended with some peculiarities th:lt ought to be mentioned. For instance, where a n undu e devclcpm(.'nt
of the ~aero-vertebral angle is the cause of the 1mrrowing, it often happen~,
as before shown, that the bru:e of the sacrum is turned a. little to the one or
the other side at the same time that it is projected forward, thereby coni;trictiug oue half of the pelvis much more thnu the other; and hen,.<\ in
performing the e,·olution of the f<I'tus, a.nd drawing on its pelvic extremit)·,
under ~uch circumstance~, it would evidently be requi!!-ite to turn its po;:;terior
plnne towards the larger hulf of the pelvis, so that, when the head pre:;:ented
at the superior strait, its large occij)itnl extremity would correspond to the
nnn-retracled side.
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It was stated above ihat when the fmtus presented by its flexecl cephalic
llXtremity, it would be nece:isury to apply the forceps, if tbe uterine efforts
were incap:ible of terminating the labor; but the particular variety of malformation that we are now treating of may modify the rnle laicl down, which
was perhaps a little too absolute; for, in this case, the position of the head
must greatly influence the aCcoucheur's determination. Let us
for
is
example, a pelvis whose sacro-,·ertebra l angle while projecting
turned to the right, so as to diminish the sacro-coty loid inten·al very considerably on thi;:; side; now, the intervention of art being- judgc<l uece:isary,
if the head is placed in the left oc:cipito-iliac position, an application of the
forceps will be the only practicable measure; whereas, on the contrary, if
the occiput is directed to the mother's right, we should preferably re:3ort to
the pelvic version. This last operation, by converting a second vertex posi·
Jon into the first of the feet, would have the advantage of bringing the great
occipital extremity of the head to the largest side of the pelvis, and would
thus place the fretus in a much more favorable position.
The delivery has frequently been rendered comparatively easy by the
pelvic yersion when resorted to under such conditions; aud 1.1. Velpeau
relates a case which he term.inated successfu lly by this manceuvre, though
other practitioners had deemed cran iotomy to be indispensable in a former
labor of the same woman.
The recommendations just made have the double object of spariug the
mother from useless suffering, and more particularly of relieving the fffitus
from the danger it would incur from a prolonged labor. \rh cuce, it is
evident, that the accouchcur's course will be somewhat different in those
cases where there is a certainty that the child is not living; for, having
nothing to fear on its account, he might accord a much lunger time to the
uterine contractions, especially as the head, which is then softened and
reducible, contributes far more to an easy cxpubion than under other circumstances. Consequently, he ought not to interfere in such cases, until he
has ascertained positively, by a proper delay, the absolute inefficiency of the
natural forces.
The ch ild's death may also modify the precept above given in tlie trunk
presentations, since the cephalic version was only recommended because it
is more advantageous for the infant; therefore, after its death, the pelvic
version would be preferred as bl!ing less painful to the mother.

§ 2.

WrrAT IS TO BE DO~E WilEN THE DEGREE OF CoNTRACTIOX IS SUCH

THAT THE PELVIS :MEASURES TUREE AND TilREE-QUARTER I NCHES A'l' THE
MOST, AND TWO AND A HALF INCHES AT TIIE LEAST, IX ITS SMALLEST

DI-

AMETER?

If the fcetus dies before or during the labor, and the uterine contractions
are ineffectually prolonged, we should, doubtless, prevent the dangers the
mother might undergo from the delay, by resorting to embryotomy, and the
application of the ordinary forceps, or even of the embryotomy forceps.
Again, if when the accoueheur is summoned to the patient, the membranes
have been ruptured for some time, and the waters are partially or wholly
evacuated; if the uterine contractions are exerted on the child's body alone.
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or repeated attempts at extraction have been made without success; i~ in
a word, the child's life has been compromised, either hy the length of the
labor or the useless intervention of art,-in all such cases it may be regarded,
though still living, as non-Yiable, and embryotomy is considered by mo.:;t
modern accoucheurs to be the only proposable measure. \Ve ourselves held
this opinion for a long time, but being rather less fearful of the probable
consequences of pelvic version in contractions of the pelvis, we now think,

that so long as any chance remains in favor of the child, the latter operation should first be attempted. Craniotomy can always be had recounse to,
if, after the disengagement of the trunk, it should be found impossible to
extract the head.
But where the degree of contraction alluded to is detected at the com·
mencement of the labor, before the membranes are ruptured 1 and consequently at a time when there is no reason for supposing that the viability
of the fcetus has been compromised 1 what ought to be done?
Following the example of M. P. Duhois we shall here admit n. further
subdivision into two classes, namely: one, where the pelvis has an extcntof
three and three·quarter inches at the most, and three inches at the leastj
and the other, where it has but three inches at the most, and two and a half
inches at the least, in its smallest diameter .
. In the former case, after having waited for all that can reasonably be
expected from the uterine contractions, the forceps are to be applied when the
vertex presents favorably. Should the attempt prove fruitless, the contrac·
tions may be allowed to continue for an hour or two longer, when, if ineffectual, the instrument is again to be had recourse to. If moderate tractions
arc found to be insufficient, the instrument should be withdrawn, and pelvic
version attempted, in the hope of extracting a living child. (See Art.
Forceps, Appreciation.) If no favorable result follows this second application of the forceps, we are in the conditions ahove mentioned, and the life
of the child being certainly compromised, we are authorized in preferring
craniotomy to an operation which might prove disastrous to the mother; I
allude to the symphyseotomy or the C.:esarean operation.
But should the child present by the face, trunk, or breech, turning is to
be preferred. (See App1·eciation of the Forceps.)
When the pelvic diameters afford but from two and three-quarters to
three and a quarter inches, the indications to be fulfilled remain the same;
but the difficulty experienced in executing the manccuvres leaves no alter·
native but a bloody operation. (Sec Symphyseotomy, and Embryotomy.)
The various degrees of contraction, when ascertained long before the termination of pregnancy,
new indications to the practitioner; the;e,
in fact. are the cases in
the induction of premature labor is to be
resorted to. The recommendation to subject pregnant women with con·
tracted peiYe8 to a restricted diet and repeated blood·letting during gesta·
tion, applies also to the degree of narrowing m1der consideration, and more
especially to those cases in which the smallest diameter amounts to at least
three and a quarter inches. The value of these two metho<ls will be discuE-sed hereafter.
1
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§ 3.

'VII11 r IS TO BE DONE WllEN TBE DB.IENSIONS OF THE PELVIS ARB
U~DEI. 'fWO AND A II.ALF lNCIIES?

If tho child is living, we have, eYi<lently, only to choose between the
Cresarean operation and the mutilation of the fcetus 1 for
from some
expuls ion is
exceptionnJ ca::;es (see page 646), its sponta neous or
here physically impo!$Sible. (See Caisarean Operation.) But if it is dead,
or if, in consequence of the duration of the la.bor1 and the repeated attempts
at extraction '\ hich have been made, there is reason to believe that its via.
bility is so compromised that it might be considered as incapable ofsurviv·
iog after its birth, th e indications will vary according to the degree of con·
traction.
Where, under these latter circumstances, the pelvis off'ers enough space
in its smallest diameter to enable us to hope that, by reducing the size of
the parts by craniotomy, the delivery can be accomplisbed without subject.
ing the mother to any very serious dangers, the mutilation of the fcetus
should be resolved on, and its extraction effected by aid of the embryotomy
forceps. But wh en the diameter is barely over an inch, we can no longer
think of extracting the child by the natural passages; and the Ctcsa.reau
operation is then alone admissible. I t is very important to know that with
less than two inches, cephalotripsy becomes very difficult, because then the
extraction of the base of the cranium, after the perforation of its vault, and
the evacuation of its cavity, requires such numberless gropings and violent
efforts, such repeated and grievous pressures and distent ions, that the chances
for the mother's safety after these painful attempts, which are sometimes
made without any benefit, are not more favornble than those which followtbe Cxsarcan operation. Under these circum stances, M. Pajot proposes
crushing simply, without traction. (See Cephalolripsy.)
In our remarks thm; far, we have supposed that the child always pre·
sented by its cephalic extremity; but, in order to fill up the outline we have
traced, it is now necessary to point out what must be done when the pelvic
extremity presents, the pelvis affording two and a half inches at the most.
Under such circum!"-tances, the head still adhering to the trunk after the
escape of the latter, or entirely separated from it by decapitation, may become arrested above the superio r stra.it. If, then, the least diameter of the
pelvis amounts to two inches, craniotomy, and the application of the cmbry·
otomy forceps, will ev idently be indicated. But if the contract ion be still
greater1 it would be necessary, after having diminished the volume of the
parts, and attempted in vain every effort at extraction compatible with the
mother's safety,- it would be necessary, I repeat, to separate the head from
the trunk, by dividing the neck, and to abandon its expu lsion entirely to
nature; for, notwithstanding all the dangers to which the woman would
then be exposed, this would be better than the Cmsarean operation, per·
formed after ihe almost total contraction of the womb.
lfnothing has hitherto been said concerning a faulty direction of the axis
of the pelvis1 it was only because, like Professor NregCle, we do not attach
to this particuhr variety of defective conformation all the importance that
Lobstein i:nd many other aecoucheurs have attributed to it. The degree
of inclination of the superior and inferior straits may depart widely from
1
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the figl re bef~re given as expressi ng the average normal conJition. Thus,
t he plane of the abdominal strait may be so in clined downwards a~ to be
sometimes qu ite vertical, as in a woman described by M. Noc-gl-le; while, at
others, there is no inclination at all, being then almo~t horizontal; finally,
the upper part of the symphysis pubis mu.y be moree)cyated than the Mcrovertcbral angle, the plane being inclined from aborn downwar<h~. and from
before backwards, as in the case reported by M. Bello. (Transactions
.Mr:dicales, t. xiii. p. 285.) The plane of the inferior strait may present the
same irregularities of inclination; indeed, .the direction of both straits is
most frequently changed at the same time.
But excepting some inconven iences which the woman suffers during gestation, that arc more particularly dependent on the wrong direction of the
uteru s, whose disp1acement is often a consequence of the fiu1lty direct ion of
tl1e axis of the supe rior strait, the puerperal functions are :-:carccly troubled
by the anomaly mentioned; for a l tho ugh this abnormal direction of the
pelvis has appeared in some few cases to present a serious obstacle to the
deli very, it was only because it happened to coincide 'vith a deformity of
the bones and a contraction of the cav ity. The facts reported by )foreau
and Bello, when carefully exami ned, fully confirm the seconcl part of this
proposition, while the first is proved by the cu rious observations of :M.
NregCle.

CHAPTER III.
OF BONY TUMORS OF TUE PELVIS.

TnE tumors that may obstruct the excayation take their origin in the bones
or in the soft parts, and are extremely numerous and vnrie<l; and, where they
have acquired a consi<lerablevolume, they constitute one of the most serious
difficulties in the practice of midwifery. It will not be in our power, in
this work, to enter into all the details which the importance of the suhject
demands; besides, all that rebtcs to the etiology, the pathological anatomy,
aud the symptomatology of these tumors, rather belongs to surgery than to
the obstetrical nrt; and we must confine ourselves more particularly to
pointing out to the practitioner those signs by means of which their diag·
nosis is established, as a lso to bringing into view the differeut indications
they present foL· treatment. It is prnper to state at the outset, that, in
compiling this article, we have freely extracted from the learned dis::iertation
of M. Puchelt on the subject, whose classification we retuin.
The tumors, whose influence over parturition is about to claim our attention, may have their orig in eith er in the walls of the canal which the fcetus
has to traverse, :Lnd therefore appertain to the soft parts or to the osseous
parietes, or they may be a dependency of the neighboring organs.
Tum ors of the soft parts will be studied hereafter. At pre:;:eut we shall
treat ul' those bony tumors which occasion, in many r espects, n resemblance
to contractions of the pelvis.
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§ 1. E«OSTOSIS.
If we Ia.y aside, says ,;'\l. Danyau, all those case.c:; in which an unusual
prominence of the sacro·vertebral angle has been mista.ken for a true os:;ific
tiunor, as well as those where there is an uncertainty with regard to their
cha.meter, from the insufficiency of' the detail::; in the written account, thorn
po;:;itively remain but two examples of exostosis, the authenticity of which is
incontestable, namely, those repol'ted by Leydig and l\Iackibbin. T110ugh
some doubts may still exi:;t as to the value of many assertions that have
not been subsequently confi rmed by the autopsy, yet I do not believe that
we can thus strike out, by a dash of the pen, most of the observations recorded in our science. For example, it would really be difficult not to
admit the authenticity of the one reported by Gardien, since Duret preserved the pelvis of the female who was the subject of it for a long time in
his cabinet.
The facts reported by ~L Puchelt prove that most pelvic cxostoses arise
from the anterior face of the sacrum. Nevertheless, several other points
of the pelvis have likewise been their seat; thus they have been known to
spring from the sacro·ver tebral articulation, from the la.st lumbar vertebra,
or the first bone of the sacrum, and from the posterior face of the pubi::i,
either from its middle pa.rt, or on ooe of the sides, as also from the internal
face of one of the ischia.
Wh:tt has been stated respecting the uncertainty of the published observations, forewarns us of the difficulty thttt is at times experienced in diag·
nosticating the pelvic exostoscs, and in distinguishing them from the various
prominence;, caused by deformities of the pelvis. The hardness of the
tumor, and its original adhesion to the osseous parietes, are given as char·
acteristic signs; its unevenness and immobility are rtlso important to be
ascertained. Being always covered by the vaginal wall, it projects into the
interior of this canal, by pres:;lng aside the organs situated b~fore it. 'Vhen
from the anterior face of the sacrum, it impinges on the posterior
particularly; and, if the rectum be then explored, the latter will be
found slightly pressed forward by the tumor, which is itself located behind.
Thi ;:; la~t sign is very important, for nearly all the other tumors are situated
in front of t..he bo\~·el.
The prognosis is necessarily dependent on the size and situation of the
tumor, and on the earlier or later period of gestation, at which the labor
takes place. It is evidently more serious when the abnormal growth is
very voluminous; when it is so placed a.s to diminish one of the small diameters of the straits, and when the child's head is very large.
The indi cations for treatment, which were so fully described in studying
the deformit ies of the pelvis, present themselves anew, and demand the
employment of the same means, namely: to abandon the labor to nature
when the tumor is sm:.dt an<l so situtLted as to shorten the long dia.meters
onlyi or to apply the forceps, resort to sy mphyseotomy, to the C::rsu.rean
operation, or to embryotomy, according to the degree of contraction. (See
page 668 et seq.)
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ENCBONDROMA.

e3.

OsTEOSTEATOMA.

§ 4.

OsTEO-SA RCOMA.

Osteo-sarcoma of the pelvis is a very rare disease i two instances, however,
are recorded, in which the contraction produced by it was extensive enough
to require the Crosarean operation.
The tumor can scarcely be distinguished from that of exostosis, unless,
perhaps, by the inequalities it presents, and more particularly by the de·
pressibility, the semi-cartilaginous softness, and the crepitation that it may
offer at certain portions of its surface.
It is evident that this depressibility of the tumor will render the prognosis
less serious than in cases of exoswsis; since we may indulge a hope that the
head being urged on by the uterine contractions, will flatten it down, and
make it disappear in part. Consequently, it is here permissible to wait a
longer time; but as soon as the inefficiency of the efforts of nature becomes
hppareot, we must resort at once to the same measures as in cases of pelvic
contraction.

§ 5. BONY TUMORS CAUSED BY FR.A.CTUHES.
Ossific p·otuberauces in the pelvis may likewise depend on the irregular
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consolida1ion of an old fracture in this part; or may be formed by the head
of the femur, which, in con~equence of coxalgia, has traversed the bot.tom
of the carious and perfora.ted acetabulum, and projects into the pelvic cavity.
I recollect having read in a medical joumal (which I cann ot now fiod ) an
account of the Ct~sarean operation hasing been performed in a case where
the sole obstacle to delivery was thus formed by the head of the thigh -bone.
A reprc:sentation of a fracture is given in the atlas of Professor Moreau,
taken from the iJfosee Depuytren, in which the bottom of the right cotyloid
cavity has been driven in, the internal wall forming a rounded tumor that
projects nearly an inch and a half inwards; the ilium was at the same time
diviJed beyoud the right sacro-iliac symphysis; but, in consolidatin g, the
exterior part of the ili ac fossa has been carried inwards in such a manner as
to approach towards the sacrum, whereby t he tumor formed by the coty loid
wall is brought near to the sacra-vertebral angle.
The Journal des Progi-ei:;, t. xv. 1828, conlaius another cu riou s instance of
a fracture of the pel\'is, with a con:::ecutive deformity in the excavation followed by mortal symptoms i this woman had previously had five fortunate
deli\·eries. The C~sarcan operation has frequently been performed for
obstacles of this nature; thus Burns, Le\'er, and Barlow have each reported
a case of the kind. A very full account of th is subject will be found in
L'Atl<UJ et le Trailf d'Accouchement, de Leu0ir. Paris, 1864.
In conclusion 1 it is evident that, from whatever point the osseous tumors
of the pelvis may arise, this cause of dy.::;tocia will still present the same
indications fo r treatment.

CHAPTER IV.
EXCESSIVE RESISTANCE OF THE EXTERXAL GENITAL PARTS.
EYE~ when the external genital parts appear to be perfectly well formed
and the most thorough examination fails to detect a tumor or obstruction
of any kind, cases sometimes occur in which they resist the passage of the
child. These cases we propose studying in the present chapter.

§ 1. S:\.l~\LLN.E.58 AND RIGIDlTY OF TJJE VULVA.
The rigidity of' the external parts of generat ion, which is frequently obsen'ed in women who do not become pregnant until an advanced period of
life, as also in very young, muscular g irls, who :ire somewhat fat and of a
plethoric habit, often causes a considerable delay in the progress of the head
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is not always so complete as the volume of the head demands; and then the
latter, being urged on by the violence of the uterine contractions, breaks
t.lown the resistance bcforP. it. and a laceration of the posterior vulvar commi~sure and of a more or less considerable portion of the perineum results.
In certain cases, as elsewhere described, the contraction is vainly exerted
for a long time against the resistance of the soft parts, and it becomes en-
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feebled or ceases altogether; the intervention of artificial measures iii thrn
indi cated, at first to restore the contraction if po~sible, a nd aftcrnarch to
replace it by moderate t ractio ns with the forccp!'.
In cases of this nature, where the labor had been abandorled for too long
a time to the resources of the organ ism, the fourchette, being too firm to
yield, has been known to remain intact; while the perineum, distended beyond measure, and thereby rendered thinner, was perforated at its centre,
and the child expel led through nn acciderital opening, bounded in front by
the posterior commissure of the vu lva, and behind by the sphincter a.i;i
muscle. At the present day, this fact is well determined. But it mar
happen that the perineum is perforated at its middle, and yet, notwithstand in g this accident, the fcetus pass out t hroug h the natural pno::::nge: this
is particularly apt to occu r when the accouc heur's hand , being forl'ihly appli ed on these parts 1 endeavors to pre2s back t he head in its norma l directi on, and t hus replace the accustomed resistance of the pelvic floor. Th erefore, it does not follow that the child has escn.pecl through the central laceration of the perineum, simply because such an opening is met wiih after
t11e delivery.
Even when every precaution is taken, there are, as we see, ca:::es in which
extreme smallness of the vulva, a nd rigidity of the so ft parts, make it imposs ibl e for the head to be expelled without greater or less rupture of the
peri neum. In order to p revent it, Mi chaeli s advised, in 1810, inci:::ion of
the posterior com missure. The example of E ichelbery might, however, be
foll owed, and the in cision be made on one or both sides of th e vu Ivar orifice. This operation should be performed on ly when the head is at the
vul va, and rupt ure of the perineum seems immin ent. The blade of Pott's
bistoury is to be glided on its side between the head of the child and the
margin of the vulva 1 and an effort made to limit the in cision to the extent
just necessary to a llow the head to pass. Eichel bery mentions a rapid and
safe cicatrization of the wound, in recommendation of this incision of the
thi ckest part of the vulva.

~

2.

RJ.:SISTANCE OF THE P ERlNEUi\l.

It is not at all unusual, particul arly in strong and muscu lar primiparre,
and in those possessing considerable embonpoint, to find the labor progre,;::sing very regular at first, the head clearing the cerv ix and descending into
the excavation as far as the pelvic floor, and then its further progres3 to~
entirely arrested; the uterus struggles energetical1y for a time agai n.4 th.13
obstade, but, notwithstanding the force of its efforts, the head may remain
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there for scYeral hours without ad\'ancing a single line. This re~i:itunce on
the part of' the pcrinellm is eYidently owing either to an excCl:'l:'iYe contraction of the muscula.r fibres that enter into its composition, 01· else to the
presence of so great a qunntity of adipose tissue, as to rrndcr this portion of
the peh'ic wall too ine."i:tensible to permit the e:scapc of the head.
But whatever may be the cause of the resistance, it affl'cts the ulterior
cour:;e of the labor in two widely different way:;, which it is highly important to cfo•tingubh in practice, for they require the emploympnt of oppo:-1itc
means. For instance, it may happen that the uterine contraction, which
was origiually strong and energetic, i:> sustained in the same dc'gree during
several houri'!, but then, being onrcome by the rc:-:i:stance which it cannot
surmount, it grows weaker, is cxhauljted, and finally cli:.:appcars altogether.
The indications here arc obvious i to endeavor to arouse the pain:> again, by
making the patient walk about her chamber, by rubbing the abdomen 01
titilhlting the cervix uteri, and hy admini::itCring the ergot: and, if all the.:;e
prove ineffectual. to apply the forcep::. But a very diffcrcut ca~c is occa::ionnlly met with, in which the contraction::, ::o far from being exhausted, arc
kept up as strong and ,·igorous as at the commencement of the labor; and
yet1 notwithstanding their energy, they are incapable of' cffCcting the dilatation of the soft parts in the perineum i this proving an in::urmountable
resistance against which the most powerful efforts are spent in vain. Herc
the ai'couchcur should evidently avoid the use of mcaus calculated to arouse
the contractions,-the ergot in particular would be exceedingly dangcrous,eince the tetanic and irregular contractions that rC!;ult from its u~e. and
which have so often been followed by the death of the child, and e\'en by a
rupture of the womb that has almo:>t uniformly proved fatal to the motlrnr,
are then particularly apt to occur. The uterus iJS certainly doing all that it
can 1 and the physician should not attempt to arouse any more energetic contractions, but should rather aid its expuls ive efforts by tractions carefully
performed on the child i and an application of the forceps is clearly the only
rei:ource. Our view of its particular mode of action in the case before us
will be studied hereafter in the article on Forceps.
Now, in order to illustrate this distinction, which we believe very important in practice, we will suppose two women in labor, iu both of whom the
child's head is properly situated, and has rested on the pelvic floor for six
or seven hours; but in one of them, the contractions, that were at first
strong and frequent, have gradually become more feeble and rare, or even
hnve almost entirely disappeared i while in the other, on the contrary, they
i-till maintain all their original power. Iu the latter case, we would apply
the forceps imme<liately i whilst in the former, we should first have recourse
to the various measures calculated to restore the pains, and we would only
rf'.~ort to the forceps when the.<:.c excitations had proved ineffectual, or the
pains catIBed by the ergot still nppcared to be insufficient.
It is also important to remember that the life of the fcetu~ may be greatly
endangered by the ergotic contractions. These, therefore, Rhould not be
allowed to continue too long. If the head il~ not expelled :tflcr the lapse of
half or three quarters of an hour from the commencement of the ergotic
rontractions, I should think it prudent to terminate the labor by the forr-"'ps.
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Th is inefficiency of the pains brought on by the ergot is t\Ot very unusual
in the case before us; but, even then, the admini:strution of this article will
have been useful, though an applicaticn of the forcepo be afterwards deemed
necessary; because the instrument will then be applied under much mor.favorable conditions; for .the contractions produced by the secale cornutum
will aid the artificial tractions; and, moreover, will prevent the consecutive
inertia of the womb, to which the woman would hnve been exposed, if the
instrument had been a1)plied without previously exciting its contractility of
tissue.

§ 3.

LACERATlON OR RUPTURE OF TllE PERINEUM.

MALFORMATIONS OF THE VULVA .AND VAGINA.
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1w1Jllen, so that the sutures then traverse inflamed tissues, which cut through
readily. Lochinl discharges and interenrrent puerperal diseases are, btsides, liable
to interfere with the recovery.
We therefore give preference to the lnteroperation.]

CHAPTER V.
OF MALFORMATIONS OF THE VULVA AND VAGINA.
1II£ malformations of the genital parts may be eith er congenital or aeei·
Jental: but, as both offer very similar indications for treatment, I shall
include them in the s:ime description.

§ 1.

ADIIESIO~ OF TIIE GREATER AND TIIE LESSER LABIA.

This may exist nt birth, or it may result from some wound or ulceration,
the healing up of which has not been properly attended to. Denman has
remarked that this abnormal union is quite frequent in little girls, though
it i:s mrely observed at the age of puberty, as the free and constant use
made of their limbs, when they begin to walk, most probtibly causes a
spontaneous separation. This union, when congenital, may be more or less
complete, intimate, or resistant. When resulting from an accident, it is
ne,·er perfect, because the ·frequent passage of the urine prevents adhesion
from taking place at the point corre5ponding to the meatus urinarius; and
the dbcharge of the men:;trual fluid, when the courses come on before the
cicatrization is completed, likewise prevents the adh~ion of the labia for a
considerable extent.

§ 2.

PERSISTENCE OF TUE lIYMEN.

The hymen may occasionally persist even after copulation, and thus constitute an ob:;tacle to the expul~.ion of the child. The varieties of form it
may exhibit under such eircmm;tances were pointed out in the anatomical
description of this membrane. A persi~tence of the hymen does not always
pr(lvent conC'eption, since mo:;t authors relate instances in which they were
cbligccl to cJi,·ide it at the time of labor in order to make a free pa:-:;age for
the child. They have e,·en detailed examples of pregnant women, in whom
a !5econd hymen was found some cli.:<tance above the fir:;t. Again, this membrane has pcr::-isted after the delivery, as proved in n. cas.e observed by
Meckel, Sen., and repo rted by Tolbcrg. A womnn, aft.er ha.ving expelled a
fretu~ of five months, surrounded by all its membranes, still pre:lerved her
hymen intact, circular, and tense.

§ 3. On:;TP.l:CTIO~ FHOlI CrcATRICF..S.
The ~mallne.~.".i and rigidity of the externa l parts may be occasion~ either
by abnormal b:tnd.s or unyielding and inextensible cicatrices rc.sultrng from
wouudii, or more commonly from the lacerations which are liable to occur
io tedious or difficult labor.:;.
Case~ of this kind are not uncommon. D e la Motte mentions one which
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is quitt- rc'°rnrkable. Auguste Berard relates in lhe Dictionm·y in 30 volurnr.•,
a case in which after the operation of perineoraphy the vuh·a was :-o r·ontracted as to render sexua l intercourse impmbible. In Yo!. V. of the G'nzrtfc
1lJedicole ( April, 1837, p. 13) is reported a case of difficult labor due to an
operation of episioraphy. All cases of' this kind resemb le each other, anJ
the course of the accoucheur, unQ.er the circuntstances, is very simple: a fi.w
incisions, and, if necessary, the use of the forccp.'i, accomplish the delivcry.r
It must not be supposed that all women, in whom the fourchcttc hnd hC<'n
destroyed in a former labor, and in whom the baud resulti ng from the cicatrix had constituted the obstacle to delivery, are as fortunate as she who~o
h istory I have just given; for sometim es a fresh laceration has occurred,
and at others the resisting band has not yielded, and the child has been
expelled through a central rupture of the perineum.

:MALFORMATIONS OF 1'11E VULVA AND VAGINA.
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.,1, )L\LFOl!'.\rATIO~S OF THE YAGIN.A.

The entire vagina, or ouly its upper part, may be wantrng, as in the c:.isc
mentioned (page 108), in "hic:h only the lower fourth of the caual wa.s
This kind of deformity is often coincident with absence of' the
utern:s, in '\hich case it is plain that the accoucheur has nothing to do.
It may be entirely or partially obliterated at ~ome one point, either by
partial or complete adhe:--ion of its walls, or by partitions. The adhesion
may be conglmital, anJ the ,·agin:i reduced to a dcm;e, solid, impervious
cord, composed of mere cellular ti::i.:;ue; or it rnay be accidental, rel:iulting
mo:--t u,,,ually from lacerations or lesions during former bbor::;, or else from
wounds or injuries. Thus, in the case of a wonHrn 1 reported by ~L Lombart,
of GencYO, who used a. pint of sulphuric acid as an injection, with the cul·
1mble dc::.ign of procuring an abortion, the bla.dder was found to be fused
immediately into the rertum, the vagina haYing been dcl:itroyc<l at the cor·
rc,.ponding part; and )1. Crm·eilhier has known tho ,·uh·o·uterine canal to
terminate in a cul-de-::;ac, about an inch from the meatus uri1rnriul:i 1 in con·
sequence of' rngiual injections made with a sululiun of corro..;ive sublimate.
The partitions ~poken of as cxi:::ting in the rngina may be transverse or
longitudinal i and most of the. ca ... es of double or triple hymen mentioned
by authors can probnbly be referred to the former. These ma.y be complete,
that is, they may divide this canal into two distinct cavities1 though more
frequently they exhibit a small opening through which the liquids ooie; 1
or iucomplete1 only obliterating it in part i consequently their form is very
variable in different cases.

pn~sent.

[Aver)· singular cn~e of dystocia, cauo;;ed by a sort of bridle in the vngina, \VM
reported to me by my friend Dr. Pignant, of Creuzot. When tlic child wa~ about
t0 he eJ:pelle•J, the head pa"~eJ :\OOve a sort of bridle or hriJ~e, whilst the body
was diseogaged below it, so that the neck of the child r('mained ~ipplied against the
vuh•a, retained there by the bridle. .'l'he midwife in attendance would not venture
1 In the course of the year 1837, o. young woman, who was advanced to lhe last
month of gestation, presented herself at the clinic of the Fnculle. When the vaginal
louchwas resorted to, the finger was arrested, attl1edepth of one inch and a hnlf or
L~·o inche~, by a perfectly smooth septum, in which it could detect no sensible opening.
Il)' a resort to thespcculum, it became e\•identthattheobstncle to theentrnnceofthe
finger conl'liqed of a membrnne, which ndhered to the wnlls of the vngina, and com·
pletely blocked up ils c:~vity at 1l1is point. Its surface appeared to be nearly an inch
indi11meter: and, by pushing and distencling it with the extremity of tlie instl'ument,
a small opening wns detected townrd1.1 the upper third nnd rigl1t ponion of this pur·
tition, through which a few drop!! of sero·puruleutliquid wereoo1.ing.
The extremityofn blunt probe could scarcely be made to penetrutethelillle orifice,
which 110.!'I directed obliquely from below upwarcls, and from before backwards; lhe
iu!lrumcntthen entered a kind of posterior chamber, formed hythe upper wu.11 of the
vagina Thus far, no accident had impeded the course of the gestation, but 1.1omo
difficulty was thenceforth anticip;lte<l at the time of labor. 'l'hi8 patient wns hlken
during the night with pain1.1, but they were so feeble that a commencement. of the labor
w11&uotsuspec1ed: though about five o'clock in the morning very strong and frequent
ones came on, which effected tl1e CXJ)Ulsion of the fretus. 'l'he lying-in was "cry
fa1·orable,and two weeksa.fterward1.1l found that the septum ha<l been splil iuto three
di~tinct pieces; one inferior and two superior. I have examined thi11 woman several
time~ since, and a.rn satisfied Urnt the flnps still remnin isolated.
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'Where the septa are longitudinal, at times they only divide the vagina in
a part of its extent; but at others, they sepa rate it throughout. In the
latter case, the continu ity of the partition may be interrupted at some part,
and then the two cana ls which it forms will commun icate through this
opening. The sep tum , when complete, is occasionally prolonged into the
uterus, which it likew ise divides into two cavities, although th is does not
always happen.
Th e vagina may have been origi nall y very small , or it may han under·
gone a remarkable diminution or contraction. This, in some ca!ies, has
been carr ied so far as scarcely to permit the iutrocluction of the female
catheter. M. l\loreau observed a young woman in the fourt h or fiflh month
of her pregnancy, in whom this ca na l was so contracted that it barely
admitted the barrel of an ordiuary writing-quill. Such a disposition, which
gives rise to much uneasiness, nearly always yields to the natural progress
of the gestation.'
Again, the vulvo-ute1·ine canal may be deviated from it.s usual course,
and present no natural openings at the parts of generation. The poiuts at
which it then terminates are very various; thus it has been known to open
below the navel by two small orifi ces, separate<l from each other by a strong
membrane, one of which gave passage to the urine, and the other to the
menstrual flui ds; frequently, it discharges into the rectum. Portal ::.ta.tcs
that a you ng girl, in whosa vulva there was only a small opening for the
passage of th e urine, and whose menses were always dischargE:d by the
anus, became pregnant; yet the small opening enlarged sufficiently during
the latter stages of gestation, and more particularly during the travail, to
permit a spontaneous termination of the labor. .M. Rossi reports that,
having been called to a woman in labor, he discovered a total absence of
the external genital organs. At first, he supposed t here was a retention of
the menses, and, under th is impression, made au incision about two incb('s
Jong in the direction of the vagina; when, instead of the menstrual blood,
he encountered a male child, which escaped through this opening, and lived
but seven hours after its birth . 'Vhilst sea rching where the fec undation
could have taken place, he discovered, after having interrogated the husband, a small orifice, near the sphincter ani and at the internal part, which
would scarcely admit a fi ne probe.
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The rnrions obstacles just studied arc most frequently surmounted by
th e efforki of
and, therefore, as a general rule, there is no
to cutting instruments. If, however, it be
deemed a<lvi::ciible to
recourse to an opcnition before the labor, for
separating the agglutinated parts, in ci:Si ng th e hymen, or for destroying an
abnormal septum or vaginal adhesion, it would he better to wait until
the first four or five month s of the gestation lmve passed over; because,
after this period, there would be less reason to fear the unfa\•orablc influence
which the shock caused by the operation might have over its progress. As
the hymen and the vaginal septum are nearly always perforated by an
opening, a cli_rector might be introduced into it, along which a bistoury
should be passed, so as to incise the parts; where it is necessary to divide
the arlherent !tibia, we might use the scissors, as their agglutination is
always incomplete; but, in all cases, the incision must be carried as low
down as possible, so as to open a free passage for the lochia. When it is
desirabl e to destroy the hymen or a septum, it is usually recommended to
make a crucial incision, and even to excise the Haps to prevent them from
afterwards reuniting. A sim ilar plan would be resorted to, at the time of
parturition, excepting that the same importance does not attach to the
excision of the Haps, as the discharges of the loc11ia would prc\ ent their
reunion.
As to the bands and partial contractions found at some part or other of
the canal, we should delay our operation, for they most generally become
softened and ultimately permit the delivery to take place; in the con trary
case, they must ev id ently be incised.
Finally, an accidental and complete obliterntion of the vuh·n, occurring
during the cour.::;e of gestation, would require the creation of a new passage
for the head, as soon as the latter distends the perineum; and it is ad vis·
able to make the incision in the place usually occupied by the vul\'ar
orifice.
1

§ 5.

INVERSION OF TIIE VAGINA.

Inversion of the vagina occasionally takes place during parturition; that

is, the mucous membrane of this canal being pressed down by. the child's
head, n.nd consequently being more or less im·erted, forms a li vid and fun·
gous cushion of consid erable size between the labia, or beyond the vulva,
which opposes the passage of the head. The pressure made by this part
on the inverted membrane, often gives rise to gangrene; and, therefore, with
11 view of preventing this unfortunate result, the forceps ought to be applied
at once. The causes that predispose the patient to an iuversion of the
vagina are: a long and difficult labor, a large head, and a marked relaxation of the mucous membrane. If this affection is detected before the
head is engaged, lhe accident migllt be prevented by pushing up the mem·
brane at the commencement of the labor, and maintaining it there until it.fl

close.
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CHAPTER VI.
TUMORS OF TilE VULVA AND VAGINA.

TnE Yulva and vagina are liable to be affected with a variety of tumors,
of which we shall have to notice, oodcma of the la.hia externa, thrombus of
the vulva and vagina, cysts, absce..«ses, fibrous tumors pedieulated or otherwise, cancerous degenerations, and all the vegetations.

§ 1.

O~DEMA OF TIIE LABIA ExTERNA.

The redema of the greater labia, already alluded to, when treating of the
complications of pregnancy, is sometimes so considerable at the time of labor
its to obliterate the entrance of the v:-igina almost completely i and, hy oppos·
ing the necessary distention of the vulva, it may render the parturition very
difficult, as well as exceedingly painful. The child's head may produce a
gangrene in the parts thus tumefied, by the pressure on them during its
passage, or, at least, it may cause an extensive rupture. These accidents
are to be prevented by making punctures with the lancet in all the swollen
tissues; the number of the punctures will necessarily vary with the extent
of the swollen parts, and the degree of their engorgement.

~

2.

So\.!'l'GUINEOUS

Tunoas,

OR

Tnamrnus.

The tissue that constitutes the lips of the vulva, and lines the entrance of
the \'agina, is composed of Yenules, arterioles, cellular filaments, aud fatty
massc>:, so interlaced and held together, that an effusion of blood there is
almost always abundant i besides which, the stagnation of the fluids in the
external genital parts, and the Yaricose state of the \'aginal yeins, so frequent
in pregnant women, predispose all these organ" to wlw.t is denominated
thrombus. Jn fact, during gestation, and more particularly in the course of
its Jatter months, these large nins arc apt to gi\·e way, either ::pontaneously,
or in consequence of some external violence, and the blood is extra\'ai<ated
into the cellular tissue, whereby a considerable tumor is developed; anclt in
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the course of a variable period, gangrene attacks the distended parts, and
hemorrhage, which is oecaaioually very profuse and sometimes even fatal,
takes place.1
Thrombus of the vulva does not appertain to pregnant women exclusively.
since it ma.y also appear in the non-gravid condition i indeed, according to
Velpeau, it is enn more frequent then than during gestation. However, it
mu~t be acknowledged that the ob;;;truction to the circulation in
extremities caused by the development of the womb, must
aud, consequently, that, in
the production of this
state, a thrombus of the
is far less dangerous than in the opposite
condition.
the great labia, though it has al~o
This turnefn.ction
been obsen·ed in the
in mo.st cases a single lip only is involved,
though at times there is a double tumor, caused by a simultaneous effusion
into both of the labia extema. \\rherefore, Boer was wrong in suppo~ing
that the right one was its exclusive seat, for it may appear indifferently on
either side.
It is rarely present in the earliC'r months of gestation, but is more frequent
in the latter peri')ds, and particularly so during the labor, or after the delivery. The most common cause of thrombus during pregnancy, are blows,
falls, violent concussions, etc., etc. In some cases it can be traced to uo
external violence, and then the spontaneous rupture must evidently be referred to an excessive distention of one of the Yaginal veins. \Vhen occurring during labor, this affection is nearly always manifested just as the head
or breech endeavors to clear the vulva, after having reached the inferior
strait. The rupture of the veins is then certainly caused by the distention,
which they, like all other parts, are subjected to, (a distention to which they
yield with more difficulty,) and by the great accumulation of blood produced
by the obstruction to the circulation from the presence of the child's head.
Therefore, an excessi,·e size of the latter, or its unusual delay at the inferior
strait, a 11<1rrowing of the pel vi::;, and the consequent immoderate efforts on
the part of the patient to o\·ercome the resistance, arc its most common
causes. Certain authors have likewise supposed that the obliquities of the
womb, and the frequent rough examinations of the parts of generation,
might produce them i but it is evident that such circumstances cannot havE
the attributed effect, unless a varicose predisposition exists at the same time.
Ordinarily, these tumors only appear after the delivery, when, indeed, they
are the more dangerous; first, bec<rnse they may the more readily escape
unperceived, and then, because the relaxation of the parts permits them to
acquir~ a very considerable volume.
The remark of i\f. D1,;neux should be borne in mind, that most of tlrn cases
of thrombus which are not detected until after delivery, real ly commence
during the labor, or, at least, that the rupture of the ve!'lsels, if not the effusion, takes place during the first expulsive pains. Often, indeed, when a
1 This n.ccidcnt wns described quite nccuralely, in 1647, by Veslingius.
"r hn.ve
twice.'' says he, "witnessed an effusion of blood betwecL the vaginal tunics, in cnsea
of difficult labor. The labia presented n. cousidernble tumor, which, when opened
dischargedquilealargeamountof blood."
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vein is ruptured, it is so compressed by the head in the exca.va.tiou as to
prevent any effu::;ion, a free escape of blood taking place only after the labor
is. terminated. It being rarely ueces:sary to introduce the hand into the
vagina after the delivery of the placenta, the tumor will not be di:icovercd
until it has become so large as to incommode the patient, or the physitian
is alarmed by the general symptoms of hemorrhage. Therefore1 coni::idcrable
time may elapse between the commencement of the accident an<l its detection.
Still another condition may postpone the appearance of the thrombu.~,
namely, the stoppage of the small opening in the vein by a coagulum.
Finally, it may happen, as supposed by :M. Dubois, that the badly con·
tusecl, and perhap.:5 even mortified walls of the vessels, do not give way
until when, at a later period, the part which has suffered the pre:;:;urc be·
comes detached. The mucous membrane, being more extensible than the
walls of the veins, recedes, so to speak, before the violence which affCct.s the
distended vessel, and is not, therefore, so much injured by it. Thus is ex·
plained the late effusion of the blood into the submucous cellular ti::i.:5ue, and
the consequent formation of a tumor.

It is highly probable that the thrombus which forms during labor is occa·
sioned by the rupture of one or more veins, and the same is true for that
which makes its appearance after delivery; only, in this case, the effusion does
not occur until after the child is born. \\re can imagine, however, that the
phenomena may take place differently; for, as the walls of the veins are
often very much weakened, either by extreme distention or the stretching to
which they are subjected during the labor, it is possible that a sudden move·
ment, a. violent l'nspiratory effort, or a fit of cough in g, might suddenly cause
such an afflux of fluid into them, as to produce their spon taneous rupture
even after t.he lapse of several hours from delivery.
The development of a sanguineous tumor is generally announced by a
severe pain in the affected part, caused, doubtless, by the rupture of some
of its vessels; then one, or sometimes both of the greater labia, or, perhaps,
mly the nymphm, soon swells up, becomes rapidly distended, and forms a
more or less voluminous tumor. This tumor may acquire a considerable
and the quantity of effused blood be great enough to debilitate the
possibly, to produce syncope. In some instances, it acquires
volume at once, while in others it goes on augmenting for twenty·
four hours; it may be limited to the externa l parts, or it may extend deeply
into the pelvis, and, possibly, a.s far as the iliac fossre.
In a paper published in 1860 on the seat of thrombus, 1\1. Laborie ba...~
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his cla..~,:.ification upon an account of tbe aponeuroses of the perineum, and
make~ the following varieties:
1. Superficial thrombus, which may spread to a great distance beneath
the skin, extending back near to the anus, upward in f'ront to the abdominal
parietr.-, 1uul laterally to the gluteal region.
2. Thrombus situated between the superficial and middle apoueuro~cs, and
limited to the confines in which it occurred.
3. Thrombus situated between the middle and superior aponcuroses; it is
alway::; very smal l.
4. Thrombus between the superior perineal and the pelvi c aponeuroses.
In thif.1 variety, the blood may make its way to a great di:stance, reaching,
laterally, into the iliac fossre, and backward to the 5acrum, and even to the
lumbar region.
5. Thrombus above the pelvic aponeurosis. Here the effu!':ion takes pb.ee
into the 1:ub-pcritoneal cel1ufar ti.-;sue, and may invad e the ent ire pelvis, t.he
broa1l ligamc11ts 1 and ascend in the substance of the mesentery as far u,,; to
the dinphra~m.
6. Finally, he describes, as a sixth variety, an effusion of bloo<l in the
ti~~ue of the vaginal wall itself, without rupture of the fibrous tunic. In
this case, the effusion cli::;sects the vagina, and pre&;es it inwnrd.
All the:sc di\'isions are rather anatomical than clinicnl, but we reproduce
them, in order to show clearly how very variable the seat of thrombus
may be.
Io 1846, I had occasion to witness a case in wl1ich the effu~ion had spread
'\"ery widely. The autopsy revealed a layer of coagulated hlood between
the muscles and peritoneum, spread onr the who le lower half of the ::rnte·
rior walls of the abdomen on the right side. The layer was nearly a qu;u.
terofan in ch thick, and extended from below upward to ahout two fingers'
breadth below the umbilicus, besides occupying transversely the entire
space between the linen al ha and the crest of the ilium.
At the latter point, the layer of blood was continuous with a clot about
three-eighths of an in ch thick, also situated beneath the peritoneum, aud
lining the ent ire iliac fossa . Below and inward, it turned over the edge of
the ~upcrior strait, and was lost in a large coll ection of coagulated blood,
which formed the tumor that during life had ei:;peciully nttracted our atten·
tion. The clot in this place wa.s at least five·eighths of an inch thick at the
centre, but it grew thinner as it spread out over the entire righ t side of the
ex:ca.vation: the remaining cellular tissue of the pelvi"l was highly colored
by infiltrated blood.
The cli~aster wa.s not, however, limited to what we ha. vc described, for in
ll:icending, and separating the peritoneum upon the posterior and right
lateral !iide of the abdomen, the coagulated blood was found to extend as
far Ni the right hypochondrium, and to imbue the entire cellular ti,.;,.ue sur·
rounding the kidney; it al:;o pa:;sed between the fold5 of the peritoneum
forming- the origin of the mesentcry, and finally extended to the attachments
of the tl.a.phrngm to the fal:ie ribs of' the right side, which counections see med
to have been the only barrier to its further progres."l. The thickness of this
large coagulated layer varied from one to two-eighths of an inch. The
44
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total am01 nt of effused blood was estimated at two i.JClunds by thn~e who
witnessed the autopsy. 1
Again: it not unfrequently happens that the effusion commences within the
pelvis, and subsequently approaches the exterior. The tumor shortly as.
sum es a Yiolet or livid hue; and when the thrombus is seated high up1 this
discoloration of the skin rrirely permits it to, be mistaken; when lower, nnd
in the substance of the gr<'atcr labia, m1 the contrary, it may neither be
accompanied by ecchymosis, pulsation, nor throbbing. ·where the blood
infiltrates into the meshes of the cellular tissue only, the tumor is hard; hut
it becomes soft and fluctuating when this texture is torn, and there is an
abnormal cavity formed. Again, it is not unusual fOr the skin, or mucou.s
membrane covering it, to girn way in consequence of being gradually rendered thinner; thereby givi ng vent to a consid erable di.::ch::irge of blood,
with an instantaneous cessation of the pain i and this hemorrhnge may be so
profuse as to speedily terminate in death, especially if the tumor be voluminous, and the rupture occurs during the efforts of partmition. Cases have
been known in which the rupture was followed by :i projectio1i of n jet of
blood with such force and abundance, as to fall at a distance of severa l feet
from the patient, and to be mistaken by the attencbnts for a. rupture of the
membranei':, and discharge of a large amount of water. Whenever the
nature of the accident was mistaken and the proper measures were not employed, the patient succumbed in a few minutes.
A copious bleeding has occaE ionally taken place during the formatio n of
a. thrombus. In fact, this circumstance may occur whenever the mucous
membrane and one or more of the veins are lacerated at the same time.
Should the two openings not correspond with each other, one part of the
blood will escape into the vagina, and the other be infiltrated into the cellular tissue.
\\Th ere the thrombus has acquired a considerable size, it may evidently
impede the passage of the head, and after the deliYery, that of the placenta.
and lochia.
Madame Lachapelle relat~s a very curious instance, in which a thrombw,
that had first commenced during the labor, underwent a rapid development
after the child's expu lsion. The tumor obstructed the vagina flO muc:h, that
it prevented the escape of the lochia, whence the latter accumulated in the
womb, a1id became, somewhat later, the so urce of a profuse hemorrhage.
Fortunately, she continues, in the attempts to introduce my hand into the
uteru s, for the purpose of extracting the clotted blood, I ruptured the ~lunor
involuntarily, near the entra nce of' the vngina, when a large qunntity of
coagulated blood immediately escaped, its size dimini:;hed, and all the attenclant symptoms disappeared without any particular treatment.
Finally, the pressure of the tumor on the neck of the bla<lUer may cause
retention of the urine and fecal matters.
\Vh cn the thrombus appears ea rl y in pregnancy and has been emptied by
incision and the patient cured, it rna,y reappear some time after and at the
same place. A relapse of the kin<l is reported by Montgomery. The lu·
mur, \\ hid1 showed itself in the left labium in the seveuth month of gesta·
1
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tion, c·nus::c<I EO much pain as to induce the author to puncture and empty
it 011 the 18th of June. Ile was sent for again on the 13th of July, and
dis\'OVcred a much larger tumor than the preceding, and was again obliged
to punclure it in order to rcliC\'e the patient. It did not return until tlrn
2-lth of August, at which time the young woman was delivered.
The diagnosis of thc:-:e tumors is, in general, quite ea~y; for their sudden
appcnr:rnrc, their rapid clc,·clopmcut, their harclne~s when the blood is
~imply infiltrated, and fluctuation "hen it is collected in an abscess; the
violent pains they gi,·e ri::=e to, and the bluish discoloration of the skin, are
always sufficient to detect them . Ne,·ertheles:;, they have sometimes been
confounded with certain other tumefactions, such ns the simple varicose
ones, an inversion of the Yag:ina., the dcsCent or inver:;ion of' the womb, and
with the n1ginal heruire formed either by the intestine, the omen tum, or the
bladder; but as we shall ha,·c occa!<ion hereafter to treat of each of' thc:::e
tumors, and their peculiar signs, it seems useless to enter here into their clifforcntial diagnosis.
The progno:,i:;; i~ usually unfavorable; thus," in sixty-two cases brought
to my knowledge/' i:rtyi:i M. Deneux, "the mother died in twenty-two of
them, either during the g~tation, or else during or after deJi,·ery; and with
the exception of a single instance, nil the children of these twenty-two
females were likewise lost." The profuse hemorrhage is the most frequent
cause of the patient's death, though the latter may alJSo be occasioned by
the gangrene and suppuration which often follow the primary symptoms.
[The gra\'ity of the proiznoi-if:, as asserted by Deneu:t, is c011firmed by ~I. Blot in
his thesis fur the Conro11rs (P;lris, 1/:(5:3). In making out a statement of 19 ca,.es
1JUL!i8hed since 1830, the latter author finds that five of them were fatal. All the
ddl1lre11 of the mothers who died were still-born.]

These tumors may terminate either by resolution, suppuration, rupture,
or gangrene; but as the p1·ogress of the disease exhibits nothing peculiar in
auy of those cases, we shall merely mention them in pa:-sing.
The treatment of thrombus necessarily varies according to its size, and
the suffCrings thereby occa.:;ione<l to the female, as al..:o to the period at
whic·h it is manife~ted. If the patient be in labor when the tumor is developed, and the latter be large enough to seriously impede the passage of the
head, the effused liquid should evidently be evacuated by a free incision,
made on the most dependent part of the swelling, the extent of which must
he proportioned to its volume. If this operation is pedOrmed some time
before the head engages in the excavation, it would be advisable, after lmving emptied the sac, to make use of the tampon in order to prevent hemor·
rhage; but if~ on the contrary, the tumor is only opened when the head is
fully en~ap:ed, the application of the tampon may be dispensed with, for the
child's head will sufficiently compress the divided vessels to prevent a. further di~charge of blood. In the latter case, it would be requisite to attend
to the prec:autions described below, uf'ter the delivery.
The question is not, however, so easily decided when the thrombus appears during pregnancy or after de livery, and authors are far fr0m ~c~ng
unanimouli as respects the course to be pursued. To give greater prec1:-:1on
to our th rapeutic recommendation, we shall distinguish the cases in which
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it is necessary, 1, to incise immediately; 2, to incise at a lal
3, to omit incision altogether.

ir

period i aud,

1. Jrh en it is necessary to Incise 1'mmedialely. -The tumor is so metimes
so large as to fill a great part of the excavation, and seems capahle of obstructing the discharge of the lochia. Careful examination then show" the
skin or the mucous membrane coverin g its internal surface, to be ::so greatly

thinned by distention and to present so deep a violet hu e that gangrene or
spontaneous rupture seems likely to occur at any moment. On the other
hand, the quantity of fluid effused, and the disorder which it neccs;~nrily
produces in the cellu lar tissue in which it lrns formed a largeca\'ity, renders
its absorption very improbable; the ev id ent fluctuation discoverable over
th e greater part of the tumor indu ce:i the rea~onable belief that it does not
contain a large clot, and that there is nothing, therefore, to prevent a con·
tinuance of the internal discharge. The patient experiences acute pain,
and, lastly, her increasing weakness, the feebleness of pulse, pallor of the
skin 1 &c., lead to the opinion that the disorder is not limited to th" tumor
of lhe excavation, but that in all probability the blood is making its way to
the upper part of the abdomen. Under these circumstances, it would cer·
tainly be nothi1Jg short of folly to depend upon the efforts of nature alone,
and immediate in cision appears to us indispensable.
2. Postponement of I ncision.-If, however, the tumor is
larger, for example, than an egg; if the walls are of comndcrable thitknei'!!
and of a natural color; if it is but sli ghtly painful, nnd does not appear to
increase in size; if, from the coagulation of the effu::ed fluid, flur:tuatiou
becomes more and more obscure; it: in a word, the re is e\'ery rea~on to hope
that the internal hemorrhage is not only arrested, but it:s recurrence rendered
imposr-:iblc through the comp ression of the ruptured ves:::els by the coagulum,
I have no hesitation in believing that everyth ing should be done to a!<... i::1t
resolution, and, consequently, that the instrument should not be used, unless
rendered uecessary by certain accidents, which 1nay occur under the circum·
stances.
This method, I am aware, Jrns both its achantages and
still I regard the former as of greater importance than the latter.
ad\'<llltagcs, I would mention: 1, the possibility of absorption, \\'hich we
certainly have occasion freqllently to obscrye ns taking place with much
larger effusion; 2, the rarity of consecutive hemorrhages. This latter point
we shall discuss hereafter.
Th e partisans of immediate incision reproach expectation with exposing
the tumor to suppuration and gangrene, besides thinking that a late inti·
sion does not always protect against lrnmonlrnge. Let us exnrniue the
worth of these objections.
Th e attempt to bring about resolution does not dispense with the nece:tiity
of n careful o ..·crsight of the case: now, before becoming affected with gnn·
grene, the walls of the tumor present to the attentive eye of the surgeon
certain changes which forewarn him of the da11ger. On the other hund,
when the blood, which, extravasnted in the ti:::suc:s, acts as a foreign body,
and excites around it first an irritation and th en an intense infl:1111mntion,
suppuration does not take place without having been preceded by heat,
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redne~s, greater or less tem~ion of the tumor, and more or less pain to the

patient: now we can hardly expect the physician to be so negligent as to
allow :.111 the phenomena of a suppurative inflammation to pass undi1>covered.
Thcrefore1 as soon n.s the tumor1 so far from progressing toward complete
rc:mlutiou, prc:.:ents some of these preliminary symptoms, it will be dme
enough to han recour:.:e to the operation. But would it not fowe been
better to ha,·e practised it at once? Certainly not; for independently of
the chance,; of obtaining reRolution, you ha,·e now the ad,·antage of perform·
ing inci..;ion under circumstances the best calculated to prevent consecutive
hemorrhage.
Indeed, it seems to me undeniable, that, when the hemorrhage has ceased
for several days, and the greater part of the blood is converted into a solid
clot, which, either by direct compression, or by extend ing into the opening
of the ruptured ,.e."':::el, !!lhall h~we obliterated the hitter, the caYity may be
inc-i!;:ed without probability of hemorrhage. I am acquainted with the
ol>.;:en·ations relied on by :M. Dcneux and others, as showing that secondary
hemorrhage io not an impo&:ible occurrence; but, in my opinion, they are
far from being conclusi,·e ttgainst the opinion which I hold.
If hemorrhage is e\·er to be feared as a conscquenf'e of opening san·
guineoue. tumors of the Yulva. and vagina, I certainly maintain that it is
e.:;pccially so when practi:3cd immediately; for, as the rupture of the varicose
veins is then recent, there is nothing to prevent the blood from flowing
externally: the determination of blood to the parts, which may l1axe contribut<.>11 to the production of the rupture, still exi.o:ts, and during pregnancy,
the ob~truction to the return of the circulating fluid by the large Yenous
trunk~, in con"'equence of the pre::::mre of tl1e uterus, highly developed as it
is, nnd situated above the superior strait, is remarkably well calculated to
produce venous hemorrhage. I am well aware that the tampon may be
applied, as also that the partisani;; of immediate incision rely chiefly upon it;
but whoever has used the tampon, knows what suffer ing it occasions when it
has to be left in it.:; place for several clays, and how difficult it is, notwithstanding all the means proposed for the purpose, to maintain a free discharge
of the lochia.
It nppearo to me that l\I. Velpeau 1 who treats the fears of some authors
on the suhject of hemorrhage as chimerical, has had reference rather to cases
of thrombu.:: frequently witneS:5ed by him in non-pregnant women, tha.n to
those which appc:lr in the puerperal state; for, according to him, there is no
t'el!sel in thi.s region large euough to become a source of crnxiety. This la.st
proposition I e::tcem erroneous, if it be intended to apply to pregnant
femnl~; it is well known that the arteries and veins of the vagina share in
the development of the entire generative apparatus, and all practitioners
l1ave felt. the varicose veins projecting beneath the vaginal mucous membr:rne during pregnancy, and al!<O the pubations of large arteries. ':1-'he
latter sensation is so evi_dent as to have been .:;tyled, by o~iander, the vaginal

p11/.i.e.
Finally, it may be said that, by deferring the incision of the tumor, we
in•ur the ri:-;k of an extension of the cffu1'ion, and a separation of the peri·
toneum over a. large surface, a.II of which would have been avoided by pro
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viding a free exit externnlly. This, doubtless, is po,.:<ihle; but whC'n we
come to reflect upon the conditions by which we would limit the e:q>l'rtant
method, and the attempts to obtain resolution, it will be seen that we are
protected from nuy such danger. B<IBidcs, if it is necessary to apply the
tampon after immediate incision, may not this have the same effoet by
obstructing the discharge of blood outwardly? Unfortunately, this is no
hypothesis, for it is supported by one of' .l\I. Deneux's own observations.
At whatever period the incision is practised, it i:s best not to insi,;t upon

the removal of all the clots; but, at the first dressing, to respect all that
seem to adhere to the surrounding parts; for while their immediate detach·
ment would risk a return of the hemorrhage, they would come away gradually at the subsequent dressings. If necessary, their separation might be
assisted by daily injections.
Another question has reference to the part of the tumor to be operated
upon. Most authors agree to make the ineision external, that is, through
the integuments; for they find that the dressing is thereby rendered easier,
that it does not require the introduction into the vagina of foreign bodies,
which might obstruct the discharge of the lochia, and that the wound is not
subject to irritation from the uterine fluids. I would add that the cicatrix
would be less dragged upon in future labors, and, therefore, less exposed to
rupture when the external parts are greatly distended by die fcctal head.
I therefore adopt the external indsion but upon one condition, namely,
that it shall be possible, which is not always the case; for when the tumor
is situated in the greater or lesser labia, it presents two surfaces, one mucou~
and the other cutaneous, and unless there exists a very thin and altered
point/ which of itself deprives the surgeon of the power of rhoosing, it
may be incised either outwards or inwards. But the thrombus is not
always situated so low down; ju such cases, and I would recall the one the
details of which I have already related, the tumor being altogether within
the excavation, and limited outwardly by the bony walls of the pelvis,
presents none other than a mucous surface to the instrument. Therefore,
should incision be deemed necessary, it can t}\en only be practised upon the
wall of the vagina.
I make this remark, because it forms, in my opinion, an additional re3.5Qn
for recommending late inci.!oiions. A large wound in the walls of the vagiaa
is not, under ordinary circumstances, a serious affair; but in the case of a.
newly delivered female it would be attended with great inconvenience;
for, not to speak of 1he serious consequences which might result from the
introduction of the uterine fluids into the cavity, it is evident that a <lr~ing
which should be at once sufficiently protective and suitable, and at the same
time permit the free discharge of the lochia, would be of very difficult
performance.
When incision is decided upon, it should be practised freely; for a simple
puncture would allow only the fluid blood to discharge, whilst clots of con·
siderable .size would certainly be left in the cavity. A too small inci:-;ion
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would have the same inconvenience, in part; therefore, the opening should
be large, and made upon the part most fosorable to the di~charge of the
fluids. Though the incision be very exteusive at the moment it is practised,
on account of the great distention of t.he integuments, it diminishes much
by the retraction of the walls of the tumor after its contents are di sc harged.
It will, besides, have the very great advantage of facilitating the extractio n
of the clots.
After the incision and the partial evacuation of the clots, it is very common for inflammation to· be set up in the cellular tissue in which the effusion
had taken place. This inflammation is to be opposed by the apprnpriate
means i but, like M. Deneux, we should place in the first rank attentions
to cleanliness, frequent washings, and injections, at first emollient, au<l
afterwards containing a small amount of chlo rin e, to be thrown gently
within the casity.
3. Tiu; Ontission of Incision altogether.-It ls evident that whenever the
means employed to assist nature in effecting re.::;olution seem to affccL favorably the size of the tumor, and its consistency, by which we mean its becoming more compact and sol id, their employment should be continued, and
cutting instruments abstained from.

§ 3.

v ARIOUS

OTHER Tu~roRS.

The other tumors met with on the external parts of generation, are cancers, pblegmons, cysts in the thickness of the labia extcrna, together with
various excrescences and syphilitic vegetations. But whatever may be the
nature of the~e tumors, the course of the practitioner is always the sa me;
that is, to do nothing, so long as, by their size and character, t.hey do not
oppose the dilatation of the vulva; but, in the contrary case, to puncture
the cysts, to open the abscesses, and to extirpate the vegetations of degenerated parts. As to the modus operandi in these cases, it is too simple to
require a particular description. The possible occurrence of serious hemorrhage ought not however, to be lost sight 0£ (See what is said on the
subject, p. 519.)
Prompt action is not requisite in cases of polypus, for, uu1ess it be very
large, it will seldom offer an insurmountable obstacle to the expulsory
efforts of the womb i because, when adherent to the vagina, these abnormal
growths are often pressed beyond the vul\'a. But if their size should be
deemed too great to permit delivery, the tumor might be remuved.
In a case .where M. Gensou1 was obliged to apply the forceps, he seized
the head and the fibrous body, whose pcdicle adhered to the upper part of
the vagina, at the same tim e, and brought them away togetner. The polv ·
pus weighed twenty-two ounces after it wa.s extracted.
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CHAPTER VII.
OBSTACLES AT THE NECK OF 'fHE UTERUS.

Tirn difficulties which may be encountered at the neck of the uterus are
du e to the following causes, viz.: adhesion of the lips, complete obliteration
of the cerv ix, rigidity of the orifice, spasmodic contraction of the orifice,
va,rious tumors, and scirrhous or other degeneration of tissue.
§ 1.

AGGLUTINATlON OF THE EXTERN.AL UTERINE ORIFICE.

This is a very rare complication 1 and but few examples of it are repo rted
in the books; though perhaps, as M. NregCle remarks, from whom I extract
the following details, this rarity is O\\'ing to the fact, that the various degrees
of agglutination have escaped the notice of the physician; the powers of
nature alone triumphing over the accident in most cases.
Its existence may be suspected when the inferiol' uterine segment descends
low down in the excasatiou at the commencement of the labor, and presents
no trace of an orifice; or when the latter presents as a fold or a hollow,
which is slightly depressed at its centre, and \'ery often not corresponding
to the pelvic axis. The middle of this little depression is usually occupied
by a filamentous web, some :fleshy tissue, an<l n cellular network, in the
centre of which a small narrow opening is found; sometimes the lips are
lrnld
by a consistent mucus. As the contractions become more
the lower segment of the ~rnmb is forced into the excavation, and
becomes so thin that, at the first exploration 1 the finger appears to be separated from the head by the membranes alone; but, notwithstanding the
strength of the paius, the uterine orifice is not only tightly closed, but even
seems to ascend somewhat, and to be carried towards one side. The orifice
may open spontaneo usly under the pressure of the energetic contractions;
but if it resists, and the accoucheur does not early recognize the source of
the difficulty, a rupture of the womb, or a paralysis of it, which is not less
dangerous, might result in consequence.
The question arises, what is the nature of this agglutination? It has
probably followed an inflammation of the cervix uteri, and the upper part
of the vagina; since the pseudo-membranous or fibrous tissue that composes
it, is similar, sayt; NregCle, to that substance which serves as the bond of
union between the placenta and womb, or that uniting the pleura pulmonalis to the pleura costalis, or the intestines with each other and with
the abdominal wall, when an inflnmmation of these parts terminates by
adhesion. In a case where a woman died during labor, the adhesion of the
neck was found, at ihe
exam ination, to be so
that it
could neither be
nor broken by any moderate
and the
membrane that blocked it up was of an aponeurotic character.
Th e precise pel·iod at which its formation commences cannot be deter·
mined. In a woman who presented this peculiarity during labor, the
orifice was patulous six weeks before her deli\'ery.
1
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finger or some blunt instrument, and the operation has generally been fol lowed by the loss of only a few drops of blood. The index-finger should
be preferred to everything else, for if th is is not sufficient to break down
the obstade, we can expect but little aid from an instrument. It is rca.lly
difficult to understand how this agglutination, which almost aJways yields
to the pressure of the finger, can resist the impetus of the strong contra.ctions of the womb.

§ 2.

COMPLETE OBLITERATION OF TIIE CERVIX U1'ERI.

At the present day it is an ascertained fact that the neck of the womb
may be entirely obliterated at the time of labor, and by adhesions too
strong to be broken down by the fingt>r. But it is a.n exceedingly rare
occurrence, and the accoucheur must not permit himself to be deceived by
a great obliquity of the cervix, rendering the orifice of difficult access, nor
by an agglutination of the lips of the os tincre, si nce it is possible for an
overlapping of the two latter to be mistaken for a.n absolute obliteration of
the orifice. "Several times," says Dugt:s, "we have found the anterior lip
co,·ered and embraced by the po:jterior one, which thus masked the opening,
so that the finger could on ly penetrate it in a very oblique direction; though,
when effected, thjs introduction afforded a means of rectifying the error
promptly, and of reducing the parts to a more favorable state."
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R1GIDIT\' OF TlIE CERVIX.

Under certaiu circumstances, the fibres of the uterine neck seem to pos:esi:I
an extraordinary degree of resistauce; and although they have none of the
character:; we are about to indicate as appertaining to an inflammatory or
spasmodic contraction, yet their dilatation is not effected. According to
Dewees, th is resistance of the cervix uteri is particularly apt to be met with
in very young girls, or in middle-aged women in their first labors, and abo
in tho~e cases in which parturition takes place prematurely.
There is one symptom that would lead us to suspect rigidity of the os
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uteri, e\·en before an examination; we allude to what is ordinarily termed
the pains in the loina. These ha.rn always appeared to Mada.me Lachapelle
to be a consequence of the rigidity of the cxtemal orifice, either from it.'i
experiencing a kind of cramp, or that, because of its having to sustain the
whole force of the uterine contraction in consequence of its firmness, it
sutfhs more than when soft and yielding.
Prolonged baths, employed from the beginning of the labor, and bleeding
from the arm, if not contrain<licated by the general condition of the patient,
are the only measures which neetl be u::;ed under the circumstances.
Howcrer, as this extreme slowuess appears from the beginning of the
labor, that is to say, at a period in which the membranes are still intact, the
life of' the fi.etu;:; is by no mea1M endangered thereby, and its only effect is to
fatigue the mother greatly. Therefore, unless some dangerous complication
should supervene, there is nothing to do but recommend patience. Still, if
the labor should be extremely prolonged, and by its duration seem likely
to endanger the life of the mother, it would be right to make a few incisions
upon the lateral parts of the cervix.

§ -l.

SPAS:i\lODIC CONTRACTIOXS OF TUE NECK .

Again, it ma.y happen, that after having attained a considerable degree
of dilatation, the cen·ix bccon1es affocted with spasmodic contraction,
whereby its subsequent expansion is retarded, or suspended altogether for
several hours. The orifice then presents a thin, cutting edge, and is warmer,
drier, and more sensitive to pressure of the finger i in short, is much more
irritable than usual.
Thi::i condition, which has been designated as spasmodic contraction of the
external orifice, may be confounded with the simple rigidity just spoken of,
and with the natural retraction of the neck, when the presenting pa.rt of the
child does not engage in its opening immediately after the rupture of the
membranes. In the latter case, however, the thick, soft, and easily dilatable
edges of the orifice will always enable us to avoid error. In the former
case, the diagnosis is of'teu more difficult if all the phenomena of the labor
have not been watched, and the extreme stinsibility of the neck, which is
not generally met with in rigidity, will be the only evidence that we have a
case of' spasmodic contraction to deal with. 1
This state of spasm does not generally last for a great while i but so long
as it exists, the dilatation is extremely slow, and sometimes hardly takes
place at all. Usually, however, the efforts of the body of the womb OYercome the resistance at last, a.nd the head of the fretus clears the orifice;
but in some cases it happens tlrn.t, being no longer supported, the neck retracts immedia.tely, and grasps the neck of the footus more or less forcibly,
so that a new dilatation is required to allow the shoulders to pass; nor is
this second dilatation as e:.1sy as might be expected.
This spasm of the external orifice may be met with in strong and plethoric
1 Rigidily is a passive force, by which the fibres of the orifice resist 1be dilatation
tbey bavc to undergo. Spasmodic contl'nction is an active force, by which the fibres
co111ractnud diminish the size oft.be opeuing previously exhibited by the mouth of the
womb.
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wom en, lmt also in lymphatic, nervous, and very irritable inJividuals, of

pale and relaxed fibre.

8

In the former case, general bleeding is one of the

first mcnsures to be had reco urse to, but in the latter it might prove hurtful.
Under both ci rcumstances, however, recourse may be barl with advanla"e
to emollient inj ections, fumigations, baths, and the admini.stration of laud~
num by clystcrs, or, prefer~tbly, the application of belladonna to the uterine
neck itself. Chaw;sier, who has particularly recommended the use of this
latter remedy, was in the habit of using an ointment prepared by mixing
and triturating one drachm of the extract or juice of belladonna with an
ounce of lard. But as the application of this ointment is quite difficult,
Professor P. Dubois prefers the ordinary dry extract. H e places a little
pellet of it, about the size of a pea, on the nail of the index-finger. which
latter is th en carried up to the cervix, where, in the cour3e of a few minute.<;,
the heat and moisture of th e part.3 soften the extract, which io then rca<lily
smeared over the external and internal surfaces of the neck.
Th e belladonna , so highly lauded by some arcouchcurs, is by others
thought to be useless. It seem::; to me that this difference of opinion has
arisen from confounding simple rigidity with spn.-smod ic contraction. Though
without action in the former case, I think it very usefu l in the latter.
If all these measu res prove unsuccessful, or if an accident, which endangers the life of the mo ther or child, should demand a. prompt termination
of the labor, the accoucheur will have to choose between a forcible introduction of the hand and multiple incisions upon the neck. (See Difficulties of

Pelvic Version.)

But it is not the external orifice alone which may retard the delivery of
the fcctus by retracting on its neck, for very often the internal one1 or rath~·r
that portion of the uterine walls which conespondecl to it in the non-gravid
i:;tate, retracts forcibly on the neck of the child, even before the head ha~
cl('il!'Cd the externa l orifice; so that the btter, being retained in the portion
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of the organ that nppertnins to the neck after dclinry, can advance no
further. This internnl contraction only takes pla.ce where the waters have

~;~~~ ~~'.e f~~u~~;~c1~:~:~~;':~~ ~~1cc:,'.~1~~~l~~ •::~~~:~, i~: l~~:;:-~t~~·ch:~~r:~~:)~~·~e~~
1

accomnwdatc it:=:elf to the !l-hnpe of the parts contained within its cavity.
There i~ every r~a:=:on to su~pcct that the delay in the progrc.~s of the head
i~ dependent on this cau:=:c, when. notwithstanding the energy of the pains
a.nd th(' ab:=:ence of all other ~ources of dy:)tocia, it is fount! to make no advance at all, or, even if it approaches the vuh·ar orifice during the contraction, it returns to its primiti,·e position immediately nftcrnards. Besides
which, if the finger is slipped above the hend, the latter will be found free
in the C'xcavation; but one of the orifices (the intemnl one, most usually,)
will be strongly retracted aroL1nd the neck.
Bleeding, general halhing, nnd laudanum injections may be employed
u.:.efully under these circum,;.tance;;i aJi;:o, though it sometimes happens that
the contraction of the internal orifice per::ists notwith"tan<ling. l:ndcr thc:)e
circumstanres:, should ver::"ion be juclged necessary, the mo~t serious difficulty
may be anticipated in pa!l-~ing the hand through the retracted part; and if
the :-ipplication of the forceps be deemed requisite, as it would be if the head
were already engaged, but delayed hy the retniction of the internal oriflce,
thi~ latter circumstance, by arrc:-;ting the shoulder~, would !'ender the dcliv·
ery impO!!!'lible. It is then we mu~t have recour:;:e to the measures so mu<'h
vaunter!, nnrl so often employed hy Dewees with success, namely: to bleeding in the arm, pushed ad deliquiwn nnimi. But, in order to arnid dra\\ing
too great a quantity of blood, the patient should be directed to stand up, if
po,._~ible, and, as soon a.s fainting occurs, she is to be replaced on the bed;
when, aecording to the Ameriran accoucheur, the relaxation in the retracted
orifice, produced by the syncope, will b'e such that the pelvic "ersion, or the
extraction of the head by the forceps, can always be performed. Finally,
in those ca~es where the woman's general condition docs not permit a resort
to blood-letting, we may employ the opiates in a full clo'1e, either by the
mouth or by injection, with great advantage. The inhalation of chloroform
may al~o prove very useful.
The reader will also under:;taud that, in a natural labor by the pelds,
the retraction of one of the.~e orifices may likewise arrest the head. Under
surh circumstances, if the source of difficulty is confined to the exterua.I
one, numerous incisions might be made in the ring of t.he os uteri; but if
it is at the internal orifice, Dewees' plan should certainly be followed. It
is likewbe important to ascertain at once whether the child is still living;
for though it be difficult to admit that a strangulation of the fcctus can
occur from direct pressure, yet it i~ not the less true that the umbilical cord,
from bc·ing nearly always compresjed in these unfortunate cases, exposes
the child to a !l-peedy death; and if the infant is already lost, we may
employ, bencfici;t!Jy, either belladonna, or the opiates internally, according
to the orifice retracted.
In CU!'C:s of this kind, the use of anresthetics might prove serviceable, by
producing relaxation of the partial ~pasm of the utCrine fibres. l\I. Dul;ois
bas administered them with ad,·antagc, as is shown by an example gi\'en in
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the exc~llent thesis published by Dr. Tissier on the subject. (Paris T!teaes,
1860.) In all cases, chloroform should be tried before haviug recou rse to
bleeding to sy ncope.
§ 5. OBLIQUITY OF TIJE 0RIFTCE.
In consequence of the usual direction of the uterus, the neck is slightly
Tlie posterior obliquity may, in ::;ome
cases, be much greater, whilst in others the orifice may be directed strongly
turn ed downward and backward.

forward, or toward one of the sid es of the pelvis. \Yhen treating hercaf'tcr
of malpositions of the body of the womb, we shall have occasion to speak
of the etfect of retro,·ersions and lateral obliquities upon the direction of

the neck.

We would treat at present of the posterior obliquity of the

orifice, which is by far the most frequent.
The posterior obliqu ity of the neck may be due to an extreme ante,·ersion of the body of the organ, though it may also be very well marked ,
even when the f'unclus of the womb proj ects no farther forward than usual.
This dev iation of the orifice may also take place during labor; but it may
al so exist in the latter stages of pregnancy.
In the former case, the obliquity is due to the fact that the dilatation of
the orifice is effected more at the ex pense of the posterior than of the
anterior lip, and, consequently, the plane of this opening would naturally
be found, in most cases, behind the long axis of the orga n. Wherefore,
this irregular dilatation may, ind ependently of any deviation in the fundus,
produce such an obliquity of the neck, that the plane of its
instead
of bei ng horizontal, has very nearly a vertical direction i that
ing looks directly towurds the anterior face of the sacrum,
margin has become inferior, and its posterior one is now the superior.
'Vh en existing before the commencement of labor, its mode of production
is altogether different. 'Ve know that in vertex presentations the head
of the footus engages in the excavation in th e latter months, pre..~ing the
lower part of the uterus before it. Now, in the normal direction of this
organ, it is evident that the head must press more especially upon the portion anterior to the orifice, which anterior portion it must carry before it.
Hen ce, it is plain the externa l ot'ifice of the neck must ncecs::arily be .:;itu·
ated altogether posterior to the projection formed by the head in the le.s:scr
peJ,·is.
But whatever may be the manner and time of its production, its effect
upon the progress of the labor is always the sa me. Consequently, when
the child's head is urged on by the uteriue contractions, it presses the ante·
rior inferior wall of' t he utel'us before it, and thereby ev idently retards the
del ivery. In fact, the dilatation of the neck must necessarily be very slow
and imperfect; besides, the exp ul sive effo rts are spent against the anterior
part of the cervix, which part, corresponding to the void in the pelvi:i:, and
bei ng distended by the head, is somet im es forced down
to the n1ka,
and threatened with a rupture. ~lost gcnernlly, there is
this unfavorable situation of the cervix; neverLlieless, the patient
remain in bed as much as possible; for it is very apparent that1 in the erctt
position, the body of the womb constantly augL~ents this posterior obliquit\·
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in th<' nC'ck hy being carri<'fl forward!I'. The termination of the labor may
al:-:o he facilitated by placing the orifice in its natural po~ition with the
fing<'r; thi" is clone, during the inter\'al, by hooking the anterior lip, and

~~~;f~~:f;i~~i~1~~~f ~tnt~wt1~~,~~:~'.~~0~1f ;~~~~1~i~1~, ,~1~~~1 t~~~~1 l~:~::t\1~i1~~rc'.~h;;~
pre,.,.<'d down aucl engage~ in the op<'ning, and no longer permit~ the lip to
regain it~ abnormal pm~ition. The labor is sometimes speedily terminate<l
after this little manreune.
88 I

;e~<':~~~.1;~~!!ryl1~)l~~u~)~~~ti ttl~~1 ~e~:~7et~~e~r!~l:~:~a 1~l~~:t~~· ~;.~,~~~e 1;~~

thi~ condition of ·thing.-; lastR for a considerable period, notwith,.tanding
the long aiHl a<·ute suffCrings of the patient. In such cases, the engage·
mC'nt of the head may be singularly facilitated by m::iking a slight prciMLre
on nil the periphery of the orifice with the extremity of the index-finger,
carri('d rapidly around it.
.\f!ain, the dilatation m:i.y often be completed and the head be down in
the <'x<·~1\':1tion, but notwith!:<tnnding the expulsory efforts of the womb, it
j,. retained thcrc by the'anterior lip of the neck 1 which is pre:;sed before it;
the hcitd tnnnot O\'ercome the re!'.istance thus made by the band formed by
the antcriM lip, and se\'eral hours may elap~e without any advance in the
progrei:::;:. of the labor. "'hen this happens 1 the fol lowing course should be
adopted in order to promote a prompt engagement at the inferior strait:
taking n<kantnge of an inten-al, the accoucheur hooks the anterior lip with
his finger, and draws it towards the 8ymphysis pubis, where it is retained
until the pain comes on; then the extremity of the finger 1 placed under
this portion of the neck, pm•he.;;; it abo\'e the d~ccnding part of the head,
until it gets beyond the occipital ho;;:~; when the occiput is found to engage
almost immediately in the pubic arch, and the labor terminates two or three
hours sooner than it would han done without this little manipulation. It
is occasionnlly neceseary to repeat these attempts sc,·eral times; but ns
they are attended with no intonvenience when properly performecl 1 they
may he renewed without foar. "'e will add, that the mO$t favorable period
for thii; purpose is that when the he:ul 1 after ha,·ing reached the peh·ic
floor 1 is on the point of clearing the inforior strait, provided the pnins nre
energetic, and the cervix sufficicntl!' <lilated to permit the passage, if the
axis of its orifice were parallel to the axis of the head.

and

§ 6.

SWELLING AND ELONOAl'IOX OF TTIE ANTERIOR L1r.

It is not at all unusual to find the head descending in the excavation long
Lefore the complete dilatation of the os uteri, whereby the anterior lip is
nec~,-arily compressed between the former and the symphp.is pubis. As a
general rule, this compres::;ion, and the consequent pain, di~appear on the
prompt termination of the lahor; but if the latter be prolonged 1 and C!'pecially if the pelvis scarcely ren('hcil its normal dimen$ions, the rompres..,ion
ifil \'Cry severe, a considerable tumcfaction will result in that part of the an·
tcrior lip fuuud below the constricted point. Ducl9f'l1 of Toulou$e, has met
with three instances of thi~ kind, two of which were in the same wo111an;
M. N:-egl·le has published another. Dr. Le\·er two more, and M. Danyau one,
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nrnking seven in all. l\I. Blot mentions a case in whicl1 the tumor formed
by the anterior lip was an ineh and a quarter thick, and forced down to the
vulva. The labor had to be terminate<l by the forceps.
The. following case is one of those reported by Duclos: A woman, thirtyfour years of age, who was in labor with her fifth child, was suddenly attacked, after twenty-four hours of moderate pains, by acute suffCrings, which
called forth loud c1·ies; an elongated body appeared between the lips of the
its apparition was accompanied by a slight hemorrhage, pallor
and
On his arrival, he found a cylindrical tumor projecting
four fingers' breadth beyond the pnrts; it was two inches broad near the
vulva, and was
resistant, and of a wine-like color. After a careful
examination,
that it was formed by the elongated and tumefied anterior lip of the cerv ix. He first thought of apply ing the forceps on
the child's head, but afterwards concluded to aid its delivery by drawing on
the occiput, and operating on the forehead by means of the index-finger
previously introdu('ed into the rectum. In the cases observed by Nrcgele
and Danyau, as a lso in one of the women reported by Lever, the labor terminated spontaneously. There is, therefore, nothi11g to be done in mo~t
instances; though if the tumor be of large size, very tense and black, and
apparently threatened with gangrene, the example of the Engli:;h surgeon
just named might be followed; that is, to make a number of punctures, for
the purpose of e\ractiating the infiltrated liquids and diminishing its volume.
On the whole, then 1 I may remark, with J\I. Danyau, that th is speries of
tumcfaction can scarcely be considered as a mechanical obstacle to the delivery; and that the unusual length of the labor must rather be attributed
to the extreme pain it occai::ions, and to the disorder and irregularity of the
uterine contraction caused thereby.
The cases recently mentioned by M . Montgomery under the name of
thronibtrn of the lips of the cervix, and which will soon be described (see
page 705 ), are evidently instances of
affection. The observations of
the Irish accoud1eur appear to
to those just mentioned. As regards the progno:;,:is, however, it is important to distinguish simple infiltrat ion from a true effusion.
M. Montgomery thinks that this condition of things might be mistaken
for a case of insertion of the placenta upon the neck, the tissue of the infiltrated lip bearing considerable resemblance to the placental tissue. Still,
as he observes, it may always be readily ascertained that the tumor is not
only applied to the internal surface of the womb, but that it is also situated
in the substance of the latter. The finger can never be made to penetrate
between the tumor and tl1e internal surface of the uterus.

§ 7.

ABSCESSES IN TIIE LIPS OF THE CERVIX UTERL

Genuine abscesses are occasionally developed in the substance of the lips
of the os tincre, \\'hich, independently of the unfavorable i11fluence they may
have over the gestat ion, must necessarily disturb the regular progress or' the
labor; because, where t h ey invade a considerable portion of the neck, its
dilntation is thereby rendered very slow and very pa inful; be::ides which,
their size may be so great as to retard the passage of t he head. The reader
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«ill find in Bonet (&pulchretum, vol. ii., lib. iii., sec. 38, Obs. 2) the history
of a woman \\ho died without having been delivered, nftcr five or six days
ofsutferiug, in whom a lurge absccs~. filled with putrid pus, and occupying
the neck of the womb, was found at the po/jt-morlem, examin:ition.
If the pre~ence of fluctuation should e~tabli.8h the diagno~is, the proper
course would evidently be to incise the tumor.

§ 8. S,\}<Gl1 INEOUS TuMons on

Tuno~rnus 01-· TnE L1rs 01~ •nm NECK

OF TIIE UTElffS.

W e have already seen that the anterior lip of the cervix somet imes becomes con:-idcrably swolle n during labor, and that the swelling may sometimes be occasioned by an infillra.tion of blood. This infiltr:ition, which
ma.y become n mechaniral obstacle to the expu lsion of the head, is certainly
the first degree of a much more serious accident; for the blood, which is
merely infiltra.ted at the outset, may, by separating the meshes of the ti1Ssues
of the neck, collect in a cav ity, which, by opcuing afterward in the same
way as the thrombus of the \·ulva, may gi,•e rise to mortal hemorrhage. A
caseofthis kind was communicated to the Obstetrical Society of Dublin by
Dr. Johnson, and its character was so remarkable as to justif)' our giving a
short analysis of it.
A woman, who had nlrendy given birth to six children, wns delivered for
the seventh time, after four hours of ea~y labor. The chi ld presented by
the breech. The aftcr·birth came away without difficulty, and the patient
was perfectly well for the first three clays; about the fifth day, however, she
wn~ seized suddenly, and without any npparent cause, with profuse flooding.
The uteri1s was thoroughly contracted, and yet, notwithstn.nding the employment of the most appropriate means, she died in about an hour and a
half. All the abdominal and thoracic organs were found, at the autopsJ,
to he perfectly healthy. The uterus was well co ntracted, but upon the left
eide of its neck, at about an inch from its orifice, there was discovered a.
rupture, with irregular and blackened edges. This opening, whic:h was
large enough to permit the easy introduction of two fingers, conducted into
a cavity formed in the substance of the neck, large enough to contain a
~mall orange. Five or six open vcs!'lels, of a size sufficie nt to admit the
introduction of a small bougie, were observed upon the internal surface of
the caYity, and were proved by insuillation to commun icate with the uterine
sinu:;:es. "A careful examination of the specimen," says i\Ir. Montgomery,
"conviaced me that it was a case of thrombus, whose external envelope
formed a thin layer of the uterine tissue, became gradually thinner, and
finally ruptured. The fluid and coagu lated blood rscapcd through the rupture, and the hemorrhage continued." (Dublin Quarterly Jo11rnal1 1851).
The thrombus is, in all probability, developed during labor, under the
following circumstances. When the neck i<; half dilated and the waters
facharged, the anterior lip is found to swell, thicken, project, and descend
beneath the pre;o:enting part, usually the head, to the disengagement of which
it sometimes presents an insurmountabl e obstacle. An infiltration of blood,
which may become converted into a sanguineous collection, is soon formed
in the sub::;tance of the lip. The cavity increases in size, until its walls rup45
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ture and give rise to h emorrhage. The di:.:chnrgc may then take plnce dur·
ing the labor itself, though far more frequently it docs ll Ot appear u1Hil soma
time after del ivery. In the latter case, it is more lik ely to prove dangeroll!;,
as the complete retraction of the uterus makes it difficult for the accoucheur
to divine the true cause.
Th e introduction of a tampon into the vagina is certainly the most ll!;Cful
measure that can be employed.

§ 9. FmRous TuMons AND PoLYPI

OF TIIE

CERVIX.

B esides the indurations, the cedematous swellings, and the cancerous degen erations affecting the cervix uteri, which will be d~cribed in the following

paragraphs, there are certain tumors, which, though filling up the cxC'a\'ntion, really ha,·e their oi·igin or seat in the proper tissue of the neck; others,
that arise from the hotly of the womb 1 to which they still adhere by a long
pedi ele1 are found hanging clown into and obstru cting the cervix.
A. F ibrous 'l'umors of the Cervix Uteri.- Th ese tumors may be developed
in the neck as well as in the tissue of the uterine walls. In a ease de,..cribcd
by Madam e Lachapelle, the pelvic excavation was almost entirely occupied
by a tumor that seemed inclosed in the lateral and posterior portions of the
neck; it was as large, she states, as the head of a footus at term, and woul<l
have been the more likely to deceive an inattentive pcrson 1 from the fact of
its prescnti11g a depression similar to a fontanelle. The child was \'ery small,
and had been dead for a. long time i so that, notwithstanding the size of the
swelling, it was enabled to flatten it down and pass throu gh the narrow
passage that still remained free. l\fadame Boivin and l\I. DugCs foun<l,
when making a post-mortem exami nation of a woman who died of peritonitis,
after a very painful though natural labor, a fibrous body about the ~ize of
the fist in the substance of the neck; the ch ild had a fractured cranium,
and was ~lill-born. In another case of tl1e kind, Ramsbotham \\"as obliged
to resort to em bryotomy; but the woman recovered.
M. Danyau reported to the Academy (1851) a case in which he was much
more fortunate, for he succeed ed in enucleating a tumor of considerable size
which had been developed in the pot.terior lip of the cen·ix. Encouraged
by the id ea that 1 although he might not be able to remove it altogether, he
might, at least, extirpate a portion large enough to g ive passage to the fcetus,
he determin ed to operate, and was successfu l in bring in g it away completely.
The appearnnce of the tumor was precisely that of a fibrous tumor of the
uterus; i t weighed a.bout twenty ounces, and its greatest diameter was six
inches. \Yh cn enucleatecl com pl etely, the tumor was drawn down, but could
not be extracted until after it was divided into two parts.
I was called, in Februnry, 1853, to take charge of a young woman at
term in her third pregnancy, and whose waters had been discharged four
days previously .
Upon pradising the touch, I wa s astonished to find the excavation filled
by a tumor apparently of the size of a full-grown fretal head. At fir.st I
was unable to discover the orifice of' the womb, and it was only by carrying
the fin ger very high up in front and to th e l.cft, that I succeeded in introducing the index into something like the finger of a glove, w,hich appeared
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to me to be the cerv ix: retaining its full length. Penetrating still deeper, I
at last reached the internal orifice, nbo\'e which I distinguished the fcetal
heoJ.
What, now, was the nature of the great tumor which had thus turned the
neck aside, and prevented the effacement that it shou lU have undergone
during the last few weeks of gestation? \Vhere, also, was it situ!1tecl?
My first hope was, that it would prove to be merely an exaggerated anterior obliquity of the ncck 1 and I uskf>d myself1 whether what sometimes
happens to the anterior lip, had not occurred in the present instance to the
posterior one, and whether the lat ter, forcibly depressed by the fcetal head,
did not alone form the tum or which filled the excavation. But the tumor
had a pt<>culiar consistence and apparent fluctuation, by no means resembling
the hardness of the head, besides whic.:h, the hypoth~is did not explain the
persistence of, and the increased length of the neck. A fre::h examination
induced me to conclude that a solid tumor had become dc,·eloped in the
substance of the neck.
The waters had continued to discharge for the past four days without any
pain, and I resoh·ed to wait. The next da~' 1 the condition of things remaining the same, I requested :.\I. Dubois to exami ne the patient.
A long investigat ion induced M. Dubois to suppose that a cyst conta ining
fluid had formed in one of the lips of the orifice, and therefore he recommended waiting, and finally puncture, if the tumor should appear to present
an insurmountable obstacle, after labor had coutin ued for a certain time.
At first I did not coincide with this diagnosis, but it also seemed to me
wisest to wait for the pains. The Jatter appeared decidedly on the evening
of the next day, five days after the membranes were ruptured; they continued all night \rithout effecting any change e ith er in the tumor, or in the
situation or length of the neck. To clear up the diagnosis, I introduced the
entire hand into the excavation, and grasping the whole tumor, I declared
joyfully to my friend, :ThL Parchappe, that I had been deceived, that M.
Dubois was right, and that, most happily, we had to deal with a cyst.
With a long trocar, of' at lenst an eighth of an inch in diameter, I made a
puncture, but to my great surprise nothing escaped . I endeavored to remove obstructions from the tube, if there were any, but in vain; nothing
appeared.
My sensations were so decided, and so convinced was I that I had to deal
with a cyst, that I had no hesitation in puncturing anew; but the same
result fOllowcd, and I was obliged to relinquish the idea.
M. Duboi::; being absent, I i·equested my professional brother and friend,
M. Danyau, to assist me \rith his advice. I related to him all that had
passcd 1 and insisted especially upon the result of my two puncture::, but
notwithstanding all this, :M. Danyau, after exami ning the patient, \\aS convinced of the existence of a cyst. H e made two succe::sive punctul'es but
not a drop of fluid escaped. There was no avoiding the conclusion; it was
not a cyst.
What, then, was to be done? \\7 e could no longer hear the pulsation:s of
the fMal heart. After proYing our incapacity of making an exact diagnosis
of the nature of the tumor, we thought that its soft and apparently fungous
1
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character would enable us to incise it throughout its extent, and thu:!I create
a passage to the footus, which we then might extract. The tumor ''a.:i th~re
fore divided into two htteral parts, and we were able to reach the head.
Th e foreeps were at first appl ied with much difficulty, but notwith ... tanding
the diminution that the tumor had undergo ne, it obstructed the entire cxeavation, and rendered the extraction of the head impossi ble. Craniotomy
and the application of the cephalotri be forceps were equally unsucc~~fuL
Blood flowed free ly from the incised tumor, the patic11t was pale and
prostrated, and the uterine contractio ns became we~Lkcr and weaker. But a
single feeble hope rema ined, namely, pelvic version. It was performed
im mediately, an d the trunk of the fcetus, bringing witb it the entire tumor
externally, enabled us at last to extract th e ch il d.
The operation had lasted two hours, and the unfortunate lady was exhau,.ted. Before extracting the placenta, ergot was administered, the uterus
rubbed, and the after-birth was expelled almost spontaneously. Notwith·
standing all our precautions, and the use of all kinds of tonics and stimulants, some blood still escaped from the womb, \rhich in a patient already
exhausted by the hemorrhage from the operation, was sufficient to cause a
fatal termination. She died about half an hou r after her deliverv.
Th e autopsy showed that the tumor, which was larger than the.head ofa
child at term, had formed in the anterioi· lip of the cervix. By its weig)1t,
which was considerable, it had during life so twisted th e neck around, as to
bring the posterior lip in front, which exp lains the situation of the orifice, as
th e seat of the tumol' accounts for the persistence of the length of the neck,
notwith standing the progress of gestation.
The tumor was constituted of a soft and spongy tissue, resembling rarefied
placental ti ssue, the meshes of which circu mscribed numerous cnvitie.:;, in
which no fluid was to be found . No abnormal element could be discovered
by the most careful exam ination, no newly-for med pathological product; it
was simply an enormous hypertrophy of th e tissue of the neck. Such was_
th e op inion of several professo rs who exami ned the specimen at the School
of Medicine.
There is every reason to believe that this tumor was developed during the
Inst pregnancy, fo r, eighteen months before this last delivery, I attended her
on accouc.t of a miscarri.age, and did not at that time detect any anomaly
either of str ucture or form affecting the neck.
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These examples show what may be feared or hoped for in such cases.
Thus, we should wait when the tumor is Yery small and so situated a::i to
correspond with one of the large diameters of the pelvis, or extirpate it, if
the bistoury can reach it without danger, which seldom happens; on the
other hand, where its size no longer permits us to attempt the extraction of
a living infant, to resort to embryotoruy ; and, if the excavation is completely obstructed, to open a passage for the child by the Cresarean operation.
B. Polypi, or fibrous pediculated tumors, whether attached to the neck
or body of the womb, obstruct delivery only at the cervix. On this account
both are treated of in connection. They are not so serious as the preceding
tumors, inasmuch as they can generally be exti rpated, although their size
would seem to render them au insurmountable obstacle to del ivery.
As a general rule their diagnosis is readily made out, though several singular errors on this head are recorded by authors; for example, Dr. Merr iman relates a ca;:;e in which an experienced physician mistook a poly pus for
the head of a child; and Smellie furnishes two similar instances; consequently, we must not trust to a superficial examination.
The influence of uterine poly pi over the progress of labor will be modified
by a number of circumstances; thus, when the tumor is small, it
be
compre::se<l against one of the walls of the excavation by the child's
aad the latter then passes before it; or, where the pedicle is very Jong, the
fibrous mass is pushed by the hend entirely out of the vulva, and therefo re
only retards the footal expulsion in a slight degree. This occurred in a
case reported by Dr. F. H . Ramsbotham; who says, " I was summoned to a
woman in hbor, and found a tumor of the size of a goose's egg hanging in
the vagina. (Fig. 109.)
"I had no difficulty in determining it to be a polypus, whose pedicle was
attached to the internal wall of the organ above the neck. Dilatation took
place rapidly, and the membranes ruptured; then, in less than an hour, the
head, urged on by powerful contractions, forced the body of the polypus
outi!ide of the vulva and became disengaged." ( Obstetrie..Med. and Surg.,
p. 237.)
After having consulted with his father, wlrnther it
was advisable to l·emove the polypus at once, the
question was determined in the negative.
In many cases, therefore, we may trust to the reM
sources of the organism, remembering at the same
time, that too great a delay is not without danger
both to the mother and child; and, where the ineffiM
ciency of the uterine contractions has been fully
ascertained, a division of the pedicle appears to us
to be the only resource. If the subsequent extracM
tiou of the tumor is rendered very difficult by its
volume, it might be cut up into several pieces, as I
have seen done on two occasions, or be firmly grasped
\1 ith a small serrated forceps.
Pelvic version, which
is recommended by some authors, could be performed
in thos! cases on ly in which the length of the
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pedic]e giycs great m(lbi1ity lo the tumor, and allows it to be pushed ahovt.: the
superior strait. It is unnece.ssary to add that, if the existence of this tumor
in the canal be ascertained during the latter months of gestation, it should
be exc:sed immediately, if it be of sufficient size to render the parturition
difficult or tedious.

§ 10. Fuxoous,

OR CAULIFLOWER

Tmuons, &c.

These tumors, which resemble a cauliflower in their appearance, may arise
from either lip of the womb; and then by acquiring a considerable size, tht'y
musk the orifice rind render it nearly inaccessible. As they often give rise to
hcrnorrh:ige, and as the spongy tissue that constitutes them has some analogy
with the pla.cental structure, they have occasionally been mistaken for n.
Both Madame Lachapelle and Denman relate errors of this
and I witnessed the following still more singular case. The internes
the Luurcine Hospital sent for M. Nelaton, who was surgeon to
the establishment, to tum in a supposed case of hand presentation. :M.
Nelaton de::iired me to accompany him; and, on our arrival, we ascertained
that these youug gentlemen had mistaken an enormous cauliflower excrescence, that sprung from the anterior lip of the cervix uteri, for the hnnd;
its pedicle was at least an inch and a half long, and its base presented five
or six little vegetations that had been mistaken for the fingers.
It frequently happens that these tumors are small enough to admit of the
child's spontaneous delivery; indeed, such was the fa.ct in the
mentioned; but there are many others where the accoucheur is le.1:s
na.te. Take, for instance, the seven cases reported by Puchelt; in one of
which it was necessary to make incisions upon another part of the hard
and scirrhous ueck, so as to secure the introduction of the hand, and inn
second, to remove the tumor, that was attached to the anterior lip anti
occupied all the vagina, by the scissors; gastrotomy was re.<Sorted to in a
third, on account of a rupture of the womb, and not even the child was
saved; in another, the extraction of the chil<l was impossible, notwithstanding the perforation of the cranium, and the woman died before delivery.
Only a single mother survived.

§

11. ENCYSTED

Tm1ons.

Adhering to the cervix uteri, or to the vaginal walls, they may a lso exist in
the excavation. As a general ru le, they are rounded, well defined, movable,
elastic, yielding a little under a moderate pressure, and sometimes fluctuating; the mucous membrane covering them remains unaltered. A small
puncture, in the way of exploration, will always dissipate any doubts con·
cerning their true nature, especially if containing a liquid; and where they
inclose a solid, cheesy, or fatty matter, some portions of it wi ll adhere to
the canula.
An attempt should be made to push the tumor above the superior strait,
before the head becomes engaged; and the membranes must be ruptured
so us to determine the engagement of the fcetus. In the opposite
case,
will be requisite to evacuate the liquid by a simple puncture, or
even to mako an inci::-ion large enough to allow the contents to be pressed out.
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l!<mURATJON, w1Tn II1PERTROP11Y oi;· 1·1rn CERV1:\. U1'ER1.

Thi.s affection is more frequently observed in the anterior than th e postc·
rior lip, though it ma.y affhct both; but in no case has the volume of the indu.
rated part been great enough to impede, mechanically, the expu lsion of the
child i but the alteration very often retards the dilatation, and sometimes
eyen renders it impossible. Yenescction and tepid b:tthing- m:ty be rc:;:ortcd
to with advantage. Certain Engli~h practitioners hig:hly extol the use of
tartnr emetic, gi,·en in naul<cating do:,;es, but I ha,·e not ha<i an opportunity
of testing its efficacy. If the.::iC means pron~ ineffcctu:-tl, or if some more
grave complication requires the prompt termination of the labor, we might
have recourse to repeated incisions made on the neck of the womb.

§ 13. 01''

THE CANCEROUS NECK.

Like nil the organs of the economy, the cervix uteri may be affected
with scirrhus, or may form an encephaloid tumor; :rnd when this does take
place the prognosis is Yery unfaxorable, both for the mother and child.
For example, of twenty·se,·en fomal~ reported by Puchelt, five died during
the labor, nine shortly after delivery, and but ten recovered; the fate of
the other three is not stated . IIowevet\ if the disease is still in its first
stage; if the patient's general condition is not seriously altered ; and es·
pccially if the ma.lady has ma.de but little progress, or the tumor is small,
the danger is not so imminent, a.ud the expul!sion of the child may then
take place regularly. But even where the dcJi,·ery is effected spontaneously, its influence over the sub..-equent progre.-;s of the tumor is not the
less disastrous; for the pressure to which the diseased part is exposed seems,
in most cases, to hasten its development; and, whether the labor be terminated naturally or by the resources of art, its progrc~s afterwards is much
more rupid. The child, likewiiw, is very often lost in the cases under con·
sideration i thus, of the twenty·seven women above cited, fifteen were de·
livered of a still·born child, and ten only of a Jiving infant; nothing is
said of the fate of the other two.
The indications for treatment, when the cervix uteri is affected with
cancer, will necessarily vary, according to the seat and size of the tumor;
for, if it is not very voluminous, or if it is located on the posterior lip, or
the pelv is be of large dimensions, there is every reason for hoping that the
efforts of nature will prove adequate to the dilatation, and the expulsion of
thefcctus.
I have seen the former process effected at the expense of the sou nd anterior lip, where the othe r was invaded by a cancer throughout, which also
extended to the posterior vaginal wall. 1 'Vherefore, tllCre is no occasiou
1 Thiscaseappearslometoorcmarkable not lobe reported, at least in acondeLsed
form.
A female aged forty-five yea.rs, who had previously had sevcrn.1 children, came to
!he "Clinique" about the commencement of .the la<>t month of her gef-ltation ; when,
by re~orting to the touch, it wns ar-iccrtnined that the posterior vaginu.l wall was occu·
pied throughout by an elongated tumor, wh ich was curved in :i.serpcnlinc form, and
utended from the posterior lip of the cervix, to within a fingcr'1:1 breadth of the
mlva. Tbclip was nearly an inch thick in all it.strnnsverse extent {which biter 11·0.s
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for immetliatc action; although it must not be forgotten that, if the dcgcn·
eratiou of thc;;;e parts is more extensive, the powers of nature alone are
inadequate to the accomplishment of' the delivery .
have recommended copious bleedings; but sanguineous
Some
em issions, though advantageous in cases of rigidity, or of simple indurntion
of the neck, would here only enfoeble the patient without producing any
change in the condition of the orifi ce; and the on~y available resource of
our art is still in the repeated incisions on the periphery of the cancerous
mass; because turning, and the application of the forceps, which have been
advised by certain
itre evidently only practicable where the
the entrance into the womb.
bistoury m<ty have previously
\Vithout this precaution, one or more
dividing the lobes of the
scirrhu s would naturally result from the introduction of the band or instru·
ment, which, at the moment of the head's passage, would extend still further, and encroach perhaps on the body of the womb. Or, if the fissures
should not form, the neck, by not dilating, would create an obstacle to the
delivery, and the patient would be exposed to a rupture of the organ, to
convulsions, and to all t he consequences that attend labors rendered difficult
by mechanical impediments; unless, indeed, there happened to be a rupture
of the subvaginal portion of the womb itseU: and the child's passage was
effected through this accidental orifice.
Lastly, in those cases where the
of the forceps is still impossible, even after the iu cisions have
made, a grave question is offered
for our soluti on. S upposing the child is still livin g, we have only to choo~c
between its mutilation and the Coosa.reau operatiou. Though this last
operation be se rious under all circumstances, it nevertheless seems preferable here to the first, because it affords a cons iderable chance of saving the
child; and the mother's life is already so greatly compromised by the disease with which she is affected, that we should not, in my estimation, hesitate to sacrifice all to the safety of her infant.
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CHAPTER VIII.
OBSTACLES DEPENDENT ON 'fIIE BODY OF TITE WOMB .

§ 1. OF UTERIXE OBLIQUITY.
When studying the phenomena of gestation , we enumerated the various
causes thnt forced the uterus to depnrt more or less from the direction of the
pelvic axis; and we demonstrated that, under the influence of those causes,
the womb very often inclines forwards and to the right during tlie latter
months of pregnancy. It is not, therefore, of this right antero-bten:d inclination we are about to 8peak, in treating here of uterine obliquity as a case
of dystocia; because, whore it is slight, and where it may be considered as
a normal result of the development. of' the womb, it affords no obstacle to
the parturition; but when the obliquity is more extens i\'C, it may impede the
~ponta neous expulsion of the child, and will, therefore, claim our attention.
Deventer, and most of the writers on this subject since his day, have described four varieties of' it, namely, the anterior, the posterior, the right
lateral, an<l the left lateral obliquity. But the modern accouc.:heurs, suc h
a;:; Baudeloeque, Gnrdien, Desormetrnx, and P. Dubois, believe that a posterior obliquity cannot take place; for the prominence of the sacrum and of
tb.e lumbar vertebrm, they say, prevents the uterus from being carried
backwards; however, from the facts reported by Deventer, Levrct, Merriman,
Du gC~,and Velpeau, we feel warr:rnted in still retaining the.sc four varieties.
1. Of the .dnterio1· Obliquity.-.As a natur:1l result of the resistance presented by the posterior abdominal plane, the womb iuc:lines forward, where
it only encounters the abdominal muscles, which form a soft and an extensible wall. When this obliquity is inconsiderable, the physician has only
to remain a simple spectator of the efforts of nature i but when it ex ists in
a higher degree, it becomes a source of annoyance and pain during the latter
months of gestation that Gemands attention; and it al.so give:-; ri':Se to difficulties in the course of the labor that shou ld either be prevented or cor rected.
An unusual inclination of the plane of the superior strai t, or a wellthis
marked laxity of the abdominal walls, favors the obliquity; and
and
laxity is carried to an extreme, the ventral musc les gradually
yiel<l, the womb in clines more and more forwards and downwards, its fund us
get~ abo\'e the pubis, and then falls anteriorly, like an inverted sack, on the
thighs. This displacement has been designated as the ventre en besace, and
by the Latin authors it is described under the name of the venler propenduhis.
This di;:;placementgives rise to acute pa.ind in the groins, in the fore part of
the thighs and loins, when the abdomen is not supported by a proper bandage during pregnancy; and, at the time of labor, the cervix uteri is carried
:so far back against the anterior face of the sacrum, thn.t it dilates with the
greatest difficulty; and if the membranes be prematurely ruptured, or if the
pelvis is unusually large, it nearly always happens that the child's head
pre:sses the anterior inferior part of the uterine wall before it; which part
appears at the vulviL while its orifice is directed considerably upwards and
backward:;-. But if the pelvis be small, this engagement of the head does
not take place, and tbf'I anterior uterine wall is then forcibly compressed
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between it a11d some portion of Lhe superior strait. The enormous di1tc11tion
in the former case, and
the lower part of the uterui: in the
port ion
the organ lo laceration or
L'"1Hler
such
the abdominal explorntion and
alone explain the cause of the difficulties and pains
patient experiences. The obliquity in the body is rroadily recognized by the external
examination; and if the head be engaged in the excavation, the finger intro-

duced into the vagina will find a voluminou:s, smooth, and rounded tumor,
filling up the whole cavity of the lesser pchis, and upon which
similar to that of the cervix uteri can be detected; but when
upwa.rd and backward towards the sacro-vcrtebral angle, it
(though at times with great difficulty) the anterior border of the cervix;
but, most general ly, it will he impossible to recognize the posteuior lip.
This circumstance has severrt.l times been mistaken for imperforation of the
womb, or a complete obliteration of the neck, and, as a consequence, the
vagin;d Cresarean operation has occasiona.lly been performed, where nothing
more than an obliquity of the uterus was to be remedied. If the hcn<l has
not yet engaged, the tumor will not occupy the exca\·ation, but
difficulty will still be experienced in finding the cervix. Both
modes of e:xplor:ition should be employed; for vrn have
(p. 702) that the cervix may be oblique, while the body retains
position; and it is evident that, under such c ircumstauces, a resort to
touch alone might lead us to suspect an obliquity that did not really exist;
and, on the other hand, the internal exploration would guard aga.inst the
errors that the deformed appearance of the woman's abdomen might po:;sibly
make us commit; for it alone can enable us to distinguish the obliquity
from that deformity already alluded to, under the name of anteflcxion, in
which the womb is shaped like a. retort. In the former case, the cervix
will be detected high up towards the posterior plane of the pelvis; in the
la.tter, on the contrary, it will corresponJ to the centre of the excavation,
notwiLh~ta.nding the great forward inclination of the body of the womb.
2. Of the Posterio1· Obliquity.-This variety of obliquity (which is denied,
as above sta.ted, by most modern authors) must be attributed to an exce.-:5ive
resistance on the part of the abdominal walls, which
the uterus
from following the direction of the axis of the superior
out of t he pol vis; that is, from inclining forwards, and
exclusively met with in women bearing their first child.
The direction of the uterine axis is not to be judged of in reference to the
axis of the body, but to tha.t of the superior strait. Now, it is undeniable
that the womb, in some cases, instead of being di rected from abO\'e downward and from before backward, has its long axis directed from behind
forward, and sometimes even in a d irection parallel to the plane of the superior strait, so that, while its fund us r eposes on the posterior inferior plane of
the abdomen, its neck is situated above the pubis.
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I cannot better describe the signs appertaining to thi~ particular obliquit.y
than by relati11g a few examples of it; and these citations will have the
further adv:rntage of verifying the fact, and of establishing its possibility.
I luwe twice had, says .Meniman, from ·whom I extract the following
case, an opport.unity of observing this singular and unu::iu:d position of' thP
uterus, in which the os uteri is carried so far above the symphy::ii::i pubis that
it is inacce&;ibl~ to the finger, and the posterior part of the pelvis so com·
pletcly filled by the body of the womb that it is impos::iible to touch the
sacrum. A case of the kind has been published by Dr. S. II. Jackson; but
it occurred in a woman who had not reached full term. In the first of my
case::, the woman was at term, and the labor continued for several days;
but the uterus regained its ordinary position after seYere efforts, and the
labor terminated spontaneously: the child was still-born, but the mother re·
covered. The other was ptiblished a long time ago, in a dissertation on
retro,·er.sion of the womb, which has been sharply criticised by Dr. Dewees.
The following is an n.b.stract: ":Jlrs. F - was taken with symptoms of
labor, on Monday, June 16, 1806, at which time a discharge of' the liquor
amnii was percei\'ed, and severe and apparently strong pains recurred at
distant inten·als. In th e course of the day, the patient was examined per
vaginam, when there appe::ired to be a singular condition of the part. The
whole of the back part of the pelvis was filled up by a globular tumor, which
prevented the finger from passing in the direction of the coccyx and sacrum,
but it was obliged, in tracing the tumor, to take a direction towards the
o.•~a pubis, abo\'e the crest of which it could be passed; but neither here nor
anywhere else could the os uteri be felt.
"By introducing the finger into the rectum, it appeared that the tumor
was uterine, and that some bulky part of the fretus was contained wilhiu it;
but whether the nates or the head, could not be clearly distinguished.
"On Tuesday, the 17th, the discharge of liquor amnii continued; the pains
were frequent and excruciating, and the tumor was pressed down closer upon
the perineum. A rigor, terminating in convuhions, and followed by fover
and delirium, took place this day; but a prompt bleeding and evacuating
the bowels relieved these symptoms.
"Wednesday, 18th, and Thursday, 19th, no material alteration was oh·
served. The pains continued regular and distinctly marked through these
days, but were much less severe and distre::i:;ing than at first.
"Friday, 20th, another very careful examination of the parts was made.
The uterine tumor presented the same shape and bulk, quite obstructing the
pa~sage towards the sacrum, for even the coccyx could not be felt, except
the finger was introduced into the rectum; when the finger in the vagina
was carried forward, in the only direction in which it could pass, namely,
anteriorly, it reached above the pubes, but still the os uteri could not be felt;
yet, on withdrawing the finger from fLbove the symphy::!is pubis, there wa'i
now, for the first time, percei\'ed upon it the true appearance of a show,
which furnished a convincing proof that the os uteri was situateJ iu that
direction, and encouraged us to hope that an alteration in the state of the
uterus was at hand.
''Our hopes were not vain; for, on the next day, Saturday, 21st, a con·
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sidernble alteration was discovered in the pains, and in tl1e situation of the
globular tumor, which occupied tbe pelvis. The pains were more pc wcrfuJ
and effective, ~nd the tumor, which had been contiguous to and pre.s:5ing
upon the penneum, was found to have a little receded, while a flat.wncd
mass (wh!ch proved to be the head of the child in a state of complete putrefaction, with the bones separated, and the brain almost cli~solvcd ; was forc(..'(f
down from above the pelvis, between the ossa pubis aucl the uterine tumor.
u After a few hours of active pains, the tumor ascended above the brim of
the pelvis, and was no longer to be felt; but now the O:S uteri was en:;ily di.$tinguishable, though still very high.
"It w:1s juJged right to make an opening into the head, and about a pint
of gnunous blood and brains was evacuated; this allowed an opportun ity of
grn:Sping the scalp, and by ruean:s of this so much assistance was afforded
in extracting the child 1 that the labor was terminated in a few more pains.
"The patient perfecLly recovered, and lived many years afterwards in good
health, but never had another ch ild.
(Synopsis.)
"In a woman," says l\L Velpeau, "who came to be confined at my amphitheatre, in the month of May, 1828, the fundus of the uterus was rather
inclined backwards than forwards. Th e head of the fretus fol'med above
the strait a considerable projection, which descended in front of the symphysis pubis nearly to the \'Ulva. Besides, the walls of the abdomen were so
thin that the head, fontanelles, and sutures cou ld readily be detected Lhrough
them: the occiput was to the right, and the face to the left. The right
parietal bone rested against the anterior face of the symphysis pubis, and
the left remained in front. Th e os uteri, which was on a level with the
superior strait, seemed to be scooped out of the substance of the posterior
wall of the womb, which made it much longer behind than before. In order
to reach the orifice, and penetrate towards the head of the child , I was
obliged to bend my finger, so as to make it pass almost horizoutally above
the pubis. After seven da.ys of pain and pretty strong contractions, the os
uteri, although very soft and very dilatable, was scarcely opened at all. M.
Desormeaux agreed with me, that by means of position, and the assistance
of the hand properly combined, I ought to try to carry the head to the
centre of tlrn superior strait, by making it sl ide from below upwardit, ancl from
before backwards over the pubis. I began to execute this manreuvre at
half-past eight o'clock, and continued it, a lternating with several of the
students, until nine o'clock. From this time there was no longer a tumor
in front of the symphysis, and the labor progressed so rapidly that in less
than an hour the ch ild was born, and the plncenta itself expell ed." (Meigll'B
Translation, p. 404.)
Dr. Billi, Professor at l\Iilan, reports a case (Ann. cle Chir., 1845, p. 113)
in which the retroversion was so complete, that the orifice was situated five
fingers' breadth above the pubis, whilst the posterior part of the excavat ion
was occupied by the head of the footus. The fondus of the uterus, in the
shape of a hard and rounded tumor, was situated between the vagina aud
the rectum, which it compressed vio lently.
I might also add sim ilar e:rnmples from Duges; but these two are prohably quite sufficient to render what is meant by the posterior obliquity of the
womb fully understood.
11
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By "umming up the f'ymptoms so \\Cll described by Merriman, we shall

~~~:~1 :n(:,~<l,·e;~;.,~~:~~iJ3e~~~~!e t~!!"~\~:~·~l~~~~!1ep~1~~8t~1~,1 :l~~,11.:1 ~s <~i~:;~~e::o~~i~~

the <'Crvix; 3, the tumor, constituted by some part of the fCctus (the :shoulder,
prolmhly) prcs;:;ing before it the po:-:tcrior inferior portion of the womb that
em•clop .. it, is strOngly engaged in the excavation, and occupies all the
ca\'ity of the Jc;:;ser pel\'iS;' and, 4, the head situateJ abo\'e the symphy:sis
puhi... By collecting in the same way the principal characters of )[. Yelpeau':-o ra~e, we ::hall find a remarkable ele,·ation of the pre:-:enting part; a
wr)' unu:-.ual elevation of the cervix uteri, the orifice of whi(·h, being turned
dircrtly fonmrd, is placed ab(we the symphysis, and is s1·:i.rcely accessibl6
to the finger; and, lastly, a cousidenible tumor f'ormerl by the child's hend,
ju~t in front of the anterior face of the symphysis. And we may add, that
such a tumor had previou~ly been de<:cribcd by DugCs, in several of his ob:;ervation~.1

The po~terior obliquity of the worn b is rarely so disa~trous in its consequence:-; a~ Merriman'~ case proved to be; for most generally the stroug
contraction;: of the organ, the energetic efforts of the patient herself, and a
sufficient n.mplitude of the pel\'ii'i, succeed in ovNcomiug its· unfavorable
influence, without extraneous aid; and, besides, it often happens that, at the
time the membranes are rnpture<l, the head descends into the excavation
along with the discharged waters. But on the other hnnd, as in the instance
of the author ju;:t quoted, the <le\'i:ition of the fro.tu;:, and of its presenting
part, goe" on increasing, and then it may require version.
[We have stnterl that all diffkulty in accounting for the \vay in which po~terior
nl1liquity takes place is remvH<l by rf'gar1ling it aa a. re~ult or irregular develop·
mf'nt or thr uterus, the exce:-.~ivc t.lilatati11n <if who~e posterior segment pu~hes the
c•·nix forward. That Prof. Depaul accepts this \'iew is Rhown by thr following
ca~P . •\!:lily from the country. who ha<! already borne children, wns at the pcl'iod
,if hrr rnnfinrmcnt; pain~ had been cxprrienccd for scvcrnl days, but the labor
ha•I madr nc> proµ;res". When l\L Dcp:wl wrt'I called he found n., :ippreciable incli~
natinnof the uteru". On making: an examination, the finger encountered quite n
lnrj?f' tumor occupying a. part. or the cavity of the pelvis, more especially the posterior portion . The neck was thrust forward and lodged heh ind the symphysis
pul1i~. It lrncl the form of a trans,,erse fi,~ure, with two pn~eeting lips, and ite
ca\ity was not blended with that of the body of the uteru'4. On pa,sing the finger
1 It i• highlyprobnl)le thatthecngn~ement of the shoulder in theexcnvrttion is owing
totbeputrefnctionofthcfretue. Merriman hnsnot noted thepromincnceformcdabo,,e
the ~ymphysi~ pubis by the head; lhc absence of this projection, which wns so remurkah\e in ;\L V<'lpe11u's case, was certainly dup to rm pngngrmentof the shoulder, and
the he111l wn~ probably thrown back on the opposite one, so th:1t n spo .. tnneous cephalic
Ter~ion took pince.
1 It h11s heen remarked, in many cascs, thn.t the child's h1>11d
presenter!, after birth,
•re•I lonj!iludinnl mark bet.ween one of 1he parietal proluber:rnces and the sngittal
~ulure. This J,.ng, narrow track seems to be owing to the contusion mnde on the scalp
by the ur1ier l)ordcr of the pubis. In 11. case of this kind, reported by Paisley, the
mi•l"ifPcou\tl notde1cctthechiltl's bend until afterthedischnrgcofthc wnlera. The
hra<I would not descend, and the woman died of exhaustion; nnd, al the autopsy, the
froni:1\nndpnrietn\honesoftherighisidewerefou11t.lapplicdngninstt bepubis,
which l·atl made a depression !here of one or two inches in extent.
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3. Lateml Obliquities.-For the reasons formerly given (page 702), the
right lateral obliquity is far more frequent than the left; indeed, but very
few examples of the latter ai·e ever met with. These variations in the direction of the uterus are rarely of such a nature as to constitute a serious
obstacle to parturition; they act more particularly in modif)'ing, and sometimes even in altogether changi ng, the presenting part of the fretus. Let
us suppose, for instance, says DugCs, that the womb be oblique enough to
carry the ch ild 's h'ea.d towiirds the border of one of the iliac fossre, as I have
seen in two cases; but it can hardly remain at this point, for it will either
be pressed back into the excavation, or else it will slip further forward and
outward, and the child, by thus becoming more and n10re oblique, will ultimately present one or the other shoulder at the superior strait.
4. 'Pl'eatment of Uter£ne Obliquity.-In a large majority of cases the
obliquity of the womb, whatever may be its variety, presents no special indi·
cations for treatment; it constitutes a source of delay in the progress of the
parturition, but it scarcely eyer becomes a serious cause of dystocia. Consequently in these, a8 in all other slow labors, the first duty of the practitioner
is to wait. In some very rare instances, where it happens that an cxces..:;ive
degree of obliqu ity is not rectified under the influence of the powers of
nature, the intervention of art becomes necessary; and the indications then
presented are,-to restore the womb to its normal positio n, to sustain it
there, and to remedy any accid ents that may happen.
The measures whereby the first two indications may be ful filled, are per·
feet rest on the back, when the obliquity is anterior, or on the side opposite
to the one occupied by the fundus uteri, when it is lateral, and the employment of the hands to support and maintain th e deviated organ, or of a large
bandage properly applied, to produce the same effect. The patient shoul<I
be advised not to bear down until after the displacement is remedied. If the...~
means are not sufficient, it will be necessary, while thus operating externally
on the body, to act at the same time on the neck; for that purpose intro-
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Jucing two finger::> into the uterine orifice, and taking aclrnntage of an int('rntl
between the pains to draw it gently towards the centre of the pchi;.;;, "hilst
the other hand is em ployed in prc::-sing the fundus of the organ in the opposite direction.
Thc;;c mca...,,ures generally succeed, and their u:;:e should be continued as
long as the double interest of the mother and child will permit; but if they
prove un..,,uccc,-:::ful, and the reduction of the obl iqui ty and the dcli,·ery
becomes impo~~ible, our only re....ource is to opt·n an artificial pa~~agc, by
makiug an inci::;ion into that portion of the uterine wall which projects in to
the vagina. (the vagina.I C::.c.:;arcau operation). Sti ll this ought to be considered an ultimate rc:::ourcc, and one not lo be rcsorlc<l to until after the
impo~:'ibility of introdu cing the hand into the uterus to effect the pelvic
\'Cr:::ion has been fully ascert:tinccl.
In the po:-:tel'ior obl iquity, the woman ought to remain seated or standing,
or, if po~"ible, enn reclining a little forward. 1f' the head forms a projection abo,·e and in front of the pubi", as in the case of Y clpeau, and those
reported by DugCs, the hand ~hould support the hypogastrium, and, by
per~e,·erance, it will succeed in pre~... ing back the head to the centre of the
cxc:n-:lliun. Thi;,; manceu\'l'c will be ren<lercd more easy by the vertical
po.-.ition, by walking, or, if nccc~::-ary, by the woman's resting on her hands
and knees, so that the fun<lus of the womb will han g forward, as it were.
A kind of see-saw movement then take.; place, which, by depre;:-: .. ing the
part of the child that occupies the fundus, elevates that near the neck.
Finally, ohoul<l all the;c phi.ns fail, the pelvic ver:sion mu;,;t be resorted to.

§ 2. OF lIEnYL\.

OF

TITE Wo:'lrn.

)fo::-t of the cases of hernia of the womb may be referred to what we
have described under the name of anterior obliquities of this orga n. The:;c
arc true et'enll'ations ; 1 and it id exceedingly rare for the uterus, hy escaping
through one of the natural openin~s of the abdomen, Mich as the ingu inal
or the crural rings, to con~titutc a hernia, properly 80 cal led. Some welle.staLli:;hcd examples of it, howe\'Cr, arc found in the books; for in.stance,
Simon, in hi::: :'lfemoir on the Cre~arenn operation, and Sabatier, in his work
on the di~placcments of the womb and vagina, both of which arc found in
the valuaLle collection of the Academic de Chirurgie, ha\'C related several
very curious instances of the kind.
In mo.~t cases, the di:;placcment of the womb had existed prior to the
fecundation, and the organ thus i-itnated without the abdomiual intlo.surc,
continued to be dc,·eloped until full term. In some ol hen;, which nre more
difficult to admit, this organ h[t\'ing attained a certain degree of development, gradually dilated one of tl1e crura l or inguinal rinf,~, and constituted
an external hernia. These latter lu\\'e been admitted by Detiormcanx, but
they are rejected by l\L ~loreau, who consider.s them as genuine c,·cntm·
ti1rn,-, and we are dispo::>ed to adopt the latter view, at lca::.t so far as regard.s
the cu.~c r~1iortecl by Ruysch . Sometimes, ho\\ ever, the exi!Stence of a11 old
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hernia. lrns occasionally seemed to favor the development of a hernia of the
uterus.1
The characters of this latter, during the gestation and labor, are too well
marked to require a detailed n.ccount of the signs of J'Ccognition. But, at
the time of the parturition, the inefficiency of the efforts of nature :should
be fully tested by a prolonged delay, before resorting to the nC::iareau
operntion 1 which is the only resource recommended by very many accoucheurs; for, in some cases, the labor has been known to terminate spontaneously. In a case related by Ruysch, a miclwife, by raising the tumor,
succeeded in returning the foot.us into the abdomen, and the deli,·ery was
effected as usual.
§ 3. OF PRO LA PSUS UTERC.
It is possible for a probpsus of the womb to ex ist in a non-pregnnnt woman,
and yet the latter may conceive, as is fully proved by the fOllowing obsen·ation of l\Ianigucs, reported by Chopa rt. "A female, who was affected with
a prolapsus, ha<l been impregnated by the direct and immediate introduction of the fecundating principle into the uterus, through its gm.dually
dilated orifice." The conception ha\'ing once taken place, the uterus may
go on developing until term, and at the time of labor may present an
enormous tumor hanging between the thighs; or this falling may on ly occur
during the gestation; and again it may sudd en ly come on in the course of
the parturition, where the patient is abandoned to herself, or is attended by
inexperienced persons, who allow her to remain standing or walking for a
long time, or who permit her to nrnke stro ng bearing-down efforts, with a
view of hasten in g her delivery before the os uteri is sufficiently dilated.'
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The prolap~us may prove a source of serious difficulty in the progre::;s Jf
the pa1turition, for experience ha s sh own that this accident may not only ·0 e
producti\'C of long delays, but likcwi.,;e of real danger; perhaps, it may
e\•cn rC'uder th e spontaneou~ expuJ;.;ion of the footu.s altogether impo~::;ible,
either (as ha..;; long since been remarked) becau~e the womb, which has
ck ..rcnclcd to the lowest part of the abdomen, and pos::;ibly c\·en beyond the
ahdominal inrlosure, is removed, as it were 1 from the influence of the <:OU·
traction:;:. of the abdominal mu;:;cles; or becau::e, being weJged in between
the mrfac:c of the child's body and the walls of the pelvis, it has lt>::it a.
great part of its energy in con;:.cquence of the long·eontinued prc::.sure.
The difficulties to be overcome will also vary acc:or<liug to whether the
prolapsus be recent or of lon g standing; for, in the latter case, the prolonged
contnct of the organ with the internal face of the thigh5, and with the drc::is,
may ha\'e produced n state of induration of the ccrdx whi<:\1 opp01'ed it:s
stearly dilatation; indeed thi,; has often been impo1'~ible, and the phy::-i<:ian
ha.;: been obliged to inci:::c it to overcome the resi:-.tance offered by the in·
durated parlo;;, On the contrary, where the accident has recently occmred,
or, still better, if it is only manife.sted during the labor, the dil:ttation of the
Q(( uteri is sometimes effected ((pontan<>ously; and tlie duty of the accouc:heur
is then limite•l to facilitating it by the use of the appropriate means .
The special indications presented by a foiling of the womb, when it occurs
during pregnancy, ha~·e already been treated of. (Page 528.)
All attempts at reduction would be dangerous during the bbor; and,
con((equcntly, the accoucheur mu-;t then be s:ati:::ficcl \\ iih ha::tening the
dilatation of the or;: uteri as much as prn:::::.ible, aucl with preventing the
lacerations it would suffer, by suitable incisions, in ca~es of induration.
The deli\·ery of the placenta likewise demands much C' ir eum~pcctio n, si nce
it is evident that we cannot trust its expulsion to natul'c, and still le~s can
we draw on the cord iu the usua1 manner; hen ce, the after· birth must be
artificially separated. Immediately after its delivery the uterus r etracts,
and then its redu ction is often quite eru:y.

[f4. TnlORS OF TRE Boov or TllE UTERUS.
PuchPlt mentions ten cases of cancerous degeneration of the body of the uterus,
the neck Leing healthy. Jn one case, the entire body of tlu• organ ww~ disrn<>ed.
A11 tlu•<:e tumors rarely present any mechanical obstruction to the expuJ ...ion of the
child, we will merely oh.serve that they interfere with the contractions of the uterus
and predi11po~e to its rupture.

In ~~:r;u;i~:~~~~ ~~~~e sb!::~;u~ ~~;~~~~c~~~~~:,~·nn~'J~e!b~;;r~~,~~'~ts1~~~ t~::~r~1::;
1

interfere with delivery by disturbing the regularity of the contractions of the
uteru~, but chiefly by obstructing meC'hanirally the expul.~ion of the fretu-,.
The fibrous ma.,~e<>, whether pf"diculatcd or not, which grow upon the segmrnt
of the uteru~. may be a~similaied to the $ame kind of tumors and pol~·pi of the
neek. We have, lherefure, nothing to add to what has Leen already ~aid in regard
t.1 them. (See Fib1·ous 1'11mo1·s oj'lltt. Neck, page iOG.)
Fibrou s tumorlJ of the upper segment are grave in prop<H·tion to the length of
ju~tindicatc<l.

For these reasons, therefore, we cannot too strongly urge the ptltienls
to keep in the hodzoma\ position during the early part of their lyin g-i n, ilntl toavaid
all kinds of ,·iolent exertions for llie firgt ai.x weeks following ll1eir delivery.
46
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their pedicles. When non-pcdiculntcd an<l situated in the fondue , they h.11•rno
tende ncy to engage in the c:wity of the pelvi"I below the head of the fcctu 11; whil'lt
those with long pedicles att:iched at the fundus, may form serious obstacle~ should
their lower extremity become engaged below the head. In the latter case, the 011ly
thing to be<lone is to divide the pcdicle and remo1·e the tumor .
All s ub -muco u~ fibrous tumors arc liable to cause bcmonhagc during thedelinry
of the after-Lirth, because their size interferes with the co ntraction of theutcru H.
An unusually severe hcmorrlrnge may also result from n direct in sertion of the
placenta upon the portion of mucous membrane coveri ng the tumor. Jt will be
r('adil y see n how this unfortunate dispo!;ition of the parts mip;ht facilitate the Jo~s
of blond from the open orifice!'! of the utcro-placcntal vessels, which remain uncloi;ed
bccau ~e the tumor obstructs th e contraction of the musculn.r fibres.
The peculiar changes which occur at the internal surface of the uleru~ nftcr
deli\•ery, ofte n have a s in ~ ular effect upon the con tinuan ce uf sub-mucous fibrou11
tumors There are cases which prove that the uterine mueou~ mcmlmrnc may undergo ulceration, an'd the tumor thus exposed become enu cleated, f;O to speak, and
expelled into the vagina. I have myself seen two c:ises of this son of ~p1JntanerJus
cure.
Sub-peritoneal fibrous tumors are gener:-tlly less gra\'C than the frnb-murou~
varie ty, yet 1hey may prove a \·cry se rious obstacle should they happen to occupy
a. part of lhe cavi~y of the pelvis. I reported in my thesis for the Cow:o11rs 1 n ca~e
furni ::;hed me by .M. IL Blvt, and of which the followi ng is a. summary. A woiu110

1
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~~1 :~~~ ~~~1~~:~;:1~ ~;~~ ~~1~i:~ro;h:"~~e~~o0 ~n~l~:t:t: ~et~t;~_wh~~I~ 1~:~ntl~: 1: ~;reo~

rec~I cul·de·~i:ic, projected :ll.iove the superior strait and reached the fundu!:l of the
uterus. At numerous pointsitwnsndhcrenttothc recto-uterine cul·de·sac. An
antero-posteriorsection huvlng been made,itwnsfound that thecentreof'thetumor
was broken down into a pulpy mass of a grayish color. (Sec Fig. 110.)]

CHAPTER IX.
OF TUMORS APPERTAINING TO THE

ADJACE~T

PART'S AND CELLULAR

TISSUE OF THE CAVITY OF TUE PELVIS.

Ta.ESE tumors are various in character and may appertain either to the
ovary, Fallopian tube, bladder, intestine, or cellular tissue of the pelvis.
§ 1. TmmRS OF THE OvARY.
This organ may be affected with a number of diseases, nearly all of which
harn the effect of singularly augmenting its volume; thus cysts, distended
11ith solid or liquid matters, are frequently observed there, and abscesses
hn.ve also been met with i or this body itself may become hypertrophied, or
he affected with scirrhous or encephaloid cancer. But we shall not treat of
thc~e latter affections, further than to examine the influence they may have
over the puerperal functions. In this respect, it is highly important to
ascertain the exact seat of the tumor; for sometim es the diseased oyary
remains in the abdominal caYity above the superior straitj and, again, it is
rery often displaced, and falls into the pelvic excavation. In the former
case it may, doubtless, ob:;truct the development of t he uterus by its bulk,
and thus bring on a premature labor; or it may produce an obliquity of the
womb by pressing the latter to the opposite side, and thus prove a source of
dystocia; but it particularly claims the attention of the accoucheur when
situated in the lesser pelvis; for it may then so obstruct the passages, that a
natural delivery of the child becomes wholly impossible.
The tumors, constituted by the displaced ovary, nearly a1ways fall down
into the eul·de·sac, formed by the peritoneum, it being reflected from the
posterior surface of the uterus to the anterior one of the rectum. In a single
case only, reported by Jackson, has it been found behind the rectum, which
latter was then pressed forward. This singular anomaly merits attention.
The OYarian tumors vary greatly, both in their volume nnd fo rm -from
the size of a smal l orange up to that of a child's head; sometimes they only
occupy a part of the excavation, while at others, they fill it up so completely
that the finger can scarcely be introduced between them and the pelvic
walls. It is important in practice to a~certain these differences of size and
location, and equa!Jy so to detect the nature of the tumor, and the kind of
material that forms it. In some cases of ovarian dn.)tlsy, the fluctuation is
so evident that no possible doubt can exist concerning ils character, but in
others, this sen~ation is not so clearly recognized; though here the smooth
and polished surface of the tumor, aod its rounded form, compared witl1 the
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irregularities, and the nodules exhibited by cancerous de~enC'ration~ of this
organ, will facilitate the diagnosis. The density of the flui<l tumor, its
elar<tic resistance and fluctuation, are singularly modified during the ronbecause, being then strongly romprcssed by the child's hea<l, the
at first soft and yie ldin g, becomes hard, tense, and r~i·.;tant;
sac,
consequently, it is advisable to examine both during and after the pain, for
the difforences then presented will likewise aid in making out the clinp-no~ir<.

Th e exploration should be made both by the vagina and rectum, since this
is the best method of clistingui::;hing the enlargements of the ovary from
those belonging to the uterus or the vagi1rn. This double exploration onlr

admits of their being confounded with the tumors ex i!lting in the rcct~
vaginal septum; but this error would be of little consequence, since the two
ca!les present the same in dications for treatment.
The presence of such tumors is always a very un favorable complication
of the labor i but the prognosis will necessarily vary with their volnme, i:eat,
nature, and mobility, as also according to the period at which the phy~ician
is summoned. Thus, in tl1irty-oue cases recorded by Puchelt, fifteen were
fatal to the mother and twenty-three to the child. Twenty-one children anrl
one woman died during the labor.
As regards the treatment, the same course is not always to be pur.::uerl
in the cases under consideration. There is evident ly nothing to be done
where the size and locality of the tumor afford a well-grounded hope of a
spontaneous delivery; but when it is movable, and the heafl hns not yet
engaged, it is recommended to attempt to press up the former ahove the
abdominal strait; and, should the tumor still have a tendency to foll hark,
after lrnving been carri ed up, it. ought to be supported, while the feet are
sought after, or an application of the forceps is resortf'rl. to.
But in some grave cases, the engagement of the head, or the a<lhei:ion:.i of
the tumor, render a return of the latter impossible; here it is particularly
important to be certain of its nature; and if the signs above indicated have
not proved sufficient to settle the diagnosis, a puncture should be made in
it, whi ch would <letenuine the question of its fluidity or solidi ty. ff it
proves to be an ovarian dropsy, it is to be evacuated by a troc:ir somewhat
larger tlrnn the one used for the exploratory puncture; but if the cy,;;t be
multi1ocular, or if it contain a cheesy mn-tter tha:t cannot escape through
the cnnula of the trocar, a. free incision will evidently be requisite.
By allowing the fluid to escape, the incision would have the double
advantage of facilitating the labor when the tumor is ·very large1 and of
preventing consecutive inflammat.ion 9f the cyst, when the latter, though
too small absolutely to prevent the expulsion of the fretu~, is yet large
enough to delay it greatly. Under the latter circumstances, indeed, the
compres;.;ion it undergoes during labor may excite in it a violent inflammation, and, in some cases, even produce a rupture. As a consequence of this
rupture, the fluid may be dis~harged externally throl1gh a perforation of
the vagina, or be effused into the cavity of the peritoneum.
The incision or the puncture is usually mrtde by the vagina, as the e'·aru·
at.ion of its contents is more easily effected thrnugh this canal. Rome .rer·
sons, ha wever, fearing lest an in cis ion made through the vaginal wall might
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become enlarged at the moment of the passage of the llCad, 11ave rccom·
mended the introduction of the instrument through the rectum; and
nlthough this mode of operating ought, in general, to be rejected, it should
certainly be followed in those cases in which the tumor is located between
the po~terior part of the rectum and the anterior surface of the sacrum.
Again, the tumor is solid, it cannot be pushed up, and the size is so great
as to render an extractiou of lhe fmt us altogethe1· impossible. The ca::ie is
then mo~t serious, and we have only to choose between an extirpation of
the tumor, or a resort to embryotomy, or to the Cresarean operation. Under
!o.U<'h circumstances, if it were possible to ascertain that the abnormal growth
had not contracted intimate adhesions to the neighboring parts, I would
willingly adopt the views of .Meniman, who recommends its extirpation
hut if this latter be deemed impracticable, a mutilation of the child might
he resorted to, when there i ~ room enough between the tumor and che pelvic
\1ull to afford a passage to the fretus grasped by the embryotomy forceps;
otherwi~e, the nesarean operation seems to be the only resource.
The following summary, which will serve to illustrate the danger of the
operations ju.st recommended, is extracted from M. Puchelt's stati:::tic:s: In
fi,·e cases, where the deJi,·cry was abandoned to the resources of the organi,.m, four of the mothers died, and but two children were born living. The
simple pu£<hing up of the tumor was only followed by the safety of both
indidduals in a single instance, while in another case the infant was stillborn. Yeri:ion was performed twice, after basing previously pushed up the
tumor, but this double operation was only once successfu l for the woman;
the child, though born living, died immediately afterwards; but in the
other, both mother and child perished. A simple puncturn of the tumor
was attended wilh succe""s in one case, though in two others it did not obviate the necei:sity for embryotomy, and both women died. The incision of
the mai:s, which was practised in three instances, was favorable to both
individuals in a single case only, while in the other two tlie children perished; in the fourth, \'Crsion was efihcted after the incision, but hath mother
and child were lo::=t; the same re.:;ult attended the application of the forceps
in one case; a perforation of the cranium was found necessary in six, and
only three of the women recovered; and, fimdly, both parties survived in
tho.~e instances where the blunt hook could be employed.

* 2. Tt:l'IOP.S APPERTAIKI.~G

TO 'fIIE FALLOPIAN TUBE.

As the tumors of the tube are much more rare than th<>Ee of the ovary,
they seldom constitute a mechanical obstacle to the delivery. In fact, only
one case of the kind is on record, that related by Chambry of Boulaye, in
the old Journ<tl de Midecine, Chirurgie, et Pharmacie. It appeared as a

:~~:~l:::1~~l~ i~~:;:1~~~~;c~1 ~/~:: 1;;o~;~:~~~:e1~~:~0r~;l1\~:tti~l~~ se;f~ ~fsi:~~;~~

c:::
s!iould be met with, it would offer the same indications for t.reatment as the
11rarian tumors.
~

3. T\;.'olOH.~

OF TIIE RECTUM.

A. Fcc:al matters may accumulate anrl harden in the rectum, an~ give
rbe to unplea::=ant symptoms, which sometim e.:; simulate :t regular disease
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of the intestine; and if such an accumulation takes place toward,.; the eml
of pregnancy, it may render delivery difficult, or even impo~ible, by
obstructing the passages the fcetus has to traverse. In several of the
reported cases, injections could not be made, and laxali\·e.s given by the
mouth proved ineffectual. For instance, Guillemot
"'Ve are constrained, before delivering her, to extract all the
which distended the said large bowel;" and Lauverjat likewise
"I introduced my finger into the vagina, and pressed on the matters,
the view
of diminishing their solidity; I then gave two injections, which soon emptied
the in testine; the pa,ins, which had been completely suspended for six hours,
reappeared, and the labor was terminated in less than fifteen minutes."
Under like circumstances, I know of nothing better than to follow the
example of these practitioners.
A curious case, in many respects, is reported by Fournier, who says: " I
was sent for by three surgical stLJdents, who had been ineffectually attempt·
ing to deliver a woman for five days. Having ascertained, on my arrival,
that she
and had not had a passage for a week, I immediately
The student charged with this duty endeavored in
directed an
vain to find
anus; and, on going to his aid, I discovered that it was
imperforate, and that no vestige whntever of an orifice remained; but,
instead, ii line similar to the raphe extended from the coccyx to the vulva.
I in troduced my finger into the vagina, where I found the rectum floating,
and as it was filled with excrement, compressing the womb, the canula was
introduced there, and the injection penetrated into the intestine, from whence
a prodigious quantity of cherry-stones, mixed up with fecal
awav at once; and after this evacuation, I terminated tlle labor."
Sci. ·..Med., tom. iv. p. 155. Gas. rares.)
B. Scirrhus.-Dr. Lever relates having met with a case where
labor
wa.s rendered difficult by the presence of a cancel'Ous tumor
three
inches above the anus. But such tumors rarely acquire a large size, and
the application of the forceps would nearly always prove sufficient to overcome the obstacle.

§ 4.

l'Ul\IORS OF TilE BLADDER.

The tumors in the pelvic cavity, dependent on the bladder, may be caused
either by a procidentia nsicre, a cancer of this organ, or a urinary calculus.
In addition to which, we have elsewhere spoken of the unfavorable influence
that nn excessive distention of the bladder might have over the puerperal
functions.
A. Procidentia Vesica: (Falling of the Bladder).- Under this title, certain
authors have described an inconsiderable displacement of the bladder, but
which does not the less constitute a trne hernia of the organ; and we shall,
therefore, refer our remarks on this subject to the article in ~\'hich hernial
tumo~·s are treated of in detail.
B. Cancer of the Bladder. - Puchelt extracts one case of this disease frJm
Obertcufer, and Dr. Lever reports another; both of which would seem to
prove that the vesical wn.lls, when attacked by cancer, may form a tumor
ill the excavation large enough to obstruct the course of parturition. A3 tu
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its treatment, this tumor evidently presents the same indications as all tho
ether solid ones before described.
c. Urinary Calculi.-Instances ofa. stone in the bladder descending into
the excavation, and thereby obstructing the free passage of the head, are
not very unusual. The numerous cases of this kind on record prove that
they are a.lways situated below the h ead, or else a.re placed between it and
the symphysis pubis. In a sin gle instance only, reported by Lauve1jat, the
calculus was above the pelvis, though, as :M. Yelpeau remarks, it is difficult
to understand how it could then arrest the expulsion of the f~tus.
Calculi vary very much in their size, and the same is
which fact modifies the prognosis. The diagnosis is not
matter, though if the tumor felt behind the sympl1ysis pubis
cumscribed, and gives rise to pain when pressed upon by the finger or the
child's head, if it is situated without the vagina, and if it is firmly fixed
during the contraction, but is movable during the relaxation of the womb
there is e\'ery reason to suspect the ex istence of a calculus i which suspicions
would naturally lead us to the use of the cathetei-, whereby the foreign body
can nearly always be detected.
Treatm.ent.-An attempt should be made to press up the stone above the
superior strait, before or eveil during the labor, and prior to the engagement
of the head; or, if the latter is still movable-although it may be engaged
-it should be raised up from the strait, and the calculus be pushed above
it. But, unfortunately, it is not always po~sible to do this, either because
the head has descended too far to be pressed back (the stone being below
it), or because this latter is forcibly wedged in between it and the symphysis. In such cases, an extraction of the calculus seems to be the only
resource; however, this need not be attempted at once, for some of the
reported facts would seem to prove that its spontaneous expulsion may take
place, even wh ere its great size might preclude all hope of such an event,
as occurred in the following case reported by Smellie. The wife of a coalporter, who had long been suffering from the presence of a stone in the
bladder, became pregnant. The midwife, summoned at the time of labor,
was surprised to find a hard resistant body lying before the head; but as
the means of the patient did not admit of her sending for a physician in
consultation, the midwife could only keep up the spi rits of her patient during the long and painful parturition. At last, she felt someth ing comi ng
away, which proved to be a stone about the size and shape of a goose's gizzard, and which weighed from five to six ounces. Imm ediately after its
escape, the chi ld was expell ed, and the woman recovered in due time, but
she afterwards suffered from incontinence of urine. Some surgeons have
been encouraged, probably by facts of this kind, to attempt an extraction
of the calculus through the previously dilated urethra; but this operation
requires too much time to admit of being performed during the progress of
parturition. If there should be no hope of succeeding by the forceps or
pelvic version, on account of its large size, it would be necessary to resort
to the operation of vaginal litbotomy, and incise the urethra directly Oil the
etooe through the anterior vaginal wall.
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§ 5. OF HEHNIAL Tm10ns.
A considerable portion of the intestine, omentum, or bladder, may become
engaged in one of the culs-de-sac formed by the peritoneum, in being reflected from the bladder to the womb, and from the fatter to the rectum
and thus con;::;titute a true vagi1wl hernia. But when the parts that are diis~
placed and engaged between the rectum and the vagina descend still rnor<',
and en.use a prominence in the perineum, the term perineal hernia is applied.
Under the title of vagina-labial hernia, a tumor has been described which
is situated in the i::ubstance of the labia, or in the lowest and most projecting
part of the fold which it forms with the sk in.
A· I ntestinal or Omenlal llernia.-'l'he seat of a vaginal enterocele, or
epiplocelc, is sometimes between the vagina and bladder, but oftener between
the l'ectum and posterior wall of the vulvo·uterine canal, and always on one
f'icle of it, in consequence of the vaginal adhesions both behind and in front.
Th e misplaced organ forms a tumor there which is very variable in its size,
and which either presents the clammy softness of cpiplocele, or the elasticity
or rumbling of an enteroce\e. Though easily recognized, these tumor" have,
in some instan~es, given rise to ser ious mi;Stakes, which might have proved
disastrous to the patient. I was summoned, says L evrct, to a case of this
kind, where the question was actually discussed, whether a large portion of
the tumor should be removed or not; but I demonstrated, in a satisfactory
manner, that some part of' the intestine had slipped down into the substance
of the septum, through the bottom of the cu l·de·sac that is found between
the neck of the worn b and the upper part of the rectum. (Levret, A bus d~
regle«.)
The prognosi::s is unfavorable, not only from the obstacle thereby created
to the expulsion of the chil<l, but also from the pressure of the head on the
hernial sac; because an inflammation, that is always serious, and which
might sometimes even terminate in gangrene, may result in consequence.
All authors have, therefore, recommended the reduction of the hernia as
soon as possible.
To accomplish this, it is better to place the woman on her knees and
elbows, so as to facilitate the return of the intestine and the engagement of
the hear!; this position was followed by the happiest results in the case
aboVe reported. In another instance, Stubbs, by compressing the hernial
tumor, succeeded in reducing it, and the head then engaged. In my estimaLion, the taxis should be preferred to Levret's method, taking care to
sustain the head at the same time with the other hand, if the hernia be
voluminous. \Vhere the reduction is impossible, it is necessary to terminate
the labor as soon as pos::sible by the aid of the forceps, or by turning.
n. Vufoar or Perineal Hernia.- \Ve may be allowed to speuk in this
place of vul var or perinea! hernias, which, although they do not present a
mechanical obstacle to parturition, may give rise to special indications
during pregnancy and labor. These tumors, which are situated in the
lowest and most posterior part of the greater labia, may be formed by the
escape of a loop of intestine, and sometimes a portion of the bladder.
Th ey have been
observed during pregnancy than at any other
considerable size. Papuil n1en·
perio<l, and may
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tions haYing dissected oue which had the form of a large bottle1 han ging to
the right of the anus, and cle:::cendi ng as far as the leg. In one of the ca."CS
ob~crved by Bmcllie, the tumor, which toward the end of gestation was
as large as the fist, became strangulated and ga ngrenou s.
The sent of the tumor, which is always situated in the lower part of th e
greater labia, between the edge of the anus and the tuberosity of the ischium,
the ea,:e with which it is reduced in the horizontal po~ition, anJ its sudden
reappearance when the patient ri:::es or makes the least exe rtion, sen ·e to
indicate it:;; nature. Enterocele ma.y be distingui15-hcd from cystocele by the
gurgfo1g which accompanies the reduction of the forme r. The latter often
dimini~hes in size after urinatin g or using tlie catheter, and desires to 4ri·
nate are produced by pressing upon the tumor.
It is evident that the exertions of lubor have a tendency to increase the
size of the hern ia greatly, :rncl even to produce stra ngulatio~. It shou ld be
kept red uced by pressure properly applied.
c. l resical H ernia, or Cystocele.-It sometimes happens during hbor that
the fundus of the bladder descends below the head, and co nstitutes a tumor
of variable size at the anterior superior part of the vagina i the descent
being probably caused by the pressure made by
the child's head or the inferior part of the womb,
on the funclus of this organ. Th e patient lias a
feeling of weight or fulness in the pelvis, and a
clra.!?ging sensation about the umbilicus; she has
a comtant desire to urinate, without the power of
emptying her bladder, though, sometimes, each
uteri ne contraction is followed by the emission of
a small quantity of urin e; besides which, a more
or le,;s oval tumor, that is smooth, soft, and flu ctuating between the pains, but hard and tense
while they last, is detected by the touch at the
upper front part of the vagina; and above this
the head can often be distingui~hcd; indeed, the ''Rgir,,.J ~~~~ii:\~;:;;e 11 from
finger may easily slip beh ind the tumor, and reach
the cervix uteri; but it cannot pas:i between the former and the pubic
symphysis.
The tumor formed by a cystocele is occasionally quite large. Madame
Lachapelle says:" Th e first thin g that attracted our attention was a pedicu·
lated tumor, about the size of an egg, which projected a little from the
vulva, and seemed to be attached to the right anterior wall of the vag illa
near it~ middle. Th e pedicle was about an in ch and a half iu thickness,
and the tumor contained a liquid, all of which could be pressed back
through the pedicle; an ope nin g with a thick margin was then detected,
which appeared to communicate with the bladder. In fact, according to
the woman's account, the tumor augmented in size in the erect position
though it often disappeared after the emission of urin e, trnd always when
w~ing the cold hath. The uterin e pains increased the size of the hernia,
and the head in dc:;ccnding compressed, and rend ered it very tense; aft.er
having emrtied the bladder, I redu ced it, and recommended the studcnt.:i
I
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to support it with two fingers during each cont1action of the .romb. The
head soon cleared the passage, su.::;taining the hernia it:;elf, and Lhe labor
terminated favorably.n
The tumor is nearly always seated at the anterior part of the vagina; but
in a case; reported by Sandiford, it was located between this canal and the
rectum.
There is one variety of tumor, formed in the pelvic ca.vity, which is the
more worthy of attention 1 as its true nature might be misundcr.:;tood
fro;n its singular si~u~tion . .rt dep~nds on a l~teral displacement of th~
bladder, and ~I. Christian assigns to 1t the followrng characters, namely, a
remarkable f'ulness on one side of the pelvis, more especially during the
uterine contractions, which give to the tumor an evident elasticity an<l tension; it is generally circumscribed, though its base is somewhat spread out,
and extends along the side of the pelvis as far as the sacrum; its volume
varies, of course, with the quantity of fiuid contained in the
ally equalling one-third of the
The t.urnefaction completely disappears
use
the catheter i
and, by directing the concavity of the instrument downwards, its point cnn
be felt through the walls, and can readily be moved from before backwards
in a horizontal direction. As the tumor is covered by the vagina, and its
base is diffu::sc, there is no danger of mistaking it for the bag of waters,
since it does not prevent the finger from reaching the uterine orifice. Cystocele may sometimes be removed by pressure, and almost always by the
catheter; its size will vary witl.1 the extent of displacement, and with the
quantity of urine contained in it.
Cases of this kind merit serious attention, for they may be coufounded
with other tumors; and such an error of diagnosis might lead to the
performn.nce of a useless and perhaps dangerous operation. Dr. l\Icrriman
(Synopsis, page 202) speaks of a surgeon, who, supposing he had to treat
a case of hydrocepha.lic head, thrust a sharp instrument into the bladder:
and a similar mistake, according to Hamilton, was committed by another
practitioner, who imagined he was opening the bag of waters.
la all these obscure case.:;, a resort to the catheter is the best possible
means of diagnosis; nevertheless, it must be observed, that, for this measure to be conclusive, it should be done in such a manner as to plunge the
beak of the instrument into the liquid contained in the cavity of the tumor;
that is, after the instrument has once entered, it should be turned over, so
as to make its concavity look downwards and backwards. As a remedy,
this is the only one requisite, and the instrument ought to be left in the
bladder until after t.hc head is engaged.
Unfortunately, its introduction is not always an easy matter, particularly
where the head has been wedged iu the pelvis for a long time; under such
circumstances, an attempt should be made to press up the former during
the intervals; but if this is impracticable, and there is reason to fear a
rupture of the bladder from its overdistentiou, I know of no other re.source
than to pu1'<>ture the organ with a very delicate trocar.
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TnE CELLULAR T1ssuE OF TnE Pi:Lvrn.

We have yet to treat of the fatty, the fibrous, and the cancerous masses,
and of the abscesses, or encysted tumors, that may be developed in the cellular tissue of the lesser pe~vis, nearly all of which are situated in the subst:ince of the recto-vagiu:d septum, though they are occasionally found on
the sid es of the vagina. In one instance, reported by Ed. Meier, the delivery was renclere<l impossible by the existence of a cyst, about the size of' a
child's head, between the uterus ::u1d the bladder. The steatomatous and
cancerous tumors are usually found in contact with the osseous or ligamentous walls of th e pel vi$, to which they seem to appertain. (See page 676.)
It must be apparent that there is an identity of nature aud seat b,;tween
the tumors of the cellular tissue and those of the ovary; the reducibility of
the one, when non-a.dherent, and the irreducibility of' the others, constitute
the only marked difference between the two. Consequently, the diagnosis
is not easily made out after the engagement of the head, or when the ovarian
tumor i:s retained in place by old adhesions; but, fortunately, that would be
an error of Jittle importanee, since both present the same indications for
treatment. It is more easy to di.stinguish the tumors of the cellular tissue
from those appertaining to the organs before spoken of, and we refer to the
signs already given, a.s characteri.stic of each of them.
The reader will under.stand th:u the prognosis varies according to the
size, nature, density, and seat of the tumors. When small, compressible,
aml ~ituated in the direction of one of the long pelvic diameters, it will most
frequently permit a spontaneous termination of the labor; and this may also
take place, if, notwithstanding its hardness and size, it still retains a certain
degree of mobility. Even in those cases where it is imp o~sib l e to push it
above the superior strait, we may still hope tha.t, beiug forcibly compressed
by the child's head, it will permit the la.tter to pass. During my sojourn at
the Clinique, I saw a woman, in whom the child's head was arrested at the
superior strait for a long time, by a tumor, which was probably fibrous in
it.-s character, and was situated in front of' and on a level with the :sacro-iliac
symphysis. An application of the forceps had been i.;erio11~ly thought of,
but the tumor, located in the recto-vaginal septum, was gradually forced
down by the head, under the influence of strong contractions, as far as the
tl11or of the pelvis, where it wa:S pre5sed backward, at the same time distending the perineum, aud the labor termina.ted by the birth of a living
child.
In many cases, the volume and permanence of these tumors do not permit
us to anticipate so happy a result, and it will then be necessary to interpose.
The indications to be fulfilled will vary according to the particular case :
that is, where an absce.':'ls or an encysted tumor is detected, it is to be punctured, so as to evacuate the liquid, or it is to be incised when the contents
cannot be removed by a :Simple puncture; but where the tumor is solid, il::
easily accessible, and h~ contracted no in timate adhesions with the Yagina
or rectum, it ought to be exti rpated. Two modes of operating have been
recommended for thi~ purpose; in the one, the vaginal wall only is incised,
while in the other the tumor is reached by making an opening in the periueum. The success obtained by Drew and Burns pleads in favor of the
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btter procedure. In the worst cases, where the situation of' the tumor, or
the numerous and fim1 adhesions which it has formed, render its extirpation
impracticable, our only resources are in the obstetrical manipulanon~, pro·
perly so called; namely, the applii.:a,tion of the forceps, or tractions on the
feet, if the tumor is not very large, and the C::esarean operation, or cmhryotomy, if the excavation be so obstructed that the extraction of a li\'ing
child is impossible.

CHAPTER X.
RUPTUR.E OF TIIE UTERUS AKD OF '£LIE VAGINA.

ARTICLE I.
RcPTURE of the womb is one of the most dangerous accidents that can
happen to a female in the puerperal state. Exceedingly rare during the early
months of gestation, it is somewhat more frequent in the latter half of
pregnancy; but it is during the second stage of the labor, especially, that
it most frequently takes place.
Ruprure of' the uterus has seldom been observed in women bearing their
first child. Thus, in seventy-five cases, reported by Churchill, nine occurred
in primiparre, fourteen in women in their second pregnancy, thirteen in their
third, and thirty-seven in their fourth or succeeding OJles.
Th e woman's age does not seem to have any marked influ ence over the
production of this accident. :K evertheless, the organic alterations which
constitute a predisposition are more unusual in early life than in advanced
age.
As the ma.le child is ordinarily somewhat larger than the female, this,
according to Dr. Clarke, would be a predisposing circumstance; thus, in
twenty
rupture, mentioned by Dr. 111. Keever, fifteen were male
children;
of thirty-four cases by Collins, twenty-three of the children
were boys.
The rupture may be seated either in the body or neck of the organ.
·w h en it affects the cerv ix, it is highly important to ascertain whether it
on ly involves t he sub·vaginal portion, or whether it invades that part situated
above the insertion of the vagina.; because the former is attended with very
little danger, and occurs very frequently; ind eed, it takes pln.re at nearly
every labor, just at the instant when the head is clear ing the orifice, and iL
is scarcely ever followed by any unpleasant symptoms. The last, on the
contrary, presents the same d:rngers, and has similar consequences with the
ruptures of the body. Therefore, we need only mention here the lacerat~out
that are limited to the orifice, and which do not extend beyond the vagmnl
in sertion ; and all that we are about to say concern in g the uterine ruprnres
refers exclusively to those in the body of the womb and in the supra·vaginal
portion.'i of the neck. These latter are the more frequent, and they arc
loe;ated somewhat oftener on the posterior than on the anterior face.
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CAUSES.

Rupture of the uterus always supposes a distention of the organ, nnd thi:s
di:-tention i:-< mo.st frequently dependent on pregnancy. The uleri 11 e walls
become .softened, in com;equencc of the modifi(•ation::i they unUergo; their
thickne.~s is a little dimini1'hed n.t certain point:-, and they become more
~upple, more elasLic, and therefore helter calculated to support i\ slow and
gradual pre::;sure; for owing to this suppleness, they can y ield without rupturing, though their <li::itention renders them less fitted to sustain a. sudden
nn<l forcible ~hock. By this di~tcntion, and the increase in volume to which
it gin::i rise, the uteru!:i is forced to ascend above the superior strait; and
thcn!'cforth it is no longer protected by the osseous walls of the pclvis 1 and,
con:;;cquently, is n1ore expo,.:cd to external violence, from which it was
shielded during the non-gravid state. Coming, from its situation, in immcdiute contact with the abdominal parietes without the intervention of any
other body, it is subjected to the unequal pre.stiure which the rapid and
irregular contraction of the ab1fominal muscle.:; during any violent efforts
may make upon it.
Pregnancy, and the modifications thereby imprer-sed on the uterus, are
therefore the e:-<,.:cntial predi::po.~itions to rupture of the uterus; but, independently of the . •e conditions, which exist in all graYid women, there is a
number of other circum::;tances which htwe a more immediate influence over
the production of this accident; and which authors have de.'iignated under
the titles of the predisposing and the determining causes.
1. Predispoiiing Cau,1;c.s. -U11<lcr this head we must i11clude everyth ing
that can augment the di.stention or diminish the resistance of the uterine
wall::;, a:;, for in~tance:
A. A great abundance of the amniotic liquid; the presence of several
children, &c.
n. The extreme thinness of the uterine wal1s, which is met with in certain
women, and which cannot be accounted for.
[Thinning of the walls of the uterus is mo,.;t common in "-omen who have h:id
many children, and consequently predi.;;poses them to Apontaneous rupture. Turning. in such women , is more dangerous than in primiparre, because the thin walls
of the womb nre more readily lacerntrd.J

c. An enfeeblement of the uterine parietes, dependent on ca uses wh ich have
operated at a more or less remote period, such as fall~, blows, &c. i the contu~ccl walls inflame, become softened, and ulcerate i sometimes the rupture
comes on during the same pregnancy, at others, scrnral ge::;tations may succeed it without any accident, and yet a. rupture take place at. a subsequent
one.
The enfeeblement may Jikewisc result from diyers softenings; such as
tho~e de,.:ignated by M. Dezcimcris as the atrophied, the apoplcctiform, the
inflammatory, and the gangrenous ramolli.ssemenL;::;, :rnd tho~e produced by
organic alterations. We mu~t acld another circurn!"t:tnte 1 which ii•, in truth1
very unw-.ual, but whose inAuen<·e has been folly demonstrated by sernral
well-atte..,ted in-:tances, namelv, those women who have undergone tho
Cre8arean Ol'era.tion, and who h·avc had the rare fortune to escape the grave
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dangers that attend it, seem more disposed than others to uterine ruplltre in
the following pregnancy: thus, Dr. Ka.yser has brought forward :six cu.:,cs
in his excellent thesis, in which the patients, who had before been opernted
upon safely, have been compelled to submit to gastrotomy, in consequence
of a rupture of the womb; three of these women died.
D. All the organic alterations, and all the degenerations of tissue of which
the uterus may be the seat, such as the scirrh ous, fibrous, or encephaloid
tumors. The softening and ulceration of these morbid mas:;cs may render
that portion of the walls they occupy thinner and weaker; of'tener1 on the
contrary, they augment the thickness and even the consistence of the uterine
tissue, but sti ll act as predisposing causes of ruptures, at least during partu·
rition, in the following way: the point thus affected not contracting, whilst
all the others are in action, the resistanee made by it would be wholly pa&
sive ; and hence, whatever be its strength, it cannot hold out agai11ot ihe
contractions of all the rest of the organ, the action of which, being aided
by that of the abdominal walls, weighs with all its force, as it were, oo that
portion which does not participate in the general action; and if we suppu~e
that any obstacle whatever prevents the ready engagement of the footus, the
uterine effort, which is incapable of overcoming the resistance it encounters
in clearing the superior strait, is felt at the point which docs not contract,
and consequently this latter becomes ruptured. And it is by a simila r
mechanism that the irregular or partial contractions may produce a rupture,
by leaving so me one point of the uterine walls in a state of inertia, whil:st
all the others are contracting.
During the labor, we must add everything that may render the parturition
difficult, or require unusual and long-repeated contractions on the pan of
the organ. In this respect, all narrowing of the pelvis, every tumor that
obstructs the excavation, all resistances ottered by the cervix uteri, whether
dependent on an agglutination of the lips, a degeneration of its tit:isue, or a
state of spasm, or a considerable obliquity of the body, and the malpooitions1
as well as the malformations of the fcetus, may become causes of rupture of
the uterus.
The ruptures of the uterus which take place during la,bor almost always
occur after the rupture of the membranes. Still, James Hamilton reports
which the memb1·anes were found entire at the autopsy.
Causes.-A number of causes may se rve to produce a
rupture under
influence of some one of' these predispositions; all of
which, how eyer, can be classified under two principal heads, namely, the
external or traumatic, and the internal causes.
3. External or Traumatic Ccmses.-It is not without some hesitation that
I nnture to say a few words here about the traumatic lesions to which the
womb is exposed as a cause of rupture; for it is well known that, at every
period of life, this organ is liable to be injured by a projectile thrown by
gunpowder, by any murderous instrument, or by the horn of an infuriated
animal. But it must be remembered that the increased size vf
during gestatio n, exposes it then more than eYer to this
though the conseq uences and t.he indications for treatment are,
other re·
tipec:ts, nearly the same. Again, we must add that perforations anrl bccra·
\ious of the uterus often result from ill·directed obstetrical ma11ipub.ti 1i11-.
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The womb is also greatly expO!:Cd to compre:-sion or violent contm.ion of
it:-; w:dl~, \\hen it is denlopcd by the product of conception. This comprcs~ion may he mediate, that is to say, dependent on exterior causes, suc::h as
falls or blows 011 t11e abdorncn, the pressure of this region by the backing
up of a coa('h against a wall, or the pasfage of its wheels over the belly; or
it rnav be imme<liate, that i>:, clue to theviolentcontrnction of the abdominal
mu-rie>:. The eft'ects of mediate compre~sion are generally of little con!:'equence, owing to the mobility of the uterus, the suppleness of its walls, and
the point d'opp11i which the latter find in the surrounding parts. Nevcrthclc:~~. they r-omctimcs are followed by diastrous consequences: thus it is
stated, in the old Journal de llledeci11e, that a woman had a rnpture of the
womb at the seventh month of her gestation, in consequence of having been
pre~f-led between a wall and a carriage. As before stated, the contusion of
the ventral parietec:; seldom produces an immediate rupture; but the brui:-e
and con:;:ecutive inilammntion of the uterine structure may d('termine an
ulceration, nnd then a perforalion at some future period.
The ruptures by immediate compression, or those which result from the
\'iolent contraction of the abdominal mmcles, seldom occur without the preexi::o.tenceof some one of the alterations of 1he uterine walls, considered above
ns pre<li~posing causes. They generally follow a. fit of coughing, sneezing,
or vomiting1 or take place during a paroxysm of nngcr; but they may likewif-le be occasioned by the patient's attempts to rai.::c some burden, and by
the forcible bending of the body backward, which latter cannot occur without the recti muscles of the abdomen becoming closely approximated to the
vertebral column during the forward Cur\'alure of the trunk; in all the::e
mo\•emcnt...::, the womb is forcibly compres:e<l between the abdominal mw~clei:;,
which contract vigorously, and the posterior plane of the abdominal cavity.
A rupture hns been known to occur at all stages of gc:.:.tation, from the earliest months up to full term, under the influence of someone of ihef.l.e causes.
4. Internal Causes.-Aulhors luwe incorrectly considered the enormous
di~tention of the uterus durinp: pr<'p:nancy as being capable of producing a
rupture; for, although thi~ dif.l.tention is a predisposing cause, yet however
great it may be, it cannot of it... elf girn rise to such an accident without the
previou!I. exir-tence of an orµ:anic alteration. The same is true of the violent
and convulsive mo\·elllents of the fc::etus, whose impetus is too inconsiderable
to 0<·ca.."-ion a rupture; and b~ides, the womh is fully protected against it~
iniluence by the amniotic liquid and the supplene.c:;s of the walls.
During lt\bor, the uterine contraction is the most frequent determining
cau~e i and though the walls of the organ were altogether passi,·e in the
course of gestation, they here play the principal part in the production of
the rupture.
After the membranes are ruptured and the waters entirely di:-charge<l,
the walls of the uterus are applied directly upon the fretal ovoid. Now, in lhe
doubled-up condition of the ''arious parts of the child, numerous projections
an<l irn..·gularilies are present<'d, which make the rcsi:.tance at its difforent
poin~ \·ery 1mC'qual. Conr-PquN1tly, some parts oft he ut.C'ruS are more or le!<S
Hretchcd over the projecting parts, aud, to use bladame Lachiipcllc's exprec:;~ion, !'nme of' the muscular fo~ciculi iict in a wrong direction, whilst others,
finding a firm support, contract with greater energy.
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The equ ilibrium of the forces is then, says M. Taurin, broken at se\·eral
points of the womb, and the organ contracts irregular1y. Thenon-comprc:o~{'(i,
healthy, and thicker parts contract with g reater power, and draw upon tht
parts in the vicinity; the latter, already distended by the fo~tal projcctiorn•,
· bec:.:ome still tliinner, their resistanc:e yields more and more, and at la~t, in.
capable of longer resistance, they girn way under the more powerful contractions of the neigh boring parts.
Such would be the course of aft'hirs, more especially in an unfavorable
position of the fretus,-one of the shoulder, for e:-.:ample.
"'e would add further, that when the labor is prolonged greatly, the pre.-;.
sure of the fretal projections upon the walls of the uterus may cause their
inflammation, ulceration, or eYen gangrene, all of them circumstances likely
to facilitate rupture.
Deformities of the pelvis, by presenting a mechanical obstacle to the J>U"S·
age of the fretus, also constitute a predisposition to rupture; but even here,
the contraction is the determining cause. In some other cases, the hard
and unequal projections presented by the irregularly contracted circumference of the pelvis may produce a <lirnct rupture of the lower segment of the
uterus, or of the walls of the cervix. Thus, we may readily conceh•e that
a too g reat anterior projection of the sacro-vcrtcbral angle, as also the prominent ridge sometimes presented by the supHior and posterior face of the
symphysis pubis, might bruise, or eYen tear, the part of the uterus which is
strongly compressed between it and the head of the fretus. 1\f. Taurin mentions a case in his thesis in which l\L P. Dubois attributed to t11is compression a rupture comprising a part of Lhe vagina, the whole anterior surface
of the neck, and which extended up t he left side of the body of the uterus.
The child's acti,,e moYements are as foreign to the laceration that takes
p1ace in parturition as to those that occur during pregnancy. For, according to the observations of l\I. Duparcque, if th is movement is effected during
the relaxation of the walls, their suppleness and extensibility enable them to
yield to this force; but if, on the contrary, it takes place while the contraction lasts, the resistance which they then present would require a far grE"nter
impetus to overcome it than any that can result from even a convulsive
rnoyement of' the fCetus. The contraction is therefore the sole determining
cause; but, for it to produce a rupture, its action must be favored by one of
the predisposing circumstances before indicated, the influence of which is
easily understood.
These spontaneous ruptures hardly ever take place except in labor5 at
term, and appe:ir impossible in abortions at four or five months. A ca:;e
which removes the smallest doubt as to the possibility of such an accident
within the first six months of gestation, has, however, been communicated to
M. Danyau by li:L Castelneau. A woman died almost suddenly in comcquenc:e of' a profuse hemorrhage, and it was found that the neck of the uterus
and the vagina. were ruptured, the former tluough its entire length and the
latter at it s upper part. The accident occurred, in all probability, during
contractions which expelled the ovum very rapidly; for although no portion
of it remained in the uterus, the organ presented every appearance of one
which had attained the usual development at five months of gestation.
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H oweYcr 1 ii must not be forgotten that rupture Jf the womb has often
occurred during parturition, from the imprud~nt manipulations made with
a view of terminating the labor. For how often has an application of the
forceps, a resort to version, or a difficult extraction of the placenta performed
by inexperienced hands,-how often have all of them been followed by the
early death of the patient, and a laceration of the organ been dcteeted at the
autopsical examination! In fact, cases of this kind are mentioned by nearly
all authors; and l\Iadame Legrand, the midwife-i1Hhief of La :i\Iaternite,
informed me that seyeral women are brought to the ho:-pital every year to
llie, the victims of such attempts made in the city. I have seen a uterus,
the lower two-thirds of whose body on the right side had been torn away by
the embryotomy forceps; and, in another case, I found at the post-rnortem
examination a perforation in the right superior part of the body of the womb.
produced by the attempts which a practitioner had mad e to separate a firmly
adherent placenta. Facts of this nature cannot be repeated loo often, for
they are calculated to render young physicians, who intencl to practise midwifery, more cautious; and to convince them that, to have attended two or
three women in labor is not all that is needed to render them capable of
performing the most difficult operations of our art.

§ 2. SYMPTOMS.
The signs of rupture of the uterus are easily made out; for most frequently
the laceration takes place suddenly after some violent effort that has neces~itated a forcible contraction of the ahdominnl muscles. It is manifested
by an exceedingly sharp pain just at the point where the accident occurred,
which makes the patient sc ream out from the intensity of sufferin g. This
acute, or, as Desormeaux describes it, agon izing and cramp-like 1 pain, is
accompanied by a sound of tearing or cracking, loud enough, in some cases,
to be heard by the surrounding persons. This pain soon changes to a sensation of numbness, and is followed almost immediately by swooning; the
patient becomes pale, her pulse sinks, and she falls into a state of syncope.
These primary phenomeua are the only ones that are manifested when the
1 According to Dr. Roberton, when a.rupture takes place in consequence of a contraction of the pelvis, it is preceded bycrampypains nnd a sensibility to pressure ata
circumscribed poinL of the hypoga.strium. This cra.mpy pain is caused by n compres~ion of the uterus between the child's head and the promontory of the sacrum, or some
other prominent osseous part. A pain of this nnture existed in :1 high degree in a
woman. in whom the anterior lip of the cervix uteri wns considerably tumefied, 11nd
was also situa.ted much lower than 1he bend; Dr. Roberton succeeded in relieving it,
by pushing up the tumefied lip during the interval between tho contractions.
47
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pregnanC'y is not fu advanced, and when the uterus has not ascended high
enough to be easily accessible; or, else, when the ovum, having engaged in
the lips of the wound, plugs it up in such a way as to prevent any effusion
into the abdominal cnvity. A deceitful calm may thus succeed the storm,
and the symptoms be only renewed after several hours, or even days, when
the uterus, by contracting, shall expel the parts it incloses into the abdomi·
nal cavity. In the opposite cases, and more especially in the ad, anccd
stages of gestation, we can readily detect the softening and depression of the
hypogastric walls by an examination of the patient; for, instead of feeling
the ha.rd, globu lar tumor formed by the womb in this region 1 we simply find
the yielding, depressible walls of the abdomen, and still lower the more or
less reduced and distorted neck of the uterus. The patient who, at the
instant of rupture, or shortly after, experienced a gentle heat diffusing itself
throu gh the abdomen, now feels some strange movement:;, or an unusual
weight at a point where she
had them before; and the accoucheur
child in a spot where it should not be,
himself detects •the
and he can now
movements and the prominences it offers
much more clearly than usual. But these acth•e motions of the footus soon
cease to be apparent, though their final disappeamnce is ordinarily preceded
by an unusual an<l almost convulsive agitation; most generally, a little blood
escapes from the vulva, in consequence of the detachment of the placenta,
but this phenomenon may be wanting, especially in first pregnancies. Where
the accident occurs during labor, the pains, that were hitherto strong aud
energetic, disappear at once.
The most co nclusi\•e signs are furnished by the touch; thus, during gesta·
tion, th e finger can detect a change in the position of the womb, and the
want of the volume which it generally has at the stage of pregnancy the
woman supposes herself to have arrived at. Sometimes it can even feel a
part of the fre.tus situated externally to the womb, and depressing the upper
part of the vagina. During the labor it finds the bag of waters to become
suddenly collapsed, or no longer projecting through the os uteri, and yet
without the escape of any liquid by the vagina. The presenting part of the
1

;~~~\;,h~~~d ~)e~~::;:o~~=~ ri)e~~~~·e:i1:v~~ether;
1

u~e~Te1~~l:~r::~~

to the
up, and the orifice is much les.'i dibted than it was previously
If an attempt be then made to p:tss the hand into the uterine cavity, perhaps it will find this cavity wholly obli terated by the retraction of the walls;
or possibly it may encou nter the intestines there, or else only a part of the
frotus, the rest hn.ving escaped into the belly. The seat and extent of the
laceration can thus be determined, and, in some instances, the hand may
even be made to pcnetra.te through into the abdomen.
·when all these phenomena are met with, there can be no doubt in regard
to the n<~ture of the accident, but it is not always possible to recognize them
e.o clearly; for if the child, instead of being disi)laced, remains in the ca\·ity
of the womb after the rupture, it may happen that the signs furni:;hed by
the vag in al touch, and the abdominal palpation, will be altogether wanting.
In this case, the diagnosis is very difficult, and the cause of death is disclosed
only b~ the autopsy.
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[Encrien ce, or, if lhe expre.~s ion be preferred, personal aequaintnnce with the
nccitlent, ma.y enable one to su'!pect the occurrence of laccra1ion in many of the

~:::~~ o~~\~)~l~~~c:;sa~;oc:~~~:~~~t~; b~~ ~1:\~eie~~ ~tct:~1~~~:1':· hl~~~ :~~~1 ~11~~~1~~1 ~ 1:v~lJ;p~i~
1

to a~certain the fact that no rupture has been produced by thl' manipulations Ile
will, therefore, learn the number and nature of the ma11oouvre.~ employed before
hisarrival,andthenproceedtoexamincthepatieut. Wb en rupturehasoccurred,
the woman i~ almost always iu a. state of great prostration, pale and with n.ltercd
features. The breathing is acceler:ned a1lll the pube very quick. Pressure on the
abdomen produces severe pain on one of the sicles uf the uterns, being that which
correspondi'I to the rupture. Touchin,!!; cau,.es the di,.;charge uf a. little blood, the
npprarance of which ha>l, in our viC\\', a certain importance; for we have thought
that, in Emch cac;c<;, it wa'! brownish or !lyrupy in appC'nrance. 'Vh ro rupture takes
place, thcpre,.;enting part of the frotus ofteu ascends and becomes ninvable : eleva·
tion and mobility of the pre~enting part ou~ht, thel'efore, to be well conside red,
e~peeially when they occur at an adrnnced stage of the hbor. This explains why
turning.sodiffi.eultin someca.. eson ac{'ountof contraction of the uteru<i, becomes
euddenly \'Cry easy af1er a rupture. Whilst practising the touch, if the finger be
carried very high, the laceration may sometimes be reached and the intestint!s rca
through it. This remo\·es all doubt in the matter; but itisoftc>n impO>l'!ihle to
reach the ~C'at of the rupture, and then the ri.ccouchcur mu!lt be guided by the ~ iµ;n s
mentioned :ilm\'e in forming hi11 diagnosis, which he will verify after deli,·ery by
introducing bi s band into the uterus.]

§ 3.

PROGNOSIS AND TERMINATION.

The progno~i.s of uterine ruptures is exceedingly unfavorable; for they
nearly alwa.ys prove fatal to the child, and expo~e the mother to an almost
certain dealh. Nevertheless, its gravity varies according to tlie extent and
the seat of the lesion, and the consecutive phenomena. to which this gives
ri!:le.
Some cases have been reported in which the great disorder in the organ·
ism produced by the ruptu1·e, <1.nd the escape of the blood, waters, and fOOtus
into the abdominal ca,,ity, cm1..:.ed instantaneous death. But, most generally,
some particular phenomemt, or symptoms, occa.:ioned by the accidents con·
secutive to the prima.ry le.;ion, precede the fa.tal termina.tion j which latter
may re..;ult either from hemorrha~e. from the inflammations and suppurn·
lions createcl by the prolonged sojourn of a forei~n body in the peritoneal
cavity, or from che operation~ necc:-:sary for its extract ion .
A. llemo1·rhage.-Flooding is the most frequent, and at th e same time
the most speedi ly fatal, of all th~se accidents. lts source is evidently in the
torn ves.-,cls of the womb, e..;pecialty when the rupture takes place at the
point of the insertion of the placenta.; but when this point remains intact,
it principally comes from the utero-placcntal ve.o;;sels which have been tom
by the detachment of the aftcr·birth; since the margins of the rupture, when
Lhis occurs at some distance from the placenta, usually furni.sh but little
blood. As n. general rule, only a small quantity of it reaches the exterior;
while, on the rontrary, it is effused abundantly into the belly along with the
amniotic w;tters and the body of the child (w hi ch has pa.;:sed in a great
measurr into the peritoneal cavity), and the whole distends the abdomen
enormou.,\y. Again, this effu::;ion is equally profuse in those cases in which
the waters h?ve escaped, and the infant lies in the womb in such a way as
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to ptevent its issue. The ruptured margins being hindered from coming
together, the lacerated vessels continue to pour out their blood, until the
hypogastric walls oppose a resistance to the effusion, which is always too
late to prevent death; and the btter may thus take place without being
preceded by any sign that would lead us to suspect the rupture. Again, it
may happen, even when the delivery is effected immediately, that the contraction is not sufficiently energetic to obliterate the cal ibre of the ves:-:els
entirely, and the h emorrhage continu es long enough to destroy the patient.
The effusion ordinarily takes place into the sac of the peritoneum; but
when this serous tunic is not implicated in the solution of continuity, the
blood infiltrates between it and the uterus, gains the duplicature of the broad
ligaments, and may thus get into the cellular tissue of the pelvis and Joins.
In such cases, a layer of black blood is found interposed between the peri·
toneum and the womb, where, by becoming exactly modelJed on theextern:d
surface of the organ, it assumes its form, and may thus by its livid color be
mi staken for a gangrenous state of this viscus. (Du parcque.)
Nevertheless, the uterus may be ruptured, without being neces~arily fol.
lowed by a profuse hemorrhage i as where the laceration takes place at a
point which is moderately provided with vessels, in the vicinity of the neck,
for example. On the other hand, it may happen that, the ovum remaining
intact after the accident, the fissure becomes filled up in a measure, either
by a portion of the membranes or placenta, or a part of the child; or the
body of the infant may be partly driven into the abdomen, whilst the bordw
of the laceration become so retracted around it that the salutary compression
th ereby produced prevents a continuation of the hemorrhage. Again, when
th e entire ovum passes rapidly through the fissure into the peritoneal cavity,
the uterus prevents or at least dimin isl10s the bleeding by contracting at
once, whereby a powerful obstacle to the further discharge of blood is created.
B . Inflammation.- When the patient does not die from tlrn loss of blood
that immediately follows the rupture, a momentary calm succeeds, but the
presence of foreign bodies in the cavity of the peritoneum gives rise to au
inHammation of this membrane, which is the more serious as they are the
brger; and even where the accoucheur has succeeded, by any mode what·
ever, in remoYing the fcetus and after-birth, inflammation, though le::;s to be
dreaded, may still result from the operation or measures necessary for this
extraction, and may speedily terminate in death.
c. Escape of an .Intestine through, and its Strangulation in, the Fissure.A considerab le portion of intestine has been known to pass through the
laceration in the uterus, and to become strangu lated by tbe retraction of t~e
organ. This accident, which would not be suspected, if the fcetus were still
in closed in the womb, or if the latter had completely retracted, might, however, be detected immed iately after the delivery i but should it escape detec·
tion, it would iufallibly terminate in deltth, as occurred in the case reported
by Percy, and reproduced by l\f. Dencux. Consequeutly, whenever there
is reason to suspect a rupture of the womb, it is necessary to <'arry the lw.nd
up into the interior of the organ as soon as the delivery is effected, and
(foll ow in g the plan of Rungius) to press ha.ck the intestines in to the abdomen,
and then keep the hand in the uterine cavity until the organ i:S sufficieutl~·
retracted, and the fissure diminished, to prevent a return of the hernia.
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n. Rrco1·ery.-Some women have recovered from all these dangers; a few
hi:n·e C\'Cn undergone gastrotorny, and sun· ived the consecutive accident~;
whil(' in other:-;, the fmtus and its n.ppen<lages haYe escaped bodily into the
periwneal cavity, a.ad have there given rise to inflammalory symptoms
whfbh grndunJly passed oft: S:.ilutary adhesions wern formed, as a consequence of' the infiammation, whereby the fcetus and its appendages were incl~ed in a pseudo-mern bra nous ey:st that isolated them from the surrounding parts i the latter became habituated to this new vicinage, which has
continued for a variable period, and sometimes even throughout life. But
this cy:st, like those which su rround other extra-uterin e products, may
become the seat of a fresh infl:11nmatory action; its walls contract new
ndhe~ions with neighboring organs, and we sometim es find ulcerations and
perforations occurring, after the lapse of many years, by which the cavity
of the cyst is made to communicate with that of the intestine or bladder,
and the last pieces of the skeleton are finally expelled through the urethra,
the rectum, or the vagina. 1
Wh ere the child remains in the uterine cavity, notwithstanding the rupture, and the contractions do not immediately expel it by the natural passage~, the same phenomena. may be subsequently manifested; that is, the
inflamed and ulcerated uterine tissue contracts adhesions either with the
abdominal parietes or with those of some adjacent organ, and the footal
debris then escape through the ulcerated and perforated wall, or else by the
natural openings of the excretory organs. (Duparcquc.)

§ 4. PATBOLOGICAL A~ATOMY.
Every portion of the uterus may become the seat of rupture, though there
are some parts which are more liable to be affocted than others; such are
the inforior regions, the fundus, and the lateral portions of the body, and
the superior <1r supra-vaginal parts of the neck. Moreover, the seat of
laceration varies according to tbe cause that has giv en rise to it, as also to
the period at which it takes place i thus, during gestation, the body is
always ruptured, but during labor, on the contrary, these sol utions of continuity are met with about the neck or inferior portion of the body, which
is, in general, thinner, and not so well supported as the rest of the organ.
Where the accident has resulted from some external compression, the walls
usually become lacerated towards the lateral parts; when it has resulted in
consequence of a contusion, the bruised point is ordinarily the one tJmt
afterwards gives way: and if the rupture has been preceded by any organic
1 For instances of recovery, see: Peu, Praliquc de1 Accouc/1cm.rnt&, 341; lfamillon's
Outline& of il/1du·iferu; James ll nmilton, Select Ca1u in illidwiferu, 138; Jos. Clnrke,
Trani. of Auociation, vol. i. ; Douglas, Euay1 on llupture1 of the Uterw, p. i: La.ba.U,
Dublin Mtd. £'uay1, p. 343; Frizell, Tran&. of .AuociallOll, \0 01. ii. p. 15; Roos, Annal.!
a/ .lhJ., vol. iii p. 3ii; Kite, ii/cm. of Afed. Society, vol. iv. p 253; Powel, Med. ChlT.
1ra1Uart., vol. xii. p. 537; llirch, //,id., xiii. p. 537; Smith, Ibid., p. 373; Macintyre
et Brook, illed. Gazelle, vol. vii. ct Janvier, 18'.!9; Hendrie, Amer. Jour. of .i!!ed. Science,
vol. vi. p. 351; Davis, Obn.. M~d, vol ii. p. lOiO.
MM. Keev::ir and Collins h11.ve ca.ch reported two cnses; M. Dupnrcque quotes four
frorn French authors. Osia.nder statesthnt he has met with aeveru.1 co.scsof thekiud.
a.odM. Vclpeaument"•mssevernlothers.
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alteration, the laceration takes place at tlrn di~easc<l point. It may happeti,
says 'M. Dubois, that the part of the uterus affected with chronic disca~r.
instead of being weaker, is really stronger and more resisting than the
healthy parts alongside, which are the ones to gi\·e way. (Tauriu, These.)
The front and back walls, being protected by the anterior and posterior
planes of the abdomen, woul<l seem to be perfectly sheltered from such accidents; this, however, is not always the case, for instances have been reportc<l
which prove the possibility of ruptures of this kind. According to Dr.
Roberton, when the laceration is caused by a narrowness of the pelvis, it
may occupy any portion of the womb, though more frequently, pcrhap!!., it
involves its posterior inferior part; which is explained, in 11is opinion, by
the pressure that the sacro-lumbar prominence makes on this region. Sometimes, also, it takes place in the anterior inferior part, and is then due to the
osseous projections located on the internal face of the pubic symphysis. The
anterior superior wall is oftener injured by foreign bodies; indeed, it is the
almost exclusive scat of ruptures produced by wounds.
Nothing can be more uncertain than the exteut, form, and direction of
the uterine ruptures; since they vary in size, from a littJe hole that is
scarcely capable of admitting the end of the finger, up to a large fissure
extending over two-thirds of the fundus, or periphery of the neck, or, indeed, occupying nearly the whole organ. It may have a longitudinal, a
transverse1 or an oblique d irection, or it may affect a circu lar form, as often
happens about the neck; or it may run in a straight line1 or in a zigwg
course. The divided margins are rarely observed to present a clear and
regu lar section; but, instead, they are most usually found unequal, haggled as it were, contused, and ecchymosed to a more or less considerable
extent. If' the rupture has resulted from some organic alteration, the ana·
tomical traces of the previous disease are found at the affected point.
Lastly, if the patient has not died till several days after the accident, the
autopsical examination will verify the presence of the matters effhsed into
the peritoneum, and the unequivocal mark$ of a violent inflammation of
th is serous membrane; besides which, the borders of the uterine fissure will
sometimes be red, livid, and inflamed, and occasionally even gangrenous.
The lacerations of the womb do not always implicate the whole thickness
of the organ, for the tunics, that enter into the composition of its walls, do
not all possess the same degree of elasticity; and hence it is poss ible for
them to be ruptured separately. Madame Lachapelle says, a fissure of the
orifice propagated to the neck, and even to the body of the organ, has very
often divided the whole muscular layer, leaving the serous membrane intact.
I have particularly observed, she continues, fissures of this kind on the sides
of the womb which were covered by the duplicature of the broad ligament,
whereby the wound was prevented from extending into the abdomen. M.
Duparcque fumishes a very similar case; and Dr. Collins reports nine
others in which the peritoneum was not injured, though the muscular layer
of the neck was lacerated to a con$iderable extent. I have likewise had an
opportunity of observing an identical instance in the practice of Professor
Velpeau, in which I was enabled to verify the truth of the remark maile
Ly M. Cruveilhier; namely, thnt the laxity in the adhesion of the perito-
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neum to the cervix, and to the sides of the uterus, fully explains why this
membmue is so rarely involved in those cases in which a considerable rent
has occurred in the neck, and why the effu::;ion of blood then takes place
between the uterine tissue and the peritoneal serous mcmbrnnc. Cases have
occurred in which the blood collected in very large amount, and even the
fretus itself, completely expelled from the uterine cavity,.bas been found in
the species of sac formed by the detached serous membrane.
Ia some more rare cases, the muscular structure rc::;i;;bs, and the peritoneal
layer alone gives way. \Vhere this occurs, the disea~e can scarcely be
recognized during life, for the phenomena that precede death are either those
of a hemorrhage, or of a violent peritonitis; but a large quantity of blood
is ordinarily detected at the post-morte1n examina.tiou, and, by searching for
its source, one or more fissures of a variable extent arc found in the uterine
serous membrane. To the case of this kind reported by Ramsbotham, we
can now add several others that have recently been published; one of the
most curious of which is that furnished by H. Partridge ( Arch. de ,Jfed., t.
19), where a great number of lacerations running transversely, were found
at the post·morlem examination; these were more or less curved, and were
variable in depth, and they extended from half an inch to two inches in
length. A shred of peritoneum had been completely detached and hung
within the abdomen, thus hying bare the naked fleshy tissue from which
it had been torn.

§ 5.

TREATMENT.

The measures that have been proposed for the treatment of ruptures of
the womb, may be designated as the prophylactic and the curative. The
object of the former is to avert the influence of the causes that have been
described as predisposing to this accident; and we refer for au account of
those whose existence it is possible to foresee, such as the divers obstacles
to delivery, to the chapte rs on Dystocia i and with rega.rd to the others, as it
is usually impossible even to suspect their presence, we shall pass them over
altogether.
A rupture of the uterus is only serious from the disastrous consequences
which follow it i therefore, the prophylactic measures must be directed, not
against the rupture itself, but rather against the consecutive accidents to
which it gives rise. The best mode of preventing them is to facilitate the
retraction of the organ by immediately extracting the fcctus and its appendages i for it has been shown that it is the hemorrhage, and the inflammatory symptoms which follow the child's displacement and subseq uent
sojourn in the cavity of the abdomen, that are to be particularly dreaded.
Perhaps the indications for treatment presented under such circumstances
will be best illustrated by suppo:sing the rupture to take place at three
different periods of the puerperal state, namely . during the parturition;
during the latter months of gestation; and during the early stages of
pregnancy.
1. During the Labor.-In this case the infant may either remain within
the womb, or it may have been driven out of the uterine cavity.
A. If the child remains in sitn, its extraction, either by the pelvic version
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or by the forceps, is of course the only admissible operation. " rhen the
forceps are used, it is very important, as M. Dubois remarks, that the chi ld
should be fixed in its position by the hand of an assistant applied to the
walls of the abdomen, in order to prevent its ascending into the peritoneal
cavity through the fissure. The introduction of the blades also demands
especial care when the neck is ruptured transversely, in order to avoid
passing them into the nbdomen through the rupture. But where any obstacle appertaining to the pelvis or the soft parts opposes its Jelivcry by the
natural passages, gastrotomy ought certainly to be performed if the infant
is living and viable, and cra.niotomy when it is dead, or when it has suffored
severely from the slowness of the labor.
n. If one part of the child has passed into t11e abdominal cavity through
the fissure, while the other portion of it is st ill inclosed within the uterus,
we must endca\·or to deliver it through the natural passages, by acting on
the portion retained in the wOmb, or which has already engaged in the os
uteri or vagina. But if the presenting part is high up, and the hand or
instrnments cannot get a sufficient hold upon it, it will be nece&!ary to
search through the fiss•1re after the feet, and bring them down into the
vagina. But here another difficulty arises, for the escape of the waters and
a part of the fcetus may have determined a contraction of the womb, and
the lacerated margins, participating in this retraction, may be found so
closely applied to the ch ild 's body as to render a passage of the hand impossible; under such circumstances, we might follow the exampleofccrtall1
accoucheurs, and open a passage by en larging the wound in the uterus with
a cutting instrnment, which would be far preferable to the performance of
the Cresarean operation.
c. Supposing the chi ld has passed into the abdominal cavity, and that
the organ has not as yet retracted, that the os uteri is sufficiently dilated or
dilatablc, and the uterine fissure is still large enough to permit the hand
and fcetus to pass through, which cond itions are scarcely ever met with
when the rupture occurs at the cervix, we ought, as in the preceding case,
to go after the feet even into the cav ity of the abdomen, and bring them
back through the lips of the wound, the neck of the uterus, and the vagina,
and thus extract the fretus by the natural passages. After this delivery,
the hand shou ld again be introduced in to the uterine cavity, with the threefold object of extracting the after-birth, of determining the contraction of
the organ, and of preventing the strangula.Lion of a loop of intestine, if
any portion of the bowel had engaged in the fissure.
Should the placenta have happened to fall into the peritoneal ra:dty, an
effort shou ld be made to extract it without delay, by a fresh introduction
of the hand through the rupture. An attempt should be made at the same
time to remove the clots which lmd formed in the abdomen.
'Vhen such a manceuvre is impossible, the only resource is in the Cre.53rean operation; unless, being fearful of the disastrous consequences of thid
operation, the accoucheur shou ld conclude to abandon the fcetus in the
peritoneal cavity, and allow the mother to run all the dangers to which
this dettirmination must necessarily expose lrnr. If the child's death were
po~iti\'el y asctirtained, the arrest of the hemorrhage might perhaps authorize
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this latter procedure, more especially if he should not see the patient until
ee,·cral hours after the necident; but it would never be excusable if the
infhnt were living, and if he were not satisfied that the uterus, by being
completely retracted, had obliterated the vessels which furnished the blood;
for othcrw~e. gastrotomy should be resorted to at ouce.
2. During lite Latter .Jlonths of Gestalion.-Ilere, likewise, the extraction
of the ornm is the wisest course to pursuei indeed, it is imperiously indicated when the child is living, and the pregnancy has advanced beyond the
seventh month; and it may be accomplished by re.sorting either to gastrotomy, to a forced dilatation of the os uteri, or to inci:>ions made directly on
the neck of the womb. The Cresarcan operation will be preferred whenever
the footus is displaced (see Ccesarea1i Operation); but if it- is still resident
in the uterine cavity, we must endeavor to dilate the os uteri artificially,
which will generally be feasible wheu the patient is near term, more especially
if she has previously borne several children; and the introduction of the
hand might likewise be facilitated by incising the periphery of the cervix.
But the,.:e attempts ought lo be made with the greatest care, and should they
offer any serious difficulties, and require too much time, we must renounce
them at once, and open a pa....~age through the abdominal wall.
3. During the Early Months of Gestation.-l\Iost of our leading teachers
advise us to abandon the patient in these cases-to the resources of nature, to
abstain from all operations, and to be content with combating the consecu·
tive symptoms as they arise. Three new indications are now presented, says
~1. Duparcque, namely: 1. To prevent or arrest the disorders of innervation, by raising the morale of the woman, who is instinctively struck with
fears and inquietudes, and by administering the diffusible antispasmodics
by the mouth, the skin, or the respiratory passages; 2. To combat or prevent the hemorrhage by abdominal compression, by refrigerants, compression
of the aorta, &c.; and, 3. To prevent or combat the inflammation which
ordinarily follows the displacements of the ovum, by the employment of
local and general antipblogistics.

ARTICLE II.
RUPTURE OF THE VAGL'U.

The walls of the vagina may also be lacerated during the labor. But,
owing to the differences that exist, according to the portion of the canal
the.c::c ruptures may occupy, it has been customary to study separately the
lacerations at its upper and lower extremities, and at its middle part. lu
general, the two latter arc of little consequence, or, at least, the dangers and
inJications they pre...ent belong rather to the province of the surgeon than
to that of the accoucheur; for, with the exception of thrombus of the vulva,
which may, as has been stated, require the inten·ention of art during labor,
all the other lacerations are only unfavorable to the woman, inasmuch as
they expose her to ve:sical or recto-vaginal fistulas, which do not claim ~ur
attention here. On the contrary, the lacerations that occupy the superior
extremity of the vulvo-uterine canal require a cursory notice, because they,
like tho ruptures of the lower part of the uterus, may become causes of
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dystocia. The lacerations of the upper part of th1; vagina ma) :esult ctthcr
from trai;tion or from direct pressure. The former may be owiug to the
ute1·inc contraction, to the artificial pressing back of the uterus or
ing p;nt of the child, and to every act of the abdominal
movernL'nt of the trunk, calculated to elevate the womb.
Duparcque, the uterine contraction alone may produce a
tion of the vagina in the following manner: the child's head
in at the superior strait, or more or less engaged in the
unable to ad\·ance any further in consequence of the resistance it encounters,
and the womb still continuing to contract, the latter withdraws itself, as it
were, from tl1e ch ild. The margins of the orifice are gradually drawn up
towards the fundus of the orgao, whereby they get clear of the head io a
great measure, and sometimes altogether. \Vhonce it happens that the
vagina beco mes subjected to an active traction, proportioned to the energy
of the uterine pa,ins i and consequently, as it offers only a passive resistance
to the distention and compression it undergoes, it is gradually enfeebled,
and ultimately gives way.
The mode in which the efforts sometimes made during version for the
purpose of pressing up the presenting part, or for penetrating through the
os uteri by main force, so as to carry the band towards the fundus of the
organ, act in the production Gf these 1acerntions, is easily understood. And
this transverse rupture, having once commenced, may extend far enough to
the uterus almost entirely from the vagina. Those fissures and
perforations which result from direct pressure, are ordinarily pro·
duced by an improper application of the forceps, or by the prolonged sojourn
of the head at the superior part of the excavation.
The signs of this rupture, and the accidents to which it gives rise, are very
similar to those of rupture of the uterus, excepting that they are less intense
aud not so dangerous . The pain is less acute at the time of its occurrence,
being sometimes even confounded with the labor-pain; and the existence of
a laceration is only suspected, some time after, when searching for the cause
of the arrest of the labor. Here, likewise, the child may either preserve
the place it occupied, or may pass partially or wholly into the abdomen.
Most generally there is no displacement when the head had previou~ly en·
gaged in the excavation 1 and the rupture has taken place either at the
junction of the vagina with the cervix or else at some point above the head.
Nevertheless, should the laceration be very extensive, the head may remain
£xed in the excavation, while the trunk is carried back into the abdominal
cavity by the subsequent retreat of the womb, the orifice of which, being no
longer retained by the vaginal connections, mounts up and retracts towurds
the fundus of the organ, thus abandoning the fcetus which it cannot expel.
It seldom happens that the whole child escapes into the abdomen, and, when
this does occur, it always results from pushing up the head during the ill·
directed efforts to effect the delivery. But, whether this passage is partial
or complete, it ordiuarily takes place in such a way that the pelvic extremity
engages first in the lacerated orifice.
A considerable portion of intestine has sometimes been known to escape
through a rupture of the vagina; it is evident that in such case.5 reduction
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!hould be effected as soon as po~:::ible. Although it would seem that thi8
operation ought not to be atten<lc<l with difficulty, it has occasionally proved
impo.-~ib l c. Burns quotes from Dr. Kerver a case of rupture of the vagina
complicated with the escape of a. portion of intestine an ell long. It was
impo,.sible to reduce it1 and gangrene ensued. The fieces passed by the
vagina; but, after some time, were discharged by the anus, and the pn.tieut
recovered.
Tne prognosis is much less unfa,·orable than that of uterine ruptures i becau~e there jg fa.r less danger from the hemonhage and consecutive inflammatioit:", and, besides, it i.~ alw:iys pos~ible to extract the footus by the natural
pa~<1nges.

Thi:i extraction through tho vagi na is, therefore, the only indication which
presents itself. If the head is not displaced, apply the forceps; but if some
other part presents, the feet should be sought after through the rupture in
the \•agina, which it may be nccc~;:ary to enlarge if too Rmall or too resisting. The C::eRarean operation mu:;t not be performed, even should the fretus
have pas;;:cd completely into the abdominal ca,·ity, unless a contracted pelvis
should render it impossible to extract it through the natural passages.

CIIAPTER XI.
HE:o.WRRUAGE is certainly one of the most frequent and at the same time
most dangerous accidents that can occur to puerper::d women, whether before, during, or after parturition; for it is most generally fatal to the chi ld
when it occurs at an early period of the pregnancy, and :dways subjects the
mother to the greatest dangers, at whatever period it may come on. Under
the double aspect, thereforc1 of the mother's safety, and the child's life, it
constitutes a pathological phenomenon, which should interest every one in
the highest degree; not only every physician who <lc,•otes himself more
especially to the practice of midwifery, but likewise all who are engaged in
the praclice of medicine; for any one may be summoned in a time of pressing
dnnger, and all may, by ill-directed or proper attentions, compromise or save
the lives of two beings equally dear. The importance oftbe subject, therefore, will justify the detail into which we propose entering.
We deRignate as pue11Jeral lwmonhage (o r the hemorrhage that occurs in the
puerperal state) every hemorrhagic accident that pregnant women may be
affected with, either during gestation or in the course of the labor and lyi11gin; lhus comprising, under this denomination, not only the losses of blood
that have their source and scat in the genital organs, or in the fretus and its
appendages, but also all the effu!'ions that may ta.kc place into the tis.sue of
the principal viscera as a consequence of an exaggeration of the modifications
impre:-:l'cd on the general circulation by pregnancy. \Ve have already
treated of hemorrhage occasioned by the rupture of a varicose vein1 (see
Jlllge 487,) also of that which accompanies abortion, (.;ice .Abo1·tion.) VVe
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have also devoted a long article to hemorrhages of the vulva and ,·agina,
(see 'l'hrombus of the Vidva and Vagina, page G86.) Hemorrhage attendant
upon delivery of the placenta, will be studied in conuection with the otht:r
difficulties which complicate it.s expulsion. (See the lai:;t chapter on Dy11tucia. )
Here we shall devote more particular attention to the discharges whieh
occur during the last three months of pregnancy, or during labor, and'' hich
have their source in the vessels of the uterus, or fcetus, or it.s appendages.
As to the other hemorrhages, whatever be their 01·igin, or the seat of cffu~ion,
they present the same indications for treatment in the puerperal state as at
:rny other period of life, a.n<l consequently do not claim our attention here.
For. during the labor, whether the hemorrhage takes place in the lungs,
the stomach, or the braiu, the only thing to be done is to combat it by the
usual means, if the dilatalion of the·os uteri is not sufficiently advanced to
admit of au artificial termination of the labor. But in the contrary case,
the accoucheur should apply the forceps at once, or resort to version, and
thus relieve the patient as promptly as possible from the danger that threatens her.

ARTICLE I.
OF TIIE CA USES OF UTERINE HEMORRHAGE.

The causes of uterine hemorrhage have been divided into the predi.sposing,
the determining, and the special causes.

§ 1. OF THE PREDISPOSING CAUSES.
We must place in the front rank of the predisposing causes, all the disorders in the gener::tl circulation that are induced and kept up by pregnancy,
and which are manifested by palpitations of the heart, by obstructed respiration, varicose swellings of the veins of the lower extremities, and by the
fulness and greater activity of the pulse; but, above all, it is important, in
order to understand the mode of action of the causes described below, to
hear in mind the changes that have occurred in the structure of the womb
itself; which changes have been studied in detail, when describing the ana·
tomical phenomena of gestation, but which we again bring forward :n a
summary way, for the better illustration of the subject under consider~tion.
The mere fact of conception procluces a state of orgasm in all the genital
organs, the uterus particularly, which determines a considerable affiux towards these parts. In some women, of a sanguineous temperament, thi~
state of irritation is not confined to the hypertrophy of the mucous membrane,
but the development of its vascular apparatus is attended or followed by an
exhalation of blood, and, in the course of a few days, a uterine hemorrhage
takes place that seems to be only a menstrual return, but which, in rea.fity,
interrupts a commencing pregnancy. In certain cases, this fluxion is not
limited to the uterine vessels; for, when very considerable, it causes an
aneurismatic or a varicose swelling in the neighboring parts, such as the vc~
sels of the broad ligaments, which run to the tube or ovary. These trunks
occasionally give way, and produce a mortal hemorrhage, as Al. Leroy says
lie found to be the case in two women who died a few days after marriage.
Dvdug the first month of its intra-uterine life the ovum oc-cupies only a
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very sm::ill portion of the uterine cavity, all the rest being filled with the
pouch formed by the epichorial decidua and parietal mucous membrane;
and hence, being free 311d floating, and having as yet contracted but feeble
adhesions with the walls of the organ, the product of c<?nceptivn can only be
dc\·eloped by imbibing the juices secreted on the intcmal surface of the
womb; (see Nutrition of the Fatus;) which secretion requires a much greater
activity in the <'irculation of the uterus, and may become a. cause of flooding, under the influence of the least disorder. Somewhat later, the placenta
begins to be developed, and with it those numerous vessels which, com ing
from the internal surface of the uterus, and the external one of the chorion,
appear, so to speak, to run to meet ca.ch other; then they interlace without
ino::;rubting, and ultimately become united, forming a mass that is held
together by a species of fla.ky lymph, a product of the uterine secretion.
Now, who does not see in this process of vascular organization, in this
copious secretion that is constantly going on, and requiring so much activity
in the circulation of the organ, a continual predisposition to hemorrhage?
For, if any vivid moral impression, or any violent physical commotion, disturbs the harmony tha.t presides over tl1is new creation for a single instant,
by causi11g a derangement in the circulation, the just relations established
between the ovum and the womb are at once destroyed; and the blood, being
forced too rapidly into these recently formed vessels, overcomes the resistance of their feeble walls, and a flooding results in consequence.
At a still more adyanced period of the gestation, when the placenta is
of hemorrhagic accidents is singularly favored by
which it is the seat, by the great development of'
the uterine vascular apparatus, <rnd by the peculiar structure of the uteroplacental \·essels. Quite recently, 1\I. Jacquemier has carefully studied the
influence of each of these circumstances, and the fo}lowing summary will
serve to illustrate the results of his inquiries.
When we examine the uterus of a pregnant woman in the latter periods
of gestation, after having undergone its usual transformations, we are struck
with the development of its vascular system; for the t runks of the four
arteries that nourish the organ have increased in size, and their divisions or
ramifications in the texture of the womb are wonderfully multiplied. The
vessels that existed before the impregnation have more than doubled their
calibre, and a great number of others that did not exist, or rather were not
visible, have successively formed, become enlarged, and attained a considerable size. W,.e h:ive hitherto mentioned (see art. Pl'egnancy) the extraordinary development of the uterine veins; and it is 0:1ly necessary to
recall here the feebleness of their walls, which are compo:$ed u.' a single coat,
their adhesion to the uterine tissue, and the numerous divisions sent by them
into the casity of the organ, which penetrate directly or indirectly into the
substance of the placenta itself. It results from this arrangement that, in
the arterial system of the womb, the blood passes from trunks of a moderate
size into cavities very numerous and spacious in proportion to the volume
of the trunks; which caYi ties are formed by the numerous ramifications
given off from the latter in the substance of the uterus; while, in the
venous apparatus, a much greater disproportion exists between the trunks
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of the uterine and ovarian veins and their branc11es. so that the blood
passes from very large ca\•ities into nnrrower tubes.
This arrangement has been considered by l\I. Jacquemicr as a cauii.c of
the retardation in the uterine circulation, and as being calcubted to produce a venous stasis, followed by an engorgement of this system, and, ns a
consequence, the rupture of the vessels and hemorrhage; which nnous
rupture is further favored by the want of resistance on the
of the
uterl}-placental veins. According to his view, all the causes
influence tioodings are found to result, merely n.ct by producing this engorgement of the uterine venous apparatus; and hence the immediate caw~e of
hemorrhage is the rupture of one of the vessels appertaining thereto.
But we cannot fully embrace th is theory, so far, at least, as regards the
hemorrhages that occur during gestation, for we do not believe that the
retardation in the ci rculntion is so extensive as 1\I. Jacquemier has described.
Although the blood arriving by the uterine arteries passes into the larger
cavities constituted originally by the arterial and afterwards by the venous
ramifications (the uterine sinuses), yet it seems to us tha.t this cause of
delay would be compensated by the rapidity with which the blood contai ned
in these venous capillaries must pass into the trunks where they empty;
and even by virtue of that very Jaw of hydraulics quoted by M. Jacquemier
in favor of his theory, namely," "'hen a liquid flO\rS in full stream through
a tube, the quantity of this liquid which, at a given moment, traverses the
different sections of the tube must everywhere be the same. Consequently,
as the tube becomes lar_qer, the rnpidity diminishes; but increase.s as the tube
becomes sinaller." If, therefore, the cour~e of the blood is slackened in the
arteries by its passage from the main trunks into the ramifications, it must
be accelerated in the veins by its passage from the ramifications into the
trunks; and hence there must be a compensation in its rapidity.
But an infinity of circumstances may destroy this harmony; and which
series of vessels will then be the seat of the congestion, and afterwards of
the rupture? M. Jacquemier supposes that some point of the Yenous system
will always yield to the first; for he says, "Every part of the ut erine vascular circle is not equally exposed to th is species of rupture; and the arteries
would even be wholly exempt, unless they tl'ere the seat of sume morbid lesion.
The utero-placental arteries themselves would rarely be a primitive seat of
rupture from the mere impetus of the blood, although the surrounding
delicate tissue in which they ramify supports them in a much less perfect
manner than the elastic tissue of the womb, and besi<les is easily torn i but
the utero-placental veins, from their situation and organization, can afford
but a very moderate resistance, ·which will frequently be overcome." No
doubt, the venous parietes are less resistant than th e arterial ones i but
which of the two bas the greater stress to bear? Do not all the cau8es,
under whose influence the uterine congestions and subsequent hemorrhages
are produced, a.ct fir~t on the arterial, before being perceptible in the venous
system? And is not the plethoric condition first manifested by a fulness
of the pulse. M. Jacqu emier supposes that, as the circulation is impeded
in the vena cava inferior, it must determine a reflux of the blood contained
in these vessels; which l'eflux would be primarily felt in the uterine ,·eins,
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and then in their rn.rnifications; and that thi s would likewi~e be fa.vorcr1 by
the particular structure of the uterine veins themselves, which are destilute

of i·altres.
This absence of valves must certainly
the reflux: of the venom~
blood; and it is po~sible that, under the
of some of the causes
by this writer, a congestion and then a venous rupture might
the primitive phenomena; but \\'e cannot admit that this is generally
the case in the hemorrhages that occur during gestation. And whilst
atknowledging Ihat our friend has rendered an important sen'ice to the proft>ssion, by calli ng attention to a particular variety of mechanism in the
production of uterine hemorrhage::, we must persist in coni:;;iclering his

theory as being only applicable to a small number of cases. (See ..-frchive.s
Gtnf:rales de Jledecine, 1839.)
I must yet bring forward another anatomical peculiarity, which 1 perlrnp::;,
will ~en·e to reconcile two confli cting opinions. It has. been said by some
perrnns thnt all uterine hemorrhages proceed from a separ:ition of the placenta; while others contend that many of them result simply from an ex·
hnhition of blood from that portion of the internal surface of the womb not
occupied by the placental insertion. Doubtless, the floodings that ocenr
during pregnancy are most frequently caused by a rupture of one or· more
of the utero·placental vessels; but it is not to be supposed that this rupture
is the only source of hemorrhage, for we ha\·e already seen that, in tin~
early months of gestation, the ov um only occupied the uterus in
all
the rest of its cavity being filled with the tumefied and
mucous membrane, and that, in consequence of the greater
the
circulation, an exhalation of blood might take place from the internal surface of the womb. (See page 552.) This fact is unquestionable; but even
after the placenta is completely formed, and the ovum occupies the whole
cavity of the womb, there are still, as described elsewhere, some
and more particularly some Yenous radicles found existing
the placental mass, that might gh·e rise to a hemorrhage, in
proper utero-placental relations would be in no wise concerned.
From the foregoi ng, it would appear that a hemorrhage may take place
during gestation: 1st, by sanguineous exhalation from torn capillary
vessels, especially during the early stages; 2d, from a rupture of the veins,
and oftener, of the utero-placental arteries, properly so called; 3d, from a
rupture of the veins and arterioles that ramify in the substance of the
decidua beyond the placenta.
Among the anatomical modifications impressed on the uterus by gestation,
the development of its muscular structure has recently been pointed out by
M. Gendrin as a predisposing cause of hemorrhage. At the close of pregnancy, the womb i.s forme<l of three evident layers; and it is the rcla.tion of
these three muscular laminre with the vascular one that explains, according
to his view, the influence that it has over the production of fiooding.
This triple muscular layer ma.y, un<lcr the influence of various extrrna.l
or internal irritants, become affected with spasms, which produce irrcgnlar
contractions in some pa.rt of the organ. H e sta.tes that such spasmodic <'O il·
tractions are very frequent after the third month, and that they are often
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noticed after external, moral, or physical impressions, or the tumultuooa
movements of the footus, or, indeed, when the vitality of the latter has rea.sed.
The patient first becomes conscious of it by some peculiar sensations and
movements in the uterine globe; and when the gestation is somewhat more
advanced, the hana, applied on the abdomen, enables us to as<'ertain that
the sense of movement felt by the woman is dependent on a real contraction
of the uterine walls i which give rise to certain irregular ele\'ations, that
slip ahout and become di~placed under the hand by something like a peristaltic movement, of which the patient has always a very distinct perception. These contractions frequently accompany the hemorrhage, sometimes
they precede it, and seem to be the earliest phenomena that sucrecd the
action of the pathological cause. Although they may be considered as
resulting in the first place from the discharge of blood, and, pos~ibly, from
the formation of coagula, whose presence incommodes and irritates the
womb; yet, in the second place, they must be regarded as an active cause
in the production of the flooding.
In fact, it is impossible for any contraction to take place in the external
muscular layer, without modifyi11g the circulation in the subjacent vascular
one; hence, when the vascular plexus of this intra-uterine lamina is irregularly 'compressed by the muscular contractions of the organ, the blood must
flow bnck into some part of the placental disk, thereby determining a partial
congestion, which may cause the rupture of one of these feeble venous rami·
fications, and, as a consequence, a. sanguineous extravasation. But the
influence of the spasmodic action is not limited to this; for, by effecting a
retraction that is confined exclusively to segments of the uterine globe, they
necessarily draw upon the placental adhesions, and may perhaps rupture
them.
Besides these local modifications, whose power to produce hemorrhage it
is impossible to <leny, there are still numel'Ous other circumstances that we
might point out, wl1ich have the same effect. But, let it suffice to recall the
physiological and pathological changes that gestation impresses on all the
functions, which kwe already been studied under the titles of tbe Physiology
and Pathology of Pregnancy. Let us remember the almost con~tnnt presence
of serous plethora, the habitual fulness of the pulse, flushing of the face, and
increased activity of nutrition and circulation which are manifested in most
plethoric women during the early months; also, that susceptibility which
the least emotion excites and irritates; that delicacy of sensation natural to
most nervous female~, but carried to the highest degrPe iu pregnant ones;
and, finally, let us recall the fact that, dming the gra\'id state, the uterus
is, ns it were, the common centre, upon which all the general disorder caw~ed
by nny moral or physical excitement is directed. Then we will unde~tand
the reason why most authors have considered a plethoric constitution, a profuse normal menstru•ttion, and the lymphatic temperament, which so often
accompanies great nervous irrita.bility, as predisposing causes of puerperal
hemorrhage; why plethoric females are so often affected with flooding at the
return of the monthly periods, since their habit determines at these times a
greater activity and a more intense congestion in the womb; why venereal
excesses have often been fol1owed by a profuse flooding, by causing a long·
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oontinucd and over-exritation in all th e genital organ~; and, ta~th, why
every cin.· nm!<.tance calc11latcd to determine or to keep up an u~nu su;l
acti\'ity in tho general circulation, and parti cula l'ly a more considerable
afHux of fluid::; towards the gesta.tory organ,· has been at a.11 times considered
as prcdispo!:iing the woman to hemorrhage; such, for in stance, as fatigu e, the
frequentl\.tion of balls, of pla.y3, and crowded assemblies, where the air is
impure nnd at a. high tempernturc; prolonged watching; O\•erheating diet,
ind the uj:c of alcoholic drinks; as well as all local irritants, such as the
abtt"<' of drastic purgatives, which, by producing cxccs:Sivc irritation of the
int6tin~, may react on the uteru~; hip-baths, the frequent application of
leeche;; to th e vuln., the e:x i ~tcnce of any organic alteration, or au acute
inflammation in the neighbo rin g organs, or in the womb it.self; because all
the::e circumRtances are calculated to maintain an habitual state of congestion town rd the womb.

§ 2. DETF.Rmxr~G CAu~ES.

The prolonged action of the prcclisposing causes jm;t enumerated may
eventually produce a hemorrhage; and thus, aftC'r having acted for a loag
time aR the predisposing, finally bcC'ome determining causes. llut in addition to th e10e, ~ome other circumstances have been enumerated by authors,
which might he dc.;:.igna.ted as accidental determinin,q cause!l. These are so
aumerouR and varied tha.t, to ex hibit them, it would be necessa ry to bring
forward nearly all of the cases that haYe ever been publishc<l. Bc~ides, all
the>1e cau:-e:; may be referred either to acute moral emotions, or to physical
di~turhanrei<; for e:xample1 to a. violent pa~sion; the rnddcn :i.rrh·al of some
unexpected pcr:<on or intelligence; a fit of anger; sharp bickerings, &c.; to
the jolting of a rough carriage; to riding on horschack; a fall on the feet or
nate;.;; hlow:'O on the abdomen; efforts to carry or li ft some burden; to cough,
vomiting, &c., &c., &c. (Ree art. Abortion.)
But thci:"e C'auses, the list of which I might lmve lengtl1 cned greatly, do
not all ha.\•e the same mode of action; for some of them, such as most of the
moral ones, art primarily on the whole organism, and only react on the
womb (lecondarily; while others, like the generality of the physical causes,
are addre.-:~ed, as it were, directly to the ge:;tatory organ, a.nd, by the shock
they communicate, have a. tendency to disturb the relations existing between
it and the product of conception. It is generally conceded that the former
determine a. more considerable affiux of blood towards the uterus, than an
engorgement of the utero-placenta.I vessels, and finally the rupture of those
v~sels; or, if the pregnancy is but littl e advanced, th e aff\ux of blood is
followed by a sanguineous ex halation from the in ter nri..1 surface of the
or~an. But how, it ma.y be asked, is the hemorrhage produced after a
fall, blow, or any physical commot ion whatever, espec iall y in the latter
stage.~ of the gestation? And is the separat ion of the placenta, which is
then a ,·cry common occurrence, the primitive phenomenon, and has it caused
a va11cular rupture? Or, indeed, has this rupture taken the precedence, and
has the efl 1Qion of blood between the after-birth and th e uterus resulting
therE:from produced the se11aration of the placenta? Th e latter opinion
appears tc me tlrn more probable; for, although there cn.n be no doubt that
48
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1he feeble bonds of union which attach the placenta to the uterus ma he
rnptured at ouce, as a. consequence of some very violent shock or fall t:rnm
an eleYated place, sin ce, under like circumstances, the nry substan<.'e oftht.!
solid organs, the liver in particular, has been lacerated, yet this certain!)·
does not happen in a large majority of cases; beC'ause the ovum forms a full
sac, which is in immediate contact with the walls of the cav ity that in clo:;··i
it, and the placenta is sustained by the waters and the fcrtus within and hy
the uterine wall without. The organ and its contents constitute a wholt·,
that cannot be separated by any general concussions unless they are very
severe. 'Vh ereforc, so long as the mcmbranec:; remain unruptured, it i~
diffi cult to conceiYe that the separation could be effocted otherwise than hy
the effort of t he blood to escape into the cav ity of the womb.
In conclusion, although these physical and moral disturhanceo: nre enu.
merated by authors as being c.apable of producing a hemorrhage, it mu~t not
be supposed that they constantly have this unfortunate result; indeed, thrir
influ ence is far from being always in proportion to their violence and intcn·
sity. Jn general, they only act and are followed by flooding, bec-:u1~e a
predisposition exists in the patient which the determining cause excites and
brings in to play. I might mention indi\"iduals in whom the least
ment has been followed by a hemorrhage that prove'l fatal to the
whilst others h:ive borne the most severe moral disturbances without
dent; and several cases were cited in t he article on Abortion, which prove
that the most violent physical shocks oftentimes give rise to no cfomrcier
whate,·er. 'Ve must, therefore, admit the intervention of a predi::-po~ing
cause in the majority of cases; a cause which often, indeed, plays the mo~t
important part in the production of the accident.

§ 3.

SPECIAL CAUSES.

Ind ependently of the genera.I causes just studied, there are some which
might be tC>rmed special causes, becau"e they depend on certain pcculiaritic:;
in the pm:;ition and structu re of the ovum; and the influence of '' hich i,;;
particula.rly apt to he felt at an advanced stage of gestation. We allude to
an abnornrnl insertion of the placenta, to a rupture of the umbilical cord,
and to some other peculiarities about to be mentioned.
1. l1v1ertion of the Placenta upon the Lower Segment of the Uterns. -Nearly
all the older authors detail cases in which the placenta was found in.-::crted
over the neck of the womb at the time of labor. But some of them alter
gether misunderstood the. cause of this dif!'position, and ~opposed that the
placenta, had been detached in totality from tJ1e point where it was originally
inserted, aud had fallen from mere graY ity on the neck 0f the womb; while
oth ers, who had observed it to be still adherent by one margin to some point of
the periphery of the cervix, concluded that this adhesion was only accidental
and merely occasioned by the clotted blood; wldc!t, says Deventer1 sometim~

glues the 1)lacenta so closely to the orifae that it might be take1i jiJr an exere.A·
cence of fli<J. JJ!trl. There were
who had noted t he fact with
mu ch en.re without attempting to
any explanation of it; Levret WM
am,rng the first to direct attention
this important point, for he demon·
st rated its 'rcquen<'y and danger, and studied the cause.;; and proper methodil
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nuthors who say that the phccnta is always attached to the fundus uteri, fVr
in this case, as iu many others, I have cnry rea:::oa to believe that it adhered
on the internal orifice, or very 11car to it; and that, in dilating, the latter occa·
i:ioned the separation of the after-birth, and as :i con~equcnce the hemor·
rhage." (Observ., 115 et 11G.) lfci,..ter (fn.«titutio11es l'hirnrgicales, chap.
cliv. part i.) likewise ~ay.s: 11 Some moderns think that the adhe.::ion of the
placenta. O\·er the neck is a cause of hemorrhage; and, therefore, that the
more the os uteri dilates the more abundant is the flooding." Finally,
we find in Portal's work, which appeared in 1685, observations which show
conclusi\·ely that be is entitled to the honor of having fir;:;t described this
faulty insenion. In six of his cases, the placenta pl'esented, 11:as in entire
contact 11.:ith the orifice of lite womb, and was adherent throughout. The
author even endeavors to ~how how the hemonht1ge occurs in the::ce ca.:es,
gi\'ing the explanation which was afterwards accepted by Lenet and many
others.
As we detailed the various circumstances, when studying the anatomy of
the placenta, which, according to most authors, determine the point of atlath·
ment of' this vascular m::u~.s, it will be unnecessary to revert to them here.
We would merely ob.:ierve that the placenta has varioufo! relations with the
orifice, giving ri::e to several grades or varieties of faulty insertion. Thus,
the placenta. may be in::erlcd near the orifice or on the orifice, covering it
entirely or in part. The::e varioms in.-;crtions ha\'e reteived different n:llllC'S,
as, tnargi1ial, \\hen the pbtenta extends very near the circumference of' the
orifice; inco111plete or partial, when it covers it only in pa.rt; complete or central, when it covers it entirely; and, finally, we have the term intra-cen:ical
insertion ''hen, as seems to be proved by some ca~es of Madame Lacha·
pellc1s1 the ovum has happened to insert itself in the cavity of the neck
itlielf'. Further observations are, however, required to establish the latter
as a true variety.
[According to Dr. Sirelius, tho placenta undergoes important changes in form
whene\·cr it happens to be attached over the mouth or ihe womb. ~ometimes,
thouglirarely,itisspread out in 11. memUraniform layer O\·er almost the entire
surface or the chorion (membranous pl:tucnta); at other times there are two i::cpa·
rnte placentas, one large and the other small; but most commonly it is imperfectly
di,·ided IJ.r a fissure extending from the free edge to its middle, gi\•ing it a horse·
elwe form. In the two latter cases the fissure, which either completely divide!! the
plnl·cnta. or le:t\'E'S it in tlie form or fL crc~cent, is occasioned by obliLCrntion of the
\·illi or the chorion , and alway<.1 corresponds tu the internal orifice of the uterus.
'J'bi~ renrnrk in reference to the pathological anatomy of tllc ca.<.1c may have a. prnctical applica.tion in regard to the trea.tmeut.]

The insertion of the placenta over the os uteri has been considered, sinre
the days of Levret, as an inevitable cause of hemorrhage during the last
three months of ge.station 1 and in the course of the parturition. The flood·
ing, then, says Ga.rd ien, is nn immediate result of the gestation, and particu·
lnrly of tlte lab~ -. Most modern \Vl'itcrs, supposing that the modificalions
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occasioned by pregnancy in the disposition of the neck toward~ the latter
months are the sole cause of the hemorrhages that then occur, ha,·c ruloptcll
the :.:ameopiniou ; and the following, iu their view, is the mechani,.;m whC'reby

the disclrn.rge is produced.

Up to the fifth month, the hody of the womb

undergoes numerous changes, but after that period, the neck is al-:o im·olvc!l
and participates therein. (See Pregnancy.) Th e diminution in ib length
is accompanied by a more considerable enlargement of its ba,.e au a level
with the internal orifice. The placenta, being fixed and imm ovable on the
spot where it is implantc<l, cannot follow this spreading out of the upper
part of the neck, and hence the bonds of uuion which it has contracted with
th e womb necessarily become ruptured, as do also the utero-placental ''e~,lel~;
and this rupture produces a. more or less considerable discharge.
But it is only nece..'-sary to recall what was stated in the article on Pregnancy, to be convinced that this explanation, which is founded on a f:d~e,
though hitherto admitted fact, ought to be rejected; since it is at the lower
part of the neck, at least in women who have pre,•iomly borne children,
that the e,·ersiou of its cavity commences; and, in all, the internal orifice
often remains closed until the last few weeks of gestation. The neck, therefore, does not spread out at its superior part, and, con.;;eriuently, we are not
to search there for the c:iuse that produces the hemorrhage, when the placenta is inserted over the cervix. Th e following explanation, by l\L Jacqucmier, appears to me more plausible· Durin g the first six months of
gc>:t:ition the uterus is developed more especi(Llly at the expense of the fibres
of the superior part of the body or fund us of the organ; while in the Inst
three mouths, the fibres appertaining to the lower third of the womb nre
developed in a rapid manner, and the cavity of the organ is enlarged in
consequence of the distention and growth of this lower partj a proof of whidi
is, tlrnt the body of the uterus, which was pyriform in the earlier monlh:-<,
is perfectly ovoidal in shape towards the close of pregnancy; and I will
further remark, that the development of the placenta. is far more rapitl in
the first six than in the last three months. Now, this double circum:-;tunce
seems to me quite suffic ient to account for the production of hemorrhage;
for when the placenta is attached to the fundus, its growth is sirnultaneou::i
"'ith the enlargement of that portion of the uterine walls on which it is implanted, and it is evident that no hemorrhage need occur; but when the
after-birth is inserted over the cervix uteri, or on some adjaceot point, the
contrary must neccssal'ily ensue, because the growth of the placenta i:; nearly
completed, whilst a more cons iderable extension of the lower thir<l of' the
womb has yet to take place. Of course, the placenta can no longer participate in this rapid development, by coo forming to the in crease of the uterus,
and by following the extens ion of the wall on which it is inserted; and hence
it i;;prcads out from the centre towards its circumference, the fissures between
the cotyledons become larger, and its different lobes are thus widely ~epa·
rated; but the growth of the inferior wall of the uterus is so rapid io the
latter months, that this mechanical enla rgement of the placenta, on which
M. Jacquemier has particularly insisted, is no longer sufficient to prevent
the tension of the utero-pbcental vessels, or of the cellular fosuc in whil·h
they rt\'nify; and this tension being ultimately carried to an extreme, nil
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Qf the:.e cellulo·Yascular adhesions give way and become ruptured, and thus
give rise to the production of hemorrhage. If this be the true explanation,
there is no necessity for invoking a diminution in the length, and a spread·
ing out of the upper part of the neck, which really does not take place. By
it we can also comprehend the possibility of a circumstance that is inexpli.
cable under the theory generally received,-! allude to the hemorrhages
tha.t occur when the placenta is attached to the lower part of the womb, or
some point adjacent to the internal orifice; for it is not because the after·
birth is implanted over the cervix that a floodiug takes place du1·ing the
latter months of pregnancy, but because it is in relation with the inferior
third of the uterus.
The explauation usually given is true only with regard to those rnn·
guineous discharges that come on in the latter weeks of gestation or during
the parturilion; for then, the spreading out of the cervix uteri, and its com·
plete effacement, must necessarily have a great influence over the production
and profuseness of the flooding, in those cases where some point of the cir.
cumference of the placenta is in immediate relation with the neck; but still
more especiall y in those where the iusertion takes place, as it is said, centre
for centre.
The hemorrhages of which we are speaking occur, besides, most frequently
in the latter weeks or during the labor.
Although a hemorrhage is usually considered to be inevitable under such
circumstauces, yet it may not appear even during the labor; and the dilata·
tion of the os uteri may be effected without the loss of a drop of blood. This
absence of discharge is doubtless a rare circumstauce; but its authenticity
at the present day is well establ ished by numerous cases; authors on ly differ·
ing as to the explanation given of it. Thus Walter supposes that in cases
of this kind there is probably a larger and more easy communication be·
tween the venous and arterial radicles of the uterus than usual, whereby
the blood may pass from the arteries into the veins without escaping exter·
nally; and M. Mercier imagines that the cxhalant vessels of the womb are
then in a state of constriction, of perversion of their sensibility, which is
sufficient to retard the course of the blood; but these two explanations
appear to me inadmissible. M. Moreau remarks that, in the reported cases,
the children were dead, and perhaps had been so for several days; now, says
he, as soon as the infant dies in the womb, the cessation of the fcctal circula·
tion occasions changes in that organ; the blood being arrested in the vessels,
coagulates there; the latter retract, or even become obliterated, and no more
blood reaches the womb than what is necessary to its nutrition, since the
sti mulus that heretofore determined a greater quantity to it, no longe1·
exists; and hence the dilatation of the or ifi ce may be effected without hem·
orrhage, notwithstanding the vessels are torn that united its borders to the
placenta. It seems to me that, in spite of objections raised against it, this
view is correct, at least as regards some cases. In others, it may be as M.
Jacquemier remarks, that the accomplishment of the delivery without a.cci·
dent is.due either to the entire separation of the placenta, or to itr; detach·
ment on one side only to a point just beyond the uterine orifice; so that the
dilatation can progress without increasing the detachment; the vessels pre·
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viously torn having been stopped by coagulated blood. Thus we may
account for cases in which hemorrhage had occurred several times duriug
pregnancy, without reappearing at the time of labor.
L astly, if the rupture of the membranes should occur at the commence·
ment of' labor, it is possible that the uterine retraction which would natu·
rally follow a discharge of' the water:5, and the compression that woul<l he
made by the head on the pa.rt left uncovered by the separation of the placenta., might entirely obliterate the lacerated vessels, and thus put an end
to the hemorrhage; and yet the fcetus be living.
2. Ruptttl'e of the Cord, or one of its Vessels.-It is now an incontrovertible fact that a rupture of the umbilical vessels, or of the ompbalo-placental trunk itself~ may take place; and, inexplicable as it
it
can no longer be called in question, since it has been
rupby such men as D el::i.motte, Levret, Ba.udelocque, NregCle, &c.
ture,
the hemorrhage to which it inevitab ly gives rise, may be occasioned
by some disease of the vascular tunics, by a particular
arrangement of the vessels of the cord, or by a brevity of the latter,
whether this be natural · or dependent on numerous turns made around
different pri.rts of the fretus.
A. "The umbilical vessels," says :M. Velpeau, "are sometimes ruptured:
I am in pos::>cssion of seyeral examples of the kind; but it is because they
were previously in a diseased state." In a case reported by M. Deneaux,
Lhe blood escaped through the umbili cal vein, which was varicose at several
The subjoined curious instance, which I reported in my Inaugural
might probably be attributed to a state of disease in the ramifications
the vessels of the cord; in tl1is case, the hemorrhage occurred
between the chorion and the footal surface of' the placenta, in consequence
of a rupture of all the ramifications of the umbilical vessels. This case,
which I believe is uoiqut·, and hitherto but little known, has generally been
by those "ho ha.ve referred to it, and I therefore feel justified
it here.1 I must confess, that it is not without some besi-
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cation that I attribute the flooding, in this instance, to a previous disease
and rupture of the umbilical vessels. Fo1·, might not such a. rupture be
orrl11q~e.

we dirl not hei;itate to reject. her opinion. 'I'h'c finger being still in the oritice,
we felt the wnmb contrri.cling moderntely, in consequence, probnbly, of the inillttion
produced by the touch. The hemorrh11ge wns nrrested, the head engaged at tlie supcriorstr1\it, nnd lhe p:\tient, though feeble, still ret:1ined asuflicient degreeof strength
to secontl the efforts of nature. We thought there wns nothing further1obeJone
thirn to encourage the woman nbout hC'r condition, :rnd to persuade her to aid the
uterine eontraC'tions that begnn to be developed quite strongly, ns m11cli a" possible
In fact, the !:'lbor advnnced very well. without a return of the hrmorrlrnge. nud at
four o·clock in the morning she was delivered of a dead ehild of ~evM1 mon1!1~. which
wus pale nnd colorless, but exhibitetl no signs of putrefaction. It s Uelh·ei·y W!lS fol·
lowed by the expubio n of chrec large clots of blood, each of which wasns big ns tl1e
fi~t; but the flooding was not again renewetl.
1'he cord wns i\bo11t che usual le11g1h,
and there WllS no circulation in it; but we were not a little su r pri!lc!l, after h:n·ing cut
it. to fin1i lhat ii was no longeranached to the mother: but that it Mi:hibited, on whnt
ehou\d have been the placemal extremity, a kind of membrane, in the centre of which
it seemed to be imphntei..I. The mC'mbrane w:1s 1warly :l'i ln.rge :ls an ordinary pill·
cent!\, and was e\•idently continuous with thedebri:!I of the hag of waters; and we at
fir4supposed it to be one of those membranous placen1asspoke11 of by authors. ']'his
Tiew appeared the more probable, ns !!Orne ''eSsels, e\•idently arising from the termination of the cord, ramified in its substance. We then thought the opinion of the
midwife might possibly be correct, its the want of thickness in the placcma. might
b!l.ve prevented us from recognizing it. When we returned to the pll.Lient, uteight
o'clock in the morning, we found her cloing \'ery well; but wlu~t wns our astonishment,
when the nurse brought. forward n placenta, whieh the woman h:ld expelled after ou r
departure! Thenceforth all our suppositious were groundless, and it was necessary
to resort to an examination of the pieces fora better exphmrLLion of the phenomena
offered by Ibis patient. The following was the re;;ult, a'i nil !lie members of tht
Anlltomical Society have since been enabledto,•erify: The uterine face of the placenta.
was smooth nnd uorm:il, but its fretnl Sul'face w:ts entirely deprived of the portion of
chorion that ought to cover it, and was irregular. noJulnted,irnd clearlyexhibitei..I the
llnfraetuosi1ies tba.t separnte the cotyledons. It wns co\•ered over by thick clots, nud
the debris of the torn and separntcd vessels that ordin:H ily l'amify on its surface
couhl rei\dily be detected; the loo"e extremity of ;iome of these vessels was an inch
long. Bya further careful exam ination of thri.t portion of the pouch hanging tot.he
cord, which we had taken for a membranous placenta, we were enabled to detect on
the surface that covered the after-birth, some va$culardebris, which had been continuouswitli tho"'e observed on the frotal surD!ce of the placental mn.ss. Theca.vity of
the!le Tessels was pMulous, and some were obstructed by fibrous coagulaof recent
formation. The principal divisions were intactancl permeable to the blood.
From that examination, we felt authorized to conclucle: 1. Timi. the placenta was
not in~ertcd over the neck; 2. Thi\L th e hemorrhage was not Jlroduced by a detachment of the uterine surface of the after-birth; but thnt. it resulted from a sepnrntion
of th:tt portion of the b:tg of waters that was nttn.ched lo the 11f1cr-bir1h; thl\t.lllis
8epnr:ttion was effected at first on some point of the frern.I surfllce of the placenta.,thcn
ovl'r o. gretucr extent, and finally sepal'flting this mass altogether from the fo~lal
enTelope~; 3. That, becoming more and more considcrnble, this i:ieparation had produced a graJuri.1 increase of the hemorrhage; and it WllS only when the detachment
had been completed, ancl the bleeding had become excessive, and all communication
being interrupted between lhe motlier and chilcl, that the pnins were manifested, and
the &bortion took place. This examination likewise enabled us lo account. for the
cessation of hcmorrlutgefrom the time of 1hep11iient's arrival at the hospilitl, as also
ror1hcqna11ti1yofcoagulatedbloodthat cscnpednf1erthedelivcryoftl1echil.d. In
fact, as soon as we touched the woman at the time of her eutro.nce, the bead began lo
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con,iecutive to an effusion of blood proeccding from one of the utero-pla·
cental vcs.~els, the ramifications of \rhich, as eli:ewherc demonstrated, get
ben e::tth the membranes that cover the plaC'enta? This effusion would have
produ ced a separation of the chorion, and th en a rupture of the umbilical
vessels. The profuseness, and the return of the hemorrhage, and the coutinuance of the child's life up to the commencement of the labor, would
certainly be more eas ily explained by thi s hitter hypothesis than by the
form er. An attempt has been made to miseonstrue this case since it~ first
publi cation ; and it has been sa id that num ero us loops of the cord probably
existed, or else that some artificial tractions had been made upon it; hut
I can affirm that nothing of the kind took place, and that the circumstance
occurred just as I have described it.
n. The abnormal distribution of the umbilical vessels, which was pointed
out in the description of the cord, may also produce a hemorrhage fatal to
the fcctus, during the parturition. 'fh e subjoined case, described by )[.
Bencki~er as occurring at the clinique of .i\L NrogCle, can leave no doubt on
this poiut. 1
engage in the pchic exca,·ation, thus Rcling the part of a tampon and preventing an
external di!lcharge; but the blood did not the less continue to escape and to accumulate internally, thusgivingrisctothc formation of co:igula,andthei rdischargeafler
the delivery.
t A countrywoman, nbout twenty-six years of nge, was admitted into the hospital in
November, 1830. ll('r labor commenced on the seventh of December at noon; by
three o'clock 1h e os ulcri wasdihtcJ to the ex1e nl of an inch, and the tumor formed
by the bagvf w11.t e rs could readily be felt. While exploring with the finger, an abnormal cord, about t!ie size of a writing-quill, wris detected in the substance of the
membr11ne~, running from behind forward s, and ex hi biling no pulsation. After the
rupture of the bllg. the waters escaped, and wer<' followed by a few drop~ or blood.
The head was found in the excavation in the fir!lt position, and it then appeared thal
a fold of the cord b/\d become placed between it.and the rightsacro-iliac symphysis;
buta,·c ryfeeblcpulsationcouldbcdi sti ngui shcdi nit,11nda1tcm ptstopush itup
were made to no purpose. As the labor was progressing actively, l'rorc~so r NregHe
terminated the l!lbor by lhe forcep s. When the right blade was applied, a large quantity of waler mixed with blood came away; indeed, this latter fluid had not ceased lo
fl.ow during the four hoursthatelap!!ed between the ruptu re of the sac and the termination of the lllbor, nnd the palient must have lostsixoreightounces of it: the
delivery of the plnccnratook place lrnlf an hour a.fterwanls. 'l'hechild, though pale
and colorle~s. still presented some evidences of life, but it died in the cou rse of a few
minutes; it weighed s ix pounds and a quarter. At the autopsy. tbefretus exhibited
signs of an~emia. :ind everything e,· inced that ils d('atb bad b•cn caused by hemorrhage. An exam inati on of the after-birth di scove red the sourc~ of the bleeding; the
placenta had its usanl form and tex ture, but. the membran('S were somewhat thicker
and moredeuse, nnd their laceration was just sufficient to permit the child's escape:
the umbilical cord was n!tachcd to the membranes at about. two inches from the pla·
cental border; and, start ing from this point, the vessels of the cord were no longer

~;~~e~o;g:\~1~r; ,~~1~ ~~t~~;. st~~:::a~~i:e~~1dra~;;~~~~~~~~1 :;n~ree1~trt~~;~:ti:~1~ :~ 1~hl~a;;:::

over their internal su rfaces for a more or less cons iderable extent(tbough,·s.riable
for each. from two inches up to ten), they entered the plncenta, some at.il9cenfre,
but. the greate~ number by ils margin.
The author of the th ci:;is alluded to, carefully de~cribes the course and disposit ion
ofthese,·o.riousbmucbcs; but, as the limits of thi s work do not permit me tog:u
hisde!lcl'iption in detail, I will only quote the principal points. 'l'hc6rst branch aris
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c. The shortness of the cord may prove a cause of its laceration, not only
after the rnpture of the membranes, but even before the commencement of
the labor and the discharge of the waters; and thus produce that variety of
hemorrhage which has been designated ns the intra-amniotic. l repeat
again, that I am unwilling to reject any fact, however extraordinary it may
be, when it is advanced by experienced and conscientious ob:>ervers, who
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declare they have taken every precaution to amid all sourcc3 of erro1 , consequently, I admit that this rupture m:iy take pbce, l\Iadame Latlrnpcl!e
an<l Boi,·iri, and .M. Vclpeau, to the contrary nolwith!:itauding. In wdi
cases, the rupture has doubtless been favored by an rlbnonnal weaknc~s in
the vascular walls, and by the dimini~hed re::;istance of the sheath that surrounds the vessels; but it may be more particularly attributed to the tcusions on the cord itself, that are probably produced before tile membranes
giYe way, by the immodenite movements of the fcetus; which movem<mts
are probably excited by the annoyance that the turns of the cord occa~ion
it. After the discharge of the waters, and during the expulsion of the
child, tho shortened cord becomes stretched, and its tension augments as the
head approaches the vulva; when, as a general rule, its rupture alone can
permit the expulsion to be effected. 1
According to most accoucheurs, this unusual shortness of the cord may
gi\'e l'ise to flooding by detenuining a premature detachment of the placenta.
But it appears to me that such a separation ce n scarcely occur from a mere
dragging on the cord , becfl,use, during the uterine contraction, the placenta
is strongly pressed by the womb externally, and by the amniotic liquid
internally, or, still more, after the escape of the waters, by the bo<lr of the
child. Now, these parts must evidently react on the fcetal sul'face of the
after-birth with all the force of impulsion commun icated by the contraction;
of course, the fretus can only advance, and, consequently, the tension of the
cord can onl y take place under the influence of this contraction; and I
repeat that, while it lasts, the placenta is moulded on and forcibly prcs;;cd
against the
contained within the sac, and, of necessity, cannot be
~eparate<l from
womb. I
therefore, that a separation of the
placenta from a tension of the cord
almost impossible during the continuance of the contraction; but it may take place before or during the
tabo1', and prior to the escape of the waters, if the cord be very short and
the movements of the fOOtus are \·ery acti\'C. As to those cases, in which
it. is commonly said the child is born with a cau l, that is, where the head
pushes t.he membranes before it, it may happen that the dragging to which
these lat.ter a.re subjected, being communicated to the placenta, may occaseparation and give rise to uterine hemorrhage; more
this body is not attached directly to the fundus of' the
organ.

§ 3.

RAPID CoNTRACTlON OF THE UTERUS.

Sudden and rapid contraction of the womb may like\\·ise produce a
disastrous hemorrhage, by destroying the cellu lo-vascular attachments of
the placenta; for this contraction, which, when restricted to proper limits,
is a physiological condition of labor, becomes a cause of premature seir
:nation of'" the placenta, when it takes place too rapidly or at too early a
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period of the travail. This is apt to occur in cases of dropsy of the amnios,
where a large quantity of the miters escapes at cnce; for the uterus then
passes from an enormous bulk to a much more circumscribed volume than
what comports with the dimensions of the footus on whieh it is applied. Jt
likewise happens after the expulsion of the first child in twin pregnancies;
for the contract.ion that follows this process may, by separating the placenta
appertaining to the other twin, cnuse a flooding that might prove fatal to
both mother and child, if a long interval should elapse between the two
deli,·eries.
Tbe hemorrhages that so often complicate a rupture of the body or neck
of the womb, and those which constitute the thrombus of the vulva and
vagina, have already be~n considered in separate articles, and we shall not
again revert to them here.

ARTICLE II.
SYl\IPTO;\IS OF UTEHINE llE)IORRIIAGE.

The symptoms of uterine hemonhage may be divided into general and
local.
1. General Syniptoms.-In some cases, the flooding commences in so
sudden and rapid a manner that the discharge of blood is the first symptom
maaifeste<l; this is more apt to occm in those instances where the hemorrhage follows the violent action of some external cause. l\lost generally,
the woman experiences, during the few clays p1·eceding the accident, some
uneasiness in her limbs, a general and unusual rnalaise, a sensation of weight
and of numbness in the pelvis, and a dull und obscure pain in the loins, in
the upper part of the thighs and groins, which is augmented by the erect
position, by strainings at stool, and by the act of urinating; and, in many
cases, there is a constant desire to pass the urine. These phenomena, which
are characteristic of a local uterine congestion, are accompanied by the
symptoms of general plethora; ~l1at is to say, by pains in the head, vertigo,
dimness of vision, flushing of the face, and hy frequency and fulness of the
pulse. After these general disorders have lasted some clays, it is not unusual
for the active movements of the fcetus to die away, and to become very
feeble, or, perhaps, not at all perceptible to the patient. After the ln.pse of
some time, varying f·rom a few hours to several days, these precursory
phenomena give way to the general symptoms of hemorrhage, which are
the same as accompany every loss of blood: namely, pallor of the skin,
feebleness of the pulse, and coldness of the extremities i the intensity of'
which, it is needless to add, varies according to the abundance and rapidity
of the flooding, the strength of the woman, &c., &c.
2. LocalSymptoms.-,Vith regard to the local symptoms that characterize
its existence, uterine hemorrhage has been divided into the external and
the internal. The flooding is called external, when the blood flows to the
exterior, and internal, when it is effused into the cavity of the organ; but
we shall hereafter see that it may be both external and internal at the same
time.
A. External Flooding.-A discharge of blood externally is of itself a
1111fficieut sign of hemorrhage during pregnancy or parturition; but there
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arc certain peculiarities dependent on the various en.uses indicated aho\·e
that demand attention, and which will be pointed out in detail in the foJ.
lowing article. (See Diagnosis.)
B. Internal Flooding.-An internal discharge may take place, during the
earlier months of pregnancy, and yet may escape detection; if, howenr, the
amount of blood should be considerable, the clot formed by its congulation
constitutes a foreign body, whose presence excites colicky gripinw:, and
pains in the loin~, and a feeling of weight about the fundament; and these
symptoms ob::tinately persist until a miscarriage takes place. Bc::ides
which, as M. Baudelocque remarks, there are some instances where the
symptoms of occult hemorrhage are either preceded, accompanied, or followed by an external discharge of blood. In the former case, the blood,
finding a free issue outwardly, continues to escape until its further pai:::-age
is prevented by the formation of a coagulum, which forces it to accumulate
internally; in the latter, the effusion of blood into'the caYity constantly
goes on, until it reaches the orifice of the womb by gradually separating the
membranes; while, in the third case, an external dis<'harge will accompany
the occult hemorrhage whenever one part of the blood has a free issue, but
the other collects in the cavity of the organ.
At an ad,·anced stage of the gestation, when the hemorrhage is more pro-fuse, we must add to the precursory signs before mentioned a considerable
and rapid development of the belly, and a greater resistance, tension, and
hardness of the uterus than usual; sometimes even it presents a very irregular
form, seeming to be divided into two parts, one of which is occupied by the
ovum, and the other by the effused blood; and most generally the active
movements of the fretus disappear. In some few cases, a well-marked
fluctuation has been detected.
Finally, when the flooding is first manifested in the course of the labor,
the interval of each pain is characterized by the escape of clots of blood in
greater or less profusion. This discharge of coagula can be explained by
the fact that, during the interval, the child's head does not seal up the neck
hermetically, and thus its orifice is left comparatively free, and the blood is
permitted to escape.
Seat of the Effusion.-Tl1c point at which the accumulation of blood takes
place in those internal hemorrhages that come on at an advanced period of
gestation must necessarily vary, according to the part of the utero-footal vascu lar apparatus which has been the source of the flooding. For instance:1. The blood may be primari ly effused between the uterine face of the
placenta and the corresponding uterine wall; as the discharge progresses, it
ordinarily dissects off the placenta towards some one point of its circumference, and is then effused all round the ovum, by displacing the membranes.
But it may also happen that the whole placental circumference remainii
adherent to the womb, whilst its central portion is entirely detached, the
effusion being limited by the margins of this mass; and the hemorrhage may
be copious enough in such instan<'es 'to kill the patient promptly, as tbec:m
of La.forterie (whatever may be said of it) fully proves.
The reader will likewise find, in the New 1lfedical and Physical Journal,
(1813 No. 38, p. 535,) the following case, which, though less known in
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France than the one of Laforteric, is not the Jess extraordinary: ''A lady,
of a weakly ('f)nstitution and delicate habit, was atl<lcked in the latter
months of pregnancy with a slight discharge of blood from the rngiua, not
amounting altogether to half an ounce, accompanied with alarming symptoms of exhaustion and debility. Theos uteri was scarcely dilated to the
size of a sixpence, and was in suc:h a state of rigidity as precluded the poi::sibility of affording any manual assistance. The lady in consequence died;
and 1 on examination after death, it was found that a separation of the ccntrn
of the pl:tcenta from the parietes of the uterus had taken place, whil~t its
edges were completely ndherent, forming a kind of cul-de-sac into wh ich
bloofl had been poured to the amount of a pint and a half, which had become coagulated within the cavity thus formed."
.
2. The blood mtty be effused into the proper tissue of the placenta, and
thereby constitute those sanguineous collections which have been designated
of latter time as placental apoplexy. The woman's life is never comp romised
by a discharge of this natme, but the death of the frotus and, as a. consequence, its premature expulsion, most general ly results therefrom.
3. The blood may be effused on the fretal surface of the placenta, as in
the case referred to above; but the flooding here ev id ently must have been
internal before it was external. Indeed, several observers ha ve reported
that they found coagula lying between the chorion and a portion of this
foofal a::::pect of the placenta.
4. The numerous obserrntions detailed in the memoir of .M. C. Baude·
locque, pro\'e that bloorl may be effused between the various membranous
lami me that constitute the amniotic sac, at all stages of
5. Lastly, notwithstauding the strictures which the
narrated by
Delamotte, Levret, NregCle, Baudelocque, and others have
subjected
to, they constrain us to believe that both a partial and complete rupture of
the umbilical cord may take place; in consequence of which an effusion of
blood is made into the cavity of the amnion.

ARTICLE III.
A. E:ttemal Discharge.-The difficulties hitherto described, (see Diagnosis
of Abortion, ) as complicating the diagnosis of hemorrhage during the first
six months of pregnancy, are scarcely ever met with at a more advanced
period. In fact, it is so rare to find women regular as late as the last three
months, that eve:-y discharge of blood from the vulva at that period may be
conside\"ed as a symptom requiring immediate attention; for, at the most,
we could on ly confound a very slight hemorrhage with a return of the men·
strual discharge, and, in both cases, the precautions to be taken would be
the same; or, at least, if indifferent in the one, they might prove very ser·
viceable in the other.
Wh en a hemorrhage does come on in_the course of the la.st three months
of gestation, or during labor, the question ari~es. what is the cause? But
this question, though very important both as regards the prognosis and the
treatment, is sometimes exceed in gly difficult to an swer. It has been shown
that often, perhaps even, according to certain author.:i, the most frcquenLly,
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it iEI owing to an insertion of the placenta either over the os uteri, ur on some
adjacent point; and most of them go further, and endeavor to point out the
signs whereby this abnormal situation of the after-birth may be recognized.
The absence of any signs is a sufficient reason for supposing the hemorrhage to be due either to a. simple detachment of the placcnUL or to rupture
of some of the ulero-pbcental vessels. To enable us to make out this diagnosis by the method of exclusion, we have next to give an account of the
signs of abnormal insertion of the placenta.
HE?ofORRHAGE FRQ:'>[ ABNORMAL TNSERT[QN OF TJIE PLACEN"TA.

The signs that announce the existence of this anomaly may be divided
into.the rational and the sensible. The first are derived from the mode of
development of the accidcut, and its attendant circumstances; while the
second are furnished by the touch .
" ' hen the flooding comes on at an advanced stage of the gestation, more
particularly in a woman who has previously borne children, it is most. generally possible to detect the presence of the placenta over the internal orifice
by the touch. In this case-, says Levret, there is sometimes difficulty in finding the neck, notwithstanding it be in a measme within reach of the finger;
for a g1·eat quantity of coagula, a part of which is adherent, is ordinarily
and their detachment augments the hcmorrhagei befound in
yond all these, a
fleshy, and, as it were, a pulpy tumor is detected. 1
" 'hen the accoucheur examines this tumor with the extremity of his finger,
it feels as if' he were touching the head of a small cauliflower, and he recognizes there the anfractuosities peculiar to the external surfa.('eof the placenta;
then, by searchin g out the ci rcumference of the tumor, the uterine orifice,
which surrounds it towards its superior part, is made out; but all attempts
to pass the finger between the tumor and the orifice will prove unsucces~ful
without a resort to violence, and n detachment of the tumor at the point
"·here the index is passed up; or if' some one place shoukl lrnppcn to be free,
the same would not be true for the whole periphery of the cerv ix.
A somewhat voluminous coagulum, situated in the os uteri, might be
mistaken for the after-birth; but, by a little attention, it will generally be
found that the clot is much less resistant, more friable and movable than
the placental mass, which latter can scarcely be changed in po~ition, and
whose parts are separated with much more difficulty. Sometimes, quite a
thick layer of coagulated blood covers the external surface of the after-h irth,
and prevents the finger from reaching its proper tissue, though the clot can
alwa.ys be detached by a slight effort, and the intervals between the cotyledons be made out. Fungous or cancerous tumors of the cervix, syphilitic
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ngctation~, polypi, and hy1btid tumors, might be mi~takcn for the placenta

inserted upon the ne<'k; but a cou,;ideration of the antecedents of the patient,
the general symptoms she has prc..:ented, and e~pccially :.i minute antl
~il~:r~;:~:.'.ination, will, I think, enable us readi ly to a.void
~\ s ::;!cited above, the flooding m:ly be dependent on an improper insertion
of tlw pi:t<'cnta, and the latter he so far rcmo,·ed from the internal orifice
that the finger, introduced into the os uteri, can only detect the naked memhranc..; i if the p:iticnt be examined during labor, the extremity of the ind ex
should be pa,; . .ed o,·er all the parts adjacent to the orifice, when the margin
of the after-birth will most gr nerally be felt 1 or, at least, the membranes
will b€' found thi cker than common; or, still more likely, an epichorion tluit
is softe r, and of a. tr iple or quadrnp lc thickness, will be detected towards that
side of the os uteri where the placenta is inserted.
In certain CM<!."', the diagno~i~ may be further facilitated by an examination of the lower part of the ulC'rine tumor, e\·en where the cerdx docs not
permit the introdurtion of a finger. Thni::., for instance, in a. woman, u~ed
in my cour,..c for the practice of the "touch," who had ruh-anced to the fifth
month of her gc. . tation, I ob~cr\'Cd the following condition of things: All
the superior part of the exe::ivation w:"ts occupied by a thii.:k, fleshy, aml
comparatively ~oft tumor, wliic·h was very nearly of the comistence or the
uterine walls at the second or ll1ircl month of ge;:,tation. Towards wluitever
part of the superior strait I carried the finge r, it st ill eneouutered the ~a.me
re,..i~tan ce, and I found it illlpo.:;-;ible to detect any portion of the fa:tus, or
to p('rform the ballottement. From this ::'ingle fact I su~pected an in . . f'rtion
of the placenta over the os uteri, but was unable to n:rify my diagno:-;i.s;
though I hn,ve since a:scertainr<I thltt she wa.s delivered, six weeks sub.se·
quently, after a moderate flooding.
~I. Gendrin has ma.de a
for he f':ays th:Lt, in cases of
implantation of the after-birth ovPr the os
the only unusual phenomenon that can be recognized i ~ the ah . . ence of the ballottcmcnt.
Wh en the hemorrhage take.:; place either in a. woman with her first chil( l,
or at an early ::.tage of th e ge.-,tation, wh en, in a. wor<l, the cerv ix uteri is not
sufficiently dilated to permit the introduction of a finger, we might still be
enabled to determine the cau::.e of the flooding by the following 8igns, namely:
1. A hemorrhage ca.used by in.:ertion of the placenta. over the internal
orifice never occurs before the end of the sixth month i and, most frequently,
not until the la:;t four or six weeks of' g03tation. Besides, it is highly probab le that the period at which the flooding come.-; on, is usually subo rdinate
to the grc:Lter or less extent of the pltlcenta corresponding to th e neck; that,
in ea:-e.s of in sertion, centre for centre, it is mauif€stcd much sooner than
where only one of its margin:; is i11 appo.sition with the orifier. Xeverthele."'-"• there are numerous exceptions to this (as ~1. NregCle co nsiders it) nearly
general rule; for, in a large numi>er of the ca:-:cs of central insertion, the
hemorrhage is not dc\'eloped prior to the commencement of bbur.
:.:!. Jt commences !:ipontaneou"ly, without a.n apprcci[tblc cau!:;e, an<l without any prl'cursory phenomena ; the womun being often suddenly arou~\!J
in the mi<ldle of the night by thee.scape of blood from the geuital parts.
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3. When manifested for the first tim e, it is generally inconsiderable in
amount, a.n<l soon over; but, after having disappeared altogether, it returns,
sometimes in the course of a fow hours, at others, not for severnl clays; but,
at each reappeara nce, the discharge is a little more abundant, and ltIBts
somewhat longer.
4. Th e cervix uteri (considering the period of gestation) is usually thicker,
softer, and more spongy, because the placenta, by becoming fixe<l over this
point, determines there a ruore considerable afHux of blood.
5. If the labor has commenced, and the membranes are st ill intact, the
flooding constantly augmcnt.5 during the uterine contractions, and diminishes
in th e interva ls. But the contrary is observed when the discharge is occasioned by a separation of the placenta attached to any other point; for then
the womb, by contracting, obliterates the vessels, either by a retraction of
its own proper tissue, or by the compression they are subjected to from the
parts in closcd within its cavity; but, in the case under consideration, the
contractions thtLt effCct the dilatation of the cervix, destroy the vascular
adhesions which unite it to the placenta, more and more, and thus multiply
the sou rces of he morrhage. This sign is one of great value before the membranes n.rc ruptured; but after the waters are discharged, the child's head
presses on the orifice during the contraction, and prevents the blood from
escaping.
6. 'Vh cn the inse rtion is complete or central, the bag of waters does not
form as in an ordinary labor; for the insertion of the placent::i over the
neck closes its orifice, and prevents the lower segment of the ovum from
engaging therein, and from being accessible to the finger. But when the
placenta covers but a part of the orifice, th e finger di:scovcrs a greater or less
extent of membranes, one ·point only of the orifice being occupied with the
edge of the placenta.
7. Lastly , according to D ewees, the blood has a brighter color at the
onset of the hemorrhage than when it comes from the fundus, and coagula
ne\·er come away, excepting when the discharge has lasted for some time, or
is on th e point of disappearing.
HEMORRHAGE FROi\l RUPTURE OF THE Ui\rBILJCAL CORD.

In the case I have reported, wh ere the flooding was produced by a rup·
ture of the umbilical vessels, itself caused by a separation of the chorion
from the f'ootal surface of tbe pla centa, the sy mptoms were very similar to
those whi<: h accompany a hemorrhage induced by in serti on of the placenta
over the os uteri. Thus, th e discharge co mm enced towards the middle of
pregnancy, was senral times ren ewed at. irregular intervals, and always
in in <: reasing abundance; nnd it was manifested anew at the onset of
labor. The vaginal examination could alone determine the diagnosis, by
enabling
the absence of the placenta from the intemal orifice.
Finally,
case detailed by B encki.:;er, there was something like a
cord that crossed the opening in the neck at an acute angle, and thi::. was
detected before the rupture of the membranes. This cord was devoiJ of
pulsations, but it certainly would ha.ve exhibited them if, in::stead ofa ven~us
branch, it had been one of the ramificaLions of the umbilical arten~.
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Shoul<l anothe1· case of the kiu<l be met with, the presence of such a vascular
trunk on the membranes ought to receive attention, a.nd aro11.::ie a suspicio n
of the poo::-;ibility of a hemorl'hage from it:; rupture.
n. Internal DUscharge.-The diagnosis of the internal hemorrhages becomes more easy as the gestation advances. The gcncml phetrnmena that
accompany all profuse discharges would first attract attention; while the
unu-;ual and rapid development of the abdomen, and occa:;ionally its irregular form, would confirm the surmise. The hemorrhage can always be recognized whcne\·er it is abundant euough to endanger the mother; though it
mu~t be acknowledged that a quantity of blood may be effused between the
womb and the placenta, which may effect nearly an entire separation of the
latter, or deotroy the child, without givi ng rise to any other phenomena than
a m:i.nifc"tation of labor. Internal hemorrhage is especially to be foared
after the membranes are ruptured, because then the blood may escape in
large amount into the cavity of the ovum, or press the membranes aside with
the greatc..-t facility. In this case, the danger will be indicated by the gen·
ernl .symptom<:, and the diagnosis confirmed if the uterus, which had con·
tracted firmly after the discharge of the waters, is now found to ha\•e attained
a size equal to or greater than its original volume.
A con,.i,idcra.ble enlargement of the belly is a sign of the first importance;
but it mu~t not be forgotten that thi s may be occal'.!ionccl by an enti rely different caul'.!e. Thu~, for instance, a tympani tis of the abdomen or a dropsy of
the nmuion may give rise to it; however, the sonorou~ n ess in the former case,
and the slown e.:;s of the development of the abdomen in the latter, conjoined
with the abeence of any genera l phenomena, will always prove sufficient to
n\'oicl nn error. ..1.\gain, the p:itient may be affected with a syncope during
the labor that is wholly fore ign to any discharge of blood; but then the size
of the abdomen will not increase.
On the whole, therefore, the genera l phenomena that accompany all losses
of blood, and a rapid enlargement of the belly, are the two charaoteristic
11i!!ns of internal hemorrhage, whether it occurs in the latter stages of pregnancy or during the parturition.
Finally, internal hemorrhage during labor is frequently followed by
weakening or even suspension of the pains. The abdomen sometimes becomes painful, (Levret,) and iu some cases an obscure fluctuation can be
detected, (Leroux.)
Nrvcrthelci'I~, l\I. IIenning has observed that, under certain circumstances,
the abdominal swell ing may be altogether wanting, and yet the sy ncope be
~epcnd ent on an internal disc:ha.rg~. Thus, he says, the patient is taken at
fiNt with violent uterine pains, that reappear at ce rtain interval:;, and each
one of which is fol lowed by a sl ight i11sue of blood from the vulrn; then, at
a moment when least expected, the symptoms of a mo.st alarming syncope
come on, though but little blood can be found upon the cloths, and the
uterus is ~carcely distended. But, by making a careful exam ination, the
acroucheur will find, that although this organ may inclose but an inconsiderable congulum 1 and although the blood does not escape freely to the exterior,
yet it i~ hccau~c the vagina. is distended by an enormous clot as large as a
child's head J deem it necessary, he add s, to insi~t on the presence of
~9
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uterin e pain~, in these ca..<:e.:; of inlra·wigi11al hemorrhage; for they nre gen.
erally regarded as an evidence that nothing is to be feared from the <li;.;rharge,
whilst, in reality, they are often a distinctive character of the hemorrhage
in question.

ARTICLE IV
PROGNOSIS OF EXT.ERNAL AND

INTER:SAJ~

llEMORRHAGE.

As a general rule, the prognosis of uterine hC'morrlrnge is unfa,·ornhle;
though, perhaps, in a einglc in1;:tance, the <li;.<'harge occurring in a pregnant
female may pro\'e advantageous -it is where the patient is harus1;:ed hy nil
the symptoms of a general or local plethora, and a moderate discharge takl'S
pince that rclie,·cs her of th e surplus that ga,·e rise to all these symptom~.
But as we cannot alw:iys moderate a ftoociing at will that has already commenced1 it would be better both to relieve the patient n.ud to prevent the
menorrhagia by resorting to venesection.
The gravity of the progno«is depends very much on the amount and rapidity of the discharge, and the period at which it takes plare, being alway!!
so much the more dangerous both for the mother and child a!' the blood
escapes in larger quantitie8. Other things being equal, the infant's exi:stenre
will be more scr iom;Jy compromised when the flooding comes on at an early
stn.ge of gestatio n; as regards the mother, it is ge nerally murh more i::criou!l
at an adYanced period; yet it is well to ob,.cn·e that the dang-er i~ greater
in the seventh and eighth months than toward the end of the ninth. Thu.~,
of 137 cases of hemorrhage occurring in the seventh and eighth month, 38
were fatal; whil"t, of 78 occurring in the course of the ninth month, 10 only
were fatal. Thi'3 difference is certain ly due to the slownc.:;s with whirh the
neck dilates in the earlier months.
Durin,e- chi ldbirth 1 this accident will be more serious both for th<' mothrr
and child when it is manifested at an early stage of the process i and it will
b e st ill more dangerous in a primiparous woman than in one who ha!! previously borne chi ldren. For it mmt be ev id ent tha.t, if the flooding !lhoulrl
occur a.t the commencement of labor1 that ii;:, long before the dilatation of
the os uteri is cffl>ctecl, and before the external parts of generation are !luit·
ably prepared for the free an<l easy pa,.~age of the fc:etus, the m('ar.fi at!~
quate to and calculated for 1 the termination of the labor will he of much
more difficult applicntion 1 and more delayed; and, consequently, a larger
quantity of blood might escape.
Finally, the risk is also modified by the powers of endurance of different
pati ents; the los::. of a given amount of blood may be of small moment to a
very vigorous woman, but very dangerous to a weak one.
Internal hemorrhage is generally more dangerous than the external, be·
cause it often takes place imperceptibly in the commencement of gc:4ation,
and thus de~troys the f('('tus; while, at a more advanced periocl it compromise.~ the mother's life1 before having given rise to any symptom whereby
its existence rould be poi;:ith·ely recognizecl 1 so that the accident is often detected too fate to he remedied.
Wh en the blood collects in the uterine cavity, the accumulation cannot
tn.k<' plare without detaching a new portion of the placenta, and this Ee 1·rn1·
1
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dnry sepnru.ti0n becomes n frc~h cnm;e of vascular rupture, and, .is a consequen ce, aug111ents the chances of flooding. For even suppose the hemorrhr.ge were arrested, "hcthcr spontaneously or under the influence of the

~~c~~~ r~c;~::! ~:~ it:~~:~o~~~u ~~~:~~ ,!~:~s:~~~~~~1:ev'~~ ~; ~ ;.~i~~~ec~t~g,~!1\111:
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will determine there a more considerable sanguineous fluxion, and will ex-

cite premature contractions, and thus become perhaps the cause of another
discharge.
Lastly, during the parturition, the internal hemorrhage is less to be feared
before than after the membranes are ruptured; becau~c, in the former case,
the womb, being already occupied by the amniotic liquid, will yield le:.-;s
read ily to a new distention, and, con;.;equently, will prevent a great cffu~iou
of blood. Besides this, the integrity of the membranes will admit of their
artificial rupture, which, by the salutary retraction that follows it, is one of
the mo::;t valuable resources of our art in these unfortunate cases; and of
which, it is unnecessary to add, we are deprived when the waters e;capc
prematurely.
But the drtngers that threaten the woman while the hemorrhage lasts arc
not the only ones to be dreaded; for her constitution and health m:iy he
broken down for a long time by these grave accidents. The labor is gcuerally tC'dious, the pains being short and distant, and inertia of the uterus ;i.
consequence of the general weakness. After delivery, when all hemorrhage
has ceased, some women are so completely exhau('tcd as to haxe frequent
attacks of fainting. \Vhatever solid or fluid nourishment is taken into the
stomach is rejected, and they often die a few hours or day.s after the termination of labor. E\·en when the p:ttients have the good fortune to e:-:cape
with their Ji,·es, they ordinarily suffCr for a consider:iblc period; they are tor
mented with constant pains in the llCad; their digc::;tion is painful. their
vision aud hearing are defect ive; 1 and there are often wand ering pa.ins in
the Jimb8, t rembling, &c., &c. Most frequently the labo r is lingering, the
pains arc short. and cli:::tant, and inertia of the uterus results from this general weaknes.~. Those females who have been afflicted with profuse hemor
rbagcs are far more di~po~cd lhan others, during the lying-in, to acute
inflammations, and to peritonitis e:;peci:.1lly; which inflammations then
ad\'ance more rapidly to a fatal termination, because the general condition
:>f the patient does not permit an active resort to the antiphlogistic treatment.
The cephalalgia noticed by a ll observers, and which I have frequently
had opportun ities of verifying myself, only disappears after a very Jong
time, and not until the reparation of the blood and the re-c.-.tablishment of
the strength have taken place. M. Baudelocque supposes that the pain is
particularly apt to be seated in the hinder part of the head. Leroux a.ttrihutes th is affection to a diminution in the quantity of blood contained in tho
vessels of the brain, which occurs as an immediate consequence. I would
rather explain it like Baudelocque, by the direct infJuence which the loss
of blood must exercise over the nervous system.
4

4

1 In l\Cll'!e reported by Ingleby, the pn.tient became suddenly blind; for five dny&
i;hecoul!I not distinguish o.nylbingo.ta.11, and hersightwasnotperfectly restored ti\\
•i1 montlisnfterwards.
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The child's death does not necessarily result from the hemorrhage for,
when the latter is inconsiderable, the gestation continues its reg11lnr r(1ur ..e.
The loss of blood has even been carried to an extent calculatrd to iu .. pire
just fears for the mother's life, and yet without being followed hy nbortion.
But although the fcctus may have resisted the violence of the fir"t aC'cidcnts, it must not be supposed that it experiences no injurious effects therefrom. Though but a small portion of the placenta may have been sf'pnrated, the fcctus is nevertheless deprived thereby of a portion of its mcnns
of respiration and of nutrition, and this deprivation, though partial, mnr
eventually prevent its complete development, and even destroy it before the
termination of pregnancy. Therefore, when born alive, it is often emaciated,
and weaker than under ordinary circumstances; and this con~enital debility, which is generally regarded by authors as a consequence .>f the anemic
condition of the mother, should, in my opinion, be attributed to the partial
separation of the placenta.
"\Vhen the mother has had the good fortune to escape the danger that
her, and the pregnancy continues, lrnw then is the hemorrhage
The mode of termination varies somewhat, accordiug to the
cause that has determined the accident. Thus, when the flooding has been
preceded by general plethora, or by uterine congestion, it may happen that
the escape of blood removes this condition, and thus remedies the symptoms
itself; and this must nearly always be the case where the discharge retlulted
from a sanguineous exhalation. But where there is a rupture of one of tlie
utero-placental vessels, it is possible that the flow of blood, by relic\'ing
their distention, will permit these vessels to become flattened down and depressed, from the double pressure of the ovum and womb, and thE'n the
hemorrlrnge is arrested. Again , where the placenta has been detached from
the womb to a moderate extent, the bleeding can only be checked by the
formation of a coagulum, which creates an obstacle to the ulterior is.sue of
the blood, by being placed between the uterus and the placenta; for," while
the blood is endeavoring to glide towards the os uteri," says l\L Velpeau,
ii a more or less extensive portion of' the placental mass becomes fully saturated with it: first one clot forms, then a second, then a third, and these
several layers, of various thickness, soon become sufficiently numerous, pro·
vided the energy of the hemorrhagic afiluxion becomes dimini~hecl, to exert
such a degree of pressure as to retain the blood within its own vessels." All
the vascular tubes corresponding to the point where this coagulum is forme<l,
are thenceforth rendered useless to the utero-placental circulation, which
can only be kept up through those that have not been laceraLerl.
The authors of the Diclionnaire de MiJdecine (art. Hemorrngie Uterine)
seem to admit, from a case reported by Noortwyk, thnt the detached portion
of placenta may contract new adhesions with the uterine wall; but from
what hns just been said respecting the formation of the coagulum, which,
by its presence, puts an en<l to the symptoms, it is impossible to admit that
this re-attachment can take place without the intervention of a fibrinous dot,
which evidently precludes the re-establishment of the circulatory relations.
Besides, this matter is satisfactorily proved at the time of labor; for, by
examining the uterine surface of the placenta, we can then detect one or
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.11ore fibrinous lamiuoo of a variable size, and difiering from each c,thcr in the
rl.cgrce of degeneration, according to the period at which the separation was
cflec:ted i in addition to which, the portion of placenta. that had been detached i.s often atrophied and deprived of juices; in a word, the corresponding placental cotyledons have withered awa-y completely.
l'llOG~O!:)I.$

OF IIEMOURflAGE CAUSED BY ABXORMAL INSERTION OF THE

As regards the cause producing the hemorrhage, tlrnt variety which is
dependent on au implantation of the placenta over the inferior segment is
the gra\'est of nll: to the mother, because it is renewed several times during
the latter months of her gestation in a constantly increa~ing amount, an d
bccau~e, being always present during the labor, it mmally requires the intervention of art; to the child, bcc:iu~e such an intervention is not without
danger to it, and the interruption of' the utero-placental circulation, ref'lulting
from the detachment of the placenta, produces an af;,phyxia that oftentimes
proves speedi ly fatal. 1 The following statistics, by Dr. SimpFon, prove the
danger of this complication, namely: of 399 women in whom this misplaced
insertion of the placenta. was observed, 134 peri:.hed.
Wh en the placenta is inserted over the neck, centre for centre, the hemorrhage would ev id ently be much more profuse than in the cases in which it
is iu contact wilh the orifice by one part of its circumference only. 'Ve
would add the remark of M. Duval, that as the ovum can then yield only
with great difficulty, because of the strength 9f' that part of the chorion
which bears the umbilical vc:ssels, the labor is gre:itly prolonged, the fruitless contractions weaken at last, and the hemorrhage is increased by inertia
of the womb.
A singu lar circumstance sometimes takes place in cases of central insertion. The gradual dilato.tion of the ce rvix ma.y effect the complete detach·
mcnt of the placenta, which may, perhaps, be ent irely expelled through the
vuh•a several hours before the expulsion of the chi ld. This accident, whic:h,
at first view, would seem likely to have the most disastrous consequences, is
1 The fcetus then dies by asphyxia, a.nd not by hemorrhage, as bas been asserted,
and again repeated in the recent work of ~I. Gendrin. For the fretus can only lose
its blood when the source of the hemorrhage is inn. lesion of the umbilical \"essels;
while, in a case of simple detachment of the uterine surface of the placenta, the child
diesonlybeenusethecirculationisintcrruptcdinthe11tero-plucent:1lvesse ls,andi!I!
rc~pir11.tion enn no longc1· take place.
(See Functio118 of tlie J<0!/1£3.) 'rhe blood, being
Bhut up in the umbilical vessels, cannot come any more into the usual medi.1te cont:\ct
with the matl'rnal blood, and the infant is !lien in the some coudition as an adult
depril·ed ofrespirable air, and like him must die asphyxiated. Besides,theautopsicnl
examination in such cases exhibits the anatomo-pathological charactersofa11phyxia..
There are some rare cases rcporled, in which thecldld 's hrod, being forcibly urged
on hythe powerful contractions of 1hc womb, has perforated the placenta. nenr the
middle, and thus opened for itself a pn!t~nge through the centn:i.1 opening. This occurred in J>ortn.l"s twenty-ninth observation; and W. White reports that, in a. case
whete the plncentn. appeared to be inserted over the os uteri, centre for eenti·c, the
p111ie11t suffered two ort.hrcc very intense pains, during which the head perforated thP
11rter-birth nnd was delivered. The child wns still-born, but the wo1n.1rn recoverel.I
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nevertheless proved by experience rarely to compromise the mother's life,
though it is generally fatal to the child. 1
In some rare cases it has happened that the head, under the influence of
powerful contractions, perforated the centre of the placenta, and was exp('!Jed
through the passage th us formed. Portal's twenty-ninth obser\'a.tiou relates
to a case of this kind; and ,V. 'Vhite informs us that in au instance of' apparently central insertion upon the neck, the woman had two or three very
strong pains, during which the head perforated the plncenta, and was expelled. The child was still-born, but the mother recovered. In an aut.op:·J
made by Dr. Ingleby of a woman who died of hemorrhage just as the chi ld
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was about being born, he found the head in the vagina, having passed
through a central perforation of the placenta.
Whf'n the placenta is situnted ouly in the vicinity of the ucck, the hemorl'hagc may not appear during the la.Lor, although it may hav e occurred
8Cveral times in the latter stages of pregnaucy; for, should the membranes
rupture prematurely, and the head be pre~enting, it is po&ible that its
engagement might compr~:; the torn vessels suflicicntly to prevent the discharge of bloo<l 1

ARTICLE V.
The management of uterine hemonhage may be subdivided into the
preventive and curative treatment. The prophylactic measu res are us
num erous as the predisposing cau;;cs, and they consist in preventing the
action of those causes; hence, to furnish a detailed account of them, it would
be necc:;~ary to enter into a !Series of repetitions. Bc:;i<le:;, they are included
in the hygienic and general therapeutic management of pregnancy, and,
therefore, we need not dwell further upon them here. But if, notwithstanding all the preventive means employed, or if, from the influence of any
unforeseen ca.uses, a hemorrhage is de\"eloped, what cour.sc shall we adopt to
subdue it? The frequency of this accident, and its great danger in many
cases, have at all times claimed the attention of practitioners; and with a
view of facilitating the study of the numerolUi measures that have been
recommended, we shall divide them into the genera l and the special ones.
The first being applicable in all cases, are nearly always the same; but the
second \"ary according to whether the flooding takes phce in the course of
the gestation or during parturition, and according to the abundance or the
trifling character of the discharge.
[The mcai;;ures taken to arrest hemorrhage ought not to be used indiscriminately,
because ea.ch has a special mode of a.cti1in which should be well understood before
having recourse to it. 'l'hu >i, bleeding and general remed ies su<'h as acidulated
drinks, absolute rest and reduction of temperature, arc intended to lessen the
acth·ity of the general circulation and, as i:;eda.tives, are useful in uterine as well
a~ fllher forms or hemorrhage. Cold applications to the hypogastrium and thighs,
cold injection!! and raising the breech by a cushion are, on the contrary, addressed
directly to the uterine circulation which they are capable of reducing. Ergot,
which has an excellent effect, may be used with a. double purpo!le: some authors
believing that it acts as a. true si'ecific, in virtue of a power of altering the character of the blood or of exciting thecm1tractility of the vessels, whilstothcrs think
that it arrests hemorrhage only hy producing contraction or the uterus, the effect
or which ''"e know is to lessen the circulation in the organ. Rupture of the mcmLranes, by giving issue to the amniotic fluid, causes the walls of the womb to con·
tr:i.r.I, and in so doing constrict and le!<sen the calibre of the vessels which tliey
contain, thus becomes a very valuable means of checking hemorrhage. We ha,·e
1 When, snys Plcnck, the orifice is hnlf covered by the n.clhercnt
pl:rncnta, thecnsti
!houldbclefttonnture;forthchendoflhechildpushes1heprcse11tingp1 1rtoftho
pl\~cntll aside, compresses the blood·vesscls,nnd thus prevents hemorrhnge. This
precept. though too absolute, o.tleast proves that. Plenck bad mad e.tho so.me obscrva·
tion lhaLwe havejustmcntioncd.
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§ 1.

GENERAL THERAPEUTIC MEASURES.

'Vheneyer an accoucl1eur is summoned to a pregnant woman who is
affected with flooding, he should immediately attend to certain precautions
that we are about to point out1 namely:
The woman ought to be kept in a horizontal position, care being taken to
have the pelvis elevated somewhat higher than the rest of the body. All
feather bech must be proscribed, and, whene,·er possible, she should lie on a
hair mattress that is rather hard. The bed is to be plared in a large, well·
ventilated chamber, so as to be easily access ibl e on all sides; in the summer
season, the room might even be sprinkled; and the woman is to be lightly
covered. It is desirab1c to have the chamber somewhat darkf'ned, and the
attendants should be advised to discharge their respective duties without
making any unnecessary noise. H e should endeavor to satisfy the patient
as to her condition, and to remove all sources of vexation and opposition;
for calmness of mind is not less essential than rest of the body; especially,
when the discharge has been occasioned by violent passions or acute moral
affections.
Cold drinks, slightly acidulated with viuegar 1 gooseberry, or lemon syrup,
or even with lim e or orange juice, are the most suitabl e. \Ve should
endeavor to obviate the strainings the patient might make on the clo~e
stool, because they might possibly increase tlrn flooding; for this purpose,
the bowels are to be kept free by injections, or, if these are uot sufficient to
remedy th e constipation, by mild laxatives; and, lastly, if the woman has
the least difficalty in urinating, it would likew ise be necessary to empty the
bladder by the catheter.

§ 2.

SP£CJAL THERAPEUTIC 1'IEA SURES.

These vary, as stated, according to tlrn ab~ndance or triflin g character of
the discharge, and according to whether the latter is manifested in the
cou·rse of the gestation, or during the labor. " 'e shall first examine them
during pregnancy.
A. 1lloderate Hemorrhage, occurring in the last Uo·ee months. - I f the flood·
ing has been preceded by the general phenomena of plethora, rtnd if at the
time when the woman is examined the pulse be found full,strong, and <level·
oped, the face flushed, &c., in a word, if the hemorrhage appears to be owing
to, or kept up by, the pl entitude or morbid action of the vessels, it is nece:s·
sa.ry to ha.ve rec.ourse to general vcnesection 1 which will act both as a revul·
sive and as an antiphlogistic i but thi s measure is recommended iu those
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ca.s;es only in which labor has not yet commenced, and wliere the discharge is
inconsiderable, and has lasted but a short time. Blood-letting must be proscribed under the opposite circum!'tances, a::; also in those instances where
the flooding is not associated with plethora.
" rheu the hemorrhage is not very abundant, and, as a consequence, when
there is some rca:::on to hope that the pregnancy will continue on its regular
course, opiates may be administered; they might be given by the mouth,
but it is much better, in ~eneral, to exhibit thern by injection, in the do~c
of twenty drops of Sydcnham's laudanum, diffused in a small quantity of
some mucilaginous \"chicle; and this may be repeated three or four times, at
intervals of an hour or more, where the first have not been sufficient to arrest
the symptoms. A long expcl'ience, says Burn~. enabl es me to recom mend
this memmrc in all cases where bloo<l-lettiug is not practicable. For the
fir::;t twenty-four hours, the patient must be subjected to a strict regimen.
Such are the measures to be employed in cases of moderate hemorrhage
occurring in the la:::t three months of' gestation; and they should be continued until it has entirely di;:;appeared .
.After the symptoms are wholly subdued, the woman ought to take the
greatest precautions to avoid a relapse, by keeping in bed fo r a week at
least, eating but little, and that of non-succulent articles, especinlly if drn
disch:rrge had been attributed to plethora, &c. 1 &c.
B. Profu,qe Ilemorrlrnge occuning in the lai$l three months. - 'Vh ere the
flooding is more abundant1 the remedies to be employed are also more
acti,·c, and, to the measures already enumerated, except venesection, which,
as before stated, mu~t be rejected when the discharge is very profuse, we
may now add:
1. The applica.tion of compresses, steeped in some ,·ery cold liquid, to the
upper part of the thighs, hypogastrium, or loins (in one instance, i\L Gcndrin suecc:osfully administered an opiate injection at the temperature of
melting ice) ; and 1 where the heat il'I very great, cold sponging over the
legs, armi:, and even the body. But the action of cold is not to be resorted
to without di;:;crimination; nor, ns a general rule, should it be kept up for
a long time; because, although its application may be useful at the com mencement of the attack, when the phenomena of local congestion aro
manife;-;t, it would certainly pro,·e injurious if a \•ery copious and persistent
flooding had already enfeebled the patient, and if there was rea:::on to fen 1·
the powers of' lifo were gi\"ing way, and that the woman was likely to si nk
into a "late of complete pro.stration.
When the skin is cold :rnd the pul.::e sma ll and feeble, the refrigerants are
not indieated, and they should be suspended at once, if already in use.
2. In this latter ca"'e, if the flooding continued and the prostration augmented, it would be necc;:;. . ary to ha,·e recou~e to revulsives applied to the
~uperio r part~. I ha,·c seen, says l\I. Baudclocque, a profuse hemorrhage
suspended almo:-t instantaneously by placing the hands in very hot water.
1.:'nder the title of revuLsi,·e::; it has been recommended, since the days of
Hippocrate.i:::, to apply cups either above or just under the breast:::, and between the shou ld ers.
M. Velpcau advises the employment of a sinapism at the upper part of
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the back; for he has found this remedy beneficinl in a great number of in-

stances, and at all stages of gestation;" nevertheless," he eay:s liim:self: uthcre
would be little wi!:.dorn in relying upon it to completely euppress a hemorrhage that had already become serious and alarming." It is, however, an

auxiliary measure that should never be neglected, for it c:m have no dh;astrous tendency; but, in my opiniou, the same cannot be said of rcndeiws
applied to the breasts, since it is by no means certain that. they may not
prove
Indeed, many authors, relying on the sympathy existing
uterus and the mammre, have supposed that every stimulant:
between
applied to the latter must excite the action of the former, and, consequently,.,

tend to renew, or to keep up, the hemorrhage.
3. If the measures hitherto enumerated be not sufficient to arrest the
Hooding, the ergot might be exhibited in the dose of half a drachm divided
into three parts, one of wJ1ich is to be taken every ten minutes. This medicine, which is recommended by M. P. Dubois under such circumstances,
appears to him to have nothing more than a hemostatic action; "for, if it
be objected,"
he," that this remedy might excite uterine contractions,
a premature labor, we answer that, up to the prCt'ent
and thus
time, not a single well-founded observation proves that the spurred rye has
the property of p1·ovokiug the uterine contractions; though, where the::e
exist already, it increases them, or restores them when !'uspended; but it
does not cause tl1cm to appear if the uterus is in a state of perfect rest. On
the other hand, even supposing that it had th is virtue, that would not be a
just ground of exclusion, for it must not be forgotten that the question is
before us of arresting a serious accident, one which cannot continue without
prejudice to both mother :rnd child; and that the only other resource is the
use of the tampon, which even more than the ergot would expose her to the
hazard of a delivery before term." ( Journ.de Jlfed. et de C!tir. Pratique,1836.)
.f. But it sometimes happens that, notwithstanding the employment of
refrigerants and ergot, the flooding continues, the woman becomes pale and
colorless, the pulse small and threa,d-like, and sbe has vertigo, &c. ; and
the violence of the symptoms endangers the lives of both mother and child.
Under tl1ese grave conditions, the accoucheur has only to choose between
an application of the tampon and a provocation of the labor by rupturing
the membranes.
A. Use of the Tampon.- "rhen ~peaki11g of the natural termination of
those hemorrhages that come on dming pregnancy, we stated that the discharge was arrested in consequence of the formation of coagula, which, by
becoming applied OYer the orifices of the vessels, perhaps even by being
continued into these orifices, prevented a subsequent discharge of blood;
;md that it is on the formation of these salutary coagula that we must found
our hope, so long as there is a chance of preserving the infant. It was with
this view that the older physicians resorted to the use of astringent injec·
tions, and more especially to pessaries made of some old linen saturated
with such liquids. But they did not depend upon the coagulating and
astringent properties of these substances alone; but also relied on their meclwniral effect in retaining the blood. For this purpose1 therefore, Leroux,
of Dijon. proposed his tampon in 1776. This remedy, says he, is exceed·
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ingly simple; it consists in the creation of an obstacle to the esca pe of the
blood by filling up the rngina with balls of linen or tow, saturated with
pure vinegar. D esormeaux thought it was better to first double a large
piece of fine linen, and th en carry up the fold to the fondus of the vagina;
and afterwards to fill the pocket thus formed by the linen with bits of charpie, or tow, or any other sOft substa nce tlmt
be at Jrnncl. M. Moreau
is difficult and painful,
condemns this procedure, because, he
and it would be almost impossible not to leiwe some space between the
tampon and the cervix uteri. H e recommends the mode of application to
be altered to suit the particular case: for insta nce, if the os uteri is a little
dilated, he advises the use of a roller, wound tightly in the fol'ln of a cone,
Rn<l well fastened; then the conical extrem ity of this plug is introduced
into th e uterine orifice itself, and is retained there by the finger. When
the dilatation is somewhat more advanced, he makes use of a lemon,~taving
the rind pared off at one extre mity, and he introd uces this into the neck of
the womb, where its bulk obliterates the orifice, and
the
the
organ; and lastly, when the os uteri is freely dilated,
vagiua to be cramm ed with lint steeped in vinegar, and the whole to be
secured with a T bandage. Leroux was also in the habit of saturating the
tampon with vinegar. The astringents were considered useless by Desormeaux; for, he says, it is only on the meclrnnical acti on of the tampon that
we can rely, and not upon the initation which its contact, and that of the
acids with which some persons saturate it, may luive on the uterine wall. It
would be very fortunate, indeed, if the on ly effect of the tampon was to
prevent the issue of the blood, and to determine its coagulation; for then,
by arresting the hemorrhage, we might preserve the life of' the footus much
oftener than is now done. But, unhappily, it has yet another effect; that
is, it frequently irritates the organ by mere presence, and by forcing the
blood to coagulate in the ulerine cayity, whereby a more or less voluminous
coagulum is formed there, which further adds to the irritation produced by
the tampon itself; contmctions are excited, and, in most cases, the womb
soon drives out the tampon, coagulated blood, and fcetus altogether. This,
we may observe in passing, is the most seri ous objection that can be urged
against the use of the tampon, a reproach that it often merits, especially
when it is saturated with vinegar.
But, after all, notwithstanding these disadvantages, the tampon is a
remedy that cannot be di8pensed with in practice; aud we do not know how
to better describe the cases in which it may be resorted to with advantage,
than by furnishing the following extract from th e memoir published by
Gardien, in the ninth volume of Leroux, Boyer, and Corvisart's Journal.
The tampon may be applied: 1. To arrest any hemorrhage that might
arise from the rupture of a varix on the uterine neck, or in the vagina. 2.
In a case of laceration, occurring at the orifice of the womb during labor,
and when there is any inertia, by a direct application to the torn surface.
3. In cases where the pbcenta is inserted over the os uteri centr~ for centre;
the blood being retained by the tampon, forms a coagulum whlch is compressed between it and the after-birth, whereby the serous part is ex pressed.
and a concretion takes place which contraCts adhesions with the adjacent
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parts, anrl suspends the discl1arge until the rupture of some othe1 H,._..cJ
renews the hemorrhage. Nothing is to be feared in these cases from an internal bleeding i for, although we haxe quoted some examples of the kind,
these are so rare that they cannot counterbalance all the adYantagcd of the
tampon; besides, the mere fact of its employment does not <li!:>pcn:::e with
the necessity of carefully watching the patient. 4. It is likewise ~ervic:eable
in the floodings attending the abortions which take place in the cour:se of
the first three months, whether before or after the delivery of the after-birth:
before, because Puzos' method might render this del ivery impossible, or at
least very difficult; and after, because there would be no caui:e to i€ar an
iuternal hemorrhage, for the reasons before given. 5. It might answer i•1
those
\rhere there is no dilatation of the os uteri, or when this 1s
and consequently where it would be impracticable to pierce the
membtirnes. G. And lastly, where the flooding cominues after the mem·
brancs have been punctured, and it is impossible to effect a. forced <leliveryi
as in the cases reported by Lamotte and Smellie. Neverthele::;s, its employ·
ment then should always be watched over with the greatest po,-sible atlkn·
tion; for the uterns, in which a void is created after the discharge of' the
waters, is susceptible of becoming distended, and an internal hemorrhage
might take place. Under such circumstances, artificial delivery must be
resorted to.
But the tampon should
1. ·w henever we might reason·ably
hope to prevent an abortion;
even Leroux himself ma.de use of the
ordinary means before resorting to this measure i because, by retaining
escape, it distends this
within the womb the blood that would
organ by fo rming a coagulum, which may
the detachment of the
membranes and placenta, and ma.y likewise irritate the womb by its presence,
and thus bring on the contractions; and 2. \Vhenever (as hitherto stated)
the placenta is inserted over i:he os uteri, and the labor is sufficiently
advanced for turning or the forceps to be resorted to.
B. Rupture of the .Membtanes.-\Vhen the hemon-hage is profuse, and has
made its appearance during the latter months of gestation, more especially
if the labor has already begun, a rupture of the membranes i:.hould generally
be preferred to the use of the tampon. The child's life is then almost ns
precious as the mother's, and we must endeavor to remove it from the
threatened danger. It was with this view that our prerlecessors resorted to
an artificial labor under such circumstances. But Puzos has proposed a
measure which conjoins the advantages of the natural with those of a forcOO
delivery. It is necessary for this purpose, he says, to introduce one or more
fingers into the uterine orifice, by which an attempt is made to dilate it'' ith
this gradual dilatation,
a degree of force proportioned to its
to time, excite;:; the
which is interrupted by inten·als of rest.
pains: the womb contracts, and during its contraction the membrancb
become tense, and engage a little at the upper part of the ccrvix 1 and thei:e
latter are ruptmed as soon as possible, in order to effect a discharge of the
waters. The presenting part, particularly if this happens to be the head,
should be carefully pressed up by the finger fur some moments, so a~ to per·
mit tlw liquid to escape. The Objects to be accomplished are obviou!:'ly tc
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encflura!!e a. di:;:charge of the waters, to arouse the coutractilitv of the
uterine ~i .. _. . ue by their evacuation, and to solicit its retra.ction i wh~reby the
ve:;:~e l "' ~itmited in the thickue:;'i of its walls would untJergo certain modification.:;i, favonthle to an arrest of the hemorrhage. Further, when the womb
IB w('ll eontracted on the body of' the child, and some portion'i of the la.tter
are forcibly applied again"t the patulous \"CS3els that furnish the blood, the
compre. . . . ion thereby produced mu;;t evidently arre.~t the flooding.
Thi-. method, whic:h ha~ been adopted by Dr. Higby, of England, has
be<>n «enrely criticised by his countryman, Duncan Steward, who endeavors
to "UPJlOrt his own opinion by the following ob:;:ervations: by rupturing the
memhranes before the uteruo; is dilated, we retard rather than accelerate the
expul~inn of the chi ld; and, be:;ides, it is by no means certain, as experience
ha;; demon-.;trated, that this mca~ure will arrest the hemorrhage; whiJc iL
often rliminishes the chance of !<a\'ing the life of' the mother and child, by
rendering the \ er:-;ion much more difficult, if thi.3 operation should subsequently become neces!'iary .
Notwith:i.tanfling the . . e objections, which, a.fter all, have no great force,
the rupture of the membranes is ach·ocated by most of the teachers of the
pre:<ent <hiy, in cases of profui:e flooding, occurring at an ach·auced i:tage of
ge;;tation. Nearly a.II teach, however, that a. regulnr commencement of
labor, nrn.nifo;-;ted by e\"iclent uterine contract ion,;, should precede its pe rformanre; but, as )LP. Dubois rem:irh, it is important to bear in mind
that, when a considerable hemorrhage takes place, the contraction<:. of the
womb are often feeble, and that the labor may actually be progre:o:.-=ing,
thoug'h the pains ha.\"e not cleacly marked its onset; while, on the other
ham!, the cfo•charge of a. large quantity of blood and the c~cape of voluminous cort!!ula, both relax ruHI dilate the uterine orifice; and these circumstance.-:, which are doubtle"'S joined to some non-painful contractions, may
dilate the os uteri, without the knowledge of the patient or the suspicion of
the arcoucheur. This phenomenon is not at a ll unusual, e..<;pecially in
women who have pre,·iously borne children; and, therefore, whatever be
the ron<lition of the bod'r of the uteru;,, and whether there be any apparent
contrartions or not, he should carefully ascertain the state of the os uteri.
In ca"'('fl of profuse Hooding, this will most frequently be found sufficiently
dilated to permit the introrluction of a finger, at least; and the membranes
will then be felt ten~e and protruding at intervals; which protrusion is
a certain proof that the womb begim~ to contract, and the rupture of the
membranes will then be effected to the greatC3t advn.ntagc. Beside..._, this
operation does not exclude the employment of the variou:; st imulants calculated to excite the contraction"' i thus abdomimtl frict i0ns might be
re~orted to, and the finger, when introduced into the neck, should first titillate and irritate this part before making the rupture; aud it would even be.
prudent to administer two or three doses of ergot to the patient, provirled
the ne('k is softened, and it seems to offer no marked re'listance to the
di latation.
:\lo.-;t accoucheurs advise the application of the tampon, when the discharge
is produced by an insertion of the placenta. over the cervix; but M. P.
Dubois teaches that the course to be pursued in such case.~ wi ll vary accord1
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ing to the degree of this insertion. For instance. where it takes place centre
for centre, or in other words, when the placenta CO\'Crs all the superior part
of the internal orifice, and the membranes are inaccessible, or ca n only be
reach ed by detaching some portion of the circumfere nce of the still adherent
placenta, we should have recourse to the tampon; but where the placenta
corresponds to the orifice by only one of its borders, and particularly where
it is inserted at some point adjacent to this orifice, he likewise recommends
an artificial rupture of the membranes; being satisfied that, after the waters
}mye escaped, the ch ild 's head, by becoming applied on the detached portion
of the placenta, will, by compressing it, put an end to the flow of blood.
Quite recently, 1\1. Gendrin has entertained the idea of adopting Puzos'
method, even in those cases in which the after-birth corresponds to the os
uteri centre for centre. Under almost identical circumsta nces, Rigby had
deemed it advisable to push his finger through the centre of the placenta,
and thus pass directly into the amniotic cavity. The following are the observations of l\L Gendrin on this subject: Authors, he says, have advised
that labor should be induced by direct manipulations, which consi;:;t in
forcing the dilatation of the os uteri and pas.:;ing into the womb through the
placenta, or by detaching this organ from one portion of the neck; but
these manoouvres occupy much time, and besides are very difficult, and if
the blood continues to flow, the enfeebled patient may become prostrated.
\Ve propose instead the following process, which has the great advantage of
keeping up the relation between the after-birth and the uterus, as Jong as
possible. I t consists in evacuating the waters, by making a puncture with
a female catheter, which is directed along the fin ger previously introduced
in to the os uteri, and is passed into the membranes through that portion of
the placenta lying over the neck. In the two cases in which he adopted
this plan, the hemorrhage disappeared immediately; and this measure may,
therefore, be employed, when the amount of the discharge indicates a resort
to the method of Puzos, and when the presence of the placenta is the only
obstacle.
We think, however, that if the dilatation is but slight, the tampon had
better be applied.
lntemal IIemorrhage.- \Ve ca n only expect to overcome those internal
disch:irges that are ser ious eno ugh to compromise the mother's life, by
emptying the womb and terminating the labor. Two different conditions
may then be met with, viz., one, in which the labor has not yet commenced,
the neck is still undilated, and its margins hard and thick; in the other, on
the contrary, there are some labor-pains, the cCr\'ix is softened, and is more
or less dilated. In the latter case, the indications for treatment are obviou~;
that is, to rupture the membranes and employ all the various measur~ which
are ca.lculatcd to hasten the contractions (such as abdominal frictions, titillations of th e ol'ifi ce, and ergot), and to watch the state of the womb after this
rupture attentively. Such is the course to be pursued when the dilatation
is inconsid ernb le; but, on the other hand, when the os uteri is either dilated
or d ilatable, the delivery should be effected at once by turning, or hy un
applicat ion of' the forceps, according to circumstances. (See Version, nnd
art. Fnrceps.) But where the symptoms occur a short time before the full
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term of gestation, particuhrly in a woman with her first chil(l, the complete
obliteration of the cervix may constitute an insurmountable obstacle to the
introduction of the small est instrument. In these grave cases, aftc1· having
employed the usual means to moderate the effusion of blood without benefit,
such a.s irritations made on the nerk and over the fund us of the womb, with
n \'iew of bringi":1g on its con~mctions, it will be absol_utely necessary to pe1....
forate the membranes, and 1f the hemorrhage continues, and the woman
hecomes \\"C:lker and weaker, and is threatened with death, to have recourse
to a forced introduction of the haud. Generally speaki ng, the slightest
efforts will be sufficie nt to overcome the resistance; si nce it is scarcely possible for a con::>iderable effusion of blood to take place in the cavity of the
uterus, without cau;-;ing a development of some pains, or at least a marked
diminution in the resistance of the cervix. But if it should unfortun•ttely
happen that this re5istance ca nn ot be sur:noun ted, I think tha t multiple
incision .~ ought to be made on the neck itself. If the symptoms we re not
very urgent, it would be better perhaps to ha.ve reco urse to comp ression of
the abdomen, "·hich would prC\'Cnt the womb from becoming inordinately
distended. This procedure has so often appeared successful, that its employment under like circumstances would be justifiable.
c . .Moderate Hemorrhage duri11g Labor.-Whcn the flooding occurs during
labor, the indications it present..; likewise vary according to the intensity of'
the symptoms :ind tl1e degree of dilatation of the os uteri. \Vhen the blood
escapes in small quantitie$, and the accoucheur is satisfied tlrnt it does not
accumulate within the organ, he will employ here the same means as were
recommended for the slight hemorrhages occurring in the latter stages of
gestation; except the blood-letting, which should only be practised when
evident phenomena of plethora ex ist, and also excepting the opium, which
would here be attended with the serious inconvenience of suspending the
uterine contractions. These general measures will usually prove suffic ient
when the neck is but little dilated, and the discharge is in co nsiderable.
But should the cervix he freely opened, or be so softened as to offCr no
resistance, we should rupture the membranes, if they are yet intact; and if
the flooding still continued after this rupture, the labor lingered, and the
1mins though at first energetic, became gradually feeble, and the intervals
between them longer, they should be aroused by the administration of ergot.
D. Profitse Hem.orrhage during Labor. - Wh ether the hemorrhage be
internal or external at the time of labor, it always offers the same indications for treatment; and these latter are also based on the variable degree
of dilatation of the neck of the uterus. For, if this is but little ad\·anced,
that is, if the cerv ix be neither dilated nor dilatable, the remedies we have
advised for the profuse hemorrhaged occurring in the latter months of
pregnancy should again be brought into ~ervice; that is, the refrigerants,
the ergot, and a rupture of the membranes, if' still intact. Should the flooding continue after the rupture, and the retraction of the os uteri render an
introduction of the hand abdolutely impossible, the tampon shoul<l be applic<l
at once; nnd the precaution be taken to make compress ion over the anterior
surface of the abdomen, particularly if there is any inertia of the womb, so
&.~ tu prevent an a<'cumulation of blood withiu the organ. And whNe the
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flooding persists, notwithstanding these measures, so as to endanger ~erimt~ly
the mother's life, and if at the same time the nou-dilated and undilalable
neck should 1rntke it impossible to introduce the hand, ought we, according
tot.he example of ccrta.in authors, effect delivery at all hazards, and introduce the hand by force? Upon contemplating the published cui::es of this
•kind, we are forcibly stru ck with the results of this style of proceeding.
Almost nll the patients died (21 out of 25 according to statistics by Simpson 1, and authors universally regard the operation as of the gravest chnracter. "'\Ve therefore think it prudent noL to risk the injuries of the netk,
which result so often from a forcible introdu ction of the hand, but if1 after
a few moderate efforts, the rigidity is not overcome, we would much prefer,
if the case were urgent, to re.so!'t to Simpson's method, and first detach and
then
the placenta.. 'Vhilst the author of' this proce!'S has certainly
it too gencra1ly, it seems to us that it could be usefulJy employed iu
these circumstances, although 1 for our owo part, we would prefer the use of
the tampon.
Professor Si mpson has, in consequence of these facts, proposed to separate
completely, and bring away the placenta, whenever its in s~rtion upon the
neck has given rise to a hemorrhage which threatens the Iifo of the mother.
Although rather too absolute.at the outset, l\Ir. Si mpson has finally yielded
to the numerous and valid objections made to his precept, so far as to con·
fine its application to the following conditions: 1. 'Vhen the flooding has
resisted the principal measures, and especially the evacuati on of the watersi
2. 'Vhen the slight dilatation or development of the cervix, or contraction
of the pelvis, render turning or any mode of artificial delivery dangerous or
impo!'sibl e i 3. "'When the death or immaturity of the fretus restricts the duty
vf the accouchcur to caring for the safety of the mother. I t is, therefore,
especially with primiparous females, in cases of premature labor, or rigidity
of the cervix and of its spasmodic contraction, of organic narrowing of the
pelvis or of the genital passages, of th e death or non-viability of the fcetus,
and, finally, of extreme exhaustion of the mother, that the artifirial separa·
tion may be practised. It is to be und erstood, he adds, that in cases of
deparation or of extrart ion of the placenta, the fcetus should be withdrawn
immediately, unless the hemorrhage should cease, which it does in the great
majority of' cases.
Even with this reservation, we cannot approve of the advice of :Mr.
Simpson; for we think that when the flooding continues after thee\'acuation
of the waters, and when the neck docs not allow the hand to be introduced,
there is some chance left of savi ng both mother and child by applying the
tampon, being ca.refo l at the same tim e to compress the abdomen, in order
to prevent the occurrence of internal hemorrhage.
\Ve also think, that \\'hen an obl:Stacle dependent on the neck, the soft
parts, or the pelvis, prevents the termin::ition of the labor, the tampon may
be applied with advantage until the dilatation of the neck all0ws of the
intervention of art; for I cannot sec in what way, under these circum,:tances,
the extraction of the placenta could fo.cilitate that of the fcetus, which l\lr.
Simpson recommends to be practised imm ediately afterward. The obstacles
which prevented earlier action ex ist none the less afterward. It is, there-
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fore, only when caring very little for the life of the c11ild, in case c·f' th"
death or non-v iability of the latter, that one could undertake to sepa rate
and extract th e placenta, if the hemorrhage were dangerous, in order to
spare the mother the p:Lin of applying the tampon.
Finally, it is hardly necessary to add, that if the neck is sufficiently
dilated, ihe delivery should be effected as soon as posiiiblc, either by turning
or by the forceps. 'Vh en describing these two operations, we shall point
out cnrefully the cases in which one or the other should be preforrcd.
A h~t of other remedies have been successively extolled, but I have not
spoken of them, because I ha.ve never had an opportunity of employ ing nor
of seeing them employed i besides, their mode of action appears, on theoretical
grouudi::, to be of little value; and hence, in my opin ion, their enumeration
would u~cles.<:.ly burden the me.~ory of students.

[f 3.

'l'REATllENT OF HEllORRUACE CAUSED B\' AHNORllAI. INSERTION OF TUE PLA·

lf a,·ing dcc;;eribed in the foregoing paragraph the treatment adapted to hcmorrha~c eau"cd hy insertion of the placenta upon the orifice of the womb, the reader
i.srcfcrrcdtotheaccountthereincontainedofthevarioushemostaticp:- ocedures
applicaUle tu such cases, as we have nothing to add to what will be found there
i;tated. (8ce pnge77fJ, d seq.) Still, the importance of the suhjccta nd the danger
inrnh·ed in this form of hemorrhage, makes it proper to recapitulate briefly tbc best
conduct to be obsen-ed.
ll emorrlrngc caused by abnormal insertion of the placenta is generally moclcro.te
at the outset; with each return, however, it l>ecomes more profu!'.e, the patient
grows weaker, and consequently in a more unfavorable condition for supportin~
the inevitable loss of blood which will aceompan)· deli,·ery. 'l 'h erefore we do not
advise nvery long-continued expectant treatment, and ha\•e no lwsitation in reco1u·
mending the tampon iu orde r to arrest the recurrent hemorrhages, without waiting
for the commencement of la bor. What, indeed, arc the ground8 of complai nt
ngninstthe tampon? I s it that it is lik ely tu induce lnbor? llutwhen the placenta is inserted upon the mouth of the womb, the tampon is !'.till the best mean;.i
of arresting the hemorrhage under the circumstance!'.. It ought, therefore, to be
applied earl.v, e'·en should it be uncomfortable. At proper interni.ls, though a<;
rarely M po;;~ible. it ought to be remo,•cd in order to allow the patient to urin ate
and permit the accoucheur to watch the progrec;;s of the labor, which usunlly com·
menee;; before long. Then it 8hould be reapplied until t he dilatation is sufficient t<'
allow deJi,•ery to be accomplished by turning. If labor does not come on J.;Oon, and
the tampon give great annoya nce, its application might lie pobtponed until :t fresli
hemorrhage llppears. Under the Jo<;t supposition, plugging the vagi1m would be
u,;eJe~~. lhougb not injurious; therefore it should be ha.d rccouri;e to at the first
recurrence of t he discharge.
Next tfl the tampon, rupture of the membranes ~eems to be the most useful. But
in or~ler to do it with safetJ, there shoultl be decided contraction of the uterus, the
hearl t1ho11ld prel'lent..and the ini;;('rtion of the placentuought not to be centml. If,
notwith'itandin~ the conjunction of all the::;e farnrable.Circumstances, the flow
l'houldcontinue after the membranes art.! ruprnred, the operr1tion would ha,·e th<>
incon,·enience of rendering iniernal hemorrhag:e possible through an effusion of

~~~:~t~n~~ ~~11: ::;~~: o!11~1e,:~'~•:nbe ~~1:::111/l~::.:~~e:~~~t:i~en~~rtt ~:~~~~~'c:·a~~stl;:
almostah1ays producti"e of excellent results; still, should tbc state of affairs he
eerious, we would prefer to use the tampon.
50
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We regard the npplica.tion of the tampon as the heroic meni;;nre against hcm<1rrhage f~om imiertion of the placcnt!l upon the mouth of the womb or near it. and
rupture of the membranes as comi ng the next in order. 'l'heother procedures,
detnchment of the placenta. included, we have le~s confidence in, nnd refer to what

we have said of them in the preceding pages.

(See J'reatmento/Hemorrlia9e,pnge

775,etseq.)]

§ 4.

RECAPITULATION OF TREATMENT.

I do not know better how to conclude my remarks concerning the heifl.orrhages that may affect females, iu the course of t11e latter months of pregnancy, and during labor, than by placing before the reader a short summai·y
of their treatment which l\L P. Dubois caused to be distributed among the
students that attended his clin ique; for, as the Professor states, this table
may be considered as a kind of vade-mecmn. Besides, the reader will see
by it how far I have conformed to his ideas, in the treatment of hemorrhages just given.
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CHAPTER XII .
OF ECLAMPSIA.

AMONG the various convulsive diseases that may appear during preg11ancy, parturition, or the lying-in, there is one which l1as such well-marked

characteristics, and whose physiognomy is so peculiar, that I can scarcely
comprehend the want of accuracy that still ex ists in most of our cb~ic
works on this subject. This confusion evidently arises from the fact that
the authors who have written on puerperal convulsions have included under
thi s title all the affections whose strik ing character is a convu lsion; forgetting that the epithet puerperal should be applied, not to every ditiease which

is developed before, during, or after labor, for then we might admit a puerpenll pneumonia or pleurisy, but simply to one that is intimately associated
with that state, and which is only produced lluring its conLi rvrnnce. This
confusion is further caused, in my opinion, by designating as convulsious
some affections that do not merit the name.
These two propositions will be easil y sustai ned by an expose of the distinctions admitted by some authors. According to them, the con\'ulsions
that occur during gestation may be either partial or genera l. Under the
nam e of partin.l convulsions, they have descri bed those affections whose
principal character is a rapid, abnormal, and involunlary contraction of
one or more muscular organs, and which, consequently, are convulsive; but
which are otherwise so different from what has usually been compribed under
the denomination of the convulsions of pregnant women, that it is with some
hesitation, and only to avoid the reproach of having omitted any important
facts, that I allude to them here. Thus, to give an example, those violent
contractions of the stomach, observed in certain women who are affected
with severe and obstinate vomiting~ during gestation, as also the palpitations of the heart experienced by some others, have been classed among the
puerperal convulsions.
.
M. P. Dubois relates having seen the walls of the belly contract with such
force, in a woman in the fifth or sixth month of her pregnancy, that the
uterus was completely pressed back into the excavation; and the organ was
afterward observed to return briskly to its place, and to rebound like an
elastic ball when thrown on the ground. Some other tnmefactions appeared
in the flanks, in the ep igastrium, and umbilical region, which seemed to
depend as much on the spasmodic contraction of the viscera as on that of
the walls of' the abdomen. Nevertheless, this woman recovered without
aborting.
:M. Velpeau states, in his excellent thesis, from which I extract the fore·
going case, that a countrywoman, aged twenty-two years, was much alarmecl
on the tenth day after her delivery by movements that took place in her
belly; something like a globe was observed through the integuments nod
muscles, which would travel sometimes towards the excavation, nt other:;
towards the flanks, and again in the direction of the umbilicus. Thi:; specic-s
of ball would transform itself at times into several lumps, which travc~ecl
the abdomen with a rumbling noise; but the walls of this cadty alwayd
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to pre;;.;ervc their normal suppleness. This woman died ini"ane two
year;;, afterward;:., without these si11gulnr movements eva hrwing altogether
disttppcrirecl. Can such a case be referred, with truth, to puerperal convul:.ion.'.'11
.Accorcling tL certain accouchcurs, the Yaginal pa.riete~ arc occasionally
30 "iolcntly contmcted, as to prevent the e:scape of the child, ::rnrl even to
benumb the hand of the attendant by their spa-,moclic action. But of all
the partial conrnlsions, those of the uterus are the lea"t que.;tionable. 'Ve
have already treated of the sp~t_.;:modic contraction of the external and internal orifices of the neck, which are capable of retarding the labor greatly
in ordinary cases, and, in breech presentations, m:iy cau,,c exten-;ion of the
head , and thus rend er its extraction difficult; and we shall see, hereafter,
(art. lJrliruy of the Placenta,) what iufluence this retraction of the orifices,
which is e\·idently due to :i convulsive contraction at the superior or inf'erior
part of the (iervix, as well as the partial one of some of the fibres in the body
of the womb, may have ove1· the <leli\·ery of the after-birth.
'Ve 1:hall only mention here, that other cases, similar to thm=e detailed by
M. Dubois, have been reported, in which the uterus has been ob5crvcd to
pa1:s rapidly upwarJs, downward~. and towards the sides of the abdomen;
and e\·en to descend with such violence towards the vulva, th:lt it was necessary to sustai n the latter with the fingers to prevent it from escaping; but,
for f'uriher particula.rs, we rcfor the reader to tbe c.s:;ay.s of B:imlelocque and
Miquel.
Th e in<;tance.::; just referred to, doubtle..-=s resemble some of the features of
the di:-:c~e we are about to de~cribc under the name of cclamp.~ia, in being
characterized by a rapid, abnormal, and involuntary contract ion; but they
differ from it so much, in the triple a;:.pect of syru 1)tom~. prognosis, and
treatment, that they cannot, in my opinion, be classed unclcr the same denomination, without confounding things that a.re cs:;entially dissimilar.
The quc.;;tion now recurs, what is the state of the case a:; regards the general convul!<ions of pregnant women? H yster ia., tetanus, ca.t:ilcpsia, and
even apoplexy, have been observed during pregnancy a.n<l pn.rturition, and
h:wc, on that account alone, been forthwith denominated as puerpern.l disea~e.<i; ancl although the.;;;e affect ion~ offared the same symptom:; as when
they occur in the non-gravid stale, though they were e:-:sentially different
from eclampsia., properly so called, yet they were considered as mere varieties, or particular forms, of this l~itter complaint. True, there can be no
doubt that hysteria, tetanus, etc., are modified by the peculiar condition of
the pregnant fomale i and, as in all other disea:;es th:lt or,cur during the
puerperal prriod, the danger to which they expo.so the pa.ti ·nt is in creased
by that to which they subject the fcctus; but the hysteria does not thereby
become le:-s an hysteria, and the tetanic convul.3ion has not the less its
characteristic persistence. The.'ie are evidently, therefore, distinct a6bctions.
I ought, howc\·er, to add, that the form of the convu),;ion m:iy \'ary, and
that an attnc:k which at the out::ict presented all the characters of eclampsia.,
might finally assume the tctanic or even the cataleptic form. Supposing
lhat no error of diagnosis has been com mitted, the latte r are exceptional
cases, in regard to which it is difficult to say whether the same disca:;e hn.i:i
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assumed two different physiognomies successively, or whether one disease,
catalepsy, has succeeded to another, eclampsia. Dr. Schmidt, of Paderborn, and l\L
have each published a case of this kind of transformation. (Journ.
1844.)
puerperal state, either as the principal disApoplexy may occur in
ease or as a termination or compl ication of eclampsia. Often, indeed, as
stated below, the puerperal conyuJsions determine a cerebral effusion; but
then it is an effect, and not a cause1 of the accident. There are likewise
some cases in which the general circulation, as an effect of the remarkable
modifications it undergoes during pregnancy, is strongly determined towards
the brain, and may even result in an effusion; and if so, the fatter is sometimes preceded by slight convulsions, or a tetanic stiffness in one or more
limbs; but these soon pass away and do not reappea.r. Here, thrn 1 the
apoplexy is the disease; but it is nothing more.
In my opinion, therefore, it must be admitted that, during the gestation,
the parturition, or the lying-in, women may have attacks of hysteria, of
tetanus, or catalepsy, or may be struck with apoplexy; but these are so
many distinct affections, having but one common symptom with eclampsiathe convubion. 'Ve hope that the details, into which we are about to enter1
will illustra.te the numerous differences between them.
For myself~ I understand by the term e.clampsia. an affection characterized
by a series of fits, in which nearly all th~ muscles of rclation 1 and often
also those of the organ ic li fo, are contracted convulsively, and which fits
are usually accompanied with or followed by a more or less complete suspension of the sensorial and intell ectual faculties for a variable period.
General conrnlsions (eclampsia, properly so called) constitute a quite rare
disease. l\L Velpeau did not oLserve a single case in a thousand labors
superintended by him at the Clinique. I t is probable, however, that this
proportion is too small; for, by consulting the statements furnished by
Mu.dame Lachapelle, l\Ierriman, Ryan, Pacoud de Bourg, etc., it appears
that there was one case of convulsion in about two hundred deliveries. On
the other hand, the practice of the principal accoucheurs of Great Britain
would furnish one case of eclampsia in four hundred and eighty-five labors,
nearly. 1
It is, however, almost impossible to ascertain an exact proportion by consuhing the practice of any single man, since great variations are observed
IBJrmd,

JosephClarkc,
Merriman,
Granville,
Cusack,
~ln.unsell,

Collins,
Ilea.Uy,

Ashwell,
l\tantell,
Churchi\1,

"

1,897 women, met with
.10,387
"
"
2,947
6-10

398
848
16,414
.
399
l,266
. 2,510
600

"

"
"
"
..
"
"
"
"

lease.
Senses.
4"
30"
3cases.
G"

38,306
79
Thus we have ii) cases of convulsions in 38,306 la.bors, or 1in485, nearly.
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rn different years; in my own experience, for example, I met wit Ii but three
ease.<: in two thousand deliveries occurring under my care at the II&tel Dieu
au<l the ho::.pitoJ of La Facultl', whilst house physician at those institutions,
the mont.hs of July,
whilst, on the other hand, I met with seven
August, September, and October, 18-lG,
serv ice at the Clinique.
Eclamp"sia. appears indilferently at all seasons of the year; altho11gh
some authors have seemed to consider, improperly, I think, that certafo
atmospherical conditions are not altogether fore ign to its production, and
that it occurs more frequently in some
than in others. Madame
Lachapelle, who appears quite disposed
this op ini on, notwithbut \'Cry imperfectly,
standing the summary she furnishes sustai ns
relies upon the fact that at the hospital of La l\Iaternit6, senra l individBut I am strongly disuals are nearly always affected at the
posed to believe this circum.stance is rather
to imita.tion than to the
influences of the atmosphere.
This affection is very unusual in the early months of gestatio n: 1\L Danyau, Sen., however, met with it in a you ng girl, who had only reached the
sixth week, and in whom noth ing hut the extraction of the ovum coul<l
remove the symptoms. The eclampsia, came on again in her next pregnancy
about the same period, and was followed by an abortion; but, in this instance, the fits continued for some time after t he abortion.
A lady of Ferrara, about twenty-eight years of age, of a bilious ternpera.ment, and the mother of three children, was periodically attacked by convulsions as soon as she had conceived, and these attacks were renewe<l
every two weeks throughout gestation; so that their appearance constituted
in her a sign of pregnancy. It is nry doubtful, however, whether her ca!:le
was one of true eclampsia. As a general rule, they are quite rare prior to
the sixth month; they are particularly frequent during parturition; and
they appear somewhat oftener after the delivery than during the gravid
state.
The period a,t wh ich they are liable to occur after delivery varies
greatly; though the ecla.mpsia most commonly appears a few hours, or
sometimes even a. few days after delivery, examples are not wanting of its:
being postponed for eight, ten, or e\·en twelve <lays.

§ 1.

CAUSES.

The causes of eclampsin. have been divided into predisposing and determining.
Upon a careful investigation of the individual co ndition s under which
eclampsia is generally found to occur, we are forcibly struck with a singular
circumstance, which ent irely escaped the notice of the older observers: this
circumstance is the almost constant presence of albumen in the urine of
eclamptic women. I say almost constant, for, with the exception of six or
seven cases mentioned by M. Dcpirnl and l\[a.sca rel, in reference to which
we shall hrw c more to say hereafter, I nm aware of nothing to limit the
assertion. This very remarkable coincidence, which is at present well determined by the obsen'ations of many physicians, and which I have invariably remarked in all the cases which have come under my own noticf
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within the lust eight years, evidently seems to be the dominant fact in the
etiology of puerperal convulsions. Since the presence of albumen is discovered almost constantly in cases of eclampsia, the scvcrc5t mind can
hardly avoid establishing a more or less intimate relation of caurmlity
between the two facts.
But it has been obsen'ed, the presence of albumen in the urine docs not
constitute a disease; it is but the symptomatic expression of a local lesion,
or of a general affoction of the economy. The latter are doubtless capable
of producing eclampsia as they had already caused albuminuria; bnt mo,;t
frequently their influence is limited to the modification of the urinary
secretion without producing any nervous disorder. Tlus is true, and JI.
Blot was right so far as he considered these two morbid conditions as merely
concomitant, and not that one was a consequence rjf the other. M. Blot's
remark has not, however, in a clinical point of view, all the importance
that has been attributed to it. Though the cause of eclnmpsia. be attributed
to an organic }esion of the kidneys or to an alteration of the fluids of which
albumiuuria is the symptom, it is nevertheless true, that ns both these
general or local lesions are to be detected >.Vith great difficulty during gestation, whilst the presence of albumen may always be discovered with
it was judicious to insist upon the importance of the albuminuria,
alone capable, in most instances, of exciting a suspicion of the
condition to which the eclampsia is npparently due.
Since albuminuria is present in the immense majority of eclamptic
women, it, or rather the disease of which it is the symptom, may be rightfully regarded as the predisposing cause of eclamptic convulsions. I say
the only known predisposing cause; for, since attention has been fixed upon
this point, of all pregnant women, those only who are affected with albuminuria. (a few cases excepted) have been known to be attacked with
convulsions.
Though all eclamptic patients h::we albuminuria, it does not follow that
albuminuria, howevct· severe, necessarily gives rise to convulsions. Happily,
it is by no means uncommon for pregnant women to have the urine highly
charged with albumen wit..hout presenting a single convulRive symptom.
Of ·H women with albuminous urine, observed by Ji.I. Blot, but 7 had con·
vulsions; and of 20 mentioned by Mi\f. Devilliers and Regnault, 11 only
were affected with them. The latter gentleman, it is true, examined the
urine of such women only as were dropsical, and it is very certain that
many cases of albuminuria. are not attended with infiltration. Still, by
taking the mean hetween these different results, and having reg:ird to my
own observations, I think that I come near the truth in saying, that one
out of every four or five patients with albuminuria will be affected with
convulsions.
The amount of albumen in the urine increases greatly during the convulsive attack, and generally diminishes aftei- it. This peculiarity has led
1:1ome persons to inquire whether the eclampsia, instead of being due to the
alteration of the urine, might not be the cause of it. I can understand
why there might be hesitation in regard to this point, if a single ca~e could
be cited iu which it hud been proved that the urine wus entirely free from
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albumen for se,•eral weeh before the appearance of the accidents: this, I
oelicve, bus never been done, but often, on the other hand, albuminuria has
heen known to be pre.Sent for some time before the convulsions occurred.
Besides, when we come to reflect upon the obstruction the venous circulation
produced by eclamp:;;ia, we can very readily account for the active congestion with which the internal organs, and the kidneys in particular, may be
affected during the attack. Now, it is well known that renal congestion
increases the secret.ion of albumen.
The organic conditions which produce albuminuria are certainly the most,
I would even say the only ones, favorable to the production of eclampsia.
This proposition, which is at present incontestable, explains the influence of
certain circumstances which most authors have mentioned as predisposing
causes: thus, among the latter has been classed as one of the most active,
oodema of the lower extremities, when considerable, but, above all, genernl
infiltration, invading successively the body, upper extremities, and face. It
is now a well-ascertained fact, that this general cedemu is almost always
connected with an alteration of the urinary secretion, and that only when
accompanied with albuminuria does it appear to give rise to eclampsia.
If it be true, as .i\L Rayer thinks, that, the compression exerted by the
developed uterus upon the renal vein may eventually produce hyper~mia,
and then an inOammatiou of the kidneys, we are able to understand the
mode of action of all the circumstances capable of increasing this compression. Thus, we can explain the possible effect of, 1, the extreme distention
of the uterus, whether due to dro1>sy of the amnios or to Lhe presence of
SC\'Cral children; 2, of a first pregnancy, in which the uterns is sLrongly
applied to the posterior walls of the abdomen, in consequence of the resistance of the abdominal parietes; 1 3, why, according to the observations of
:M. P. Dubois, rachitis is often connected with eclampsia, since, in women
affected with this disease, the small stature and limited space within the
abdominal inclosure, obstruct the development of the uterus, which, by
reacting in its turn upon the surrounding parts, forms a greater mechanical
obstacle to the regular fulfilment of all the functions, and the venous circulation in particular. (See Albwninutia, p. 488.)
Whatere"r the cause may be, long-continued albuminuria necessarily occasions a notnble diminution of the amount of albumen which enters into the
normal composition of the blood. Hence it is extremely probable that this
fluid, when thus altered, gives rise to a peculiar excitement of the cerebrospinal centre, which becomes itself the direct cause of' the convulsion.::1, or,
at least1 which is more frequently the case, renders it more susceptible of the
excitements which reach it either from without, or from previously irritated
internal orgnns. These excitements, which, under any other circumstances,
would have no effect, become here so many determining causes of an attack
ofecla.rupsia. (See Uramia.)
1 Seven-eighths of the c11.scs of ecln..mpsia have occurred in
(Ln.clmpellc); in thirty-eight of those reporred by Mcrrim11u,
!bis class; ancl more than two-thirds of the instances given by
tweniy-nine in thirty of those by Coliine, refer t.o wowcn wllo were
firsLlime.
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An alterat\011 in the quantity or quality of the blood often gi\'t:S ri~e to
convulsions under other circumstances than the puerperal condition. 1\l.
Rayer, and several other observers, have called attention to symptoms
resembling epilepsy, as one of the modes of termination of albuminurin
caused by albuminous nephritis, and it is wel l known that connilsions often
occur in the last moments of the unfortunate victims of profm;c hemorrhage.
It is, therefore, no cause for astonishment, that the alteration of the blood
produced by albuminuria may have the same conseq uences during pregnancy.
The reason why these ner\'ous disorders are more frequent in pregn:rnt
women with albuminous urine than in the other diseases attcndc<l with
alburninuria is, that to the only producing cause of epilepsy, in ordinary cases
of albuminuria, are added the congestions to which the nervous centres are
so liable during pregnancy and hibor.
Although the convulsions are generally spontaneous, and may bealtributed
simply to the condition just mentioned, there are some whose appearance
seems to be connected with a more readily apprec iable cause, and which,
therefore, may be justly regarded as a determining cause.
In the list of occasional causes, certain writers hav e in cluded the most
common and indifferent circumstances, the mere recital of which we shall
spare the reader; but will simply mention strong moral emotions, whose
influence, though incontestable, is in some cases hard to be explained.
There are some, however, which, in reforence to treatment, deserve a careful
mention.. fo r it is especially by removing the cause that the attack may be
arrested, or at least rendered less dangerous.
The influence of the circumstances to which we allude is at first limited
to organs at a g reater or less distance from the nervous centres, and it is
only secondarily that the irritation transmitted to the latter excites them,
and gives rise to the convulsion. Thus it is that an irritation of the nerves
of the uterus, vagina, bladder, rectum, or stomach, may become the determining cause of general convulsions.
A. Uterus.-All the causes of e:.::sential dystocia, which require longer
continued and more powerful efforts on the part of the womb, may occasion
an excitement of the sensitive nen·es of this organ, which, when transmitted
to th e spinal marrow, is calculated to awake11 the reflex action of the motor
nerves. Under this head we would indicate a malformation or obstruction
of the pelvis, a partial or complete obl iteration of the vagina or vulva,
organic alterations, and spasm of the body or neck of the womb, fretal
deformiti es, or monstrosity, &c. Unfavorable positions of the child ha\·e
not, certainly, so great an influence as might at first be supposed. Churchill
says that "tbP. effoct of unfavorable positions has been greatly exaggerated,
for Drs. Crnrk, Labatt, and myself ha\'e witnessed but a single case of
convulsions coinciding with a bad position in 48,397 labors." In cases of
eclampsia the head is almost always the presenting part i but, as Tyler
Sm ith remarks, the first attack does not come on at the moment the head
presses upon the neck or clears its orifice, but rather when it disteods the
perineum, anJ partially dilates the vulva. It is then, especially, that a
prompt tcrrni11ation of the labor puts an end to the convulsive attack by
removiug the pressure from the soft parts.
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All the unfortunate circumstances that may complic·ate the labor nnd
require the introduction of the hand, whether before or after <leli\·ery, should
be mentioned as capable of producing the same excitation; such are.encvsteJ
placenta, its abnormal adhe~ions, its partial or complete retention 1 the presence of large clots, rerroYcr::ion of the uterus, &c.
B. lnte..,tinal Canal.-The irritation produced by distention of the int<';;:·
tinal canal, and especially by the accumulation of large quantities of foca l
matters, and the presence of worms or foreign bodies in the large intestine,
i~ i::ometimcs also the determining cause of eclampsia.
Both .Merriman and Chaui;;'<ier haYe insisted upon the influence of a
saburral condition of the prim re Yim, which influence is, th('y .my, sufficiently
shown hy the state of the tongue, and epigastric pain which the patient
nearly always complained of at the onset of an attn.ck.
The pre.::ence of indigestible food in the stomach appear1', in some caH'l'I,
to have been the cause of coun1lsioos. John Clarke relates the history of
se\•eral women who were so affected after delivery, in consequence of ha~·ing
eaten largely of oysters.
c. Bladder.-La;;tly, the same may be sa.id of irritation of the wall<:. of
the bladcln produced by its extreme distention with urine. Th e curiou!'.
observation of Mauriceau is well known, and Dr. Vines mentions an exactly
sim ilar case. In the latter, the convulsions which had for two days re .. i... tcd
the dcli\·ery and all the generally recommended means, ceased immerliatt'iy
upon withdrawing from the bladder, by means of the catheter, five pints and
a half of a. turbid and highly ammoniaca l urine.
Numerous other predi~po::ing causes have likewi.::e been described, the influence of which, however, it mu!l-t be acknowledged, is far more difficult to
appreciate; thus, for instance, M. Baudelocque enumerates in his thesis, a
rCll-idence in large cities, the ui::e of small or tight garments, an over-succulent diet, the abuse of sp irituous liquors, constipation, retention of the urine
(pointed out by Delamotte), sexual intercourse, the suppression of an
habitual discharge, too much i::leep, want of exercise, the frequentation of
balls or plays, anger, jealou'.'=y, bickering-:, di:::appointment.;;;, &c. There can
be no doubt that all these cau,.es, by modifying or di .. ordering the circulation, may render it more active, and thus faC"ilitate a sanguineous determination towards the brain; but they :.;houlJ ev idently be con~ id ered in the light
of a secondary predi.:-position, whi<:h may be added to some one of those
mcutioned above.
Epilepsy has also been coni:;iclered, though improperly, as constituting a.
prcdispo~ition to eclnmpsia; for, though 1he two di@.eascs ha Ye a close
analogy, yet those pregnant women who were epileptic before their gei:;tation
.::ommenced, are less subject to attacks then than at any other time. Indeed,
some authors have suppo~ed that pregnancy suspends the epileptic fit_, altogethe r i but this is not ab.solutely the cnEe, for they only occur then more
seldom than usual.
Dr. Tyl11r Smith relates a curious case of an epileptic woman who had an
attack immediately after what she regarded as the fecundating intercourse,
nnd who experienced an enti re suspension of the disease during the remainder of her pregnancy.
0
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W e would repeat, in terminating this etiological study of eclan P"in, that
the yarious determining causes exist very frequently without gi\·ing n~c to
convulsions. The reason of this is, that they are of thenu.;elves incapable
of producing them, and have no real influence except in cases pre1=C'nting in
a greater or Jess degree the general or local lesion which occa,.;ions albumiuuria.
A reYiew of all the causes will enable us to expbin their mode of action.
It i<:. e\•ident that all of them have a tendency to produce an irritation of
th e nervous centres. This irritation is direct, when due to the immediate
contact of vitiated blood, and indirect, or by reflex action, when it follows
the excitement of a distant organ, as the bladder, uterus, &c. I am happy
to find in the work of Scanzoni a confi rmation of these views, long since
proposed by me. Setting out with these ideas, Scanzoni di\'ides eclampsia
into, 1. Reflex convulsion, proceeding from the peripheral extremities of the
irri tated sensitive nerves; 2. Spinal convulsion, produced by direct irritation
of the spinal marrow, which irritation is transmitted to the peripheral extremitie:o: of the nerves; 3. Cerebral convul.sion, when the initation r~icles
in the brain, and is transmitted to the spinal marrqw. The exi~teuce of this
latter form is doubtful, and, for our own part, we arc much disposed to
believe that eclampsia always has its origin in spinal initation. It is a
fact, proved experimentally by physiologists, that irritation of the spinal
marrow, of the medulla oblongata, or of the tuberculre quadrigeminm, gives
ri se to convul sions only, whilst irritation of any other part of the brain
produces nothing of the kind. It is true that cerebral lesions may de~troy
voluntary moliou, but involuntary con tractions, the excess :rn<l disorder of
which constitute eclampsia, are not affected by t hem in the least. The latter may be produced by irritation of the spinal marrow or of its nerves,
even when the cerebrum and cerebellum have been completely destroyed.

§ 2.

SY~IPTOMS.

Like ~Iadame Lachapelle, we slmll describe three orders of phenomena
in the attack of eclampsia, which, under the triple aspect of diagnosis,
prognosis, and treatment, are of great importance, namely, the precursory
symptom.::, those which are manifested during the fits, and those which are
sometimes developed in their intervals.
A. Precur.'Jory Phenomena.-An attack of eclampsia scarcely ever appears
unexpectedly, as it is almost always preceded by certain phenomena, which
enable us to foretell its speedy invasion. Chnussicr even supposed these to
be so constantly present, that, in the few exceptiona l cases where th e observers have not mentioned them, it was because they were of short duration, and, therefore, eith er passed away u11perceivcd 1 or else were misunder·
stood. This opinion is, however, rather too unqualified. The precursory
symptoms are someti mes absent, and, as M. 'Vieger remarks, th<' compara·
tive frequency of the prodromes differs according lo the periods at which
the convulsions make their appearance. Those which come on before labor
are, he says, preceded by premonitory symptoms in forty per cent. of the
cases; tho:;;e appearing during 1abor or the rlelivcry of the placenta, havu
the symptoms in thirty per cent.; and such as are delayed until after
delivery. in twenty per cent. of the cases.
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These precursory phenomena are variable in duration; thus, for some
days, though occasionally only for a few hours, before the invasion of the
puerperal epilepsy, the patients complain of agitation or malaise; they are
ea::;ily excited, are impatient and irritable; they experience a. marked difficulty in re::piration; and they sutt'er from an exceedingly poignant and
acute pain in the head, which, like the megl'im, occupies but one-half of the
cranium, and sometimes is even still more conccntrnted, and appear:s fixed
upon one coronal boss, or some other equally circumscribed point. This
pain in the head, whi<;h is one of the most important diagnostic bigns, nearly
always resbt.s all the curative mcru:;ures usually employed; it is accompanied
wilh nausea, or e\'Cll vomiting, by vertigo, cEmnc..."'$ of \'ision, tinnitus aurium,
and sometimes by an acute pa.in in. the epigastrium. (Chauss icr, Deuman .)
When the:se primary symptoms have lasted for some time, they acquire a
greater degree of intensity, an<l :ire often complicated with a more or less
marked disorder in the sensorial and intellectual faculties. The vision
becomes att'ected, the sight seeming to be obscured by a thick mi:;t, and the
patient distinguishes objects less clearly; sometimes even, as in a case
ob:;en·ed by Dr. )lcigs, of Phil:idelphia, she sec:j only one-half of an object
held before her. 1 The hearing is likewise l ~s di~tiuct; the touch not so fine
and lc.:-s delicate; the woman's countenance exhibits an unusual hebetude;
the expression is fixed, the lineaments immovable, and she appears sunk in
a deep abstraction, from which she can only be aroused with some difficulty i
she scarcely comprehends the questions addre:ssed to her, and very frequently replies incoherently. In a. plethoric f0ma.le, the pulse b full, slow,
and hard, and the face is occasionally flushed and animated; on the co n~
trary, where the patient is affected with ana::;arca, particularly if she happens to be of an irritable, nervous constitulion, the pulse is small, hard, and
contracted, the face is pale and the !:.ikin cold, c:spccially on the extremities;
and sometimes there is a slight chill, or an imperfect horripilation. In
addition to the.:;e, some women experience pricking sensations and formications in the limbs.
When the eclamp:sia appears during labor, it is oft.en preceded by extreme
indocility and agitation; the uterine contractions also present for a time
that peculiar character of continuity and irregularity which has gained for
them the name of uterine tetanus.
The patient la.ughs and weeps alternately, and speaks with volubility.
A state of hebetude and stupor sometimes succeeds to this extreme agitation.
[B. Phe11ome11a of tl1e Allack.-After the premonitory symptoms ju~t mentioned
have continued for a length of time, and in a. degree which are liabl e to great variation, the first paroxy1m1 occurs, and sometimes very suddenly. Tho very faithful
picture of it drawn by M. Prcstat in his inaugurn.l thesis, would load one to suppl)SC that be was reading the description of an ath~ck of epilepsy, so striki ng is the
rc~emblance of these affections to each other. Dr. Soyre, to whom we arc indebted
1 Itseemstomethatthesedisordersof vision a.re not due,
as hitherto supposed, to
cerebral congestion preceding the eclampsi:., but. that, in at least the mnjority of
cases, they are cousequent upon the lesion producing the albuminuria. 1L is well
known, in Iced, tbnt disordered vision and even blindness ure not uncoiumon occut·
rencesinJli-igbL'sdisea.se.
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for excellent works upon the disease. very properly, therefore, in llis inaugural
thesis, divided the attack ofeclampsia. into certain stages, as Dr. Benu had alrendy
done for tbc paroxysm of epilepsy. 'l 'he only fault which we find with them bolh
is for making the coma one of the stages of the attack, whereas it is but tf1e f'lld of
it. We shall, therefore, admit three stages in the paroxysm ofeclat11p!'lio.: I. The
stage of initiatory convulsions. 2. 'l'he stage of tonic convulsi1>us. 3. 'l'he stagfl
of donicconvulsions.
I. :ilage of i11itiatory convulsions.-'l'hese almost ahrnys begin in the fu.ce, the
mu$dCs of which are affected with ver.v limited and very rapid choreic motions,
readily perceptible through the skin. The e,yclids wink very rapidly, but sufficiently to show the globe of the eye, which rolls upward aud downward se''Crnl
times successively. The strongly contracted muscles of the alro nnsi dilate the
nostrils; lbe mouth is partly open, and soon becomes distorted by the depression of
one of its corners. The convuls ions of the face are always more marked on one
side than ou the other; finally, the head inclines in the same direction, and approaches the shoulder.
At the same time, the limbs, especially the arms, arc affected with convulsive
j erkings. The forearms a.re violently pronated; the ti::;ts are closed, with the thumb
cither bent into the palm, or extended and inserted between the forefinger and the
metlius. This stage rarely lasts longer than a minute.
2. Stage of tonic convulsions.-Suddenly, the look becomes completely fixed;
the countenance, taken as it.were by surprise, and rendered immovable in the midst
of its g rimace, exhibits barely a few limited fibrillary contractions. The toogue is
thrust out of the mouth, the ma.ssetcrs close the jaws strongly, and the tongue is
badly bitten, unless care has been ta.ken to push it in, or prevent the teeth from
coming together.
The limbs nnd the trunk stiffen in the just described attitude; breathing is suspended, and there is an instant of general immobility, when death seems impending.
This stage is very short, rarely lasting over a. few seconds .
3. Stage of clo1iic co11v11fslons.- Relaxation soon occurs, and the tonic spasm
subsides to be succeeded by clooic convulsions, which appear simultaneously in
vari ous parts of the body, giving rise to shocks correspondi ng with alternate contraction aud relaxation of the muscular system.
Th e face, which had been drawn to one sille, returns to the median line; the head
'·ibrates frumone side to the other. The eyelids open and close suddenly, with
rhythmic regularity. The orbicular, canine, and zygomatic muscles of the lips are
jerking, and the patient seems to be chewing or endeavoring to mumble some
\VOrds. Respiration is imperfect and quickened. The face is congested, swollen,
and acquires a bluish or livid hue.
Air, mixed with saliva and blood from the wounded tongue, gives rise to a bloody
foam, which fills the mout.h and is discharged between the lips. The appearance
of the patient is then truly hideous.
The convuls ive movements of the limbs are generally quite limited in extent: if
the woman is lying on her back, she l'etains the position without need of holding,
and it is only necessary to ta.kc care that she does not fall out of bed.
Th e clonic convulsions occur twice, thrice, or even four times or mol'epersecond.
Though this stage of the attack is generally short., it is liable to be prolonged; caseB
.ne nuted in which it lasted ten minutes, and I know that I have seen it last for
lwenty minutes, by the watch.)
The muscles of the holl ow organs do not remain altogether indifferent to

the disorder in the external muscular apparatus; for the fecal matters, the
urine, and the contents of the stomach, are often expel led by th e convulsive
contraction of the reservoirs in which they had accumulated.
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The respiration is interrupted, noisy, and affected by contmual jerkings
without any regular order i sometimes, indeed, as l\ladamc Lachapelle ha.a
observed, it is wholly arrested by the spasmodic contraction of the di:lphra.gm
and other muscles of the thorax.
According to Dr. Tyl er Smith, the muscles of the larynx are contracted
convulsi\·ely, so as to obliterate the glottis almost completely; hence the
respiration is either suspended or noisy, and the inspiration short and quick;
consequently, hematosis is either suspended or diminished. This momentary
asphyxia explains satisfactorily the bluish, or even blackish color of the
face and extrem iti es, the swelling of the head and neck, which are gorged
with black blood, as also the frightful turgescence of the skin, eyes, and
tongue. The carotids beat violently, and the jugulars stan<l out prominently.
The secretion of the salivary gl::mds is incroused by their couge;;tion. The
jaws are closed forcib ly, and in con,-equence of the approximation of the
teeth, a.nd the quantity of saliva. in the mouth, the air c.:;c:lpes with a hissing
noise, and by agitating the saliva, forms a thitk ro~un, which i.3 expelled
continually from the mouth. This foam is not unfrequently stained with
blood from wounds produced in the tongue by the teeth.
The spasm of the pharynx renders swallowing impossible, so that substances placed upon the base of the tongue, remain there to the risk of producing asphyxia. In a case of thi s kind, Dr. Simpson (of Stanford) exc ited
deglutitiou by p lacing the substance to be swallowed in the upper part of
the pharynx, and sprinkling the face with cold water.
According to Dr. Smith, the muscular fibres of the heart may also participate in the general convulsion. The extreme lividity and turgesceace of
the entire surface of the body are sometimes greater in cclampsia thaa in
ordinary asphyxia, the entire body being in the condition in which the head
is found in persons who have been hung. Dr. Sm ith thinks that this state
is attributable to the venous circulation; may it not be asked, he says,
whether there is not a spasmod ic contraction of the right auricle, giv in g rise
to a congestion of the entire venous system from the vena cava to the capillnries? And is not this supposition confirmed by the autopsy, exh ibiting,
as it does1 the ventricles a.ad auricles completely emptied of blood?
A very remarkable circumstaace, and one which seems to me to prove the
urremic nature of eclampsia. is the suspension for a longer or shorter time
of the urinary secretion. I have had occasion, several times, to introduce
th e catheter during the attack, and have found the bladder quite strongly
contracted, and entirely empty. In the majority of cases, I have not been
able to obtain more than half a spoonful of urine, whilst in others it was
impossible to extract a drop. It i.s well known that ischuria is one of the
symptoms of poisoning by urremia.
At the commencement of the fit, the pulse i.s full and hard, subsequently
becoming smaller and almost imperceptible; the skin is hot and dry, and is
soon covered by a profuse perspiration. This transpiration usually coincides
with a diminution in the frequency and intensity of the spasm, and announces its speedy termination. Whil e it lasts, the sensorial and intellectual
fun ctions are wholly abolished; the p11tient is conscious of neither sound nor
light; the sensibility is entirely lost1 and we may pinch, ind:se, or burn th"
1
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skin with impunity, ancl without her knowledge, and even without her r&collecting it after the fit.
The effect of the conv ul sions upon the coutractility of the uterus is

extremely variable.

During the attack, the uterus sometimes remains pas-

sive, astonished, as it were, at the universal disorder; whilst, on the other
lrnnd , there are cases in which, whether the eclamp::;.ia comes on during labor
or precedes
the contractions continue with their normal regularity
Occasionally,
it seems to participate in the general irritation, and
expels the fcetus very rapidly, even when the sli ght clibtation of the neck
would appca~· to indicate that delivery was yet distant. This rapid cxpul·
sion, of which the patient is entirely unconscious, may escape the attention
of the aceoucheur, and in some instances the child has died asphyxiated
between the mother's thighs, for want of the proper attentions.
I thiuk, however, tlmt these rapid deliveries are far less frequent thno.
some accoucheurs imagine. The idea of an earlier delivery than usual may
have had its origin in a neglect to ascertain the condition of the cervix,
which may ha.ve become dilated without the consciousness of the female.
Whenever I have been able to follow up the labor, the cervix has always
appe:1re<l to me to dilate very slowly, and has often seemed to be contracted
spasmodically, a~ though it participated in the general convulsions. The
cxpulsive stage is, I think, shorter than usual, a fact re:tdily accounted for
by the energy of the uterine contractions and the sl ight resistance of the
perineum, the muscles of which are in a state of resolution during the coma.
Although the fits do not accompany each pain, they nearly always co1ne
on just at the commencement of one. "This appears to me to be so manifest and decid1.;d," says Dewees, 11 that I think I could tell what is going oo
at the mouth of the uterus, without an examination per vaginam." This,
however, is not always the case; for, under some unusual circumstances, the
contraction appears only when the convulsion has reached the lower extrPmities. Tfierefore, although in the first case the uterine action appears to
detennine the convulsive attack, in the second it seems to be the consequence
of it. It is possible that this difference may furnish an explanation of the
variable effect of eclampsia upon the termination of labor.
The cessation of the convulsive attack is never abrupt; the movements
and spasms gradually become less violent; the respiration is less hurried
and more full ; the face loses part of its lividity; the muscles are only agitated at intervals, and their action resembles that which is excited by
passing a brisk electric shock through them.
In general, the first fit is of short duration, and not very violent; but, in
most cases, the fits are repeated frequently, and the symptoms become more
and more frightful in proportion as they are renewed; the succeeding one,
say 1\Ierriman and Velpeau, being often heralded by an uncommon slow·
ness in the pulse. In the latter paroxysms, Madame Lachapelle has remarked that the convulsive shocks are less considerable, and sooner over
than the earlier ones, but that the comatose symptoms are more grave and
persistent. I do not regard this as correct, but it is true that the comato~e
symptoms are more serious and persistent.
The duration of an attack is very variable. The first fits are commonly
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rh e shortest, becoming more prolonged as they are renewed. At first, they
last from one to two minutes, and afterwards from three to four; but they
rarely exceed six. to eight minutes. It is sa,id that they luwe lasted fo r a
quarter or half an hour, and even for a whole hour; but those authors who
pretend to have known them to continue for severa l hours, 1rn.ve evidently
regarded both the convulsirn and comatose periods as parts of the paroxysm.
The number and rapidity of the convulsions are equaj ly variable; in nearly
all cases, there are two or more, und sometimes they have reacheJ as high
as ::iixty. In some instances, tJ1ere is an interval of several hours, or half a
d:Ly, between them ; while in others, on the contrary, only a few minutes
elapse before the return of the next.
c. Interval.-The patient remains in a state of complete prostration during
the intervals of the first three or four pa1·oxyims; but she soon comes to
herself: opens her eyes, and looks at everyth ing around with astonishment;
she scarcely recognizes the persons an<l objects about her, and ca nnot be
made to comprehend the distress and anxiety of her friends and family, for
she has no knowledge of what took place while the fit lasted; but in a short
time her ideas become cle:uer, and at length she entirely 1·ecovers the use
of her faculties. These lucid intervals are quite prolonged after the early
attacks; but, as they are renewed, the moments of iutelligeo(;e become
shorter and shorter during their intervals, and the woman ultimately sinks
into a state of profound coma or apparent death; from which she is only
aroused by the return of fresh convulsive movements.
This comatose state presents all
an intense cerebrnl
congestion, of which indeed it
is a consequence. Even if' it be
supposed that during the convulsion the muscular fibres of the auricles present no obsh·uctiou to the return of the Yenous blood, the violent contraction
of the mu:::;cles of the neck certainly compresses the veins there situated 1 and,
by preventing the return of the blood, gives rise to cerebral congestion,
which produces the insensibility during the attack, and the sleep which follows it. The stupor is profound, the faee injected, the respiration stertorous,
and the limbs are in a state of perfect flexibility; but t.he sens ibility, though
greatly blunted, ii:; rarely Jost altogether, for when we pinch the patient, or
rub her roughly, she shows signs of uneasiness, and groans very much like
individuals who are laboring under a severe concussion of the brain. How·
e\'er, the torpor 1nay be such that the sensibility is entirely loi>t; but even
then the fomalc appears to be conscious of the pain caused by the uterine
contraction, for, when the latter comes on, ;,he evinces by her countenance
and groans, the sufferings she experiences. The intellectual facu lties seem
to be wholly abolished, the pupils are dilated and iusensible. In general,
the pulse is strong and developed.
When this comatose state is a.bout passing off, it changes into a somnolency, from whicb the woman may be aroused by speaking to her i and the
sensorial faculties gradually return. When the torpor is dissipated, she
complains of great fatigue, and of a foe\iug of paiuful weariuesa; then, at
the end of a variable period, thi:s prostration gives way to great anxiety, the
prelude of a fre:;h attack.
51
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§ 3. T1mMTNATION OF EcLA)IPSrA.
An attack of eclampsia may terminate either by reco,•ery, l r death, or
by giving rise to some other disease. When the patient is likely to get well,
the paroxysms are usually few in number, of short durat ion, and occurriug
after long intervals. During this latter period, the female reCO\'Crs more or
less completely the use of her limbs, as also of her sensorial and intellcctu:1l
faculties.
'Vh en there is to be no return of the fit, the intellectual farultics are the
longer in rcga.ining their normal condit ion as they have been the more dis·
ordered, or as they have been suspeuded for a greater period. The memory
particularly is much weakened, sometimes even is altogether destroyed, for
the patient not only cnnnot recall what took place during the fit, but she
has likewise forgotten the common occurrences of the fow dnys preceding
the invasion of' the symptoms; and it is only restored by degree~, each hour
adding some facts to those of which she had previously recovered the recollection. It is singular that this defect of memory is often limited to isobt('d
words; thus some h:we been known to forget entirely the names of their
nearest. relatives; others could no longer recall the name of the street, or
the number of the house they occupied; and certain others again had entirely lost the memory of dates.
Alphonse Leroy reports one instance in which a very singular aberration
of vision followed some convulsive phenomena, that held the patient's life
in jeopardy for several days; all the objects tha.t were brought before her,
and all the surrounding persons, looked black.
The sight and hearing likewise
time for tne recovery of
their perfect
the
condition is thus gradually
am el ioratcd, and
heal th.
On the contrary, when
is about to terminate by death, the
convulsi\'e attacks
to
for four, five, or six minutes with
grC'at intensity; they occur in rapi<l succession, and during the interval tl1at
separates them, the female is sunk in a torpor, from which she ca nn ot he
aroused by any external irritants. The period at which death takes pince
under such circumstances is very variable, though in general it is between
twelve and fo rty hours after the invasion of the first symptoms. Sometimes,
however, the patient dies at the outset of the disease. The bead, says !If.
Df'paul, began to distend the perineum and appear at the vulva 1 and there
was notbiug to excite alarm, when I suddenly observed a change in the
patient's countenance, characterized by convulsive movements, aud grimaces,
heralding eclampsia, and death followed imm ediately.
The child was extracted alive by the forceps, hut it died a few minutes
after with eclamptic convulsions.
D~ath may occur in the convu lsive stage, or in that of the coma. In the
tormer case it is evidently due to asphyxia, which is itself produced by the
paralysis, or rather by the permanent contract ion of the muscles of the chest
and of the glottis; 1 in the latter, it is a result of the cerebral congestion,
and sometimes e\·en of' a true npoplexy.
t This nspliyxia might. nlso
of 1he brouchinl
mucus l'omeiimes accumultdel!.

~Lruction

accvrding to noer, as a
iuwhicbn.coni.iderable
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Finally, there is no reason why we should not admit, with M. Aran, that
death may, in some ca,.cs of cclampsia, result from a sudden a rest of the
mo\ emcnts of the heart.'
Aga in, an attack may not be grave enough to end in death, and yet may
give rise to sc \·eral ,·cry ~criou;; disorders. For instance, when the eclampi:;ia
occurs in the commencement of the labor, the violent contractions of the
womb may cmi..c:.e rupture of the organ, if the as uteri is not suAiricntly
dilated. ~\gain, it i::; po~,-ib l e that the d isorders in the ci rculntion may ocrasiou a cerebra l congc:;tion; and the conseq uent engorgement of the vcs.<:els
of the brain may be such as to produce their rupture, which i:; followed by
nn apoplectic effusio n, and, as a consequence, by hcmiplegia. In plethoric
women, thi1s anatomical lesion might C\' en be produced by the early paroxysm:;:;; and it is probably in this way that the cases observed and de~cribcd
by .M. Mcniere, under the name of puerperal apoplexy, might be interpreted.
A sangu in eous determination may also take place toward the lung, and
thus produce congestion of that organ.
As a po:o:~ible con.;;equcnce of the congestive condition of the brain and its
membrane:-:, we should ali:;o mention a state of irritation. which occa.,,.ions and
maintains for a. longer or shorter time, a complete or partinl delirium, nnd
sometimes even, the symptoms of a true 1llcningitis or meningo-cnccph:ilitis.
Of the seven eclamptic women treated at the Obotetric:il Clinic," hil~t I
was on duty, four pre.:scnted evident symptoms of meningiti.:s after the com a
had entirely pasoed offj two of them died, and exhibitc<l the anatomica l
characters of meningitis nt the autopsy.
But independently of these unfrn-orablc complications, wl1ich constitute so
many ncw diseases fo r the physician to combat, there is another one 'rhich
is les.s imm ediate, but not le.:s.s rare, says l\Iadame Lachapelle; that is puer·
peral periton~tis.
In con<.:lusion, certain cutaneous or intestina l inflammations may rcflult
in consequence of the ene rgetic measures employed again st the eclampsia.
Thus, th e life of the patient has somet imes been endan gered by an attac·k
of entcro-coli tis. The sinap isms, al::;o, which are then crowded on the lower
extremities, are not fe lt by the patient, and may be forgotten in Lhc general
agitation; con,.equently, they remain npplied too long, and thus produce
erysi pel as and se\•ere ,·csications. A lady, reported by lH. Velpeau, was
attacked, on the second clay of her convalescence, by a. violent ery,.ipela!!
over the whole leg, because the sinapil)ms applied there procluce1l no cfH.:ct
at first, and therefore were allowed to remain on toO long.
1

1 The benrt, ~ays M Aran, is n. mu~cula.r organ, and as such is ccr1a.inly linhle to
have its innervation affected, as also the prope1tieswith which it isentlowe•l ns n con-
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§ 4.

DYSTOCIA.
DI.AGNOSIS.

The minute detail in to which we have entered in describing the symptoms
of eclampsia might possibly dispense "ith a return to its p inC'ipal char-

acters; but as there are some a.ffoctions that have a strong amdogy to purrperal convulsions, we shall again bring forward the signs by which they can
be distinguished .

\\'hen considered as a whole, eclampsia is so easy to diagnosticatc, and its
symptoms are so well marked, that it really seems useless to recapitulate
th em; but it is composed of two widely different stages, the paroxysmal and
the comatose, during either of which the physician may be called upon to
decide what is the nature of the affection. Thus, during the paroxysm, it
may be confounded with hysteria, epilepsy, catalepsy, or tetanus; while
apoplexy, co ncussion of the brain, and the coma of drunkenness may be
miRtakcn for it in the comatose stage.
However, in l1ysteria there is sometimes an alteration, but never a total
abolition, of tl1e intell ectual powers; indeed, the senso1·ial faculties have an
unu~ual degree of delicacy and perfection i there is no coma after the fit, and
the convulsive movements arc altogether different from echmpsia; thus, tho
limbs become forcibly flexed (instead of being extend ed,) and subseque ntly
writhe with violence; there is a contilllml tendency to change the po;:;ition,
and the patient would certainly throw herself out of bed if she were not
hel<l down by vigorous arms. Again, an hysterical paroxysm is nearly
always preceded or accompanied by the fl.ensation of a ball ri:3ing from the
hypogastrium towards the t hroat, which gives rise to a feeling ofsuffocatio11
similar to that produced by strangulation.
D eglutition is very difficult or impossible, but the muscles are much le~::;
strongly contracted, and instettd of that whistling respiration whicl1 indicate.;
constriction of the throat, there are loud cries, proving a free oj>ening of the
larynx. There is almost never frothing at the mouth as in eclamp::: ia. The
thumb, instead of being fl exed in the palm of the hand, is extC'ndcd out,:idt'
of the other fingers, which are flexed. Finally, hysteria generally appear,;
in the early months, whilst ecbmpsia appertains more particularly to the
t enninn.tion of pregnancy.
But of all the convulsive affections, epilepsy is the most likely to be confounded with eclampsia. It is unusual, however, for the patients to utter a
cry at the beginning of an attack of eclampsia, as is very common in epilep~y.
This is the first point of difference as noted by Chailly and de Railly, and
which I can confirm from personal observation. Succeeding the epileptic
paroxysm there is little or no coma, which is always present to a g reater or
Jess degree after puerperal convuls ions. Still, as epilepsy is sometimes
followed by a prnfound coma, it will be necessary to examine the urine,
which will not usually be found to contain albumen as it would in a case of
echmpsia.
Moreover, in the latter disease, microscopic examination of depo:::its in the
urine within twenty-four hours after its e\'ac uati on, nrny detect the preSi~uce
of the cylinders of fibrin described by German authors, a!:> well as blood und
mucus corpuscles and epithelial cells from the ureterB.
It is well, however, to bear in mind that the same obsenalion applies lo
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the pr~ence of these cylindrical bodies in the urine as to the album en and
liloo<l, namely, that sometimes few or e\'en none arc detected by the most
careful examination; and the same th ing has been observed in all v:trictic8
of Bright's disease. It has been shown by
eld, that the occurrenee of
the.~e exudat ions is intermittent, and that, con!:icquently, there arc times
when none are present in the kidney~. This explains why some observers,
)I. 13lot, for example, have never met with them.
The persistence of' theconvuh>ive rigidity of the limbs di:stinguishes tetanus
from every other disease. Finally, catalepsy pre:;ents as an essential character the singular peculiarity,-that the extrem ities often preserve through·
out the whole fit the position which they happened to have at its commence·
ment, or any one we can succeed in making them assume during this con·
vuh.-i\·e state.
The comatose stage of cclampsia will be distiuguishcd from apoplexy by
the following signs : it has been preceded by convulsirn phenomena, which
iti not the case in the latter disease; all the extremities a re in a state of
complete re.:-olution, and they lmve entirely lost their sensibility and mobility i
and, motit generally, on ly hemiplegia results as a consequence of the cerebral
effu::iion. I t must, however, be obsen·ed that, when the etbmpt ic paroxysms
are frequently renewed, and th e patient's intelligence has been lost for some
time, the cerebral congest ion, \\hich keeps up the conrn 1 may determine an
effu!iion into the substance of the brain. llcmiplcgic phenomena then
appear at once, and it will be possible to detect, on the sid e opposite to the
one where the effusion took place, a more complete los.s of sensibility and
mobility, though the limbs on the other side may be in a state of resolutio n.
The reader will understand that, if the previous history were unkn own, the
diagnosis wou ld then be very obscure. The loss of intelligence is a lways
constant and total in eclampsia, whilst th is phenomenon may be wanting in
apoplexy, or be limited to a si mple obtuseness.
In cases of concus.sion of t he brain, the absence of all previous convu1·
sions, together with the presence of the marks of a fall, or of a violent blow
on the head, will serve to make out the diagnosis.
La~tly, the preYious history of the patient, the ejection of the contents
of the stomach mixed with a large quantity of alcoholic liquors, and the
vinous odor of the breath of intoxicated individuals, will enable us to distinguish the coma of drunkenness from that of eclampsia.
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§ 5.

PROGNOSIS.

Eclampsia is a yery dangerous affection, but we can not agree with
Madame Lachapelle, who states that one-half of t he women affected with
it are Jost. In order to appreciate Lhis conclusio n from the practice of the
illustriouo midwife, it is nece::i::iary to bear in mind the peculiar conditions
in which the patient! at La ~laternite are placed. After consulting the
numerous cases which I have had occa:lion to ob:serve, I think I might
.:safely say, that when the patiC'ut.s receive proper en.re in due time, the mortality ill hardly greater than one out of three and perhitps fo ur.
The prognosis var ies, however, according to the ca.use t hat gav e rise to
the convu l:::ions, to the stage of the puerperal coud ition at which they a.re
muuifestc<l, and to the particular progress of the :symptoms.
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Of all the various predisposing causes, serous plethora., or a partial or
general infiltra.tion, says l\Iadame Lachapelle, must give rise to the most
unfavorable prognosis. This proposition uow appears to us a great deal
too absolute. General infiltration should doubtless be considered as pre·
disposing to eclampsia much more than partial oodemai but when the dis·
casf' has once appeared, the general or partial infiltration adds nothing to
th e gnwity of the prognosis. This re.:;ults eYidently fr om the observation~
of .i\Il\f. Blot, Regnault, and Devilliers.
Thus, of four patients with
eclamp~ia, observed by l\I. Blot, three died, whilst all of three other~
affected in the same way 1 but free from redcma, recovered. So, also, 1\DL
Regnault and Devilliers, who had two deaths for two non-infiltrated cases
of eclampsia, observed but five deaths for nine rede matous cases, and three
others fell victims to later complications succeeding the ec1ampsin. In
short, the patients with eclampsia and a\buminuria, without redema, gh·e a
mortali ty of 7 out of 15; and those with redema, a mortality of 11
out of 51.
As albuipinuria is almost always pre-existent to eclarnpsia, it can hitve
no other effect than is referable to its longer or shorter duration and its
quantity. Albuminuria of very recent date, or of the kind styled transitory, and which gives only a slight cloud by the use of reagents, will lead
to a much less unfavorable prognosis than if it had existed for several
months and had afforded a copious deposit of albumen. An old case of
a.Jbuminuria always supposes an advanced disease of the kidney, or else au
altered state of the fluid . Th e cases observed by l\il\I. Devilliers and
R egnault, prove that death then occurs most frequently either during the
coma, or as a consequence of ul terio r complications. The following table
of 36 cases, by Braun, leads to the same conclusion.
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The convulsions that are developed in hysterical and epileptic patients,
or in women of great nervous susceptibility, and those which succeed any
acute moral emotion, are less formidable than those which have no relation
with the former nervous state of the female. Finally, the eclampsia that
can only be explained by the general alteration of the blood produced by
albuminuria, is much more dangerous than that whose appearance seems
connected with the irritation of some organ, as the uterus, bladder, intestine,
&c.; for in the latter case, sublata causa, tollitur effectus.
As the depletion of the uten!s is on~ of the most favorable conditions fo1·
th~ cure of the paroxysms, it is evide nt that, other things being equal,
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ecla.rupsia is far more serious when it comes on at the commencement of the
labor, tlrnn where it is not manifested until t11e dilatation of the part!> ir; so
advanced as to render a spontaneous or an artificial delivery hath possible
and easy. The convulsions are likewise more dangerous when manifested
at an early period of the gestation; not only because the
of recovery, is eYpose<l to fresh attacks during the
but also because the complete obliteration of' the
and length of the ceniix, will render the depletion of
impos:;ible.
It is unnecessary to acid that, in this respect, primiparre will be much more
exposed than women ''ho have previously borne childrcu. The truth of

this assertion has been que-;tioued of latter time, but I am happy to find a
resume in the memoir of l\l. '\'icger, which confirms it fully. Of sixtyfive women at different stages of pregnancy, who were attacked with
eclampsia, twenty-five died, either during the attack, or in cun~cqucnce of
subsequent complications. That which take:; place after lhe delive1·y is the
least unfavorable of a11; or rather such is the opinion of DugCs; but I
believe with Ramsbotham, that the pr.ognosis would then be much more
serious. I have remarked, says the latter, and here again I agree with
him, that when the convulsions come on in the last stages of labor, and
continue after the delivery, the woman generally dies i but if they are
arrested by the delivery, they seldom return, and the gentle slumber which
then succeeds is the signal of' a prompt convalescence.
The course and intensity of the symptoms of a convulsive attack greatly
influence its termination: thus, when the paroxysms are numerous and
violent, and follow each other in quick succession, more particularly if the
comatose state is prolonged during the whole interval that separates them,
and when the patient does not recover the use of her sensorial and intellectual faculties in this interval, the prognosis is exceedingly unfavorable,
for death most usually results.
Again 1 it must not be supposed that ail danger is over when the labor is
terminated and the convulsions have altogether disappeared; for according
to Denman, Collins, and others, the patients are then much exposed to consecutive abdominal inflammations, which, as is well known, often compromise their existence.
After the complete cessation of the accidents, the albuminuria is generall y
found to disappear rapidly, so that sometimes no traces of it remain at the
expiration of four or five days subsequent to delivery.
This circumstance is a happy one, since it justifies the expectation of a
happy convalescence. But if the urine rema.ins charged with albumen for
ten or fifteen days after the termination of the eclampsia, a return of the
accidents is to be feared, as I once obsened, on the fifteenth day; or else it
may be dreaded lest the alteration of the secretion might be due to a more
advanced degeneration of the kidney, which of itself would be likely to
endanger the woman's life.
If the prognosis is grave as regards the mother, it is at least equally so
for the child, since it very frequently dies during the convulsions that ta.ke
place in the course of the gestation or at the commencement of parturition!
for th~ disorder created in the maternal circulation must necessarily aflCct
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that of the fcctus. The latter may be affected with fatal ecla.mp~ia in the
womb. I have sometimes seen it present a contracted state of all the musclc.:i
of the limbs, immediately after its expu lsion; nor is it necessary to the produ ction of the latter condition, that the mother's convulsions should haYe
lasted for a long time. I sa.w (October, 1~46) a highly infiltrated primiparous female, in whose case t he complete dilatation of the cPrvix and powerful expulsivc pains gave promise of a speedy delivery, notwithstanding a
slight contraction of the pelvis, suddenly seized with an attack of convulsions. I applied the forceps immediately, and the chi ld, whose heart was
beating a few minutes before, was extracted without difficulty. It was dead,
and the upper and lower extremities, those of the right side especially, were
strongly contracted. The biceps muscles were extremely hard. .M. Prestat
mentions a uearly similar case.
Although the fmtus may escape the dangers to which the convulsions
expose it whilst sti ll within the womb, it is not yet entirely safe, for it is
subject to a sort of hered itary influence, during the early part of its existence, which renders it liable to c01n·ulsions similar to those with which the
mother was affocted. Sch mitt (of Paderbo1~n) relates, that a woman in whose
case an attack of eclampsia assumed for more than three hours the appearance of decided catalepsy, was delivered by the forceps of a living child.
At five o'clock of the next day, the latter presented symptoms of catalepsy
resembling precisely those of the mother, and died in spite of all that could
be done.
But these are not the only dangers to ,,·hich eclampsia exposes the child,
for it is evident that version or the application of the forceps, which is then
so often necessary, always endangers it.s existence more or less. Thus, of
fifty-on e ch ildren reported by l\Ierriman, thirty-four were sti ll-born, and
were born alive; which statement, unfavorable as it is, proves at
the opinion of many accoucheurs, the child is not
should not regard its lite as worthless in those
the intervention of art becomes requisite.
Notwithstanding the gravity of the general symptoms of eclampsia, its
effect upon the progress of gestation is not always so disastrous, for it has
been known to continue in spite of long and frequent attacks. Generally,
however, abortion or prem•tture labor is the result, and that, whether the
child be living, or whether it has perished in consequence of the violeut
shocks experienced by the mother.
H owever severe the attack may be, it is very unusual for the woman to
die undelivered, unless the expulsion of the footus be prevented by a
mechanical obstru ction. Still, sudden death has several times been known
to take place, four cases of the kind being mentioned by M. Wieger as ha'ving occurred in the practice of German accoucheurs. The Uresarean opera·
tion was performed upon the bodies.

§ 6.

PATII OLOGJCAL ANATOMY.

Thus far,post-mortem, examinations have thrown no light on the nature of
C}Clampsia, for most usually this disease leaves no appreciable anatomical
lesion behind. Often, indeed, there is a little serosity found in the veu-
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tricles or arachnoid ca~ity, and p~.:;ibly a more or Jess evicleut con!?estion
of the encephalic vessels; and when the affection has terminated in apo-

plexy, the i.Ji-;::;ection has exhibited either an apoplectic extrasasation into
the cerebral substance, or else a free effusion on its surface. But these ar(
evidl'ntly nothing more than secondary lesions, the effects, and not the cam~c,
of the convulsions.
In u woman who died from puerperal epilepsy, )(. Prestat found a little
bo<ly, of a i:;tony consistence, and about as large as an ordinary pea, in the
corpu:; l:;triatum of the right side; and, in another ca~c. )[. Bnudelocque
detected an o:<sification of the dur:i mater. But M. Prcstat was certainly
correct in regarding such anatomical le!:iions n.s mere coincidences, for
nothing would warrant the conclusion that a relation of cause and effect
exi:-ts between them and the convulsions.
Wh:tt we ha,·e stated in regard to the almost unifOrm coinc idence of
albuminuria with eclampsia, and to its common connection with lesions of
the kidney;:, sufficiently indicate th:.tt the anatomical lesions are hereafter
to be sought for in those organs. For our own part, we ha\'C never failed
to do so for the past ten years, nor do we he,:.;itate at the pre.sent time to
conf;idcr albuminous nephritis as one of the mo:;t common lesions after
puerperal convulsions. As already stated, the kidneyii luwe almost universally prc:-iented the anatomical characters of nephrilii:i, the more or Jes!!
advnncecl degrees of which appeared to coincide with the chronicity and
abundance of the albuminuria.
Other ob.:::ervers, amongst whom I might mention )DI. Blot and Depaul,
state that usually they ha\'C met with no disease of the kidney, and regarding the abo,•e-mentioncd facti; as altogether exceptional, insist thaL iu the
majority of crue.s Bright's <li::ea"'e has no connection with eclampsia.
In the fir-st place, I woul<I call altention to the fact, that I do not regard
Bright's disea:'.'e as residing in the lesion of the kidney exclusively (page
491) i n.ncl that although the kidneys should prc~ent nothing abnormal, the
alteration of the urine is sufHcicnt to pro\'e its existence. I might, therefore, strictly pay no regard to the facts mentioned by my opponents i but
let us examine whether, independently of the opinion which I support, the
ob::errntions of )DI. Blot and Depaul are of much ·v alue. They haYe
found nothing, ::ay they; but perhaps their not having done so is their own
fault in not having examined -sufficiently, and I ha ye to acknowledge that
hitherto I had committed the same error. Works recently published in
Germany show, in fact, that the naked eye is ent irely incompetent to detect
anatomically the commencement of albuminous nephritis, and that the fir;:;t
<legrC<.'s of renal alteration can be discovered only by the microscope.
The nature of this book does not prrmit me to enter into the anatomical
nn<l micro,.;copic details found in Frerich;:;' work; but the re:sca.rches of which
I speak eyidently show the small value of obi;crvation:s in which the micro·
:;r-ope hai; not been employed. All negative facts should, therefore, be re·
gar<lecl for the moment as having no exi:;trnce, and more accurate observalions are necei"sary to determine whether o r not there are cases in which the
lf'.~ions of the kidneys are altogether wanting.
.
lleuceforth, therefore, attention shou ld be especially directed to the ku.1D<'ys.
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NATUHE OF EcLAMPf'L\.

As a consequence of the l:lhors of thm•e modern patholngist:i who l1uve
followed the impuh:e ginn by .M. l~ny ..:r, ed:unp.:.ia, "hi<·h had been -~o
long classed with the neuro:::;c~, that is to say, ,\-ith cliH·n!'e.~ who:<e natun· i~
entirely unknown, begins to be better tmdcr~tood. " 'honer !-hall ha\e
rend attentively what we hase sai<l of puPrpcrul albuminu1fa ( page 4!l~ ,,
and of its !'elations with ccbmpsia. (page 792 1, will perceive that we tau uo
longerwithh0ld our opinion as re:::;pects the nature of puerperal connil:<ion ....
In the fir:::t place, let us return to what we regard as the fundamental f:u·t,
which must. decide the wl1olc qul::tion, namely, that eclnmptic femall·s are
almost always affected with albuminuria. Now, the pre8ence of albumrn
in the urine during the puerperal state, al\\ays denotes a geucral alteration
of the urinary setretion. This alteration, as stated (page (4921, first cons i:.ts in a modification of' the clements of the blood, '\ hich is soon complicated with a leeion of the ki<lneye, con~tituting its anatomital expre.:-:<iun,
as albuminuria. and still later eclamp:: ia arc its symptomatic expre.:-::-ion.
Eclamp:::.ia is, therefore, the ultimate phenomenon of Bright's
whether it be merely a general affection or more especially localized
kidneys.
It is po:;iti,·ely shown by clini cal ob.:>cn·ation that a very close connection
exists between albuminuria and cclampsia. It becomes, then, a very important matter to trace back this connection from the latter to the former; and
here it is that the theory of urrcmia come.; in, as ex plain ed in another pnrt
of this work, to which we refer the reader. (See page 498.) W e confCes,
however, tha.t the pathologicnl assumptions there taken are far from being
firmly e:;tabli!::heJ, and that the true explanation may be yet unrevealed;
at all events, the fact remains that there docs exbt a relation of cause and
effect bet\\een a lbuminmia and puerperal convulsions.
~DI. Blot, Depaul, and sonic others, havin g raised several objections to
thi s opinion, we shall next cnd ca,·or to appreciate their value.
"1. As albumen is not di::Co\·cred in the urine of all pregnant women,
therefore eclampsia is not ncceesarily connected with albuminuria and
Bright's dii::ca:;c."
Suppo::ing the obsen·ations upon which this first objection is based to
have been well made, and some of them, a.t least, seem to me deserving of
all confidence, they still do not prove incontestably what is desired. Albu·
mea, indeed, is not found invariably in all incliYiduals who, not being in
the puerperal state, are certainly affected with albuminous nephritis; although very abundant ttt certain period::;, itdiminbhes greatly at other:5, and
sometimes even disappears entirely for a longer or shorter time, but only
to return ngRin rather later. These same intermissions may also be met
with during pregnancy; an<l we ma.y readily imagine that unless the urine
of the same woman who afterwards was attacked with eclampsin, bad been
examined frequently and through a long period, it could not be concluded
that she was not albuminuric, especially if the albumen should appear during the convulsive attack.
Furthermore, facts have been observed by Ma.zoun, a. Russian physician.
and referred Lu by M. Im bert-Goubeyre 1 which appear to me to answer Lile
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objection still more completely. Mazoun mentions three cases in ,,·hich the
autopsy disclosed,-once, the· anatomical type of the second degree of
Bright's clisca~e; once, a lard-like cond ition of the kicluey; and once, tho
characters of the first degree of Bright'::; disease; yet, although the patients
vocre obscrYed daily for seyeral weck:S, a lbumen wa~ ll{'VCI' detected in their
urine. Unless we admit th11t the fa.tty kidneys di<l not mark a case of
Bright's di,.ease, it must be allowed that this cli:;:ease may exi~t exceptionally
without :ilbumiuuria. I my:sclf witne,.:$ed a case of the same character,
which was afterward pubfod1ed by my colleague and friend, Dr. Fournier,
in his the-"iil- for the Concoiirs. Now, if this is so, what can be concluded
from tho,.e rare cases in which the eclampsia was neit.her preceded nor
accompanied hy albuminmia?
"2. When the kidneys present no a lteration at the :rntopsy, can it still
be said that the eclamp,.ia was the consequenee of albuminuria ?"
I have already replied to thi~ objection affirrnatinly, if we regard, a.'i
always !ihould be done, the general alteration of the fluids, and also if the
micro.:;cope has not been employed, for it alone can now enable us to say
that no real alteration exists.
"3. The difficulty and rarity of the cures of Bright's disease are well
known; how, then, if puerperal albuminuria is clue to the same cause, ex·
plain the prompt disappearance of the albumen after delivery, and llv~
rapid recovery of the patient:;?"
It is true that the albuminuria cli~appears quickly in a certain proportion
of ca:-:e.-;; but generally in tho::-e cases no eclampsia had taken place, or, at
lca.o:;t, the patients reco,·ered . Here, as was stated, it is probable that the
blood was but slightly altered, and that the active or pai::sive congestion of
the kidneys produced by the obstruction to the venous circulation, contributed to a certain extent to the production of the albuminuria. 'Ve can
then readily imagine that, one of the causes being removed by the delivery ,
the other might be incapab le of ma intaining the functional cfowrder; but i t
is not true to say that in other than these favorable conditions, the al bu·
minuria eeases in a few hours. I ha\'e already quoted the statistics of 1\1.
I mbert-Goubeyre, from which it evidently follows that when the disease
pro\'es fatal, the albumen continues to the end; and that in a certain num·
ber of ca~es, which will probably be found to increase when the patients
shall be followed more carefully, it passes into the chronic condition. I
might ndcl with M. Wieger, that the medium duration of the albuminuria.
in the non-fatal cases is from eight to ten days after delivery.
We sec, therefore, that these objections have no great force, and are not
of a character to inva lidate the mnny good reasons which go to support our
opinion.
We do not wish to deny absolutely the possible occurrence of apparently
erlamptic com·ulsions, in the case of a woman in labor, who presents neither
albuminuria nor any of the symptomt5 of Bright's clkease. On the contrary,
we be lieve that in some very rare casC.'l 1 the reflex irritation produced by an
extremely painful labor, or the violent congestion of the veins of the spinal
column, occasioned by the extreme efforts of the woman, may over-excite
the ::pinal marrow and give rise to partial or even general convulsions.
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But we regard such cases as altogether exceptional, and would even be di!;poscd to debar tl1em from the title of ecbm1isia, and consider them a,. !-implc con\·ulsioni::, hystni<:al or otherwi~c, in their nature. Suc·h, at lea:-it, is
the inip rcs5-io n left upon us Ly the two <'<l~Cs of the kind which ha.\·e come
under our mrn ohEerrntion; nnd the rending of the puhlif'hed cm•c·i; i11C'lin1:8
me to belieYe that most of them were not instances of real eclamp... ia.

§ 8. THEATl\IENT.
The management of ec1ampsia must necessarily be <lidded into the preventi\'e and the curative treatment
1. Pl'eventive Treatment.
We lia.ve dwelt sufficiently upon the etiology of eclampsia to show the
importance which we attach to albuminuria, or, rather, to the di::;ca~e of
which it is the symptom. The presence of albumen in the blood of a pre_(!nant woman is the indication of a mal'ked prcdiRposition on her part to
puerpcrnl convulRions, and tl1e best preventive treatment would be that
which would result in the most favorable alteration in the condition of the
blood, or in the amelioration of the renal affection which is the npparent
cause of the albuminuria. Unfortunately, all the therapeutic measures
employed hitherto in other conditions than the puerperal, have been very
unsatisfactory. The tonic treatment, however, has seemed in some cases to
be sufficiently useful to cncoura~e new trials, especially during prcg-nancy,
in wl1ich, as we have seen, the diminution of the albumen is attended by !\
lessening in the amount of all the solid principles of the blood. l would,
therefore, have no hesitation in recommending the animal diet and the administration of iron, in cases of albuminuria complicating pregnancy.
The recent investigations of 1\1. Mialhe, which pro\'e that an exceES of
water in the blood is one of the most active causes of albuminuria, are evidently .calculated to confirm us in the therapeutic course which we have
recommended for a long time.
But, as we have already ob~crved, convulsions a]most never appear in &
pregnant woman with albuminuria, unlc~s Eome accidental circumstance, so
to speak, should happen to excite them. They are usually connected with
cerebro-spinal congestions, themselves occasioned by fortuitous circumsta nces, with serous plethora, or the mechanical obstruction to which the
venous circulation is subjected during gestation and labor; therefore, the
first object should be to prevent this congestion. On this account it is that
bleeding should hitve the precedence of all others as a preventive mca15ure.
It should be practised several times during the latter months of pregnancy
in such women as may present some of the symptoms of cerebral cong(:~
tion; 1 it might also be practised with the happiest success in ccdematou:-

1!~~~§\\;~~~~1~~:~~~~~:(ff:~¥.~}~~

llwy were auendell with co11"uh1ions; whilst, in lhe other gestations, she hnd recoune

lo tlii,;i remedy, a.ml was safely confined.
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female.~, more particularly when the prerursory pl1cnomena of cclamp$ia
shall be mnn ifested. Jn the latter, we should also resort. to the measures
ealcul:tted to dim inhsh the ,·olume of the pa rts distended by infiltration;
such a!:i derivatives to the intestinal canal and urirniry pa~sagcs, the appl ication of compresses steeped in co ld water, or some aromatic decoctio11, and
to puuetures with the lancet. Nervous and irritable women, of a dry habit,
"ill also be benefited by a moderate bleeding from the arm, and by lukewarm baths, repeated frequently during the latter months of pregnancy ;
and they :should avoid all acute moral emotions, &c., with the greatest possible care.
Re:;erve is called for in the use of diuretics, for, although they arc usefu l
in cerrn.in ca~es 1 they ma.y 1 in others 1 affect t he progres."! of the disease u11favorably. Generally spcaking1 when there is no diminution in the amount
of urine excreted 1 they should not be employed, for the increased urination
wouf<l augment the waste of' albumen, and consequently the impoYeri~hment
of the blood . \Vhen. however. the patient passes but little urine, it is important to increase the secretion, in order to prevent an admixture of the
principles of the urine with the blood 1 and thus Je:-;::en the chances of urremic
intoxication. The preparations of squill, digitalis, juniper1 &c., may then
be used with advantage.
After venesection and purgatives have been tried, Drs. Collins and Johnson highly extol the use of' tartar emetic, administered in such a way as to
nau~eate without producing vomiting. For this purpose, a tablespoonful of'
the following mixture is given by the mouth every half hour:
B..-Tarrn.remetic,
Laudauum,
Sin1ple syrup,
lnfu<1ion of pennyroynl,
F. i\I.

gr.vj.
gu.xxx.
f5ijss.
fjiij.

The quantity of tartar emetic is increased or diminished according to the
inten~ity of the symptoms, and the imminence of the disease. The same
potion Ls aL"o strongly recommended as a curative measurc1 after the i11vasiou
of thr~ convulsive attack.
(Although it cannot certainly be known that tlic paroxy.!!ms of eclampsia. will
immediately upoo delivery, it. is ne\'crlhcle~s true th:u they then do rnry oftcu
in frequency, and at last subside altogether. Tliis foct explains the
unanimous opinion of accoucheurs that deli\'ery is a favorable e\·eut during an
attnck of convu[,.ions. Tho que.'ition, therefore, ari~es, would it not be proper to
int.lu('C premature labor, for lhe purpo::;:e of arresting the all)umin11ria of pregnancy
and pre\•enting a pos~ilile attack of cel:impsia? Th(' que11tion, "!ien entertained,
has nlmost ulways been decided in the ncgati\'e. Cnsea, in fact, are not wanting
which l!O to prove that after proper treatment, e~pcciall.v bleeding. the albuminu.ria
may sub~ide, and that convulsions even, after ha\'ing occul'rcd, may cease, allowing
the pregn;1ucy to continue it~ course, :ind end with a fa\'Orahlc delil'ery at term .
Cun~ideration~ of this character, together with the obser1 atiuu that we.men 11ffected
with 1<C\'erealbuminuria harn not been tlttacked witlicunvuh;ion~, intimate that the
cea~~

dimini~h
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During parturition, the accoucheur should endeavor to modify or prevent
the influence of the various causes of <lystocia i thus, if the contractions
assume the character of irregular, tetanic pains, he must attempt to restore
them to their normal and regular type, by a resort to bathi11g, to the opiates,
or belladonna, and to venesection; for it is an ascertained fact that the exces·
sive agitation produced by these pains is often the forerunner of eclamp::;ia
in a nervous and irritable woman.
It were hardly necessary to call attention to the favorable effect that in ha.
Jations of chloroform might have under these circumstanr:cs, both by chang·
ing the character of the contrn.ctions, and diminishing the irritability of the
nervous centres.
At the very commencement of the labor, the precaution should be taken
to empty the bladder and large intestine, and to relieve the stomach of indigestible food, which might have an unfavorable effect, by vomiting.
All these measures are particularly indicated when the patient under
care had previously suffered from convulsions in her former labors, for she
is by tha.t very fact predisposed to a return of them.
After the delivery, the accoucheur might often prevent this accident by
carefully exploring the state of the womb subsequent to the expulsion of the
child and placenta; and by assuring himself that it is well rrtracted, and
that it contains no foreign bodies, such as coagula, or portions of the membranes or placenta.

2. Curative Treatment.
The curative treatment consists of the general measures that are applicable in all cases, and of the special means, which necessarily vary according
to the period at which the puerperal convulsions are manifested.
A. Geneml .Measures.-At the head of the list of curative meam we mu~t
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place ~anguineons emissions, which have been resorted to under every form.
To these, therefore, we mu5t first have recourse; but, in the em1)Ioyment o~'
this remedy, seyeral questions, that arc important in a practical point of
view, are presented for solution. Ought we to employ general or local
bleeding? ~\nd, if general, which vein is to be opened? And what quan·
tity of blood should be drawn?

In a large majori.ty of cases, general vencsection will first be preferred;
and the rernl:"ive application of leeches or cupping will only be resorted to
in those instances where the convulsions shall have followed a profuse hemor·
Where free bleeding has been practised, and the coma continues,
noll,lithsta1Hlling, throughout the whole interval between the fits, thus announcing an iutensc congestion about the eneephalon, we might apply leeches
with advantage to the mastoid processes, or to the neck, and also, perhaps,
· around the maheoli.
Writers h:we sharply discussed the question as to what vessels should be
opened; and arteriot.omy in the tempornl, bleeding in the arm or foot, and
opening the jugular vein, have been exto ll ed in turn . The advantages of
blood-letting are very 11early the same, wbchever vessel be opened; and,
consequently, as venesection in the arm is by far the most easy, and as we can
always obtain there as much blood as mav be deemed advisable, this is
usuaily practised, and, as a general rule, sho.ulcl be preforred.
I t is very important that the vein should be opened largely, and that the
blood should flow in a full stream. Should it dribble away, or the jet be
very small, the bleeding, Ramsbotlwm says, is almost useless, and another
vein had better be opened at once.
The quantity of blood to be drawn \'aries according to the patient's conthus, in
indistitution, the violence of' the paroxysms. &c.,
with the
of
viduals, we should, a.s a general rule, be
fourteen t.o eighteen ounces; and if the symptoms still continue
this,
and it be deemed necessary to keep up the sanguineous emission, it ought
to be confined to the application of fifteen, twenty, or thirty leeches behind
each ear.1
•
In plethoric women, after a copious bleeding of sixteen ounces, a second,
of ten to fourteen ounces, might be resorted to, two or three hours afterwards,
and perhaps even a third; but a fourth is nucly admissible, and we would
preferably apply, instead, either leeches to the mitstoid processes or cups to
the back of the neck.
Bleeding has the double advantage of removing t he congestion or irritation of the spinal marrow, and of preventing at the same time the ccrebrointhctcxtnreoflhcEurola<«'"""'""''vofbloouthrtnonrown.-7'm11.j/a .o11\
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spinal congestion, which takes place during the fit 1 and which may produce

fatal disorders, or at least become indirectly the cause of a fresh attack.
General bleeding, even when c.:arried so far as to weaken the patient
greatly, does not surely prevent congestion of the brain or even C>fl'u~iou;
for all these anatomical lesions haxe been observed in women who <lied after
profuse bleeding by the Lrncet. On the other hand, when carried beyond
certain limits, it may become itself the occasion of a fresh excitement of' the
spinal marrow, as is obscned after all great hemorrhages, which almost
always end io convulsions. The particular object, in applying leeches or
to the nucha or behind the ears, is to supply the insufficiency of' Yencto avoid any unfavorable effect which the latter might pos;,ibly
l1ave.
Though the gravity of the symptoms, and the fear of congestions and
effusions in the brain and spinal marrow, may often call for bleeding, it
should not be forgotten that the impoverishment of the blood of most
eclamptic patients contra-indicates a too abundant loss of blood. It is
proper, therefore, to bleed sufficiently to remove the congc8tions of the ncr·
mus centres or lungs, and to prevent apoplectic effusions, but goiug too far
in this direction would involve the most deplorable consequences.
Simultaneously with the venesection, it is advisable to produce a sa1utary
derivation to the intestinal canal and skin.

I thiuk that, as a rule, emetics ought not to be given during the attack,
being calculated to augment the COl1\'ul~ive movements and c::crebral conge~tion by the retchings they determine; still, if' there was good reason for
supposing that the acc:iclcnts were partially caused by the pre~!"ure of badly
digested fOod in the stomach, vomiting should be enc::ourage<l either med1anically, by tickling the throat, or by the administration of an emetic.
Purgatives are much to be preferred, espec:ially when the large inte.5tine
is filled with hardened focal mattei·s.
If the patient recovers her intelligence during the intervals, and she can
be induced to swallow, we might exhibit castor-oil by the mouth in the dose
of one or two ounces; or, still better, two grains of calomel every quarter of
an hour, until it produces a purgati\·e effect. If, on the contrary, ~he cannot
swallow, a plan advised by .Jlerriman might be adopted; that isi to put the
calomel mixed with moii;t sugar in e(1ual proportions between the lip::; and
alveolar arches, or, if possible, into the mouth, and renew it until seyeral
stools are procured. If this latter measure be ineffectual, it will be requisite
to act on the lower part of the intestinal canal by administering injections,
rendered purgative by the addition of an ounce aud a half or two ounces of
castor-oil, or of the miel 1nercurialei and, if necessary, by incorporating with
it a fow drops of croton-oil.
The fact that extreme di!ltention of the bladder has occasionally appeared
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to be tlrn determining cause of the attack, should always lead us to ascertain
the condition of that viscus by percussion, and to use the catheter if it should
chance to be found di::;tended.
There are yet some other measures that cannot be relied on when em·
ployed alone; but which, nevertheless, are too important to be neglected.
We allude to siuapisms applied successively on the thighs, calves of the legs,
nnd feet, to ve<.:icatories, and to dry cups placed on the back of the neck,
and on the lower extremities. I apply them, says M. Velpcau, to both
thighs and the nape of the neck, so that they may act whilst we are engaged
with the blood-letting, bfosters, or leeches.
They have appeared to me, remarks M. Prestat, particularly usefu1 in
redematous women; only it is necessary to watch their effects for a few days
aftenrnrds, lest their surface becomes gangrenous.
I place an application of the large cups of Dr. Junod 1 to the lower
extremities in the first class of reYulsives, as being the most powerful and
prompt in their action of any. Jn a case of eclampsia, that occurred five
hours after deliYery, the symptoms lasted for thirteen hours; and the patient's
condition became more and more dangerous, notwithstanding the employment of all the measures just spoken of. At the first application of these
cups, the convulsive paroxysms disappeared; at the second the coma became
less profound: and at the third, the patient regained her intelligence. Jn
three other cases, the ettect was not so rapid, although they appeared to have
a favorable influence.
These cups arc especially applicable when, notwithstanding large general
bleedings, the application of leP.ches or scarified cups has failed to remove
the symptoms. Under these circumstances, they have the immense ad vantage of opposing the cause which seems to drive the fluids towards the brain,
by keeping a large amount of blood in the lower extremities.
Cold aspersions upon the face and chest, and tickling the nostrils, lmve
sometimes had the effect to render the inspirations more easy and perfect,
and thus defer the attack of convulsions. Harvey relates the case of a
woman in labor, who was awakened from a deep coma by tickling the
interior of the nostrils. Denman gives the history of a lady whose every
pain was attended by a convulsion, until he put an end to the latter for the
re~t of the labor, by sprinkling the face at the beginning of each contraction
by means of a feather dipped in cold water. Even if useless, the measure is
too innocent a one not to be had recourse to.
Since the use of an::csthetics in obstetric practice, some accoucheurs have
thought it right to employ inhalations in the treatment of eclampsia.
Calculating upon the power of ether and chloroform to destroy the action
of the muscles of auimal life, they hoped that they might act in the same
way upon the involw1tary aud spasmodic contractions resulting from puerperal convulsions.
Reasoning a priori, we were inclined to disapprove of their employment

::: ~~'.::f:r::;;":~::.~~:i::::;:::;;~~~'.~: ~"T:h:·;E::::;~::~~;;::~:~:::::s::::!:;
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in a disease so often complicated with congestion of the brain, nnJ even
apoplexy, and were not, perhaps, free from prejudice, thus derived, in rC'nding
and analyzing most of the published obserrntions. In the last edition, we,
therefore, proscribed their use in the majority of cases, ex('ept when the
beginning of the convulsion seemed due to some local irritatiou of an organ
whose extreme sensitiveness awakened the reflex action of the spinal ncr\'c~.
Other facts published by several colleaglles as well as the result ofper:<onal
observation, have greatly changed our first opinion, so that we arc now con·
vinced that when eclampsia comes on during either pregnancy or labor, and
the closure or undilatability of the cervix makes it impo!>sible to efli><:t
c.lelivery, or when the attacks, having resisted bleeding and revnl::i,·es, are
very frequent, and by their steadily increasing severity threaten the lives of
both mother and child, then, we are convinced, the use of chloroform may
be of some service. In two cases we found it to suspend the attaC'ks completely. In one of these cases, two bleedings, purgatives by the mouth
and rectum, &c., had been employed without advantage. The cervix was
insufficiently dilated, and at 5 A. M. I used the chloroform, repeating the
inhalations at the beginning of each pain, und continuing them until 9 A. M.,
at which time I was able to apply my forceps. Not a single attack occurred
during this interval. After delivery I thought it right to stop the inhalations, and the woman became purtly sensible. Some fruitle:;:s attempt:;: were
made to extract the placenta, and when, an hour after the birth of the child,
it was brought away, another counilsion occurred. I immediately re!"umed
the chloroform, and the attack was not repc:.1tcd; short inhalation,., how·
ever, being made during the hour succeeding. Both mother and child came
out safely from the fearful trial. I might borrow similar
from the
theses of l\f. Blot and others, hut will not dwell further upon
reserving its more detailed treatment for the chapter devoted
the study of anresthetics in obstetric practice.
Such are the measures that ought to be primarily employed; but there
are certain others which, without having the same efficacy, may however
prove very useful. For instance, when the intervals between the attacks
last for an hour at least, and during all this time the patient has rcrovered
her senses, it is advisable to place her in a lukewarm bath, and whilst i>he is
there, to keep compresses, steeped in some iced liquid, constantly applied on
her head. This application of cold should he kept up throughout the whole
duration of the att.ack; this measure has often seemed in our hand~. says
Madame Lacha,pelle, to second the venesection beneficially. It i:> particu·
larly useful when a fobrile coma succeed!! the eclamptic paroxysm; as also
when the occurrence of delirium announces the commencement of a cerebral
fever.
The antispasmodics recommended by :M. Velpeau in the hysteric form of
ecla.mpsia, that is to say, in the hysteria of pregnant women, appe:tr to me
useless in mo.st cases of puerperal convulsions; and it woul<l only be as n
preventive measure, or else in a
slight attack, that they could be
resorted to with benefit; besides
should lose precious time hy
depending on them in th~e grave cases.
Compression of the two primitive carotids, wh ich has recently been pro-
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po!,ed as a remetly for most convulsive affections, has been successfully
pra.cti3ed in sorue ca.;e.s of ecl:impsia; a.nd hence it constitutes another meas·
ure to which we might recur, without, however, attaching too much importance to its action, for it has failed in several in;;tanccs. (Joumal de
Trousseau, Nov. 1840, p. 186.)
In my estimation, the opiates ought to be wholly banished from the treatment of a disease which so often terminates in cerebntl congestions, at least
whenever the condition of the patient is such as to allow of the abstraction
of blood; but in the ca~c of :Ln arn:crnic female, or of one who has already
been bled very freely, opium, by actiug as a seUa.tive to the nervous centres,
might perhaps be pro<luctive of some advantage.
During the paroxy5m, the necessary precautions must be taken to restrain
the patient's d•tngerous mo\•ements; but it is not requisite to employ violence
for that purpoae, as some per.::;ons advise; for we have elsewhere stated that
there is scarcely any tendency to change the position; and it will be quite
sufficient to merely watch over her, without endeavoring to prevent the convul.sive movement!5, tbe intensity of which might thereby be augmented.
Particular care is requisite to pre,·ent the tongue from being bitten, ;:;ince
it is very liable to be pushed beyond the alveolar arches, and often becomes
wouuded by the convulsive contraction of the nrn.sseter mu.::;cles. To prevent such an accident, it has been advi1'ied to place some hard body, the
handle of a spoon, for in::itancc, between the teeth, so as to hold them apart;
but Madame Lachapel!e says this is an almost infallible w:ly of breaking
the incisors. Ga,rdien directs a piece of cork lo be put between the molars
instead, as it would not be attended with this inconvenience; but this might
escape from the fingers, ~rnd be drawn down, by an inspiratory movement,
into the opening of the glottis, and thus suffocate the pa.tient. A much
more simple plan is to pw;;h back the tongue behind the alveolar arches
with the finger.::; themselves, at the commencement of each fit; when, the
jaws being once closed, the tongue can no longer protrude; it may be contused between the teeth, but that is all. Besides, this little operation may
e::isily be expla.ined to the a55istant.s, ·who perfOrm it without difficulty, as
soon as they have overcome the chimerical foar of being bitten.

B. Speeial .Measures.-The course pointed out thus far might be considered
as the medical pa.rt of' the tre..'ltment of ecla.mpsia.
But when, notwithstanding the employment of these means, the convu lP.ions continue and increase in violence, what is to be <lone? Th e pregnant
condition being the first cause of eclampsia1 it was natural to expect to find
the most effectual remedy in the evacuation of the uterus. Such, indeed, is
the opinion of almost all practitioners, and it was a.I.so our own, until within
n few years past. Since, however, we have so often seen the convulsions
'!Ontinue for sever~l days after the sponta.oeous expuls ion or the extraction
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of the fretus, we have far less confidence in the immediate results of the
ce~sation of pregnancy. As we have already said, the principal cause of
eclarnpsia is to be sought for in a genera l alteration of the economy; now,
although this modification is due to the course of gestation and sustainc<l
thereby, it is impossible that it should disappear immediately upon delivery.
I t remaius for a longer or shorter time, and the woman returns but slowly
to the normal state of the unimpregnated condition. Although les~ened, it
may still exert its influence, as is proved by the occasional occurrence of
attacks several hours, and sometimes even several days, after delivery. To
empty the uterus is; therefore, to attack but one of the remote causes of
eclampsia, by no means the immediate one. Notwithstanding all these
limitations, we do not reject absolutely the induction of premature labor,
but will state hereafter the circumstances under which we think that it would
be right to employ it.
Ju order to explain our view thoroughly, we slm.11 examine successively
the indications afforded by severe eclampsia, according to whether the convulsions are manifested in the course of pregnancy, or during parturition,
or subsequent to the delivery.
1. During the Gestation.- Prior to the seventh month, that is to say, before the period at which the fcetas is viable, the treatment should be purely
medical.
At a more advanced period two very different cases may present; that is,
either the uterine contractions are prematurely and spontaneously developed
under the influence of the general convulsions, or the womb remains entirely
apart from the general disorders produced by the eclampsia. In the former
case the labor has commenced, and we shall treat below of the means to be
then employed, upon which most accoucheurs are agreed; but, in the latter,
the proper course to follow is far from being so clearly marked out. The
question naturally arises, what then is to be done, supposing the eclampsia
has r&;i~ted venesection, the intestinal and cutaneous revu lsives, etc.; and
supposing that the patient has arrived at the eighth or ninth month, and
the la.bol' has not commenced, but still the convulsions continue and threaten
the mother's life?
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There are certai~ females '~ho ni: subject during pregnancy to repeated
attacks of convu lsions at variable mtcrvals, and in whom, a]Ro, each frrRh
attack is more serious thtrn the preceding. The recurrence of these itll:H.:k~
e\·cry eight days or two weeks, compromises in creasingly the life of both
mother and child, and we might reasonably fear lest another should pro ,·e
fatal to both individuals. Now, although we have rejected the provocation
of labor during the attack itself, we think it proper in the cases just mentioned, but it should be practised only in the intervals of the convulsive
paroxysms.
Forcible delivery would seem likely, by empty ing the uterus at once, to
afford some chan('e to the patient.
But at a period still quite distant from term, the length of the neck, and
the resiRtance of its unsoftened internal orifice, would render the forcible
introduction of the hand very difficult, and the efforts required to penetrate
within the womb are very likely to excite, to irritate the organ, and consequently, to in crease the general convulsions.
These resi5tances, and the general irritation which they produce, are so
great in most cases, that efforts have been made to overcome them by making
numerous inci~ions around the circumference of the cervix. Doubtless,
when the neck is effaced eith er by the progre::;s of gestatio n or by premature
contractionR., these incisions may be useful and harmlcsR., since thC'y are
practi~ed upon the in tra-vaginal portion of the neck only; but in the eighth
month, whil:;t the neck retains its entire length, the greatest difficulties are
presented nt the internal orifice and upper part of the cervix. To incise
the external orifice, woLLlcl remove only the least re8istance, and I think that
no surgeon would have the temerity to apply a cutting instrument to the
internal orifice. I haYe yet no experience in such cases, but am convinced
that when the incisions ha,,e been successful, it has been in cases of far
advanced pregnancy, or when unobserved co ntraction s had dilated the
upper part of' the cervix:. This, happily, is what takes place in most cases
of long·continucd convulsions, but which we exclude from the supposed con·
ditions.
Admitting, however, that a forcible introduction of the hand, whether
preparation have been made or not by incis ions, can be effected without
much difficulty, it must not be supposed tha.t the extraction of the fcetus is
unaccompanied by danger. 'Ve have suppo-"'ed the uterus to be inert; now,
although the irritation produced by the hand of the accoucheur and the
movements impressed upon the fCetus during its extraction, are calculated
to excite co ntractions, is there not cause to foar lest in ertia of the organ
might re.suit from this too rapid depletion, and become the source of fresh
accidents?
If, finally, after having overcome all these difficulties, we were.sure ~hat
the ecbmp.sia would cease, I could understand how such an opera.twn n11ght
be undertaken; but as experience proves the contrary, I think that during
pff'gnancy, however severe the convulsive attack rna.y be, forcible delivery
ought not to be attempted.
2. During Labor.-The prompt termination of the labor ~o genc rn.lly
advised, should not, however, be practised except with a certnm degree of
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rescn ·e; and for the sake of c1earness in this recapitulation of the il1<li ra·
tion'l, we shall end eavor to soh 'e the following quc ... tions in ord er:
What ought to be done when the cervix is dilated or dilatablc? And
what is the proper course to pursue when it is nei th er suffic ienlly dilated
nor di\11.table, to permi t a prompt artificial termination of the l:ibor?
a. Tlie cervix is dilated or dilatab/e.-If the head has de~cended into the
excavation and distend" the perineum, or presses strongly upon the ci r('umference of the uteri ne orifi ce, if bu t one o r two attacks haxe yet occurred,
and c•:•pecially if there is reason for suppo~i n g that extreme scn... ibility of
th e cen•ix or of the soft parts, may have had any agency in the production
the fo rceps shou ld be applied immediately. It is under
of th e
more p:trticularly, that the immediate termination of
th ese
th e lahor prevents n recur rence of the accidents.
If the eclamp:::.ia. is sl ight, though it has lasted for a certain time, that is
to say, if the con,· ul sive attacks are moderate and the interval s between
th em. long; and if the woman regains her consc iousness entirely during the
inten·al; if, under the~e ci rcu msta nces, the labor is advanced, the dilata.
ti on complete, and the head of the child has passed through the ori6ce and
dest·ended deeply into the excavation; if the uterus contracts powerfully,
B.nd if the perineu m is not too res isting, we think it right to wait for tho
expulsion to tak e pl ace na.turally.
Bu t if, under the sa me condi t ions, the pains are feeble, distant, and in·
effi cn.cious, or if the cont ractions are energetic, but the convulsions are fre·
quent and prolonged, with profound coma during the interval of tho
paroxysms, we believe that the mother and infant should be imm ediately
r eli e,·cd from th e dangers that threaten them, by the application of the
forceps.
Wh en, so far from h:wing cleared the os uteri, the head is st ill retain ed
above the superior strait, especially if the membranes are still intact, the
pelvi c version wou ld in general appear preferable to an application of the
for ceps. (See Forceps.) \Ve say that the version would :ippear ·in general
not a lw ays preferable, for we know this is at tim es impracticable, even
wh ere the head is still above the abdominal strait. Th e almost total dii:i·
charge of the amniotic liquid , and the violent co ntractions of the uteru!:i,
which often participates in the general conv ulsions, and the violent irritatil'n
that the o r.(!rrn has to support during the in troduction of the hand and the
evolution of t~ e fcr:tu;.;, sufti cicntly ex pl a in our reserve, as well as the prefer·
ence that we accord to the forceps in this particular case.
Should the face prc~ent, and be \\ell down in the excavation, we would like'·
wise apply th e forceps i but, on the co ut rary, we should have recourse to
the pelvic version if it were yet above the supe rior strait, or even when
engaged in this strait, if it happened to be in a m ento-poster io r po.sition.
In the presentations of the pelvic extre mi ty, it is advisable to hasten the
termin ation of the labor by drawing judiciously and carefully on this ex·
tr<'m ity. In th e pre..-=enta.tions of the trunk, the feet are to be brought
clown; for we would only h:wc recourse to the cepha.lic in preference to the
pelvi c ve r:-don, when th e pelvis is g reatly contracted; and wh en the cephalio
must ev id ently be followed by a prompt application
versio11 is re.sorted
these sllC\u ld fail, of the cephalotribe.
rif the forceps, a nd
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b. Wltut i.~ to be done when the cervex is neither dilated nor dilatable. f If the membranes arc not broken, and more particularly if the uteru~
appe:us lt.> be great ly distended by a. large quantity of water, they ::.houl<l be
ruptured, anJ ri discharge of the liquid and a. partial depletion of the organ
be faeilitated, by pushing up the pr ·entin g part with the finger; for rnch a
rupture has often pro,·c<l sufficient to dimini:-h the frequency an<l intensity
of the convulsive paroxysms, nod has justified the accoucheur in waiting
foL· the complete dilafalion of the cen·ix. But if the distention of the
womb is not so far from normal, we think that the intNcst of the fcctus
dcma111ls that the membrane:; shoul1l be respected, and !Spontaneou.5 dilatation awaited; when this dilatation progrei:~cs too slowly, the ointment, or,
still better, the extract of' belladonna should be employed, aucl be i-mcared
over both the internal and external portions of the orifice.
But, suppo:-.ing the eclamp.sia is more serious, the coma still continues,
and the convulsions have not been alleviated hy the rupture of the membranes; and, moreover, the os uteri is not yet dilated, or cJ,,e is so couv ulsi\'ely contracted as to pre\·eut an introduction of the hand or inil-trnments,
are we, under such unfa,·orable circumstan('CS, to abandon the delivery to
nature, as some accoucheurs ach-i::-e? Or, on the contrary, ought we to
penetrate forcibly into the uterine ca\'ity, by opening n route by violcnc.-e,
or a cutting instrument?
At the commencement, or eYen during the fil'ljt four or fi\·e hours of labor,
these extreme measures doubtle::<S should not be resorted to i but when the
convulsions persist, notwithstanding the employment of the most rntional
means; when ten, twenty, or thirty hours have elapsed si nce the onset of the
symptoms; when the woman's lifo is compromised by tl1c duration and the
constantly in creasing intensity of the paroxysms, our only hope is in a
depletion of the uterus; a forced deli\'ery then appear~ to us the sole
resource, and authorized by the intere.:;t of the child eYcn more than by that
of the mother.
Two plans have been proposed for effecting this object, namely, a forcible
introduction of the hand into the womb, and the divi.:;ion of the cervix by
the aid of a cutting instrument. 'Ve shall hereafter revert to the mode of
operating in both cases, when describing the difficulties that may be met
"ith in making the pelvic version; and will therefore onl y remark here
that, by the length of time it demands, by the exc-itement and irritation
thereby produced (all of which are assuredly calculated to increase the convubion.s), and hy the lacerations to which it gh·es rise, however carefully it
may be performed, the forcible introduction of the hand into the womb is
very dangerous and ought to be rejected; and that, unless there is a very
foeble re.si!:!tance at the orifice to be overcome, repeated incisions, made at
divers points of the circumference of the neck, ought, in our opinion, to be
decidedly preferred.
But, whatever operative proce:;s be employed, the resistance from the os
uteri being once overcome, the 1abor will be terminated by an application
of the forceps, or by the pelvic evolution, according as the conditions sha ll
be found more or less favorable to the practice of' the one or the other operation; which conditions will be carefully detailed when we shall treat of version and the forceps.
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Inasmuch as the expectation, recommended by us when the cervix is
neither dilated nor dilatable, except iu cases of imminent danger to the

mother, is opposed to the generally received opinion, it becomes necc.r.;sary
to defend it. Although regarding in a general way the termination of th,.
labor as a fa\·orable condition, we are far from according to it the happy
effect claimed by some authors in its favor.
In no case, indeed, in which the eclamp~fa had existed for a long time
before we were called to the patient, have we ever found the termination of
the labor to put an end to the syrriptonu~, and very rarely did it ever le...licn
their intensity. The couvuleions continued after delivery with the same
frequency and violence as before. In three cases only have we known them
to cense after the application of the forceps; but here it must be said, that
hn,·ing witnessed the comme11cement of the eclampsia, we were enabled to
extract the fretus immediately after the first attack.
If~ therefore, we regard only the interest of the mother, we think that the
intervention of art is justifiable only when the dilatation of the cervix readers it easy and but moderately irritating to the maternal organs i but if the
fretus is living, its life is seriously endangered by a too long continuance in
the cavity of the uterus, e~pecially after the rupture of the membranes; and
since the termination of the labor, when prudently effected, do~ not sensibly
increase the dangers to which the woman is exposed, we think that the child
should be extracted as ea.rly as possible.
3. .After the Delivery.-The only special indication, presented by the
eclampsia after the child's expulsion, is to extract the after-birth and all the
coagula, together wilh any portion<:. of the membranes that may have been
retained in the uterus; and to remove the sanious matters and detritus by
detergent injections thrown up into its cavity.
But if the introduction of the hand should prove too difficult and painful,
it should be withheld; for the retention of the foreign body would be much
less irritating, and consequently less painful, than ill-timed attempts at
introduction.

CHAPTER XIII.
OF CERTATN DISEASES 'flIAT M.\.Y CO)fPLICATE LABOR.
INDEPENDENTLY of tl1e various accidents just studied, which have a
special relation to pregnancy nud parturition, there are yet some other
affections whose existence at the time of labor may render the delivery
dangerous, difficult, or perhaps altogether impoS::iible, without the intervention of art. Thus, hemoptysis, hematemesis, or an aneurismal tumor;
asthma, syncope, the presence of a hernia, or the loss of strength in a woman
who is enfeebled by some chronic disease, traumatic emphysema, or fracture
of the sternum, may individually complicate the delivery; and, therefore.
they claim the particular attention of the a,ccoucheor.
A. Hemoptysis; Ilematemesis. - "'hen the patient under care happens to
be affected with hemoptpis or hematemesis, and the hemorrhage is inron·
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siderable, 1here is nothing to be done; but if it docs noL abate, or if it suddenly
augments in quantity during the pnins of child-birth, we must endeavo r to
remo\'e the patient from the clanger that threatens her, by terminating the
labor us :5oo n a~ the diln.ta.tion or the dilatability of the os uteri will permit,
by an immediate application of the forceps or the pelvic version, according
to the p:trtitular conditions in which the parts of the child and those of the
mother slw.11 be found.
B. AneuriMnal Tumor.-The same indications for treatment also present
where the patient has a moderate·sized aneurism, more espec ially if it occupies one of the large ve;'!scls of the abdomen and ch~t. In fact, the reader
mui:;t forC$CC how greatly the tumor would be exposed Lo rupture, during the
violent strainings to which the woman i1woluntarily gives way during the
second stage of labor.
Chrnnic diseases of' the heart, whether consisting in an hypertrophy of the
organ, or 8imply in alteration of the Yah·es or contraction of the orifices, are
but too often, as 1\1. Aran has recently demonstrated, the cause of sudden
dt'ath, not to call for some special attention during labor. It would seem
to me very imprudent to allow the expul::'i\"e stage to tontinue too long in
such ra:.o:C$, and I should think it right to termimite the labor artificially as
soon as po:-:-:ible. 1
c. Asthma.-The same course is to be pur:::ued in all cases where any
con~iderable obstac le to the res.piration is found to ex ist; as happens in
u"thmatic persons and in women of i"mall stature, in whom the uterus is so
tnormously di~tended ris to prctiS up the diaphragm and lungs towards the
upper part of the chest, rind in whom the respiratory functions haye, on this
:u·count, been disordered during the latter months of pregnancy.
o. Hernia.- \\1 here a herni<t exists, eHry one must understand, says
Dc::ormeaux, what disastrous consequences might result from the violent
1 I wns requested to assistntthc autopsy of a female. forty years of age. wl10 died
during IRbor. She wn<i the mother of three children.
F'orse\•enyearspast.herre'1pirntionhfldbel.'nverydifticull,nndshecoughe dhabitunlly. Bo1h the dy«pnrea nnd cough hnd increased of late. nnd 1l1esputa were sometiml.'s streaked with blood; a few hour1:1 nfter the mcmbrnncs were ruptured, nnd
I.luring 11 pain, wbil~t re«ting one hnnd ou the edge of fl bed nnd the other on the arm
of an ll"~i .. t1111t, i:he fell dead without uttering a cry. 1\t the exnminntion, about three
pints of ;;.erum were found in both pleune; the lungs Wl.'re heflltliy. but compressed;
a con~idernhle amount.of fluid YdlS nl!!o contained in the pericnrdium
011 nnotlier occasion. one of rny pupil-. requested my 11111.'ndnnce A.tthe autop"y of!\
woman lweniy-eight years of nge, 11ho died ~uddenly, i111medint<'1y afler .Ilic delivery
ofhl.'rfourthchild. For lhl'eeorfouryenrspast s hehnd suffl.'rl.'d fromv1olent1rnl1iitatiom1. and the slightest. exertion, especially going up stnir·s, even slowly. p~t her very
much out of brcn1h; she coughed continually, and nownnd then spnta little blood.
~mldl.'n!y

~~::~~~I~ i\·~~h~~~;' ,~:d a::~~~e:1e::~e "~~i: t~·~~ga~fi:a;o~:1 .iT1~e~~11~1~~~~~q~i;~e'~ ~~:1:~1:i::
1

mo1·1.'men1s. but hardly had time to run to her. before she wns cil.'nd.
The ull.'r\18 wns firmly eontrnctcd 'L'hc abdominal visccm were hl.'nllhy, 1u:1 also were
1
1
0
11
1
I J
n
<l
l>urtly udmil //1e t.r,tremify of tlie liUle finf/er. Th ere were hnrJly ti1•c 01111ces of serum in
the peritouc11.l c11.,·ity. ( Franci s llamsbotham, Ob.,t. 11/ed. Sur(!., p. GOS.)

~l:~:i';;i;g:j 1 : 1~1~r~r~ ~: ~:t~::s'~~:,:: 111~ :i:~1 e:~: ~ ~I~~~ ~ut~;:ui~'-'.~.~~ I;~~;:l; ~ ;l~;n~,:~ u~o~~
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throes of ihe latter stages of labor; and how much these tumors mu~t then
be exposed to an increase of size, and how liable they are to become !'trangulated. The accoucheur ought to pre,•ent these accident~. by reducing the
hernia as soon as possible, if it is reducible; endeaYoring to return it durin~
the interval between the pains; and, when the contr:.u.:tion comes on, he will
make a strong compre;:;sioo over the hernial opening by his fingers, or, still
better, with a convex pad, to prC\'Cnt its coming down. But if it i~ irrc·
ducible, he should apply a convex pad, or merely support the tumor with the
palm of his hand, so as to prevent the expulsion of new parts during the pain.
Finally, if, notwithstanding all these precautions (which the accoueheur
ought to attend to himself: unless he has an assistant upon whom he can
rely,) the hernia becomes strangulated, he should immediately terminate
the labor, as in the foregoing eases.
E. Syncope.-Thcre are certain very delicate or very irritable females who
are apt to fall into a state of syncope from the occurrence of the most trivial
p:iin. ln such cases, where the fain tings are dependent either on a restricted
diet, on a previous hemorrh:ige, or on some former disease, it is necessary to
keep up the patient's strength by some light nutritive articles of diet, such
as broth, and by a little generous wine or cordial. If these measures prove
to be insufficient, and the swoonings a,re renewed so often as to threaten her
existence, ''"e must terminate the labor. However, this measure is not to
be prematurely resorted to, for these syncopes may be owing to some trifling
cause or nervous condition, without there being that extreme debility, which
alone, says Gardien, can authorize this ultimate step to be taken. DC8ormeaux says, I have seen such f'aintings renewed at every pain, in a woman
'rho was p;·egnant with twins; and they lasted throughout the interval from
one pain to another, so that the patient was only aroused from that state
by the effect of~ and during the time of, the contractions;
la,bor terminated spontaneously and happily for both the mother
children.
Baude]o('que gins the history of a woman who died during labor after
repeated syncopes; but the autopsy proved that these latter, as also the
vomitings and diarrhrea that accompanied them, had been produced, not by
the labor, but by the presence of a calculus, about the size of a small nut,
in the gall bladder. It is really very difficult to accept such nn explanation
as this, especially as so nrnny examples of quite as sudden death arc on
record, of which no other explanation can be given than such ns attaches to
the phenomena of the labor itself.
Dr. Dasis relates a much more extraordinary ca:5e of the kind: A poor
woman had been five hours in labor at the Charity Hospital; the membranes were rnptured, and a large quantity of the waters escaped, but from
that moment the patient became excessively feeble; experiencing an urgent
desire to empty the bowels, she seated herself on the vessel, and made some
straining efforts, when she fainted away; the attendants immediately placed
her in a horizontal position, and they had scarcely time to get her into bed
before she died. Nothing whatever was detected at the autopsic~il examination that could give a. clue to the cause of this sudden death.
1'' t.'xhamtio"t.- 'Vhen the patients are exhausted by an antecedent di.s-
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ense, whether nrutc or chronic, and when frC'qnent and long·continucd
vomiting has aHi.•ctcd nutrition greatly, and diminished the strength considerably, I :-;houl<l think it prudent not to allow the cxpulsirn stage to continue longer than an hour or two. The efforts required to terminate the
second stage, might, in some cases, exhaust the remaining strength, and
bring on immediately after delivery a rapidly fatal collapse.
To the ca:i:cs al ready k110wn I might add another. The young wife of a
mcdit•al friend had been aflt:ctcd with such ob.::;tinate vomiting during the
Ja.•t three month::; of her pregnancy as to be unable to retain anything on
her stomath. A constant febrile movement was the conse<1ucnte, accompanied by nocturnal paroxysms and extreme wa~ting and debility. She
finally reached the term of her painful pregnanry. The labor Ja~ted ten
hours in all, and the expu lsive stage, during which I was obliged to be
ah~eut, four hour:::. Imm ediately after the spontaneous termination of the
labor, the unfortunate Jady fainted, nnd although hemorrhage was pre,·cnted
by the fayorahle contraction of the uterus, she expired in three-quarters of
an hour, notwithstanding the internal and external employme nt of the most
powerful tonics.
[a. P11l111011ul'!J aud SuLculaneo11s Empl1ysemu.-ln consequence of the forcible
compre~sion of the air contained in the respiratory organs during the \'iulent efforts
of labor, rupture of the air-pa.;;:.ages sometimes, though rarely, occurs, and gives
ri11etoemphysema.
An article upon the subject by M. Depaul lies before us whilst \nitiog, ai:id wo
shall use it, as also the more recent prot!uction by Dr. de Soyre.
Should the rupture occur in the larynx or trachea, the emphysem:ltous swelling
will appear in the neck, to which it is sometimes restricted, though at others ii
invades both the face and the head. Still more rarely. it spreads to the body,
where it occasionally acquires an enormous size. 'Vh en limited in extent, the emphpema is, so to speak, attended with no inconvenience, but when it in vades the
body and the limbs, may occasion opprc~sion and threaten suffocat ion. I have,
howc\'cr, no case to report of dc~u.h occurring under these circumsta nces, for
rec<1\'ery gradually takes place by absorption of the air.
When the pulmonary ve~icle.-, give way, it is, doubtle:os, possible for the emphysema to reach the mediastinum, and from thence spread to the neck, but the air
mny l\lso dilfuse itself through the intervesicular, i11tl'rlobular, and subpleural
cellular tissue, and tfiu!I invade both lungs, without, however, passing beyond them.
In such a ca.i;e, emphy!.'ema may prove rapidly fatal, as sliown by a. rcmarkalile
instance published by i\I. Depaul. The patient in question had never during life
a single symptom to excite a suspicion of the existence of the slightest lesion of
the re~piratory organs. During the greater part or her second lal>or, the breathing
wall easy and free, but the latter stages were rendered difficult by deformity of the

~,::·;~'.~{"~~i'.~,s::·l~~f.",:!::~:{:~~~~";~;::.:{0: ::£~~~~~~~".g ;;:~i~;~·:~:i~:::
1

diately delivered ber by the forceps, but the symptoms grew wor~e until ended by
death, forty-six houn1 after delivery. '!'lie autopsy re\'Caled emphysema of the
cellulnr tissue of both lungs.

~£:·:f,:~::~.d::.:::t:::;~~"r::~:::::::r~~i:~:~~:~~~~~:;:~,~·~:1~~.~~:~E:~~:.:~~

will continue to i.pread, should the lahor be prolonged, delivery should be haste1wll
bytheuscoftheforceps.
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CHAPTER XIV.

T.cIE membranes which form the walls of the ovum, the umbilical cord,
the placenta, and the amniotic fluid, may all, through some departure from
the normal condition, give rise to dystocia.. Thus, unusual strength of the
membranes may retard labor and necessitate their artificial rupture. (See
p. 396.) On the other hand, they may be too thin or tender, and thus dispose to a premature discharge of the waters, which is not desirable. (See
p. 296.) Excess of amniotic fluid forms one of the true diseases of pregnancy (see p. 541), and sometimes causes the labor to be very tedious (see
p. 607). Finalljr, by its insertion upon the neck of the uterus, the placenta
is but too often the cause of alarming hemorrhage. (See p. 754, et seq.)
All these causes of difficult labor, very different as they are seen to be, have
already been studied in the various articles referred to, and will rcceiYe no
further attention; but to complete the subject of <lystocia occasioned by the
fceta.l appendages, we have, lastly, to treat of prolapsus and shortness of the
umbilical cord.

ARTICLE I.
PROL.APSUS, OR FALLING O.P 'l'EIE CORD.

The descent of the cord is quite a rare accident, since .Madarnt:: Lachapelle states that she met with it but forty-one times in fifteen thou::iand six
hundred and fifty-two labors i but it is probable, as she appears to think herself, that there has been an error in the registers, for the statements given
by other observers show a much larger proportion. I shall only bring forward the accuunt of Michaelis, who says that he had detected fifty-four
cases of falling of the cord in two thousand and four hundred labors; and
a summary, by Dr. Churchill, of ninety thousand nine hundred and eightythree labors, in which there were three hundred and twenty-two cases of
prolapsus, or one in two hundred and eighty-two, nearly. (Rigby.)
The falling of the cord is most frequently observed in vertex presentations, which circumstance is readily explained by the comparative
rMity of the others. But, in proportion to the relative numbers, it is more
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frequent in breech presentations, and far more so in those of the trunk. In
thirty-three cases of labor at term accompanied by this accident, l\lauriceau
observed sernntcen presentations of the vertex, one of the face, one of the
feet, nine of the hand or a.I'm, three of one hand and one foot, one of the
breech and one hand, and one of the head and one hand. In sixteen
thousand six hundred and fifty-two deJi,·eries, Dr. Collins has met with
ninety-seYen cases of prolapsus, namely, twelve times in twin pl'egnancies
(and in seven of these twelve the prolapsed cord belonged to the second
child); nine times in footling presentations; twice in those of the breech i
four times with the shoulder i seYen times when an escape of the hand complicated a head presentation; seven with a dead and putrefied footus; and
lastly, in three cases the delivery took place before term; that is, twice at
seven and once at eight months; and the others were simple vertex presentations.
Certain authors have endca.vored to draw a line of distinction between
the prola.psus or presentation and the falling, properly so called; designating, under the former title, those cases in which the cord, though found
in the uterine orifice, is sti ll retained in the amniotic sac, on whose lower
part it lies; and, under the latter, those cases only in which it hangs down
in the vagina, or even protrudes beyond the vulva, after the rupture of the
membranes i but such a distinction is puerile. as it can only serve to designate two degrees of the same accident.
A. Th e causes tlrnt may be considered as predisposing td' a prolapsus are:
the unusual length of the cord itself, a large amount of water, deformities
of the pelvis, an obliquity of the womb, and
those malpositions of the child whi ch prevent
the pre~enting part from engaging readily
in the superior strait and excavation. The
attachment of the placenta near the os uteri
also predi~poses to a prolapsus, by keeping
the cord just at the uterine orifice. ·with
regard to the determinU1g causes, we must
place in the first rank a sudden rupture of
the membranes, and the rapid escape of a
large quantity of water, which generally
sweeps along with it a fold of the cord.
Consequently, when the neck of the womb
is almost effaced, the bag of waters very
prominent, and the head not engaged in the
0
1
excavation, we must car~fully a ~oid ru p- tio1:~ 0~1:i,~,i~a~:~ ~~:·: ri~~1:~i~~i~;~c c!~ ;,;
tu ring the membranes durmg a parn, for the
gush of liquid, which then escapes with considerable force, nearl.y always
earries along a loop of the co rd, which thus precedes the presentrn~ part.
(.Martin, of Lyons, Comptes Rendus, p:lge 13. ) To these causes, let ~s furth~r
add the descent of a hand or a foot, which seems to act as a guide, as it
were, for the cord, and to open the way for it.
.
B. The signs whereby this accident can be recognized, vary accordmg to
whethr.r the membranes are ruptured or are still intact. In the lat ter casP
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the diagnosis is quite difficult; nevertheless, we can often detect somelhing
like a soft, small cord, through the portion of the membranes covering the
os uteri, and slipping away before the least pressure, but the true nature of
which can only be determined by the rapid pulsations in it. The rapiility
of these, which l\faclame Lachapelle aptly compares to the tic:king of a
watch, can alone enable us to distinguish them from some other pul~ations
produced by certain arteries that occar;;ionally ramify in the sub~tanre of
the neck, and "·hich are synchronous with the mother's pulse. This error
would be more difficult to avoid, should the finger, when applied on the
membranes, encounter one of the arterial ramifications of the cord, which,
as in the cases described by Benckiser (see Umbilical Cord), may spread
out on the membranes before entering into the proper tissueof'lhepb.centa.
The size and the mobility of the prolapsed cord would also aid in making
out the diagnosis. On the other hand, the thicknE>ss and the spongy condition of the membranes, the inequalities they occasionally present, and the
folds of the child's scalp, might perhaps lead us to suspect a falling of lhe
cord, if the clearly ascertained absence of pulsation did not promptly rectify
the mistake. But after the rupture of the membranes all the difficulty disappears, for then the cord hangs down in the vagina, and often escapes
beyond the vulva, and therefore may always be readily explored.
The two portions of the prolapsed fold are not uniform in their relations
with each other i most generally, they touch, or are simply approximated
together i and sometimes they are separated by the whole thickness of the
presenting part. Nor is the fold morn regular in its length i at times it ouly
embraces the head, holding it like a sling; while at others it appears externally between the woman's thighs, though most usually it is lodged in
the Yagina, or at least only reaches the exterior in the latter stages of the
lab<lr. It has, in some very r:tre instances, been known to go up again, and
thus become reduced ;:;pontaneously. (Guillemot.) As a general rule, it is
situated just in front of one of the sacro-iliac symphy;:;es, or heh ind the iliopectineal eminence.
A prolapsus, therefore, can always be detected; but it is much more difficult, though at the same time it is highly important to determine, after the
exploration, whether the child is living or not. A momP.ntary disappearance of the pulsations is not a sufficient sign; for it not unfrequently happens that the throbbing ceases in it during the pain, because the cord is then
but it reappears again as soon as the pain
strongly
This
in the vessels of the cord may continue
ten minutes, and it ha.s even been known to last for a quarter of an hour,
without. necessa.rily terminating in <leath. It is therefore during the interv:ll
alone that any researches of thi~ nature should be made, and the child's
death can only be determined with certainty when this exploration, repeatc<l
seYeral times under like conditions, shall have always furnished a negative
result. A cold, soft, withered, and greeni5h cord doubtless belongs, in mo~t
cases, to a dead child, but this is not alwavs true; an<l, on the other hnnd,
as death ma.y result very promptly from c~mpression of the cord, the latter
may still be warm antl fresh, though the footus be dead.
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c. Progno.~i.~.-The falling of the cord is only i:erious as regards the fretu:;;
but to it the danger i ~ imminent, sinee death itself may result in con!':Cquenl'e in the cour"e of a few minute;;:. Thus, in three hundred and fiftyfiye ra,.:es colletted by Churc:hill, two ht1ndred and twenty children, or
nea rl y two-thirds, died; though it is worthy of remark that in nrnny of
these ca,.:c:::, the mothers were not transported to the hospital until some
time n.ftcr the descent of the co1·d, and when its pt1lsations had entirely
cea;::ed.
The compression of the cord, and the con<:equcnt interrnption of the fretoplaeental circulation, is the principal if not the only cause of death; though
certain authors, among whom I can enumerate Yclpeau and Guillemot,
suppo~e that, when the cord protrudes beyond the nilva, the blood may
lo,.e it8 fluidity in consequence of being chilled by the cxternttl temperature,
perhap" may even coagulate, and that the delay in the circulation thereby
produced, combining its influence "ith that of a slight pressure1 completely
interrupt,:; the current which, up to that moment 1 had only been rctanlcd;
Dcl:unotte, Baudclocque, and )fadame Lachapelle, do not admit this effort
of the cold. "For I lmve seen," says this illustrious midwife," the cord
hang out of the vulva for !:;everal hours together without the fretus suflbring
therefrom in n.ny wi;:e, becau~e there was no compre~sion; and this, in !:;Omc
of the caRes, notwithstanding the patients had come a g reater or lc~s distance, either on foot or in some Ychiclc, from their residences to our ho,<:;pital."
BuL whatever Yiew may be adopted, it is st ill to a cornprc;;:sion of the·cord
that we must attribute the grcate~t ~hare in the production of the child's
death; and under this a~pcc:t, its position, when prolapsed 1 will greatly
modify the prognosis. The point.,. where it~ lea<:t expo:-:ed to compre~~ion arc
ju'.'t in front of the sacro-iliac :-ymphyses; and 1 as M. N:rgCle has jm;tly remn.rkcd, the frequency of the vertex positions in which the occipito-frontal
diameter corresponds to the left oblique one of the pelvis, renders the clunger
in general much less if the fold of the cord happens to be placed behind and
to the left.
The influence of this compre$.-;ion has been rnriously interpreted. According to some, the child will die f'J'Om apoplexy in com:eq uence of an excc:.:s
of Mood, which continues to n.rrlve by the \ ei11, but can no longer return to
the placenta through the umbilical arteries; agreeably to other~. the eirn1lation will be free in the arterie;;;, the vein alone being obliterated, and thu1
the fcr·tus will die from an::crnia or syncope. But it is only nece::o~ary to cxnn1inc the intertwining exhibited by the ve.::.scls of the cord, to become <·unvinccd that thi<: partiltl COJUJWC'.';::ion cannot exi:-.t except as an accidental
circum.:<tance, and that, as a general rule, the cur rent mu.o:;t be interrupted
in nil three vessels at the snme tirnc. The most pla.ui-iible opinion, a11d ''l'
believe the only one admi1::-ible, is that asphyxia io the bole cause of death;
0
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for, as we hase elsewhere stated, the placenta is the only organ of hcmato-.iii
for the child up to the moment when the pulmonary rc•,.;pirntion is c:-;lab·
lished; and, therefore, if the circulation in the cord is interrupted by auy
compression before birth, the blood of the fcetus can no longer cleriYe the
for its reno\'ation by its mediate contact with that of the
and from that moment the child finds itself placed
in
adult deprived of respirable aii\ and, like him,
diPs asphyxiated.
In most cases, it is not until after the membranes are ru,Pturccl tlrnt the
descent of the cord exposes it to a sufficient degree of compression to compromise the infant's lif€. Indeed, if we might judge from someobserYations
of 1\Iadame Lachapelle, the pre8surc which it undergoes is never great
enough to obliterate the umbilical vessels, so long as the head is not engaged
in the superior strait. For our own part, we are inclined to believe that the
simple pressure of the head on the cord may be so considerable as to interrupt the freto-pla.cental circulation, even b€'fo1·e the discharge of the amniotic
waters. D'Outrepont i;clates two cases which confirm this view; and the
numerous instances in which we find the meconium mixed in large quantities with the liquor amnii at the time of the rupture of the membranes, can
only be explained, iu our estimation, by a. momentary compression of the
umbilical cord.
D. :Prealment.-As regards the treatment, the delivery might be left to
the powers of nature: 1, whenever there is a certainty that the child is
dead; 2, when, though the infant be living, the membranes are only ruptured as the head becomes firmly engaged in the excavation, and when, from
the fact of the contractions being energetic, there is every reason to hope
that they alone will be sufficient to terminate the labor promptly; which, in
fact, usually occurs in women who hase a non-resi~tant perineum, from
having previously borne children; and, 3, where the head is small, the pelvis large, and the cord situated in front of one of the sacro-iliac symphyses;
for then it
to return the cord into the vagina to protect it
from contact
air. But, notwithstanding these favorable conditions, it will still be necessary to watch the state of the cord attentively,
and to apply the forceps as soon as the pulsations are found to grow weaker
or to become intermittent.
Under all other circumstances, the intervention of art will be indispensable. Thus, where the presentation is such as to render a natural delivery
impossible, or, even if possible, where the expulsion of the fcctus would require a long and painful Jabor, the forceps should be applied or the pelvic
version be resorted to without ~clay . The former operation will be the only
one practicable in a vertex or face presentation, supposing both to be firmly
engaged in the excavation, and that the previous attempts at reduction had
proved ineffectual. It is generally thought that turning by the feet should
be preforred whenever the part is not too strongly engaged.
In a presentation of the breech, the operator ought to search for the feet,
if the presenting part he still above the superior strait, or bring down the
groins with the blunt hook, if it has descended into the excavation.
In a pre:sentation of the vertex or face, where these parts barn not as yet
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engaged in t.he excavation, we should first. endeavor to reduce the cord.
Se\•eral plans h~we been recommended for this reduction; but the manual
method, the oldest of all, is still entitled to the preference, notwithstanding
the great number of instrnments that haye been proposed for the purpose.
The operator can always proceed with greater facility behind, and on the
sides of the pelvis, close to the sacra-iliac symphysis; the right hand will be
used when the cord is to the left, and the left one if it is at the mother's
right. "'here the loop is small, it will only be necessary to push it up by
the middle; but in the contrary case, it is to be gathered up and pressed
back litt1e by little, just as the taxis is usually perform ed in the reduction
of hernia. But merely pushing the cord back into the uterus will not be
sufficient to protect it, and it must be carried up above the supe ri or strait,
and the hand retained in the vagina during several contractions to prevent
it from falling down. Some accoucheurs, tea ring that it could not be kept
in po:sition, notwith:;tanding this plan, haYe directed the introduction of the
whole hand into the womb, wit11 a view of placing the cord on one of the
child's limbs; though thi-:3 precaution is useless in most cases, it would cer·
tain!y be preferable to the pelvic version, says 1\1. Guillemot, where there is
a slight contraction of the pelvis.

But the instrumental method must be attempted, where the sma1lness of
the external parts, or an undilated os uteri, &c., render the introduction of
the hand very difficult or impracticab1e. Some of the various instruments
proposed for this purpose might then be used; perhaps l\I. Dudan's, recom·
mended by l\L Guillemot, is one of the simplest and best: Ile takes a gum·
elastic (male) catheter, of the size No. 9, armed with its stylet, and having
a piece of' narrow ribbon introduced into the Jast eye of the catheter, which
is retained there by the extremity of the sty let; the ribbon is next nttached
to the umbilical cord , without drawing it too tight. If the loop of the latter
i:;. sho l't, it is applied near the middle, but if long, the c01·<l is to be first
douUled llIJ; beiJJg thus secured, the extremity of the instrument ca rrying
the cord is then directed along the hand that had previously been introduced
into the vagina, and placed "ithin the uterine cavity. The hand in the
\·agina a:;:sists the return of the cord by preventing it from slipping from tho
noose of the ribbon.
When the reduction is completed, we must wait until the head becomes
engnged, before withdrawing the instrument; then the stylet is first removed
and afterwards the catheter.
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\Vh ere t1rn reduction proves to be impossible, the pehic ver:::ion, if the
head is high up, and the forceps, if it is already engaged, are the only
resources left us. But whenever Yersion is r esorted to, it is neret!'arv to
carry up the cord into the utc'rus, whilst searc11ing aftel' the feet (Boer ,"Jest

it be compressed either by the :irm of the accoucheur, or somewhat later by
the hips and the trunk of the child.

ARTICLE II.
Th e cord may be very short naturally; and, as elsewhere stated, it baa
been known not to exceed four or five in ches in length; but such ca.~es are
very rare; most generally its brevity is accidental, that is, results from the
numerous turns made around the body, limbs, or neck of the chi~d.

The

formation of these ci L·cular loops is favored by an unusual length of the cord.
The latter 1 in a case reported by Baudelocque1 measured fifty.nine inch~,
and made seven folds around the in fant's neck; and Schneider saw a cord
that measured three and a quarter yards (three metres) , and made six turns
on the neck. Nothing is more common than to find children whose bodies
and necks are eocirclecl by two or three of these folds.
An acddental shortening of the cord may render the labor difficult, either
by retarding its progress, or by making it absolutely impossible1 or by causing the death of the fcetus. This latter circumstance may result from the
constriction undergone by the vessels of the neck, when the cord is tightly
wound around this part i or it may be owing to an interruption of the circulation in the umbilical vessels1 produced solely from the stricture of the
cord itself, where it closely encircles a limb ; 1 agaiu, these two causes may
act simultaneously, and determine the child's death much more speedily.
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These turns of t11e cord around some part of the body arc of quite common
JCCurreuce. l\fayer states, in his inaugural thes is, that out of 3,587 deliveries
which took pla.ce between 1828 and 18-!-l, they were present in 680 cases.
Fi,·e hun<lred and sixty-four of the children were born ali,,e, seventy-two
were In a state of asphyxia, but reconred under proper treatment, and
forty-nine were dead. In 18 of the latter cases, however, the death coulcl
not be regarded as due to the wrapping of the cord.

Generally, the delay in the labor, caused by the shortnCi:l-S of the cord, is
not usually manifested until the stage of expulsion, prop\!rl)' so called, begins;
and then, as l\I. Guillemot justly remarks, the attendant phenomen~i will
Yary according to the point of attachment of
"\\Then inserted
at the fund us, it, like the wall to which it is
to descend at
each co11traction, and approach the os uteri, but
with thC' fundus to its ori2inal elevation. In
detect this fact by being ;;1ercly placed
but when a
very shurt cord is forcibly stretched between the placenta and some part of the
child's body, a particular phenomenon can be recognized by the touch; that
i~, the finger, ''hen applied on the head, finds it advancing during the pain,
and retreating as soon as it is over, because at this moment the fundus of
the womb, which had been depressed by the contract ion, regains its primitive po::-ition, and draws after it the placenta, cord, and fCetus. But this sig n
will evidently be wanting where the after-birth is attached to the latera l
parts of the uterus.
W e have met \\ ith a case in which the unusual shortness of the cord,
which was only nine inches in length, certainly detained the head above the
superior strait for fifteen hours after the rupture of the ovum and the en lire
dilatation of the os uteri; and we can affirm that, notwith~tanding the
closest attention, we were unable to d i,,;:covcr any of the signs given by former
authors; though it is true that the rapidity in t he delivery of the after-birth,
after the child's expulsion, did uot permit us to ascertain at, wh~t point the
placenta was inserted.
Before the membranes are ruptured, this phenomenon might be confou n led
with the successive elevation and descent of the head that takes place in
nenrly every case of labor. But to avoid such an error, it will suffice to
rema rk , that t he ascent of the head then takes place during the contractio;,
and it only falls back after the pain is O\'er; being just the contrary of what
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Finally, in ordinary case~, when the
hend engages at the perinea I strait, it is found to project during the contraction, and to retreat immediately after it from the re:ictinn of' the pcrinC'um,
which, after having been forcibly distended during the pain, retracts strongly,
and thereby presses it back into the rngina. But, as Delarnotte and Guillemot have remarked, whenever these movements of progres);ion and repulsion merely depend on the elasticity of the perineum," they arc only pre:<cnt:
1. When the head engages at the inferior strait, and then they are the lc.~s
evident as the pains are more rapid and more energetic; while, on the contrary, they commence much ~ooner when dependent on a short cord, and
become more sensible as the head approaches the vulva, becau.-e the tcn::ion
on the cord is then increftsed; besides which, they are persi:aent, whatever
may be the strength of the contractions, and are the more marked as the
latter become stronger.
"2. On the other hand, when the placenta is attached to the lateral walls
of the womb, these mo\'ements are very obscure, and the diagno::-is i.s quite
difficult. In both cnses, the shortness of the cord is accompanied by pain,
which is felt at the point of attachment of the placenta, particularly iu the
latter moments of the parturition; this pain is a sen!'lation of' dragging, or
tearing, which commonly coiucides with the movements of progre::'~ion and
repulsion; and which might be compared to those felt by the patient when
an attempt is made lo remove the after-birth, before ils complete separation."
(Guillemot.) Sometimes, says M. Devilliera, there is a sudden reprc::-,:;ion or
suspen!'ion of the contraction of the womb just when it ought to be stronge~t.
According to .M. N::egClc, Sen., these circular turns may be cli,-covereU by
auscultation during pregnancy or labor, by the existence of a bellows mur·
mur accompanying the fretal pulsations. I agree with ~I. Danyau in the
opinion, that further re.searc:h is required to establish the absolute value of
this new means of diagnosis. (See Bellows J.lfurnmr.)
The reader will now understand that a shortening of the cord may retard
the progre:-:s of the head, whether it be still at the superior strait, or whether
it has cleared the excavation and is on the point of engaging at the inferior
strait. "'e ought to acl<l that even the shoulders may be arrested, and the
delivery of the trunk be prevented after the complete disengagement of the
head, by the circular turns which are occasionally made around the c:hil<l's
neck by too short a cord. 'Ve were witnesses to a cnse of this kind, that
occurred at the Clinique, in 1838, where a division of the tord, which was
not made until two hours after the escape of the head, could alone effect a
termination of the labor: the fcetus was born dead. Delamotte (page 30.J)
furnishes an instance precisely similar to th is.
The intervention of art is therefore sometimes necessary, although it often
happens that the trunk is delivered spontaneously. However, the mechanism is not the same in ca.o:es of natural and of accidental shortening; for, in
those of normal brevity, the head
remain applied against the "ulva
after its disengagement, without much
and the extra..t1terine
respiration may be established and kept up. In a short time, the womb
gradually contracts on the parts of the child that it :,till contains, and, being
itself fi reed along by the bearing-down ctforts of the patient, it !::inks into

Ol·curs when the cord is dragged upon.
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the vagina, and, by thus approaching the vulvar orifice, may easily force
the trunk to the exterior. OccasionaJly, this descent of t.he \\'omb does not
occur at all, or else is not sufficient to permit the escape of the child; anrl
then a rupture of the cord, or a. detachme11t of the placenta, can alone enable the uterine efforts to complete the delivery. Thus, in a case of the
kind reported by Malgouyre, the discharge of the waters, the delivery of the
chilJ, and the expulsion of' the after-birth, all occurred simultaneou.sly: and
the follow in g instance is related by Dr. Rigby. After two or thl'ce hours
of severe pains, the f<.etus was suddenly expelled, and the cord was broken
at about. two inches from the umbilicus, so that, when the midwife attempted
to deliver the after-birth, she could not find the other end of the cord; but,
having introduced her hand into the womb, she felt and extrnded the placenta; and it was then discovered that the cord had been lacerated at its
point of insertion.
In labors complicated by an accidental shortening of the co rd. the child's
head passes beyond the vag ina, and reblins its position there until a renewal
of the pain; and when the latter comes on, the head is observed to pass to
the sides of the vulva, whilst the shoulders, back, and breech succe:Si'ive ly
disengage. This expu\,-ion is sometimes effected so rapidly that it is diffi cult
to follow it; but, if it be delayed in the least, a prompt intervention i.s requisite, for, as elsewhere stated, the compre..-sion made by the folds around
the neck may speed il y prove fatal to the child.
In breech presentations, the labor usually terminates in the following
manner, when abandoned to itself; the nates, afteL· having been forced down
to the vulva by the uterine contractions, turn up toward the side where the
cord is situated, and then the trunk des:ccnds, becoming flexed on itself in
the pabage; so that, by the time the head reaches the excavation, the body
of the child forms a curve, whose concavity corresponds very nearly to the
symphy:::is pubis.
Independently of the delay that it may cause in t he progress of partlll'ition, and the consequent danger to the fretus, a shortening of the cord may
produce other and serious accidents to the mother. It is to this circum~
stance particularly, that we must in most cases attribute the rupture of the
cord, and the premature separation of the placeuta, points to which we shall
return when treating of uterine hemorrhage. The danger of these accidents
will vary greatly with the period of their occurrence; thus, at the commencement of labor, the bleeding thereby occasioned might seriously comprom ise
the lives of both mother and child, if the re.sources of our art were not
promptly interposed. But if they do not occur until the moment when th~
head i.s ready to clear the vuh•ar orifice, they may rather be considen~<l in
a favorable light, for, as we have just seen, this is one of the means that
nature employs fo r terminating the delivery.
Again, if the cord and the adhesions of the placenta should obstinately
resist, it is possible that an inversion, or at least a depression of the uterus,
might be the immediate consequence of the child's expulsion. The inversion
occurs towards the end of the labor, when the distention of the parts
obliges the woman to bear down; and as she still continu es to strain,
after the cessation of all uterine contrnction:s, t.he relaxed womb yields the
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more readily to the action of the abdominal muscles, which tend to Jcpr<'~"!
its fundus, becm1se the short umbilical cord drags the uterine wall, wlrnre
the placenta is attached, in the same direction.
Treatment.-The disastrous consequences that may result from a shortening of the cord present different indications for treatment, according to the
stage of the labor at which its ex istence i:. detected. When the membrani·s
are still unbroken, if the os uteri be freely dilated, the contractions energetic,
and there is every reason to si1pposc, from the signs before given, that a
dragging on the cord is the cau~e of the delay, they should be ruptured at
once; for, after the waters have escaped, the uterus will contract, its fund us
will approach the cerYix, and the cord, being no longer dragged upon, will
permit the head to descend into the excavation. If the head be at the inferior strait, at the time when the alternate movements of ele\'atio n and
descent begin to manifost themselves during and after the contraction, the
forceps should be applied. But where the head has on ly the resistance of
the soft parts to overcome, we must be content with preventing it from remounting in the exca\'ation after each pain, as much as possiblej fo r that
purpose we must apply the hand strongly on the pe rin eum, and while sup·
porting it, favor the escape of the head by pressing it up in such a way as
to aid its process of extension or disengagement. It would also be advisable
to have the hypogastrium compressed at the stime time by a.n assi:)tant1 in
order to prevent the uterus from ascending during the interval between the
pains. Lastly, after the head is delivered 1 the n.ccoucheur should immediately loosen the tu ms of the cord around the neck, and sl ip them over it;
and where these folds are so tight as to resist the tractions made with that
object they should be divided but it is not requisite to apply the ligature
to the umbilical extremity of the cord at once. In most cases, indeed, it is
necessary to all ow this to bleed a little after the birth, in order to relieve the
apoplectic state of the fcet us; for, by applying the ligature too soon, we
would be deprived of this resource. Nevertheless, where the expulsion is
unusually delayed, the fOOtal end of the cord known by the jets of blood
which issue from it, will have to be slightl y pinched between the two fingers
to prevent hemorrhage.
Dragging of the cord entwi ned around the trunk or limbs is not at all
unfrequent in natural labors by the breech, and when pelvic version has
been effected. It is to be remedied by making moderate tractions on iti)
placental extremity, and if these are not sufficient, it should be divided, and
th e labor terminated as speedily as possible. The same precepts are applicable in aB cases where the brevity of the cord is natural; and if the
accoucheur is obliged to carry his hand \IP into the womb to ascertain the
nature of the obstacle1 he should take advantage of the occasion to eflect
pelvic version and to draw down the child until the base of its chest appearli
at Lhe vulva; then the cord is to be cut and tied, or else compressed with
the fingers, and the extraction of the fCetus completed at once.
It is advisable to introduce the hand again into the uterus, after the pla·
centa is delivered, to ascertai n that the fundus of the organ is neither de·
pressed nor inverted.
1
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[CHAPTER XV.
OF DYSTOCIA DUE TO THE FffiTUS.

Is' order that delivery should be effected spontaneously and without danger, it is
not only necci;l'.'ary that the mother should be well formed and the labor uncompli·
cated by nny of the accidents "hich h:we been already studied, hut the size of the
frotu<1and the conformation of the different parts should htweaproper rela1ion with
the cannl to be traversed. It ought also to present by one of the extremitie~ of it:oJ
long axifl, which should be properly situated in regard to the pelvis. The fcctus at.
full term may a\!'lo be diseased, on10 deformed as to ha\'C it~ sh:e s<'nsibly increased.
In the present chapter, therefore, we have to cons id er the indicntions ari;;ing
from mlU'!lHLI size, wrong precenttl.tions and posit ions, diseasc:i and monstrositieM
of the faitus.

ARTICLE I.
UNUSUAL SIZE OF TllE FCETUS.

Whether the pelvis be contract!'d or thE> size of the fcctus greater than u~ual, the
relati ve proportions required for an ea~y delivery no longer exist, and the labor is
difficult.
Very rarely does the s ize of the foo tus exceed a certain limit and render delivery
impo,.sible.
'l'he first chapter, howe\'er, of Duges 1 paper is devMed to cases of this kind, though
he has met with very few in his own practice. One in!ltance of the kind has been
already mentioned in the present work. (Seep. 21G.)
There can be no doubt that labor may be ren<lerc<l lonp;cr and more painful by
unu~ual size of the child; Rtill, if all the other conditions are favorable, delivery
will moRt probably be effected by the unaided efforts of nature. "It is more par
ticularly when it becomes nece!'lsary to turn a very large child that the greatest
difficulties are liable to be encountered, and that especial care should be taken to
avoid the crossin~ of the arms back of the neck, to turn the face first toward
one of the sides of the peh•is and then toward the sacrum, and al:io to deprf'SS
the chin BO as to bri ng the :;uh.-occipito-bregmatic and Li-pa1·ietal diameters parallel
to tho~e of the pel\'ic c:rnal and of the external genital organs." (Dugbs.)
The unu~ual size may not he g('neral, but confined to some one part of the footus;
therefore, to complete 't"hat has been already said, we shall treat briefly ofunusuul
sizeoftheheadandshoulders.
li1111.mal Size of the Head.-To thi~ cause of dystocin, our colleague and friend,
Dr. Joulin, Adjunct Professor of the Faculty of l\Iodicine, at Paris, devoted a Jong
chapter of his thesis for the C0Jl(·o11rs. According to him, the Germans admit
that trouble may be due to the size of the head alone, besides which they also call
attention to a. peculiarity of the ossification, little known in r·rance, which adds to
the (\ifficulty of the situation; viz ., the development of o~sa wormiaoa in the fontu.nel\('Q. causing their solidification.
It i~ ''ery hard to determine what ought to be done in casei;i of this kind; it is
almu:-;t impossible to become aware of the size of the child whilst it is still within
lhe womb, so that the practilioner who findg the progrc~" of the ca!iC arrested in an
apparently well-formed pel"i"• will \'cry probitbly decide upon active in terference
\,cforcthetrue cause of the dela.y is detected. and rtppl_vtho forcep'l or cephalotribe,
according to the.amount of difficulty which the size of the head sha.ll present to its
extraction. (.Joulin.)
U1w,,ual Size of tlte Slwulders.-Lnbor may also be rendered difficult by toi\
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ARTICLE II.
IRHEGULAH OR CQ.i\lPLICATEO PRl!:SEN'TA'.rIOXS AND POSlTJONS:

The ancients applied the term malposition to all those ca.se.s in which the
mp of the head did not correspond to the os uteri. But, as we have already
dcmon~trated, the labor nearly always terminates fo\'orably, both for the
mother and child, in the pre::;cntaiions of the face and breech, though it is a
little more difHcult than u~ual i a.ud experience has even pro\'ed that it is
barely po::;,.ible in those of the trunk. Nevertheless the first three prc.::;entatiou>i oflCr ce rtain anomalies and irregular ities, that may at times render Lhe
labor difticult, and require the in tervention of art; for, although the presentations of' the vertex, face, and b1·eech are usu::tllyfree and regular, yet they
may be irregular or inclined. llut these last so rarely constitute an obstt\cle
to the spontaneous termination of' the labor, that we kLve not hc.:::iiated to
include them in the description, heretofore given, of the mechanirn1 of
natural labor. In fact, the only modification they determine in this mcchani:;m is that the head, in clearing the superior strait or traverising the
excavation, undergoes a movement of' correction, whereby the occip ito-fruntal
or th e sub-occ ipito-bregmtitic circumference becomes paraJlel to the plane
of the strait. But this movement i>i nece::;sary; for, if the head exhibits its
normal size, the delh·ery is only po~sible und er that condition,1 and, when it
docs not take place, the resources of' art are indispensable. Certain anomalie~. capable of interforing with the expulsion, ma.y also take place in the
movements of the head. " 'e must now ascertain what are the indications
for treatment presented in these particular cases.

§ 1.

l~CLINED Pos1TIO:-.'s 01~ TUE VERTEX: A~o:-.1AL1ES tN THE !11Ecu-

.A~1:su oi-~ L ABOR.

Under this litlewe include nil those positions that have been dc~crihcd by BaudeJocque as the positions of the sides of the
head, of the ears, the temple~, and the
ocriput; the former of which i:' rerognized
by the presence of an ear, the angle of the
j:tw, or by the parietal prutubera11ce; while
a pre,.;entation of the oetiput is detected by
the triangular form of the posterior fonta·
uclle, by the la.mbdoid sutures, and the
vil'inity of the neck.
In gf'Ileral, when an inclination of this
kind is detected at the onset of labor, or
shortly after the membranes :ire ruptured,
there .is nothing to be done; for it is well
known that, in far the greater number of
ca~es, the com·ersion is effocted spon ta-
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ncou~ly i but, if the h ead still retai ns its primitin po:-ition ror fin', !'i'i:,
senn, or eigh t hours after the cli;:charge of the watN:;:, anc\ its dl.'~cc·nt ii;
thereby impeded, we must attempt an artificial corrcC'tion. I t is po:::,..ihlc to

accomplish this with th e h and alone, which is nlways to be tried before
resorting to an introduclion of t h e le,·er or forcep.;;; and it i" unnceci-: .. ary to
add that any obl iquity of the uteru:-, should it cx i ~t, mu-t first be remNJil.11.
As a general rule, that hand shou ld be u~e<l who:'le pa lmar face would g-rn-.p
the ''ertcx the most readily; and, when introcluccd into the womb i."CC f"rr·
sio11), it gra~ps the occiput so as to draw upon it, after ha Ying fir,..t rrmon·1l

it from the iliac fossa; whil~t consid erable pre:::;sure is made with the olht·r
hand o\·cr the hypogastric region, in order to force the head to clellCC'rnl.
" ' hen the correct ion cnn not be eflected by th e hnncl alone, most ac('oud1C'urs
recommend the empl oyment of the lever i bu t we should decidedly prefer
hadng rec,>Urse to the forceps, the blades of which would net at firet ao; a
Je,·er in rectifying. the head, and then, by their traction, the labor could he
terminated almost imme<liatcly. Because, where seYen or eigJ1t hours haxe
been spent (according to our precept) in the vain hope that the powers of
nature would be adequate to rectify the in clination; and where the operator
has un~ucces.~fully attempted to produce the correction by his hnnrl alone,
it mu<::.t be evident that an early termination of the labor is indi cated in the
double interest of the mother and child; and that, consequently, the forceps
should be preferred in such cases to the lever.
Th e attempt to se ize the head properly with the forceps and bring it down
into the excavation, does not always succeed, in which case the difficulty
may be overcome by turning; at least, I found it to answer in two ca:-:cs of
failure by the forcep~. I think, also, that I should be disposed to h:we
recourse to it immediately, when the uterus was but slightl y contracted, and
still contained a co n:-: iclerablc amount of water.
The occipito-posterior positions which are n ot conve rted na turally into
anterior or pubic ones, may also allow of the spo ntan eous disengagement of
the head, though, as we have already stated, they sometim es present in~ur
mountable obstacles to the termination of the labor. "\Ve repent that we
have but little confidence in efforts made with the fingers to produce this
1110,·cment of rotation, and that the application of tl1e forceps seems to us
the mo:St useful means that can be employed. (Bee Forcep8.)
I t is im portant to obsen·e that the continuance of the occipu t posteriorly
soml'times prennts the engagement of the head, which remains, long after
the membranes are ruptured, above th e superior stra it, and that, notwithstandi ng the contract ions rvi·e powerful. In sneh cases, the posterior fontanelle is hidd en by the swelling of the scalp1 and in order to diagnose the
po::;ition, it is neCC$Sary to carry the finger upward and in front, when the
anterior fontanelle will be discovered. At each contraction, the vertex
in the left anterior occipito-ilinc position, and was nt the @.ame time inclined on the
rightpa rietnlreg ion. lndescendingintoihepelvis,itretninedlhisposition,sothnt,
when it had reached the floor of the exca,·nt ion, we detected the ear ; but.itbecRme
n:ctified, after several strong pains, and cleared the inferior strait immediately Rfter
ha\'ing undergone th e movement.of correction. The head was small, although the
fretus w:1.sa1 full tcr1M
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strikes the horizontal branch of the pubis, and the presentation then trnd::;
to become <'OllYerted into one of the m1clw, so called by the old accoucheurs.
I have noticed this anomaly more especially in the left occipito-posterior
positions, and have always been obli ged to m:c the forceps; quite powerful
efforts are usually required to extract the head.
The vertex positions, even when not inclined, ~ometimes present anomalies
in their mechanism. Thus the movement of rotation, which in the trans·
verse positions is calculated to bring the occiput under the pubic arch, is
ocra.:;ioually delayed for a long time, and thereby greatly retards the labor.
When this delay is dependent on the feebleness of the uterine contractions,
an application of the forceps is the hest remedy. But, according to many
authors, it may also be owing to what Levret called the wedging-in of the
shoulders; that is, the latter then present their long bis-acromial diameter
to the smnllest one of the superior strait, and thus become firmly engaged
or wedged
in such a way that they cannot descend any further, and
therefore arrest
progress of the head. This ·wedging of the shoulders,
which can scarcely occur without a slight contraction of the abdominal
strait, has been detected by Levret, by Dela.matte, by Ruysch, et als., and
its occasional occurrence is admitted by Desormeaux and DugCs; consequently it should be regarded as being posp;ible. (See p. 840.) This cause
of' dystocia would scarcely ever be suspected during the labor, unless attention were drawn to it by the mobility of the head in the excavation (F ri ed);
this is the only sign that. would be likely to arouse attention, where a normal
conformation of the inferior strait has been ascertained, and where the contractions are strong and sustained. Under such circumstances, Levret
ad\·ises (and Desormeaux seems to approve the counsel) the patient to be
placed on her elbows and knees, with her head declining, with a \'iew of
removing the weight of the child's shoulders from the mother's parts; and
then the accoucheur should slip his hand along between the head and the
pelvic walls, seize the shoulder that is locked at the sacro-vertebral angle,
draw it to one side and change its position. Although. the performance of
this manoouvre is attended with difficulty, yet it is the only one practicable
if the fretus be living; but where it is dead, he ought to diminish the head
by craniotomy, so as to open a more ready passage up to the shoulders.
Supposing this diagnosis to be well made out, it would seem proper to
follow the recommendation of Desormeaux; but the fact is, it is so very
difficult that, as M. Jacquemier judiciously remarks, the use of the forceps,
though in reality irrational, is perhaps the only remaining resource.
The rotation of the head, in virtue of which the occiput gets under the
symphysis pubis, may likewise be rendered difficult, or even wholly impossible, by the size of the sero-sanguinolent tumor of the scalp, that is always
formed when the head remains in the excavation for some time; for, by
engaging itself in the void of the pubic arch, this tumor may render the
mo\'Cment of rotation absolutely impossible. (Tarnier.) Of course, the
forceps must then be applied.
Direct occipito-pubic or occipito-sacral positions are very rare, though
certainly it is a mistake to deny their existence. 'Ve have already stated
that the occiput may be in relation with any point of the superior strait.
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In the immense majority of cases these direct positions arc cor11ertcd, aftN
the labor begins, into the diagonal ones i for the co1n·exity of the forehead
in the occipito-pubic positions, and that of the occiput in the occipito-sacral
ones, having to glideoYer thesacro-vertebral angle, are almost always turned
either to the left or to the right.
In some cases, however, the primitive po~itions continue, and the laLor
terminates in nearly the usual manner. It occasionally happens that if' the
head is brge, and the pelvis but moderately developed, though well formed,
the former is arrested at the superior strait, and impacted, as it were, by the
two extremities of its occipito-frontal diameter. In such ca:ses, the applica.
tion of the forceps is the only resource.

§

2. INCLINED PosrnoNs OF THE PE1.vrs: A.:-ioMALIES IN THE

l\lEcu·

A>IISM OF LABOR.

Sometimes one hip, at others the lumbar region, or the lower part of the
abdomen, according to tl1e direction of the jnclination, may engage fir~t at
the upper strait; particularJy where the uterine obliquity is well marked.
'Ve must, therefore, correct this obliquity, which is the original cause of the
anomaly; then, if that is not sufficient to replace the breech in a horizontal
position, the feet are to be sought after and brought down, or else one of the
groins be acted on by hooking a forefinger into it. (See jJ[echanisin of
Labor in B1·eech Presentations.)

§ 3.

INCLINED Posrr10~s OF THE FACE: ANOMALLES IN THE .l\IECll·

ANISM 01~ LABOR.

The face positions may likewise be in·egular; that is, it may happen either
that only one cheek engages, in consequence of a lateral inclina.tion, or elst
that the he:::ad, being but little extended, the forehead is found at the centre
of the superior strait; or, on the other hand, this extension being carried to
an extreme, that the chin and the front of the neck arc alone accessible to
the finger; but in all these, as in the preceding cases, nature herself is generally able to accomplish the delivery. The instances in which the forehead
is first placed at the centre of the upper strait are quite frequent; but the
the excavation,
extension being completed at the moment when
the face then becomes completely horizontal. (See
of Labor by
the Face.) The same is true of the malar positions, the correction of which,
like that of the parietal positions of the vertex, is effected during the period
of descent . In those rare cases where the inclination resists the power of
the uterine contractions, the correction with the hand at first, then, in ca.~c
of failure, the application of the forceps 1 if the head is engaged and immovable, or the pelvic version, if it be high up and can easily be displaced,
appear to us the proper measures.
The spontaneous reduction, just alluded to, as the most ordinary termination of the frontal or malar positions, is much more difficult in the C!l!'=C~
where the chin, in consequence of the excessive extension of the head. haSi a
tendency to engage first, and approach the centre of the excavation. For
then, according to the observation of Madame Lachapelle, the head not onl_y
presents unfavorable diameters, but the body likewise shows~ disposition to
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dcseencl nlong with the face; though at the same time it prc~;:es the latter
hack from the pao:;sage, and thus
while the
contractiou trnnsmitted by the spi ne
to correct
the inclination. Under suc h ci rcumstances, we can trust lc,;;s to the powers
of nature, anti therefore must cndeaYOr to change the position by a resort
inC'linalions are usually primitive, and, as we h;we already
f:tated, arc reduced spontaneously into correct po~itions . Bui it may al::.o
happen that a position which is entirely regular at the beginning of labor,
may become converted into an inclined one, which nothing can restore.
Thu;;, Dr. Birnhaum, of Bonn, mentions a case of ri ght tranver:::e mentoiliac po:;;ition, of the most regular kind, which became converted into a left
anterior orcipito-iliac one, strongly inclined upon the right parietal bone.
The labor ha.cl to be terminated by the forceps .
It is well known that a spo ntan eous delivery in face pm:itiom; requires
that they shou ld be converted into men to-pubic ones; but this proce.:ss of
rotation, which is ca.sily effected in the mento-antcrior Yarietics, lhnt is tu
say, in the eao:;es where the ch in was primitively in relation with some part
of the anterior ludf of the pelvis, is mueh more difficult in the meuto-pos·
tcrior positions, and sometimes even it docs not take place at all. And it
must be acknowledged t hat an unreduced engagement of the f~1ce, and it~
want of tendency to reduction, constitute one of th e most serious clifllcultie!"
met with in the obstetrical art.
Now, with a view of more clearly specifying the Yarious indications for
treatment that ma,y present under such circum stances, we will suppo.se fonr
<lifforent cases of face positions, namely:
1st. A woman
been in labor for a considerable time, the m embranes
and
or six hours, or even more, have elap:.:ed since the
<luring all which period the uterine contraction:; have been
Yery strong; a good conformation of the pelvis, and a comp lete dilatation
of, and no r(>sistance from, the os uteri are recognized by the touch, and yet
the pre6enting part still remains high up and does not engage in the excavation; but, in searching for the causes that retain this part at the superior
strait, under so many favorable circumstances, it is found that the face preSPnts in a mento-posterior position. Here there would be reason to conclu<le,
in my estimation, that the delay in the labor is dependent on the nonrcduction of the mento-posterior position into an anterior one; and, therefore, I think that au attempt should be made to con\·crt the face po::;ition
into one of the vertex. This could be done by introducing that hand who::.c
palmar face embraces the \·ertex most readily; which woul.I be the right
one when the chin is directed backwards and to the right side>. and the left
in the oppo~ite case; then, after having grasped the head with the whole
hand, endea\'ur to push it up above the superior strait, and, if successful,
surround the vertex with the palmar face of the four finger..;, and flex the
head on the chest, when, the po::ition of the face being converted into one
of the vertex, the uteri ne contractions will accomplish the rest.
I am now conv inced that thi:; manoouvre wiJl rarely prove successfu l,
th erefore it should be attempted very carefully, and pelvic version substituted for it without much delay.
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2d. If, to the mento·posterior position just described, whether the fat•e be
engaged or be still above the abdominal strait, any accident whate1.:er be
joined tltat demands a prompt termination of the labor, it is eddent thnt thr
pelvic version is the only opera!ion that could be resorted to with a prospc('I
of advantage.
3d . If the mento-posterior position is coincident with n moderate contraction of the pehis, most authors advise the conversion of the facial poi;:ition
into one of the vertex, and then the application of the forceps upon the
flexed cephalic extremity. It seems to us, that this previous cephalic \'ersion would prove very difficult, if attempted long after the membranes are
ruptured, and we should give preference to turning by the feet. "'e shall
hase occasion hereafter to settle th is question when we come to discuss the
use of the forceps in cases of contracted pelvis. (See Forceps.)
The appl ica.tion of the forceps on the face in the mento-posterior position~,
seems to us an extreme measure, which should only be employed when
nothing else can be done, as in the next variety.
4th. Lastly, there are some unfortunate cases where it is impossible to
push up the presenting part, either because the head has cleared the cervix
uteri, or becau~e the strong contraction of the womb renders every attempt
aborti\'e; and, therefore, both the peh,ic and the cephalic \"Crsions are alto·
gether out of the question. The accoucheur must then necessarily have
recourse to instruments. The lever, the common forceps, the crotchet, and
the embryotomy forceps have all been proposed in turn; but before resorting to the latter, the first should always be tried.
In certain cases, the lever has proved very useful, and, where applied on
the vertex or occ ip11t, has occasionally depressed this part, and thus converted a face presentation into one of the vertex. It is oftentimes more
ea~ily managed than the forceps when the head is high up, olring to the
difficulty of getting the second blade of the latter to the proper height and
position ; and I may mention that it pro\"ed very serviceable in a case to
\\'hich I was called by Dr. Fournier, where the head had engaged in the
excavation, in the right mento-posterior position, and could neither be
pushed up nor advantageously grasped by the forcep=:i.
I believe that, in common with many practitioners, I have erred in proscribing this instrument almost altogether from practice; for the le\'er, in
my opinion, may render \"Cl')' important aid in those posterior positions that
approach a transverse character; and in which, from being still high up, an
applieation of the forceps is exceedingly difficu lt. (See Lever.)
As to the forC'eps, though proscribed by l\Iadame Lachapelle, in the
cases under consideration, it may be tried as a last resource, being far
h~tter than cmbryotomy when the child is living; hut to be succeSl)ful,
it is neccs:sary that the operator should be well ven;ed in the movements
that are lo be given to the head hy the instrument. Thus, supposing the
b lades are properly applied on the sides of the head ra nd the difficulty of
this is well known), ~hould we attempt to bring the chin round in front
(Sm el lie)? or would it be better, leaving the chin posteriorly, to ende!lvor
to depress the forehead and occiput, and then to disengage these part:; fir:;t
under the pubis? Relying on the cases published by former authors, I clo
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not he!'l-itate to decide in f:tYOr of the last mnnceune; for e\·er~· practitioner
mu!'it acknowledge that the rotation of the chin forwards expo;;es the chilli
to very great dangers from th e extent of th e mov eme nt in the atloido-axoid
articulation, nnd the two favorable cases reported by l\L P. Dubois, which
he him;;elf con~idcrs as exceptioni:, ca1rnot make us O\'Crlook nil those in
whieh thi !'i exce::"'i\·e rotatio11 har.: ro::t the child 's lifo. 1
I am willing now to be le!'I-.. ; excJn,.iYe, for )I. Blot's fi1cts, besides some
other;:, ha Ye co1n·inced me that artifitial rotation of the chin in front may
oomctinH.·s be accompli;:-hcd without necessarily compromi... ing the lifo of tl;e
child. " ' e may be content, indtcd, to bring the chin up to the ischio-pubic
rnmus, in which ca~e. if it
sacra-ilia c posilion, the rotation would
lmnlly exceed a quarter of
and if it were at fir~t a
po~ition, we might h ope that the uterine eontnletions would
to follow the rotation gi,·cn to the head by the forcep8, and
neck be thus arnided.
" 'e shall see hereafter how far the modifications of the process to he
employed, recomrnended by :'\Df. Champion, Baumcrs, and Danyau, are
capable of facilitating this rotary mo,·ement.
If it be found impo;;,.:ihle to rowte the head, what should be done next?
Grounding mys.elf on the ob,.:errn1 ions of Smcllie (t. xi. p. 570), of M eza
(Acta R egiw S1>cietnti.~ .Med. llottnif'11J1is, t. xi. p. 379), and of Siebold (Sie~
bold's J ounwl, ann. 1830, p. 209 ), 1 think that one mi ght, after having applied the blades as accurately as po::;;;:;ible on the !1idc:S of the head, draw
directly downwards and ha{·kwanls, with a \'iew of depref<-.. ing the vertex:.
I am well aware of the ohjec:tiou.;: to this mode of pro('edure, and that it
may be said that, during the moyement of Hexion, which you impre"'" on
the head, the long occipito-mcntal diameter must nece~""arily pa5's one of the
diameter.°' of the exca\'ation, thereby often creating an in-;urmountable obstac le to the de}i,·ery. I do not deny the force of this ohjection, and am
willing to confess that in theory it is not altogether sat i ~factory; sti ll, of
1 f lun·e had occasion to prove ''cry evidently the danger attendant on this extreme
rotary mo,·ement
In July, 1815, I had charge of a ea<1e ofrighlmento-sncro-iliac position in a primip!i.rous female, und the continuance of which rendered tleJi,·ery imposi>ible, nn(l re·
quired the intervention of art. A ft er fruit\e!'!'ly endeavoring lo pres~ up the he1ul,
we were obliged to use the forcep!', the child being Still alh·e. ll :n·ing applier.I the
blades upon the sides of the herld, we en•le:n·ored to bring down the vertex, but ii wn~
iuipos~ible. Neither was one of the branches of tLc forcep~ applied a.s a il·,·er upon
the vertex more s uccessful. We thought it right, b efore lmving rec•1ursctoernh1·yotomy, 10 enileHor 10 turn the chin in fronl: 1l1crefOl'C, rcplucing b<Jlh b\:itlcs of the
forcep~. we turned the head so as to make tlie cl1in correspond with 1he right extn·mity of thetrnns,·ersediameter, and nexl. raftern s'igl1t renrrrtng<.'ment ol' thf' bhulefl,
behind the right ac<'tnbulum. The fnce wra.: !lien in the lower third ol' theexcn.\•a1ion.
11.nd the \'Uh'il being partinlly opened by the in"-lrum<'nl, we H\W di'ilinctly motions of

~~: ~:1~~ ~:~.~0 ~1~ 1~~0°:t, t~\~ef~.~:~j w:!1 ~i:~~~::~:~v~~ ~~:: u:~ 1:'t,~:: i :,,:.nil '1:;1'~:1 ~11°: ~:
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1
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Ucnrl•1fthefo!tusstillbeatfoebly,itcou\Jn.1tbercstorcdtolilebylong continucd

11.ndwcll-directetleffortS.
I nm cou\' in ce• I t\1rat the death of the fretu~ was in this C.'l'I<' simply due to tic ex·
treme twi ~1ing or 1he neck.
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what consequence is tl1e theoretical impossibility, where positi\·e fact..:; bearing on this point can be ~Hlduced, and some of" hith I have ju~t quotC'il?
But the somewhat material authority of facts is not the only one l might
for does not our reason tell us that, when any of tho:;c ca~e.'i forrare) are presented in practice, which seem beyond the pule
notions, aud in which the prnctitioncr is constrained to do
what he can, not what he would, the wisest course is to follow as clo~ely as
possible the route traced out by nature? Kow, has it not often happened
that the labor terminated alone, in the mcnto-posterior positions of the face,
and yet the chin has remained behind throughout? And what has been
the mechanism under such circumstances? lly consul ling the publbhecl
cases, we shall find that the uteri110 contraction was incapable of dcprct<"ing
the chin, and has seemed to transfer its action to the occiput; and then the
forehead, the vertex, and the occipital extremity, by slipping behind the
symphysis pubis, have successively appeared at the ceutre of the pubic arch.
It is not, therefore, logical to recommend an attempt to impress the same
monment of flc:xion on the J1cad, in the hope that the tra.ctions by the instrument, coming to the aid of the expulsory efforts of' the womb, would
succeed in accomplishing what these latter alone could never effect.
\Vhat we have stated respecting the impossibility of spontaneous conversion in direct mento-sacral positions, and of its u:itural explanation in the
diagonal mento-postcrior positions, finds here its practical application. The
consequence is, that if the chin were turned directly towal'<l the anterior
face of' the sacrum, we should, before flexing the head with the forceps, impress upon it a slight rotary movement, which would bring the chin to one
of the sacro-iliac symphyscs, preferably toward the right, in order to avoid
compressing the rectum, which is situated to the left.
l\Iy own experience, as well as that of others, has so much changed my
view in regard to this point of' practice, that I willingly admit having been
hitherto too exclusive. I believe, therefore, that both methods may succeed
iu soo1c cases, and it being impossible to determine a priori in which one or
the other will be more successful, it were prudent to try them succcs,.;ively.
It :;;liould, therefore, be well understood that accoucheurs of the present
day, drawing encouragement from the successful issue in certain cases of a
recent date, are of opinion that the first effort should be to bring the chin
under the symphysis pubis.
Again, there are some unfortunate cases in which, after having vainly
attempted all the different rnanceuvrcs just referred to, craniotomy becomes
our only resou rce.1
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Do not the supposititious cases just given ( which could easil y be sustained
from the facts reported by authors ), by rendering us acquainted with the
various cliffieulties that nuty be encou ntered in these case:;, lead us to adopt,
for the mcnlo-po.::;terior position, the rules heretofore laid down by Ba.udelocquc, Garclien, and others, for all face positions? And though, in the
pre,-ent state of our science, the mcnto-antcrior po~itions should be abandoned to nature, yet does the same rule hol<l good with regard to the
mcnto-po,..;terior one-;? In a word, if th is last po~ition be clearly recogni zed
before or shortly after the membrane.::; are ruptured, should we not, prior to
the engagement of the face, an<l while the head i:; sti ll movable, endcarnr
to convert it into a
po.::;ition, and thus pre\·ent the difficulties that
might suh.;:;equently
If I had to decide under such circumstances 1 I
would certainly resolve the question in the affinnative.

§ 4.

PRESE:\TATJO~ OF TUE

TnuxK.

A natural defi,·ery in trunk presentations is a very unusual occurrence,
nn<l one upon which the accoucheur should never rely. It i.::; therefore an
abeolute rule in practice to attempt to bring one extremity of the fretus to
the superior strait as soon ns po:::sible, by resorting either to the pelvic or
the cephalic ver:::ion. (For the divisions, causes, and diagnosis of this
mechanism, see 1Yatural Labo1·, page 368, et seq.; nnrl for the indi cations,
the chapter de,·oted to Ver.sion.)

§ 5.

Co:o.1PLICATED P1u:s•:~TATIO~S-

Under the title of "falling::;" ( procidentire), Madame Lachapelle has
described the untimely descent of any part whatever of the child, which
cannot of' it... elf constitute a particular position on account of its smallness or
mobility, but which, however, might complicate the ~>rcsentation of a more
extended region. Thus, the umbilical cord, the feet, or the hands, may
iDcli,·iduall y or collectively come down at the same time as the head or
breech. This complication will be very readily detected by the touch, and
therefore it is unneces;;ary to enumerate the peculiar sii:;ns that distinguish
each of the,.:e parts.
We have already spoken of a foiling of the cord, and of the means of
remedying it. Again, in those cases where one hand has slipped under the
hea<l or breech, the labor may terminate alone if the pelvis is well formed
and the contractions are strong and continued; and hence we should delay
all opcrntions. Even the pre:;ence of both hand s on the latera l parts of the
head hns not always proved an insurmountable obstacle to the spontaneous
termination of the labor, for all these parts have occasionally been expelled
together; but if the pa~,.:age be somewhat contracted and the soft parts
re ... i_-;tant. it would be advi,.able to terminate the delivery artificially by the
applicaLion of the forceps or by ver8ion according to whether the head has or
1

Cl'll~, nm! crnniotomy was then decided upon; but as the womnn had grcnl need of
1
11
1
11
1

:~;~;! :~~~;!~ :.e:c:~:~~c1~ni~ :a~e;:;o:1e;l~s~ 1:~ a~,i~~ !~~ 1 1ed~~c~:~1\i;: ;o~r: ~::~;irt~~t~::~i~
inghi s1lc:o:tcrity, M. Dubois lrnd t.hegreatestlrouble inexLro.cting the ilCll.d with th,.
embryotomy forceps.
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has not cleared the supPrior strait; and to bring down tlrn feet iL the bree<'h
presentations. This latter plan should ab.o be followed if one f, ot iu~tead
of the hanJ, or if both a foot and a band accompany the hear!. NcYenheless, before resorting to an artificial delivery, the accoucheur should alwavs
endeavor to push back the hand or foot into the uterus and get it abo,·e tiiP
head. Most frequently, it will ouly be necessary to sustain it there cluri 11 ,,
the pain, which urges on the head, to find the latter descending alone :uiJ
arriving at the inferior strait, and then the labor may be abandoned to
uature. 'Ve must remark, however, that a foot is far more difllcult to
return than the hand, and that in consequence of itS volume it often con,.citutes an obstacle which cannot be surmounted by the
wherefore, craniotomy is sometimes indispensable, as several
vn.tions fully prove.
A descent of the foot has hitherto only been ob~ervecl, I belieYc, in the
presentations of the jle.ted cephalic extremity; but I ha,·e had an opportunity of meeting with it in a face presentation; and the rarity of the circumstance, together with the difficulties that attend the delivery, induces me tfl
narrate it here in detail:
I was suddenly aroused on the 4th of November, 18-4-2, at five o'clock in
the morning, by l\f. X - , a pork butcher in the Rue du Cadran, who
ca.me to request my attendance on his wife, who had been in labor for t"o
days previously, under the care of Dr. Lorne, her phrician :.tnd accouchcur
Having arrive<I at the bedside of the patient, I learned the state of the ca~c
from my worthy fi."SOciate, after which I proceeded to an examination per
vaginam. But before stating its result, I must here transcribe a short ac·count
of the ca~c, sent me by M. Lorne himself, who gives the detail, much better
than I could (from simple recollection\ of what he learned of thi,; woman's
previous history, as also an account of what occurred during the labor. Ile
1:m.ys :
"I was summoned to the Rue du Cadran 1 No. 7, on the 2cl of Novemher,
18421 at six o'clock in the evening, to attend :Madame X - in her c-011·
finement. I ascertained from the patient that she had had seven children,
and from her account the former labors had terminatf'd in the following
manner, namely:
"1. First child: a long and painful labor of three clay.•/ duration; prescn·
tation of the cephalic extremity; the labor was natural, but the infant died
a few days after its birth.
"2. Second and third child: presentation of the pelvic extremity; delivery
spontaneous, or by the aid of simple tractions; both children dead.
"3. Fourth child: the uterine contractions disappeared for twenty-four
hours after the rupture of t.he bag of waters; expuL~ion of the child during
the accoucheur's absence.
"4. Fifth and sixth child: presentation of the cephalic extremity; labor
long and painful: delivery natural. One of these infants live<l a fow months.
"5. Seventh child: shoulder presentation and a desccut of the arm. ~[.
P . Dubois, having been called in con~ultation, ascertained the child's death,
an<l performed embryotomy. After the parturition t11ere was an infiamma·
tion of one or more of' tl1e abdominal org:ms.
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"Madame X - is thirty-two years of age, is of mediun height and
Sanguineous temperament, and exhibits all the evidences of ~oocl health.
Nothing in her external organization would lead us to suspect the e:d,.tcnce
of any deformity of the pekis, and the normal pregnancy seernerl to he at
its rcgula.r term. The preceding night she experienced some pain!=., \I hi,·h
passed off in the morning, but aga in reappeared at six o'clock in theen'nin!.!:.
I examined her, soon after my arrival, and found the os uteri dilated to the
size of a five-franc piece; I readily distinguished the bag of waters, which
was relaxed in the inten·als, but was tense, and protruded through the
uteri ne orifice during the pain; but I could recognize no part whatever of
the fcctus. At midnight the amniotic sac projected into the vagina like a
stuffed puddin,q 1 and clescen<led nearly to the vulva., when it soon ruptured
spontaneously and permitted the escape of more than two pounds of the
wat ers. But still I could touch no pai'l of the child, even after the discharge of the waters, at any height wilhin the reach of my finger. Now,
however, the sce ne sucl<lenly changed; for the pains, that were hitherto
strong, died away; and as the patient a~.~ured me that the uterine eontrnctions had been thlls suspended for twenty-four hours in a former labor (the
fourth), and aftennir<ls regained a sufficient degree of force to effCct the
delivery, I haJ her replaced in bed.
"I found the woman in t he same condition at eight o'clock in the morning of the next day, the 3d of November; some pains were perceptible in the
left groin and flank , but the parts of the fcetus were still inaccessible..
No notable change occurred in the course of the day. Nine P.M.-I recog·
nized the left leg and foot lying across the os uteri at the superior strait;
. the pains were very strong, though they had not the characters of the expu l4th, the pains were ~tronger, but the labor did not advance. As
the os uteri was sufficiently dilated, I concluded to s~arch after the second
foot, but it proved to be rigid, and would scri rcely permit the hand to enter.
I found a hard and rounded tumor just above the foot first detected, whi<.;h
[ suspected to be the head. But after making some vain attempts to pu>Sh
it up, and to find the right foot, I sent for .l\L Cazcaux."
Having received this history of the ca<ie, I proceeded to an examination
of the state of the parts. I found a foot at the upper portion of the vagina,
which proved to be the left one, with its heel directed backward,.;, and a
little to the right; then, by passing my finger behind the s_vmphy:siR pubis,
I detected a voluminous tumor, which was pre:::sed so forcibly agttin:st the
anterior arch of the pelvis, that I could not in:::.inuatc the finger betw~lm it
and the pubic symphys is; at firat, I thought it was formed by the
buttock, and I diagnosticated a right po:>terior position of the brcceh,
th e left limb doubled up on the anterior part of the belly, and the other, on
the contrary, stretched out along the abd<J1ninal and thoracic plane of the
child. The contractions again became strong and energetic, but, notwithstanding the romplete dilatation of the cervix, the pre::.enting part did not
engage. -While search ing for the cause of this delay, I carefully examined
the pclYis, and detected a considerab le prominence of the sacro-vertcbr:.tl
angle, whereby the antero-posterior diameter was reduced to three inche::J
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and onc·eighth at the mo~t. I then resolved to draw on the foot, hut, to my
great surprise, these tractive efforts proved wholly ineffectual. By a.(!ain
placing my hanrl on the tumor, tha.t I had originally la ken fOr the ant<'rior
buttoek, I found it to be harder and much more voluminous than I had at
first supposed, and I recognized it as the head, surmo11nted by a large and
soft tumor, or caput succedanemn. I tried in vain to find the sutures nnd
fontanelles; but, by gently slipping the fingers between this tumor and the
leg belonging to the presenting foot 1 I felt
a very irregular surface, and soon after
recognized distinctly the eyes and eyelids,
and then the other signs of a face presentation. It was, in fact, an irregular presentation of the face, in which the chin was
directed backwards and to the left, and
somewhat engaged at the. superior strait (a
left mento-iliac position, and the
completely extended: or, in other
Baudelocque's fourth position of the
head). To sum up, I was in attendance on a
woman whose sacro-pubic diameter was but
three inches and one-eighth at the out"ide,
'fheP11~~~~,~~;.i~~d::~~~~a~h~ot~;;or:O:om- and whose fcetus was presenting in an
ular or frontal variety of the left.
mento-iliac position, and this complicated by a descent of the
bc:;idcs which, the waters had been entirely evacuated for thirty-two hours,
and the uterus was strongly retracted. I was not discouraged, however, by ·
all these difficulties; my first thought was to push up the foot that had
become en~agecl umler the head, but all such efforts proved ahorti\·e; I
then applied (though not wjthout some trouble) a fillet on the foot, and
endeavored to press bnck the head, while drawing at the same time on the
fillet; but tl;is was equally unsuccessful, for the head was firmly sm:taincd
by the powerful contractions of the womb, and did nnt move. As the child
was still ali\'e, I next decided on the application of the forceps. The introduction of the blades t\nd their articulation were effecterl both without difficulty and without much suffering to the patient, and they were pla.cerl on
the sides of the pelvis; hut, notwithstanding the most powerful tractions,
which were kept up for lrn,lf an hour, I could not make the head advance
in the lea.st degree. After resting for a few moments, I withdrew the in"trument'in order to reapply it, and this time I was fortunate enough to place
the bl:icles directly on the sides of the heacl; I then communicated to the
handles a slight rotary movement, so as to get the face in,, trnnsver;;:e position. But all proved ineffectual, for I drew with all my force, and l\I. Lorne
succeeded me; both of us exhausted our strength to no purpo-=e, and I then
withdrew the forceps, and permitted the woman to rest for an hour. I-laving
decided on a resort to craniotomy, if a third application should be equally
unsuccessful, I requested my associtite to go during this interval after
Smellie's scissors, and the embryotomy forceps. An hour afterwards the
rom1roJ forceps were again introduced and easily applied, and tr:~ctions on
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the fretus were once more made by l\L Lorne and ll1)'5elf for half an hou r
without any better succe.::s.
Bein~ tllC11 fully conYinced of the impossibility of a natural cleliYe1T, nnd
of the impotenre of our efforts; as also that, notwithstanding the exi~tcn<'e
of the heart's puJ,.ation~, the unusual delay in the labor (thirty-two hours
after the amniotic sac was ruptured), and the compressions made by the
instrument, muRt ha,·e necessarily comprorni-:ed or even dcRtroyed the
viability of the fictus, and haying only to choose between a bloody operation on the mother or a mutilatioti of the child, I rct!olvcd on the pcrformunce of embryotomy. Smellie's sci~sors, CO\'ered at their points by a little
pellet of wax, were guided along the palmar surface of my left hnnd, and
directed perpendicularly on the head, where they had to penetrate through
the ~oft part.s to the depth of nearly an inch before meeti11g with any rc8iRtance from the bony vault; I then rotated them, and they entered into the
su~,;tance of the brain without difficulty; I next opened ·the blades in two
difforent directions, so as to make a. crucial incision 1 the radii of which were
about half' an inC'h in length; then penetrating :still deeper into the cerebral
substance, I worked the .sci~sors in various directions so a:; to break up the
brain. The male and then the female blade of the emhryotomy forceps
were next introduced, and locked without any trouble, as al~o without pain
to the patient. The articular part touched the vulva. By aid of the vice
I next cJu,-cd the in:...trumcut, lea\'ing only a .l<paceof about one inch between
the ends of the handles, and tractions were then made; but. I soon found the
bladeo sl ipping. It was necessary to begin the operation anew, and the
same accident occurred ag:iin. The third time the sl ipping commenced,
and I only succeeded in arresting it. by suspendin g the tractions, and closing
the forceps more firmly, when the head was finall.r extracted; but the chest
was arrested at the super ior strait, and considernble clforts were fl-till necessary for the extraction of the rest of the trunk. The delivery of the afterbirth, being immediately effected, presented no particular difficulty.
In a case of twin labor, the particulars of which were communicated to
me by Dr. Leflem, of Pontrieux, the seco nd child presented i11 a men to-pubic
position, complicated with procidentia of the right foot and right ha.nd, the
heel of the foot being turned toward the ~ubis. It is true, th:~t since an
attempt to turn had been made by a mi<lwifc, it is impossible to know
whether the::ie situations of the hand and foot were spontaneou!-;, or the
result of awkward manipulations. H owever this may be, :\[ Leflem found
it impo. . ..;ible either to push up the head or to use the forceps with advantage. Not having the proper instruments for performing embryotomy at
ha11d , he was obliged to leave the patient for a few hours, a.nd on his return
he found that she had expired.
It is po::sible that, if, after having discovered the impoJSsibility of turning
occa8ioned by the contraction of the uterus, bleeding to sy ncope had been
practised, or if the state of the patient did not allow of' this, large closes of
opiates or anw.;thetics had been administered, the patient might have been
delivered.
The unfolding of the lower limbs in the positions of' the pelvie ext remity,
and the stretching out of the arms in that of' the shoulder, a1·c merely con1
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comitants of the principal presentation, and should not be looked upon nf
an unfayorable complication. The extension of the arm, or the prc:scntation
of the hand 01· arm of certain authors, has been com:ddcred by them a.':l one
of the gravest compl ications of labor i hut it has already been shown, in the
article on Spontaneous Evolution, tliat a descent of the arm rather fa,·ored
this latter process than otherwise; and we shall hereafter see that it is only
from circumstances foreign to the presence of the a'rm itself, that the version
ls at times rendered more difficult. {See Pelvic Yersion.)

ARTICLE III.
DISEASES OF TUE F<ETUS.

The diseases of the child, to be mentioned in this connection, are those
which, by sensibly augmenting the size of one of its parts, create an obstacle
to its passage thrnugh the pelvic canal. 'Ve hrwe, therefore, to trcnt of'
hydrocephalus, hydrothorax, ascites, and the accidental tumors that may
have been developed on various portions of its body: during the intra-uterine
life.

§ 1. lI YDROCEPllALUS.
Under this term are included all tl1e dropsies of the head, and nll the
tJfosions or in filtrations of serum within or exterior to the cranium.
H ydrocephalus has been described by authors as external or internal,
according to the seat of the effusion; placing under the forme r variety all
the serous or sera-sanguinolent infiltrations that are found beneath the scalp
or pericranium. This latter affection has never hitherto been considerable
enough to constitute an insurmountable obstacle to parturition. In fact, it
is usually associated with a state of genernl cedema that destroys the fretus
at an earlier period of gestation; and, consequently, its expulsion is effected
without difficulty, whatever may be the thickness of the scalp. I saw a
seven months' child, at La Clinique, in 1838, in whom this part was a
f.nger's breadth in thickness, and the mother also was quite ceclcmatous;
the labor terminated without difficulty. Desormeaux speaks of two very
similar cases.
I do not know that the records of science furnish a single case of external
hydrocephalus formed by a true collection of fluid, yet I have seen two cnses
of this kind of effusion. The subject will be referred to, presently, in greater
detail.
Hydrocephalus intcrnus, the only variety requiring a particular description, is such a rare disease, that Madame Lachapelle observed but fifteen
cases of it in forty-three thousa,nd fi,•e hundred and fifty-five labors.
In the estimation of pathologists, this is always a grave affection, on account of' the danger to which it exposes the child after birth; but more
pal'ticularly so, in the eyes of the accoucheur, from the difficulties thereby
entailed on the labor itself'. l\Ioreover, these difficulties and dangers vary
with the quantity of' liquid effused into the cranium; because, where this is
inconsiderable. the delivery is still possible, ow ing to the flexibility aud the
softne::>s of the head, the walls of which are nearly all membranous; ::-o thnt,
by gradually moulding itself to the passage, the head becomes lengthened
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out, and the labor is either terminated by the powers of nature alo11e, or else
is cffec::tcd without much difficulty by the application of the forceps, or by
the pelvic version j but where the water exists in g reat abundance, the
dimen.;ionfl. of the head exceed those of the diameters of the pelvis' so much
that the clelinry is absolutely impossible, unle.::;s the fluid!:i be evacuated by
an a rtificial puncture, or by a spontaneou:; rupture of the sutures, or fontanelles.
The following, according to DugCs, are the signfl. whereby a dropsy of tho
head ma.y be recognized during the parturition: the finger falls upon a large
nnd e.lightly connx surface, which conrs e\'ery part of the .::uperior titrnit
witho11t engaging, and has n variable con!'i:stcnce at diffcl'C:nt points i for,
although hard and res istant while the paiu
it i;,, on the c:ontrar_v, soft
and fluctuating in some place~ during the
between the <-·ontra<'tions.
Then, by passing the index regularly over it, the arcouchcur cau recognize
pieced of bone separated by membranous intcr,.pacc::, or soft commissurc!:', as
broad as the finger; and, at timei:, the fontanC'llr-=, equal in extent to the
hollow of the hand. If the child lrns presented by ~omc other part than the
vertex, and the head is only acces5:ible to the touch by its ba~e, the separation of the bones detected by the finger will be much le~r-, though it is. often
ea!':ily appreciable. Finally, if the dropsy he inconJ.iidcrable, the ~ame
characters will be observed, though they are less evident; and besides, the
head being then more convex, and not so soft, will engage better in the
pc!Yic excavation.
The diagnosis is sometimes rendered difficult by the clc\·ation of the head;
but when the latter is ascert.aincd to be presenting, and the pelvis found to
be well formed, the presence of the pulsations of' the fi:ctal heart on a level
with, or C\'en above the umbilicus, may excite a suspicion of hydrocephalus.
(Blot.)
According to D ugCs, the signs furnished by the touch are not always to
be met with, and I have seen two cases in wh ich t hey we re enti rely wanting.
Thc~e two cases, which, if my in\'CStigations are to be relied on, are unique,
pre~ent instances of hydrocephalus with double effusion, viz., intra-cranian
and extra-cranian.
A well-formed woman who had once been safely delivered was aga in in
labor under the care of Dr. Ba.s~ereau. Thirty-six hours ha<l elapsed when
the Doctor called me in consultation. By this time the neck was completely
dilated and the membranes ruptured, but the pains which were for a long
time powerful had gradually lc.ssened, so that the labor was almost sus-

pended.
[ discove red at the superior str::iit a large and soft tumor, offering none
of the characters of the head, but suggesting rather a presentation of the
breech . During the contractions it became tense and elastic, but was devoid
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of b<.my resistance. Upon introducing the entire hand within the vagina
and grasping the tumor, I w:ts able, by making unequal pres5ure upon
various points of its surface, to perceive here and there a sense of fluctuation, and I knew that I had to deal with the head covered by a sac containing fluid. I then remembered having ten years before met with a similar
state of things, and confidently diagnosed external hydrocephalus coincident,
doubtless, with effusion within the cranium.
Nothing was revealed by auscultation. The child had ceased to }iye.
An incision, one-eighth of au inch in length, was then made upon the top of
the tumor, and a.bout a glas~ful of liquid escaped. The soft and fluctuating
tumor disappeared and the scalp alone remained between my fingers anJ
t he bones of the head.
The forceps were applied, but without effect, and three-quarters of ao
hour afterwouds I decided to make another puncture; this time rt quart of
liquid esca,ped, and shortly after the head engaged, and delivery was spontaneously accomplished.
Ten ye<lrS before, I was called by Dr. Saint Ange to a woman who had
been in labor thirty-six hours, and in whose case various stimulan ts, amongst
them, ergot, had been v:iinly employed. At the commencement of the labor
my confri::re had detected a vertex presentation, but feeling a large and soft
tumor, I at first thought of a presentation of the breech. During an interval
between the pa.ins I pressed suddenly upon t he tumor, and clearly distinguished the resisting surface of the bones of the head.
The forceps were twice applied in vain, when a puncture was made, giving
issue to two gla.o:::;fuls of liquid. The forceps were applied once more, and a
dead child eas il y brought away.
The sutures were large, and within the cranium there was a. collection of
fluid which e!-icaped upon an in cision being made through a suture. There
was, therefore, in this case, both internal and external hydrocephalus.
It were unnecessary to say how greatly this anomaly must modify the
diagnostic signs pointed out by authors. Nothing but a sudden pressure
upon the tumor, dispersing the extra.-cranian fluid, will enable us to feel
t he bones of the head.
How, next, are the two collections of fluid to be explained? 1. It may
be supposed that both are formed separately, one by pressing away the subcut::rneous cellular tissue, and the other taking place in the intra-craniau
however, is hardly probable i but, 2. It ir; possible that behydrocephalus alone was present, and that under the
kinds of pressure undergone by the head, neces::arily
unequal and partild as they must be from the very form and dimension:) of
the pelvi s, it is possible, that under these circumstances a fissure might occu1
somewhere in a suture or fontanelle, allowing the liquid to pass from withiu
outwardly and to form a tumor upon the external surface of the cranium.
The latter theory receives confirmation from the fact that, in the seconJ
case, .U . .Martin Saint Ange had no difficulty in detecting the head early in
the labor, whilst at a later period I discovered it with difficulty, masked a~
it was by a soft and fluctuating tumor. But, supposing a communication
betwcrn the two collections, how explain why the evacuation of the fir:;t wa:;
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11ot followed by the emptying of the bttcl'? how account for the nccessit.y
vf a. double puncture in the first case and the persistence of the internal
hydrocephalus in the second, even when the hea<l was subjected to stro ng
compression by the forceps? Th e fact merits further examination; but
howeYer the modo of its formation be cxpla.iued, it is not le.ss curious as
both diagnosis and operative indications.
indications for treatment presented by this affCctiou vary with its
extent, and according to whether the child is li\·ing or dead. Besides wliidi,
as DugCs justly renrn.rks, the physician must not only ba.se his detcrmina,tiou
on the size of the head, but also on its flexibility an<l its indiuation to
engage in the excavation.
When the cranium is of moderate size, is soft, reducible, and, from the
influence of the strong, euergctic contractions of the womb, gradually 11pproaches the inferior strait, we sho uld temporize, and besati.:;fiecl wilh favoring a spontaneous termination of the labor by tile employment of the proper
means. But if the deJivery i~ delayed, and the pains are weakened or usclc.~~Jy i:;pent against insurmountable obstacles, the forceps should he at once
applied. Keverthele::s, the pre.ssure and tractions ou the head ought to be
slow and gradual, with the ·v iew of prennting rupture, which can always
be avoided by proceeding with gentleness, and r emembering that the instrument is liable to slip.
Breech and trunk presentations are much more common when the fcetus
is hydrocephalic, as shown by statistics furnished by Scanzoni; of 152 c11ses,
30 presenting some other part than the head, or 1 in 5. Now, under these
circumstances, it is evident that the difficulties will not be felt until after
the spontaneous exit or the artific:ial extraction of a great part or even the
totality of the trunk, fo r then it is that the occipito-frontal circumference
considerably enlarged engages in the superior strait.
The pelvic ver.:;ion would doubtless be resorted to in presentations of the
trunk; but if the operator has been fortunate enough to detect the large
size of the head before searching after the foet, he shou1d , in my opinion,
endeavor to bring the cephalic extremity to the superior strait.
When the size of the head is such that a. spontaneous delivery is wholly
impos::;ible, and the application of the forceps or the pelvic version is not
practicable, there is no olhcr resource fol· saving the mother than to punc·
lure the cranial vault, which a.lone can afford an outlet t.o the serum accumulated in its cavity. This operation may be performed with the trocar,
the bistoury, or with any pointed knife whatever, after having taken the
precaution to envelop its blade with tape, so as to leave only the point un·
CO\"cred. This si mpl e puncture of the rnem branous intervals is always
preferable to the mutilation of the ch ild. For, although the sudden collapse
of the brain, which usually follows the evacuation of the liquid, nearly
always occasions the death of the fC:ctus, still the latter may po::i:Sibly survive
suc.:h an operation; since a puncture of this kind made after birth has occa:-ion111Jy been followed by a complete cure. Smellie's and Stein's scissors
should, therefore, be proscribed in these cases, and we ought to decide on
plunging them into an intact brain only, when the opening made with a
smaller instrument has not been frco enough to permit the escape of the
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It may happen, in

ca~es

of double hydrocephalu>:, that when the

fluid has been evacuated through :i puucturc, the labor may tc1mi.
nate either spontaneously or by the use of the forceps. Rhould it be other·
wise, another puncture through the sutures or fontanelles will m·iclcntly he
mdled for. In no case is a bloody ope rati on on the female permi.~:-<ible,
because the life of the infant is then too seriou.~ly compromi.~cd, by the mere
fact of hydrocephalus, to think of sparing it at the expense of that of the
mother.
" 'here Ihe child is dead, cephalotom y would appea.r to us preferable, m1lcss some serious difficulties in its pcrfOrmance were likely to be met with.
If cephalotomy be dcci<led upon in cases of pelvic prc.-;cntation, some
difficulty
be experienced in perforating the tranium. Though it iil
ofLen possible
the instrument through the arch of the palate, I would
prefer repeating what I have already done in a. case to whi<"h I had been
calle<l in consultation by l\t Ducros, namely, to introduce the blunt hook
into the orbit, and enter the cranium through the optic foramcn. This process had been before recommended by l\l. Dujardiu in a note addressed to
the Academy of Medi cine in 1851, but it is ev idently practicable only when
the child is dead.

§ 2. liYDROTIIORAx AND Ascrrr:..S; RETE:S-TION OF URINE.
Ascites is e\'en more rare than hydrocephalus, though it is met with somewhat ofcener than hydroth orax:. Th e signs indicacive of dropsy of the chest
are, a considerable enlargement of the thorax, a widening of the intercostal
sparesi and an evident fluctu•ttion in these enlarged intervals. On the con·
trary, the extraordinary size of the belly, the distention of it.'i walls, and
the fluctuation detected there, characterize ascites. The frotus, being retained
by the amplitude of one or the other of these cavities, is arrested in its progress through the pelvis, and the accoucheur finds the excavation filled np
by a large, soft, aod fluctuating tumor. In some cases of extreme distention
of' the abdomen, the walls of this cavity haYe been found to yield, so that
a great pu,rt of the tu mot· remained above the superior strait, whi~t the rest
of the trunk gradually descended into the excavation; and when one portion of the ab<lomen had reached the exterior, the liquid gravitated towards
this point., where the resista~ce was less, the portion remaining internally
progrc>;sively diminished in volum e, and the labor terminated naturally.
}'rank speaks of a dropsical child that presented by the breech, in whom a.
quantity of thP se1.. •m had escaped from the abdomen into the scrotum; and
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an evacuation of all the liquid was secured by making an incision into this
part, which cour:)e should be repeated, if a tiimilar ca~e were to occur. But
when the a<1ueous tumor of the chel)t or abdomen i.!:! l:u·ge enough to be
arrc~tc<l by one of the str!1it:0, we should have rccoun;e to punctme with the
trocar.
.A peculiarity whic:h might readily be mistaken for ascitcs, consitits in the
accumulation of a hrge t\mount of urine in the blad<lor of the frelui:!.
When treating of the :secretions of the fretus, it was :stated (see p. 237)
that a certain amount of urine w:1s doubtless secreted during itl) intra·utcrinc
exi.:;tcncc, an<l we mentioned in support of the opinion, some instancc:s in
which obliteration of the urethra had gi,'en rise to eno rm ous <li,,;tention, and
eve n rupture of the bladder. In a. case communicated to the Academy of
Medicine by ii!. Depaul, the bladder was so d ii:;tcncled a:; to prove an insur·
mountable ob:'tncle to the extraction of the footus.
(This ca"e, conjoined with two similar ones, supplif'rl ~I. Depaul with the material
for nn excellent paper, publi,,hcJ in the G.1zelle llehdomadaire of 1860. The Pro·
fe~sur think~ tbat retention of urine has often b£>en mistaken for a~cites, which,
acconling to him, is \'Cry rare. For further particulars the reader is referred to
thepaperabo,'ementioned.]
Whether aware of the true cause of the difficulty, or hesitating between
ascitt.!:i 01• extreme distention of the bladder, it is evident that if properly
directed tractions are iueffoctual, an evacuation of the fluid is the only
resource in either case. We would merely add, in accordance with M.
Depaul, that since the permeability of the urethra may sometimes he re·
establi~hed after birth, it is :-;trictly indicated to perform the puncture a.s
carefully as it would be done in the adult. The in::ertion of the cord would
be a sure guide in choosing the most favorable point.
In a case obser ved by ~[. Moreau, ascites and con.;;;iderable distention of
the bladder existed simultancouilly. The first puncture, though it discharged
d. large amount of peritoneal fluid, did not enable the extractio n to be made,
and a second one was nec~sary to en1cuate the uriue cont:tin ed in the bhul·
dcr. The delivery of the child was effected without difficulty immediately
afterward.

§ 3.

E :; .irrrYSEMATous CmrnrnoN OI" TITE FCETUS.

Merriman Jrns remarked that, when the fretus had been dead for some
time, a. large quantity of gas may be created in consequence of the putre·
faction it has undergoue; thereby greatly augmenting the volume a nd the
distention of the belly, and consequently retarding the expu lsion. " I ha\·e
known," says he, 11 two instances of rnpture of the \'agina, arising from the
r~hhn~ of midwives, who forcibly dragged the children, enormously swelled
wilh putrid air into the world. In one case, the vagina. was torn com·
pletely through.' Both the women died in a few hour~. Had the bellies of'
lhe children been punctured, to give vent to the air, thei<e fa.ta.I occurrences
would have been avoided." (Synop11is.)
M. Depaul has recently published a ca~e, in which no~ only .'~as a large
quantity of gas developed in the abdominal and thoracic cav1t1es, hut the
limh.s uf' the child were so greatly infiltrated :u:1 to pre:sent nearly d oubln
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theil' natural ~ ize. After extracting the head by the forceps, iL .rn..; dcemf'd
necessary to apply the ccphalotrihe forceps, and close them with i;;uch for('c
as to l'Cduce the size of the trunk cou::;idcrably, and at the same time obtain
a firm hold for traction. \n1il st proceeding thus, a large amount of cxcec·diugly fetid gas escaped with a. report, and very strong tractions were required
to di:;engn.ge the chest and deliver the child. The uterus in contracting expelled a similar kind of gas.
Supposing the diagnosis to be well established, we agree with Merriman
in the opinion that a previous puncture of the abdomen and chest would
certainly have facilitated the use of the cephalotribe, or perhaps have even
rendered its employment unnecessary.

§ 4.

Tul\JORS OF

V ARTOUS Krnns.

The tumors, of divers sorts, with whi ch the f<I!tus may be affected at the
time of birth, and the size of which is occasionally so great as to impede its
spontaneous expulsion, are not susceptible of being included under any
general head, and the measures to be employed vary for each. Where they
are pe<liculatcd, it not unfrequently happens that the pcdicle is broken,
either by the influence of the expulsory efforts of the womb, or the tractions
made by the accoucheu r. " Then their induration is not very great, they
temporarily diisappcar, at times, from being compressed between the fretal
surface and the uterine parietcs, or the osseous walls of the pelvis. The
proper course is to remove them, when accessible, or to discharge their con·
tents by means of a puncture where they contain a liquid. But, unfortunately, we can seldom even suspect their ex istence until the labor is already
so far advanced that it is hardly possible to act. If their volume be exces·
sive, the child's death will nearly always result from the delay and difllculty
in the parturition, and then the conduct to be followed is clearly eYident.
Certain tumors are also sometimes present in the great cavities. especially
that of the abdomen, which may render spontaneous delivery difficult, and
occasionally even impossible. A very curious case is mentioned by MM.
Guilleton and Ollier, in which the obstacle to delivery was occasioned hy
an abnormal enlargement of both kidneys, due to an hydatiform hypertroph y of the glandular clement of the Malpighian bodies. Tractions so
strong as to tear away the lower extrem iti es of the child failed to deliver
it; but
the pains returned, and the labor terminated spontaneously in
In another case, quoted by Siebold, the child had presented by the pelvi~,
though the head was the first to appear, and was expelled without much
trouble. The delivery of the body, however, required strong and long-con·
tinued tractions. The size of the abdomen was enormous; it measure<l
seventeen inches in circumference, and eight inches from the xyphoid cartilage to the pubis. At the autopsy, the kidneys appeared as two laq.re
tumors, weighing two pounds; each one was six inches long, four inrl1es
wifle, and three inches thick. (See, iu the Journal Hebdomadaire, 1855,
the bibliogra-phical reference to several similar cases; see also Tarnier,
Tlifsede Co11cow·s.)
Still another case of dystocia, clue to the enormous bulk of a cancerous
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liver, ii;;. reported by i\l. Noeggeralt. Though the forceps wt:r<' appli1.xl, the
extraction of the head required the entire strength of the opl·rntor; and
e\"Cll lhen the pain:::, though \'ery powerful. foiled to deliver the 1-1houl<lers;
so that, hrl\·ing dra:.rg-ed fruitlC$:'ly upon the head, it was ncee.......ary to hook
the fingers in the axillre, ~l.llfl draw upon them forcibly.
The principal bu lk of the fcctus was due to the ahdomcn, which had four
tim~ its normal ~izc.
An immense tumor, the liver, filled it:; tavity; it
weigh£>d two nn<i a quarter pounds, mea~ured eight anrl three-quarter
inche5 in width, 1;ix inches from hclow upward, and three ind1c:s in lhickne... ~. The tii:sue proper of the li\•er was met with here and there, but the
greater part of it was replaced by u. heteromorphous mass resembling t he
gray substance of the brain.
[ \"ariou<1 other tumors b::n·e been mt"'t with on the head, neck, anr.I. lumbar and
earr:\1reJ!ion'<.
Tumors of rnriahle size are sometime;i deYelopf'd UJ>On the head, the mo!!t common heing- encrphaloceles and mcningoccles. The latter variety occur more frequently than the former, anr.I. sometimes acquire a. ,·olume equal to or greater
than that of the llf'ad it'ielf. In aca'lcof the kind. which I saw atthll IH1spitalof
the Clinique, the child presented by th~ should.er. Whil;it turning. l felt a round
and re~i,;.ting tumor by the sit.le of the head which I took for the hear.I. of another
child. The oper:uion was continued and the feet brought down . .At first, the
estraction wa!! ea"Y• I.mt when the hnr.1.y had he<'n delivered I encountered an
unu'iual difficulty in the extraction of the he1td. It came down, however. suddenly,
whil"t dr::i.win~ upon it, and with it a large tunwr a.uached to the O{'cipit<d regio n.
A plnster c:ist which l h<ld made of it i!! now dPposited in ~ I. Uepaul's anatomica l
collection in the ho<ipital of the Clioique. Dis;oectiou pro\·eJ the tumor to be a
meninµ;ncele.
Larg-t"' tumor!! may also beattachPd to
the neck, a<i in :t ea..,eof dptoeia published in the An:lifre., by l\I. Monod
where the tumor, as large a<1 the hear.I.
of a child at term, wa~ attached to the
neck by a pe(licle which allowed it to
turn to either .. idl.'. The vertex pre .. ented,
and after twenty-four hours of labor it
became nect"'""ary to apply the forcep~.
'l'l1echihl,thouJ!;hbnrnalive,livedbut
fi1'e hnurs. In thifl case, thetumorappearetl to be<"anc:erous. At other times,
thf' net'k i<1 affected with a tumor formed
hy an h~·pertrophirrl th.vroid gland. In
nca,,.eof theki11d which lsflw quite recently, theturnorwaaof the size of the
fi~t.

The scrotal. 8acrn1, n.nd lumbar reby
tumor$, ~uch a~ hydrO\:f>les, spina
liificla. with hyclrora«his, cancer n.nd
frctal ine\u ... ion, nll which may cause
greatf'r or le!'i.s difficulty in theextral.'tion
of the child. M DC'paul relate<>, in a.
note, that he saw two children at the Clinique in whose birth there had been some
~i·ms are quite frequrntly occupied
lan~e
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like these, the difficulty cannot be foreseen, nor even suspected,
to exert its influence upon the labor. Tractions upon the
head , arms, or axillre, when the head presents, and upon the lower extremities un<ler other c ircumstances, shoul<l be ma.<le at first moderately, and
afterwards stro ngly; but, should they fail and the child be dead, it were
better to perform embryotomy thn.n to continue them so long as to rb.k
laceration of the maternal organs. Evidently, if the tunior contain a fluid,
the first thing to be done would be to evacuate it by one or more punctur~.

§ 5.

ANCUYLOSIS OF TllE FCETAT, ARTICULA'ffONS.

GIBBOSlTY.

Dr. Busch has recently had an opportunity of observing a very singular
case of dystocia, dependent on anchylosis of the articulations of' the
chi ld's limbs, in which the forceps were applied, but after the extraction of
the head, the trunk could not be delivered. Being umtble to discover the
cause of t he difficulty, repeated tractions were ma<le, at first moderate, but
afterwards more powerful, when a cracking noi se was heard, and the upper
part of the trunk clen.re<l the external orifi ce; but the lower portion of it
lik ew ise became arrested, and, as the child was dead, it was dragged out
without hesitation 1 and the sa me cracking sound was again heard. At the
examination, it appeared that the articulations of the limbs had
anchylosed in Lhe ordinary flexed position exhibited by the fffitus in
the womb, and that. the bones of the arms and t.highs were fractured.
(British and Foreign Med. Review, p. 579, April, 1838.)
Our colleague Dr. ,Joulin mentions
other fii milar cases. Still
more rarely is delivery ruacle difficult
deformity (gibbosity) of the
vertebral column.

ARTICLE IV.
FCETAL MO!>l'STHOSITlE!'.

As the cyclops, the anopses, the acephalous and anencephalous frctuses are
delivered as cns il y as those luning a normal conformation, we have no
occasion to treat of them here.
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ARTICLE V.
DYSTOCIA OCCASIONED BY MULTIPLE FCETUSBS.

§ 1.

OF Mur.TIPLE A~D lNDEPENDE~T Fa:TUSES.

".-e pointed out the signs, in the article on gestation (see page 270) by
which the presence of two or morn children in the uterine cavity might be
recognized during pregnancy, and de~cribcd normal twin labor in another
chapter (see page 375). It is now our duty to indicate the difficulties peculiar to this form of labor.
Usually, as was stated, the birth of the second soon follows that of the
first, but if delayed, friction o,·er the body and upon the neck of the womh
are sufficient to stimulate contractions which soon complete the deJiycry.
Generally, the~efore, the action of the womb must be waited for paticnLly.
(See page 377.) But is the labor to be abandoned wholly to nature, or
should we attempt to deliver at once? In some instances, there can be no
hei:;itation as to the proper cour;:;e; thus, when the birth of the fir;:;t child
has been tedious and difficult, and has required the intervention of art, and
the forces of the patient seem to be exhausted by the former effort; when
any accident whatever that threatens the li fe of the mother or of the second
twin, has occurred during or after the delivery of the first; and whenever
the second one presents in such an unfi.worable position 1 at the superior
strait as to demand the pelvic \'er.:;ion, this ought to be performed immediately. But in all the.:;e cases the expub ion shoul d by no mean s be rapid,
and the accoucheur will draw \·ery slowly on the pelvic extrem ity, so as uot
to empty the uterus too soon, and thu~ avoid the inertia and attendant
hemorrhage which might re.::;ult in consequence of a rapid depletion. It
would e,·en. be prudent, when the detective position sha ll have been con\'erted, by the evolution, into a presentation of the pelvis, to trust the rest
of the delivery to the expu lsory efforts of the womb. The application of
the forcep.::; will rarely be ncce.::i:;ary, because, if the head is so far engaged
as to render pelvic version impossible, the labor will probably terminate
without assistance. Nevertheless, should the in capacity of the uterus be
complicated with any accident serious enough to comprom ise the life of the
mother or child, it would be proper to have recourse to this instrulllent if
the head had arrived at the inferior strait; but in all other cases the pelvic
version ought to be preferred, because the introduction of the hand and the
evolution of the fcetus will not fail, by the irritation they produce, to determine the retraction of the uterine walls, and thus prevent subsequetit in erLi::i..
Wh en one of the twins, though dead, has remained in the uterus for sev-
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end monlh!', whilst the development of the other was constantly progressing, the little abortion is ordinarily expelled simultaneously with, or !-ihortly
after, the fir.::;t child; but unless the accoucheur is very careful, and the ~izc
of the womb after the delivery should not excite his attention 1 iti:; :::ojourn
there may be considerably prolonged. No doubt, in these case:.:, the hand
ought to be carried up into the womb, for the purpose of delin~l'ing the
aborted f~tus, but this will not always prove an easy matter. In a eat5e of
the kind, communicated to me by Dr. Casaubon, the internal uterine orifice
became strongly contracted immediately after the extraction of the placenta,
and it was not without great difficulty that he eveut11ally succeeded in overcoming its
a.nd reaching the uterine cavity. The little prociuct
proved to be an abortion of four months. The other
was then
infant had
at the end of the eighth month.
In certain cases, the presence of two children may render the deliYery
difficult, and reqliiresomespecial precautions; thus, it may happen: 1. That
both present simultaneously at the strait, and retard each other's expul:>iou;
here the most movable head should be carefully pushed up, so as to permit
the other to engage first. The difficulty will be greatly enhanced if the two
heads be engaged in the excavation at the same time, and neither of them
can be pressed back; under such circumstances, the application of the forceps upon the one that appears the most engaged, and, if this does not succeed, the perforation of one of them, seem to me the only practicable operations. However, even here, very prompt action is unnecessary, for it might
happen, if both heads were small, that a natural expulsion could be effected;
an example of which is reported by Allen, in vol. xii. of the Medico-Chirurgical
The same plan is to be pursued when, instead of the
or the feet of the two infants present together.
heads, the
2. The first child may present by the shoulder; here, the pelvic version
is evidently indicated, but in performing it the operator must be very careful to seize the foet of the right child before commencing the evolution, for
if both the bags of waters were ruptui·ed, nothing would be more easy than
to get hold of two feet belonging to different children. It were much better
to turn by drawing on one foot only. (See Version.)
3. Where the first presents by the feet, whether spontaneously or as a
consequence of the pelvic version, the greater part of the trunk is extracted
without difficulty, but the head may be arrested in the excavation or aborn
the superior strait. Thus, in the twentieth observation of the fourth i\[emoir
of Madame Lachapelle, the head of the first-born had drawn under it that
of its brother, which had a tendency to present by the vertex, so that the
latter one blocked up the passage of the former, while the first prevented
the second from getting above the superior strait; but, fortunately, the children were small, and the head of the second twin escaped spontaneonsly,
alongside of the neck of the first, and then the head of the first followed the
neck of the second. A very similar ca~e, given by Dr. Erwin, is related by
Dr. Dewees. ( Just such a case is represented in Fig. 116.) Ha<l these two
fretuses been of the ordinary size, it is clearly evident that their expulsioo
could not lrn.ve been effected until one or possibly both heads had b&n reduced by croniotomy. The mutilation of one child seems to me the only
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recomsc we h~n-e in these difficult cases; thus, it has properly been re<:om·
mended to amputate the neck of the first twin, which would render thf'I
spontaneous ex pu !sion of the second
one possible, or at least would per·
mit its extraction by the forceps;
after which, the head of the muti·
lated infant should be sought after
and brought down. H owever, be·
forere.sortingtothiscrueloperutiou,
'an application of the forceps ought
to be attem ptccl on the head that
de.:;cendecl first, as appears to lu\Ve
been done successfully by a surgeon
of Dijon. In fact, from the small.
ness of the children, it is possible
~

~~~~d :~,~lt~~~·dc~~:· tl~=eb~:co~~~ ~ ;4

a
stacle to the passage of the trunk
of the child we are endeavoring to
extract by the instrument.
4. 111. Jacquemicr relates a curi·
ous case witnessed by him at the
Maternity Ilo::>pital. A woman, who
had been in her labor nine days,
was brought to the hospital in a dying condition; the waters were discharged
three days before, and the forceps had been applied without success. At
the autopsy, two children were found in the womb. One head had de·
scendecl into the excavation in the left occipito-cotyloid position, and had
pas:ed the uterine orifice. The other chi ld was in the second position of
the lefL shoulder i its head rested in the right iliac fossa, and the front of its
neck, which was situated below the anterior sho ulder of the first fcetus, em·
braced the neck of the latter, in a semicircle, so as to prevent a further de·
srcnt of the trunk; thus explaining the fruitlessness of the tractions made
by the forceps. Both ch ildren were large.
5. Again, two foet occasionally present at the orifice; when, if the accou·
cheur deem it advisable to aid the cxpulsory efforts of the womb by trac·
tions, he might, by supposing they belonged to one child, draw on both, and
thus engage parts of both twins at the same time, which could not pass out
together; therefore, if there is the least dolibt of the character of the preg·
nancy, he should ascertain, before making any tractive efforts whatever,
that the two limbs really belong to th~ same indi\'iduaJ, whic:h is done by
pas.,,ing the hand up into the 'romb· as far as the hips; though it must be
confo:ssed that this diagnosis is frequently alteRded with grc::tt difficulty.
Here, again, it is better to draw upon one foot only.
PJeiesman states that, on one occasion, he found the orifice plugged up by
the parts that had become engaged, and whi ch at first sight appeared to
hiin to be a qua11tity of hands and feet. A more carefu l examination enabled
him to distingui'5h four inferior extremities, which were delivered as far a~
55
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"At first," li e i::ays, 11 I was in g-rent perpl<'Xity,
because I could find no way of introducing my hand into the womh. for thp
purpose of distingni::hing and
the t\\ o feet belonging to ead1 c·hild,

the ham, and one arm.

and because all my efforts to
one of thc::e extremities go baek
again proved aborti,·e; besides w11ich, in drawin g on any two of them, I
might confOund and bring clown the feet of two diftCrent fa.>tU!'C5 at thr
same time; and, lastly, even if I succeeded in ::cizing the two fret belongin~
to the same child, I might, by dra\\'ing on tlwm, C'ngage the other part~, and
thu s augment the cliffiuulties. Being greatly cmharra~sNI :l" to the proper
course, and yet obliged to act, the ernploymc11t of a measure recommended
by Hippoc rates, under diflerent circ um stances, happily sugge~te d itself; it
was, to suspend the patient by her feet, hoping that the heads and the
bodies of the children would, by t hei r weight, draw one or more of the ex·
tremities towards the fund us of the womb, which was still di.-: tended by the
waters. The husband and brother-in.law of the woman pMsed their arms
under her hams, and thus held her Stt:5pcncled, so that only the head and
shoulders rested on the bolster. I intended, as soon as I mouutecl on the
bed , to press back one or more of the free extremities into the womb, but
two had already returned from the mere position of Lh e mother, and the
other three soon followed by the aid of my fingers. Imm ediately afterwards,
I was enabled to introduce my hand into the uterus, and to withdraw surccssi\·ely therefrom three ch ildren by the feet."
In bringing forward this ease, I only de5irc to illustrate what has been
said concerning the difficulty of diagnosis. I ought also to ca ll :.1tte11tio11
to the impossibility of the reduction, and the sin gu lar procedure n'::ortecl to
with a success that seems to warrant its employmcut again uuclcr similar
circumstances .

. § 2.

OF l\IuLTIPLE AND ADIIEHE:\'T F<E·1TSES.

The signs by which we are able to detect the presence of twins ran in
no wise aid in ascertaining the adherence, or the more or les:o: intimate fu::ion,
of two liYing beings into each other. Th e diagnosis is likewise \·cry cliflicult
at the period of labor; for, even after the twin
has been recog·
nized, it is only by negative ev idence that we can
adhe!-ion of
the two ch ildren.
If two bags of waters are detected
ture the membranes twice, if
disti nct periods, the presence of independent twins
the womb may be
regard ed as certain; for there are never two envelopes for a. doub le mon:-:tcr,
and two perfect twio:S arc very seldom inclose<l in the same amniotic pouch.
Again, if tw{) feet or even a si ngle one de~cend with the head 1
larly if the feet yield to the tractions made on them, and""'"""'"'""' nuva
without the head having a tendency to reascend, we may
two in fonts; because a monster is ne\'er composed of two
!:iO
1
11
1

~e::~~1 t1;~~~~el;:.:::n~fs:11~~1~t~~1~~t~\~~:g~i~ec~~~ t~~l~e:ts~:·rtt:~ i~1 °~~~~;·ti1eb~u~,:~
children to which
pen<l ent 1 by carrying

demie.)

belong are joined together or are mdc·
up into the womb. (Dugl·s, JJ!i'ni. de l'Acu
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Ts it proper t.> interfere in all cases, whether the mon.strosity be re1'ognized
..ir not, or shou ld the delivery be abandoned to nature for a certain length
of time? The recorde<l in.stanced, which proYe that a spontan eous deliYery
may take place, are too numerous at the present day to warrant an active
intervention until after a bufficient length of lime has been accorded to the
uteri ne contractions to etfoct the expul.sion. The mechanism by which the
delivery is finally accomplished \\ill also vary according to the particular
kind of monstrosity.
When the two fi.:etuses are united by the breech or head, their expulsion
takes place without any marked difficulty, and they generally e.scape one
after th e other, more particularly when they happen to be joined at the
breech. But if connected a.t the occiput, the point of union is seldom flexible
enough to permit the two heads to de:;cen<l ~imultaneously; and if the patient
is at her full term, the interYention of art will become nece.~sary .
Where there are two hcad>:i for a siuglc trunk, ~he mcchani:;m ·varies ac·
cording to whether the n.ion:;tro,_,ity presents by the vertex or by the breech;
but the <leli\'ery is still po~::ible, if the twins are slightly adherent and so
movable as not to be invariably parallel, for then the two heads may engage
successively and not simultaneously. In the vertex pre;;entations, the ante·
rior head, which is the most inforior on account of the obliquity of the body
of the child situated in the line of the axis of the 1mperior strait, engages
first; and then the other, which had been primitively arrested by the sac:ro·
YCrtebral angle, follows it. On the coutrn ry, where the infant is delivered
by the breech, the posterior head ,\ill engage the first, in conseque nce of
the inclination impre::sed on the trunk by the axis of the pehic canal; and
the anterior one, which was hitherto debyed by the symphysis pubi:;, will
engage immediately aftern·ard .
When each head has its own body, but the two trunks are united by their
lateral, anterior, or posterior faces, whether throughout their whole extent,
or only in a partial degree, a spo~1ta n cous clelinry is more difficult than in
the former cases; but when it does oct'ur, it takes pbce just in the ::;ame w:1y.
If there is only one head for two bodies, the latter are expelled simultaneously, aud the only difficulties which can then present, depeu<l on the unusual
i:ize of the head, which is sometime::S very large.
The process docs not always n.d\':wce as favorably as we ha.Ye just stated,
si ace it is not at all unusual for one of the heads ( where the double condition
inYolves the ''hole body, or i; limited to the head ) to be arrested above
either the sacro·vertebral angle or the symphysis pubb, and thus dcla.y the
subsequent descent of the one tha.t is already engaged, or on the point of
engaging.
What has just been stated concerning the mechanism
which the expulsion of' the bicephalous fcetuses is effected, would
lead us to
abo,·e the
suppose, that, whenever one of tile heads slrnll lulYe been
superior strait, the pelvic nr,_,ion should be resorted to, if the monstrobity
presents by its cephalic extremity or trunk; and if lhe breech descends
first, to draw on the lower extremities. But, in either ca::;e, \rhen the greater
portion of the body is delivered, it would be necc&;ary to carry it up in front
of the symphysis pubis, so as to favor the engagement of the po::;terior head,
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prior to the anterior one. Again, if the hrad that pre.:-C'nt::: fir4 i:.h:ill have
been engaged too long in the pelvic excavntion to admit of being p1\>.'i,;td
hack, and of the feet being brought clow n, it would be proper to make an
application of the forc<'ps, if the fretus were still Ji,·ing; but, undt•r ~uch
circumstaucell-, this latter measure will often prove incHh·tual, for the trac.
lions made by the in!"trument will not overcome the rc:-i ... t::rntc olll•n·d by
the ~erond head. ' Ve have, therefore, in thi~ C:l'."C only to choo,;c hctwl'<·n
a bloody operation on the mother, and a divi .. ion of the child':s neck, whil'h
would permit the head that offered first to be removed, and thus render the
peh·ic ver~ion practicable. And here, notwithstanding the high authoritiea
to the contrary, I do not hesitate to advocn.te the mutilation of the fo:tus i
for, in ca!'=es of this nature, I wou ld have no scruple in s:icrificing the infant's
Jife to the safety of the mother.

CIIAPTER XVI.
ARTIFICIAL DELf\'ERY OF THE PLACENTA.

del ivery of the placenta was described on page 381. We have
now to study the diffic111ties and accidents which may attend the proce::;s, nnd
for this purpose shall devote to them two diffCrcnt articles.
NATURAL

ARTICLE I.
DIFF ICULT DELlVEHY OF TUE

PLAC'E~TA.

?-'he di~culties t.hat ~my require an artificial ~cJivery of the after-birth are
cau::e.l either by rnertia of the womb, excc:-s1ve volume of the placenta,
wcaknc!"~ of the umbilical cord, irregular contraction of the uterns 1 or by
intimate adhesions of the plnccnht itself.
\Vhcncnr repeated attempts to effect its <lcli\·ery, made according to the
ruleR stated ( p. 381 ), prove ineffectual, the attendant ought to search for the
can~e of the delay, both by abdominal palpation!'. and by a. \·aginal exploration . One of two things will then occur: either the placenta. will be found
lying o,·er the internal orifice, or it will be so high up that the finger cannot
reach it. Suppos:ing the previous tractions had been made in the proper
direction, an obstacle to t he delivery in the former case could only depend
on the unusual size of the after-birth, on the fragi l ity of the umbilical cord,
or on a. contraction of the uterine orifice; in the latter, the placenta nrn!'=t
C\'idcntly be retained a.t the funclus, either by abnormal adhe::ion:-:, or by the
irregular contraction of some part of the uterine wall~. Thi:: fir,.t diagno::-i~
being once established, the operator only has to decide upon which of those
circumstances the deltty is dependent.

§ 1. hmRTIA OF T O E \ Vorirn.
\Ve have hitherto stated that the contracted uteru~ forms a large, hard,
and resistant tumor in the sub-umbilical region after the child is born.
Now, it may ha.ppen, either from the general debility of the patient, or fr"m
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the fo~blene::s or atony of the womb itself, that it.8 organic contra.ctilitr is
not arouse<l, a1.d the ol'gan otill remains after the birth of the chil<l i;1 n.
state of partial or complete iucrtia.
This iue.i·tia. of the womb (which will claim our special attention when
irc:iting of the hemorrhage that ;,o frequently accompanie::! it after the cleli\'ery) may be ::iimple or complicated with flooding; but we ha.Ye only to
opeak of the fir.st variety at the pre.sent time.
Thi.s condition is indic:ate<l by the large1 soft, and insen!Sible tumor, which
is detected by applying the hand upon the abdomen.
If the inertia of' the womb i:s not atteudecl with flooding, it is probable
that the placenta still remains undetached; and therefore no impl'Udcnt
tractions should be made on the cord letit a separation occur beforn the
inertia is remedied. This would inevitably produce a frightful hemonhage,
which might co~t the patient her life in a few minutCSj or, shoul<l the plaee1Hal a<lhc.sioa.; l'C::ii.::t the tractiYC efforts, the womb would be clr:.twn <lown
along with the after-l>irth, thus producing a partial or complete im·cr.sion
of the organ. It i", therefore, a truly fortunate circumstance whcu the
inertia ii; mnnife::;te<l before the i:;eparation of the after-birth is commenced.
A further source of hemorrhage is found in the umbilical \'C::~cls; but this
accident is exceedingly rare, nnd besides it can Ctbily be reme<licd by t~pply
ing a ligature on the cord.
The best course to be pur.sued in ca.:;es of 8imple inertia, is to wait until
the uteru15 regains it:5 powers; the return of' the contractions might be accelerated, howe,·er, by moderate frictions OYer the lower pttrt of the belly,
or by titillating the 05 uteri with one or two fingers in the rngina, and by
the application of cold compresses over the hypogastric region, and on the
upper part of' the thighs. In cases of partial inertia, some Eugli.Eh practitioner::;, Dr. Murphy in particular (London 'Med. Caz.), have recommended
a tight bandage around the abdomen; or, preferably, a resort to immedi:.ite
pres.sure over the uterus, by applying both hands on the sides of the orgnn.
M. Guillemot ru-serts that he has often succeeded in arousing and keeping
up the contraction.s by plunging the end of the cord in a glas.~ of cold water;
but we can r:;carcely comprehend how this singular result can occur. The
patient's !:itrength is to be kept up at the same time by some broth, or, possibly, by a little good wine, or brandy and water.
1

§ 2. EXCESSIVE YOLUllE Of' 'fflE PLACEXTA.
ThIB may be either real, or <lue to the collection of large eoagul::i in the
pouch of the membrn.nes, created by the inversion of I he placenta in falling
upon the o:-; uteri, after it:; detachment. This source of difficulty is easily
recoguized by ob.;en·ing the unusual volume of the uteru8 :ibove the pubis,
and by detecting the detached ma.::s at the os uteri by the finger.
In mo.-;t in .. tances, the natural contraclions of the \\·omb assisted by a
moderate traction upon the cord, nre all-suffil'icut for the delivery of the
1

after-birth; though it is occa/'lionally aecc:;,.;ary to pr1ss the hand into the
vagina and to carry one or two finger~ up into the uterine cavity for the
purpo~e of hooking it down . \Vhcn the inC;reascd size ii; owiug to the accumulation of coagula in t.he pouch, the membranes, if within ren.ch of the
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finger, or the placenta it~clf, should be perforated !"O as to affor<l an outlc1
to the fluid part of the blood, whereby the t1>tal mai.s is diminished, and it~
subsequent expulsion or extraction facilitated.
The simplest method is, to ~cize the placenta with the entire han<l, nnd,
after squeezing it, in order to expel the clots, withdraw it at once.
~

3.

Wr:AK:"ESS OF' 'fl!E CORD.

This weaknc:-s, ·whether owing to deficient devclopmcnt of the cord it~clf,

a." happens in cases of premature labor, or to the particular mofle of cli:-;tributiuu of the umbilical n:-;..;cll', so well de~cribcd hy Benck~er in his inaugural the::1is (see Umbilical Corel), may facilitate it:5 rupture; and hence the
operator ought to be very careful in pulling on this pnrt. Again, a rupture
of the cord during the delivery may be dependent on iL~ oblique nttaehment
to the placenta. Therefore, as a general rule, whenever the hand fed!' it
gh-ing way during the traction (fo r it produces a peculiar yielding scnl<ation 11 the attempt should be di~continued i and, unles.~ there are some special
rea!'on,:. to the contrary, the further delivery must be left to the powers of
nature, or else the placenta it!:'elf should be laid hold of, if it be deemed
proper to extract it immediately.
In conclusion, if, notwithstanding all proper precautions, tl1e cord docs
become ruptured, the accouchcur has only to introduce the hand into the
vagina, nnd pass up two or three fingers into the uterine cavity 1 so as to
seiz~ and extract the placenta.
It is then sometimes difficult to distinguish the placenta from the wall of
the uterus itself, thus exposing the operator to make dangerous tractions
upon the latter. The following signs may enable us to avoid committing
an error of this kind: 1. The fingers applied to the fcctal surface of the
plarenta can distinguish the projections formed by the vessels which are
distributed upon it. 2. Pressure upon the plarcnta wou ld hardly be per·
ceived by the patient, whil!';t it would be painful if applied to the wall of the
uterus . 3. Lastly, the other hand applied upon the hypogastric region, is
sen!-iible of a greater thickne~s of parts intervening between it and the hand
within the organ than could be due simply to the united thickness of the
walls of the abdomen and of the uterus.

§ 4.

IRREGULAR OR SPASMODIC CONTRACTION OF TIIE UTERUS.

The causes of uterine f-lpai::m are very obscure; though, according to Stoltz,
the predisposition exists in the organ itself. If any exterior cause:; can contribute to it:s production, they certainly must be tho:;.c which have a i:.pcC'ial
action on the womb: such as, improper frictions or manipulationi::, pulling
011 the cord 1 and the ahu!:=-c of Rtimulating remedies, the ergot particularly.
Again, the irregular contractions of the uterus arc more frequently remarked
after a twin labor than otht'rs. The modern authors, who have made thig
H. subject of special study, do not fully agree with each other, in regard to
the ~cquehe of these irregular contractions. The different forms exhibited
by the uterus in such cases ha\'e been reduced, by M. Guillemot, to two
princ:ipal Y:.uictics: the one depending on the conformation of the womb,
and the other developed us a consequence of the prc~ence of some foreign
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body in the viscus. Th e former is designated by him as the hom·-gluss, or
spa.:imodic eoutmction of the neck at its internal orifice; the !utter by the
term ency;;tme11.t, or the irregular contraction of the bocly of the womb.
We shall follow the example of .:\L Stoltz, by admitting four distinct
varieties of uterine spa::;m, namely: 1st, a ~pa::;motlic contraction of the
external orifice of the neck; 2d, that of its internal orifice; 3d, that of oue
or more portions of the body of the uterus; and, 4th, a spasmodic contraction of the whole womb.
1. Spasmodic Contmction o.f the E.rternal Orifice. -A person who ha.s had
many opportuuities of ob5en·ing the softne55 and flaccidity of the cervix
uteri at its lower part after the child is born, can scarcely comprehend the
po:-:::;ibility of il.pnsm at its outer orifice; and hence many author.:i have altog~thc r denied it.5 ex istence. Be... ide,:, it must be evident that, even if such a.
condition were to occur, it would constitute but a. momentary obstacle to tho
delivery of the after-birth; and therefore we would only h::i.vc to wait until
the i;pasru of the oritiC'e had yielded to the force of the contractions. Or,
if any accident should occur requiring prompt delivery, the resistance might
be sunnouuted without difficulty.
2. Spasmodic Conti-action of lite I1iternal 01·ifice.-This is what 1\1. Guillemot understands by the term lww·-glass contraction of the womb; a.nd we
quote a. considerable part of his excel lent de:scri pt ion of it. "\Vhen the hand
is introduced, the cervix is found projecting into the vagina, and so disfigured that it resembles a section of the large intestines; but about fi"·e or
six inches a.hove this, the finger i:; arrested by a kind of stricture, which is
the wrinkled and contracted internal orifice. According to l\ladame Boivin,
the uterine neck sometimes measures five or six inches in length and four to
fin in diameter, in this state of flaccidity; the cavity of the womb containing the placenta is found abo,·e the retracted part. In some instances the
uterine walls arc firmly contracted around this mass, whilst at others they
are in a. state of partial or complete inertia. The cavity of the womb is
thus divided into two portions. "\Vhen the upper one is contracted on the
placenta, as most generally happens, it.s \·olume doe.:i not exceed the moiety
of the whole organ; and hence the retraction, although seated at the interna.l·
orifice, seems to exist very near the middle of the uterus; which circumstance has ind1lCed many practitioners to suppose that they had encountered
an irregular contraction of the body of the womb.
Ju most cruses the after-birth is retained entirely within the superior ca\Tity;
but this is not always the case, for, in some instances, the vascu lar mass has
bt.><:n found strangulated, to a certain extent, b~ the stricture of the neck,
one part being retained in the upper portion and one in the lower. 'Vhenco
it rnay happen: 1st, that a ve ry small portion of the placenta projects into
the vagina; or, 2d, that it is strangulated near its central part; or, 3d, that
more than one-half of the placenta hangs down below the stricturcd orifice;
which different circumstances, as we shall have occasion to show, modify the
treatment.
The hour-glass contraction is recognizable by the shape of the uterus, and
by the resistance presented at the internal orifice, both to the placenta and
tu the accoucheur's finger. The organ is found hard and contracted, when
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felt through the abdominal walls, and all tractions on the cord prove incf.
fectual; besides, the operator, by r c.'5orting to the touch, will find the placenta
above the internal orifice, which is co ntra cted, whibt the waJld of the neck
below are soft, flabby, and pendent iu the Yagin a,; and, lastly, there is no
discharge of coagula, and sometimes even no blood of any cornsequenc(
escapes.
\Vhen the stricture is not accompanied by any pressing symptoms, we
should wait, for the spasm generally gives way in the course of a few hours;
th e uterus then regains its normal form, and the after·birth is expelled.
Should it persist longer than four or five homs, the opiate preparations
might first be resorted to, followed by venesection, if indicated by the general phenomena of plethora; bathing might, likewise, prove very m:eful.
But the difficulty of watching the state of the uterus during its adruini:::tratiou must restrict its use greatly. But if1 notwithstanding the employment
of all these measures, the spasm does not yield, or if it is complicated by an
alarming hemorrhage, we must forthwith attempt the dilatation of the
strictured p::trt. This is effected by first introducing one finger, th en two,
and then three, with a view of enlarging the orifice by degrees until it will
admit the whole hand. The advice of ltI. Stoltz, to smear the fiugers with
belladonna ointment, might prove serviceable. Should a portion of the
placenta be engaged in the retracted part, our course would evidently ''ary
under the different circumsln.nces n.\luded to aboYe. For instance, if a very
small portion only of the after-birth is engaged, the operator ought to pu::;h
it up, and then penetrate into the uterine cavity, in the way just de::;cribed;
but if' strangulated near its central part, the fingers are to be slipped up between it and the neck, and then the part that is still above the stricture is
to be gradually drawn down. Again, if most of the pla.cental mru:s is
aAready clear, we must get hold of this free portion, and by compressing it
forcibly in the hand, endeavor to reduce the size of the strangulated part,
and thereby effect the delivery of the whole.
3. fucgular Gontmctions of the Body of the Womb.-The womb in conbeeomes accurately applied on the body contained within its cav ity;
course, where the placenta sti ll remains undelivered, the womb rcupon it. As the contractions operate at all part.s, the walls of this
organ, being opposed to the circumfere nce of the placenta, and, consequently,
meeting with little or no retiistance, gradually approach each other, and shut
it up within their cavity; this constitutes the inclusion of the placenta; and
it may assume two very distinct forms, to which different names have becu
applied, i. e, the ency~tme,1t and the encasement.
Encystment is that variety in which the placenta is so surrounded on all
sides, excepting at the opening of the cell for the entrance of the umbilical
cord, that it is absolutely im prisoned. Encaisement is that in which the
uterine walls in contracting upon the circumference of the placenta, constitute around its
kind of collar, or frame, which encases it, just a,;
the turgid
the cornea in chemosis.
or complete: tlrn encystment i:i
These two species may either
said to be complete, when the
is altogether shut up in the cell or
cyst formed by the
uterine walls; and incomplete, where :;oroe
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•portion of it breaks out of the door of the cel l. In the latter case, the cell
is perfect, being lined throughout by the centre of the placenta, whil:st the
other parls of the Jatter, lhat ha\'C e:sca.ped from the cy:st, arc attached to
the neighboring portions of the uterine walls.
The crH:a~cmcut is complete, when the collar formed by the retractc<l
uterine fibre.s surrounds or encases the whole eircumforcnce of the placenta i
and incomplete, where it only exists on a part of the periphery of this va:scular ma...,;..
1n some instances. the womb is not moulded on the circ umference alone
of the pluC'cnta. "For if," says M. Yelpeau, "the after-birth were solid
and evc11 1 like the head, the womb in contracting: would
necc.":-;arily retain the form of a pouch; but the cotyledon:-:, in the proce~s of the detachment, may separate ~---
from each other, au<l the placcut<L would then offor more
~,.
\
r~i....;tance in some parts than in others; so that the
uteru:-; !:iOOn <livi<lcs iuto se\·era l compartments, or <livi- 1
.
~io11s, more or le:;s distinct from each other, and cad1 of
I

a
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1

1

1

. dil:Lted them.
Th e enry::;tment may be complicated by a retraction
of the internal orifice (see Fig. 117) i but, in mo.:;t of the
recorded ca:!e.S of this kind, the resistance has easily
been 1'Urmounted.
It may take place at any portion of the womb what- Theti:::~·~;.:s:. 0~~~'.rac
evcr, though more rarely at the fund us than elsewhere ;
which k; probably owiug to the circumsta nce of the fibt'CS in this region
being more active, so that the detachment of the ph~ccnta, when it i.s inserted
at the fundu~. i~ accompli:-;hcd much :-:ooner.
The cn<.:y.:itmcnt may be recogni1.ed without much diffi<.:ulty; for, by palpating the lower part of the belly, two tumors are detected just above tho
pubi.", formed by the body of the uterus; the
larger of whi<.:h contains the after-birth, and
the other, placed below or towards one side,
an1l joined to the fir:it by a kind of neek,
con .. titutes the remainder of the uterine globe.
And, by following the cord with the index
finger up into the cavity, we find i ts lower t
portion but little retracted i though further

~:!~,tl~~1~,:~~~~et;;t~tl~e~:~;~t ~~~~~~!~ ~.fi~~b
the cord pa.:;"C"; and hl'yond iL are the irregular wall.-; of the cyst, iuc.·loliing the pl:u::enta.
HPrc, abm 1 the accoucheur ought to wait,

~~~~:l:~~~;cE~:~~;\'.i~:~:~;l~::~['~:~'.,~~~1~~'.;;to n;•,:::::~ ";~:·:::."~;·:":.:::,:·:•to
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the mcarnres before advised .

"~lien any

thrc<'ltcn-; the mnthcr's11

life, he ought to dilate the orifice of the cy~t
the cu<l.:i of the finger:;,
anri thus penetrate carefully into its cavity. (Sec }"'ig. 118.)
'Vhil e these attempts are being made internally, th~ other hand. pl:.1<:c<i

on the hypogastrium, must grasp the fundus, and keep it in po:-iition.
Douglass, who devoted particular attention to th is subject, tlven; that the
placenta is generally stil l adheren t; but Ramsbotham, Dewees, and several
others asse1·t, on the contrary, that it is usually detached. Jn the fol'mcr
case, the operator would have to attempt its separat ion; nlways taking the
precautions mentioned below. It is to be deli\•ered by taking hold of one
border, with a view of m<lking it clear the mouth of the cyst more readily;
aud if it is but partially encysted, the ind ex finger is entered and pa~~ed
around that portion of the placenta held by the periphery of the opening;
in this way both relieving the stricture and di~engaging the encp;tcd part.
Instead of attempting to dilate the mouth of the cel l, which is of'teu very
difficult, l\l. Dubroca, of Bordeaux, has suggested a new plan, which is
styled by him the method of etosion; it consi.sts of the introduction of a finger
into the opening of the cell, and then, with it, tea ring up and reducing lhe
placenta to fragments, which are afterwardd expelled. He says this mo<le
proved succe~sfu l in some instances in which he could not succeed in passing two 01· three fingers in to the cyst in ·the usual way.
-!. Spasmodic Contmction of the whole Organ.-1\I. Stoltz relates an in- .
stance in which he was called to a woman who had been delivered an hour
preYiously, by a midwife, after the administration of two scruples of ergot;
the midwife, being unable to extract the after-bi1·th 1 thought proper, before
seuding for him, to exhibit a sixth dose of eight gra in s. On his arrival, be
found the woman's general condition favorable; the fund us of the uterus
extended nearly up to the umbilicus, and the entire organ was developed as
much as at the fifth month; but its walls were contracted to such a degree
that it was quite firm and hard. Following up the cord, the index finger
reached the external orifice, which was greatly r~tracted, and scarcely permitted the introduction of the first phalanx; every part of the womb wilhin
reach was firm and contracted, just like the fund us and body. Of course,
the delivery of the after-bi1-th was out of the question; besides, no complication indicated its necessity. I t w::is then about half past two o'clock in the
morning; a draught, consisting of half a drachm of Iloffinann's anodyne
liquor, and twenty minims of the common tincture of opium, was adm inistered. The fundus of the womb d id not seem to be any less contracted at
nine o'clock in the morning i but, by operating with care, M. Stoltz succecclecl
in dilating the orifice, and in passing three fingers up to the root of the cord;
but being unable to get any further, he withdrew his hand, and directed
injections of a decoction of belladonna and h yoscyamus. These were repeated every half hour, and at the fifth injection the midwife found a por·
tion of the placenta engaged in the vagina; she forthwith drew upon it, and
succeeded in extracting it, twelve hours after the child's birth. Should a
sim ilai: case again occur, the prudent course of the Strasbourg profes!:ior
ought certainly to be followed. In addition to which, venesection, tepid
bathing, &c., might be resorted to, if indicated by a plethoric condition of
the patient.
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[Although !tpnsmodic contracti1111 of the
cxfrrnal vl'ificc i11
clu1led, is r11re, tela11ic "Pll-"m of
hotly, the cxtcrn11l
orifice remaininp; very dilatable,
not an uncommon C\·ent.. Wh atPver hinllers
the expul,.io n ofthl' placenta, all ol1;:;truetions c:tmd ng it to IJe retained too long in
the uterus, predi:<.po::;e to spasmodiccontr11ction of the org:11L 'Vhat, howc\'er, occasions it oftener than anythin~ el::;e is the untimely administration of ergot. In
all ca~cs of the ki11d which 1 ha\·e witne:1M1d, it appeared tu me that the fuuilus of
the wunib was vcr_v hiJ.!;h up, as thuu).!;h the Lody of theurgan had become c long:ued
by a moulJing proc('~~ up<•n the stro1igly comprc:.<"cd placenta within it. Therefore, \\hen one ii;w fortunate as tosucl·ee(l indilatingtheintcrnalorificewithone
or two finger-:, it is neecso:ary to p:-t;:;;:; them very far up in order to re;1ch the
lii~h e~t p:-trt of the plarenta. whi(·h thf')' are then tn be hooked around in order to
its withdrawal. Sul'h is the proC'e~r.i to which we gi\·c the prefcrcnce.J

On the whole, then, it would appcnr that the irregular co ntrnC'ti on is generally partial, though it may be seated at any or e\'ery part of' the organ;
and further 1 that all the::;e C:lt'CS are to be treated i_11 the same way. That
i:s: 1st, to wait patiently; 2d, in the C'our.sc of a few hours to rc:-<ort to frictions o\·er the fondu;;:, to titillation"' of the os utcri and opiate preparations
by inun ctions or injections, belladonna to the cervix, either in the form of
extract or dccoction venesection, and general or local bathing. Burns recommends the sudden application of col<l compresses. In most in .stance~,
the aJmini.stration of antispasmodic, by the mouth, such as .stilphuric ether,
hyo.scyamus, bclladouna, or opium, is of unquestionable sen· ice i and 3d,
wh en there is any complication that endangers the patient, th e forced, though
Rlow, grndual, and careful introduction of the hand, and extraction of the
placenta.
1

1

§ 5. ABXORMAL ADIIESIO~S.
In the present state of our science, it is very difficult to point out a satisfactory cause for thc.-;e abnormal adhesions of the placenta. According to
mo.:;t authors, they nre ow ing to a fibrous transfOrmation of the cellular filaments which hold the placenta and uterus together, whereby they acquire
a degree of solidity sufficient to withstand the uterine forces. These adhesions 1 have also been referred to the degenerations of the placental tissue
ihdf, as well as to various osseous and calcareous concretion:-<. In a case
deta iled by M. Stoltz, the bond of union was evidently formed by a layer
of coagulated blood, which had sen·cd to arrest a hemorrhage at the fourth
month of gestation. l\L Dubois appears to accept this view (Orn l Lessons),
and attributes thc.-:e adhe:;ions to patches of a whitish matter of a greater or
le:<s degree of hardnc:;s, evidently of a fibrinous nature, and increa!:iing in
density with the age of the sa nguineous effu:;ion of which they arc the only
remains. According to l\I. Gen<lrin, the adhesion is made by the circle
\1 hich the reflected decidua forms around the placenta.
Sometimes it is
1 llr . Dubois furnishes
an instance of nu abnormal adhesion of the placenta, in which
the latter was covered by an osseous or crelaceous substance; but Gooch, who reports
the ease, furtherrcmarks,thathefou11dthcplace11tapnrtl yossifiedthreetimesinthe
eame wom:rn, and thnt he never had any difficulty in deli\'Cring the after-birth.
Monro and .i\lcrrimnn also mention scverttl cases where they noti ced p!llche11 ofossificution on the utcrinesurfnceof tlie placenta; in which the latter, they go on to say,
adhered, perhap8,alittlemorethanusuo.I.
'
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only produced at a. few points of the uterine surface of the placC'nta, liy tlie
com·cr:Sion of some part of the organ into a non-vasculnr, ctllulo-fibruw1
tissue, by the accidental atrophy of one or more of' the placf:'ntal c·otylt'<loui:;i
which atrophy not nnfrequently occurs. The generally received opiuion i:;,
that these abnormal adhesions result in consequence of an infl:11nmation of
the placenta, or of the uterine wall during gestation, which is terminated
by the exudation of plastic and congulable lymph between the contiguous
surfaces. Our own belief is, that these adhesions are caused by the fihrofatty dcg-encration and atrophy of the villi of the chorion and of the cotyledons which they form. (See Fibrous Le.~io11s of the Place11la.-Dixt'a;ie1J uf
the Placenta. ) But whatever may be the cause that produces such ndhe·
sions, thcrE' arc certain persons who appear to have an unfortunate predisposition to them, since they sufICr from this accident at every confinement.
The adhesion may be more or less extensive; somet imes existing over the
whole placental surface, but at others restricted to certain parts; for inst:rnc:e,
it may exist at the margin or circumference of the after-birth, the centre
being detached; 1 or it may be restricted to one or more points of its surface.
It likewiiie offers Yarious <legrees of resistance; occasionally being feeble
enough to yiel<l readily, even to moderate tractions; though it is sometimes
so strong that either the placental or the uterine tissue yields rather than
the bond of union . In some instances, the adhesions :.ire so firm that they
cannot be broken up \rithout the greatest difficulty, eveu after death. For
example, Morgagni found a portion of the detached placenta hanging in
the uterine orifice of a woman, who died thirteen da.ys after her confinement; but the other part of it was so adherent that he could scarcely sepa
rate it with a scalpel. The adherent portion was indurated, and some traces
of inflammation were found on the corresponding part of the womb.
'Vltenever a considerable period of time has elapsed after the labor, "·ith·
out the delivery of the after-birth being effected, and yet the globular form
of the uterus, 2 its hardness and manifest contraetion, clearly show that it is
stridng to detach and to expel the secu ndines, and where the finger, pasi::ed
through the cervix uteri, does not detect the placenta, we have every rea(:;Oll
· to suppose that there is an unnatural adhesion of this mass. The following
signs will then confirm our suspicions : after drawing on the placenta by
means of the cord, the latter will be found to mount up as soon as it is
relaxed; during the contraction, the uterine g lobe becomes harder and
diminishes in volume, but after the pain is over, it returns to its formrr
condition much sooner and more perfectly than in other cases; and, lastly,
4
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the exi,:;tencc of thi<:> complication is rendered unequivocal by carrying the
hand up into the uterus.
The abnormal adhesions of the placenta may exist alone, or they may be
complicated with sonie accident; its partial adherence is nearly always
accompanied by a more or le:;s profuse hemorrhage. In cases of simple
adhe:;iou, the accoucheur should always wait, for:~ delay of a few hours is
often sufficient to effect tl1e separation; then, after waiting for a couple of
hour~, the uterus is stimulated to contraction by the nrious means
before indicated; but if these prove insufficient, an injection of cold
water i~ to be thrown into the umbili cal vein. After having cut the end of
the cord, and sq ueezed the vein so as to free
of any blood it may
contain, the cold liquid is injected into this ve~sel
a suffi cient degree of
force to diffuse it throughout the placental mass. This ought to be repeated,
taking care lo retain the Huit.I in the after-birth for several niinutes by
securing the cord. This injection evidently has a twofold operation, affecting both the placenta. and the womb i thttt is, it distends the former by the
introduction of a new liquid into its vessels, thereby augmenting its size
and weight; and the impression of cold on the internal surface of the latter
brings on its contmction. This measure, the1·efore, ought not to be overlooked.

·where it fails, tra.ctions on the umbilical cord are to be resorted to;
though nlways, as advised by Lenet, perpendicularly to the surface of the
placenta. If two sheets of moistened paper are stuck together, continues
this author, for the purpose of illustrating the importance of hi s precept,
and you endea,·or to separate them by sliding one over the other, that is to
say, by drawing them parallel to their planes, you tear rather than detach
them i whil.::t, by pulling perpendicularly to those planes, you will
them without the least effort, as also without any laceration. Iu
obtain a simi lar result in practice, the umbilical cord is carried towards the
side not occupied by the placenta., by the intervention of two fingers passed
into the vagina beyond the uterine orifice. But it is impossible to carry out
this rule, as Yelpeau and Guillemot justlyTemark, because both the fretal and
the uterine surfaces of the after-birth are in contact with the walls of the
organ; besides, the fingers ca n only sustain the cord below the cervix, and
hence, as a natural consequence, the cord will always be parallel with, not
perpendicular to, the long axis of the womb, in whatever manner it be held.
Th e same effect is produced equally well, in their opinion, by drawing on it
without this artificial pulley. Though whichever plan be resorted to, the
efforts to
operator must never exert force enough in making the
rupture the cord, and he should desist as soon a.s he finds
the
But, suppo::i ng all the local and general
umbilical vein, and the tractions upon the cord
proved ineffectual, what is to be done? 'Vhcn theadl11'81oris arc co111puca1eu
by any hemorrhagic or convulsive affection, all accoueheurs are ha.rmonious
on one point, namely, to persist in the attempts to effect the extraction. But
the same unanimity docs not exist with regard to cases of simple adhesion i
for some, dreading the disastrous phenomena that may result from the retenLiC'll\ and subseq uent putrefaction of the placenta, and the absorption 0f
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putrid matters, are in favor of terminating the delivery at ev~ry hawrrl;
while others, on the cont1·ary 1 fearing still more the con:-:cquenct'S of 1he
manipulations which are necessary for effecting the detarhment of the
placenta, advise us to abandon the whole to nature; at the same time
recommending the ulterior symptoms to be met and combated ns they ari:'e
by the appropriate measures.
Our own opinion is, that lhe course of Lenet, of Baudclocque, of Def=ormcnux, and )(. P. Dubois, is the best adapted to caf::eS of this kin<l; that i::,
after ha Ying employed the Yarious means we have spoken of, to introdu<'c
the hand into the uterine cavity, following the cord, which is then the bc.:.:t
guide up to the placenta. Should this have hcen torn
\alter could
be recognized by the vnscular ramifications which ehai·aetc,.·ize its ih>tnl
face, by its ele\·ation abo\·e the inner face of the uterus, by i~s con~istcnce,
and by the dull sensation fe lt by the patient when the fingers bear upon it.
The point of attachment being discovered, the next step is to ascertain
whether the adhesion is complete or partial; in
it is recommended to insinuate the open 11ancl between the
surface of the
the finger,
pl::tcenta and the uterine wall, and then
would cut the leaves of a book
a paper-knife; (Fig. 119.) It is certain, however, that it is a piece of advice
which it will be found impossible to follow.
~LP. Dubois thinks it i,'l better to seize the
detached part with the whole lrnnd, and
pull upon it, with a view of completing the
separation of the rest; but if this proves
unsuccessful, he next teari:: nnd brings away
all the lose portion. The!'=e abnormal adhesions are most readily overcome by a short
motion with the ends of the
attempts of this kind ought,
l'lfodeofl.lrt'~~ ~~ :1:1:;,~:.~dhe~ion~of
however, to he mnde with great caution:
1 1
]caving t1ie ulterior expnl!'=ion of' those parts
that still remain adherent, to nature, without resorting to any further
attempts. 'Ve could hring forward numerous cases in proof of the soundness of this precept. For example, we have known a ra:::h operator to perforate the uteruscompletely whilst striving to separate an adherent placenta;
and Leroux, of Dijon, notwithstanding all his dexterity, had the mi5:fortune
to detach quite a com.idenible part of the intrrnal mu:::cular plane, in a caf':e
of partial aclhc$ion, by pulling too strongly on the detached upper porti0n
of the after~hi r th, in order to i::eparate its !'till adher('nt lower part. Death
soon followed in the case we allude to; and the surgeon of Dijon had a profuse hemorrhage to encounter in his, but he fortunately succeeded in arresting it by the applicalion of the tampon .
'Vhen the placenta becomes sep::trated at its centrn.l part, the mar,!?'ins
being still adherent, a cavity is usually created at that point, in which the
blood accumulates. Under !'UCh
the centre of the mni::i:: mav
he perforated, and the fingers
up through the opening, to <'omplcle
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the detad11nent; at least, sueh was the course adopted by Heister and Leroux.
Furthermore, where the placenta is adherent throughout, the accoucheur
operates on its externa l fo.ce, by slipping up the hand behind the membrane:;;
and when it re:w!1e,; the circumference of' the aftcr·birth, he
to detach onr p.tr(, and, where successful, he pursues the same course as
it had originally been a case of partial adherence.
Firrnlly, let u.s a<l<l, that it is not proper to persist too long, when a part,
or even the whole, of' the phicenta hold.s out again.st the properly conducted
mauipuhttions
advised; for its expu l ~ion will probably ta.ke place
at once, or in fragments.

§ 6.

OF P.\RTIAL AND Co;-.rP LETE RETENTION OF TITE Pr~ACENTA.

By conforming to the rules ju.st mentioned, we shall rarely fail in extracting the placenta completely i but we lrn.ve seen that there are nevertheless
some case.:; in which a larger or smaller portion of the after-birth is necessarily left behind, and its expubion confided to the resources of the economy.
Whether this abandonment be obligatory, or the result of ill-directed tractions on the cord, or of improper attempt.ii to effect the separntion of the
adherent placenta, it may lea<l to nuious consequences, some of which a.re
very serious. I t is, therefore, very important to determine the foct, which
may almost always be done by a careful examination of the placenta. The
only difficulty which could arise, would be occasioued by its separation into
fragments in consequence of' its very close adhesion.
A. Hemouhage is almost always the immediate consequence of the retention of any considerabl e part of the placenta, and its amount i.:; generally
proportionftte to the size of the abandoned portion. Sometimes, however, no
flooding occurs; either because the uterus contracted properly after the separation of the placenta, or because the fragments left behind remain attached
to the walls of the organ. In the former case, the contraction of the womb
dirnini:-:he,; the discharge after the la.pse of some hours; and during the fow
succeeding days, excepting the violent colicky pains occasioned by the efforts
of the uterm; to expel the foreign body, the ptttient suffers little more than
the discomforts a.ttendant upon a moderate hemorrhage.
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i~ not long, however, before these frequent aftcr·pains i::ecm to gh·e ri~e
to an unusual tenderne~s of the uterine tumor i an<l, finally, even tilight

It

pre13~urc becomes painful. The lochia, which hitherto were compo.~ed ctitircly
of blood, present a different character. They arc mixed with a YCr_v fi.:tid,
sanious fluid, and become very irritating to the genital part;;. If the temperature should chance to be high, and especially if the mo....;t :-c·rupuloud
regard is not paid to clcanlinC'ss, they diffuse such a cJi,.gusting odor a!'l to
render the chamber untenable; an<l, as AL Jacqucmier oh;-;cn·c:-, the :t::,;istants; are liable to suffer severely from it.
This change in the lochia. is due to the putrefaction of some portions of
the plnccnta. As purts of' the adherent mass become gradually dctal'hccl,
they fall into lhe C<lvity of the uterus, where they are liable to remain for
some time. The contacL of' air which readily reaches the uterus soon gives
rise to putrefaction, and the clecomposed fragments communicate to the
lochia, the odor which characterizes them.
n. Putrid Absorption of the I'lacenla.-Thcse local phenomena rarely
appear without being accompanied by a sensible alteration of the general
}1ealth of the patient. After a longer or shorter time, a violent chill comes
on, attended with extreme restlessness and anxiety, the pulse become.s rapid,
and the skin dry and burning; the face is alternately pale and flushed,
though mo1'tly pale; the respiration is anxious and frequent; the tongue,
which is always dry, is sometimes white and sometime.:; red; the patient
complains of pain in the head, attended occal!iionally with throbbing1 and
soon delirium, at fir.st intermittent and finally constant, is adJe<l to the other
symptoms. The latter become more and more serious; the a.bdomen is distended a.nd very tender; inclinations to \'Omit, sometimes even profu:,;c
vomiting, and, occasionally, frequent and involllntary alvine di:;c:harges,
show thnt the alimentary crrnal shares in the general affection. Finally,
the pulse becomes more and more rapid, thread-like, and undulating; the
debility and restlessness nre extreme, there i!:! no ce.::.sation of delirium, and
death closes this terrible scene five, ten, or fifteen days after the inrn!:!ion of
the fir~t !'l)'mptoms.
Pc1·itonitis, which is in some cases indicated by the tenderne:,;,; and distention of the abdomen, docs not always occur, and death may rc:,;ult simply
from the species of poh•oning occa!lioncd by the ab,.:orption of the putrefied
fragments of the placenta. The symptoms prc.~entccl by the patient arc then
simply those of the fevers commonly called a.dynamic anJ ataxic.
The result is not
fatal, and e;.:;pccially when
is
uncomplicated with
patient m:iy escape from
d:rnger
which threatened her.
After a certain length of time, the retained portion of the placenta may
become Ruddenly detached, and be expelled bodily; upon which, the gr:we
i::ymptoms to which its decomposition had given rise, cease almo,:t imrne·
diately.
Sometimes, and under the use of frequent injection!', the discharge seems
to lose its fotidity and irritating qualities, and b~comes more decidedly
purulent. Some detached portions of the placenta. arc found diffused in it,
'..Ind parts are also brought away by every injection; rather larger portion:i
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occal:iionally pre~ent at the cervix and may be extracted with the finger.
Whibt the womb i.s thus ridding itself of the putrid matter which it contains, the genend symptoms improve, or, at least, am not aggravated. The
economy seems to rc.~i:st the deleterious influ ence to which it is subjected.
The patient may remain in this condition for several weeks with an almost
coa~tant fobrile movement, accompanied now and then with exarerbations
preceded by ~light chilliuc::s, and moderate di:;order of the digestive apparatu:-;, until, finally, when the remainder of the placenta. is expelled, the
fever cca::;e:s, the strength rcturn:s, au<l the patient i!:! re:~torcd to health.
Thc:-c serious accidents:, which are always to be feared when a considerable portion of the placenta is retained withi.n the womb, do not, however,
always result from this retention. It may remain there for a Jong time
after the deli.\'ery \dthout i:criously alfecting the woman's health, and be
dbpo~e<l of in two different but equally strange ways. I allude to the late
expuJ.,ion and ab~orption of the placenta.
C. Late AXpulHion of the Placentri.-'l'he retention of a portion of t1rn placenta is almo:;t always attt'ndccl by a profu!:'e hemorrhage. This, however,
docs not innuiably occur when the entire after-birth remains in the cavity
of the uterusi which rarely happens except after abortions. If, in shorti the
udhc:;ioas are nowhere destroyed, and the utero-placental vessels are unrupture<l, the reason of the absence of hemorrh:1ge, and often even of the
lo<.:hial di::;charge observed under these circumstances, i:s evident. The flooding then come~ on only when the uterus at la~t contracts in order to expel
the foreign body.
This cxpul:-ion may be accomplished at once, and the completely
separated phcenta. be cli~charge<l whole. The hemorrhage, wJ1ich had lasted
four, five, or even ten days, being the time sometimes neCC!'Sary for its separation, ceases immediately after, a5 by enchantment. This hemorrhage is
always far less profuse when the detachment of the placenta takes place at
a remote period from the expuh.ion of the child. The constant contraction
of the uterus, which tends u11ceasingly to resume the dimensions of the unimprcgnatcd conditioni nccc;-;;;:arily les..::ens the calibre of the ves:;c)s and
almost obliterates them, so that their rupture at that time is an aHUir of
little moment. On examining the placenta, it is found to ha,·e uadergoue
no alteration, it exhales no unplea~ant odor, nnd alLhuugh it may have
remained several days, weeks;, or e\'en mouths, in the ca\'ity of the uterus
aftc1· the expulsion of the childi it is as fresh as though the latter were just
born. lts vitality had been preserved by the integrity of its vascular connections, and its prolonged retention been thus rendered innoxious.
I have juist had occa::ion to notice a case of the kind, afTOrcled by a young
woma.n three months and a half gone, who miscarried twenty-four days ago.
The placenta had remained :,inc:e then within the cavity of the uterus, and
a profuse hemorrhage having occurred in consequence of its detachment, I
I t was already engaged in the cervix,
W:.1:3 obliged to extract it. artificially.
and ito wiLhrlrnwal preseated no serious difficulty; the extreme weakncsi;i
of the patient forbade temporizing. It had no appearance of' dccom·
pm~ition.
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Unfortunately, the s)O\rness with which the df'tachmcnt of the placcnla
sometimes takes place, may so pro long the di ~chargc as to give ril!e to another accid ent. " 'hen, in fact, a cotyledon i~ thus sepamtcd, it no long<'r
shares in the circulation of the adhering part~, and rema in s su~penck-d
within the cavity of the womb. After a time, iL becomes deta<'hed from the
rest of the placenta, and if it.o; sizf' or the contrac:tion of the or ifi ce prevent~
its being discharged immediately, it decomposes, and may give ri::;e to ~ome
of the a ccidents already mentioned. Generally, however, its cxpul:-ion is
not long deferred, 01· else the practitioner deems it proper to ext ract it; :;till,
it is impossible to avoid the hemorrhngcs, the repetition of which on the
occasion of each partial separation at last weaken the patient greatly, and
may even endanger her ex istence.
D. The complete absorption of the placenta is so extraordina ry a phenomenon, tha t the first obserYations published were received very dou btfully.
Nothing short of the great authority of such names as that of NrogCle1 together
with the
detail with which the tases are related, were required to
obtain for
obstetric science. Yet it is so easy to be deceived
in such
even after the obscrYatious of Nregele, Ralomon, and
V elpeau,
will occm;ionally suggest themse!Ycs. l s it not po~~iblc ,
indeed, that, notwithstanding the strictest surveill ance, the placenta might
have been exp·eJled un com:ciously? I s it not possible that the ::pc«ic1; of
sa ni ous detritus, to which its decomposition gives rise, may haYe formed a
part of the putrescent lochia di scharged in such cases? Finally, may it not
1iave been that it:; prolonged retention and late expulsion were regarded as
instan ces of absoi·ption? In fact, that after a woman had thus retai ne(l her
placenta for seYeral months without her health having suflCred materially,
it may have become detached without a great deal of hemorrhage, and small
and shrivelled as it was, haYe been di:5clrnrged during stra ining.5 a.t stool
with out the patient herself being aware of it.
Most of the published cases arc, doubtlei5s, liable to one or the other of
these explanations i yet it must be confe~sed that there are others, in whith
there would seem to be no doubt that the placenta had really been absorbe:d.
After all, analogous phenomena are not wanring. In extra-uterine prcgnancie::, has not the fcctus often been found reduced to its bony portion::, in
consequence of the absorption of the other fluid or solid parts? Has not the
same thing been knO\rn to take place with in
had been retained for a long time? The absorption of
t..'1.inly not m ore wonderful, especially in cases of abortion, when the
centas are small and imperfCctly formed, as in most of the iustanc:es mention ed. The possibil ity of the occ urrence can not, therefore, as yet be ab!Solutely denied, though it should be rer·eived with a certain degree of re~en·e.
I ndicatio11s.- W e have dwelt sufficie ntly upon the proper means of pre·
venting the enti re or partial retention of the placenta, anJ have but a \1unl
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to add re5pecting the prlt(lence which should govern all attempts at extraction. Although the dangerous accidents to which the woman is exposed,
require that we should attempt all that is humanly possible, in order to
effect its extract.ion, it shou1cl be remembered that too long-continued effo rts,
whether to introduce the hand through a co ntracted orifi ce, or to rupture the
too strong adhesions, are liable to produce equally serio.us consequences; in
fact, that post puerpcr:.il inflammations and even ruptures of the uterus have
frequently resulted from these forc ible detachments; and, finally, that a
placenta retained wholly or in part within the uterus, may not be expelled
until after the lapse of se\·eral months, or may be absorbed without sensibly affecting the health of the mother. Although these latter occurrences
are rare, they are yet sufficient to justify, and even require the relinquishment of all violent and dangerous effo rts. It were impossible to furnish
here an ab~olute rule of action, n.nd it must be left to the intellige110e and
prudence of the practitioner, to determine how far he shn.11 proceed in such
cases.
The indications to be fulfilled, when a portion of the placenta has been
left behind, either Yoluntarily, or through awkwardness, vary according to
the period at which our service:: are demanded.
Very often a quite profuse hemorrhage is the first accident to appear, and
efforts should be made to
it by means of cold applications to
the hypogastrium, groins,
thighs, by frictions upon the body and neck
of.the uterus, and, with the object of obtaining a more thorough contraction of the organ, ergot should be admini;;;.terecl. These measures will very
rarely be found im.uffi<..:ient, provided the uterus is properly contracted i but
shou ld the accident be complicated by inertia, the measures to be indicated
hereafter should be resorted to.
Care should be taken as regards relieying the violent after-pains which
torment the pa.ticnt, by the use of' opiates, since the contractions of which
they are the result, tend to separate and expel the adherent mass.
The ulterior cooduct of the practitioner must be governed by circumstnnces. If the neck of the uteru~ appears to be strongly contracted, if
the lochia are moderate in amount, and e:-;peeially if their composition is
unaltered and their color and smell
he should be satisfied with
with the tendencies of
watching the patient clo:oely without
nature by an untimely intervention.
As soo n as the lochia become sanious and fetid, he shou1d resort to the
best means of averting_their dangerous influence upon the economy. Intraand intra-uterine injections practised frequently, and conti11ucd
the returning fluid is no longer imhued with the odor of decomposition, are very useful. l\I. Vullyamos recommends the use of large quantities of water; he throws up an iujection con~i~ting of the warm inf'usiou of
marshmalluws, by means of a large sy ringe, every five minutes; he prefer~
cold water, however, in cases of flooding. This operation is effected by the
use of a long gum-elastic tube, one end of which is fix ed in the uterine
orifice, and the other extends beyond the vulva, or even the foot of the.bed,
~~ as to obviate the necessity of' uncovering her; the returning flu1J is
<·o!lected in a basin phced under the patient. I think it would be more
JJnulent to make use of a double tube.
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The patient should a1so be examined frequently, in order t'o a~certnia
whether any portion of the placenta presents at the cervix, and if ~o. it
should be extracted immediately, either \\'ith the fingers, "ith Lcvrct's
abortion forceps, or with Prof. Pajot's curette. The injections, indeed, are
not always sufficient, being incapable of bringing away mo<leratc·sized
fragments.
Extreme fetidity of the lochia might possibly authorize the use of .slightly
chlorinated injections.
The patient should also have the advantage of the best hygienic measures. The chamber should be thoroughly ventilated and purified by every
appropriate means, and the linen changed as often as possible.
If, notwithstanding these precautions, upon which too much strefl.s cannot
be laid, symptoms of general infection should appear, complicated with
peritonitis, purgatives, baths, calomel, and mercurial inunction, should be
used at the outset; but the first a.dynamic or ataxic phenomena must be
met with the tonic and stimulant treatment used in the latter stages of low
fevers. -· water containing wine, preparations of cinchona and acetate of
ammonia, may all prove very useful.

ARTICLE II.
OF .ACCTDENTS THAT MAY COMPLICATE DELIVERY OF THE AFTER·EIRTH.

The principal of these are hemorrhage, inver.sion and rupture of the
womb, and convulsions.

§ 1.

IlEMOIUUIAGE.

Of all the accidents that may precede, accompany, or follow the delivery
of the placenta, flooding is certainly one of the most frequent, and at the
same time, most terrib le in its consequences. It may occur conjointly with
either of the difficulties just de.sc1·ibed in the preceding article; and when
this does take place, the indications then laid down ought to be followed
up more promptly. But, in addition to those circumstances, hemorrhage
may likewise take- place after the child is born; and this claims our special
attention, since it is nearly always accompanied by complete or partial
inertia of the womb. \Ve have therefore to examine successively the cause.~,
symptoms, diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment of this inertia, con:;idered
with particular reforence to the accident in question. We shall thus com·
plete the history of puerperal hemonhage, which was hitherto only described in part; namely, during t.he first six months, in the article on Abor·
tion; an<l during the last three months, as also pending the labor proper, in
tha.t on Accidental Dystocia.
A. Causes.-After the delivery of the child, and even <luring the pro·
gress of its expulsion, the uterine tissue becomes gradually retracted by the
exercise of ita contractility of tissue, whereby the cavity of' the organ is
considerably diminished; thus contracting the vessels that mmify in the
substance of its walls and rerlucing thei1· calibre in a greater or less degree,
thereby interrupting the circulation, and of course preventing the utero-
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placental ves."els, which arc torn by the detachment of the placenta, from
becoming the source of a profuse hemorrhage. Now, u11dcr certain circumstances, this contractilit.y of tissue is very feeble, and in others it is altogether wanting; in the former case the ine1t ia of the womb is partial, in
the latter it is complete; again, it may be total or partial, according as it
affect~ the whole or a part of the uterine walk All which various degrees
of the affection may be developed under the influence of the same cau,,:es.
The cau,,:es of hemorrhage from inertia are either predisposing or determining; under the former head, writers have enumerated: 1st, a plethoric
and sanguine habit, a. precocious and usually copious menstruation; more
partil..'ularly when venesccl.ion has not been resorted to in anticipa.tion,
during the latter month~ of pregnancy; 2d, a lymphatic te1n penunenL; for
those women who han a. :soft, and lax fibre, or po!:>::iesiS but little muscular
power, ancl who are nervous and irritable, are more lia.ble than others to
thi::; affection; 3d, the occurrence of profulie flooding afler former labors.
We might bri11g forwtird numcrou.:; ca::ie3, aU tending to prove the unfavorable influence of pre\·ious floodings; and, therefore, from the mere fac:t of
their oecurrence at one or more antecedent labors, the aecoucheur ought to
take suirn.ble measures to prevent their reappeu.rance.
Urnler the head of the so-called determining cau:ses, we may classify: 1st,
the exhaust.ion incident to a protracted and painful labor; or, in other
word::, all the obstacles that may oppose the natural delivery of the fcetus;
2d, a very short labor, and it.s rnpid termination from the stupor of the
wall..-, cau,.ed by the rude and hasty depletion of the organ ; he11ce a \'Cry
large pelvis, a laceration of the eenix, and a want of resi:stance at the perineum, all which facilitate the rapid expulsion of the child, may, from that
fact alone, become ~ourres of inertia; 3d, an exce~sive di:stention of the womb,
whether dependent on a dropsy of the amnios or a twin pregnancy, ma.y
paralyze, as it were, the contractility of the uterine ti::isue; 4th, according to
Madame Lachapelle, we must further add a dragging of the uterus, in consequence of an adhesion contracted with the omen tum during ge.station i
whereby the perfect retraction of the organ after labor is impeded.
There can be no doubt that the various circumstances just alluded to mn.y
of them::eh-es give ri::ie to inertia; but, as a general rule, their influence will
he of ::;hort duration and ea.sily set aside, if it is not favored by the existence
of bOme prc<lisp::ising cause. It is to the latter, especially, as M. Guillemot
ob1'erve.s, that we must refer the chief pa.rt in the production of those hemorrhages that occur tdler the ch ild is born. In fact, where they exist conjointly
in the oame woman, there is every reason to fear the occurrence of that
ac«idcutj whilst, if ab:;eut, the rmpposed determining causes usually have
but little or no effect.
The i11Auence of tho!'e cau:-;es is ord inaril y manifested in the cour::iC of a
few minutes after the child is born; though sometimes the inertia is secondary, as it were, not coming on for several hour~, or even not until several
days afterwards. The womb having contracted properly immediately after
the delivery of the child or after-birth, then becomes relaxed by degre~,
and ultima.t.ely gives rise to a frightful hemorrhage.
n. Sy1nploms.- "'here the uterus contracts propcdy as soon a.s the labor
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DYSTOCIA.

is over, a hard, globular, rounded tumor is found in the hypogastric region,
occupying nearly all the space betweeu the umbilicus and pubis. Thi,;
tumor is the seat of intermittent pain:s of \'ariable intenl!iity, and is ahrnvs
harder while they last. An absence of these ('haracter:; indicates int:rtia ~f
the orgun; that is, by palpating the lower pa1t of the abdomen, we find
nothing but softness and flaccidity throughout; for the abdominal and
uterine walls arn so easily depressed, that they can be pushed back again:-t
the posterior ventral parictes; and, indeed, "here the inertia is complete, it
i::i even impossible to 1mike out which are the uterine and which the abUominal walls. Again, by carrying the hand up into the womb, it readily
passes through the relaxed ceryix, and finds the uterine parietes everywhere
flabby and wrinkled like a bit of old rag. Should the inertia he partial,
the uterine structures seem to be thicker, and to have a more nrnrked con·
""" ,,,;11,·enrlilv distended, and are far from offering their
This condition may exist without hemorrhage, if the placental adhesion
still remains intact at every part of its uterine surface i but whenever a.
separation has occurred, flooding i.:; clearly inevitable. Of course, the latter
will be the more copious as the detachment is nearly or wholly completed
at the time the inertia is manifested.
The signs by which the existence of hemorrhage is recognized are easily
made out; but the di::;charge is sometimes so sudden and profuse, that it i::i
uot detected until the woman's life is already seriously endangered. The
patient generally complains of a feeling of weight about the :::;tomach; and,
soon after, pallor of the face, dimness of vision, smallne::;s of the pulse, weaknnss, syncope, and all the most alarming general symptoms are manifol)tcd.
1\, thc:;e are added some phenomena peculiiir to the uterine dil)charge; such
a..s, pains in the loins, a spasmodic chill, and a dragging sensation at the
epigastrium, sometimes resembling that caused by hunger ; and, in the latte!'
moments, there not unfrequently comes on a hysterical attack, or even some
convulsive movements. As regards the local signs, they ai;e variable; and
hence, in this respect, the Hoodi ng has been characterized as the external
and the internal. \\'hen it is externa l, the blood, which inundates the pa·
tient's bed, soaks through the mattress, and trickles down on the floor,
cannot pos:sibly permit any mistake as to the cause of the genernl phenomena
just indicated. But when it accumulates in the uterine cavity, the nature
of the accident may escape detection, or at least may only be recognizeJ
when it is too late to remedy it.
Every circum:>tance whatever that constitutes an obstacle to the ready
discharge of the blood tlll'ough the uterine orifice, may give rise to an internal hemorrhage; tints, a very considerable obliquity of the womb, iu
which tho neck is carried high upwards aud backwards; occlmsion of the os
uteri, by a part or tho whole of the placental mass, or by large coagula i a
badly applied tampon, or the closure of the vulva by cloths i a spasmodic
contraction of the os uteri, (although, in cases of inertia, this contraction is
seldom considerable enough of itself to obliterate the outlet,) must n~ce. . sa.rily favor the formation of a clot that might easily block up the already
diminished cervix. Let us add further, that the elevated position i11 \I l1ich
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the pelvi.s is <lesignc<lly plttccd for the purpo.'5e of arrc::.ting an externa l discharge, may prove a. cause of internal hemorrhage.
When ever irny ob:..ta<.:lc prc\'Cnts the escape of the blood, the. latter accumulates within the uterine. cavity, the walls of which readily yicl<l to di stention. If the hand be then placed on the belly, the womb \\ill be found
much enlarged, occasioually C\'cn attaining the height it had during the
fatter month~ of gestation; the ball, formed by the rctrattc<l organ, is no
lou gcr felt at the u:mal pbcc, its volume has incrca~~d. but its hardness has
decreased; the finger in the rn~ina fiu<ls the uterine orifil-c, which is carried
far backw:mls or is spa'.-llllOdically retracted, obstruclC<l by the placenta, or
by a. clot j and when passed up into the womb, it detects th ere a la.rge
quanlity of co:lgulated and Hu id blood. ( C. lJaudclocque.)
c. JJiagno/jis. - It is scarcely po.::sible to mi~takc the nature of the accident, when the hemorrhage i::; external; but this is far from being the case
when the blood accumulate::; iu the uterine ca.\'ity; for, although we have
enumerated the general debility, ~ync:ope, &c., and the enlargement of the
abdomen, n..s pathog:noioonic ~igns of Hooding, yet the:;e circumstances may
all be met with and still there may be no hemorrhage.
The iocr~ed size of the belly ma.y be owing to the fact that the intestines, after having been so long comprC.::i.SCd by the developed organs, be·
come exp:iudc<l by the gas they contain; and thus cu.wse the abdominal
wall::i, whieh are still soft and flabby, to swell up nearly to their prev ious
size. But~any errors from this source will be corrected by the resonance of
the abdomen on pcrcu~siou, by the Yaginal examination, and by palpating
the uterine globe.
"Sometimes," says :;\Iada.me Lachapelle, "owing to the extensib ility of
the vagina, the womb is carried up by the distended bladder filled with
urine, thereby singularly augmenting the size of the belly. In one instance
that came under my notice, the pupils had become much alarmed by this
circumstance; but I relieved their anxiety in a moment by the introduction
of the catheter . . For the prominence of the bladder, which is so easily
recognized by an experienced pcn;on, satisfied me at once as to the nature
of the Ca.tie i and, be;ides, it was not accompanied by any of the general
symptoms of flooding."
The accoucheur ought also to bear in mind that a syncope, occurring after
childbirth, does not always depend on the loss of blood. [tis not unfrcquently observed shortly after very rapid la.hors; for then the womb being
emptied at once, the compression to which the hypogastric vessels ha<l been
subjected during the latter months of gestation is suddenly removed; the
tirc:ulation in them becomes free and unobstructed, and the rapid determination of the blood from the head and upper extremities, towards the
ves::;el:; of the lower part:;, often givc.s rise to fainting. \\'hen it occurs, the
horizontal po::;ition and the application of a moderately <lrawn bandage
around the belly, are m;u:dly i:;ufficicnt to reliC\'e the affection.
An hysterical attack, coming on immediately after the labor, might be
mi:;tukun for tho:Se nervo us phenomena that so often signalize the unfavorable teL'lninaLion of grave hemorrhage.
But iu all i:iHCh ells(:.,,, by resortiug to the vaginal touch, and the palpation
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of the l1ypogastric region, the accoucheur will clearly ascertain lhe retraction of the organ; and, therefore, will not be likely to confound them with
the symptoms dependent on inertia of the womb.
D. P1·ogno.~is.-Flooding after labor is an exceedingly dangerous accident; for a few minutes may decide the woman's fate. Of' cour~e, the discharge will be the more profuse as the inertia is more complete and the
separation of the placenta more advanced. Other things being equal, an
intern11l hemorrhage is more dangerous, as a gene!·al rule, than au external
one: simply because it is more apt to escape detection.
Of the symptoms that arc common to both varieties of flooding, there
are some whicl1 more particularly indicate the imminency of the danger,
and even a speedy death; such, for instance, as severe chills or convulsions,
increasing clyspncea, prolonged syncope, sharp and continued pains in the
loins, together with vertigo and loss of vision.
"It should also be rema rked that the pupil is usually d ilated, that it is
at times agitated by oscillatory movements, and that the dilatation is particularly evident when the syncope is most profound." (Lachapelle.)
E. Trealment.-The treatment of uterine hemorrhage from i11ertia is
either preventive or curative.
treatment consists in breakiug up the pred ispositions just
preventing the action of those causes which might deterthe womb after labor. In women of a full habit, whose
have usually been copious, and in whom plethoric
phenomena become manifested during pregnancy, it would be proper to
resort to repeated blood-lettings in the course of' tho.. latter months i and,
even during the labor, if the fulness of' the pube, headache, and flushing
of the face 1 seem to require. In those of a feeble and delicate constitutio11 1
who have suffered from flooding in their former la.hors, measures calculated
to arouse the contractility of the uterine tissue ought to be employed in the
latter stitges of' parturition i that is 1 to stimulate the action of the uterus
by external frictions and pressure, by the application of compresses soaked
in some cold fluid acidulated with vinegar, over the belly, and more e::pccially, by the exhibiLion of fifteen to thirty grains of' ergot, divided into
three doses, about tweut.y minutes or half an hour before the child is born.
Dr. Robert Lee (London Med. Caz., 1839, p. 713) recommends the following cou rse, namely : to rupture the membranes at the commencement
of' the labor, in those women whose previous history would cause us to foll!"
a profuse hemorrhage after the delivery; without waiting for the dilatation
of' Lhe os uteri, or at least for the development of' strong pains; he then
applies a bandage around the abdomen, and gradually tightens it as the
labor advances. The subsequent progress is abandoned to nature; taking
care to keep the apartment cool, and forbidding the employment of stimulants of any kind. I have, he says, several times adopted this plan with
success.
There arc sti ll some other prophylactic measures of great value, wheu
there is reason to fear inertia of the womb. For instance, the best way of
modifying the action of the Jetennining causes, is to retard the tenninaciou
of a rnpid labor as much as possible, partic:ularly iu women of a lax fibre
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and lymphatic temperament i but, on the other hand, to accelerate a. Jong
and painful one by :tiding the inefficient powers of nature before the patient
is ''holly exhausted, and before the womb falls into a state of a.tony.
Do<:tur Clarke very properly advises the hand to be placed over the fundus
during lhc expulsion of the child, with a view of affording it support, both
duri11g au<l after the coutrac:tiou. Burns adds, that moderate pre:s:>ure on
the abdomC'n after the delivery of the placeurn, prO\'CS beneficial in keeping
up and i;timuhlting the action of the organ.
11
But," says 1.fa<lame Lachn.pelle, "if: notwithstanding all your exertions,
and notwithstanding the mo.st pcrfCct re.st, and the cxpre::iS charge to the
patient not to bear duwn, you find the accouchcment progl'Ce:sing with a
fearful rnpidity, you still have one re:soure:e left, that is, to leave the placeuta
in the womb until fresh pains are excited. For, iu IUOtit instanc~. this body
is not entirely detached, audit rc,.:;i..;t., the flooding so long as the i;tupor of
the womb, caused by its too sud(len evacuation, pertiists. In the opposite
ca."e, that i:o:, wheu the labor has been too Jong, the placenta i:S ordinarily
separat~d from the uterine wall, at least iu a great measure; and hence it
can no longer oppose the di:schargc of the blood. From that time its presence will only senc to keep up the foebleness of the uterus, and by irritating
its w:dl~, exhaust it without any benefit; you should therefore proceed at
once to the delivery of the after-birth, free the womb from it entirely, and
take advantage of the little energy remaining to the latter to procure its
proper retraction." (I'mlique dell Accouchements, t. ii.)
The English accoucheurs have taken advantage of the sympathy which
appear:; to exist between the mamnue and the uterus, in order to O\·ercome
the tendency of the womb to inertia in certain women. Uelying upon the
well-known fact that putting the child to the breast often excites after-pains
within the few days immediately succeeding the delivery, they recommend
this to be done a;;; soou as pOS1!ible after the child is boru. So great is their
confidence in this measure, that, according to l\lar:shall Hall, no practitioner
would be justified in leaving a woman who i:> predisposed to inertia of the
utcruS', without directing a proceeding which i8 at once so simple, and so
sure to be cffCctual. Be.-.idc:-; thC' ~ympathetic excitement of the womb thus
produced, the suction would h:l\'C the additional advantage of diverting the
blood from the uterus by direNing it toward the breasts. 1
I ('an not too strongly in"'i"'t upon the admini~tration of from 15 to 30 grains
of ergot whenever there nppears to be a tendency to inertia after delivery.
It i~ nlways an innocent remedy, and one which, I am sure, has prevented
many n flooding.
Currdive Treatment.-There is one :;pecial indication presented after the
child is born, namely, that of arousing the uterine contractions, which alone
can put an end to the hemorrhage, as won as poe;,ible. The means :>ugge:Stcd
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for this purpose are exceedingly various, but we tiliall endeavor to e...:trniatc
their rcspectirn Yalues.
Of all the rnrious measures re<,om1nen<lcd for the flooding dependent up<m
inertia of the womb,
most certain i!:i a direct. irritation made
rimultancou!-:ily over the body, o.,nd on the neck of this organ, by placing the
hand on the lower front part of the abdomen so a:' to rub, pre>'.", an<l ~r1ueezc
the uterine wall, whilst at the sarne time two fingers are pa:-H•<l iuto the
vagina to irritate and titillate the os uteri. If these do not effort the object,
the whole hand is to be carried up into the cavity of the organ.
Even suppo~ing that the placenta has been expelled, the aec:umubtion of
coagub in the cavity of the uterus prevents the retraction of its nrnseular
t issue, and the first thing to be done is to turn them out with the han<l, whith
introduced into the pa.rts as ol'teu as may be rCCJuired;
should
then irritate and
its internal surface with the
the other
hand keeping up the frictions on the hypogastrium in the
The
operator is somet imes obliged to compress and knead the organ, as it were,
by bearing strongly on the abdominal surface, while the hand in the cavity
serves as ii point of support.
This measure is preferable to all others, because it can always be resorted
to without alarming the patient, and is not likely to bring on an infhunmation of the organ, us is the case with most of the astringent and stimulant
articles advbed by some writers. The
of rectified alcohol, oil of
turpentine, spirit of vitriol, &c., into the
cavity, recommended by
Pasta to be used in such cases as a caustic, ought to be banished from practice. Even the employment of strong vinegar requires the exercise of much
discretion.
Should the irritation made by the hands prove insufficient to arouse the
contractility of the uterine ti.:::sue, we nrnst resort to an application of cold,
which acts both as a sedati,·e to the circulatory system, and as an astringent
on the muscular fibres. Compre1'ses dipped in iced water are to be applied
over the lower part of the abdomen, the ge11ital organs, and the upper portion of the thighs; and a quantity of cold water might be injected into the
time, taking tare to pa<=s the extremity of the canula.
the uterine cavity. In a serious case, the example of ~L Ev rat might
be advantageously followed; this gentleman carried a peeled lemon up into
the womb, and then exprestied its juice with his h:rncl, so that the citric acid 1
by coming into contact with all parts of' the internal surface, would stimulate
the organic contractility. Or that of .M. Desgranges, by introducing a
sponge dipped in vinegar, then squeezing out the fluid, and abandoning it
in the uterine cavity; having previously taken the precaution of pm;::iing a
silk cord through it1 by whi(.;h it can easi ly be withdrawn when deemed
advisable.
.A.gain 1 some persons h:we suggested that a piece of ice be pas:;ed up and
left for a few moments in contact with the uterine surface. But the employment of this measure, as well as the external application of cold 1 must
not be persisted in too long; because, as Madame Lachapelle has judiciously
remarked, the prolonged application of snow 1 ice, cold irrigations, douches,
und spC'oging with very cold water, that has been so much vaunted by some
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authors, i:S not uuatte:ndc<l by danger to the patient; and, therefore, the usl'
of cold ought to be rt!.:;trictcd within modcrnte limit:S. }lfo:St gc1Jcr;llly it
becomes in effectua l in the course of five or six minutes; oflcu, iu<lecd, it
proYC:S po:-itivcly injurious, e ith er by reducing th e woman to a. state of n1ortul
torpor, 01· by expo.:;ing her to a \'iulcut iuAammt1lory reaction.
There arc ::;ome cases of o\J... tinate hemorrhage, in which all the measurc.:i
yet spoken of prove inefli:!c:tual. Fur ::ut:h c:1... cs other reme<lics have been
rccomme1ulctl, which now daim ou1· attention. These are the tampon, the
introduction of a bb<lcler into the womb, the approximation of the uterine
walls by immediate p1·e:i:sure, comprc:).':;ion of the aorta, the use of ergot, of
opium, and tran;;;fu;;ion.
1. ~J.1fte 'lhmpon.-Leroux. repo rts quite a. number of cases of inertia of
the womb, in "hich the tampon arre::iLed the flooding where it seemed to be
inevitably fatal. But, as Desormeaux remark.~, it oft.en happens that men,
even tho;;e who arc otherwi:::c worthy of credence, are often more succe:ssl'u l
with remedies of their own i1wention than any one el.:e. In fact, the only
effect of the tampon in many ca..~cs is to cotwert an external into an internal
discharge. In order to obv iate this di.::;.advantage, it has been sugge;te<l t.o
combine its employment" ith compre::;:-:ion of the uterine walls, by means of
the hands. M. Chevrcul, who is f:tvorable to its mw after the delivery, ad<ls
thaL it. is nece,.:;ary to irritate the 01·gan externally us muC'h as po::;siblc. ]3ut
in the ca~e::; mentioned, both by him and Leroux, where the tampon was
apparently succe::.:;ful, it was not, as l\I. Baudelocque avers, so much in preventing the dii'charge of blood, and determining its coagulation, as by irritating lhe internal surface of the womb, and thereby producing a retract.ion
of its ve.-;sels, that the plug could haxe had a salutary effect. The tampon
it.self, or rather the irritating l:'Ub;;tance3 }I. Chevreul saturates it with, conjoined with external stimulation, may indeed bring on the contrac::tioo in
many cases; but the mere plugging up of the vagina., as directed by Leroux,
is u~eleiis, to say the lea st; and therefore the introduction of some old linen,
steeped in vinegar, into the uterine Ca\'ity, is in reality the only efficacious
part of the plan; but even this will pro\·e sti ll more beneficial when accompanied by compres.:;ion of the hypogastrium, and by frictions and stimulation;i of the organ abo\·e the pubis.
2. The intrnduction into the womb of a hog's bladder, which has been
softened by holding it a short time in warm water, is even a worse measure
lll:ln th e preceding; and it is really astonish in g that Ga.rdien seems to be in
fa,·or of its employment. The presence of a. bladder would evidently be a.
continua.I obstacle to the retraction of the womb. Great stress has been
laid upon the compress ion, which it might make on the vascular or ifi ces,
but to no purpo:;i;e: for, even were this a constant rc:sult, which however is
far from being the case, since we arc never sure of filling the uterine cavity
precisely, the difficulty would only be delayed, a.s the hemorrhage might
reappear as soon as the bladder is withdrawn; and then, after all, we
1d1ould have to fall back on the contraction of the organ.
3. M. Deneux conceived the happy idea of pressing the uterine walls
together, in a desperate case, by means of a folded napkin, which he applied nver the hypogastrium, and reta ined in position by a tight body-
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bandage; this arrested the discharge of the blood completely. No.with.
standing l\I. Baudclocque has accorded the original sugge:Stion of this plan
to .M. Deneux, it was long since recommended, particularly by the Engli.sh
writers. This procedure has been unjustly censured by certain practitioners,
since it certainly m:iy prove very wseful in an extreme case. In
that, from the disposition of the posterior plane of the trunk, the
walls can only be brought into contact with each other at the poi11t corr('·
sponrling to the sacra-vertebral angle, l\Iadame Boivin has evidently confounded the bare skeleton with the one still covered by its soft parts.
4. Quite recently, 1\1. D'Ornellas defended a thesis on the compres.sion
of the aorta as a remedy in uterine discharges, and he brings forward
numerous cases in support of his theory. nr. Baudelocque has as:5urecl me
that he has several times succeeded in
a flooding in this way,
gentleman, who dis.
which threatened an early fatal termination.
putes with Dr. Trehan the honor of its revival, appears to have great confidence in the efficacy of tho measure i and we mn.y add, that a very great
number of facts now militate in favor of his opinion. Ile recommends
the con1prcssion to be made in the following manner: first, flex the patient's
superior and inferior parts on the pelvis; then
the abdominal wall
immediately above the fundus of the womb
four fingers of one
hand, when the pulsations of the aorta will be more distinctly felt than the
beating of the radial artery. 'l'he compression may be kept up for a considerable time without causing any particular inconvenience to the woman;
nL Baudelocque states that he has persisted jn it for more than four hours.
This compression, however, is only considered, even by its author himself,
as a mode of gaining time; for he administers ergot almost immediately,
by the
of which the uterine
is soon established. Compression
the aorta, though long
recommended, had been generally proscribed because the modes of effecting it were very imperfect.
Thus, some directed the
to be made through the ventral 1;urface
and the double uterine
while others introduced the hand into the
cavity of the uterus, and then subjected the vessel to pressure through the
posterior wall of this organ. But both of these modes ought to be rejected,
because they impede the retraction of the womb.
Notwithstanding the numerous successes which have been attributed to
this operation, several authors, amongst whom .M. Jacquemier is conspicuous, contest its utility, and even go so far as to consider it injurious. "In the
l\L
profuse floodings following delivery, the blood which escapes,"
Jacqucmier, "proceeds in great part from the veins, and
of'
the aorta could only favor the reflux of venous blood into the vena <;am
and the branches which empty into it." It is not to be supposed that the
utero-placental arteries could furnish the enormous amount of blood that
sometimes escapes in a few moments from a recently delivered woman, and
there can be no doubt that a. great part of it is discharged from the large,
gaping venous orifices left upon the internal surface of the uterus by the
detachment of the placenta. Though agreeing with M. Jacquemicr al!
regards this point, I cannot unite with the conclusion which he draws from
it. Such, in fact, are the relations between the aorta and vena cavai tbut
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it i;;; almn:-t impos::1ihle, unle,;:;s it he done expressly, to comprc:;.s one without
comprc....... ing the other. I am very willing to admit that a mi~take may
havP bef'n nrnde in respect to the nature of the 8Crvice t.hus rendered, and
that all the credit hitherto accorded to compre:'siou of the aorta should
be crani-fcrred to the ila.ttening of the vena cava; but of what importance

!;0t1l~~: ;l~::~::~~~u:~1: 01~rac~~~~a~~~1~:~~~~1~~l~:,~:1:s:c~[ 8~:.~./~:·~:r1:~~~~ni;

out a theoretical error, but. I would almost blame him for it, should he
thereby depri\"e the practitioner of an inrnluable resource. I therefore
acC'ept his theory, but shall nevertheless continue to compress the aorta,
altl.ough con\"inced tha.t I shall compre::;s the vena cava at the sarue time.
Still rmother objection has been made to the proceeding. Although compm•. . ion of the aorta, it is said, may prevent the blood from arriving by the
ulcriue arteries, it must necc~mily increase the amount that pussc.::; through
the ornriun arteries. inasmuch as it is generally performed below the origin
of the latter. . . . The objection loses much of its value from the fart that
the hemorrhage is chiefly vemrn'. But of four arteries supplying blood,
two only are permeable after compres.:;ion of the aorta; so far, therefore, it
is a marked advantage.
l\l. Jacquemier also regards the administration of ergot during the comprei:sion as useless and irrational. "llow shall we admit," sayr; he," that
this agent, whose effects arc so prompt though evanescent, can stimulate the
uterus, since the arterfol blood 1·s cut off from it.'" It is by fir~t acting upon
the nervous centres and stimulating the excito-motor properties of the
uterine nen·es, that the drug exerts its special action on the uterus; therefore, to suppo<ie that after ha\"ing been abRorbed by the stomach the medica~
ment can only act by being carried by the circulation into contact with the
uterine fibre, involves, I think, a physiological error.
Hitherto, compression of the aorta has been recommended only for the
purpose of Sll!'ipcnding the discharge of blood, and giving the men.surcs for
restoring the uterine contractility time to act. I think that it is capable of
rendering great service even after the discharge is suspended and the womb
contracted. The fact is, that when flooding l1a3 been profuse, all danger is
not at an end from the moment that we have succ:eedcd in arresting the
hemorrhage c.ind bringing about the contraction of the uterus; for although
not a single drop of blood should be discharged afterward, the amount of
this fluid remaining in the body is no longer sufficient to supply all the
organ~. and the brain at the same time, with the stimulus ne(·es:-iary to lhe
maintenance of the integrity of' their functions; so that women sometimes
expire two or three hours after the arrest of the hemorrhag ·. Death then
take.s place, because the remaining blood, being e<1ually diffused throughout
the entire extent of the circulatory apparatus, the brain, nn<l especially the
spinal marrow, receive too small a. proportion of' it, and con;;;e<1ucntly are
not sufficiently litimulated to enable them to support the respiration and the
mo\·ement.s of the heart. This being admitted, it is easy to under;otand that
if~ by compressing the abdominal aorta, we can prevent. the blood discharged
by the left ventricle from descending into the lower part~ of' the hody and
inferior extremities, it will necessarily be obliged to flow back toward the
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brain in greater quantity, and thus secure for this orgt u the degr(le of
stimulus which it requires to enable it to react in its turn upon thefunetione
of the heart and lungs.
The compression of the aorta may be assisted powerfully by placing the
woman on an inclined plane, so that the head shall be the lowest part of thr
body.
I think, therefore, that compression of the aorta and veua caya. is
useful whilst the flooding continues to be profuse; but also, that when the
patient has lost a great amount of blood, it should be continued for SC\'cral
hours after the arrest of the hemorrhage and thorough contraction of the
walls of the uterus. In the latter case, however, it is important to separate
the aorta from the Yena cava, so that the compression may act on the former
vessel exclusively. 1
5. Ergot has been recommended, as stated above, as a means of preventing the occmrence of hemorrhage in women who, by their constitution and previous history, seem to be high ly predisposed to it. This
remedy may also be resorted to in the curative treatment; unfortunately,
however, the time necessary for procuring it, and for the development of its
action, is always too long to secure a sufficiently prompt effect;~ and hence1
in an alarming hemorrhage, one dependent on a complete inertia of the
womb, for example, the patient would certain ly die before any benefit could
be hoped for from its employment. Under such circumstances, it would
prove highly useful to comprcss the aorta in the meanwhile. But with the
exception of these frightful cases, where a few minutes decide the woman's
fate, the secale cornutum ought to be employed; and its use would be nearly
always followed by success. (See Therapeutics, article ERGOT.)
In some females, the uterine hemorrhages have a marked tendency to
rel:ipse. Consequently, a few grains of this substance ought to be administered as soon as it has occurred, whether it seems to be finally arrested or
not. For, in
it can do no harm, and, in the latter, it will
which is not an indifferent matter
the pre,·ious loss, and who is
woman who is
liable to succumb under a fresh discharge, however inconsiderable it
may be.
6. The English authors (Burns and others) recommend the use of opinm
in full dosc::s, both as a preventive and a curative remedy in cases of flooding
cases in support of their opinion;
from inertia. They hriug forward
but I do not deem them conclusive;
bine the exhibition of opium with
""'"'""""""'"r '"","
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just indicated as proper for arresting hemorrhage. Ilesides, I cannot understand how opium, when administered alone, can have any influence whatever
over the contraction of the uterus, which is here the only hope of safoty.
7. TranefuJJion, which has been so highly praised by certain English
writer:o;, in whose hands it ::;cems to have succeeded quite a number of times,
in France. It is one of those
lias not been followed by the same
extreme measures which might be
in desperate cases, though it
of the flooding, the extreme
cannot be relied upon; becau:;e the
debility of the patient, and the slowness of its ope ration, generally render it
ineffectual; without reforring to the nervous and inflammatory symptoms,
and the phlebitis, whic:h very frequently succeed the operation. Besides, it
evidently could only be pracli:-ed with any chance of success after the flooding had ceased, and the uteru:S \\'aS thoroughly contracted, and then I think
that compression of the aorta would lwve almost all its advantages without
any of its numerous dangers. I once saw it performed at t he II6tel-Diw
without any benefit whatever. In some of the reported cases, a. notable
improvement was effected by a moderate quantity of blood (three or four
ounces); in others, it was necessary to inject as much as ten, and even as
high as thirteen, ounces.
In M. Nelaton's case, he injected first six, and five minutes afterwards
eight, ounces of blood. The operation wn.s conducted as follows: The median
basilic vein was uncovered by aD incision three-qunrters of an inch in length,
then isolated, ;1nd rai.,,ed by a loop of thread so as to flatten it and etop the
circulation in order to prevent any loss of blood. The anterior wall of the
vein wa.:; next seized with a pair of forceps, and half divided obliquely from
below upward, so as to form a Y·shaped flap, which might be raised or
restored at plea.::ll!'e. The blood drawn from one of the resident surgeons
was received in a dish warmed to the temperature of 77° F., and poured
immediately into a syringe heated to the same degree.
E\·erything being thus prepared, whatever air remained in the syringe
was expelled, the Jittle V-shaped flap was raised with the forceps, the tube
of the instrument introduced in to the vciu beneath it, and lhe injection performed ::!lowly. The second injection was made five minutes afterward, and
the wound in the arm closed by means of collodiou.
8. " re have hitherto suppo;;e<l the hemorrhage to come on after the
remoml of the plac:enta; but inertia of the womb, and the consequent
hemorrhage, often occurs before this, so that retention of the
under these circumstances, is attended with some special indications
it is important to specify. \Vhenever a hemorrhage t:tkes place, a more or
Jess considerable portion of the placenta must evidently be detached; sometim es, even, it is wholly separated from the uterine wall, being left free ~mJ
movable in the cavity of the organ. The directions given by authors in
this ca;;e arc \'Cry variable: thus, sorne advise us to extract the secundines
at once, together with any coagula the uterine cavity may contain; others,
on the contrary, to try first to remedy the inertia, which is the sole cause of
the accident. \Ve do not hesitate to recommend the latter itdvice when the
hemorrhage is slight, because, if the pbcenta is partially removed, we would
c:ertainly augment its sources by completing the separation. H ence we look
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upon it as good practice not to attempt the extraction, and more particuhtrly
the detachment of the phtcenta, until the accoucheur, by stimulutiug au<l
irr itating the organ with his hand, bus secured its diminution and c:uutmction to such an extent that it drins, as it were, the coagula. and clfter-Lirth
beyond his hand.
8houl<l the adhesions of the placenta be unusually firm, the injc<.:tions into
the umbilical vein, spoken of iu the
might be resorteJ to.
But when the hemorrhage is profuse,
placenta is eomplctcly detached, or adheres to the uterus by only a very small portion of its surface,
it should be extracted together with the clots "·hich may ha\'e collected
within the caYity of the uterus. Thei r presence there preyenti:i an energetic
action upon the walls of the womb, and ruay impede their contraction.
Therefore, tho bc::;t means of arresting tlie flow of blood is to empty the
uterus of its contents as quickly as possible.
"'hen the physician 11as been fortunate enough to overcome the hemorrhage by a re::;ort to the various measures just alluded to, he should still
continue with his p:ttient for several hours, carefully watching the character
and amount of the cli~chai·ge from the vulva, mid occasionally placing a.
hand over the hypogastrium, so as to detect any increase of volume in the
uterine globe. Should tbe uterus become relaxed and grow larger, we may
be certain that it is again filled with coagula, and the hand should be again
introduced without he::;itation, notwithstanding the patient's entrc;.uies, and
the contents turned out; at the same time stimubting the organ by friction
upon its internal surface. The operation should be repeated until the discharge is finally ancsted. lie ought also to take the precaution of applying
cloths steeped in vinegar or alcohol, or even in cold water, over the belly,
and to retain them there by a moJera.tely drawn body-bancbge. Absolute quiet is to be insisted on. As nourishment, the patient might have some
light co1·clial, broth, s\\·eetened wine, &c., &c.
Usually, the patient is put to hed an hour after her delivery; but after
severe floodings, she should be carefully protected from any sudden motion,
and it is often nece::;sary to let her remain in the same position for eight,
ten, or twelve hours. The least movement might cause a mortal syncope.
After a profuse hemorrhage, the patient is natmally inclined to sleep;
some persons think it better to pre\'ent her from slumbering, lest the dis-charge be renewed \\'ithout her knowledge. But as this repose
the
left;
exhausted forces, it ought not to be hindered; but she must never
for the imlse, the uterus, and the vaginal discharge require a constant oversight.
The patients are frequently tormented, after considerable ftoodings, by
vomiting, or at least by·sick stomach, nausea, and retchings. Independently
of the pain they occasion, these ga::t ri c symptoms are not wholly devoid of
danger; for the vomiting, from the fatigt;e caused by the strainings to whieh
the woman gi,•es way, may produce a. syncope, during which the hemorrhagic
discharge may be renewed profusely. If there are only the nau~ea and
inclination to vomit, the women a.re often so tormented thereby as to wear
out the little strength they ha\'e left; and this exhaustion of muscular
power, at a time when the uterine contraction is so necessary, is a very
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melandioly condi tion. "Nuthing tranquillizes the stomlich under these
circumstancc·s," siys Dewees, "so far as I have observed, like opium, in the
solid form. A newly prepared pill of two grains of opium, with a. very
!lmall portion of soap, to facilitate its .solution in the stomach, should be
gi\'en every hour or two, until the v01nil ing ceases, or the stomach becomes
rccoueilc<l. I have found a si uap i::;m over the region of the stomach of great
service, and it should be resorted to if nece:-:;sary."
'J:he opiates, in a Huid form, might also be used with advantage. \Vh en
after a profuse Hooding the patients arc excited, unetisy, or tormented by a
feeling of extreme di.:comfort, a few dessert.spoonfuls or the syrup of diacodion will generally scrYe to calm their anxiety, and procure the refreshing
i.;leep which they so greatly need.

immeAs the patient begins to recover from the extreme weakness
diately follows a profuse loss of blood, symptoms of febrile
begin
to appear: the pulse is small and rapid, sometimes hard, and sometimes
comprc~sible; the heat and dryness of skin are increased, the tongue is dry,
and the features contracted: the patient is very thirsty, and fee ls di,;gust for
solid food: she is startled by the least sound, or by a bright light: she
complains of Yiolcnt headache, aud sometimes of palpitations and dyspnrea.
Rhe is unnble to sleep, or, if she dozes, is liable to be awakened by dolcnt
starting~.

This condition evidently res;ults from the excitement of the nervous system
ocra._o:ioned hy the los;; of blood, an excitement which we should endeavor to
calm from the outset.
Eviclf'ntly, the first indi<'ation is to repair the losses of the organism by
food which shall be easi ly digested, and frequently administered in small
quantities at a time. Broths or light soups arc eminently suitable.
The bf'::t means of calming the excitability of the nervous system art'>
perfect rest, cold a!:lpersions upon the hands and face, but e.speci:.illy opiates.
given frequently '1ncl in sma ll doses.
67
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§ 2.

SECONDARY HE1IORRHAGE.

In order to complete the history of pu erperal bcmorrhagcs1 we have y~t
to speak of some acciJents which occur at a Yariable period after rlelirnry,
and which on that account have been styled secondary hc11walwyes.
These ftoodings, which are so profu.se as seriously to endanger the health
and sometim ea even the life of the paticut, han been treated of very imperfectly in the most recent treatises, and \\'C our::;elves committed the misrnke
of passing it over with a very sl ight notice in the earlier editio ns of*t.hi:S
work. Dr. Clintock has recently performed a valuable service in <:ailing
attention to the various circumstances which may gi.,.·e riiie to them. Sometimes these causes begin to act very sho1tly af'Ler the deli\'ery of the placenta,
and the thorough contraction of the uterus, sometimes not until after two or
three daya, and occaaionally even after three,
But
whatever time their influence is manifested, their
always the same as at the other periods of the puerperal
hemorrhage may then be accounted for either by seco ndary
active congestion, a re::d molimen luemorrhagicwn, or, finally, by an
tion of the bloo<l, con:sist ing in a great incrca:se of its fluidity.
The hemorrhage, or rather the inertia which produced it, i:S not confined
to the period of delivery, N' to that which immediately succeed;o it; so that
as regard:S the time of its appearance, we may di.5tinguish a pri1nilive inertia,
which is that just described, and a scco1H..lary, to which attention has
especially called by Ramsbotham, and of whieh
several exam pies.
A. Secondary Inei·tia.-Some moments, hours, and somet in1 P-s c,·en several
days after delivery/ the uterus, which had contracte<l pn.>pt!rly an<l had
rcmain c<l so <luring all that time, may suddenly become ri;ilaxed. lts walls
become softer, and it increases in size. At the same time the patient grows
weak and pale,
and quickens, anti if the gen ital
parts be carefully exami ned,
that very little blood is di;:;chargetl,
and that the clothes are but
soiled. But if the uterine tumor be
compressed slightly, or the organ
to coutraction by friction upon
the hypogastrium, a considerable ainount of coagula.tei.l blood is su<ldculy
discharged by the vagina. AfLcr this ev<tcmition the size of the uterus is
diminished, it is harder, and remaim:i ::;o, so long as the h:rnd continues to
press upon it; but if the pressure he removed, the softened walls are soo n
found to become distended afresh, and then contract again , driving out an·
other quantity of clots, provided the accouchcur
the
and
fri ctions calculated to excite their contmctiiity.
occurrences
may take place several times, if the accoucheur relinqui::.hes too soon the
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use of thC' proper mean.-; for making t he uterus contra.ct permanently; and
if the rau,.:c l'f' the hemonhagc shoulJ. not be discovered, it might cost the
woman he r life.
Xow !'5everal circum!'itances arc liable to Jead into error. In the first
place, the physician h~Hl previou~ly ascertained the condition of the womb,
and it doe.snot imm ediately strike him that it may ha.ve become relaxed in
a secon<hry manner, after h:~ving remained so long properly contracted.
Again , it frequently happen.:; that the patient, exhausted by the fatigues of
the l:tbor, falls a.sleep, and doc.s not herself perceive her extreme weakuess,
until her condition has become irremediable.
Nothing hut an examination of the uterus is capable of clearing up the
diagno.-;i~. This organ is thC'n found to be much larger than it was after
the labor, and the finger carried up to the internal orifice, finds it blocked
up by a. clot of considerable size.
The accouchcur should use every effort to procure the contraction of t he
walls of the uterus, and ~pccially to render it permanent. The best way
of accomplishing this is, to continue the pressure himi:;e}f whic:h w:lS made
at the outset by the hand on the fund us of the womb, and a.fterward:s substi·
tute for it permanent comprCti:'ion. For this pui-po:-;e, scyera l na.pki11s
folded on each other are plac:ed on the fundus of the womb, and by means
of a body-bandage tightly applied, the organ is held strongly pre.sscd ag:ti11::1t
the opening of the superior strait. I am in the habit of administering immediately fifteen grains of ergot, and of repeating it every half hour or hour,
according to the degree of tendency to relaxation, in doses of from six to
eight grain~.
n. (,'onge.~tions of the Uteru..s.- Under this title, ).[adame Lachapelle has
described a flooding, which comes on some time sub~equcnt to the parturition; and which is produced, a:; she supposes, under the influence of a
peculiar molirnen hwmorrlwgicwn. This variety is occasionally developed
C\'Cn without any inertia of the womb.
"\\re have knowri," she continues,
"a woman to perish seven or eight days after her confinement, from a profu~e di:;charge of serous bloo<l, whicb tra.nsuded from td l parts of the utero,·aginal surface, and saturated, l>y imbi bition, the mo:".t :solid tampon; the
womb was soft, but not distended with the blood." I have twice known
hemorrhage to take place after the cleli\•cry of the after·birth, says :\L Velpeau, although the womb hall bccu contract.eJ. in the one case for four and
in the other for seven hours. H e further state:s that this accident is ocea·
sionally manifested subsequent to the first twenty~four hours.
Thc.;;e congestions, which in certain rare cases are inexplicable, may usually
be attributed to certain ea:;ily detected, gene ral, or local causes.
We h:Lve already spoken (page 877) of the liability of the retention of a
portion of the placenta to gi,·e ri,;e to these hemorrhages, and we would now
simply a.dcl that the presence of a large clot within the womb might h:Lve
the same cflCct. Both Collins and :\fa.dame Lachapelle report ca~es of'
flooding corning on eight and ten d:tys after delivery, and which ceased ouly
upon the artificial extraction of the coagula.
The determination of blood may ah;;o be occasioned by the retention of a
p<1rtion of the membran~, a_q in the fullowi.ng ca.se.
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for by a phy1l-icinn to see a lady Ii,·ing in Rue Gros Caillou.
On arriving there, I found l\I. P. Dubois, who was called at the '-ame time,
but who preceded me, engaged in extracting a considerable portion of' the
membni.nes, which had been imprudently left behind whil~t deliYering the
placenta. The child was born at nine P. M., and half an hour al'lcrwards
hemorrhage came on, which could not be arrested until haJf.pa~t one in the
morning, at which time the foreign body was extracted. The uterus had
remained perfectly contracted throughout. (See al:m page 879.)
The extraction of the foreign body, in the latter case, generally di,.:,.:ipates
the symptoms; in the former, a resort to revulsives to the upp('r part of the
body, to cold applications, and even to vcnesection, is evidently incli<.'ated.
These will be materially aided by a regulated diet, and absolute rc~t in the
polypi have Se\-eral times given rise to mortal hemorrhage
two or three weeks after delivery. It has been thought that the.~e Lo<lies
the flooding only by preventing the contraction of the uterus. We
are disposed to reject this opinion, because, as Oldham
these
Ca$eS the strongly contracted uterus can readily be felt abO\'C
pubis.
Besides, the cessation of the flooding after ligntion of the polypus without
exci~ion, justifies the belief that the latter does not act simply as a foreign
body; fOr were it so, the disc::harge would continue after the ligatmc was
applied.
Irritation of the neighboring organs may give r ise to hemorrlwgic conges·
tion of the uterus. .M . .Moreau mentions a case of hemorrhage which oe·
curred on the eighth day after delivery, and which he very properly attl'ib·
uted to a collection of hardened f::eces in the la.rge intestine. Injections
were used without advantage, and he was obliged to empty the rectum by
u~ing a ~ort or scoop.
As soon as this was accomplished, the di:<charge
cea:<ed.
For a long time after delivery the uterus continues to be a. centre of
fluxion, tow:.ird which the general disorders of the economy seem to eon·
nrge. There appears to be no other way of explaining such floodings as
are apparently due to violent moral emotions, the abuse of stimulant:-:, &c.
c. Alli:ration of theBlood.-M. Blot also mentions, in his excellent the~is,
the case of a wo;nan whose uterus
firmly contracted, and who died in
con:;;equence of a sero-sanguineous
succeeding flooding after de·
li\·ery. This hemorrhage, which nothing was capable of arresting, i.~ attrib·
uted by l\I. Blot to albuminuria and the consequent impoverishment of the
blood. I ha.\'C already had occasion to remark, that new observations are
necc,,:.;:a,ry to pro\'e the correctness of this as~crtion.
I cannot, however, agree with Mada.me La.chapelle, who thinks that these
floodings are produced by an accidental congestion, a sort of molim(')n lw._·morrlwgicwn. I think, on the contrary, that they are the result of a !;erous
condition of the blood, preventing the formation of obliterating coagula, and
1
1
1
1
1
1 1
occa~ion

:!'.~:~\ ~~e! ~:~e~i~l~~ce~~~~ {i~~ :u~~1~c~~~e~~:t~1 n(~~ \~~~:r~~i~ ~~att:~~ ~~~~ff::·:~~

with ana:-mia, scurvy, &c. But to admit with .l\L Blot that it is caused by
al bl' mi 1uria, would be going rather too far.
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The u-.e of the tampon, :l:::Sidted by compre:-:eion of the uterus by int'an:;
of :.i. bandage drawn tightly around the ab<lomen, would be proper un<lcr
the:-:c circum);tirnces. Ergot has often been used, without any itdY:~nlugc
wh;ttcn.·r, i11 the.::;e dangerous ca:sc:;. Some EngliRh physicians approve
highly of ::-typtic:S taken internally. In a case of flooding occurring nine
dtty::; aflcr <lcli\"ery, ~[r. Clintock u:sed the tincture of'Cannnbi.:i Imlica. \\ith
:suc<"C:-',... Oxi<le of silver is also recommended, in the do~e of from half a.
grain to n grain, three or four times a day, in connection with a small quan·
tity of opium. A.. brge bli:stcr over the sacrum has al::;o been ap11li~<l l:iUC·

ce»fully.

§ 3.

IImIORHHAGE FHOl'll Tm~ UMBILICAL

Conn.

In twin pregnancies, hemorrhage may take place from the cut placental
extremity of the cord, aftC'r the fir~t child is born. !<'or although no vascu·
Jar t:ommunicalion habitually cxil:its between the lwo placentas, yet the con·
trary has been too often ob::-erved to Je:n·e any doubt with regard to the fact
at the prc,..cnt d::i.y; and hence it is admitted by most practitioners. Bc~idcs,
we find ca:-;es recordctl by MCry, Baudelocque, and Solayre~, which fully
vro\'C that, C\"en in l:iingle pregnancie~, a. hcmonhage profuse enough to
e11da11gt·r the mother's lifo may occur after the diYit:ion of the cord, ab also
that the umbilical vein is the sule source of thi;; di~chargc. "As
the Llt.:eding from the placental end of the cord, olhcr than in
I can aver," :says :JI. Chcvrcul, "lrnxing obscrYcd it three times in women
whom I ha<l dclinred with the forcep.:1; having cut the cord in a. hurry
without applying any ligature, the blood contiuued to flow abundantly
from that portion connected with the placenta, whilst I was devoting the
nece:.~arv attention:s to the child.
I re::;orted to all the modes of irrit<llion
ad\"i:•l:d ~in such cases, for the purpose of rousing the contntct ions; but the
di::ichargc was only arre:stcd by tying the cord. The delivery of the afw··
birth :;hortly occurred, and was followed by no untoward accident." Quite
recently, :JL Guillemot has met with a very similar cnsc. Dr. Albert, of
Wie::;entheid, saw the blood spring from the extremity of the cor<l, in a
stream n:s thick a~ a straw. The hemonhage, which was con::iiderable, could
not be arre::;ted except by pre:ssure upon the umbilical v~:sels; and a liga·
ture had to be applied.
By reflecting on the mode of vascular connection llCretofore studied in
the placenta, it really seems impo:s:S ible to umlcr:stan<l how lhe mother's
blood, in a natul'al condition of' things, can pa::::; into t'hc ramifications of
the umbilical vein, and thence escape in such profu,.;ion. But are we on
that account to reject such facts, a<lrnnced by experienced men of high
Handing? I think not; bc~idcs, the explanation would be rendered very
intt:lligible by suppo::;ing some va~cular anomaly in the:;c exceptional cases.
I therefore con~i<ler hemorrhage from the placental extremity of the cord
a.s J>O:o;:silJle, for I cannot question the testimony of the imposing authorities
ju~t quoted. Under such circu mstances, ligature of the cord is evideutJy
the <mly re::rource.
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4. b\'ERSION OF TIIE "ro~rn.

This is au affection in which the fundus of lhe orga n, berng ind ented or
depressed, is more or less inverted into ito cavity, or even pa:Jsed down
through the os uteri into the vagina.1 or out at the \•ulva.

Inver:::ion of the womb ex hibits

dilforent degrees; from a simple

depression of the fundus to complete
in which case the organ is
turned inside out, the internal or mucous
becoming the externa l
one, and vice versa. For the purposes of dcscriptiun, we shall admit three

principal degree::;: in the first of which the fundus i::; sim ply deprez;sed, approa<:hing to, but not engaging in, the os uteri; the second is a partial iuversion, in which the fun<lus actually engages in the orifice, and protrudes
in to the vagina; and the third is a complete inv er::.iou, in which the uterus
is turned inside out, appearing at the vulva, or even protru<ling beyond it.
1. When the depression commences at the fundus, a concavity is pro·
duced in the tumor above the pubis, having its highest borders nearer to
the latter than to the sacrum ; or it may commence at the sides; and when
it is the front one that is indented, the posterior border is higher than the
anterior, but when the reverse happens, the posteriol' is the lower: again,
when it is depressed laterally, the concavity in the top of the \\'fl':lb is iu·
clined townr<ls one of the iliac fossre. If the placenta is still un<letached,
the indentation is augmented by pulling on the umbilical co rd. F!nally,
when the finger is passed into the cavity of the womb, it finds the fundus
within half an inch, more or less, of the orifice.
2. When the inversion is partial, we can detect a hemispherical tumor by
vaginal examination, varying in its size, according to whether the pla·
ceuta is detached or sti ll adherent; the neck of the womb encircles thi~
tumor at its upper part like a collar. The ball usually formed in the
hypogastric region by the uterine globe, is no longer felt on pttlpation; a
considerable depression bei ng found in its place.
3. Where it is complete, the tumor may either fill up the vagina without
passing beyond the vulva, or may hang down between the woman's
thighs. Jn the former case, the whole vaginal cavity is occupied by a
voluminous tumor, the upper part of which can scarcely be reached; in
the latter, which is the most ser ious of all, the pelvic cavity is a.ltogether
empty. and nothing can be felt there by the hand; but a large tumor is
found between the patient's thighs, having the placenta attached, wholly or
in part. The top of this tumor is either simply
between the
la.bia, or extends up into the vagina. In some instances, the
been implicated in the di3placement, and has been inverted in a great
m easure, thereby giving a considerable length to the tumor. "We canno t,
however, say that the in vers ion j5 strictly complete," says Burns, ci for, in
1110Rt cases, the lip~ of the os uteri hang down, and the inversion terminates
at tlie lower part of the cervix." Some writers assert, notwithstaodiug,
Lhat the lips may be completely inverted.
This aecident is always accompanied by general phenomena, which are
the more serious as it is the more considerable. Th e patient not only suffers
from paiu, but she ls harassed by a constant desire to urinate, and by
su·iinings at the close·stool, which arc often sufHcient to render an inver:;ion
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complete, that would otherwise ha ve only been partial. The pain becomes
excrudating, an<l the frightened sufferer falls into a state of syn('ope; the
pulse is feeble, ancl sometimes is nearly or quite imperceptible. The intensity of the::.e general phenomena varies with the state of retraction or
relaxation of the cervix, and with
For instance, it
is much less in a simple depression, tha.n
is more comthe latter
plete. Furthermore, the pains and dangers arc much
case, if the cervix uteri is firmly contracted, than
it i!:_j dihitable.
Again, should the placenta. be partially detached at the time of the accident,
th ere will be a profuse hemorrhage; but, on the
when it is firmly
adherent throughout,
only begins with
Lastly,
the separation of the
when the inveraion
usually
the case, the flooding is
the contraction of the womb.
Inversion is sometimes produced by attempting to effect the delivery
of the after-birt.h before it is entirely sepa rated, by pulling imprudently on
the cord. It may also result from a very ra.pid labor, more particularly if
the woman happens to be standing at the time when the child is born; for
if the umbilical cord is unusually short, or is wound around some p:ut of
the child, the fuudus may be pulled down by the strain on the cord, and
thus become inverted.
Inversion from this latter cause is far more unusual than one would
suppose; because the cord is generally broken un<ler such ci rcum stances,
in comprehensible as the fa.ct may seem, when we reflect on the amount of
force required to rupture it. The rarity of the inversion, however, is more
readily explained by the powerful contraction at the instant the fcetus is
expelled, and by the difference in the line of axis of the two straits; the
axis of the superio r strait forming nearly a right. angle with that of the
inferior one, or rather with that of the vulva. In other words, the cord
passes around the posterior part of the symphysis pubis, as over a pulley;
and, therefore, the greater amount of the tractive force is spent ou the
symphysis before reaching the fundus.
It may happen, from the uterus being in a momentary state of inertia
after delivery, that the pressure made by the intestinal mass indents its
funclus like the bottom of a bottle. Again, in cases of complete inertia,
should the placenta be attached directly to the fundus of the organ, its
weight alone might pull it down. Such accidents are usually corrected by
the force of the contractions i though, should the operator pull on the cord
hcfore noticing the depression, he might increase the difficulty by converting
1
it. mto a partial invcrsion.

DYS'l'OCIA.

Dr. Tyler Smith supposes that i1wersion of the uterus is a1ways vccasioned by irregular contractions of the organ; even in the ca:-.es generally
attributed to premature tractions on the cord, he considers, that the pulling
does not act mechanically, but only by producing an excitement of the
fundus of the uterus, where the placenta is inserted, which occasions nn
irregular contraction, and consequently a simple depression. This fir:1t
degree of
him, is immediately followed by a sudden
the depressed point, which tend by their
contra.ctwn
action to expel the latter through the cervix, in absolutely the same manner
as they would act upon a foreign body.
Dr. Smith's explanation of the mechanism of inversion may be true for
some cases; but when the walls of the uterus rtre in a state of complete
relaxation, it is difficult to allow that violent pulling upon the cord of au
adherent placenta should be incapable of producing inversion.
\Vhen
occms immedia.tely after labor, it will scarcely
ttttract attention,
the placenta happens to be detached, and a hemorrhage is thereby developed. It ought to be reduced, as soon as detected, by
placing the patient on her back, and having the abdomen and breech raised
higher than the chest; the legs and thighs arc flexed and held apart, and
the head inclined forwards 011 the breast; then the operator carries his hand
into the uterine cavity, and gent,Jy pushes out the fundus with his fingers.
J\I. Chevreul sums up so well the indications presented by the partial and
complete inversions of the womb, with reference to the delivery of the afterremarks on this subbirth, that I cannot do better than
IIc says:" A partial inversion
l'educed when detected shortly
Of course, the placenta may either be separated wholly
or in part, or it may be still adherent throughout to the womb, at the time
of the accident. If wholly detached, the hemorrhage is very profuse, and
requires immediate attention. The accident is remedied by placing the
woman in a suitable position, and then, introducing the \\'hole hand into the
vagina, the fingers take hold of the inverte<l portion of the womb and
endeavor to return it, by first pushing up the pa.rt that came down last.
Should the placenta be partially detached, and the remaining adhesions be
feeble,
ought to be entirely completed, by passing the · finger:,
between
the uterine wall; after which, Lhe reduct.ion is to be effected
I
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~1~ in lhe former C'a>'e. But if il is :-till adherent throughout, the whole i~
to bC' returnC'd together; and then we may either wait for the 8pontan('OUS

deliYery of thC' aft.er-birth, or we may attempt to separate it Ly the hand,
acronling to eircum!'itaucc..:.."
\\'here the in,·cr:-;iou has existed for seYcral hour::i, it oecasionally liappcns
that the protruding portion of the womb is ~trangulated, as it wrre, by the
o,.; uteri, whi<.'11 con~titutei; a ~erious obstacle to its reduction. ruder such
circum,.;tance,.;, it i::: not ad\•i::::lble to u!-1e (orcible attempts to surmount the
difficulty, le.st some ~erious accident might re,.;ult; but r:tther to have rf'cour;:;c to ,·cncsection, to tepid bathing, to fomentations, to the u,;e of the
ointment or the extract of belladonna, and opiates; in a word, to all the
mean!-1 likely to relieve the ron!-1triction of the os uteri, and to moderate
the force of the inflammatory i::ymptoms. The inh:tlation of cliloroform,
which has been u,.;eJ with l:illCh fortunate rc:o:ult:5 in analogous (·a,.;es hy l\[l\[.
Barrier, Yaleatin, Charle-s \\'cot, and G. Conney, might here al"o be of \'Cry
grca.l ::ervicc. But if still unsuCC'('"·"ful, the patient will have to endure
thi ..; 1li,.;gu4ing infirmity for the remainder of her day.-;.'
Where the inYer::-iou is complete, and the pbrenta is detached, we must
fir ... t apply a soft and dry napkin upon the tumor, and then, ha,·ing brought
the fingers together iu the form of a. cone, deprc.-:s iLs central part with
their point!-1 1 so as Lo make the f'undufi and body of this viscus gradually pa~s
up through its orifice, and thus regain its primitive po.;;;ition. Should the
conjoined fingers proYe too bulky, the sti<·k proposed by ::n. Depaul might
be ,;uhlititutecl for them with ad\'antage. \\'hen the womb i::; once redurecl,
the napkin should be withdrawn. Rhould the placenta be partially detached,
it~ separation is firot completed, and then the operation is terminated in the
same way.
Again, if the adhe;:ions arc nry exten~i,·c, or if thC>y exist throughout,
we ought to attempt the reduction of all togethC'r, by proceeding as in the
fir8t cMe, excepting the u;:c of' the napkin; but if the orifice is not dilated
enouj!'h to permit the womh to pa:::;s through with the placenta, it would be
nece,.,.;ary to separate the latter, and then reduce the former :ts promptly as

po,.;>:ihle.
\\'huteYer be the degree of inwr:-ion, the lrnnd i.s always to be kept in
the womb for some time after the rC'duction, for the purpo,.;c of preventing a
retul'!l of the accident, and for i;:olieiting the contraction of the organ. The
inertia, if prc:::ent, must be remedied by the appropriate measures.
It j.-; found by experience that whencn:•r inver.-:ion lus octurrcd in a
former labor, it has a tendency to be renewed at the sub:o:equcnt ones. ConSequcntly, no tractions on the umbilical cord, with a view of extrnc:ting the
I Howl'VC'r, two ra.,es are i·cported, the one by'.\[ Dclaharre ( _Irr. df Cliir. ), :rn<l the
olhl'r h_r lburlC'locque, wl1ich fully prove tha1 "POnl:tn('tHIS rl'duc1ion of the wo mb may
takt>pl:lce, even after it ha'JIH'<'flCOmpll'lely inverted fora long lime
M. Uaillie~ endeavors 10 l'Xplnin this niuurnl r('duction. in hi8 excellent thl'r.i!I, h~·
the tonicity of the Fnllopinn tuhe~. nnd of the round nnd bro11rl lig:Hnenl~: which,
nftl'r lrnviugbeen lirawn down n1 the moment of the accident, will ucccsl'<nrily return
totheirp1·ope1·positionintliecour1.1eoftin1c;ar1Jthus,byaclingon
involved them in Ua descent, will grac\ually elc\•ntc and return iL to
po~it1on.
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placenta 1 sl10uld ever be resorted to iu women who han prcviou,.Jv suff't'r<·ii
from this accident. In cases of this kind, many prnl·titiuner~ prcfl'r thl' introduction of the 11ancl into the uterine cavity, so :ts to act directly on thr

placenta itself.
Such patients ought also to be advi-=ecl to remain in he<l for a Jong ti111c
after their coufinerncnt; and, by the use of mild laxativeg, to ob,·iatc the

nece.::sity of strainings at stool.

§ 5. Hurn:RE OF

THE

Wmrn.'

Rupture of the utcru~ is one of the most tenible accidents that c:rn octur
in the course of pregnancy or parturition. But as it only claims our attention
here, with reference to the difficulties it may create in the delivery of the after-

birth, we shall not revert to the minute detail already given in the Fifrh J>art
of this work. (Sec p. 732.) Several different conditions may here be mC't
with; a.::., for instance, the child, having partially or wholly e.:;caped into the
peritoneal cavity, has permitted the organ to retract; and thi.~ retraction of
its walls may have driven the placenta into the rngina, and then hl'yond
the vulva; 1 or the placenta may remain adherent to the internal surfac·o of
the womb, the child having pnsscd into the peritoneal cavity; or again, it
as well as the f<etu:. may have pa~scd entirely into the ca\"ity of the abdomen.
In the former case, there is evidently nothing to be done. In the second, if
gastrotomy is resorted to, and it is found imposi:ibJe to withdraw the placenta through the double wound in the abdo1nen and womb, owing to the
clo.;;;ure of the lips of the uterine rupture, it would be advi:-able to cut the
cord as soon as the child is extracted; and then, by means of some long,
solid, and flexible instrument, to bring down the cord through the rupture,
the cervix, and the vagina, and out a.t the vulva.; after which the delivery
of the pla.centa is to be effected in the usual way. In the third case, when
the after-birth has pa~ised into the peritoneal cavity along with the fretus,
it ought to be extracted immediately after the latter, either by the natural
passages, if the child is removed in that way, or thrnugh the abdominal incision1 if a resort to gastrotomy be deemed necessary.

§ 6.

EcLAMPSIA.

For an account of convubions occurring during the delivery of the after·
birth, see the article on Eclampsia (p. 788).

PART VI.
THERAPEUTICS.
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nnd thus have often had occasion to recomm en d the use of laudanum. 'Ve
hnve nothi ng now to add to what has already been said, but devote a specia l
article to ergot, 80 often advi.~ed by us for the pu rpose of excit in g the weakened or suspended contract ions of the womb, and e:;:pecially as an heroic
remedy against hemorrhage. VMi ous sub.::ct itutC'S, it is true, have been p ropo~ed for it; but n.s non e can compare with it in efficiency, nothing would
be gained by their enum erat ion.
Th e fi rst chapter will be devoted to the natural and therapeuti c history
of ergot, and the second to the effect of a debilitating medication and regimen upon the developm ent of the fcetus.

CHAPTER I.

".E

shall fir.st st udy the O[tture and physica l properties of ergot, and
finally its therapeutic act ion .

§ 1.

NATURAL H rsTOHY OF EtWOT.

The ergOt of rye, now ~o much used in medicine, has always been considered as an alteration of that grain, the writers on the subject only differing in opi ni on with respect to the causes which produce it. Some think it
depentls on atmospherical or local inHuence:::, such as long-conti nu ed rains,
fog8, and noxious dews, or on too poor or too humid a soi l ; while others
th is
have rega rded it as being prod uced by th e puncture of' certain
the
latter opinion has even yet a great number of advocates, although
pre;;ent day it is most generally com:iidered as a fungus. Paulet has class ifi ed it among the clcww·ia, and De Candolle among the parasitic fungi,
under the name of sclerotiwn elm.ms, from its form; and this was the generally received opinion uutil Dr. L eveille, in a memoir published in 1826,
in theA1uwls of the Linnwan Soritly of Pari~, announced that the ergot wa;.;
in rcaJity an alteration of' the gra in; and that it was produced by the presence of a parasitic fungus, whi ch he named th e spliacelici segetmn, intending
to sat isfy by this title both the color of the diseased grain and the sad consequences which result from its use when mixed with bread. The ex.tended
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obscn·ations of the author luwc sati!'-ficd him that thi:; fungus appear_~ <"hidlv
in the summer season, after heavy rain~. and that i"t b devclopl'd in tit~
grain itself bct\\'CCll the integuments and the peribperm. At fir~t it i:-; iri,·isiblc, but soon increases in s ize, and breaks through the envelope:; of the
grain, "hilc the p0risperm, which was nry small and '\ hite, assume::; n do1et hue, then elongates, or grows, nnd becom~s hard and brittle, e~c:aping
from between the palere (the hus k or chaff), and pushing before it the fungus (sphacelia. ) found at its
This fungus is soft a1Hl yellow,
of a disagreeabl e odor and a.
being formed of several lohl's
joined at their centre, its
some small undulation::;, similar
to the convolutions of the brain.
a particle of it be placed in
under the microscope, it is found to become partially liquefied, and
water holds in suspension an immense number of little grain:;:, or spores,
which are oval, transparent, and exceedingly minute in size. The:;e factl"t,
whieh my learne<l friend, Dr. LCYeillC, has kindly made me witness, leaves
no rloubt on my mind as to the nature of this affection; and I am sati:sfied
that it is a trne fungus, and a perfectly distinct part of the s<:lerotiwn clarns.
This fungus is rarely met with on the spurred rye found in the shops, as it
has probably been detached either by the threshing or by the friction of the
heads agaim•t each other. As this product is soft and difliuent, it spreads
OYer the i<'gument..s and the spur, where it becomes dried and crac:kcd, and
forms a. thin layer of a di1ty white or yellowish color, which dis;:iolres when
thrown into water. Now, does the ergot owe its properties to this fungoid
portion, or to its own proper substance? Experience has not yet sC'ttle<l the
doubts of M. Leveille on this subject i but as, by the aid of this theory, we
can readily explain why the ergoted rye so often proves worthle~s when
adminii;;tered, we believe the choice of this substance is not an indifferent
matter; therefore, such grains as have a. smooth and brilliant surface, as
well as those that exhibit numerous deep fissures, should be rejected, for the
one has been deprived of the sphacclated portion by friction, and the other
altered
rains and heats. The preference should be given to
have the fungus on their summits, and the surfaces of
of a. violet color and dirty aspect, and covered, as it were1
with a powder.

§ 2.

TlIERAPEUTICAJ.. ACTION.

The action of this medicine is too well ascertained at the present time to
permit it to be any longer called in question; though we have only to speak
of it here in its obstetrical relations.
Ergot is now recommended by accoucheurs for arousing or accelerating
the uterine contractions during labor, and for preventing or remedying
inertia of the womb and the hemorrhage which so often accompanies it,
after delivery. This action is prompt, and is recognizable by the fol·
lowing signs: the uterine contractions are observed to become more active
in the course of ten to fifteen minutes after its administration, more frequent
.and energetic if they were previously slow or feeble, and reappearing if before suspended. Now, we cannot believe, like the authors who proscribed
this medicine as useless, that this is merely a simple coincidence, and that
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the lahf1r \\ould have heC'n rC'4orcd without iti u,e, for the thoul":tnds of
in,.;ta1H'<':-i in which it;;; arlmini .. tration ha~ always lwcn followc<l br the i:;amc
uniform r('.:ult, will not permit llii to coniiider. the l:ttter as the ;nC'rc effCl't
of rhancc; and, b(•Ri1h'~, all tho:;c who make use of this :ntidc know full
well that the contrartion;;; which attend the exhibition of ergot hare a pc<:u·
liar drnr:wter that cannot he mi.;taken; for a.::. ~onn :1') it>; action j,. f{>lt they
lwMme 1wrmanent in,.tead of intermittent; the uterine globe renrnin:-; hard
an1l rontraeted, and the pain!S are continual, though they arc markC'd, it i~
tnu•, hy exacerbation«, or paroxy:-;m;;;, and there arc momenh, as in ordinary
Jahor, when the patirnt does not appear to sufli..·r at all, and othC'r,; where
Rhe makC'~ loud crie_;; or bearing-down effort". The pNiods of rC'po:<e arc,
howrver, only apparrnt, for the womb is constantly contracted on the pro·
duct of tonception, and the hnnd, if ~tpplicd over the belly, ahrnyR finds
thi ... organ in a remarkable state of hardnc:.::s; there is not that l'C'f!,'lllar RUCce:-;;:ion of repo:::e and contraction which is conRtautly oh,-crncl when the
lahnr i;; :<pontaneou;.;; anfl we may further add, that the patieub thcm.~l'lves
d<'lcct a great difforenec hctween the pains excited by the nwditine and
tho:<e pre,·iou~ly felt in the :.-a me or former labor,,, and they bear rhcm, :l>i a
£;C'neral rule, more impatiently tlrnn the latter, compln.ining parti(·tilHly of
the want of rc:-pitc. In an hour or an hour and a half after the exhibition
of the ergot, its action wean; away and soon di.:;appears, so that, iL' there
i.. : an_r ncte,-.. ity, it must be again renewed, or recourse be had to artific ia l
mean ..; for terminating the labor.
The permanent clrnra<'ter of the contractions produced by ergot makes
them Yery dangerous to the child when they are long continued. The violent retraction of the mu,.;cular fibre.ii then rcnclcns the circulation cliAkult,
nnd "'ometime;:: e,·en impos.::iihlc 1 in those ns,.els which are di,;trihuted between their yarious layers, and we may readily understand that thC' fo:toplacrnt<il functious must be remarkably obstructed. Therefore, it tan be
prudently administered only when a prompt te r mination of the labor can
be predicted.
This remedy is only to be giyen during parturition, when the p('his is
well formed, the infant pre::;enting by its cephalic or pelvic extremity, and
of cour:-e when the po,;itiun is well ascertained; where no serious ob:-.ta('Je
exi"'ts at the uterine orifice, in the vagina, or at the external
that is
to 11ay, when the cervix uteri i3 snfliciently dilated,
supple,
and patulous enough to admit of dilatation, or '\here the mc111braues are
ruptured. On the other lrn1Hl 1 its
ought to be :woided as
muC'h a.-; pn:<~ible in primiparro, ancl, if' it should
necC'S.":try in them,
the pC'rincum must be supportc<l with the grr:Ltc::;t f'are, lc-t it be expo~ed
to a ton~iclerable rupture should the delivery pro\'e rapid i in w•ry irritable
womC'n, ,\ho may hase had COH\'ulsions either du1·i11;; ge:-;tation, or in their
prP,·inu,. lahurs, bec~w~e the ergot often prnduc·C'$ a !<late of nen·ous excitemem in .-.\1th pcr;-;om=, which occasionally amount:; almo:<t to mania; in plethorif' patiC'nti:., suffCring from congC::ition about the hC'a<l, whi('h i.:; tharac1
1
1
1
0
l
ously indicated; and laistly, in all those women, where the womb, from being

~1<':~;,~::.h~:-t~:.: 1~~: ~::rla t~.:~~~1:ci~1n~:~ {i1~~~e c~~~~~ ,~:i~ c1~~ .i~~~i::c~i~rn hi~ :i:~~:
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endowed with an acute degree of sensibility, is in a state of irritation, and
is habitually the scat of pains, or who, in a former labor, might h:n-c heen
affected with an inflammation of this organ.
The spurred rye has
been employed succe;;:sfully in the profoc:e
hemorrhages that follow
which are cau1'ed by the retention or
tardy separation of the placenta; as also for the floodings that take place
after the expulsion of the fcetus, whether before, during, or subsequent to
the delivery of the aftcr·birth. "\Ve have had occasion, in t he article on
Hemorrhage, to refer to and insist on its use under such circumstancef:.
The question now arises, can the ergot, which possesses in so high a degree
the property of stimulating the e11feebled contractiom:, and of arousing them
when suspended,-can it develop them wheri they have not yet ex i ~ted?
If we might judge from certain experiments made for this purpose, by
Professor Dubois, in our p resence, at the Clin ique, in 1837, we should
answer this question in the negative; 1 but it must be confessed that those
trials were not sufficiently numerous to enable us to decide it positiYely; and
although this article has seemed to possc:-s the abortirn property in some
instances, yet in many others it has proved wholly inefficacious.
Again, it has not been observed that abortions are of more frequent
occurrence in those countries where the bread of the inhabitants contains a
certain quantity of ergot; but habit, perhaps, might explain its want of
action here.
This medicine is employed under divers forms; and the powder, the infusion, the decoction, the aqueous extract, or alcoholic extract, ethereal t incsyrup, may be used, almo~t indifferently; although in France
any other preparation than the powder, the infusion, or decoction,
is ever employed. Thus, it is customary to admiui::lter two or three doses
of the powder, consisting of eight or ten grains each, diffused, at the time
it is given, in two ounces of pure or sugared
or a little wine and
or scnne ><lightly aromatic infusion; and these
are repeated at
If the contraction is manifested after the second
dose, as mo~t usually happens, the third need not be gi\·cn. Some nccoucheurs administer it in a small quantity of white wine or tinctu re of canella,
and other excitants; and it has been advised to add a small quantity of
opium to prevent the medicine from being rejected, though, where the
patient either vomits or seems disposed to vomit during the labor, it is
better to administer it, a.s l\I. Dubois recommends, by injection, and the
close might then be increased a little.
The infusion is prepared by diffusing two scruplP.s of the powdered ergot
in a glass of water for ten minutes; or, if the article is merely brui::ied,
without being powdered, three or four scruples may be infused in the same
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<1nantity of menstruum. Jn conclusion, we slrnll not agafo repeat what was
s:1id in the commencement of this article concerning the physical
that distinguish good and genui ne ergot. but we will only
th:lt the
apothe<'aries ought to be cautioned to have the drug freshly pulverized i
and as, notw ith stand ing our earnest recommendations, they will not all take
the proper precaution8, the accoucheur would do well to always carry a few
grains with him, so as to hav e it at hand in case of necessity.

CHAPTER II.
OF TlIE EFFECT OF RLEEDTNO AND A DEBILITATING REGIMEN UPON
THE DB\"ELOPMEN'f OF TIIE CIIIJ..D.

As the f(('tus, during it::: intra-uterine existence, neces.sarily deriYes from
its mother the means of nutrition, it was natural to suppose that her emaciation, brought about by res.tricted diet and frequent evacuations by bloodletting or purgation, might hayc the effect to retard the development of the
ch ild. This suppo~ition has 1irll, howC'ver, ahYays been confirmed by experi ence j for women, exhausted by disea:::e, or the severest diet, have been
known to have Yery large and robust children, whilst others who had
become stout and strong during pregnancy, and who had gained thirty
pounds in weight, ga,,e birth to very medium-sized children (Ilaudelocque).
This obser>ation of Baudelocque's, the truth of which has been many
times proved, has dispelled the idea of using purgation, bleeding, and diet,
as an obstetric means in ca.se.s of contracted pelvis. 'Vith the except ion of
l\L Moreau, no one in France thought of having re<'ourse to this method,
when M. Depaul published, quite recently, two very interesting observations
tending to prove it<; efficiency. Fortunate results had indeed been mentioned by others. Thus Dewees, who states that he had often seen mothers
in consumption give birth to very robu :-t children, and who was not, there·
fOre, a pri01·i, favorably.inclined towards the method, nevertheles! quotes a
letter addressed to him by Dr. Holcomb, in which five cases are r epo rted.
Four of these five women had never bt>en able to have living children, and
one of the four had lost eleven. These five were very early subjected to the
daily use of purgatives, and were all cleJiyerecl of living children. Dr. Ritter
relates the case of a woman with a contracted pelvis, who was several times
delivered of dead chi ldren, with g reat difficulty. From the fourth mont.h
of her fourth and fifth pregnancies, she was subjected to repeated bleedings,
to the use of a sl ightly purgative mineral water, and severe diet, composed
chiefly of a small quantity of vegetables, milk, bread, and fruits, without
meat, eggs, or dried vegetables. The children, which were much smaller
than usu::il, were extracted quite eas il y, but were still-born. One, whiC'h
prei<ented by the feet, died whilst the head was retained by the contraction,
and wa~ expelled spontaneously. The other presented the arm, and ha.cl 1o
be turned; it was necess~try lo extract the herid by the forceps.
These ca1:e<;, though certa iul y encouraging, are not sufficiently numerous
to establish the rnlue of this method.
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Admitting, for nn iust:i.nt, lhat a s:evere regimen, n::i=isted hy hlcelling anrl
repeated purgation, would always han the dlCct upon the <lcn.~ lopmrnt of
the child, which it appear:: to lia.ve had in the preceding oh,crrnti0n:<, !:hould
this method be prefen·ecl to the induction of premature labor?

The latter operation, though almost alwa,ys icnoccnt

aR

rrgard~

the

motlier, is frequent!.'· fi1tal to the child: thus, of 225 casefi mentioned by)[.

According to ?IL Stoltz, hut half of
the children are saved; and judging by my own case.::., nn<l tho:;c which I
Lacour, 37 of' the children perished.

have witnes~ed, the mortality of the children is C\'en grnater.
Unfortunately, we have not yet enough ca~es in whil·h the regimen has
been employed, to establish a com pal'ison. However, out of the ten ca/:es
mentioned, we hare only two dead children, and this may be partly
accounted for by the mode of presentation. Therefore, this method appears
to affOrcl
to the children.

It
motherl:l.
indeed, very difficult to suppo:;e that a
who often ha.s much greater appetite during Lhan before her pregnancy, can
be <lepri\·ed for firn or six month.::1 of three-fourths of her usual allowance,
with impunity, be:"idel:l being subjected to more or lc!'!s frequent bleeding or
purgation. Is it not to be feared lest debility, and the altenition of the
solids and fluids resulting from such a course, so long continued, should
predispose strongly to post-puerpera l disorders, and even have an unfavorable effecL upon her future health? I am well aware th•tt nothing of the
kind is mentiont'd in the cases referred to; but these are yet very few, and
on that accouut no rule for the futu re.
In gi\'ing preforence to any method, we should also take into account the
suffering to ''hich iL subjects the patient. That occm;;ioned by the induc·
tion of' prema.ture labor is almost nothing, and Jasts but a short time. That
such is not the case as regards the prolonged diet, even its panisans admit.
In speaking of his first patient, M. Depaul says,
''hat !':'he
had to suffor, especially at the outset. For the
alluding to the second, she· suffered much from
ing of ex~remc hunger; her strength ga\'e way, so :\S to
walk any con:3iderable di.::1tance, or use any violent exerci:;e.
All the...:e sufferings \\'imld be readily endured, and, as l.f. Depaul remarks,
the woman would derive, from the ardent desire of mnternily which controli'I
her, :strength suffieient to brnve everything, could we only a::::<ure her as to
the result. But as mo.::1t authors h:tve regarded th is method as very uucer·
tain, as a large number of well ·ob.serve<l facts, though under other circum·
tend to excite doubts as to its efficiency, and e~pecially a;;:, be~ides
which in no degree endangers the lifo and health
and sase.:; the life of' the children in nearly half of the cases,
I acknowledge that, had I to dccitle for my wife or sister, I would prefer the
latter.
Agam, to what cases of contracted pelvis is this method particularly
adapted? I
:M. Dcpa.ul, that it would be entirely sue·
ccssful
were shortened to the extent of an inch and
IL qua.rter i but I would not venture to affirm it, if the antcro-postcrior
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dia.meter was only from two and three-quarters to three and a quarter inches
in length.
It is, therefore, to Slteh pt!lves as presen.t diameters of :Lt least from three
and a quarter to three and a h,df inches in length, that i\I. Depaul restricts
the use of the debilitating regimen. But, when placed on this ground, the
question chang03 its aspect, and the re~mlts of the method are no longer
compara.ble to those of premature
for the latter operation ia
never practised but for
more aggravated character.
Accoucheurs are unanimous in
the sponta.neous delivery or
extraction of a child as pos,.,ible when the sacro-pubic diameter is at least
three and a half inches in length. \Ve have even seen that below this limit
the expul::iion of a living ch il<l is often possible i premature artificial delivery
ought, therefore, to be preforrcd.
But if, alarmed by the recollection of antecedent deliveries of the same
woman, you f~ar lest the child should have a ln.rge head like its predecessors, and conclude to interpose, do not subject a poor mother to the martyr<lllm of the prolonged regimen. Should the pelvis present three and a half,
four, or four and a quarter inches, you might defer much longer the period
at which premature delivery is effected; and instead of' bringing on pains at
seven months, or seven months and a half of ge.:;tation, you might wait for
eight months, or even eight months and one or two weeks. The operntion
would then very probably afford a living child i for it is likely to support an
independent existence in proportion as its intra-uterine lifo has been prolongedThe mortality of the children, which has been justly objected to the induction of premature labor, diminishes greatly as we approach the term of
gestation. By this operation, you spare the mother the long sufferings of
the regimen, and probably afford eq ual security to the ch ild.
Below from two and three-quarter:, to three and a quarter in ches, there is
nothing which shows any advantage in the plan of dieting, &c., over the
induction of premature labor. But would the latter operation afford more
favorable results if the mother were subjected to a severe regimen for a long
time before practising it? It is enough to r emember that the extreme
weakiless of children born before term is the usual cause of their death, in
order to set aside a method the effect of which is to weaken them still further.
I think, therefore, that in the present state of our sc ience, new facts are
required before adopting the dietetic regimen and bleedings. However, in
order to enable the practitioner to judge this question for himself, I think it
proper briefly to state the rules laid down by M. Depaul for carrying out
the plan.
1. The greater the obstacle the more necessary is it to diminish the amount
of food, and to bleed more frequently. Thus, when the pelvis is contracted
by from three-quarters of an inch to an inch and a quarter, the method should
be put in full force. (M. Depaul's first patient had her food regulated as
follows: Soups formed its basis; vegetables once a day; meat once a week,
aod in very small quantity; half a pound of bread daily, including that in
the soups. The first bleeding at three months, a second at six, a third at
cigh>., and the last one at eight and a half months. Fourteen c;>unces of
58
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blood to be taken at each time.) 2. It should be commenced towa d the
third or fourth month. 3. It would be well to diminish the amount of food
progressively. 4. She should abstain from dark and very nutritious meats.
5. Tke bleeding must be regulated by the constitution and state of the cir·
culation i it will be more useful in proportion as practised in the latter
months.
It is hardly necessary to add, that if the obstacle were less considerable,
it would be proper to act with less vigor, to begin the treat:ment later, and
to increase the amount of food in proportion to the object to _be attained.
For the same purpose, M. Delfraysse, of Cahors, recommends the admiu.
istrntiou of iodine during the last two months of gestation. Besides experiments made upon animals, the results of which seem favorable to his proposition, he mentions the cases of two women. One of them, whose pelvis was
rather less than three and a quarter inches in extent, had been delivered
three times, and very painfully, of dead children. In the two subsequent
pregnancies, and during the last two months, she took, every morning, six,
and afterwards eight drops, of the following mixture:Iodine, pure,
Iodide of potassium,.
Dist.11\ed water,

•

15gra.
SOgrs.
f,3j.

She was delivered spontaneously of living children, one of them weighing
twenty-two ounces and the other twenty-three less than their predecessors.
Experience can only decide the merits of this new method, which doee
not appear to have been injurious to the mothers.

PART VII.
OBSTETR ICA L OP ERA TIONS.

T~1~v!n:::,~t!~~:f~~;;i~~i~~~ ~::, :~~o:~c~a~~:.: s:::~~~~utt~::t :t~\~=~
ent operation. This seventh part of the work is devoted to the operative
procedures. The first chapter treats of the use of chloroform, which is an
invalu~ib\e adjuvant in most obstcti·ical operations. In the second cbapter
is described the mode of applying the tampon, which, on the ground of
utility, -r.iay be regarded as an important operation. Finally, we have to
treat in the remaining chapters of the manipulations and operutions, properly
so called.

CHAPTER I.
ON THE USE OF AN..£.S'I'HETICS IN OBSTETRICAL PRACTICE.

IN view of the wonderful results obtained by the use of ether in surgical
practic:e, it was altogether natural to inquire whether so efficient a means of
avoidiug the pain of operations, might not be employed with advantage
against the physiological pain which accompanies labor in the human species.
But before speculating upon the probable advantages to be derived from its
use in this way, prudence suggested the endeavor to foresee the disadvantages also. l\Iight not the torpid condition of the voluntary muscles produced by etherization, extend to the muscles of organic life, and might not
that action of the womb which is indispensable to a prosperous termination
of labor, be paralyzed thereby? Supposing, even, that the uterus should
preserve its contractile powers in the midst of the general paralysis, would
not the want of that assistance which it receives from the voluntary contractions of the abdominal muscles, and of that synergic action which is so
useful in the termination of labor, render the expulsion of the fcetus very
difficult, or eyen impossible? :Might not the health and even the life of the
child be endangered by the vapor inhaled? And might not the latter,
which has occasioned some serious accidents in surgical practice, prove an
addition to the dangers which th reaten the female du ring labor and the
lying-in? The previous solution of all these questions is of the highest importance, and we may readily understand the efiCct they must have had in
inspiring with prudence those who were the first to employ anIBsthetics
against the pains of ch ildbirth. Some of these questions are capable of
elucidation by the appli cation of certain pathological facts; others could be
solrnd only by experiment, and this experiment had yet to be performed.
915
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Professor $impson, of the University of E<linbul'gh, wns the first to vcuture upon the administration of ether in bbor. The opportunity presented
on the 19th of January, 1847. The woman had a. deformed pelvi;.'i and
a favorable one for deterhaving decided to turn, he thought the
upon the contractions of the
mining the influence of inhalation of
uterus; for, supposing the contractility of the organ to be paralyzed Uy the
anresthesia, the introduction of' the hand and evolution of the fretus would
only be facilitated thereby. The result was so satisfactory as to conviu(;e
Dr. Simpson that, notwithstanding the complete abolition of sensibility, the
action of the womb might cont inu e intact. Encouraged by tbe first trial 1
he repeated the experiment in several cases of natural and of difficult labor,
and on the 10th of February commun icated the results to the Obstetrical
Society of Edinburgh.
Almost immediately after becoming acquainted with his obscrvations 1
several English accoucheurs1 l\Iurphy (of London ), Prothcroe Smith, and
L andsdown 1 administered ether with a. like success. Fournier Deschamps
was the first to use it in France, and that only eight days subsequent to the
publication of Dr. S impson 1s first observation. In the month of February,
in the same year, Professor P. Dubois laid before the Academy of Medicine
the result of its administration in six cases of labor under his own notice.
In March, it was used by Stoltr.1 at Strasbourg, and by Delmas, at Montpellier. In August I made, in connection with l\Ir. Smith, some experiments at the Clinique d'Accouchements, then under my charge, but the first
trials did not seem to me encouraging. Still later, MM. Chailly, Colrat,
Villeneuve, Roux 1 Male1 and several others, publisl1ed their observations.
In Germany, Professor l\Iartin (of Jena), and afterwards, Professor~ Siebold
and Grenser (of Leipzig), used ether in several cases of natural and of difficult labor. Lastly, in America, Drs. Channing, Clark, Putnam, and others,
were the first to make known the results of their experiments.
In November1 1847, the substitution of chloroform for ether, as proposed
by Dr. Simpson, gave a fresh impulse to the use of anresthetics in obstetrics.
The rapid action of the new preparation and its easy administration, were,
perhaps, the occasion of a too ready forgetfulness of the dangers to which it
might give rise, and were certainly the causo of its enthusiastic reception by
at least a large number of English accoucheurs. At present, notwithstanding some opposition, chloroform is employed almost exclusively in obstetrical
as well as in surgical practice.
Amongst the questions which would naturally present themselves to the
mind of whoever first entertained the idea of using anresthetics in labor,
there are some, which, as we have said, receive a degree of light from known
physiological and pathological facts. Of such are those having reference to
the probable continuance of the uterine contractions, notwithstanding the
complete torpor of the voluntary muscles, and to the more or less important.
assistance received from the abdominal muscles in labor.
Numerous facts at present authorir.e the belief that the momentary paralyei~
of sensation and voluntary motion does not sensibly interfere with the action
of the womb.
Dr Simp1011 was acquainted with those cases of complete paraplegia, iu
1
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which rle]ivery had been effected with its normal regn1a.rity and alm ~t without pain; nor was he ignorant of the many instances in which won en ha.ve
given birth to children during the deep stupor of drunkenness; he ha<l often
seen labor terminated in patients affected with eclampsia, during the period
of coma attending or following the co1wulsive paroxysms, without their
being in the slightest degree conscious of what had occurred, as also the
astonishment at their deli\·ery manifested on the return of their senses. Nor
are examples rare of the delivery of women, during a lethargy so profound
as to be mistaken for death. It is distinctly proved by all these facts, that,
notwithsta.uding the momentary or permanent extinction of volition, sensation, an<l voluntary motion, the organic contractility may not only continue,
but be equal to the expulsion of the fr.ctus. Hence it was quite prob:tble
that the condition produced by the inhalation, resembling as it does in many
respects the sleep of drunkenness or the coma of cclampsia, might, like the
latter, have its influence restricted to sensation and to the muscles of anima l
life.
It was to be feared lest the anterior muscles of the abdomen should be
paralyzed like those of the extremities, and that their inaction might somewhat retard the expulslve stage. But the happy delivery of paraplegic
women, and of such as, notwithstanding a complete prolapsus of the uterus,
have, unaided, been delivered of the product of conception, naturally presenting themselves to the mind, allowed of no hesitn.tion on the score of even
a proba.ble paralysis of' the nbdominal muscles. Besides, in the cnse in which
Dr. Simpson employed nnresthetics for the first time, version was to be performed, nnd he would be able to surply by tractions· any deficiency of ih.e
expulsive powers.
More fortunate than Dr. Simpson, who a.t the time of his first experiments
had on ly the rationnl inductions afforded by physiology and pathological
anatomy to support him, we are now able to appeal to experience. Let us,
then, with the assistance of the numerous facts now on record, endeavor to
elucidate the various questions connected with the u.se of anresthetics in
obstetric practice.
1. Of the Effects of Ancuthetics on lite Uterine Contraetions.-On this
point, as on m:iny others, accoucheurs entertain various opinions. Some
regard neither chloroform nor ether as possessing any power to suspend the
uterine action; others think that the contractions are always retarded, and
quite frequently even stopped entirely. Amidst these contradictory assertions and facts, it is, however, possible to di~cove1· the truth. A careful
reading of all the observations will show that, with the exception of Pau l
Dubois, almost all authors are unanimous in the recognition of important
changes impressed by the inhalation upon the contractions. These modifications are, besides, very various: thu~. whilst l\L Stoltz believed that he
b.ad observed an increase in frequency and intensity, and Mr. Murphy, whilst
turning, declared that he had never before found the operation so difiicult,
althflugh the patient was under the full influence of the agent, we find l\Il\I.
Bavier, Siebold, 1\Iontgomery, &c., asserting that it retards and sometimes
even completely suspernh the labor. Dr. Denham also affirms, that in six
i..'ases in which chloroform had been administered before turning, the opera~
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tion was rendered easier, and that its happy effect was especiall y evident in »ne
case, where the introduction of the hand having been fruitle&ly attcmvted
before inhalation, it was effected very easily after it. \Ve shall endeavor to

account for this dissidence hereafter.
Whatever the exact truth may be, in an unprejudi ced mind no doubt can
exist of its being proved by numerous facts, that when chloroform is taken
so moderately as to blunt and almost extinguish sensibility without entirely
depriving the patient of the power of motion or of self-consc i ousnes~. it has,
ordinarily, no influence over the contracti le power of the uterus; but that
when carried to complete anresthesia, the contractions may be diminished
both in frequency and intensity to the point of complete extinction. Tho
latter fact is acknowledged by Dr. Simpson himself, and he regards it as of
possible occurrence in some cases of moderate anresthesia. The degree of
the latter, he remarks, which some patients are able to bear without the
womb being affected, is exceedingly ~ariable. Some are thrown into a. profou11d slumber without interference with the uterine action. Others, on the
contrary, experience interruption of the contractions by a much slighter
degree of anresthesia. These individual predispositions explain l\Ir. Montgomery's observation s of the manifest diminution of the uterine contractions under the sedative influence of chloroform without the woman being
insensible to pain. Besides, according to the majority of English practitioners, the retardation or the suspension of labor is the indication for the
particular case, that the dose of the agent which the pati@nt might have
supported wiLhout in convenience has been exceeded, and the best means,
according to Dr. Simpson, of restoring energy to the uterus, is to cease the
inhalations for some moments and then resume them in more moderate proportions, as soo n as the patient shall ev ince sensibility. It is stated by the
Edinburgh accoucheur, that the return of the contraction s on withholding the
cl1loroform is delayed but a few minutes only; sucl1, also, is the view of Den
ham, Murphy, and others. Mr. l\Iontgomery, however , has Jess confidence in
this prompt return of the contractions. In a very recent ca!'le he wilne-:sed
an interruption of the labor by so feeble a dose of the chloroform, that the
patient was all the while expressing with volubility the delicious sensations
she experienced; and notwith standing the suspension of inhalation, the
uterus remained inert for some hours before resuming its original activity.
I have seen, says the Dublin professor, several similar cases.
1. To recapitulate: In the majority of instances, the contractions are unby the inhalation of chloroform. 2. \Vhen the anresthcsia i51 pushed
the labor is often suspended. 3. In certain individuals, the same
too
res.ult may be produced by moderate doses of the agent, and that. before the
loss of sensibility and consciousness.
This difference in the results, setting aside certain altogether exceptional
and a!'l yet inexplicable idiosyncrasies, is manifestly due to the extent and
du rat.ion of the etherization. The various facts, says 1\1. Bouisson, which have
served as a. basis to so many different opinions, are but the simple expression of greater or less degrees of auresthesia, and the phenomena. pre.-:ented
by the uterus in regard to sensibility and contractility, are themselves includ1d in the genera l laws ofanr.esthesi::i. \Ve are, in fact, pcrfCctly well
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aware, that the participation of the organic movements in the depression
l\hich the inhalations produce in all the powers of the economy, is to be
reckoned amongst the ultimate phenomena of etherization.
2. Influence of Anwsthetics ·upon the Contraction of the Abdominal ~Muscles.
It is well known that in the last stage of labor the womb seems to call to
its aid the action of the voluntary muscles, and that the efforts of the female
assist in overcoming the ob::itacles to the passage of the fcetus. It would
appear as though, being dependent upon the animal life, the action of those
ruu~cles which accomplish the effort would be de:itroyed by the ether or
chloroform, as is that of the muscles of the extremities. Now, according to
the majority ofaccoucheurs, such is not usually the case, but that unless the
an~sthesia be carried farther than prudence would dictate, the auxiliary
power of the abdominal muscles is not wanting to the uterine contraction.
My friend M. Louget thus attempts to expla.in this singular phenomena.
lie fir:;t calls attention to the fact, that in the midst of the complete collapse,
the respiratory mo,·ement.s are still accomplished. Now the effort in general, and that which accompanies labor in particular, are but a modification,
a transitory change in the re:spiratory act; it is a state requiring an energetic contraction of the muscles of the chest, diaphragm, and abdominal
parietes.. Since in etherization the respiration is maintained in all its
integrity, volition being absent, and the mcdull:i oblongata continues to
excite all the muscles that concur in its accomplishment, the effort which
is the result of the action of these muscles, those of the abdomen included,
should al:;o continue to be produced. I would also willingly add, with l\f.
Boukson, that since it is at the present day demonstrated that the reflex
or excito-motor power of the spinal marrow, which produces movements
without the participation of the will, is not abolished by etherization
except when carried to au extreme degree, the part which is played by the
abdominal muscles in parturition may properly be regarded as reflex in it.9
nature. Their manifC:st relation with the viscera of the lower part of the
nbdomen leads, naturally, to the supposition that the excitement emanating
from the uterus during the act, is directly reHected by the spinal marrow
upon the muscular planes of the abdomen. \Vhat tends to prove it is the
fact that the abdominal muscles may refuse the contingent of force which
they contribute to this act, provided the etherization be carried so far as to
aboli::ih the reflex power, whilst they continue to act, though more feebly, it
j.; true, as muscles of rcepiration ( Bouisson). I was, on one occasion, enabled
to verify the correctness of this observation of the l\Iontpellier professor.
3. Influence of Anrest!tetics on the Resistance of the Perinewn.-One of
the adyantages usually attributed to the use of ether or chloroform is such
a dimini.;hed resistance of the perineum as to facilitate the expulsion of the
fcctus, and to preYent almo;jt certainly the ruptures which it so often suffers
in labor. Were I to rely only upon my personal experience, I should find
it difficult to arri\·e at a definite conclusion, particularly as I have witnessed
very diffCrent results. Thus, like Messrs. Dubois, Chailly 1 and others, I
hM•e sometimes known the perineum yield and distend with great facility;
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(of Marseilles), m three instances, to be ruptured very bndly. 1 On n still
more recent occasion, 1\.I. Danyau and myself were obliged to incise each
being completely under
side of the vulvar orifice very deeply, the
the influence of chloroform. I am
to say why the:5c difforenccs
should exist, because the anresthcsia was perfect in all the cases just mentioned; so that different degrees of this condition cannot be alleged in explanation. Perhaps it will be well to remember how very variable is the
resistance offered by the perineum in different individuals, and how very
difficult it is to foresee what will occur in any pnrticufar case. Every day's
practice shows how liable our predictions are to be fnlsified by the event.
Again, supposing that under the influence of the pres:;ure which these
muscles have to sustain, the reflex action of the spinal marrow is unable to
produce their contraction in the efforts, involuntary though they be; supposing, we repeat, that they are paralyzed in the etherized female, it is not
to be credited that the entire resistance of the perineum is on that account
ever suspended. The fact is, that the 1·e:0istance is ordinarily due quite as
much to the aponeurotic planes of the pehric floor, and to the sometimes
very large amount of fatty tissue situated between the different l:iyers, as to
the muscular fibres themselves. In those who have l>ornc children, and in
whom the perineum presents but slight resistance, the muscles of ti1is region
are nt least quite as fully developed and as strong as io primiparous females.
To what, then, can be due the facility with which the footus is expelled, if
not to the greater elasticity of the. aponeurotic planes, which, having suf.
fered distention in previous labors, have their ~uppleness increased thereby?
Since the chloroform can have no effect upon them, it is no cause for n.stonishment that after its administration the resistance of the perineum should
continue.
Hence we may conclude that: 1. 'Vhen properly administered and in
moderate doses, aurosthetic agents do not interfere with the regular course
of the uterine contractions; anJ that whene,·er their administrntion i.:s fol.
lowed by the cessation or weakeniug of the efforts, the effect ought not to
be attributed to the agent, but to the abuse which has been made of it. 2.
That it is not yet sufficiently shown that during the an::esthctic slumber,
the abdominal muscles contiuue to aid, by their contraction, the expulsive
efforts of the womb. 3. That fresh observations are necessary to settle
definitely the influence of chloroform upon the resistance of the perineum.
Before determining what cases indicate or contraindicate the use of chlo·
roform, it remains for us to state \\'hat is proved by experience regarding
the influence of chloroform upon the health of both mot.lier and child.
1. E.D'ect upon the mother's health.-Accoucheurs who have often used
chloroform, are almost unanimous in the declaration that it has never had
the least mischievous effect upon the mother's health, whilst in a.11 cases it
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hM 8pared them the sufferings of the last expulsive pains. None of my
patients, 8ays Dr. Simpson, have been conscious of them i and seYernl,
through their confidence in etherization, have been spared the fears which
they usually suffered towa,rd the end of their preceding pregnancies, in
anticipation of the coming labor. By exempting women from the terminal
f:uffcring~, the nn~<1.thesia huc;;bands their strength, and avoids the nervous
exhaustion which follows a painful labor. Some, who were already mothers,
rleclarcd in grateful terms their condition to be incomparnbly better than
after their preYious labors. Their recovery, continues the same author, is
more rapid, and consecutive inflammations are much rarer or less serious
than usual.
I am not yet convinced, so far at least as regards 1mtural labor, that this
last propo::ition is fairly demonstrated; and nothing in the fact:; yet known,
thoc.e even of Dr. Simpson included, appear to me of a character to prove
it.s exactne:;s. In natural labor the fatigue is moderate, and the remembrance of it soon abolished by the happiness of maternity. The lying-in
demands always the same precautions, whether chloroform be used or not,
nnd the time of getting up is nearly always the same. Finally, in an
epi(lemic of puerperal feyer at Edinburgh, the women who had used inhalations were not more exempt from the disease than those who had not.
I would even add, that in tedious labors the gravity of consecutive accidents has not been sensibly diminished by the use of chloroform. Its only
incoutcstttble effect is to u.bolic;;h pain, and prevent the considerable nervous
disturbance sometimes consequent thereto. This result is, doubtless, of
importance, but, except in some very exceptional cas0$, the pain is not fatal
of itself, and the nen·ous shock is generally a\'oided. Metritis, deep-;)eated
euppurationi;;, inflammations, and gangrenous eschars of the soft parts of
the pelvis, are consequences of the \·ioleut uterine efforts. Now, as l\Iontgomery has shown, the only effect of chloroform is to remove the pain,
leaving intact all the other consequences of difficult labors.
Another incontestable advantage of chloroform is that of facilitating
certain obstetrical operations. The uncontrollable an<l disordered movemrnts of the agonized female hinder the opera.tor greatly; but the sleep
whid1 she enjoys during the inhalation, and the complete insensibility of
all the organs, enable her quietly to bear the moi;;t painful operations.
The annihilation of pain in all cases, the prevention of the nervous shock
which is sometimes the consequence of too painful or too prolonged a labor,
and the fitcilitation of obstetrical manoouvres, are, therefore, the only indisputable advantages to be derived from the use of chloroform.
Are not these advantages counterbalanced by serious inconveniences?
Such is the opinion of some a.ccoucheurs, though they have, in my opinion,
exaggerated both their frequency and gra.\'ity. We are now able to estimate its power of suppressing the pains of labor: prudently administered,
it in no respect alters the regul:trity and power of the contmclions; but is
it altogether the same as regards the contractility of the tissue, a?? may
not the retracfon of the womb after labor he in scune degree mod1t1ed by
the previous use of an::.esthetics? I confe~ the want of an c11tire as~ur:ince
upon this pnint. and am inclined to believe that they have not, Ill some
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cnses at least, been altogether without influence in the production of sub-.
sequent inertia and hemorrhage. Two cases of slight hemorrhage are
quoted by Duncan, one of which, it is true, occurring in a twin labor with
extreme distention of the uterus, is thereby sufficiently accounted for; but
the other took place six hours after delivery, without any apprecin.hle cause.
Dr.
has met with 4 cases of hemorrhage in 78 of anresthcsia.
In one
was internal, and happened one hour after delivery; in another, the woman half fainted imm ediately upon the termination of labor,
and he found the uterus much enlarged and filled with clots, upon the removal of which, the organ contrncted, and there was no further loss. In a
third case, a serious hemorrhage oec11rred immediately after delivery. The
fourth observation is less conclusive, on account of the patient having experienced losses aft.er pre\'ious labors, and because the delivery of the placenta wns made difficult by adhesion. Dr. l\Iontgomery declares, as his
personal experience, that when the influence of the chloroform is kept up
until the labor is en<led, the patient is more or less exposed to hemonhage
from inertia and to retention of the placenta. The experience of several
of my brother prnctitioners, he adds, has been similar to my own.
I am well aware that in all the!Se instances the hemorrhage may have
been due to various circumstances, and there is nothing to show that
chloroform was
the cause; still, it is well to be aware of them,
in the use of the agent; for, since by too
the organic contractility has sometimes been
same dose diminish the contractility of the
ought not to be lost sight of, and I think
tissue? In practice, these
that, immediately after delivery, it would be prudent to administer some
ergot.
In certain surgical operations, death has resulted immediately from the
administration of ch loroform. Is not the supposition both probable and
reasonable, says Dr. Montgomery, that a similar misfortune might happen
ti) a woman in labor? Doubtless it is possible; but happily, although a
great number of women have used inhalation, not a case can be mentioned
in which sudden death can be reasonably attributed thereto; for I cannot
accept as such the fo11owing related by Gream. A young woman had just
been delivered of one child, and ch loroform was administered before the
expulsion of the second; death ensued in half an hour. No further detail
is given. Io two other cases mentioned by the same author, death occurred
at a still later period after delivery. The patients whom the surgeons htwe
had the misfortune to lose, did not die in this manner; for, in their cases,
it was during the administration of the agent that life became extinct; it
is, therefore, because in tho observations of Gream a longer or shorter time
had elapsed between the cessation of inhalation and <lea.th, t hat I cannot
regard the chloroform as cha.rgeab\e with the fatal result.
With still Jess reason has it been reproached with the production of
ecla.mpsia., by increasing the cerebral congestion, which the exertions of
labor have of themselves a tendency to produce. For, although ·wood has
quoted a case of conrnls ions occurring in an etherized woman in the last
stage of la.bor we arc now in pos.:;ession of enough facts to prove thnt the
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admini.:::tration of chloroform during- convulsive attacks, les;:;cns their frcquen<'y, and sometimes puts an end to them altogether.
Inhalation h:i.s a\;:;o been accused of the production of ins:tnity; of which,
says Channing, there is not a single well-established case. In reference to
this point, he cites the following observation by one of his countrymen. An
insane woman had in a preceding labor suffered from extreme agitation,
which was the occasion of serious difficulty. In her last bbor, ether was
administered, thanks to which, the patient was perfectly quiet, and all
pasf'ed over admirably.
2. ~!feet of Chloroj01"1n upon the Life and Health of the Fcetu8.- Whatever
difference of opin ion may still remain respecting the influence of e11 loroform
regards
upon the health of the mother, no one doubts its entire
presents
the fcctus. In the immense majority of cases, the new-born
its USLml appearance; its cries :ire neither weaker, nor heard Jess promptly,
nor does its viability appear to be in :rny way injured. Thus have the
gloomy previsions of c_ertain physiologi3ts been falsified by experience. The
conclusions which l\I. Amussat thought himself entitled to draw from his
experiments were contradicted by the ulterior researches of ill. Renault.
Indications.-In what cases is the accoucheur justified in the employment
of chloroform? This question is variously answered iu diffe1ient countries.
Dr. Simpson, and with him quite a large number of his countrymen, recommend it unhe:;ita.tingly in all labors, whether natural or difficult. In France,
on the contrary, it is confined almost exclusively to cases of difficult partu·
rition. We adopt unhesitatingly the latter position, and a few words will
suffice to explain the motives of' our preference.
" 'hilst regarding the use of chloroform as devoid of danger in the m:i
jority of cases, we cannot entirely forget t he misfortunes of certain surgeons,
who had, nevertheless, taken the best precautions to avoid them. Now,
though it be a ll owable to subject a patient to some danger, in order to spare
him the. intense suffering of an amputation or any other bloody operation,
are we sufficiently authorized to do so when the regular accomplishment of
a function is concerned? And, after all, is the suffering of child-birth, in
simple cases, so grave and terrible? Do we not see women delivered almost
without pain? To speak only of what is most common, do they not often
preserve their calmnes.:; and gayety to the end of the labor? Do they not
often compbin of the repose afforded by the intervals between the paina,
and ardently desire their return, in the conv iction that each is a step toward
delivery? Why, therefore, with the simple object of sparing them some
suffer ing, which, after :ill, they endure courageously, deprive them of the
caresses of the husband, the condolence of their relatives, :i:id deaden the
imngination, already teeming with the joys of maternity? Why, especially,
should they be deprived of the in efftible happiness of' hearing the first cry
of the new.born child? Instead of the pleasant chatting in which women
1
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thetic inhalations? A deep sleep, resembling more or less the coma of
inebriation, or concussion of the brain, a complete annihilation of the sen·
sorial and intellectual fUcultil's, is the lot of the mother; an always increasing
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soliciturle that of her attendants. Finally, we may acid, that, sup11osing the
physician to be devoid of all fear, he is obliged to remain con:::tantly by the
side of his patient to aclmini;;ter the agent personally, and to watch attentively the state of the pulse, of the breathing, and of the heart.
As a justification of the use of anrosthetics in ordinary labors, it hail- lJccn
said that they favor the dilatation of the mouth of the womb, and by le;:::;:::ening the resistance of the perineum also shorten the period of expul:;ion.
\Ve have already seen that the diminution of the resistance of the perineum
is not sufficiently proved; and the same may be said, I believe, of the
rapidity with which the dilatation of the orifice is effected. However it may
be, upon conslllting the published obserYations, it is not discoverable that,
in the cases in which chloroform has been employed, the dLJration of the
labors, as compared with preceding ones, has been sensibly shortened.
Besides, the duration of a labor becomes dangerous for either mother or
child only as it exceeds the natural limits, and of the latter case only nre we
speaking at present.
The case is different when some unfortunate compiication disturbs or interferes with the course of nature. It will have been seen, on reading this
work, that we very often have spoken in favor of the use of' cl1loroform, and
we shall now proceed to recapitulate the different cases in which we feel justified in recommending it.
It may be especially useful: 1. In calming the extreme agitation and
mental excitement which labor often produces in very nervous women.
2. In those cases in which lahor appears to be suspended or much retarded
by the pain occasioned by previous diseast\ or such as may supervene during
labor (vomiting, cramps, colic, compression of the sciatic nerve). Dr.
Montgomery, who certainly is no enthLJsiast, states that he had witne~sed a
case, in which he certainly would have used chloroform had Ile been
acquainted with it at the time: the sphincter ani muscle was affected with
so violent a spasmodic pain as almost to deprive the patient of reason.
3. It seems to us particularly indicated by those irregular or partial contractions, which, notwithstanding the intense and almost constant pain which
they occasion, lmve no effect to arlvance the labor. 'Ve might even think,
with M. BCle, that chloroform, which must be exhibited in very large doses
to suspend the normal and rhythmical contractions of the uterus, would act
much more promptly in stopping the irregular contractions. 4. Spasmodic
contraction and rigidity of the cervix uteri ha.Ye sometimes been favorably
affected by inhalation. As this part of the uterus receives some spinal
nerves, it becomes, to a certain extent, a portion of the muscular apparatus
of animal life. Facts are, however, as yet too few to enable us to determine
the question.
When the last edition of this work was published, I was not sufficiently
informed in respeet to tbe usefulness of amcsthetics in their treatment of
eclampsia. Besides, having had no personal experience, the cases I had
read of, those quoted so abundantly by Channing i.nclucled 1 still left me in
doubt as to their utility. This being the case, I came to no definite con·
clusion, leaving the question for decision in the future. Since then, the
publit•a.Lion of further observations, as well as my own experience, lead me
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to advise the nse of chloroform. It hns seemed to me especially useful when
the convul~ions begin during pregnancy, or at an early period of labor,
when blood-letting, purgation, revulsh·es to the i.kiu, &c., have all been
tried and the attacks continue as senre as ever. The same remark applies
to their occurrence only after delivery, or when, liaving begun during labor,
they persist after the child is born. Under the latter circumstanceR, however, I think it. important not to stop the inhalations too soon after the
attacks base ceased. At any rate, it were prudent to stand prepared to
recommence them should the co1wul~ions be renewed.
Obstetrical Operations.-Not only does chloroform abolish the great pain
produced by various obstetrical operations a9d relieve the patient from the
dread which they ino.:pire, hut by rendering her motionless, greatly facilitate
the rnanceuvre. It is, therefore, nodc~picable auxiliary, provided the nature
of the services required of it be well under:;tood. Turning, for example,
would certainly be facilitated by the immobility and in sen~ibility of the
patient, but not at all _by any fancied suspension of the physiological contractions i on ly the sensibility and irritability of the organ being destroyed,
it is not irritated by the presence of the lmnd, and the usual spasmodic contraction does not occur. To expect other :u:.o.:istance from the c:hloroform,
to propose, for example, overcoming by its aid the difficulties sometimes
presented by n. long and strongly contracted uteru~, would be a.o.:king of it
more than it can yield.
If ever symphyseotomy or the Cresarean operation be decided upon, I
should think the administration of chloroform as likely to he useful as in
any other great surgical operation. Finally, the difficulties attendant upon
the delivery of the placenta from its abnormal adhesions, and from irregular
contraction of the uterus, sometimes require proceedings which are very
painful to the female. An::csthetics may here render the same services as
in version. It is, however, necessary not to administer them too freely, for,
independently of the dangers of which we have spoken, it might be feared
lest by paralyzing the contractile powers of the womb, they shou ld expose
the patient to inertia and consecutive hemorrhage.
Before finishing the study of the indications for the use of chloroform, we
add a few remarks on its administration to pregnant women and nurses.
During Pregnanm1.-Is the somewhat free use of anresthetics dllring
pregnancy capable of exciting premature contraction of the womb, or of
exerting any deleterious influence upon the hc>alth or life of the child? In
reference to this question, l\L Blot mentions in his thesis three cases, two of
which came from 1\1. Chassaignac : Jn the first case the woman Jrnd, three
days after the inhalation, uterine and lumbar pains which yielded readily
to opiates i the pregnancy, however, pursuing its regular course. Another
patient, five months adva!lced, presented nothing unusual. The third observation, borrowed from Robinson, }1nd reference to a young woman who,
in the fifth month of her third pregnancy, breathed chl oroform for the relief
of toothache, remaining in a state of demi-stupor for half an hour. Shortly
after, abdominal pains cam· on, which increased, and in a few days ended
in abortion. This last case is the only one to which I attribute some im-
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portauce, and if it should recur in other instances, would show the impor
tance of great caution in the use of inhalations during pregnancy.
Whilst Nursing.-M. Blot also mentions in his thesis two facts tending
to prove that the chloroform inhaled may pass into the secretions, aud that
occurring in a nurae, for example, might have a bad effect upon the child
if sufficient time were not allowed to elapse between the period of inhalation
and that of suckling. A mother put her child to the breast three hours
after breathing chloroform, and in a few moments it fell into a profound
sleep, which lasted for eight hours. After the sleep, came on a state of
excitement which continued for two days (Scanzoni). .An analogous cnse
is reported by
Chassaignac.. It would seem prudent, therefore, to delay
nursing in such cases for seven, eight, or ten hours.
Jilode of Ad1nini.-itration.-The plan described by Dr. S impson is the one
usually followed. It consists, as is well known, in placing near the nostrils
and mouth a concave sponge, or a handkerchief folded into a cone, after
having poured into the concavity a drachm or two of chloroform. The
handkerchief ought to be held rather above the opening of the nostrils, for
the weight of the chlornform being rather greater than that of the air, it
would otherwise fall, and not enter the mouth or the nostrils. The sponge
should be held at some distance from the face, so as to allow a free pas.5age
to air, and prevent contact of the fluid with the skin and mucous membrane. If this precaution be not taken, little vesicles, and even small superficial eschars, will be formed. During the interval of the inhalations, the
evaporation of the chloroform is prevented by closing the hollow of the
handkerchief by the corners or with the hand.
Dr. Simpson recommends beginning with a strong inhalation, and at the
outset, to cause enough to be breathed to produce complete somnolence.
He attributes the loquacity, delirium, spasms, and extreme agitation observed in certain subjects, to beginning with too small a dose. This advice,
which is very proper if ether be employed, is not of equal value if chloroform be used. The latter generally produces much less excitement, and
throws the patient at once into a tranquil sleep. The cough and pulmonary
irritation which they sometimes occasion depend either upon the bad quality
of the agent or the holding of the sponge too near the nostrils at the outset,
thus causing too much of the vapor to be respired at a time.
When an operation to last but a few minutes is to be performed, it is
proper, as in surgical practice, to induce profound slumber, and to continue
inhalation whilst the operation is going on. But if it be intended merely to
moderate the general excitability of the female, to abolish a pain which is
foreign to the labor, or to modify partial, irregular, or tetanic contraction:;,
it is necessary, after quietness is obtained, to remove the sponge in order to
allow of free respiration, and to be content with a few slight inhalations at
the beginning of every contraction. Three or four pains may sometimes be
allowed to pass without applying the sponge, having recourse to it onl}'
when the patient complains of suffering. These repeated inhalations are
sufficient to keep the patient in a state in which self-consciousness is lost,
and which mny thus be prolonged for several hours without inconvenience.
What we have to avoid, adds Dr. Simpson, is either too much or too little.
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By too large a. dose, the contractions may be suspended; by too small a
one, much excitement is produced. To calm the latter, increase the dose;
to remedy the suspension of the pains, withhold the chloroform for some
time.
It is a singular fact, that large inhalations are less likely to suspend the
contractions in the second than in the first stage of labor, and, consequently,
there j.,. then less inconvenience in administering them toa smaller e:s.:teut. Let
it not be imagined, however, that in order to produce complete anrosthe:,;ia,
it is neccs~ary to carry the inhalations so far as to produce noisy respiration,
as in surgical practice. It is rarely needful to go so far. The amounts
required to produce sleep and immobility also vary greatly in different
individuals.
The patients are calm during the intervals between the pains; at the
return of the contra.ctions they indicate to the accoucheur by more or less
motion, and by slight groaning, that sensation is not completely abolished,
and that it is proper to repeat the inhalation.
So long as the etherization is continued, the greatest silence should be
maintained about the bed of the patient, for the general excitement and
loquacity produced by the first doses are sometimes augmented by noise.

CHAPTER IL
(Tee tampon is a sort of plug inserted in the vagina for the purpose of arresting
a flow of blood. From its simplicity. it might be regarded as a sort of dressing,
whilst its importance justifies its being classed with the operations proper, nnd
may be compared with the plugging of the nasal fossre.
In several passages of the present work, especially on pages 58-l, 778, 785, and
907, we have described at length the cases in which it should be resorted to, and it
now remains to describe the way of applying it.
Leroux (of Dijon), bas the credit of introducing the l:l.mpon into practice (1776).
His plan was, to 611 the rngina with linen or tow, previously Mturnted with vinegar,
which liquid, he thought, would caufl:e the blood to conJ?;ulate more quickly and
perfectly. 'l'he application is now generally made as followR: enough churpie to
fill a. common wa.sh·basin is pr0\1 ided, the quantity, although apparently large, being
really hardly sufficient, on account of the lussof bulk by compression and the great
distensibility of the nigiua.. 'l'he clunpie is formed intu pellct:s moderately compressed, and each tied to the end of a strong thread for the purpose of withdrnwiug
it readily when it is tlwu.ght proper to remove it.
When charpie is nota.t hand, tow or cotton may be Aubstitutccl. As time is always
ccnsumed in the preparation of a tampon, C\·erything should be made ready before·
hand as soon as there is reason to suppose that a serious hemorrhage is likely to
occur.
To apply it, the patient is placed across the bed with the seat at the edge of the
mattrC!iS and the limbs held apart by assistants. The pellets are then to be introduced imcccs'Oi\•ely into the vagina. The fil·st ones bciug applied. directly t.o the
iicck of the womb, where they arc held whilst the culs·dc-sac a re filled cumpii~t.ly
with others. The v1Lgina. is thus to Le filled throughout its whole extent, to.krng
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objel't, J.ut vf'ry often the opl'rntion is hndly performerl. To do it properly often
rrfp1ires t•onsidrrali\e timr, nntl the TI('ees~nry mnterinl is not nlways nt lrnnd, in
whirh l'll"'C' >iomcthin~ ('lsr mu«t be substituted. Chailly used for the purpose a
j!lltlH'la..,tic bhi.•ldcr which hr p:wm\ into the vagina nn(l then inflated son« to fill
and distrn<l the canal. 'l'hr hliuMer, howel'er,on ncrountof its rounded form,
nrlapt>i it .. C'lf less perfectly 10 the int"lttmlitirs of the o!'I tinc::e and of the two cuh1-(le!'lal' of the vagina; its polii1lw(\ !-iurf:u'e, nJ,.n, is lc!'IS fornrahle ti) the <:toppn~r and
ronj!;ulntion of the h\ood thnn are the llHl""f.'S of charpie. Tu meet this defect, the
En;dish cncn"e the b\a(hlrr with n covcrin::; mntlcof ~t)()nge,-which, howr\·Pr
n;;C'ful, is not nb;;:olutf'ly nCPC"":l.ry. The :l.rlnantn::;c of the apparntu$ consists in its
r£'n1ly npplil.'ation, whilst its mannµ;rmcnt is "'0 <;imple that it can b(' explai1wd and
put inch:lr;!Cof nn :ittcmlantatthe bedsi<lcof n patient thrcntencdwilh ht>mnrrhn_t!:C'. 011 the~e accounts. wc nre unwilling to l'l'jrct it, but recomntc1Hl that in
makin~ a St'lection, preferC'nre he p;iven to a glohe with very ~upplc wall'I, whieh
should h(' maile distf'11sibl(' hy rubbing in the han<h and in1cce"-ii\·e in!lntinns in
or<ler to enable it to C•mforrn hctt"r tn the 'lhapeofthe Vfl!;inn. Finally, WP prC'for
the injC'rtionofwater t-0 inflation, becau<>.e the air is toosu~ceptibleofcomprcs .. ion.
Notwith!!tanding all thf'se pr!'cnution-;, it 'lhouJ,I be unth·r-;tood that wc still prefi'r
pluµ:;?;ing by mean~ of charpie, thouµ;h recognizing the great at.lrn.nt:i.ge of the ~um
elastic gloLe as a temporary tamp•m.]

CHAPTER III.

VERSION is an operation by which one of the two extrem ities of the child
i~ brought to the superior :;tr.lit : it therefore exhibits two varieties, in ont-'
of which the opera.tor propo~cs to bring down the feet, and hence thi:s j ..
called pelvic or porlrtlic \"Cr:<ion; while in the other he attempt3 to deliver hy
the head, which is on that account denominated cephalic version.
Cephalic version was almo:-:;t exclusively practised from the time of Ilippocratc~ until tha.t of .\mbro.::c Pan\ that is to say, down to the latter half of
the )'ixteenth century. CeL-us advl::ied that when the child is dead, and the
head cannot be reaci1ccl without too great difficulty, the feet should be sought
nftC'r. .lEtius an<l Paulus ..tEgineta were the first among the ancients to
re«ommcnd pelvic vcr:-;ion when the child is living. But since the days of
Pan\ or rather since thooe of Guillemeau, his pupil, the pelvic ver:sion has
been recommended a:-; applicable to all cases i and the cephalic reduction
was almost entirely forgotten, until toward the end of the last century, when
Flamand, and, somewhat later, 0::-iancler, exaggerating, doubtle:;s, the inconveniences, difficultic.~, and di::'astrous con;;equences resulting frl)m the
pckic ver~ion, proposed a return to the precepts of llippocrates i and suggt·:-tctl the cephal ic one in almo,.;t all cases where the hand alone is sulfi<.:ient
to terminate the labor. The doctrine of the Strasbourg profCssorwas favorably received in Germany, but was too severely crit.ici:scd by the school of
Pari g. Indeed, Bamlclocque llC::trcely speaks of it, und Gardien restricts its
appii calion to a very limited number of cases, while Madame Lachapelle
formally rejects it. But we shall see hereafter, when study ing the re.spec·
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tive valne of these two operations, that at the present day it woulc: be
improper to embrace either opinion exclusively; for some ca~es are hEtter
suited to the cephalic ver.sion, while there are others, on the contrary 1 wl1ere
the pelvic one is alone practicable; consequently, both operations :;houlJ be
retained in practice, Jc,~ving to the judgment of the accoucheur to determine
the cases in wh ich the one or the other ought to be preferred.
Both operations may be performed shortly before labor, during labor
before the membranes are ruptured, or during labor but not until after the
membranes are ruptured. In the latter caBe they almost ;.t\ ways require the
hand to be passed into the womb, whilst in the former this is \'ery rarely
necessary, inasmuch as the presentation can be changed by placing the
woman in a suitable position, and applying pressure through the abdominal
walls. This constitutes version by external manipulation.

' ARTICLE I.
VEHSrON BY EXTER7'1'AL

MA~IPUl~ATJQ:f.

Version by external manipulation was vaguely referred to by Hippocrates,
and more distinctly adv ised by Jacob Rueff and Mcrcurius Scipio, yet ir.
passed into oblivion until the commencement of the present century (1812),
wl1en 'Vigand addressed to the Aca.dcmies of Berlin and Paris, a memoir
comprising a complete history of the operation. "'igand's paper was probably lost in France, since it is mentioned in none of our classical works, and
we remained ignorant of the wise counsels of the German accoucheur. I
ought. however, to add, that, in opposition to the views of Baudelocque,
Madame Lachapelle, Capuron, and others, .M. Velpeau had indicated (1835)
the propriety of performing cephalic version in some cases by means of
external manipulation. M. LecorchC-Colombe, also (1836), both advised,
and several times executed this operation at the Cl inique, and I myself, in
previous editions of this work, discussed more clearly than my countrymen,
the cases in which it seemed to me that it might be performed with advantage.1
It should, however, be said that no one amongst us had treated the que.ition as fully as l\f. Mattei, who, although exaggerating the advantages of
the operation, 3nd needlessly multiplying the indications for it, had :it
least the merit of again calling attention to a too ml1ch neglected subject. Indeed, we probably owe to the exaggerations of our countrymen, the ability
to read in French, the excellent translation made by l\Il\L Belin and Ilcrgot
of Wigand's paper. Two pupils of the Paris school, Drs. Ducellier and
Nin~rt, have, since then, m:tde this subject their study in their iuru.:gural
thesis; so that, in consequence of all these labors and of the clinical instructions of Professor Stoltz, the teachings of the Ham burg professor are
well known. Thanks to this translation, as well as to the clinical
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of Prof~:::;:or Stoltz, the doctrines of the Ifamburg profcss1 r will soon be
popular in France.
External manipulation, performed with the object of bringing to the
superior strait one of the footal extremities origiu~dly more or less remote
from it, has been advised:
1. Before labor;
2. During labor and before rupture of the membranes;
3. During labor and after rupture of the membranes.
A . Brfure Labor.-Some accoucheurs have advised that external manipu·
lation be resorted to in the last fortnight of pregnancy, and we have ourselves
done i::o after the example of )f. L6corchC-Colombe. Ill. )fattei, however,
ackiscs, of late years, that the version be performed from the sixth or seventh
month. \Ve think this can readily be done in most cases, at least where the
prc.:::cntations are tr:lnsverse or oblique, though we bclic,,e that generally the
operation will prove uscleil!'. "\Vhen, in fact, the longitudinal axis of the
fi:ctw~ is replaced in the axis of the superior strait, the form of the uterus,
which, as shown by :'II. Ilergott, is very probably the cause of the faulty
po«ition of the chi ld, remains unchanged, so that the latter will gradually
resume its primitive po::.ition; a.fter a few clays the extremity, which has
been brought to the supe ri or str::tit, no longer being found there. I have
seen this happen se,·eral time;;;. Thcrefore1 as the bandages devised for
compre:.:,..ing the sides of the abdomen with the view of lessening its trans·
vcr:::e diameter and retaining the frotus in the position given it, would be
in:.:upportable for two month;;;, I agree with Wigand, that it is better to await
the commencement of labor. Still, I woulrl not say that it were useless to
examine rarefully all women during the latter months of gestation, in order
to determine the form an<l obliquities of the womb, the position of the fretus,
the greater or less amount of fluid, and whatever other circumst:inces might
affoct the pre!'lentation of the child at the commencement of labor. Wh en
carefully performed, this cxarnination will rarely lead to an immediate
operation, but will ofcen have the effect to awaken the attention of the
accoucheur to difficulties which at a later period, he may be able to correct
in time.
E.spcc:ially ought such an cxnmination to be made when a faulty presentation had been dbcovcrcd in preceding pregnancies, for were this found
to be again the case, the woma.n would be advi.sed to ~woid all shocks or
great fatigue, which might lead to premature rupture of the membranes.
She ought to be strongly advi~ccl to ob:.:erve the utrno.st qui et from the appearance of the first pain, an<l to call her phy::ician as r-oon as po!-1.sible.
ln case of corBiderablc antevcr.::l"ion, the uteruS should be kept rai'!cd
during the day by a broa<l belt around the abdomen supported by sus·
pende~. whilst, at night, she ought to lie upon thE> back. When there is
lateral obliquity, the decubitus should be upon the opposite side. We ha.ve
nOLhin~ further to say in regard to version before labor.
R. During Labor and before flitplu.re of lite Membranes.- Under these
cir('umstances is it, that version 1 by external nuuiipulation, has been especially laud ed by Wigand and Oerman wr i te~, nnd then only is it that it
seems •o us to posse.::;s incontrovertible advantages. "\Ve may readily con·
1
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tlrnt the mobility of the fcetus at tlrnt time, imnH'r... erl a'1 it i.~ in the
tluid, ought strikingly to facilitate the movements sn11ght to be
executed i whilst, on the other hand, the possibility of rupturing the membranes as soon as the operation has succeeded, afford.-; a sure means of
avoiding a relapse.
'Vi th the exception of some special cases, of wl1ich we shall ha Ye to speak
hereafter, it seems
us indispensable, as u general thing, that th~ membranes should
A second condition regarded by "'i!!a11d as
very important, is the persistence and regularity of the uterine contractions.
If too feeble, spasmodic, or irregular, they ought, before anything e\.:e is
done, be stimulated in the first case, and made
opium or chloroform in the second. "I recollect several
Im sars, a in whic·h the
head,
ha\'ing been forced down by the very violent. contraC'tion!'I, ro:'e
again
the superior strait, unt il the very irregular contraclions were
maclc regular by the use of opium."
Confraindications.-Besides the irregularity of the contractions, which it
is aJways easy to remedy, version by external manipulation is nece.-;,;arily
excluded by all circumstances requiring a prompt termination of the labor.
Thus, hemorrhage, conYulsions, syncope, rupture of the uterus, prolapsus of
the cord, fcetal
&c., are so many contraindi<;ations to the
operation. The case
the same with twin pregnancies, which m~tkes it
very difficult to d iagnose the pre..;;;entation of both children, and in which it
is not always easy to know whether the pressure is exerted upon both extremities of thesamefrotus.

Positions of the Child, in

to be pe1formed.-As was

0~1 page 841 et
the vertex and pelvis are liable to certain
whic-h, in the great majol'ity of
membranes are ruptured: but
not
the production of presentations more
Jn this case, the
presenting part, head or pelvis, has no disposition to engage in the ~uperior
strait, hut strikes against one of its bo rderi3. The longitudinal axis of the
footus is not in the Uirection of the axis of t.he pcl\'i:::, but is more or Je;:s inclined to it. At other times, what is still more serious, it lies transyer.-;cly,
so as to form a trunk presentation; now, it is especially in the,;;;e oblique or
transvel'se positions of the fceta.l axis, that version by external manipulation
may be performed \\'ith advantage, and we shall borrow from 'Vigand the
course to be pursued.
1. Preliminary Jlfeasnres.-The first precaution is to make as sun~ as possible of the position of the child and the exact situation of the head and
peh·i;;. Without entering into the details already i:i\'('ll whibt treating of
each presentation, we recall briefly tlrnt the aceouchcur ought to make use
succcs!'i\'Cly of abdominal palpation, whereby he recognizes the fretal inequal i tie~. of the touch, performed whilst the patient is ~tanding and whilst
lying on the back, and finally, of auscultation. He \\·ill take especial note
of the form of the uterine tumor, of the greater or less protru.-;ion of the
bag of waters, and of the impossibility of reaching any part of the child by
the linger in J,he vagina.
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child whkh it is <lc:sit'ed to bring to the opening. Thus, if this part be l\10
head, audit re.sts upon the left ilium, the patient should lie on the left ~idc.

The latcrnl dc(;ubitu:s ought not to be carri d too far, but ju:st so as to direct
the umbilicu~ elightly to the left. To gi\'e the abdomen a solid support, a
thil'k and hard cushion, or a doth seyeral tim~ fol<le<l, should be placed

~l~~e:~~:~:ea~in:g:~:~:t~~~ic1~ c~~:11~v~~~~n 1:~15~,~n~l~~re,~~;ct~hl~~~;: :s~i~o~~:r;i:~
1

should be made between the painl-1, le::;t the displacement of the child in
c..:innection with the uterine contraction should occa:sion rupture of the 111cmbn1ne..:.

If the diagno.::;is has not been clearly Qmde out, the patient will lie upon
the left 1'i<le, this being the po~ition appropriate to the greater number of
cruses.
Decided antever.::;ion, with the head r~ting upon the crest of the pubis,
demands the dor::-al <lecubitu.:., the pch·is being at the same time slightly
mi::-cd, and the ab<lom.en i:iUpported by a. broad bandage in the ha11d~ of
ru;sislants.
The po.-;ition of the accouchcur will be various and sufficienlly in<licatcd
by the operation he is about to undertake.
Both the bla<l<ler and rectum ought, of course, to be emptied.
Mode of Opercdion.-In some <:ases of simple obliquity of the child, the
mere po;,;ition, aided by the cushion placed beneath the side of the ab(lomcn,
has pro,·ed i:iuffieient to accomplish the reduction, though mo~t frequently,
espe<.:ially in tr:l.11..::i\·erse presentatious, extcrn:.d manipulation becomes
necesmry.
The accoucheur ought always to cn<leayor to cause that extremity of the
child lo descend into the strait which i8 neare8t the
of the peluiJ.
Breech pre,,entation:s a re not so unfavorab le but that we may,
some cases,
give up the attempt to bring the head down fir:5t, in order to avoid too longcontinuc<l anti perhaps hurtful efforts.
Suppo;,;e, then, t.he child to he in the left ccphalo-iliac i>0silion of the
right ::-boulder. The operator, being to the right of' the bed and wi~hing to
deprei-s the head, places his right hand upon it, and whil.st eodearnring to
make it descend, he, at the same time, endeavors to rai::e the pclvi:s by
pret;~ing it upward with his left. Acting thus in oppo~ite directions with hi~
hands, and endeiLvoriug to pre::;erve accordance in his motions, he make&
light frict ions on the two extremities of the child; if these be not succci;sful, he will pre::;s more l:iLl'Ongly, always acting at the same time on both
extrcmitic~.

As ;;0011 as the cephalic extremity is brought to the superior strait, n few
moment.::; .should be allowed to p~s, in order to be certain that it is well
fixed there; then the membranes ought to be ruptured, so that the contraction of the womb may keep the child in its new po:;ition.
When the head happens to be in the neighborhood of the uterine orifice,
llS in oblique or inclined positions of the \'ertcx, it will suffice t11 press with
a singliJ hanil upon the part of the abdomen corrctiponding with the breech,
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whilst two fingers of the other 11:rnd, passed into the cer\'ix, slide. the hcaJ
over the edge of the strait and rupture the membranes at the proper
moment.
It is easy to understand the modifications required by the operation,
when it is decided to bring the breech, instead of the head, to the superior
strait.
The change once made, the delivery is left to nature, though, if difficulties
should occur, the usual means will be employed for their remo\•al.
External manipulation may be practised with any amount of dilatation
of the cervix, though it were be5t, in genera.I, not to rupture the membranes
until the dilatation is pretty far advanced. " 'hen, at the commencement
of labor, the accoucheur detects an obl ique po.:;ition of the head or breech,
or a presentation of the tnmk, he ought first merely to put the woman in a.
proper position, and by means of a folded cloth or hard cushion placed
under the side of the abdomen, make pressure upon the part of the child
wh ich he wishes should engage. At the same time, he insists upon absolute
immobility, especially during the pain, and if, after waiting five or six
hours, these measures ha\'e not sufficed io change the presentation, he will
have recourse to external pressure as already described. '\Vhcn the conversion is cffoctcd, the membranes ought to be ruptured at once, provided the
di latation of the cerYix is advanced, but if otherwise, the woman should be
merely kept upon her side and proper pressure maintained upon the abdomen. Sometimes, notwithstanding these measures, the child resumes its
faulty position, and then the whole operation has to be repeated, and the
membranes broken immediately after.
c. Dm·ing Labor and after Rtipture of the .Membranes. - Under these
circumstances, version by external manipulation is advisable only in oblique
positions, when the head or breech are very near the cerv ix, the membranes
broken only a short time before with a certain amount of water remaining in
the uterus, and the child possessing considerable mobility. Even then, it
were proper to be very careful and not continue too long attempts, whose
least inconvenience would be the loss of precious time. For my own pa.rt,
I would prefer, if the dilatation of the neck a,llowed it, to take adrnntage
of the favorable conditions and perform the pelvic version. For a stronger
reason, would I be disposed to advise the same thing to be done in transverse presentations of the trunk.
Flamand did not restrict the rule to bring down the head in trunk positions to the cases just indicated; but he was also in favor of the performance
of the cephalic ver.:;ion, even after the rupture of the membranes and the
discharge of the amniotic liquid. He has even gone so far as to point out
the particular manamvre for ea.ch one of the distinct presentations admitted
by him, for the child's anterior, posterior, and lateral planes. (Journ.
Compl~wc11t. des "'sciences 1lledicales) i but we deem it useless to enter into
his lonJ details, more especially since they may all be comprised in this:
to gra~p the presenting part, push it up above the strai_t, and then carry it
as far as possible towards the side opposite to where the head i.:; found; and
afterwards get hold of the head, an<l bring it down, if the efforts made by
the other hand through the abdominal walls have not proved sufli<:ient
to make it descend into the excavation.
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}'lamand himself acknowledges that this operation seldom succeeds, ex1.:epting when some region of the neck or upper part of the thorax presents
at the strait. For our own part, we belie,·e it would be difficult, even
under such circumstances; however, it is barely possible, cspe(;ially if there
is ;;till some water in the uterus, and the contractions are not \'erv energetic; still, under the circumstances, we should think it right to en.de::wor
to effect the object. But where a long time has elapsed after the rupture
of the membranes and the total discharge of the amniotic liquid, and the
womb is strongly contracted, we du not hesitate to recou~mend the pelvic
version in preference; ;.uld particularly so, in those cases in whil'.h some
region of the lower half of the trunk presents at the centre of the strait.
In common with many of our contcrnpornries, we had hit.herto advised
cephalic version in cases of contracted pelvis, from a. fear of the difficulties
to which an anest of the head (\,hove the superior strait would give rise.
An intere::1ting memoir, by Dr. Simpson, having again directed our attention
to the advantages and disadvantages of pelvic version, we subjected the
known facts to a careful examination, and now confess that the reading of
the memoir has greatly changed our opinion. \Ve are1 at present, convinced
that the dangers of pelvic version, in cases of contracted pelvis, have been
much exaggerated, and do not hesitate to recommend this operation in preference to cephalic version, which would prove \'cry difficult after a complete
evacuation of the waters, and, after all, would require the forceps to be
applied .
Still more strongly would we prefer pelvic version, if the pelvis were one
of the kind in which the narrowing affects one side much more than the
other; that is to say 1 one in which the sacra-vertebral angle, though projecting strongly forward, is, at the same time, turned to one side1 as in the
oblique-oval pelvis of M. NregCle, for it would enable us the more easily to
direct the back, and the large occipital extremity of the head toward the
most roomy side of the pelvis.
\\'hen a trunk presentation is complicated by the descent of an arm, the
cephalic version, recommended by Ruffius (kumeri repellendi ut cadet caput),
Rhodion, and others, should, in my estimation 1 be wholly rejected i since
the necessity of a previous return of the arm would then render the version
by the head exceedingly difficult, if indeed, as before stated, the premature
rupture of the membranes did not constrain us to abandon it altogether.
Consequently, the pelvic version would appear to be far preferable in cases
of this kind.
Presentcttion,s of the Pelvie Extrem1'ty.-"Partisans, as we are1 of the
version by the head/' says Flamand," we are not prepared to pro~se .it in
these cases indiscri01inately 1 notwithstanding we are that wn.y rnclmed.
But after a consideration of the following suppositions, we do not doubt
that every unprejudiced accoucheur will follow our advice, and attempt
this operation.
.
"Supposing that a monstrosity were to present without any lower extremities whatever, or one having only a couple of little stumps near the buttock,
too small to furnish a. sufficient hold for the accoucheur's hand to draw
down the breech, and at the same time the mobility of the fcetus indicates
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the possibility of bringing down the head, who would hesitate to attempt
the operation?" For ourselves, we should not he~itate to leaxe the delivery entirely to the powers of nature; for wlrnt would be gained by drawing
on the pelvic extremity? Have not the precepts of :Madame Lach:ipelle,
of Desormeaux, of Dubois, and others, taught us, that all tractions on this
extremity arc more huJ"tful than beneficial? And would not some of those
disadvantages that FL.unan<l and his followers refer to the delivery by the
breech, and on which they rely for addsing the cephalic version,-would
not they result in consequence of such imprud~nt tractions?
"Supposing a woman has but three inches and three lines in her sacropubic diameter, and that in former labors she has lost several children that
were dcli,·ercd by the breech; and besides, that the footus appears sufficiently
movab le at the time when, or shortly afte1· we are obliged to rupture the
membranes-an attempt to effect the version by the head is warrantable."
"'e likewise believe that, in such a case, the accoucheur would be justified in making this attempt before the membranes are ruptured; but after
the discharge of the waters, it appears to us that this operation must be
impracticable in a large majority of cases; and we should then prefer wellconducted tractions on the trunk of the child, using every exertion to keep
up the flexion of the head at the moment when the latter reaches the superior strait. The observations of l\.f adame Lachapelle, and those published
more recently by Dr. Simpson, afford a satisfactory reason for our preference,
ernn in those cases where the pelvic contraction results from the direct
forward projection of the sacro-vertcbral angle; and this precept would be
still more applicable, if one of tho::ie pelves described by M. Nregele, under
the name of oblique-oval, were to be met with. Fol' the tractions then made
on the breech would have the effect of turning the child's back, and, as a
consequence, the large occipital extremity of the head, towards the wide~t
part of the pelvis.
To recapitulate: Version by external manipulation ought to be attempted,
in oblique or tranS\'erse positions of the body of the child, only during labor,
and, if pos!ible, before the membranes are ruptured. Should 1 however, but
a fow moments have elapsed since the rupture took place and a certniu
amount of water remain in the womb; if, in short, the chi ld is still mO\·able,
and the part to be brought down very near the cervix, some attempt ma.y
yet be made with this object; but, should diffiClLity be met with, pelvic version must be employed instead.
If the faulty position of the child has been discovered before labor, the
preventive meas,ures already mentioued should be had recourse to, and external manipu lation left unLil labor has begun.

ARTICLE II.
OF PELVIC VERSION.

This is an oper:J.tion whereby the pelvic extremity is brought to the superior strait, from which it had been more or less removed.
As stated in the preceding article, this result ma.y be obtained by external
manipulation performed beforn the membraues are ruptured. We ga,·e a
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formal statement. h.owever, of contraindications for this method, c,·cn though
the membrane~ be rntact. It frequently happens that the accouchcur is not
called to th.e patient until long afwr the waters have been discharged, and
then fir.::i.t d1.:covcrs the faulty po~ition of the child. As in all such cases,
pekic ,·er~ion by internal manipulation is indi spensable, we shall have to
study the suhjcd with the greate:st care.
In the fir~t plu<.:e will be given the general rules appl icable to nll cases
of this operation, and afterward the peculiarities presented by c:1ch of the
prt':;:entations of the vertex, face, and trunk. Before operating, it is well,
however. to ob~crve certain precautions which may facilitate the process at
a later period, and especially is it necessary to bear in mind the conditions
nece ary for the performance of the operation.

*

1. PRf:CAUTIO!'S TO BE OBSERYED.
Before studying the general rules for the performance of pelvic version,
we will point out briefly certain precautions to be obserYecl by the operator,
and which apply to all cases.
l. In the fir::;t place, the accoucheur ought to apprise the patient of the
operation he is about to perform, to make her understand as clearly as possible the nece~::iity for resorting to it, and to calm her anxiety. and to remove
any fean; as to the unfavorable cou::;equcnccs it may haYe either upon herself or the child.
2. As soon as the woman ~ hall haYe consented to the operation 1 she is to
be placed in a suitabl e positiou, which position varies very much in different
countries, and even according to individual accouchcurs. The following is
the one generally preferred in France: the woman places herself across the
bed, one side of which rests against a wall or some tall piece of furniture;
several pillows are then piled up under her back 1 so as to keep the upper
part of the body moderately elevated i and thnt the sacrum, by resting on
the free side of the bed, may leave the v ulva and perineum entirely exposed.
The lower extremities are moderately flexed, the feet resting on two chairs,
and supported by two assistants standing on the oubidc of the limbs. \\Then
the patient is very intractable, or fears that ~he cannot control her mo,·elllCnt:-:, another a:;~i::;tant holds the peh·is in a fixed position by gra~ping the
iliac crests.
In England, women are usun.lly delivered on the side; and they are placed
in the same po,..ition whene\'er it hecomei"i nCCC'!'."<lry to re.:ort to any operation i the precaution being taken, however, to bring the bree<:l1 to the side
of the bed, ancl to place a cu!:ihion between the knees, for the purpose of
keeping them apart.
least, to adopt th is position.
It were well worth while, in some case8
is directed ba('kward. the
When, for in!<tnnre, the dorsal region of' the
lateral decubitus somet im es allows the hand to reach the feet with g reater
facility; in the dor;:;o-anterior po:-:ition, on the contrary, tu ming is n ··~
ea~ily effetted ,\·hil~t the patient lies upon the hack.
3. As the little bed on which women are delivered is often too low, and
therefore incommodious for the operato r, so me practitioners dire<'l n. mattres~
to be placed on a bureau or any other article of furniture of a proper height.
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to which the patient is to be transferred. In most ci~se.:;. 1 the accouchcnr
will, no doubt, be obliged to go down ou his kn ees, or sit on a. low chair,
which position is often in convenient, and obstructs the operation. " 'hen
the bed is too low, it should be raised by means of a folded mattress, or el.;e
the woman may be placed upon some higher piece of furniture. Generally
it is only
to turn the bed in such a way that one of its sides will
wall, and to place the woman crosswise on it, rnkbe supported
in g Lhe
necessary, to elevate her breech by slipping a pillow
this is such a simple affair that she will scarcely perun<ler
ceive it, and it will
any way .
4. The accoucheur ought to throw off his co:it, as the forearm has to be
introduced into the parts as far up as the elbow. He will also have :~
proper number of napkins prepared and placed at the foot of the bed to
wipe his hands, and to envelop the body of the child as it shall be extracted.
5. Before operating, he should agnin ascertain the child's position. We
need on ly refer here to the diagnostic signs in ea.ch presentation, that have
been pointed out in describing natural labor.
6. The position being clearly recognized, it will be necessary to decii.le on
the choice of the hand by which the version is to be performed. Jn the
presentations of the vertex, face, and breech, we introduce that hand which,
being held midway between prona.tion and supination, has its palmar surface
turned towards the child's anterior plane; while, in those of the trunk we
introduce the hand having the same name as the presenting side of the
fcetus ( the right hand for the right side, and the left hand for the left one),
whenever we intend to perform the pelvic version. As to the cephalic version, it is difficult to lay down any general rule for the particular hand to
be used, since this varies according to the particular case.
The hand and forearm chosen are then covered by some fatty substance,
with a. view of' facilitating their int.roduction, and, at the same time, of protecting them against the contagio n of any disea!!es the woman might be
;,lffectcd with. Care should be taken to grease only the dorsal surface of the
hand, which a.lone comes into contact with the mother's parts, the palmar
face having to apply itself to those of the f(ctus which are too slippery already.
7. In those cases in which the version is rendered indispensable by some
accident that threatens the lifo of the mother or child, and, consequently,
where it is not poi"sible to choose our own time, we evidently have to operate
as soon as the gravity of the case renders it advisable; but in those in which
a malposition of the infant constitutes the whole difficulty, as in the trunk
presentations, for example, the operator (if attendant on the patient from
the commencement of her labor) shou ld bear in mind that, when the bag
of waters is still intact, or else so recently ruptured that a considerablP.
quantity of water still remains in the uterine cavity, the introdu ction of the
hand aud the evolution of the fcetus are much easier than at any other time;
and, consequently, he ought to select tha.t moment for operating, provided
always the os uteri is sufficiently dilated.

§ 2.

NECESSARY CONDITIONS.

In 01·der to perform the pelvic version, it is r equ isite that the os uteri be
di lated or dilatable; that the presenting part be not engaged too deeply in
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the excavation, and more particularly that it has not cleared the neck of
the uterus; finally, except in trunk presentation$, most authors require that
no disproportion exist between the size of the head and the dimemi ions of
the pelvis.
1. It is necessary, we sny, that the os uteri be sufficiently dilated or
dilatablc to permit the ready introduction of the hn.nd, and the free pa,..::-age
of the child. The neck may be considered M being properly dilated, when
its orifice offers nearly two inches in diameter; but it may be mud1 le~s
open, and yet the veri5ion be still po1'~iblc, because it is then often :sufficiently
dilatablc. In the latter ca~e, the cervix is thick, soft, oupple, and ca:--ily
distended; it is neither tense nor contracted, nnd the finger, on be ing passed
over the divers points of its eircumforcnce, finch; that it does not rc,.i1't in the
)east, and that it admits of being readily enlarged. This dilatability of the
uterine orifice is particularly apt to be met with, when the presenting part
cannot engage in the os uteri after the membranes are ruptured, on account
of its volume or bad po:;ition; because, being no longer susrnined, the margins then rehpse towar<l5 its centre, and thus climini::ih its size.
2. The second condition is, that the presenting part be not too deeply
engaged in the excavation, and more especi:11ly that it has not cli.:ared the
cervix. It will presently be seen tlrnt, befo re endeavoring to enter the
uterus, the hand of the a.ccoucheur ought to push the part, which is already
more or less engaged in the excavation, above the superior strait. Now, it.
is evident that if this part had cleared the os uteri, it could not be returned
without the womb being prc:;;.se(l back at the same time, and consequently
without exposing the utero-,·aginal attachments to laceration.
3. " 'hen the pelvis is contracted, most French accoucheurs proscribe
pelvic version. Although we ali'io at one time adopted this view, we now
think that it should be reserved for those cases only in which the narrowing
affects all the d iameters of the pelvis, or in which the sacro-pubic dinmetcr
is excessively shortened. An attentive examination of this question ha.s
convinced. me that Madame Lachapelle, Dr. Simpson, of Edinburgh, and
l\Ir. Radfort, of l\lanchcster, were right in preferring pelvic version to the
application of the forceps in some cases. "' e shall discuss this important
practical point in the following chapter, but we feel justified in sayiug at
present that version may be practised with a.ch·antage: 1, in the oblique·
oval contractions of M. NregCle; 2, in those antcro-posterior contractions of
the inferior strait ~mplicatcd with a considerable narrowing of the subpu bic arch. (Sec Forceps.)
Below two inches, the antero-posterior diameter of the pelvis is so short
as to render it impossible to introduce the hand. A contraction so greu.t as
this, makes it unnecessary to insist much upon attempts at version.

§ 3.

GENERAL RULE.9 OF TUE OPERATION.

The operation, in the performance of poda.lic version, is compose~] of three
principal stages, namely, the introduction of the hand 1 the cvolut10n of the
ch il d 1 and the extrnction of the latter.
1. Jntroduction of the lland.-The patient having been properly !1laced,
the opera.tor sits down or rests on one knee before her, then presents his hand
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at the entrance of the vulrn, and endeavors to int.roducc it by prc. . siui:;
gently from bcf1re backward:;, and slighily from t1bovc downward:s. lf the
vulva is very large, the fingers are held together and introduced, Hat fir::t,
taking care to depres:s ihe anterior-perinea! commis:mre with the rubituJ
border of the hand; but if the vuh'a. is very narrow, the fingers are intrr,form
cluced one after another, and then brought together in
a kind of gutter, in which the thumb can sl ip along the11· nalmar concav;".
and thus enter imperceptibly. The hand thus forms a cone, the
which is still at the exterior, while its apex endeavors to penetrate up into
cavity. The wrist is then slightly depressed, in order to accom·
the direction of the hand to the line of axis of the inferior strait;
and, as the fingers penetrate deeper, it is depressed more and more, so as to
make the hand describe a curve with its concavity auterior, corre:;pouding
to the pelvic axis. The introduction is facilitated by gently and mo<lerntely
rotating the hand on it.sown axis, with a view of effacing the folds of the
vagina.
Whenever possible, the introduction into the vulva. must be made during
the interval between the pains. Ant. Dubois gave a difibrent precept, and
taught that it was preferab]e to make the introduction while the pain llliile<l;
for, said he, the woman, being engrossed with the uterine pain, will not perceive that caused by the entrance of the hand. But every one who has
attended a female in labor, and has ma.de the vaginal exami nation during
the contraction, must be convinced of the error of this celebrated accouchcur.
Th e fingers, having reached the upper part of the vagina, may find the os
uteri either freely dilated or sufficiently dilatable. In the former case they
can be made to penetrate into ihe organ without any difficulty, by placing
them between the internal su rface of the uterus and the presenting part of
the child; but, in the latter, they are to be introduced one after the other,
in suc h a manner as to form a cone, the extremity of which is entered in the
orifice. Then the hand is pushed along, impartiog to it at the r-ame time
some gentle rotatory movements, and separating the fingers a little from each
other, so as to make a moderate and uniform pressure on the various points
of the periphery of the cervix. \Vhen the serv ices of an assistant can be
obtained, he should be directed to place both hands over the fundus of the
uterus, in order to prevent it from being pressed up by the efforts made to
introduce the hand i if there is no assistant, the other hand of the accoucheur
is placed over the fundus to perform the same office. \Vithout this precaution, there would be danger of lacerating the vagina at its point of attnchment with the uterus.
Theos uteri ought to be entered during the interval of the pains. As
soon as the hand has reached the cervix, it is necessary to ascertain that we
have not been mistaken about the po1jition; and in case an error has been
committed and the wrong hand has been introduced, it should be withdrawn
a.t once, and replaced by the other, if there is reason to anticipate much
difficulty in the version i that is to say, if the membranes have been ruptured
a long time, the pains are strong, and the waters are wholly discharged; for
we ought not to add to the difficulties that a1ready ex ist by the choice of
the wrong hand. But, under opposite circumstances we might use the hand
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fir:-:t in trod uced, SO :1.S to ::pare the patient the pain and rer111gnance which
the introduction of a second one always occasions her.
\\'hen the hand nrrins at the os uteri, Lhe membranes may either be st ill
intuct, or they nwy h::we been ruptured for a long time. Suppo.:. ing the
fonm:r to be the ca:o:e, the question arises, are they to be ruptured before
pw. . ,.ing any further? It is far better to in::;inuate the hand between the
external ~urface of the membranes and the internal one of the womb, and
thus get it up to the point where, from the child's po~ition, we know the fC'<'t
ought lO be found; and on ly rnpture the membranes at the moment when
the lower extremities nrc ~cized, or at least not until after the whole hand
hati penetrated into the uterine cavity. Both processes haYe th('ir acl\'an·
ta~(':-;: the first is the most expeditious and docs not, whatcYer may be said
to the contrary, permit a too ra.pid discharge of the waters, for the 8imple
re:1..;011 that the presence of the forearm in the mouth of the womb stopl'i it
almo..;.t completely. In the second, by leaving the membranes unbroken
until the foet are gra~ped, we have the great advantage of reaching the
fundus uteri much more easily, of turning the feet more promptly, and of
pracfoing the second stage or C\'olution of the fCl'tus more readily, the latter
being yet moYable in th e surrou nding waters. If the hand finds the pla·
centa attached to one side of the organ, as it advances between the internal
surface of the womb and the external one of the membranes, it is \'Cry ncccs·
sary to avoid its detachment, which might be clone by passing around its
margin; and where this is impracticable, to rupture the membrane at the
inferi or border of the placcnta. 1
The introduction of the hand is far more
difficult when the membranes are broken,
for the prer-:ence of another foreign body
stimulates the contrac1ions still more, and
it were folly to endeavor lo overcome them.
It is ther~fore ad\'i:::ahle 10 su::.pcnd all
attempt~, and only renew them when the
pains a.re a little calmed. The fir~t step. in
the process is to get hold of the presentmg
part, and push it up a little above ~he
superior stra it; then it is to be ca~ne.d
toward one of the iliac fo..;:-;::c, where it IS
sustained, first by the palm of the hand,
and afterwards by the anterior surface of
the forearm. This pre... si11g hack, which is
emw when the fcrtus is !I.till somewhat mov·

~~~~,e~~i~·~~~·e:li~~~a~~;~~ll~ ~:he;~i:h;a::at;;

effort~ sho~IJ be limited to gliding the
hand between th<' neck and the presenting
part. The mode of rcaC'hing the feet varies
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according to the particular position. Some accoucheurs have laid it down
as a general rule to pass the hand around the side of the child that is
directed towards the mother's loins, and then slip it along its back and
breech, and down along the posterior surface of the lower extremities to the
feet. For, by following an opposite course, and laying it flat on the anterior
surface of the footus, and thus guiding it directly to the feet, nothing would
be easier than to mistake the hand for a foot, or an elbow for the knee, in
the folded-up condition of the superior and inferior extremities. There are
some cases in which this direction may be followed, but in many others it is
ust'less or impossible to take this precaution: usele~, when a considcrahle
· quantity of water still remains in t.he caYity of the uterus; and impo::isiblc,
where the membranes have been rnptured for a long timei and the uterine
walls are forcibly retracted on the child's trunk; for then we must be content with slipping the hand flat aloug the anterior plane of the fretus, being
careful not to confound a foot with a hand.
2. 1.t·olution of the Fa:tus.- Having succeeded in finding the feet, the
hand grasps t~1em in such a way, that the index finger is placed between
the two internal malleoli, the thumb on the externnl surface of one leg, nnd
the three fingers on the external side of the other. Such at least is the
direction given by many medical authors, but in practice ,~·e cannot alwnys
do what we would, and it is only necessary to be certain that we h:.we a firm
hold of them. (See Fig. 120.) It is sometimes difficult to seize both feet
at the same time; and we must then be snfo•fied with n single one, provided
the search after the second is attended with considera.ble difficulty. The
feet are then dmwn upon in such a way
as to double up the fretus on its anterior
plane. During the performance of this
evolution, which is always to be done
during the interval between the pain~,
the other hand should be placed over the
part of the abdomen where the head is
found, and by pressing up, the latter
should endeavor to make it m;ccnd
towards the fundus of the womb. It
sometimes happem~, as just stated, that
ouly one foot can be brought down into
the vagina, and if this is the anterior or
sub-puhic one, the
might be
terminated without going
search -o f
the other; but if, on the contrary, it is
the posterior foot, we should, after ha,·-

The s~~11;111;:d'~~11d:;~~·!1~c~01~: ~~:·~:~t~! com· ~~; ~:~~~e~n~~v,''~: 1~ ~ol~~~:t;1h!ni~~~~~~~
1
1 The fillet usually consi'!t'l of fl piece of tape, one or two lingrrs' brend1h wide nnd
nyiLrd long. made into ii loose slip-kno•, which is 111iplicd nbO\'Cthe n.nkle; wh1·n the
foot.isstil\inthe,•ngina,thcknotispl:iccdonlhcdorsnlsurfnccof1heh and,n1HI
then, by grasping tlic foot, it i11 slipped o\·er it above the nHLlleoli, and afterwn1·d~
tigli1enud by Jrawing on lhe two extremities of the tape liml hang down at the ''uha.
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border of the limb already extracted, up to tlrn root of the opposite leg i
whence by tracing out the latter, we finally get to the other foot, which is
to be brought down in a line of abduction. It is to be understood, however, tha.t it is po:;sihle and often easy to turn when the posterior foot only
can be got hold of; in which case, the course to be pursued will be pointed
out hereafter.
In some cases, it is much easier to seize the knees which present to the
hand of the accoucheur, and they might then be drawn upon without inconvenience for the purpose of effecting eYolut ion, but relinquished when
brought down far enough to allow him to get hold of the feet.
3. Th e extraction is the only stage of ver:;ion performed during the uterine contraction. In fact, as the latter facilitates the tractions made on the
pelvic extremity , and likewise ser\'eS to keep the head flexed ou the chest,
the acrnucheur would be justified in terminating the labor, without waiting
the return of the pain, only when there was a complete inertia of the womb
conjoined with some accident requiring a. prompt delivery.
At first, we must draw on the sub-pubic limb as much as possible, because
we thereby encourage the rotation of the anterior plane of the child towards
the mother's loins, and we are better enabled to press the parts backwards i
that is, to get tl~em in the direction of the axis of the superior strait1 which
they have to traverse. If the posterior foot is the one brought down, the
version may be completed succe~sfully wit.h it alone. In order to accomplish it, the limb should be rotated to the right or left whilst being drawn
upon; the breech, generally following the movement thus communicated,
will descend with its greatest diameter corresponding to the transverse
diameter of the pelvis. Continued traction in th e same direction fina.lly
brings under the pubis the foot which at fir.st was behind, and the operation
is completed as under ordinary circumstances.
As the lower extrem ities are delivered, the whole extent of the disengaged
parts are grasped by the two hands, taking care to place the thumbs on the
posterior part of the limbs, the index and mcdius on their external surface,
and the ring and the little fingers on their anterior su rface. \Vh en the
breech appears at the vulva, it is nece:sary to ascertain the state of the
cord; for that purpose, a finger is to be slipped up to its umbilical inserti? n,
when 1 if it be found tense, the thumb is joined to the finger, nnd by makmg
a 0cren tle traction on its placental extremity, by both, the loop it forms will
be enlarged (Fig. 123). If the cord has slipped over one leg, and got i?to
the fissure between the thighs, it will like,dse be necessary, after havmg
drawn sli ghtly ou it, to disengage the child's posterior limb, and place the
cord in contact with the perineum.
In case the version has been demanded by an unfavorable position, and
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the child lias been restored to a natural one by the !Jch·ic evolution, the resc
of the travail is left to nature; provided :ilways the force an<l frequency of

Managemeotof\heoord.

the pains are such as to give us rf'ason to anticipate a speedy delivery. But
if the uterine contractions are feeble or slow, or if the severity of the symptoms endanger the life of either the mother or the child, the tractions must
be kept up, aud the patient be encouraged to aid them with all her remaining strength. The hips, loins, and lower part of the chest soon come down;
and as this delivery progresses, the accoucheur's hanrls ought to embrace as
many parts as po~siblc, constantly seizing those that arc nearest to thevulw1.,
and taking ca.re al ways to act on the bones, not on the soft parts. The arms
are apt to become stretched out along the sides of the head, and thus
descend with it into the exca\·at.ion; when their diseng::i.gcmcnt must be
effocted in the following manner: we commence with the
whic:h has only the re;-;i.stance of the soft parts of the perineum
and
will offer
than the sub-pubic arm. The s::i.me
hand
llf;Cd by placing its
and middle fingers on the po~tcrior
and external side of the arm, just beyond the humero-cubital articulation,
the anterio1· internal plane of the humerus, where
while the thumb
it acts like a. splint;
axillary space is thus found lying in the inten·al
that separates the thumb from the two fingers (Fig. 124). The trunk having been cm·elopcd in a napkin is next carried up in front of the pubic
symphysi~, either by the other hand, or by an as;;;istant. Then the fore and
middle fingers, acting over the whole extent of' the arm and a part of the
fOrearm, bend the latter down over the side of the head and face towards
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th: che=-t, on tJ~e side of wl~ich it i~ ultim:ite~y plated after its complete dis-

en~a.gcment. lhe sub-pubic arm 1s next dcll\•ered by supporting the child's
trunk upnn the other forear m, and deprcflsing it
toward ... the anus, while the hand, not the one engag-cd in the pre\·ious opera.lion, is introduced in a
state nf forced pron:i.tion; th:i.t is, turned over on
it:; radial border in such a way that the thumb
can he ~till applied on the intcmal, and the index
and middle fingers on the po."ilerior surface of the
arm; and then this i:: brought down O\'Cr the side
vf the head, face, and front of the chest, as was
the po. . . terior arm.
ln ordinary ca~es, the head descends fl exed into
the exca\·ation, the occiput being turned towards
.some point adjacent to the symphy.sis pubis, and
the dit:"cngagement is effl!ctc<l spontaneously if the
paia;; a.re tolerably strong and frequent; and if
necc.~:-:a.ry to facilitate it, we ha"c only to carry
the trunk up in front of the symphy::is. But
should it happen that the cxpul:-;ion of the head
is SOlllCWha.t tidayecl, we rnu.:t aid it by inlrocJu cDdhcryoftheJl(lstcriornrm.
ing two fingers on the sides of the nose, and two others on the occiput,
and then, by means of the latter, the operator pu,-hcs up the occiput,
while he draws down, on the contrary, with tho,-e implanted on each
side of the no.'e, and thus determines a movement of ftcxion which
secur1.:s the deJiyery of the head. The difficulty would be much greater
if the foce was turned forward, and the occiput backward; though even
here, if the head is r.ot very voluminous, and the pelvis is large, we might
effc<:t its deli\·ery by depressing the trnnk on the perineum, and by drawing
down the face in the pubic arch, with the fingers planted on the sides of
the no:-;e, so as to flex the head; or, on the other h::rncl 1 by carrying the
trunk up in front of the puhi:;i, we might, in some exceptional cases, succeed
in delivering the occiput fin.t at the anterior perinea! commissure. (See

..bfeclta11is1n of Labor in Bi·eec!t Presentations.)
~ 4. 0F TIIE DIFFICULTIES TIIAT !llAY BE MET WITII IN PERFORMING TOE
PELVIC

Vm'?.sIO.N.

In common simple ca~cs, the manreuvre is accomplished in the way we
h:we ju:-;t de.::;cribed; but it frequently happens that the operator encounters
difficultiC:i in its performance, <lepcndent either on the mother or on the child,
which next claim our attention. Those which the mother's organs may
prc:-cnt arc, a very small \·uh·a, obstinate re!!istance of the uterine orifice,
spa.:moclic contraction, and mobility of the body of the womb, and insertion
of the placenta over the os uteri . Those appertaining to the fretus arc,
short1w"'s of the umbilical cord, unusual size of the shoulders, crossing of
the arms behind the neck, and extension of the head.
A. Smallness of the Yulva.- Unless the smallness of the vulva results
from the per'"'i'tence of old ndh~ions, it is seldom so great, even in first
GO
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pregnancies, as to constitute n scriou~ oh,.t:tcle to the intr0Jucti011 Jf the
hand. The only precaution to be taken is to prt-.;s in the finger.s <• 1·~ after
the other, and to make the hand enter gently and carcfuily.
n. ReBi!5tance of the Uterine Orifice.-Thc cau::;0.5 and principal in<li<•ations of the resistances whi('h the uterine orifice may offer to the spontaneous cxpubion of the chil1I, have already been ~tudietl (page G!).~, et .•'NJ. ;
and it is possible that thcFc f:amc difficulties may be met with in the pt-r·
formancc of the ver.sion. Herc, als.o, the retraction may be seated at the
external or internal orifice of the neck. Two condition.s may be met with
when the external i:S the only one affe9ted; that i~, the pelYic crnlution may
be nece-=.::itatcd, either by a trunk present:1tion, or el-.e by some accidcut
which, by comprom ising the life of the mother or child, renders :t prompt
termination of the labor imperative. Io the former <::.t:sc, whatever be the
cause of the contraction, or of the non-dilatation of' the orifi.ee, n.11 the mc:m:J
calculated to facilitate the dilatation will be brought inlO u:-e i :such as vencaectioa if the patient i~ plethoric, tepid bathings, fumi;;ation.s, and mwtious
with the extract of belladonna on the periphery of the cef\'ix; and, ''here
thec:e remedies have been employed without succcs:., "·e should act ns in the
following case. In the httt<•r
the nece~:->ily of terminating the labor
promptly does not permit us to
on the employment of the means ju-;t
enumerated, because their action
not developed for some timej aml our
only resources are in n. forced introduction of the hand, or multiple inci,.;ious
on the neck. "'\Ve have hitherto stated that, as a gt•neral rule, the n:peatc<l
incisions of the cervix appear decidedly preferable to a forcible introduction
of the ha11d, which latter i:s always a slow, difficult, and very painful opera.·
tion, whilst the instrument is not C\'Cn felt by the patient; be~i<les, it ilS not
dangerou~, and its results can be more certainly relied on. It il'i, ho11·e\'er,
''cry necc,.;~ary to take in con,.;idcratiou the nature of' the accident '1hich,
in this state of the cervix, demand::; the inter\'Cntion of art; fur, in this
respect, hemonfotge or cchtmp:;ia may present very diffCrent indications.
In the former, it is ,·ery probnble that the contraction of the orifice is slight,
and capable of being o\•ercome without much difficulty; bc:::ide..;, ~hould it
fail, the attempts at forcible introduction would haxe the effoct to irl'itate
the organ and excite the contraction of the fibres of the fundu:.:;, who:.-e
inertia had probably cau!5ed the flooding which demands the termination of
the hbor. But, during an attack of cclamp.sia, there is every rea~on for
suppo~ing that the contrnction of the orifice is due to the con\'llbio11::;1 with
which every mu"cle of the body is nflCcted. IIence, it is not of a chanu.:tcr
to yield reaUily to attempts u.t introduction, and, in case of insuc:cc1':-;, it mn.y
be feared lest, by irritating the very sentiitive fibres of the ne<'k, they might
have the effCct to increai'e the general con\'lilsions which we wi,-h to remedy.
Therefore, we should, in this case, give preference to inci:--ions.
\Vhcn the spasmodic contrn.ction is confined exclu-;ivcly to that portion of
the uterine walls which constitutes the internal orifice in the non·gravi<l
state, the han<l, after hn.ving penetrated the external one without diHicult.y,
is suddenly arrested hy an obstacle th:tt it cannot surmount. This retraction
is apt to rnkc place, in tile presentation.-; of the ceph:1lil' extremity, around
the child'i:; neck after the head is free, but it is oftener oU~erve<l in trunk
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presentations. The mem•ures that we shall presently point out for combat·
ing _the sp:1smodic contrattion of the body of the womb, are c1_ ually appli·
cable in cases of this kind.
c. Iw1erlion of the Pbicenta on the Neck of the Ulerus.-As is well known,
this circumstance is an habitual cause of hemorrhage, and often requires the
pelvic version. \Vhcn the placenta. is only attached by one margin to Siome
point of the uterine neck, the hand is introduced at the part which is not
covered, au<I the version pre:;ents nothing peculiar. But a different course
has been ad\°i.,;ed rehitively to the introduction of the hand, where the inser·
tion takes place, centre for centre, and no portion of the circumfereuce of
the pla.centa is detached. Thus, it has been recommended to perforate the
centre of the after-birth, and introduce the hand through this opening; but
this appe:.trs to ms a difficult and dangerous process, because: 1st, a great
number of umbilical ramifications are then nece.:isarily torn, and a hemorrhage produced which may speedily prove fatal to the child; 2d, the force
nece5$ary to effect this perfOration is sometimes sufficient to drag upon, and
then detach, the periphel'y of the still adherent placenta i and, 3d, the centra l
opening made in the after-birth will seldom be spacious enough to permit
the c:hild's trunk and head to pass freely; "hence it may happen that the
frictions made by the movable parts of the fcctus against the mal'gins of' this
opening, \\ill fo.(Jilitate a displacement of the arm::; and an exten::;ion of the
head. Consequently, unle::;s the patient's strength be already exlmusted by
tbe flooding, or the placental adhesions be very strong, we would rather
detach some point of the circumference of the placenta, and thus get the
hand between its external face and the internal wall of the utcrns. True,
by operating in this manner, we should lacerate a. certain number of uteroplacental ve.:;sels, and thereby acid to the sources of hemorrhage, but we
would succeed in saving the child's blood; besides which, the haucl and
forearm, at first, an<l then a little later the trunk of the footus, by becoming
applied over the mouths of these vessels, would compress them like a. tampon, an<l thus put an end to the hemorrhn.ge.
n. l'iole11l l'o1draction of the Body of the Womb.-This is a condition that
alwa)'S makes the ver~ion very painful and very ditticult, and, in certain
cases, may even render it irupo5sible;
therefore, a sufficient reason for
preferring an application of the forceps
the cephalic extremity presents. But, in a (Jase of trunk pre~entation, version would be the only
prac:ticable measure; and even that might be rendered wholly impo:,:sible
by the retraction of the uterus. I have succeeded very well in such cases
by introducing the hand:; one after the other several times, and using gentle
efforts to pass them deeply into the uterus. The muscular fibre of the org:m
being thus fatigued, sometimes relaxes, and allows the feet t.o be rea(;hcd.
Here, likewise, venescction and tepid bathing prove very useful; aml the
employment of opiates is particularly indicated, for the aqueoms extract
of opium, when administered in injections, or by the stomach, in the do:::.e
of three-quarters of a grain to two grains, or an equivalent quantity of l:wdamun, is usually found sufficient to overcome the resistance of the body of
the womb. Under such circumstances, Dewees highly extols a resort to
g<'Ileral bleeding, carried to syncope i and he makes the patient stand up
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during the operation, whenever possible, so as to produce this effect more
speedily.
I had an opportunity of putting the advice of' the American accouc11eur
into practice, for the first time, on a lady in the Rue du Four-Raint-Gcrmain,
to whom I was called in consulta.tion by Dr. Trhes. The child prc:-:entC'd
by the left shoulder; notwithstanding which, ergot had been aclmini:-tered,
in consequence of an error of diagnosis, ancl the uterus was so contraC'ted on
the trunk of the child that an introduction of the hand was altogether impossible. I made the patient get up, and had her supported by two a":-btthe vein was opened, and I permitted the blood to run until the woman
when ~he was immediateJy replaced on her bed, and the \'Creion
without difficulty.
If these measures fail, and the child be still living1 there is eYiclcntly no
other resource than to wait and hope for a spontaneous evolution from the
expulsory efforts of the uterus. If it be dead, the section of it8 neck, aceorJing to the plan of Ceh;us, and a separate extraction of' the trunk, and afterwards of the head, ought to be immediately practised, with a view of sparing
the patient the disastrous consequences of a prolonged and usually a u.:;elessly prolonged labor. (See Embryolomy.)
Again, the contraction of the uterus very frequently renders the efforts
made during the version to tur:.i. the anterior plane of the footus backwards
ineffectual; and where this is the case, it is not advisable to operate on the
trunk, by pushing it back and drawing it down alteroately, enclearnring to
impress a slight rotation on it each time, as certain accoucheurs ha\'c recommended; for that would very often be impossible, and, besides, by being carried
too far, it would wring the child's neck; for the head, being held by the
contraction of the fundus uteri, might not participate in the rotation impressed on the trunk. It is much better, therefore, to renounce it altogether
and permit the face to come above.
Inhalations of chloroform have been recommended by some per.:;ons :lS
posses:Sing the immense advantage of quieting these spasmodic contractions
of the uterus, and of rendering versions easy, which were pre\'iously impossihlc. I have no personal experience in this matter, but upon interrogating
that of others, I find that they have obtained very different rernlt.:;. Thus,
whilst l\I. Stoltz thought that he had remarked an increase in the frequency
and force of the contractions, and Mr. l\lurphy states that he had nc\'er
before met with so much difficulty in a case of turning, although the patient
wa.~ completely ·u nder the influence of the chlorofo1·m, we find Dr. Denham
affirming th::it in ten cases in which chloroform had been a.dmini~tcred previo~s to the version, its use had facilitated the operation, and that its happy
influence was especially remarked in the case of a woman in whom the
introduction of the hand, though attempted fruitlessly befOre the inhalation,
was effected with the greatest ease immediately afterward.
The facts as yet known are too contradictory to enable us to judge of the
effii·acy of d iloroform in these cases. For e,·en in those in whic:h its use W:l.S
followed by a relaxation of the uterns, is it certain that this oecurrence,
whic.:h often takes place spontaneously and suddenly, was anything more
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mu!'it be pu::;hed to its fullest extent, 'lnd be continued for a long time, be:fore
it affects the muscles of organic li fe. l\Ir. Simpson attributes the suspension
of normal la.bor to the abuse and excess of inhalation. If s-.ic h be the c~e,
is it not rea,.onable to suppo,-c that it would be nece::::ary to carry the use
of chloroform beyond the limits of prudence, in order to terminate the abnormal and almol'it tctanic contractions, and then is there not cause to fear
the occurrence of one of those terrible misfortunes which some surgeons have
had to deplore?
E • .Jlobilily of the Body of lite Uterus.-Accortling to M. P. Dubois, sufficient stre::;s has not been laid upon this difficulty; because, if' unattended to,
it may ab,.:oJutely prevent the introduction of the hand a.s far as the fundus
uteri. That is, the hand, being wedgetl in between the uterine and fwtal
surfaces, attempts in vain to get at the feet, i;;inte the womb, the hand, and
the trunk of the child then form a whole "hic:h turns ou it~clf: but the
Im.ad Jo~ not progre.:;s into the interior of the uterine cavity. To remedy
this obstacle, it is only necc.::;sary to lrn.\'e the fondus of the organ kept
steady, by directing an assistant to place both hands over its ~uperior and
lateral parts.
F. Shortness of the Cord.- " rhatever be the cause, the cord "hen ''ery
short may become istretche<l, during the tractions on the pelvic extrem ity,
and e,·en to such an extent as to occasion its rupture. This acc ident is to
be pre,·ente<l by cutting the cord, when the tractions made on its placental
portion are not sufficient to relax it.
o. Large Shoulders.-As the loins become free at the vulva, the shoulders
engage at the superior strait; when it ha.ppen8, in certain cases, that the
tractions, which up to that time had been efficacious, cease to be so any
longer, and some rc.::;istance is experienced in completi ng the delivery. This
rc... i,-tance is dependent solely on the fact that the bis-acromial diameter of
the :-ihouldcrs corresponds to the diameter of the superior strait; and conse(jUently, from its width, encounters some difficulty in clearing the latter.
]3ut this i3 easi ly relieved by imparting some oblique movements to the
portions of' the chi ld already disengaged, which carry the breech successively
to,;ards the groin of one siJe, and the sacro-sciatic ligament of the opposite
!'-ide i \\·hereby the bi:s-acromial diameter is inclined, and its two extremities
are made to engage in the excavation one after the other.
11. Grossing of the .Arms behind the .Neclc.-It :sometimes happens that one
of the arms (ordinarily the sub-pubic one) is found crossed behind the neck,
when about to be delivered. We have advi.sed that an attempt be made to
bring the child's posterior plane around in front i but in ?rder to accompli:-;h this, it is ncc(!::c,.;ary to make the trunk undergo a cornmlerable revol ution, during which the arms, that a.re not invoh·cd in the movement, might
Le displaced by rubbing against the wonib, and tl~us be~omc cr~sscd. betw~en
the neck and the posterior face of the symphys1s pubis. It 1s lughly un·
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portant to bear in mind that, according to the ob!"en-ation of DugCs, thi!1
cros:;ing of the arms may take place in two ways: namely, they may be
cro...sed behind the neck, after having been fir~t rai..;ed up on the side.~ of' the
he~ul, and then the overlapping is effected from above downwards and from
before backwards, relatively to the fcetus; or it may occur from below upward~. the arms then mounting up along the child's posterior plane, and
becoming placed under the occiput. This latter circum.:;tance may be produced in the following way: as the arms are usually lo:"ated on the sides of
the thorax, they may not participate in the movement of rotation impressed
on the trnnk, in making an attemrt to bring the anterior plane of the footus
toward.ii the mother's loins; and, consequently, one Ol' both of them may
thenceforth be found placed on the child's dor$a.I phrne. Then, supposing
the tractions on the breech are continued, the arm will become urrC',;tcd
against the symphysis pubi;;, while the trunk descends or j5 extracted, in
such a way as to be still there when the back of the neck reaches that point.
These two cases can be distinguished from each other by remarking that,
when the crossing of the arms has taken place from above downward11, and
from before backwards, the inferior angle of the scapula is remo\•e<l to a
considerable distance from the median line of the spine; while, on the contrary, it will be quite close to it when the crossing has occurred from below
upward along the back of the footus. The diagnosis is important, since the
disengagement of the crossed arms evidently cannot be cffocted in the same
manner in both cases; because, as a general rule, the a.rm has to be brought
down in an opposite direction to the course it fOllowed in becoming rfisplaced. Thus, in the latter case, it must be made to descend along the
back, by hooking the elbow with one or two fingers; in the former, it will be
fir.st brought over the occiput, and then down along the si<le of the head,
face, and sternum. This latter <liseng:igement is sometimes exceedingly
difficult, for the occiput, being strongly pressed against the symphy.sis,
seldom leaves free space enough between it and the os pubis for the operation. When this occurs, it has been recommended to press up the chc.st
forcibly, with a view of making the oceiput go upwards, and thereby releaiJing the arm. It would certainly be better, after having disengaged the
posterior arm, to impress a movement of rotation on the whole trunk and
head of the fcetus, on its longitudinal axis, which would cany the occiput
and the arm to be di~engaged into the hollow of the sacrum.
1. Arrest of the IIead.-Both contraction of the pelvis and extension of
the head may render difficult the delivery of the cephalic extremity. But
as we have already pointed out what is proper to be done in the former
case, we need not revert thereto again.
When the expulsion of the fcetus is left to the powers of nature, the head
drscen<l.s, modc1·ately flexed, into the excavation, and most generally its di.:r
engagement presents no marked difficulty. But when it becomes extended
in conSe(tuence of improper tractions on the breech, its long diameters are
brought into correspoudence with the diameters of the pelvis, and it.s further
Joli very is thereby rendered impossible. Of course, in this state of exten!ion, t.11P. 0cciput may either be found in front, (though this seldom happeU5,)
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or it may l>e found behind, the face being above, which is by far the most
commou.1
Wh en the occiput U in front, the flexion of the head is effected without
troubl e; for it is generally suffi cient to place two fingers on the sides of the
nose, or eloe on the lower jaw inside of the mouth, and then deprc~s the chin
by a moderate traction on thi:S part; whilst two fingers of the other hand

~fode{lr

nexing-thehead by dl"awingdowo
thechi11auJ11Ushiuguptheocciput.

are passed in under the sy mphysis and implanted on the oeciput, so ·as to
press up the latter above the superior strait. (Fig. 125.) When this manreuvre docs not prove succc.:;sful, it has been recornmeuded, before Jrn.ving
recoun;e to the forceps, to introduce the hand into the hollow of the sacrum
and grasp the face with its palmar concavity, iu order to bring down the
head into its normal position by effCcti 11g a forced fiex ion.
Wh en the occiput U behind, and its delivery is not po:sible, either by
fiexion or extension, (see Fig. 126,) it is advisable, says Madame Lnchapclle, to change the position of the head and carry the face back into the
hollow of the sacrum; and, for that purpose, to introd uce that hand into the
sacral concavity whose palm would embrace the occiput more easily; (the
right, when the face is a little to the right, at the sa me time that it is in
I 'fh cex tension ofthehead,duringversion, is far more common in those cases where
the occiput is turned towards the s:1crum. The rea~on of wliich will be rendily umler.stood hy giving attention 10 the following circumstances, namely: the lraClions are
naLurally made downwarJ11 a.nd forw:irds, while th e os uteri, which ha~ a. COllBllLllt
tendency to retract, is directed somewhat downwards und backwards; whu1ce it resuha
that1he a nter ior lip of tbe womb presses strongly 011 that portion of the ch ild which
is turned toward s the pubis. Consequently, when ihe occip u~ is in front, 1he l"esist.ance otfered by this lip has a tendency to flex the head still more; but, ontl1econtrnry,
when it is behind, the chin is almost inevitably caught by the antHrior lip, and th"
bead is thereby extended.
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front; the left1 when it is somewhat to the left; though, if the face were
entirely above the pubic symphysis, the choice of the hancl woul<l be a. matter of indifference;) then the fingers, after having pa.:;sed behind the head,
are slipped over one side of it, and pushed forward as far as the mouth, by
gliding along the nearest check ( Fig. 126). The hand is then forcibly inclined on it::; cubital border, having the palmar surface in front; next, it
draws the parts on which the extremity of the fingers i.:; applied, that is to
say. the face, downwards and backwards towai·ds the coccyx, when nothing
further remains than to flex the head and extract it as in ordinary cases.
§ 5. APPREClATlON OF VERSION.
Version, when performed under favorable circumstances, tha.t is to say,
when the membranes arc intact, or have been ruptured within a short time,
and the chiid, surrounded by a considerable amount of fluid, still possesses
a certain mobility, is, in
operation, and but slightly l1azardous either to the molhcr or
£Cetus. Unhappily, it must be confCssed
that these fort.unate conditions are rarely met with in cases wherein we are
obliged to perform the operation.
\Vi th the exception of shoulder presentations, none of the ma.I positions of
the child require the intervention of art, until, after waiting for a longer or
shorteL' time subsequent to the rupture of the membranes and the complete
<lihitation of the cervix, it is ascertained that the natural efforts are insufficient.
Shoulder presentations themse1ves are rarely detected certainly before or
very shortly after the rupture of the membranes, so that unless au experienced accoucheur should have attended the woman from the commencement
of the labor, he is not called in cousultatiou until after the waters have beeu
discharged for a long time. lt is, therefore, mostly necessary to a.ct under
unfavorable circumstances. Now, it should not be forgotten that the requisite manoouvres, which are serious !lS regards the maternal organs, are
especially fatal to the child. \Vhilst pelvic version proves fatal to one
woman out of 10·4 according to Riecke, and to one out of' 11 ·4 according
to lli.iter, the mortality of the children is very much greater. Thus, the
statistics of .Madame Lachapelle represent the loss of' one child out of 3·£16,
and those of Carus, Osiander, .Michaelis, and Kiwisch moL'e than one-half;
whilst HUter states the mortality at two-thirds. This mortality of the children is truly frightful, and yt!t, considering the accidents which, in certain
of the cases, nece:'5sitatcd the version, and which of themselves destroyed the
fOOtus, I think that these results are correct, so far as the influence of the
mere operation is concerned. I have often hcar<l the venerable Capuron
say, that in difficult cases, two-thirds, and perhaps even three.fourths of the
children perished; and the results of' my own practice conespond fully with
his observation. Churchill, who states 54:2 cases of version, gives a mortality
t:if 1 in 3 for the children, and 1 in 15 for the mothers. It is true, that he
makes no distinction between diffiCult cases and others
The above-mentioned difficulties, which, unfortunately, are very commoll,
explain sufficiently this result. With experience, and especially with great
care, it is alwar possible to overcome them, and, flt the rnme time, spare
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lhe mother the grn.se lesions of the rngina an<l of the body and ni.!ck of the
uterus which an unpmctised and brutal hand often occasions; but we cannot
always prevent the violently contr:tcted organ from being exceedingly irritated by the forcible introduction of the hand, nor the irritation from becoming the starting-point of puerperal inftamm:ttion~, nor the phy.::;ical and moral
!:hock to the patient from being ~o great a-; to terminate her existence.
It is only necc~:sary to ham followed the manreuvre in difficult c:ises to
understand the chtngcrs to whleh the fcetus it1 exposed. Throughout the
operation, the umbilical cord is liable to be compres.:;ed more or le~..; severcly
1
and the efforts required to disengage the upper an<l lower cxtremitiC's, cxpo:e
them greatly to fracture. Finally, the tractions exerLed upon the pelvic
extremity, whenever an obstacle prevents a ready engagemcut of Lhc head,
may nry ea~ily give rise to lesions of the upper part of the neck and the
medulla oblongata inc:ompatible with the regular establishment of extrauterine re:-:piration.
It is very diffic:ult, from an examination of the publi:-;hed statistics, to
form an exact i<lea of the frequency of the C'ases in whic:h ver:;ion may be
required. These ca!'=e:;:, in fact, are not the !'=ame in all countries, nor for
every accoucheur in the same country. Bc1!itle::, as the stafotics were for
the mo~t part collected in hospitals, it is evident that we would have a very
incorrect proportion by deciding upon a mean fl'Om the figure of the versions performed in any one in::-titution, becau~e this figure represents not
only the vcr,.ions required by the patients already admitted into the establishment, but also the difficult CU!:ieS brought there at the last moment from
the city.
The following 1·esmne, to whi<'h, howe,·er, I attach but a. very secondary
importan<'c, will at Jea.:st sen·e to show the differences in the statistics ac·
cording to loC'alities. Thus, whibt in England but 145 cases of ver:sion
are mentioncJ for 39,;}39 deli,•eriC's, or 1 in 269, the French practice gives
400 vcr~ions for 37,479, or 1 in 93J, and the Germans have perforrue<l it
337 times in 21,516, that is to say, in one case in 63!1.
§

6. OF YEHSION

IN VERTEX, FACE,

Bnn:crr,

AND Tm;NK PHE!:iEN-

After the minute detail into whith we ha.\'e just entered in describing the
general precept'\ that are applicable to all ca."ei; of ver:;ion, it will only be
nece;:;:<a.ry to point out the peculi:tritie5 attending thi:; operation in each of
the tru po~itions admitted by us.
Presmfolion of the Verlex.-,rhene\'er the vertex presents, the child will
be placed in such a way that its occiput is directed eit.hcr towards one of
the point:< on the right lateral half, or toward:; one on the left lateral half
of the pekb; that j,., either in the ]('ft or the right occipito-iliac position.
1. Left Occipito-lliac Po.'!ition.-In conformity with the precepts above
gh·eu, we would here introduce the left ha.nd; which, after having reached
the os uteri, j:-; to gra."p the head in such a manner that the pal mar face of
the four finger.:; shall be applied on its posterior ( left) side, and the thumb
on its anterior one, the sinciput being lodgNl in the palr11:ir concavity.
Then, during the interval between the pains, the hcotd must be prc:ssed ur
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towards the left iliac fossa; after which, the thumb is brought alongside 0 f
the index, and the hand is passed succes~ively along the left side of the
head and ueck 1 and behind the shoulder and elbow; in a word, it i~ made
to traverse the whole left lateral plane of the fretus down to the br<'cch.
·while
monmcnt is being effCcted, it is adv isable to keep the head in
the iliac
where it was origin:tlly pbecd, by constanlly pu.~hing it up,
first with the thenar eminence of the hand, and afterward::; with the front
surface of the forearm. Having gained the natcs, the hand, which up to
that time had been kept in a state bordering on supination, is ch~rnged into
one of pronation, in order to pass around the breech; when it descends on

the poste rior aspect of the lower extremities, extends the legs, and reache:,
the feet, which it seizes as firmly as possible. Or, as stated aboYe, we might
guide the hand along the anterior plane of the footus, and thus get directly
at the feet. (Fig. 120.)
In drawing down the feet, we must be careful to curve the child's trunk
in the line of its natural flexure; whilst the other hand, placed over the
left iliac fossa, pushes the head towards the fundus uteri, and thus facilitate°" the evolution of the fretus. This evolution being once effected, the
left occipito-iliac position is found to be converted into a right lumboiliae one. The su-bsequent progress of the delivery offers no special indication.
this ca~e, the right hand would be
2. Right
chosen in
the head is to be grasped, as in the precedup towards the right iliac fossa; the hand
or posterior plane of the fa::tus, and after having
seized the feet converts the second position of the vertex into a first of the
breech, or, in other words, into a left lumbo-iliac one.
The rapidity with which the extraction is to be effected must depend
upon the gravity of the accident which has rendered it necessary.
Presentations of the Faee.-In the face presentations, we use the left hand
in the right mcnto·iliac, and the right one in the left mento·iliac positions.
The four fingers are to be applied on the posterior cheek, the thumb on the
anterior one, and the face will be lodged in the pal mar concavity; the head,
after ha\·ing been pushed above the superior strait, will be carried if pos·
sible towards the left iliac fossa in the right men to-iliac, and towards the
right iliac ro~.::a in the left mento-iliac positions; and then the evolution will
convert the former of these positions into a right Jumbo-iliac, and the latter
into a left lumbo·iliac position.
Ptesentations of the Pelt'ic Extremity.- When the pelvic extremity presents, and any circumstance whatever demands a prompt termination of the
labor, it is not, properly speaking, a version that the accouchcur has to
practise, but rather t\ Jew simp1c tractions on the presenting part.
If the feet or the knees oflbr at the uterine orifice, or hang in the vagina,
the accouc:heur merely seizes and draws on them, conforming to the rules
above given; but where the lower extremities nre stretched out along the
child's anterior plane, and the breech alone presents, the course to be pur~
sue<l varies a little, according as this part is more or less engaged in the
('XC"'\'~'tion. Thus, when the nntcs are still above the superior strait, or at
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leup;t are ::;o little engaged that it is easy to press them up, we must act in
the following manner: taking care to introduce the left lrnnd in the Jc:ft
lumho-iliac po:sition:.;, and the right hand in the opposite ones, the buttocks

arc first seizcJ by the whole hand, and gently pu.::ihcd up into that iliac

fo::;~a

towards ,\-hich the child's back is turned ; tl1en the feet are sought out, by
following the posterior a~pect of the lower cxtrerniti<'s, and they arc brought
do\rn so a~ to (}raw upon thf'm and terminate the third stage of the ver:sion.
" 'hen the nates have reached the pch·ic Aoor, the index finger of one hand
is placed in the po:;tcrior groin, and the same finger of' the other hand in
the anterior one, and then, ha Ying both finA"ers curved like a hook, we draw
on the buttoC'ks until the ft•ct are c>ntirely clC'ar. Lastly if the breech is so
1
far engaged as to he no longe r capable of being prcissed above the superior
strnit, and 1 1H'\'erthclcss, has not yet descended low enough to be caught by
the finge~, a blunt hook is employed, which is to be applied from without
inwards on the anterior groin, if it iis po:.:1'ible to make it slip up between the
anterior hip and the symphp;is pubis, Fig. 127) i in the contrary case, it is
pa-.,..ed between the two thighs, and made to penetrate from within outwards
on the internal part of the limb i but in this bltcr case it is necessary to
protect the genital parts, the scrotum in particular, by one or more fingers previously introduced, lest they become embraced by the
concavity of the instrument. (See also For-

ceps.)

Presentations of the 'Tmnk.- 'Ve have frequently repeated that the trunk presentations,
of themselves, require the internntion of art;
nnd that it is requisite to change the po~ition
of the ch ii cl as soon as the conditions nee~:sary
to this evolution are met with. Jn the preceding article we endeayorcd to point out those
conditions under which we think an attempt
to effect the cephalic Yer::;ion ought to be recommended; not\\·ithstandingwhich , the pelvic
Yer$ion is ,·ery often practi;:e<l, either because
such attempts have prond ineffoC'tual or becauo;:.e it is deemed advisable not to resort to
them.
Neverthele:.:s, before laying down the rules
of the operation, we must remark that the

:1~:;;1c~~:~: ~~l~r~;;o;Otsr~:~~~:\·~~IC Y~:~~oc~i\:: MOOe or '~1~~~~111h~~~~::~.!'ook in

pre--cntation ; and consequently that, as soon
as he shall have converted this latter into one of the breech, he .should
abandon the rest of the labor to the expult:ory efforts of the uterus, unless
80me accident, serious enough to threaten the life of either the mother or
the child, should require a more rapid delivery.. As before stated, t~e
trunk presentations are two in number, and eac!1.s1de o.fthc fmtus m~y p:eeeut at the superior strait in two difforcnt pos1t1ons : m the first of each.
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the head is m the left. iliac fossa, nnd in the second it i:; in the right rJiae
fossa.
The rule l1erctofore followed in the choice of the hand is not applicable
to the trunk presentations i for here we would introduce the right hand in
the positions of the right laten1l plane, and the left in the po~itions of the
left lateral plane i aft.er which the operation is conductc<l in the follo\\ ing
manner:
A. Fiot Position of the Right Shoulder (left cephalo-iliac).-The right
hand is to be introduced into the parts in a state of supina.ti0n, when 1 ufter
having endeavored to push the shoulder above the superior strait, and a
little towards the left iliac fossa, it is directed towards the right
be
symphysis, above which the child's feet are found; the latter will
seized anrl brought clown iuto the vagina. In doing this, it is not 11ece:::.:;ary
to bend the fcetus in the line of its natural flexure, as in the vertex and
face positions, but we may draw immediately on the feet and bring them
into the excavation; for this lateral e\ ol11tion, or bending on th6 side, is
much more speedily accomplished, and is not attended with any inconvenience. The feet being once in the vagina, the operation is terminated as
in all other cases.
B. Second Position of the Right Shoulder (right cephalo-iliac).-Here,
likewi.;;e, the right hand is introduced in a state of supination. The shoulder is seized and pushed up towards the right iliac fos.:;a, and then the hand
traverses the posterior plane of the fretus, by passing backwards and to the
left; when it reaches the nates, it gets around them by being changed into a
1

Tbeintroductionoflhel1a.ndinthesecond
pofillionoftherightshouldcr

Mode of

~eizingtne r~tin

the same

position.

state oH pronation, and then comes forward and to the left to grasp the feet,
which are next brought down into the vagina. (Fig. 129).
c. First Position of the Left Shoulder (left cephalo·iliac).-The left kind
is introduced in a state of supination, and then, afier pres!!ing the shoulder
upwards and a little to the left, it is directed along the child's bac:k
the right posterior part of the pelvis, where it is passed around the
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by turning to a !'tate of pronatiou, and is next brought forward and to the
right, :-o as to 8eize the feet.
D. Sft'o1ul Po.~ition of the Left Shoulder
(ri ght ('<'phalo-iliac.)-The left hand, intro1l11eetl in a state of ~up inati on, pushes
the ;.;.houklcr above the !'-uperior strait and
1
0
1
1

~:: :~,1~;,~:~~1~ 1;!~tesi::~h~/1ct ~~~:!:~:~ ~:~~: ~1

the. uteru,., it goes in i::carch of the feet,
which are found there.1
'J'nwk Pre1<e1dutio11s wilh a Descent of
the .Arm. (Pre~entations of the arm or
hand , of author:;.)- We have heretofore
stat<'d that the Je,.cent of the hand in the
shoulder pre:o;entations i:; nothing more than
an atienclant circum:otance of the:::e latter.
Con.;equently, whether the hand has been
carried along by the gu:-h of waters which
e.;capcd when the membranes were ruptu red, or whether it ha'I been drawn clown

by the accouchem

ModeofsPizlngtl1efoetinthesecond
pi»itiou of the lef~ijhouhler.

him!':clt~ in order to make out the diagnosis, it com:t itutes

an ob1'tac:leof minor importance, and even one which may render the pelvic
version more ea"y; hence, so far from attempting to pus;h back the arm into
the utcru"i we ought to apply a fillet on the wristi not for the purpose of
drawing upon the latter, but to prevent it from returning whilst searching
after the feet in the onlinury way.
1 As tl1e rel\der will scc, this operntion is very simple; though it mu~t be ncknowl·
edged. huwe\·er, that, in ti.use e:i"es in which the dorsal plnne of' the fretu'! is directed
forw~rds, iL renders this plane li :lble to be turned bnckwards rtftcr the evolution of !ho
child. Consequently, when we cnnnot succeed in turning the belly posteriorly during
th{'trnction,itgivesrise1onlltheincom·enienceshithertopointudoutns occurring
in tho;;einstanees in wliich the face looks toward the pubis.
In order 10 remedy these difticullies and their attcntbnt. dangers, :'II. Velpeau
recommend!:! that the positions in which the b:\ck is in front (the first of the right
shoultler,andtheseco11dof1helcfl)beconver1edi11to1hedorso·posterio rposition!I
before attempting the evolution. 'J'hus, he would e11de1Lvor to converLaseconJ position of the left shoulder into a. fi1·:1tof the lefl, by making the Ilea(! pass abo,·ethe
pubis or nbove the promontory of ti1e sacrum, according to whe1l1er it was o riginally
pl11ced nearer to the n111e1ior urch of trie pelvis, or to the right Sflcro~ili:Lc symphysis;
lie would then terminate it, flS if iL haoJ primitively been a first po~icion of the left
shouhler. "Shoukl the mpmbrnnes hilve been long rupLured,'' adi..11:1 \L Velpeim, "1l1c
womh!:11ronglycontracled, anti the child not to be moved but with,·e1y greati..lifficuhy,
tberei!:ln 1li1rJ manceuvre that ought. then to be prefcrre<I; it con'<istsin pushing
the shoulder up with the right hand from behind forwards, as if to m:ike the spine
turn upon its own axis; then trying to reach the right side by p;1ssing fllong the
front <;f 1he chest, while the womb is forcibly pushed b11cl..1\·11rtls witli the left band;
Jus1ly, in rn.king hold of the feet, the right. one lirstrso as to hl'ing them down in tho
first 1io~itiou."-.l/ri91l Tru1nlufivn, p. Hi.
We lin\·e alluded to tlii!:I m:uireunc, only becau~e the nuthor'!:I nnme might give it
eomc impurtnnce in lhc l'JCS of young prnctitioncrs. Bulin our estirna-tion it ought.
to be njected altogether. In fact, one of two thing-1 must lhen happen; for either
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"Our object in applying this fillet," says "Madame Lachapelle," j,.; to
'keep the hand at the exterior, lest the arm shoul<l take a wrong UireC'tion;
as also lest, being stretched out as it is, it will not follow the rotation that
turns the sternum of the fretus posteriorly, \\hen, by being arrested by the
pubis, and by ascending along the child's back, it might become cro:-<:'C<l
behind the neck." Finally, let us add, thnt the hand, or rather the arm,
materially aids in accomplishing the rotation of the trunk, sinc:e it offers an
additional hold for the tractions made on the body, and obviates the neces·
sity of'delivering one shoulder, which is ''cry ofter. painful.
After what has just been said, the reader will doubtless be astonished in
looking over the older writers, to observe the nlarm occflsioned by the socalled presentation of the hand or arm, and he will be still more surprised
at the barbarous procedures employed by them for its
They
were evidently mistaken with regard to the cause of
often met with in the performance of version under such circumstances.
However, it must be acknowledged that, although a presentation of the hand
is nothing more than a variety of the shoulder pre:::;cntation, yet the descent
of the forearm, and more especially of the arm, beyond the vulva, constitutes an exceedingly unfavorable complication. Because, where this hangs
down at the exterior, or nearly so, it must necessarily happen that the presenting shoulder is already forcibly engaged in the excavation; an engagement that can only tn,ke place when the whole Of tl!e waters haxe been
discharged for some time, when the uterine contrnctions have been exerted
for a long while on the body of the child, and when the walls of the womb
have become firmly retracted on the surface of the fcetus. Moreover, the
prolonged contact of the footal inequalities is then very apt to bring on
spasmodic or tctanic contractions of the body and the neck of the uterus,
which arc justly considered as
one of the most serious complications; for they equally prevent the
of the prc:5cnting part, the
introduction of the hand, and the evolution of the £Cetus.
Consequently, we are not to operate on the part that may present in
these difficult cases; for a return of the.arm into the uterine cavity is then
impossibl~, and of little
to draw on it strongly, under a hope of
engaging the doubled-up trunk
the excavation, and of making it perform
a kind of artificial crnlution, is to commence a manceune that canuot be
carried through, and which must greatly augment the existing difficulties;
to go in search of the other arm, so as t~ subsequ~ntly pull upon it with a
view of making the <le.::;cended shoulder return, presupposes an introduction
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of the hand, which would be almost as difficult as searching after the feet;
and, lastly, to c:carify the arm or amputate it, is a barbarous mcMure when
the chi ld i~ living, and generally u"'eless when it is dead.
'Ye repent, it is not there .th:1t the genu in e obstadcs to the delivery arc
to be fout~d; but it is rather again:it the ,·iolent contraction of the ·body
and occn~1onally of the neck of the womb, that we are to net, by employing
the mca>:urcs recommended ahoYc. Should the.~e fail, the cour:iC to be pursued will necei:,.arily vary, ncconling to whether the f<X.'tus be living or dead.
If still Jiying, and the mother's condit ion docs not ab.$olutely demand a
prompt delh·ery, we shou ld hope, and wait for a spo ntan eous eYoluti on.
(See Natural Labor.) But if her lifo is seri ously compromi:led, though
the child be yet alive, its viability may be ron~idered ns destroyed, and
embryotomy be rel!orted to. (Rec E1nbryolomy.) Th e reaso ns fo1· this course
will be still more lll'gent when there is a certainty of its death.

CHAPTER IV.
OF THE FORCEPS.

TH E forceps is a kind Of pincer~ composed of two blade.~, very similar to
each othe r, and whirh are specially intended to be applied on the head of
thefretus.
The honor of inventing this in,.trument 11a.s been attributed lo !:'everal
per,.ons; but, at the pre,.ent day, it is clearly establ ished that the forceps
wns invented by a member of the family of the Chambcrlcns, who, during
the first half of the seventeenth century, purHted the ce n ~un1hle course of
holding it n1'1 a i;ccrct, hy the aid of whith they promised to terminate the
mo.-;t diflkult lnbor:::. It would appc:.tr, however, that it soon became known
to some of the Enµ-lish practitioners; for Drinkwater, who practised the art
of midwifery from 16U8 to 1i1'<, made u:;e of in:-;truments which, if we may
judge from the de:-<·ription given of them by Johnson, closely resembled
tho:;e em ployed by the Chn m be rlens.
In 16i0, one of the Chamherlens came to Paris for the purpose of selling
his secret; sin<·e, according to the account of Mauriceau, he had propo!<cd
to the king':! c:hicf phy,.;ician to mak e known his instrument for a remuneration of ten thou,.nnd crownc:. As Chamberlcn belie\·cd hi s process was
applicable to all ca-;e-i, he unfortunately pronfr:::ed to eHCct ddivery in n
woman whos:e pelvis was deformed to an extreme degree, and on whom
Mauriceau had deemed the Cre..-::.nean operation to be ncce:;.:-ary. Com;e.
quently, as the French nccoucheur had fo reseen, nil the attempts of Cham·
berlen to accomplish the delivery proved in effectua l, and he returned to
England , abandoning all the gl ittering hopes of fortune that he had ex·
pcc:ted to realize 011 arriving at Paris. It would see m that he aftcrw:mls
made a journey to H olland, about the year 1693, and commun icated, or
rather sold, so me of his instrurnents to certai n accoucheurs there, arnnug
whom Roonhuy:-scn, Ruy:;ch, and Bockelnrn.n are particularly m entio ned.
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In fact, it is almost certain that the famous lever of tl1c formrr of thec:e
physicians had no other origin, and was on ly a slight and dcfocti\·c modifieation of the instrument he obtained from Chambcrlcn. II owc\'C'r this may
be, the forceps was likewise held as a secret fo.r a. long time in Holland, and
it was not until sixty years aftcrward:"I, that is, about the year 17.i~, that
Yisscher and Yan de Poll brought Uoonhuysen's lever into gcner:-il notice.•
Palf)'n, an accoucheur of Ghent, has also been incorrectly con:-;idcred as
the real in\'entor of the forceps. He made several
to London and
Germany, with a
of finding out this wonderful
which, accord
ing to l\Iauriceau,
furnished Chamberlen an income of more than
thirty thousaml li vres per a nu urn (an enormous sum for that period); and
it is prohable tha.t it was in consequence of the information obtaine<l in
these two countrier-., that he de:.:igned the instrument for drawing upon the
head (tire-tete), subsequently presented by him to the Academy of Sciences
at Paris. 1
Chamberlen's forceps underwent a number of modifications after it became
public property, that were generally unimportant; and fortunate indeed
was it when the so-called improvements did not render it more awkward
and dangerous than before. But the middle of the eighteenth century
opened a new era in the history of this instrument; for, about this period,
two illustrious obstetricians, Levrct in Frnnce, and Smellie in England, were
struck with the necessity of accommodating the sfrn pe of the forceps to the
direction and form of the pelvic :tx:is; and, as a consequence, they thus
enlarged the fielcl of its application. Cham berlen's forceps was straight,
and therefore only applic:tble when the hea.d was low down in the excarntion, and close to the perineum; but both of these gentlemen endeavored to
render it capable of being applied to the head when still aboYe the superior
strait; and for that purpose they gave it n. curve in the direction of its long
4
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axis, so that the anterior border presented a concavity and the posterior one
a convexity.
It i:;; im pos::;ihle to ascertain wl1ich of the two had the priority in originating this important modification of the forccp;;; for, though it is certain that
Lenet had suc h a curved instrument in 1747, and that Smellie did not
aunOllllCe his until 1751, yet the httcr expressly declares that he had in;:ented it se\·eral years previou,.,ly i howeyer, as his inven tion had not been
made public, the merit of priority belongs to Levret.
Hundreds of modifications have been proposed since the days of L evret
and Smellie, nearly all of which hnYe fallen into obliviou; some of them
were quite ingenious, but they imperfectly attained the end their authors had
in view; and others were really destitute of value or utility. Consequently,
we sh:dl restrict what we had intended to say concerning its hi::;tory to these
few lines, n.ud shnll only de1:icribe the forceps now generally used throughout
France, which is none other than t.hat of Levrct, very slig htly modified.
The forceps is compo::;ed of two branches, each of which may be divided
into three parts, namely: the blade, the handle, and the point of junction,
or the lock. The blade is intrndcd to be introduced into the mother's parts,
so as to embrace the hearl of the f~tus; presenting, therefore:
1. A curvature on its flattened aspect, the internal concavity of which is
destined to be applie<l to the ~icle of the fcetal head, while its external conyexi~y slips along the c?ncave walls. of the Fio. tai
pelns. 2. A cun•e on its edge, having the
concavity anteriorly, which is made for the
purpose of accommodating the form of the
instrument to the direction of the pelvic axis;
and to render an application of the forceps
practicable cnn when the head is r eta ined
above the superior strait. The blade is usually
prO\'ided with a fencstra, which serves to dimin·
ish the size and weight of the instrument, and
has the further advantage of permittiDg the
parietal prutuberaoces to engage in the void
thereby produced, which engagement compen·
sate~, to a certain extent, for the thickness of
the branches. The old forceps were provided
1
with a kind of bead aroun<l the periphery, and

~J]:1~t~1~~1~:~1::~:. t:~a~l~n~~~~:~ '~~i~~:~·~~t:~i: 131b~:;1~;::11~3~~a,~~1:· rv~:~~~kr;~ia:~
slipping of the head. But the co11tusions of the sca~p, produced b)_' this
raised border, have led to its removal, and those now 111 use have th~ mncr
surface of the blades poli:;hed dow1~ with a file .. Both ha.ndl~s of the mstrument are usually bent to a slight degree at their e~trcm1ty, Ill the form of
a hook. One of them is much more curved than its fe ll ow, and has, near
its end, a h ollow button, which unscrews and serves for the l?dgment of a
sharp hook, while the curve of the other scarcely rea~hes a n~ht angle, so
that we find the forceps, a. blunt and a sharp hook, mclu<led m the sa~ne
instrumeu . The handles and blades are just alike on both branches, wluch
GI
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differ from each other only at their middle or articular part, where one of
them is provided with a pivot and the other with a morti:se, made either in

the middle or on the side of the in::itrument, by means of' which
be firmly locked after their application.

The branch

receiyed the name of the male (Fig. 131), and the other,
that of the female bran<:h, or blade (Fig. 1:3:!). The delic:a('y of
accoucheurs has been shocked by these denomination,:, and they
endeavored to substitute for them the titles of' the left and the right bhuk·s;
but I cannot understand why the old names of the pit>ol blade and the mortise blade should not be retained; though I would willi11gly ae('ept tho:se of
the left nncl the right ones if it were cJc:nly undcr:>too<l '' hieh ought to be
called the left and which the right. But unfortunately ~udi i:; not Lhe fact,
for M. Yelpcau designates that blade as the right one which l\ladame Lachapelle has called the left, and vice 'versd. This discrepancy of t~rms creates
great confusion iu the mind of the reader, which we shall endeavor to avoid
by retaining the names of the male and the female blades.
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Some time since, Dr. Simpson Proposed a new forceps, which deserves
mention, if only on the score of its originality. Every one has seen those
circular pieces of leather with which chil<lren lift bricks, by fir:;t wetting
them and then pressing them strongly upon the brick. Now, the ingenious
Edinburgh profes,;;or conceived the idea. of applying a nearly similar piece
of leather to the convexity of the child's head projecting into the excarntion,
and producing its adhesion to the scalp by cxhausti11g the air from between
them by means of a pump, the body of the pump also serving a.s a means
of traction and drawing the he:td outside of the genital parts.
This instrument is very ingenioLlS, but I doubt much whether it will ever
come into generul use. "rhen the head is in the ca.vity of the pelvis, I
think that the common forceps woul<l be applied much more easily; when
it is high up, the application of Dr. Simp$on's instrument would be very
difficult, besides which, its form would give an improper direction to the
first tractions. I would also add, that if violent tr:ict.ions
of the scalp and a dangerous effusion
the subject of' the forceps into three distinct articles: in the first of which will be fOuncl the pretautions that ought
always to be taken before proceeding to an apjJlication of this iustrument; in
the second, we shall point out the general rules applicable to all cases; in
the third, the directions peculiar to each position; anrl shall close the whole
by some genern.l considerations ou its employment and motle of uction.

ARTICLE I.
The woman is to_be placed in the position before recommended for the
perfonmwce of vf'rsion; the lower extremities being supported by two assistants st:rnding on the outside of the limbs, and h:iving the pelviq firmly held,
so as to prevent her from gi\·ing wn.y to any involuntary movements that
might annoy the operator; of course, the breech ought to be brought to the
edge of the bed. The patient should be place<l in this po.,ition whenever
nothing particular prevents, and more particuln.rly when the head is high
up, though it is not so necesl'ary when the latter is at the inferior strait. In
fact, if' she found it impos:::ible to change her posture, we mi~ht permit her
to remain horizontally on tlic bed; hut it would then be requi&ite to employ
the old straight forceps, or else resort to Smellie's, which is very :::hort, and
the blades sl ightly curved. The English practitioners place the patirnt on
her left side, the position in which the women of their country are u~ually
delivered, taking care, howcv,cr, to bring the pelvis nearer to the edge of the
bed th i.o usual. An assistant, standing on the oppo:::itc siJe of the hitter,
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holds the patient steady, while another raises up and supports the right.
knee and lhigh. But whatever be the position, one attendant is particularly
charged with the duty of preparing ant.l handing the blades lo the accoul:heur,
as he may want them.
In order to spare the female the disagreeable sensation pl·oduced by an
impre~,ion of cold, it is customary to warm the inl:ltrument by dipping it
into hot water. Some care is requisite not to leave it there too long, and,
before u~ing, it should be pru:;sed through the closed hand so as to be certain
there is no danger of its burning the soft. parts; the external surface of the
bl:H.lcs t)houl<l then be smcarn<l with butter, cerate, or oil, with a view of
rendering the introduction more easy. Baudclocque has laid down a precept tlu~t has been followed by most succeeding authorities, and to which it
iis a1h:i~ahle to conform ; namely, to exhibit the foi·ceps to the patient, conci,;:ely explain to her its use, its object, and its mechanism, and to make her
understand its harmles~ne.:;:s. "It has not becu my fortune," says Madame
Lac:hapclle, "to meet with any one who was not tranquillized by such an
explanation, and I have often known persons iu their second labor to isolicir
their application from having experienced the relief they afforded in the
fir;:.t."
Everything being prepared for the operation, we must next ascertain the
posit ion of the head with the greatest possible care; for even though it had
been recognized at the commencement of the labor, the former diugno~is
ought to be confirmed by a. fre:5h examination, lest the head may have
changed its po.:;ition since then. By this exploration, the 1:> ize of the head,
its reducibility, and it:s isoftness, the perfect or defective conformation of the
peh·i~, the degree of contraction, if any existis, &c., will be.made out as far
as po:<.:;ible; and as the dilntation or the dilatability of the os uteri is even
more indi:spen:sable here than in the case of version, we must be certain that
this condition ex~ts . After which we a.re to proceed to the introdu ction of
the blades.
We shall pursue the course followed in studying pelvic version, first stating
the general rules of the operation, and treating in another article of tho
peculiarities pre::cnted by each particular case.

ARTICLE II.
1. The instrument ought 011ly lo be applied on the head of the fretus, whether
the latter be flexed or extended, that is to say, in the vertex: and face pre·
scntations; or whether it alone remains behind, preseriting by it.oc; base after
the delivery of the tru;1k. Certain ob,-tetricians have recommended the
in .. trument to be applied on the pelvis in the pre::centations of the pelvic
extremity, where from any camse it may be dc:;irable to terminate the labor
promptly. But the bones of the pelvis are too defi<·ient in solidi ty, and
their articulations of!C:r too feeble a resistance to be able to support the
prc....~ure made by the forl:eps without hazard. Beside:;, it would be difficult
to get the breech in the hollow of' the blades, without c:trrying their points
ahove the iliac crests against the soft walls of the abdomen, thereby pr~
tlucing a. more or less serious contusion of the abdominal orgaus. As a.
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general rule, the breech presentations do not appear to me to warrant the
use of the forceps. I am aware, however, that M. Stoltz recommend~ it~
employment under such circumstances, and I am induced lo bclie"c that
M. P. Dubois would not hesitate in resorting thereto 1 in some cases where
direct tractions on the pelvic extremity might be difficult.
2. The blades should be applied as ueady as pos.~iMe on the si..des of the hrad,
in such a way that the concavity of thefr margins shall be directed lowflrds t/i(lt
part of the head which is to be b1·ought 'lmder the .~ymphysis pubis.- This rulo
is not always feasible, for it will be seen hereafter that it is impos:;iblc to
carry it out in some cnses of trnnsYerse positions, in which we are obliged to
seize the head O\'er the forehead and occiput; but these exceptions aro rare,
and the operator should endeavor to follow the rule in all cases. 'Vhen the
forceps is thus applied, cac:h blade bears on the lateral parts of the cranium;
the parietal protuberances are found in the opening of the fenestr~. at the
point where the blades are the most widely separated from each other; and
the occipito-mental diameter corresponds very nearly to a line drawn from
the extremity of the blades toward:; the pivot.
3. As a general rule, the posterior blade ought to be introd~tced first.-As
the head is placed in a transYerse or diagonal position in a vast majority of
ca,;cs, one of its sides will look forwards and the other backwards, and,
therefore, one of the blades will be at the fore and the other at the hinder
part of the pelvi1', since we have just seen that it is requisite to apply them
on the sides of the head. Now it is the one that goes to the back part of the
pelYis that we recommend to be generally introduced first. In theory, this
is even admitted as the absolute rule, sinc:e it is considered to be the most
generally applicable; for everybody acknowledges that the positions in
which the occipito·fronta.1 diameter corresponds to the left oblique one of
the pelvis a.re the most frequent of all. But it must be borne in mind, that
in practice there is no invariable law, and the one we lay down is subject to
very numerous exceptions. If desirable, however, to establish a universal
principle for the operation, we might say, that the blade, the application of
which presents the greatest diffi.culty, ought to be introduced first. After
all, it must be left to the skill and tact of the accoucheur to decide at the
bedside of the patient which branch must be introduced first, for it is out of
the question to anticipate, in a book, or even to imitate on the manikin, all
the peculiarities that may there influence his decision. For instance, when
the head is high up in the excavation, it would sometimes be better to reverse the rule, and introduce the anterior blade first.
4. The male blade is always to be held in the left hand, and is to be applied
at the left side of the pelvis,. the .female blade is to be held in the right hand,
and is always to be applied al the right side of the pelvfa.
M. lfatin has lately suggested a. method which bears considerable re..::em·
blance to that employed by l"Iamand in some exceptional cases. It consi::;ts
in the introduction of both branches by the same hand. The left hand,
prefer:ibly, is carried to the fundus of the uterns, or at least to the parts to
which the forceps are to be applied. The flrst branch having been introduced along the hand which sen·es as a guide, the latter, without quitting
the head of the fretus, pa::;ses around it, and places itself on the opposite ::;idc,
to receive and guide the second branch of the instrument.
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This proce:.;~, reprC'~ented by :M. Ilatin to be the ealSie::t, tlnd especially
the leat:it dangerous for both mother and child, docs not appear to me to
0

f:r:;:~: ;j,:'.'.~il~ : ~rJ;~ ~;: ;~ ~ ~i~~~~:;;;~~~~i:!~~:.:;~f~%~Ultf:~;f~
though the peh·is be slightly contracted.

·

When the hca<l is wedged iu the

superior strait, or more or less en·
gaged in the exc:ivation, it seems
to me that the ordinary proce.'s is
inconte...;tably superior.

5. 'l'hc free hand, OI' the one not
e11gagcd i11 holdirtg the blade, slwtdd
always be introduced first, so as to
direct the latl1·r. - "·hen the head
is at the iuferion;trait, it is usually
sufllcient to in::;crt two or three
fingers between the sitle of the
head and the pelvis (sec Fig. 135);
but whcne,·er it is high up, the entire hand mu;;.t be introduced into
the vagina, taking the precaution
to place the ends of the finger;;; between the head and the os uteri
sons to be certain tha.t the hlade,
by slipping along the 1)almar !:iUr·
face of the hand will get into the
Introduction of the first branch.
uterine cavity, and not pass exter·
nally to the cervix, perforate the
cul-de-,.ac of the vagina, and penetrate into the peritoneum. The convex
surface of the blades glides along the pal mar surface, and the convex margin
along the cu bi ta I border of the hand; in a word, this previous introduction
of the latter is intended to protect the Yaginal wall from the contact of the
instrument.
6. .At if.'lwt pfl,rt of the pehii.IJ should tbe blade be fir.qt infrodured!-Thi~
question has been variously answered: thus, Baudelocque directs it, in
nearly all ca:"cs, immediately on the point where it is to remain after the
locking. Levrct (and :M. Yelpeau adopts nearly the same view) recommends that the two blades be introduced at the pof'terior quarter of the
pelvi.:3; that, in the diagonal po>:itions, one of them he left in front of the
sacro-iliac symphysiR, but that the other be brought forward opposit<.' to the
cotyloid cavity which corresponds with the anterior $ide of the head, by
making it traverse the whole lateral half of the pclvi.s from behind forwards.
Lastly, .Madame Lachapelle has proposed a mixed method, eompoRed, in
part, of both of the preceding: namely, both branches are first introduced
in front of the sacro-sciatic ligament, and then the one which should remain
poi:teriorly is pushed directly up to the sacro-iliac articulation; but the otlH'"
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is brought forward at once opposite to the cotyloid casity in the following
manner: "I insinuate the extremity of the blade just in front of the sacrosciatic ligament; then, as it passes in, I gradually depress the handle between
the thighs, until it is inclined much below the level of the anus; by this
manceuvre, the point of the blade is made to describe a spirnl movement,
which is directed and completed by the fingers introduced into the vagimL
By this movement, the blade is carried upward$ and forwards at the same
time, so that it is made to pass around the head in an oblique direction,
which would be represented by a line extending along the interior of the
pelvis from the sacra-sciatic ligament to the horizontal branch of the pubis. 11
This mode of procedure is alBo adopted by M. P. Dubois, and is the one
which appears to us the easiest of all. It should be understood, howeyer,
that it is only applirnble when the head ls already engaged in the excavation. The reader will see, hereafter, that nbove the superior strnit the
branches are applied on the sides of the pelvis without any particula.r reference to the position of the head. Finally, some of the German accoucheurs
recommend the blades to be placed on the sides of the pelvis in all cai!cs,
without regard to the position of the head. This precept is followed as a
matter of necessity when the head is high up. But when engaged in the
excavation, it wit! be found better in the majority of cases to follow the rule
which we have given.
7. The second blade is always introduced above and in front of the first; BO
that, in some instances, the male branch is found over the female one, as in
Fig. 136; i.e. between it anrl
the symphysis pubis. It will
then be necessary, in lockin_!:;'
the bfades, to cross the handles, by making the femn 1~
one pass above the mal<'
Attempts have been madi~
of latter time to avoid thi~
crossing, nnd a pnrticulnr kiud
of forceps has heen deYi~ed by
Turea.ux, Tarsitani, and some
others for the purpo~e, which
can be made to lock whatever
may be the relative position of
the handles. This is doubtle:<.s

the point of the blade becomes entangle<l;
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tli e circumF-tance that the blade, being improperly directed, is not pushed
up in the lin e of the pelvic axis, and consequently strikes against the vaginal
wall .;:, These are ea~ily obviated by varying the direction of the instrument
a. little, or by carryi ng it::i handle towards one or the at.her thigh, and by
clepre::sing or elevating it in a slight degree. Forc·e is always useless and
may be injurious. Thu!':, if the point of the male blade was arrested by a
fold of the scalp, the instrument should be pa1·tially withdrawn, and its
handle be carried toward the right thigh, whereby the extremity of the
blade would be somewhat removed from the head, and could thus pa~s
beyond the obstacle; but if, on the contrary, it were nrre~te<l by one of the
transverse folds of the vagina, the handle should be C'arricd toward the left
thip:h, so as to make the point rest against and slip over the head.
The introduction of the second branch is generally the most difficult, and
the difficulty is generally greatest when it is necessary to introduce it the
fir:-;t. \\'hen attempts, prudently made, prove fruitless, there should be no
he,..itation in withdrawing both branches, and beginning again with the one
which bcfo:-e was introduced last. It were much better to renew the operation two or three times, than to !'itri,·e pertinaeioui;:ly against difficulties which
could never be surmounted without endangering to a greater or less extent
the life of' the fretus, or the integrity of the matenml organs.
In withdrawing the branches, they should be made to describe a cu rve
the oppo'.'lite of that \\~hieh they followed during thei r introduction j the
handle of the male branch, for example, should be gradually raised above
the pubis, and reclined obliquely upon the left groin.
9. Jfode of locking.-In general, the locking is easily effeete<l by bringing the two branches together after their introduction and adjusting the
pivot in the mortise (Fig. 137),
when an assistant turns the
former; but this part of the
operation demands a perfect
parallelism between the twl')
portions of the forceps which,
unfortunately, doe=- not always
orcur. For it frequently hap·
pens that the pi,·ot durs not lit
into the mortise exactlv, either
het·ause one or both bl;ides are
turned outwards, or becau.sc
one ha~ penetrated deeper tha.n
the other. In the former case,
we ~hould cn<lea\'Or to correct
the dcYiation gently, by grasp·
ing the handleE with the whole
The rorce1111 opplled and locked.
hand, a.nd in the latter by withclrnwing or pw~hing up one of them. But in none ?f the:se _attemp~ sh~ul.d
much force ever be used; for when considerable d1fllculty 1S met with, it 1S
probably owing to an improper adjustment of the inslrn1~cnt, a1.1d it is far
Letter to extra.ct one or even both bludco than to force their locking.
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10. lT'e 11wst be satisfied Owt the head is propt'rly secured, and that it ulone
is included in the clams of the insfrwneut.-To be co11\·i11cc<l th:.lt no part of
the mother's organ::; is pinched between the head nucl the forc:cp~. il is only
requisite to make a mo<leratc prcs::.ure on the handles, after the locking,
when, if the patient docs not complain of pain, the opemtion may be rontinued without danger; if the contrary is the case, the forceps ought to bu
unfastened, and the included part be rcmoYe<l by the finger. A few gentle
tractions made by the forceps, without compres::;ing the head too nn11.:h, will
serve to show whether the latter is properly secured, and that the in:struml'ut

wa rds as much as possible;
handles are gradually eleYate<l, so
strait, they arc found directed forward:;
somewhat downwards; and the
tractions will then be made in this latter direction. But \\hi l:st the head is
undergoing its monmentofextcnsion, the instr ument must be carried up io
front of the symphysis pubis, and aficnrnrds of the abdomen, so tlmt, arter
the complete delivery of the head, the forceps shall be lying almost horizon·
tally over the woman's belly.
In performing the tractions, the r ight hand is placed near the clams and
above the instrument, the left hand in front of the articulation and beneath.
But as soon as the disengagement is to be eH\!ctecl by raising the instrument
aboYe the pubis, the position of the hands must be eh:rnged, and the left oue
always be placed in front of the pirnt, but aboYc, and the r ight one below
the extremity
the branches.
The tractions are to be made during a pa in whenever poss ible, and the
patient should be encourage<l to bring the abdominal muscle.:3 iuto play, in
aid of the uterine contractions and the efforts of the accoucheur. As soon
as the head has cleared the inferior strait, and when it only l1a:; the re:..i.:;t.
ancc from the soft parts to O\'e1·come, the \'Ulva being at the same time freely
dilated, all tracti\'e force should, as a gcnend rule, be abandoned, and Lhe
rest be left to the powers of nature; for the mere presence of the head at the
external parts, by the tene:;mus it gives rise to, will most certainly bring on
a sufficient degree of contraction to cilect the delivery.
Be satisfied, then, with facilitating the process of extension, by carrying
the handles up in front of the pubis during the mother's bearing-down
efforts; the dilatation of the vulva, being thus slow and gradual, will be
accomplished without any danger of rupture, especially if you are careful
to sustain the perineum, or, still better, to have it supported by an a~si.staut;
for, had you continued the tractions, such a rupture could scarcely haYe
been avoided. l\Iadame Lachapelle ernn a<lvises the instrument to be with·
drawn altogether i but I thiuk it is better
for the double
iutercst of the patient and the a.ccoueheur:
the patient,
cases, a few tractions may yet be necessary i and of the phy;;ician,
if he remove the forceps from prudential motives, and with a view ofs:wing
the parts, bcfurc the Jina! deli\'ery of the head, he might be regar<led by the
woman and her attendants as a bungler, who had failed in his operation.
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fle ~hou ld, t11ercfore, lea\"c it applied, and allow the patient to expel it.
J.nd the head to.get her.
In ca~es attended with difficulty, we might <loubtlc~s draw on the handles
with a ('f'rtain amount of force; but the example of ~ome practitioners who,
taking a point of ::-upporl by placing a foot against ~ome solid body, hang,
a.; it were, on the h:rndl~~ of' the foreeps, and then pull away with all their
strength, ~hould ncnr be followed. It ii'i only nece::;:•ary to uee the arms,
and the O(>C'rato r !<lrnuld take such a po::;ition that his body would always
arre;.:t any ~udden 1:- lippin gof the blades. In fact, it i.s this precaution which
sometimes renders an applicn.tion of the forceps so cxcc~sively fatiguing to
him.
12. In fhe obliquf' 01· tra11Rre1·se po.'iition.'i, such a 11wi·rme11t of rotation is

to be imparted lo th e head as shall bri11g the concave 11w1·gin of lite blades
directly i11 fronl.-Thi~ rotation ought to be performed during the tractions,
ju~t a;; th<" lL{'acl i;; approaching or clearing the inferior stra it. But there
is no ocea~ion for any violent exert ions, for mo::t generally the head turns
in it:;i. de.o:C'ent, carryin~ the in>'trumcnt along with it in the rotatiou. Sometime~, al~o, an application of one or both blades is all that i:; nc<:e:;;"'ary to
effect this change.

ARTICLE Ill.
Sl'ECIAL RULES.

·we haxe already stated lhat the forceps may be applied iu the vertex
and face pre::.enttuion~, an<l on the head when left behind afler the delivery
of the trunk. It.s applic:ation i:;, therefore, to be studi ed in these three
varieties; an<l as the g reater or J e~s elevation of the head greatly influences
both the course to be pursued and the degree of facility with whic:h the operation is ac:compli.she<l, we shall examine tho.se cases succC~$ i vely in which
it has r{'ached the inforior stra it, in which it is sti ll eugage<l at the superior
strait, and in which it i.:s entire ly above the lu.tter.

§ 1. ArruCATION OF TnE FORCEPS JN YEr:.TEx
HEAD llAS REACUED THE l~FEHIOH 8TRAJ1'.

PrnffrION:s,

WllEN TB&

The vertex, having de::ocended to the inferior strait, may b_e found in correspondence with the varioui; points of its circumference; and, therefore, to
meet every ~sible case, we 1'.lhall have to admit eight principal p~itions of
it: thll5, the occiput may be in relation with both exlremitics of the coccypubal diameter (the occipito-anterior and the oceir>ito-posterior positions);
with both extremities of each oblique <.liam eter (the left anterior and the
right po~tcrior occipito-iliac, and the right anterior and the left. po.stcrior
occipito-ilia.c positions); and with both extrcmitie:; of 1he transverse diameter l the left and right transverse occipito-iliac positions).
A. Occipito·anterior P osition.-In this position, the oce iput is placed
behind or under the lower part of the symphysis pubis; the sides of the head
conel'ipon<ling to those of the pelvis. The male blade will he re be introduced first, beeau~e it will be found underneath in the locking. Two or
three fin gers of the right hand having been pu.::scd into the vagina, this
branch i:s seized by the left hand, either with the finger:; 1 lik e a writing pen,
or. tilill be1.tcr, witL the whole hand (though in both cases close to the pivot),
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and it is held inclined obliquely over the right groin; the point of the blutle
is then entered at the vulva in the direction of its axis, and is .::;lipped up
along the palm:ir surface of the fingers; as the bhtdc i::-; pas~cil into the
vagina, the handle is gradually dcprc6se<l between the woman's thighs (of
cour::;e, always approaching towards the median line) in such a way :h to

direct the point of' the blade in the direction of the axiii of the extavation.
The blade is thus directed at once upon the sirlc of the head, and aking thnt
of the pch·i::;, ,\here it is ultimately to be placed. While thi§. mau~une i!:i
being effocteJ, the convex border of the blade ought to re'it upon and glide

aloug the ring-finger of the right hand, which is in the \·agina, whili:it at the
!'ame time its concave surface should bear exactly on the convexity of the
head, and follow it.s outline. The fomale blade is then introduced in the
same manner precisely. Two or three fingers
of the left hand are fir::;t pa$sed in on the right
side of the pelvis; the branch being held obliquely by the right hand in front of the left
groin, with its point re::;ting on the palmar ~ur
faceof the left hand, is presented at the rnlrnr
orifice; and as its extremity is made to enter,
the handle is dcpre:ssed, and brought towards
the median line by degrees, the blade being
thus pa!:iscd up on the right side of the pelvis,
with the same precautions as in the former
case.
'Vhen both blades have penetrated to the
same depth, they ought to be parallel with
each other, the pivot corresponding to the
mortise exactly; an<l the locking is then completed without difficulty.
As the head is at the inferior strait, the first
tractions will have to be made in the direction
of the axis of this strait, that. is to say, a little
downwards and forwards; then, as soon as the
occiput has passed under the sub-pubic ligament, and the head has commenced its monmeutof' extension, the instrument i!:l to be gradually carried
upwards in front of the symphy::-is and abdomen.
n. Occipilo-po8lerior Position.-The blades are applied and
the preceding case. But here, notwithstanding the head
st.rnit., we are not to draw in the line of axis of this strait; because, in
occipito-posterior positions, the occiput has to be delivered first at the nnterior perinea! commissurc. (Sec Natural Labor.) To cffCct this object, it j ..
ncce:ssary to carry the handles a. little upwards at the very outset of the
trnction!5, so as to flex the head on the chest more completely; being careful
to operate in such a way that the artificial aid may bear panicularly on the
larger extremity of the head. 'Yben the occiput lrns gained the perinea!
cornmissure, the traction is disconlinued, or rather, if there is any further
occasion for it, we nuiy draw moderately, at the sa.me time depre::;sing thl'
l1audlcs of the instrument towards the anus.

9i3
[Tl1c hf'ncl ~honld bf' E':i.tra('ted w:-ry .!"lowly, hec:rnse the hi~hly fli~tcnd~d pc>ri·
neum , which hul~e,; grc>atly before the occiput, would inevitably ~he w11y under
an attempt at too rapid delivery. Thcoperntion is far more troul,lc"l'me than in a
ca>:e of lJccipito·antrrior pu~itiun, and as it tl'quire~ the use uf p;:rl'at('r force, demands
nlso the cxerci~c of great (;are and prudence to U.\'oid a laceration]

c. Left Anterior Occipito ..Jliac Po{;ition.-In this position, one side of the
head looks forward and to the rig-ht, the other backward and to the 1cft;
and the blades are to be applied in n. corresponding ma1rner on the sides of
the head. The posterior blade, which should be enlcred first, will at the
same time be on the left, and, therefore, the one that is always pa~~ed on
the l<'ft :-ide of' the pelvis, that is to say, the male blade, will be introduced
fir~t. Thi:; il5 hdd in the left hand just in front of the right gro in ; nnd it.'i
point, plaC'ed in front of the left sacro·~ciatic ligament, is to he pu::hed
directly backwards ns far as the ~acro·iliac articulation, whiJ.;t the operator
deprc~.-:cs the handle and draws it towards the mcdinn line. Tn carrying
the handle8 down between the mother's thi ghs, it is high ly important to
keep the blade slightly everted. Being once introduced, the handle is g iyen
to an a,-~istant, who holds it near the internal surface of the left thigh.
The female blade is to be placed behind the right cotyloit.I cavity, where
the side of the head is fou nd , by making it describe the spiral movement
nllu<led to when speaking of the general rules of the operation. Th e oper·
ator UC'Complishes this by taking it in the right hand, in the usual way,
and entering the point of the bbclc just in advance of the right sacro·scia.tic
ligament; thc1:f, pushing it in this direction for about an inch, he suddenly
changes the po~ition of his hand so a~ to get hold of the instrument from
above, when, by strongly deprc:-sing its
handl e nlong the internal sul'face of the
left thigh, he makes the blade execute a
see·saw movement, by which it is at once
carried from the right s:i.cro-seiati c ligament up opposite to the cotyloid cavity of
the eame side i and then the locking is
effected. (Fig. 139.) During the early
tractions he should endeasor to rntate the
heatl :-o as to bring the f'f'f'jput behind, and
then under the symphysis pubis. The rest
of the operation is completed as in the first
variety (A).
o. RightPo.rtlerior Occipito ..Jliar Position.
The forceps a.re applied here rxa.ctly in
the same wny as they were in the preceding case; the bla.dcs being ente red, the one
behind and to the left, the othe r in front
and to the right (see Fig. 139); their cnnea,·e margim; looking towards the f~rel~ead. A1>rilic:..t:i:ri~~ ;!':; ,{:~~~~: ;~:~ 1 ::~~i. right
1
1
.\8 thi~ latter part must be brought 111 front,
.
.
the object of the rotation will be to get it behind the sy~phys 1 s pub1~, and
the occiput into the hollow of the sacrum ; and the labor 1s theu termmatNI
j1l5t ns in an original occipito·posterior poil ition (B).
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\\'hen, in a pO$tcrioroccip.ito-iliac position, it is found \'Cry d ifficult todcprei;s tlul
occiput, it is allowable tl) bnng it to the front. To effect it1 the forceps arc t<J lH•
rotated so as to bring the occiput lirst to the side of the pch•is in a trnnsvcri:e
occipito-iliac po~ition. When this happeut'I, one of the blades is directly in front
aml tbe other directly behinrl, prol'ided, the hca<l wns i;;cizcd from one ci1r to the
other. The instrument is thC'n to be disarticult1tcd, in order to reapply it as in a
will be tulJ
11rimiti,-c tran:-ver::;c occipito-iliac position. Jn :ifuture paragraph
how t·1 proceed to this applicati,m. (Sec _lppfic,lfiu1i of lite Furci>ps lit Tra11srer.~e
Some opcr:Hur::;, howe,-cr, do not fear to complete the rotation without
Pv.~itioii~·.)
the
unlocking the instrument, which has then an ahnoriual
currnture being behind and the large cnn\•ex one in front, the male \:;ranch to the
rightaud the female tu the left, rtnd all without any µ;l'eat inC'nnvenience, pro,·ided
the operator be adroit. Ne\'crthclc~s, the direction described is one tu which
L cnct'~ forceps is not adapted.]

it
direction,

small('r

E . Right.Anterior Occij1ito-Iliac Positioni-ln tl1is case, the female blade is
entered just in advaace of the right sacro-iliac articuhtion. Then the male
blade is introduced in front of the left eacro-sciatic ligament, and is made to
de..:cribe the :::pir:il movement before indil'ated, by which it becomes placed
oppo..-ite to the left coty loitl cavity. The movement of rotation will be
enectcd from right to left, and the occiput be brought under the pubic arc.:h.
f'. L£j'l I'o8luior Occipilo-llhw Pol3ition.-Tbe blades are introduced in
a simila r order, and in the sa me way, as in the preceding case. Th e movement of rotation is abo effoctcd in the same direction, but here it will bring
the forehead inetead of the occiput behind the symphy.sis. 'l'he handles of
the iu::.tl'Ument are next curried up a, little ia front of the pubis, with a view
of freeing the occiput fir:st at the anterior perinea! commiseure. After this
is at:c.:ompl~he<l, the handle is to be deprCti:sed towards the anus, so as to
a::.::.i::ot the head in its movement of exteu.::;iou.

G. LPft '1 1ransverse Occipito-Iliac Positirm.-In this variety, the occiput
correspouds to the left extremity of the traus\'erse diameter of the pelvis i

woulJnotbepossiblctobringtheocciJJulinfront. J left off the tri1 ctions,t1.11droto.tcd
the forceps on its axis, nnd carrying the head 11.lung in thb muvcrnenl, I lulil soon
direc1cd thccouCilvi1y of the edges of the instrumcnttowar•I the intcrn:i\ surfnce of
thclefl thigh. I then withdrew the i11s11·un11mt;11l\I found that the longitudinal suture
was directly tr:u1sver~c. lntroduciug the female bnn1c:h behind :rnd to Ilic left ::;hie, I
used itns11.le\·er,audsuccecdcJwith it in bringi11g1licocciputalmo!ltdiicctlybehiud
the right acetabulum. Tlie male branch wa::o theu placed behind the lei! ace~abuluui,

~~~ i:1~l: :·~::e~::ee~~ 1~ :,~:ks:~n ~~:~ ~i~ ;~~~:'. a~1~ ~,~:~:~~ht~~; ~:trr:~~i ~~ ~1~ ~~: l:~~~ ~~~
1

1

1

11

theu:;1111l mOH'lllCntof eittcnsiou
The cliilJ was born in :ln C\'iJent
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one side of the head looks directly forward, and the other backward. Here
also the posterior blade is to be introduced first: now to distingui~h which
will be the posterior one under such circumstances, we mn~t a~certain to
whn.t part of the pelvis the prc::ent poflte.
rior side of the head will co1·rc."'pOnd nf'ter

the rotation shall have been completed. As
this process of rotation, in the tran<::verse

positions, must always bring the occiput in
front, the left, or posterior side of the hea<l 1
will then look towards the mother's left
ilium, and consequently the left or male
blade is entered first. This blade i~, therefore, pushed towards the left sacra-iliac
articulation, and when it has penetrated to
the proper depth, it is pre~sed into the hollow of th~ sacrum by bearing on its concave margin with the fingers already in the
vagina. The female blade is next to be
passed up by means of a spiral movement,
behind the· right acetabulum; and then the
lrnnd in the parts must endeavor to work
it towards the median line, by pre~~ing on

The r~;~~::,:~1!;!i~,1i1t~~~;c~~i~~t~:: left ;1ti~1 ~o;~vec:y~~~~~~:~~~ s;u~sis~o ~~~o:! j~;~: ~=~

tent of t11e rotation to be effected, of course the accoucheur must be very
careful to operate slowly and gently.
When the he<td is in a transverse position, it is occasionally still high up
in the excavation, even though it has, in a great measure, cleared the superior strait; and when this occurs, it is often exceedingly difficult to apply
one of the blades in front and the other behind; in some cases even
obliged to enter them on the sides of the pelvis, that is, to seize the head
the forehead and occiput. This is always an unfavorable
n.lthough it may possibly happen that the mere application
anteroment will be sufficient to give the head an oblique or even
posterior direction; and when this movement does not take place at the
time the blades are entered, it ls often effected afterwards by their locking,
Ol' during the first tractions.
Again, when the fOreeps is thus applied 1 the
head may oceasionally clear the inferior strait in a transverse position; but,
having reached the vulrnr orifice, it then turns between the blades, or, as I
have several times observed, carries tho instrument along with it in the
movement of rotation, in such a way that, when the occiput is turned forward,;, the concave border of the bl:tdes looks towards one !::ide. Jn this
latter case, some practitioners recommend the instrument to be withdrawn
as soon as the head has nothing but the resistance of the soft parts to over·
come, and, if necessa ry, to reapply them to the sides of the head. I think it
would be better to remove the forward or sub-pubic blade only, for its presence might retard the process of' extension, but to leave the perineal one
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~~,~~~~~n~~~~~1tie, in cai::e of nccc:-:sity, it may act as a. lever in fucilitatiug
The difflculty expcricnce<l in applying the forceps on the parietal protubcrnnecs in the tran:::;,·er.:se po:::itions engaged in the excavation, often
bcc·omes (t;ec hcrcaftel') an impo:::~ibility, when the head is arrested at the

;~~)~·~:::n~1~~~i~fo~):~~~:·~1~~· c~~~~t:~:1~~=(~· ~len~:~11~~:~~Jl>s~~l~~ii~~ti~nl1l::~~\~,~J

occa~ion to try 1 and whi(·h appears to me to overcome the difficulty mentioned. I am convinced that the bi parietal applic:ttion of the blades, which

is impo:--:-:iblc with the ordinary forceps, is sometimes easy with that of M.
B:1umer:::, anrl I think it right to recommend their application in the transYcr.:::e po... itions. They difft.•r from Lenet's forceps in being curved on the
side in!itcad of the edge, so that the general curvature of one of the branches
is concave, and that of the other con\'CX. For further details 1·e.,peeting
thi:;i. in.,trumcnt and the mo<le of applying it, see the Gazette .Jftdicale des

H et 21juilfrl, 1840.)
This modification of :JL Baumcrs is altogether similar to that suggested
by Uytterhoenn. Thi!:i Belgian surgeon, it is stated by M. Y~n lluenl,
con:;tructed, forty years ago1 :i forcep:; with the bla<lcs curved forwards on
their side... , a,; the others arc on the edges. (See the Atlas accompanying
the B~lgian edition of thi:-i work, Fig. 19..!.)
rr. Right Tran.,rcne Occipito.Jliac Position.-In this position, the application of the forccp~ scarcely differs from the one just described, excepting that the female branch i.5 introduced first, and the movement of rotation
is to be made from right to left, and from behind forwards. \nlCn the
occiput geb behind the :;ymphy:sis pubis, the labor b to be terminated as in
the preceding catic.

§ 2.

APn.1cATION OF THE FORCEPS JN Tiii~ VERTEX

THE lIEAD IS MERELY E:SGAGED AT THE

Sur 1mroB.

Posrno:ss,

wmmE

STRAl'.r.

\Yhcnever the head is engaged or locked in the superior strait, and the
yertex occupies the whole upper part of the excavation, the rules for guiding us in the applicatioa of the forceps arc the ~nme as those already la.id
down f"br it-. u:-;e at the inferior strait. 'Ye must remark, however, that its
e}cyatcd po:;ition renders an introduction of the whole hnnd iato the vagina
more nece:-,ary than ever; that the point:; of the fingers ought to be curefully placed between the head and the cervix uteri, so as to direct the blade,
whith j,; slipped along the palrnar surface of the hand, directly into the
uterine cavity; that, as it is higher up than usual, the blades are to be
pu~hed further in, in order to gra~p it freely; and lastly, that, as the head
j .. not yet clear of the superior i:;trait1 the first tractions mu:;t be made iu the
direction of the axis of that str:iit, or in other words, as far backwards a.ad
downwanl~ a.-; po.:.,.ible.
But, although the theoretical precepts remain unchanged, it mm~t not be
suppo.,c<l that the difficultic~ are no greater here than in the former case;
for the elevation of the part renders the application of the forcep..; more
difficult and le:-;s certain, n.1:1 it is not an easy matter to apply the blades on
the sides of the head, in the oblique and more especi:tlly in the transverse
62
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positions. In a word, the l1igher up it is, the more lik ely tre we tu en·
counter those difficulties a nd dangers about to be described i1 applying the
instrum ent on a movable head above the brim of the pelvis.

§ 3.

APPLfCATro~ OF Trr.E FORCEPS TN TnE VERTEX

Pos 1Twxs,

wnEN

TnE HEAD r s AIOYABLE ABOVE THE SurEIHOR S·n~.HT.

is proper, proYidcd t he diRproportion between
since it
size of the head be not

Defo1·1niti'!R of the Pelvis )
whcnC\'C r tile •imaJJ est<11an1eter
amounts to th ree inches, there is reason to expect that
effected by means of th e forceps.
Th e quest ion arises, whether ycrsion or an appl ication of the forcep;;; i3
to be resorted to in those cases in which the pelvis is properly formed, but
some acciclent has taken place that rcquil'es a speedy termination of the
labor? Under such circum sta nces, we do not hcsitnte to rccommenrl
version; hut as this is not the universally received
Madam e Lachapelle the follow ing reasons on
ference :
"An appli cation of
superior !'ltraiL is both
because
leaves us operating in
forceps, and not unfrequent.ly it
th e blade::. i so that, as soon as
tractive efl-Orts, it slips out just
when squeezed between
the fingers i a nd, 3d, because
is irnpossible to
blad es on the sides of the
latter is usually fo und
an oblique or in a transverse po5ition. Now, to confor m
erally laid down, we shou ld apply one blade in front and the other
but this is obv iously impracticab le, for t he curvature of the pelvic
prevents the fo rceps from pas5ing f.ir enough in, unless the blades are in tro·
du ced along the sides of the pelvis. 1 Dange rous, becau:se the hold on the
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hea.d, being very imperfect, in consequence of the clifllc-11ltics just enumerated, the in~trumcnt mt\)' slip; and, should such slipping take pL-ice
whiie we are making ~trong tractions on the han<lle;:;, the edge,; of the forccp~. acting like a cutting in~trument, might !l-C'riou,.Jy wound the cervix."
' Ve, therefore, prefer Yer,,.:ion in the ca~c under consirlcration. Howeve r,
there is one in:St~rncc whic·h might demand the use of the forrcps; that is,
where the utf'rn!; is so contral'lcd on the child's body after the discharge of
the waters, !l.S to render an introduction of the hand or an c\·o lution of the
fcrtus ab~olutcly impo:<.:;iblc; but fortunately, in su<:h a ca"c, the head would

~= t:o 0:r:~:·l~'e:~!1 ~1t ~~~:b~~'.·ait,

0

during the strong contraction_::; of the organ,

On the whole, then, the npplica.tion of the forceps above the superior
strait should be limited to thol!C ca~es of pelvic deformity in which the
shortest diameter of the pelvio does not exceed three to three and n. quarter
inches, !1.n<l to tho~e in whi('h the uterus is firmly contracted.
Mode of Applicutio11.-U11le~s the po:.-;ition is directly antero-posterior,
which is extremely rare, no attempt should be made to :1pply the blades
upon the parietal protuber:rncc~, but they ioihou ld be passed along the sides
of the pel\·is. It i~, however, very unusual for th is precept to be followed
in practice, and for the blades to be really placed upon the two extremities
1)f the tramwer~e diameter i when the head i;i diagonal, the hlacle."- are naturally directed toward the two extremities of one of the oblique diameters.
Now in the directly tra.n;;ver:se po~itions, thio is what generally happens,
even when the surgeon wi,.hr~ to place them at the ~ides of' the pel vis; for
contractions, which are
at th is ele\·ation, and c~pccially in the
a transver..:e position; now,
the most common, the head i;; almo;;;t alw:iys
according to the remark of Ram..:botham anrl of 8-imp."on, :mrl notwilhi;;tanding the formal precept always to apply the blades to the Rides of the
pelvis, it i$ found after deli\·ery that the head has not been seized from the
forehead to the OC('iput. The marks of the blades are almost always to be
Jiscovered upon one of the occipital protuberances and the parietal projection oppo~ite. It is natural, in fact, if the head is tramwer."'e, for its long
diameter to corre...;ponrl with t.hc transver~e diameter of the pelvis. :Kow,
as the latter is narrowed from before backward, the blades can be appliC'J
readi ly, 011ly by directing one of' them behind the acetabulum, und the
othe r in front of the sacro-iliac symphysh1, wh ich are the only po ints not
occupied by the head . Thi8, therefore, is the direction which should be
gi\·en them in all cases.
As soon as the forceps arc applied, it would in mo::-t cases he advisable to
tie the handles together hefol'C drawing upon them. At first, the tractions
should be made as far back as possible, and the instrument ought to be
gradually brought forward as the head descends into the excavatio n. The
head, seized by one coronal boss and the opposite occipita l protuberance,
thii1,where"nehladei1enter£'db£'hindthepubisn ncltheotherinfrontofthesncr11m.
Therefore. we are obligrd 10 introduce the blades nlong the sides of the pelvis; tba t
is.111seizethehendbyrheforrheadnndocciput inthetrnnsversepoeirions,andby
the coronnl n.nd occipital prot11berll.nces in the oblique positions. i\I. BMm1e1·~' instrun1C'111 migl1I in 1>omeco""'8 overcome thesedifficu!tie!:I.
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will soon reach the inferior strait. In thus traversing the whole exca\·a·
tion, the head may pos:sibly turn within the blades and become con,rcrte<l
into an antero-posterior position; but it may a lso happ .m tlu,t this ~pl)nta.·
neous version does not take place at all. If, t herefore, the ob.-;tacle cxii:.ts
at the supe rior strait alone, and the uterine forces appea.r ade(1uatc to the
prompt termination of the labor1 we may withdraw the in~tnunent and
trust the rest to nature. But in other cases I think it would be proper to
endeavor to transfer the blades to the side.o; of the head, or e,·en to reapply
them in accordance with the precepts before gi veu for their application at
the in ferior stra it. It is evident that, with the assistance of Baumers'
forc:eps, the latter in convenience would be avoided.

§ 4.

APPLTCATJON oI<~ TrrE

FoRCEPs IN TrrE FACE P osrTroxs.

Wh en the face presents, an application of the forceps may become necessary, either when the head has descended to the inferior str:iit, when it is
engaged at the superior one, or when it is still movable above the brim of
the pelvis.
1. When the Head is at the Inferior St1·ait.-If both the head and the
pelvis retain Lheir usual size, the face can only reach the pcrincal floor by
descending with the chin directly forwards, or nearly so. (See )[eclut1til3tn
of Pace Positions.) As the appl ication of the forceps in theae three different
ca~es does not diffor in the least from that described in the co rresponding
vertex positions, we deem it useless to pass over the same ground.
But the face, without having reached the pcrineal strait, may, nevertheless, be low down in the excavatio n; and the proce::s of rotation, whereby
the chiu should be brought under the pubic arch in all cases, may not have
commenced at all, or it may either be partially accomplished or fully completed. We might, therefore, hav e to apply the forcep:S in a mento-antcrior
or pubic, in a left or a right anterior mento-ili<te, or in a left or a right
transverse mento-iliac pos ition.
Since it is absolutely necess~try, in the face positions, fol· the chin to come
under the pubic arch, the instrument is always to be applied with its COD·
cave edges looking towards the chin, tak ing care to introduce the posterior
blade first.
By way of example, let us suppose that the face is situated in a left anterior mcnto-iliac position, and is low down in the exc<.wa.tion. Here, in
conformity with the directions before given, the male blade will be placed
posteriorly and t.o the left, near the left sa.cro-iliac articulation, and the
female blade just behind the right anter ior arch of the pelvis; when locked,
the concave edges of the blades will look forwards and to the left. The
rotation is then effected from behind forwards, and from left to right, so as
to bring the chin behind the symphys is; and when this is accompli.:;hed, we
draw directly forwards, and a little downwards, in order to free this part
from the pubic arch; and then, after having secure<l its delivery, the handles are gradually carried up, n.t the same time drawing moderately, with a.
view of promoting the flexion and disengagement of the hea.d.
2. When the Head is at the S11perior Strait.-The fac:e may be found in
every possible rclatirn with the different parts of this strait. Should the
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cl~in corre~poud t? any po:tion of its ant~1·ior half, the forceps l1ay be applied
without any particular difficulty; but 1f the face is in a. mento·posterior

.Applicatinnoftlleforee1·•inthe leftanterior
mento-iliaeJ1011i1ion.

App\ieationorthl'rortepsinthemenlopotitHwrp-Ollition.

position, the pelvic or cephalic version, whenever possible, ought to be
chosen in preference. For when the forceps is once applied, the object
would evidently be to bring the chin behind the symphysis pubis; but as
the body i::; probably held motionless by the coutraction of the womb, it will
not partit:ipate in the rotation of the head produced by the instrument, and
hence luxation would occur at the joint between the fir.:;t and second cervical
vertebrre, which doe;; not admit of movement beyond a quarter of a circle.
' Yhen the face is i;itua.ted in a mento-po:;tcrior po:sition, and has dc,.;ccudcd
so far into the excavation that it is altogether impossible to return it above
the supe1·ior strait with a. view of performing the cephalic or the pelvic
ver~ion, the use of the forceps becomes a matter of nece~ity. Under such
circumstances, we shou ld therefore apply them for the purpose of relieving
the mother from her threatened danger; not, as we observed in the prec(,>ding
editions, to bring the c.:hin in front, but merely with the intention of' flexing
the head, and cou\·crting the face po~itiou into one of the vertex. To accom plish this, tl:e blades arc to be placed on the sides of the head, and in oper·
ating, the hand les should be depressed as far backwards as possible, so as
to act chiefly on the vertex, until the oc:ciput is brought down under the
pubic arch; if the chin were directly posterior, such a mo\'cment of' rotation
might be gin•n to the head, prior to any tractive efiOrt, as would carry the
former into the great sciatic notch on one side or the other. Thi:s appeared
to rue the most fca::;iblc operation some years ago. l obse rved, however,
that, according to 1'L :Mascarcl, (Thesis, page 84,) l\I. P. Duboi3 has pro-
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posed another i or rather he inquires whether it would not be possible to
convert a men to-posterior into a mento-aater ior position. It may be objectPd,
he continues, that, if the hcacl is forced to undergo too great a rotation, and
t he body does not turn simultaneously, the child's neck wou ld be twistcil;
but as the only thing to be done, if this will not andwcr, is to perfomtc the
cranium, aud consequently to sacrifice the infant, he considers the forn1er
measure preferable; more especially as the chin might escape under the
ischio-pubic ramus, without the necessity of getting it exactly beneath the
pubic arch. I know that this method has sometimes succeeded, and 1\L
Blot informed me quite recently, that he had tlelivered three times, by
bringing the chin in front.
It may be that the f'hape of the instrument is, in th is case, one of the
principal c:wses of the difficulty met with, and that the use of a straight
forceps \\'Oulcl render the manreuvre much easier. Th is advice, gi\'en I believe by :JL P. Dubois, deserves to be taken into consiclern.tion.
In 18;)0, )L Danyau read a paper before the Academy, in which he gave
preference to this opcr:ition; he recommended, however, that, unless the
straight fo rceps are used, the curvature of the eJges should be turned toward
the chin, as was practised by Campion. Ile claims to ha.ve succeeded several times, and even to have delivered children alive.
Still more recently, 1\L Danyau and myself succeeded in bringing the
chin in front by the use of the forceps, the child remaining alive. In this
case, it is true that the face had begun to rotate, so that when the instrument was a1·plied it waa quite near the right extremity of the. transverse
diameter. Facts of this nature have so accumulated, of late years especially, that they can no longer be regarded as exceptional i and if the d1in
corresponds exa.ctly wit.h the sacro-iliac symphysis, especially if it has already undergone a slight movement forward, there is reasonable ground to
hope that the spontaneous rotat ion thus begun will second that impree:;ed
by the forceps upon the chin, and the extraction be accomplished with the
chin to the pubis, the body, in consequence of the contractions of the womb,
having partaken of the motion communicated by the instrument to the
head.
I t must, however, be remembered tlrnt, in direct memo-posterior positions,
this cxce.:;sive rotation is likely to kill the ch il d; and such a case I have
already quoted. Be.::;ides this, it must especially be borne in mind that,
howe,·er skilful the opcrntor, it has often proved impossible. .Messr:;. Duboi::;, Danyau, Cazeaux, and many others have failed; anJ Smellie himself,
who long since ad\'i::;ed bringing the cl~in forward, was often unable to sue·
cced. On consulting the voluminous record of observations published by
Smellie, I have found but four cases in which the face was deeply engaged
in the
cavity in a mento-posterior position. In all these cases, he
up the head, failing in which he applied the forCCJh.
he only once succeeded in bringing the chin forhe was only able to Hex the head with the instrument
and occiput, the fi rst beneath the pubis; in the
he was ob liged to use the crotchet. The latter course
in a case furnished him by one of his old pupils. Thu:;,
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of five cases, did but one permit of rotation forward; it being impos~ible in
all the others.
Arn we p~·epared to .say that after rot:.1tion forward has failed, crani otomy
alone rematns? I think not, but belic\·e it right fir::;t to cndca\'or to flex
the h~ad by means of the forceps. By so doing I cxtractcJ. a. li\'ing ch ild.
Smclhe also succeeded, after ni.iuly trying to bring the ch in forward; and
similar c~es are to be found in the medical journals. It ought, therefore,
to be attempted before ha\'ing recour~e to craniotomy.
In e:stimating the value of the various modes of procedure which have
been mentioned for effecti ng deli,·cry in thc:::e <litlic.:ult (':l!:iCS, we mu!<.t not
be too exclusive; for experience shows that the plnn which succeeds in one
ca!<.e fi1ils in another, without our being able fully to account fo r the diHCr·
cnce; often, indeed, after htwing tried them all fruitlcs::;ly, it is ncce:::i-ary to
hr\\'e rec:ourse to craniotomy.
Especially do I think it net:ei:':::ary to a proper ei-;timatc of the utility of
each, that great regard should be had, at the time of' operating, to the exact
relation of the chin with the pu~terior plane, to the energy of the contrnc·
tion:::, and to the tendency whieh the head may cxhiLir to perform its rota.·
tory mo\·ement. .An almost direct mcnto-pO::'tl'rior po~ition, immobility of
the head, and continuance in that position afte1· a long labor, as also the
prolongation of
weakening of the pains so often consequent upon
labor 1 arc condit ions evidently opposed to ttrt.ificial
the efforts
In short, apply the forceps an<l attempt the rotation,
flc:x the
eoinc::icle with the contractions of the womb; if un:;urce:::~ful, try
head; should this fail, perform crau iotomy.
3. When the face is blill aboi·e the superior 1<frait, an application of the
forceps i.:; only to be attempted when the pelvic vcr::'ion i-; altogether impos·
sible. In fact, it is well known tlrnt the face is then u:;ually found in a.
transver:;e position. B~i<le:;, as prcYiously statc<l, when the head is so high
up, the blades are necessarily applied along the sid es of the pelvis; consequently, one of them would come into contact with the vertex, the other
with the neck, and the pre:-:-;ure made on this latter part would most assuredly compromise the life of the child. We were therefore, right in say ing
• that the forceps ought only to b~ used as an extreme merumre, and that
b~fore using it, unle.::;s Baumcrs' forceps arc tried, an attempt should be
made to convert the face position into one of the vertex by the cephal ic
version, and then apply the forceps on the head in this rectified position.
1

* 5.

'VJI:t.:N TllE

llEAD REMAINS

BEillND AFTER TUE BODY IS EX·

PF:l,LED.

" 'hen the head is retained in the motl10r's parts, after a natural delivery
bv the breech, or after the pelvic version, an application of the forceps is
r~rely indispensable, for the hand alone is u:sually suflicie~1t to effect the
dcli\'cry; more particularly in those r::1.~cs where an cxten;-;1~n of the !~cad
is the sole cause of difficulty. But when the manual ope rat10n has failed,
or the base of the cranium i::i anested by a contrac-t ion of the pclvki, the
fon·eps may certainly be very U.!Seful, l\ladam e J..ath:.~pdle to the contrarv
11otwit.hstan<ling.
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'Vhenevcr an application of the instrument is decided upon, the 1·ulcs for
operating are nearly the same as in the vertex poisitioni:::; here, nl:-io, the
blades a.re placed as nea.rly as possible on the sides of the head, hnxing their
conca\'C edges always dire<:le<l towards Lhe part th•tt is to come under the
pubic arch 1 &c. 'Ye may further add, that it t::houl<l be entered along the
sternal plane of the child, as ah:o, that the body i:5 to be supported and car·
rie<l towards that side where the occiput i.::; !:iituated, i.e. directly forward
and upward in the occipito-pubic position<:., forward and to the left in the
left anterior occipito-iliac po... itions, &c., &c.
The blades having been introduced in the usual manner, we are next,
as a g<'ncral rule, to attempt the disengagement of the head by a mo1,.·eme11t of Hexion, h:wing the nape of the nec:k as its centre; which is situated at times under the symphy:.;is pubis, a.n<l at others at the perinea!
commis::;ure.
In one case only would the accoucheur be warrantcil in entering the forceps along the dor::;al plane of the child, and freeing the head by a proce..s
of rotation. \Ve mean, where the fnce is
above, the occiput being behind; but this
m::moouvrc, which was recommended by
Mad::tme Lachapelle, does not always succeed; for other prnctitioners are not so fortunate as that skilful midwife in turning
the face into the hollow of the sacrum.
\Ve ratllCr believe, with 1\1. Velpea1J, thnt,
relying on the re!-iult of the cases reported
by Eckard and ::\lichaeli::, it might be po~
sible, by menns of well-directed traction~,
to free the o<.:ciput at the anterior perinea!
commissurc, after which the delivery of the
head would be completed by its extension.
But a much more difficult case may be
met with in consequence of an arrest of the
head aboYe the superior strait; whether
arioing from an um1..;m1l exten~ion, incapable of' being remedied by ::\Iadame LachaApplic111ion of th!' forcPpS where the J1raol I~
pcJ Je'S llltlll(.Cll \'l'C 1 Or frOJU 3. COJltractiOll Of
ict11i11ec1 llfter it.e d<-li>·ery or the Uoo.iy.
th(' pelvis, too inconsidcr:ible of itself' to
require the use of the forcC'pK Both Srncllie a11cl Baudelocque, who were
as ,;kilful a~ fortunatt', hlt\'C liuc<.:eeded in it:s application under::;u<.:h circum- •
fitance::i; hut, notwithstanding the great, authority of their names, ca!<Cis or
thi~ kind may well be dreaded when such a mun as Dewees always fai!t,,I
in the operation! In fatt, what a scrie;; of diffiC'ultics arc here met with'.
Thu:::, not speak of the obstacle to the operation cau~ed by the trunk filling up the vu Ivar orifice, we mu::-:t remark: 1. That, when the head i,;
lodged tran .. nr::cly with regard to the pch·is, n.s frequently happen,;, th1~
forward inclination of the upper strait makes it irnpo~sible to apply tip•
blades on the sidce. of lhc head; 2. That the ,·crtiral dinmeter of the head
will necc...sarily be placed in the direction of the axis of the blade~, and that
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lattC'r will c~mequently be applied upon the two extremities of a long
clrnmeter,-a. c1rcum .. trmce lendmg strongly to defeat the operation; 3.
That on account of the elevation and po.:::iti on of the head, it is often imper-

fectly grn~ped by the in ~trume ut, "hich is liable, upon the first tractions, to
slip and wound the parts of the mother. It i:::, howc\'er, the extreme resource,
and mu:-:t be attempted whenever tractions, as istrong ais arc compatible with
the life of the child, ha\'c proved uua\'ailing.
The rult•s for it:S accomplishmcut are very simple; namely, to carry the
trunk towards the part corre:<.ponding with the or<·iput; to deprc~s the chin
a~ much a;;; possible, with a view of diminiishing the cxten,.;ion of the head;
to ente r the blades on the side of the pelvi~; and, lastly, to operate, as far
as practicable, in the direction of the pC'lvic axes.
8hould the ba::e of. the cranium present af'ter the accidental or <lei;igned
separation of the head from the body, it would be propC'r, pro,·ided the pcl\'is
were well formed, to apply the forceps, after ha\·ing taken the precaution of
placing the head in a proper po:<ition; that i.", with the ~malle::ot 1.liamctcrs
corrc=-ponding with the plane of the pehi:.;:, and t11e occipito+mental diameter
with the direction of its axis. Should the deformily be too great, the embryotomy forceps will be the only resource. (Rec l'raniotomy.)

§ G.

GEXEIUL CoNsrn1mATIONS OF •roE

Er.11•1.oYnrnNT OF TBE FonCEPS.

Although an exceedingly u.':'eful instrument when employed by skilful
hands in proper ca::c:i, the forceps, by bC'ing badly directed or improperly
applied in tho"'e in n·hich it is not indicated, may g i\·e rise to the most
serious cli:.:orders. I t is parlicularly important, therefore, in closing this
article, to point out the ca~e:s in which it may be adrnntageously employed.
Be,.irk..:;, this :.:hart re\·iew will sen·e to illustrate the precepts just given, and
render its mode of action more intelligible.
Th e forceps has been recommended: 1st. In cn~e5of irregular or in clined
vertex and face po:<itions, which are neither corret'tc<l spontaneously nor can
be by the unaided hand. 2<l. "rhcreadi~proportion exi,.:b;; between the pelvic
dimenl'iions and the size of the head, whl!thC'r dc'pe1Hlent on an exces,-,i\·e
\'Olume of lhe latter or a contraction of the fOrmer. :ld. Where any accident, ~eriou~ enough to compromise the life of the mo1her or child, .occurs
during the labor, \rhich i:.; not remediable hy \'C'l':<.ion. 4th. L~tly, where
the head ha.;; de=-ccnded to the peh-ic floor, and j,.; tlwre :.ure,.:tecl either by
the J'('l'btance of the ~oft parts or by the :"hortnC':.:;; of the cord.
1. J11cli11ed rerte:r: 01' ]?ace Po.~itionR.-A.'i hf'relnfo1·(' Mated, we con.'5icler
nn appli{'ation of the for<·C'p:.: preferable to the ur:e of the vf!ctis (or lever) in
the:•e ca:.:e.'=, after the inefficienry of the naturnl power~ bas been fully determined by a delay of scyen or eight hours. Thf' rctn1C'tion of the uterus
would render ver,.ion too difficult. In fact, we belie\'C that a prompt
deli\'ery j:; equally demanded for the benefit of the> mother and the child,
and that the forceps alone can accompJi,.:h thiii re:-iult. ?IIoreo\'er, as the
inC'linc<l latera_l or parietal po:;;itions
nC'a.rly
it is
unn('(:C:<:-:arv to add, after what has been
to be entc r~cd on the ~ id es of the pelvis i and thu.t, as the hend de:-:ccnd~ iuto
the excavation, it \\ill probably undergo rotation, \\hereby it will be con-
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ye1ted into an antero-posterior position. 1 By procee(ling in thi-;
will aYoid, according to DugCs, the difficulties of a direct
jntroductiun as regards the pelvis, an<l lhe dangers to the fn·ui ..:
a
bi parietal application; for it mu.::;t be obYious th•tt, if the inc:li11ation were
consider;tblc, ouc of the blades would brui:;c the upper part of the nctk.
2. l'ontn1ctio11s of lhe Pelvi.~.~Tlic ultimate limit to which we restricted
the use of the forecps, was three inehes; be<:au.se any reduction we coulJ
hope to obtain in the diameters of the head beyond that, would not, a::: a
general thing, be great enough to pc1·mit it to pass through the contrnettd
diameter of the pelds. In truth, the e11larged experience of Bttrnlelo<:que
has pro\•cd that, when the forcep:s i::; applie(l in the direction of the bi parietal
atuiinablc, without compromising the child's
than half an inch. Now, this diametel', on a weJJ.forrncd
three and a half to three and thrce·quarter inche.:::, and
that we can reduce it half an inch, there will still be left
observed that the head became gradually
the pel\'iC cavity, by the efforts of'
in which the pelvis was contracted to le::-s
imagined that the resources of art could
nature
sometimes effects; that by the forceps a
accomp]i:;h
similar reduction in the diameters of the head might be obtainerl; aud con·
111st1·umc"1t c·o uld be u.:::efully applied when the contracted
than three inches. But they have instituted a com~
parison
two
that are wholly di::;simila.r. Indeed
be no tloubt that the e.xpulsory efforts of the womb have succeeded in
ing the head through the pelvis where the smallest diameter did not exceed
two and thrce·quartcr inches; but this result was only effected after a tedious
labor of thirty, or forty, or even
hours; and where the slow aud
gradual compre:Esion, to which the
was then subjected, enabled the
brain to accommodate itself thereto by degrees. On the contrary, the recluc·
tion obtained by the iOrccps is produced by a force that does not extend
beyond half au hour or an hour at the most. Now, 0\'Crybody knows that
a tumor, whose denlopment extends over a period of several years, may
e:d$t within the cranial cavity \\·ithout giving rise to any serious disturbance,
whilst a little drop of blood, suddenly effused, brings on pan.lip;is at once.
Consequently, the pressure made by the forceps may kill the child by its
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8ucldrn action, nob' ith:-<tanding the reduction is absolutely le:ss than what

na~~1l:; ~~~1:~~·:~::1;;~lt~.1;~c{~i~~1l~~~~~~~e~~~:ds~~~~~li1\1;l1;1~;1 ~:;:t~~:~~~:~·may prove
very u:-:cfu\; though I :.1m induced to believe that the charn<:tcr of it1$ adion
hn:-: been misundc'r:::tood, by !'.it1pposi ng that it i::; to scr\'c both as an in:-:trumcnt of traction and :is one calculated to reduC'e the dimensions of' the head
by its pre::c...;ure. Let it. be understood that the forceps merely acts here as
aninl:'trumentoftraction.
In fact, the contraction u~ually exists at the superior strait, where it is
partiC'ubrly apt to aftCct the sncro-pubic diameter; and as the head always
lrn~ a tendency to present its long diameters to t.ho:::c of' the pelvi:i, when
retai ned ahoYe, it is generally found in ii tran,.,vcr~c or an obl iqu e posit ion
(more frequently the forme r). I ts biparietal diameter will, therefore, co rre:-.pond to the smalle,.:t o ne of the strait, and of l'Our:;e the blades of the
forceps should be applied in the direction of' thi::; diamete r ; but we have
shown that such au application i:;; not po:;,.iblc in any C~1.:'e 1 and this impossibi lity is !:'till more eYident when contraction c·xi::.t~. For, a$ Dr. Collins
ob,.cn·c~, if the sacro-pubic diameter amount,., to but three in ches, it would
be impo,.~ible to apply an in,.trument 1 the interval between who:;e blades,
when c]o!"ed, is from three nnd a half to three and three-quarter in c he::.
Th e forreps will therefore h::we to be applied laterally; but it is eY icle nt
thtil the pressu re exerted by it will hear upon the occip ilo-frontal diameter.
Now, although the exper im C'nts of Baudelocquc may haYe proved that the
h ead, when flattened in one direction, is not ve ry ~cn;::;ibly enlarged in anothcr 1
it cannot be supposcJ. that a reduction effected in the occipito-frontal diameter would at the same time cl im ini,..,h the biparieiul one, which is perpendicular to it. llow 1 then, docs the forceps act? ~imp l y by its tracliYe
power, which 1 conjoined \I it.h the uterine contract i on~, induce:; th e head to
engage in the excavation; when, of' courl'.!e, n..; the pari eta l protuberances
corre:-.pon d with the anterior posterior di:uneter, the biparictal one becom es
compre.s...:ed between the pub is and S:lCrurn; the pelv i:s itself acting here as
the compressory agent, and not the foreeps 1 wh ith latter merely fo.ci li tatcs
the procc~s by its tract ions. The pressure exerted by the instrument wou ld
certainly be more hurtful than useful, by prcn'nting whatever elongation
the occipito-frontal diameter is capa.ble of rccci,·ing duri ng the forc ible
reduction of the bi parietal one. This view of the action of the fo rceps has
at least the advantage of demonstrating the u"clc:<:;nc1'S, if' not the da11ger1 of
the powerful effo rts sometimes re!lorted to by certain accoucheu rs fo r the
purpo"fi of compressing the h ead, and reducing its size; for when the head
is well grasped by the in..;trumcnt, all that is rcqtti:-;ite is to tighten the latter
enou~h to prevent it from !l!ipping during the operation. If the forceps ca n
eYer be used as a means of reduction, it i:s only "hen the head is arre.-;ted by
n :-hortening of' the bis-ischiatic d iameter.
The limits just as:-;igned to the appl ication of the forceps, arc the consequence of experim ents upon the dead hody 1 and of the most frcqucmly
ob,:;er ved cases ; but we s hall have occasion to p rove hereafter that they
eannot be regarded as absolute. " 'heu the smallest <liamete r of the coutrar-ted pelvis is less tha n three inchcs1 we a1·c stil l almo:)t obliged to try tho
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forceps before ha,·ing recourse to craniotomy or symphy:-cotomy (Seti .S11mphyseoloniy), :rnd it has several times been the means of extracting :t li\'.ing
child through a diameter of but two and three-quarter inches, for example.
But are the forceps the only resource 1eft bef01·e having rccour;:<e to a
bloody operation in cases of con traded peh·is? 'Ve long thought lhat it
wa!", and, notwithstanding Lhe imprc::;:Sion made upon our mind by the peru:-<a.1
of the observations of Madame Lachapelle, we shared on this important
practical point the opinion of the majority of French accouc:heurs, and proin cases of contracted pelvis,-cxcept in the oblique
scribed pelvic
oval Y:iriety, in
it was admitted by all to ha,·e undoubted
The rece.nt publication of Drs. Simpson and Radfort led
amination of the question.
"On reading cases of contraction of the pelvis," says Dr. Simpson," I wM
struck wilh the fact, that the labor in certain malformed females w~ mnch
easier aud more fortunate when the chilcl had presented by the feet th~n
when the head was the first to offer. In several cases even, which would
have required craniotomy, the presentation of the feet or pelvic ver.:;ion en·
ableJ me to effect the delivery in a succeeding pregnancy. Fi,·e observa·
tions of thi~ kind arc recorded by Smell ie."
"According to my tables," says Thfadarne La.chapelle, "of fifteen children
delivered by the forceps, on account of contracted pelvis, seven lived, and
eight peri~hed; whilst of twenty.five delivered by the feet, fifteen sun·ind."
The proportion of succe~s is, therefore, three-fifths for version, and
less than one-half for the forceps. "These fortunate results of
adds the illu:-:trious midwife," nre doubtless due to the greater facility
which we arc able, whilst drawing upon the pelvic extrem ity, so to direct
th e head of the footus as to place its transverse diameter in correspondence
with the ~hortened antero-posterior one. "\Vhen, on the contrary, the hend
presents first, it is, in fact, generally situated transversely; but it may pos·
sibly occupy much more unfavorable positions, and those, too, of a kind
which the forceps is incapable of altering."
Supposing the head lo be situated transversely above the shortened :=mcro-pubic diameter, would it traverse the passage with any more ease if presenting the top of the head, than when, after the extraction or spontaneom; expulsion of lhe body, the base of the cranium is presented to the shortened
diameter? Here, iJlCory seems to be quite in accordance '' ith the above·
mentioned facts. The head, regarded as a whole, represents
base is the bi parietal diameter, amounting to from three and
and three quarter inches, and the top of the head by the bi mastoid diameter,
amounting to but from three to three and a quarter inches. This latter
diameter is irreducible, whilst the former is susceptible, under the influence
of pressure applied for a longer or shorter time, of being shortened to the
extent of three-eighths, or even five-eighths of an inch. Now, when the
top of the head presents first, the base of the cone which it repreoents is
brought in relation with a shorter di:uneter than its own, and all the efforb:l
of the womb, as well as the tractions of the forceps, can ha.ve but the single
result of flattening the vault of the cranium against the opening of the
pclvi:-;. and con:;equently of increasing 1 instead of dimini.!:hing, the biparietal
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diamc>tC'r. If, on the contrary, we :rnppo::e the cone rcpre.;:c>nted hr the hcaJ
to engage by its point, that i" to $:t)', by its bima,;toi<l diameter, th'e tractions
upon the body _of the child might hnse the following cffeds: namely, if the

;!:~;·~t'~11~:: ~c(~ :;:~.:~i1~1 ~',~:~~~~'p:·~~~~~~s p~!~~~:~s~12·~~i~::·: o~:~~1c~: r~: ~\:~1 ~~~;~g~~
ment ot the b1masto1d diameter, and from that time, the eompre.~,.fon upon
the ~id~;;; of' the parietal prowberances, produced by the re::i.;<ting :-ymphy:-is
puln;-; and i:iaCrO·\·crtebral angle, tenJ~ to force them nearer together, that
is to :my, to shorten the biparietal diameter, and the head drnwn down hy
the nctoucheur \\ill engage in the contracteJ part of the pcl\'is like a.wedge,
the bt\"e of which i;:. l'OllllH'('"sihle. In e.hort, the rc:;istance of the boues of
the iwlviii in the pre:;entation of the top of the head, tends to lc~sen the oc·
cipito·fruntal or Ot't:ipiw-mental diameter, whilst in foot pre>:cntations, it
tend~ lo diminish the tran,.:.nrsc diameter, tha.t is to say, the only one which
it j:, important should be reduced. (8imp;::on .)
A greatly prolongc<l labor ought, doubtletis, be regarded as one of the
mo:-:t dangerous circumst:.llll'CS atfCcting the welfare of both mother and
child, for the lins of both arc hazarded in proportion to the lengthening out
of the expul,.:.i,·e stage; now, according to Dr. Rimp~on, \'er:•ion aHOr<ls the
immen:.:e a<l\'antago of' enabling us to terminate the labor more quickly.
What, injleed, is the course generally pursued whcu it is propo~cd to apply
the forceps in these cases of contraction? It is evidently, lo wail before
acting, in order to determine the incapacity of the uterine effbrt", an<l it is
not until after fin, six, or eight hours of expectation, that the in:;trument
is u:-ed. In the meanwhile, Ll1e head is compressed powerfully, an<l the
materual organs are !:'O ~eriou,.Jy conlu!:icd as to expo~e them to gan·
grene, or, at Ien:-:t, to tho.--e inflammations of the uterus or of the cellular
ti.--:sue of the pelvis, so dang(•rous during the lying-in. On the contrary,
when turning is intended, the mo:st favorable moment can be cho~en in many
ca~e~, which is immediately af'tcr the membranes 11re ruptured and the neck
completely dilated. The term of expectation would be still longer in pres·
ence of a. pch·is so contracted as to require eml>ryotomy; for, unlc~s the
fretu); ii; found to be dcacl, the operation is defonc<l until it shall have
peri,.hecl, or at lea.st until the htbor sha.11 h:~\'e la~tcd so long as to render its
viability exceedingly doubtful.
If regard be harl only to the interests of the mother, version, us affording
opportunity to act immedi:ttely after the membranes are rnpturcd, should
therefore he preferred; but is the ca~e the same as re:spccl~ the fc.ctus? 1f
we compare the results of podctlic version with those of c.nbryotorny, the
reply is ready, for the facts mentioned by l\fadume Lachapelle, and some
author~. afford us at lea!:'t the hope of sometimes !:ia\·ing the child by turn·

~~~ ~~·~i!~\ ~~e ~;:!~p~: ,~';~1ii1~1e;,~~a~~ti~~::~e~i~:~~e'\~:~:;~1~~.:t::~:co1~~~~t~

their employment, afford greater chances to the fretus than the extraction
bv tlw foet ~ l\fadame Lachn.pelle and Drs. Rad fort and Simp:-on clo not
h~itatc to declare for the turning. Notwithstanding the facts collected by
the illu);trious midwife, and whil:;t admitting with the Engli~h ~t<"couthcur:i,
thnt tbc. comprc.ssion is lc.--s dangerous to the fOOtus when exerted oo the
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sides of the hea.d than when its tendency is to shorten the occipito-frontal
diameter, we confess that we cannot share their preforcnce when the top Qf
the head presents in a favorable po.5ition. The arrest of the base of the
crnnium above the contract ion, the posil-ihle extension of the head, the
stretching of the cen·ical region to which the tractions made on the body
necessarily expose it, the possible compression of the umbi lical cord during
the time occupied in the extraction of the child, are, indeed, very unfa,·or·
able circumstances for the latter, and, unfortunately, greatly to be teared
during ver:sion. But when, with a l:ihortencd diameter of three and
inches, there coincides an unfavorable presentation, as those of
of the trunk, and when, before the application of the forceps, it is
necessary to perform the cephalic version; or when, the top of the
presenting, it is so situated that its longitudinal diameter corresponds to the
contracted one, we are of their opinion, and prefer version to the use of the
instrument.
' Vhen the antero-postcrior diameter of the pelvis amounts to but from
two and three-quarters to three an<l a quarter inches, and the chi ld, being
still alive, is placed in the conditions just mentioned, we a lso think that
version should be preferred.
Hi after severnl fruitless attempts made with the forceps upon a favorably
situated head, the heart is he~ir<l to beat distinctly and regularly, we should,
if the pelvis has at least two and three-quarter inches, attempt the pelvic
version befol'e resol'ting to craniotomy.
"'e would add, with .Madame Lachapelle,
to the use of the
when the infCrior
vel'sely, and the pubic arch
head is the first to be deli\·ered,
and its diaengagement under these circumstances is very
times even impossible. 'Vhen, on the contrary, the extraction
by the foet, the occiput places itself behind the pubis, the forehe:Ld
first to appear in front of the perinClUU, and only the bctek of the
gages in the arch of the pubis.

Tu recapitulate: when the pelvi::; has at least two and three-quarter inches
in its sacro-pubic diamete•', the forceps should be used if the top of the head
presents in a transverse position. The pelvic ver:;iou should be preferred:
1, in direct antero-posterior positions; 2, in inclined or irregular po . . itions of
the top flf the hea.d; 3, in face and trunk preseutatioll.3; 4, in eontt'.l(·tion~
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\lf the i.nferior strait attende<l with narrowing of tbe sub-pubic arch. It
were usel~d to recall the important distinction which we ha.ve e:>tabJi,.he<l
for the oblique oval pelvc.:5, in which version is the rule.
3. Accidenl.-..-It is only necc..,,..ary to recall the cond itions in whi<.."'11
ver..;ion is practicable, to shuw the part the forceps may play in those accidents that rc11uire a ~pectly termination of the labor. " re need not menlion
the dilatation or <lilatability of the os uteri, for thi.:; il'i in<li,.pcm;able to both
opcn.lliun.o:. ~hould a completion of the deli\•cry be deemed imperati\·e,
when thl! head ha~ clc:.1red the cer\"ix, or is low down in the exCil\'ation, we
woultl npply the forceps; but1 on the contrary, if it be but little or not at all
engagetl at the :;upcrior strait, ver:::ion would. be prefornblc, unl e:s.s the pelvis
Wl\O very nanow, or the womb was so firmly contrac:tt.'<l as to render an
introduction of the hand tllrn:sually painful, or even impo:s,.;ible.
4. The ltesi.~tance of the Pcrineal Jfu.~cles is one of the most common
reasons for rt.!...;orting to the in.;trumcnt; for nine out of every ten appli<:ations
of the forceps nre made for the purpo::e of extracting the head, \\hich has
been detained at the pelvic floor for four, fh·e, six, or SC\'Cll hours; indeed,
if the mea,.;ures recommended on page G78 ha\·c proved ineffoctual, this is
our only re,,.ource. But, even here, it is pos:>ible that ob::tetricians have
bccu in error with regard to its modus opernn<l i, sin<:e eve ry one, who, like
myself~ has frequently ha<l occasion to apply it, must have be~n struck with
the fo.et of how little effort i~ required, under such circumstan ces, to effo<:t
the Ueli,·ery of the head. For, where this part has been retained at the
same point for seven or eight hours, notwith:stauding tbe most energetic contrat:tions of the organ, and all the uterine force.::; have been expended on an
apparently in,-urmountable ob,.;tacle, the acc:oucheur, in re::orting to hi.!S
i1Hrumcnt, ma.y anticipate the uece~::ity of' U::,ing some considerable force i
au<l yet, ao :soon as a few slight traction::; a1·e nitt<lc, this great reoistancc
seem.::; to gi,·e way at once, the uterine contractions that were so long ineffectual are henceforth a<leituate, an<l the p:ttient :--oon expels the head an<l
forcep" together. Far difforent would be the resulL, if the arre:st of the head
were altog-ether dependent on an ovcr-re.::istant perineum; for the exert ion
requi.:ite in tho,.;e C::.1;5t:..;, where thi.-s p:trt has been rendered le.".:i extensible by
abnormltl bands or cicatrice.~, is well known. Doubtle~s, this reisi:stance
from the pelvic floor is the first :source, but jt is far from being the whole
cau"e of the difficulty .
(n my op ini on, the following is the true state of the case: when the hen<l,
urged on by the uterine co ntrnction~. reaches the fl oor of the pelvis, it is
already in a :.tate of Hexion, which muot certainl y in crem;e as the pains become Hrongcr, and the perineum more re:sist:un; for, being placeJ bet,,,ecn
two oppo..;ite forces, it will nece:;:;arily bq flexed on the chest to the g rcaLC.. t
po.:;:>ible extent. Now, it is this exce--.sive flexion that constitutes the most

;~~:~:1;i~!,~~:~~;~:~ftHl~~:~~g~i.:2\¥~iK:~i

changiui tlii,; part to a more favorable position relatively to the .::pine, au<l
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thus restores the efficacy of the uterine contractions, which la.ltcr are 11 uite
·
sufficient for the sub;:.cqucnt completion of the delivery.
Hence, the reader will understand
although t.he perinea} re.-:istance
i~, without any doubt, the original
the arrest of the head, yet, in a
vast majority of eases, it merely acts by producing an exa;;gcmtcd l\exion;
and that, as soon as this is created, it alone constitutes the whole dilticulty;
a proof of whic:h is batisfactorily afforded by the ease and rupitlity of lhe
termina.tion of the bbor, aft.Cl' the first moderate tractions mmlc by the
instrument luwe cffettecl a partial extension.
5. Lastly, it has been shown how a shortening of the cord may become a
cause of <lystocia. 'Vlicre this happens, the forceps is a hazardous re.-:ourcc,
that ought to be avoided; but the real source of the delay is generally un·
known, and, e\"en if it \\·ere not, I know of nothing better to be done, if the
head is low clown in the excavation.
The period of bbor for applying the forceps varies with the cause that
dernan<ls its u::Se. When any accident whatever renders it advisable to pro·
duce a speedy delivery, and the forceps be deemed appropriate, the time for
opemting will be judged of by the danger of the accident it~clf; for we arn
·evidently to interfere n.s soon as there i5 reason to fear that the life of either
the mother or child is iornlYed. \Vhen the head is arrested abo"e the supe·
rior strait by.a contracted pelvis, we might wait in ordinary cases, as ebe·
where stated, for six, seven, or even eight
after the membranes arc
ruptured and the os uteri is fully dilated; ou<a wn•er· ue!'ftY
both mother and child to the lnost
of the head is dependent on the
thereby created on the vaginal walls and sometimes even upon the parictcs
of the
eventually determine a gangrene of those part.s, and
liablle totllcvcS1,ca1 and recto·vaginal fistulas, which often
the frotus, being su bjcctetl for a long
time to compression, may suffer from it, and from the di.:;order thereby
created in the omphalo·placental circulation; and the uterus, h:-t\'ing ex
haustcd its energy again.:;t resist::inccs which it cannot overcome, falls into a

~~:t1~:~~l'.:.~~.~~i:; t~11~:..c~::~~~.:1~;~~~~~;;1~~~~~~~:1~; :i~:l ,~:~~~n:. ~~:~~n~t~~~;~~
that occa::ionally takes place, may extend to the peritoneum after, or even
during the labor, and speedily prove fatal. All these dangers are easily
obviated by the proper application of the forceps; and though, on the one
hand, the abuse of the in\.::trument, by employing it too early, a;:. some prae·
titioners arc in the habit of doing, is to be avoided, yet, on the other, we
mu.::;t not virtually interdict its use by trusting too long to the powers of
nature. "'c must again allude to what was previously stated in regard to
the importance of ob~erving the ~tage of the labor at which the delay occurs;
thus the time lhat has clap!:ler1 prior to the rupture of the membranes, can
have but little influence on the moth('r's condition, and none on that of the
child, i-o that, c\·cn
the labor has lasted from thirty to thirty·six hours,
there is often nothing to
though if the head were low down in the
excavation, ancl it had m:.ulc no progrc~s for seven or eight hours, the forceps
ought to be applied. But this rule, which is applicable to most case..·\ admits
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of some exceptions; and it would seem u::;eles.s tu add that the state of the
patient·~ health, the strength or feebleness of the uteri ne contractions, the
slownc~,: nnd intcrmi:-;sion, or the regularity of the fretal pulsations, &c.,
mu~t influence the time of' its application. rl'he accoucheur would be justly
liable to censure for not acting soon enough, and equaJlyso for recurring too
e:trly to the use of instruments.
Sfriti.~tic.~, and General Yicw of the Operation.- We find the same difficulty in forming an exact i<lea of the frequency of the cases requiring the
application of the forceps, as we ditl of the Ca8es demanding version, for
they ''nry m'\Jch in cliflbrcnt countries, and even in the practice of accouchcun; of the same locality. Thus, on consulti ng the ~tatistics collected by
Churchill, we find for England, 120 forceps cases in ..f.2, lDG labors, or about
1 in 351; whil:;t in France, tho instrument has been used 277 times in
4-!,776 labors, or about 1 in 162; and in Germany, 170'.l times in 261,224
lttbors, or about 1 in 1.53.
IL is ~till wore difficult correctly to estimate the danger of the operation
to the mother and child, for lhc stati:stics generally represent only the number of mothers and chil<lren who perished, without stating the c:iu:-;e requiring the intervention of art, and, consequently, leaving us uninformed
as to the probable danger of the operation in any given case. Thus, the
ri~ks to which the mother :tnd child are subjected when the use of the forceps is demanded only by the resistance of the soft parts, is not comparable
to that which threatens them when the head is arrested by a contraction of
the pelvis. The length of time which elapses between the discharge of the
waters an<l the inten·ention of n.rt, necessarily influences greatly the remit
of the operation : now, with the exception of D1" Collins, whose statistics,
thoug-h unfortunately too limited, pro,·e that the mortality is greater in
proportion to the lateness of the operation, very few authors have noted
this particular point. 1
There can be no doubt that the use of the forceps increases the dangers
of the dclivery. 2 Bc:-;ides its being always prnjuclicial to interfere with the
operations of nature when they are going on regularly, the application of
the forcep;;;, though apparently of the simplest character, may pro,·e dangerous to the mother, and especially to the fl.f!tus. The too rapid depletion
of the uterus expo~c:s the woman to hemorrhage from inertia. The dilatation of the soft parts takes place with far le.::s regularity when the hea.cl is
exlrncted by the forceps, and the perineum is, therefore, much more liable
to I:.tccration, however carefully the tractions arc performed. Finally, I
shall not speak of the le:sious of the cervix and of the perforation of' the
vagina, since it is always possible to avoid them by conforming to the
precepts already given.
When the lflbor \Vfl!l l<'rI Dr. Collin'.'> gives the following n.s regard'!: the mothers.
mirrntcd in ~4 hour!!, but one woman died out of I :J: between the 23J and 30th hour,
there wns one deri.th for Gcases; between the 3ith and 18th, one death in 4; and be-
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Therefore, the instrument should be had. recourse to c gly w rn the in·
sufficiency of' the powers of nature sha.11 }rnye been well :m:ertnincd, and
we are com·inccd that a longer expectation would be injurious to the mother
or to the child.
The po:Sterior position of the head, when the Yertex presents, also aclch to
the difficulties and danger of the operation. Especially when the occiput
is directly behind, or behind and to the left, is the operation more laboriou,;.
I have mentioned a case of direct posterior position in which I wa~ obliged

to bring the occiput forward (page 974, note).

In two other cases of left

posterior diagonal position, the head was delivered only by the strongest
exertions. The occiput in these cases pre/<sed so strongly upon the st:iatic
plexus, that both the patients suffered, for a long time after, great pain in
the course of the sciatic nerve, and one was unable to walk for more than
a year.
On the other hand, the compression of the child's head by the instrument
may be prejudicial to its health or e\'Cn to its life, and we have to point out
as po~sible occurrences, cerebral effusions, fractures, and depre1'sions of the
bones of the skull, exophthalmin, contusion, laceration, and sep:iniLion of
the scalp, compression of the umbilical cord between the hca<l nud the
blade of the forceps, and, lastly, paralysis of the facial nen·e, on which we
shall make some rem:irks.
Quite recently, M. Lanilousy has called attention to the facial
of new-born children, that often follows an application of the forceps;
M. P. Dubois has aho alluded to the same fact in his lectures. This palsy,
which affocts only oue side of the face, is ca,used by the pre.5sure of the
blade on the scYenth pair of nen'es. Owing to the nearly tota,l absence of
the mastoid process, and the defective development of the
such a compres,..,ion of the facial
it escapes from
toid foramen may occur ve1rv ea1S1lv.
rcoog111z•eu in1mediately after birth, by the
lips is drawn out of place;
is neither so dilated nor so mo\·able
a.s its follow of' the opposite side; the cyeli<ls are open, while those on the
sound side are closed; the whole side of the face is distorted, and thi:; deformity, heightened by the infant's cries, gives it a very peculiar expre:;:::ion.
As soon as the crying is over, the deformity is so slight as scarcely to l1e
noticed, if the eye on the sound side happens
be open; but when the
child cries ~tgain, the want of symmetry in the
is once more observable. This difference in the phenomena. of the
dependent on
the condition of repose or agitation of the face, is much
marke<l than
it is in the faci;t\ hemiplegia of adults. The diffbrcncc is particubrly
striking ju5t before it cries, for its face then exhibits alternations of re~t and
excitement su<'h as those just de:scribcd . In the cour,;e of a week or teu
days thc:-;c symptoms nearly all disappear, and the equilibrium between the
two sides is gra(lually restored. When the compression of Lhe nen·e has
been moderate, the hemiplegia doe.<s not last so long, and occa:;ionally disappears in a few hours; but in other instances it may pefoi:St for a month
or two. Hithl'rto, this affection has never terminated in dt!ath, lrn.ving
always p·ts.sc<l ofl: even where no act.ivc medication has been coployecl.
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The only precautions necessary in such cases, are t~ prote t the eye from
the light; and, when sucking is in terfered wilh by the paraly .is, af it occasioually is, to find a nur.se having a well-formed nipple.

CHAPTER V ..
OF
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TnE vectis (or lever), which Burns proposed calling the tractor, was
formerly much used, though, at the present day. it is scarcely ever resorted
to, since, in nearly all the cases in which it has b~en recommended, the
forceps may be advantageously substituted. It was employed to effect the
correction of the head in cases of inclined ver tex present:ttions, to depress
the occiput in face positions, to force the head to descend, and to free it
from the genital organs. It was probably devised at about the same time
as the forceps, and if Roonhuysen was not really the inventor, he was, at
any rate, one of the fir.st to use it, and through his exa mpl e it soon acquired
a great reputation. But the vectis has un dergone numerous modificalious
sin ce it became public. The one now in use resembles a branch of the
forceps ; the blade is provided with a fe nestra, and is cur ved on one sid e so
as to adapt itself to the convexity of the child's head; being terminated
below by a long flat stem, which becomes narrower and rounded, so as to
fit in a wooden handle, wh ich latter is either continued out in the same line,
or else is slightly bent in the opposite direction from the blade.
\Ve agree with Dr. Coppee, that if the lever is to be used at the superior
strait, it ought to have a very sl ight cun·ature, for if it were otherwise co nstructed, the difficulties wh ich would be met with in its application mi ght
be charge<l to the method when, in fact, they were due to the form of th e
instrument.
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of the head to the variou!< points of the pelvis, nnd then pince the blade upon thr

11

i~o;r~~! t~egz~:· l:: !~~ ~. ~~~ xe~x ~~11~1~ c:r:s~~:h ~~~~s~ ~~~~
8

1

1

:i::i~l~ :·o:i~ i~;·i ~ 1~~~Ji1~~!

ri
i
;:17s: ::
the !en~r should be applied up(1n the left temple, in order to press the forehead
backwurd and to the left, whilst the occiput turns from Lelii11d fonrnnl, and
approacl.ics the pubis.
When the head is once brought down into the excavation, it can, doubtless, be
extracted Ly means of the lever; but, as we have already said, the fol'ccp,, an~wer
better, and in a ca:;.e of the kind we would not hesitate to u:;.e both in~trurncnts
succes~ively.

:~f,;::~~t~0~;,~~:'.i;;~;::~::::~~~:,:~:~t~~::,1;~~~!:'.~;-~·,!.~:.:,1;,:1:,fi;~~,~.::E1~~· ~~:,~·~~

ment liable to slip when the hn.nJle is raised, or the heall to recede when prc:;sed
upon by the blaJe. Wh oeveru<.;e8 the vcctis in a contractct.I pelvis will recollect,
nlso. tbatiti s imp<isi;ilJletodelil'er L>elowcertain limits, and lhatattcmpts tot.lo so
ntall huzart.ls with the in strument must not be per!:'i:;.tcd in. 'l'vo forcible or too
Jong-contiuued manipulations expose the wuman to ruptures, 1cbicu-vaginal Ji:;tolM,
and endanger her life; the riok, iu short, being almost. the i,;ame fur both lever and
foreep~.

1'/ic Lerer in Pace Pre.se11/alio11s.-Ought the forceps or lever to be used in
presentations? We would reply that each case requires
that the principles which have µ;uicle~l us in the use of these
preseutations,arealsoapplicablctothoseofthefoce.
When the face is arrested at the supe1·ior strait, :rnd especially when its progress
is impeded by contraction of the peh-is, the lel'er may be preferred <\Sin a. \ertex
pre!:lcntation, because it direct;i the head more in acconlauce with the axis of the
1:nmit, :tnd reduces its \'olume from before backward, which is the direction of the
shortel'!t diameter of the pch'is. Th e forceps are liable to the ~ame objection as in
,·ertex presentations, to which may be added the fact, tlmt, as the head is situated
transver.:;ely, the placing of the forceps upon the sic.l.e~ of the pelvis woulc.I. grasp it
in :in unfavorable poi;ition, and that, as one of th e blades would be applied upon
the front of the neck, the pressure there might be dangerous.
Hthelever be preferred, the8ame rules should governitsapplicn.tionasinvertex
pre;;cntations; therefore it ought to be applied abo"e the face, with particular care
to amid compressing it; it mu~t aloo be passed higher up, in order to place it upon
th e !!ides of the cranium or upon theocciput; finally, the head, through its agency,
should be caused to undergo the same mo\'ement~ which it exper iences in natural
delivory.
When the face is in theea.vityof the pelvis or at the inferior strait, the lever

:~.;~i,~::~::~,;:~ i::'.:.;,::~;:;;~r.,:~2:;Fl~:·~~;~;:r:::~::~.~·~~":'.l£ ~~~·~::~;::~1;

~i~:i~;:~:~i~: /r~:/tt:o·~~t :·!~:l!!l~nv:~;: ~~r~~~::~;c~~:.1~~1:~df~~1c!~: ~:~:~~ ~J1~dp~~~:\~.~d~
Application of l11e Lever upo1t tlte llead ajler lite. Body lw:s bee1i Delwered.-ln

~~~~;,~1~l~;{~i~~;~~;J~~l:~~"tig~

of the trunk; tile advantage of the Jc, er is, that it has but one bin.de.
UnJer the::-e circu mstn.aces, Dr. Coppee declares himself iu favor of the le\'n. " l
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CHAPTER VI.
TUij; title of preniafore
delivery is applied to a labor that is
designedly brought on prior
the ordinary term of pregnancy, but not
before the footus is viable.
No obstetrical operation has eve~ been more warmly or more profoundly
critic ised than lhis. In fact, it has been supported or condemned by the
leading accoucheurs of all countries, and as a consequence of this disagree·
ment among the masters of our art., no part of obstetrical science has ever
been studied with greater care. To trace out the first dawning of the indut:tion of premature labor, we shou ld have to go back through the gropings
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that characterize all human work<:, to the manreunes of Aspasia, to the
for~ed dilatations of the os uteri recommended by Louis Bourgeois and J.
Guilleniea.u, or to the more gradua.l procedure of Puzos. But, in all of these
method..;, the principle differs wholly from the operation under consideration i
fo1\ "in a premat1ire delivery, nature accomplishes nearly everything, art
merely contributing a slight though certain impulse; whilst in the forced
labors, art acts almost alone, for all that nature yields must be drawn from
her hy continuous efforts." (Ritge11.)
Under this important distinction, we believe there can no longer be any
doubt that the induction of premature labor had its origin in England.
According to a few writers, l\lary Donally, a miliwifo of that country, first
performed it in 1738 i hut most of the English authors look upon this as a
gratuitous as~ertion. The judicious Deumnu state1; "that1 about the year
1756, there was a consultation of the mo:st eminent men at that time in
London, to consider the moral rectitude of: and advantages which might be
expected from, this practice, which met with their general approbation.
The fir,.:t case in which it was deemed nece,:::,.ary and proper, fell under the
care of the late Dr. ~facaulay, and it terminated succes~fully. 11 His example was soon followed by numerous imitators. 1
From Great Britain, this operation shortly pa::<sed to Germany, where it
was proposed by A. l\lai, of lleidelberg, in 1799, but 'Venzel first put it in
practice in 180.!. Owing to his success, aud the publication of Ueisinger's
remarkable work, it has since been supported by numerous and zealous
partisans. It has been performed a number of times in IIollan<l by Salomon, "'elenbcrgh, and Schow; LoYati has been ec1ually fortunate in Italy;
and the periodical works of Denmark, of America, Switzerland, and Poland,
ha,·e severally reported interesting cases of deli,·ery before term .
In France, the reception of this operation into practice is quite modern;
indeed, for a long time prior to its admission as a valuable resource, it was
rejected as a crime. Roussel de Vauzesme proposed it as early as 1779,
though it then received but little attention. It was imperfectly understood
for a very long period, and we may doubtlc~51 attribute the blind and pas·
sionate oppo~ition of Baudelocque aacl his pupils to their want of a clear and
ddinite idea of what might be expected from ih employmeat. Fodere,
however, }>C~i:sted in recommending premature delivery, on several occa.-;ion,:, notwilho:tanding the anathemas of this celebrated :school. Jn
subject, sustained its
18:)0, M. Burchardt, in u. remarkable the1'.'>i5 on
8toltz performed
propriety at Strasbourg, and, finally, in H-l;H,
the operation for the first time in France, auJ with the most perfoct success.
Since then, all doubts have gradually vanished, and most of the French
accoucheurs have at length adopted a pract.i<:e, which has now, for nearly a
century, rendered such important services to humanity.
1

The first i<lea.orthe influction of premature labor is foun<l in Raphael i\loi:ius (Liv.

~:::::~0::~~~~,::~~Ji~;;:;'.::~'E;'.,'.~i:.:.~~~.:~::;'.i0~::·:~~.:f : :'.;:; ::~::~:·:.'.b::?~.r,;::~::~~
nb ut\•rocx1rutl:1tur, vivcre la.men potest, a.utan.Item non dcfru.udll.lurv1ta.o.u1mro,qu1u.

viv11;inuscicureLba.ptizaripotest."
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Being once rid of the question of its morality, which for so long n. period
deterred some practitioners, who did not hc::;itate about the Cresarean opera·
tion or symphyseotomy, 1 we have only to resolve, at the present day 1 the two
following questions: In what cases is premature labor to be induced? And
which is the best method of effecting it?

ARTICLE I.
CASES REQUIRING A PRE!'ilATURE DELIVERY.
A. ·when summing up the indications presented by the pelvic deformities,
it was stated that premature labor might be brought on where the smalle~t
diameter of the pelvis did not exceed three and three-quarter inches, and
where it was not less than two and a. half inches; but we must now explain
tliis propo::;ition more folly.
It shoul<l be remembered that this operation is always resorted to for the
double purpose of saving the child's lifo, and of preserving the mother from
which \'Cry frequently threatens her own existence. In other
not to be attempted until the pregnancy is so far advanced that
words,
the viability of the fcctus is fully established, and only in those cases where
the contraction of the pelvis is such that delivery at term is wholly impo.::;~ible
without performing either a bloo<ly operation on the pa.tient, or mutilating
her child.
The French law, which has been constrnctecl with a view of meeting all
po$sible anomalies, has decided that the end of the sixth month is the period
at \\'hich a. fretus might be considered viable; but, laying aside some rare
exceptions, which ought not to be brought in question, every practitioner
well knows thtlt the frotus seldom lives if born befOre the end of the seventh
month. Consequently we should not think of determining its premature
expulsion before the full term of seven months. Although this point is
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enl:)ily decided, so far a.; the interests of the new being are concerned, yet
with regard to the mother such is not the case; for the mere assertion that
this operation is tcJ be performed whenever it is known that a natural delivery at term will be impo:-.-.ible, is altogether too vague and uncertain for

~o r:~~e;~~~~l~~f;1 ;~\~~iti;:1~;~:·~;::~~$:1~~s::~~:c~;:~cci~li~n ~':~a:!~~.:r~1~E tl~~i1~t:g1;::

~~1 ~~,;~~~~,\i~:~ 1; ~,~;~,::(11 ~:1~\\:' i :~1~~~~~~:;:~1~:1 ~I~! ij~::i~; r:,:~~~. longer practicil ble ;
1

1

..:\.s the operation is only admi,-~ible after the !:'CYCnth month of gestation,
we mu!:'t of cour5c a~certain what is the length of the ,·arious cliameter15 of
the head at that period; bccau::>c the extent of the bi parietal diameter, which
in most instancl!s corl'C:sponds to the contmctc<l one of the pelYis (the
po::;terior ), will evi<lcntly show to wha.t ultimate degree of pelvic co ntraction
delivery is still po.~~ible. Now, it appears from the re~ca.rches of Duboi8,
the end
of 8toltz, and :\Iadamc Lathapelle, that the biparietal diameter
of the ::ennth month :weragc,.; from two and a half to two and three-quarter
inchc8; in ad<litiun to whi<:h, we may hope for :t further reduct ion of oncTherehead.
the
of
compre:::;ibility
fourth of au inch, on acc:nunt of the
fore, the smalle.~t pelvic diameter must be two and three-quarter inches at
the lca~t. This, then, is the extreme limit beyond which the induction of
of as a (for<ling any cha.nee of
premature delivery id no longer to be

autcro-

at

thought

[A few cases of delivcrie~ having been effected through a contraction of two nnd
a quarter inches ("CC page G-lli), rare and fortunate as they arc, would seem, how·
e,·er, to pro,·e that the limit mentioned above mny hr cxtendod to two and a quarter
inches. I am aware that exeeptional facts do nutju...,tifythe relinqui11hment of
general rules, yet I think that peh•cs contracted to twonnd a quarter inches, call
for the induction of premature labor; if, when this is done, it lJestill impossible to
rleliver the fretus alive, cmbryotomy is the last resort, anti will be more ea:iily perfo r111C't.l on nccountof the impcrfcctde,•elopmentof the child.
Below two and a quartrr inches, premature labor ought not to be thought of, un Jei-;s as prelimin:uy to the ensier accumplil->hment of crnbryotomy. It nO\'I" rcmaios
to decide upon the limit above which it were useless to bring on premature bbor,
as alo:i;o the time when, if done, it were be:;t to itcc,~mplish it. The solution of this
douhle que~tion dPpC'nd<J upon the gradual de,·elopment of the fretus after the
8C\'Cntb month of intra-uterine life. The dimensions of the fretal head may be
estimated approximntcly as follows: At seYen month~, the great trans,'erse or biparif'tnl diameter measu!°CS two and three quarter inche11; at seven months and n
half, three inches; at eight months, three and three-sixteenth inches; at eight
month11and a half. threcandthree-eighthsinehcs; at nine mo nths, three inches and
nine·sixtccnths . Bm~ide this, a cert.tin amount of diminution may be countcJ on
varying in different ca<>r>-.i from lhrce-.. ixteenths to six-~ixtecnlhs of an inch. Asllum·
ing one ca"e ns an example, it i~ proper, therefore, taking: the nbo,•e reduction into
nccount, to bring on labor at eight months and a half when the pcl"is ha!; a diamelr>r of but three inches anti three-sixteenths of an in('h, and to fix three nud

th~~~~1~~~~1~::l~~hte:e:: ~1~~1 !i,:~!! 1~b1;1':v;·~~cth ~\::·::~~~~~~~~sf~~ i~~~;.c:~:~ in emy

cn~e

with the s ize of the child, and the extent to whiuh the bead wit! yield, nor arc

th~1;:,~;1~:~~:~~~u~~e~1~~rlo~h::~~1~t~~ 1~;~~ ~1r:;!~~11~:~c;;c~~~~~~~~n;:~bor ought_not to
be thought of when the pelvis has a diameter of mo!'e than three a.nd three-eighths
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P erhaps it would be proper here to give our opinion with regard to certain
circum stances that ha ve been stated by some accoucheurs as contrai ndications to the induction of labor; we allude to twin pregnancies and malpre·
sentations. Could it be certainly ascertained that the patient was pregnan t
with twins, the time for performing the operat ion might be co nsiderably
postponed or everything even be left to nature if the pelvis were not very
much contracted. The reason for this is, that twins are generally smaller
than si ngle ch ildren and their organiza.tion rarely complete enough to enable
them to live when born before term.
'\Vitll regard to a malprcsentation of the fretus, were we to pay any attention io it, we should often lose the advanfagcs of the operatio n1 since this is
an obstacle of very frequent occu rrence. And as a deh1y of a fow days only
may comprom ise the success of the attempt, it would be better to change
the presentation by external manipulations, as perfOrmed by Stoltz. When
this measure proves unsuccessful in modif)' ing the presentation, we should
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still cntl<':.wor to exf'ite the utC'rine contraction, so as to perform version ns
soon a~ the os uteri :;hall be ~ufticiently dibtablc.
The mere detection of' a YCrtcx presentation is not a sufficient reason for
feeling !iecure as reil.pects an unfavornhle position. In one of the !'=ix operation!'= which I hnse had occa.!'ion to perform, althouf?:h tl1e contraction nffoctcd
the nntcro-po~terior diametrr, the head presented in an occipito·puhic po'lition after the memhr:rncis were ruptured: and as this circum:-t:rnce required
the application of the forceps' and considerable traction, the child was born
dend.
n. The ca~es in which there is a contraction of the pehris do not constitute
the only ones in which premature labor has been recommended. For
the many serious di~('a:::cs to which fema les arc suhJect Juring t he latter
monlhs of gestation arc C\'idently connected with that condition; and
dt'pletion of the womb is lhe best nnd often the on ly means of removing
them. This is also ad,,ise<l by some writers in certain ~lffections tha.t endanger the patient's life; amor~g others, :M. Ferniot has ende:worecl to prove,
in a recent thesis, that under stu:h circumstances the premature labor is
quite as justifiable as in the pehic contraction. Forced delivery was
long since recommended in cases of profuse floo<ling, particularly in those
clepemknt on the insertion of the placenta over the os uteri; and the artificial rupture of the memhr:incs, resorted to in our d:iy, is merely another
method of bringing on the uterine contractiont1. Further, many skilful physicians have not he,.;itated to bring on labor when an nttack of con\·ulsions
ha..<; re:-:i--ted the ordinary remedies, or which, after being checked, returned
C\'ery few days with a constantly increasing severity, (see pages 813 and
820.) And why shoul<l not the l:;ame course be pursued, when any ~erious
ni ..case, that existed before pregnancy, is so highly aggravated by this condition a!S to th1·eaten an early termin:ition in death, if its course be not
flpecclily arrested by emptyi ng the womb? In 1827, l\f. Costa subm itted
the ljlle,.tion to the Acalkmie de l\lCclecine, whether or not it is proper to
bring oil labor whenever the pregnancy is complicated by any di:-:C'ase that
~eriou:oly threaten~ the mother's life, suppo::ing the fretus k Yiable. \ Ve
think the AcadCmie erred ill treat ing this proposition as foe.lpfdient; for
although Costa's quc,.;tion was too general, ~rnd, cloubtlel3$ 1 ought to h:tve
been better matured before making a. final dcc:i,.;ion, yet rc,.,tricted within
certain limit.;;;, determined by ohserrntion, it already has rf"ceivcd nnd will
still receh·e numerous applif'ations in practice. For instance. an aµ-gravnted
di1-ease of the heart, general serous infiltration of' the tii<,;ue~, accompanied
by effu.-sions into the great ca.vi tie:;, a. threatened f;uffocation,: nd the ex istence

~i~~ ~~ !'~~~~;:,~~~~~~: r~~;:~;~1:" :~~, ~ej ~;btll~et~e~::~:!~\~ ~~~1::~~'.na1~~:~~l~:~i ;~~;
1
~~1\t:e~· ~~~:~~~~ ~~1~:i.~~~~:: !i1f;, :~e~·t~~~~h:f t~~~:.:~~::~t~:i ;;:~l~~~::e:::~~il;;;
1
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1

re.. ortetl to in such ca;;cs h:tve been tried without benefit. It is important,
howc,·cr, that a determination of this kind should be come to very carefully,
and, as often as pos:-;iblc, after consulting with C'nlightencd practitioners.
In clesc:ribiug the disorder,;; to which the prcgn•rnt condit ion expo:::ics the
f 0 ma le, it was _stated, that whenever they became so serious as to threaten
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the life of the patient, we tl1ought that the induction of premature Jahot wa!i
thereby suffi ciently justified. Thus, vomiting" hic:h rcsi5ts all therape11tir
measure~, extreme dropsy of the amnion, a:::citcs con nected with amniotic
dropsy and threatening the patient with suffocation, and the recurrc1wc of
convulsion s at short internds :rnd with increasing se\'Crity, are all of them,
we have said, sufficient reasons for performing the operation.
But these are not the only cases in which the operation has been propo~ed,
and
indications to sett le.
1.
treating of the various tumors that so often
complicate pregnancy and partu1·ition, Dr. Ashwell suggests premature
delivery as the most ce rtain method of preventing those serious con::equences, to which the patient is then exposed during the labor1 or lying-in.
But this opinion, in our estimati on 1 is only admissible in the following cases:
1st. ·wh en any voluminous tumor whatever exists in the belly and incommodes the enbrgement of the womb; or is itself exposed to such a compression as almost necessarily to lead to consecutive inflammation.
2d. 'Vhen a tumor developed in the excavation is so fixed and adherent
to the pelvic walls that it can neither be pushed above the superior strait
nor dra\rn down beyond the vulva; provided its bulk is sufficient to prevent
the expu lsion of a fcetus at term.
2. Smallness of the Abdominal Gavity.-The capacity of the abdominal
cavity in some indi,·iduals of very low stature, is so small as to be insufficient for the normal development of the uterus, which after attaining a certain bulk might render the regular performance of the great functions impossible. Thus, M. Depaul mentions a case of asphyxia occurring in a
rachitic fema le who was affected with a deformity of this kind. H ence, it
is evident that under similar circumstances, pren;ature delivery might and
ought to be thought of. Still, it is rarely necessary to have recourse to
the operation, for the elasticity of the soft walls of the abdomen of these
indi,-iduals permits the development of · the ulerus to take place outside, a.s
it were, of the abdominal inclosure; and if the walls should prove too resist·
ing, it is infinitely probable that in consequence of its Yiolent compression,
th e uterus would enler spontaneo usly into action .
3. Nt>:rvous Disorders.-The nervous disorders which come on during
gestation may sometimes become so seri ous as to suggest the question,
whether it be not advisable to terminate the pregnancy which gave rise to
them. i\f. Dubois was consulted in the case of a young lady in the third
month of gestation, who had been affected for six weeks with symptoms
resembling chorea. The spasms were first limited to the voluntary mu~clcs,
but finally innHled those of organic life, so that deglutitiou and speaking
had become difficult. All the antispasmodics had been employed without
success. l\I. Dubois replied, that he approved of the menus that had been
used, but that 1 whenever the convulsions invaded important orgam, he
anticipated the necessity of inducing premature labor.
'fe have in charge a young lady who, when in her ordinary health, has,
very rarely, so me short paroxysms of asthma, and then almost always in
consequence of an emotion or physical pain, but which become much more
frcq11ent and distressing when pregnant. Having reached the fourth month
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of a fifth pregnancy, she has just had a slight attack of varicclla, preceded
by six days of inten::e fever. During these six days, the s11ffocati\-e
paroxysms bcC'ame so ser ious, that l\IM. Andral and Dubois, who were
called in consultation, deli,·ered the most unfa,·orable prognosis. All these
symptoms vani~hcd upon the appearance of a dozen nry small pustulcs 1
only two of whil:h presented t he umbilical depression. The idea of prcnrn,·
ture delinry might certainly present itself, should such accidents reappear
and continue at a later period of the gestation i but it should not be for·
gotten that, as)[. Laborie remarks, too much haste should not be made,
inasmuch as these nen·ous phenomena often cease in:jtantan eously i and the
operation should be curried into effect only when the condition of the patient
demands it imperiotL..:ly.
4. I ntercurrent .Acute Di.seases.-l\lost of the acute affections which occur
during pregnancy, seem to be afl'ected unfavorably by abortion and sponta.lleOUS delivery.
\\re have already stated that in cholera, in which the induction of premature labor and abortion have been recommended as a.
therapeutic n11;:a;l.ure, there was nothing to prove conclusively that the expulsion of the fi:etus was attended with any fin-arable result. 'Ye think
therefore that, as yet, it were Wibest to abstain.
5. Der1th of the Fallls in preceding Pregnancies.-There are certai n
women who, after reaching the eighth or ninth month of gestation without
the slightest disordH, suddenly find the active motions of the fOOtus to
dimini:sh, and the child dies. This unfortunate event occurs with some
again and again, for several consecutive pregnancies, so that certain females
have been known to be delh·crcd thus prematurely, and always of a dead
child, fh-e and six times in succession. Denman, and several others, thought
that by bringing on labor before the period at which the footus had perished
in the preceding pregnancies, there would be a. chance of obta ining living
children. In two cases mentioned by the English author, the operation
proved succcs.:;fol. The indicatioi:i should not, therefore, be entirely rejected. However, it is well to obsen·e with M. P. Dubois,
notwith·
standing the fatal tcrmina.tion in prec:eding pregnancies, there
cause to hope for a happier i.:;sue as re~pects the one in charge, so
impossible to e~tabli:jh a general rule in ref'erencc to the matter. It is one
of the cases in which the respon:;ibi!ity of th e physician is deeply implicated.
(See page 558.)
6. Finally, the induction of prenrnturc labor has also been recommended
in cases in which the fretus is dead, and in pregnancies which overrun the
usual time. .At present, and c.spec:ially in Fra.nce, the supposed disorders
attributed by l\Iai and FodCrC to the death of the fretus in the womb, are
no longer believed in . Expectation is adopted, because it is well known
that the mother in curs no danger, and that nature will rid herself of the
dead fcetus without requiring the intervention of art. Nor are the cla ugers
of the delayed pregnancic>s less illusory.

ARTICLE II.
OPERATIONS FOR TllE JXDUCTION OP PRE:'>[ATURE LABOR.

The methods proposed for cffocting the premature expuls ion of the child
are quite numerous i they are all based upon the contractile power (If the
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womb, which they are intended to call jnto acti,·ity until the ovum is ex·
pell ed. ·we shall di\•idc them into three classes, to the first of which belong
all those which, by primarily influencing the general organization, ha,·e the
secondary effCct of exciting the uterine contractions; to the second, tho::;o
depending upon the excitement of some organ, the breast for example,
which by reflex action stimulate the uterus to contraction; and to the third,
all those that operate directly and mechanically upon the womb, for the
purpose of arousing its action.
The operation of the means appertaining to the first division is too un·
certain to be relied upon in a c:ase where it is necessary to act promptly
auJ surely; and although tepid bathing, venesection, &c., have occasionally
been followed by a premature delivery, yet no oue would ever think of
employing them with this view. EYen the partis<tns of ergot are few in
number; for though its influence in rendering the slow and feeble contractions of the organ more energetic is undoubled, there is no positive evidence
that it is capable of arousing them when none have previously existed.

A. ExTERNAJ~ STDIULATION OF THE BonY 01~ TIIE UTERUS.

Dry Frictions over the Abdomen. -The repeated frictions over the anterior
part of the belly, and thri funclus of the womb, originally recommended by
Professor D'Outrepont, tu which Ritgen added direct excitation of the os
uteri by one or more fingers introduced ihto the vagina, are now generally
rejected. In truth, the irritation thereby produced is too feeble and transitory to bring on a genuine labor.
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B. Snm:Lt:S Al'l'l.IED TO 1'LIE C"rRCt:lJFERE.,.CE OF TllE
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lli.itc·r in.~erlcrl in lo the rngina, so as to be in contact with th0
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artion of the IJhddcr. Prof. lfosh .~ub;;tituted a. dog's bladder fnr that of a C'alf,
anti adviRrtl it to be withdrawn e\•ery six hours, in order to wa~h out the n1~inii
by me:rns of injection~. This proce~s is deficient in irrit11.ting power, 80 that in
mu.:;t of the ca~es in wlti\.:h it. was mscd, it was necessary to ham recourse to more
enecgct;c mea><>eeo.J

&hcrller's Methocl.-Quite recently, Dr. Schooller, of Berlin, has suggested
a meaiiUl'C which is new as to iti'i propo:;ed object, though one of Jong standing in ob:<tetrical 1'Cicnce. Every practitioner i!:i aware of the principa l
objection to the u;:e of the tampon, so highly extolled by Leroux, of Dijon,
as a remedy for uterine hemorrhage; now M. Schccller has conceived the idea
of employin!! the irritation it produces as a means for the induction of premature deJi,·ery; for it i;; well known that its application is mo;:t 7c11erally
followed hy uterine contrartionr.i.. He fir5t made use of it in 1839, and was
entirely su·cce.~~ful; si nce that time he has performed fh·e !'imi lar operations,
and the child was born Ji,·ing in four of them. The mode of operating1
arcording to 8toltz1s translation, is as follows (Caz. ]IJ{:d. de Slrasbo11rg 1 Jan.,
1843):
Before commencing, tl10 bladder and rectum are to be emptied; then
several little roll;; of charpic, !'teeped in oil, or rn1eared with cerate, nre i;ucce:::si\•ely pu~hed towards the upper part of the vagina, the first of them
having a piece of tape attached, to facilitate its subsequent extraction.
Prepared ~ponge might be u:-ed for the same purpo~c, but it would then be
requii;ite to retain it in sita by anotlwr common sponge. It is not necessary
to fill the '\hole vagina; in fact, thi:s would be attended with some inconvenienl'c, for the exaction of the urine and focal matters would be thereby
imperlcd. It i::; advi ... able to introduce the tampon in lhe evening, when the
patient is recumbent, beeau,.:e 8he will be more likely to remain quiet during
the early periods of ir.s operation.
The effects of this me~ure are l"hortly manifested by pa.ins in the abdomen an<l loin:::, and by a feeling of' tension in the womb itself; repeated
frictions are then made over the fond us uteri, with a view of aiding itR operation. As the tampon soon becomes saturated with the mucus from the
vagina, and exhales a di,;agrccable odor, it ought to be renewed at least once
in the cour:5e of' the day, or even twice, if the sensibi lity of the parts permits;
but, before introdu<·ing the !::Ccoud one, the vagina it; washed out by an
injection. A:-- o:oon as the tampon ha.s roused the uterine contractility, and
the orifice dilates, it may he withdrnwn i though, should the labor be lingering, and lhc contractions become ~low and foeble, it must be reapplied 1 und
ten grain~ of' the sccale corn11tum be admini--tere1l by the mouth every half
hour. The pains may also be restored by dilating the orifice wilh Lhe index
finger, ca refully avoiding a rupture of the membranes, until the dilalalion
i.s nearly completed.
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Once it was necessary to dilate the cervix beside~, and in 7 cases it.
had no effect whatever.
Braun's Process.-Braun (of Viennn) proposes substituting Schccller's chnrpie
tampon , and Ui.iter's bladder of animal membrane, by n rcsen'oir of Yulcauizrtl
gum-elastic from two to four inches in di:1meter , and provided with a stopcu1:k.
Hi s in strument has rccein~d the uamc of Culpeury11ler, and is used ,·cry easily,
being managed like G::niei's air pessary. I t is first cmptieJ and in~crte<l intn the
vagina, and afterward dilated by the inj ection of warm water. The gum-elastic
bulb docs nut deteriorate like the bladJcrsofa nimal s; besides which, Braun claims
for it the a.drnntage of distending the upper part of the rngina only, without eom-

used alone.

pre~sing the lower portion.
Profc~sor Stoltz says that the cQlpeu rynter has been used only fi\•e times in ca111•s
of contracted pelvie, and tweh•e times in cases of disease during pregnancy. It
proved ineffectual in the first set of cases, but succeeded better in the second, probably because there was n.lren.dy present n. tendency to labor.]

Uterine Doucltes.-Lastly, there is a still more recent process, posse~sing
unJoubted adrnntages over all the others, nam ely, that \\·hich cons ists in
directing a stream of warm water upon the neck of the uterus. The honor
of introducing it into obstetrical practice is due to Professor Kiwisch. ll is
apparatus was a simpl e tin box, proYi<led with a long tube furnished with a
stopcock. The extrem ity of the tube is in troduced by the vagina to the
neck of the uterus. The temperature of the water should be about 76° or
78° of Fahrenheit, and the jet shou ld be large and powerful. The injections should last from 10 to 15 minutes without interruption.
Instead of Kiw isch's apparatus, :M. P. Dubois uses Dr. Eguisier's instrument for irrigation anti steady injection. The latter containing six quarts
of fluid, is suffic ient fo r a douche of a quarter of an hour in duration, and
there is no occasion to renew the water as in Kiwisch's contri,•a11cc. Besides, there is no necessity for its being very ele,·ated like the other, which
renders it much more conveni ent to manipulate. I ma,de use of Eguisier's
pump in the three cases in which I employed the uterin e douches. Unfortunately, it is quite expens ive, and not readily procured out of the city.
Therefore, it is well to remember that any vessel capable of containing eight
.or ten quarts of water, placed at an elevation of seven or eight feet, :rnd
;provided wit h a flexible tube of sufficient length, will sen·e the same purpose. Th e tube is furnished with a stopcock about a foot from iL~ free
•extre mity. To this extremi ty is adapted a gu m-elast ic canuln. with a sin gle
orifice the sixteenth of au inch in diameter. The power of the jet may be
.in creased or diminished at will by varying the calibre of the canula.
Th e woman's seat is brought to the edge of the bed, which is previously
covered •with oil-cloth, so that the water may fall into the vessel phce<l
between t he legs without wettiug the clolhes or the bed. The forefinger of
the left hand is introduced to the cerv ix for the purpose of' guiding the
•CanuliL which the accoucheur holds in the right hand.
In ordinary cases three or four injections a da.y a.re suffi cient, though, if
!the case were urgent, they should be repeated more frequently.
Tlle .number of' douches required var ies greatly. Sometimes the contrnc·
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tions nppear upon the thi1·d or fo urth application; in one of my own cases,
the fir:st pains were perceived after the seco nd douche, though generally a
mm:h greater number are required. In the ten obsen·ations of Kiwisch, he
was obliged to repeat them four times at the least, and eighteen times at the
most; the mean for the ten cases being ten douches.
The mean length of tim e between the commencement of the operation
and the moment ofdelh·cry, was about three days and a half. In one C'ase,
but twenty-four hours elapsed, whilst in two others it was delayed seve n
days.
[To increase the effic iency of the uteri ne douches, it is on ly necessary to direct
th e extremity of the can ula upon the os tincre, so that the water mny be projected
directlyintothenccko'-thcuterus. i\1.Bloton se\'eralorcasionsernn in serted
thncanula. into the neck. so that the jet reached and detached the membranes.
This is a modification of Kiwisch's method, well calculated to bring on labor within
a very short time.
Th ere can be

c.

DILATATION OF TIIE NECK OF TIIE

'Vo11rn.

Dilatation by P repai·ed Sponge. -Som~ a.ceouch~urs have ~n d~a~ored to
bring on contra ctio n of the womb by keeping a f?re1g1~ body w1;hm 1t.s neck,
whi ch shall act both as an irritant and a mechan1ca,\ dilator. l\..lu ge may be
r< garded as the inventor of the process by dilatation, and his method is the
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one still generally preferred. It consists; as is well known, in the in~cd')n
of a cone of prepared sponge in the cervix, and keeping it th1..·re hy menns
of a tampon, until the pains are folly developed. The mode of' opcraLing
is ns fvllows:
After having obtained the patient's consent, and, \rhenevcr po~:-:.ible, the
advice of some professional brethren, the accoucheur has the \vonrnn prepared, by directing her to use warm emollient and narcotic injertions into
the vagina, for a few days previous to the operation; before commenting,
the bladder and rectum are to be emptied, and a. fresh examination is to be
made for the purpose of ascertaining the degree of the pelvic contrnction, as
well as the child 's position.
The female being placed in nearly the same position as if the forceps were
to be applied, the operator first draws the cervix: towards the median line,
whenever it is found devin.ted; or he might endeavor to get the neck within
the uterine extrem ity of a speculum (Dubois). But this is not always practicable, especially if the part be directed a little forward; in general, the finger answers every purpose as a conductor i then a conical plug of prepared
sponge, about two inches long, and lrnlf an inch in diameter at its ba::;e, and
having a piece of tape ten inches long attached to it, is held by its hi.rge
extremity, in a pair of long curved forceps, and is carried up to,rnrds the
utel'ine orifice where it is gradua lly made to enter. After holding it there
for five or six minutes, the forceps and specu lum (if used) arc withdrawn,
and
is next filled up with a large sponge, or bits of charpic, so
ns to keep
first sponge in its place; the whole is to be retained by a
proper bandage, and the patient r ~p la ced in bed. The mode in which the
foreign body acts here is obviousj the prepared sponge
becom ing saturated wiih the
fluids from the neighboring
parts, swells up, and irritates

~l:~e~·~~~:::s ~~li\~~t:t~~~ ~/:;::
latter, and the irritation lhus
ca.used, by reacting on the
flbrcs of the uterui:, often
brings on the contractions
in five or six hours. Should
it happen that the pains are
not fully e::tabli::ched, or the
dilntation of the os uteri is
not completed in the course
of twenty-four hours, ·the
oper:ition ought to be performed again, taking ca.re
this time to introduce a
Klage'smethodofdilatingthcoauteri.
larger piece of sponge (the
first having been extracted by the tape)i this second operation is nearly
always successfu l.
however, the labor-pains be still too ::low and feeble,
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loca l irrita nts, such as frictions O\'Cr the abdomen, and tilillations of the
cervix, or, still better, the general stimulauts, ergot particularly, n1ight be

reso rted to.
Th e necessity of plugging the vagina, and keepin g the tampon applied

~~1·t~:~\·~1;11t~1;~e ~:.~~;1 ~::~,i~~1\:~~:e::~'~;:i~o:l~~~~i~~~a;i~~~ ~;,c~~~st\1.~:~l:·~1;1~

nieans of whi ch the prepared sponge is kept in its
con,.truc:tcrl, in 18-15,
I t is composed: 1. Of a hypogastric belt, to the
pl:icc within the
middle and front part of which is ~cc:urcd a metallic stem eight inchc~ long,
at it.:> free extremity, which Carri co a canula one and a half
and
in ches in length; :?. Of a stem of whalebone, six or i:evcn in ches long, ou1d
about a qua rter of an inch in diameter, bearing at its extremity a forceps
with claws capable of being closed at will, by means of' a. slidin g ring, like
thnl'=r of a porte-cr:lyon. The prepa red sponge is first fixed in the forceps
and then introduced a~ u,::ual within the cervix: the whalebone stem is next
introduC'cd into the canula and held fa!'t by the pre~.surc of a screw.
In thi,.; way, the L1::;e of the tampon, which is tdways painful, i::s a\·oicfod;
the ~ponge cannot be <li~placcd nnd e~C<tpe from the ccrYix, as ofteu happt:ns
in Kluge's proce~s, nor arc the functions of the bladder and rectum in any
<leg ree interfered with. The patient is not condemned to the ab:::olute repose u::;ually directed, but can move in bed without inconvenience. I therefore regard it as a plnu which does away wiLh most of' the inconvcni(:nces
ju~tl y complained of in the performance of the operatio n.

cun·cd

fA greut recommcndi1tion of the prepared sponge is, that it acts very gently and
isdenJi<l of danger<>ither to mother or child; on this account it.was preferred by
all accuucheurs before Kiwii;ch's method wao; known. Unfortunately, the opera.·
tion, npp;irently so isimple, j,i really quite difficult; for the cervix is often so high
up tlrnt i t is found t0 hf' no easy matter to fix it with the fingrrs and in sert the
sponge. Kluge himself, in one case, :lfter Sel'C ral fruitless attempts, was ob li ged
toreli n1p1i :-.h his own process.
Another inco n\'enieucc uf the i;ipongc is, that it. sometim es acts very slowly, aud
occasionall.v i~ not sufficiently irrita.ti ng to excite the uterus to contraction.
Prof. Huffman gi\"eS an a nnlssis of 70 cases, furnishing the following resu lts: 56
times the :-.ponge alone was sufficient to bring on labor, and it was r;lrcly nc~es.sary
to use it twice; 7 timrs itwa.s used in connection with otherproccs.se.s; 7 tunes it
the neck sufficiently tu allow the membranes to be ruptured.
foil<'<l, hut istill
1'heduration of the labors wa!i noted, in the same number of cases, as follows: 2l
hours in U ca'-'e.s; 4,q ho urs in 1-1- cases; 3 days in JO cases; from 3 toSday.s in 12\

dilated

cases;from9tol3<lassin3cases.
'J'h e event in C\'Cry irnstance was fal·orablc, both as regards mother and ch ild.

an~,h~a~:cb~~i~::~,~~:d i:1~1~11~~~~ t~~::~~~;:~eco~; p:~·:sc~l~·~:t~il~ ytl::i tl~:~~;:~l~od~:~I~:~
death.

BuJJclt's Dilator.- Busch de ,•iscd a three-branched dilator which, when closed,

t~~i~~f~~~i~tt~:fJ~Ef~Si:~'.~~1~
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11 ~~~~ ;·~~~l!~uoe:t;~:;:ss~; t~1~~1 i'~es~xuc~::~\~:e J:~~t!1~~ ~~l:~r~~·:i:~;nc~~~:~1 ~\:~~
Busch himself never accomplished the same object in less time than three day1.1,
and in two cases not until after cip;ht days of strong and painful effort. There
nre, therefore, serious objections to the procei:;s, nnd it ought never to be u~cd unless
for the purposeof focilit<iting the introduction of a cone of prepared sponge.

Krause's and Meade's dilators nre very ::iimilar to Busch's instrument, and are
liable to the same objections.
'J'lte Spl1e110-.Siplt0n.-'l'he dilator invented by Schnackenberg is entirely differ·
ent from the preceding. It is cnlled the spheno-sipho n, and is composed of a
syringe, to which is ad11pted a tube two inches in length, and provided with twl)
lateral fenestra. The hit.ter is covered with a distensible bag of prepared skin,
which, when most widely dilated, has a diameter of from an inch and three-quarters to two inches. The operator passes the canula gently into the CU.\'ity of the
neck, and when in s1·lu depresses the piston, which is held by a screw. This ends
the operation for the fir.st day, and the instrument is attached to a body bandage.
The next da.v the piston is pres~ed down still further, forcing more fluid into and
dilating the bag. The same procC'SS is repeated on the third day.
The spheno-siphon, like the prepared sponge for which it iij a substitute, is iutended to dilate the cervix mechanically and excite the uterus to contraction. It
is acomplic:ned instrument, necessarily inconvenient to the patient. and seems
thus far not to ham been put much into service. It iii figured in Busch's Atlas.

po!~r~;s~ ~1~~~~~i:t~\~;.r~:s sil~~~:d l~~:~:n~;i~~~e ~·:~:l~~.6!~~ :ne<~~nd~l~~or~ ~~~n~
tube. The instrument is of three sizes, the smallest beiog from three-quarte rs of
an inch to an inch and a quarter in width. The inventor Uegius by exciting contractions through the use of the uterine douche, Bra.un's colpeuryntcr, or the prepared sponge, and when the neck is sufficiently dilated, inserts his bag by mcaus
of a probe whose end passes into a little pouch made for the purpose. The centra l
po.rt of the dilator is intended to be co-extensi,,e with the entire> length of the cervix, its upper extrem ity extendi ng beyond the internal or ifice, whilst the lo"er one
projects into the vagina.. Th e peculiar shape of the instrument is intended to guard
a~ainst its slipping; for when distended, its middle port.ion is cylindric, whil::;t the
ends spread out like a mushroom. When in sit11, water is forced into it Uy means
of a syr in ge. and its distention dilates the neck considerably. A larger instrument
is then substituted, and the process continued until the dilatation is sufficient to
allow version to be performed.
Dr. Eames' method is complicated, and his instrument comes into play only
when labor has begun through the use of other means. Therefore, as his object is
merely to hasten it, he entitled his paper, "A Ne1c Jlethod of A.ccomplislti11g PremaJiire Delivery at a Specified 1'ime. 11 But let us hear the author himself: "All the
known methods of ex.citing premature labor are very uncertain as respects the time
required for producing the desired result. The slowness of the process is liable to
serious objections, for whilst the accoucheur is kept waiting for hours r~ntl days for
the hbor to be completed, the woman herself is worried by the dela.y and tormented
by fear. 'fhus her moral and physical forces are severely tried, and, after all,
"·hen the delivery is about to take place, the doctor may be a.way. ThltS mother
a11dcbildareexposedtoneedlessrisk.
"Nnr is the doctor's position an enviable one: when he began the opr-ration for
iuducing labor, he involved himself in professional responsibility and personal solicitude. Il e is obliged to be at the disposal of the patien~ until she isdeli,·erecl, and
1.;an, thcrcfure, ll.Ssume no other engagements. This impossibility of being at liberty,
and that fur an uncertain period, is a. serious incom•enience, not only to himselr,
!Jut to his other patients. Now the pMient, as well as the physician, may be relie,·ed
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und er the requirements of thecnse, shall be 1he period at which the patient.slmll
find herself free from the dangers of ch ild birth, and can confi<lcntly inform her
wh eo her nnxiety shall be ove r." (Barnes.)
In morethanonercspectwc are obliged to
in strumcnt scemscalcuhlte1l to be of rea l serv ice.
of indu ced ahortitlu in which the labor was too tcdiou'!,
in sta uce, \'Cry much hastened the moment of deJi,·ery.
D. IRRrT.H•TS PLACED BETWEES TUE , r.\1.1.S OF T HE UTERUS A\'0 TUE 0VU)(.

Detacl1me11l of the Jle111bra11es.-'l'hi s opcr:i.tion is accredited to lfomil ton, who,
io the year 1800, proposed pa>ising the finger forcibly throu;;h the neck and intern al
orifice of the womb, and detaching the membranes as far as practicable. li e had
obsen·etl that when the onun hccome.i separated for a consitl erable extent fr1Hn the
wall of the uterus, its expulsion n ccc~sarily cn,:;ues \'Cry soon. Hi s procc.~s. howe,•cr, was so rough, viole nt, and often imposs ible, especially in first pregnancies,
thn.t it was soon abaudonctl.
Mam pe, and subsequently Pfcnni ngcr, Billeter, and Campbell, thinking that an
iu 'ltrume nt capable of being inserted more eas ily than th e finger, might be substituted fur it, pruposed the use of a gum- elastic boug:ie, with its extremity round f' t.I
in order to amid rupturing the membranes. Th e operation would see m to be of
easy performance and free from danger to either mother or child.
Other accoucheurs ha,,e made use of sou nds of horn or meta l, for the purpose of
detachin~ the membranes.
In 18-18, Profos!lor Lehmann (of Amsterdam) recomm ended that a boui:;:ie of
med ium size Le pa~sed into the uterus to the di stan ce of eight or tcu in ches, and
immediately withdra.wn; the operation to be rept'atcd until labor is fairly begun.
Hi s idea is, that the double object of detaching the membra nes and stim ulating the
uteru'I to contraction is th us obta in ed. In L852 he publi!!hed eight successful cases,
in onf' of which the bougie was twice in serted, and t hree times in another. 'l'h e
duration of the labor was from one to fi ve days, and the delil'ery accompli shed
fa,•orably to hoth mothers and children. Thi s plan was favorably received in Eng·
land , and is i::till frequently used there. I ts simplicity and ca'!y executio n gi\'e it
a. claim to conside ration, though it is far from being as certainly and promptly
effectual as in the cases reported by Leh mann. ]

Colien's Method.- Ought we to attribute any greater value to the uterine
injection, recently propo~cd by Dr. Cohen, of Hamburg, for the artificial
induction of premature labor? Experience ca n alone determine the qu~·
tion. His proce:Ss is, however, so simple, and, according to the author, is
attended with such prompt etJCcl~, and is so de,•oid of danger, that we think
it right to notice it. Ile says, u I perform the injection as follows: I u~e a.
small sy rin ge, usually of pewter, containing from two to two and a half
ounces of tar-water, and whose canula, from eight to nin e inches in lengt h,
and about the eighth of nn inch in diam eter, has a curva.ture similar to that
of a female cat heter. I lay the woman flat 011 her back with the hip raised,
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then, inserting two fingers up to the posterior lip of the os tine~, I use them
as a gu ide to the canula, which I pa;:;s between the anterior wall of the
uterus and the ovum to the distance of t\\·o inches within the uterus. It is
then only that I commence the inject ion. I force it gently and slowly,
taking care to raise the syringe a. little to avoid applying the opening
against the wall of the uterus, and changing the direction of the instrument
whenever any obstacle presents to .the passage of the fluid. The syringe
is withdrawn very gradual ly; ten minutes afterw~ir<l, the woman may ri!:le
and walk, and if at the expiration of six hours there is no appearance of
labor, the injection is renewed." . . . . . As nr. Cohen has succeeded
once, aucl t.he process is so harmless, it is very desirable that he should try
again.
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the end of the tube two shot so ldered
tOA:Cther, and am carefu l to tie the
thread exactly in the g roo,•c between
them. When this is done, the thread
always holds. The other end of tlie
tuLe is fitted wit.h a socket pro,·ided
with:\ stupt•ock (.Fig. 14~. c), for tile reception of the injectingl'yrin,i?;e.
2. A mctalliccondudurwith a blu n t
extremity grouved through i t~ entire
length, and cun'Cd like a hyNtcrometer.
(Fig. 140, A.) .A tolerable idea may be
formed of it Ly imagining: a male catheter cut in half~ l<!ugthwii:;e, and the con\'CX portion removed. This conductor is
pierced with three hole!'! for the pas~age
of the thread. The twofh·..,t are near its
end, and aLout threc·ei~hthl'I of an inch apart. T he third is near the h:i.ndle to
which thecon<luctorisattached.
To adapt the tube to its conductor, the free end of the thread is passed through
the eye nenrc~t the end of the conductor, from the j!;l'Ooved tuwn.rd the convex ~ide.
It reenters the groove through the eye next below (.Fig. 1-lG), and then pa«ses alon~
it throul!:h its entire length, coming: out again through the eye near the hruulle.
When theMring-isdrawn iight, the upper end of the tube fits into the end of the
conductur, and is held there l>y fixing the string Ly means of a string pro1·iJed for
that purpo~e. (Fig:. HG, a.) 'l'he body of the tube is nl'xt pla1:ed in the grooH'.
a111I ma~le fa,..,t Ly a few turn~ of the remaining portion of the strin;;. La~tly, the
end of the !itring is secured hJ pa!-~ing it beneath the sprinµ; alrr:u.l_r mentioned.
(Fiv;. J.j7.) The entire apparntus, when mounted, is nut longer than a. common
cathctl'r. {Fig. 147.)
hccu pro1·idcd with its
The instrnment is used as follows: When
lo :\<;Certain whclher a
string, an C'XJlCl'imental injection i8 made into
crac·k or 11thrr opening exi!itS in it. This having been aceomp\i:-;hcd, the tube is
held vntically, with the stopcock uppermost and op1>n. A few bubbles of air nre
finot di~ch:1rgl•d, followed by water, which i,, allowed to flow away. When the tul;e
hag r(':-;ume<l its u~ual "ize, it collap~es: that is to l'ay, the air ha~ been expelled,
and thf> i;topcock i~ clol'ed, to prcvcnl a.ny more from entC'rin)!;. This precaution is
tak('n, lr~tany air i:houltl be forced into tho uterus, in case the gum-ebstic bulb
should happ1•11 to bur:-t.
The tul.ic thu!I p repared is next adju~ted to the conductor in the way al.iove
dei:;crilicd. To l ubricate it., gl.vcerinc should be U!led, bccau:,e fatty matters alter
t he gum very quickly, and cau8e the apparatus to rupture.
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The woman being placed across th~ bed, with the hip, raised and pr(~ecting oi·cr

the eJge of the mattress, the leg~ L?ing held a~art Oy two assistants, Lhe operator
p;tsses two fingers of the left hand into the 1·ag1na, nud pl:ices the end of the forefinger upon the os tinc::c. The dilator, beld io the right hand, is pas1:1eJ into the
vagina; its extremity is guided iuto the ce1·vix, and by depressing the handle, it
u sually passes without dilliculty into the uteru~, going between the 01•um and the
11
1
0
0 1
8
0

~1~:ei~~:r1~,~~ o~rfi~~ : : :;~~·11 ~~~j~~!::,~o u~~o~ tl~ ~c~o:~~~c~o~,u:~~:r i~1~:1c~~ ~1~:~ ;~~

end, senes as a guide.
The insLrument is held in position whilst the turns of the string which hold the
tube to the conductor arc unwound. An assistant fills a. syringe with warm water,
expell in g the air, and inserts its tube into the socket which hangs outsiUe of the
' 'aginu,.. The injection should be made very slowly, though it requires considerable
force, especiully:lttheoutset. A littlemoretlrnn anouncenndahalf of li<juid is
sufficient to swell the gum· elastic bulb to the proper size. When the injection is completed, the stopcock i1:1 closed, the string is detached from the spring which holds it,
and the conductor is easily withdrawn by gentle traction. The tube being held by
the bulb at its extremity, remains wit11.thestring hanging beside it.
lt only remains to take measures for preventing the stopcock from opening, nnJ.
to atta.ch ittou .:simplt: or body bandage. I prefe1',bowc1'er, merely to tie the tube
securely at the 1·a;?:inal orifice, and remove the stopcock altogether. The women
being then free from any impediment to motion, are free to move about their
chamber and engage in their usual occupntione. It is even prefera.Ule that they
should keep up, for then the gum-elastic bulb presses directly upon the internal
orifice, and labor commences earlier.
'.l'he pains someti mes come on whilst the instrument is being applied, though, on
an average, they do not begin until three or four hours after operati ng. At first,
they arc feeble, but becomo gradually stronger and nearer together, as in natural
labor. The CC'r\·ix becomes effaced and opens out, until at last the instrument falls
into the vagina. This expulsio n generally takes place in ten or twch•e hours,
though sometimes much sooner or rather later. Statistics of all the operations I expect to give hereafter.
By the time the dilator is expelled, the neck of the uterus has become effaced, is
widely open, and the membranes a.re projecting through it. Jn the majority of
cases, the labor continues, but sometimes it ceases. I have often remarked that it
was only necessary to make the women walk about, and to leave the instrument in
the vagina, where it. doubtless acts, like Braun's colpcury nter, tCJ make ccrt:iin the
continuance of the contractions. When, not.withstanding all these precautions, the
labor stops, it becomes necessary to introduce the dilator again, giving it, this time,
a. l:lrgcr size.
Once only, in a case of i\I. Depaul's, was this plan 'incffcctuaJ; whenever the instrument was expelled from the uterus into the vagina, the labor ceased. !IL Depaul was obliged to rupture the membranes, and even then his patient was not
deli\·c red until a long while after. I am satisfied that in this case success would
have quickly followed the use of Barnes' instrument immediately after the dilator
was expcllc:l. I even think th:\t it would ofte ntimes be very useful to associate
these two instruments, on account of the impulse which they would give to the
progrer-s of the labor. and that the ir conjoi ned use is destined to be a real step in
advance in the induction of premature delivery.
I attribute the efficiency of the dilator to a special property of the uterus, in
virtue of ,1·hich it tends to contract, in order to expel a foreign body within it. It
also acts by detaching the membranes, though here less decisively, sin ce it seems
to Le shown by some of my cases that the labor stops when the instrumen~ is withdrawn too soon, although detachment of the membranes had resulted from its apJ lication.
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E. PUNCTURE OF TilE MEMBP..ANES.

Usual .Method. -Puncture of the membranes is certainly the surest of all
the processes and the one most likely to be the first to suggest itself. It was
performed by :Mncaulay when, for the first time, he acted on the advice
given in 1756 by the must celebrated physicians in London. Most accou·
cheurs who have performed this operation since his day have likewise punc·
tured the ovum; the various modifications suggested at diffCrent times
merely refer to the shape, the length, or the curve of the instrument used,
and scarcely merit a notice. For it must be evident that any canula what·
ever that is sufficiently curved to correspond with the line of the pelvic axis,
and is long enough to reach the os uteri without difficulty (that is, about
eight to eight and a half inches), and furnished with a trocar, having its
point concealed within, or only projecting a few lines beyond the end of the
canula, will be all that is requisite. The only precautions to be observed
consist in guiding the instrument along in such a way as not to injure the
mother's parts, and so as not to wound the fcetus by the point of the trocar.
As elsewhere stated, this is the most certain plan, because a discharge of
the waters necessarily occasions a retraction of the uterine walls, and sooner
or later a manifestation of the pains; we may further add, that it is quite as
ea~ily accomplished, and is less painful to the mother than those about to
be described; but we mu:.t acknowledge that the child's existence is much
more endangered, because a partial or even a total escape of the amniotic
liquicl is not always followed at once by the occurrence of the first pains.
Sometimes forty or even sixty hours elapse before the uterus, irritated by
the prolonged contact of the footal inequa.lities, begins to contract; and even
wl,en the labor has actually commenced, the dilatation of tJ1e os uteri pro--
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grcsses Yery slowly, for at the seventh or eighth month the fibres in the nct·k
have not as yet undergone those modifications which, at the ordinary term
of gestation, render the dilatation easy; and thus a further period of twcnlyfour or thirty-six hours often passes away before the os uteri is f'iuffic·kntiv
dilated. Now, during all this time, the fcetus, being no longer protected b)·
the amniotic li quid, is subjected to the direct pres,..ure of the contrac·tcd
uterine walls; the umbilical cord might \·cry easily be involved, and from
its comprc~sion, an interruption of the circulatory relation~, whi<'h are indi:;.pemable to the support of the child's life, would inevitably 1·c:;ultj bc.~idus
which, the placenta itself might be partially detached in consequence of lhe
retraction of the womb.
Many accoucheurs, influenced by these palpf!.ble dangers, had altogether
rejected the perforation of the membranes, when a modification was propo>:cd
by Mci~l'ner, of Leipsic, which fortunately prevents the aecidcnts just indi·
catecl, and therefore merits a further itwestigation into the propriety of
puncturing the ovum. Various plans were suggested for moderating, as it
were, the discharge of the amniotic liquid, and of only permitting the escape
of a sufficient quantity of it to secure the induction of the pains; but no
one had hitherto succeeded in accomplishing what Meissner has so happily
effected. Ilis process is as follows:
J1feissne1· 1s1n·ocess.-lnstead of puncturing the bag of waters at its lowest
part, he perforates it high up close to the fuudus of the womb, by using an
instrument consi:Sting of a canula and two sty lets. The canula, whic:h is
made of silver, is uearly thirteen inches long, and about two lines in diam·
eter; and it is curved so as to correspond to a segment of a circle which has
a radius of eight inches. A ring is attached to it, near the lower extremity
on the convex side, by which the instrument is managed, and which serves
to indicate the direction of the curvature after the introduction. The two
stylets (one being terminated above by an olive-shaped button, and the
other by a trocar) a.re adapted to the ca uula; their lower end is flattened
out so as to keep them from slipping in too far; the olive·shaped extrem ity
cf the first stylet ought not to project more than two or three lines beyond
the canula; but the trocar point of the second sho uld advance at Jeajt half
an inch. The first stvlet is intended to facilitate the introduction of the
canula, and the second to make the puncture.
1\1. Meissner performs the operation in the following manner: The patient
is placed iu an erect posture, and the operator, stooping <lO\\ll on one knee
before her, first ascertains the exact position of the cervix; if this i:;: high
up, and at the same time is directed so far backwards as !=Carcely to he
reached, the patient will have to sit down on the edge of a chair, or el~e lie
on a. settee. The accoucheur then introduces the canula. armc<l with the
bluut sty let, along the pal mar su rface of the index finger into the caYity of
the cervix, and presses it on until it has passed the internal orifice; of cour:;,c,
always having the convexity of the instrument directed toward~ the hollow
of the sacrum. \Vhen the point of the ca,uula has once got beyond the
internal orifice, it is easily slipped up between the membran es and the
uterine walls, to the extent of eight or ten inches above the os uteri. After
having ascertained that the point of the instrument does not rest on any
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portion of the fretu'", the accouel1eur withdraws the olivc-sliapecl strlet 1 nnd
sub,-,tilUtes the troear, with whieh he then punctures the membran.e>:. The
trocar j,., next withdrawn, a :;;,mall quantity of liquid is allowed to eRc>:.tpe
through the <:anula, and then the latter itself is removed. After the oprrntion is U\'er, the \\'Olll:lll may be permitted to sit down or wnlk about at
pleasure. The watcr5 gradu:tlly escape, thus lubriC'nling nnt.1 preparing tl1e

~:~~~~~.~~~;1~ ~~:u;.~1'.11~n';;~l~: ~~~:i; :~,1:~~1a:·l~:1c~i:~t~~1i:~oi~1~~:0~f et~~~~:~~~f~~::

contractions are strong, and the ln.bor is completed in thirty-:--ix or fOrty-cight
hour". 'Vhen the labor doc5 not adrnnee regularly, and the rc::-istanee from
the contmcte<l pelvis i:s ''cry com:.iderable1 M. l\Tt'il:'i;;llCr resorts to the mca,.,.
ures u:-:ually employed unt.lcr !:'iimilar ci1·cumsta11ces at term.
Ile has tried this mode of operating fourteen times, and he avers that
both mother and child were sa,·cd in CYery ini:;tance i such a result a~ comparc<l with those obtainc<l by other phrn5, certainly deman1ls attention, an<l
mu,:;t encourage other practitioners to attempt it. Let us hope that the
principab of la.rge Iring-in Jio,.pitals will shortly confirm, by fre:;h euccc,;s,
the favorable accounts g-iven by :Meissner.
The introduction of Mci:-~ner's canula is liable to occao;ion a partial separation of the placenta, and consequently endangers the lesion of some of its
vessels. This indeed, happened in a case obser:ved by IGvisch, of '\Tiirz·
burg: the canula would ascend no higher than five inches, and after the
puncture, nothing e:::>caped but a little blood ancl scrum. Not having
obtained a 'li.:';charge of water, it was decided two hours afterwards to puncture the ovum in the uoual way .. .. 'Yhy not have directed the canula
toward another point?
1

1

mandril,

pr. Yillenem'e (of ;\lar~rillC'<l) snb~tituted for )leissner'!I double
a 1.1ingle
one ending in a hook for i:eizing nnd rupturin~ the mem !mine~ . WhiJ;it thi!I instrumC'nt hf\sall thendrnntn,!?;t''IOf thetrocar. it is not lia.ble to wound the child.
\\'hatC\'Cr instrument i~ user! to accomplish it, perforntion of the membrane!! at a
1
0

~=~::11!::g~p t~ ~~~s ;~~~:~e~~I ~~~: ;~:i~~~:~ ~ ::::~~~~1': ~~sd ~~·te::y_::::~nct~:i~~~-n ~~;;:
born a\i\·c.
Mei'lsnf'r'<; method i'I little U'lcrl. probably hec1rn'le of a fear of penetrating so
deeply into the womb
of woun1lin? it' walls o: the footu~, or of separating the
placenta.. It will always be an exceptiona.I operation.

nnd

APPREClATION.

The means by which labor may be brought on pr~maturely nre, 3.'I ha'I b<.'en seen,
very numerous and ha.ve all been u<;ed with vnrinu<; dr>~rce!I of sucee'!S due not
nH'rely to the nature of the procf'.'l'I ~dnpted. but al<10 to the grrn~ •lifforcncr. in the
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1.- We would practise detachment of the membra11es whene\•er the inlernnl
orificecaobcentere<l.

iu!·;;~~:t~'·;~~u:~r~~:~n~~~~1~~t::~:re.tl1 e cervix,

when it is impossible to pass the

3.- Stimulatio1t of tile circ1t111fere1tce qf tlrn as liiicre \•rnuld be our last resort,
when the two preceding methods are found to be impracticable.
We have next to compare the processes included in these three methods; but not
wishing to repent here what has already been said in describing each operation,
we would call attentiun more espcciaJ!y to the i11tra-11teri1te dilato1·, Krause's per111aiie11t so1111d, the prepared sponge, and 1iteri11e douches.
To have succeeded in bringing on labor prem:\lurely does not limit the accouchcur's
re!'lponsibility: he has.yet tode\•ote much attention to the child whose imperfect
de\·elopmcnt demands especial ca.re, which is necessary in proportion to the earliness of the period at which the pregnancy shall have been interrupted. Children
born at term are brought up under ordinary conditions, but those born before term
require unusual precautions, upon who.~e proper execution success must depend.
With them they often live, but without them they are almost sure to peri:.h.
All children born prematurely require the most careful protection from cold, so
that, beside the usual clothing, the whole body, the head and limbs especially,
should be enveloped in a la:rcrof corded cotton. Bottles of hot water ought also
to be placed in the cradle as a permanent source of artificial heat. The temperature of the chamber in which they are kept should be maintained nt about 64
degrees (Fahrenheit). If, notwithstanding all these precautions, the circulation
l:rnguishes in the integumen'ts, and the subcutaneous cellular tissue becomes infiltrated, stimulating baths, the best of which are made of wine, should be used.
From time to time the children ought to be exposed naked before a warm fire, nod
the occasion taken to rub gently the entire surface of the budy with the hand.
Their proper nourishmeut is not less important. It is indispensable fur them to
Le suckled, either by the mother or a. wet,.nurse. When strong enough to take the
breast, it is only necessary to nurse them often, but when too weak or lethargic for
this, they should be made to swallow the milk previously expressed from the breast
into a. dessert-spoon. This ought to be done twelve or fifteen time~ a day, two or
three spoon.sful at a time being as much as they will require for the first few days.
The quantity will afterwards be increased gradually, until the child is strong
enough to take the breast. To the comliination of all these attentions very many
children born before term owe thE'ir lives; their omission almost always results in

death.]

CHAPTER VII.
artificial delivery requires, as just seen, certain dimensions in
the diameters of the pelvis; but when the contraction is so great that the
smallest diameter is less than two inches and a half, a question of the
highest interest prnsents itself: namely, that of the production of abortion.
When a woman, three to four months pregnant, has so contracted a pelvis
as to preclude all hope of a possible expulsion or extraction of a viable
footus, may we think of inducing abortion? This question, put to Dr.
Hunter, in 1768, by W. Cooper, was shortly afterward decided in the
affirmative by most English practitioners. The propriety of the operation
was also acknowledged in France, by Fodere (1813), Marc (1821), Velpeau
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(1829), nnd by ourselves (in 1840), in the first edition of this work. In
1843, M. P. Dubois publi::.hed an article in the Gazette Jlledicctle,-an
article which foreshadowed his opinion, although it did not positiye\y
express it. About the same time, M. Simon:lrd, of Brussels, published a
dissertation, in which, after showing the morality of the operation, he points '
out the indications. Finally, M~L Stoltz, Jacquemier, nnd Chailly, have
adopted the views of the English accoucheurs.
Too many imposing authorities have pronounced in fa,·or of producing
abortion to make it neces~ary for us to stop in order to discuss the moral,
rel igious, and medico-leg:d questions which this operation has raise<l. 1 Like
premature delivery, it is now received as an ob~tetrical operation, and it
only remains for us to determine the indications, nnd the most expeditious
and least dangerous mca.ns of accomplishing the object.
1. The extreme contractions of the pe!Yis, tho.se which afford the womnn
at the term of her gestation only the sad choice between embryotomy and
the Cro.sarean operation, and for a still stronger reason, those which, by
affording less than two inches to two inches and a half, allow of the extraction of' a dead or living fcctus only by incision of the abdomen, constitute the
most poi::itive indication for producing abortion. If, indeed, as we shall endeavor to pro,·e in the following chapters, the sacrifice of the child is fully justifiable wl1en the choice only lies between hysterotomy and embryotomy 1 this
sacrifice would be still more rational at a period of gestation in which the
operations necessary to the proJuction of abortion are much less dangerous
than those which the mutilation and extraction of a fcctus at term would
require. For oUr own part, therefore, we think that the aecoucheur is warranted in producing abortion, whenever a woman, who is fh·e or six months
pregnant at the most, shall ha.ve less than two and a half inches in the
smallc:st diameter of the peh·is.
2. Contractions of the pelvis are not the only cases in which it 11as been
proposed to produce abortion. A host of accidents connected with the
pregnant condition, and a multitude of coexisting morbid phenomena, all
becoming ,·ery dangerous to the mother in consequence of this coincidence,
have appeared to some physicians to be quite as rigorous indications as the
pelvic contractions. "'e cannot partake of this view, at lenst as respects
the majority of cases. The precepts laid down by us in treating of premature delivery, require to be greatly modified when abortion is concerned. In
a grave case, indeed, but one in which the issue is only probably favorable,
we may conclude to induce labor after the seventh month: the danger to
whi<'h the mother is probably exposed ce rtainly legitimizes an operation
which affor<ls considerable chance of saving the child's life. The same is
by no means the case as respects the production of abortion; here it is no
longer sufficient that the mother's life is probably compromised, it should be
almost certain that death is imminent. Under this head, hemorrhages that
have re::i~ted all kinds of treatment, irreducible displacements of the womb,
extreme dropsy of the amnion, tumors of the soft parts which cannot be
dii:oplace<I, punctured, incised, or extirpated, seem to me to be the only ad·
1 For further detn.ils, see i\f. C1lzenux's report to the :\endl.'my of Medicine, and the
di 3eussion 1Vhich followed it. (Bullelilt de l' Aead2111ie et C Unio11 JJUdicale, 185:q
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missiblc ind1c:ntions for the production of abortion. The same may he said
of those cases of' obstinate rnmiting which
a speedy ter;nination
of the mother's lifo (see page 477. ) On
contrary, it ought nut to be
performed for nervous disorders, and chronic or acute discase::i complicating
gestation. As regards eclamp::;ia, it is rare in the fir.:St half of prt.·gnancy,
and the slowness with which the abortive measures act nt a very early
pel'iod, seem to me to be a formal contraindication. (Sec p. 813.)
To recapitulate, extreme contractions of the pelvis, \'Oiuminouf;, immovable, and non-operable tumors of the excavation, extreme
of the
amnion, irreducible displacements of the womb, and
whi('h
have re.sistecl the employment of the most rational measures, we consider
to be the only indications for abortion. Some authors have admitted a
greater number, but only for want of <listingllishing clearly between abor·
tion and premature labor.
The only contraindication is the formal refu!!al of the mother; for with
her alone, afteL· all, remains the right to decide the question.
'Vhilst respecting the scruples of certain minds as respects a deformed
woman upon whom abortion has been once practiseJ, I confh~ that it would
not deter me for an instant in a succ:ecding pregnancy. \Ve have no right
to constitute oursekes judges of the morality and of the antecedents of the
patient who demands our assistance. E\'cn supposing that we hrive to do
with one of those unfortunate creatures who ''"ill trample under foot the
most sacred feelings, and give way all the more to their passions, because
they think they can find impunity for their bad conduct in the humanity of
the surgeon, we owe her none the less our care; for us, the only question
to resolve in the second, or third, as in the first prE:gnancy, is, whether the
conformation of that woman allows us to hope for tht! extraction of a viable
child.
It, therefore, only remains for us to determine· the period at which it is
proper to operate, and the most adrnntageous methods.
None but the contractions or obstructions of the pelvis permit the ac·
coucheur to choose the most fasorable moment, and then the only precaution
to be observed is to wait until the pregnancy can be certainly determined,
that is to say, between the fourth aod fifth months. In all other cases, it
is necessary to act as soon as the gravity of the accidents have no other
alternative.
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the great oldedion tif compromising the life of the chil<l, and on this account it ie
ulmo!-tentirely abandoned. But, as in case of abortion the fo::tus is not vinble,
puncture of th~ mcmlirnncs is a rnlunble method. The only oltlcction to it is the
difficulty of certainly reaching the ovum. The method is the same as fur prema·
turelabor.
Whatever menns arc employed, it is to be expected that the expull!'ion will tnke
place very slowly. Thi~ will seem reasonable, inasmuch ns spontaneous abortion
is usually very tardy.]

CHAPTER VIII.
OF SYMPIIYSEOTOMY.

TrrE relaxation of the pelvic symphyses, and lhe consequent separation
of the articuhr surfaces, which often occur during pregnancy, have so long
been known to the profo~s i on, that it is somewhat surprising the operation
in question was not sooner suggested. It should be stated, howe,·cr, that
certain reflections, and even some facts well worthy of attention, are scattered
here and there throughout the annals of our science. For instance, 1-'c\•eriu
Pineau, when treating of the relaxation of the pelvic ligaments, quotes the
text of Galen, and seems to anticipate the Sigaultian operation; !:'incc, in
speaking of the pelvic arti<'ttlations, he says, Non tantmn dilntare, srd etiam
~ecari tuto po.<J.~m1t. In a work publi::hed by DelacourvCe, a French physi·
cian, in }6.5.51 we find that, being summoned to n. pregnant woman, who
died near full term, he divided the pubic symphysis with a razor, in order
to extract the child more readily. In 1766, Plenck, under very 8imilnr cir·
cum"tance!ll, fir ...;t performed the Cresarean operation; but, being unable to
extract the hca<l, which was low down in lhe excavation, he divided the
symphysi", and was succe:::sful in delivering the chi!~ . But. this early
attempt, instead of leading to the performance of tlus operation on the
living female, seemed to have the opposite effect.
In fact, it w:1s only towards the end of the last century (in 1768) that
Sigault, then n student of medicine, suggested it to the Academy of Su ..
G5
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gery, by whom it was rejected as a rash proposal. Not disconcerte<l by this
reception, young Sigault supported his invention in a th~is at Angers, in
1773; that is, five years after the presentation of his original memoir; and,
finally, in 1777, he performed his first operation, asi'iste<l by Alphonse Leroy,
who declared himself its zealous partisan. The mother and child were both
and, on account of his success, Sigault, who ha.cl been almost reYiled
the Aca.demy of Surgery, was thenceforth covered with honor~, and
regarded as a benefactor of humanity. The F:tculty of i\Icdicine at Paris
even resolved to celebrate this wonderful discovery by having n. meda l
struck in honor of its author. But, notwithstanding its
gained him numerous followers, it also stirred up ne\\saries: and tho medical world was for a long time divided into
cnthusia$ts, the Symphyseans and the Cwsarean.~; but, after
had abated, both parties finally settled down in a common opinion, as soon
as they discovered that there had been exaggcmtions on ea<:h :;icle. Since
that time, the Crcsarean operation and symphyseotomy have been alike
regarded as useful operations, applicable to certain particular cases; and,
so far from attempting to exclude either, the more modern writers haYe
rather endeavored to designate the conditions requiring their re~pective cm·
ployment; ''hich, indeed, would have been the wiser cour.:se at the time of
its first discovery.

§ 1. EFFECTS OF 8YMPHYSEOTOMY.
Supposing the propriety of the section of the symphysis pubis to be
admitted for the moment, let us ascertain what advantages could be dcrh·ed
from it. From the best works published on this subject, it would appear
that we cannot hope to gain more than four to six lines iu the length of the
antero-posterior <liameters of the superior st1·ait and extav:.uion. After a
the inter-pubic cartilage, the bones of the pubis S<'parate spontais produced by the
four lines to au inch;
posterior sacra-iliac ligathe lig:.unentous fibres, known
While this is being effected, the
bone may be con;,;idcrcd
as a
of the first kind, h:wing its long anterior arm bent near the
middle; the centre of movement, or fulcrum, is found
of the articular surface of the sacrum. During the
ments situated on the front part of
and strelC'hcd, or even lacerated, when
to a high
sequently, the amount of theil' resistance greatly influences the
sepai·atiou. Again, if the accoucheur, by taking hold of the iliac rre!'t~,
attempts to draw them asunder, he may considerably incre:u•e the interrnl
already exi:;ting between the pubic bone:;; but it would be imprudent to
carry this artHicia'J separation too far; bcc:iuse, if carried beyond two iuchc.~,
the anterior sacra-iliac ligaments would probably be ruptured, and the
mother be subjected to very serious ronsecutive inflamnrn.tion;:. The antero·
fur every
posterior diameter of the strait is increased from two to
inch of separation between the pubes; and, since thi:S
may amount
to two inehcs, four to five lines are therefore a<ldeJ to t.he length of the
E>acro-puliic diameter. In a<lditil)ll to which, the anterior pu.ri(!tal protuber-
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11ncc, by engaging in the space left. between the pubic bones, diminishes the
Uipal'iet~11 diameter to a co1Tc:.-1londing extent; and it has been calculated
that two to three line" are g.tined in thi.:S way; which wou ld give a l:illm
total in the increa ..:ed length of the sacro-pubic diameter of six to eight line~.
But the sacro-pubic is not the only di:tmctcr augmenteJ. by symphy~e
otom.v; for the oblique, and more particularly the lnl.nsver.se, one3 a.re
thereby greatly enlarged. In fact, the researches of De;;gra.nges would seem
to prO\'C that the incrca.se in the trans,•er~e direction, throughout the whole
pelvis, amounts nearly to one-half of the .separation at the pubis; and that
the transverse enhrg:ement of the pubic arch is alma.st equal to the whole
of th is interval. \Vhcnce it follows tha.t the operation, which would appear
to be applicable to those Ca'ies only in which the contraction aO'Ccts the
sa.ero·puhic interval, is in reality especially advantageous when the transverse diameters of the excavation, or of the iufcrior strait, are shortened.

§ 2.

I~DICATIO~S FOH SY:'IJPIIYSEOTQ)[Y.

The re:mlts furni~hecl by experiments made on the dead body, naturally
lead to the conclu:'iou th:tt this operation is pra.cticable whenever five to
eight line:::, added to the contracted dia.metcra, would JH'O\'e sufficient to
admit of a spontaneous dclirnry, or, at lea.st, of' an
of the fretus
by the forceps. Such is the view adopted by most
since the
days of Sigault, and the extremes of the operntion ha.vc been limited to two
and a half inches for the lowec:.t, and three and a. quarter inche5 for the highest. But, a.t the pre,,;ent day, symphy.seotomy is scl(lom re.sorted to, a.ncl it
will be even le&> so hereafter, when accouchcur.s generally shall have learned
to appreciate the ad,·anrnges deriva.ble from the induction of premature
la.bar.
The circumstances that have led to the performance of the Siga.ultian
operation, arc equally strong in favor of the induction of' premature labor;
and the results deduced from experience, the only impartial judge in su('h
cases, have already decided in behalf of the latter operation. For, wheneve r
a patient comes under care during the last two months of heL· pregnancy,
who~c pelvis ranges from two and a half to three inches in ita smallest
diameter, we ought to bring on the labor before term; more particula.rly if
a mutilation of the fretus has been deemed neces.;:try in a former conlinement; and, on the other hand, we have elsewhere shown (page 672) th:tt,
whenever there is reason to believe th(tt the child's life is more or lc,;s compromised by the previous duration of the labor, and the
.
attempts resorted to for its extraction, the accouchcur should act as
it
were really dead. Hence symphy...eotomy ~houl<l only be performed, eyen
though the pelvis measures from two an~ a half to ~hree inc~1es in iti;.~ru~~ll
e:it diameter, when the opera.tor ascertams the existence of the defornnty
before the membranes are ruptured.
For, even admitting that it were not better to sacrifice the i.nfant'8 life
than to perform an operation which so often endanger~ the. en:;ten~e and
commonly the health of the mother, is it a\way5 poss1b.le, 111. pract~ce_, to
conform strictly with theoretical principles? The cases 111 which a s1rndar
degree of retraction has permitted the spontaneous expulsion of the fcctus
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naturally suggest themselves to the mind; and although these exceptiom to
the rule are certainly rare, yet they may reoccur. Consequently, is it not
prudent, before alarming the patient, to ascertain, by a proper delay, Lhe
inefficiency of the uterine efforts? Is not such a delay indi!-ipen('iable for
proving the neces.:;ity of the operation? In most intitance;o;, would it not
require several hours to induce the patient to yield to the entreaties of her
family? ·would the relatives themselves consent, before the lap:::e of time
had convinced them of the o.bsolute impo:sibility of a natural delivery?
And would they not demanrl a trial of all other means, hefore a re:'ort to
such an extreme measure? Could the accoucheur ohject to an application
of the forceps, which has so many times, under like circumstance;;, been
followed with success? Or could he refuse, had he, like ourselves, seen a
liYing fcetus expelled at term through a pelvis whose antero·posterior diameter measured but three inches? These uncertainties, hesitations, and forced
delays, which a firm and resolute physician having charge of an ho1.ipital
may escape, are inevitable in private practice, where we h~we the fear.:) of
the family, the re:;istancc on the part of the patient herself, and oftentimes
the anxiety caused by the jealousy of some of our own brethren, to contend
with; during all whiC'h, time runs away, the labor is progressing, the membranes are ruptured, and the favorable chances for performing the operation
are lost. It will be said.perhaps the slowness of the labor is more dependent
on the feeble contractions than on the disproportion between the diameters
of the hen,d and those of the pel ds ; or, perhap.i; a little artificial aid joined
to the powers of nature will succeed in accomplishing her work. But while
thus wavering from hope to hope, from perhaps to perhaps, the labor reaches
that stage where we begin to doubt the viability of the fretus; and, when
such a doubt arises, can we any longer think of rc:;orting to symphyseotomy?
This operation has been proposed in other cases, besides tho:<e dependent
on a contraction of the pelvis; as, for instance, for tumors in the excavation,
for a very large head, or a. retrovcrsion of the womb, occurring during the
early months of gesbltion. Thus, it was resorted to by Duret, in order to
overcome an obstacle to the engagement of the head, crc:ited by the development of an exostosis, about the size of a nut, on the first false vertebrre;
as also in the following case, published by Dr. Damman, in Casper's
journal: A woman had been three days in labor, but the head was so voluminous that it could not engage in the excavation, notwithstanding the
pedect conformation of the pelvis; and, h;iving become wedged in the superior strait, an application of the forceps was impossible. Although the long
duration of the labor ou~ht naturally to have created some doubt with
regard to the child's condit.ion, yet M. Dam man resorted to symphyseotomy;
the infant was born dead, but he was fortunate enough to save the mother.
The remarks before made with regard to this operation in cases of de·
formed pelvis, egually apply to those of tumors in the excavation, and to
those in which t.he excessive size of the child's head constiwtes the only
obstacle to a spontaneous delivery. As to its utility or disadvantages when
resorted to for the purpose of facilitating Lhe reduction and correction of a
retroverted uterus, experience is still wanting.
In our estimate of the indications for this operation, we cannot conform,
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as the reader will see, to the rules laid down by its partisans, because, so
far from being precise and positive, as they suppose, these rules only le:Lve
the practitioner in doubt and uncertainty. L:Lyiug aside for a moment :di
theoretical cli .. cu.::-:.::;ionis, and looking at the questiou only iu its
point of view, we are led almost irresistibly to the conclusion
the
pre..:ent state of our science, symphyscotomy ~ no longer practicable. l~or,
in<lcpcuclcntly of the difficulties in determining it::> indications precisely, it
mu,.;t not be supposed that the operation is attended with as little danger as
Sigault and ~Uphonse Leroy endeavored to prove; and we only need refer
to the numerous accident::; thereby produced to sustain the justice of our
conc:lusions. In fact, the~e clangers are so great that, according to BaudeloC'quc, of forty·one fcmnlcs operated upon, fourteen died, and ihirteen
chil1lrcn only were born living! Not to aJlu<le to the numberless infirmities
that embittered the existence of nearly all the patients who survived the
operation.
Operation.- Thi.$ is very simple. The woman, being placed in the same
po,;ition a,,; if the forceps were to be applied, is properly supported by as.:i"tant~ i the bladder i:; emptied, and the catheter left in the urethra for the
purpO::iC of protecting this canal from the edge of the knife, by prc::i::;ing it
towards the right side. The operator depres:;es t..he skin covering the pubis,
so as to find the prcci:;e spot for cutting down on the symphysis. This
being done, an a:-:~i.stant stretches the skin upward as much as possible, and
the surgeon then makes an incision through the soft parts, commencing
about half an inch above the symphy:;is, and prolonging it downwards over
the centre of the articulation, nearly to the elitorii'i, and terminating a lit.tic
to the left; the inter-pubic ligament is then carefully incised, and, when it
is nearly cut through, great precaution is requi.site not to wound the bladder.
As soon a:; the section is effoc:ted, a separation of the pubes follows; when, if
the patient's strength is not exlmusted, and the uterine pains are still strong
and frequent, the further delivery is abandoned to nature; but in the opposite case the forcep ..: is applied, or the labor terminated by the pelvic ver.:;ion
and by tractions on the lower extremities. After the delivery is completed,
the patient is cleansed, and lhe ve.ssels tied, if any were divided; the pubic
bones are drawn together, and the lips of the wound sustained by adhesive
stripil., charpie, and a compre,.;s, and the whole retained in siUI, by a b::mdage
around the body. The symptoms sub.sequently manifested are to be carefully combated as they arise. The perfect consolidn.tiou of the symphysis is
seldom completed under three or four months, even in the most favorable
c:l8C.S1 and instances have been known where this never occurred, though the
patients were ultimately enabled to walk, by the formation of a cellulofibrou.i ti,-,;:,ue i which, ~ay.:i Alphon"e Leroy, by filling up the space in the
symphy:-;i.", re~torcs the Rolidity of the articulation.
.
This proce;::s is the one generally followed; but numerous modifications. of
it have been suggested, mo.st of which a.re intended for the better protection
of the urethra i though none of them, however, are of much value. Attributing the consequences that follow in the train of symphyseotomy to the
exposure of the articular surfaces and the lips of the wom~ to the ~xtern~l
air, ~I. Imbert, of Lyons, has proposed the <liYil'.iion of lhc inter-pubic cart1·
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Jage, without involving the skin. T his procedtire is fea!'ible enough i bm.,
in our estimation, it can only obviate the smalle~t part of the consecutive
accidents; for the various dangers to which the patient is then expo.~ed, are
far less dependent on a n inflamrualion of the pubic symphp;is than on the
disorders created by the separation of the sacra-il iac articulations.
The:-;e remarks apply with eq11nl force to the division of the pubis, which
l=>rofessor Stoltz advises to be performed by the subcutaneous method. But,
after the opinion I have advanced with regard to the operation itself, it
seems unnecessary to dilate on the different ways of performing it; I must,
howC\'Cr, describe that of the Strasbourg professor, for, although experience
has not decided on its relative merits, yet it seems to offer the most favorable
chances.
It consists in the division of one of the pubic bones near the symphysis,
by means of a chain-saw, without incising the integuments. The skin having
been prPYiously shaved, a small opening is made on the mons veneris at the
point corresponding with the crest of the pubis, either on the right or left
side of the symphysis i a long and slightly curved needle, having the saw
attached, is then entered at this opening, and slipped along the inner face
of the pubis, grazing the bone, and its point is brought out at the side of the
clitoris, between the cavernous body and the descending branch of the pubis
from which the latter arises. The handle is ne:x;t fitted on, and, taking the
saw by both extremities, it is moderately stretched between the two hands,
and the pubis is cut through by a few strokes. The di\'ided portions of the
bone immediately separate, and this separation can be increased almost at
will, or it may be effected by the direct pressure of the child's head or trunk.
'Dhe pubis being divided, one of the handles is removed, the instrument is
withdra.wn, and the small opening which is left behind heals up without
difficulty.
But I repeat, that the modifications suggested by Stoltz and Imbert still
require the sanction of a more extended experience.

CHAPTER IX.

HYSTEROTOMY, or the Cre!'larean operation, consist.s of an incision through
the abbominal and uterine walls, for the purpose of extracting the child.
This section has been recommended in cases where a pregnant woman
died undelivered, long before it was resorted to on the living female; and it
ran readily be traced back to remote sources worthy of credit, without confounding it with the mysteries of the poets, or with the marvels of antiquity.
Thu s, Valerius Maxim us speaks of the posthumous birth of the philosopher
Gorgias; and Pliny states tha.t the celebrated Scipio Africanus and l\[anilius
under Numa's law, which interdicted the interment of a woman,
big
ch ild , until h er belly was opened. This wise and prudent law was
adopted throughout Christendom, and it still flourishes vigorously in the Roman Church.
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The precise period 3.t which the operation was first performed on the
living paticut remtdns undetermine<l. l\Ian::field, of Bruns wide, endeavored
to discover indubitable traces of it in the Talmud; but one of his contem·
pantries has wholly refuted such an opinion. Ac:cording to l\L C. Lage, the
first authentic case was reported by Nicolas de Falcon, in 1491 i J. Nufor
performed it in 1500, as detailed by Ga:1pa.rd Bauhin; and F. Roul'.lset pub·
lished a work in 1581, which has since ;.icquired considerable celebrity from
the great number of cases it contains, :ill of which were successful.
The surgeons were so emboldened by Roussct's monograph, that the
Cres:irean operation was often resorted to without. any indication whate,·er,
and its popularity became so great at one time, that a contemporary Dominican friar, Scipia Merunia, affirms that it was as common in France as
blood*letting in Italy. However, a i·eaction soon took place; for Gnillemeau, ParC, Viard, and some other prominent surgeons having failed in
their attempts, l\farehant succeeded in stining up his countrymen
the
Rousset, by founding some virnlent attacks on these re\·er::;cs;
Ca-sarean section would have fallen into oblivion, if Gaspard Bauhin had
not come to its aid with fresh proofs in its favor.
The interesting and delicate question of hyst.crotomy 'ms again contested
during the whole of the seventeenth century, and then, as in the preceding
one, its advantages and disadvantages were grossly exaggerated; so that the
following century arriYed without any clear idea having been formed
respecting the operation or its value, owing to the total want of probity nnrl
justice in the examination of the facts of the case. In 1749, Simon read a
remarkable memoir ou this subject before the Royal Academy of Surgery;
but it was characterized by credulity rather than accuracy. Since that
period, most of the works on the Cresarean operation have merely discussed
the indications for its performance; but not one of them unless it is Sacombe's
passionn.te and scandalous dissertation, has attempted to prove the impossi*
bility of its proving successful. Although the favorable are not very
numerous, yet there are a few that may clearly be considered as incontes·
table. In our day, the field for the C::esarean, as well as for all other
obstetrical operations, has been limited; but this is rather to be attributed
to the advance of science, and to the eminently practical spirit of the present
agP..

This operation may be pntctised on the living female wlienever the natural
passages through which the child has to pass are so narrow, or so obstructed,
that a delivery by the application of the forceps, or by symphyseotomy, is
wholly impossible; and when the mutilation of the child itself' would not
permit its extraction without exposing the mother to the greatest dangers.
· It may likewise be resorted to for the purpose of saving the infant when the
patient dies in the advanced stages of gestation.

§ 1.

C.iF..SAREAN 0PEHATION ON TUE LIVING FEMALE.

"'hen practised on the living female, the Cresarean section constitutes one
of the most serious operations in surgery; for three-fourths of ils unfortunate
victims have perished. This re:1ult, which would probably be still more
unfavorable if the same pains had been taken to bring before the public the
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unsuccessful, as have been used to circulate the more fortnnate cases, is,
indeed, c3lculated to alarm the surgeon who is obliged to contemplate per
forming such an operation.
All accoucheurs ngree in the opinion tl1at1 when the smallest d iameter of
the pelvis does not amount to two and a half inches, a delivery by the
natural passages is absolutely impossible; and that we have then only to
choose between hysterotomy and a mutilation of the fcetus; it was stated,
howernr
646), that l\I. Depaul mentions two cases in which the
children
alive through a pelvis contracted to two and three sixteenthsinches.
Supposing the smallest diameter measures two and one-eighth inches, and
it has been positively determined that the child is still alive (for the ques·
tion is no longer doubtful when there is the least uncertainty on this point),
two different measures are presented for our serious consideration, namely,
embryotom)r and the C::.esarean operation. All the French accoucheurs,
including Dubois himself, are in favor of the latter, for he says, 11 The
Cresarean operation is our only resource 1 and, therefore, it must be resorted
to." ( Thi!se, p. 71.)
' \Te are not ignorant of the importance of this question; and it requires a.
settled :ind positiYe conviction, on our part, to warrant us in dec iding it
difforcntly from other French :i.uthors; but we are sustained by the almost
unanimous opinion of the Engl ish practitioners, who believe that the child
ought to be sacrificed whenever the delivery can be effected byembryotomy.
Long ago, we strongly expressed a desire (in the first edition of this work),
to see the views of our neighbors more generally disseminated in France, in
the following words: "And, as to oun::el\'eS, our voice will be against the
Cresarean operation in all cases where it is not absolutely indispensable to
the mother's safetv." And we do not hesitate now to advance the same
doctrine. In fact, it cannot be forgotten that this operation is nearly always
fatal to the female, even admitting that the statistical tables exhibit the exact
truth. For instance, hying aside the detai ls contributed by the surgeons
of Great Britain, who are charged with the non-performance of the. operation
at the opportune moment, and supposing that the unsuccessfu l cases have
been as honestly reported as the successful ones, an impartial examination
of all the facts leads to the melancholy conclusion, that nearly four-fifths of
the mothers have perished; (according to Keyser, the precise ratio of mortality is seventy-nine per cent.) The question then recurs, does this fright·
fol operation save the child? Or is it at all certain that we can present to
the mother, as a compensation for all lier sufferiugs something more than a
Unfortunately, this is not the c:i.sc, and the partisans of the
section are constrained to acknowledge that they are not always
fortunate enough to extract a living child, even when the operation is per1
formed at ihe most favorable moment. But admitting for an instant that,
if rr-sorted to immediately after the membranes are ruptured, the section
will always save the child, still this, in my opinion, does not compensate for
the dangers to the mother.
You confess that more than one-half of the females die but can yon aver
that more than a moiety of the children you save by gastrotomy will live
1
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long enough to dry the tears shed over their birth? R<'ad the tahles 11itherto publi~hc<l on the average of humnn life, and then te11 me whether fifty,
out of a huudred living infants, attain their thirtieth year. 1 Wherefore, it
i:0; not only the immediate cffCct of gastrotomy, but also its remote ('Onse·
ljl!ence,; tha.t are to be tnken into co115idcration. This n.t least is certain.
that you .!mcrifice more than half of the women immediately; and, C\"cn
~uppo:oing that every child was alive a.t the time of iti; birth, the experience
of :tges has proved, that yoU will not find one-half of them attain the age a.t
which their mothers died.
The advantage is, therefore, in favor of embryotomy, when considered
with regard to the mere question of figures. But the foeble and uncertain
lite of an infhnt, who is connected \\'ith the external world only through its
mother, who as yet has neither thought nor affection, hope nor fear, can it
be compared to thttt of a young woman associated with tho::c around her by
a thousand .social and religious tics? Or will the survh·al of this poor child
fill up the rnid left by the death of' its mother? And, lastly, can society at
large C\·er hope to receive from a new-born infant the duties it had a right to
expect from the adult woman? Hence, family ties and social interests all
militate in favor of the mother.
In a political, if not in a. mora.1 point of view, we arc clearly justified, says
Ramsbotham, in preferring the strong to the feeble, the sound man to a
disea~e<l one, anfl, consequently, the mother of a family to the still unborn
infant, wh<'nevcr we are placed under the cruel necc~sity of sac)"ificing the
one or the other. One more argument yet remains in farnr of the view I
a.dopt: the most a.ncient of all the principles of morality, the foundation
of all medical law-is, that we should treat our patients as we would treat
our.selves or our dearest relatives; now, where is the phy:.;ician who, if forced
to decide under such circum.stnuces between the life of his wife and that of
the child she still bears in her womb, would hesitate to authorize the sacrifice of the latter?
(lVe may conclude from whnt has just been sa.id, that embryotomy and not the
Cre .. arcnn operation, ought to be performed whenever the pehis is larg-e enough to
allow the cephalotribe to be introduced. 'fhercfore, notwithstanding :u. P. Dubois'
authority, we think that the latter instrument should be resorted to not rue~cly in
pelves cuntra<:teJ to two and one eighth inch~=-. but al,.,o in peln:s of two Lllchcs
only. Bchrn• two inches, the extraction of the mutihltCd fc.ctu>J is so difficult,
and painful, that, besides the nece:;isary destruction of the child, the mother is

long,

~~ ~~i:edcl~~i~:c~)~:,~:;:r ~he1~;!:'. ~r~:11i r~;l~:~.~:~~~r:;1~l1e~~1cL:~;.:{o~:~y~011~~ !i~~~~t~'l~d~I:
however, that i\I. Pajot regards ccpirnlotripsy ns preferable to the Cresarean opera1 From the investigations of Villel'me, it appears that in France '..!0-100 of the inhabitants in the wealthydepurtmcnts die at one year of age, and :!:.!-100 in the poor ones;
31-100 in t11e weahhy departments and ::13-100 in the poor ones die at four ye:irs of

r~~~:l::.~~:~:~;.~:f:71~;~§:}?:.~~,:::~~i:;~,~.~~f,~\~:~:i~i:~1.::~:;~1~u1f~~{;
ch:t'~jl~;r:~:~: ~~s=i~:c~~sc:;:ye~~r~i::~r~;:~~s~v~t;ii~ t~:t~:i:~~n, of Chale:rnneuf.
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This rigorous exclus ion seems to us warranted by
nessed and the record of results of operations performed in
immense maj,ority
in great hospitals. It is thus shown that
h:tve perished i we have, howcYer, to repeat, that fo r some ycar:s
:t number of cases have been published by honorable physic:inu.s
in the country or small towns, and that their aggregate rc~ult.s
the operation much
than when performed in large
into considera.tion, and render
cities. This fact ought evidently to
less warrantable the preference we accord to embryotomy in tlrn case of
women out of the great centres of population. [f indeed, it be true, and
we think it is so because our confrhes affirm it, that in the country threcfourths and enn four-fifths of the women who suffe red the Crc::;arcan operation recovered, we have no hesitation in gi,·ing it the preference in country
practice, whil::ot maintaining our first conclusion in reference to its perform·
ance in large cities.
The almost constant failure of the operation in large cities, such as L ondon
antl Paris, as compared with the successes obtained in smaller localilies, has
suggested to some individuals the propriety of erecting a hospital in the
country, or at least of sending out of town such patieuts as it is supposed
will require the c~esarean operation. This precaution is especially insi::ited
upon by 111. Guisard, who has just published three new cases of success.
Th e idea could not be canied into execution very easily, yet I think it
deserYes to be considered, and suggested to the proper authorities. What
we have just stated in regard to the difference in the results of operalions
performed in town and in the country, is calculated to make a strong im·
pression, even upon minds which are strongly opposed to l\L Guisard's
proposition. All who have had long experience of the diseases of lying·in
women, are couvinced that most of them originate in the assemblage of a large
number of newly-delivered patients in the sa.me place; and this is especially
tme as regards those whose labors were di'Ticult, a.nd required a bloody
operation. To increase the number of lying-in institutions, and to separate
the patients as much as possible, I regard as the surest means of obtaining
an early convalescence.
It must not, however, be supposed that by sending to some leagues' dis·
tance from Paris such deformed women as will require our ca;e at term,
they will be placed in as favorable conditi ons as women who have always
lived in the cou ntry. The gra\iity of the operation is certainly influenced
by the locality in which it is performed, but so it is also by the health of'
the patient; now we know that. in this respect there is great difference be·
tween t he women of cities and those who have always resided in the country.
To afford them the !:,est chance, therefore, these unfortunate persons ought
to be placed in the best hygienic conditions for several months before the
end of gestation.
Supposing the necessity for operation has been fully determine<l 1 numerous
importx1t questions arise for consideration, namely, what is the most fa,·or·
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able stage of the labor for its performance? lbs the previous duration of
the labor any positive influence over the result? An<l is it better to operate
before or aft('r the membranes are ruptured? An answer to iill these ques·
tions will be found in the careful examination of the published casc.s.
A. Duration of Labor.-Thc whole dumtion of the labor has been noted
in one hundred and sixty-four cases; in sixty-two of which the woman
recoYered, and in one hundred and two she was lost. "'With a view of
showing the influence of duration as regards the mother, we divide these
cases into three classes. namely :

62

102

From this table, which is taken from Keyser's excellent work, we may
conclude that the duration of the labor would appear to have an unfavorable influence only when it has continued beyond seventy-two hours.
But the same remark does not apply to the child; for, taking the same
one hundred and sixty-four ct1ses, in a hundrecl and fifty·eight of which tlrn
infant's condition is reported, we find that fifty-seven were st ill-born, and n
hundred and one survi,·ed ; and, adopting the same division, we have:
AftcraJumtionof24 hours,
From
25toi2
"
i2
"
More than

42successfuland1Guusucccssfulcases.
48
24

17
101

57

·whence it follows that the chances are less for a living child as the labor
is the more prolonged.
n. Ruptute of the .ilfembranes.-The time that elapsed after the mem·
branes were mptured has been stated in one hundred and twelve cases. \Ve
shall likewi;:)e classify these under three heads, according to whether the
operation was performed :

Asregar<ls!heMother.

ht. Before or wilhin 6 hours afler tl1e membranes
were ruptured,
• = 39
2d. From ito24hoursaftertherupt.ure,
.
35
3d. l\lorethnn24hoursaftertherupt.ure,
.=38

=

20

19

14
13

21

25

From which it appears that the operation is so much the more unfavor·
able for the mother as a greater time has elapsed after the rupture of the
membranes.
The fate of the child is known in only one hundred and six cases; still
using the same classification, we have:
Still· born.
1st. Before or within 6 hours after t.herupture, .
2d. From 7 to2t hours after the rupture,
3d. More than 24 hours after the rupture,

Cases.

Succe11sful.

=

3i

31

3

32

25

=

37

19

7
18

=

106

28
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c. It is unnecessnry to add that, with regard to the ftelus, the progno, i.'I
is mucl1 more unfavorable when an artificial extraction has been attemptul
before resorting to the Cresarean section. Indeed, it mu.::;t be evideut, from
the foregoing facts, that the mo.::;t favora.ble time for operating is either before
or immediately after the rupture of the membranes.
'Vhencvcr we have an opportunity of attending the patient during the
last few days of her pregnancy, it is advisable to prepare her for the opl:ra·
tion by a suitable regimen, such
bathing, moderate blood-leuing,
&c. But when the labor has
commenced, the operation is to be
proceeded with as soon as the os
sufficiently dilated to permit the
subsequent discharge of the lochia. It has been recommended to puncture
the membranes, lest the waters be effused into the peritoneal Ca\·ity; but as
tliis accident can very easily be prevented, and as the distention of the womb
is favorable to the retraction of the organ after the operation, this ought not
to be done. Just before commencing, the bladder and rectum are to be
emptied. Two bistouries, the one convex, the othel' having a straight. prube.
pointed blade, forceps, ligatul'es, cold and tepid water, a little vinegar,
sponges, needles armed with thread, quill·barrels, strips of a<lhesi\'e plaster,
some charpie, and compresses, and a bandage for the body, constitute the
necessary apparatus.
The patient is then laid on a bed of the proper height, and is held quiet
by the attendants; an intelligent assista.nt is charged with the duty of keeping the womb 011 the median line by placing his hands over it; and another
presses one hand over the fundus uteri, with a view of keeping up the intestines, which are apt to become insi11uated between the uterine a11d the abdominal walls. The surgeon then makes an incision along the median Ji11e,
through the skin and subcutaneous fatty tissue, extending from a lit.tie below
the umbilicus, downwards to within an inch and a half or two inches of the
pubis; this incision ought to be at least five or six inches long, aucl provided
this extent is not obtained within the indicated points, in consequence of the
woman's low stature, it should be prolonged a little upwards and to the left
of' the umbilicus. The operator next divides the aponeurotic fibres of the
linea alba, layer by layer, and thus gets to the peritoneum, into which Im
then makes a small opening; having inserted the index finger of the left
hand into this, he directs the probe·poi11ted bistoury along its palmar face
and enJarges the incision. The tissue of the uterus is now carefully incised,
layer by layer, until the surface of the membranes or the placenta is
brought into view; the bag of' waters is then opened by a simple puncture,
and the probe·pointed bistoury is entered at this orifice, and the inci::ion enlarged to the extent of five or six inches, directing it rather toward the
superior than the inferior angle of the external wound. The assistant, who
is charged with the <luty of keeping the lips of the wound apart, must be
very careful to hold the abdominal and uterine walls in contact with each
other at the time when the membranes arc ruptured. The extraction of the
footus is afterwards accomplished by seizing hold of the first extremity that
presents. The uterns retracts immediately and effects the detachment of
the placenta, wh ich is pushed towards the wound; it is then extracted together with the membranes, which have been carefully twisted into a cord.
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If ::my blood ha" esC'aped into the uterine ca\·ity, it is remond, as well as
any other foreign body that may ob:struct the cen'ix.
The woun<l in the uterns requires uo other attention than that of being
well clcan:::cd. The lips of the one made through the abJominal wulls are
brought. together at two or three points by the twisted suture, taking ca.re
to le:t\'C a free space towards its inferior part for the discharge of the fiuids
that e::;cape from the abdomen; strips of adhesive plaiJ.tcr are u:;ed between
the points of the suture, over which the uniting bandage is then applied;
~ome modern surgeons U:"I! no suture$, relying wholly upon uniting bandages
for keeping the edges of the wound in apposition. Thus 111. Lebleu (of
Dunkirk} first places beneath the patient, and oppo:site the last dorsal and
lumbar vertebr~, two narrow body bandages with digitated extrcmitic.'i.
Upon the:0e, so a:i to come next to the skin, arc laid two strips of adbcii\'C
pla~tcr, each four inche:; wide, but long enough to cross each other in front
of' the inc:ioion. Ea.ch ~trip i:. cut into three from its extremities for thrcefourlhs of its length. After the operation, the ends of the adhc~ive strips
nre applied first to Lhe ::kin, nnd then, as they come near the wound, upon
two thick graduated compre.~~es placed on each side. They are made to
cro,o;i ea<'h other oppo.:;ite the iocioion, leaving only a small open space
below. Charpie, cornprcs~es, and the two body bandages complete the dn\'i.i·
ing. This arrangement seems to me well adapted to the case. The wound
j;:; next CO\'ered with chttrpie smeared with ceralc, and common compres~cs,
and the whole retained in sitU by a moderately drawn body bandage. The
sub,-equent treatment is rc;;tricted to combating the inflammatory and other
symptoms as they may ari;;;c.
.As one of the mean~ be~t adapted to prevent undue inflammation, Dr.
Metz (of Aix-la.-Chap<·lle) in:"i"b strongly upon the use of cold. As soon
as the patient is placed in bed, comprcs.:;cs saturated in cold water are applied to the abdomen, and followed in a. fow hours by ice iuclosed in bladders. Injections of cold water are also administered, and the JXLticnt
cs.u.;ed to swallow small fragments of ice.
She is herself con,-cious, i:;ays l\I. :.\Ietz, of a degree of comfort, reoulting
from the action of the cold, which is a ~urc guide to indicate the point to
which it is best to carry it. The final effect of the cold is the production of
di,-comfort, and should the use of it be continued, an unfavorable reaction
might rc..;ult. Should the cold injections or swallowing of ice bring on diarrho::a1 they must be stopped a11d. replaced by enemata of starch and laudanum. If, on the contrary, the injections do not soon produce stools, calomel
or castor-oil ought to be administered.
The use of cold has never seemed to interfere with the regular accompli.shment of the puerperal functions.
1\1. l\Ictz relates eight ca~es of his own, showing but one death. Five
others, two being furnished by Dr. Vossen, one by Dr. Kcsselkaul, and two
by DrE:. Kilian an<l Gentz, also exhibit a favorn.ble result. "'e ha,·e therefore twelrn cases of succe.::s out of thirteen operations
For our own part, we are quite in favor of arlopting the plan of l\I. Metz,
inasmuch as we have twice seen newly dcliverc1l ladies apply in spite of us,
and without Lhe lea~t iuconvenicnce, cold compresses upon the abdomen and
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\Ve are not, therefore, alarmed for the consequences which, a
priori, we should have fenred from the continued action of cold, yet we are
unable to think the results obtained by M. l\letz as encourag ing as he believes them to be. Very probably the future will undeceive him rndly .
8till, we base been impre5sed by the memoir of the A ix-la-Chapelle phy~i
cian, and do not hesitate to recommend a method which grwe him such
results, co1winced as we arc tlrnt no seri ous objection npplies to it.
Several modificutio11s of the operation lrnv e been proposed, all of which
we think it useless to meution, inasmuch as the success attributed to them
was, I believe, owing rnuch more to the special conditions under which they
were performed than to the more or less ingenious plaus suggested by their
authors.
TJ1ere is one, however, '"hich deserves mention, if only on account of the
hopes which it at first awakened; it consists in performing the operation
without wounding the peritoneum, and is done by making an incision a
little above Poupart's ligament and pushing up the peritoneum as for the
ligation of the external iliac al'tery. Through the wound thus made, the
vagina is to be o.pened. If the incision of the peritoneum could be avoided,
effusions of blood or of sanious or purulent matter in its cavit.y would not
take place, and th e patient be protected from the most efficient cause of
death. This ach·antage is, unfortunately, so fully balanced by the difficul ties of the operation, by the number of vessels wounded, and by the inflammations liable to follow the extensive separation of the peritoneum, that the
method is now entirely abandoned.
Vaginal Ca.>sai·ean Operation.-This name is applied to the incisions which
are sometimes made ot1 the neck or other portiou of the uteru s that projects
into the vagina. Having described the operation on page 698, we shall not
repeat it here.
bren.st.s.

§ 2.

POST-MORTEM CJESAREAN OPERATION.

·whenever a. physician is summoned to a. pregnant woman soon after her
death, he ought t6 pedOrm it, after hasing carefully ascertained that the
death is real; because the ch ild 's decease d0es not always precede that of
the mother, and numerous instances are recorded where living children have
been exlracted ten or fifteen minutes, and even half an hour, after the woman
died.
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Forcible Delivery post morlem.-Should the female die during parturition,
he ought to examine the condition of the genital organs immediately; for
notwithstanding the fact that the labor may have but recently commenced,
these parts, from their diminished resbtance after death, have occasionally
permitted the delivery of the fretus to be effected by the version or the for·
<:eps. In fact, th is latter operation would be pos i tiv~ly indicated if the
child's head were low down in the excavation; because, in such cases, its
extraction by the Cresarean section would be rendered extremely difficult,
if not impossible; for numerous recorded instances have fully tested the
inefficiency of tractions made on the fffital trunk through the abdominal
incision.
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CHAPTER X.
OF Ei\IBRYOTOMY.

Tms name is applied to the operation by which the parts of the child are
divided so as to admit of their successive extraction, when it is impossible
to terminate the delivery in any other mty. In some cases it C'oosists of
simple punctures or incisions made on the head, chest, or abd0men, with a
view of diminishing its size, while in others the body of the chi ld is divided
into several parts.
It was elsewhere stated that, whenever a considerable quantity of water
had accumulated in the head, chest, or belly, the fluid could easily be evacuor still better by a
ated by a simple puncture with a straight
trocar i and, tl1ercfore, we need not recur to the
(See liydrocephalus.)
Embryotomy is indicated whenever th<'re is any insurmountable Obstacle
to the spontaneous expulsion of the child, and where au application of the
forceps proves insufficient to effect the delivery; always supposing that the
fcetus is dead, or there are good reasons for belie\·ing that its viability is
destroyed by the length of the labor. This operation is resorted to in
England much oftener than in France; for most of the accoucheurs of that
country proscribe the Uresarean section and symphyseotomy, except in cases
of absolute necessity, but they do not hesitate to mutilate the infant, even
when it is still living; and the reader will have seen, from the foregoing
chapters, that we fully embrace the same opinion.

AR'l'ICLE I.
Under the name of craniotomy have often been clm1sed all operations of embry·
otomy wh ich arc performed upon the head of the child; we prefer, howerer, to
reserve this 11nme f11r the simple perforation of the crauium, and shall, therefore,
use it in th is limited sense.
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Numerous instr~ments ha"e been iuYented for the perforation of the crnoium,
but "·eshall describe on ly those which are best adapted to the purpose, and which
are the most generally employed. In the first place, however, we would mention

F10. 149. Sm~llie"1111ci1sore closed.
Fio.160. Thesameopenod.

Modeofintroducing11.ndnsingSmtoHie'111CiSl!OU

The instrument generally used is that known as Smellie's scissors, which
is very strong, and has its cutting edges externally; and, being terminn.ted
by a sharp point, is admirably calculated for penetrating through the osseous
vault i when, by opening the handles, the original orifice is easily enlarged.
1'1. IIippolyte Blot has latterly had a perforatol· constructed by l\I. Chargenerally
riere, which, I think, is destined to supersede Smellie's
without
made use of hitherto. It possesses all the advantages of the
its in conveniences
l

Some of the French forceps a.re so constructed. {Seea.rticlcForccpJ. · -Translator.

GG
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This crnuiotome is composed of two blades, which cover each other, so that
when the instrument is clo.:e<l, the blu_nt edge of' one extc1H.1s elightly beyond
the cutting edge of the othe r, and rec1procally. (Fig. 152.)
Each fiee surface bears at its extremity A, a projection, which giH1' to
the poir.t of the instrument a qm1drangular form (thc:;e projections arc borrowed from the perforator of 1\I. l\larc:hand, of Charenton); a sc:rew fixe<l
on the internal surface of the movable branch n, enter:; a notch in the op1>o·
site Lranch, and limits its motion in one direction, whilst the spring c, limit5
it in the opposite one.
The two branches are articulated in a manner peculiar to M CharriCre
(d tenon), and they are to be opened when the cranium has been penetrated.

Fro. Hi::?. C1·1J!rn.lotomecl01100
Fio.1&3. Ce11lu:ilo1omeo1iened.

Fm.JM. Cepba.lotoweineisingthecraninm.

Before withdrawing the craniotome, it is allowe<l to close it.self, after which
its extraction from the genital parts is unattended with danger either to the
vagina.I mucous membrane, or to the fingers of the operator.
The principal adrnntagct:i of this instrument may be summed up as follows:
1. Great solidity and si mp1icity.
2. Iutroductio1 and withdrawal en tirely sa.fe1 rendering it capable of being
UEed by the lrusi ~x pcrienccd opera.tors.
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3. Capability of acting by pre.<;sure, and that with n. single hand, thl! otJier
remaining at liberty to guide the in:strument, keep it in its pbcc, and know
what becomes of it during the operation.
-:I. Power of perforating the bones with the least effort, and, consequently,
with the lcMt chance of slipping.
5. It is ea~ily dii:mounte<l and cleaned.
6. Finally, simplicity of structure, rendering it a cheaper instrument than
Smellie's sc:i:;:;ors, provided with their sheath.

(The .instrument commonly used in Germany for perforating the head, r c"embles
a treplune whot<e crown is concealcJ in a tube whio:.:h sen·c.~ 11"1 n. slwath. Kilian's
pcrforator is a.goud iipecimen of this kind of trephinc. 'l'he in!ltru mcn t is applied
to the head of the chi ld. and held there firmly, whilst the r<'volutiun of the trep:rn
carries it tlnough tbe ;;calp and skull, a circular pi<'CC of which is removed. 'l'ho

:,~~~~~i1:~i;·1~~~:~~u~;~s :1~1; ,:~';:~~~::i~<l o!o b:~~ t~esg~~~~l~;:;l~i:~· :;·::11~'.~(;n:n~f:;~i1:
escape freely. The con>.truction of the instruUlent is, however, complicatetl and
its application difficult.
We prefer Blvt's pcrforntor to all others, and shall have it chiefly in view '~hilst
the operation for piercing the cranium. After the woman i!I put in a
con\'cnientposition, the operator intrnd.uces the fore ;\l\d middle finp;crs of the left
hand in to the rngina, and pa<i«es them far through the uterine orifice, until they
reach the hend of the child, where he holds them as firmly ns pos:sible. The right
hand then gral-lps the instrument by its handle, and slips the point :tlong the finger~
of the left hand, which scn·es as a guide, to the head of the child (Fig. 15-1). Jt i!I
ath+•ed that a suture bo sought for, or, preferably, a fontanelle, which wou\J be
more easily traxcrsed than a bony plate; but, in most case.'!, it i!I not ea'ly to follow the
recommenJation. On the other hand, the greatefit care shoulJ be taken to apply the
in strument directly to the chilJ's head, and not to perforate the circumference
ofthemuuthofthewomb. 'l'hescalpoffers very littl e resistance, though it 1:1ho11ld
be borne in mind that it is ofte n quite thick when an oodematous swelling h:ippcn.'i
to be hit upon. As soon as the point of the perfora.tor comes in co11tact with the
bone!! of the skull, it is to be rubited on its axis, at the same time making strong
pre<:~ure through the handle, when, sho rtly, the sensation of re,.,istance OYercomc,
informs the operator tlrnt the instrument has passed through the bone.
Craniotomy is sometimes difficult on account of the mobility of the head, which
recedes before the instrument. 'Vh eo this is the case, an a;;sistantought to make
strong pressure with bis hands on the hypogastric region, in order to fi:r the head
upon the superior strait. It is important also to be aware that an inadvertent
movement m:iy caull-e the iu strumeot to slip and wound the mother's po.rL<1. 'l'o
avoid this slipping, the perforator ought to be guided as fnr as po;;~ible in the direction of the axis of the superior strait, perpendicularly to the part of the he:ul to be
opened, and, preferably, too far forward to too far behind. 1'he handle is to be
held firmly by the right hnud , whilst the point, carefully supported by the two
fingers of the left hand, is prevented from swerv ing in any direction, and from
sliding between the scalp and the bones of the head. It could on ly bC' t~rough
fiingulur and culpable ne~ligence tb~t the sacrO-\'Crte~ral an~Je should .h? m1.staken
for the head, and the perfora.tor be implanted upon it. Without ant1c1pat111g an
error of this kind, it would be well to effect the perforati on ntn. point rather near
de~cribing

:~;~~:·£;\~i~bi~~:s~~,?;;£i~~~t~:~~·~;,:,'.~:~";[~:~~~::~~~~<::.::c:~.:~·o~w:,~:
lu.ui..:e iis pu,hcd in boldly; then the movable handle is to be depressed in Ol'de r l'J
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cientls i<Ccure hold. Being sa.ti,,.fied
it ,ms firmly attached, tractirm'! wete
made in the directinn or the pel\'iC
but notwithsta.mliug every precauti<1n 1
and the fikill or theoperat0r, the instrument would orlCn s]ip and woul\ll i-c\·cre\y
the mnternnl organs. lt ou~ht now, therefore, to be entirely laid asidr.
Tractnrs and bone forcep'! are ndnrntage11u$ly suhstitutcd by the t·rphaloh'ibe,
eo thut when craniotomy has been pc1·f11rmed, cephalotripsy is had recour~e to in
the majority or ea,,.es, prm•idcd the mouth or the womb is sufficiently dilated to
allow the operation to be performed.

ARTICLE JI.
Cepltalotripsy, also called cfphalvtltalsfo. i:; an operation ha.\'ing for it.~ object the
crushing of the head or the fcctus, in order to render itpossil.ile tu exlracLit. Not.withstanding some sc:Htcrcd passages which shO\V that the idea. of cru.;hing the
foot:\! head had l.iccn entertained long since. theoperntion is or recent date. The
conception could inclee\1 hardly have been realized until after the forccp'"i ha<l been
im•cnted, been.use by nm kin~ the blade" of this instrument stronger and elo,-ing its
handles with power, the head ma)· be reduced in size and e\"en partly cru"hed;
in fact, the forceps or C<•Utouly, A""alini, Delepcch, and Lauverjn.t fWll'•l in thi!I
way . Nevcrthele><s the fo1·cep~. c,·en when its handle~ were i!.pproximat<':tl hy means
of a screw, could be nothing more than a. very imperfect eru~hing in::.trnnwnt.
It was necessary, therefore, to contri,·e a special apprtrn.tus for the purpo.•e, and
this was done by A. Haudclocque, nephew or the eelcl.Jra.led ncco\1clicur or the
snme name. Ile giwe the first account or his instrument in 1820 anti used it
shortly arterwanls ~ucc-cssrt1lly in the case of a. woman whose pelvis "as contracted
to three inches in itsnntero·po,...teriordiameter.]

The honor of its invention, notwithstanding severnl rival claims, is due to
l\L A. Rtudelocque. It is composed of two long branches, the blades of
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which are devoid of fenestra, and, besides, are fiir le~s curn.J than those of
the ordinary forceps, so that, when closed, they can pa.:;s through a diameter
not exceeding two inches. The two bran ches articulate with each other
near the middl e, and when they are joined, the blades can be tightened at
pleasure, by means of a screw passing through the end.:; of the handles, and
worked by a powerful lever.
EYen as it is now constructed, Bau<lelocque's embryotomy forceps is
certainly a very useful instrument; but as I have cbewhcre proyecl (Rei·ue
JJJedicale, l\fay, 18-13), it presents some disadvantages which render its application difficult and often even dangerous. For instance: 1. I t is too straight
to accommodate itself to the curvature oft.he pelvis, and it is therefore
applied with <lifficulty to the sides of the head. 2. As the cl:lms are nearly
plane, they open like a pair of
and do not incase the head, as the
concave blades of the ordinal'Y
cousequent.ly, they are liable to
slip, and thus give rise to ser ious accidents. 3. Tractions made by it are
very often ineffectual, even when well applied to the head i because it necessaril y dra.ws in a direction different from
owing to the absence of curnttures in the edges of its
As the difficulties and dangers attending its use are not imaginary, I
have endeavored to prevent them, by suggesting a modification in the embryotomy fO'rceps generally employed, although well convinced that the
failure of an operation is very frequently more depeudent on the operator
himself than on his instrument. \Vith this view, I bad an inst rument
made by l\I. CharriCre, which differs in two important particulars from those
hitherto constru cted, and which seems to obviate the various disadvantages
r have just enumerated.
" 7 e stated above that the absence of curvature in the edges interfered
very seriously with the seizure of the head, which is found more anteriorly
than in well-formed pelves, both in consequence of the pelvic contraction

Theembryotomyforceps11.p11lied11.ndloc:ked

aud its own elevation; hence, we have given a cmvature to our forceps
slightly exceedi ng that of Levret's. This, however, did not require a great
effort of the imagination, for we have only impressed the same modifkatfon
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of tl~e embryotomy forceps that Smellie and Lcnet long since gave to the
one invented by the Cha.mhcrlcns. This curvature is intended to fulfil the
indication of accommodating the shape of the instrument to that of the
curved canal it has to traverse.
The sl ipping of the head during the tractions is principally owing to the
:act, as arnrred abO\·e, that the blades, from being nearly plane on their
rntcrnal surface, do not properly embrace this part, and that, opening like
a pair of sci;:::;or;::, their widc:;t separation is found at the points. Here the
difficulty was eonsi<lC'rably grca.ter, because the internal smfacc of the
clams could not Le hollowed out without greatly increasing the intcn·al at
their middle part, and, con::;equcntly, without rendering the instrument inapplicable to a host of cases where Ba.uclelocque's might be succes::;fully
used. After mature reflection, we propose the following as its second and
most important modifica.tion: nam ely, to make a much wider entablature
at the joint i while, in other re,,,;pects, the length and width of our forceps
eorre;;pond with Baudelocque's. This increased width at the articular part
permits the base of the blades to be remo,·ed from each other laterally by
means of' a regulating screw, that can be turned at will; the point of which,
by working on the pi\"ot, will permit a greater separntiou at the base than
at the points of the blades. H ence, it is C\'ident that when the head is
once embraced by the instrument, it cannot slip from the extremity of the
clams during the tractions. because the interval is much less here than at
the bai;:e or enn than at their middle part. In a word 1 the embryotomy
forceps hitherto employed resembles a cone when half opened 1 the bai;:c of
which is at the points of the blades, and the apex at the articulat ion; but
ours, on the contrary, may, under the same conditions, be compared to a
cone having its base at the articular part, and its summit at the extremity
of the blades.
[The handle at the end of Uaudelocque's cephu.lotribe wns powerful but awkward,
liesides requiring consideralile time f11r the screwing: up and un1<crewing; sometimes, also, it struck against the limbs of the patient, so tha.ton all these accounts
it became desirable to &uOstitute aome better arrangement for it. In ~I. Chailly's
instrument, the handle was replaced by a strap whieh wound around 3. me1allic
axle. Be:!ide this improvemC'nt, its c1lges were sufficiently curved to correspond to
the axis of the peh·is. Jn order to pre•ent slippinJ?, the ends of the Llarlc,; were
bent in such a way that one overlapped the other, the ioclml.ed part being thus
. .
grn.sped in a manner which make:i e~cape impossible.
Prof. Depaul'scepha lotribe has at the ends of the blades two honks, projecting

~~i~~:r1~~:~ ~~ ~~:s~~t.e:~~l :,:1~·:a~:~~~~ ics~ ~·;i~1!;'~\~~::~~~eh~~~s~:1a~h:rh::~~ ~:.::~1 ~ tj~~
1

1

i
closing the blades, there is a Yaucamon. chain stretched t1.'a~1sverl:!~~y from one
handle to the other, which is put in motion Ly a key and p1111on. Ih e branches

~n~~~~:gee~~e~e~~gm:;~~i~<i, at~: t~~:~~ i'!'';a~~;~~~1:~~~~1o~~~n;p~tn ~~e~~ ::;~1 ~~e,;

ii
:,::
of ench hnnJle; then the key is applied and turned until the blade~ are suffi~1ently

:i;:i,rt~xi ~··;;~,~1'/~tee:e::~~~h t~hr~~~~:t~~:ti~:t~~l~;,o~:l~~=d t~·; tl~.ha;~u ~1::::.~tl~::~~~:.~·~~
frc;-.c{. ~';~ ~~.;te~~l\~eer~t;~~r;nqt~:~:t~;;ment whose branches are brought together hy
:ne::i.ns of a removable screw which may be attached a.tw ill on the end of the left
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of the cl'phalntribc flll.'<'"I'~ h:we hcen gen('rnlly OV<'rrntccl in the acceptn1 ee of tho
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unless 1he child be \'Cry larµ;e, succc~s may he looked for iu a peki~ which men·
sures no more than two indif'~ in its antt'ro posterior diamcter. Still it sll(lu\d be
well underst(lod that a contrn<.:tion so great ns tlii!'I rl'nclers the manipulation (Jr the
in~trument \'ery troublP~ome. whilst the operation is long and difficult and the risk
to the patient wr.vp;reat. Ou:rhtitthcrcfore tohecleci1le<l that under twoincb<'s
<'cphn.lotripsy is su scl'ious an underiaking that the Cre~arcnn operation shoul(l be
preferrecl to it? Prof. Pajot prote~ted against thi:-i opiniou, and, undeterred liy the
diffin1hic", declare<1 in a paper published in the .Arcliires Gt11eru{e.'1 de ,l/b/el'ine,
that he considers cephalotrip ... y ns proper not only in a pehis of t,1·0 inchl'~, but
enm in one of one inch anti one-eighth of an inch, and atlmit~ of no limit :<:l1·e that
which rentler.~ impq«,.ihle the incroductiou of the instrument.
But we ought t(\ a•ld 1hat a fa\·vrable result under thl'~e circum~tance'> would be
impo~~iblr were it exp<'1'INI to cxtroct. the head belw<'en the bt:ules of the forceps;
'.\I. Pajot, therefqr£\ ufter t•rushing the skull, unlocks the im;trument and withdrnws
the hranche'> separately without making any traction, le:l\'inp; it tp the uterus to
mould the head upon the contracted part and c!Tect its expulsion.
M. Jucquernier had already examined thi'> side of the quefition when he wrote as
follows: "The ngeneyofthe ceph:llotribe forceps is rather one ofcomprcs .. ion than
or extrnetioo. In many ca!'lcs, it is capable of crushing the head when it will be
ineapahle of draµ-ginJr it tbruu~h the contraction. Still, under the latter circum·
stnnces itma.v pr1H·e ofgreat~nvice, and either attain or powerfully concur to the
attainment of the end proposed. For when the instrument is withdrawn, the head
is really !'lupple, plastic, entirely reducible in every direction, which is a condition
completely at rnriance with that which it. ha!'! wh(•n £o;till retained within the jnws of
the closed instrume11t, a fact to which sufficie n t atlent ion has not been "paid. I f
left to the expulshe t'ffllrls of the womb, it may still be o.Ule to pas,; the oh~tacle
after becoming nuiultl~·d to the form of the pelvi11; extended where the latter is
larger, and flattrncd where it affords the least spacr."
The ccphalotribe may be applied at once upon the hrad without previous perforation. The head is theu eru'>hed, and the cerebral matter is fori:ed from the cavity
of the cranium unclcrthescnlp,when thrlatterremainsintact,orescapesaltogf'lhcr
when it. happenf.I tjl tear. At other times the brain fintl:i exit through the orliits,
the nostrils, or the mouth . Baudelocque thought thi:i kind of erncuati11n was nil
that was neces~ary. and C\'Cll re(!;arded the preserrntion or the integrity uf the scalp
n!I one of the adva11tagN1 of hi!! mPth(Jd. 'Vlrn.t we have saiJ of II crsent's experi·
ments Ahows that the rcduetic•n (•fthe sizcoftheheud isgreaterwhC'n thrcranium
is perforated before the crushing; tliereftire craniotomy is n'iw almost always per
formed hef.Jrc using the cephalotribe; and n!l it is certainly the preferable cour~c.
we Jo not hesitate to achi~e it. It is true that it has been charge1l with fovtJr·

::~ert:~t: ~;;~n~~!~~ln~~il ti~:~;:~i1~~.t~;:1~~~e~~1 ::e b~~~~;1 ;:~1:~~s ~~,1~~: ~~l'li~:~.11~1 :~
when the hea.11 is cru<1lieil withflut prev ious perforation?

We havcnlreacl.vwit-
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wom b, 1 would repeat the crushing operation every two, three, orfo11r lw11 ·.~,allow-

~071:~~~0 ~~tt~:~e 1 :~•~r·~~~~~~~1:~s ~; ~l:~~;~t~~~~e;; ~~1: e~~~~~:!:n~:h ii~t~::ec~~l~~0e~1 :·~~-;

Bomctimes IJeeo sufficient. The head having been thus l'Cpeatedly cruslird, the
body generally pre:.cnts difficulties which oue or two crushi11gs usually sutlice to
Ol'en·ome. Such is the method which l have termed• Repeated Ceplwlofrips!J U:lt/i,-.

oui Ti·uclion.'"
Wh:ue,·er plan bepur.sued, when the head lrnsclearedthc,•ulva, slight tractions
are uMrnlly :.ufficicnt tiJ effect tl1e delivery of the trunk: the latter, however, 1mmetime~ re:.ist.<1, and the cru:.hcd head affords a very ini:;ecure hultl, so that it. is often
found u.'!rful to tie a filletar(1u1HI the neck, and endcarnr to i.Jl'ing down the nrm11,
as much for the purpm;eoflcssening:thesizeoftheshouldersaswith theolUeetof
usin~ them for purposes of truetion. " 7 hcn nil the!!e mnnipulations lune failed,
the ccphulotril;e is again insel'ted, in order to crush the chest, and it rarely hap·
pensthatoneortwo applicalionsdo not effect the desired rei:;ult.
The difficulty eause<l liy the trnnk, therefore, is rarely so great that it cannot he
O\'Crcnme; but in spite of all lhat. can be done, it is sometimes impossible to ex·
tract the head; and t"ben the women either die undelivered, or are deli\·ercd hy n
re~urt to turning.
These last. facts are certainly worthy uf meditation, anti ha\e
recently been commented on by my friend, Dr. Bertin, in his inaugural thc.-.is, <1f
which l lrnxe some knowle1lge. Dr. Bertin thinks that moder;1te tracliuns only
ouglit to i.Je made with the cepha lotribe, and i;;hould the head not come down, he
proposes to go after the feet and effect deli\'ery by pelvic version. Under these
circumstances, the latter operntion bas undoubted advantui:t:es, which are rccapitu·
lated a>i follows in the tlie.'iilS which l lrn.ve ruenlioned: "When the head is once
crushed, as it i~ possilJle to do by one or two applicalions, provided the blades of
the in1;trumeut s.re properly placed, ant.I C!'pecially pa~i;:ed high enough, all thO:ie
dang<>r:-. will be a,·oit.led whi1.:h result from the too frequent introduction of an iron
instrument into organs which ari; congested and often in a state bordering on in·
fiammation. There is no cau!ie fo r apprehending those disorders which are lia.1.Jle
to be eau;;ed hy the contusion of i;oft parts pre!<:-.cd b('tween the sui.Jjacent bony
canal, and the debri'I of the sku ll , notwithstanding the intej!;uments which cover
them. 'l'o extract the chi ld , it is necessary to gctn. firm hold of the lower lirnlls,
which may enable us to guide it more readily through the contracted peh iR, and
bring it.'I longer diameters into correspoudenee with the longer diameters of the
maternal pa;,:::age. Very pnwerful tractions aJ!;o may he made without ri~k, ioas·
much ns the mother's parti; are compres:<ed only by the soft parts of the fretus.
Th e head, being no longer clasped by the Llades of the instrument, is at liberty,

~r~~~~~.~!~:r~:~~ri::~i11:i1::~~~1e1 ::~n:~r::::g~:e1;~~,s~~.n:~1~~ ,~i;~lfb~re8~~~~=t ~~:~n~:;1;~

of ahead which has IJeen flattenedandcouvertrd intoaR11ft.aad mo,·ablepouch."

de!ti~1~~eet;1·~~ho~:·e~e~\~~:~ttl~~~v~~~:i~~·~r:\~~~r~::1:t~~~. \~ ~~~~r o~~;l~~n:~~~~~ci~

~~~;~:~~'~;;~~~~~:~·-~:·~~~:·::~~~,;:·''.~,~: \:~"i:~~.;:~~~,'.:~:~,:~~~:~~:,:.~,~~;~~:~'.
traction of the womb.

~~f.:~:~~;~r1~~:~:~t::;~~:~~:i:~;igz~s~~:~f;~?:~~:~·~1~~~:~}~:r~l:r~

delivered, we have already see n that presentittion of t.he ha~e of the skull doe'J not
precl ude perfora.iion, and it were hardly nccess:try to insis~ upon the ru.le to pass
the Ulnde:i beneath the truuk, us whcu the forceps are npphc<l. for the sunplc rca·
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always requisite. To effect extraction, direct traction is sometimes all th:tt is
:cqui:ed., whilst at others it is necessary to turn the cranioclast .<1e,·erul times upon
HS a:us rn order to roll the walls of the head, made soft. and Hexible by crushing,
aroundthcblaJes.

wl~ii~~Pl~~~l ~:~~1:1: !~: 11~il~~l~:~r~~:c:~1~1~~e :~i!~~:~\i111~l~i'~~~~·:~c~h}~;~ ~~~:~i.'.~1lc~i1:l~1:s ~~

:::~~'.;;~,.~~~y t~:!~:~:~;;:!:t,~~i.~'.:·~~::~}··:;~;.:,~:~ ~~~!i~~·;,:~:~:;~, :::;,;'.~'~;:~

sene<l as to become le"s difficult to extract than the trunk aml shnuldf'r;i. The
crushing of the bonc;i of the heaJ always leaves i,ufficicnt hold for the instrnment
to pre\'ent it~ slipping during extraction

~~::!'.-~i~:~:·~~:~~~;::~;'.~~:,~~~;~:~::;:'.::::~:;:~·:::::£:r:~~::~~:;::::;:;~:··:.~:~~:Ef!
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from their follow~, and still form with them n rc!listing structur('; spiculm of bone
have alt<o been known ~o perforate nnd project through th" S<·alp. We .. hall extend
ourcritici.-.01 no farther, having i:iaid enough to{<how that the cephalotrihc has the
advantage as a cru~hing instrument, lea\'in~ the craniocla"t far behind in the> comparison. We ought, howc,·er, to 9'tatc that the latter instrument has really appeared
to us to tn.ke a ''cry firm hold of the hones of the head, a qu;ility not to Le de~piscd
when it if! required to dcli>er a recently crushed head. Jn a. certain operation
rendered difficult by an extremely contracted pch·is, nftl'r h:wing cru<;hcd the head
in eYery direction, we were brought to a i;tnnd by the difficulty of extracting it,
the cephalotribe having se,·cral timeR lost it"I Ju.,Jcl. h became a que:-;tinn whether
the expulRion should Le left to the powers of nature, but before deciding to do so,
the crnniod1t.~t wa11 applied and the head deli\'ercd at the first attempt.
The Smr1 Porccps.-Aftcr making trial of the cephalolribe, Yan !Iucvel found
fault with itbecauc;eitlengthened all thediametC'rsexccpttheonci;ituatcd between
the bladeR. He therefore concluded that it would be nry difficult for the head to
engagf! if itwereabo,-e the SUJlCriorstrait, and if Jocked in thcpclvii;, theclonga.tiou
of the diameters could hardly fail to bruise the soft parts of the lesser pe lvis. Ile
denied the possibility of l>eing alwnys able to rotate the instrument so as to bring
the lengthened diameter to corre!'!pond with the normal diameter of the pelvis,
obsen'ing, also, that the head can ne\·e r be cruslied from before backward; that is
tu say, in the direction of the usually contracted diameter. We ha.ve already dis-posed of these objcctioni;i, which, nc,·erthelcfls, induced l\I. Van ll uevel to invent
his saw forceps, which may be compared with the ccphalotribc, although differing
from it in its mode of action. With thi<; new instrument he divides the head between the l>lndes of a forceps, so n;i to enable him to withdraw the pieces separate ly
without violence. 'J'hc least traction detaches them, and they neither bruise nor
wound the ~enital parts.
The saw forceps is composed: 1. Of an ordinary forceps, each blade of which.
bear~ internally two tuLcs Battened in opposite directions, and soldered together,

~~:o s;~;r;:e1~~ea~g~~i;r~~r~! eed s~~fa~~h~; :1~ee ~:~~rfri~, t:;~t~l:~:i~n::.~~~z,oi~~~~ st~~~
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forceps itself, but are set in a straight line from below upwards.

The il!ter11al of
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the d1ns1on was not thoroughly effected, the adhesions should be broken up by
me:tns of twisting and othf'r motions communicated hy the pincers: al' soo n as the
segment is detached, both it and the remaining parts will ptl~S without difficulty.
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depre~sed

without difficulty, and therefv:·e cannot prevent the diagonal ap1Jlicatio11
oftheLranches. 'J'hissccoudoperatio11lea\'estheskulldi\·idedintofourunequal
portions capaLle of beiug compressed in any direction, aud extracted without
difficulty.
It is not, however, alwiiys necess:try to unlock the in strument in order to withdraw it, for after the head is !'awn through, it is sometimes only necesl'ary to make
a few tractions with the in~trument to cause a completely detached segml'nt of the
bead to be delivered; occasionnlly, al so, the entire hca.d is withdrawn. lfthe resist.ance be greater, the instrument must be unl ocked as mentioned.
The eaw-fori:eps, thC1ugh very often used in Belgium, has been rarely trier! in
France. and e,·eo then has failed in skilful hands. Dr. Verrier, however, dcfcnd8
it in his inaugural the:.is, in which, after mentioning twenty-nine of Van lluevel's
e:.i~es, twenty-three vf which were successful, he rcpol'ts fifteen cases deri\•ed from
Drs. Simon. l\Iarinus, and \\"al'~eige. Eleven of the fiflCcn were ent irely successful,
two died in consequence of lesions existing prC\'ious to the entra nce of the patients
into the hospital, and two from peritonitis occasioned by the long duration uf the
labor. lt is plain that these facts prove th e saw-forceps to be a good instrument
and comparnble with the cephalotribe, though they do not prO''e it to be superior.
'l'o extend th e cu mpari son bet.ween the two in st ruments, it may be added, that the
saw-forceps, like the eephalotribe, requires a certain field for action; its blades iu
their widest part meru.ure one inch and five-eighths, and those operators who have
used it most frequently do not \'enture to ad,·ise it iu contractions below n.n ioch
and three-quarters.
A great olUection to the saw-forceps is its grea.t cost, its complexity and the
minutire which have to be o.ttended to during the operation . The movement of the
chain-saw is not accomplished very easily, and it is liable to be jammed or broken.
Anotherseriousobjectio ois,thati trequiresanexperiencedassis taot:astlwm otion
of the conducting blades should accord perfectly with that of the chain, it is neceesary tlmt both operators 8hould net in unison. :Finally, the greatest defect of all
iu the1<nw-f.1rcepsis its inefficiency as an extracting instrument and the frequent

~:~~:~l~~l~~:.ut~:! 1::::l:~:c~~rs, rieng;:tit;h~~ o;l~eth;r~~t~:t:o~~: ~f t~l~!r i::t~~~~:~nnetn~~
not better known in France, ns want of experience prevents our estimating its
advantages or dindrnntagc~ at their just value. (Extracted from the Trail~ d'Aoco11c!itmt1lt Of Lei !lir, See, and 'l'arnier.) I
Gi
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ARTICLE III.
·we shall not describe decapitation performed
the body has been
it ''oluntarily, the
delivered, because, when it becomes
process is as simple as possible, wne1:nera sc,>rne1 or scksor~ be used for the
purpose.
But this is not the only case in which
head is left behind in
the uterus, for it will presently appear
cour~e is adopted in
certain trunk presentations; or, the same thing may happen from ignorance or stupidity. In all cases the head has to be deliyered, 2nd its extraction is exceedingly painful when the peh,is is much deformed; for it then
by it:3 base, thereby rendering perforation more diffiCl1lt. Under
it has been recommended to attempt to turn the head,
so as to bring some portion of the crarnal vault to the superior strait, which
of co urse sho uld be done whenever possible. Th e excessive mobility of the
head singulady favors the slipping of the pedOrator, and
the
mother's pa.rts to laceration. The best \rny of preventing this
to direct au a!:isistant to place both hands o\·er the hypoga:stric
fix the head there by making consid era.ble pre15sure at that point.
But the difficulty is not brought to au end by the pedOration of the
cranium, for even then the embryotomy fo rceps will often become necessary if
the contraction is excessive; and, owing to the mobility of the part, its application is very imperfect, and it, is likely to slip at the first tracti\·e effort. The
trouble in getting hold of \h e head is not
its mobility,
because, when the inclination of the superior
is very great, it is
situated above the pubis, and therefore ca nn ot be reached by the instrument,
which is necessarily directed po:steriorly, in consequence of its moderate
curvature.
It was to th is that I attributed the failure of the attempts m:vle on one
by 1\1. Paul Dubois, at the l\IatqrnitC. The ProfC::isor, being worn
hours of fruitless manipulations, hall the kindness to permit
I introdu ced the right hand , anrl got hold of the lower jaw,
to draw down, but without n.ny better success, as the base
of the cranium was arrested by the symphysi~. I found tha.t the failure of
my tractions was owing to the fact of their being directed too fo.r downwards and forwards. I then substituted a blunt hook for the finger, and
fixed it on the lo\\'er jaw, when, by depre~ . . ing the handle of the in::;trument
posteriorly, so as to make it operate downwards and backward:;, I was soon
fortuna.te enough to get the bead into the excavatio n, from which it was
readily delivered afterwards.
Most of the difficulties met with in this case might certainly have been
preven ted, by
instrument just described, invented by rny!'telf.
Division of the
or body is generally performed within the genital
the operation being sometimes the only means by whkh the
prepare the way for delivery in body presentations.
in fa.ct, is not always practicable in trunk prcscnttttions; fo r
the me1nbrancs have been ruptured, and the waters dis-
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charged for some time, and the shoulder is low down in the excavation, tho
fon·ible contraction of the uterus may render intro<luct:on of the hand
and vcri;ion of the fcctus absolutely impossible. In such a. ca.se, we have
nothing to do but to wait for spontaneous evolution, if tho chil<l is living;
but as soon as it is dead, we must promptly i·elieve the mother from the
dangerous consequences of a prolonged labor.
To amputate the arm under such circumstances is altogether useless,
because its pre::ence cannot incommode the operator; and, be::;ides, it m::i.y
afterwards prove very !:Cniccablc hy fo.voring the tractious; it is on the body
we have to act, and of the various plans suggested for the purpose, those
described by Celsus an<l Dr. Lee are the only ones that appear practicable.
In cases of this kind, Celsus had recourse to decapitation; and I have known
this plan to he employed. by l\L Dubois on several diflCrent occasions. He
acts in the following manner: Having ascertained the exact situation of the
child's neck, he introduces the whole hand into the utcrns (the left one
when the head is at the right side, and the right one when it i::; at the lefL),
and, hooking the index finger O\'er the cervical region, he endeavor:; to draw
it downward:;, so as to make thi:S part more acces.:;ible; should the finger not
prove sufficient, the blunt hook is advantageously sub:stituted for the !'::.I.me purpose
(see Fig. 139). A pair of long scissors,
ha,·ing lhick and \"ery sharp blades, and
moderately curved on the si<le, so as to
corre:;pond with the axis of the pelvis, is
then guided up to the infant's neck along
the pal mar surface of the han<l previously
introduc<'d; then the bhdes are opened a.
little, and a small portion of the neck is
C\lt, then a second, and thus, by repeated
small incisions, it.s whole extent is gradually di,•ided . When the decapitation
is completed, he draw:; on the arm which
is usually found in the vagina, in this
way extracting the trunk "ithout much
diffic:ulty; and afterwards he ~lelivers the
head in the manner above st~tted.
The decapitation is not always feasible,
at least we could not succeed in effecting
the section in a. ca.:se to which we were
called by Dr. LeveillC. The head and Mode :!1 :~~~=nt9~t1 ~,~~:.~~1 :;::;,11 t~~ent~~n1< pre.
neck were so high, nod the uterus so
.
strongly contracted, that it was not possible to get the hand ~nd ::c1ssors far
enough up to embrace the neck properly; after several fruitless attempts,
we determined to perform the operation recommended by D~ctor Lee, but,
before doing so, concluded to try the pelvic version. The right han~I was
passed in as far as the breech, but it could not re..'\~h the .feet; the forehn~er,
curved like a hook, grasped the buttocks, and whilst tlm hand was ~ullmg
on the breech, the side of the footus, which had already engaged in the
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excavation, was pushed upwards and to the right by the fingers of the
other hand. By operating in this manner for five or six minutes we were
fortunate enough to bring down the pelvic extremity, and thus terminate
the labor favorably as regards the mother. The lyin g-in presented nothing
unusual.
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Dr. Lee's method consists in separating the arm from the body. as also in
perforating the thorax and abdomen; then, by fixing the bh nt hook on the
pelvis or lower part of the spinP, he makes use of sufficient force to bring the
child down double, and thus effects its delivery by a mechanism very similar
to the spontaneous evolution. Perhaps it would be better to follow Davis's
plan, and divide the trunk in two, and afterwards extract the parts sepa·
rately. 1 This method should never be resorted to except when the section
of the neck is impossible.
In a case in which version could not be effected, M. Parmat resorted to a
process some.what resembling that of Dr. Lee s, except that he did not first
amputate the arm, this very properly seeming to him an altogether useless
preliminary. Making use of the blunt hook which terminates the handle
of the forceps, he passed it beyond the false ribs, and then turning it forcibly,
so as to bring it.s extremity in contact with the integuments of the fretus, he
perforated with it the walls of the abdomen, if unable to reach the ribs, so
that in withdrawing it, it hooked into the lower border of the thoracic
parietes.
Then, by means of tractions with the branch of the forceps, he succeeded
in communicating to the trunk a motion similar to that which it performs
in spontaneous evolution. The head and shoulder ascended gradually,
whilst the pelvis approaehP-d the vulva and was finally delivered.
This quite simple method is certainly preferable to Dr. Lee's, and in many
cases might be substituted for the decapitation of the fcetus.
1

i M. ?ayan, of Aix, resorted to Davis's operation in one instance, where the trunk
"'118 low down in the excavation: but the plan certainly did not. originate \\itb him.
(G~. Mld.,p.521, 1840.)

PART V III.
OF THE HYGIENE OF CHILDREN FROM BIRTH TO THE
PERIOD OF WEANING.
AVING carefully detailed the services to be rendered by the accouchcur
to the child immediately after its birth, we have now, in order to complete the study of subjects which must subsequently claim llis attention, to
treat of the physical education of children. As the fu ll details into which
we have entered have already brought the work up to a considerable size,
we are obliged to curtail greatly what we had proposed saying in regard to
the hygiene of early childhood. The old and classic division of Halle might
be advantageously applied in this place, so that, if space allowed, we wou ld
treat successively of the ingesta, applicala, percepta, &c., &c. But, inasmuch
as we arc obliged to limit ourselves to a somewhat detailed account of alimentatiQll, we shall treat of the other parts of infantile hygiene in a general
way only.
Although the existence of the new-born child is generally styled independent, its physiological connection with the mother is not entirely sevr.red by
the delivery. It does not immediately cease to derive nourishment froru the
maternal organism ; for although no longer connected with the uterus,
nature bas prepared another organ for the elaboration of the fluid designed
for its future support. This fluid is the mi lk. The function by which it is
secreted is called lactation, and the mode in which it is taken by the new·
born child is termed suckling.

H

CHAPTER I.
As stated whilst treating of the phenomena of pregnancy, the breasts
begin to enlarge from the first month of gestation. Their active vitality;
un der these circumstances, soon g ives rise to the secretion of a sero-lacteg...
cent fluid, which becomes more abundant as the term of gestation draws
near. To this flu i<l,,wh ich is viscid and yellowish, the name of co(ostrwn is
appl ied. Under the microscope, it presents the appearance of globules,
much smaller than the ordinary milk globules, united together by a viscid
matter. Some irregular milk globules are scattered amongst them. Peculiar bod ies (granular corpuscles), more or less globular in form, yellowish,
and varying from ·003 to ·019 inches in diameter, are also observed.
M. Donne asserts, that there is an almost constant relation between the
composition of this fluid secreted during pregnancy, and that which will be
JOG2
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exhibited by the milk after delivery; in other words, the examination of
the colostrum, and its principal characters will enable us to ju<lge of the
probable alHlndance and quality of the milk. In rcfercuce to this, :M.
Donne divides women into three classes: 1. If the amount of colostrum
secreted is so small that barely a drop can be obtained by the best directed
pressure, if it contains but very few minute, imperfoctly formed milk globules,
and a very limited number of granular corpmw les, the milk will almost certainly be scanty, poor, and insufficient for the nourishment of the child.
2. If the woman secrete an abundant, but flui<l, watery, and easy-flowing
colostrum, resembling a. thin solution of gum-arabic,-if it no longer presents strire of a thick, yellow, and \'isci<l matter, and if it be poor iu milk
globules and granular corpuscles, she nmy have a greater or less amount of
milk, but it will be poor, watery, and urnmbstantial. 3.
when the
colostrum is obtained readily and in abundance, when
less thick yellow matter, and resembles somewhat the
the iluid as
regards consistency and color j when the microscope shows it to be rich in
milk globules, well formed, and of good size, and containing granular corpuscles in greater or less amount, we may be almost ce1·tain that the woman's
milk will be both rich and abundant.
This examination may be made with especial prospect of advantage about
the eighth month.
. . It is well, howe\·er, to be awnre thnt certai n accidental causes, such as cold, or moral affections, may occasion a momentary
discordance with the results of experience ( Donne).
For the first days following the dcli\'cry, and until after the milk-fe\•er,
the fluid secreted by the mamm::c retains the properties of colostrum, but is
more abundant than during pregnancy. ·when the milk-fever comes on,
the milk globules begin to present a more definitely rounded contour, and
are more regular. Some histologists nssert that the granular corpuscles disappear about the ninth day; but M. Godez states, that he has often met
with them after the fifteenth day, and even after the twentieth, though only
in the milk of moderately good nurses. They generally become more rare
as a longer time elapses from the period of the milk.fever, and they dis·
appear the more quickly, or, in other words, the milk is sooner formed when
its quality is good and the woman in a satisfactory condition. The fa.et of
their r emaining after the first fortnight is an indication of an indifferent
nurse.
After the milk·fever is over, the mammary secretion generally tends more
and more to assume the characters of true milk. The latter is a white,
opaque fluid, of a sweet, sugary, and very pleasant tnstc. Of all the fluids
of the economy, it approaches the nearest to the blood in composition, and
like it, separates into two parts upon standing. One of these parts is solid
and the other fluid. The solid part, whi ch is held in suspension, is formed
of globules of fo.t or butter; the other holds in solution a special, azotized,
and coagulable animal matter (ca.seine), sugar of milk, salts, and a little
yellow matter.
These several parts, says M. Donne, when mingled together, are not dis·
tinguishable by the naked eye; but if a drop of milk be spread out upon a
plate of glass, and examined through a microscope magnifying two hundred
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diameters, a multitude of rounded, transparent granules, brilliant as little
pearls, will be discovered swimming in a limpid fluid. These small granules,
which are rather less than ·0003 inches in diameter, are the milk globules,
and are formed of a fatty matter or butter. In pure and unmixed milk,
nothing besides these small globules is visible, and this purity of the milk is
a certain indication of its good quality.
The amount of globules is liable to variation, their greater or less abun.
dance representing with considerable precision the richness or poverty of
the milk; that is to say, the more of these globules the milk contains, the
richer and more substantial is it, the caseine and sugar being themselves in
proportion to the amount of milk globules which represent the fatty matter
or butter.
'
Not only does the milk vary in richness in different individuals, but it
varies greatly in the same woman according to the tim e when drawn, her
state of health or of disease, and the hygienic conditions in which she is
situated. "\Ve shall hereafter have to study these variations when endeavoring to judge of the characters by which to determine whether a woman
is or is not a good nurse.
The lacteal secretion is, as we have said, intimately connected with the
function of generation; still it must not be supposed that it can only take
place in pregnant or recently delivered females. It has several times been
known to occur in consequence of frequent excitation of the nipple. Thus
Belloc relates, that a domestic who was obliged to sleep in the same chamber
\\'lth a recently weaned child, being annoyed by its cries, took it into her
head to put it to her own breast. In a very short time she had milk enough
to satisfy its appetite. Mrs. B -1 says George Semple, mother of nine
ch il dren, the youngest of whom was thirteen years old, lost her daughter-inlaw a year before, she having died four days after her delivery. After her
death she took charge of the infant, which was thin and puny, besides being
so complaining and hard to pacify that after passing several sleepless nights,
she allowed it to tnke her breast. Not more than from thirty to thirty-six
hours had elapsed, before Mrs. B. was astonished to find her breast become
painful and enlarged, and immediately afterward the secretion of milk was
cstablishM as freely as had been customary after her confinements. For an
enti re year, the child nursed at the same breast which had given suck to it.i
father twenty-four years before. Baudelocque mentions a little girl eight
years of age who presented the same peculiarity; and the following case is
related by M. Audebert:
Angeline Chauffaille, sixty-two years of age, and who had not had children for twenty-seven years, undertook to nurse her granddaughter artificially. From time to time, in order to amuse it, she presented it with her
nipple; but what was her surprise when she suddenly found both her brem;ts
full of an apparently good, healthy, and nutritive milk! She continued to
nurse it for a year, and the secretion had not entirely ceased after the child
had been weaned two mouths. At this juncture, her daughter again became
a mother; her milk dried up, and the grandmother was able to nurse the
second child. (Audebert, Gaz. ]Jed., p. 250, 18!1.)
The duration of lactation varies greatly even in women who do not sucklE>.
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In sonic, it lasts sever:il months in spite of all that can be done to put an
end to it. I have just delivered, for the third time, a young laJy who had
an abun<lance of milk, after her first two confinements, for the space of three
months, and this although her courses returned in six weeks. The secretion
of milk iu nurses somel.imcs lasts loug enough to enable them to suckle two
and three children succe:ssively. A lady in every way worthy to be believed,
says Desormeau::.:, a~~urcd me that she had known a woman to suckle five
children consecutively, which must have involved a lactation of at least six
years' continuance. I find among my notes the following case, the origin
of which I am, unfortunately, unable to discover: A woman had sr> abund::mt a secretion of milk for the forty-seven years succeeding the birth of
110r first child, that she was not on ly able to nurse six of her own children,
but seven others also. She always menstruated regularly during the lactation, and at eighty-one years of age her breasts still yielded a small quantity
of milk. On the other hand, the lacteal secretion often begins abundantly,
then declines, and ceases without our being able to discover the cause.
Many gradations are obsen·able between these extremes, but the average
duration of lactation in women is from twelve to eighteen months.
The quantity of milk varies still more than the duration of the secret.ion,
even when no account is taken of the hygienic and moral influences, which
have an undoubted influence over it. One woman, in other respects healthy.
may barely be able to supply the amount required for the nourishment of' a
single child, whilst another may be able tq suckle several at a time. Haller
says that women have been known to furnish in a single day a pound and
a half, or even two, three, or four pints of milk; in one case, the woman
gave three pounds more than was required for her child. Unfortunately,
it is difficult to know beforehand what the quantity of milk will be. The
results obtained by M. Donne may, indeed, enable us to form a probable
diagnosis, but are far from being certain. Even when the flow of milk is
well established, as in the case of a nurse for example, it is very difficult to
say what will be its amount. The nurse's age, and the size and form of the
breasts, are doubtless matters of importance, but still insufficient. Generally, when nuri:es are too young, as under eighteen or twenty years of age,
or too old, as over forty years, they give a less amount of milk.~ Finally,
it would seem that in certain women the amount of' milk increases with the
birth of every child, inasmuch as they have
in much greater quantity
after the second or third confinement than
the first. ·women of n
lymphatic temperament, also, have less milk than others.
Is the quantity of' milk affocted by the kind and amount of food? Although
such is not proved to be the case in the human spec:ics, the fact is too well
established as regards the females of the superior animals, not to lead to the
ssme conclusion as respects women. For my own part, I knew a nurse
whose flow of milk was sensibly increased after several times partaking of
ground lentils.
The quality of the milk may be sensibly affected by nmnerous circumstances which have next to claim attention.
A. The health of the nurse is a matter of the highest importance. Chemical
analysis shows that in diseases of any kind the proportion of solid const.itu-
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en ts increases at the same time that the proportion of water dccrca~eF'. Ac·
cording to the analyses of Ml\I. Becquerel and Vcrnoisi this fact is more
observable in chrouic d iseases than in acute febrile aflCctions. Now, as M.
Bouchut judiciously observes, this increase in the proportion of the solid
principles of the milk is an unfortunate alteration, causi ug the child to be
frequently aA€cted with indi gestion and consecutive ente ritis. Th e milk of'
women sufJC>ring from chronic diseases, phthisis for example, exhibits great
alteration of the milk globules. Enry one knows that when an acute aflection appears in a. recently delivered female, the breasts arc scarcely swollen
whilst the di~case lasts, and eYen after reco,·ery the lacteal secretion is
sometimes but impcrfortly establ ished. A slight and cyanescent affoction
during lactation appears to have but little influence, which i::. far from being
the case when it is more SC\'ere and prolonged. The secretion ~<Jmctimcs
ceases, and even when it continues without presenting ai1y appreeiable alteration to our means of investigation, the state of the child, which is observed
to become rapidly ema.ciated, and to digest ba.dly, indicates an alteration
of the milk as certai nly as the best chemica l reagent. An inflammation,
an acute irritation of an important organ, or a considerable discharge of
some kind, lessens it, or even stops it altogether. The diseases of the breast,
the inflammatory engorgements, phlegmons, and glandular abscesses, merit
especial attention, not 011ly because they diminish the sec retion of the diseased organ considerably, but because they communicate dangerous pr<'pCr·
ties to the milk. Nothing more than a simple engorgement is needed to
produce a reformation of the granular corpuscles and a Yiscid condition of
the milk; and should an abscess be formed 1 the microscope shows its presence even before the exploration of the breast distinguishes the collection
of pus, by exhibiting the characteristic globules of that fluid with their
granular appearance, their opacity, and the property of being completely
dis~olved in alkalies and of resisting the action of ether.
n. Moral affections, such as fright, anger, disappointment, &c., undoubtedly
have a very great influence upon the quantity and quality of the milk.
Often have I been astonished, after choosing nurses with abuudance of
milk, to find the secretion
a few days after having given up their
own chilq for a strange
and several, whom I had discharged
simply because thoy had no more milk, return ed a few days after in
excellent cond iti on. Sorrow, at being removed from their country and
fleparated from all that are dear to them, especially the relinquishing of
their children, may often account for this momentary suppression. A
violent emotion is often found to occasion an engorgement of the breasts,
or else their sudden subsiding. Children are often rendered sleepless, and
affected with colic and dia.rrhcea, somet im es even with convulsions, in conseqltcncc of violent anger of the mother. A nurse in the Hospital Cochin
w~1s very irascible, and indulged in l1igh discmsions with her neighbor. On
one occasion she was more angry than usual, and her child had violent
convuh.ions on the morrow. She left the hospital, but returned again some
months after. Similar scenes were again enacted, and followed by the same
efJects as regarded the nursling. This woman bad already lost her first two
children by convulsions.
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c. Influence vf the Genifol Functions.-1 . ..ille11struati~m. Mott women
cease to be regular whibt they are nursing. Others ha\'e their courses to
appear after four, five, or six months, and some again meustruatc as rcgulal'i y and freely as usual. Various op inions arc held re.-.prcting the iJ1Hucnce of menstruation upon the lacteal secretion, and the divcr:::ity ii:; certainly
due to the fact that this influence varies greatly in different individuals.
There can be no doubt that 1 whil;;:t it is slight in some ca:;:es, it is very decided in orhers. Iu endea\•oring to judge of it, much greater regard must
be had to the sta.te of the health of the chi1d, thau to the micro:;copic or
chemical exa.mination of the milk. Some authors have manifostly bee~
1ed into error by a;.serting thaL the appearanee of the courses was a. mn.tter
9f indifference, for there arc certain alterations of' the milk which cs('ape the
closc:it examination, but which are ne,·erthelc:ss indicated by the eflCct whid1
they produce upon the health of the ch ild.
The milk of animals i:s Yery different in the rutting sea~on from what it
is at other periods; and thi1' fact should ha\"C led to an antic:ipat1vu of what
takes place in women, whor;:e menstrual epochs have the stronge.~t analogy
with the period of heat. The following points are proved by experience in
relation to mtrses who ha\·e their courses: Rome, in con~eq u ence ot' the uterine discharge in connection with that from the breasts, fall into a state of
debility and marasmus; some h::ive their milk to diminish in qmwtity, and
to become more serous; the child too emaciates, although their general health
does not appear to be sensib ly affCctcd. Under eith er of these circumstances, the rarest of all, it is true, the mother ought to relinquish nur::;ing.
The milk of some women does not appear to be altered, nor the nutrition
of the child to suffer, except during the flow of the menses; in which case,
the mother's deficiency may be temporarily supplied by the uH~ of cow's
milk diluted. Finally, in many cases, the children's health is in no wise
disordered, either during or after the menstrual period.
There are certain substa nces whose exce:-is in the blood is necessary to the
nutrition of the child, phosphate of lime for example, which are in great
part eliminated by the men.:-es; nor were it, perhaps, unreasonable to trace
some relation of causality between the rachitis of children and the regular
occurrence of the men.:ses during the greater part of lactation. A fact mentioned by Godoy would seem to pro\'e that, contrary to what
is generally observed, the mammary secretion may be excited by menstruation. A woman, thirty-two years of age, entereJ the Lourcine llospital to
be treated for uterine hemorrhage. At twenty-five years of age she was
suckling her own child, but look another one to nurse at the same time.
H er bu!::iness soon obliged her to give up this double nursing, and the secretion of milk ceased without any functional di;;turbnnce; a month after, her
cour~es reappeared, and with them a slight swelling of the breasts, which
di~charged a smal l quantity of milk. At each succeeding period, the lacteal
secretion appeared in greater abundance, and after some months became so
great that the painful distention of the mamm::c obliged her to have them
drawn by another wom:u1, as also to use pumps to m~!:iist in their discngorgcment. Each menstrual return since then has always been accompanied Uy
a secretion of milk, though in much smaller quantity, which coincirled re·
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witl1 the uterine hemorrhages for which she had been treated
eighteen months previously, and for which she of late entered the hospital.
2. The supervention of pregnancy during lactation is almost always an
unfortunate circumstance. It is very rare for the quantity of milk not to
be considerably diminished, or at least to lose a great part of its nutritive
qualities. The child almost always wastes away in consequence, nor, for
my own part, have I ever known a single woman whose child did not suffer
from it. I ham several times been consulted by young mothers, whose
children, put out to nurse at s8veral leagues distance from Paris, were sensibly emaciated; and I have always been able to determine, or at least
elicit an acknowledgment, that the subsidence of the breasts were occasioned
by pregnancy. I, therefore, do not hesitate to regard pregnancy as incompatible with proper nursing. It is true that cases are recorded of women
who did not leave off nursing throughout the entire duration of a. new pregnancy, and who even, like the one mentioned by Van Swieten, gave the
breast to a child of a yea.r old during the early pains of labor; still, these
cases are so exceptional as not to invalidate the general rule which we have
laid down; and besides, it is not stated whether the woman who acted thus
and had fine children, suckled them exclusively, without frequently administering in addit.ion cow's milk and often soups or broths.
3. Sexual intercourse, of itself, I should regard as of little danger, unless
it should be repeated too frequently, or '\ ith too much ardor; in which case
it might act like any strong moral affection. It might doubtless result in
pregnancy, which should be avoided, and on that account is interdicted to
mercenary nmses. The case is much more difficult for women who nurse
their own children. For, on the one hand, there are certain constitutions
which might suffer from a complete abstinence, and, on the other1 there are
certain conjugal exigencies which it is impossible not to satisfy. Only great
prudence and reserve should, therefore, be recommended.
D. Effect of certain Alimentary or Medicinal Substances.-A multitude
of daily observations show that the smell, taste, and even the color of certain
substances may be communicated to the milk: this is the case with garlic,
beets, turnips, the bitter taste of wormwood, and the peculiar coloring-matter of madder and saffron. This peculiarity of certain substances by which
they communicate a portion of their properties to the milk has long been
taken advantage of in therapeutics. Thus, Haller cured certain colics in
children by causing the nurses to eat the fruit of the Aniswn pimpinclla.
Certain purgatives, as rhubarb and gratiola, purge the child when administered tp the mother. Iodide of potassium and the proto-iodide of mercury,
when taken by the latter, cure the former simultaneously of congenital or
acquired syphilis.
A new-born child, says M. Godey, refused to take the breast for three
days, and the pump had to be used three times in consequence. Finally,
it concluded to suck, and immediately afterward yomited the greater part
of the milk ingested. The same thing occurred for several days in succes"ion. During the night, it took the breast of another nurse who had been
delivered for a month, and no longer vomited. The mother's milk was
.ibunda.nt, but very serous i under the microscope it presented numerous
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i;ranular corpuscles and very smal l milk globules. Nitric a :id produced in
it, after a few minutes, a lilac rose colo r1 which was retained under the
microscope by the masses of coagulated ca.:::eine. This woman ha<l inhaled
ether during her labor 1 and it is a question whether that penetrating fluid
may not ha~·e ~ffected the rnammary secretion, so as to produce the disgust
and regurgitation remarked in the child. It can only be determined by
further observation.

CTIAPTER II.
NURSING OF CHILDREN.

IT must be evident from what we have stated, that everything is wonder·
fully prepared nt the time of delivery for enabling the mo.ther to suckle her
child; but inasmuch as all are not equally fitted for fulfilling the latter
duty, several k:nds of nursing have been distinguished, each ba~ed upon the
source of the milk designed for the new·born child, as also upon the mode
of its administration. Gcncrnlly, the mother supplies her infant with its
first nourit>hment, and her lacteal secretion is entirely sufficient to satisfy all
its demands. The mother may possibly be unable in some cases to furnish
of herself all the milk that her off.-;pring requires, and be obliged to supply
her insufficiency by food from other sources. Sometimes she is altogether
incapabl e of suckling her child, which is then confided to another nurse.
Finally, there are cases in which, notwithstanding the impos:iibility of
nursing on the part of the mother, she is unable to secure either a wet-nurse
or an animal, and is compcllc<l to have recourse to artificial nourishment.
The order which we shall follow in <le.scribing the various modes of
nur.-;ing Ls based upon the varieties just indicated, and we shal l treat succes·
sively: 1, of nursing by the mother ; 2, of' mixed nursing; 3, of wet-nursing;
4, of suckling by animals; and 51 of' artificial nourishment.

ARTICLE I.
NURSING BY TllE MOTHER.

The mother's milk 1 being designed by nature for the nourishment of the
1.mild, is certainly the best adapted to its requirement.ii. Therefore, when·
e\•er the female is in good health, when her stre ngth is not prostrated by
any serious disease, when the antecedents of the family are ::.uch as to remove
all doubts on the score of hereditary influence, there is eve ry reason why she
should yield to the promptings of nature. There is no ne ·es.:;ity for being
ao strict towards the mother, as regards vigor of constitution, quality of the
milk, and development of the breasts, as it i3 pruper to be in choosing ri.
nurse. \Vere we, in fact, to regard those women only a.s Ctlpable of nursing,
who have the robu~tness aud strength which we require in mercenary nurses,
we should be allllo~t obliged to relinqui~h the idea of seeing the majority of
fomal~ in the upper classes suckle their own children. \\rc often find per·
sons of' this description, who have but little milk, and that of medium
quality, who yet raise very tine chil<lren; and what is singular, if th.ese very
same women l5hould nur~e anoth er l:liild it is fouud to bBcome emaciated for
waut of' sufficient nouri shment.
1
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'Vithout admitting that suck ling protects newly-delivered women from
many diseases to which they are littble wheu they do not nurse, and whilst
ackm wledging that it exposes them in a special manner to fhsur~s of' the
nipple, and to engorgement and abscess of the breast, I regard it as so important to the child that I make it a point to recommend it in the absence
of any formal contraindication, such as, a very lymphatic constitution, the
presence of ski 1Hlisease, or of predisposition, hereditary or otherwise, to
phthisis pulmonalis.
\\Then a pregnant woman proposes suckling lier child, the physician is
often consulted in regard to her fitness for the ta!'>k, and the future qualities
of her milk. This question is usu::iJly very difficult to answer. Still, by
taking in consid eration the state of the constitu tion, the changes which the
breasts undergo, and the quantity and quality of the sero-lactescent fluid
which they forni.sh, (see L(tetation,) we may be able, in the majority of
cases, to form a tolerably correct opinion .
Sometim es the anticipations of the phys ic ian seem to be at fault during
the first weeks subsequent to delivery. There are some individuals, who,
having commenced nursing in opposition to the advice of their accoucheur,
and finding their milk abundant at the outset, think themselves excellent
nurses an<l make light of our fears i but, as l\I. Donne observes, this abundance at the fir.::it is not always a surety for the future: the least promi~ing
women often have considerable milk at the commencement, and the first
milk is a lways rich enough for a new-born child. Everything seems to go on
well, and it is not until after the lapse of six weeks or two months, that the
diminution of the milk, the emaciation of the child, or the disordererl health
of the mother, begin to be perceived.

§ 1.
POSE

PRECAUTIONS TO BE OBSERVED IN RELATION TO 'VOMEN WHO PRO-

N UR.SING .

.Most of the preliminary precautions have reference to the conformation
of the nipple. The varieties which it presents may call for the employment
of some preparatory rn easures, and even, in some cases, constitute a formal
contraindication to the nursing. Thus, certain women have a very short
nipple, so that it barely reaches th e level of the breast, whilst in others, its
place is occupied by a depression rather than a projection i last ly, in some,
the nipple is extremely sens itive even before pregnancy, and during the
cold season becomes cha.pped and fissured. ·when the nipple does not project at all, and e5pecially when its place is occupied by a depression, suckling would prove so diliicult for the child and so painful to the mother, that
I advise its relinquishment altogether. Although the means employed
hitheno for drawing out, and, as it were, moulding the nipple, are sometimes effectual when it is only too short, they rarely succeed in making it
project when it does not exist at all, and often give rise to serious accidents.
Thus it has been recommended :
1. To titillate the nipple frequently during the two last months of gestation i but this is irri tating, often becomes painful, and has finally to be
given up.
2. To use nipple shields. These are little concave phtes of turned wood,
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having a small excava.tion in the centre for the reception of the nipple.
The patient applies this plate when she is dre;;:sed, and draws the gusset of
her corset so ail to press strongly upon it. The compres.-:;ion being applied
on all parts except the nipple, caw;es it to project strongly, so that after
wearing it for two or three month;;, the nipple is lengthened to the extent
of three-eighths of au inch. "'hen the mere application of the shield is not
found to an!':wcr, a pump is adapted to its extremity, each stroke of the
piston of which draws upon the nipple and occasions it to project. But as
the skin of the nipple is subjected to in ce,;:_. . a,nt rubbing again"t the side.;;; of
the shield, it i .~ liable to become inflamed in consequence. The i::ame remark
applies to the specie::; of vials, furni~hed with a narr1Jw opening, which is
applied upon the nipple, and proviclect with a long curved tube, which enables the woman to produce tractions by exhau:Sting the air with her mouth.
3. Direct ancl repeated suction i-;, doubtles;;, the best means that can be
employed. This may be performed by the husband or an intelligent servantmaid. In the want of a sufficiently accommodating individual, a large
puppy may. b':' u;::ed, first taking care to wrap up its paws. The reason why
suction is the best means that can be used id, th:tt the gutter formed by the
tongue keeps the nippl e extended, and prevents the oscillating movements
communicated by the pump. Beside:::, when the nipple is moistened by the
sali va, it becomes more 8upple and exten ~ible. After this suction, says
Gardieu, the nipple is to be wa"'hed with warm wine, in order to girn firmne:::s to the cuticle. The washing completed, they should be covered with
tubes of white wax or gum-elastic, to keep them elongated and protect them
from rubbing. To make the nipple-covers of wax, a piece of this substance
is put for some time in warm water, in order to soften it, and its centre is
next deprc,,:::cd with the finger or a thimble to a. sufficif'nt extent to receive
the nipple.
The extreme sensibility of this part in some women who have never lmd
children, also calls for the use of some means of hardenin g, of tanning a
little, the :skin which covers it. This is easily effected by the use of lotions,
con,.isting of alcohol and water or astr ingent solutions, continued for several
months.
The:Se precautions, judiciously employed, often render nursing poi::sible
and even easy, which without them would have been impossible, or at least
very painful at the outset.
§ 2 . RULES OF NURSING.
E,·erything being properly prepared, tl1e mother is about to suckle her
child. Now, in order to present in a regular manner the practical precepts
which should govern the nursing, it will be useful to divide the time of it.:;
continua,nC'e into several principal periods, which, being characterized hy
peculiar phenomena on the part of both mother and child, g ive ri,:e to special
indication.;:;. '\'e shall divide the nursing into three period:S: the first ending
with the milk-fever, the second extending beyond the term of six months,
and the third until weaning.
First Pel'iod.-The first period is of very short duration, constituting1 so
to speak, the transition stage between the intra-uterine nutrition, whereby
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the child derived the nutritive e1ements ready elaborated from the maternal
economy, :ind the suckling, properly so called, by which it still receives,
Wdeed, a special nutriment from the mother, but one which has to undergo
elaboration in its own intestinal canal before being assimilated. The phenomena which mark this period are, in fact, preparatory on both sides: on
the part of the mother, whose milk gradually loses the characters of colostrum, to assume those of a. more nutritive fluid; and on the part of the child,
who gradually becomes accustomed to, and skilled in the performance of
the new function, and who also finds in the fluid provided by the mother,
purgative qualities, which clear out the intestinal canal, and thus prepare it
for the digestion of more substantial food.
As we have already stated, the colostrum secreted by the mammre at the
time of delivery, or shortly after, is sufficient in quantity to satisfy the re·
quirements of the child. It may, therefol'e, stl'ictly speaking, be put at
once to the breast, and the doing so would in many cases be attended with
no inconvenience whatever. The efforts which it makes to suck are gen·
erally sufficient to excite or increase the secretion of milk in primiparre.
Still, as the mother's strength is often exhausted by the pains of labor, and
she needs a season of rest and quiet after several sleepless nights, it would
be cruel to oblige her to nurse her child immediately, there being really no
occasion therefor. On this account, it is customary to defer it for se\'en or
eight hours, after which time she is presented with her child. But as the
latter would be inconvenienced by remaining so long without food, it is well
to give it a few dessertspoonfuls of warm sugar and water, about an hour
aft.er its birth. This should be repeated every two hours at the soonest, or
every three hours at the la.test, until it is convenient to the mother to put it
to the breast. This mode of procedure has the advantage of clearing the
mouth and fauces of the mucus which so often obstructs them. Should the
mother from any cause be unable to give it suck for several days, a suhsti·
tute should be prepared, by adding about one-quarter of the amount of
cow's milk to the sugar and water.
Some persons have imagined that the putting of the child to the breast
might be deferred with advantage for twenty-four, thirty-six, or even forty·
eight hours; and some authors would even have us wait until the milk-fever
is over. This plan is liable to several serious objections. Thus, the child
is deprived during all this time of a iluid whose nutritive qualities are per·
fectly suited to the condition of the intestinal canal, and whose laxative
properties enable us to dispense with the purgatives so often required to
expel the meconium in children which are brought up artificially. On the
other hand, the sucking of the child facilitates the flow of the milk, prevents
the inordinate swelling of the breasts and the pain which so often rcsult.s
therefrom i it gives form to the nipple, which is seized with much greater
difficulty when the breasts are swollen and tense, and obviates the milk-fever
almost entirely. Therefore, in the interest of both mother and child, we
think it right not to nurse immediately after delivery, but also not to post·
pone it longer than from six to twelve hours.
Before putting the child to the breast for the first time, it is importaut lo
wash the nipple with warm water, in order to remove the concretions of
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sebaceous matter which may hn.ve collected in the bottom of the grooves in
which the lactifcrous <lucts <li.scharge. The washing has the additional
eHCct to moisten it, make it more isupple, and render it less unpleasant to
the child.
It is necessary at the outset to put the nipple in the child's mouth; for as
it is guided only by a blind instinct, it takes anything presented to it, and
might seek for a long time without succe-:s. .Mo::;t children perform very
well at the first attempts; but thi.s is not always the ca;;;e, for, in<lt>pcndcntly
of the <li1Heultie5 due lo the slrnpe and size of the breast and nipple, which
difficulties we shall speak of hereafter, there are other::; depending upon the
manner in whic:h the breast is presented to it: thus, the face of the child
being applied ng<Linst the breaiit, if ca.re be not taken, its nose will be
stopped at the same time that its mouth is filled by the nipple, anti, being
unable to breathe. it withdra.ws from the breast. Therefore, it should always
be seen to that the no.-:triL; are kept free. At other times, the nipple, instead of being grasped by the upper surface of the tongue, into the eoncavity
of which it should be received, is placed beneath the point of that organ
upon the floor of the buccal cavity, whence suction is impossible. Lenct
mentions a remarkable di:;positio11 of the tongue, which is curved into a
gutter, an<l adheres to the palate; in this case, it should be detached with a
spatula. The motions of' the tongue are somcLimes hindered by shortness
of the frronum, which also prevents it from being projected forwards. Ir
this case, the fo.cnum should be cut. 1
As other circumstances which may render nur:'>ing difficult or impo.ssible:
shoukl be noted certain sublingual tumor.s, hare-lip with division of the harC:
1 The frronum linguro i!I sometimes, but more rarely than those 11.ccoucheurs seem to
t~ink who cut it in mo~t new-born children, too long from before bnckwnrd, nt the
same time 1hnt it. is too short from below upwnrd. 'l'he point, being then nrresled
ngain!lt the lower parictesof the mouth, remains behind the.nlveolarridgc, nm! can
hardly be put forth between the lips. When the child cries slrongly, the 1ongue is
seen to be held downward and forward by n trnnspnrcnt.partilion, which prc\·cnts it
from being raiseJ and carried forwnrJ.
ThcopPrniion to be performed is of the simp\e<1tchnracter. The head of the child
being held slightly backward, an nssistnnt p111che" the no~e to oblige it to open il!I
mouth. The frrenum i!I engagcU in the slit of the phle ntlnched to the grooved director,
anti 1he11 rabing the tongue forcibly. the surgeon. hoh11nga pnir of blunt. scissors in
bisrighth:ind, divides the frarnum11t.nsi11gleslroke, taking care to direct.the point
of the scis!!:ors downwarJ nnd the funhe.~t pos~ible from the tongue.
'l'he accidents to which the operation i~ liable nre: 1, the fulling backward of the
t.ongtte into the pharynx, witnes~ed three times by J. L. Petit, and whicll wouhl have
suff.icated the child h:~d not the org rn been promptly restored to it!! position by the
finger; 2, hcmorrhiige from wounding thernnineveins. It is the more important to
detect.o.nrl suppress the hemorrhage, as ii. would be kept up by the constant movements of suction ordeglulition. ltisremedied either by touching thebollom of lhe
wound with afluiJ caustic or by cauterizing the injured ,·essel by means of a stylet
heat~d to whiteness; or. lastly. by Petit's bandage
This consists of a fork of wood,
an inch RnJ n qu1rter in length, covered with linen, one end of which rests agninsl
the !lymphy~is of the lower j;1w, whilst the other embrnce!I the apex of the wound It
is held in ph1ce by a smu.11 bnnd::ige placed ncross the mouth, assisted by another turn,
then cro:-iscd b~low the jaw, null curried up above lhe ears, to be fastened to th@
child'scnp
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and soft palate, and the facial hemiplegia which so often follows the use of
th11 forceps. As the latter accident is generally evanescent, the artificial
nursing need be but temporary. The sublin gual tumors should be incised
or extirpated as soon as possible. The division of the hard and soft palate
renders suckling almost always impossible.
Some children, either from congenital debility, or from sloth, or want of
activity, seem as though they would not take the trouble to suck. After
putting the nipple far back in the mouth, the mother shoulrl be directed to
move it about, in order to tickle the tongue and sol icit its action . With the.
same object, the nipple might be pressed a little, so as to project a few
drops, or what is better, si nce this is difficult in primiparre, a. piece of linen
dipped in sweetened water should be squeezed upon the bn.se of the nipple,
wh ich would conduct the fluid between the lips applied to its extremity.
Notwithsta.nding all these efforts, certai n children seem unwilling to make
any attempt to suck, neither do they indicate any want by thei1· crier;;, but
~deep almost constantly. The mothers are gratified by this repose of the
child, which affords them opportunity of enjoying the quiet which they so
much need, and are careful not to disturb it by putting it to the breast.
But when it awakens after a longer or
time, or
becoming
anx ious on account of its prolonged sleep,
parent takes it up,
found
to have lost all its energy, cries very feebly, and is unable to suck. No
time should then be lost in endeavoring to stimulate it in every manner
possible. It should be undressed, placed before a warm fire, n.nd rubbed
or moistened with camphorate<l spirils. It
actively with
should be obl iged to
if possible, and not succeeding in this,
it should be put to
whose milk Hows freely, and who can graclually
express a few spoonfu ls
mouth. Th ese poor children ca n generall y
be restored in this manner;
ob liged to let them remain f•r
a few days with
so freely as scarcely to reto their mothers.
being uncommon i and, for my
own part, I have several times had charge of children who, in this way,
.have inspired me with t he greatest anxi ety. Therefore, we !'l-hould always
advise the mother never to allow more than two or three hours to pass
without giving drink or suck to her child, and, at any rate, alwnys to waken it.
The first attempt at sucking soon fatigues it, which is explained both by
and the effort which it is obliged to niake. Thus, during the
it can hardly perform more than four, six, or eight regular
continuo1Js suctio1is, before it is obliged to stop and begin again after a
few moments.
between each attempt is genernlly longer as the
child becomes weaker, either on account of its increased debility, or been.use
it has nursed so recently. Sometimes it even falls asleep upon the bosom
after some efforts, and has to be awakened by stri king it lightly upon the
cheeks, buttocks, or feet. Th e acts of sucking are occasionally so distant,
that the child may remain in this way at the breast for half an hour, or
even longer.
Now, this Elow nursing may become very painful to the mother. In
France, women generally sit up in bed for the purpose, and when obliged
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to remain long in that po:Sition they find it nry fatiguing. It is I recisely
to avoid this that I would desire to popularize the practice that I have seen
ad<Jpt.ed with the greatest success by American women, namely, to lie on the
side corresponding to the one on which they intend to nurse, and placing
the child lengthwise with the breast, allow the nipple to fall into its mouth.
They may retain this position for a long time wiLhout experiencing any
fatigue.
During the first days, it is very important to watch the child very closely
whilst at the breast, so as to be sure th:1t it reallv sucks and swallows the
milk. Either because the milk comes with too ireat difficulty, 01· because
the child will not, or cannot, make the necessary effort, it is seen, indeed, to
make certain motions of the cheeks resembling suction, and yet does not
swallow. If a finger be placed upon the larynx, we shall be able to tell by
its mo\'ements during deglutition whether the latter is accomplished. Besides, a sort of rustling sound is often heard produced by the passage of
fluid from the mouth into the cesophagus.
\Vhen the child has been put to the breast from the first day, the milkfe\'er will rarely be considen.ilile. The frequent emptying of the breasts by
the child also prevents them from becoming distended and painful. Some
women, however, have so much milk at this time, tlmt the mammre are
exceedingly swollen and the nursing becomes, temporari.ly, more annoying
to the mother and difficult for the child. It is more troublesome to the
mother, because the sucking gives pain, and the swelling of the gland extending even to the axilla 1 causes suffering when the arm is brought down to the
chest, which has to be done in order to hold the child properly; it is more
difficult for the child, because this extreme distention renders it less able to
seize the nipple. The swelling of the mamm::c effaces or depresses the latter,
until it can no longer be gra.,,;ped by the lips of the child. When this occurs,
it is often neces.mry to empty the breast by means of a pump. The withdrawal of a certain amount of milk relieves the pain caused by the swelling,
and restores the nipple to its usual length .
As the child obtains but very little milk at a time for the first few days,
it should be put to the breast at very short intervals. Still, it is well to
accusto11l it to a certain regularity in the time of taking its repast. Children
always suffer from irregularity in their meals, sometimes leaving too long
an interval between them, and sometimes introducing a fresh portion of
milk into the stomach before giving them time to digest what they had
recently taken. 'Vithout pretending to mathematical precision, we would
state that the new-born child ought to nurse at intervals of about two hours
at the shortest, and of three hours at Lhe longest. "'hen it is feeble, or
born prematurely, and therefore able to take but very smidl quantities at a
time, the intervals might be shorteneJ. \Ve must, I think, allow it to judge
for itself of the amount that it shall take at each time, except under peculiar circumstances. \Vhat would be plenty for one, would be insufficient
for another, besides, as children are capable of rejecting the surplus from
their stomachs, there is no great harm in allowing them to t:.kc rather more
than they really need.
.
Second Period.- \Vhen the milk-fover is over, the breasts are 111 full
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activity, and from that time commences tlrn nursing properly so calhrd.
Although it is unusual to have to contend any longer with the difficulties
mentioned as pertaining to the preceding period, there are yet some prcccpta
which may be usefully applied.
The first care to be taken before giving the child suck, is to be sure that
it really needs it, for it ought never to be put to the breast for the ~ole pur·
po~e of stilJing its cries, as, unfortunately, mo~t young mothers are nearly
certain to do. The fact is, the cry is not
to he taken as an expression of suffering or of real want. The child
\·cry often, it
is simply an act whereby it indicates its
habitual during its earliest days, that it sometimes seems to
a matter of enjoyment. Some children cry w1th.outanv am1•rec1;•11Jle rca•;on.
and yet 1 notwithstanding their continual
ncss, do not seem to be any the
monly call bud, and the epithet is tolerably
To judge whether the cries of a child
a desire to nurse,
we Rhoutd take into consideration the other signs which accompany them,
as also the time of its Inst repast. The cry of" hunger is generally atteuded
with active movements of the upper extremities. The child turns its head
from right to left, and opens its mouth as though seeking for the brea:::t; it
seizes eagerly the end of the finger, or any soft and round body that may be
placed between its lips, and sucks at it repeatedly.
\Vhen the proper moment arrives, before presenting the breast, the nipple
should always be moistened either with a little milk or salirn. Then, the
mother holding the child in her arms and resting its head upon one of them,
puts the nipple in its mouth, taking care to press lightly upon the areola so
as to project a little milk, and intimate, as it were, to the child, that it can
suck with advantage. These pl"ecautions arc hardly necessary except during
the earliest weeks, for after this it throws itself upon the breast and seizes it
so powerfully as to make it a. pa.ioful operation. In some ca:>es even, so far
to restra.in its avidity by withdra\\'ing the
from exciting it, it is
nipple from time to time, as
having nursed for several hours, it
swallows in a rapid and gluttonous
The mother should put it to both
they are thus
kept di~cngorged, and by dividing the service, the nipples have time to rest
from the effort of suction which often irritates and inflame:o: them. The child
is also lhus early accustomed to nursing from both sides. If, as often happens,
it appears to prefer one side in particular, and refuses to nurse from the other,
that breast should be first presented which it seems to prefer the least.
11 ungcr 'viii soon overcome its repugnance, ~o that after some he.:;itation it
will conclude to take the breast which it would have refused if" presented
the last.
It i!c' well to watch the child attentively whilst nuri'ing, at least during the
first weeks. It will then be ascertained whether the su<'king i~ appttrent or
real by observing the motions of' the larynx during deglutition, as also by
the sort of rustling of which we have spoken. The amount of milk.
which
be judged of more certainly by noting the lenµth of time
which it rests though still retaining the nipple in its mouth. It often sl!!cps
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~fter nur:.~ng; the wanoth wh~ch it recei,~cs from the mothei whil:)t lying
m her arn:~, and the sort of CllJOyment wluch it finds in keeping hold of the
nipple, also, when it has sucked quite recently, the repletion of its stomach,
till tend to invite slumber.
A.s soon us the chilJ is discovered to be sleeping, it should be awakened
at once au<l caused to suck again, if there is reason for thinking that it has
not had enough; but when the contrary is the case, it should be taken away
immediately and laid in its cradle. The infant soon contracts the habit of
falling :ttileep and sleeping with the nipple in the mouth, and ere long it
becomes impostiible to put it to rest otherwise. It is plain tlrnt the practice
mu~t be fatiguing to the mother, especially at n ight.
It is very difficult to determine the quantity of milk that it should be
allowed to take at .each repast, ::md how Jong it ought to be permitted to
suck. The latter" ill evidently vary with the abundance of the milk, the
ease with which it flO\rs, and the length of time that the child rests. As we
baYe said, there is no objection to allowing it to become satisfied in the absence of special indications suggested by disease.
The child should be nur::;cd le::.s frequently as it grows older. After the
first L\\'O or three W('ekf', it will be sufficient to give it the breast every three
hours, and if the milk is of good quality, the inten•a\s between the repasts
may be still further lengthened towards the third or fourth month; this d istribution must, however, be somewhat modified iu the day or the night.
The intervals of nur;;i11g at night must be greater from the beginning, so
that it shall su<:k but three times from ten o'clock in the evening to five 01·
six o'clock in the morning. After a month, even the intermediate repast
may be rclinquii::il1ed. If the child sucks but little at a time on account of
debility, and therefore seems to require the breast oftener, a little diluted
cow's milk may be gi,·en once or twice iu its stead.
There can be nothing absolute as regards this determination of the hours
for nur.:Sing; for although we •have recommended that the child's sleep be
interrupted in order to give it food, this should not be done at a more advanced age. A child of from two or three months old will always awaken
spontaneously when it feels the want, and the dangers that we have spoken
of are no longer to be feared. Therefore it may be allowed to sleep ou. Still,
these precepts :should be conformed to, for by leaving a proper interval between the repasts, the chil<l receives sufficient food, it has time to digest
what it has taken, and the acid regurgitations, and the passage of curdled
but otherwiee unaltered milk, the sure indications of a bad digestion, are
avoided; besides thi::i, it has the advantage of preventing the enormous
embonpoint, the puffy cheeks, and dead hue of the skin which sometimes
:ndicate a weak constitution.
This plan is attended with the happiest results, especially for women of
tlrn upper classes, for whom sleep, aud that undisturbed, deep, and sufficiently long, is even more necessary thal} food to the reparation of their
forces. Most of the nervous women of large cities :d10ulcl have a.t least six
or seven hours of good uninterrupted sleep, unde1· the penalty of being
obliged to wean their children very early; then, after having 11urscd the
child about five o'clock in the morning, they may take another uap of two
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or three l10urs, if they require it. It would be a great mi::<take, says 1\I. Donnt:,
to suppose that the children suffer from this sy!"tem. When obi:.encd from
the beginning, they sometimes become accustomed to it, without having any
trouble in sleeping as long as their mother, and 1hey never suffer from the
cow's milk that is given to them . They arc thus trninccl to take the botth~.
so that should anything :tfterwnrd oblige the mother to suspend nursing temporarily. there would be much less difficulty in engnging them to accept the
artificial nourishment, for "hich children who have nenr known anything

but the breast sometimes manifest an invincible repugnance.
Sleep is so necessary to nursing women, that not only sl1ou]d they never
give rnck, but, wheneyer possible, the child should be kept from its mother
at night. Having obtained an intelligent and faithful nurse, ~he should
be in trusted with the care of watching over the child, giving it driuk at uight,
and taking it to the mother only at stated times.
'l'hird l'eriod.-As the object of the first period was to prepare the child
for receiving a special elementary nourishment, it is proposed in the latter
gradually to remove it from the ruotl1er, and so accustom it to all kinds
of food; in a word, to render it.s existence entirely independent. Therefore,
the office of' the physician is limited to determining the period at which
other food may be added to the mother's milk, as also the time when it may
be proper to wean the child entirely.
Practitioners are far from being unanimous in relation to the period at
which other food than the motl1er's milk should be given to the child.
"Nurses from the country," says Desormeaux, "are usually in the habit of'
giving to their children a sort of pap made of fine wheat flour and cow's milk,
after the first week; they arc impressed with the idea. tl1at this food relieves
the colic, to which new-born children are very subject. 'Vhether it really
l1as this effect, or whether the digestion 1 by being made still more difficult,
throws the child into a kind of torpid condition, it is often observed to he
more quiet after taking it; at the same time it produces a favorable change
in the color and consistence of the excrements. On the other hand, when
the children are confined to the mother's milk, provided it is Rufficiently
rich and abundant, they are not more subject to flatulent colic than others.
From all this I am disposed to infer that the first method. when prudently
followed, is wit110ut inconvenience in the majority of cases, whilst in certain
others it may be advantageous. Nevertheless, I am persuaded that the
latter is the best and surest, especially for weakly children." Desormcaux's
conclusion seems to me to lack precision, and I only quote it here for the
purpose of opposing the teudency it might have to encourage certain prejudh:es which, unfortunately 1 are but too widely prevalent. The paps,
boups, &c., which are given to children in certain countries almost as soon
'""they are born, are at least useless and often dangerous. There are, doubtless, strong and robust children who may swallow them without inconven·
icn<:c. But would they have thriven less ha.d they been confined to their
mother's milk? This is what I deny, and have at the same time no hesita·
tion in asserting that such ::i regimen. would prove dangerous to the greater
number.
When the mother is a good nurse1 that is to say, when the performance
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her duties does not fatigue her, and the milk remains unchanged in qual·
ity and amount, the child shN1ld be re:;tricted to it as for as pos:1ihle for the
first six months, with the exception of the additions mentioned for the night.
\Ve shall see hereafter, when treating of the mixed method, what the reasons
are which may lead to a modification of this rule, and to which I shall submit
unreservedly whenever a hired nurse is concerned . Desormeaux thinks
that the air of large cities is generally less pure and stimulating than that
of the country i and therefore, that the child should be supplied soone r with
a species of nourishment capable of supplying, to some extent, the deficien·
cies of the air. He adds that the same is true as regard:; children brought
up in low and moi.:;.t phices, as also fo1· those of a lymphatic temperament,
or whose parents are feeble. Neither can I agree on thii:; point with the
celebrated accouchcnr. Doubtless, when the ba<l con:itiLution of the children is due to the mother's weakness or the defective quality of her milk,
cow's milk, and not broth or pap, should be substituted for it; but I cannot
think that a residence in cities, or in low and moist places, is a sufficient.
reason for an earlier administration of food, which is unn:iturnl to the chil<l.
Infants living under bad hygienic conditions suffer from a susceptibility on
the part of the intestinal canal, to which the robust children of the country,
whose digestive powers are far more developed, are not liable. To give a
feeble and delica.te child food of difficult digestion is to task the alimentary
canal beyond its powers, and could only result in incomplete elaboration
and imperfect assim.ilation; fortunate indeed would it be, should it not give
rise to chronic enteritis, with its attendan.t diarrhooa and emacin.tion.
Kinds of Food.-Farinaceous substances ought to be
wheat, and rice flour, potato starch, and arrow-root, in
so as to form a well-cooked pap of variable consistency; wheat flour sl ightly
dri ed in the oven, taking care to avoid roasting or browning it, which would
injure a portion of its nutritive elements, is generally chosen. This Hour,
which contains a large proportion of gluten, is very nu tritious. The articles
mentioned may, however, be varied to suit the taste and condition of the
child. Thus, rice cream would be preferred if the child were somew hat de·
bilitated, potato starch as a refreshiog diet, and arrow·root as a light food.
Panada, made of well-baked wheaten bread, dried in the oven and then
redu ced to a coarse powder, forms an excellent diet. It is boiled for several
hours with a sufficient amount of water, and afterward passed through a
silk or hair sieve.
About five or six dessert·spoonfuls of these preparations may be g iven nt
first every morning. Before lon g, they may be administere~ twice a day,
besides having added to them shortly, semoule or vermicelli, well cooked.
When the child is seven or eight months old, it may take chicken-broth or
light soups. A little later, it cnu hase the yolk of a boiled egg, carefully
rejecting the white, and finally, it may be allowed to suck .a piece of fowl,
or, preferably, a bone of fowl, also a crust of bread which 1t can chew and
swallow only after having moistened it sufficiently with sal iva.
The water reddened with claret and sweetened slightly, which M. Donne
recommends giving after the age of six months, sl10uld, I think, be witbhelu
rather longer, and eve n then ought to be administered very carefully.
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As the child becomes accustomed to other food, it seeks the breast with
less avidity, although still retaining a m~u·ked predilection for it. The
mother can then suck le it less frequently without di~advantage. Toward
the seYenth or eighth month, she need nurse it but four or five times a day,
and still later, two or three times, in the meanwhile ceasing to give it the
breast at ni ght altogether.
This progressive diminution habituates the child to doing without th~
breast, de\'clops its taste for other food, and also decreases the How of milk:
so that weaning becomes easier for the child and less troublesome to tM
mother.

ARTICLE II.
At what age ought the child to be i1.:eaned .'! The natural period is that at
which the first dentition is accomplished; for not until then is the ch ild provided with the organs necessary to the ma-stication and in.salivation of the
food. BL1t it often happens that the first dentition is not completed for a
year or a yea r and a half, and it is very Lurnsual to defer taking the child
from tlie breast so long as this. The delay would be attended with serious
to both mother and child; the mother would become exlong
hausted by
and her milk finally lose its good qualities;
besides this, the children
after a certain age, seem to require
more substantial food; some, in
retain a pallor and puffiness of the
feature:s, as well as general debility so long as they co ntinue to nurse, and
assume a rosy hue, a lively and happy expression, and firmness of !lesh, as
soon as they become accustor:ned to a more nutritious food.
\Yhen care has been taken to habi tuate the child to something else
than miJk from the time it is six or seven months old, but li ttle difficulty
will be experienced in \\'eaning it completely; and nursing may be given
up without disadvantage, as soon as dentition has made considerable pro·
gress. Still, I think it very important to take into account the greater or
less rapidity and facility with which the evolution of' the teeth is accompli~hccl. As a ge neral rule, weaning is not to be thought of before the child
has from eight to ten teet.h, which would be about the age of twelve or sixteen months. But if the dentition is delayed, painful, or accompanied by
some of the afl€ctions to which the chi ld is liable in its second year, there
is an advantage, whilst giving the child other food, to keep it at the breast,
.allowing it to suck at least two or three times a day.
I t is, indeed, an invaluable rc::;ource during the sufferings of painful dentition. The child then refuses other kinds of food, and will take nothing
but the breast, so that it would be very difficult to nourish it if weaned
prematurely. Therefore, a sysl.em which at once provides it with food an<l
a\levia.tes its sufforings, must be very desirable. In cases of reta,rded nn<l
painful dentition it would be prudent lo continue the nursing till the child
is eighteen or twenty months old.
To fix upon any particular period for weaning, says .M. Trousseau, is
simply ahsurd, anc1 for this reason: \\reaning should always be subordinatl!
to dentition. Th e fact is, the period of the first dentition 1 from the appearance of the first inci::oors to that of the Ia~t molars, is fraught wi1.h peril to
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the d1ild. It is subject to a multitude of disorders affcctiLg the abdomen,
the chest, and the head, especially the former. Now, as the so-called disorders of digestion are the most frequently obsen-ed, it is important to be
provided with a diet which the child shall not refuse, and which can neither
aggravate its cond ition, nor
any other disease. But dentition
suckling be continued all that time? No,
lasts for three years: must
not absolutely; we shou ld be guided by the following rules; they are very
easily remembered.
The tccthru·e evolved in groups. How do they appear? Thereareseveral
series, as follows: in the first, appear the two lower median incisors; in th e
second, the four upper incisors; in the third, the four first molars and usually
after them the two lower lateral incisors; in the fourth, the four canines;
and finally, in the fifth, the four last molars. These are the deciduous teeth.
L et us next see how the groups make their appearance:
1. The first incisors come through at an interval of from one to fifteen
da,ys, though generally on the same day; and when these t\\'O first do not
appear within two or three days of each other, the dentition is irregular.
\\'hen this is over, the child rests; a fact of immense importance as regards
therapeutical measures. It rests from three to six months. The two first
teeth usually appear between the seventh crnd eighth month, and the child
has afterward at least six weeks of quiet.
2. The four upper incisors are a month in coming through. First the
midrlle, and then the lateral ones appear, and that between the tenth and
twelfth month.
3. From the twelfth to the fifteenth month, those of the third series come
through: then the child rests for four or five months, during all which time
the evolution of teeth is suspended.
4. Between the eighteenth and twenty-second month, the four canines make
their appearance, and are three months in coming through, after which there
is a very long repose.
5. Lastly, the child gets its four last molars.
It is well to know that the teeth appear in groups, inasmuch as the child
is sick during the period of a dental evolution. It coughs and has fever, but
after the teeth are through, recovers ,\·ith astonishing rapidity. Thus it is
thrQughout the entire period of dentition. Now, what is the right time for
weaning? Evidently it should be in the interval between one evolut ion and
another, aud about seven or eight days after the teeth are through, and while
the organs are in a state of rest. ·w·e have thus an advantage of several
month.;, wherein the child can be accustomed to a new diet.
After which of these evolutions is it best to wean the chil<l? After that
of the canines, as being the most dangerous: the latter appear singly, and
are the only ones which are crowded. The others meet with no impediwents,
and none but the canines are embraced by the neighboring teeth, which
they a.re obliged to press asunder. Therefore it is that the cutting of these
teeth is accompanied with more severe symptoms.
'Vhen it is decided to wean a chiJd which has been for some
tomed to eating, it is generally better to do it nt once than to
ing gradually; for by continuing to allow it to suck only once or twice in
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the twenty-four hours the milk becomes altered, and mig-ht provl! injuricms.
It is, l10we\·er, a<lYisable to begin at night, and, without con::;idering it a
matter of great imporlance, I would prefer the spring or summer to winter
for commencing.

The mother ought, as far as possible, to give up her child to another person, who should supply it with clrink, and reuder it all necessary attention.
Some children, so long as they know that their mother is near them, refuse
to take any other food, and it is hard for a parent to resi:;t the tears and
entreaties of her infant. Should it be impossible for the mother to put·away
her child, she ought to try to disgust it by covering the nipple with some

substance of Jisagrceable ta:;te and odor, s11ch 1 for instance1 as aloes or mustard. I have rarely failed to succeed with the latter1 for most children
reject the breast with disgust after having once tasted or even smelled it.

ARTICLE III.
REGIMEN OF NURS ING WOMEN.

'\Ve haxe but few remarks to make in relation to the precautions which
should be observed by a young woman who proposes nursing her child. A
good diet is indispensable for women who have to support the fatigues of
nursing. Rich and succulent food, beef-broth, white and <lark meats,
whether roast or broiled, shou ld, doubtless, form in great measure the principal elements of the meals; still, they ought not to be debarred from vegetables, milk, chocolate, and broiled preparations of the vanousrnrn1ace<)l"
substances. They should avoid highly seasoned ragouts, and an
salt, pepper, viuegar and other strong and indigestible coudiments.
usual drink should be claret and water; the use of pure wine, alcoholic
liquors, and coffee, requi re great discretion, aud it were far better to abstain
from them altogether.
Th e number of meals should generally be governed by the habits of the
individual. It is well, however, that they should not be too far apart, nor
so copious as to give rise to indigestion.
\\' e have already insisted ou the propriety of the mother's obtaining a
sufficient amount of sleep1 and revert to it only for the purpose of fixing
attention upon its importance; for without it, most of the females in large
cities would find it impos:;ible to nurse.
A nursing mother ought to breathe a pure air, avoid dampness and cold,
and take a sufficient nmount of exercise. The \rarm bttthing which some
persons prescribe, I approve of when not too long c::ontinued, and only for
the preservation of cleanliness.
A residence in the couutry certainly is one of the be:;t hygienic conditions
both for herself and child, which often fiud::; in frequent in130Jation and pure
air a substitute for deficiencie:; in the quality of the milk.
The breasts should be carefully protected from the air, especially at the
outset, and the child should not be suckled in a cold and damp garden. I
have known several ladies to be attacked with inflammatory engorgement
of' the brensts from a. neglect of this precaution.
The chest ought to be kept constantly OO\'ered with a piece of soft linen
folded in several thicknesses 1 and changed as soon as it becomes moist.
1
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'Vhen the breasts are very large, they should be supported by Ci>l'Sets with
ample gussets i for the mt"re weight of the glands is sometimes sufficient to
render them pa,inful und give rise to engorgement.
Some women have so mtH.:h milk, that when the child sucks on one side,
it escapes freely from the other. To prevent the linen from becoming too
much moi-;tened in this way, the nipple is sometimes introduced into the
neck of a ~ort of very flat bottle, which receives the milk as it escapes.
Finally, nur;:;ing women cannot be too strongly recommended to nvoiJ
sadne.~s and violent moral emotions; we have already explained at length
the effect which they might produce. "It mtiy be :;aid, in a general way/'
l\1. Donne remarks," that calmness and equanimity are what young women
1nost frequently bck." So essential a condition id this, that I take into
deep con.-;ideration the nervous condition of the mother when judging of the
propriety of her nursing, and if she is too excitable, I prefer intrusting the
child to a. wet-nurse. .A. mother whom the lea:-t cry of' her child fills with
anxiety, and who cannot ~ce it fretful or in pain without being o\·ercome,
will hardly fail to make a bad nurse. A child is rarely brought up without
suffering some derangement or other of its heahh, and sometimes even
serious di:sea:se. It is precisely on such occasions most important to have
the milk perfectly pure, which it never can be from the breast of a mother
who will not, or cannot control her emotions.

ARTICLE Iy.
OF TUE CIRCUllSTANCES WIUCll MAY REN"DER NURSrNG BY TIIE MOTii El?.
DIFFrCULT, AND OF TilE ACCIDENTS TllAT ARE LIABLE TO INTEIU~EHE

§ 1. hIPEDIMEXTS TO NURSING.
\Ve have already treated of such malformations of the nipple as may
sometimes be remedied by timely interference. There are some, however,
such as the absence of this part, and its entire impcrforatiou, which render
nursing impossible; but even tho:se of the kind first mentioned, such as
shortu~s of the nipple, may make it equally impracticable, when not discovered until after the birth of the child, and when about to put it to the
breast.
The shortnes:J of the nipple ma.y be only relative, that is to say, though
Jong enough for a strong child accustomed to sucking, it is too short for the
new-born infirnt, who cannot take it, or is unwilling to do so. In such
cas~, it is well before putting the child to the breast to render the nipple
rather more projecting by titillating it with the finger~, drawing it out by a
pump, or having it sucked by a puppy, an adult person, or, still better, by
a child from six weeks to two months old. The latter is preferable when it
is rea.;;onable to suppose that the difficulties resulting from the shortne;:;s of
the nipple are increased by the weakne.::;s or the unwillingne..->s of the chil<l.

~ks;i:i:~g ~:.';~:~t~~~s r~~~:::~~ f~:; i~! 1~! 17en~:1:~':~1:d ~~:e~ ~~~~L~>I: t~et;:~ ~i;~
1

1

1

1

pies, whilst, on the other hand, the new-born child, deriving its nourishment
with eai:se and in abundance from the breasts of the nurse, grows rapidly
strc ugcr, becomes accu.stomcd to sucking, and after a few days may be re-
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turned to the mother, who is then able to present it with properly fornied
breasts. Care should be taken not to select too old a child; for, kuowing
its nurse, it would be unwilling to take the breast of another woman.
Finally, as a last resort, the artificial nipples, in their most moJeru and
impl'DYed form, nrny be tried. Those made by :M. Cha.rriCre of softened
ivory, I think preferable to any others.
§ 2. ERosrmrn, ExconrATlONS, CrrAPs,

FrssuREs, AND CRACKS OF THE

NIPPLE.

These various affections, implicating the nipple or its base, bear the
strongest resemblance to each other, and hardly differ except in extent, and
in their situation.
which e1·o.sion is but the first degree, is a small, superficial
in which the clcrm is laid bo.,re by the removal of the
epidermis.
"rhen it has become so large and deep as to destroy the surface of the
derm, it constitutes an ulceration.
It has no special seat, but may affect the entire surface, or only one or a
few points of the nipple. Its surface is often of a bright red color, granu·
lated, and frequently swollen; sometimes it is always moist, at other;s co\·ered
with thin scabs. Occasionally, sucking is followed by a slight effusion of
blood.
The chap results from the c\ryiug up, and imperfect removal of the epi·
dermis, the dried cells of which resemble small scales.
The ftssw·e is an elongated ulceration, generally deeper than the simple
excoriation. It forms at the bottom of the furrow.s, and takes their direction i usually, and then too it i.s the most painful, it occupies the groove
separating the base of the nipple from the rest of the skin.
Cracks are an exaggeration of the fissures, from which they almost always
originate. They differ from the latter by the cracked, swollen, and extremely
sensitive conciition of tbe 8UlTOunding skin.
Inflammation of the skin of the nipple is the usual cause of the erosions,
excoriations, and ulcenttions which succeed them; though in some cases,
according to l\I. Dcluze, ( Inaugllral Thesis,) they are formed in the following manner: "rhen the child seizes the nipple, it is placed in a gutter
between the tongue and the palate, so that all the efforts at suction are
brought to bear upon the extremity of the nipple towards which the fluids
tend; ns this part is supported by nothing, it gives way, a.nd a small, bloody
streak can be detected upon it after nursing. In some cas~s, the only effeet
of the suction is to raise the epidermis, and form a sort of pouch 01· red spot,
beneath which a slight ecehymosis is discoverable; finally, either in consequence of another act of 11Ur:sing, or spontaneously, the raised portion of
epidermis dries and falls off, and excori:ttion follows.
The extension of the latter into the grooves of the nipple gives rise to the
fissures.
Simple excoriation is far more common than fi55ures produced at once or
by rupture. Thus, of 17 cases observed at t.he Clinique by M. Deluze, there
were hut 4 cases of a spontaneous character.
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I regard exposure of the nipple to cold, when yet warm and moist after
sucking, as the most frequent cause of chapping. Fk... ures and cracks rnn.y,
no doubt. al~o take their origin in inflammation or the imprei'~ion of cold,
inasmuch as they so often follow ulcerl\tions and chaps; but besides this,
they may often be produced mechanically, by the violent. tractions upon the
nipple duri11g the act of sucking.
They occasionally appear after the child has taken the breast t\\'o or three
time~. The sucking first produces acute pain, followed byYiolent smarting.
A superficial examiirntion of the breast discoYers nothing; but if the nipple
be dmwn upon gently, so as to wiUen the furrows which tr~werse it, a slight
redne.s~ with serous effusion will be found at the bottom of one or several of
them. The fissure is not yet formed, but soon makes its appearance aft.CL' a
few more nursings; as each application of the child to the breast tend.s to
increa5e it, a true crack is shortly formed, which becomes covered with a
scab or cm.st, beneath which it is common to find a snmll amount of extra.vasate<l blood.
Ho\\'e\'er produced, these accidents generally occur in the early days of
lactation. The normal sensitiveness of the nipple is not as yet b 1uuted, nor
has tbe skin covering it had time to become accustomed to the pressure nnd
tractions which it is destined to undergo. However, although these ulcers
or cracks rarely occur a~er the tenth day, I have known them to be formed
at a much later period, in which case they seemed to me to have been occ~
sioned by the biting of the child, and sometimes by an aphthous inAamma·
tion aflCctiug the latter.
These slight accidents are generally suffered by women who nurse for the
first time: such as hase a fine and irritable skin, whose breasts were very
seni:;itiYe e\·en before pregnancy, those whose nipples are badly formed, or
who wait for several day:! for the milk to come before putting the child to
the breast, thus obliging it to grasp the nipple more strongly with its lips, and
to make greater effort to extract the milk, are peculiarly exposed to them.
Slight excoriations and ulcerations are generally supported without much
trouble; which is far from being the case with the fissures and cr:l.Cks, which
are commonly exceedingly painful. Those situated at the base of the uipple,
I have thought, occasion the most suffering. "'hen we remember the painful
sensations resulting from the cracks that are liable to form on the median
line of the lower lip in wi11ter, we may easily imngine the effect of those on
the nipple. The evident tendency of each act of $uction is to separate the
marrTin:; of the little ulcer. Notwithstanding her desire to nurse the child,
the ~other dreads the approach of the stated times, and instinctively recoils
when the babe is brought for the purpose. At the momellL of seizing the
nipple, she is often compelled to cry out, und continues to groan for several
minutes. Generally, the sensation is less acute after the first few moments,
but is renewed with dreadful inteusity whenever the child recommences
sucking after hadng stopped, and especially when it seizes the nipple again
greedily, after having relinquished it altogether. The sufforing i..s sometimes
so intolerable, that these unfortunates are observed to bite their clothes or
coverings, to avoid crying out, whilst others writ.he or are even affected with
cou~ulsive movements.
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If the crack is deep and the suction strong, some blood flows from the edg 11
of the wound. This becomes mixed with the milk and is swallowed. Should
the child vomit, it is found in what is thrown up, but if not, it is expelled
in the stools, and leaves its mark on the diaper. The physician should
remember this fact, for he is often consulted by }Jarents who inquire in great
alarm the meaning of these bloody passages. The explanation is almost
always to be found in fissures of the nipple, of which the woman had not,
perhaps, complaine<l hitherto; but should he neglect making the examina.
tion, he might suspect hemorrhage of the bowels, and thus help to continue
fears which are really without foundation.
The irritation affecting the fissures is very often propagated to the skin of
the nipple, thence to the areola or the cellular tissue which lines it, and
next, more deeply to the gland itself or to the interlobular tissue, thus
giving rise to abscesses of the areola, or to those of a phlegmonous or glandular character. On the other hand, the suffering is sometimes so severe that
the mother avoids nursing from the affected breast as much as possible, thus
helping to produce its engorgement and the abscess to which it gives rise.
'Ve would add, finally, that in consequence of the long detention of the
milk in the ducts, it becomes deteriorated, and assumes the characters of
colostrum .
The sufferings occasioned by these ulcerations of the nipple, and the
serious accidents which ofte11 result from them, show, evidently, that they
ought to be prevented, and when they exist, to be cured as soon as possible.
The difficulties in nursing due to the shortness and malformation of the
nipple being generally the cause, the best prophylactic means are those
nlready mentioned. The delicacy of the skin, and the extreme sensitivcne8s
of the nipple, will be advantageously treated by astringent lotions, frequently
applied during the latter months of gestation. 'Vithout having any great
c:onfidence in the Yalue of ointments for producing this result, 1\I. DulvJis
made some experiments for the purpose of testing them. He caused l'rictious with the following compositions, to be made for a month before delivery,
viz., tannin, one drachm; lard, one ounce; or with a mixture of equal parts
of cocoa butter, oil of sweet almonds, and tannin. For my own part, I
prefer the astringent lotions; they ha\'C not, like. mo.st fats, the inconvenience
of soiling the linen, becoming rancid, and sometimes of' irritating very delicate skins.
Like M. Trousseau, I am convinced that when the woman begins nursing,
the best prophylactic measure is simply to wash the nipple with a fine sponge
as soon as the child quitd the breast. Its saliva is acid, and should a little
caseine reruain behind, nothing more is required to produce excoriation.
It is well to make these lotions wir,h a slightly astringent solution. They
should, however, be done quickly, so as to expose the bretl.llt to the air for
the shortest time possible, and the nipple ought to be coYered at once with
a little hood of lead with a hole through its extremity, in order to protect
it from the contact of cold ai r and the friction of the clothing. The use of prophylactic measures cannot be insisted on too strongly, for,
unfortunately, the curative means hitherto employed leave much io be
desi red . They are, however, numerous, and I know of no di:>ease against
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which so many ointments, solutions, &c., have been recommended; but here,
as is always the case in therapeutics, abundance means dearth; there is
much le;0;s seeking when an infallible remedy is at hand.
In order to account for the popularity which some of thc~e preparations
1
1 1

~1 ~e~~ea~~~ ~~~~
:;~·=s~::~1°d~~: ~1~~;: ~':~~ ;::c~~~:;~:~ir~~~~:a;:tt~::~ /1:f~:1she:~1~continues
to nurse,

mother gradually becomes accustomed to the pain;
an1l when the cr:wks are not nry deep, and especially when not situated at
the ba~e of' the nipple, they undergo ~pontaneous cicatrization.
The ce;;:>:ation of nur~ing is the best remedy of all; but it must be confe."sed that this is too di,.couraging to certain mothers who attach great importance to suckling the child. 'Ve shall therefore mention some of tho
chief topical applications which have been usc<l with a. certain amount of'
success.
1\I. Trou~;;:eau recommend.-:, that when excoriations or fi,.::surcs appear
around the nipple, that lotions with warm water shou ld first be practised,
and followed by a weak solution of nitrate of silver. If these are not sufficient, a so luti on of sulphate of copper or of' zinc may bo employed; and,
finally, when the affection persists, he woul<l have recourse to the white precipitate ointment, Yiz.:
Whiteprccipitate,1
Lard,

4gro.ins.
2to4Urachms.

I hM·e used this ointment with some success at the Clihique. It is necessary to clean the breast well before putting the child to it, and to renew
the ointment immediately afterward. Although I have observed nothing
which coul<l be attributed to absorption of the ointment, there is reason to
fear Je:;t the health of the child might suffer if the breast is not carefully
wiped.
M. Dubois appears to have tried, without advantage, the oil of cocoa,
nitrate of silver, collo<lion, and creasote. The first acts like any other fatty
matter, by protecting the wound from co ntact with the air. Collodion,
which promi .. cd mucli in the way of shielding the dis<'ascd surface from the
action of the infirnt's mouth, and of pl'evcnting the dragging of the lips of'
the wound, whilst permitting the nur:;ing to continue, has failed. Th e
saliva. gradurdly detaches the sol idified lamina of this substance, and not
unfrequcntly it is loosened by the cutaneous perspiration. The application
of creasote is very p:iinful to the mother, and its smell is so repulsive that
the child refu:ses to take the breast.
Cauterization with the nitrate of silver sometimes succee<ls when the pencil is fin'ely pointed and carried to the deepest part of the ulrcr; but almost
always upon co nditi on that the m1r::;ing shal l be suspended immediately
afterward. This, however, is not practicable when both breast"'- are affected;
it exposes greatly to engorgement when it can be <lone; and facts whic:h
have come under my observation, incline me strongly to believe that the
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cauterization itself may give rise to phlegmonous inflammation of the
breast. Fin:tlly, I would acid, that if nursing is resumed too soon nfter the
ulcer is cicatrized, it would open
upon the fir.;;t suctions. It i~, therefo re, upon the whole, usele:::s when
nursing is continued, and uncertain,
and often da.ngerous, when the 1atter is interrupted.
Mr. Startin, a London physician, has recently extolled the use of glycerin e,
the sweet principle of oils. It is a substance produced almn danLly
the saponification of fats, and especially in the manufacture

of stcarine
Glycerine doe.:: not evaporate at ordinary temperatures ;
on the contrary, it absorbs moisture from the air; it is soluble to any extent
in water, so that it ma.y be eas ily removed from the part to which it is
applied.
The following are Mr. Startiu's formul::e against excoriations and fissures :
It -Gum Trngacanth (pure)
2 to 4 druchms.
Lime Water,
Di stilled Rose Wnter,
Purified Gl.rcerinc,
M. A soft.jelly, to be used ns an ointment or embrocation.

Against fissures of the nipple:
fl.-Bib or,tteof Socla,.
Purified Glycerine,
Dis1illetl Ro~e Waler,
M.S. Forlo'.ionstotheaffected parts.

half rtdr'.!chmtoadraclim.
halfanouuee.
7!ounces.

All these measures may be greatly assisted by the use of artificial nip·
ples, which should be had recourse to whenever the child will subm it to
them. To overcome the repugnance which some evince for their employ·
ment, it is well to fill it with warm milk before applying it, so that the milk
will fl.ow readily into the mouth with the first suctions. The child soon
becomes accustomed to it, for whilst emptyi ng the artificial nipple, it forms
a vacuum, and draws out the mother's milk gently. If the ch ild can be
prevailed on to
the artificial nipple will almost always be suffi·
and cavities are situated upon the free por·
cient of itself when
tion of the nipple, especially when the former are parallel with its length.
Unfortunately, the case is very different when the fissures lrnve a transverse
direction, and ~pecially when situate<l at the base. The artificial nipple, it
is true, protects th e natural one against the direct contact with the lips and
tongue of the child, but is incapable, in the latter case, of preventing the
separation of the edges of the wound.
If, notwithstanding all these precautions, nursing is so painful that the
mother defers suck lin g too long, and there is danger of engorgeme1it, pumps
for extracling the milk artificially will have to be made use of. I should
give preference to the .one invented by M. Tier, and called leterelle, for it~
action is but slightly painful to the mother, and the lower cha,mber receives
the mi lk, which may subsequently be g iven to the child. A new instru·
ment, for the sa.me p'1rpose, was presented to the Academy of Sciences by
Dr. Lawpdri~re, of Versailles, but not having seen it operate, I am un·
qualified to judge of the many advantages claimed for it by the ill\·cntor.
Besides these altogether local lesions, there are some other accidents which
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may require n11n-ing to he gi\·en up, either because they injure the milk or
deteriomte the general ht'alth of the mother.
§ 3.

C £P.CU)IST.\.NCES

wmcrr

MAY INTERFERE WIT!l NURSING .

" Thenc\·er the mother suffers an attack of acute disease shortly after
deli\'<.'ry, the secretion of milk is generally so far sm•pcnded as no longer to
be sufficient for the wants of the <:hild. The !:l'ame is the ca::::e with some
other.", who, although apparently in good heahh, ha,·e no milk before the
fifth or ~ix th <lay, \\ ithout our being able to accouDL for the delay.
La:-;tly, the e.trength of ~ome women is so exh:iuMe<l by a tedious labor,
tlrn.t it i;:; indispensable to allow them two or three <l:~ys of perfect rest.
Under all these c:ircumt:itances, the place of the colostrum must be supplied
by u. little sugar a1hl water mixed with one-fourth the quantity of milk ;
au<l should the mother's recovery be postponed longer than three or four
d:.1.ys, the chilJ. ought to be gi,·en temporarily to a wet-nurse, which were
far prcforable to artifici.ll feeding.
Even when lactacion lus commenced regularly nnd properly, accidents
are still liable to happen, all tending to le.s':ien the quantity an<l injure tho
quality of the milk.
A. Altci-ations in qua11tity.-The quantity of milk may be altered in two
ways, there may be too little of it or none at all, or there may be far more
of' it than the child requires. The former condition has received the name
of agalaf'tia, anJ the l:.1tter that of galact01-rhrea .
.Agalaclia. - X ature seems to have left her work unfinished in some
women, who, although capable of becoming mothers, are often unable to nurse
their child on account of their having liltleor no milk. The agalactia may
be either complete or partial: complete, when the secretion is absolutely
wanting; and partial, when merely in.sufficient for the nourishment of the
child. In both ca:scs, it may be either original or accidental: original,
when the brea:-<tl) are the scat of no fluxion whatever after delivery, or when
what secretion may take place IB insufficient for the requirements uf the
child; secondary, when the milk, though abundant at the outset, lessens
con~iderably in amount or eYeu cea.-<cs to be :;ecreted altogether.
It is very difficult to determine the causes of primitive agalactia. Imperfect deYclopment of the mammary gland, it.s atrophy, aud the various
cli.-:;case.s to which it is liable, may certainly occa....,ion it in some instances.
There are others, however, in which, unles.s we attribute it like :;\L Trousseau to deficient vital energy, due probably to imperfect development of the
ve:;seb supplying the gland, it is almost impo::s.siblc to explaiu it. We have
already studied the causes which may give rise to accidental agalactia, in
the chapter on Lactation.
It is generally quite easy to a~certain the existence of complete agala.ctia;
but when the nurse has any interest to prac:ti:;e deception, it is necessary to
be very careful, if we would detect it when only parti:.1.1. The first and be:-<t
sign i;:; the emaciation of the child, or, at least, its arre:;ted development.
On exam ination, the mother's breasts are found to be soft and flaccid, even
when the child has not sucked for a long while. The latter is always
hung1y, and even putting lt to the breast does not quiet its cries ; it
G9
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abandons the nipple at every instant, and sometimes oven dis::cnrcls it
angrily, as though enraged at finding nothing in it; finally, if afler allow.
ing it to suck for a long while, it is presented with a botlle of milk and
sweetened water, it takes it with avidity.
'Vhen the absence of milk is due to an organ ic cause, all hope of reestablishing the secretion will have to be given up and the mixed method
resorted to, or else the child committed to a wet-nurse altogether. lfot
when it is accidental, and especially when it is the con~equcncc of a violcut
moral emotion, of a slight indisposition, or an evanescent febrile movement,
it will be neces~ary to rc~t satisfied with artificial nufoing for a fow days;
and after the cause is removed, the gland may be excited by frequently
putting the child to the breast.
I have very little confidence in the medicines or articles of food, which
have long eujoyed a reputation for
the flow of milk. Still, we
have the authority of Desormeaux in
fennel, and lentils,
secretion in some of
which he asserts having known to increase
hia patients.
Galaclorrluxa, or the too abundant secretion of milk. presents two varieties
which it is very important to distinguish. In the one, the milk retains all
its properties; it is a mere hypersccretion, which ordinarily dimini:-;hes of
itself after a time, and is only inconvenient to the mother and the child.
The stream is so large and rapid as to give the latter no time to S\\Ullow,
so that it is every moment threatened with suffocation; often, also, the milk
escapes from both sides whilst the child is nursing and wets the mother.
Sometimes, again, the breasts are so swollen as to be painful, an cl the mother
is then obliged to use the breast-pump herself: or have it applied by another
person .
In the other variety, the milk is clear, serous, and manifestly altered; it
also flows passively and almost continually from the nipple. The latter
variety is the only serious one. The poverty of the milk soon injures the
child; but the mother, especially, suffers from this sort of mammai·y diabetes.
Should it conti nu e, genera.I debility, los.s of appetite, notwithstanding the
almost constant feeli ng of need of food, a sensation of heat in the stomach
nnd fallces, and pains and dragging sen~aLions in the back and chest, soon
make thl'ir appearance. Rather later, symptoms of the nur:;e'i; phthi:Si~, as
Morton called it, show themselves, and Lhese unfortunales, feeble and
emacilttcd, are quickly brought by hectic fever to an early death.
is the only means of preventing this fatal termination. The
milk
to be sec reted imm ediately afterward, and it then remains to
restore the exhausted strength of the mother by the administration of iron,
proper nouri:ihment, and a r esidence io the country.
'
General deterioration of the mother's health. -The strength of s0me women
who were well at the commencement of la.ctation, fails r::ipidly after a fow
months. Th ey become more and more emaciated, lose their appetite, and
may suffer all the conseque nces of galactorrhooa. In some ca.5e.~, thi;:; altered
state of health seems to affect injuriously both the qua.ntity and quality of
th e milk; yet I have seen othen!, in which the increa:;ing debility of the
mother inspired serious apprehensions, alt.hough the child continued to
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thr:ve, as th1mgh she ;;upplied it with good nourii:;hmcnt at th t expem~e of
her own exhaustion i and this fact they give as a reason for objecting to
we:_.niug. I am a very good nur::ie, say they, for my child thrives well.
' Vhn.tcvcr may be the condition of the child's health, when that of the
mother iis endangered by the conlinuance of nursing, it should be wcancJ a.t
once, under the penalty of falling into coosuruption.
D. Altered quality of the milk. -ill. Donne was the firot to call particular
attention to the changes whi<:h the nutriti\"C clements of the milk are liable
to un<lerµ;o, and to the unf'usorable effect which its po\"crty or richnc.ss, or
its alteration by deleterious principles, might ha\"C upon the health of the
child. I am indebted to him for the following details.
Unfui·orable effect of a pool" 11tilk. - A milk poor in globules or cream, is
watery, and not cont:\ining a proper amount of nutritive elements, afforJs
insufficient nourishment for the dcnlopment of the child: it is one of the
commone...;t causes of imor succc.::s in nur::iing, an<l escapes observation the
more easily, as it often coincides with a notable amollnt of the flui<l, and,
apparently, \\ith the right kind of physical propertie;:. This coincidence is
far more unfortunate than when the poYerty of the milk is accompanied Ly
diminution in quantity i for, in the bttcr case, not only is the chil<l imperfectly lHmrished, but a milk which is at once abundant and of inferior
qurtlity, fitt.igues the organs by keeping them engorgc<l with a large amount
of fluid.
Tlie efii,ct of the extreme richness of the milk is far more surprising ; for at
fir::t it would seem as though this quality could harclly be otherwi.::e than
ad,·antagcour-:. Such, howcnr, is far from being the case, for certain very
delicate children are often inconvenienced by too !:'Ub...:tantial a food. Frequent ·vomiting, diarrhccn, and the afibction called crusta l-actca (impetigo
capitis) often result from it.
Nothing short of microscopic examination, or the use of the lactoscope,
can inform us in respect to the richness or poverty of the milk, and acquaint
us with the true caw;e of numerous disorders or morbid conditions of tile
new·born child, which otherwise would remain inexpli<:ablc. The number,
size, 31lfl regularity of the globules will establi.:;h the diagnosi.:; in both ca ... cs.
Poverty of the milk, unlet-s it is merely temporary, requires absolutely
either the arl<lition of a certain amount of cow's milk, or a change of nur:i:e.
Its extreme richness may be remedied either by making the nur:iie's diet
lc::s substantial, or by occrusionally giving the chil<l n little sweetened water
after each repast. M. Donne has profited by the experiments of nI. Pcligot,
so far as to deduce from them some modifications of the plan of nur-;ing,
which it seems to me are likely to prove very useful.
·It results from 1\1. Peligot's analyses, that the milk becomes clearer and
more watery the longer it remains in the brcas~. Ile has shown th:.it if
the product of any oue milking be divided into three parts, tha.t is to say,
all the millt that is given at once by a cow or she-:iis.;;:;, the first milk, which
is certainly the longe"t secreted, is the most watery and the poorest; what
comes next is richer, and the last is the beet of all. The same has been
proved to be the case "·ith women whose milk is for more watery before
than after suckling. From these facts, which are now well estn.li\i,:;J1r.·d,
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result the most important practical consequences. \Yhen, in fact, a child
appears to be suffering from the richness of its mother's milk, all that is
requisite is simply to leave a longer interval between its repasts, and not
allow it to suck too long, that it may obtain each time a lighter milk,
abounding less in nutritive matters; for on the one hand, the milk is weak·
ened by allowing it to remain longer in the breast, and on the other, the
child has time to digest better what it has already tt1.kcn .
.Alteration of the JJJilk by the elements of Colol:ltnmi.-The elements of the
colostrum, which generally disappear a few days after the milk-fever, persist in some women indefinitely, and are discoverable in many others after
u. month, six weeks, and even seyernJ month~, so that the milk ne,·er attains
a state of entire purity. This alteration, which can be discoyered only by
the use of the microscope, is often a morbid condition, or at least results
from a. deranged state of secretion. It is, in fact, produced under the influence of general or local diseases affecting the nurse. Thus, whether they
arc tnken with fovcr, or suffer from engorgement of the mammary gland,
the characteristic granular corpuscles appear almost immediately.
The result of this alteration on the child is easily determined, as it produces all the effects of imperfect nutrition. 11 Never," says 1\1. Donne," have
I met with it, without at the same time finding the children puny, sickly, and
more or less affocted with diarrhcea." A change of nurse is then absolutely
indicated, unless, indeed, the alteration is clue to an evanescent affection.
Admixture of Pus with the lllilk.-Engorgements of the breast, whether
spontaneous or consequent upon fissures and excoriations of the nipple, are
exceedingly common with nursing women, and have a great tendency to
the history of which belongs to the
end in suppmation. These
our attention only in respect to the
pathology of the female, will
allerations of the milk which they are liable to produce. In reference to this,
it is Yery important to distinguish from all others the parenchymatous abscesses seated in the tllisue of' the gland itself, and those which, commencing
by a true lacteal engorgement, begin in a milk duct, whose walls, inflamed
and distended into a sort of cyst, secrete pus. In these only can the pus
become diffused in the milk. The superficial, or submarnmary abscesses,
which do not open into the proper ducts, do not affoct this fluid by admixture
of pus, and alter its composition only by the reaction which a morbid con·
dition of the kind exerts upon a neighboring organ.
When the glandular ab;:;cess is apparent, the presence of pus in the milk
should be suspected, and nursing relinquished; but, as 1\1. Donne remarks,
it often happens that suppuration has taken place in some deep-seated parts
of the gland, without being indicated by any external sign . The slown~s
with which the suppuration is accomplishe<l, sufficiently explains this
in~idious course. Therefore, if the breast was affected at the out¢et with
simple engorgement, attended with deep-seated lancinating pains, we should
be on the watch, and subject the milk to microscopic examinati'On. If it is
impo!"sible to mnke this examination, which is the on ly possible way of removing all uncertainty, prudence would dictate the relinqui.;:;hment of nursing, for there seems to he no doubt Lhat it would prove injurious to the
child. The breasts should be emplied 1 if necessary, by the use of the pumps
hither~1 mentioned.
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ARTICLE V.
O.F MlXED NURSING.

It has been shown in the preceding pnges that a great many women are
incapnble of affording a full supply of nouri,.hment to their children. The COil·
stitulion, health, and conformation of the brea-;ts of ~ome a.re all that c:ould

~~~~~~~~::,i:l ~~:~c: li1 ~ tqi~a/1:;~~ t!:n: ~~~~1~)~~~~
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cient in quantity, though of excellent quality. Olher.,;1 on the conlrnry,
Jmve very good milk, but their feeble and delicate constitution excite fonrs
le:;::.t a too free secretion and prolonged mir:;ing should injure their fulurc
hen Ith. Lnstly, there nre some who, in the mid~t of conditions apparently
the most f:worable, find their milk fail, and even cfo:appear ,·cry rapidly.
To supply this deficiency, it becomes nece:;::;ary to gi,·e the child other uourishment than what it is ahlc to obtain from its mother's brea~t. This mix.
ture ronslitute.g preci:::ely what is termed mixed m1rtii11_q. It should be un.
der:-:tood that I do not include in this appellation that !:l-y::;tem of nur,.,ing in
which the child is kept from the mother at night, giving it diluted milk to
drink, once or twice, for the purpose,. of enabling her to take what :;lccp her
condition requires.
The indications pre.<::cntcd by insufficiency of the mother's milk, vnry
according to the cau:<es which produce it; they are nlso subject to the in·
fluence of n. multitude of circumstances, foreign, it is true, to the que,.tion in
its purely medical aspect, but which it is impo::oible not to take a<:count of
in practice.
There are women who, having no great def-lire to 1rnrse, and alarmed at
the sacrifices which the fulfilment of this duty involves, a.s aha hy the
fatigues in..;eparable from it, consent to nurse their child only on ac<:ount
of the solicitation of their hui-bands or their fa.mily, and sometimes even by
a sort of re~pect to humanity, but who would like nothing better than a
good excuse for a\·oiding it altogcLhcr. With a little tact and experience,
the phy:.;ician is soon able to know just what to depend upon, and under
the~e circum~tances he ought not to he::;itate, but, provided the po.;ition of
the family is such as to permit of the employment of a wet-nurse, he ~hould
encourage the woman to give up the idea of' suckling.
On the other hand, there are women who pol':-:e:-:s the maternal iustinct
even to jealousy, and who cannot become reconciled to the idea of allowing
their children to be nur,.;cd by another. They are fully determined to run
all risks before iutrusting them with a hireling. A sentiment of this kind
is certainly too laudable for the physician to pass over it lightly. Bc:-idcs,

~::~: '~:~.~:~~,.:;::~ u~:~1 ~~t~; i:~n~t~~!~~~o~~::ns~~: ;~t1~:;~~ ~~ ~~ 1~C:~ ~:
1

1
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of her milk. Nor do I sec why in the majority of tlu.-sc ca£es there bhould
be any impropriety in trying the mixed m~thod, on the condition, however,
of watching carefully over the child's health, and having recourse to another
nurse as !!0011 as it shall appear to suffer from it.
The sam1~ remark applies to young mothers whose condition in life doe.a
not permit them to take in a wet-nurse. Children removed from the pa.
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rental abode incur too many unfavorable risks, and it is so rare to mP.et with
women who, when free from all oversight, perform the imm ense duty which

they accept, conscientiously, that I make no hesitation in preforring the
mixed method to the removal of the child.
There are still some other circumstances which may render necc..;;.sary the
latter method of nmsing. Thus 1 when a woman has been delivered of twins,
it is very rarely that she will not be obliged to supply the deficiency of her

b cte::tl secretion by artificial nursing.

The same is the case when the

m0ther is able to suckle from one side on ly; for, although it is strict ly possible for a single breast to sufllce, the co-operation of both is commonly
llCCC:-'~ ary.

During the first days subsequent to birth, the child needs so little food
that it will n.lways find a sufficiency in its mother's breasts; and, except in
cM-es where some circumstance or other prevents nursing, it were useless to
give it anything else. Be'1ides, this first milk possesses very useful properties, which might be interfered wilh by paps, or the milk of an animal.
Howe\'er, when the mixed method is decided upon, it should be commenced
as soon as possible, for otherwise the child, Im.Ying become accustomed to
the breast, would be prevailed upon with great difficulty to take any other
food. In the majority of cases, also, although there is a sufficiency of milk
during the first week, there would soon be too little should the nursing be
deferred. Cow's or goat's milk, given subject to tlie rules to be mentioned
hereafter wheR treating of artificial nursing, are certainly the kinds of food
best suited to the child, and the only ones that we recommend to be used
for the first three or four months.
If the child is in a satisfactory condition, the paps, panadas, &c., men·
tioned in connection with weaning, may be given rather sooner than in the
maternal nursing proper. The child, ha.Ving been long accustomed to a
rather more substantial nourishment than it derives from the mother's
breast exclusively, may commence taking some farinaceous paps about the
fourth or fifth month. It will be thus prepared for the weaning, which will
probably have to be effe<>tcd about the tenth or eleventh month.
The mb::ed method, tlrns understood, and continued for ten months or a
year, is certainly preferable to a purely artificial nursing. I confess even,
tlrn.t when the mothers are obliged to send their children away, if committed
at all to a wet-nurse, the absence of the parent's oversight is attended with
so many inconveniences, that I p1·efer the mixed method to putting out to
nurse. Could the mother only give it suck two or three times in the twentyfour hours, I would advise her to keep her child.
\\' hat has just been said applies also to women whose secretion of milk,
although small in amount, is yet kept up regularly for neady a year. ·nut
them are some who secrete abundantly during the early months, and then
suddenly lose it altogether i in others the milk continues to be formed, but
th eil' health suffers so greatly from the fatigues of nursing, as to oblige them
:tb!3olutely to give it up.
In both cases, the choice lies between an early weaning and the conti nua·
tion of nur.sing by a wet-aurse-the mixed method being here out of the
question. I begin by declaring that whenever the geaeral health or the
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antecedents of the woman are such as to ca.use me io fear lest she should
not be able to continue nursing longer than two or three months, I would
advise her not to undertaken. task beyond her powers. She woul<l thus be
spared one of the severest <lisappointments that a woman (•an suffor, namely,
that of giving up her child to :rnother1 after nursing it for severnl momhs.
But 1 whether because our ad\·ice is not followed 1 or that nur.sing by tho
mother has to be relinquished ~u<ldcnly on account of some accid<.:nt, ought
the child to be rai.sed by the bottle, or should it be supplied with a nur.sc?
I am of Desormeaux's opinion, that artificial nmsing i.s alteudc<l with far
greater chance of .succc:::s in the case of a child which has sucked for :;enral
months, than with one newly born; but experience has so often prO\'Cd to
me the great difficulties and inconveniences of art ificial nur.sing in large
cities, that I much prefer a nur.sc, even for a child four or five mouths old.
I do all in my power to overcome the repugnance of the mother in reference
thereto, and unJ0:;3 both herself and the child can go into the country to
re.:side, I pcr~ist in my opinion.
Should the child, howe\"er, be strong and vigorous, if it is born of robust
parents, if nothing but an accident has obliged the mother to su!:ipend
nursing, and if our views meet with great oppo:-ilio n, an attempt may bo
made to bring it up with the bottle, but still, on the condition of ob.serving
attentively its digestive functions, and havi ng recour::;e to a nurse as soon
as the nece::-sity shall be manifest.
Before fini~hing what we ha.ve to say of the mixed method, we ought to
insi::it upon the nece:::sity of supplying the deficiency in the mother's milk by
a species of food approaching the nearest to it in quality. \\'e repeat, therefore, cow's milk, pure or diluted, according to the age of the child, an<l goat's
milk, seem to us far preferable during the fifot four months. l)ap.-i and
panadas, when given prematurely, may be succel:isfol under certain exceptional circumstances; but this success, which is constantly thrown up to us,
cannot make us forget tlle disastrous eflect which it has on some weak constitutions, and on many children in large cilics. \Ve repeat, therefore, that
children born in the rountry of robust parents, and who are constantly exposed to the vivifying influence of the sun and fre.sh air, derive from the
goo<l hygienic conditions in which they li\"e, a power of dige.sLion which
enables them to a...~imilate with advanta~e a foo<l which would be indigestible for others.

ARTICLE VI.
SUCKJ,JNO BY NUHSES.

Some women cannot, and others will not, nurse their children. Now, the
latter should be subjected as little as pos.~ible to the bad effects of this incapacity or unwillingness; and the best substitute for the mother1s milk is,
certai11ly, that of a nurse.

§ 1. OF Cnoosuw A Nuns.1-:.
The physician generally is 1 and always ought to be, ch~rge<l with the
selection of a nurse. Now, this choice is one of the most delicate and compromising acts of medical practice, for its conscientious performance nrcc:s-
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sitates precautions and investigations, which, to speak frankly, it is impossible to make in the majority of cases. To choo$e a nur11;e properly, is to
guarantee the family a full supply of milk of good quality, and to asf;ure
them as to the excellence of her constitution, and e.:::pecially that she is not
1w1· ever lws been, affected with any disease capable of being transmitted to
the nursling.
Now, it mu!"t be acknowledged, that if an examination of the milk prop~rly performed is capable of affording us a tolerably correct idea of its
co111position; if an investigation of the principal organs of the chest and
abdomen, and the exploration of the mouth, teeth, and cervical, and even
inguinal glands, are competent to assure us as to her good health; if tlrn
development of the muscles of the body and limbs, and the color of the
skiu, c::i.n enable us to appreciate the strength and vigor of the constitution,
it is about all that we can expect to accomplish. To. require a nurse to
submit to a. thorough examination of the genital parts and the use of the
spcCldum, which is indispen:;;;able to a strict diagno::iis, would be to receive
an almost certain refurnl. Perhaps some shameless women, or unfortunates,
whom hunger allows to object to nothing, would not decline; but I am convinced that we should fail with those good and chaste country nurses, whose
simple habits are foreign to the debasedncss of cities. Such examination
could be made obligatory only by public authority, and then by confining
it to a single physician, who should be charged with the examination of
all. These poor women would then have to submit to a single visit only.
But it must not be forgotten that in Paris especially, before a woman is
~wy one physician, she has often been presented to ten differ·
ent
She woul<l, therefore, Im.Ye been obliged to subm it to the
examination ten times. It is plain that this coul<l not be done, or if it were,
I would find it difticult to confide in one who had allowed it; for thoi1gh I
might feel ~at i i;fied as to her physical condition, I should certainly have
strong doubt::i as to her moral qualities. Besides, would this examination
always be so conclusive as to jm;tify an absolute assurance to the families?
Doubtless, we might be able, in the majority of' cases, to certify that there
does not exi:..;t, at the time, any symptom of syphilis; but is the present any
security fOr the past? The local symptoms disappcur, but does not the
geucral infection remain, which may sooner or later become manifest? "~ e
see, thcrefbre, that were the cxamintttion always po::;:;ible, the evidences of a
recent attack of syphilis might be overlooked, a11ll coul<l give us little or no
information in
to the antecedents. I coincide, therefore, with l\f.
Donne, in
that the examination would be useful, and would even
the attention of the authorities to the propriety of
be disposed to
causi11g a mcdicaJ in ... pcction of nurses i but in the present condition of
things, I believe it impo:::sible that each one should require this thorough
ex.'.lmina.tion.
After examining the chest, and ascertaining the absence of scrofulous
cicatrices, the healthy condition of the cervical glalHb, and, if possible, of
the inguinal glands, and af'ter inspecting the development of the muscular
system in ordel' to appreciate the vigor of com•titution, the physician should
next give his attention to the milk, and the organs which secrete it. I con·
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feM regarding the color of the hair and soundness of the teeth as of minor
imporlance; for blondes make as good nurses as brunettes, and, in some
countrie<:, the teeth are subject to early decay without the health of the
inhabitants being any the lees robust. !\either is it important that the
nurse should be of the same age, stature, au<l temperament as the mother
who8e child is to be submitted to her charge. " 1 ithout paying too much
regard to attractiYene~s and beauty of external configuration, it is proper
that there should be nothing unpleasant about the woman, and e:;pecially
that she should be phy:<ically agreeable to the young mother. The latter is
obliged to li,·e for a year or eighteen months al1110."it con4antly in the presence of her child's nur::c, and it is far from immatcric1l whether she is to be
in continual relation with a repulsive countcn:ln(•e. l\luc:h consideration
should be had for whatever information is attainable in respect to her
intelligence, character, and general dispo:sition. A nur:;;e who is g('ntle,
good-an.lured, and who knows how to amu~e a child 1 ought, other things
being equal, to be preferred. It were uscJe-;s to remark, that no woman
should be introduced into a family of whose probit)r an<l morality there can
be the least doubt: unfortunately, however, we are too commonly obliged
to tru;;t to chance in regard to the latter point. 1
The nur.::;e's age is not a matter of indifforcncc. I think it better to choose
one between the ages of twenty and thirty years; and would advise declining
all who arc over thirty-five. As a general rnlc, women who have already
had several children, and who are consequently familiar with all the offices
which they require, are rcccind more willingly than primiparro. It is far
better that an inexperienced mother should have an experienced nurse, who
is arcustome<l to handle and take charge of children. Be:!ides. by inquiring
of families where they have already nur-;cd, we may hase more certain
information as regards their cl~position, their honesty, and the amount and
qu:dity of their milk in a previous nur1'i11~, which m:ty 8erve, to a certain
extent, as a guarantee for the future. Finally, they are much less affCcted
by putting away their own child than primip:mc, and, therefore, are far less
likely to 1o.:;e their milk suddenly. The former have, therefore, undoubted
ad,•antages over the latter, but they arc al!So liable to some objections: thus,
thev have acquired habits whiC'h they relinquish with difficulty; it is much
ha1~dcr to subject them to the regimen whic:h you wi~h them to follow; lastly,
providrtl they do not find in their new position the pecuniary a(h-autag-es,
the indul/!cnces and attention~ of which some parents are lavi~h, they make
unfavorable compari.:sons, and become di:;contentcd and exacting.
1

JLwerebctter,asagcnernlrule,nottoengngenursestoolongina(hance. Ithiuk

~~~:~~:~1 ~ :.~ ::~::v~n t!i;u~~~1~c : i:~: ~:; :,t~oo~ '~~t~1~~11 ::~~~~,·:;~~· n\~:[ r:1i:.::~~~~~c ~l~~::~r:
0

ances, the bctation is defective.

1

1

For a. still stronger 1·ea~on would it be wrong in

§&~~;~fff·\~§i~~~~i~~J~Ji:~~f~~!})f:

~~!j:~:et: 1~:~: :011 ~a~~c:~;i::~:~~o~c:~r:·l~:i~·e!1l~~-~l~:~~i~ies.Disrcgard Lo this
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The woman who offers herself as a nurse may be still prcgnnnt, or have
been deli\'Cred for some time.
If she is still
is important to be sure, in the fir~t place, that
h er la bor will
months befr,rc that of the mother of the
child. Th e organs have hardly returned to their normal condition, and the
woman is bnrc!y recovered before two months after delivery, and not before
then ought she to be intrusted with a new 11ur.:;ling. Earlier than thi!', the
new-born chil<l would have a milk better adapted to its digc~tive powers;
but a wonrnn is liable to so many accidents during the first six weeks after
deliveryi that it is impossible to rwswcr for the future.
It is much more difficult to judge of the future qualities of a nurse during
pregnancy, and whatever may be the result of a first examination, it is
uece~sary to be very caut iou s as to what one says in regard to it.
\Ve have already noticed the points of usefu l information to be ascertained
by an examinat ion of the co lostrum secreted during the latter months of
gestation, and we sha ll not recur to the subject; it is almost the only element
of importance in the queStion under consideration. The form and size of
the breasts arc of but secondary value.
V oluminous breasts are by no means a certain indication of a full supply
of milk in the future; for generally the enti1·e mass is in great part made
up of fat. Thi(; remark does not always apply to the size of the gland itself',
which can often be distinguished from the thick byers surrounding it. It
is important, in fact, that it should not be too sma ll. But, provided it is of
about the normal size, the flow of milk may be sufficient or even abundn.nt
if the veins of the breast are largely developed.
Dealers in cows, says M. Trousseau, know very well that their milking
qualities cannot be judged of by the size of the udder. Thu s, a cow whose
udder has a cubic capacity of four quarts may give ten quarts of milk,
being six quarts more than the ai_)parent size, which proYes that milk is
secreted during the act of suck ing or of milking. The same is the caise in
the human species; the size of the breast is not an absolute indi cation of
good nursing qualities.
M. Trousseau thinks that very important information may be derived from
the ph enomena observed in the breasts of certain women at each men.:;trual
period. ·when, says he, there is a strong determination to the breasts at
each period, when the Jntter grow hard and painful, and the globules of the
g land become more distinct and form projections, the woman is likely to be
a good nurse . . . . I h<tve never had an opportunity of testing the value
of this conclusion.
"\Vhen the woman has been d elivered and nursed for some time, the pliysieian ought to direct his attention especially to the amount and quality
of the milk I sha ll not revert to the means for determining the richness
or poverty of the milk, its purity, or its alteration by heterogeneous elements.
I would, however, remark, that to hav e ascertained, by placing a few drops
of milk in a spoon, that it is opaque, homogeneous, of medium consistency,
and without any peculiar taste or odor, does not obviate the necessity of
liaving recourse to the microscope whenever possible. By it alone can be
estimated the number, regularity, and size of the globules, and, consequently,
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the amount of cream or buttery part which they conslitnte. Unfortunately,
but few php:.icians have this instrument at their dispo-~al or know how to
use it; and still les.5 are they accustomed to chemical analysis. In ordinary
case:;:, and in the absence of a better procc~:;:, the richnes.s of the milk may be
c...;timated by measuring the thickue&; of the layer of cream; for this purpo:;e,
M. Donne's little graduated test.tubes may be used, or, still helter, the b.ctoscope of the s:une author, who~e application requires but a. fow minutes.
It is important to bear in mind the variations in the milk pointed out by
M. Peligot according to the time it has remained in the breasts (see page
1091). If a woman pre... cnts her~elf with brea~ts much Uistencled, it is
nece~sary that she should allow her child to suck for some time, before we
shall be able to form a. correct idea of the den:.-ity of the milk; for the first
milk is rnuth thinner and more watery than that which is secreted a short
time before its extraction.
Ln;;:tly, the be:-:t means of judging of the quantity of milk, is to examine
the phy:-:ical conJition of the m1r;0e's child; to be certain, as far as po:::sible,
that it take~ no other food; to witness it suck ::;everal time~, and determine
whether its appetite seems sati~fierl, although the breasts still retain a considera.ble ckgree of firmne;;:;;:. Again, like i\I. Natalis Guillot, we may ea.llse
the chil<l to be weighed bc>fore and after putting to the breast; the quantity of
milk swallowed being indicated by the clifforence in weight. From 2! to 5
or 6 ounces should be withdrawn at each suckling; but less than 2! ounces
is insufficient for the purpo."C.:i of nutrition.
The complete absence of glandular engorgement should lead us to suppose
that the milk is uncontaminated with a single globule of pus; but if the
condition of the breast is such as to leave any doubt in the mind, nothing
but micro:::copic examination is capable of settling the question. This instrument is :still more nece,.~ary for a'"'certaining the presenc·e of the elements
of colostrum at a period when they ought to h::we disappeared altogether.
Lastly, the age of the milk should be taken into serious consideration:
As we are obliged to allow the uurse at least two months for the purpose of
recO\·ering from the fatigues of labor, the nccoucheur cannot supply tho
child with a very young milk, such, for instance, as its mother might furnir-h it; but it is at least better not to give it milk from a nur~e who has
been deli\·ercd longer than from eight to ten months. At this time, it is no
longer adapted to the requirements of the child, and as most women are
barely able to nurse longer than from eighteen to twenty months, there
would be some risk of finding the secretion cease altogether, before the
natural period of weaning. A milk of from two to six months should
therefore be preferred.
'Vomen who have nursed for a year or fifteen months, and desire to take
charge of another child, say that a young infant restores the milk, but the
re_.;ponsibility of the assertion must be left with the good women themselves.
1\lo~t of the precepts whieh we have laid down for natural nursing are
entirely applicable to wet-nursing; there are, however, some peculiarities
which it is proper to indicate.
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§ 2. OF THE REGULATION OF "'ET-NURSING.
At what time 011ght lhe nur$e to give the breast to a nl v-born child !-.A
nurse who has been deli\·crcd for three or four months, is, at the out:<et, incapable of providing the young infruit with as suitable a. nourishment as it

would have derived from the mother's breast.

The colostrum scc:rcted by

the marnuue of a recently delivered femal<', is not merely a food, but possesses laxa.tive properties eminently adapted to the expulsion of the meconium. Though slightly charged with nutritive matters at first, this colostrum is perfectly suited to the digestive powers of the new-born child; for
to load its stomach with anything more substantial, would expose it to imperfect elaboration and all its unfortunate consequences. Strnck with these
inconveniences, some practitioners advise the mother to begin suckling fo r
the first few d<tys, and not to give the child to the 1rnr::'e until it is better
able to digest !fer milk . Besides, say they, it is not only for the interest of
the child, but of the mother also, for the secretion of milk is a natural
emunctory, well adapted by the sort of derivation it occasions to lessen the
tendency to the various inflammations to which lying-in women are so frequently exposed.
I cannot accept this view. If we regard only the interests of the child,
there can be no doubt that the lactescent serosity furnished by the breasts
at the outset, is the kind of nourishment best adapted to its condition, and
that in this respect, the milk of a nurse of three or four months would be
less suitable; but we shall see how easily the too great density of the latter
kind of milk may be remedied by a sort of mixed nursing, and daily observation proves, that with such precaution the hea1th of the child is in
110 wise endangered. Now, a. nur.:;ing once begun, and suddenly interrupted
after four or five days, is far from being devoid of danger and inconvenience to the ;nother. The fact is, that women suffer the most from
nursing at the outset. Then it is that fissures and cracks of the nipp1e,
lacteal engorgements, and inflammation and abscesses of the breast, make
their appearance. That a female who is determined to nurse should bran
all these dangers may be easily understood, for she is sufficiently compensated by the fulfilment of a grateful duty; but that one who cannot nurse
should expose herself to them unnecessarily, is incomprehensible, unless we
suppose her willing to ad<l to the painful sacrifice which the giYing up of
her child to a. wet-nurse imposes upon her. Besides, we must not believe,
as some physicians do, that nursing protects women from puerperal disens~.
'Ve have but too often occasion to know from experience in our hospitals,
that puerperal fever, for example, attacks with equal violence tho~e who
nurse and those who do not.
In civil practice, where the minutest attentions are bestowed upon the
child, I can discover but few advantages for it, and many inconveniences
for the mother, in beginning to nurse, when she has no expectation of continuing to do so. The case is different in our large lying-in hospitals.
Ilowever carefully conducted, it has never yet been pos~ible to provide a
supply of nurses equal to the demands of all the children. In the clinic
of the Faculty, for example, there are but five or six nurses for twenty
children, and the number of' ordinary or ward nurses being too small to
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gtY~ the little unfE1rtunMes; the most nece,:::ary attentionr;:, a µ-rent numher
p~nsh, we are bound to ncknowled::re, of cold and hun,ger. Under these
e1rcum~tancc~. the J~h~·;i.ician is perfectly ri~ht in requil'ing the mother to
suckle her chil<l until it can be provided with a nur,:e,
For t.he first twl'nty-four hours after birth, the child will take nothing
but a little sweetened water as a substitute for the colo-.trum; and if it
~hould seem difficult to expC'I the meconium, a few spoonful,. of c-ompound
syrup of chicory may be administered. By this time, the howels will be
sufficiently emptied, and it may be put to the brea:-;t. But for the fiNt five
or ~ix days, or rather lon~1>r if the child i;; feeble, it will not dc1len(l exclusi,·ely upon the nur,.e's milk, hut the latter is to be alternn,ted with !'iweet1>ncd
water during the fir~t three or four days; after the fifth or sixth, it will be
allowed to suck for a ~hort tim(', and the 1rnr:::ing be lmmediatcly followed
by the admini~tration of' a few dcs,:ert-spoonfuls of sugar and water i lastly,
about the tenth day, it will be confined to the breast altogether.
The new-born child is rarely ahle to take enough milk to empty the
nm·,.f>'s brea,:ts; therefore, it is well to keep her own child near her for some
dayq, in or<ler to avoid extreme distention of the mammre. She ou.g'ht then
to be a<l\'ised to gi\'C the first milk to the nursling. If separate(] from her
moclerato
child, ~he should endenxor to decrease the flow of milk by
the
diet and diluent drinks; and if, notwithstanding thes0
b1·ea;;;ts become painful, they must be emptied by a breast-pump.
The preeautiom which it is necessary for the mother to oh!'l1>rve, are not
required in the ca"e of a robust nurse who is accustomed to fatigue, and she
is expected to give the child suck during the night. Upon the whole, the
precept~ in regard to the regulation of the repasts, are as applicable here as
to nuriloing by the mother.
Rome nurse;;; are in the habit of taking the child to bed with them. Thi8
ou!.!ht to be positively prohibited, as terrible accidents might rc"ult from it.
Several times it has hec·11 the lot of nurses to flnd only a dead body upon
waking, from having suffocated the child whilst asleep. The best means of
being certain that the dlild shall be laitl in its crndle after nur::-ing, is to
giYe the nurse !"'O narrow a bed as to make it almost impossible for her to
sleep with the child beside her

§ 3.

REGDIEN OF NURSE.<;.

The diet of nur:::es should be moderate hut sub,..tantial. The latter
quality ought not, however, to be so far in~istcd upon as to gi\'C them n
They should
food \\hich is too t:ucculcnt and too rich in nzotizcd
improper to
certainly partake of a certain amount of me~tt, but it would
confine them exclu.:ively to it. Being accustomed from childhood to indulge
freely in vegetn,ble~, they would not long support a merely animn,I diet
without di.:::atlvantage.
Nur:ses brought up in the country often suffer from confinement to the
hou~e in citie::;;, ri.nd their condition is still further a~graYate<l by the indolence which takes the place of their previous nctive habits. TherelOre, after
the first few days, they ought, if possible, to be employed in ~omc light
household duties, and, even when the child i.::; unable to accompany them,
they 'ihould be made to take exercise out of doors.
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The nurse may at any time lose her milk, be attru:kcd by an acute disease, or be affected by some occurrence which lessens or alters the secretion.
I t is a painiul thing to most families to have to change their nurse, and it is
important to console them with the assurance, that the change is not i::o
serious a matter as is generally represented. Provided the child r cc.:eiYes a
milk of good quality and enough of it, it will suffer nothing in this respect.
Therefore, all that we have to do, is to choose a milk equal to, if not better,
than what it has been deprived of. Under these circumstances, the change
is a matter of such indifference, that when the nurse's clispo:-ition is too disagreenblc, or if she does not tRke proper care of the ch ild, I <lo not hesitate,
whatever the qualities of her milk may be, to advise a change.
Th e only precaution to be observed is, that \\'hen once dec ided upon,
she should not be informed of the project until another one is engaged to
replace her.
The only difficulty is to get the ch ild to take the breast of a new nurse.
If it has attained t he age of from six to eight months, it often manifests a.
great repugnance thereto. It should then be left for some time without
nursing, and advantage be taken of the night or a dark place, to put it to
the breast for the first time.

ARTICLE VII.
Nursing by a female nnimal constitutes the transition, so to speak, between
wet-nursing and artitlci;d
Th ough much in vogue in some cou ntries1 it is rarely had
Paris or most of the departments. \Ve
hardly ever recommend it, except when a child who has been weaned for a
lon g time becomes suddenly ill and requires a diet composed exclusively of
making it 11ecessary to adrniuis·
milk, aud in certain special
ter to the child a milk which has
rendered medicinal. By causi ng
swallow various remedies, such as mercury, iodine, and iron 1
their
imbued with most of the properties of these substa nces.
It would be unjustifiable to subject a healthy nurse .to a treatment of this
kind for the benefit of the chil<l 1 as it might readily pro\'C injurious to her.
The animals made use of
cows; but most
frequently the she-goat.
which arc easily
qualily of its
the docility of
seized by the child, the
the animal, the ease with which it is trained to give suck to the child, and
the attachment which it is capable of forming for it, are sufficient reasons
for the preference. That species shoul d be preferred which is destitute of
horns and which hase long, thick 1 and white hair, becau::e they possess the
hircin e odor in n slighter degree. A young goa.t which has nursed several
times, and given birth recently to her kid, ought to be preferred.
This mode of nursing- 1 says Desormeaux, requires at the outf!:et much
care and attention as respects the prese ntation of' the nrn.mma tot.he child.
The petulance and impatience of the animal expose it to frequent accidents,
but after a time the goat comes of its O\nl accord to give it suck. The
infant should be bid in a low cradle placed upon the floor.
When it is desired to communicate medicinal properties to the milk, they
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are made lo take intcrn:illy or to absorb by the skin the active principles
of these medicines. Thu s, mercurial ointment is rubbed iuto the skin of
goats in order Lo communicate autisyphilitic properties to the milk.

A RT I CLE VIII.
ARTIFfCfAL NURSING.

I have but little to say of al'tificial _nursing; for it is admittc(l by all to
be the worst of the val'iouo; methods proposed for nourishing a child. In
large citic>:, where it is a. difficult mat.ter to procure good milk, and where
th e bad health of the cows renders U".eless all the precautions taken with
this object, most of the unfortunate children subjected to this regimen die
within the yea.r. In the country, however, the chances are far more in
favor of artificial nursing; fo1· there it is possible to be almost certain as to
th e health of the animal, the food it take!, and the good qualities of its
milk. Beside::., the excellent atmospheric conditions in which the ch ild is
phccd, compensate, to a certain extent, for the imperfection of the mode
of alimentation. Although a woman's milk is always preferable to any
other, the artificial nursing, which I proscribe uncondition:i..lly for large
cities, may he tolerated in the country, with the understanding, however,
that it !'hall be pursuer! with intelligence.
Cow'13 milk is generally employed, but its administration demands some
precautions. Being too l'ich for a. new-born child, it requires to be diluted
with pure water, barley water, a. decoction of crumbs of bread, of rice slightly
sweetened, or grnel. Pure water should, I think, be preferred in most cases,
and the proportions of the mixture must necessarily vary with the age an<l
cligeMi,·e powers of the child. During the first week, three parts of water
should be added to one part of cow's milk, and during the early months the
latter should be diluted one-half; ::ifter which, unless the digestion is feeble,
but one-fourth of water may be added until the sixt h ~on th, when the milk
may be ginn pure.
Desonncaux advises, when the children arc feeble, that the milk be diluted
with chicken·water, or a fluill containing animal matter. I Jrn,·c seen some,
says he, who:;:e stomachs were better suited by weak decoctions of meat thau
by milk, a.n<l I am convinced by a. multitude of practical observations that
the matters in gested irritate le~s in conseq uence of their being azotized, than
because they are digested with difficulty. I think this r egimen proper after
the 8ixth month, but would not advise it in the earlier months, when, if used
at all, it should be with great caution.
It is well to sweeten sl ightly the chi ldren 's drink. Although sugar has
not the heating qualities which the women attribute to it, it must be used
moderately, for it is not always digested easily. I have seen, says De~or
meaux, feeble children throw up unchanged the sweetened water and solu ·
tions of gum and starch which had been given them ns drink.
Th e drinks ought to be rather more than lukewarm. ·wh en pure milk is
u;ierl, it should be brought by the water-bath to the temperature it would
h:.L\'e had ifju!'t drawn from the cow; if: on the contrary, it is to be diluted,
only the fluid to be mixed with it ~ h oulcl be heated. In no case ought the
milk to he boiled; for ebullition deprives it of a part of its aroma, and of
the air which renders it more digestible.
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The mixture of milk with one of the aboYe-mentioned sub!'=tancc,-i !:'=Oon fer·
ments and spoil:;, e::-pecinlly in summer, or in warm rooms in winter. It
ought, therefore, to be prepared only when about to be administered.
We have before stated that a child, whose alimcnta1·y canal has been
habituated by mixed nur~ing to more substantial nouri.:-:hment than the
mother's milk, is able to take paps and solid food rather~ooner than it otherwise would. The same is true after artificial nur1'ing. There is no occasion to revert to the precautions laid down in the article on \\'caning.
The instruments used for giving children dr ink are numerou:;. The spoon
and drinking-cups, by whose assistance the milk is poured into the mouth,
are subject to some inconveniences; so that, unlei:;s they are unable to i:mck
at all, I prefer the nursing-bottle as most nearly affording the conrlitions of
natural nuri:;ing. It can be readily procured evcrywl1ere, and were it on
that account alone, it deserves to be mentioned. It is either au ordinary
four-ounee medicine vial or one of those small flattcued bottles used by
wine merchants for exhibiting their spe('imens; into the neck is introduced
a sponge cut for the purpose, and which projects about an inch and a half
beyond it; the whole is coYered with a piece of muslin, and fastened by a
thread. The thread ought also to be drawn with a moderate degree of
tightness around the sponge at its exit frorn the bottle, so as to compress it,
and prevent the milk from flowing too rapicUy. Care should be taken to
keep the sponge, muslin, and thread, always in fresh clean water, and before
using, pass a little milk through it and squeeze, so as to di·ive out the cold
water, and replace it by wru·m milk.
·with all the!-3e precautions, this bottle has still more imperfections, wl1ich
ma11y instrnment-makers ham sought to aYoid. The nur::;ing-bottl.e manufactured by AL Charriere, I think merits special recommendation.
In terminating this chapter, I cannot recommend too highly to physicians
a little work by Dr. DonnC, which, under the modest title of .Advice to
Mothers, will furnish them with an abundance of useful hints in relation to
the education of children.

CHAPTER III.
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS ON CERTAIN POI NTS RELATING TO
INFANTILE HYGlENF..

1. Of Clothing.-The clothes of the new-born child should be so loose as
not to obstrnct its motions. The swaddling-clothes, which are still in general use, and which were formerly drawn much too tight, may be retained,
but only on the condition of leaving suffic ient freedom of motion to the
Embs of the child. I confess that, for the first weeks, they seem to me to
have some advantages over what is C'alled the English style, by protecting
the chi ldren better from the cold, especially when they are wet with urine,
and also by affording greater facilities to those who have to take them up
and carry them about. I therefore apprO\'C of swaddling, but would have
the clothes so loo~e as to allow the extremities, the lower ones especially,
sufficient freedom of motior.
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After the umbilical cord has fallen off, a folded compress, as large as a
silver dollar, should be applied upon the navel 1 and kept in place by a moderately drawn circular bandage. It serves to prevent the rubbing1 and consequent irritation of the umbilical cicatrix, and perhaps1 also, the form~ion
of a hernia.
Pins should be used as little as possible in dressing the child. They may
become loose, and, by sticking it, give rise to serious accidents, such as convulsions aud death.
It is important, also that the little cap string or ribbon, which passes
under the jaw, should be sufficiently loose, for the cap is liable to be displaced, and the neck might be subjected to constriction. To avoid this, the
string should be attached to one end of a Laud, the other end of which is
fastened in front of the chest.
After the second or third month, the swaddling-clothes should be rephced by long dresses; from this time the style of garment is subject to the
fancy of the pa.rents, and, provided the child is protected from the cold
and sufficiently at its ease, the physician need concern himself no further
about it.
2. Of Washing, Bathing, and Cleanliness. -Perfect cleanliness is indispensable to the health of children, and nurses cannot be watched too closely
for the purpose of preventing their allowing them to remain in their urine
or fecal matters; they should be changed as soon as they become soiled.
They ought to be washed with warm water, and not merely wiped, as is done
by some nurses. It is difficult to do otherwise when out walking; but the
omission should be supplied immediately on reaching home. In some
countries, cold water is used in these washings; I think, however, that it is
rather hazardous within the first year, and I do not recommend it before the
child is eighteen months or two years of age.
I am in the habit of directing the children to be bathed every other day;
but when they seem to be rather more fatigued and enervated on the day
of the bath, I advise it to be performed but twice a week, and am content
with a simple immersion, or washing all over, every morning. The temperature of the water should be from 77° to 86° F. The bathing ought to
be short in proportion to the fatigue of the child, but, as a general rule, it
ought not to be longer than five minutes in the first month, and rarely ten
minutes in the subsequent ones. " 'hen the children are restless at night,
and sleep little or badly, it is a good plan to bathe them in the evening
before going to bed. \Vhen the restlessness and insomnia are very great, I
have used with advantage a bath prepared with a decoction of lettuce-leaves.
In winter, or when the weather is cold and damp, it is important not to
allow lhe child to go out for several hours after bathing.
Some persons are afraid to wash the child's head, yet it should be done,
in order to remove the scurf which forms there, and to prevent the formation of the crusts which some persons are glad to see appear. " 'hen they
are already formed, they ought not to be respected, but after rubbing the
head gently with a warm cloth, they may be removed by a soft br~sh. If
this is not sufficient, the head may be greased, and the next mormng thcv
will be found to come off readily.
1
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3. Taking the afr, walking.-The child should be placed, immediately
after its binh, in a large, airy chamber, kept for the fir::;t Wf'Ck at a rather
elevated temperature. If the child Us weak or born prematurely, it is important, in winter, to surround it with bottles of warm water: one at its feet,
and one at each side. The bead of the cradle sl10ulcl be turned towards the
windows, in order to protect the child's eyes from the too bright light. The
omission of this precaution has seemed to me to favor the development of
purulent ophthalmia.
In winter, especially, the children should not be taken out before the fifteenth day. During the intense heats of summer, this rule need not be
adhered to so strictly, provided they are strong and well. But after the
first going out, they should be promenaded every day for several hours, and
at three months, they ought to remain for the greater part of the day ex·
posed to the air; in winter, autumn, and spring, they will be kept out for at
least three or four hours. The air and sun are almost as necessary as good
nourishment, and it is perfectly useless to consult barometer and thermom·
eter to know whether it is proper for a child to go out. Even in the worst
days, a favorable hour can always be found and made available; only when
it is cold and freezing, the walk will be shortened. There is no occasion to
fear disturbing their sleep whilst promenading, for they never sleep moiia
soundly than then.
Of latter time, some philanthropic physicians, at the head of whom I am
pleased to name my colleague and friend, M. Loir, have insisted strongly
that the recording of births should be done at home, and that there should
be no obligation to carry the poor children at every season to the mayoralty
within the first three days. This law has fallen into neglect in most of the
provinces; but in Paris it is still observed quite rigorously, unless that the
accoucheur certifies that the child is in poor health, and that it is impossible
to transport it thither. I nm happy to unite my feeble voice with those of
my colleagues, to solicit from the authorities a modification of the existing
laws. The same motives of humanity induce me to express the desire that
Catholic families should cause their children to be baptized at home, unless
the ceremony be put off to a somewhat remote period from birth. Undoubted
advantages would result from it as respects both mother and child.
4. OJ Sleep.-For the first days subsequent to birth, children do nothing
but suck :rnd sleep. Whilst asleep, they should be laid upon the sidesometimes upon one and sometimes upon the other, in order to avoid bad
habits. At first, they alruost always fall asleep whilst suckling, so that it
is nearly impossible to by them awake in the cradle; but rather later, care
should be taken not to allow them to go to sleep in the arms or on the lap.
Having once acquired this habit, it becomes a necessity; and on awakening
at night, they will not go to sleeep again except in their nurse's arms. They
ought to be put in the cradle whilst awake, and allowed to go to sleep there;
for when once allowed to acquire bad habits in this respect, it is very difficult
to break them. It requires great firmness to hear them cry for a long time;
but with courage and perseverance, and by a temporary removal of the nurses,
of w110se weakness they are aware, a complete reform is finally obtained. The
same remarks apply to the habit which some nurses have of rocking children.
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1\fost children at the breast sleep during the day until they are twenty
months or two years old. This sleep, which is almost constant at the outset,
becomes shorter nnd less frequent ns they adrnnce in nge; but it is very rare
for them not to take three or four hours of sleep daily during this.ea rly period
of life. This repose is, therefore, a neces:;ity, but there is no occasion to avoid
the least sound for fellr of wakening them, as they very readily become accustomed to sleeping in the midst of motion and noi:se; some children sleep but
lightly, because they have always been accustomed to solitude and silence.
Though it is well not to be too scrupulous in this matter, they ought not to be
awakened too suddenly for fear of alarming them.
5. Exercise.-The only exercise of new-born children consists in slight
motions of their arms and legs, which, as we have said, ought not to be
confined too closely. Rather later, they may be moved about in the arms;
toward the fifth or sixth month, they may be exercised in standing on a carpet
or coverlet, and left to themsel \'es in order to try their strength; they begin
first to drag themselves, then to creep on all fours, and soon get up by
taking hold of furniture; after which they make a few steps. As a general
rule, I do not think it advisable to encourage children to walk too soon
hr supporting them with belts of listing, wagons, &c.; we ought alwnye
tc await the first promptings of nature.
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tl~;!~i~~:ii~~~~;:fo~r;t~~~~i;'g 1~~c gnancy,

;;:~~~~~s~~~:1~~:E~~/irf~tbe1 o~~~se

Loohi&~~~~~:~::::::·::~. with dcop•y of

~! ~@·~~!~,~:~~~~:l·~~~ 66_

5

.,;.,;.~~~!~~if::::.. ~ii~fifi~~E:
M.

qu:~i~fs o:~c~-!~,i~~l'.e;1~9 ~1.pon

the time

a.llercd by coloslrum, 10!1~.
eft'cctsof,1002
Malformnlionsofthevulva.n.ndvagina,681
1
of, 10!>2.
altered by pus,
as o. sign of pregMole, hydatiform, 547.
,,. -:y,:.!4.l.
0 0

~~:~:~~yc~'.~~~~s :,?;

~~?e~ts
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mixed, 1003.
by an animul, 1102.
artificial,lJOJ.

by wet-nurses, 109'5.
regulation of, 1100.

INDEX.
Pelvis., 83.
articulationsof,39.
in general, 44

f:~:;~:1 :~:'{:~:,' tt:
1

bo::ri.c~~n~1~~~

f:s~~~~r4:4·

Pelvic

inclined plnnes of, 47.
superior strait of, 47,
inclination of
planeof,47.
inferior strait of, 4t'.amcters of, 48.
inr.linalion
of
plancof,50.
dinmet ers ofinferior!-itrnit, 01.

~f:1~~~!~~ ~r°~a~~~t~f, i2~ ·
0

0

1

genernlaxisof,6:!.
base of, 53.

di~~~~nac:~ r~~e, a::,0 ~~'.ng

to aex,

usesof,64.
covered by sofiparts, 64.
deformities of the, 6lG.
deformed by excess of amplitude,
617.
eontracliou,
618.

simple contracted, 610.
contracted by currnture and ma.I·
formation oftbobones, G:!O.
oblique contraction of, 6:!3.
deformed, variations in the depth
of, 6:!6.
byabsolulenarrowness,
G26
by rachitis, G26.
by osteomalacia, 629.
oblique-oval, GJO
malformation of, dependent upon
previous deformity of an·
other part of the skeleton,
634.
dependent upon congenital
luxation
of the
femur,536.
upon
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Pelvis, enchondromaof, G76.
ostcostentomaof, U76.
ostcosarcamaof, 6i6.

l~~~~f::g:;~~~

femur, 640. .
les ion s of the
inferior extremides,640.
deformities of, influence of, upon

h.~::~:~~~!.~:: ·:~~~~f:~: ·~'. m:

of, caused by frac-

~~:~~·~~~t;oo:,i~~~.s of the, SH
frequency, 348.
en.uses, a-19.
ml'cbanism,351.
prognosis,357.

as :oe1~1~~~~5~~0
asregardstbe
cbiltl,3J!),
nrticulaUons,relaxll.tions of, during
1
6

afrc ;.e~~~~~~;, ~~.

prognosis,6J5
tre.i.tmelll, 616.
1 0
deformities,
duction,625.
Pclvimeters, 65-1.
Baudelocque's, 6;J4,
Coutouly's, ti56.
~lad. Boivin's, 656
Stein's,G56.
Wcllcnbcrgh's,G57.
Van llucvcl':;, G5 7.
thefingerasa,6U3.
Perforator, Blot's, 1041.
Smellie's, 10!1.
Kilian's, 1043.
Perineum, 67.
extent of, 66
re:sistanceof, duringlabor,678
faceriition of, 680.
Phtbisisduring pregnancy, 453.
Pica, or malacia, during pregnancy, 464.
Pigmentary deposits, lti7.
spots, during pregnancy, 613.
Pityriasis during pregnancy, 513.
Placenta, tbe, IUJ.
structure, 196
arteriesof,198.
\'Cinsof, 199.

ca~~!:~~~u~~ ~e :f ;!~

~:~~l~~~oir~s~~·gon, 206.
natural delivery of the, 381.
lesionsot'thevilliof,549.
treatment,552.
fibrous obliteration of the ~illi
of, 55U.

;~mif~~:~zE"·

::::.::~~l~~&:: ~~l£:r~~~:::.:.:
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Pin.cents, flb"-orplion of, in cases of nbortion, 5i8.
large, coincident with drop~y of
the amnion, 54t
insertion of, on the lower segment.of theutcrus,754.
prrovin,7b5.
perforation of, by the child's
hea.d,774.
expulsionof,inadvanceoftbe
child,ii4.

artificial delivery of the, 868.
d1fficultdeliveryof,8GS.
excessive volume of, 869.
encystment of, 872.
encasement.of. 872.
abnormaladhesionsof,875.

cn.uses,8i5.
dingnosis,876
trealment,877.
retentionof,879.
treatment, 883.
putrid absorption of. 880.

lateexpulsionof,881.
complete absorption of, 882.
accidents that may complicnte
itsdelivny,884.
hemorrhage attendant upon ils
delivery, 881.

Placental murmur, ~58.
apoplexy, 554, 765.
Plethora during pregnancy, 4i9.
Pneumonia during pregnancy, 448.
Polar globule!!, appearance of, 180.
Polypi, uterine, as a cause of secondary
hemorrhnge, 900.
Positions llnd attitude ofthefootu!I, 222.
Pregnancy, 118.
varietie!lof,118.
diagnosisof,237.
rationalsignsof,237.
sensiblesignsof,242.
signsof,atvariousperiods,
266.
pathology of, 443.
diseases which may occur
during,443.
epidemicdiseasesduring,443.
intiuenzaduring,443.
choleraduring,444.
endemicdiseasesduring,445.
inlermitteutfeverduring,445.
l'arioladuring,4-l6.
eruptive fevers during, 446.
scarlalinaduring,447.
measlesduring,448.
sporadiediseasesduring,448.
typhoid fe,·er during, 448.
pneumonia.during,<148.
in8ammatorydiseasesduring,
419.
icterusduring,449.
syphili!!during,451.
lea.d-poisoningduring,463.
phtlii~is during, 453.
hysteriaduring,455.

Pregnancy, epil<'psy during, 41)5.
chlorosi!llluring,4;')5.
surgicaldisef\sesduring,455
tumor!I in 1he ab(lomen and
·pelvis during, 456.
hypertrophy of the thyroid
glandduring,457.
ulccrritionoftheneckoftbe
uterusduring,457 .
discasc!lcf,461.
lesions of digestion during,

4o3.
picn, ormalaeia, during, 464.
pyrosisduring,464.
vomitingduring,465.
consiipationduring,477.
diarrhce1Lduring,4i7
lesions of respiration during,
4i8.
circulntionduring,
4i9.
plethora during, 4i9.
bydrreminduring, 4i9.
bemcrrbageJuring, 486.
variccse,•einsduring,487
hemorrhoids during, 487.
lesionsofthesecrelicnsnnd
excreticnsduring,488.
ptynlism dul'ing,488.
excrelionofurineduring,489.
albuminurinduring,490.
urremiaduring, 490.
dropsy of the cellular tissue
during,500
ascitesduring,502.
lesionsofinnervationduring,

005
eclampsiaduring, 505.
vertigo during, 505.
giddinessduring,505.
lipothymiaduring,505.
syncoped uring,505.
neuralgiaduring,507.
odontalgia.durmg,507.
paralysis during. 507.
intellectual dborders during,
610.
insnnityduring,510.
di!lenses of the skin during,
612.
lesionsofthepelvicarticula·
lions during, 514
diseasesofthevulvanndvn·
ginn.dur ing,517.
pruritusofthevulvn.during,
617.
leucorrhoonduring,518.
vegetations on the external
parts during, 519.
abdominal, lumbar, and inguinal pains during, 520.
rheumati~m of the uterusduring, 624.
displacements of the utertHI
during,528.
extro.-uterino,685.
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Pregnancy, abdominal, 5i:;i6.
internal ovi~rian, 586.
peritone11l, 58i.
tubo-abdomiunl, 588.
tubal, 589.
interstitial tubo-ulerine, 589.
ulcro-tubal, 589.

Premature labor, induction of, by dilalat ion of the neck of
the womb by prepureJsponge.1011.
by irdtants 111:1.ced
between the walls
of the uteru11 and

b/'~e~~c~~1~~nt

ex~~~~~:~i?:: i;,t.hological
extra-uterine, pathological
changes in the product of
conception,5!H.
extra-uterine, pathologicnl
chnngesinthetissuesofthe
mother, 593
exlrll-ulerine, symptoms and

of
the membranes,
1015.

by the spbeno-syphon,1Ul4.
bythecolpeurynter,
1010

by the intrn.-uterine
dil:ttor. lOIG.
by electi·iciiy, 1008.
by lliitcr,·s proce1:1s,

diagnosis, MH.

progress and terruinalion, MIG.
ruptureofthecyst,596.
prolonged retention of
the cyst in, 59 7.
cnusesof,598.
treat111cntof, 601.

1009.

byBro.uu'sdo.,1010.
by i\leissner's do.,
10:?0

by Villeneuve's do.,
10:?1.

Premature labor, 377.
treatmentof,:Ji9
induction of, 1000.
history of, 1000.
cases requiring,
1002.
contm-indicntions,
~·
conirn-indications
on account of abdominaltumol'8,

by Schreller's
method, 1009
by Kiwisch's do.,
1010.
by Scanzoni's do. 1
1010.

~K~~~
lOli.
by Lehman's do.,
1015.

by Cohen's do.,

lOOG.

1015.

contra·iadications
on account of
smallness of abdominal cavity,

by Krause's do.,
1016.
by Busch's dila.tol",
m~

~~

by Krause's do.,
1014.
by Schnackenberger'sdo.,1014.
by Barnes' do.,
1014.
by Tarnier's do.,
1016.
by puncture of the
membranes,1019.
apprecia.tionofva·

contra-indicrLtions
on account of
nervousdisorders,
lOOU

contra-indications
on account of
intercurrentacute
diseases,lOOi.
contra-indications
on account. of the
deathofthefretus

~~~~~~~~st~\~~~

~~~~f::.a~'OM.reg-

of

1

~~:~~f}!~~:/:::,~:;; ~;::~;~;~.::1 ~:dyp.:d:~. ~04
of the uterus,

1008.

by::i ~:~~t i~~~.tbe

1

by Q~~inc

1

1

dvuches,

by douche!! of carbonio acid gas,
1011.

classificationof,305.
complicated, 849.

an~0 Ji:~:~~~~~, ~;;_gular

.

~~~f!~!~~i~t:~i~,~~3 ladder,

or

i26.

durmg pregnancy, 528.
ofthccord,828.
causes,829.
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Prolapsusof lhe cord, signs of, 82!1.
prognosis, 831.
Pruritus of the vulva

Rupt.urcofiheuterus,c11,,uses,intcrn11.l,i35.
symptoms, i37.

~-~~it:~e;t;e~~2~ncy,

pr~~~~~is and termination,

Pt~~ii.sm during pregnancy, 488.

f:~:1:~1:~~al~oenf~~:~, 7:io.

es~~pi~11:s~~e8 ~~~~~ui:~.ou

~;licu\alion of, 40
arch of, 49.
seclion of, as a substitute for symphy seolomy, 1030.
Puerperal condition, the, 421.
hemorrhage, 747.

Pubis,

reCO\'eryfrom, 741.
pn1hologicalnnatomy, 741.
treatment of, i-:13.
during labor, 743.
du1·inglallermonths
causesof,748.
ofgestalion,745.
predi sposenrly,duringgestalion,745.
ing, 748. Rupture of thevaginll, 745.
determining, 753.
special,
Sacro-iliacarticulalions,41.
754.
Sacrum, 34
convulsions,i88.
Saw forceps, Vnn Hu cvel'a, 1055.
partial, 788.
a<lvnntngesof,1055.
apoplexy, i90.
dcscriptionof,1055.
Pulse, duringlnbor, 291.
modeofopcrntingwith,1056.
afterdelivery,422
slaiisticsof,1057.
v3ginnl.C93.
objcciionsto,1057.
Pus, cont:rniinalion of the milk by, 1092.
Scarlatina during 1iregn:rncy, 447.
Pyrosis during pregnancy, 464.
Sebaceous coat. of fret.us, 215.
Section oft.he neck and body of the fretus,
1058.
Q.
Secondarybemorrhnge, 898.
inertia,8g8
Quickening, time of, 251.
Shouldersofoliild,unusunleizeof,during
lnbor,83il.
Sigaultinnoperation,1025.
R.
Signs of pregnancy at. various periods,
tablcof,266.
Sme\lic's scissors, 1041.
Souftle of the cord, 25i.
Spasmodic contraction of the neck of the
utcrus.699.
Spasmodic contraction of the neck and
intcl'nalorificeoftheule1·us,700.
Spermatic fluid, 119.
Spermatinc, 119.
Spermatorrhoca, 119.
Sphcno-syphon, 1014
Spontaneous ovulation, 101.
version,366.
evo\ution,368.
Stcrnum.frncturcof,<luringlabor,828.
pl'ogress of Sublingual tumors in infants, 1074.
Surgicaldiseases<luringpregnancy,455.
operntionsduringprcgnancy,455.
puel'peral Suturesan<lfontnnellcs,218
Symphysi!>,StlCro·vertebral,43.
Symphyseotomy, 1025.
historyof,1025.
698.
effectof,1026.
indicationsfor,1027.
modeofoperaling,1029.
subcutnneous, 1030
Stoltz'soperntion,1030.
c·········:···.,,_ ..,.. Syncope during pregnancy, 605.
labor,826.

s.

I

I
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Syphilis during pregnancy, 451.

Tumors, heruinl, 728.

frausmi:ssiou of, by the fa.I her ,452.
mother, 452.

in ~he cellular tissue of the pclvis, ial.

of the fcetus, 556.

various, of the footus, 860
abllominal,inducliouof1lrcmature
l11bvrfor,I006.
sublingual,iuinfo.nts,1074.

T.

~~~~i~~~:~~~cy, '.W!J.

Tampon, the, 584, 778, 785, 891, 927.
use of, for hcmorrhflge following

discovered by nuscultn-

~~:~~}:E~~'.;~~~f:!:: ::•dp:::::~~~::. ·
1

Jabo•, 375. ~~:~·~~'~'.~;o.

causcs,687.
symptomfl, 688.

tabl cofposit ionsin,375.
diugnosisof'positions in, 377.

dingnosis,601.
prognosis, G91.
trcatmeut,

Typhoid fever tluringpl'cgnaucy,.J..18.

mH.

u.

ofthelipsofthecenixuteri,
704,7U5

.,.

;z~~:~~~~~!~C·"··phy

:::::::::·:~~f~~E1i.t:;·=;~~·~?p:.~::

dudng

anid, 245.

vesicle, 188.

~~~~~~~::~n~~1~i~~~:i~~i~8%~rrhagc, 895

cord,

~~cu~~:'.1~~:?~f, 362.

;2~in~O~f the,

257 _

m~~~£~~4cQ1t.. of, during

recurrcncc,363.
diagnosis,3G3.

ruptureof,orofoneofits
vessels,758.

auscultation in. 364
mechanism of, 3titi.
spontaneous version

weakness of, 870.
shortnessof,asacauseof
ruplure,7lil.

in,366

flooding,76::!.

spontaneous evolution in, 368.
prognosis, 371.

hemorrhage from, tlOI.
vcssels,abuormaldis1ribu1ionof,

tlsa.causeofhemorrhage,7GO.
Tumors in lne abdomen and pelvis during Ura.chus, 188.
pregnancy, 4.J6.

Urrumiu.duriug prcgnnncy, 498.

fibrous, of the uterus during pregnervous disorders caused by, 499.
na.ncy, 4.j6.
Urethra, the, 61.
bony, of the pelvis, 6H.
increased curvalureand swelling
cause•lbyfracof, from pregnancy, 15a.
tures, 6<6.
Urin~mia, 4tl9.
of the vulva.and vagirrn, 686.
Urine, chnnges of, from pregnancy, 1GO.

:~~t~~:.e~~::;e~:~~~~~~lar~~rts,

::~7i;:fJZ~:~·i::y~n:~: :::,~:~ ~::~

fu~f;~s1 :.~.c;~J'.flower, of the ccr-

~f~~~:t~~l~;:~uu:~~g0 f. 1~~~:~~~~Y4i.~9.

1

encyl!led, of the uterus or vagina,
710.

retention of, from prolapse of ~he
ulerusdunug

6t9

sa~~~~i:;ot~i~ u~!r~~.e 7

of the
fibrous,of thecerv1.xuteri,i'OG.
polypous of the cervix uteri, 706.
ofthe body of th e uterus, 721.
fibrous,oftheboJyoftheuterus,
7~l.

of the ovary, 723
Fallopian tube, i:.!5.
rectum, 7:.!li.
bladder, 726.

i;~~naucy,
relrO\'ersion
during pregnancy, 5a4
secretionof,intbefretus,:.!3i.
retention of, footnl, 859.
Urinary calculi, i':.!i.
Uterinesouftte, 258.
painsduring}Jregoancy,_522.
hemorl'huge, external, Hia.

I
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Yulva, tumor~ of, USG.
thrombu'!Of, 686.

Yomiling tluring pregnancy, 464.
simple, 405

irrepres'iible,467.
during pregnnncy, causes. 465.

Vulvo-vaginnlgland,65.

prosz:ressnnt.lduration,4G8.

W.

etiology and po.thologicalanatomyof,
~

~

diagnosis, 468.
prognosis, 460.
medical trealment,
470.

surgical treatment,
474.
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Treatment.

•runne r's :Memoranda of Poisons.
Frmn f fie Second L ondon

E dition.

50 ct.s.

RECENT T,Y PU BLISHED, T HE SECOND

EDlTIO~

OF

Byford 's Practice of Medicin e and S urg ery.
Applied to the Diseases and Accidents I ncident to Women. By W. I I.
llY FORD, A. M., l\I.D., Ptofesso1· of Obstefrics and D?.~eases of Women
and Child1·en in the Clticago Nedical Coltege, &c., &c. The Second
}:,'dition, Revi..~ed and Enlarged, with Additionrd l liu8l1'ations. O ue
. $5.00
vol um e. Octavo.

11

The Representative Book of Medical

Science."-LONDON LANC'tT.

Aitken's Science aud Practice of Medicine.
SECOND AMERICAN FROM THE FIFTH LONDON EDITION.
Containing ADDITIONS equal to 500 pages of the English Edition, prepared bJ
the AMERICAN EDITOR with Special Reference to the
·wants of the AMERICAN PRACTITIONER.

The Science and Practice of Medicine.

By WILLIAM AITKEN, M.D. Second
A mPrican from the Fifth Enla'rged London Edition, with Additions by
M.D., late Professor of the Institutes and Practice of
Jlfedicine in the Unieersity of New York, Physician to the Philadelphia
Hospital, etc. In 2 Yolumes Royal Octavo.

MERrnlTrr CLnlER,

With a COLOR.ED i\lAP, n Ll'l'llOGHAPllIC PLATE·, and ONE IIUNIJRED AND
TlllllTY ILLUSTRATIONS ON WOOD.

Price, bound in Cloth, bevelled boards
Len.ther,

$12.00
14.00

Filteen months b:wc been spent by Dr. AtTKEN in thoroughly revising tbis Great Work,
a.ud adUing to it many ''nluable additions and improvements amounting to about 100
pages of new mntter, included in which will be found the adoption and incorporation in
the text of the " 1te10 11ome11clature of lite Royal College of Physicians of London;,. to
which arc added the Definitions and the Foreign equivalents for tlnir English names.
The au bjects of Malignant Cholera, of Paralysis, of Epidemic Cerebro-Spinal Menin;iti4, and of l1tlesti11al Obstruction have been entirely r&-written; and several other aul>jects in connection with the treatment of disease, of the greatest importance, are con·
8idered for the first time in this edition.
The Preas have referred to former editions of this work aa "an admirable compiln.tion." "The most comprehensive of nny in tbe practice of medicine ." "It embodies
the most. advanced knowledge of the time." "The most valuable class-book for students
yet publisbed.11 "lt may be looked upon as tho standard text·bcok in tbe English 111.nguage." "The present work contains information that will not be found in any other
Manual of l\lcdiciue, 11 &c., &c.
'l'be autbor in thiE! edition hM endeavored to keep up tbia high reputation, and to
wake it in every respect a Representative Book o{ Medical Science and the Practice of the
day, as understood and followed by the best men of tbe Profossion.
Large additions ba\'C also been made by the American Editor, Dr. .l\IERJDJTU CLYX£R,
equo.l to over .500 pngcs of the London edition, and with particular reference to the want.Ii
ot the AlfERICAN PRACTITIONER, included in which are new articles upon the following
subjects: Spinal Symptoms of Typhoid Fever, Typho-Malarial Fever 1 Clu·onic

Oa·rnp Dysentery, Cholera 11/orbus, Cholera Infantum, Hereditary Syphilis, Gonrn-rhreal Rhewmalism, The Delirium, of Inanition, Chronic Alcoholism, Syphilitic
Disease of the Liver, Epileptiform Neuralgia, Capillary Bronchitis, Plastic
Bronchitis, Dilatation of the Bronchia, Fibroid Degeneration of the llung,
Uhronic Pyamna, &c. &c.

Trousseau's Clinical Lectures.
VOL. III. NOW READY .

Lectures on Clinical ;Medicine, delivered at the H6tel-dieu, Paris BJ
A. 1'u.oussEAU, Professor of Clinical JJiedicine in the Faculty of Medicine, Paris, tf:c., &c.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS
"Troussenufurnishes us with an example of the bcst.kindofClinicnl tenching. It.i!
a book tlrn~dcscrves to be popularized. The t.riiosla!ion is perfect."-.1/edMal Tium
and Gazette.
"The great reputation of Prof. Trousseau as a practitioner and teacher of ~lcdicine
in all iis branches, r enders the present appearance of his Clinical Le~tures pnrticular!J
welcome." - il!tdical Pren and Circular
"'l'he publication of 't'rousscnu's Lectures will ful'n ish us wilh one of the very be!lt
practical treatises on disease as seen at the bedside."-Brili&h and Forei911 .UediwCl1irur9ical Review.
"A clever translalion of Prof. Troussenu's admirable and exhaustive work, the best
book of refer ence upon the Practice of Medicine." -lndia1i 1lfedical Gaulle.
'-The Lectu r es of Trousseau, in attractiveness of manner and richness of thoroughly
practical matter, worth ilyttLkcs a pliLce beside the classical lectures of Watson an•l
Gravea."-Brilisli JJ/edical Journal.
"Trousseau is esse ntially the French Graves, and his lec tures should sooner th.u
this have been t ranslntedin toEnglish."-Lancel.

Meigs and P ep per ou Children.
FOURTH EDITION, ENLARGED AN D IMPROVED.
The puhJh,bcr.; hM·c :;c\cc:tcd the following notice, from n lute number of
the LONDON LANCt:T, of the New Edi Liou of this work, as indicating, ner·
Imps, more full y than any other of the nume1·ous favorable criticisms t hat
lrnve appeared of it clsewbcrc, its great value to the Practitione1· and
Student of Medicine.

Cazeaux's Great Work on Obstetrics.
THE MOST COMPLETE TEXT-BOOK NOW PUBLISHED.
GREATLY ENLARGED AND I MPRO V ED.
CONTA I NING 175 IL L US7'RATIONS.

A Theoretical and Pr:tetical Treatise on Midwifery, including the Disea,.,
of PrefJ•1wncy and Parturiticn, by P. CAZEAUX, Member of lite l mperi1t1
Acaderny of Medicine ; .Adjunct Professo1· in lhe Faculty of JJJedicine uf
Paris, elc., etc. Revised and Annolaled by S. 'l'ARNIER, Adjunct Pru
fessor in the Faculty of Atedidne of Paris ; Former Clinical Chief of tht
Lying.in-Hospital, etc. 1 etc. Fifth American from the Seventh French Edi
lion. Translated by WM. R BU LLOCK, M.D. In oue volume R oyal Octavo, of over 11 00 pugcs, with numerous L ithographic an d other lll uslra
lions on Wood.
Price, bo und in Cloth, bevelled boards,
$6.50
11
"
L eathe r,
7.50
M. Cu.zcrrnx's Great Work on Obstetrics has become classical in its charncter, and
almost an Encyclopred ia in its fulness. W ritten expres1:1ly for the use of students of
medicine, and thos11 of midwifery especially, its teach ings are plain and explici t, prcsenta condensed summary of the leading principles established by the masters of the
aud such clear, practical directions for the management of the pregnnnl,
parturient, and puerperal states, as have been sanctioned by the most authoritative
practitioners, and confirmed by the author's own experience. Co llecting his nrn.terial~
from the writings of the entire body of antecedent writers, carefully testing t\Jeir cor rectness and value by his own daily experience, and rejecti ng all such as were falsified Ly
the numerous cases brought under bis own immediate observation, he baa formed out of
them a body uf doctrine, and a system of practical rules, which he illustrates and enforce~
in the clearest and most simple manner possible.
OPINIONS OF TIIE PRESS.
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LINDSAY & BLAKISTON'S
MEDICAL PUBLICATIONS.

0

The Rep1·esentative Book of .Medical Science."-LONDON

LANCET.

Aitken's Science and Practice of Medicine.
SECOND AMERIOAN from the FIFTH LONDON EDITION.
lo 2 Volumes, containing 2000 Roynl Octnvo Page11, a CO LOH ED MAP, a LlTHOGllAPlllC PLATE, and O~E HUNDRED AND TlllRTY ILLU8TRAT10NS ON WOOD

Price, bound in Cloth, bevelled boards
u
"
Leather

$12.00
14 •!!l

Dr. Aitken's work is now the most comprel1ensive TEXT-BOOK on the Practice o~
Medicine in the English Language; tba present edit.ion has bee'l enlarged and carefully revised by the author. as well as by the American editor, i\h:n101T11 CLnu:a, ~J.D.,
1hehnterba,·ingmade addilionsoforiginal matter oqualtonearly500pagesoft.ile
En~.lish £di1ion, with special reference to Lhe wants of the Americau Practilionc.r .

Acton on the Functions and Disorders of the
Reproductive Organs.
&cond American fro1n the Fourth London Edition. Carefully rev'ised by
the author, with additiom. Just Ready, octavo, .
$3.00
"We think Mr.Actoo l1aa done good Betvlce to 1ocletyloygra11pllug manfollywitb eeimalvlce,llDd•e
truetthatotben1,wh011e po11ilionfUlm{'nor eci<"nce 11nd tencber11 eual>Je tl1ew to speak witbantborlty,wUI
w•let In comb•ting and arresting tbe evi11 which It entails. We are of the opinion that the eplrit which
pern.de11 it le one thi.t <!nee cr~li t equally to the b..ad and to the bell.Ct of the 11ntllor.''-TI~ BruU!t and
PoreiqnMed~C111rurglcalReuiew.

Anstie on Stimulants and Narcotics.
Their .Mutual Relations, with Special Researches on the Action of .Alcohol,
Ether, and Cl1loroform,on the Vital Organi.sm. By FRANCIS E . AN'STIE,
.M.D., .AssUtant Physician to We.stmimter Hoipilal, Lecturer on Alateria
.MedWa and Therapeutics, etc., etc. Octavo, .
$3.00

Althaus' Medical Electricity.

A New and Very Much
Enlarged Edition.
A Theoretical and Practical Treatise, and its Use in the Treatment of
Paralysis, Neuralgia, and other Disease6. By JULIUS ~\LTllAliB,
'.M. D., .Afember of lhe Royal College of Physicians, etc. Second
Edition, revi1Jed, enlarged, and for the rnost part rewritten. Jn One
Volume Octavo, with a J,,ithographic Plate .:ind r.;ixty..t,wo lllw;tr<Uions
on Wood Price,
$5.JO

WORKS BY DR. LIONEL S. BEALE, F.R . S.,
1''ellow of the Roy" I Coll~ge of l' byeichrns, Physicinn to

Seventh Thousand.

Four H1mdred

Ki n g'~

Illuslratio1~1

C{lill'SO 110<-pital.

some Colored.

HOW TO WORK WITH TH E MICROSCOPE.

ON KIDNE Y DISEASES, URINARY DEPOSITS, AND CALCULOUS
DISORDERS: - 'l'he TltirclEdilion.
Inclu<ling the Symptoms, Diagnosis, and Treatment of Urinnry Diseases. With full
Directions foi· the Chemical a nd Micro!>copical Analysis of the Ur ine in ll caHh and
Disease. 70 Plates, 4 15 figures, copied from Nature . Octavo. Pt'ice, $LO.OO.

THE USE OF THE MICROSCOPE IN PRACTICAL MEDICINE.
For Students an<l Practitioner:;, wilhfulldircctions for examining the varioussecr e·
tions.S:c.,intheJilicroscope. 4thEdition . 50011\uslrations. Octavo. P rice,$1 .00

MEDI CAL PROGRESS. IN MEMORIAM ROBERT BENTLEY TODD.
Price, 50cts.

LIFE, MATTER, AND MIND ; OR PROTOPLASM.
With Origin:L l Observations on :'> linute Stntcture, and numerous New Colored
Drn wings. A ]\·nc .b'dilion, very much enlarged. Eifjht Plale:i. Price, $

DISEASE GERMS: THEIR SUPPOSED NATURE.

With Colored P /alu.

An OriginuJ Jnvcstigation with the Aid of the Highest Powers yet made.
This work co ntai ns a criticnl examination of Dr. Tyndall's Statements concerning' Dust nnJ Disease.' 12mo. Cloth. Price, $1. i5.

DISEASE GERMS : THEIR REAL NATURE. Tu·en/y-jou,.Plales.
Au Oi·iginal lnv,•s rigation. Twenty-fom· Pbtes, sixteen of which are Colored.
Including the minute pnthology ofconrngiousdiseases. P1·ice, $4.00.
Now ready.

Four Colored Plalr11.

PHYSICAL THE ORIES OF LIFE: THEIR INFLUENCE UPON REl'dce $2,50.
LIGIOUS THOUGHT.
With Obsenalions on the Hypotheses r ecently ad,·ocaled by Tyndall nnd Il uxley.

ON DI SEASES OF THE LIVER, AND THEIR TREATMENT.
A Second .Edition, much enlrrrged, of the Author"s Work on the Anatomy of the

Liver.

Numerou" Plates.

l'reparln!J.

THE ARCHIVES OF MEDICINE. Pa..t XVIL now ready. Price, $1.50.
CoNn:1'TS.-Medicine uni!er t he Horunns-Action of Eyclitls in Expirntion; F .
C. Danders, Utr ccht-Lacu noo rind Cnnalicul i-Ner ves in i\lesentcric Gltl. nds; Dr
P opper, St. Petersburg-German Critic ism nnd British Medical Science-Homology
of Coracoacromia\ Lignme nL; J. 13. Perrin-Sulpho·cnrbolates, by Dr. SansomStruct ure of the Liver; Editor- Sputum in P hthisis.

DISEASE ' ITS NATURE AND TREATMENT. Preparing.
New Researches on l nflammalion and Fever , and on the Na ture of Contngion.
With Observnlio ns on t he Cattle P lague nnd on Cholcrn.. Numer ous Color ed
P lates. Being the Third Course of Leclures U.elivcred :u Oxfor d by direction of the
lladcli fic Tr uslces.

LINDSAY & BLAKISTON, Publishers, Phlladelphla.

LI N DS A 1

AND BLARISTON S PUBLlCA.TION ~ .

Beasley's Il ook of P rescriptions.
A NEWi REV ISED, AND ENLARGED EDITION.

Ccnta~ning 3000. -!1rescription1:I, collected from the Practice of the musl
£11un~n! Physwwn8 and Surgeon8 - J::nglish, French, and America11 ;
compr~m!J aUo a qo~npemlious Ili.slory of the .Materia JJJedica, Lists of
th~ Do<Se.J of all ~Jjtctnal and E;jtablished Preparation8, ana an Index of
Dtseas~ and tlietr Remedies. lly HExny llEASLEY. Second American
from the lru;t London Edition. Octavo.
.
.
S-1.00

Beasley's Druggists' General Rece ipt Book.
SIXTll A:\lEIUCAN EDITlON, REVISED AND IMPROVED.

Compri8ing a copious Veterinary Fonnulary, 11umeroU8 Receipts of Patent
and Proprietary Medicine11, Druggists' Nostrums, etc.; Perfumery and
Co81netics, Be1.:cragcs, Dietetic .Articles and Condiments, Trade Chemica/8,
&ienti.fic Proce&e;j, and an Appendix of Useful Tables, by HEXRY
BEASLEY, Author of the Book of Prescri'ption8, etc., etc. Si:rlh .American
from the Last London Edition. Octavo.
$3.50
"Thia le one or theclM!I or books thnth lndJQpfn~ablo to every Drnggiat 11nd l'hermaceutlsr 11111 book of
refert>uce ror•uch information a.11 i~ "auto'(], uul coutnln<'<l iu work~ U$(•11 in the r1:g11l11r line or bfe buainf!!l!I,
aad we co.u re<:ommcud It 11.11 oue of the bl'dl of 1l1e kind.'' - .A mtnea'i Dru!J!Ji.IU' Orcu./ar.

Bartli & R oge r's Manual of Auscul tation and
Percussion.
A new American. Translation from the Si:clh French Edition. 16mo. Sl.25.
"Tli>~ ie one of the m06t m1»fol and pru.ctical manual• of ilil 1ort 111111 bu ever 1et appeared, and 'll'e ai.n·
not too atrougly tl.'COmmeuoJ 11 to ev6ry atudl'ul of medicine. It l~ sulllcleotly comprehensive without be!ng

~:!':J.' and tbo prrnciJ>lei., wllicb are erniuoutly eouud, c1m ea.11ily be mtl!ltored and uodert1lood."-Mtd11:a.I

Rouchardat's Annual Abstract
o.. 1'UERAPEUT1CS, MATElllA ~h;DICA, PIIAR'llACY,
FOR 1867,

AND 1'0XJCOLOOY,

with an Original JJlemoi1· of Gvut, Grae1'l, Urinm·y Cal·

· culi, tf:c. By .A. BoucuAtlDAT, ProfeJ:;1lOT of flygie1te lo the Faculty
of Medicine, Paris, &c. Translated and Edit~d by M. J. DE R~s8ET,
M. D., Altjunct to the Prof~~Mr of Chemistry in the Universtly of
Maryland. In one Volume. P rice, in cloth,
$1. fiU.

LINDSAY AXD BLAKISTON"'S PllHLICATIO~S.

Andrews' Ifand-Book of ihe Practice of
Medicine. In P>-eparation.
Bull on the Maternal Management of Children in Health and Disease.
A New and Improved Edition. Dy THOMAS
Royal College of Pf,y,icia"s. 12rno

Bur.L,

M.D. 1 J.lfemberof tht.
$1.25

Reports on the Progress of Medicine, Surgery,
and the Allied Sciences. containing:

5. l h:PORTQN

U.D.,F.R.C.P.
6. Rt: POnT ON llhm1CAL Ju111sPRUDENCE, by C. Hilton Faggc, M.D., F.R.C.P.
F.~.~;:'OltT ON .i\IA1'EIUA MEDICA AND Gt:NERAL THEUAPt:UTICS, by c.

lliHon Faggc, l\l.D.,

8. Rt:PORT ON PUDLIC IIBALTll, by C. llilton Fnggc, 1\I.D., etc.

In One Volume, handsomely bound in cloth, Price,

Birch on Constipation.

$2 00

From the Third London Edition.

CONSTIPATED BOWELS; the various Gau.es and the Diflere"'
llleans of Cure. By S. B. Bmcn, ,jl. D., Member of the Royal Colleye
of Physicians of London, &c. 'l'be Third Edition. One volume, 16mu

noo

P~~

Braithwaite's Epitome of the Retrospect of
Practical Medicine and Surgery.
Two large Octavo Volumes of 900 pages each, .

$lJ.!Jt1

llraithwaite's Retrospect of Practical Medicine and Surgery.
"The cream of medica.llitero.turo."

p,,bli.shed half-yearly, in January and July, at 82.50 per annum, if paid in
adva>We; or Sl.50 for Bingle parts,

LINDSAY A!'iD BLAKISTO:-l'S l'UBLICATIO.NB .

British and Foreign Medico-Chirurg ical Review, and Quarterly J ournn,l of Practical
Medicine and Surgery.
Published in London on. the 1st of January, April, July, and October, o.i
6 shillings per number, or 2-i shillings per annum, and furnished in thii
country at Sl0.00 per annum,· being much le,ss than the pre,sent cost of
importation of EnglUJh books. Containing Analytical and Critical Reviews, a Bibliographical necord, Original Communications, and a Chro11.icle of Medical Science, cfdejly Foreign and Contemporary.
This is considered the leaJing )leJical lleview intbe Eaglish language. llise•ery·
where looked upon as high authority. Il presents in itspCLges alnrgeamount.of.alu•ble and interesting matter, an~ will post. the physician who reads it, fully up to the
pcesent.dny in medical literature.

Chambers's Lectures on the Renewal of Life.
A New American from the F ourth L ondon E dition.

Lectures chiefly clinical, illustratiue of a Restorative System of !J!edici11e
Ily Tuos. K. CUA)IDERS, ~I. D., Phy:sician to St . .Mary's Hospital
$5.00
Autbor of "Tbe Inc.ligestioos," &c., &c. Octa.vo,

f.;~~~i{~Jg,1~~{~5.~~~~~~{~,~;~~~ii~f:tfi~;11~~tt;~~~¥,£:\~~;~
Chew on Medical Ed ucation.
A Course of Lectures on the Proper Afetlwd of Sludyin!J Jfedicine. By
SAMUEL C1rnw, M.D., Professor of the Practice and Principlu of
Medicine and of Clinical .Medicine in the University of Maryland.
Sl.00
·
·
·
·
.
.
•
.
.
.
12mo. .

LINDSAY AND BLA lCISTON'S PUBLJCATIONS.

Cazeaux'8 Great Work on Obstetrics.
Th e Fifth American Edition.

175 Illustrations.

A Theoretical and Practical Treatise on Midwifery. Including the D11.
ea1>es of Pregnancy and Parturition, and the allenlion required by lht
Ohild from. 'lll> Birth to the Period of TVeani11g. By l'. CAZEAUX,
JJJernber of the Imperial Academy of Medicine, Adjunct Proff8SOr in
the Faculty of llledicine of Paris, &c., tCc. Rt•uised and annotated
by S. 1'ARNIER, Adjllnct Profe::;1>or lo the l?aculiy of 11/Pdicine, Pariit,
&;c., &;c. 'l'ranslated by W. R. Bur,LOCK, M. D. With new Lltho·
graphic and other lllu~trations on Wood. One volume !loyal Octo.vo,
of O\'Cl' 1100 pages.
Price, bound in Cloth, Bevelled Boards,
$6.50
11
n
Leather,
7.50

Canniff's Manual ofihe Principles of Surgery.
Based on Pathology, for Students, by °"'l\L CAx:~nFF, Licentiate of tht.
JJiedical Board of Upper Canada; JJI.D. of the University of New
York; JJI.R. C.S. of England,· .formerly House Surgeon to the Seamen's
Hospital, New York; late Professor of General Pathology and tltt.
Principles and Practice of Surgery, University Victoria College. C. W:

Octavo.

S4.50

Cleavelarnrs Pronouncing :Medical Lexicon.
A NEW AND IMPROVED EDITION (T HE Ef,EV ENTU}.

Containing the Correct P1·om.tnciation and Definition of most o/ the Terms
used by Spea!.·ers and Writers of JJiedicine and the Collateral Sciences.
By C.H. C L EAVELAND, 1\1.D., jJfember of the American Medical.Associar
Sl.2.1
fion, etc., etc. A small Pocket Volume.
This little work is both brief nnd comprehe>nsive; it is not only a. Lexicon of nil 1he
,.,<nJs in common use in l\ledicioe, but it is also a Pronouncing Dictionary, afealu re
of grcatvnlue to ill cdlcal Studen ts. To lhc Dispenser it will prove an excellent nid,
11.nd also to the Pharmaceutical Student. This edilion cool a ins a List of the Abbrcvi•
lions used in Prescriptions, together with their meaning; and also of Poisons and theit
A.nliJoles:twovaluableodditions. It has received strong commendation bolhfrom 1b1
Medical Pre•sand from the profession.

LI~'""DSA Y AXD BLAKJSTON'S PUBLICATIONS.

Coh en on Inhalation.
lls 1.'heropeulics and Practice. A Tre atise on the Inhalation of GasPB,
Vapors, Nt•bulizl'd l i'luidx, and Powde1·i;i i1wludrng a Desc1·tplion of
lhe Apparafw.; em1)loyed, and a R ecord of Numprous EJpcrimenl8
Physwlogical and Patlwlogical; with Cases and l llustralio11s. lly l
$2 5U
SoLts CouEN, 111.D. 12mo. Price, .
1
We recogni~e in this bo•· k the work of a persevering Pliysicinn wbo !ms faithfully
studied Ids 1mbjecL, andnth.ledtoit!!li1era1uremuch thtal is useful from hisowu expci·
rien ce. It treuts re~pecitin~ly of cbe inhulution!I of nebulite(I fluid!i; of medicated 11ir:1,
gases, and mpor;;, aud of poll'ller!I. Dr. Cohen has given u:ibricfly and clearly what·
ever isrnluublc in rcbtion to1he insuftl:ation ofpowtll'rs in re!;pirntory affections, w iib
th e eXJlCrimentnl p1·uofs nnd padiologicul evidence of thciir pc uetmtion into the bron
chiid tubei:i nuJ lung t1simes.''-Amtrica11 Journal of N cd1cal Sc1mce, July, 1868.

Prof. Carson's U uiY ersity of Pennsylvania.
A Jlistory of !he ..lfrdical JJrparlment of the Uniet'1\-;ity of P enm;ylmnia,
frmn iii; Foundation in 1i G;"">: With f:Jhtchrs of the Ltces of D t!Ceased
By .Jo ~EP H CARSON, 111. 0, JJrofessor of JJ!ateria Medica
P1·0Jt>~xo1·s.
and Pharmaey in the Unirer~Lly of Pe11n.-;yfrania; .Alf>ntbe1· of th e
American Philosophical Soci'ety, etc. In one volume octavo. C lot h.
S2 00
Price, .
"Tbe history of the Gni,,er!'ity of Pennsylvania lius a nnliona\ as well as a loca,
interest, from the endy dntc of ils origination, aud Lhe conneclion wilh it of men of
illu strious public reputation, such as l>rs. Franklin, llusb, Pliysick, Gibson, Dewees,
Cliapman, Wood, &c., &c.
•·For fidelity and c.irefulness of statement and maintenance of the dignity of llu,
Institutiou, ns well as for !'kill in literary execution, the tusk of extending and continuing this record c•Juld have been cionfided to no better hands than ti.Jose of P1·ofesso r
Cars•>n.

Dixon on the Eye. } A::;:;, ;.%\~:·rf~_·;;ii&~~y Revised, and a
.A Guide to the Praclital Study of Di . . eases of l/1(' Eye, with an Oulline
of their JINlical a11d OperalivP- Treatment, with 7-ht T,qpes and lllui;t ralions. By JA\IES U1x o'I/, F.R C.S., Surgeon lo the Royal London
$2 50
Ophthalmic Hospital , ttc., <tc. ln one volume. Price,
wl::
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Durkee on Gonorrhrea and Syphilis.
The Fifth Edition, Revised and Enlarged, with Portraits and Colored
Illustrations.

A Treatit:e on Gonorrhroa and s.vphiliR.

Dy

Su.AS DGRKEE,

1\£.D., Fet.

low of the Ma.~saclmsetls Medical Society, &c., &c. A New and Revi8ed
$5.00
Edit-ion, with Eight Colored Illustrations. Oct:.ivo.
This work of Dr. DuRirnE'S h:.is recci\·cd the unqualified approval
of the Medical Press and the Profos.!Sio n both in this country and in
Europe. The author has de\'oted himself especially to the treatment of
this class of diseases, and hi s 25 or 30 years experience in doing so is
here recorded. No one reading his work can fail jn receiving very
valuable infonnatiou from it.

Fuller on Rheumatism, Rheumatic Gout, and
Sciatica. A NEW EDI'rJON PREPARIXG.
Their Pathology, Symptoms, and Treatment. By HENRY '\VrLUAi\l
FuLLF.R, M.D., Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians, London;
Physician to St. George's Hospital, etc. Fr<nn the lMt London Edition
Octavo.

Graves' Clinical Lectures on the Practice of
JUedicine. By RoBEltT JA"ES GRAVES, M.D., l'.RS., Prof"·'or
of the f11,<;fil11le.c; of Jlfedicinein the School of Physicin Ireland. Edited
by J. l\loOHE )lELI OAN, l\I.D. From the Srcond Reeilied and Enlarged
$G.OO
Edition. Complete in One Volum e. Octavo. Price,

LINDSAY AND B LAKISTON'S PUBLIC.A. TIO XS.

Gross' .American Medical Biography of the
N moteenth Century.
Edited by SA)TUEL D. GROSS, l\I.D., Professor of Surgery in the Jcif'ei-"'on
.Medical College, Philadelp!tia, &c., &c. Tl'ith a Portrait of BE~JA:-OIIN
83.50
Rusu, M.D. Octavo.

Oil Bronchitis, especially as Connected •cit/>
Gout, Emphy,-:ema, and Di1Seases of lhe Hearl. By E. lh,\DLAM Gn.EES
now, M.D., Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians, &:c., d':c.
Price, 82.0l)

Green how

~~~!;~ ;:t~;:::~~:~.:~:~~:o~~~~:~~~~;:;,c~~~~~::!:;:/;5:~~i~;;~~!E:~~ ~::1~'1'r~::,:~~=
Garrntt's (Alfred C.) Guide for Ul:ling Medical
Batteries.
Showing the most approred Apparatus, Methods, and Rules for the JJiedical
Employment of Electricity in the Treatment of Ncrl'Ous Diseases, &c., &c.
With numerous IllW3trations.

One Volume, octavo.

S2.00

.

"Tl.i11 IP.rgework on theume 1ml1jf'<°f, an•l l1y the eame1111thor, i1111retly wl'll known to the Prore~-ion, but
It ii bulky 11.nd cnmbrou~, llnd l.iy 111) 111(':1n1 llO 11mctit1<1ly U>cful. The rresent comparath·dy bri«f ,.ulome
co!llainl e\·er)· thing of import:inc<· in n·g"rJ to the \·ariom1 aprar.ilubC. u~eful to the Medit1<I £1ectrfclan
an<ltbevariom1mvtl1."llOf111'Jlli<".1ti•·Ulo1 therapeutiCJJUrpo111"1."-La11ctltrndObtrn~r.

H ewitt on the D iseases of Women.
SECOND EDIT ION, REWRITTEN AND ENLARGED.

The Diag11osis and 'l'reatment of Diseases of Women, including the
Dio[11HJ,<fis of Pregnanc-y. Founded on a Couri'je of Leclta-es dPlinered
at ::>t. 1Jlary's Ho.-;pllal JJledical School. By Gn.AJLY HEWITT, ) L D.
Lond., ~l. KC. P., Phyi.;frian lo the Briti~h Lying-in Jlo;-1.pilaJ: Lec1
turer ?n J/idtcVn-y ~nd Di.-;ea.-;e.~ of lfonu>n and Childr·~n al SL ..11Jary s
Hoi:;p1lal jJfrdieal .\cho11l: Ho110rary Secretary lo the Obi'jtf'lncal Ho·
cit>ly of Londo11, &c. W1lh a nPw Series of llfo~trations.
Price, in cloth, $5.00; in leather, $G.00.

Hilli er's Cli nical 'freatise on the Diseases of
Ch il <lren. By 1'110,.As !IrLLIER, M.D., Physician lo the Ho,pilal
for Sick Children, and to Unit:ersity College Hospital, cE:c., &;c_

Octavo.

Price, 83.00
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LYNDSAY AND BLAK1STON'S PUBLICATIONS.

Headland on the Action of Medicines in the
System.
By F. W.

IlEADLAND, M.D., Fellow of the Royal College of Phy•icians.
&c., &c. Sixth .American from the Fourth London Edition. Revl/Jed
and enlarged. One Volume, octavo. .
$3.C'IO

Dr. lle11dlnnd's work has been out of print in this country nearly two years, awo.i.ting tbe revi!'ions of the a•:thor, which oowappcar in lbis edilion. Itbivesthe.la!)
scientific and s11tisfnctory view of the action of medicine; and this not in the way of
i•llespeculalion, butbydemonslrnlioo nod experiments, and inferencesalmostnsiodisputnhle a!:! dcmoostr11!ions. Itistrulyagrcat scicntificworkinn.small compass,
anddescrvcslobethehantlbookofcveryloveroftheProfession. ltb11sreecivetlth
mostunqualifictlupprob3.lionof lbeMtdicalPresa, bothiothiscountryand in Europe,
and is pronounced by them to be the most original and pr11ctice.llyusefulworkthatha1
h<'enpub\ishe<l formnny years.

Hille's Pocket Anatomist.
Being a Complete Description of lhe Anatomy of the Human Body; for tho
Use of Students. Dy M. ,V. HILLES, formerly Lecturer on Anatomy and
PhyRinlogy at the Westminster Jio.-pital School of Medicine.
Price, in cloth,
.
Sl.00
" in Pocket.book form,
1.25

Heath on the Injurie s and Diseases oftheJ aws.
ThP Ja,rl..:.«onian Prize Essay of the Royal College of Surgeons of Eng·
1%7. By C1-m1STOPl!Elt lhA'l'll , F.R.C.S., As~i-~fant S1lr[)Pon to
College Ho.~pifal, and 1~ 1 arl1er of Open1tive SurgPry in Uni.
Containing oi·er 150 Illuslrotfon.'f. Octavo. Price, SG.00

ITodgc on Fmticide, or Criminal Abortion
lluon L. lioDGE, M. D., Enurirus Professor in the University of
A Small Pocket Volume.
Pri ce in pa.per covers, 30
..
flexible cloth, 50

Holmes' Surgical Diseases of Infancy anc1
Childhood. By J. llor,'1f:s, M.A., Surgeon to the Hospital Jo•
Si ·k Cln'ldren, &c.

Second Edition.

Revised and Enlarged. Octavo.
Price, 59.00

Hufelan<l.'s Art of Prolong·ing Life.
EHAS:'>IUS WILSON ,

Anot.omy,ii

Editedb!·

M.D., F R.S. Author of ''A Sy~tf'nt of Hurnan
of the Skin," &c., &c. 12mo. Cloth
$1.25

"Disrase~

LINDSAY AND llLAKIS'l'OS'S PUBLICATIONS.

Mac kenzie 0 11 the Lary ngoscope, Diseases
of the Throat, &c. Seco m! Edition.
T ht? Use of the Larym)OfiC<>pe in Diseases of the 'l'hroat. With additione,
and an Essay on Hoa•·seness, Loss of iroice, and Stridulous Breathin.9
in relation to Nervo-Jllu:;cular a.D'ectio11s of the Laryn:r, by AfOREU
MACKENZIE, .:\l. D., Physician to the Ho.<ipilal for Di~ease~ of the Throal,
tl:c., tf:c. Second Editwn, with additions, and a Chapte1· on the .Nasal
Pa.-;sages. by J. SOLI S Co 11 EN, .)l.D.,Author of" I nhalation, Its Thera.
peutici:; and Practice," ((;c. ll/u;;traled by two lithographic plates, and
51 engravings on wood. Octavo. Price,
$3.00

Morris on the Pathology and Therapeutics
of Scarlet FeYer.
By

C,\SPER l\IoRRIS,

delpltia, &c., &c.

l\[.D"' Fe!low of lite College of Physicians of Philo,..
A New Enlarged R1ition.

Octavo.

.

Sl..50

Me igs a 11tl P eppe r's Practical Treatise on
the D iseases of Childre n.

Murphy's Review of Chem istry fo r Students.
Adaptr..d to tft.l Cour.scs as Tm1glit fr" the Princi'pal Medical Schools in flie
Unitecl Stales. By Jou~ G. l\Iur.rnY, M.D. 11~ One Volume. Sl.25.
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Maxson's Practice of Medicine.
A Nw, Text-B oole on the P ractice of Medicine. lly Eowrn R. MAXSON,
M.D.,Jurmerly L ecturer on the Jn.stilutes and Practice of Medicine in a~
S-tOO
Geneva .Jledical College. In One Volume. Royal s,o.
"J1ul11 mg rrom bla work, be mutt l..e a corrl'CI ol11t<·rn~r, of pl«in, urong fOIDUJ'llJ teo•o. hniog lhe pro"'""' .lnol p('r(1-ctioo or 111.. J1(':1liug or1. imd thl!' 111n,·!inm1iouof1u1J.. riui,:,1'11r11t·~ll}·111 he11rt,frP<.ofr"m pre1ndice, 11.ml opt!ll tocon.iction. Tile factofe 1n11lo}ing...ml 1lwn·111•nr• n-co,11uu1eod1ug Mlual>ll' rl'm..W..J
:tgt·Dl3,...., J<'t.for.-.. rl Qu;i reMOne,uudn th11 1,.,u,1111d rdf·un•lcn.l•"-'•I l·y 111Aul 1•llp1h:ia.n8,ll an b ... no r to
llu1,and gin·• acertain ad..i1u"n" I n•luo to hill Oook.'' - Am.-ricun Med•ca.I Jlvnt.i.ly

Men<lenhall's Ue<lieal Student's Va.de Mecum.
A Compendium of A natomy, Physiology, Chemistry, The P ractice of Medicine, Surgenj, Ob1Jtctrics, Di."Jeu11es of the Skin, .Jlateria .J/edica, Phar~
mary, PoUons, &c., &c. Ily G 1~ort0E Mc:-.·oE N II AL L, 1\1. D., P rofessor of
Ob.-;tetrics fo the .Jledieal Colfrge of Ohio , Member of the .American
M£·dical .Association, &c., &c. 1.'he E ighth Edition 1 Revised and E~
52.50
la rged ; with 22-1 I lluslralion.!.

Page t's Lectures on Surgical Path ology.
Dclit Pred at tho Royal College of Surgeons of Englrrnd, by JA:i1cs P AGE T,
F.RS., Surgeon lo Earlholomcw and Chrl<:it's lloilpilal, &c., &c. Tiu;
1

'l'hirrl American from the Second L ondon Edition, L'dilcd an d Revi3ed
by \\' 1L L1 Arir 'l\:nNER, M.Il., Loncl. Senior Demo11~lralor of Anatomy in
the C.:nil'ersity of Edinburgh, &c., d:c. I n One J'olume, R,~yl)J Octavo;
withKwncrom l llu.1Jlmlio11,'I.
$6.00
P rice1 in bevelled cloth,
7.00
" iu leather,

Pc11nsylYania Hospi tal Reports.

E dited by a Com1mlte1• <~f the Hos,nitol Sta.fl', ,J. :.\t D ACOSTA. :.\LD ., an d 'Vir,L LU I rr u:n,
Vols. 1 and2, for 186'-' and 186U. ea('h 1·ofumf' containing 11p1.rords
..\T.J).
of l'\\'f'nty Ori9inol Arl(cfrs, byf<n-merand pr1>.r;.e11t ~ll1'mlJ1•r.-; r!f'thf' Sta.fl'.
1ww t•minf•n f in the Profe8sion , wilh Lillioym71hic~ and other llfo~tration .....
$4.00
Pricl' per volume,

LINDSA Y A...~L BLAKISTON 1S PUBLICATIONS.

Pcrcira's Physician's Prescription Ilook.
Containing Lists of Terms, P hrases, Contractions, and Abbreviations, ·used
in I'r&;criptions, with Explanatory Notes, the Grammatical Conslructiu1M
of Pre11criptions, flutes for the Pronunciation. of Pharmaceutical 'l'crms,
A Prosodiacal rocabulary o.f the Names of Drugs, etc., and a series of
Abbreviated Prescriptions illustrating the use of the preceding terms, etc.;
to u:hich is added a Key, containing the Prescri'ptions inanwwbbreviuted
Form, with a Literal Tmnslation, intended for the use of Medical and
Pharmaceutical Students. By JoNATilAN PEREIRA, M.D., F.R.S., etc.
From the Fo·urtcenth L ondon Edition.
Price, in cloth,
.
.
.
.
.
.
Sl .25
"
in leather, with Tucks and P ocket, .
1.50
This little work has pas!!cd through fourteen editions in London and several in this
country. The present etlition of which this is a reprint has been carefully revised
and many athlitions mntle to it. Its great value is proven both by its large sale and
the many fMorablenotice,of it in lhei\ledica.l Press.

Physicians Visiting List.

Published annually.

SIZES AN!> P!tICE.
8100

For 26 Patients weekly. Tucks, pockets, and pencil,
50 "
"
"
"
"
75

II

100

..

1 20
1 50

200

"2 vols. { ~~fy ~~ {,~~~·}
"2 vols. { i~fy ~~~~~~·}

Also, AN INTERLEAVED EDITION,
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For ~g Pat~~nts w~~ly, inte~!eaved, t~~ks, po~~ets, ~~··
"

2 vols.
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$1 50
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Prince's Orthopedic Surgery.
ORTHOPEDICS:

Deforrnities.
Octavo.

A Systematic Work upon the Preventio_n and Cure of

By DAVID

PRINCE,

M.D.
·

With Numerous I llustrations.
S3.00

Prince's Plastic Surgery.
1

Nrw Cln.f-."'ifiMtion and a Brief Exposition of Plastic Svryery. By
lJA ,.ID ru1:-<~E, ~1. D. Jn One Volume Octavo. Wtlh Numerous ~lll~s~
Price, .

trafi<1»s.

LINDSAV AND BLAKISTOX'S PUBLICATIOXS.

Radcliffe's Lectures on Epilepsy, Pain, Paralysis,
And certain other Disorders of the Ner·vous System, by CnARLES BLAND
RADCLIFFE, l\I.D., Feilow of the Royal College of Physicians of Loudo11,
Physician to the Westminster Hospital, etc., etc. With lllustrationJJ.

12rno.

Robertson'~

82.00

Manual on Extracting Teeth.

Founded on the Anatomy of the Parts invob:ed in the Operation; the Kindl
and Proper Construction of the Instruments to be 'tlfJed; the Acciden~
liable to occur from the Operation, and lite Proper R emedies to retrievt
such Accidents. By ABRAITA)l RoBERTSO~, D.D.S., M.D., Author of
uI'rize Essay on Extracting 'I'eelh," &c. Jn One Volume, with Illustrations. Second Edition. Hevi sed and Improved.
$1.50
"Tlwonthori~wl'll known8.l!llCOutriLutor to the lilerature of thl' Profe•«lon; and,M RC1l'i1r. tl'rel', for·
nM1• writt·r, lw has de,·oted con~id1·ml•le core lo the su!Jject, and trented ii wilh hiJ u~ual at.ility. TI1e work
I~ rnlu.tl•h•, not only to the dental atud•·ntnud 11rnctitiouer.!Jutnlsotothflnlt'diCH.l><lutlent 11mlaurgeon: 11nd
Mpeci"lly ~o lo the miliL·ny surs;roo, who, In tim('e \ike Ibo present, i.!I called u110n eo frequently to p<"rform
tl1 eo1l'CrotionoreJ:tracti11gteetb.''-Dt11tal0..1m0$.

H.anking's Half-yearly .Abstract of the Medical Sciences_
Price, per annum, if paid in advance, $2.50. Ilnlf-yearly volumes, $1.50.
'l'he 6rst thirty-two volumes, bound in sixteen volumes, leather, can be
fornished each at $2.00. llalf-yea.rly volumes, in paper covers1 from 1 to 34,
each at $1.00.

Renouard's History of :Medicine.
History of Medicine from. its origin to the Ni11elt:>enlh Century. With on
Appendix containing a Philosophical and Historical Reniew of /Jlt•di·
cine to the present lime. By P. Y. R ENOUAIW, J\I. D. Tran~.dated
from the French by ConNELJUS G. COMEGYS, M. D., Professor of the
In stitutes of Medicine in lhe Medical College of Ohio, etc. In Ow·
Volume Octavo. Price,
$4.00
"Fnirn lh11 )lllgea of Dr. Rcnounrtl, 11 '"ery accnntle acquaintance may~ ohtalued with the biatory ofm~l·
~11t•-ilij relation to civilization, it.8 progr<"I com11arl"() with otht'r Ki<'n~s and 11.rlJ!, iU ID06t dislingulsbed
tttltl•nlttr• with !lrnteveral theorif'lland syecome 1iru1>1>11ed !Jy them, and illl relalion•hip to the r1:ib'llingphil·
oet111hical dogmu of tho &eveml p"nodi:1. llis hiBtorical nnrration it clear and concl~e, tmrtng tluo prog.ror m,«liciuo !hrough it.a threeagca or e1)()Che-1 h11Loffound111io11 oror!gi11,thatoftn1.dition.11nd th11tor
ro11t>f11tlon.''-Am l'rican Journal of Jhdir;al Scimae.
"The be1t history or medicine ei:tnnt, 11.nd one thllt will llod a place In the library of every 11hy~iclan who
There are many lteuie in it ,..e ebouM Ilk •
Wol!erfortbelustructlonanda1111111•:UH:t1toCourrcaden.''-.Am.erlcanJ011rnalofPJ.o.rm•n1

t.lw1 t.t an llC<Juaiutance with the IJMI history of his rrot'l'lll!itJn.

LINDSAY AND BL.A.KISTON'S PUHL1CAT10NS.

Ryan's Philosophy of Marriage.
In 1'.t.8 Social, Moral, and Physical Relatiom, with an Account of the Di.s·
ea8es of the Genito- Urinary Organs. The Physiology of Generation in the
.Animal and Vegetable Kingdo11u1, &c., &c. By MICHAEL RYA:<, M.D.,
Member of the Royal College of Phydicians and Surgeons in London, <!:c

"-·
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by all iut,.lligent pereon•." - BCJ.iton Mtdical and Surgical JQurnal.

Reese's Analysi8 of Physiology.
Being a Condensed Vietv of the rfl.Ost important Fact.s and Doctrines, designed especially for the Use of Students. lly Jono< J . REESE, M.D.,
Profes.;;;or of Medical Juri8]Jrudence, including Toxicology, in the Un~
versity of Penn~ylvania, &c., &c. Second Edition, Enlarged. 12mo. Sl.50

Reese's American Medical Formulary.
12mo. ,

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Sl.50

Reese's Syllabus of Medical Chemistry.
Sl.00

Stille's Epidemic Meningitis;
Or, Cerebro-Spinal lJlenfogilis. By ALFRED STILLE, M.D., Professor of
the Theory and Practice of iJledicine in the University of Pennsylvania.
S2.00
&c. &c. In One Volume Octavo.
"This monograph is a timely puhlieation, comprehensive in ih scope, and presenting within
••mallcompass a fair digest of our existing knowledge of thedi1ease,particularlyaeceptable
1.1 the present time. It is just such aoneasisneeded,andmaybetakena.samodelfor1imilar
work1."-Am.Jour11al.iJl td. St:it11et1.

New Series, 1a;~
to 1870 inclusive, 12 years, 50 vols. Subscriptions recefred, and bar·k
years furnished at $L0.00 pe1· year. Full p1·ospectus, with the R~porl8
of the Society, and Lists of Books published, furni;;hed free upon
application.

Sydenham Society's Publications.

Stille's Elements of General Pathology.
A Practical Treatise on the Causes, Forms, Symptoms, and Rel!ll.lLJj of D111ease. By ALFRED STILd;, :M.D., Professo: of the Theory and Pra.ctict
(In Pl'eparatwn.)
of Aledici1,P. in the University of Pennsylvania, &c.

LINDSA V AND BLAKlSTON S PUBLfCA.TlONB .

Sansom on Chloroform.
Its Action and Administration, by ARTHUR
Phyl!ician to King's College Hospital, etc., etc.

ERNEST SANSOM,

12mo. .

M.Il.,
82.00

~Tb.,

'l'Ork of Dr. &!.nsom may be ch111·11cterittd II.II m06t e:iccellent. Writll.'D not alone from a tbeorttlcal
p!Jintofview,butshowiogveryconsldernlile e:rperimeota.l study,andanlntimllte clinical acquaintaocewitb
the ivhnlnl~tralion of these remediee,-pM!<ing concisely O'l'er tl1e wl1ole gt'OUnd,glviug the latest lriformr:tlOll
tpon e'l'crypolnt ,-itiejuet the work for the atndentand practitioner. TheauthormayreetlllllJured th.at,
•lthougbin hiapref11cehe0Ljectatothe'h>1ckoeyedexpreesiooofeodeuoring1osupplyawant,'thl9isJu .tt
~~~!1':!~:-:;-;,~~~'.ed and well suppli'od a want, for no such l>ook existed before in our langua~."-

Scanzoni's Practical Treatise on the Diseases
of the Sexual Organs of Women.
Translc.ledfrom the French of Drs. H. Don and A. Soc1~, and annotated
with the approval of the authors. By A. K. GAr.DNER, A.M., :M.D.,
Professor of Clinical ~lidwifery, &c., &c., in the New York Medical Co~
lege. With Numerom IlluJJtrations. Octavo.
85.00
In the etiology, pathology, and therapeutics of female diseases, with all the im·
provemcnfs which have been realized during the lo.st twenty years, this volume is u:eeedingly rich; while in its o.rrnngemcnt it is eo methodical tho.t. it must constitute
one of the best text-books for students, and one of the most reliable aid11 to the bus1
practitiouer

Stokes on the Diseases of the Heart and the
Aorta.
By

WILLIAM STOKES, Regfos Professor of Ph~ttc in the Unit•ersity of
Dublin; Author of the Treatment and D;agnosis of the Diseases of the
Chest, &c., &c. Second .American Edition. Octavo. .
S3.00

Spratt's Obstetrical 'rabtes.
Comprising Graphic flluslralions, with Vesrriplions and Practical
Remarks exhibiting on Dissected Plales many important subjects i1I
Midw1fery. By G. SPR.ATT, SurgeonAccoucheur. First American from
the Fourth and Greatly Imvroved Landon Edition, carefully Reuised,
with .Additional Notes and COLORED Plates. One Volume Quarto.

p~~

•"

Skoda on Auscultation and Percussion.
By

,JosErrr SKODA.

W. 0.
12mo.

~1ARKilAM,

Translated from the Fourth German Edi.lion, by
l\I. D., Assistant Physician to St. Mary's llostyi~al.
$1.50

LINDSAY .A.ND BLAKISTON'S PUBLICATIOKS.

Tanner's Practice of Medicine.
FIFTH AMERICAN EDITION.

The Practice of llledicfoe, bv 'l'EIOMAS IlAWKES TANNER, M.D., FellOtJJ
of lhe Royal College of Phyr;icians, .A ulhor of A Practical Tr ealil!;e on
the Diseases of Infancy and Childhood, etc., etc. Fifth Am.erica11 from.
the Sixth London Edition. Greatly Enlarged and Improued.

$6.00
7.00

Price, bound in cloth, .
in leather,
"
"

Dr. Tanner'e work on the Praclice of Medicine is eo well known in I.hie country, and
!Jaahndsuchnnextensiveandrnpidso.le,thn.titseemealmostunnecessnr ylosnyany1bing in reference lo it; tbe present edition, however, contains sucb substantial additions aud alterations es almost to constitute iL a new work, and from being a eompll.ratively small volume it now forms a handsome octavo of nearly !000 pages; all
tbal was useful and practical in the smaller volume hae been retained and much new
mattere.ddetl, written in the same condensed and easy style.
"Theltadingfeatureofthhibooklslts-eotially11rnclie>t\Chl\rllCter. Dr.Taonerbaep:oducedamor•
eomplt1te ~y11em of hledicine limo any with which Wt.> an• 11..:quainte<l. It Ill the r1111ultof long t.'llpt'rience and
bard pn.ctite, anJ it i~ therefore ta\uable u a guide, M.1d trlliltwortby u au n:ewphu." - ..ondon Law:cJ..

Tanner's Practical Treatise on the Diseases
of Infancy and Childhood.
Octavo.
This book differs from other works of lhe kind, in embracing a wider range of subjects than is usually contained in treatises on children's diseases; besides the ordinary
complaints of lhose subjects, it includes many affections which, though common to
adultsantlcbildren,yetoffersomemodificationinform,orin theindicationsfortreatroent, when occurring in the latter. Thus, we ha'l'e an account. of diseasee of the eye,
ear, and skin, of small-pox, scrofula., tuberculosis, syphilis, bronchocele,aoJcretinism,
diseases of the kidneys andgenitalorga:ns,aod someoftheo.ccidentscommon to childhood. The style of the work is condensed, and the book might. with truth be called
a manna!, rather thanatreatise,bulthere is nothing superficial aboulit;-every·
thing really importnnt. is given, while the discussion of disputed subjects, P.nd, in
fact, of everything which is not of practical importance in the study and treatment. of
children's diseases, is omitted.

Tanner's Index of Diseases and their Treatment.
With upwards of 500 Formulre for !Jfedicines, Baths, Mineral Waters,
S3.00
.
·
.
.
Climates for Inv~lids, &c., &c. Octavo.

~~~~~ftf~g~tf~~~;{~~{~j~~~~~l~~~~if~~~t~5f.~
Tanner's Memoranda of Poisons.
Frrmi the Secr"ld J,ondon Edition.

.

SO.bO

LINDSAY AND BLAKISTON'S PUIJLICATIONS.

Trousseau's Lectures on Clinical Medicine.
Deli.vi:.rrd at the llolel Dieu, I'itris, by A. Tnou:-!"IEAU, Pr ofe.~sor of Olini,
NL[ Medicine in the Faculty of Medicine, Pari.~.
'l'rmudated and cdite!l 1
with Koles a11d Appendices, by P. V1 cTOHE DAZIRE, ~I.D., .A&1U!tf rd
Physician to the National H ospital for the Paralyzed and Epilepti.c, &o.
Volume One. Cloth, •
Volume Two,
Volume Three, now Ready,
,.Thi• book rnrnisbl!!I us with an eumph• or the Lest

•

. 5 00
5 00
5 00

kind or elinleal teaehiug, and we are m11cb h.1do!lhted
to th e ll'1lll8111tor for supplying 1Jrn Profo;,,[on with tliese 11dmiral;Je J,e<:tur~-.. It 11 a hook whicli dt'8Pnet tco
bepopuli1rlzcd. WeM:areelyknowofa11yworklieLtcrOtkJfor1.re11eutat1onto11youugrnanv.henl'nterlng
upon thl' l)ractical work o f !Ji!J life. Tl1 l' dclint·ntion of the re<:orJ,.d Cn.M~fl i~ brn11hk, PIHi tlwir UlllTatlou d~
'fold of that J>rolixity which, desirable llfl it i!J for purJ10tie8 of exh•n(fod ~n1lysiB, 111 highly undesiral.ile wbflOI

lb• objecti8lO JlQinttonpr..1cticallelldo1.1.''-LoW:.onJ/ultc.atTm1uarntCuiell•.

Tyler Smith's Obstetrics.
A Course of L ectures. By W1LLIA:i1 TYLER SMITU, M.D., Physician, A.o.:ouchcur, and Lecturer on ilfidu:lfery, and the Diseases of Females,in6't .
./Jlary's Hospital, Medical School, &c., &c. JVilh Numerous IllU$tratiom.
Edited by A. K. GARDNER, M.D., Fellow of the New York .Academy of
Medicine, &c., &c. Octavo.
S5.00

l'oynbee on Diseases of the Ear.

Their Kature,
Dic.gnosis, and Treatment. A new L ondon Edllion, wilh a Supplement. By JA'.\IES HINTON, Aural Surgeo11 to Guy's Hospllal, tC:c. 11'1/11
Illustrations. Octavo.
Pri{'{', $;i.OO

Thompson's Clinical Lectures on Pulmonary
Consumption.
Octavo. s2.oo.
Tyson's Cell Doctrine:
Its History and Present Stale, with a Copious Bibliography of the SubJecl, for the use of Students of Medicine and Dentistry. By JAi'llES
'l'YSON, :M. D., Lectw·er on Microscopy in the University of Pem1sylVania, &o., &o In One Volume, with a Colored Plate, and numerous
Illustrations on Wood. Pl'ice,
$2.00

Tilt's Elements of Health, and Principles of
Female Hygiene.
By F. J. TILT, :M.D., Senior Phy.,ician to the Lying-in Charity, Author
of Works on the Diseases of ..Menstruation, Uterfoe Therapeutics, &c.,

~"= ·

nw
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'faylor's Theory and Practice of the Movement-Cure.
Or, the Treatinent of Lateral Ourvatureof the Spine, Paralysis, Indigestion.,
Co11Ftipation, Consumption, .Angular Curvatures, and other Deformities,
Disease.., I ncident to Women, Derangements of the Nervoua System, and
other Chronic .Affectiona, by the SU"edish System of Localized Alovements.
$1.50
By CuARLESTAYLOR, M.D. With J/l.,.trations. 12mo.
The work of Dr. Taylor is a systematic treatise, containing the principles on whicb
~his lre:itment. is based, and full anU explicit. directions in their application to indi·
fidual diseases. The o.uthorUiseusses the nutritive processes, muscular contraction,
and the physiology of general ucrcisc, 1be subjecisof the first Lhree cbnptcrs,ina
most. satisfactory manner. The work is purely of a scientific character, and commendl!I
ilselfassuchtotheattentionofnllphysicians.

Virchow's Cellular Pathology .
.As based upon Phy.~iological and Pathological Hi.story. Translated from
the Second Edition of the Original. Ily FRANK C11ANCE, Il.A., M.A.,
Cantab J.Acenliate of the Royal College of Physicians, &c., &c. With
Notea and NumerotUJ Emendations,p1·incipally from MSS. Notes of thd
$5.00
Author, and Illustrated by 14-1 Engravings. Octavo.
Prof. Vircbow anJ his writings are well known wherever the science of medicine is
i!ludied. This work has been sclectcJ. by the Medicnl Ilureau of the United States for
general distribution in the hospitals and medical stations of the army; recording, a&
it docs, the researches in this branch of science down to the present.time.
The importance of the subject, the new ideas advanced, n.nd t he established r epu·
talion of the l\uthor, induced the publication of this book, and has made it. a. standard
work throughout Europe and in this country.

Virchow on Morbid Tumors.
Walker on Intermarriage.
Or the Mode in which, and the 'ca1UJes why, Beauty, Health, and lntdled
:esult fro 1n certain Union~, and D eformity, Disease, and Insanity from
others. With I llustrations. Dy ALEXANDER WALKER, A1tlhor of
Sl.50
.
.
.
.
"Woman," "Beauty," &c., &c. 12mo.

LINDSAY AND BLAKIBTON'S 1,UBLICATIONS.

Wythes' Physician's Pocket, Dose, and Symptom Book.
Containing the Doses and Usu of all the Principal Articles of the Muleria
Medica, and Original Preparations; A Table of Weights and Measures, Rules to Propor{ion the Doses of Medicin1UJ, Common .Abbreviations used in Writing Prescriptions, Table of Poisons and .A?Ltidotu,
Classification of the Materia Medica, Dietetic Preparations, Table of
Symptom.atology, Outlines of General Pathology and Therapeutics, d:o.
By JosEPII H. WYTIIES, A.M., M.D., &c. The Eighth Revised Edition
Price, in cloth,
0
leather, tucks, with pockets,

Sl.00
1.?.5

This little manual has been received with much favor, and a. large number of copiu
1old. H w11s compiled for the assistance of students, and to furnish a vade mecum fo r
the general prac1itioner, which would eave the trouble ofreferencetolargero.nd more
elaborate works. The present edition has undergone a careful revision. The therareutit'al itrrangemcnt.of thel\latcriaMedicahas been added to it, together with sued
other improvements as it wns thought might. prove of value t.o the wou.

Waring's Manual of Practical Therapeutics.
Oonsidered chiefly with reference lo Articles of the Materia Medica. By
EDWARD Jo11N WARING, F.R.C.S., F.L.S., &c., &c. Fron• the Second
London Edition. Royal Octavo.

Price, in cloth,
in leather,
"

$6.00
7.00

There a.re many features in Dr. Waring's Therapeutics which render it especially
nluable to the Practitioner and Student. of Medicine, much important r.nd reliable in·
formation being found in it. not. contained in similar works; it. also differs from them
in its completeness, the convenience of its arranftement, and the greater prominence
given to the medicinat .i.pplication of the various articles of the Materia Medica in the
treatment. of morbid conditions of the Iluman Body, &c., &c. ll is divided into two
parts, the alphabetical arrangement being adopted throughout the volume. For the
further convenience of the reade· there is also 11.dcled an INDEX OF Dl9EA 6ES, with a
list. of lhe medicines applicable as remedies, and a full INDEX of the medicines and
preparations noticed in the work.
"Our admiration, not only for the lmmen&e lodnatry or the aothar, but e.Jeo or the great prvtlc&I •alot of
the volume, loerell8t'li with every reading or eoasultation of It. We wish a copy eouhl be put la the hand1
~e:::~.. ~u;a~. °;~=l~~::;:;n the country. In onr eelimatlon It l.e the beat book of the k.lnd '"'l'I

Weber's Clinical Hand-Book of Auscultation
and Percussion.
An E:rposilion from Fi1·st Principles of the !Jlethod of l11t'estigati11y
lJi:seases f>f lhe R t:J:)piratory and Circulating Organii. r.:_'rn.nsl:itetl hy
$1.00
With fllustrn.lions. Price,
JOUN CocKLE. :\1. D.

LINDSAY A.ND BLAl\:lSTOX S PUBLICATIONS.

Walton's Operative Ophthalmic Surgery.
By

HAYNE.c;i WAL'FON, F.R.C.S., Surgeon to the Central London Op!tthal·
mic Hospital, &c. With 169 llltMtratiou.3. Edited by S. LITTELL,
M.D., Surgeo1' to the Wilt. Hospital for the D•<eases of the Eye, &c.

Octa\'O.

84.00

"Itl1etuh1+-llllyapnu::ticalwork,e\"lnclnginl1e1rntborgi-eetr-rch,•tborougbknow\ed. geofb1'•ub.
jecl,and1&or.ccorio.l1111.od11.1oetob..1:rvi~m1ud."-DuJ,l111Q1.1arkTlyJ!1Nrnal.

Watson's Practice abridged.
A Synopsis of the Lecture3 on the Principles and Practice of Physic. Delivered at King's College, London, by TnOMA S W A.TSON, l\I.D., Fellow
of the Royal College of Phydicians, &c., &c. From the last London
Edition. With a conc~e but Complete Account of the Properties, Usea,
Preparations, Doses, &c., of all the ~ledicint:$ mentwned in these Lecturea,
and other Vuluable Additio1ti1, by J. J. MEYLOR, A.M., M.D., &c., &c .
.A neat ltJcket Volume bound in cloth flexible.
82.00

\V ells' 'l'rcrttise on the Disca,::;cs of the Eye,
illw~lralt~d Uy

Opht!1al11ww:·opic Plates and

.r.

N1!/llNOUs

Engrorin(J-"'

011

11'11od. By
~iliLJH;lltJ \\' n.1.:-;, OpJ,U1a.lmi1· ~11ry1'on lo Kwg'!I' ('olli ()"
.Ho~qiitol, Ile. ~ccurul London Eclitinn, c·Joth, SG 50; lt'ather, $7 50
Thi!< i-< I e nuthor'sown e.Iition printe•I in Lonolon uuderhissupervi!<ion, and i!!~ued
in lbi~ country by special arrangement with him.

Wright on Hcacla,chcs.
'Pheir l'au ...,.., ancl fhf'ir Cure. Ily HENRY G. 'V1n ~; nT, M.D., Mn11bP1
of the t:uyal College of Phy.~iciwis, &c. &c. From the Fourth London
Edition.

12mo.

Cloth.

.

.

.

.

·

·

·
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DENTAL BOOKS PUBLISllED BY
LINDSAY & BLAKIS'l'ON,
No . 25 South Sixth Street, above C1ustnut,
PHILADELPHIA.

11:uris's Principles and Practice of Dentistry.

INCLUDING
1. Dental Anatomy and Physiology.
2. Dental Pathology and Therapeutics.

3. Dental Surgery.
4. Dental Mechanics.

BY CuAPIN A. HA mus, .M.D., D.D.S., &c. The tenfh edition, revil;ed and
H. AUSTEN, M.D., Pl'ojcsr10r of Dental &iewe a11d ilfechanCullege of Dental Surgery, with nearly 400 lllustra-tions, including many new ones made especially for this edition.

One volume, Royal OctaYo, bound in Cloth, .
11
"
"
Leather,

$6.50

7.50

The subscribers, in presenting to the Dental Profession THE TENTH REEo1TroN of the late PROF. I-IARn1s's TEXT-UooK OF DENTlSTRY,
desire to call their attention to the thorough revision, a11d modification in
its arrangement which it has been found
make, in order to bring
it fully up to the present advanced
the science, and to preserve for
VISED

it that reputation which it has for so many years sustained, as being the

first and leading book on the subject in the Euglish language.
So great ha\'e been the acJyances in Dental Physiology, P;1.thology, Surand l\lcchnni$m, that a reyision in all its parts, more ('Omplete and
than has been made to any previous edition -amounting, in some
the nrticlcs or
become imperativej
u,nd
order to hayc thi::; done in the
efficient manner, the publishers
were, fortunately, able to ::;ecure the valuable scn'iccs of Prof. Austen, of
the Baltimore Dental College, who, added to his experience of twenty years
as a. teacher, was, for a long time, the associate anti frie11d of Dr. Harris.
H e was thus peculiarly fiite<l fo r this ta::;k. In onlc1', however, to ren<ler
the work the more perfect and acceptable to the Profos$ion, Dr. Austen
associated with him Pm[ Gorgas and Thomas S. Latimer, l\l.D., of the same
school, both gentlemen of ncknowledgecl proficiency in their re:::pecti\o·e
departments, and further obtained \'aluable origi nal articles from Prof.
Kingsley, of t.hc New York Dental College, whose
is well known,
nrnl other gentleme n of the Profo!'sion of e<]uitl
in their respccti,·e
6pccialties. The publishers, therefore, offer this
to the P rofess ion
with the utmost confidence that it will be found
complete in every
respect as (L text-book for the student and a g uid e
experi enced pra1;titiouer.

companion fur the

Ilarris's Dictionary.
THE THIHD

A

REV!~ED

KD_ffION.

g~~:~r:A:\: ~q~~:~~1~~~L J:i~~:~~~~"I· R~~~-~{·~~ ~¥.~'.~D~b~~.~ p~:
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the Baltimore College,

jit[:!:f:1:·, :tre~~t~(/r~ vei:~°J ~,;Ye~,~~~~g:t,8°b~a~~: 11{1D~~~·~,~c,J. [ Q 0 ~'~::;~~
1

1

M.D., D.D.t>., Pro.feFt.~or of DPntal S11rge1·y in. the B(dtimore G'ullegc,
S6.50
.
&c., &c. In 11one volume, Royal Octavo, bound in Cloth,
11

u

"

Leather,

7.50

For a long period after the death of Dr. Harris his Dictionary remained
out of print, but a constantly increa;.ing demand for it. from the Profe:ssion
and from students urged the publishers to the preparation of a new edition.
The many ad\'ances in clcnta,I science made during this interim rendered
the in('orporation of many new terms and formula:: ab.:<olutely nece!';Srtry to
the st11clcnt of D entistry, ns well as to the dental practitioner. The pre::"ent
e<li 1ion ha~ heen thoroughly re\'i:-:ed by Prof. Gorgas, Dr. H a rris's succe::".:or
in the Baltimore Dental College i and in a \'Cry sntii:;factory manner,
nearly three thousand new wor<ls have been ineorporate<l into it, beside~
additiun:'i and correction:-; b.r;ug made to many others. The doses of the
more prominent meJicinal a~ 'nts have a lso been ad<led, and in every way
the book lia~ been greatly improved, and its va lue cnha nccJ. as a work of
refe rence. To those studyi ng or practising Dentistry it must prove in·
valuable.

Heath on the Injuries and Diseases of the Jaws.
The .fr1ckwnian Prize E1:MO!J of the Royrd College of Surgeons of England,
18fi7. BY C1m1sTOPllJ·:R HEATH, F.R.('.r;., .Ax.~i1<frwt 811rqemt lo U11iver,.,ity College llospital, and 1."'eucher of Operative Surgery in Unfrer.~ity
$6.00
.
College. Containing over 150 f/lu.strations. Octavo, .
This work i'l of the hi~hC'Sl pra.ctic11.l \•alue. It trrats of !li<1locrdions. fra.ctmP~.
'1C'formitiel'. an<l otlier 1l1sor<lcrs of tbc jaws, wi1h the means fo~ relief. i~lus1ra.1ctl by

~I:·; ';;: ::~~l'~ fo ~Iii ~~;~Ce¥: c;,~~;o~ Jil•~Sn '.'~l1:1~·~:i cl~ I~ r ~ ~dw~;·~ ~:~ h~ u'1:~~'::,: ! : x~e~~~1:;: r~ n~t c~~ :\~

~!~::,::~ii~'.~~)~~:.~~'i1ff:.;;·~~:~~:~~~i~g?.i;:,~;~f.~~il~~:::~~~: ~::·::::.:,:::;:'.:
"'o~;~~ -;0 {;;;~~~':1::cu~,~~f

for reference. -

0

1~'-;:1~ C':~~i'{;:l
111

Q [s
Br1li1.h. Jhthcul Journul.

a.rra.ugemcut make lit is monograph valuable

Coles on Deformiti es of the Mouth,
Congenif(/l and Acqufred, with their ,1/ echrmiral Tr~atme1!t . . Bv JAMES
OAKLEY f'-OLE::;, D.D.~ .. ;1/emberof the Odo1Ltologwal Soctely, &c., &t.
Second J:,(lition, H.evi~l'd and Enlarged, with 8 Coloted Engraving.~ '"!d
S~.;JI)
·
·
.
.
.
.
.
51 Jl/u.~tratio11s 01i Wood.

'faft's Practic:il Treatise on Opernti rn Dentist ry. A NEW EDITION, T!IOROUGJILY RE\'JRED.
BY Jox,\Tl-IA~

TAn, D.D.S., Professor of Operative De11fi8lry in the Ohio
College of Dental Sm·,qery, &c. The Second Edition, thoroughly Ri:vi.~ed,
with addition.~, and fully brought up to the pre.~e11t i>late of the Science.
Containing over 100 Illustrations. Octavo. L eathe r,
. S·l.50

Richardson's Practical Treatise on Uechani
cal Dentistry. sEcoND EDrTm,, 11ucn ENLARGED.
Jo~EP II RICHARDSO~, D.D.S., Professo1· of .Mechanical Denti:stry in
the Ohio College of D ental Surgery, &c. With over 150 beautifully executed Jl/11.~frations. Octavo. Leather .
84.50

By

Robertson's Manual on Extracting Tee th.
A NEW 1rnvrs1m EDITION.

Founded on the anatomy of the parts frivolvecl iii the opPmtion, the kind3
and proper construction of the instruments to be w~cd, the accidents likely
to occur from, the operntio11, mul the proper remedies to ret1·ieve such accidentit. B y A. RoBEHT!:SON, l\I.D., D .D .S. 1 &c. Heeo nd Ed ition. $1.50.

~::~~:~Ii¥l~t;};~~1li:lt~E;:;?.!:?~:~t.{~r:~:i?;~:~:;)~f(:f:~::ifi~~{':f~J~~
Bond's Practical 'l'rcatise on Dental Medicine. FOL'llTJI EDI TION IX PREPAUATIOX.
'l'omes' System of D ental S urgery.
W ith 208 Illustrations

S4.50

Fox on the Human Teeth.
Their 1Yatw·al Hi1Story, Structure, and Treatment of the D iseases to which
they are Subject. W ith 250 l llu1Jtrations.
S-!.00

San som on Chloroform.
It~

Action and .Administration, by AHTJnTH
to K ing's College Ilo.pital, &c., &c.

Phy.~ician

ERN El::ST SA!{SQ)J,

12mo.

.l\l.B. 1
. $2.00

The work of Dr. San'!om may be chal':lcterizeU as mo:-l excellent. Written not alone
from n .theoretical. point. of \·i.~·. buL ~ho wing very cnnsil~ernble expe r imen~al stu1ly,
a nd an 1111irnate clinical acqunmtance with the ndminil<lrnuon of the~e remedies; pn~s
ing coucisely over the whole ground, gi,·ing the latest information upon e'·ery point,
it is just theworkforlhes tudcnt 11nd pract itioner. The ruithor ru11y r estassu r e1l tlint,
although, in his p r eface, he objects to t he•· hackneyed <>Xprrs~io n of c11~t·nvo 1" i 1 1g to
supply n. want," this is just what he has done-supplie(l, 11nd well suppiled 1 n want;
for no such book existed before in our language. - A111uic1111 ,1/cdical Journal.

Anstie on Stimula nts and Narcotics.
Their Jfutual Relations, with Specfo.l Researches on the .Action of Alcohol,
Ether, and Chloroform on the Vital 01·9a11is1n. By F 1u:NCIS E. ANisTrn,
M.D., .Ass~5lmd Phy1:Jician to W e1:Jlmillster llospital1 L ecturer on j}[ atui11,
jJ[edica and Therapeutics, &c. &c. Octavo.
$3.00

Handy's 'rext-Book of Anatomy,
A~m GUIDE TO D ISSECTI ONS.

D ental Surgery.

For the use of Students of M edicine and
With 312 I llualrations. Octa \"O.
$-!.00

IX PREPLRATI OX.
THE PATHO LOGY O F THE TEETH.
By Prof. 'VED L, of the Unive rsity of Vienna. T ranslated by F RANCIS lf.
Bn.owN, M.D., and l!J'dited by 'l'uos. B. lltTC HCOCK, l\LD., Profes.sor
of D ental P athology and 'l.'herapcutirs 1'n the Dcnl~l School of H an•arrl
University, Camb1·idgc. " rit h 11umcrous lll ustrat1ons.
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Cooley's Toilet and Cosmetic Arts.
The Toilet and Cosmetic Arts, in Aneient and j[odern Times. With n
Review ~f the Different TheorielJ of Beauty and copiom allied Information, l)ocial, Hygienic, and jfedWal, including Imtructions and Cauti01u
respecting the Selection and Use of Perfumes, Cosmetics, and other Toilet
Articles; and a Comprehensive Collection of Formula, and Dfrectioni
for tlteir Preparation. By ARNOLD J. COOLEY, Author of" Oyclopredia
of Receipts: Processes, Data, and Collateral Information, &c., in the Arts
and .Jfanufactures.n With INDEX to about 5000 Matters of Interest, Use
or Caution. Demi-Octavo. .
83.00

Ott on the Manufacture of Soaps and Candles.
Includin_q the .Most Recent Discoveries, embracing all kinds of Ordinary
Hard, Soft, and Toilet Soap.,, eSJ>ecially those made by the Cold Process;
and the JJ[odes of Detecting Frauds in the JJ[an·ufacturing and the JJ[aking
of Tallow and Composite Candles. By ADOLPH OIT, Practical and
.Analytical Che.ii.st. 12mo. With Illustrations. (Just resdy.) $2.50
The author, in preparing this volume, has been careful to give o. clear and concise
P-Ccount. of the art. of soap and candle making, as now practised, so as to make the work
as practical in its character as possible. ~o\ppropriate illustrations have been a.dU.ed,
and critical explanations of the various manipulations and mechanical arrangements,
by which lhey are effected. Much new malter bas also been incorporated in the book,
never before published.

Piesse's Whole Art of Perfumery.
A NEW REVISED AND ENLARGED EDITION.

And the ~[ethods of Obtaining the Odors of Plant.; with Instructi-Ons for
the Manufacture of Perfumes for the Handkerchief, Scented Powders,
Odorom Vinegars, Dentifrices, Pomatums, Cosmetics, Perfumed Soaps
&c. ,· to which is added an Appendix, on Preparing .Artificial Fruit
Essences, &c. By G. \V. SEPTIMUS PIES.SE, Analytical Chemist. A new
American from, the Third London Edition. 12mo. With Nwnerom
IllustratioruJ.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
$3.00
1

D1t. PJES;i~:'s volume covers the entire ground of the subjwt. upon which it. treats.
h is full of Useful nud Curious Information, including also many Valuable Forruulre;
11.n I \Viii be found of equal importu.nce and interest. to the practical man as to the gen.
eralreader

Ovcrman's Practical Mineralogy, Assaying
and Mining.
With a Description of the Useful .Minerals, and Instructions for Assaying,
~ ~~~~;., ~::1e ~k:~~st Met/wds . . By ~RED~RIC~ Ov~RM~N, M~t2g

1

The object of this volume is to place before the public the charact.eristics and use!
3

8

8

::cb~~:~t!!·r~~s. p~g~~:hj ~~~~~ ~~~\~~~gi:t~ ~~~e~sp~~~:~~·~}f:e~:1:;i, oc;:n~!:c:i~~
1

~::d~ '.t!·:I!~~.:~::~":; ;::~,ii:~~.?;,'l~:i m~7~i; ,~~:~.~:r~~~it ~~:: ~~r:hb:~:
Piggott on Copper Mining and Copper Ore.
Contain-ing a full Description of some of the Piincipal Copper JJ[ines of tho
United States, the Art of Mining, the JJ[ode of Preparing the Ore for
~Market, ~c., &r.. By A. SNOWDEN Pioooirr, M.D., Practioo.l Ohemi.st.
1~~
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Ll'.SDSA Y ASD BLAKlSTvN'S PUBLlCA't'IONS

Uorfit's Chemical and Pharmaceutical Manipulations.
A Manual of the Chemical and Ohernico-]J[echanical Operations of tlu
Laboratory. By CA>lPBELL l\1oRFIT, Professor of Analytic and Applied
Chemiatry in the Univer~ity of Maryland, a88itJted by CLARENCE MVHFl"'.
A"i•tant ;Jieltcr and Refiner in the United States Assay Ojjiu. 1·1,.
:s:econd Edition, Revised and Greatly Enlarged, with over 500 Illustru&5.00
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
twn•. Octavo. .

~li~~i~~~~~~~l~~~

Branston's Hand-Book of Practical Receipts.
A /tlruwal for the Chnnist. Druggist, .Medical Praclilione .... , &c., d':c.
C!_um1,ri,"i11ry the Officinal ,l[,•dicines, thei1· Uses, ond .Jlodes of Preparatum, and Fornwl;;e fur 'l'rade Pr':'paralions, ;llinrral lVaters, Poicd1.:rs,
Beve_rages, Dirldic. Articles, Pe,,fumery, &c. 1• with a Gt~."sa'ry of
Jl/t>d1eal and (,'hpm1r·al 1.'ams, and a Copious index. By '1'110:0.1:\S
F. BR~\NSTON. From the Second Revu;ed and Enlarged Edition.

$1.50

12mo.

Campbell's Manual of Scientific and Practical
Agriculture.
1
A :;:t~;:~~:; ::~ ~z.:;r:J °la~~ii~~~nt~:/f,:!~~7/s~":o:~:~~d F~r1:;~~
By PnoF. J. L.
Illu•trations.

CAMPBELL,

.

.

of Washington College, Va.
.
.
.
.
.

12mo. With
Sl.50
.

Tliis volume has b~en prepared to supply those already engaged in the culture of the

~t11 ~~~~\~i~. g0u:~~.~~~; ~~~{ 0~r J;,e8~~!~.1:rhi~~i~~8w~~r~n~~11e 8~h~~~~ ~~1~i:;eh:!"~a~~~
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0

information as will fit him for the intelligent. pursuit of agriculture as a. busmt:~s.

Darlington's Flora Cestrica;

OR, HERBORIZINO Co:i.rPANIO~. Containing all the Plants of the Jliddk
Statex, their Linna:an Arrangeme.it, a Glossary of Botanical Terms, a
complete Index, etc. By WILLIAM DARLINGTON, M.D. The Third
$2.25
Edition, enlarged. 12mo.

Miller on Alcohol, and Lizars on Tobacco.
Alcohol: Its Place and Power. By JAMES MILLER, F.R.S.E., Prof"'°'
of Surgery in the Unirer<ity of Edinburgh; Pr~sident of the Afedie<>CAirurgical Society; Author of MILLER'S Principles and Pracltce of
The Use and Abuse of Tobacco. By JoaN LlZABS,
Surgery, etc., etc.
late ProfeJJsor of Surgery to the Royal College of Surgeons, etc., etc. Th<
5~.00
.
.
.
'l'wo Essays in Orie Volume. 12mo. . . .

The first of these treatises wns prcpnred by Prof. Miller o.t tb.e request. _or the Scot'ish Temperance League, who were anxious to have fL wol"k of high autbo~Lty, presenting the medical view of the Temperance queslion. It. ~as pnesed through a great
number of editions in Scollo.nd, and has ha.d a. large sale m this country. The ~econd

~!:.~:~::;~:::~~;';1'.:.~:,:.~.~:·:.J~::%~i£i~~:::~;::~;~~:::::.;!.:~~·~~·;.:.'.

.NEW SYDENlIAM SOCIETY'S PUBLIOHIOXS.
LINDSAY & BLAKISTON, Philadelphia,
Are now prepared lo receive su hscr i1itions fo r t he publicntion'! of Tiu: NEw STDEN·
HAM Soc1ETY for the new yea r, at Tm Dollara, payable in cu r rency, and invar iably iu
advance, and to furnish nny of the previous years n.Lthe a:unc rate and on the me
terms.
The Prncticnl Character and Permanent Value of these publications, and the nry
low price at which they are furnished, commend them to the favorable attention of the
Medical Professio n in the United Stales.
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WORKS FOR 1870. - 12th YEAR.
Trousseau's Clinical Medicine. Vol. III.
Stricker's Manual of Histology. Vol. I.
Niemeyer on Phthisis.
A Tenth Fascicu!us of the Atlas of Skin Diseases.
Sub1c rl b e r 1 at a di~tance can ha\'O their Yolume' mailed to them, pottage pa.id, u tlley appear, b7
.iemitting$1601nadtlitiontotl1e•ul scriptionpricefortheyear.
!Y o n- S ubscrlb e r acnnobtaintheboobpulJUabedduringanyo11e3·earby1::illlcribingandpaying rOI'
Miatyea.r$lO.OO,b11tnovolumeso r boobcanlJ11 badotherwiseo r 1eparatelyucei:tthefollo" :ng:
.$10 00
.
'l' h e Y e Rr lJooks for 18;i!'l,'00,'61,and '62,for .
• -l2 00
Port1·a111 oC S kin ))lllea11e 1. FMCiculi 1 to!!, for.

A Doacriptivn Oata.lo~e of the Society's Atlas of Portraits of Diseases of thf Sk:in1 and their lul
B."EPORT, will be furmshed gratis upon application,

AMERICAN & BRITISH PERIODICALS
SUPPLIED DY

LINDSAY & BLAKISTON,
PH IL AD EL PH I A.
Subscriptions Payable in Advance.
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II ALF-YEARLY.
260
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ftfedicine and Surgery ,
11
Ranking's llalj-Yearly Abstract "
Brait~waite'a R~trottp'ct ~f

QU.&RTERLY.
A1Mrican Journal of the /.fedical Sciences, .

Philadelphia.,
London, .

,

British and Fureign Medico-Chirurgiml Review, .
.
The Dublin Q11.arierly Journal of Medicine,.

A.mtricrm Journr1l of S_11pl1rlograpl1!/ aml /Jrrmutolo!J.1/ ,

Dublin,
New \orK,
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Lo1:~on,

Journal of .lnatomy and /'lty!'liology. $2.00 per i'lumbcr,
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London,
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BI-MONTHLY.
Philadelphia,
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London, .
Edinburgh,
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New York,
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rhe London Lancet, .
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.
Britiilh Medical Journal,
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Marshall's Physiological Diagrams.
L IFE-SIZE, AND BEAUTIFULLY COLORED.
On accounlofthcirlarge size aud thegrentdistinctnessofthcfigureson them, there
bas been a growing demand in this country for these Maps for !he LECTURE RooM n.nd
fo 1· lecturing from in MEOICAL ns well as OTIH:R ScuooLs. In orde1· to supply this
demand on more favorable terms, we have recently completed an arrangement. with th11
publishers in London, by which we cun sell them to the trade and others al a reduced
price an<l on belier terms than heretofore.

the Set, Nine l\laps, in Sheets,
$50.00
"
"
"
handsomely :Mounted on
. $80.00

Canvas, with Rollers, and Varnished,

.An Explanatory Key to the Physiological
Diagrams. By Jo1rn MrnsHALL, F.R.S., F.R.C.S., &c. Octavo.
~-w~
w*
Description of the Human Body.
Illustrated by Physiological Diagrams,
Designed for the U1'e of 2.'eac!ters in Schools and Yottng Men destined
for the 1lledical Profession, and fol' popular Instruction ge11erally. New
Edition. By Jon:N MARSHALL, F .H.8., F.R.C.R, Profcs.sor of Surgery,
University College, and Surgeon to the Unit·ensity College IJo.Qpilal.
The tt•ork contains 260 quarto pages of Text, bound in cloth, and 193 Colore(l
Illilslratio11.<J, a1-ranged fo Nine Folio Diagrams, carefully colored and
t·educed from ProJ Jlm·shall's large worl.:. 2 vols. Cloth.
Sl0.00

Its _ Sfructure and Functions.

Beeton's Book of Household Management.
With Sanitary, ~Medical, and Legal Memorandums; also, a History of lhe
P1·operties and Uses of all things corinected with Home Life and C01nfo1·ls. With 72 colored and 600 other Illwhations. By 1\lr.::;. J. BEETON.
A New Edition, 1100 pages.

Demy·octn.vo 1 hnlf:roan.

$3.25

PRICES REDUCED OF

& BLAKISTON'S
PHYSICIAN'S VISITING LIST.
LINDSAY

IN PREPARATION FOR 1872.
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Also, AN INTERLEAVED EDITION,
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11

HmtOTanda, recording important cases, &c., &c.
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Pa~!ents w~,ekly, int~~leaved, tuc~s, po~kets, e~?·•

2 vols

"

g~~Y ~~ ~~:j·}

. $1 60
115

"

This VISITING LTST has now been published for Twenty Years, and bas
met with such uniform nnd hearty approval from tbe Profession, that tho
demand for it has steadi ly incrcnsed from year to year.
'l'bc Publishers, in order to still further extend its circulation and usefulness, and to keep up the reputation which it has so long retained, of being

THE CHEAPEST AND BEST,
us well as the 0L'DEST VHnTrso LrsT published, have now made a very
considerable reduction in the 71rice.
It can be procured from tho principal booksellers in any of the large
cities of the United States and Canada, or copies will be forwarded by moil,
free of postage, by the Publishers, upon receipt by tltru. ct !he retail price
as annexed.
[n ordering the work from other booksellers, order

Ll1ul-•ay

&;

Blakiston's Physicinn's Visitiny List.

And 1u all cases, whether ordering from the Publishers or otherwise,
pecify the size, style, &c., wanted.

LINDSAY & BLAKISTON, Publishers.
2;; South Sixth St., Phllculelphia,.
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ncale on the l{idne_rs. Urine, &c. 400 Ill. 10 00
Beasley's Book of Prescriptions .
·:1.00
"
Druggist's ReceipL Uook.
3.50

of Admini;;tr11tion. ,li/c .. &c
2.r10
Stokes on Diseases of Elle llcnrt . . 3 00
SpraU's Obstetric 'l'ul.Jles. 410. col'1l PL 8.00

B"rlb & Roger's Au<>cult:ltion . . .
Birch on Conslip:i.tion. 'J'hil'li e(liti on

l.25

Skoda on Auscullu.tion :rncl Percussion

I r,11

1.00
Boucll1ir(bt's .\nnual of Tllcrnpl'utics.&c. 1.50
llull's;\latera:1li\l11ungemcntofCbilJren 1.25
Brnithwnite's Epitomr. 2 vols. . . . 10.00
Brale's J>rotoplnsm, 2,1 edition. pbtes, 3.00
"
On Disease Germs,
do.
1.75
Hodge on Foolicide. Paper 30 cts.; cloth, 50
Chambers' Lectures. Renewal of Life 5.00
f'hew on ;\fedical Education
1.00
Cohen's Thernpeutics of Juhalation . 2.50
C,\. •:Aux's Obstetrical Text.-lfook, the
l':fth Americ:m edition, very much
1 1
6 50
1 1
.
icon. Eleventh edition
. . . . 125
C:1r!<o11's History l\ledicnl Department
University of Pennsylvania . . • 2.00

Sy<lcnhnm Society's Pub. Per year,
Tyson's Cell Ooctrine. 11\uslrated. .
'l'nnner's Practice of i\Iedicine, 5th ed
Tnnuer on IJ1l'\c;1ses of Children
Tanner's ln1lex of Diseases
'l'anncr's ;\h·mor:rnda of Poisons . .
Troussenu's Clinirnl ~lediciue. Vols.
1, 2, an<l 3, each . . . . .
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Thompson on Pulmonary Consumption
Tilt's Elements of Female llygieoe
T1tylor's Movrmcnt Cure
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Yirchow's Cellular Pathology . . .
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Manual of Physiology,7th Lon.ed. 5.00

l.r!!g- s Gui•le to tl1e Bxami1w.tio1~ of U~ine, 75

DurkcconGonorrhreaandSypb1lis,F1fth
edition, revised and improved . • 5.00
Fuller on Hheumn.Osm. A new edition.
Oarratt on ~l~dical Ilattedes . . . 2.00
Orftvcs' Clinic11l ~ l edicine. New ed.
6.00
Greenhow on Chronic lhonchitis .
2.00
Gross' American ~fedicnl lliogrnphy
3.50
Hendlnnd ontheAetion of ~letlieine . 3.00
llenth'sDisensesnndlnjuril'sofll1eJnws6.00
Hewitt on the Dic;e;tses of Women .
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. .
. 1.00
Ililles' Pocket Anntomisl
Holmes' Surgical Di"cases of Children 9.00
llufcl nnd's Art of Prolonµ.:ing Life.
1.:25
llillier's Diseases of Children . . . 3.00
Mackenzie on the Lnryngoscope, Hhinoscopy, and Discasesofthe'l'hroaL
3.00
\!orris on Scarlet. Fever . . . . . 1.50
l\IEtos' & Pt;l'Pt:a's 'l'n~n!ise on Diseases
'lf Chil<hen. Fourth edition, rewrilten
n11J very much enlarged . .
6.00
M:u:ecn's Practice ofi'lledicine
. . 4.00
Menlleolrnll's ~ledical Student's Vnde
:-Olccum. Eighth edition . . . . 2.50
?enn~_ylvanin. Hospital Reports. Vols.
1 ::i.nd ~.each . . . . . . . . 4.00
Paget'l' .uectu r es on Surgical Pnthology G.00
1
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See Catnlogue.
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Watson s Practice, Abridged
Wright on If end-Aches . . . . .
Wells on Long, Short, nnd Wenk Sight.
1'hirrl edition
... _ ...
Weber's Clinical Ilnnd-Dook or Auscul!ation nnd Percussion • . • . .
Jlnni s' Dictionrny of Medical Terminology .:rnd De11!al Surgery . . .
Harris' Principles and Practice of
Dental Sm·gery. Tenth edition
Bond's Dentnl ;\ledieine , . .
Hobert son on Extrncling Teeth _
Titft's Operative Dentistry
Fox on 1he llumau Teeth
. . .
Hichnrdson·s :'llechanical Dentistry
Htlndy's Text-Book of Anatomy . .
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